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ABSTRACT OF PAPER
The creation of the western phosphate reserve by Executive action in 1908 was followed by systematic exploration of
the area by the United States Geological Survey. Most of
the ground in Idaho thus far examined is described in this
paper. The exploration and history of the region'is sketched
from the time of the early fur traders and immigrants to the
time of its agricultural settlement and the beginning of its
mineral development. The work of the Hayden surveys is
briefly outlined and the character of the later geologic studies
is described.
.
Chapter II, on geography, which is preceded by a summary,
shows the relation of southeastern Idaho to the larger physiographic regions of the United States. The chapter outlines
the physiographic development of the region and describes in
some detail its mountains and valleys. The climate, vegetation, animal life, natural resources, industries, and transportation facilities are briefly considered.
The sedimentary rocks of southeastern Idaho have a total
thickness of approximately 46,000 feet. They have been divided
into 41 formations, ranging in age from Lower Cambrian to
Recent. These formations are listed and briefly described in
a table in Chapter III. The chapter as a whole is devoted to
a detailed description of the distribution, lithology, thickness,
paleontologic character, and age of the respective formations.
The igneous rocks of the region may all be referred to three
groups-hornblende andesite porphyry, rhyolite, and basalt.
The distribution, mode of occurence, and character of these
rock types are described in some detail. Six and possibly nine
epochs of igneous activity are recognized. The origin of the
igneous rocks, their modes of eruption, and their succession are
briefly considered, together with the causes of igneous activity,
in Chapter IV. The relations of the igneous rocks, to the sedimentary rocks and their age are indicated.
In Chapter V the broader structural features, as outlined on
the general geologic map of the region (pI. 1), are first described and the types of structure present are mentioned. The
chapter as a whole is principally concerned with a detailed
description of the individual structural features named on the
general map but shown with greater refinement on the largescale maps of the respective quadrangles (pIs. 2-7 and 9) and in

the geologic-structure sections (pIs. 11, 12). Extended treat- 0
ment is given to the Bannock overthrust. The epochs of mountain-building, the conditions of deformation, and other related
topics are briefly reviewed.
Chapter VI, which is preceded by a summary, is devoted to
the interpretation of the geologic record as set forth in the
preceding chapters. The events of the respective geologic periods in southeastern Idaho are described in some detail, and
comparisons are made both with neighboring regions and with
more distant fields.
About three-quarters of Chapter VII, on mineral resources,
which is preceded by a summary, is devoted to a detailed account
of the physical and chemical character of phosphate rock, the
classification and the legal method of acquiring phosphate lands,
descriptions of individual phosphate-bearing townships, including estimates of tonnage for each township and for the
entire western field, an account of the western phosphate industry, and a statement regarding the production, marketing,
and utilization of phosphate rock. Considerable attention is
given to water resources, both surface and underground,
including a presentation of their character and utilization. In
additi'on to these resources, about 16 minor mineral resources
or mineral occurences are described in some detail.
Chapter VIII, which is preceded by a summary, contains
a series of essays on themes that have grown out of intensive
physiographic and geologic studies of southeastern Idaho. The
subjects are considered under the five headings of physiographic,
stratigraphic, igneous, structural, and economic problems. Extended treatment is given to the Tertiary peneplanation in
Idaho, the origin of the Permian phosphate, the origin of the '
Rex chert, Triassic and Jurassic physiography and sedimentation, overthrust faulting, circumferential shortening, tension
faulting, and the building of the northern Rockies. For each
subject the data available for southeastern Idaho and other
data are brought to bear upon the discussion of broader fields,
some of which involve the consideration of fundamental geologic
problems.
The appendix, by G. H. Girty, describes i~ detail many
new species of Carboniferous and Triassic fossils.
XIII

GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY, AND MIN.E.RAIJ RESOURCES OF PART OF
SOUTHEASTERN IDAHO
By GEORGE ROGERS MANSFIELD
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
WESTERN PHOSPHATE RESERVE

The western phosphate reserve, part of which is
described in the following report, was created on
December 9, 1908, when the Secretary of the Interior
withdrew from all kinds of entry 4,541,300 acres of
land in Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming. Not all this
land was supposed to contain phosphate, but the withdrawal included all areas in which, according to the
best evidence then available, valuable phosphate beds
might be present. The examination, which has not
yet been completed, began in June', 1909, and continued through successive field seasons including 1916,
after which it was discontinued in favor of investigations more closely associated with the conduct of
the war. The field work has led to the restoration of
some of the withdrawn lands and to the withdrawal
of others so that, as shown in the chapter on mineral
resources, the present acreage of the reserve, which
now' includes some land in Montana, is much less
than at first.
The reserve as. now constituted is a group of
detached areas in the four States named, some of which
have been classified as phosphate land and restored to
entry under the public-land laws, the phosphate being
reserved to the Government and made subject to
development under the provisions of the leasing law.
By far the greater part of these areas remains unexalnined and unclassified. In addition, some phosphate lands in the general region have passed into private hands. In a broad sense and for the purposes of
the present discussion these also may be considered
part of the western phosphate reserve.
'
PU

0
RP SE AND SCOPE OF

INVESTI~ATION

The o~'iginal purpose of 'the work was merely to
study the phosphate deposits, describe their occurrence,
estimate their quantity, so far as practicabl~, and
classify the public land. The investigation was later
extended to include other features of geographic and
geologic interest and to complete the areal mapping of
the Fort Hall Indian Reservation and of seven quadrangles with some adjacent territory in southeastern
Idaho. More detailed study has been made of the
Idaho field than of other parts of the reserve, both

because of the large body of high-grade phosphate
rock that it contains and because the stratigraphic
and structural features of the region are of unusual
interest.
A number of geologists have been engaged in the
work, and several semidetailed reports and minor
papers, which are listed in the bibliography at the end
of the volume, have already been published. The
Fo~t Hall Indian Reservation is the SUbject' of a
separate report. (See bibliography, p. 403.) The
purpose of the present paper is to describe the larger
area:
LOCATION AND EXTENT OF AREA

This area comprises approximately 2,200 square
miles in the southeast corner of Idaho, with narrow
adjoining strips of Utah and Wyoming. It extends
about 25.5 miles along the northern boundary of
Utah and includes· about 68 miles of the western
bouI).dary of Wyoming. The seven quadrangles with
which the report is chiefly concerned are the Montpelier 30-minute quadrangle at the south and the
Slug Creek, Crow Creek, Lanes Creek, Freedom,
Henry, and Cranes 'Flat 15-minute quadrangles farther north. Their geographic positions are given in
the following· table:
TABLE

1.-Geographic positions of seven quadrangles in south·
eastern Idaho
Quadrangle

Latitude
o

MontpelieL - - - - - - - - - - - -Slug
- - - - - - - - - - - --_
CrowCreek_
Creek ____________
Lanes Creek_ - -- -- - - - - - -Freedom _______________ _

~::~~s-Fi~t_-~~==========

42
42
42
42
42
42
43

I

0

00-42
30-42
30-42
45-43
45-43
45-43
00-43

Longitude
I

o

30
45
45
00
00
00
15

111
111
111
111
111
111
111

o

00-111
15-111
00-111
15-111
00-111
30-111
30-111

30
30
15
30
15
45
45

The locations of these quadrangles are shown on the
index map (fig. 1), on which are also
shown other areas or features mentioned in this report.
The region includes much of Bear Lake County and
parts of Bannock, Caribou, Bingham, and Bonneville
Counties, Idaho; Rich County, Utah; and 'Lincoln
County, Wyo. It also includes parts of the Cache
and Caribou National Forests.
accomp~nying
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EARLY EXPLORATION AND HISTORY

A concise historical summary, applicable in large
part to this region, is given by Gannett. l Veatch's
historical account of southwestern Wyoming,2 which
is also in considerable measure applicable to this
region, is so complete with its annotated bibliography
that only a brief supplementary statement is necessary here.

25

25

too, occurred many bloody Indian conflicts. Irving 3
gives an int.eresting picture of the life and activities of
the trappers, traders, and Indians in his graphic
account of the attempts of parties outfitted by John
Jacob Astor to found a trading post at the mouth of
Columbia River and in his charming story of the
adventures of Captain Bonneville. Bancroft 4 presents a very different picture of Bonneville and his

75

100 Miles

F1GURE I.-Index map showing the location of areas in southeastern Idaho described in this report and of related areas

As far back as the later part of the eighteenth cen- , expedition. He denounces Bonneville and censures
tury this region was frequented by fur traders and Irving for his favorable presentation of the captain.
trappers. 'The waters of the Green, Bear, and Snake
The Astorians passed along Snake River on their
Rivers abounded in valuable fur-bearing animals, and way to the Columbia. They met with reverses at
in the broad valleys the fur companies had their the hands of the Indians and endured many hardships.
annual meetings with the trappers for trade. Here, One of their parties, in returning under Robert Stuart,
I Gannett, Henry, U. S. Geol. and Geog. Survey Terr., Eleventh Ann. Rept. for
1877, pp. 708-710, 1879.

'Veatch, A. 0., Geography and geology of a portion of southwestern Wyoming:
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 56, pp. 9-32, 1907.

8 Irving, Washington, Astoria, 2 vols., Philadelphia, 1836; The adventures of
Captain Bonneville, U. S. Army, in the Rocky Mountains Nld the Far West,
Pawnee ed., vols. 1 and 2, New York and London, 1898.
• Bancroft, H. H., Works, vol. 28, pp. 568-575,1884.
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entered Bear River Valley.5 After misadventure with
a party of Indians they made their way over to Salt
River (possibly by way of Georgetown Canyon, Crow
Creek" and Star Valloy) and thence to Snake River.
:Here they were set upon by the same Indians and
suffered the loss of their horses.
The agents of the fur cOlnpanies and the trappers
wore familiar with the country, but their knowledge
largely died with them. The names of some of them,
as Sublette and Portneuf, are, however, preserved in
the present nomenclature of the region. "
The first exploration that really contributed to the
world's knowledge of this territory was that of Bonneville in 1832-1835. He obtained a year's leave from
the ArnlY, outfitted his expedition with private means,

surrounded by swanlps and quagmires" that he was
obliged to construct' canoes of rushes' with which ,to
explore them.
'The mouths of all the streams which fall into this lake from
the west are marshy and unconsiclerable; but on the east side
there is a beautiful beach, broken occasionally by high, and
isolated bluffs, which advance upon the lake and heighten the
character of the scenery. The water is shallow but abounds
in trout and other small fish.

Bonneville's map,s which is reproduced in part
in Figure 2, was the first map to show any of the
geographic features of the region.
Nathaniel J. Wyeth, a trader from Boston, who
in 1834 built Fort Hall near the junction of Snake
and Portneuf Rivers,9 shared with Bonneville ~in

from Greenwich

107 0

FIGURE 2.-Part of a map by Captain Bonneville accompanying his journal of adventures in the Far
West, 1837 (Crom Professional Paper 56, fig. 1)

and set out to explore the Rocky Mountains and to
trade with the Indians and trappers. In November,
1833 (?), he entered Bear River Valley from Hams
Fork and encamped at the outlet of a lake, which he
doscribes as 30 miles long and from 2 to· 3 miles in
width, "completely embedded in low ranges of mountains and connected with Bear River by an impassable
swamp." 6 This lake, which is without doubt the
present Bear Lake, appears on Bonneville's map as
"Little Snake Lake." On a later visit to the lake
he notes 7 that "the outlets al~e so muddy and so
-rr---- .. --- - --

~.---

.- -

o Irving, Washington, Astoria, vol. 2, pp. 134-141.
D Irving, Washington, The adventures of Captain Bonneville, U. S. Army, in
t,he Rocky Mountains and the Far West, vol. I, pp. 310-312.
7 Idem, vol. 2, p. 90.

buffalo hunting and its attendant festivities in the •
headwaters of the Blackfoot.
Fremont lO in 1843 entered the valley of Bear River
from the Green River Basin by way of Hams Fork
and struck' the emigrant route to Columbia River.
He noted the attractive and. fertile appearance of
Bear Lake Valley and the fact that the emigrants
paused there to feed and refresh their stock before
8 In Irving, Washington, The Rocky Mountains, or Scenes, incidents, and adventures in the Far West: from the journal of Capt. B. L. E. Bonneville, vol. 1, Philadelphia, 1837. The map in the Pawnee edition is not a copy of the original.
g Young, F. G" editor, The correspondence and journals of Capt. Nathaniel J.
Wyeth 1831-1836: Sources of Oregon History, vol. 1, pts. 3-6, Oregon Univ.
Dept. Economics and History Contr., pp. 146-147, 227, Eugene, Oreg., 1889.
10 Fr6mont, J. C" Report of the exploring expedition to the Rocky Mountains
in the year 1842 and to Oregon and north California in the years 1843-44, pp. 132-139,
Washington, 1845.
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proceeding with their tedious journey across the
Snake River Plains. Fremont's map includes the
region here described. Veatch 11 notes that ,on this
map the meridians are about 10 miles too far east,
though the parallels are" approximately in the correct
. position. The general geographic features along
Fremont's route are well shown, and the map is
the first importallt contribution to the detailed
knowledge of tlie geography of the region. Fremont's
report also includes a map of' Bear River valley
from "Muddy Creek" (Bridger Creek, Wyo.) to the
"Beer Spring" (Soda Springs, Idaho), and analyses
of the waters of some springs at that place.
A larger-scale map 12 of the region traversed by
Fremont was published in 1850 by his assistant,

Springs. (See fig. 3.) A commemorative monument
has been erected on this route at Main and Second
Streets in Montpelier.
In the late fifties Government parties were engaged
in the selection of routes and the construction of
wagon roads through parts of this region. Among
the roads thus constructed is that now known as the
"old Lander trail" or "Landers cn t-off. " I twas
planned
especially and emphatically [as] an emigrant road, so located
as to avoid, the tolls of bridges, alkali plains, and deleterious
poisonous waters, and to furnish fuel, water, and grass to the
ox-team emigration. * * * The overland emigrants reac h
the mountain sections in the latter part of July, and pass over
the adjacent sand plains during July and August. The chief
difficulties and obstacles which they encounter arise from the
105
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3.-Map of old emigrant road and Lander cut-off in Wyoming and southeastern Idaho

Charles Preuss, for whom' the Preuss Range, one
of 'the most prominent mountain groups in this
region, is named.
•
The old emigrant road to Oregon entered Bear
Itiver Valley from the divide at the head of Hams
Fork of Green River. Thence it followed along
Bear River to Thomas Fork, which it ascended for
2 or 3 miles, then turned west across the southern
'end of the Preuss Range near the present settlement
of Alton. From this point it continued northwestward across the mountains and reentered Bear
River valley a few miles south of the p:resent city
of Montpelier. Thence it followed the valley in a
general northwesterly direction to and beyond Soda
11

o

III

a

U

0

Veatch, A. C., op. cit., p. 17.
Preuss, Charles, 30th COl1g., 2d sess., House Com. Rept. 145, vol. 2, [1850].

extreme dryness and heat of the artemisian [sagebrush] deserts.
The passage of the line as located nearer to the base of the
snow-capped mountains, in a more elevated region, richly
grassed, and along the great summer trails of the Indians, is
favorable to their health, the preservation of their stock, and
gives them abundance of pasturage, with water at short intervals from mountain streams. IS

This road, which enters the Freeq.om quadrangle in
Star Valley, ascends Stump Creek, called Smoking
Creek on Wagner's map/4 crosses into the head of
Lanes Creek, skirts the southern end of Grays Lake,
then turns westward across Blackfoot River and down
Ross Fork in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation into
13 Report of Supt. F. W. Lander upon the central division of the Fort Kearney,
South Pass, and Honey Lake wagon road, constructed under the direction of the
Department oftbeInterior, 1857-1858, 1859: 35th Cong., 2d sess., S. Ex. Doc. 36, vol
10, p. 64,1859. (Map by W. H. Wagner.)
,
14 Idem.
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Snake River Valley. P arts of this road in the Freedom stratigraphic and structural features of the region
and Lanes Creek quadrangles are now impassable for were disclosed, besides numerous details on a variety
vehicles, but other parts are well used.
of subjects. For much of the region covered by these
Wagner's map, which is on the scale of 10 miles to ' surveys the reports of Peale and St. John still constithe inch, includes all the quadrangles here described tute the principal sources of information.
except the CI:anes Flat and furnishes more topographic
LATER GEOLOGIC STUDIES
detail than any of its predecessors.
The explorations of the United States Geological
Before 1872 Bear Lake County was supposed to
belong to Utah. It was first settled by a colony of Survey in this region began in 1906 with the work of
Mormons under C. C. Rich, and was called Rich Weeks and Ferrier on the phosphate beds. This was
County. \~he establishment of the boundary of Idaho continued by Weeks in 1907. The detailed mapping,
by survey threw the greater and better portion of on which this report is largely based, began in 1909 and
Rich County into Idaho, together with its industrious is described below.
and thrifty population, and it was considered as part
Paleontologic studies in the general region have been
of Oneida County until its separate 'organization in carried on by Walcott, Girty, and J. P. Smith, and
January, 1875. The first settlers were agriculturists, stra~igraphic studies by Richardson. Further referbut their early efforts at farming were failures owing ence to their work is made in the body of this report,
to frost and grasshoppers, which together took the and their published contributions are listed in the
greater part of 'their crops for several years. By bibliography.
making hay and raising stock the settlers prospered,
FIELD WORK
and little by little overcame the worst of their diffiThe topographic field work in the quadrangles here
culties. 16
described was done in the year~ 1909 to 1916 by field
In 1870 gold was discovered in the Caribou Range
parties of the United States Geological Survey. Those
east of Grays Lake, in what is now T. 4 S., R. 44 E.,
who participated in establishing the topographic conabout 10 miles east of the Cranes Flat quadrangle.
trol were G. T. Hawkins, D. S. Birkett, L. F. Biggs,
These deposits, first worked as placers, are said to
F. L. Whaley, F. A. Danforth, O. G. Taylor, C. F.
have yielded $250,000 annually for 10 years; 16 in recent
Urquhart, and H. H. Hodgeson. The topographic
years, however, they have been worked but little.
mapping was done by Albert Pike, J. L. Lewis,
A. E. Murlin, C. G. Anderson, W. O. Tufts, and
THE HAYDEN SURVEY
M. A. Knock. The general excellence of the topoIn 1871 Hayden 17 explored Bear River and Bear graphic maps, both in accuracy and physiographic
Lake Valleys. He noted the craters north of §oda expression, has greatly facilitated the geologic mapBprings and described one of them, probably the one ping..
in sec. 34, T. 6 S., R. 41 E., in the Henry quadrangle,
The geologic field work was carried on in the same
now called Little Crater. He pointed out their years by a number of geologists and assistants. Work
relatively recent age and nlade a number of other began in the Montpelier quadrangle in 1909 before
geologic observations, to sonle of which reference will topographic maps were available, and hence, in that
be Inade later. In the same year Peale 18 visited year and at certain places in other years the geologic
Soda Springs and Illade notes on SOllle of the springs parties combined topographic with geologic mapping.
in the vicinity.
.
Hoyt S. Gale had general charge of the work in 1909.
Actual geologic investigation and mapping were From 1910 until the midseason of 1912 R. W. Richards
undertaken in 1877 by parties of the Hayden Survey was in charge. For the rest of the period cited the
in charge of Peale 19 and St. John. 20 Henry Gannett writer has carried forward the investigation with
did the topographic work of Peale's party, and G. R. several field parties. The following geologists and
Bechler made the topographic map 'for St. John's assistants have participated in the mapping: P. V.
party. rrhe work of Peale and Gannett includes all Roundy, E. H. Finch, E. L. Jones, jr., C. L. Breger,
the region here described except the Cranes Flat E. L. Troxell, J. H. Bridges, William Peterson,
quadrangle, which lies in the field mapped by St. J. W. Merritt, and Robert Ferron. Valuable field
John's party. This work, though of reconnaissance assistance was also rendered by E. C. Ragar, J. W.
grado, was of a high standard, and many of the broader Clark, Lester Bagley, Ezra Campbell, Clifford Thornton, Fred Campbell, Lewis Campbell, and V. R. D.
U Brlncroft, H. H., WorkS, vol. 31, History of Washington, Idabo, and Montana,
p. 548, San Frnncisco, 1890.
Kirkham.
10 Bancroft, H. n., op. cit., p. 533.
Most of the geologic field work in the Montpelier
17 Haydon, F. V., U. S. Gool. Survoy 'rorr. Fifth Ann. Rept., pp. 150-156,
101, 1872.
,
quadrangle
was done on the scale of 1: 42,240 or of
IB Poalo, A. C., U. S. Gool. Survoy Terr. Fifth Ann. Rept., p. 193, 1872.
1 :96,000; but T. 11 S., Rs. 44 and 45 E., and parts of
10 Poalo, A. C., Heport on the geology of the Green River district: U. S. Geol.
and Geog. Survey 'l'err. Eleventh Ann. Rept., pp. 511-646, 1879.
Tps. 13 and 14; R. 43 E., were done on the scale of
10 St. John, Orostes, Report on the geologicallleld work of the Teton division:
1 :31,680 and some work was done on the scale of the
U. S. Geol. and Goog. Survey Torr. Eleventh Ann. Rept., pp. 323-508, 1879.
0
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published map, 1: 125,000. Parts of Tps. 12 and 13
S., R. 45 E.,; were mapped on the scale of 1: 1,000.
In the six quadrangles to the north most of the work'
was done on the scale of 1: 31,680 or of 1: 48,000, but
a little has been done on the scale of "the published
maps, 1: 62,500.
The outcrop of the phosphate beds has been mapped
practically throughout by plane-table methods, largely
by stadia but partly by intersection. The same is true
in considerable measure of the boundary between the
Rex chert and the Woodside and of the Meekoceras
zone, which form's the boundary' between the W oodside shale and the Thaynes group. All these forma':
tions are more or less associated with the phosphate
beds and must be considered in the classification of the
land. The other boundaries were in part mapped by
plane-table methods but usually by successive ridge or
canyon traverses and the use of large-scale dissected
maps. Where the plane table was not used locations
were determined by sights with pocket compass or. by
identification of position on the topographic maps.
This last method was 'commonly easy because of the
accuracy and detail of these maps, which in some places
even showed the position of conspicuous individual
ledges. All the geologic boundaries have in large.
measure been followed out upon the ground, but some
sketching has been necessary. The boundaries of the
Tertiary and Quaternary formations are in some places
less accurately shown than are those of the older
formations.
Particular at.t.Antion has been given to the phosphate
beds. Existing prospects have been examined and
sampled and numerous trenches dug by the .Survey
parties for obtaining measurements, samples for
analysis, 'and stratigraphic data.. In 1912 a special
allotment of $300 was provided for this purpose and an
additional force of men was employed for about 10 days
at the close of the field season.
Other features of the field work included physiographic and geologic observations, measurement of
stratigraphic sections, taking numerous photographs,
collection of many lithologic specimens . and fossils,
and sampling certain spring waters.
<)
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CHAPTER II. GEOGRAPHY
SUMMARY OF GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES

a region of complexly folded and faulted sedimentary
The region considered in this paper lies chiefly, in rocks. The peneplain was dissected, and after the
the northern Rocky Mountain province but il}cludes excavation of broad and deep valleys, which, with
also part of the Basin and Range province, and both the lower neighboring uplands, were then extensively
areas are interfingered along their borders with pro- aggraded, the region was uplifted and again subjected
jections of the Snake River lava plain. These physio- to erosion through several succeeding partial cycles.
graphic units are briefly described and their relations About 1,000 feet below the peneplain stand remnants
to each other and to the region here discussed are indi- of a late mature erosion surface, above which unreduced
cated.
remnants of the earlier dissected peneplain or of an
intervening erosion surface now rise in some places
_______________
_______________________ _
as high as 500 feet. Two later erosion surfaces
stand at altitudes, respectively, about 300 and 600
feet lower. These surfaces form more or less well
defined rock terraces above the present early
mature canyons, which themselves range in depth
A
from
a few hundred to 1,000 feet 9r more. Older
, ______________
___________________ _
,
valleys, which represent some of these earlier
"
erosion surfaces, now hang here and there 400
feet or more above the present valley bottoms.
Some of the broader valleys or intermont basins
have been reexcavated in the buried valleys which
B
succeeded the peneplain. Others are in part of
PENEPLAIN
structural origiI,l or have been eroded in rocks with
:-.. ,
/
favorable structure. Still other valleys owe their
present transverse courses to superposition succeeding the aggradational cycle which came after
the peneplain. All have been more or less aggraded,
partly because of former arid climatic conditions
and, in the lower valleys, partly because of obstruction by basaltic flows. Moister climatic conditions,
which probably accompanied the later glacial stage,
quickened the streams, notably Bear River, which
rises in the glaciate~ Uinta Mountains, and permitted youthful dissection of the aggraded material
o
with the development of canyoned courses and
graded reaches in some of the streams. Bear Lake,
which occupies a reexcavated valley of structural
origin in the southwestern part of the region, was
developed to nearly twice its present size. Its
highest level, maintained by alluvial fans, did not
E
long persist, but superposition of its outlet upon
FIGURE 4.-Stages in physiographic development in southeastern Idaho and adjacent
buried ledges preserved the level of the lake long
regions: A, Tygee erosion and Salt Lake deposition; B, Gannett erosion; C, Elk Valiey
erosion; D, Dry Fork erosion; E, Blackfoot erosion, aggradation (A), and reexcava·
e~ough to develop shore lines, which may now be
tion (R)
recognized at many places. Since glacial time
Other studi.es of the mountains of the West show little erosion has been accomplished.
that complex physiographic development has been the
The mountains and valleys of southeastern Idaho
general rule and that similar stages of development are inadequately named a.nd differentiated. Some
may be expected in neighboring regions. The record principles of nomenclature and definitions are thereof southwestern Wyoming is reviewed for comparison fore presented. Most of the mountains of the Rocky
with that in southeastern Idaho.
Mountain province in'this region belong to the IdahoIn southeastern Idaho (see fig. 4) the highest ridge Wyoming Chain, which, with some of its subdivisions, is
tops, at elevations of about 9,000 feet, probably here described, and new names are applied where necesrepresent remnants of a peneplain, developed in sary. Other members of the province which enter the
~.t'_<2'!:Y.P_'3~!._e;!:'I_E..!:'=~~
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region ,are the Bear River Plateau and Wasatch Range
with their subdivisions and associated valleys. These
Dlembers are also briefly described. In addition several members of the Basin and Range province and
exten,sions of the Snake River lava plain are distinguished and described.
The climate is semiarid', and the annual rainfall is
about 14 inches. The mean annual temperature is
about 41 0 , but strong contrasts occur between summer
and winter tmnperatures, and marked extremes of
temperature, both monthly and annual, are experienced.
.The prevailing westerly winds and the other climatic
features are lllodified to some extent by local physiographic conditions. The growing s~ason averages 87
days but varies greatly in different parts of the region.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC PROVINCES
LARGER PHYSIOGRAPHIC DIVISIONS

According to a map prepared in 1916 by a committee of the Association of American Geographers,l
in collaboration with members of the United States
Geological Survey, the United States has been divided
into units of greater or less magnitude, according to
structural or other differences. The subdivisions are
of three orders-major divisions, provinces, and sections. In general these are given geographic names,
but for a few the proper name is replaced by some
distinctive term. Thus we have the Intermontane
Plateaus (major division), the Basin and Range
province, and the Nevada Basin section.
o

FIGURE 5.-Physlographic provinces in southeastern Idaho and adjacent regions and the "Wyoming lineament"

The vegetation responds actively to the climatic
conditions and differs in character and distribution
with exposure to sun and wind and with the distribution of moisture and of temperature. There is timber
for local use, but llluch of it is relatively inaccessible.
Agriculture and grazing are the chief industries,
but phosphate lnining gives promise of extensive early
development. Some water is available for irrigation
and for power.
The Oregon Short Line Railroad crosses the southwestern part of the region, and Montpelier, Idaho, is
the principal shipping point. Much of the country is
sparsely settled and remote from railways but is
accessible by roads or trails. Electric power is available from plants erected on Bear Lake and Bear River.

DIVISIONS REPRESENTED

The region of the seven quadrangles here described
lies chiefly in the Rocky Mountain system and forms
part of the Northern Rocky Mountain province, but
it is adjacent to the Nevada Basin section of the Basin
and Range province of the Intermontane Plateaus and
to the Snake River section of the Columbia Plateau
province. Locally it partakes of the characteristics of
each of these sections. These physiographic units
will therefore be briefly described, in order that the
relationship of this region to these units may be more
clearly indicated. (See fig. 5.)
1 Fenneman, N. M., Physiographic divisions of the United States: Assoc. Am.
Geographers Annals, vol. 6, pp. 19-98, pI. I, 1917.
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN SYSTEM

Near its central partin south-central Wyoming the
mountain belt gives way to plateaus with somewhat
isolated low mountains, which are practically continuous with the great plains at .the northeast and with
the high plateaus at the southwest. oThe plateau area
thus serves to divide the Rocky Mountain system into
three well-defined prov'inces, namely, the Northern
Rocky Mountain province, the Wyoming Basin, which
includes the plateaus, and the Southern Rocky Mountain province. This paper is concerned only with the
first of these subdivisions.

o

The Northern Rocky Mountain province embraces all contiguous mountains in the United States north and west of
central Wyoming to the Cascade Mountains in northern Washington. For about 75 miles south of the international boundary
the Rocky Mountain system borders on the Cascade Range.
Throughout its remaining 2,500 miles the boundary is marked
almost everywhere by a contrast of mountains on one side and
plateau on the other. . For the greater part of this distance
the contrast is sufficiently sharp to be visible in the field within
a single view. * * * The area within the line is· all mountainous, the valleys being so narrow as to be plainly incidental
to the mountain character. * * *
The province as thus outlined embraces several scores of
separate ranges and many important valleys bearing distinct
names. The ranges differ in topography, structure and physiographic history, but all together form a continuous expanse of
mountain country extending northward far into Canada. * * *
Going north at the west foot of the Wasatch' the province
boundary is marked by a perfectly clear and abrupt topographic break separating the Wasatch Mountains from the Great
Basin. * * * It follows the valley of Bear River northward
to latitude 42° 40'. Thence it continues north along the course
of Blackfoot River at the western base of the Blackfoot Moun- .
tains. At a point south of Idaho Falls the line thus described
intersects the boundary of the Snake River Plains. 2

The Snake River Plain is a part of the Columbia
Plateau distinguished by its very young lava plains.
Basin and Range province.-The Basin and Range
province is that part of the Intermontane Plateaus
which is characterized by isolated, subparallel mountain ranges that rise abruptly above desert plains. It
lies west and north of the Colorado Plateaus and extends from southern Oregon to the interior of Mexico,
its dominant features differ in development from place
to place.
The northern part of this region is roughly coextensive with the area of internal' drainage which John
C. Fremont named the Great Basin. This name,
however, has generally been used in geographic and
and geologic writings with primary reference to the
characteristic surface features of the country rather
than with regard to the actual limits of drainage
basins.
The most central and significant feature of the Great Basin
seems to be the accumulated waste from its higher parts, building plains in its lower parts. This is related on the one hand to
the structure of the province and on the other to its climate.
Along streams entering the basin from other provinces, such
deposits do not begin until the proper limits of this province are
reached. Again, where such deposits are found along stream
courses leading outward from this province to through-flowing
streams, their presence indicates ineffective drainage in that
portion of· the stream basin where they are found. This
inability of the running waters to forward the waste derived
from higher slopes is a much more important fact in the character of the country than the mere fact that the water is, at
some remote point, evaporated or that it ultimately reaches the
sea. s

Almost equally distinctive are the isolated, nearly
mountain ranges, which are presumably fault
parallel
The southern boundary of the Northern Rocky.
blocks.
The consolidated older beds and lavas that
Mountain province corresponds in a general way with
constitute
these mountains are only locally horizontal.
the 1ine called by Ransome 3 the" Wyoming lineament,"
In
general
they
are deformed and locally very much SO.6
except that this. line passes through the Wyoming
The Nevada Basin section is that part of the Basin
Basin, which is regarded by the comrnittee mentioned
and Range province which contains elevated desert
above as a separate province.
plains and approximately equal areas of mountain and
INTERMONTANE PLATEAUS
plain. 7 . It constitutes the largest section of the province.
The Intermontane Plateaus 4 include a:ll the territory Davis·gives the following picture of the region: 8
west and south of the Rocky Mountain system in
The low ranges with sprawling, fading spurs and wide open
which mountains are either wanting or isolated in
relatively small ranges separated by desert plains. valley mouths are regarded as the residual reliefs of the earlier
A northern division of these plateaus that lies almost cycle, undisturbed or only slightly disturbed by the later faulting, and not greatly modified by continued erosion. The high
wholly in Canada and Alaska consists largely of worn- ranges, with strong slopes, simple base lines on at least one side,
down mountains.
and relatively narrow valley mouths, are regarded as uplifted
Oolumbia Plateau province.-The Columbia Pla- and tilted blocks of the previously eroded region, now well enteau province is a subdivision of the Intermontane tered upon a new cycle of erosion. The intermont depressions,
more or less aggraded, appear to be relatively depressed areas
Plateaus characterized by a substratum of nearly hori- now covered with waste from higher areas.
zontallava flows.
G Fenneman,

Fenneman, N. M., op. cit., pp. 80-82.
8 Ransome, F. L., The Tertiary orogeny of the North American Cordillera and its
problems: Problems of American Geology, pp. 294, 295, New Haven, 1915.
'Fenneman, N. M., op. cit., pp. 41, 42, 83-93.
2

o

N. M., op. cit., p. 90.
Idem, p. 89.
, Idem, p. 42.
DaviS, W. M., The Wasatch, Canyon, and House Ranges, Utah: Harvard CoIl.
Mus. Compo Zoology Bull., vol. 49, p. 54, 1905.
6
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RELATIONS OF AREA TO PROVINCE BOUNDARIES

The west boundary of the Northern Rocky Mountain province as outlined above follows Bear River
northward through the Logan and Preston quadrangles and thence presumably continues northward
through the Henry, Portneuf, and Paradise Valley
quadrangles along the west base of the Blackfoot
Mountains. (See pI. 15.) It is here proposed to
modify that boundary by drawing it eastward through
the gap 0:£ Bear River west of Soda Springs and thence
northward to the valley of Meadow Creek in the Henry
quadrangle. From that locality it is drawn northwestward through the valley of Willow Creek and along the
east side of the Blackfoot Mountains. This arrangement places Reservoir Mountain and Wilson and
Pelican Ridges, all of which are believed to be fault
blocks, in the Basin and Range province.
The boundary of the Snake River Plain section of
the Columbia Plateau province, which is necessarily
generalized on the small-scale'map, becomes intricate
when followed in detail on large-scale maps. Most of
the large valleys that drain into the Snake are occupied
in greater or less degree by lava, which merges with
that of the Snake River Plain outside the mountains:
These valley extensions of the lava plain are properly
arms or branches of it and as such they interlock with
extensions of the Basin and Range province on the one
hand and of the Northern Rocky Mountain province
on the other. The Willow Creek and Blackfoot lava
fields are examples of this interlocking tendency that
fall within the area here described.
PHYSIOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT
OTHER STUDIES

GeolQgists who have worked in different parts
of the western mountains and plateaus have found
evidence of widespread peneplanation, or late mature
erosion, succeeded by crustal disturbances and renewed
erosipn, usually interrupted by further earth movements or influenced by climatic changes, the whole
series indicating a cOlnplex physiographic development. Thus RansOlne 9 in the Sierra Nevada; Smith
and Willis 10 in the Cascade Mountains; Robinson 11
in the Grand Canyon district; Atwood and Mather 12
and Ball 13 in Colorado; Baker,14 Rich, 15 Westgate
o Runsome, F. L., The Great Valley of California: California Univ. Dept.
Geology Dull., vol. 1, pp. 371-428, 385-387, 1896.
10 Smith, G. 0., and Willis, Dailey, Contributions to the geology of Washington:
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 19, pp. 38, 70, 1903.
0
II Robinson, H. H., A new erosion cycle in the Grand Canyon district, Ariz.:
Jour. Geology, vo~. 18, pp. 742-763, 1910.
II Atwood, W. W., and Mather, K. F., The evidence of three distinct glacial
epochs In the Pleistocene history of the San Juan Mountains, Colo: Jour. Geology,
vol. 20, pp. 385-409, 1I112.
'
.
18 Spurr, J. E., Garrey, G. H., and Dall, S. H., Geology of the Georgetown quadrangle, Colo.: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 63, 1908.
14 Daker, C. L., Notes on tne Cenozoic history oC central Wyoming (abstract):
Geol. Soc. America Dull., vol. 23, pp. 73, 74, 1912.
uRich, J. L., The physiography of the Bishop conglomerate, southwestern Wyoming: Jour. Geology, vol. 18, pp. 601-632, 1910.

and Branson,16 and Blackwelder 17 in Wyoming;
Lindgren,18 Calkins/9 and Umpleby 20 in Idaho;
Willis 21 in Montana; and Dawson 22 in British Columbia have all recognized and described in greater
or less detail such a chain of physiographic events.
The sequence in all these places has not been identical,
and geologists are not fully agreed upon the time
of occurrence of some of the events or upon their
relative significance. It is clear, however, that the
earth movements, climatic changes, and erosive
agencies that produced the physiographic features
were regional rather than local in their activity and
that in districts relatively near each other similar
physiographic deve~opment, subject to local modifying influences, may be expected. The region nearest
to southeastern Idaho for which a fairly detailed
record has been worked out is central-western Wyoming. This record is reviewed below for comparison
with that of southeastern Idaho.
RECORD OF WESTERN WYOMING

Aside from unconformities the oldest recognized
erosion surface in western Wyoming probably lies near
the west end of the Owl Creek Mountains, where,
according to Blackwelder,23 an old sub-Eocene land
surface has recently been exhumed by the denudation
of the soft Eocene clays and yet has not been seriously
disfigured during the process. This surface is "postmaturely hilly upon the harder rocks" and has a
relief of over 1,000 feet but is generally worn down to
plains on the weaker Cretaceous and Ju~assic beds.
The 'oldest surface developed as a part of the present
topography is a peneplain with monadnock ridges that
is well preserved in the Wind River Mountains, where
it has been described by Westgate and Branson 24 as .
the Summit peneplain and by Blackwelder 25 as the
"Wind River peneplain," the product of the "Fremont cycle." °The central part of the Wind River
Range is really a broad dissected plateau 20 to, 30
16 Westgate, L. G., and Branson, E. B., The later Cenozoic history of the Wind
River Mountains, Wyo.: Jour. Geology, vol. 21, pp. 142-159, 1913.
17 Blackwelder, Eliot, The Cenozoic history of the Laramie region, ·Wyo.: Jour.
Geology, vol. 17, pp. 429-444, 1909; Post-Cretaceous history of the mountains of
central western Wyoming: Jour. Geology, vol. 23, pp. 97-117, 193-217, 307-340,
Wl~
.
18 Lindgren, Waldemar, The gold anrl silver veins of Silver City, De Lamar,
and other mining districts in Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey Twentieth Ann. Hept.,
pt. 3, pp. 77, 78, 1900; A geological reconnaissance across the Bitterroot Range and
Clearwater Mountains in Montana and Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 27,
p.14,1904.
10 Calkins, F. C., A geological reconnaissance in northern Idaho and northwestern
Montana: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 384, pp. 14, 19, 1909.
20 Umpleby, J. B., An old erosion surface in Idaho: its age and value as a datum
plane: Jour. Geology, vol. 20, pp. 139-147, 1912. See also criticism by Blackwelder,
idem, vol. 20, pp. 410-414, 1912, and reply by Umpleby, idem, vol. 21, PI>. 224-231, .
1913.
II Willis, Bailey, Stratigraphy and structure, Lewis and Livingston Ranges,
Mont.: Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 13, pp. 348, 349, 1902.
22 Dawson, O. M., On the later physiographical geology of the Rocky Mountain
region in Canada, with special reference to changes in elevation and to the history
of the glacial period: Canada Roy. Soc. Proc. and Trans., vol. 8, sec. 4, p. 13, 1891.
23 Blackwelder, Eliot, Post-Cretaceous history of the mountains of central-western
Wyoming: Jour. Geology, vol. 32, p. 106, 1915.
U Westgate, L. G., and Branson, E. B., op. cit., pp. 144-147.
2' Blackwelder, Eliot, op. cit., pp. 193-195, 310.
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miles wide, surmounted by a narrow axial range of
sharp peaks. Tabular remnants indicate the character and position of the original surface, which cuts
indiscriminately h.ard and soft Archean and Paleozoic
rocks. This peneplain in the Wind River Range attains elevations of 11,300 to more than 12,000 feet and
in adjacent regions to the west other surface remnants
of supposedly the same age reach elevations of 10,500
to 11,000 feet.
Below this peneplain Westgate and Branson 26 distinguish and describe four erosion surfaces or "plains. "
They also recognize two glacial stages, but the plains
were all developed before the earlier glacial stage ..
Blackwelder, from the study of a considerably larger
territory, distinguishes in addition to the peneplain at
least four cycles of erosion and three stages of glaciation. Three of the four cycles are more or less associated with glacial phenomena, but one is older than the
oldest glacial drift. The latest cycle, which· is probably complex in detail, is represented by the inner
valleys with existing flood plains and their immediate
terraces. It was closely associated with the last
glacial stage. 27
The first erosion stage after the peneplain, called by
Blackwelder the Union Pass cycle, produced a "postmature" surface upon resistant Archean and Paleozoic
rocks near the west end of the Wind River Range,
notably below the highest peneplain. It is represented
by broad, shallow, and well-graded valleys at elevations
of 9,000 to 9,500 feet. In the Teton Range, in the
vicinity of the north fork of Teton River, Blackwelder
thinks that the plain may have been tilted upward
toward the east, so that it now rises from about 6,000
feet, the plateau level, to 9,500 feet at the base of the
more rugged peaks. Although the surface produced
in the Union Pass cycle was doubtless broadly planed
on weak Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks, only late mature
topography was developed on the hard.er rocks near
the headwaters of the streams.
. The surface features developed in the next or Black
Rock cycle lie several hundred feet lower than the valleys that were developed in the Union Pass cycle.
Remnants of this surface lie 500 to 1,000 feet above the
present streams. This surface is m~rked here and
there by the accumulation of thick gravels upon it,
whereas the earlier or later partly developed plains
carry only a thin veneer of such material. Patches of
the oldest recognized glacIal deposits lie here and there
upon remnants of this surface.
The next or Circle erosion cycle is represented by
broad terraces cut at many places across upturned
beds 100 to 400 feet above the bottoms of the present
stream valleys. This terrace blends into the earlier
moraines of some of the glaciers. Suggestions of
additional partial erosion cycles between this and the
26
27

Westgate, L. G., and Branson, E. B., op. cit., p. 159.
Blackwelder, Eliot, op. cit., pp. 309-340.

one preceding are visible here and there, but they
have not yet been worked out.
The last of the cycles described by Blackwelder is
the Lenore, which is represented by the inner trenches
of streams cut 100 feet or more below the terraces
that mark the preceding cycle. Although these valleys are relatively narrow in their upper reaches they
are well graded, and the flood plains are broad enough
10cally to accommodate ranches. They expand considerably downstream. The moraines of the latest
glacial stage were deposited in these valleys.o
RECORD OF SOUTHEASTERN IDAHO
GENERAL CHARACTER

The present surface of that portion of southeastern
Idaho included in the region here described has been
produced mainly by the agencies of so-called normal
erosion that followed the intermittent uplift or warping
of the earth's crust. Glaciers had no direct part in
the sculpture of the surface, though local glaciers did
exist here and there in the Bear River Range to the
west and in the Salt River Range to the east. Likewise the activity of the wind has been greatly subordinate to that of streams, and its chief observed effects
were the accumulation of soil at favorable places,
especially in portions of the lava fields. The effects
of gravity in conjunction with those of frost, changes
in tenlperature, or favorable geologic structure are
much in evidence throughout the region in the form
of talus piles and waste slopes and locally of landslides. Climatic change, though not a dominant control in this region, has exercised a clearly distinguishable influence, especially in the later stages of topographic development. Extrusions of lava both within
and without the region, have also played a noteworthy
part in the production of the present surface features.
The intermittent character of the crustal movements
has given rise to a series of erosion cycles, none of
which, with a single possible exception, was carried
through to completion and some of which were so
short that they may be regarded simply as brief
episodes in the topographic development of the country. Episodes or partial cycles recorded in some
localities have been unrecorded in others or their
records have been obliterated by subsequent erosion.
No attempt is made to correlate or describe these
shorter episodes. Such an attempt would be ineffective without further and more detailed field study
and might even then be fruitless.
TOPOGRAPHIC PROFILES

In order to study the relationship of the various
topographic features to each other 23 profiles, representing typical areas, were constructed. These profiles were all drawn to true scale. and in one of two
general directions, either parallel with the trend of
the ranges and hills or at right angles to that trend.
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EROSION CYCLES RECOGNIZED
Instead of making straight cuts, as in profiles for
geologic structure sect~ons, they follow divides and
After due allowance is made for the conditions just
are thu~ irregular, but they show the relative evenness
outlined there are nine erosion cycles or episodes in the
or irregularity of crest lines in main or subordinate
physiographic development of southeastern Idaho that
l'idges, and, where they cross valleys or canyons, they
deserve mention. These cycles, with one exception,
.show the modifications produced in older topographic
are illustrated on Plate 10 and are described under the
features by later erosion. Plate 10 illustrates a sefollowing headings: Pre-Wasatch erosion surface, post.lected group of these profiles, the locations of which
W asa tch erosion and deformation (Snowdrift cycle),
.are shown on Plates 4 to 6, 8, and 9.
Tygee erosion surface, Ga,nnett cycle, Elk Valley cycle,
One of the conspicuous features in these profiles is
Dry Fork cycle, Blackfoot cycle, St. Charles glacial
the number of relatively level areas or levels that
episode, and postglacial erosion .
.appear in many of them. The largest number recognized in anyone profile is eight. (See E-E', pI. 10.)
PRE·WASATCH EROSION SURFACE
'They range in altitude fronl nearly 9,400 feet to someIn the Bear Lake Plateau and in the southern part
what less than 6,000 feet and indicate that the physioof
the Aspen Range an ancient erosion surface emerges
graphic history of the region, when considered in
the frayed edge of the Wasatch formation
beneath
·detail, is highly complex.
(early
Eocene).
The geologic aspects of this' surface
SOllle of the levels have been developed through the
and
of
the
other
physiographic
features next described
·occurrence of layers of hard rock. In many places '
Chapter
VI.
are
discussed
in
·erosion has differentiated the hard from the soft layers,
Two profiles were drawn at places where the margin
so that ·the hard rocks form pronlinent ledges, ridges,
the Wasatch formation was favorably e'xposed.
of
or knobs. These features are closely related to, the
The
first illustrates the conditions in the Bear Lake
erosion cycles and cOlnnlonly nlark the position of
Plateau,
and the second those in the southern part of
: the erosion surface at the tinle of interruption of the
the
Aspen
Range. (See B-B' and C-C', pI. 10.)
" given cycle, as shown by the 8,200-foot level east of
In
order
that
the profiles may readily be followed on
. White Dugway Creek (E-E') or by the 7,000-foot level
they
have been drawn to true scales. This
the
maps
near Bear River (A'-A"), west and east of Crow Creek
method has the disadvantage, especially' in the
(E'-E"), or nearStUlllp Canyon (lC-K'). (See pI. 10.)
first' profile, which is on a smaller scale than the
The presence of weaker rocks at lllany of these levels,
other, of making the surface irregularities, which are
however, indicates that the levels are not wholly due
considerable, appear relatively slight. There is also
to differential erosion, but that actual interruptions of
the .further disadvantage that the ancient surface as
the erosional processes have occurred, resulting in the
shown in the profiles probably suffers distortion from
establishment of partial cycles of erosion.
the fact that the profiles necessarily follow irregular
rather
than straight lines. Nevertheless, the profiles
LEVELS AND EROSION CYCLES
probably give a fair idea of the general character of
A given erosion surface was not everywhere devel- the surface of the country at the time when the
oped at the sanle level during the same cycle of erosion. Wasatch beds were laid down.
Rock terraces in valleys should stand at higher levels
In the Bear Lake Plateau, so far aS,may be judged
in the upper cours@s of streams than farther down- from the first profile, the altitude of the ancient surstrea,m, because of the graded slope of the' fornler val- face, as it emerges from cover, ranges from 6,150 to
ley floor, of which the terraces are remnants. Corres- 7,500 feet. Thus the maximum relief of that part of
ponding terraces stand at different levels in different the country at the time of its burial was probably at
valleys, depending upon their relative position in the least 1,350 feet. Individual valleys, as indicated by
courses of the respective streams and upon the different the dotted line, appear to have ranged in depth from
conditions that nlay have influenced the grade of the 400 to 1,000 feet. A considerable part of the surface
respe9tive streallls, such as length of course, area of however, seems to have been worn relatively smooth.
drainage basin, and stream piracy. Moreover, the
In the Aspen Range the surface, as indicated by the.
vigorous cutting in a newly established cycle may second profile, was considerably rougher than that in
renlove llluch of the evidence of a previous partial the Bear Lake Plateau. This· roughness is doubtless
cycle, especially if the earlier cycle was relatively short. in part due to the fact that it was developed on older
Thus, as in alluvial terraces, a single rock terrace at one and )larder rock formations. It may also have stood
locality nlay correspond to two or more similar ter- at that time, as it does to~day, at a somewhat higher
races at another locality. Similarly a terrace devel- elevation than the Bear Lake Plateau. Its present
oped on hard rock lllay persist at one locality, whereas elevation, as it emerges from cover, ranges from 6,250
a corresponding terrace developed on weak rock at to 8,050 feet. Thus its maximum relief was probably
another locality may be in part or entirely obliterated at least 1,800 feet. Individual valleys were as much
as 1,000 feet deep. A comparison of the ancient surby subsequent erosion.
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face, as shown by the dotted line, with the modern
surface shows that the roughness of the ancient surface was of nearly the same order as that of the present surface, which may be called early mature.
Af.ter the deposition of the Wasatch beds there was
gentle folding in the Bear Lake Plateau, with somewhat sharper flexure in the portion occupied by the
Boundary Hills. The old erosion surface beneath
these beds shared in that deformation. In the profile
of that area, which has already been described, gentle
flexure of the ancient surface is suggested .. The corresponding profile for the Aspen Range affords a similar
suggestion, but probably a considerable part if not all
of the hypothetical flexure is due to the fact that the
profile as drawn first ascends and then descends irregularly part of the west flank of the range.
Exposures of the Wasatch formation on the west
side of Bear Lake indicate that the surface on which
it rests has an average inclination eastward of about
4 Y20. The general slope of the upland in that district
is about 2Y2° E. Both slopes, if produced, would be
cut by the Bear Lake fault.

suggested, or have merged with that surface beyond
the area of Wasatch deposition. The Wasatch formation may therefore be regarded· as a depo~it in a
downwarped area in a region that was undergoing
general erosion. The downwarped area itself was
progressively subjected to erosion as soon as successive
parts of it were filled to the base-level of deposition.
The Miocene deformation, to which fuller reference is
made in Chapter VI, elevated the old erosion surface
and it has since been so eroded that only remnants
of h now remain. These remnants are described
below;
The Preuss Range in the vicinity of Meade Peak
(pIs. 6, 8, and 9) and Snowdrift Mountain (pI. 34 and
fig. 6.) present relatively even crest lines that stand at
altitudes of 9,200 to nearly 10,000 feet and are suggestive of peneplanation. A few summits in Dry Ridge
and Sublette Ridge, and in Webster Ridge north of
Draney Creek also reach altitudes of 9,000 feet or
more and may perhaps be correlated with Snowdrift
Mountain as possible remnants of a former peneplain.

FIGURE 6.-Sketch of the Preuss Range from a point on the divide near the road between. Ephraim and Elk Valleys, Crow Creek quadrangle. a, Snowdrift peneplain;
h, Gannett cycle; c, Elk Valley cycle; II, Ephraim Valley (Dry Fork cycle)

In the Bear Lake Plateau (pI. 9), immediately north
of the exposures of the Wasatch, the upland surface
probably corresponds fairly closely with that upon
which the Wasatch formation was deposited, but
farther north this ancient surface is supposedly
truncated at a faint angle by a later erosion surface
and becomes indistinguishable.
POST-WASATCH EROSION AND DEFORMATION (SNOWDRIFT CYCLE)

The order of physiographic events subsequent to
Wasatch deposition is not clearly understood. Erosion, interrupted by deformation, appears to have
prevailed until Pliocene time, but no deformation of
note occurred until about the middle of the Miocene.
This long erosion interval, which covered most of
Eocene, Oligocene, and perhaps more than half of
Miocene time, was doubtless sufficient to reduce the
country approximately to base-level. The erosion
surface developed on the Wasatch beds may thus have
truncated the pre-W B/satch erosion surface, as above

The Salt River Range along the east side of Star
Valley and a few miles east of the region described in
this report, rises to altitudes of 10,000 to 11,000 feet.
From favorable points of view in southeastern Idaho
the Salt River Range presents a fairly even sky line,
strongly suggestive of peneplanation. (See fig. 7.)
Similarly in the Bear River Range, which lies mostly to
the west of this region, numerous summits reach
altitudes' greater than 9,000 feet, and one of these
summits lies in the southwest corner of the Montpelier
quadrangle. If a former peneplain is presumed to
have developed over these two ranges and the intervening territory here described, Snowdrift Mountain
and the. other summits mentioned would closely
approach the level of that' peneplain. The cycle in
which the supposed peneplain was developed and the
peneplain itself may therefore be called respectively
the Snowdrift cycle and the Snowdrift peneplain.
The Snowdrift peneplain is now gently arched and
reaches its maximum elevation in the vicinity of Meade
Peak, as shown in profiles A'-A" and 'G-G', Plate 10.
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TYGEE EROSION SURFACE

The Sttlt Lake formation, which is described on
pages 110 to 112, was deposit~d in broad valleys that
were probably formed both by erosion and by deformation after the development of the Snowdrift peneplain. The surface on which the Salt Lake formation
was laid down is designated for convenience the Tygee
erosion surface, from Tygee Valley in the Orow Oreek
quadrangle, where the Salt Lake formation occupies
considerable areas. The relation of Tertiary sediments
to Tertiary planation in Idaho and adjacent regions
is a subject of disagreement among geologists. A
discussion of this subject is given in Ohapter VIII.
(See pp. 354 to 361-.) The present occurrences of the
Salt Lake formation indicate that the relief at the
time of its deposition was greater than 1,000 feet. It
is probable that the maximum relief of the region at
that time was even greater than that of to-day.
The Tygee cycle was presumably the one in which
the larger topographic features of the present, such
as the mountain ranges and intermont valleys, were

No upland surfaces now remain that can with
assurance be c9rrelated with the Tygee erosion surface
although some of the residuals above the Gannett
erosion surface, described below, may be related to
the first-named surface. This fact· lends support
to the view held by some that the Tertiary beds,
which here form the Salt Lake formation, were
laid down prior to the general peneplanation of the
region (Snowdrift' cycle), but the discussion: mentioned
above shows that the attractive hypothesis presented
in -this view remains unproved.
Similarly the relations of the Tygee erosion surface
to the Gannett erosion surface are not clear. The
highest known remnants of the Salt Lake formation
lie somewhat below the level of the Gannett erosion
surface, and hence that surface is not known to truncate those beds at any place. Yet the relations of
that surface to the lower members of the erosional
series are such that tp.ere appears to be no room for
su~h extended intervals of erosion and deposition as
those represented by the Tygee erosion surface and
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FIGURE 7.-Sketch or the Salt River Range from the hill in the NW. ~ sec. 24 (unsurveyed), T. 8 S., R.45 E., Crow Creek quadrangle. a, Snowdrirt peneplain in Salt River Range; b, Elk Valley erosion surface in Gannett Hills

outlined. Subsequently by aggradation many of these
valleys became filled and the lower hills were overspread by the Salt Lak'e formation.
Many of the main valleys of to-day 'appear to have
been reexcavated in old valleys, which were of equal
or even greater dimensions, as indicated by the unremoved masses of the Salt Lake formation in the
bottoms or lower parts of Bear River, Slug, Tygee,
Star, and other valleys. In other places the old surface was so deeply buried that later drainage bore
little relation to it. Thus the present course of Bear
River across the folded sedimentary rocks south of
the Preuss Range in, the Montpelier quadrangle and
at the north end of the Bear River Range west of Soda
Springs is probably due to its superposition through
Pliocene (1) or older cover.
Renewed deformation, mainly in the form of a
broad uplift, subjected the whole region to renewed
erosion. The Salt Lake formation, though nearly
horizont,al at many places, locally has steep dips,
but these may hav~. been acquired in later crustal
disturbances.

the succeeding Salt Lake formation. The Tygee erosion cycle is therefore tentatively placed between the
Snowdrift cycle and the Gannett cycle.
GANNETT CYCLE

About 1,000 to 1,500 feet below the Snowdrift peneplain lies a widespread erosion surface which might
locally be called a peneplain but which generally ranges
in topographic development from late maturity to old
age. As this surface is well developed in the Gannett
Hills, the cycle in which it was produced may be called
the Gannett cycle and the surface itself the Gannett
erosion surface. (See figs. 6 and 7 and pI. 13,.A..) In termediate stages between this surface and the Snowdrift
peneplain are suggested by some of the profiles, but
the records of these intermediate stages are scattered
and poorly preserved and can not be deciphered without further and more detailed study. Possibly some
of these records may relate to the Tygee erosion surface.
The elevation and character of the Gannett erosion
surface depend in considerable measure upon the charact'ar of the rocks upon which -it was developed. Thus
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in the Aspen Range and parts of Dry and Webster
Ridges, in which the rocks are older and more consolidated, its maximum relief is nearly 1,000 feet, but in
the Gannett Hills, where the rocks are younger and
less consolidated, it is barely. half as great. The local
relief of the old surface is commonly 200 to 500 feet.
The most extensive areas of the Gannett erosion
surface now preserved are in the southern part of the
Gannett Hills, and in parts of the Preuss, Aspen, and
Webster Ranges. Most of the higher mountains preserve portions of this surface, but in the lower mountains it is absent or represented by only a few summits.
The Gannett surface has its maximum altitude in the
vicinity of the, Bear Lake and Bannock county line,
where its rounded or flat-topped hills reach altitudes of
8,300 to 8,600 feet. (See pI. 8. No attempt has
been made to map these surfaces in detail.)
ELK VALLEY CYCLE

The Elk Valley cycle is marked by the development
of broad and relatively shallow valleys below the Gannett erosion surface. Practically all the broad valleys
of the region are bordered by gentle upper slopes or
flats developed during this cycle. In some areas of
relatively weak rocks, as in the northern part of the
Gannett Hills, and in some of the lower ridges composed of harder rocks, the upper smooth and relatively
. even surfaces are ascribed to this cycle.
Elk Valley, in the southeastern part of the Crow
Creek quadrangle, is bordered by a somewhat dissected terrace 300 feet or more above the valley bottom,
and nearly a corresponding distance below the Gannett
erosion surface, which there forms the hilltops. (See
pI. 8.) This dissec'ted terrace gives its name to the
erosion ~ycle in which it was produced. '
Similarly at the south end of Sage Valley, in the
same quadrangle, a terrace representing part of an old
valley floor stands 350 to 500 feet above a flat that represents a valley floor of the succeeding cycle. Sage
Valley itself, like Dry and Slug Valleys, is probably in
greater part the product of later erosion cycles but was
partly excava ted in the Elk Valley cycle ..
These terrace remnants and the corresponding upland remnants may be described as late mature. Figure 7 shows the late mature upland of the northern
Gannett Hills against the background of the Salt River
Range, which represents the Snowdrift cycle.
In the Elk Valley cycle the main drainage of the
region, as it now exists, may first be clearly recognized.
Sage Valley and many of the main valleys to-day contain remnants of the easily eroded Salt Lake formation.
There is a noteworthy contrast between the amount
of erosion accomplished by the main streams in these
broad valleys and that accomplished by their tributaries or even by the main streams themselves where
they cross the ridges. The discrepancy may be explained in pal1t by the greater effect of the streams
where the rock structure is favorable. The remnants

of the Salt Lake formation, however, suggest that the
broad valleys are an inheritence from an earlier erosion
period, as stated above. In regions adj acent on the
northwest flows of lava are interbedded with the Salt
Lake formation and constitute part of the filling.
Each successive uplift has enabled the main streams
to remove rapidly the weak Pliocene beds while their
tributaries were making only moderate progress in the
hard rocks on either side.
Some valleys, such as Dry Valley, do not furnish
any exposures of the Salt· Lake formation, though
portions of that formation may now be concealed by
later deposits. The presence of that formation, however, in so many of the valleys and in patches of greater
or less extent on the uplands indicates that it was formerly a widespread and thick blanket deposit and
that its extensive removal has almost certainly reopened valleys of great antiquity.
The transverse course of Bear River, mentioned
above, had already been established at the beginning
of the Elk Valley cycle, during which it meandered
broadly in a relatively shallow valley. Similarly
Blackfoot River south of Wooley Ridge and also Tincup River and Stump Creek in the Caribou Range
were probably established in their transverse courses
at the beginning of the Elk Valley cycle. They, too,
developed broad and shallow valleys during 'this cycle .
(See A'-A", J-J', 1'-1", and K-K", pI. 10.)
DRY FORK CYCLE

Below the terraces and uplands of the Elk V alley
cycle and above the present stream valleys lies a group
of high-level valleys or terraces ascribed to the Dry
Fork cycle, named from Dry Fork V alley, near thecenter of the Slug Creek q~adrangle (pI. 6). Dry
Fork Valley, Elk Valley proper, Ephraim Valley, and
the lower flat south of Sage Valley ar.e perhaps the best,
preserved examples of high-level valleys developed in.
this cycle. (See pI. 8.) Some of the rock terraces in.
George;town Canyon and the left fork of Twin Creek.
also belong to this cycle. The depth of cutting 'below
the level of the Elk Valley terraces was usually abou t.
300 feet and the stage of physiographic development.
late n:tature. Plate 13, B, gives a view of Dry Fork.
Valley, and Plate 8 shows parts of the Elk Valley and.
Sage Valley districts in which both the Elk Valley and
Dry Fork cycles are well represented. In addition to
the high-level valleys certain parts of the lower uplands ,.
as those in the northern part of the Gannett Hills and
in Schmid Ridge, are ascribed to the Dry Fork cycle.
Surfaces produced in the Elk Valley and Dry Fork
cycles now constitute the uplands throughout much,
of the region where the altitudes are less than 8,000
feet. A few summits as low as 7,500 feet, such as.
some of those in Slug Ridge, may represent reduced
remnants of the Gannett erosion surface, but in general
this surface, though probably somewhat warped, doesnot lie much below 8,000 feet.
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The rejuvenation of the region by uplift at the close
of the Dry Fork cycle en~bled the strealllS to cut their
present sharp-featured canyons to depths of 500 to
1,000 feet below theh~ former valley floors. The canyon of Blackfoot River at the Narrows in the Lanes
Creek quadrangle gives its name to the cycle and is a
fine example of this topographic form.
At least three episodes may be recognized, name]y:
Canyon cutting; aggradation, involving both climatic
change and volcanic phononlena; and the St. Charles
glacial episode.
Oanyon cutting.-During the first episode the region
was submaturely dissected by canyons, which in some
weaker rocks advanced to nlaturity but in harder rocks
did not progress luuch beyond a late youthful stage.
Bear River intrenched its nleandering course to a depth
probably greater than 1,000 feet, partly in the fining
of former buried valleys and partly in hard rock, and
thus produced the winding canyon that now separates
the Preuss Range frOlll the Bear Lake Plateau. Similarly Stump Creek west of Auburn, Blackfoot River
at the Narrows, and Tincup River in the Caribou'
Range intrenched their courses and developed their
present transverse canyons. Other less conspicuous
exanlples might be cited.
Some of the canyons, as those of Crow Creek and
Spring Creek in the Crow Creek quadrangle, contain
low points, 100 to 200 feet above the present valley
bottoms, that are suggestive of pauses in the downcutting, but rio systematic terracing in this epoch has
been recognized. Many of the streams simply intrenched their courses and continued the excavation
of valleys developed in the previous cycle. In some
places, as probably along the east side of Slug Valley
and Bear Lake, earlier faults which had brought, the
weak Salt Lake formation into contact with older
and harder rocks were developed as scarps by the
erosion of that formation.
In Georgetown Canyon the inner valley is about
1,000 feet deep, but the old valley floor, which represents the Gannett cycle, is also 1,000 to more than
1,900 feet below the summits of the inclosing ridges,
which rise approxinlately to the level of the Snowdrift
. peneplain. Lower terraces here and there represent
the Elk Valley and Dry ~ork cycles. (See pI. 16, A,
and B.) Thus the canyon as a whole is 2,000 to nearly
3,000 feet deep, the maximum depth for the region.

The canyons and valleys of the Blackfoot cycle are
usually joined by their tributaries at grade. Locally,
however, there are tributarie~ that hang 200 to nearly
500 feet above the floors of the nlain valleys. These
hanging valleys are not of glacial origin but represent
valleys of the earlier cycle, which because of the relative deficiency of their drainage areas and because of
semiarid climatic conditions could not be deepened at
the same rate as the main valleys. An excellent
exalllple, which is found on the north side of Middle
Sulphur Canyon in the Slug Creek quadrangle, has
been described elsewhere. 29 (See pI. 35, B.) Other
examples occur in the hills in T. 12 S., Rs. 43 and 45 E.,
in the l\10ntpelier quadrangle. (See pI. 14, A.) Some
of these features, which occur on the valley wall of
Bear Rivero and have slopes somewhat suggestive of
. cirque form, represent the heads of small valleys of
the previous cycle that have lost their lower cours€s
during the widening of Bear Lake and Bear River
valleys.
.
During the process of canyon cutting numerous
stream adjustments occurred, usually on a small
scale. Perhaps the most striking example ·is Dry
Fork Valley in the Slug Creek quadrangle. (See pI.
6.) This valley was once apparently drained by
the high-level valley of which remnants' are preserved in secs. 12 and 13, T. 9 S., R. 43 E. Branches
of the present Dry Fork, and finally Dry Fork itself,
have successively tapped the high-level valley three
times, beginning near its lower end and proceeding
thence upstream. The present Dry Fork Valley
has been lowered a little more than 100 feet since its
final diversion, probably in large part by agencies of
solution and of melting snow. Presumably the
~dvantage enjoyed by Dry Fork over its high-level
competitor lay in the fact that Dry Fork excavated
course in the main along the relatively we~ker
Rnd less consolidated sandy beds in the middle part
of the Wells formation, whereas its competitor's course
lay in the 'massiv"e cherty limestone beds that form
the lower part of the same formation. Part of the
old valley floor and one of the elbows of capture are
shown in Plate 14, B.
Other examples of stream readjustment worthy
pf mentioning occur along the east side of Snowdrift
Mountain and Freeman Ridge, in the Crow Creek
quadrangle. Northward along the east· side of Snowdrift Mountain appear remnants of old subsequent
valleys of the Elk Valley cycle. (See pI. 8.) These
valleys have been tapped and in part appropriated
and lowered by the headwater erosion of such e-astward-flowing streams as Deer Creek, the South Fork
of Sage Creek, and Sage Creek.
The streams that excav~ted the valleys of the
Blackfoot cycle were probably of greater volume than

18 Mansfield, G. R., Geography, geology, and mineral resources of the Fort Hall
Indian Reservation, Idaho: U. S. Oeol. Survey Bull. 713, pp. 15-16, 1920.

29 Mansfield, G. R., An unusual type of lateral hanging valley: Geog. Soc. Philadelphia Bull., vol. 9, No.4, pp. 40-47, 1911.

In the Fort Hall Indian Reservation the older topographic features except certain rocky remnants were
ascribed to the Putnam cycle. 28 More extended study
of the general region makes it probable that the Putnam cycle represents both the Elk Valley and Dry
Fork cycles as here defineo.
BLACKFOOT CYCLE

its
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those of to-day, for the present streams are in some
degree incompetent, notably Bear River south of the
,Preuss Range. The degree of incompetence of this
stream is so marked in comparison with that of most
of the smaller streams ,that probably its course has
been affected above the place where it enters this
territory by some agency th~t was not operative
or was less effective in the development of the other
streA.ms. The fact that Bear River rises in the Uinta
Mountains, which were formerly extensively and
strongly glaciated, whereas the other streams are
of local origin and were practically free from glacial
, influences, may account for the discrepancy.
Aggradation.-After the excavation of the valleys
of the Blackfoot cycle the renewal of volcanic activity
in the northwestern part of the region produced flows
of basalt that flooded parts of some of the valleys,
alld thus r~ised the temporary base-levels and produced conditions favorable for aggradation. About
the same time the climate became more arid, and
the streams which had been degrading their valleys
began to aggrade them. Alluvial deposits were spread
over th~ valley floors, and alluvial fans were developed
, in many of the valleys. 'Fine exampl~s of these fans,
, now more or less dissected, occur at the mouth of
Georgetown Canyon, in the Montpelier quadrangle,
and in Dry Valley" in the Slug Creek quadrangle.
Bear River valley, where it is .crossed by the line of
profile A'-A" (pI. 10), 'appears to have been aggraded
nearly 400 feet, as shown by its restoration in the
profile. N e~r Soda Springs its basaltic bed is somewhat aggraded, for borings in the river channel in
, that vicinity show 20 feet or more of fill that overlies basalt.
The accumulation of hill-wash deposits here and
there upon the basalt and of wind-blown soil, such as
that'which covers in considerabie qua~tity areas south
and southwest ot the Blackfoot River Reservoir, may
have taken place in large part during this time' of
grea tel' aridity.
St. Charles glacial episode.-The episode of aridity
and aggradation was succeeded by moister climatic conditions, probably coincident with the last glacial ~tage
and a renewal of downcutting, but was not accompanied
by any'significant change of level. Thus this episode,
which takes its name from St. Charles Canyon in the'
Montpelier quadrangle, may be regarded as part of
the Blackfoot cycle, though it has been separated for
convenience of treatment.
Local glaciers occurred in the Salt River Range to
the east and in the Bear River Range to the west, but
within the territory here described no evidence of
glaciation has' been found. Morainelike ridges occur
in the head of a small valley in the northeast corner
of T. 11 S., R. 46 E., in the Montpelier quadrangle.
Although these ridges were not seen by the writer,
they are more probably the result of landslides. (See
p. 115.) A local glacier did, however, advance in 'the

Bear River Range down the valley of St. Charles
Creek to a point about 2 miles west of the border of
the Montpelier quadrangle, where its relatively fresh
terminal moraine now occupies the floor of the valley.
Thus the epochs of valley cutting and aggradation
had been completed by the time that this glacier was
developed.
Bear Lake, which, if it eX,isted before, had perhaps
smaller volume than to-day, 'Vas then expanded to its
maximum extent at a level about 33 feet higher than
the pr~sent level indicated on the map, as shown 'by
shore lmes east of Bear Lake. Other shore lines at
levels respectively about 22 and 11 feet higher than
the present level show successive stages in the reduction of the lake with the lowering of its outlet.
Effects oj lava flows on erosion.-Undoubtedly some
, ponding of the waters occurred back of the lava flows ,
and Grays Lake, Pelican Slough, Blackfoot Marsh
(now occupied by the Blackfoot River Reservoir),
and possibly the marshes of Upper Valley in the Lanes
Creek quadrangle are remnants of such water bodies.
In Bear River Valley basalt extends up the river to a
point about 5 miles southeast of SQda Springs, but
from present evidence it seems probable that the formation of Bear Lake was due to other causes discussed
below. (See pp. 31 and 32.)
Although the basaltic flows might have been expected to cause reversals, or at least pronounced
changes of drainage, no noteworthy changes of the
general drainage scheme appear to have been produced
by them. The streams flowed over the basalt and
cut new canyons, or where they were crowded against
their former valley walls they cut canyons partly in
the basalt and partly in the sedimentary rocks, as at
the southeast end of Outlet Ridge in the Cranes Flat
quadrangle and at the bend of Bear River west of
Soda Springs.
During the persistence of the moister climatic conditions the streams resumed downcutting, dissecting
the alluvial fans and cutting canyons in the basalt.
The late basaltic flows and also some of the earlier
flows of basalt and rhyolite' that are interbedded with
the Salt Lake formation served as temporary baselevels, which influenced in greater or less degree the
downcutting of the streams upvalley from these flows.
Thus the lower courses of Bear River, Blackfoot
River, Willow Creek, and Outlet Valley are all cut to
a greater or less extent in basalt, and the downcutting
of these streams and their tributaries within the territory, here described has been controlled by the rate
at which these major streams could deepen their canyons and ~xtend them into this territory.
Blackfoot River Valley ,throughout much of its
course 'is divided into graded. reaches and basaltic
gorges. The upper gorge at the northern tip of the
Aspen Range is still youthful. The gorge below the
Blackfoot River Reservoir (pI. 14, 0) reached an
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A. ROCK TERRACES IN GEORGETOWN CANYON, SLUG CHEEK AND CHOW CHEEK QUADRANGLES

Vicw northcast from the head of Phosphoria Gulch.

a, Snowdrift peneplain; b, Elk Valley surface; c, young valley of Blackfoot cycle

B. ROCK TERRACES IN GEORGETOWN CA YO ,SLUG CREEK QUADRANGLE

View southwest from the head of Phosphoria Gulch.

a, Gannett erosion surface (~); b , Elk Valley erosion cycle; c, Dry Fork cycle; d, Blackfoot cycle
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early mature stage and is again being intrenched. so arid as in the earlier aggradational sta'ge. Except
A low terrace a few feet above the present stream in the graded reaches most of the streams are actively
marks the former valley floor. This intrenchment degrading their courses, In the Fort Hall Indian
may be due to uplift but is more probab~y due to the Reservation this epoch was distinguished as the Spring
removal of aggraded filling or of a 'lower basaltic Creek cycle,31 in which broad flats, the Fort Hall
layer farther downstream and the consequent lowering bottoms, were developed along Snake ,River below
of the temporary base'level. Willow Creek Valley and the Gibson terrace and at a somewhat steeper inclinaOutlet Valley have siInilar alternating graded reaches tibn; The cycle is ascribed in part at least to climatic
change and its' effects die out upstream, From a
and canyons.
The canyon development on these streams is largely broader view of the erosional development' of the
outside the immediate region described in this report. region than was possible when the earlier paper was
The reexcavation of the aggraded .valleys has been prepared, and on account of the function of lava sheets
relatively shallow but has reached a late mature as temporary base levels for up-valley erosion, the
stage or even old age in the graded reaches of the wri ter is now inclined to regard this " cycle" as
larger streams. Elsewhere the alluvial fans and merely the latest episode' of the Gibson cycle, or of
valley fillings are only submaturely dissected, as the Blackfoot cycle, as it' is called in the, present
shown by the fans near Georgetown, in the Mont- . paper,
CORRELATION WITH WYOMING
pelier quadrangle, and in Dry Valley in the Slug Creek
quadrangle. The submature dissection of the older
If the tentative nature of the correlation is rec~g
alluvium is well shown in the geologic map of the nized it may be worth while to compare the physioLanes Creek quadrangle. (See pI. 4.) The Black- graphic development of southeastern Idaho as above
foot cycle corresponds in the main with the Gibson outlined with that of western Wyoming, as determined
cycle of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation,JO but the by Blackwelder and by Westgate and 'Branson, and
St. Charles glacial ,episode was no~ distinguished reviewed above. Blackwelder 32 has· tabulated the
there.
two records for western Wyoming, and to hIs table
POSTGLACIAL EROSION
may now be added the record for southeastern Idaho.
Since glacial time the amount of erosIon has been (See Table 2.)
slight. The climate has been less moist, though not
Idem, p. 17.
Blackwelder, Eliot, Post·Cretaceous history of the mountains of central·western
Wyoming: Jour. Geology, vol. 23, p. 310,1915.
31

Mansfield, G. R., Geography, geology, and l,Dineral resources of the Fort Hall
Indian UcservatioD, Idaho, U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 713, pp.16, 17, 1920.
80
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No attempt has been made to force an agreement
between the erosional stages of western Wyoming, as
worked out by Blackwelder, and those of southeastern Idaho, yet the rather close parallelism of
salient features, as worked out independently in the
two fields~ does strongly suggest such an agreement.
The Snowdrift peneplain is much less perfectly
preserved than the Summit peneplain of the Wind
River Range. In the Wind Rive~ Range there are
no Piiocene rocks, and tha t period was one of
erosion. Peneplanation is thought by Blackwelder
to have been synchronous in western Wyoming and in
Idaho and to have occurred in post-middle Miocene
time. The evidence for southeastern Idaho seems
to favor an earlier date. (See pp. 358 and 359.)
The Gannett erosion surface agrees well in character with the corresponding surface of the Union
Pass cycle of Blackwelder, though it is somewhat
lower.32B Similarly the Elk Valley cycle may corre- .
spond with Blackwelder's Black Rock cycle, but
nothing comparable to the thick gravel deposits noted
by Blackwelder as characteristic of this cycle has been
observed in sou~heastern Idaho. Indeed, aside from
the poorly consolidated Cretaceous and Tertiary conglomerates and their weathered derivatives, no highlevel gravels have been noted by the many geologists
who have examined parts of the Idaho field, though
no specific search has been made for them.
.
The Dry Fork cycle probably corresponds well with
the Circle cycle of Blackwelder, for a rock terrace
cut in folded resistant limestones lies above the
present canyon of the Blackfoot at the Narrows in the
Lanes Creek quadrangle, though this terrace is not
as smoothly developed as the example figured by
Blackwelder.
The Blackfoot and Lenore cycles agree in being
represented by the present early mature inner canyons
that are distributed throughout both regions.
Only the latest of the glacial.stages described by
Blackwelder is represented in southeastern Idaho,
though the volume and erosive power of Bear River
was probably affected .by glacially derived waters
in the earlier stages as well as in the last .. The St.
Charles epoch did not directly affect the region under
consideration.
In southeastern Idaho, as in western Wyoming,
postglacial erosion has accomplished little. The
lava flows in the main valleys, which serve as temporary base-levels, have controlled the grades up
valley from the respective flows and have delayed
general downcutting.· In the Fort Hall Indian
Reservation, farther northwest, adjacent to Snake
River, the Spring Creek cycle or episode has been
recognized.
naRecent unpublished field work by W. C. Alden indicates that its age is.more
probably Plfocene than Pleistocene. (See Table 2.)

MOUNTAINS AND VALLEYS OF SOUTHEASTERN IDAHO
PRINCIPLES OF NOMENCLATURE

The lack of suitable geographic names and the
looseness in the application of some of the nalnes in
common use adds to the difficul.ty of preparing a detailed description of the geographic features of southeastern Idaho. The confusion that exists in current
terms of mountain nomenclature forms an additional
difficulty. The terms mountain or mountains, ridge,
and range are used more or less interchangeably and
often without implication of order of magnitude.
Some names, like that of the Blue Ridge in the eastern
United States, are well established in literature and
usage, and a change, ·even in the interest of a more
systematic classification, would be inexpedient.
New names that may be proposed, however, should
conform to certain guiding principles that may be
equally useful under similar circumstances in other
areas. Three such principles are here suggestedorder of magnitude; relative length, continuity, and
arrangement of divides; and physiographic rather
than geologic unity. These principles, of course, can
not be followed blindly, and some adjustments may
be necessary in different areas.
.
The terms mountain, range, mountains (group
name), chain, and system form a series in an ascending
order of magnitude. Thus we have in ·the Crow Creek
quadrangle (pI. 7) Snowdrift Mountain, a part of the
Preuss Range, which in turn is a member of the Peale
Mountains (a new name defined below). These
mountains and other similar mountain groups form
the Idaho-Wyoming chain, which occupies the border
region of these two States and constitutes a notable
member of the Rocky Mountain system.
.
On the other hand the terms mountain, ridge, and
spur form a series in descending order of magnitude,
but the term ridge may under certain circumstances
be given equivalent rank with mountain or even range.
Similarly the term peak, which is here regarded as
subordinate in rank to mountain, is in common usage
frequently given equivalent rank.
Length is usually considered in nomenclature and
is implied in such terms as ridge or range. The term
mountain, on the other hand, in spite of certain usage
to the contrary, carries no specific suggestion of length
but suggests rather a greater or less degree of regularity of form without undue extension in any particular
direction. The pyramid or cone might be taken as
the ideal form, but comparatively few of the so-called
mountains except volcanic cones and some strongly
glaciated peaks approach this ideal closely.
Spurs are usually lateral with respect to ridges and
lateral or radial with respect to individual mountains.
Similarly ridges are usually lateral or radial with respect to individual mountains and lateral or parallel
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with respect to ranges. The term peak ordinarily
refers t'O a conspicu'Ous but sub 'Ordinate part 'Of a m'Ountain, but if the peak is unusually high, distinct, or conspicU'OUS aIl1'Ong its fell'Ows its name may be given to
the wh'Ole m'Ountain. In either usage 'Of the term a
certain sharpness 'Of 'Outline is implied.
C'Ontinuity of divide is regarded as a notew'Orthy
principle. A high divide that is interrupted by a
broad and deep depression or pass is separated into
distinct topographiq units (ridges or ranges), which
may affect the life, industries, 'Or habits of people who
occupy or traverse the region. This relation is especially n'Otable if the divide is intercepted by a thr'Ough
valley. The separate parts of the divide Il1ay fall into
different political units and in economic use may require separate designati'On 'Or manageIl1ent. Interruptions 'Of greater or less magnitude may serve t'O
distinguish c'Orrespondingly large 'Or small physiographic units. Thus smaller thr'Ough cany'Ons or
passes separate neighb'Oring ridges 'Or individual mountains, whereas larger passes 'Or valleys may similarly
distinguiRh neighboring ranges.
'rhe principle of physi'Ographic unity is closely connected with that 'Of continuity of divide. However
unifornlly the geologic structure may continue across
deep passes or through valleys, these topographic
features rather than the ge'Ologic structure are what
the traveler ordinarily sees. For him as well as for
the resident the valleys and passes afford passage
through the mountains and separate respective ridges
and ranges from each 'Other. In larger-scale units,
however, where gro~ps of ranges are to be distinguished
geologic structure should be given greater weight, for
in l~rge 1l1eaSure it determines the character of the
. physiographic features, upon the similarity or dissimilarity of which the larger groups are based. Thus,
'On the principle of continuity of divides Blackfoot
River would form a suitable n'Orthern boundary for
the Peale Mountains, but in consideration of the
geologic structure the group is made to include Wooley
Range and Grays Range, which lie north of the
Blackfoot.
DEFINITIONS

The f'Ollowing definiti'Ons, which it is believed embody
the principles ab'Ove outlined, f'Orm the basis of the
nomenclature employed in the descriptions that follow, but names already published 'On the maps are not
changed, even if they do not agree with the definitions.
Mountain: An ell1inence, more or less isolated;
roughly conical or irregular in shape or even .linear, if
n'Ot 'Of undue length; and sufficiently high t'O be a relatively commanding feature of the landscape. The
isolati'On may be complete, as in China Hat (pIs. 3
and 33, 0), 'Or only partial, as in Limerock Mountain
(pI. 2) or Red Mountain (pI. 9).
Ridge.: A linear and relatively even-topped or
gently sloping subdivision of a mountain; or a linear

and relatively even-topped mountain. Snowdrift
Mountain (pIs. 8 and 34), is more properly a ridge.
Dry Ridge (pIs. 6 and 8) also furnishes a good example.
Peak: A commanding and somewhat sharpened
summit in a mountain or ridge-for example, Meade
Peak at the south end 'Of Snowdrift Mountain (pIs. 9
and 34).
Spur: A mountain subdivisi'On of lower order than
a ridge, even topped or gently or steeply sloping, and
generally trending at a large angle from the parent
ridge-for example, the spurs al'Ong the east side of
Snowdrift Mountain that descend toward Crow Creek.
Range: A group of mountains or ridges that has
greater length than breadth and that contains a single
continuous divide; terminated by through valleys or
by pronounced depressions in the divide and bounded
laterally by valleys or by a succession of valleys and
cols-for example, Aspen Range. (See pIs. 3, 4, 6, 9,
and 15.)
Mountains: When used with a name, a group of
associated ranges with intermontane valleys or a large
group of individual mountains that have similar struotural characteristics-for example, Peale Mountains
(pI. 15) and Adirondack Mountains, in New York.
Chain: A large group of ranges 'Or of mountain.
groups and intermontane valleys, in which the geoI'Ogic structure is generally similar; a major subdivision of a'mountain system-for example, the IdahoWyoming Chain.
Hills: A group of eminences 'Of perhaps considerable
altitude but 'Of relatively lower elevation than neighboring mountain groups; the group may be subdivided
into ranges and ridges-for example, Gannett Hills
(See pIs. 5, 8, 9, 10, and 1~.)
Plateau: A land form of considerable altitude, more
or less dissected, but which contains larger or smaller
areas 'Of flat surface at generally accordant levels-for
example, Bear River Plateau.
IDAHO· WYOMING CHAIN

Most of the mountains ~rid valleys included in the
region described in this report are members of the,
Idaho-Wy'Oming Chain, an extensive m'Ountain gr'Oup,.
composed in the main 'Of· folded and faulted sedimen-·
tary r~ci{s of northerly or northwesterly trend, that.
occupies an area of approximately 12,300 square miles.
The chain extends from the Green River Basin on theeast t'O the Snake River Plain and the northern exten-·
sion of the Basin and Range province on th(\ west an<E
from the Uinta Mountains on the south to the volcanic:
plateau of the Yellowstone on the north.. Thepor-tion 'Of the chain included in the region described in~
this paper forms part of its western border and consists of numerous range~ and intermontane valleys ot
. different dimensions and altitudes. The ranges and
ridges are from 5 to nearly 50 miles long, and! from 2 to,
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20 miles wide, and rise from about 7,000 to nearly
10,000 feet above the sea. The valleys as a rule are
narrower and shorter and range in altitude from about
5,800 to nearly 7,500 feet. The broader and lower valleys, which are 5,800 to 6,500 feet above sea level,
indicate the altitude of the base above which the
ranges actually rise.
The drainage of the southern and southwestern parts
of the chain in this region flows through Bear River
to the Great Basin. Bear Lake, which is fed by springs
, and by small streams chiefly from the Bear River
Range, is tributary to Bear River. The rest of the
region is drained by branches of Snake River, of
which the largest are Blackfoot River, Willow Creek
and its tributary (Grays Lake Outlet), and Salt River.
, The general map (pI. 15) shows the position and
boundaries of the principal members of the chain, as
described below. Some of these members extend into
adj acent quadrangles, which are therefore also shown.
STAR VALLEY

A broad intermontane valley, known as Star Valley,
lies along the east side of the Crow Creek and Freedom
quadrangles and heads against the divide above
Smith Fork of Bear River at about latitude 42° 30'.
N ear Auburn, in the Freedom quadrangle, it is nearly
6 nliles wide but becomes narrower southward. N orthward it is nearly closed off by low hills in the northeastern part of T. 33 N., R. 119 W., through which
Salt River has carved the Narrows that now connect
Upper Valley with Lower Valley.
Salt'River, which drains Star Valley, is one of the
principal afHuerits of the upper Snake, but above the,
latitude of Auburn its waters are largely diverted for
irrigation, and it is usually dry except in winter and
'at flood seasons. The broad, aggraded, and youthfully dissected floor of Star Valley is dotted with
,settlements and is one of the richest agricultural
districts of the region.
Along its eastern border lies the submaturely dissected Salt River Range, which has been locally
glaciated, especially on the east side, and maintains an
altitude at many places greater th.an 10,000 feet. The
Salt Ri~er Range contributes several streams of considerable volume to Star Valley. Crow Creek, Stump
Creek, and Tincup River are the principal streams
that enter the valley from the west in this region.
CARIBOU RANGE

St. John 33 defines the Caribou Range as the highland
belt that lies between the Willow Creek basin and
the lower valley' of Snake River and of Salt River.
It occupies parts of the Cranes Flat, Lanes Creek,
and Freedom quadrangles (pIs. 2,4, 5) but also includes
considerable territory on the north and northwest.
as·st. john, Orestes, Report orthe Teton division: U. S. Geol. and Geog. Survey
Terr, Eleventh Ann. Rept., P. 360, 1879.

It is one of the larger ranges of the Idaho-Wyoming
Chain and probably exceeds 50 miles in length and 15
nliles in width.
The southern boundary of the Caribou Range is
the transverse canyon of Stump Creek west of Auburn
(pI. 5). The eastern boundary within this region is
Star Valley, and the west boundary follows Stump
Creek and Chippy Creek into Grays Lake and Outlet Valley and thence through Grays Lake Outlet into
the valley of Willow Creek.
Considerable areas of the old Gannett erosion surface
are preserved in the higher parts, of the range. (See
pI. 32, B.) Summits rise to a maximum altitude of
8,602 feet in the northeastern part of -unsurveyed T. 6
S., R. 45 E., in the Freedom q'uadrangle. Stump
Peak, about 2 miles to the southeast in the same ridge,
is only 2 feet lower. The lower ridges preserve remnants of the late-mature Elk Valley and Dry Fork
erosion surfaces, which together with the Gannett surface are submaturely dissected by the early mature
canyons of the Blackfoot cycle, which here range from
about 600 to nearly 2,000 feet in depth. Stump Peak
stands about 2,700 feet above the level of Star Valley
at Thayne.
The Caribou Range is in general well wooded and
supplies numerous permanent streams, of which Tincup River, in the Lanes Creek and Freedom quadrangles, is the largest within this area. It cuts nearly
across the mountains and affords the only roadway
through them in this district. The drainage to the
east is received by Salt River. The drainage to the
west flows into several streams, among which Stump
Creek, Lanes Creek, and Grays Lake Ou tlet are the largest. The easterly and northerly slopes of the Caribou
Range, like those of most of the mountains in this
region, are petter watered and have more timber than
the southerly and westerly slopes, because snows linger
in the lee of the ridges.
GRAYS LAKE AND OUTLET VALLEY

Grays Lake, which is doubtless the remnant of a
former larger body of water, occupies a valley 3 miles
or more wide opposite the highest part of the Caribou
Range. Only a small part of the lake lies within the
area studied. It fluctuates in volume with the seasons
and is bordered by extensive marshes, "margined by
fields of tule and treacherous bog," 34 the haunt of
large numbers of waterfowl.
The valley extends southeastward into the Lanes
Creek quadrangle, about 4 miles beyond the lake. It
is occupied largely by ranches and is drained by Gravel
, Creek.
Northwest of Grays Lake the outlet wanders
through a broad valley called Outlet Valley, which,
where it enters the Cranes Flat quadrangle (pI. 2), is'
about 4 miles wide and is underlain by basalt. The
84
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stream occupies a trench 20 to 50 feet deep below the
general surface of the lava plain and is bordered by
basaltic cliffs. In secs. 9 and 10, T. 3 S., R. 42 E.,
the trench deepens to a canyon nearly 200 feet deep,
because there the stream impinges on more easily
eroded sedimentary rocks and thence follows for a
few miles the contact of these rocks with the basalt.
The altitude of Outlet Valley in the Cranes Flat
quadrangle is more than 6,400 feet.. Water is scarce·
The abrupt basaltic slopes that border the valley on
the southwest are unfavorable for dry farms, and
ranches are few. Conditions are more favorable in
the northward extension of the valley, where there is
considerable meadow land and where there are gentle
slopes or bench lands suitable for dry farming. Some
homesteads have already been taken up.
HOMER AND LONG VALLEYS

Homer and Long Valleys form the. northwestward
continuation of the depression that is occupied in
part by Outlet Valley, but they are separated from
that valley and from each other by low divides.
Homer Creek, which rises in the Little Valley Hills,
drains :Homer Valley and most of the northeastern
slope of Sheep Mountain and cuts between Pine Mountain and Outlet Ridge to join Grays Lake outlet.
The southwest side of the valley is occupied by long,
gentle slopes or benches, youthfully dissected. Long
Valley is drained by an unnamed stream that enters
Willow Creek just beyond the northwest corner of the
Cranes Flat quadrangle. In both valleys some water
is available for h:rigation, and there is opportunity for
dry farming. The elevation is about 6,300 feet.
HODler Valley is occupied throughout by a basaltic
area of irregular width. In Long Valley, except near
the lower end, basalt is not exposed.
WILLOW

CRE1~K

BASIN RIDGES

The naille Willow Creek Basin Ridges was applied
by St. John 35 to the group of ri,dges that occupies
much of the Cranes Flat quadrangle and adjacent
parts of the I-Iem'y and Lanes Creek quadrangles and
that lies in general between Grays Lake Outlet and
the headwaters of Willow Creek. The name is here
restricted, for reasons that wiUlater appear, to include
only Pine Mountain, Outlet Ridge, Sheep Mountain,
and the Little Valley Ilills. These ridges are the ones
that actually lie between the two streams nanled.
None of them rises high enough to preserve any of the
Gannett erosion surface, but the other two erosion
surfaces are represented.
Pine Mountain and Outlet Ridge.-Pine Mountain,
which retains its local name, lies mostly north of the
region considered in this paper and occupies the upland
between Willow Creek and Grays Lake Ou tlet. On the
southeast it is separated from Outlet Ridge, with
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which it is structurally continuous, by the canyon of
Homer Creek. On the southwest it is separated
from Sheep Mountain, to which it is also structurally
related, by Long Valley. Within this region it is
composed chiefly of sedimentary rocks, though flanked
by lava at the west. Farther north, according to St.
John, the sedimentary rocks terminate beneath,lava,
which fornls the crest and descends in rugged benches
toward the north and northeast.
Outlet Ridge, which takes its name from Grays
Lake Outlet, its termination at the southeast, is in
the main conlposed of strongly folded sedimentary
rocks, but at Sugarloaf Mountain, its highest summit,
it is capped by hard igneous rocks that form a steep
cliff on the southwest. The interesting structure of
this ridge is described in Chapters IV and V. The
southwest slopes of the ridge are rather abrupt and
bare, but on the northeast they are locally more
gentle and though in places wooded they are in part
utilized for dry farms.
Sheep Mountain.-The ridge south of Homer and
Long Valleys is locally called Sheep Mountain. The
northwestern part of the ridge, including the highest
summit and nearly half of the mountain, is a basaltic
qone that is surmounted by a group of cinder cones and
is more fully described in Chapter IV. The rest of the
mountain is composed of sedimentary rocks whose
complex structure gives rise to somewhat varied topographic features.
The northeastern slope is generally abrupt and
heavily brushed or timbered. The western slope is
more gentle and has scantier vegetation. The steep
northeastern slope is probably not itself a fault scarp,
but its top follows in part the edge of a thrust-fault
block, the beds in which are somewhat more resistant
to erosion than those of the underlying block and ha va
protected these weaker beds. Where the mountain
is capped by basalt, this roc.k conceals the fault block
and protects the underlying beds.
Little Valley,Hills.-The name Little Valley Hills
has been given to the group of hills and ridges that
surrounds Little Valley and that extends southeast, ward from the broad sag in sec. 26, T. 3 S., R. 41 E.,
to the county line, where the hills stop abruptly at a
. deep gap through which flows a stream that rises in
the low basaltic rim east of the hills and is tributary
to Meadow Creek on the west side.
The Little Valley Hills include' the southern
part of the ridge that St. John called the "Willow
Creek Ridge" and the northern part of his "Grays
Lake Ridge." 36 He drew the division line between
these two ridges at the place where basalt overspreads
the upland between Meadow Creek and Outlet V alleys.
This line would be a suitable line of division geologically, but the sag in T. 3 S., R. 41 E., is more easily
recognizable topographica~ly. Since St. John's time
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Sheep Mountain has been distinguished by a separate described, includes the Aspen Range (Aspen Ridge of
name. The area now included in the Little Valley Peale), Schmid and Dry Ridges, Snowdrift Mountain,
Hills is more of a physiographic and structural unit and the Preuss Range proper, which forms the southern
than St. John's "Grays Lake Ridge," the southern extension of all the others and occupies more than a
half of which is distinct from the northern half. fourth of the Montpelier quadrangle. If the Preuss
Moreover, the southern half has already been given the Range proper were compared to the wrist, the other
local name of Little Gray Ridge,. under which it is members would correspond to the fingers of a gigantic
described later. Thus St. John's name becomes inap- hand. The Webster Range and the subordinate Freeman Ridge, which was excluded by Peale and is here
propriate and is therefore droppf\d.
The Little Valley Hills are composed of both sedi-. separately described, really forms another huge finger
mentary and igneous rocks of complex geologic struc- of the same hand. The Preuss Range, for which the
ture. These features are described later.
name Preuss Mountains would be more appropriate,
The steep northeastward-facing slope noted in occupies an area about 47 miles in length and about
Sheep Mountain is continued along the main ridge of 16 miles in maximum breadth. Its highest and most
the Little Valley Hills. The slope southwest from rugged portion is the junction area of the different
this ridge is as varied· as in Sheep Mountain and is members or the back of the hand as above suggested.
submaturely dissected. The west base of the hills is Here ridges and summits are composed chiefly of
believed to be outlined in part, at least, by a fault the folded and faulted resistant limestones that form part
eroded scarp of which is locally steepened by the under- of a great overthrust block. The maximum height
cutting of Meadow Creek.
is attainedby Meade Peak, which has an altitude of
The eastern part of the group consists of hills com- 9,953 feet.
posed largely of 'basaltic flows more or less broken by
Aspen Range.-From the north side of lower Georgefaults into tilted blocks, of which the scarps and slopes' town Canyon the Aspen Range extends northwestare still relatively fresh.
I ward about 22 miles to Blackfoot River, and its
maximum breadth is nearly 9 miles. In the higher,
PEALE MOUNTAINS
southeastern part considerable areas of the late-mature
The largest mountain group of the subdivisions of Gannett erosion surface that are preserved in the
the Idaho-Wyoming Chain represented in this region, vicinity of the divides range in altitude from 7,800 to
is named in honor of Dr. A. C. Peale, chief of the Green 8,300 feet, though individual summits rise to altiRiver division of the Hayden surveys, who first tudes greater than 8,500 feet. (See pI. 6.) The Elk
sketched in broad outlines the geology of these moun- Valley and Dry Fork surfaces also occupy considerable
tains. The group includes the Preuss Range and its· areas along lower divides and at altitudes that range
numerous subdivisions, Webster Range, and the out- from approximately 7,000 to nearly 7,500 feet.
lying Grays Range, together with a group of lesser All these surfaces are submaturely dissected by the
ridges separated from those first named by Blackfoot early mature to youthful streams of the Blackfoot
River and Lanes Creek but structurally continuous cycle. One of the larger undissected areas of the
with thein. The northern boundary of the group thus Dry Fork surface is afforded by Dry Fork Valley
follows the southern and eastern border of Meadow itself. (See pI. 13, B.) In the northern part of the
Creek Valley and of its tributary at the north end of range the rocks are less resistant and the valleys of
Little Gray Ridge .. This boundary is marked by pro- the Blackfoot cycle are late mature. Some of the
nounced topographic depressions and by a noteworthy large ones, such as those of Trail and Johnson Creeks,
interruption of the geologic structure. The principal are extensively aggraded. Alluvial fans and spring
subdivisions of the Peale Mountains are briefly de- deposits only youthfully dissected lie along the west
base of the range. Springs are still actively depositing
scrib~d below. Together they occupy an area 65
nliles in length and about 25 miles in maximum breadth. material, though at a greatly reduced rate, at the
Swan Lakes, in T. 9 S., R.43 E., where the extensive
PREUSS RANGE
deposits are now largely covered with soil and are
As described by Peale,37 the Preuss Range includes undergoing dissection (pI. 60, A); near Sulphur Canthe ridges and valleys south of Blackfoot River, east yon, in T. 9 S., Rs. 42 and 43 E., where sulphur has been
of Bear Lake Valley, north of the Bear Lake Plateau, mined (p. 62); at Formation Spring, in T. 8 S., R. 42 E.,
and west of Thomas Fork and of Diamond Creek where a remarkable series of nearly perfect basins and
and Upper Valley. Diamond Creek was called by terraces, largely extinct, are still freshly preserved and
him the East Fork of the Blackfoot, but on Gannett's where older spring deposits cover an area of approximap 38 it is shown as the North Fork of the Blackfoot. mately 2 square miles; and at Woodall and neighborUnder this general grouping the Preuss Range, as here ing springs, in T. 7 S., R. 42 E., where spring deposits
occupy another area about 2 Y2 squa.re miles in extent.
aT Peale, A. C., Report on the geology of the Green River district: U. S. Geol.
The west flank of the Aspen Range is traversed near
and Geog. Survey Terr. Eleventh Ann. Rept., pp. 556-558, 582-590, and atlas, 1879.
the base by an old thrust fault, buried at least in part
88 Idem, atlas, pI. 10.
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by Tertiary and later beds and locally offset by resistant group of beds,' the Rex chert member of the
nonnal faults. Some foothills in front of the fault Phosphoria formation, whereas Lower Slug Valley is
are still occupied by Tertiary beds, but others are excavated in weaker rock. Slug Creek has with little
partly or entirely free from them. The present west doubt always possessed as now the advantage of a
slope of the range is determined in the main by greater effective drainage basin. Dry Valley is much
erosion rather than by faulting.
obstructed by alluvial fans, now youthfully or subThe streams of the Aspen Range are all small, and maturely dissected, whereas in Slug Valley the fans
lnany of them sink into the ground before reaching the are much less developed. Both Slug Creek and the
mou ths of their canyons. Trail and Wood Canyons, creeks in Dry Valley are incompetent, but Slug Creek
in the north-central part of the range, afford roadways is especially so. The incompetence of the creeks in
across to Slug Valley and Lower Valley. Elsewhere Dry Valley may be explained in part by the double
the range is too high and steep to permit construction diversion of the upper waters as previously mentioned.
of roadways except at prohibitive cost. Numerous For Slug Creek, however, such an explanation is
trails of mostly indifferent character make much of the inapplicable, and causes must be sought in climatic
range accessible· to horsemen and to the numerous change and in the general aggradation of the Blackfoot
and its tributaries, including the valleys of Slug and
bands of sheep, which utilize it for grazing.
The Aspen Range is generally well wooded with Dry Creeks, as a result of basaltic obstru'ction in the
groves of aspen and brush. The higher slopes support main valley.
Schmid Ridge supports numerous groves of aspen,
some timber. It contains rich and extensive beds of
especially on its eastern and northeastern slopes, and
phosphate rock. (See pI. 21, A, and 29, B.)
Schmid Ridge.-Schmid Ridge, which is named from is utilized for grazing. It contains rich and abunthe Schmid ranch, in sec. 5, T. 9 S., R. 44 E., extends dant phosphate deposits.
Dry Ridge.:-Although the local name Dry Ridge
about 15 miles southeastward from Blackfoot River to
the headwaters of Slug Creek, which loop around the may not originally have been applied to any elevations
south end in T. 10 S., R. 44 E. Its maximum width south of Deer Creek Mountain, it is here given to the
is about 2~ miles and its maximum altitude is 7,923 upland which has in general a ridgelike form and which
feet, near the south end. According to the principles extends in a curving course from the junction point of
of nomenclature outlined above, this ridge is really Gebrgetown Canyon and the Left Fork of Twin Creek
COlnposed of three units, for it is crossed near the mid- northeastward and then northwestward between Dry
dle by two through valleys about a mile apart. It is, Valley and Diamond Creek to the Blackfoot, a distance
however, structurally a single unit, and for the present of about 27 miles. The maximum width is about
4~ miles.
a single name for it will suffice.
The southern part of the ridge, which is composed of
Schulid Ridge ranges in altitude fronl 7,000 to about
7,900 feet but does not rise high enough to ·preserve the folded and faulted massive older limestones, is someGannett erosion surface, except possibly here and there what more irregular than the other parts and includes
a reduced remnant, though the Elk Valley and Dry the highest summit, 9,082 feet in altitude, and several
Fork surfaces, now maturely dissected, are clearly lesser elevations. North of Deer Creek Mountain the
shown. The'southwest side of the ridge, especially in structure becomes somewhat more simple, and the
the northern part, is determined by a fault. The fault ridge maintains a more even crest, which at altitudes
scarp, which was probably uncovered during the Black- that range from about 8,300 to 8,900 feet, forms one of
foot cycle by the erosion of Tertiary beds that were the conspicuous features of the landscape. (See fig. 6.)
displaced by the fault (see p. 167), is now youthfully The higher portions of the crest probably approximate
eroded. (See pI. 40, 0.)
the level of the Snowdrift peneplain or are not greatly
Numerous springs, which supply small permanent reduced from that level. Considerable areas of the
streams, occur in the ridge. Most of these springs Gannett erosion surface and of the two succeeding
sink in the ground before reaching the main streams in . erosion surfaces are also preserved. These areas are
Slug and Dry Valleys. The through valleys above now maturely dissected by the early mature or youthmentioned constitute an interesting drainage feature. ful canyons of the Blackfoot cycle, which here range in
They carry drainage from Dry Valley in to Slug Creek. depth from a few hundred to 1,000 feet or more.
The diversion of Dry Valley drainage was accomExcept the unnamed subsequent stream in the
plished by each one of the through valleys before the northeast corner of the Slug Creek quadrangle, the
close of the aggradational epoch of the Blackfoot cycle, west slope of Dry Ridge has no permanent streams.
for both the through valleys are somewhat aggraded. The drainage of the northern and central parts of
Their transverse courses were in part determiped in the this slope is received by Dry Valley but is diverted
Dry Fork cycle and may have been inherited from that in part to Slug Valley, as previously explained
cycle, as suggested by the terrace-like character of their and goes to Blackfoot River. The drainage of the
upper valley walls. Lower Dry Valley is cut across a southern part of this slope goes into the Left Fork of
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Twin Creek and thence to Bear River. Most of the exterior walls of the basins rise about 50 to 75 feet
water of the Left Fork is derived from large springs in above the basin floors, and but for the gaps here and
sec. 33 (unsurveyed), T. 10 S., R. 44 E. The east there, which allow views of the adjacent lower country,
slope has a number of permanent streams, of which the the traveler passing through these basins would hardly
u'pper waters of Diamond Creek, a tributary of the realize that he was on top of a high mountain. Small
Blackfoot, and of Deer Creek, a branch of Crow Creek, sink holes occur in places along the top of the ridge.
The drainage from the west flank lof Snowdrift
are the largest. Large springs in sec. 35 (unsurveyed),
T. 10 S., R. 44 E., add much to the flow of Twin Creek Mountain is inconsiderable, though there are a number of small permanent streams. The east flank,
in Georgetown Canyon.
The west base of Dry Ridge along Dry Valley is however, supports a number of fair-sized permanent
bordered by a fine succession of alluvial fans, to some streams, of which Wells Canyon deserves mention
of which reference has already been made. The east because it contains a road that crosses the mountain
base along parts of Diamond Valley is marked by near its north end and affords communication between
an abrupt slope, which is due to the erosion of gently Georgetown Canyon and Crow Cr~ek and by way'
upturned resistant limestone. In the northeast corner of that creek with Star Valley. Several large streams
of the Slug Creek quadrangle a sharply cut subse- that head near the south end of the mountain are
quent valley has been 'excavated in Dry Ridge. The Crow Creek, which flows into Salt River; Preuss
west side of this valley is form~d by a remarkably fine Creek, which flows into Thomas Fork; and Montp~lier
and Threemile Creeks, which flow into Bear River.
dip slope of the Rex chert. (See pI. 29, A.)
Dry Ridge supports considerable groves of aspen ,The south fork of Georgetown Canyon also heads
'
and some timber and is utilized for grazing. It con- in the same district.
Snowdrift Mountain supports considerable brush
tains extensive and rich phosphate deposits, but at
present these are relatively inacce~sible. The ridge and timber. It is in part used for grazing, but the
is not traversed by roads, but there are trails in most slope draining. to Montpelier Creek, which supplies
water for the city of Montpelier, is kept free from
of the canyons.
Snowdrift Mountain.-Snowdrift Mountain, which stock. Phosphate deposits of great volume and
is connected by a branching divide with Dry Ridge, richness lie along both flanks of the mountain, but
extends from Deer Creek on the northeast to 'the those of the west side are more readily accessible.
upper waters of Montpelier Creek on the southwest,
Preuss Range proper.-The nlain part of the Preuss
a 4istance of about 10 miles. The local name, which Range extends southward from Snowdrift Mountain
designates the main crest, is here extended to include (its northern extension) and Dunns Canyon to Bear
the mountain mass between Georgetown Canyon on River, a distance of about 23 miles. It lies between
the west and Crow Creek arrd upper Preuss Creek Bear Lake, Valley on the west and the valleys of
on the east. The maximum width of this mass is Thomas Fork and Preuss Creek on the east, and has a
nearly 6 miles.
maximum width of about 12 miles. It occupies nearly
The crest of Snowdrift Mountain ranges in altitude a fourth of the Montpelier quadrangle. Its highest
from about 9,000 feet at the north to 9,953 feet at altitude, 9,390 feet, is near the head of Dunns Canyon
Meade Peak, near the south end. The crest presents at the north. Southward the altitude diminishes to
a relatively even sky line, as shown in Plates 34 and about 6,600 feet at Bear River, west of Pegram. The
38, A, and is the type locality of the Snowdrift pene- higher elevations at the north approximate the level
plain. On both flanks of the mountain remnants of of the Snowdrift peneplain. Farther south the Ganthe Gannett, Elk Valley, and Dry Fork surfaces are nett, Elk Valley, and Dry Fork surfaces occupy succespreserved, though these are now maturely dissected sively the upland. (See A'-A", pJ. 10.) The incised
by the youthful to early mature valleys of the Black- meandering valley of Bear River is cut'in the Dry
foot cycle, 500 feet or more in depth. Plates 16, A, Fork erosion surface, which with the older surfaces
and B, show dissected. Gannett and Elk Valley sur- is submaturely dissected by canyons of the Blackfoot
faces in Georgetown Canyon, and there are sug- cycle that range in depth from a few hundred to about
gestions also of other intermediate levels, as previously 2,000 feet.
explained. (See E-E' and F-F', pI. 10.)
The largest stream is Montpelier Creek, shown on
The crest of the mountain for much of its length is Bonneville's map (fig. 2), as Tullich's Fork and on the
developed along the axial region of a sharply folded Hayden maps as Davis Creek. This stream with its
anticline, composed of massive beds of limestone. tributaries drains much of the northern part of the
An interesting series of basins has been developed along range and furnishes both the water supply of the city
this crest by the combined action of solution and of Montpelier and water for irrigation. Its canyon pronivation,39 or the action of melting snow. The vides roadways eastward across the range to Thomas
Fork and upper Bear River and northward to Crow
89 Matthes, F. E., Glacial sculpture of the Big Horn Mountains, Wyo.: U. S. Geol.
Creek and Star Valley. Bennington and Maple CanSurvey Twenty-first Ann. Rept., pt. 2, pp. 179-]85, 1900.
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yons on the northwest, and Dunns Canyon on the
north border supply water for irrigating ranches betwoen Montpelier and Georgetown. The old aggraded
valley of Sheep Creek at the south is occupied by the
sottlonlont of' Alton and scattering ranches, and
affords a roadway and access to the southeastern
part of the range.
Hanchos are scattered at favorable places here and
there in the range. There is little timber except in the
northern part, but much of the range is utilized for
grazing. Metalliferous-mineral prospects, some of
which have assluned the proportions of actual mines,
have been opened at a number of places. These workings are described on pages 345 to 348. The western
part of the range is underlain 'by rich beds of phosphate rock at depths regarded as accessible under the
regulations of the United States Geological Survey.
These are exposed and are being worked in 110ntpelier
Canyon.
WEBSTER RANGE

The Webster Range is closely related to the Preusd
Range; it extends in a curving course from the upper
waters of Lanes Croek, in T. 5 S., R. 44 E., in the Lanes
Croek 'quadrangle, southeastward and southward as
far as Deer Creek near the boundary of Tps. 9 and 10
S., R. 45 E., in the Crow Creek quadrangle, a distance
of about 25 Iniles. It lies between Lanes and Diam<?nd
Creeks on the west and Crow, Tygee, and Stump
Creeks on the east and has a maximum width of about
8 miles in the vicinity of Webster Canyon, in the Freedonl quadrarigle, from which the range takes its name.
The highest summit, here called Draney Peak, from
the Draney ranch, is near the northern border of the
Crow Creek quadrangle and attains an altitude of
9,151 feet. Throughout most of its length the range
maintains an altitude of 8,000 feet or more, but it is
sonlowhat lower at the north end.
Draney Peak and other unnamed sumnlits in its
vicinity probably rise approxilnately to the level of the
Snowdrift peneplain or are not very much reduced
below that level. Much of the range preserves the
Gannett erosion surface, but the Elk Valley and Dry
Fork surfaces are also represented, and all are subluaturely dissected by canyons of the Blackfoot cycle
that range in depth from a few hundred to 1,400 feet.
FreOlnan Ridge, a subsidiary member of the range
at the southwest that takes its name from Freemans
Pass, is 8 Y2 miles long but only a mile wide except at
the south end. It is separated from the main range
by a succession of subsequent valleys and cols and is
divided into slnaller units by several passes, of which
FreOlnans Pass is the lowest. It is a conspic'uous
topographic feature and is structurally continuous
with Snowdrift Mountain. Topographically, however, it is separated from Snowdrift'Mountain by the'
deep through valley of Denr Creek.

The Webster Range is well drained 'by permanent streams, and there are numerous springs. On
the west side Timothy and Bacon Creeks and Browns
Canyon, all of which are tributaries of the Blackfoot,
deserve mention. The upper part of Browns Canyon
contains evidence of recent occupation by beavers.
On the east side the drainage is gathered by Stump,
Tygee, and Crow Creeks and carried to Salt River.
The principal smaller streams are Boulder, Horse, and
Spring Creeks (tributary to Stump Creek) and Smoky
and Sage Creeks (tributary to Crow Creek).
The range bears considerable timber and in its
southern part contains extensive and rich beds of phosphate rock. These beds are relatively inaccessible
under present condi,tions of communic~tion and transportation. No roads cross the range, but there are
trails in many of ,the canyons and the range is utilized
for grazing.
GRAYS RANGE

Grays Range, the ~orthernmost member of the Peale
Mountains, is named from Grays Lake, which lies east
of its northern part. It extends from the gap at the
county line in the southeastern part of the Cranes Flat
quadrangle southeastward to the Blackfoot, a distance
of about 17 miles. It lies between Meadow Creek,
Enoch, and Rasmussen Valleys on the west and the
valleys of Gravel, Chippy, and Lanes Creeks on the
east. If the hills north of Enoch Valley and the Little
Blackfoot are included the range has a maximum
width of about 7 miles. The highest summit is Lanes
Butte, 8,320 feet in altitude, in sec. 3, T. 6 S., R. 43 E.
From the vicinity of this peak the altitude diminishes
'both to the northwest and the southeast to about 7,000
feet.
The northern part of the range as far south as the
gap in the SE. 7.:t sec. 28, T. 5 S., R. 43 E., has been
called Little Gray Ridge. This member is nearly
7 miles long and forms a narrow upland prong between
the valleys of Meadow Creek and Grays Lake.
Rasmussen Ridge, another subsidiary of Grays
Range, takes its name from the adjacent Rasmussen
Valley and is separated from the main range by the
valleys of Sheep Creek and of a small creek that heads
against that creek. Rasmussen Ridge is 9 miles in
length and about 2 miles in a maximum width.
The western extension of the range includes a group
.of nearly parallel hills that stretch southwestward as
far as Henry., Each of these hills might be considered
as a small topographic unit, but they are connected with
each other and with the main range by low divides.
The range as a whole preserves in its higher portions
considerable areas of the Gannett surface, but the Elk
Valley and Dry Fork su~faces are also well represented.
(See I-I', pI. 10.) These surfaces are now submaturely
dissected by canyons of the Blackfoot cycle that range
in depth from a few hundred to about 1,000 feet.
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Of the numerous streams and springs Davis Creek
and Sheep Creek deserve mention. Sheep Creek has
been considerably obstructed by the work of beavers.
Chubb Springs, at the northwest, and the springs along
the east base of the range are also noteworthy.
Grays Range is generally well wooded. It is
crossed by a well-traveled road at the south end of
Little Gray Ridge and is entered by secondary roads
at the west and northeast. It is utilized for grazing
and contains rich and extensive beds of phosphate
rock. These beds are accessible from neighboring
valleys but are remote from existing railways.

GANNETT HILLS

The name Gannett Hills has been given to the
submaturely dissected upland that extends southward
from the transverse canyon of Stump Creek, .in the.
southeastern part of the Freedom quadrangle, to
Thomas Fork Canyon, in the northeastern part of
the Montpelier quadrangle, a distance of about 27
miles. It lies between Star Valley and Fish Creek
on the east and the valleys of Tygee, Sage, Crow, and.
Preuss Creeks on the west. Its nlaximuln breadth
is about 14 miles. The name is given in honor of
the late eminent geographer Henry Gannett, who as a
topographer of the Hayden Survey mapped much of
WOOLEY RANGE
the country described in this report. Although the
altitude
of the Gannett Hills is relatively high-7,000
The Wooley Range, named from the included
to
more
than 8,000 feet-their geologic structure is
Wooley Valley, extends from Blackfoot River norththan that of the neighboring mountains;
more
open
westward to the Little Blackfoot, a distance of
they
lack
the
pronounced trend of those mountains
nearly 10 miles. Together with the subsidiary Fox
and
are
considerably
lower. Thus the term hills
Hills it has a maximum width. of nearly 6 miles.
The
higher portions of the hills
seems
appropriate.
The highest summit, 7,800 feet in altitude, is in the
the
south,
and
Red
Mountain, in sec. 18, T. 11
lie
to
southeastern part, but the range as a whole maintains
S.,
R.
46
E.
(unsurveyed),
which has an altitude of
an altitude of 7,000 feet or more.
the
highest
summit.
(See pI. 32, 0.)
8,799
feet,
is
The Fox Hills, which are named from the neighThe
Gannett
Hills
contain
the
type
locality of the
boring Fox ranch and which are here considered part
Gannett
erosion
surface,
which
is
well
preserved
there.
of the Wooley Range, might almost be .given separate
In
the
vicinity
of
the
boundary
between
the
Crow
rank. They are separated from the main range by
Creek
and
Montpelier
quadrangles
the
altitude
of
the
the broad Wooley Valley and by a col at the head of
hilltops
of
the
Gannett
surface
is
about
8,300
to
8,400
that valley. They are as a whole somewhat lower
feet, and the old valley bottoms are 300 to 400 feet
than the m~in range.
lower. This relation is well shown at the boundary
The Wooley Range has irregular form and its
of the quadrangle south of Elk Valley and northward
. geologic structure forms a continuation of that of
(see E'-E", pI. 10; pI. 13, A), where the flat-topped hill
parts of the Aspen· Range and of Schmid and Dry
at 8,017 feet and some corresponding elevations farther
Ridges.
north appear to mark an old valley floor.
The higher portions of the range preserve remnants
Elk Valley is the type locality of the erosion surface
of the Gannett erosion surface. The Elk Valley and that bears that name. The surface appears as a disDry Fork surfaces are also present. All three sur- sected terrace 250 feet or more below the old Gannett
faces are dissected by canyons of the Blackfoot cycle, Valley bottom, which now forms ·the upper terrace
the type locality of which lies at the southeastern along Elk Valley. (See pI. 8.) The floor of Elk Valtip of the range. (See I-I' and J-J', pI. 10.)
ley represents the Dry Fork surface, as previously
The drainage of the range all goes directly or described. These surfaces are all well shown in other
indirectly to the Blackfoot. Enoch Valley and parts parts of the Gannett Hills. The floor of Elk Valley
of Grays Range are drained westward by the Little stands higher than some other Dry Fork areas, notably
Blackfoot. Wooley and Rasmussen Valleys are drained Sage Valley, because of the long roundabout course of
southward and southeastward respectively by unnamed its outlet, Spring Creek, and because of the more
streams, which might well be given the names of the resistant character of the rocks traversed by that
valleys that they occupy. The course of the stream· creek. The early mature canyons of the Blackfoot
that may ·be called Rasmussen Creek is noteworthy. cycle range generally from 200 to 500 feet in depth,
Its upper portion, which has a northwesterly trend} but where they undercut the older erosion surfaces, as
was probably diverted during the Blackfoot cycle in the head of Giraffe Creek, they may reach depths
from a previous course into Enoch Valley.
of 1,000 feet or more.
.
The Fox Hills are relatively 'bare, but the lee slopes
The drainage of the Gannett Hills flows chiefly into
of the main range, which also are moister and better Crow Creek and thence into Salt River. The streams
shaded, are well wooded. The range as a whole is on the east side flow directly into Star Valley and Salt
utilized for grazing and contains valuable beds of River. The largest is Spring Creek (Beaver Creek of
phosphate rock, which under present conditions of the Hayden reports), which drains Elk Valley. White
Dugway Creek, which drains Ephraim Valley, and
transportation are relatively inaccessible.
I
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Horse Creek are the other principal tributaries of Crow
Creek from these hills. South of the divide, which
marks the boundary between Bear Lake and Caribou
Counties, the drainage goes into Thomas Fork and
thence to Bear River. Giraffe Creek is the largest
streftnl.
The' Gannett Hills are relatively bare, except on lee
slopes in the higher areas. They are utilized for grazing and in Star Valley' are fringed with dry farms.
Salt deposits on Crow Creek are worked in a snlall
'Yay, as described in Chapter VII, page 338.
SUBLETTE RIDGE

From Thomas Fork Canyon the Sublette Ridge
extends southward along the' east border of the Montpelier quadrangle to the vicinity of Cokeville, Wyo., a
distance of about 23 miles. The ridge forms the western Inenlber of a mountainous upland about 8 miles
wide that lies between Thomas and Smith Forks of
Bear River. Only about half of the ridge lies in the
Montpelier quadrangle.
The crest of the ridge for the first 15 miles is high and
rocky and for nearly half this distance exceeds 9,000
feet in altitude; the highest summit (9,314 feet) is south
of Raymond Canyon. Thus the ri,dge locally rises
approxhnately to the level of the Snowdrift peneplain:
Along its west flank, which rises rather abruptly to
a maxin1l1nl of about 3,250 feet above the floor of
Thomas Fork Valley, projecting points at lower levels
may represent the Gannett, Elk Valley, and Dry Forro
surfaces, but these surfaces have not been identified.
Toward the north end the crest of the ridge probably
represents the Gannett erosion surface, and the lower
surfaces, maturely dissected, appear in rock terraces
to the west, just south of Thomas Fork Canyon. The
south end of the ridge for about 8 miles is lower and
less continuous.
Most of the streams of the west flank ~re short and
small. Raymond Canyon, however, cuts through the'
ridge and contains a fine stream. (See pI. 54.)
The western slopes are relatively bare. A fine set
of alluvial fans affords opportunities for ranches, for
which some water is available. Valuable beds of
phosphate rock, which are described in Chapter VII,
occur in the Sublette Ridge. These beds are relatively
accessible by easy hauls to the Oregon Short Line
Raih~oa¢l. at Border.
THOMAS FORK VALLEY

Between the Preuss Range on the west and the
Sublette Ridge on the east lies Thomas Fork Valley,
which has a lnaxinlunl breadth of about 3 miles near
Bear River. The valley extends northward for about
15 Jniles but becomes gradually narrower in that direction. Its elevation ranges from about 6,100 feet near
Bear River to about 6,250 feet at the north end. The
highly inconlpetent Thomas Fork occupies only a
narrow, irregular belt ill its aggraded floor.

Thomas Fork Valley is one of the richer agricultural districts of the region and is largely taken up
with ranches, for whose irrigation water is generally
available. The population is scattered, but two small
settlements, Geneva at the north, and Raymond near
the middle, deserve nlention. The valley has an outlet to the Oregon Short Line Railroad at Border station, on the State line.
BEAR RIVER PLATEAU
GENERAL FEATURES

The name Bear River Plateau, which is still applicable, was given by the Fortieth Parallel Survey to
the upland that extends from the junction area of the
Uinta and Wasatch Ranges northward between the
Wasatch Range on the west and Bear River on the
east. The upland is underlain chiefly by a thick set
of generally flat-Iyillg Tertiary beds, although near the
margins here and there the older, folded sedimentary
rocks are exposed. According to G. B. Richardson,4°
the western border of the plateau coincides ill part
with the boundary between the Randolph and Logan
quadrangles. Along that line the frayed edge of the
Tertiary beds .exposes the folded Paleozoic beds. In
the northwestern part of the Randolph quadrangle,
however, the boundary turns northeastward across
Hodges Canyon to Garden City on Bear Lake. (See
pI. 15.)
The altitude of the Bear River Plateau in the Randolph quadrangle is greatest near the western border,
where it locally exceeds 8,900 feet. The late-mature
surface, now uplifted or tilted and again maturely
dissected, slopes gently eastward to altitudes of 6,500
to 7,000 feet along its eastern border.
BEAR LAKE PLATEAU

The region east of Bear Lake was described as the
Bear Lake Plateau by Peale,41 who considered it as
geologically the northward continuation of the Bear
River Plateau of the Fortieth Parallel Survey. There
is no good line of separation, but the map in this paper
follows Gannett's map 42 in showing the Bear Lake
Plateau as beginning in about latitude 41 0 45', specifically along parts of Laketown Canyon and Sage Creele,
in the Randolph quadrangle. It includes the Boundary Hills, which north of Peale's station 107 form a
ridge along the State line. (See Gannett's map;
altitude 7,083 feet, sec. 13, T. 13 N., R. 7 E., Randolph quadrangle, Utah.) The Boundary Hills include Lake Ridge in the Randolph quadrangle and
Boundary Ridge in the Montpelier quadrangle. The
northern limit of the Bear Lake Plateau and the included Boundary Hills is the transverse canyon of
Bear River, in the Montpelier quadrangle. As thus
Personal communication.
Peale, A. C., Report on the geology of the Green River district: U. S. Geol.
•
and Geog. Survey Terr. Eleventh Ann. Rept., pp. 582, 583; 18~9.
•
43 U. S. Geol. and G~og. Survey Terr. Eleventh Ann. Rept., atlas, pI. 10, 1879.
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outlined the Bear Lake Plateau has a maximum length
of about 30 miles and a breadth of 15 miles. Nearly
half of it lies within the Montpelier quadrangle.
Along the borders of the plateau the irregular edge
of the gently inclined Tertiary beds exposes the
sharply folded older beds. The surface of the plateau
responds to the gentle synclinal structure of the Tertiary beds and is higher along the western border,
where the maximum altitude of the plateau-7,881
feet-is attained, and again in Boundary Ridge, where
the beds are more sharply upturned. At these places'
'the surface of the plateau approaches the level of the
Gannett erosion surface. (See A-A', pI. 10.) Elsewhere the Elk Valley and Dry Fork surfaces are
well preserved, though all are now submaturely dissected by canyons of the Blackfoot cycle that range
in depth from a few hundred to nearly 1,000 feet.
Where the upturned Mesozoic beds are exposed, the
streams show a considerable adjustment to the structure, and strike ridges and valleys are developed.
Where the streams are working in the more nearly
horizontal Wasatch beds they have developed consequent drainage, according to the arrangement vf
the respective gentle slopes of the plateau surface.
The deep-red color of the Wasatch beds, where they
are exposed, adds a picturesque quality to the scenery.
The drainage of the plateau all goes to Bear River
or to Bear Lake. Indian- Creek is the only notable
stream on the west side in the Montpelier quadrangle.
Pegram and Sweetwater Creeks drain the central portion and Poison, Boyd, and Snow Creeks the east side.
The Bear Lake Plateau is generally free from timber
but is utilized for grazing. A few ranches are scattered here and there, but water is relatively scarce.
Along the west border north of Bear Lake lie valuable
beds of phosp4ate that are fairly accessible. These
beds are described in Chapter VII. Hot springs,
some of which are utilized, lie along the fault that.
marks the west base of the plateau., Others along
the same general line occur under the waters of Mud
Lake (pI. 17, A) and of two other small lakes farther
north and supply part of the waters of those lakes.
BEAR LAKE VALLEY

On Gannett's map 43 Bear Lake Valley is made to
include Bear Lake and Bear River Valley as far north
as Soda Springs. Peale's description 44 refers chiefly to
the portion of the valley south of Bennington. This
broad depression, however,' continues northward beyond Bennington to the vicinity of N ovene, near the
north border of the Montpelier quadrangle, where
Bear River escapes through a narrows. The south
end of the valley is in the vicinity of Laketown, in
the Randolph quadrangle, Utah. As thus defined
Bear Lake Valley extends practically due north a disu
41

u.

S. Geol. and Geog. Survey Terr. Eleventh Ann. Rept., pI. 10, 1879.
Peale, A. C., op. cit., p. 587.
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tance of about 45 miles. It is in general rather
straight sided and about 7 miles wide, but toward
both north and south ends it becomes narrower and is
3 to 4 miles wide.
Bear Lake Valley is, in part at least, of structural
origin, as described more fully on pages 149 and 150.
The west side of the valley slopes gently eastward and
is marked by the usual reentrants that have been
formed by long-continued stream erosion. The east
side, however, in the vicinity of Bear Lake rises
abruptly from the valley floor, has a relatively simple
base line, and truncates 'obliquely successive beds of
varying character. There seems therefore little doubt
that this part of the valley wall is determined by a
fault (the Bear Lake fault, p. 167).
The relative freshness of the fault scarp, particularly the faceted or blunted spurs (pI. 36, B), and the
hot springs along the base of the scarp~ all point to a
recent date for, the fault. On the other hand, the
Pliocene (?) beds still preserved on both sides of the
valley indicate that that depression is probably not
recent and suggest that the present scarp may have
been produced during the Blackfoot cycle by the removal by erosion of weak Pliocene (?) beds that
formerly rested against a fault scarp. The facetted
'spurs and hot springs suggest renewed movement and
refreshment of the scarp late in that cycle or in recent
time. North of Dingle the form of the valley side
changes and the fault dies out or at least fails to
,dominate the topography.·
The entrance of Bear River near Dingle on the east
and of Mill Creek near Ovid on the west causes broad
reentrants that notably increase the width of the
valley. On the other hand, from Bennington northward to Georgetown broad alluvial fans project
westward into the valley, and these have forced Bear
River against the opposite wall. The fans were
formed after the excavation of the valleys of the
Blackfoot cycle and during the epoch when the
climate was more arid than now, for without apparent
change of level they are undergoing dissection and
have already reached a late youthful stage.
The flat floor of the valley north of Bear Lake,
together with remnants of former shore lines above
the present lake level, indicate a former expansion
of Bear 'Lake toward an outlet 1Y2 miles west of
Bennington. Although these shore lines have ~ot
been traced in detail they are well shown at a numbel
of places on the east and west side of Bear Lake, as
between North Eden and Indian Creeks on the east
and in the vicinity of Fish Haven and of Ovid on the
west.
At the mouth of North Eden Canyon just south of
the Montpelier quadrangle a fine delta has been
built into Bear Lake. (See pI. 17, B.) Here two
clearly defined former levels of the lake are shown.
The canyon has cut the waste slopes at its mouth to
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a depth of 10 to 15 feet.

The upper level or older
terrace of the delta forms a flat floor continuous with
the flood plain of North Eden Canyon. West of the
road at different distances this upper terrace gives
way to the lower terrace of the delta about 10 feet
below. These features are illustrated in Figure 8.
Measw'ements by hand level were made at five
places farther north with the following results:
Elevations of shore lines above surface of Bear Lake, September 4,
1920
[Measurements by V. R. D. Kirkham]
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lowered. In September, 1920, it was certainly 3 or 4
feet below the level in 1909 which itself was probably
as much as 3 feet below the crest of the present beach.
The altitude of the two principal former shore lines
.above described may therefore be placed· approximately at 5,940 and 5,950 feet respectively and the
third shore line at 5,960 feet. The third shore line has
not been identified elsewhere than east of Bear Lake,
though the flat on which Dingle Cemetery is located,
which seems somewhat higher, may perhaps be correlated with this shore line. The 5,950-foot shore line,
which on the whole seems more pronounced, is indicated in part in Plate 9. On the west side of Bear Lake
valley the towns of Fish Haven, St. Charles, Bloomington, Paris, and Ovid are located on the terrace that
corresponds to this shore line.
The lower end of Bear Lake Valley near Georgetown
is excavated chiefly in weak Tertiary beds that are exposed beneath a thin layer of fan gravels along the
river below Wooleys and in gravel pits east of Georgetown station. Bear River itself, instead of flowing
through the broad gap filled with Tertiary beds 1 mile
east of N ovene, has cut a gorge at N ovene in more
resistant Triassic rocks. Its course thus appears to

Waste slope

FIGURE

S.-Skotch of the North Eden delta from a point Just south of the mouth of North Eden Canyon,
Randolph quadrangle

The measurements show two well-defined shore
lines and a third less well defined at 'heights of 11, 22,
and 33 'feet, respectively, above the present beach
crest. At localities 3. and 4, the 33-foot terrace, if
it was formerly present, has been eroded away in the
development of a bluff 20 feet or more In height.
Locality 4 is a point just south of Indian Creek, where
conditions are similar to those at the North Eden
delta. At locality 5, just west of the end of the
secondary road that leads to the cemetery south of
Dingle, the level of the marsh probably accords
fairly well with that of 'the beach crest of Bear Lake,
as the 5,950-foot contour on the map is somewhat too
generalized at that place. The 22-foot level, which
there marks the top of Bear River delta, apparently
corresponds to the upper terraces at the delta of
Indian Creek and North Eden Canyon.
The level of Bear Lake, when surveyed in 1909,
was 5,924 feet. Since the construction of a canal between Bear Lake. and Bear River for the regulation of
the river and the establishment of a pumping station
on the turnpike between Mud Lake and Bear Lake,
the level of Bear Lake has been artificially raised and

have been determined early in the Blackfoot cycle or
in the Dry Fork cycle by superposition upon the Triassic rocks from the weaker Tertiary beds, which at that
time doubtless overlay that entire district.
The excavation of Bear Lake Valley was determined
by the cutting of this gorge. The weak Tertiary filling
of the earlier valley, a valley that dates from the Tygee
cycle, was removed over wide areas while the river was.
engaged in sawing through the Triassic rocks at the·
outlet. Both gorge and valley were excavated to considerably greater depths than at present, for both are·
now aggraded with a filling of unknown thickness.
A boring 192 feet deep, made by the Utah Power &
Light Co. near its pumping station on Bear Lake, the·
deepest in the valley, did not cut through the filling ..
A cross section of Bear River Valley above Dingle, in
which the old valley bottom is restored (A'.-A", pI. 10),.
shows that the filling at that place may be as much
as 400 feet thick. Bear River now flows over thisfilling in a beautifully meandering course.
After the excavation of the valley a change to morearid climatic conditions induced the aggradation of the·
valley and the development of the broad alluvial fans-
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north of Bennington. At about the same time and
probably before the completion of the aggradational
epoch outflows of basalt flooded Bear River Valley to
a point about 5 miles southeast of Soda Springs. This
part of the ,region has not been mapped topographically or studied in detail geologically. The data now
available seem to indicate that the top of the basalt
at its southern border is not high enough to have
raised the waters of Bear River to the former higher
levels of Bear Lake. Measurements at the' point
where the river enters the basaltic area in the northwest corner of sec. 34, T. 9 S., R. 42 E., 'show that the
basalt rises about 140 feet above the surface of the
river. A profile survey of Bear River 45 shows that the
altitude of the water surface at that place is about
5,782 feet. Thus the altitude of the top of the basalt is
about 5,922 feet, which closely approximates that of
the present lake level. Hand-level observations show
that the altitude of the basalt increases little, if any ,
northeastward along the river. Thus it is probable
, that the basalt has had no part or at least has played
only a subordinate part in the development of Bear
Lake.
On the other hand, the alluvial fans west and northwest of Bennington without doubt formerly extended
across the, valley at sufficient heights to impound water
at the levels of the shore lines above described and
perhaps temporarily even higher. The loose materials
of these fans would relatively soon be washed away,
so that no shore lines of any permanence would be
likely to be produced while the river was cutting an
outlet through them. However, should the river cut
through the fan material into harder rocks or be superposed on buried ledges, its downcutting would be
retarded and there might be opportunity for the development of shore lines. North of W ooleys the river
has cut through fan gravels into Tertiary beds that
are somewhat more' 'consolidated than the gravels,
and in the SE. 7.4: SW. 7.4: sec. 11, T. 11 S., R. 43 E.,
a Triassic ledge that was formerly buried by fan material is now exposed at about the level of the 5,950-foot
shore line. The river has cut its trench between this
ledge and a more extensive Triassic mass on the southwest.
The epoch of aridity and fan building was suceeded
by moister climatic conditions, which are here tentatively correlated with the later stage of Pleistocene
glaciation. Thus Bear Lake with its former expanded
stages probably corresponds to some extent in time
and development with Lakes Bonneville and Lahontan
in Utah and Nevada.
Bear Lake Valley receives most of the drainage of
the Montpelier quadrangle and of the northern half
of the Ra,ndolph quadrangle. The larger afRuents are
mentioned in describing ~he inclosing uplands. Bear
Lake occupies the upper part of the valley. The north
u
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end is separated by' a long, narrow, and curved sand
bar from Mud Lake, formerly a shallow roughly triangular body of water about 172 miles on each side
, but now increased in area and made more irregular in
outline as a result of its eonnection by canal with Bear
River. (See pI. 17, A.) North of Bear Lake much of
the '\"'alley for 6 miles or more is occupied by marshes.
These marshes are drained by the outlet of Bear Lake ,
not mapped by the Hayden Survey, which joins Bear
River about 3 miles below Montpelier.
Bear Lake has been well described by Peale: 46
It is evident that the existing lake is but the remnant of one'
that was much larger. The view of the lake from the Bear
Lake Plateau is beautiful; the water has an exquisite blue tint
which is equaled by few bodies of water in any part of the world:
The shape of the'lake is somewhat peculiar, both the north and
south ends being about square-cornered. The length is 19
miles, and the greatest width about 8 miles. The average width
of the main body is about 6 miles. Toward the south it narrows to 4 miles .. * * * The depth of the lake, as given in
the report of 1871, * *, * is 175 feet at the deepest portion, with an estimated average depth of 40 to 60 feet.

Hayden's description 47 gives a more vivid picture
of the lake. He says:
It is a beautiful lake, set like an emerald among the mountains. Not even the'waters of Yellowstone Lake present such
vivid coloring. No sea-green hue could be more delicate; and
as the waves rolled high by the force of the winds, the most
vivid green seemed to shade to a b~autiful, delicate blue.

Bear Lake Valley has fertile soil and is well watered.
It is the largest and richest agricultural district in the
region here described. It contains numerous ranches
and towns of which the largest is Montpelier, which
had a population of 2,984 according to the census of
1920. It is traversed in part by the Oregon Short Line
Railroad and by a branch of the same railroad between
Montpelier and Paris. The phosphate beds on both
sides of the valley promise to form the basis of an active
industry. Electric power for lighting and for industrial purposes is available throughout the valley from
the power lines of the Utah Power & Light Co. (See
pI. 9.)
BEAR RIVER VALLEY

The more striking physiographic features of Bear
River Valley above and below Bear Lake Valley have
been mentioned in the above discussion and in earlier
pages. The river, where its valley is flooded by basalt,
follows in general the contact' between that rock and
the sedimentary beds. For part of its course this
contact lies along weak Tertiary rocks, but at the bend
near Alexander, where the river turns south, it is walled
by basalt on the north and impinges on hard sedimentary rocks on the south.
The east side of Bear River Valley below N ovene and
above the basalt-flooded area is occupied by extensive
alluvial fans and by spring deposits.
'6 Peale, A. C., Report on the geology of the Green River district: U. S. Geol.
and Geog. Survey Terr. Eleventh Ann. Rept., p. 587, 1879.
,7 Hayden, F. V., U. S. Geol. Survey Terr. Fifth Ann. Rept., p. 156, 1872.
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The streams frOln the Aspen Range either sink
into the ground before reaching the river or are in
large part diverted for purposes of irrigation. At
Soda Springs, however, Soda Creek, a fine stream fed
chiefly by springs, enters Bear River from the north.
In the vicinity of Soda Springs, also, there are numerous springs lnore or less nlineralized, some carbonated
and others sulphureted.
Bear River Valley affords one of the natural gateways from western Wyoming and northern Utah to
Snake River and the northwest. It was selected as a
route for travel by the trappers and emigrants and
later was followed by the railroad until now it has
becOlne part of a great transcontinental route, along
which ebbs and flows the commerce of many States.
Although the Bear River bottoms are provided with
water and fertile soil, the cold air which they receive at
night from neighboring uplands is generally unfavorable for crops, and little besides wild hay may be grown
upon them. Adjacent slopes that are somewhat
elevatf'd from the bottoms are extensively farmed.
WASATCH RANGE

Location and extent.-The westernmost mountain
group of the southern part of the Northern Rocky
Mountain province is the Wasatch Range, which, according to the United States Geographic Board,48
extends from the mouth of San Pitch River in San Pete
County, Utah, northwa~d to the bend of Bear River
near Soda Springs and includes ~s its northward extension the Bear River Range. The Wasatch Range as
such does not enter the territory here described, but
its subsidiary, the Bear River Range, lies along the
western border of the Montpelier quadrangle and its
foothills extend into the southwestern part of the Slug
Creek quadrangle.
Bear River Range.-As shown on the lnaps of the
King and IIayden surveys the name of Bear River
Range seems not to be applied to any of the Wasatch
Range south of Logan River in Utah. Geologically
and physiographic ally, however, the range is continuous southward as far as the vicinity of Huntsville,
Utah, about latitude 41 0 15', where it apparently joins
the lnain Wasatch Range, which ends in a prong on the
west side of Cache Valley and south of Bear River
(King's map). If the name is extended as above
suggested the Bear River Range would have a length
of about 95 miles and a maximum width of about 22
miles along the line between Tps.15 and 16 S., in Idaho.
Toward the north it grows narrower and terminates in
a single, broad, rounded summit known as Sheep Rock
just south of the sharp be~d of Bear River near Soda
Springs. The highest peaks in the part of the range
that lies in Idaho are Paris Peak (altitude, 9,572 feet)
at the head of Paris Canyon in the Preston quadrangle,
and Shorman (Soda) Peak (altitude, 9,669 feet) at the
18
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head of Skinner Creek, in the same quadrangle.
Naomi Peak, in the Logan quadrangle, reaches an
altitude of 9,980 feet.
Peale 49 describes part of the range as follows:
The waters of Logan Fork flow southward in the central
portions 'Of the mountains. The best-defined range here is on
the west, a succession of sharp peaks extending northward
from Logan Canyon. This range presents a steep arid rugged
front toward Cache Valley. On the east side the mountains
are plateau-like, and this is the general character toward the
north.

The Bear River Range lies largely outside the area
thus far studied. It is partly shown in the Logan,
Randolph, Preston, and Montpelier quadrangles.
Large areas of it have not yet been mapp~d topographically and little detailed geologic \vork has as
yet been done upon it. Present data, however,
indicate that probably its erosional history is similar
to that of the region already described. The higher
portions exceed 9,000 feet in altitude, and although
individual peaks rise here and there, extensive areas,
when viewed fronl the east, present a relatively even
sky line (see pIs. 17, A, and 21, 0), that probably
corresponds with the level of the Snowdrift peneplain. Other levels that apparently' conform to the
lower erosion surfaces already described may also be
recognized. All are now submaturely dissected by
canyons of the Blackfoot cynle that range in depth
from a few hundred to more than 1,500 feet.
The development of strike ridges and valleys is
not so marked a feature of the Bear River Range
as of the preuss Range. The simpler structure and
more resistant beds of much of the Bear River Range
probably account for this difference bet.ween the
two ranges.
The outlying N ounan Valley, which is roughly a
strike valley, is a reexcavated part of an old filled
valley of the Tygee cycle.
In the higher parts of the range west of the Montpelier and Randolph quadrangles numerous cirques,
lakelets, and moraines bear evidence of local glaciation. In St. Charles Canyon, as previously noted, the
youthful llloraines that stretch across the somewhat
aggraded floor of the canyon testify to the relative
recency of the St. Charles glaCial episode.
The larger streams of the part of the Bear River
Range here described are Fish Haven, St. Charles,
Bloomington, Paris, Mill, Stauffer, Co-op, and Skinner . Creeks. Bloomington and Paris Canyons, in
the Montpelier quadrangle, and the canyon of Swan
Creek, about a. mile to the south, contain large
springs from which the creeks emerge full grown.
(See pI. 58, B.) These canyons all draIn into Bear
Lake Valley. North of Bern t.he drainage of the
Bear River Range is received by N ounan Valley,
which is tributary to Bear River at two places, one
of which is 1Y2 miles south of N ovene, in the Mont49

Peale, A. C., op. cit., p. 508.
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peter quadrangle, and the other opposite Cavanaugh, in the Slug Creek quadrangle. Stauffer,
Co-op, and Skinner Creeks flow into Nounan Valley.
The Bear River Range is relatively rugged and
in its higher parts carries considerable timber. It is
utilized for grazing. Metalliferous prospects have
been opened here and there in the range as described
in Chapter VII, but no successful metal mines have
yet been developed. The eastern foothills west of Bear
L"'81m Valley contain rich beds of phosphate' rock,
which have been mined in Paris and Slight Canyons
and which give promise of suppOI:ting large operations. These are described in a later chapter.
INDEPENDENT FEATURES
WILSON AND PELICAN RIDGES

If the boundaries of the physiographic 'provinces
are drawn as suggested on page 11, Wilson and Pelican
Ridges constitute the easternmost members in this
region of the Basin and Range province. Wilson
Ridge, which is named from Wilson Creek at its'
northwest end, and Pelican Ridge, which is nam'ed
from Pelican,Blough at the southeast, are fault-block
ridges that are closely related structurally. They are
prominent topographic features whose summits rise
1,000 to 1,500 feet above the valley floors on either
side. (See pIs. 2 and 3.) Their combine~ length
is about 12 miles, but they are separated from each
other by a deep gap which has been eroded along'
the transverse fault that has produced the offset in
the ridges. The ridges are composed of sedimentary
rocks, but the gap is occupied by basalt. The gap
affords a passage for the road from Grays Lake to the
Blackfoot dam, a part of IJanders Cutoff.
The ridges do not rise high enough to preserve any
of the Gannett erosion surface, but the Elk Valley
and Dry Fork surfaces are well shown. These surfaces are now submaturely dissected by canyons of
the Blackfoot cycle, locally 500 feet or more in depth.
Pelican Ridge is in part underlain by beds of phosphate rock, at present relatively inaccessible. These
beds may prove a valuable resource. Phosphate rock
of doubtful commercial value also occurs at several
places along the base, of each flank of Wilson Ridge.
RESERVOIR M;OUNTAIN

•

Reservoir '~10untain is an isolated mass that rises
to a maximum height of n'early 1,000 feet above the
level of the plain on either side and is named fr0111 the
Blackfoot River Reservoir, which lies to the east. It
was included by Peale 50 in the mountain group that
he called the Soda Springs Hills, but it is quite distinct from the other mountains and 'deserves a separate name. The mountain is only about 8 miles long
and 3 miles wide, but it is a conspicuous topographic
feature. The eastern face is fairly abrupt and even.
.
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There is little accumulation of rock waste at its base,
but there is an interesting group' of remnant craters
about a mile in extent. The western slope is more
gentle and irregular. The mountain is a' fault block
and has complex geologic structure. (See pp. 146
and 164.)
. The Elk Valley and Dry Fork erosion surfaces,
which are preserved on the uplands, are now submaturely dissected by canyons of the Blackfoot cycle
that reach a maximum depth of about 700 feet.
The eastern slope has only temporary streams, but
the western slope is drained by several small permanen t
streams that empty into Corral Creek, a tributary of
the Blackfoot that has a broad aggraded valley which
is probably underlain by basalt. A good spring for
camping occurs in the NE. ~ sec. 29, T. 6 S., R. 41 E.
There is little timber, but the mountain is utilized
for grazing. It is probably underlain by beds of phosphate rock of future commercial value, though they
are at present relatively inaccessible.
BLACKFOOT MOUNTAINS

St. John 51 described the Blackfoot Range, now called
the Blackfoot Mountains, as "parallel with and lying
a few miles to the northeast of the canyoned course of
Blackfoot River." Bechler's map52 shows the Blackfoot Range as including practically all country sou,theast of the Snake River Plains between Blackfoot
River and the present Willow and Meadow Creeks as
far south as the forty-third parallel. According to
this definition the Blackfoot Mountains would include
Wilson Ridge and should include the closely 'related
Pelican Ridge. On the principle of con tinuous divides,
however, the main range would end at Wilson Creek. '
(See pI. 2.) This creek occupies the site of a former
deep valley or gap filied with basalt and later partly
reexcavated. It thus appropriately terminates the
range.
Only a small portion of the Blackfoot Mountains as
here defined en tel'S the region described in this report.
(See pI. 15.) The geologic structure of the group is
complex and is discussed in part in Chapter V. The
group as a whole is relatively low for it rises only 600
to 1,000 feet above the level of Cranes Flat to the east.
No detailed geologic or physiographic study of it has
yet been made, but probably it corresponds in erosional development with Wilson and Pelican Ridges
and Reservoir Mountain.
The larger part of the drainage of the Blackfoot
Mountains is tributary to Blackfoot River, but some
enters Willow Creek .
Beds of phosphate rock, probably rich and extensive, occur in parts of the Blackfoot Mountains.
These beds lie mostly outside the region studied, but
mention is made in Chapter VII of the beds thus far
examined.
61 St. John, Orestes, Report of the geological field work of the Teton division: U. S.
Geol. and Geog. Survey Terr. Eleventh Ann. Rept., p. 338,1879.
62 U. S. Geol. and Geog. Survey Terr. Twelth Ann. Rept., atlas, pI. 9,1878.
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CHESTERFIELD RANGE

Only the southeastern foothills of the Chesterfield
Range enter the region described in this report. The
range as a whole is nearly 25 miles long and 10 miles
wide. It extends northwestward from Tenmile Pass
.
'
ill the southeastern corner of the Portneuf quadrangle
(se.e pI. 15), to the broad sag west of Morgan, in the
sout~western part of the Paradise Valley quadrangle,
and IS named from the town of Chesterfield at its west
base. It forms the northern part of the mountain
group called by Peale 53 the Soda Springs Hills, but
its topographic and geologic isolation make a separate
designation more appropriate.
The range is described by Peale as Cl somewhat
plateau-like," but it is composed of several ridges of
sedimentary rocks that reach maximum altitudes of
about 7,300 feet and rise about 1,000 to 1,200 feet
above the valleys on the east but nearly 2,000 feet
above the floor of Portneuf Valley on the west. The
plateaulike character noted by Peale is with little
doubt due to the preservation of the Elk Valley and Dry
Fork erosion surfaces, which are apparently present.
These older erosion surfaces are now submaturely
dissected by canyons of the Blackfoot cycle that range
fronl a few hundred to about 1,000 feet in depth. A
nlunber of permanent streams drain on the west and
south into Portneuf River and on the east and north
into Corral Creek and Blackfoot River.
The Chesterfield Range bears some timber and is
utilized as a range for stock .. Ranches are scattered
here and there at favorable places. Phosphate beds
occur on the east and west flanks and elsewhere in
the range. Those on the west flank, in "T. 5 S., R.
38 E., are in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation and
have already been described. 54 Those on the east
flank are described in part in Chapter VII.
SODA SPRINGS HILLS

The group of rocky hills here called the Soda Springs
Hills, constitutes the southern member of the group
to which Peale gave this name. It lies southeast of
the Chesterfield Range and extends from Tenlnile Pass
at the southern border of the Portneuf and Henry
quadrangles to the bend of Bear River west of Soda
Springs, a distance of about 10 miles. These hills
have not yet been mapped topographically or studied
in detail geologically. Their northern tip is included
in the adjoining corners of the southern parts of the
Portneuf and Henry quadrangles.
WILLOW CIiEEK LAVA FIELD

General features.-The Willow Creek lava field is
bounded by the Blackfoot M.ountains and Wilson 'and
Penlo, A. C., op. cit., p. 596.
ManSfield, G. R., Tho Iteography, geology, and mineral resources of the Forl
Ball Indian Reservation, Idaho: U. S. Oeol. Survey Bull. 713, 1920.
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Pelican Ridges on the west and the Willow Creek
Basin ridges on the east and extends southeastward
into the Cranes Flat quadrangle as far as the middle
of sec. 6, T. 5 S., R. 42 E. It takes its name from
Willow Creek, one of the larger tributaries of Snake
River in this region. The lava field also occupies a
considerable portion of the valley of Meadow Creek,
and the two streams are separated by a low divide in
the basalt, successive flows of which have produced
the.lava field.
.
The Willow Creek lava field, which occupies valleys
along the boundary between the Northern Rocky
Mountain and the Basin and Range provinces, illus. trates the interfingering of the Snake River plain with
the mountains which border that plain on the south
and southeast and represents an extension of that
plain. The basalt in Homer and Outlet Valleys represents similar interfingering on a smaller scale.
The lava field, though more or less covered with soil
and dotted here and there with groves of aspen, affords
numerous exposures of basalt, especially along the
canyon walls of Willow Creek and its tributaries. The
surface is in general that of a youthfully dissected lava
plain that has an altitude of nearly 6,600.feet. The
basalt is apparently horiz~ntal for the most part,
but it is sufficiently undulatory to produce faint
ridges that have a northwestward trend. The streams
are mostly dry or intermittent, but Willow Creek and
a few of its larger tributaries, such as Cranes Creek
and Long Valley, maintain permanent flows of water.
The upper courses of many of the streams are hardly
more than drainage lines on the surface, but the parts
of their courses that lie in canyons are flat-bottomed
relatively narrow, and walled with vertical cliffs· of
basalt. The cliffs in many places are as much as 50
feet and locally more than 100 feet high. The highest
cliff, about 200 feet high, forms the southwest face of
the pronounced ridge in sec. 24, T. 3 S., R. 40 E. Its
form and position are suggestive of local faulting.
The lava field merge~ on the northwest wi"th Sheep
Mountain and southward it connects with. the Blackfoot lava field through the gap northwest of Wilson
Ridge. Probably, too, it is continuous beneath cover
with the basalt in Meadow Creek Valley, which itself
is an extension of the Blackfoot lava field. In favorable places, where the soil cover is sufficient, homesteads have been taken up, chiefly for dry farming.
Cranes Flat.-Cranes Flat is a broad alluvia ted area
that has a youthful and partly nlarshy su:dace. It is
wi~h little doubt underlain by basalt and is part of the
Willow Creek lava field. It is drained by Cranes
Creek, the largest affluent of Willow Creek within this
district. There was only one ranch in the flat in 1916,
and the area was used in part as a range for cattle.
Its altitude .is about 6~500 feet.
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.these features are illustrated and further described in
Chapters IV and V.
General features.-The Blackfoot lava field affords
A number of cones composed of scoriaceous basalt
another example of the interfingering of the Snake and lapilli are scattered here and there over the field
River lava plain with its bordering mountains. The and on certain islands in the reservoir. These appear
name is here given to the broad basalt-covered area to have no local names but several of them -are named
that extends from Wilson Ridge and the south end of below for reference. These and other volcanic features
the Blackfoot Mountains to a point on Bear River are more fully described in Chapter IV.
about 5 miles southeast of Soda Springs. It includes
Ollater Mountain.-Crater Mountain, in _sec. 14,
much of the Henry ·quadrangle and the area called by T. 5 S., R. 41 E., is the upper, more scoriaceous part
Peale 55 Soda Springs Valley. On the north it has of a large lava cone.
received an inflow of basalt from the Willow Creek
Little Orater.-Little Crater, which stands mostly in
lava field through the gap between Wilson Ridge and sec. 34, T. 6 S., R. 41 E., though it extends into the
the Blackfoot Mountains. On the northeast it has, adjoining township, is the finest example of a cinder
received similar inflows from the valleys of Meadow cone in the region here described. Its shallow crater
Creek and the Little Blackfoot. The smaller areas of forms nearly a perfect circle.
basalt in Enoch, Upper, and Wooley Valleys in the
Broken Orater.-Broken Crater, In sec. 9 and vicinLanes Creek quadrangle may be connected beneath ity, T. 7 S., R. 41 E., is one of the largest of these cones.
the alluvium with that of the Blackfoot lava field, bu~ It is little dissected but has apparently been breached.
of this relation there is no direct evidence. The basalt on the south by explosion.
has overflowed northwestward through the valley of
Water supply.-Water on the surface of the BlackBlackfoot River and westward through Tenmile Pass foot lava field is relatively scarce. Most of the smaller
to Portneuf Valley. It probably also escaped south- streams are dry for long periods. On the east side,westward through the gap occupied by Bear River however, Blackfoot River, which is the main supply
west of Soda Springs, though the connection of the of the Blackfoot River Reservoir, Little Blackfoot
basalt at the gap with the main body to the east is River, and Meadow Creek are permanent streams of
concealed by Quaternary deposits.
considerable volume. Woodall Spring and other
The youthful surface of·the lava field in the Henry springs along the base of the Aspen Range, in T. 7 S.,
quadrangle is in general about 6,000 to 6,300 feet R. 42 E., have produced large marshy areas but furabove sea level, but the area southeast of the reservoir nish little water that is available for irrigation. Faris somewhat higher and its maximum altitude is 6,683 ther south along the base of the Aspen Range in T. 8 S.,
feet. Although the surface is covered in many places R. 42 E., several springs, the largest of which is Formawith wind-blown soil, volcanic ash, alluvium, or spring tion Spring, supply small amounts of water for irrigadeposits the basalt is exposed over large areas in dark tion. Along the western side of the field Corral Creek
somber ledges that reveal its characteristic columnar and its tributaries form a permanent stream tributary
structure. (See pI. 18, A.) There are many cliffs, to the Blackfoot, but its water had been little utilized
which can probably be variously explained, and numer- at the time of the writer's visit (1916). Tenmile Creek
ous fissures and sinks. Crag Lake, in secs. 1 and 12, which drains through the pass of the same name, has
T. 7 S., R. 41 E., receives its name from the fine a small though permanent flow for its course above
basaltic cliff that forms its eastern wall. (See pI. 57,A.) the pass. Farther south, along the east base of the
Good examples of fissures are found in prolongation Soda Springs· Hills, Soda Creek is a relatively short
of the southward arms of the Blackfoot River Reser- pennanent stream, whose ~aters supplied chiefly by
voir and elsewhere. Sinks ·of different sizes are scat- springs are tributary to Bear River.
tered here and there over the surface, in some places
In T. 8 S., Rs. 41 and 42 E., an area known as Fivein linear arrangement as if denoting the course of a mile Meadows, perhaps 3 or 4 square miles in extent,
partly collapsed tunnel in the lava. Here and there which was formerly farmed, became flooded and to a
also the basalt yields a hollow sound to the tread that large extent unfit for agriculture when the Blackfoot
is suggestive of cavities beneath.
River Reservoir was filled in Al!gust, 1914, to the level
Three youthful rhyolitic cones rise above the ba- shown on the maps of the Henry and Cranes Flat
saltic plaill south of t4e reservoir and are well-known quadrangles. The waters of Soda Creek were auglandmarks. The largest of these cones has long been ment~d, as were also the waters in Crag Lake and
known as China Hat, China Cap, or The Cap. It the crater lakes south of the reservoir. These fearises nearly 1,000 feet above the surrounding plain. tu'res and their· causes are more fully described in
The other two cones are here named Middle and Chapter VII.
.
North Cones for reference. Between ~1iddle Cone
To reduce the effects of this flooding the waters of
and North Cone are- two small'crater lakes. Some of the reservoir have been lowered 10 feet or more below
the level indicated on the maps, so that the outlines
66 Peale, A. C., op. cit.
BLACKFOOT LAVA FIELD
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of the reservoir, though generally maintained, are now Blackfoot River. 58 There is no reason geologically or
considerably modified in detail. For example, in sees. even geographically for cutting them off at Ross Fork.
The mountains have not been studied in detail, though
12 and 13, T. 6 S., R. 41 E., a large island, which is
shown on the geologic map (pI. 3) has emerged. parts have been described in connection with the Fort
The island in sec. 35, T. 5 S., R. 41 E., and a consid- Hall Indian Reservation. They are high enough in
erable strip to the southeast, shown on the map as places to preserve parts of the Gannett erosion surface,
water, has been added to the land area to the east. and the later erosion surfaces are undoubtedly repreSimilarly the large island shown in sec. 5, T. 6 S., R. 42 sented. In the higher parts they bearsomegood timber,
E., is now a peninsula joined to land at the west and but they are principally utilized for grazing. Mineral
the water area north of it has been greatly reduced. prosp~cts have been opened in them here and there,
The reservoir can not be remapped, because it is now and some ore has actually been shipped/9 but the
used to l.'egulate the flow of Blackfoot River and its . outlook for any substantial mineral development, aside
outline may vary considerably during any given year. from that of the phosphate deposits in the northern
The change in water level of Crag Lake as a result of part, is poor.
CLIMATE
the lowering of the surface of the reservoir is clearly
Climatologic data for 17 stations within or near
shown in Plate 57, A.
The larger soil-covered areas of the Blackfoot lava the region described in this report are given in pubfield were being rapidly taken up by dry farmers in lications of the United States Weather Bureau. 6o
1916. Water for domestic use was hauled from the At some of these stations records have been kept
reservoir or obtained from wells sunk in the basalt continuously for periods as great as 10 or 20 years.
At others the records have been discontinued after
to depths of 200 feet or more.
Meadow Greek extl3nsion.-The valley of Meadow longer or shorter intervals. At still others the
Creek is in p~rt a fault trough or graben, the geolo~ic records have been kept for so short a time that they
features of which are discussed on pages 162 and 163. have as yet little value in climatologic studies. There
Its sides are relatively steep, and its broad and youthful is also considerable difference in the degree of comsurface merges with that of the Willow Creek lava pleteness of the records at the several stations.
In order to show the variation of climatic conditions
field. Its altitude, however, is somewhat lower-about
in
different parts of the region some of the more
6,250 feet. Though it is largely an alluviated area
significant
records of all these stations are given in
there is little doubt that the basalt in its sQutheastern
In these tables the records summarized
tables
below.
part is continuous beneath the alluvium with that of
in
the
first
publication,
cited above, which include
the Willow Creek field to the north. Flows of basalt
data
for
the
year
1914,
have
been corrected to the
whose cliffed fronts are 100 feet high occupy' the
southeastern part of the valley, and in secs. 18, 19, close of the year 1920 by interpolation of data from
and 30, T. 5 S., R. 43 E., tongues of basalt descend the other volumes cited. From these later volumes
also the data for the newer stations have been comto the valley from Grays Range.
The obstruction of Meadow Creek by basalt has pro- piled. The location of the stations is shown in
duced the marshy and partly alluviated area in sees. Figure 9.
Table 3 gives the names, locations, and altitudes
34 and 35, T. 5 S., R. 42 E., called Pelican Slough,
above which the course of the creek is unusually of the several stations, together with the lengths and
limiting dates of their records. Table 4 gives the
sinuous.
There are two or three scattering ranches, but the monthly and annual mean precipitation at each
station in inches and hundredths. Table 5 gives the
valley is utilized mainly for grazing.
average number of rainy days (days with 0.01 inch
PORTNEUF MOUNTAINS
or more of precipitation) at each station for each
month and for the year. Table 6 shows the average
The Portneuf Mountains are shown in part in Plate 15
snowfall (unmelted) in inches. Tables 7, 8, and 9,
and in the maps of the Portneuf and Paradise Valley
give respectively the highest, lowest, and mean temquadrangles. They lie in Bingham and Bannock Counperatures recorded for each station for each month
ties, Idaho, between Portneuf River and Marsh Creek
and for the year. Table 10 shows the prevailing
on the west and the upper Portneuf and Bear Rivers on
direction of the wind, and Table 11 gives data regardthe east. Portneuf River cuts a gorge through them
ing frost and shows the length of the growing season
56
The southern limit is the
midway of their length.
at each station and for the region.
northern end of Cache Valley, and the northern limit
68 ManSfield, G. R., Geography, geology, and mineral resources of the Fort Hall
57
In this paper the name is extended Indian
is Ross Fork.
Reservation, Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 713, pI. 3, 1920.
69 Idem, p. 116.
northward to include the region between ~oss Fork and
MS. on filo with U. S. Geographic Board; Hayden's definition cited by Gannett.
67 Pealo, A. C., op. cit., p. 567; U. S. Gool. and Geog. Survey Terr. Twelfth Ann.
Rept., ntlns, pI. 2, 1883.
66

60 Summnry of climatology of the United States by sections; U. S. Dept. Agr.
Weather Bureau BUll. W, sees. 22 and 23, 1912; idem, 2d cd., vol. 1, sees.
22 and 23, 1926; Climatological data of the United States by sections, vols. 1-6,
1914-1919, inclusive.
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In all these tables in which monthly records ar~
given a parallel column shows the number of years

I

In the regional summary, which is included in most
of the tables, the averages are weighted

I

I

~---I--"'------"""~j>_J

i
i

L --------A1'~~!v

FIGURE

9.-Map showing the location of climatologic stations in southeastern Idaho and western Wyoming

for which the record is available at the given station. I ing to the lengths of the records at the respective
This column is used .for computing the annual means. 4 stations.
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3.-Climatologic stations of the region
Length of record

Length of record
Altitude
(feet)

Location

Station

Years

Dates

--ACton __ ._._. _____ Lincoln County, WY0(i on Swift
Creek at the cast si e of Star
Valley (6 miles wide) and at
the west base of the Salt River
Range. Afton quadrangle.

6,200

18

Bedford_._ •••• _._ Lincoln County, Who., near
Strawberry Creek n Lower
Star ValleY'a mile and a half
from the west base of the Salt
River Range. Afton quadrangle.

6,200

22

Dlackfoot_._._. ___ Bingham County, Idaho, at the
Junction of $nake and Black·
foot Rivers in the Snake River
Plain.

4,503

Blackfoot dam ___

6,150

C~~~: ~~U~~YB~c~gor~r;~re

(6,129 U.
Reservoir on Blackfoot lava S. G. S. B.
field. Low mountains rise at
M.at
distances of 1~ to 3 miles.
dam.)
Cranes Flat quadrangle.

25

12

Border. _~ __ •• _•• _ Lincoln County, Wyo., on State
6,073
line in valley of Bear River ~U.S.G.
about ~ mile from north slope
.B.M.
of Bear River Plateau and at border.)
about (j mile from the river.
Montpe ier quadrangle.

19

Ohesterfield. _. ___ Bannock County. Idaho, on
Twentyfourmile Creek, at the
northeastern side of Portneuf
Valley (4 miles or more wide)
and at the west base of the
Chesterfield Range. Port·
neuf quadrangle.
Cokevllle _________ Lincoln County, Wyo., in the
valley of Bear River near the
rocky gap by which Smith
Fork enters the valley.
Fort RaIL ______ .

27

5,454

(U. S. G.
S.B.M.)

B~~~~or~o~n~~~t~~~f~iv~~

6,204

4,500

1903-1920

G

b 1899-1920

1896-1920

G

~

1909-1919

1902-1920

G

12

1894-1920

1909-1920

1915-1920

6

and on the Gibson terrace east
of Snake River in the Fort
RaIl Indian Reservation.

" Some months missing.
b A few months missing.
TABLE

Altitude
(feet)

Location

Station

Years

Geneva_ •• ___ • ___ Bear Lake County, Idaho, in the
6,171
northern part of Thomas Fork (U.S. G.
Valley. Mountains rise on S. B.M.)
either side at distances of 1 to
1~ miles. Montpelier quadrangle.
Grace ____________ Bannock County, Idaho, in the
5,400
northern part of Gentile Valley, near the west base of the
Bear River Range.
Grays Lake ______ Bonneville County, Idaht on
6,300
the east side of Grays ake
and at the west base of the
Caribou Range.
Idaho Falls_. ____ Bonneville County, Idaho, on
4,742
Snake River, about 3 miles
west of the foothills of the Car·
ibou Range On the Snake
River lava plain.
Montpelier _______ Bear Lake County, Idaho at
5,943
the mouth of Montpelier Can- (U. S. G.
yon on the east side of Bear S.B.M.
Lake Valley, there about 5
5,963.)
miles wide, and at the west
base of the Preuss Range,
Montpelier quadrangle.
Paris.__ ••• __ • _____
5,946
B~~~ r::s~ ~~~~r'J~a~h<ta~~ (U. S. G.
Valley, there about 9 miles S.B.M.
wide, and immediately east of
5,966.)
the foothills of the Bear River
Range,
Montpelier quadrangle.
Pocatello _________ Bannock County, Idaho, in the
4,483
lower part of the canyon of
Portneuf River with high hills
to northeast and southwest
and canyon extending from
southeast to northwest.
Pocatello Nur· Bannock County, Idaho, de5,396
sery.
tailed location not stated.
1'hayne __________ Lincoln County. Wyo., In Lower
5,900
Star Valley about '4 miles west
of the Salt River Range and 1
mile east of the Caribou
Range. Freedom and Afton
quadrangles.

• Some years miSSing.
RElcords very incomplete.

Dates

13

d

14

-1907-1920

3

G

1908-1920

1917-

29

11880-1920

7

1914-1920

22

G

1893-1914

22 "1899-1920

11

d

8

1906-1917
1899-1906

- Records incomplete.
Many months missing.

I

d

4.-Precipitation at 16 stations in Wyoming and Idaho: Monthly and ann'l.tal means (in inches and hundredths)

Station

Afton _____ • ____________
Bedford ___ • __ • _________
Blackfoot. _____________
Blackfoot Dam _________
Border _. _____ : _________
Chesterfield ____________
Ookovllle ______________
Fort Rall ______________
Gonova_ • __ -'_______ • ___
Grace _________ • ______ ._
Grays IA.ke ________ • ___
Idaho·~'alls ________ • __ •
Montpeller
_____________
Parls ___________________
Pocatello __ • __________ ._
Thayne ______ • _________
Region _________________

Average
length of
available January February March
record
(years)

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Annual

-------- - - - - - - - - ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- - - - - ---15.1
20.2
23.7
11.0
19.0
24.7
11.0
6.0
12.0
12.9
2.1
21>'3
6.3
21. 7
21. 5
6.8
14.9

1. 44
2.01
.97
1. 67
1. 33
1. 31
1.03
.45
1. 83
1. 35
1. 58
1.54
.81
1. 56
1. 39
1. 70
1. 41

-

1.48
1. 69
.82
1. 57
1.37
1.00
1. 08
.77
1.47
.95
1. 38
1.13
1. ~o
1. 3
1. 29
1.54
1.24

1. 65
1. 61
.95
1. 23
1. 20
1. 33
.98
1. 08
1. 38
1. 20
1. 52
1. 48
1.14
1.30
1. 57
1. 74
1. 34

1.49
1.53
.87
1.25
1. 06
1.03
1. 33
.95
1. 0.8
.99
.97
1.03
1. 55
1.16
1.40
1.27
1.18

2.23
2.32
1. 47
1. 84
1. 43
1.86
1.18
1. 53
1.10
1.64
'2.88
. 1. 65
1.46
1.14
1. 67
2.63
1.68

1.25
1.53
.87
r. 79
1.16
1. 28
.96
.38
.77
1. 20
.49
1. 30
.76
.87
1.13
1. 06
1.13

1.20
.91
.77
1.13
.54
.86
.88
.50
.93
.90
1. 21
.64
.59
.69
.66
.86
.80

1 01
1. 09
.65
.94
.82
1. 03
.68
.54
.53
.89
.51

.72

.59
.85
.73
.88
.82

1. 51
1. 09
.82
1. 53
1.20
.83
1. 42
l. 06
1.15
.99
. 1. 85
.96
1. 34
.94
.88
.77
1.06

1. 97
1. 76
1.14
1.65
1.24
1. 07
1. 30
1. 29
1. 09
1. 34
1.13
1.18
1. 55
1. 04
1. 22
1. 29
1. 30

0.73
1.15
.80
1. 38
.80
.99
.79
.67
1. 54
1.14
1. 22
.90
.88
1.10
.92
1. 07
.98

1.10
1. 43
.85
1.28
.72
1.15
.67
.59
.95
1. 04
1.12
1.16
.79
.88
1. 02
1.14
1. 02

17.06
18.18
10.98
17. 26
12.87
13.74
12.8o
9.81
13.82
13.63
15.86
13.69
13.26
12.76
13.88
15.95
13.96,
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TABLE

5.-Average number of days with 0.01 inch or more of precipitation at 16 stations in Wyoming and Idaho

Av"",,,

1length of

May

April
avaiJable January E:ebruary March
record
I (years)
1
_ _' _ _ 1_ _--- --ACton __________________ .
15.0
10
8
8
8
Bedford ________________
10
20.0
10
9
9
Blackfoot ______________
5
5
25.0
6
5
Blackfoot Dam _________
6
5
9
4.8
8
Border _________________
8
6
19.0
7
7
Chesterfield ___________
6
25.0
7
7
6
Cokeville ______________
7
7
10.0
7
8
Fort Hall ______________
8
4.9
8
7
7
Geneva ________________
4
l.9
6
8
7
Grace __________________
5
13.0
6
7
7
Grays Lake ____________
l.7
5
6
4
3
Idaho Falls ____________
16.0
9
7
10
7
Montpelier _____________
4.8
10
10
8
8
Paris ___________________
6
13.0
9
7
8
Pocatello _______________
11
21.0
11
10
9
Thayne ________________
12
12
14
7.0
10
Region _________________
Station

12.6

8.1

8.1

,

Length

September

October

November

December

Annual

--- --- ------ ------ --- --- --9
10
6
8
7
8
8
8
7
7

---------9
9
7
10
12
8.3

6.6

I

January February

oC record

(years)

March

April

--_._-ACton ________________
Bedford ______________
BlackCoot. ___________
BlackCoot Dam _______
Border _______________
Chesterfield __________
Cokeville ____________
Fort HaIL ___________
Geneva ______________
Grace ________________
Grays Lake __________
Idaho Falls __________
Montpelier ___________
Paris _________________
Pocatello______________
__ ----------Thayne
Region _______________

August

6
5
3
5
2
4
6
6
4
5
3
4
4
3
5
8
4.6

7
7
4
3
5
6
5
4
6
6
3
7
3
5
7

~.31

5
6
3
2
4
4
3
4
4
5
4
4
2
4
5
5
4.0

6
8
6
8
4
5
5
4
4
6
4
5
6
7
6
5
6
4
6
8
7
...... --- ......... 5
6
6
7
4
5
5
7
5
8
6.2
5.3

6
7
4
5
4
5
5'
6
5
6
4
7
7
6
8
10
5.9

9
9
5
6
6
6
6
7
5
8
6
8
6
8
5
10
6.9

90
96
55
66
66
68
75
76
66
76

---_ .. _----

83
80
72
9.
113
77

6.-Average monthly and annual snowfall (inches) at 16 stations in Wyoming and Idaho

TABLE

Station

7.9

July

June

14.0
2l.0
25.0
4.5
10.0
25.0
10.0
5.0
1.9
13.0
2.8
23.0
4.7
15.0
21. 0
7.0
12.7

17.1
20.4
7.6
15.8
15.2
12.3
12.9
4.3

1::
20.5

!

10.7
17.0

16.3
9.2
15.0
13.9

16.3
18.4
6.6
19.5
15.5
to. 6
13.6
8.3
15.0
6.5
22.0
6.7
24.4
12.6
9.1
12.3
13.6

12.9
14.8
4.1
13.5
It. 9
9.0
10.6
6.4
6.5
5.3
17.0
8.3
4.0
11. 7
8.3
10.4
9.7

--=-1

8.6
8.1
1.1
2.0
6.4
2.8
6.9
0.8
2.5
1.8
4.0
1.5

2.8
2.2
0.2
2.5
1.5
1.1
2.4
. O. 2
7..0
0.3
1.8
0.8
1.9
1.6
1.0
3.4
1.9

2.9
4.0
4.5
3.9

5°1

July

August

se~~~m-

October

Jun" _

November

-----0.2
0.2

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Trace.

Trace.
'rrace.
Trace.

0
0

Trace.

0.1
0.4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Trace.

2.5

Trace.
Trace.
Trace.

1.6
0

Trace.
Tr2.ce.

0.3

4.7
5.3
l.9
4.9
2.4
1.2
5.3
0.6
0.5
1.3

l.5
l.0

Trace.

0.1
1.0
0.9
1.6
0
0
0.1
0
0.1

--------_.

2.0
4.1
4.5
1.7
2.6
2.9

Trace.

1.1
0.1
1.5
0.6

Decem-i
ber

Annu",

-----5.9
8.6
3.1
8.6
4.6
3.8
6.7
2.0
10.5
3.1
8.8
4.3
9.1
7.3
3.4
5.5
5.9

11.51
16.3
6.0
14.2
4.5
11. 0
7.8
5.5
12.0
8.7
14.2
9.6
6.8
9.4
8.2
10.3
9.7

81.5
95.3
30.6
81.1
63.0
52.8
68.2
28.1
76.0
35.6
87.8
44.0
73.9
67.4
45.0
65.5
62.4

1

TABLE

Station
Afton ________________
Bedford _______________
Blackfoot ____________
BlackCoot Dam ______
Border _______________
Chesterfield __________
Cokeville ____________
Fort HaIL ___________
Grace ________________
Grays Lake __________
Idaho Falls __________
Montpelier ___________
Paris _________________
Pocatello _____________
Thayne ______________
Region:
.
Highest. _________
Mean ____________

Length

ol record

(years)

7.-11ighest temperatuTe, monthly and annual (OF.) at 16 stations in Wyoming and Idaho'
January February

14.0
18.0
25.0
4.7
19.0
25.0
11.0
5.0
13.0
2.3
16,0
4.9
15.0
21. 0
7.0
--- ..

70
49
54
.50
48
56
53
' 57
68
48
51
52
61
57
47

---- ....

70
54.7

13.4

March

55
58
64
47
50
53
63
52
59
44
57
51
63
56
55

69
59
79
57
67
69
64
69
70
62
74
61
64
70
56

64
55.1

79
66

--=-I--=81
76
85
80
79
83
79
81
84
62
86
76
79
84

:79.3 I

June

July

I Augu,'

September

October

November

December

Annual

---i---

86
93
95
78
88
90
90
94
95
77
95
92
88
94
81

96
93
108
94
94
96
96
100
100
94
98
98
97
97
92

95
89.1

108
96.9

93
97
103
96
96
99
96
98
103
103
99
100
97
102
96

I

103
98.5

i

94
93
101
94
96
99
95
100
102
90
97
100
97
99
91

90
88
92
89
89
96
89
91
98
88
91
89
92
92
'87

82
82
88
78
84
87
75
83
90
75
85
79
87
86
78

76
66
68
64
67
72
64
70
69
66
70
67
78
69
65

59
51
58
55
58
59
51
58
63
54
58
53
59
57
48

96
97
108
96
96
91)
96
lOG
103
103
99
100
97
102
96

102
96.5

98
90.7

90
82.6

78
68.7

63
56.1

108
99.

December

Annual

TABLE

Station
Alton __________________
Bedford ________________
Blackfoot. _____________
Blackloot Dam ________
Border _________________
Chesterfield ____________
Cokeville ______________
Fort 'Hall. _____________
Grace __________________
Grays Lake ____________
Idaho Falls ____________
Montpelier _____________
Paris ___________________
Pocatello _______________
Thayne ________________
Region:
LowesL ____________
Mean ______________

8.-Lowest temperature, monthly and annual (OF.) at 15 stations in Wyoming and Idaho

Length

ol record

(years)

January February

March

April

May

June

- - - - - - - - - ---- - - 14.0
18.0
25.0
4.9
]9.0
25.0
11.0
4.9
13.0
2.3
]6.0
5.0
15.0
21. 0
7.0

-47
-34
-30
-35
-37
-38
-38
-26
-22
-42
-33
-32
-33
-19
-26

-41
-46
-32
-38
-51
-48
-44
-13
-22
-21
-32
-24
-35
-20
-47

-23
-27
-24
-27
-36
-31
-38
8
-31
-26
-25
-23
-12
-23

-5
-6
11
-7
-1
-5
-6
13
6
-3
11
0
0
17
2

-47
-32.8

-51
-34.3

-38
-23.5

-7 i
1. 81

-H

I
i

4
13
19
]3
12
4
8
17
.21
12
20
13
15
24
11

July

August

September

October

November

------ --- --- --- -----22
20
20
22
21
19
18
27
19
25
24
23
15
29
21

18
24
30
31
27
]8
26
34
32
25
32
24
21
3S
24

16
16
23
28
20
11
21
33
26
29
22
30
24
2S
19

15
16
18
17
13
8
13
24
20
25
19
17
15
21
13

15
21. 7

18
26.9

11

23.1

8
16.\)

I

-2
3
4
-4
-]8
-1
-12
4
10
-8
1
0
3
13
7

-26
-26
-28
-25
-29
-26
-'-20
-12
-7
-8
-26
-20
-13
-3
-1

-44
-34
-26
-42
-36
-33
-33
-28
-23
-40
-23
-26
-19
-16
-30

-47
-46
-32
-42
-51
-48
-44
-28
-23
-42
-33
-32
-35
-20
-47

-18
0

-29
-18.0

-44
-30.2

-51
-38

1

----------

13.4

4
13.7
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9.-M ean temperatures, monthly and annual (OF.) at 15 stations in Wyoming and Idaho

TABLE

Station
_._._______

1r~~~J~d
(yoars)

Afton _________________ _
Bodford. ______________ _
Blackfoot _____________ _
Cokovlllo _____________ _
IlaIL ____________ _
Graoo _________________ _
Grays Luko ___________ _
Idaho 1.'alls ___________ _
Montpollor ____________ _
Parls __________________ _
Poolltello ______________ _
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ll.-Data 1'egard'ing frost at 17 stations in Wyoming and
Idaho

.

Stations

Average
'Length Average
dato of
date of first
killofre- last
kill· ing.frost
cord lug frost
(years) in spring
1D
autumn

Afton_ •• _•••• _. ___ ._.
nedford._. __ ••• __ ••••
Blackfoot. ___ •• ____ ••
Blackfoot Dam •••••••
Bordor _. ___ ._ •••• ____
Chesterflold __ ..... _._.
Cokovlllo •• __ ._._. ___
}~ort HflIl_ •. __ ._. __ ••
Gonova •• __ • __ • ______
Grace ______ • ___ • _. ___
Grays J.uke. ____ ._._.
Idaho F!llls ______ •• __
Montpelier. __ • ____ •• _
Parls _____ • ______ • ____
Pocatello_._ .•• __ • _• __
Pocntello Nursory ____
'rhayno __ • ________ • __
Region _. ______ • _____ •
o

April

lO.-Prevailing di1'ection of wind at 15 stations in
Wyoming and Idaho
-'0

TAJ}J.)D

March

Lutest
date of
killing
frost in
spring

Length
of growing seaEarliest son; averdate of agenum-'
killing
ber of
days
frost in
autumn between
last and
first killing frosts

- ---- --- --------13
21
25
]2
19
23
11
4
10
14
1
24
3
13
22
3
6
13.2

June

July

I
,

August

_ _ _ 1-

15.0
20.0
25.0
4.7
19.0
25.0
11.0
4.8
13.0
1.4
]6.0
4. S
15.0
21. 0
7.0
13.5

R~~~~~~~~~~~:~::::::::
Chostorfiold ___________ _

TABLID

January February

July
Juno
May
June
June
June
June
May
July
May

7 Aug.
30 Aug.
21 Sept.
16 Aug.
28 Aug.
16 Aug.
21 Sept.
27 Sept.
3 Sept.
25 . Sept.

'Mfi-Y-20June
June
May
June
July
June

7
14
1
19
S
9

July
July
June
July
July
July
July
June
July
July
June
-Sept:i6- July
Sept. 6 June
Sept. 3 June
Oct. 7 June
Sept. 26 June
Aug. 31 July
(0)
Sept. 4
23
26
15
4
24
21
3
26
3
14

31
31
25
28
22
30
19
13
19
19
30
7
30
28
1
26
30

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
(0)

1

11

22
4
1
1
18
10
IS
19
14
25
22
9
8
10
18

46
56
116
4S
56
65
73
]21
61
III
75
118
90
SO
158
98
53
87

li'rAezlng temperature every month.

The climate of the region is semiarid, for the annual
precipitation for the stations named ranges from 9:81
inches at Fort Hall to 18.18 inches at Bedford.
The average for the region as determined by the
given records is 13.96 inches. In the mountains
the quantity is d~ubtless somewhat greater, but no
stations have thus far been maintained actually In
the mountains. Table 4 shows the distribution of
the precipitation throughout the year.

55.6
53.2
6
56.6
55.8
56.0
54.9
61. 7
60.4
55.0
60.4
59.1
55.8
62.6
54.4
57.5

~l.

61. 0
59.8
68.0
62.9
63.3
62.1
61. 1
69.6
68.6
61. 7
68.1
66.0
63.5
70.9.
59.0
64.4

I se~~~m-

October

N~~~m- D~:;n-

Annual

___ ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.50.7
58.6
66.2
58.2
60.9
60.2
58.2
66.9
66.2
58.9
65.8
63.7
62.9
69.3
58.7
62.3

52.4
50.8
56.S
51. 2
51. 6
51. 2
49.8
5S.6
57.6
52.9
56.8
54.8
55.0
59.8
50.1
54.0

43.4
40.3
45.1
41.4
40.8
41. 2
37.6
45.7
46.4
39.4
45.7
42.3
44.0
4S.4
40.6
44.1

32.4
29.9
34.2
27.5
28.6
31.0
27.0
33.3
34.0
31. 8
34.2
31.4
33.1
38.0
31.0
31. 8

17.9
17.6
23.4
16.9
14.2
20.2
14.9
25.3
24.1
30.7
23.0
22.6
21. 0
27.3
17.4
21.1

39.1
38.1
44.6
37.8
37.8
40.0
37.4
45.4
44.6
38.7
44.5
41.4
40.9
47.5
38.4
41. 1

The maximum mean monthly precipitation for the
region, as shown i~ Figure 10, is 1.68 inches and
occurs in May, but at Geneva and Paris the maximum
occurs in January; at Montpelier in February; and'
at Cokeville it occurs in September. At some stations,
such as Grays Lake and Montpelier, the length of
the record is so short that the time of occurrence of
the lnaximum may have been unduly affected by a
few unusual storms. At other stations, such as
Geneva and Paris, where the record is longer, local
conditions probably affect the time of occurrence of
the maximum, so that it is habitually earlier than
that for the region. Secondary maxi~a occur in
March (1.34 inches) and in October (1.30 inches).
. The minimum precipitation for the year occurs in
July and August, for which lnonths the mean annual
amounts are 0.80 and 0.82 inch. This precipitation
occurs chiefly in the form of thunder showers. Secondary minima occur in November, for which the mean
is 0.98 inch, in April, for which it is 1.18 inches, and
in February, 1.24 inches. Thus precipitation throughout the year is well distributed but is marked by
fairly systematic fluctuations.
Thayne has the largest number of rainy days (113,
see Table 5), but Bedford, Blackfoot Dam, and Afton
have more precipitation. The lowest recorded number of rainy days for the year in the region is 66, at
Genev~, Blackfoot Dam, and Border. The records
at Geneva and Blackfoot Dam, at least, are so short
that they do not afford a satisfactory average. Probably observations for longer periods would show
higher results, for the average for the region is 77
rainy days a year.
The cSnowfall for' the region (Table 6) is fairly
heavy, and the mean annual amount is 62.4 inches,
or more than 5 feet, unmelted. The maximum
monthly averag~ is 13.9 inches, which is the amount
that occurs in J a,nuary. In February the snowfall
is nearly as great (13.6 inches),. Snowfall is recorded
at. most of the stations in all months except July and
August, and at Bedford and Border a trace of snow is
even recorded in July. The heaviest annual snowfall
is reported at Bedford (95 . 3 inches) and at Afton
(81.5 inches). Both these c:;tations lie at the wind-
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ward base of the Salt River Range, which a few miles
eastward reaches altitudes greater than 10,000 feet.
The largest average amount recorded for any month
at any station is 24.4 inches for February at Montpelier. The record for this station covers so short a
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FIGURE lO.-Curves showing features of precipitation and temperature iu southeastern Idaho and vicinity

period that it .has doubtless been unduly affected by
unusual storms. In the mountains the snowfall is
without doubt heavjer than at the stations which
furnish the available records, a fact that is attested
by the frequency of snowslides in the canyons, some
of ,y-hich have causedoloss of life and property.

bordered by fairly high mountains. Thus extremes
of temperature are somewhat more marked in that
region. Local topographic conditions exert some
control upon the climate in different.parts of the regiono
Table 7 shows the highest recorded temperatures
at each station for each month and for the period and
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also the mean of the highest temperatures and the
highest tmllperature for each 1110nth and for the
period in the region. Table 8 gives similar data for
the lowest temperatures. July has the hottest days
at all but two of the stations. The actual highest
recorded temperature is 108°, which occurred at
Blackfoot in June. The mean of the highest temperatures for July for the region is 98-.5° and the corresponding mean .for the region without regard to
lTIonth is 99.2°. The lowest temperatures at a
majority of the stations occur in February; the very
lowest minimum is I!> 1° below zero, recorded at
Border. The ll1ean of the minima for the same month
is - 34.3°. The lll'ean of the minima for the region
is - 38°. Afton, Bedford, .Chesterfield, Cokeville,
Grays Lake, and Thayne all have recorded minima
lower than - 40°.
The difference between the highest recorded tenlperature and the lowest for a given month is the
111aximum range of temperature for that month.
Similarly the difference between the mean of the
highest temperatures and the mean of the lowest
te.mperatures for a given month is the mean range of
te.mperature for that month. Curves Band C, in
Figure 10, show the maximum monthly and mean
lnonthly ranges of tenlperature for th~ region. The
maximum range is 117° in January, 115° in February
and again 117° in March. It decreases abruptly
to April (93°) and May (91°) and increases again to
June (93°). The smallest range .(85°) is in July.
The curve rises to 91° in August and declines again
in September, but in October it rises rapidly to 108°
and then remains nearly uniform for the remainder
of the year. The lnean 1110nthly range is also greater
in the months frOln October to March, and the two
11ltlixima occur in March (89.5°) and in October (86.7°).
From March (89.5°) to April (77.5°) the decrease is
rather abrupt, like that of the lnaximum monthly
mean. Frolll April to Septelnber, however, the ll1ean
1110nthly range is nearly the same, but the range for
July, which is also the ll1inimum(71.6°), IS a few degrees
lower. There is a sharp increase in October, like that
of the maximulll lllonthly range.
A noteworthy feature is the mean of the lowest
tmnperatures for the sunlmer 1110nths. This figure
bears witness to the coolness of the summer nights
and shows the danger of frost incurred by growing
crops on bottOlll lands, where cool air may stagnate.
The extrmne temperatures noted above fortunately
do not long persist, for the mean temperature of the
warmest 1110nth for the region (July) is only 64.4°
and that for the coldest month (January) is 18.5°.
(See Table 9.) The stations recording the highest
and lowest lnean tOlnperatures for individual months
are Pocatello, 70.9° for July,and Border, 13° for
January. The mean annual temperature for the
region is 41.1 ° . The mean monthly tem pera ture
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curve for the region (see curves D and E, fig. 10) is
fairly uniform; it rises gradually from January
(18.5°) to February (21.7°) and then more rapidly
.at a nearly even rate to July (64.4°). The fall from
July to August (62.3°) is rather gentle, but froll1
August to December (21.1°) it is more rapid and again
nearly even.
Bear Lake probably exerts a .modifying influellce
upon the temperature of the territory adj acent to it,
but the arrangement and records of the stations do
not make this influence cleady evident. The effects
of difference in altitude upon the annual mean temperature are perhaps shown in a general way, for the
stations that have the higher means have on the
whole lower altitudes than those that have lower
means. This effect, however, is overshadowed to
some extent by local conditions. Thus Grace, which
is 900 feet higher than Fort Hall, has nearly the same
mean annual temperature. Possibly Pocatello, the
station which has the highest mean annual temperature (47.5°), may owe its excess of temperature in part
to the warming by com pression of the cool air that
descends from neighboring uplands into the relatively
narrow valley of Portneuf River.
The prevailing winds (see Table 10) are southwesterly and ordinarily not of great velocity, except
on the more exposed slopes and at higher altitudes.
Local conditions again playa prominent part in the
control of wind direction. Thus stations like Fort
Hall, which permit a practically unrestricted sweep
for the wind, have westerly winds the year round.
Other stations, like Pocatello, which is situated ill a
more or less sheltered valley, have their wind direction modified by valleys. Thunderstorms occur frequently in July and August, but they often clear away
over the broader valleys and yield little rain except
in the higher hills. Conventional whirls that carry
clouds of dust and light objects, such as bits of grass
and sagebrush, occur in some of the broader and drier
valleys.
In a general discussion of frost conditions throughout the United States Reed 61 presents a series of maps
from which data that bear on southeastern Idaho may
be gathered. He shows that the average date of the
occurrence of the last killing frost in spring for the
region discussed in this report, except the part that
lies on the actual edge of the Snake River plain, is
later than June 1. Similarly the date of the first
killing frost in autumn, except for parts of Snake
River, Portneuf, Blackfoot, Bear River, and Bear
Lake valleys, is earlier than September 1. The number of times in 20 years in which the last killing frost
in spring was 10 days or more later than the average
was more than 5, and the number of times in a like
period that the first killing frost in autumn was 10
61 Reed, W. G., Frost and the growing season: U. S. Dept. Agr. Office of Farm
Management, Atlas of American agriculture, pt. 2, Climate, 1918.
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days or more earlier than the average was also more
than 5. The dates on which .the chance of the last
killing frost in spring and the first killing frost in
autumn falls to 10 per cent occur respectively after
June 1 and before September 1. The length of the
growing season, except for stations on the edge of the
Snake River plain, is shown to be less than 90 days
and the number of times in 20 years when the season
without killing frost was 15 days or more shorter than
the average was more than 5. .
The season of security from destructive frosts at ,the
stations named, as compiled from the other reports
previously cited, is shown in Table 11. At many stations (see also Table 8) freezing temperatures have
been reported for every month in the year. In general, however, a growing season that ranges in length
from 53 days (Thayne) to 158 days (Pocatello) and that
ayerages 87 days for the region may be expected.
The lowest figure is probably unduly small because
of the brevity of the available record. The length of
the growing season at a given station as compared
with that at other stations is shown graphically in
Figure 11. Altitude is probably a significant factor
in the length of the growing season. The stations
that have the longer growing seasons are in general
lower than those where the season is shorter, but as
in the distribution of mean temperatures local physiographic conditions play a prominent part. Pocatello Nursery, which is nearly 1,000 feet higher than
Pocatello, has a much shorter growing season than
that ·station. This difference is doubtless due in part
to the greater altitude, but the higher station may also
lack other physiographic advantages enjoyed by the
lower. A comparison of Tables 9 anq. 11 shows the
close correspondence of length of growing season and
mean temperature at the respective stations. Thus
Pocatello, Idaho Falls, Grace, Fort Hall, and Blackfoot, which have the longer growing seasons, have
!1I S0 the higher mean temperatures. For much of the
region a growing season of more than 60 days may
reasonably be expected, but the time may be extended
if physiographic conditions warrant. Thus the bottom lands·, as previously noted, are subject to frost
and are therefore not adapted to any but the hardiest
crops. They are largely devoted to the production of
wild hay. On the other hand, along the sides of the
valleys, on slightly higher ground or at the mouths of
certain canyons, the air has better circulation. Cold
air does not stagnat'e and different crops may be raised.
VEGETATION

The vegetation·of the area'under discussion may be
divided into four groups, each denoting a pronounced
difference in growing conditions.. The border line between two successive types, however, is in many places
not clearly defined, and there is a transition zone in
which a mixture of both may occur. These general con-

ditions may be further modified by the distribution of
sunlight and shade at any given altitude. In the
shaded areas, which are on the north and northeast
slopes, the snow rerp.ains later in the spring, and usually in such areas a vigorous growth of different species
of brush and trees is found. On the other hand, the
growth on the sunnier west and southwest slopes
consists of a number of species of short brush, grass,
and ~eeds that produce by contrast a generally barren' aspect.
The four groups of vegetation, as designated by the
dominant member in each, are respectively the sagebrush, mountain brush, aspen, and conifer types.
The sagebrush type, which is dominated by sagebrush
(Artemisia tridentata) , covers most of the untilled
valley lands, the foothills, and the lower mountain
slopes. The associated species include many grasses
and weeds,· the most useful of which are the bunch
grasses-wheat bunch grass (Agropyron spicatum),
curly bunch grass (Festuca ovina) , and mountain
bunch grass (Festuca idahoensis). In the valleys the
continuity of the sagebrush and its associates may be
broken by small meadows, the drier of which support
the principal s.pecies of grass, but the wet meadows
are covered with rushes, sedges, and grasses. The wet
meadow lands furnish an inferior hay, but the grasses
and weeds in the remainder of the area have a high
forage value and these lands are extensively used for
grazing.
The mountain brush type occurs on the slopes above
the areas occupied by sagebrush and along the canyons. It consists of a number of species of brush the
most abundant of which are buck brush (Symphoricarpos), service berry (Amelanchier species), sagebrush,
choke cherry (Prunus melanocarpa), and mountain
mahogany (Oercocarpus parvifolius). With the exception of the sagebrush, all of these species have a good
forage value as browse and with the associated grasses
and weeds they form "8, type that has a good grazing
value. The aspen and conifer types are found at
higher altitudes above the mountain brush where more
moisture is received and temperatures. are lower.
These two types may occur either in pure stands or
mixed growth where usually many species of brush
are included. The growth of aspen (Populus tremuloide8) varies from dense patches of small gnarled
trees that resemble brush thickets to more open
groves of trees ranging up to 12 and 14 inches in
diameter. The conifer type is confined to the higher
altitudes and is practically all included in the area
covered by the Caribou or Cache National Forest.
The mountain brush as well as the aspen and conifer
areas also contain meadows having general characteristics similar to the meadows of the sagebrush areas. 62
62 The above discussion is kindly supplied by the conservation branch of the
Geological Survey.
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FIGURE 11.-Diognun showing the length of the growing season at 15 stations in southeastern Idaho and vicinity
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The following account of the Caribou National
Forest,63 which is partly included in the region described in this report, gives a good idea of the character and distribution of the .timber.
There are three principal forest types-the Douglas
fir (Pseudotsuga taxifolia) , the lodgepole pine (Pinus
contorta), and the aspen (Populus tremuloides). Associated with these in lesser number are the Engelmann
spruce (Picea engelmanni) , the alpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa), and the limber pine (Pinus flexilis).
The Douglas fir is the most valuable timber tree and
formerly surpassed all others in area and quantity.
Many disastrous fires have reduced its area, so that
it nCfW occupies only about 30 per cent of the forested
area. The lodgepole pine occupies about the same
area, but when fires are prevented it will eventually
give way to the Douglas fir. The aspen occupies about
40 per cent of the timbered area. The Engelma.nn
spruce is a valuable forest tree and except for the small
area which it occupies would rank next to the Douglas
fir. It is found in mixture with the Douglas fir and
lodgepole pine in moist places and along streams. The
alpine fir and limber pine occur principally in the higher
elevations, the alpine fir chiefly in the heads of gulches
and canyons where, because of protection from the
wind and better soil, it attains its best growth. The
limber pine is practically confined to the higher ridges,
and on account of poor soil and exposure has generally
a scrubby growth. It is of little economic value.
The Douglas fir, lodgepole pine, aspen, and Engel· mann spruce attain their best growth and are more
evenly distributed between the altitudes of 6,000 and
8,000 feet. Of these the Douglas fir has a wide distribution above 8,000 feet and ranges as high as 10,000
fee't, though it is less abundant at the higher altitudes.
The alpine fir and limber pine occur at altitudes from
7,500 to 10,000 feet and are about as numerous at the
higher altitudes as at the lower.
There is little mature timber on the forest. Most of
it is the Douglas fir, which affords nearly all the saw
timber, although some of the lodgepole pine is also used
for this purpose:
..ANIMAL LIFE

The drier slopes were once the haunt of numerous
rabbits and other small game, but these animals have
been largely killed off with the advance of settlement.
The great abundance of rodents in dry meadows and
on the gentler dry slopes is locally a menace to crops·
Large game, though once abundant, is now relatively
scarce. In the early days of the explorers and emigrants the broad open valleys were roamed by large
herds of buffalo. Their places have since been taken
by cattle and horses, and sheep now graze much of the
mountainous area. A few bear, deer, and elk may be
seen in the mountains, but they, too, are making way
63 Bentz, G. G., Silvical report, Caribou National Forest, 1912 (MS. report on
file with Forest Service, Washington, D. C.).

for adv'ancing occupation of the country by man.
Coyotes and a few wolves still menace the livestock
here and there. Beaver, which once inhabited many
streams of the region and were eagerly sought by the
early trappers, have been legally protected from extermination for the past few years and may still be
found in a few of the streams. Game birds,· chiefly
several species of the grouse family, occur in diminishing numbers on the sage..:covered slopes and in the
wooded areas. Ducks and other water birds frequent
the larger streams and marshes. Song birds are numerous and of considerable variety. Fish, which were
formerly abundant, are becoming relatively scarce,
and the streams must be restocked if the supply of desirable food fish is to be maintained. The introduction some years ago of carp in Bear Lake has proved
unfortunate, a~ they have increased in great numbers
and menace the more desirable types. Insect life is
abundant and varied, and though troublesome at certain times and places, is probably not more so here
than in other parts of the Rocky Mountain region.
NATURAL RESOURCES

Aside from the· timber and agricultural resources,
to which some reference has already been made, the
region has vast mineral wettlth, chiefly in the form of
phosphate rock, but it also has water, both for power
and irrigation, building stone, limestone suitable for
the manufacture of lime and cement, salt, road material, and other minor mineral resources, all of which
are described in Chapter VII.
INDUSTRIES

The alluvial deposits in Bear Lake Valley, Star
Valley, and the valleys of the larger streams at altitudes th~t range from 5,700 to 6,000 feet or more
furnish considerable areas for irrigated fields that produce a variety of valuable crops, among which are
wheat, oats, rye, alfalfa, hay, and potatoes. At favorable places, such as along the west wide of Bear Lake,
small fruits are successfully raised and are of excellent
quality. The bottom lands, which are too cold or
wet for cultivation, yield large crops of wild hay that
support large numbers of cattle. Dry farming, which
was formerly practiced extensively, has experienced a
. set-back, and by 1925 many of these farms had been
abandoned. -In· the lava-covered districts water is
relatively scarce, and at certain localities, as in the
region north of the Blackfoot River Reservoir, it must
be hauled for domestic use or for stock or must be
obtained by' expensive drilling.
. The mountains in places yield supplies of timber
which is sawed into rough lumber by sawmills here
and there. Dressed lumber is largely shipped in by
rail. Through the grazing regulations of the United
States Forest Service the mountains are also made
available for the summer pasturage of large numbers
of sheep and cattle.

GEOGRAPHY

Phosphate rock is Inined in Montpelier and Paris
Canyons and at Oonda where the most extensive
operations in phosphate in the western States are now
in progress. The phosphate beds and their economic'
development are described in Ohapter VII.
Montpelier, in Bear Lake Oounty, and Soda Springs,
the county scat of Oaribou Oounty, are the principal
shipping and distributing centers of the region.
Cokeville, about 30 nliles southeast of Montpelier in
southwestern WYOlning, is a shnilar shipping and
distributing center and Inaintains nlait stage connections with Star Valley to the north. This service was
formerly rendered by Montpelier. Each of these
towns is on the railroad and is favorably situated to
serve as a junction point for upcountry routes with
the valley of Bear River. A relatively new town
nmned Oonda has been established by the Anaconda
Oopper Mining 00. near its mines about 9 miles north.
east of Soda Springs.
TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES

The advantages for transcontinental travel afforded
by the valleys of Bear and Portneuf Rivers were early
recognized, and their utilization by the early explorers
and enligrants and later by the railroad has been
mentioned in the preceding chapter. The Oregon
Short Line Railroad, a Inember of the Union Pacific
Systeln, follows these valleys and thus crosses the
southwest corner of the region here described. A
branch line has been constructed from Montpelier to
Paris and a spur track from Paris to the phosphate
mine in Paris Oanyon. A similar branch line has
been constructed from Soda Sprmgs' to the phosphate
properties of the Anaconda Oopper Mining 00. at

Oonda, in sec. 15, T. 8 S., R. 42 E., where a. great
mine is being developed. Similar track construction
and development have been proposed for other phosphate properties, notably those in Georgetown Canyon, but at the end of 1926 no such extension had
been undertaken.
The Oregon Short Line 64 has made two preliminary
surveys from Idaho Falls, Idaho, up Snake River to
Jackson, Wyo., the first in 1905 and the second in'
1912. The proposed route lies along Snake River to
the mouth of Salt River and thence up the transverse
canyon of the Snake to Jacksons Hole. When this
railroad is completed it will bring railway facilities
within about 12 miles of the town of Freedom in
Star Valley and will greatly alter economic conditions
in eastern Idaho and northwestern Wyoming.. At
present most supplies for Star Valley are hauled from
Montpelier or Ookeville, distances that are as much
as 50 miles or more. Freighting over mountain roads
is beset with many difficulties, especially in winter,
and is expensive. With a railroad at the lower end
of Star Valley or perhaps even extended up the valley
much of this hauling will be eliminated and agricultural industry will be greatly benefited.
Aside from the scattered villages at favorable
places the region is sparsely. settled. Fair wagon or
automobile roads traverse most of the larger valleys
and are thus generally parallel with the trend of the
mountain ranges. Transverse roads are relatively
few and far between, so that distances by road
between loc'alities among the mountains are commonly
considerably greater than their actual distances.
64 Schultz, A. R., A geologic reconnaissance for phosphate and coal in southeast·
ern Idaho and western Wyoming: U, S. Geol. Survey Bull. 680, p, 60,1918.

CHAPTER IlL-STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY
GENERAL FEATURES

The sedimentary rocks of southeastern Idaho furnish
a remarkably full record of the geologic activities of
. the west-central portion of the Rocky Mountain
region. Available measurements and estimates show
that more than 46,000 feet of sediments, representing
calcareous muds, silts, sands, and gravels, were
deposited in this area. These sediments by consolidation formed the present stratified rocks. Consolida-.
tion was sufficiently progressive to permit the inclusion or" hard fragments of earlier-formed rocks in some
_
of the succeeding formations.
Geographic conditions varied from time to 'ti1?eduring the deposition of the sediments, and these
changes were reflected in the character and evolutionary progress of the organisms, the remains of
which now constitute so significant a record, and in the
lithologic character of the rocks. The marine sediments are abundantly fossiliferous at certain horizons,
and though at many exposures fossils are few or
absent it has been possible to determine the stratigraphic position of some of the beds with considerable
accuracy. The nonmarine beds, which are fossiliferous only in places or in certain layers, furnish a far
less satisfactory basis for the determination of their
str~tigraphic position and correlation.
The beds were originally deposited in layers that
were horizontal or nearly so, but they have been
warped, folded, and faulted so that they now stand
in varying attitudes from horizontal to vertical.
The truncation of the formations by erosion has exposed them to study at many places, but nowhere is
TABLE

System

the complete stratigraphic sequence shown. This
sequence has been determined by combining data
from different parts of the district and from other
areas .
The early Paleozoic and most of the middle Paleozoic formations occur in the Bear River Range in the
western part of the Montpelier quadrangle and in the
southwestern part of the Slug Creek quadrangle. A
few isolated areas of rocks assigned to the Devonian
occur on the southwestern flank of the Aspen Range
in the southwestern part of the Slug Creek quadrangle.Later Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks make up the
bulk of the mountain ranges of the region, and as a
rule the Paleozoic rocks give rise to -higher and more
rugged topography. Northwestward the ranges are
embayed and interrupted by lava, which probably
conceals many of these older strata.
Tertiary deposits overlap the southeastern part of
the Montpelier quadrangle and occupy other areas of
greater or less extent throughout the district. They
cover some of the lower hills and occur in patches
along the foothills of some of the higher ranges.
The Quaternary deposits, which, with the exception
of the travertine, are unconsolidated, underlie portions
at least of all the larger valleys and extend along
many of the lower slopes. They are thus well distributed throughout the region.
The stratigraphy of this portion of southeastern
Idaho is summarized in the accompanying columnar
section (Table 12 and pI. 19).
The general distribution of the systems and formations is shown on the geologic maps (pIs. 1-7 and 9, in
pocket).

12.-General stratigraphic section of the sedimentary rocks of southeastern Idaho
Group and formation

Series

Character

Thickness (feet)

I
Hummocky masses of boulders, soil, and other
debris, chiefly of the Cretaceous formations; ineludes also a "talus glacier."

Landslides.
Recent.

Meadow land with fine soil, locally gravelly or
marshy in valley bottoms; flood-plain deposits,
locally stony.

I Alluvium.

Deposits of former extension of Bear Lake.

Lake beds.
Quaternary.

Pleistocene.

Debris cover of slopes that merges into talus or
alluvial cones that contain poorly assorted maHill wash and
terial' also includes better-rounded gravels and
finer ~aterials, more or less dissected, that lie
older alluvium.
I above present valley bottoms.; some fine soil that
is included here is perhaps wmd blown.

I

Travertine.
Unconformity

48

White gray, or buff, locally reddish porous rock in
con~s, terraces, basins, ledges, and low hills of
Recent and Pleistocene ages; may possibly include some Pliocene.

I
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12.-General stratigraphic section of the sedimentary rocks of so'utheastern I daho--Continue9.
Series

Pliocene(?) .
Tertiary.

Group and formation

Character

Salt Lake formation.

Light-gray or buff conglomerates with white calcareous matrix; pebbles of local materials, angular, subangular, or rounded and of different
sizes; calcareous grits, sandstones, marl, and
clay, which weather to white soil; some beds
carry rhyolitic or basaltic material.

0-1 000
'
±

Red conglomerates and sandston,es, boulders
largely of Paleozoic quartzites and limestones
of different sizes; beds of tan-colored limestone,
locally of coarse pisolitic texture; white pisolitic
limestone.

0-1,500±

Unconformity
Wasatch
tion.

Eocene.

forma-

Thickness (feet)

Unconformity
Upper unit composed of alternating sandstones and
shales wfth some conglomeratic beds, but without significant limestones except Homer 1imestone member(?); thickness, 9,000 feet.

I

Lower unit in Tincup Canyon has eight members,
including three of limestone, four of red beds,
and one massive sandstone near the top, greenish
Wayan formation.
1l,800±
Cretaeeous.
gray, weathering yellow or reddish, and locally·
conglomeratic; thickness, 2,800 feet. Homer
limestone member (Cranes Flat quadrangle)
may correspond with No.' 6 of Tincup section;
consists of dark or light-gray limestone that
weathers white and includes beds of gastropod
limestone; thickness, 500 feet .
......................... ......... .......... ........ ··Unconforlnity ............................................................................................... .
to buff even-grained sandstone, without
Tygee sand- Gray
greenish or reddish tints of some higher sand100+
stone.
stones; top not exposed.
Lower Cretaceous
(?) .

Cretaceous (?).

Lower Cretaceous
(?) .

Draney limestone.

Gray limestone similar to Peterson limestone but
not so massively bedded near the top; compact;
weathers dirty white; fresh-water gastropods.

175

Bechler COllglomerate.

Gray, reddish, and "salt and pepper" sandstones
and interbedded conglomerates that in most
places carry relatively small pebbles.

1, 72l:

slate-colored, grayish or white
weathering 1imestone; contains massive beds
that form prominent ridges; fresh-water gastropods.

205

----------1---------Fine-grained
Peterson
limestone.

Red conglomerates with minor amounts of sandstone and bands of purplish limestone; includes
1,025
near base band of greenish-gray conglomerate
that contains pebbles of chert .
......................... ........................... ··Unconforn1itv· ............................................................................................... .
~
Thin-bedded gray to greenish-gray fine-grained
sandstones that weather into platy fragments;
near base lies compact calcareous sandstone in
Stump sandstone.
200-600
massive beds, locally 6 feet thick; at base lies a
bed of coarse-grained dense sandstone that carries Upper Jurassic fossils.
Ephraim conglomerate.

Fine, even-grained sa,ndstones, pale reddish-gray
to deep dull red; mostly calcareous and more or
1, 300
less argillaceous, locally shaly, nonfossiliferous.
-Unconformity-----I--------------------------------------------I-------------Major part, thin-bedded grayish-white and bluish
shaly limestone; weathers white and forms massive ledges but breaks into splintery fragments
that veneer steep slopes; fossils sparse but indicate Upper Jurassic age .
. .. . .. . ..... (?) .... .... .... Twin Creek lime3,500±
stone.
Lower part massive brown porous-weathering
sandy limestone that contains abundant poorly
preserved fossils; includes also thin and crossbedded limestones and a dense greenish siliceous
band.
- U nconformity-----I--------------------------------------------I-----------Jurassic.
Generally well-bedded reddish, to pinkish dense,
fine-grained sandstones that weather brown and
form rough ledges and coarse blocky talus piles;
locally deeper red or yellowish beds; in places
Nugget sandstone.
1, 350±
cross-bedded, lighter-colored in upper part; includes some shaly beds and iIi places limestone
bands and red shale near top.
Upper Jurassic.

Jurassic.

Preuss sandstone.
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12.-GeneraZ stratigraphic secUon of the sedimentary rocks of southeastern Idaho-Continued
Series

Group and formation

Wood shale.
Deadman
stone.

Triassic (1).

lime-

Character

Thickness (feet)

Thin-bedded brilliant red sandstones and red shales.
locally gypsiferous; weather to bright-red soil.
White, locally reddish or greenish limestone, massive, dense, cherty, locally nodular, nonfossiliferous; locally contains interbedded mottled
limy shales; reddish color and shaly tendencies
OO~~~.

150±

200±

.

Quartzitic grit, conglomerate with small quartzite
pebbles, coarse quartzite or sandstone; white200±
weathering, pinkish; locally reddish, yellowish,
and deeply ferruginous at base.
· .. ·.···· .... · .. ············· .......... ····· .. ···· .. - U n c o n f o r m i t y , - - - I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - Yellowish to grayish, somewhat sugary, sandstone,
in beds 1 to 3 inches or more thick,generally
Timothv
uniform in character; locally weathers to a pinksand250±
stone:
ish tinge, and some beds are reddish to purplish;
local conglomeratic beds carry fragments of
Thaynes (?) material.
Higham grit.

-Un~onformity---:-----------------------I·------

Triassic.

Portneuf
limestone.

Siliceous, dense, massive olive-drab limestones;
weather gray and are locally thin-bedded at top;
silicified fossils, sparse but locally more numerous, project from weathered surface; thickness,
50-400 feet; red sandstones and shales, some
greenish and chocolate-colored shales; thickness,
200-1,000 feet; lower massive limestone like
that above; thickness, 200+feet.

Fort Hall
formation.

Yellowish sandstones in lower part; calcareous
platy olive-drab shales above and near top;
massive gray to yellowish sandstones, weathering pinkish; large pectenoids with prominent
rays distributed sparsely throughout and locally
abundant.

Ross Fork
limestone.

Light-gray dense limestones; gray to slate-colored
shales, yellow sandstones, and muddy limestones; locally massive limestones; the Meekoceras zone at base.

Lower Triassic.

Woodside shale.

Olive-drab platy shales, alternating with thin beds
of brownish-gray limestone that are locally purplish and highly fossiliferous; the shales are
siliceous,calcareous, and hard; massive limestones near top carry abundant fossils and include Terebratula and M yalina zones.

2,600-3,100

1,000·-2,000

------·---I----------------I-Unconformity---I-----------------~------1·-------

Carboniferous.

Rex chert member. In Montpelier district the
Rex consists of massive cherts in lower 50-75
feet, above which lie massive 'gray limestones
crowded with Product us and other fossils. Over
110-550
most of the region the Rex consists of massive,
dark chert ledges below and dark flinty or
cherty shale above, or in places it consists entirely of flinty shale. Fossils scarce, except in
Phosphoria
forPermian.
mation.
limestone.
Beds beneath Rex chert member consist of phosphatic shales, yellowish to brown phosphatic
sandstones, dark-brown to black phosphatic
75-180
shales, beds of brown or black fetid limestones,
locally beds of chert, and one to three economically valuable beds of phosphate rock; fossiliferous.
I-----------------I-Unconformity-----I----------------------------------------I·---------Upper 75 feet or le'ss consists of dense,' very fine
textured sandstone grading to siliceous limestone; contains white, massive, cliff-making
beds; bluish chert bands 2 inches to 1 foot thick
in upper part, darker and more nodular chert
near bottom; silicified brachiopods.
Middle 1,700-1,800 feet contains sandy lime2,400
Pennsylvanian.
stones and here and there thin beds of quartzite
. Wells formation.
and sandstones; weather white, red, or yellow
and form smooth slopes.
, Lower 100-750 feet consists of sandy and cherty
limestones and interbedded sandstones, limestones, dark gray to bluish gray, containing chert
nodules, oval, and concentrically banded, 6-8
inches in diameter; fossiliferous.
----------I-Unconformity'---I------------------------I·-------
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12.-Glmeral stratigrapMc section of the .sedimentary rocks of sO?J,theastern Idaho-Continued

-------.--~--------------~~--------------~------------------------------------------~-------------

System

Series

Group and formation

Character

I

Thickness (feet)

.....

- - .. - - - - ---------------1----------------1·----------------------------------------'--:----------Massive, gray, light to dark limestones that
weather white to light gray. Chert nodules or
streaks present at many localities. At Logan,
Utah, a bed of phosphatic shale lies at the base.
Locally a dark shale about 15 feet thick lies
Brazer limestone.
1,130+
near the top. The limestones in places are
arenaceous and interbedded with sandstones.
Carboniferous.
Mississippian.
The beds contain large cup corals and other
fossils.
-Unconformity----I------------------------------------------r------------Madison
lime- Thin-bedded dark bluish-gray limestones that
I,OOO±
stone.
weather brown or gray; also massive beds of
light-gray limestone; fossiliferous.
---------------II----------------I-Unconformity---I-------------------------------------------1-------------Purplish cherty shales and sandy limestones,
somewhat conglomeratic, that are purplish on
Threeforks
limefresh surfaces and weather to purplish drab;
180±
Upper Devonian.
stone.
fossiliferous. Thickness in Portneuf quadrangle,
Idaho, 180 ± feet.
Devonian:
Dark, nearly black magnesian limestone, locally
black limy sandstone. Limestone fractured,
seamed with calcite. Fossiliferous. Remnants
Middle Devonian. Jefferson limestone.
935
only. Thickness unknown. (In Portneuf quadrangle, Idaho, 935 feet).
-------------I--------------I-Unconformity----I---------------------------------------,.----1-----------Massive light-gray to whitish dolomite containing
lenses of calcareous sandstone and locally a bed
Laketown
doloSilurian.
O-I,OOO±
of purplish shale; fossiliferous. (In Portneuf
mite.
quadrangle, Idaho, 485 + feet.)

I

Dark-gray. to bluish-black, locally cherty doloFish Haven· dolomite; includes some lighter-gray dolomitic beds
500
mite.
and some shales; Richmond fossils.
I--------------I-Unconformity-----I--------------------------------------------I-------------White quartzite, locally stained buff to red on
Swan Peak quartzweathered surfaces; beds 6 inches to 4 feet
500
ite.
thick; peculiar stemlike structure on vertical
joints; small fauna (Cl:lazy ?).
Upper Ordovician.

Ordovician.

Succession of thick and thin bedded gray limestone
and beds of conglomerate or breccia composed
of elongated fragments of limestone 2 to 3 inches
Garden City limeI, 250
long in matrix af same composition; forms large
stone.
sinks; abundantly fossiliferous; Beekmantown
fauna.
-------------I---------------I-Ullconfo~mity·----I----------------------- ----------------·1----------Bluish-gray to gray arenaceous. lin;lestones that
contain some cherty and concretionary layers;
forms numerous sinks.
St. Charles limeUpper Cambrian.
950-1, 200
stone.
Worm Cr.eek quartzite member, 200± feet of
white quartr.ite that weathers to rough le~ges
but is usually not a cliff maker; includes some
reddish or brownish sandstone; fossiliferous.
Lower part massive, whitish or light-gray, somewhat coarsely crystalline dolomit.ic limestone
beds, ahout 18 inches thick, alternating with
similar darker beds, then thinner, platy, blotchy
N ounan limestone.
limestones that are succeeded bv more massive
1, 050
beds of bluish-gray limestone with which is included a greenish or reddish sandy limestone bed
10 feet thick; upper beds massive, locally cherty;
Cambrian.
fossils scarce.
.
Bluish-gray limestones, somewhat thin-bedded but
soine massive layers; some beds carry small concretions and nodules of calcite; other beds are
sandy or argillaceous; fairly well defined shale
Middle Cambrian. Bloomington fornear top; fossiliferous.
1,200
mation.
Hodges shale member, 300 feet thick, papery
'olive-green shales and impure thin-bedded limestones.
Cliff-making arenaceous limestones at base which
mark off formation from the Ute; higher beds
thinner, purer limestone that contain sandy
Blacksmith limebands on weathered surface; also beds of clear
750
stone.
bluish-gray limestone, 1 to 2~ feet thick, that
carry some oolitic bands, with branching calcitic
forms; fossils scarce and poorly preserved.
Lower Ordovician.

25021-27-5
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12.-GeneraZ stratigraphic section of the sedimentary rocks of s~utheastern I daho-Contin-qed
Series

Group and formation

Character

Thickness (feet)

Light-gray, greenish, or bluish-gray thin-bedded
clayey limestones that include some oolitic beds
and more massive light-gray beds; fossiliferous.
Ute limestone.
Spence shale member; 30 feet of fine argillaceous
papery shale that weathers readily; abundantly
fossiliferous at type locality. .

Middle Cambrian.

1--------1--------------------11-----Massively bedded bluish-gray to light-gray limestone, somewhat coarsely crystalline; weathers
Langston limestone.
buff or brownish and has a tendency to form
rounded edges; locally porous, concretionary,
sideritic streaks, fossiliferous.

Cambrian.

760

Brigham quartzite.
Lower Cambrian.

Vitreous quartzite or quartzitic sandstone, generally purplish or pinkish but also white, gray,
deep red, 'or nearly black; some conglomeratic
layers with pebbles of white to red or purple
quartzite; near top locally He beds of micaceous
shale; beds generally massive and bedding well
marked; base not exposed.

Total maximum thickness of all formations _______________________________________________________ _

CAMBRIAN SYSTEM
GENERAL FEATURES

The oldest rocks recognized in the region are of Cambrian age and consist. of quartzites, limestones, shales,
and some sandstones. They have an aggregate thickness of about 7,000 feet and occupy a part of the east
flank of the Bear River Range from the ~outh boundary of the Montpelier quadrangle northward as far as
Stauffer Creek.
Rocks that are .still older have been described from
other parts of this general section of the Rocky
Mountains. For example, in the vicinity of Ogden
and Salt Lake City , Utah, Blackwelder 1 has described
a series of Algonkian quartzites from 1,000 to 12,000
feet in thickness in which there are minor alternations
of slate and conglomerate. To the north also, in the
Teton Mountains .of Wyoming, gneisses and gra~ites
of Archean age underlie Cambrian sediments.
The Cambrian section of the Montpelier quadrangle
is similar to that defined by Walcott 2 and studied by
Richardson 3 in neighboring regions of Utah and
Idaho. Walcott's sections are located in Blacksmith
Fork, Utah, and in the Bear River Range 5 miles west
of Liberty, Idaho. Richardson's section is in the
Randolph quadrangle, Utah. The sections contain
seven formations that will be described in ascending
order as the Brigham quartzite, Langston limestone,
Ute limestone, Blacksmith limestone, Bloomington
formation, N ounan limestone, and St. Charles limestone.
1 Blackwelder, Eliot, New light on the geology of the Wasatch Mountains, Utah:
Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 21, p. 520, 1910.
2 Walcott, C. D., Cambrian geology and paleontology: Smithsonian Misc. ColI.,
vol. 53, pp. 5-9, 190-200, 1908; Cambrian Brachiopoda: U. S. Geol. Survey Mon.
51, pp. 148-153, 1912.
8 Richardson, G. B., The Paleozoic section in northern Utah:' Am. Jour. ScL,
4th ser., vol. 36, pp. 406-416, 1913.
'

250-600

1, 00Q-1, 600±

46,000+

A good section of the Cambrian formations is displayed in St. Charles Canyon, part of which is shown
iil Plate 21, O. A representative group of fossils from
the Cambrian formations selected by Edwin Kirk is
shown in Plate 20.
BRIGHAM QUARTZITE

Name. and definition.-The Brigham quartzite was
named by Walcott from its occurrence in the west
front of the Wasatch Range, northeast of Brigham~
Box Elder County, Utah. The formation consists of
massive, more or less vitreous quartzite or quartzitic
sandstone, generally of purplish or reddish tinge,
together with conglomeratic layers and some beds of
hard, sandy, and more or less micaceous shale. Ac'cording to Blackwelder 4 it rests in some places upon
the eroded surface of Algonkian quartzite and slate
and in other places upon older gneisses and schists that
are generally referred to the Archean. In this region
its base is not exposed.
Distribution and character.-The Brigham quartzite
occurs in two separate areas near Fish Haven,in the
southwestern part of the Montpelier quadrangle, where
it is surrounded by Tertiary beds and in a belt that
ranges in width from three-fourths of a mile to 2 Yz
miles along the east flank of the Bear River Range
from the vicinity of Fish Haven to Stauffer Canyon~
about 28 miles north. It is more or less overlapped
and in several places completely c.oncealed by Tertiary deposits. On the west it is· bounded by the
Langston limestone, which lies above it in normal
sequence, but on the east it is bounded by a fault or is
so overlapped that its relations to other pre-Tertiary
rocks are concealed.
• Blackwelder, Eliot, op. cit., p. 523.
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The formation is mainly a quartzite of prevailingly
purplish or reddish tinge, but both texture and color
are somewhat variable. The texture is locally sandy
or even sugary rather than quartzitic, and there are
numerous gritty and pebbly or conglomeratic layers,
the pebbles in which are generally less than an inch in
diameter and well rounded. The pebbles are COlnposed chiefly of quartzite and are white to reddish.
The pebble beds occur among beds of sandstone and
do not appear to represent a basal conglomerate. The
color ranges from light pink or nearly white to deep
red or nearly black, and considerable oxide of iron is
present. Some of the beds are greenish or grayish,
but all tend to weather purplish red or reddish brown.
N ear the top in some localities beds of micaceo:us shale
occur. The sf!,ndstone beds range from about 3. inches
to 3 feet in thickness, and the bedding is generally well
marked.
Thic7cness.-The thickness of the Brigham quartzite at the type locality is reported by Walcott to be
2,000 + feet and in Blacksmith Fork 1,250 feet. In
the Montpelier quadrangle the quartzite is folded and
the lower part faulted out or concealed. Its thickness
is estin1ated to range frOl11 1,000 to 1:600 feet.
Age and cOl'7'eZation.-Few fossils occur in the
quartzite. Walcott reports annelid trails and trilobite tracks in the Blacksl11ith Fork section. Annelid
borings and fucoids (?) have been collected at one
locality in the 110ntpelier quadrangle.
vValcott considers that most of the Brigham quartzite is of Middle Cambrian age but that it also includes several hundred feet of Lower Cambrian beds.
The boundary between the two sets of beds has not
been recognized.
LANGSTON LIMESTONE

Name and definition.-The Langston limestone waR
nal11ed by Walcott from Langston Creek, Utah, but
the type section is the canyon of Blacksmith Fork,
Utah. The fon11ation includes the limestone immediately above the Brigham quartzite and below the
Spence shale n1el11ber of the Ute limestone.
Distribution and character.-The Langston limestone
is exposed above the Brighanl quartzite in the vicinity
of Fish Haven Canyon and again in a narrow uninterrupted band along the west side of the quartzite
frOl11 a point 1 Y2 miles north of Fish Haven Canyon
to the west edge of the district, about 15 miles a
little west of north.
.
As described by Walcott the rock is a massively
bedded, bluish-gray lil11estone with many round concretions. In the ~10ntpelier quadrangle the limestone
is 111assively bedded, light gray: and son1ewhat coarsely
crysta~line. It weathers to a buff color and has a
tendency to fon11 rounded edges. In some places it
is darker and has a bluish tint and yellow sideritic
streaks. Generally it is not conspicuous as a ledge
maker but at some places it forn1s well-marked dip

slopes, as in St. Charles Canyon. The limestone is
somewhat dolomitic, and locally, as in a ledge in
Fish Haven Canyon, it weathers to a porous or
vesicular texture.
Thickness.-The thickness of the Langston limestone ranges from 250 to about 600 feet.
Age.-The formation is not very fossiliferous in this
area, but from the Blacksmith Fork locality Walcott
lists OboZus (Westonia) ella (Hall and Whitfield),
'1acanthoides sp., Bathyuriscus productus (Hall and
Whitfield), NeoZenus?, and Ptychoparia. From the
vinicity of Malade, Idaho: where the limestone has a
more compact facies, a more extended fauna has been
obtained. The following list of typical Langston
fossils is supplied by Edwin Kirk: Micrometra (Iphidella) pannuZa (White), 7acanthoides sp., and Bathyuriscus productus (Hall and Whitfield).
According to Walcott the Langston limestone is of
early Middle Cambrian age.
UTE LIMESTONE

Name and subdivision.-The Ute limestone was
named by Walcott from Ute Peak, Cache County~
Utah. At the base of the. formation lies a . .welldefined shale with an abundant fauna. This shale
has been differentiated by him and named the Spence
shale member, from Spence Gulch in unsurveyed sec ..
11, T. 13 S., R. 42 E., about 5 miles west of Liberty,
Idaho, its type locality. It has not been practicable
to map this member separately.
Distribution and character.-The Ute limestone
occurs in a small area along the fault in sec. 32, T.
13 S., R. 43 E., and is exposed in ((narrow continuous
band along the west side of the underlying Langston
limestone. It' extends about 15 miles a little west of
north from a point about a mile and a half north of
Fish Haven Canyon .to the border of the region
mapped.
As described by Walcott, the formation is composed
of blue to bluish-gray thin-bedded fine-grained limestones and shales, together with some oolitic concretionary and intraformational conglomerate. In
the Montpelier quadrangle the Ute limestone is
composed generally of light-gray or greenish thinbedded clayey limestones, which are succeeded by
more massive .light-gray limestones in beds 3 inches
to more than a foot thick. ' A section measured on
Mill Creek near Liberty gave a thickness of 761 feet.
The Spence shale member represents the lower
30 feet of the Ute formation and consists of a fine
argillaceous papery shale that weathers readily and
is well exposed in but few places. It g'enerally forms
depressions in the ridges and is' in many places relatively free from tl~ee growth, whereas the limestones
on both sides of it bear trees. It is well exposed in
Spence Gulch, a tributary of Mill Creek that heads
in Danish Flats (Copenhagen Basin?) in the Preston
quadrangle to the west.

PLATE 20
Typical Middle Cambrian fossils of the region
Zacanthoides idahoensis Walcott.
FIGURE 2. Dolichometopus productus (Hall and Whitfield).
FIGURES 3, and 4. "Neolenus injla.tus Walcott.

"FIGURE 1.

Typical Upper Cambrian fossils of the region
FIGURE
FIGURES

5." Crepicephal1uJ texanus (Shumard).

6, 7. Billingsella coloradqensis (Shumard).

Lower Ordovician (Garden City limestone)
8. Orthis (Dalmanella) hamburgensis Walcott.
9. Asaphus" (1) curiosus Billings.
FIGURES 10, 11. Maclurea subannulata Walcott.
FIGURE 12. Endo~eras prote1:jorme Hall.

FIGURE
FIGURE

Upper Ordovician (Fish Haven limestone, Richmond fauna)
FIGURES
FlOURES

13, 14. Rhynchot1·ema capax (Conrad).
15, 16. Rhynchotrema argenturbica (White).
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Above the Spence shale member the Ute formation
for 200 feet consists of thin-bedded bluish-gray limestone, capped by.about 25 'feet 'of gray coarse-grained
dolomite. Both the dolomite and the underlying
linlestone weather ~ in places to brick-red. The
l'emainder of the" Jormtttion is composed mainly of
thin-bedded bluish-gray limestone, which is banded
with yellow sandy and sideritic' ·streaks. Locally
the limestone is in part oolitic ~nd crowded with
minute indistinct traces of fossils, possibly Bryozoa.
The limestones of the upper part of the Ute formation
locally weather into smooth slopes, without ledges
and the top of the 'formation is marked by the cliffs
made by the overlying Blacksmith limestone.
Age and correlation.-The following characteristic
fauna is listed by-Edwin Kirk from collections from
the Montpelier and Randolph quadrangles:
Obolus (Westonia) ella (Hall and Whitfield).
Syntrophia cambria Walcott.
Micromitra (Paterina) superba (Walcott).
Olenoides quadriceps (Hall and Whitfield).
Alokistocare subcoronatum (Hall and Whitfield).
Zacanthoides idahoensis Walcott.

Walcott considers the age of the Spence shale
member as early Middle Cambrian and that of the
main body of the formation as Middle Cambrian.
He cori'elates the Ute limestone as restricted by him
with the lower portion of the Ute limestone of the
Fortieth Parallel Survey.
BLACKSMITH LIMESTONE

Name.-The Blacksmith limestone was described
by Walcott from Blacksmith Fork Canyon, Utah.
Distribution and character.-The Blacksmith limestone, which lies stratigraphically above the Ute
limestone, occupies a narrow band that has similar
distribution to that of the Ute.
The lithology is similar to that of the upper beds
of the Ute, but the bedding is more massive and the
boundary between the two formations is generally
marked by low cliffs. In the Montpelier quadrangle
the Blacksmith liInestone consists of about 750 feet
of beds that have cliff-making arenaceous limestones
at the base, overlain by purer limestone in thinner
beds, which are marked by yellow sandy bands on
weathered surfaces. This limestone is in turn overlain by clear bluish-gray limestone in beds that
range from 1 to. 1 Y2 feet in thickness, which include
some oolitic bands and contain numerous branching
CR.lcitic forms.
Age. -Fossils are scarce in the Blacksmith limestone.
Walcott reports annelid boring~ and fragments of a
small trilobite (Ptychoparia'l). The age of the formation, as determined by abundant fossil evidence in
the immediately underlying and overlying formations,
is Middle Cambrian.

I

BLOOMINGTON FORMATIOX

,Name and subdivision.~The; Bloomington formation was described by Walcott from the",Bear Riv~r
Range, Idaho. The type section, is on Mill Creek,
near Liberty, but the form,ation is, named from
Bloomington Canyon, which crosses the formation
and causes good exposures of it., Richardson. has
differentiated the lower ,portion as the Hodges shale
memb~r, ~amed from Hodges Creek, which crosses
the, sl;tale and enters Bear Lake 1% miles south of
.
Garden City, Utah.
Distributio'TJ; and character.-TheBloomington formation occurs in a belt about 14 miles long that extends
a little west of north from Fish Haven Canyon to the
border of the mapped area and ~mediately adjacent
to the J3lacksmith limestone, which it conformably
overlies.
The Hodges shale member, about 300 feet thick,
consists of papery olive-green shales and impure thinbedded limestones and forms strike gulches or wellmarked depressions· in the ridges. In such depressions a low knob generally occurs, produced by the
in tercala ted limes tones.
'
Above the Hodges shale member the formation consists of a series of bluish-gray, more or less thin-bedded
limestones that contain some massive layers. Some
of the beds contain small concretions and nodules of
calcite. Other beds are sandy or argillaceous, and
there is a fairly well defined shale near the top.
Thickness.-The total thickness of the formation is
about 1,200 feet.
Age.-The formation is abundantly fossiliferous.
'1'he following faunal list is supplied by Edwin Kirk
from collections from the Montpelier and Randolph
quadrangles:
Obolus (Westonia) wasatchensis Walcott.
Obolus mcconnelli pelias (Walcott).
Micromitra sculptilis (Meek).
Agraulos sp.
Doropyge sp.
Ptychoparia sp.

The Bloomington formation 'is, assigned by Walcott
to the Middle Cambrian.
NOUNAN LIMESTONE

Name.-The Nounan limestone was described by
Walcott in connection with his studies of the Cambria,n
in the region of Blacksmith Fork, Utah, and west of
Liberty, Idaho. The name is taken from the town
of Nounan, which is near the type locality. Nounan
Creek cuts across the formation.
Distribution and character.-The Nounan limestone forms a belt half a mile to a mile wide contiguous
with the Bloomington formation on the east and
extends about 15 miles a little west of north from the
south boundary of the mapped area to the western
edge. It is partly overlapped on the south by Tertiary
deposits.
'
The boundary between the Bloomington formation
and the N ounan limestone is marked by a change in
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lithology and the outcrop of massively bedded,
whitish or light-gray, somewhat coarsely crystalline
dolomitic limestone that sparkles on freshly fractured
surfaces and occurs in beds about 18 inches thick.
Alternating with these beds come dark-gray beds of
similar character and thickness which have branching
calcitic forms that are probably organic replacements.
Upward in the section the lighter-colored beds prevail,
followed by thin platy, bluish-gray limestones which
have yellow blotches of limy and clayey material
that weathers more easily than. the parent rock.
These beds are succeeded hy more massive beds of
alternating bluish-gray and gray limestones which
contain a bed of thin platy, sandy limestone about 10
feet thick that weathers greenish or reddish. The
upper part of the formation is composed of omassive
beds of limestone, portions of which contain streaks
of impure chert. The thickness of the formation is
about 1,050 feet.
Age.-The Nounan limestone has a relatively
meager fauna. Walcott reports a few traces of fossils
and large annelid borings. In the Montpelier quad..,
rangle a single collection yielde.d Ptychoparia sp.
Walcott has assigned the N ounan limestone to the
Middle Cambrian.
ST. CHARLES LIMESTONE

Name and subdivision.-The St. Charles limestone
was described by Walcott from the Bear River Range,
west of the town of St. Charles, in the southwest part
of the Montpelier quadrangle. St. Charles Creek
passes over the formation. The quartzite that
forms the basal member of the formation has been
differentiated by Richardson as the Worm Creek
q uartzi te member, named from Worm Creek in the
southwest part of the Montpelier quadrangle, where
the quartzite is well exposed.
Distribution and character.-The St. Charles formation occupies a belt, h1£1£ a mile to a mile or more
wide, that extends northward about 13 miles from the
south boundary of the region mapped and is contiguous with the N ounan limestone on the east, which it
conformably overlies.
As described by Walcott, the formation consists of
bluish-gray to gray arenaceous limestones, with some
cherty and concretionary layers, which pass at the
base into thin-bedded gray to brown sandstones.
Several sec tions have been measured, and these are
given below.
TABLE

13.-Section of the St. Charles limestone on Mill Creek,
about 5 miles west of Liberty, Idaho

Feet

Limestone, gray, thin bedded _______________________ _
Limestone, bluish gray, thin bedded _________________ _
Limestone, gray, thin bedded i weathers red ____ :. _____ _
Worm Creek quartzite member:
Quartzite, white ___________________ '___________ _
Quartzite, white, interbedded with cross-bedded
brow:lish saridston'e __________________ '. _ " . ___ _

400
50
500
150

TABLE

14.-Section of the St. Charles limestone on north side of
Fish Haven Canyon, Idaho
Feet

Limestone, gray, crystalline, weathers dark gray to
brownish gray; weathered surfaces are crowded
with Bryozoa_______________________________
Limestone, thick bedded_______ __________ __________
Limestone, gray with brown sandy layers and some
chert_______________________________________
Worm Creek quartzite member:
Quartzite, white, weathers into rough angular fragments i shows as ledges but does not stand out
as cliffs; grades toward the base into sandstone,
buff to red, and con'tains a minor amount of interbedded quartzite_ _ _ _ _ _______________________

300
100
400

200
1,000

TABLE

15.-Section of St. Charles limestone on north side of St.
Charles Creek, Idaho
Feet

Limestone, gray, rather thin bedded, in part dense and
barren except for silicified Bryozoa(?) on weath- ,
ered surface, and in part more coarsely crystalline and crowded with trilobites ______________ _
Worm Creek quartzite member:
Sandstone, brown ______ ~---------------------Quartzi te , white ______________________________ _

800
75
75
950

There is some variation in the lithology of the formation, and the thickness ranges from 950 to 1,200 feet.
At the first two localities little lithologic change is
noted at the upper boundary. At the last-named locality the overlying Ordovician section is marked by
a 40-foot bed of limestone conglomerate.
Age.-The St. Charles formation yields a considerable fauna. ,The following list is supplied by Edwin
Kirk from collections made in the Montpelier and
Randolph quadrangles.
BillingseUa coloradoensis (Shumard).
LinguleUa desiderata Walcott.
Obolus (Westonia)' iphis (Walcott).
Anomocare sp.
Ptychoparia sp.
Agnostus sp.

Walcott has assigned the St. Charles limestone to
the Upper Cambrian.
ORDOVICIAN SYSTEM

The Ordovician system is represented by a series of
gray limestones,' quartzite, black cherty to gray
magnesian limestone and dolomite, which have been
divided by Richardson 5 into three formations-in ascending order the Garden City limestone, which
contains a Beekmantown fauna; the Swan Peak
quartzite, which contains a Chazy? fauna; and the
Fish Haven dolomite, which is characterized by a
Richmond fauna.
The rocks of these formations crop out extensively
in 'the western part of the Montpelier quadrangle and
an 'adjacent portion of the Slug Creek quadrangle.

100
S

1, 200

Richardson, G. B" The Paleozoic section in northern Utah: Am. Jour. ScI.

4th ser., vol. 36, pp, 406-416, 1913.
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In the southwest corner of the district they occupy
the axial region of a broadly open syncline and overlie
with apparent conformity the Cambrian forma:tions
that form successive bands along the east flank of the
fold. Unconformities, however, have been recognized
by Richardson at the base of the lowest and highest
Ordovician formations. The system is well exposed
and has a general thickness of about 2,200 feet.
A good s~ction of the Ordovician rocks is exposed
in St. Charles Canyon, part of which is shown in
Plate 21, C. A representative group of fossils from
the Ordovician formations, selected by Edwin Kirk, is
shown in Plate 20.
GARDEN CITY LIMESTONE

Name.-The Garden City limestone was named
from Garden City Canyon, about 4 miles south of the
Utah-Idaho State line.
Distribution and character.-The formation appears
on both flanks of the syncline in the southwest corner
of the district, and in a belt half a mile to a mile or
more wide it extends northward about 14 miles from
the south boundary of the region mapped. It lies
immediately west of the St. Charles limestone and
stratigraphically above it. Other lesser areas occur on
the west side of Nounan Valley in T. 12 S., R. 43 E.,
about 4 miles northwest of Montpelier, and in Tps. 15
and 16 S., R. 43 E., in a narrow strip east of the fault
which there constitutes the east boundary of the
CaInbrian belt.
The rocks forin a succession of thick and thin
bedded gray lilnestones about 1,250 feet thick.
A characteristic feature is the presence throughout
the fornuLtion of a conglomerate or breccia that consists of elongated fragments of limestone, the largest
of which are 2 or 3 inches in length, embedded in
a matrix of similar composition. Both the St. Charles
limestone and the Garden City limestone produce
large sinks.
Age and correlation.-An extensive fauna has been
collected from the Garden City limestone in the
Montpelier and Randolph' quadrangles, from which
the following list has been selected by Edwin Kirk:
Dalmanell,a pogonipensis Hall and Whitfield.
Dalmanella hamburgensis Walcott.
Syntrophia near S. calcifera Billings.
Strophomena? minor Walcott.
Polygrata rotuliformis Meek.
Polygrata trohiscus Meek.
Raphistoma? acutum Hall and Whitfield.
Maclurea subannulata Walcott.
Eccyliopterus sp.
Lophospira sp.
Hormotoma sp.
Bucanella nana Meek.
Endoceras sp.
Asaphus? near A. curiosus Billings.
Bathyurus I.:Ip.
Receptaculites sp.

The fauna of the Garden City limestone is of Beekmantown age and corresponds in part to that of certain portions of thePogonip limestone of the Eureka
district, Nev.
SWAN PEAK QUARTZITE

Name.-The Swan Peak quartzite was named from
Swan Peak, in the Bear River Range, Utah, 1 ~ miles
sou th of the Idaho boundary.
Distribution and character.-The formation occupies
the extreme southwest corner of the Montpelier quadrangle and constitutes' a portion of the axial region of
the broadly open syncline in that locality. It also extends along the east flank of the fold in a narrow band
near the west border of the region mapped as far north
as Dry Canyon (Bloomington). An area of about 8
square miles north of Stauffer Canyon, which extends
into the Slug Creek quadrangle, is underlain by the
quartzite, and this rock also occurs at several places
in the fault zone southward from Bloomington Canyon.
The Swan Peak quartzite is composed of about 500
feet of white quartzite, locally stained buff to red on
weathered surfaces, in beds 6 inches to 4 feet thick.
The weathered edges of quartzite from the upper portion are characterized by a peculiar vertically jointed
or stemlike structure. In the area west of Fish Haven
about 100 feet above the base the Swan Peak quartzite
includes thin lenses of phosphate rock, which appears
to be of fairly high grade as far as can be inferred from
the qualitative tests made. The rock consists of
bluish-black particles, which are in part fragments of
trilobite and brachiopod shells and which are cemented
by a translucent yellowish-brown material. The rock
is jointed into rhomblike fragments and on the joint
faces has a prominent laminated texture as if it were
an aggregate of shell fragments. In this respect it is
,closely similar to rock collected from the lower part of
the main phosphate bed in the Soda Springs district. 6
This Ordovician phosphate lacks the oolitic texture so
characteristic of the rock of the extensive deposits of
Permian age. However, its weathered surfaces have
a white coating similar to that noted on weathered frag"ments from the Permian. The deposit has a maximum local thickness of only 3 inches and is not of commercial value but is interesting as indicating the
deposition of phosphate in the West at a time that
corresponds approxi,mately with the formation of the
economically valuable deposits of Tennessee.
Age and correlation.-Fossils are not abundant, but
collections have been made in both the Montpelier and
Randolph quadrangles, from which Edwin Kirk has
furnished the following list:
Orthis near O. tricenaria CoI1rad.
Symphysurus? goldfussi Walcott.
Holosaphus? congeneris Walcott.
Leperditia sp. '
o Richards, R. W., and Mansfield, G. R., Preliminary report on a portion of the
Idaho phosphate reserve: U, S. Geo,I. Survey Bull. 470, p. 378, 1911.
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The fauna of the Swan Peak quartzite is related to
that which occurs in the lower part of the Simpson
formation in Oklahoma and is tentatively 'referred to
the Chazy by IDrich and Kirk.
FISH HAVEN DOLOMITE

Name.-The Fish Haven dolomite was named from
Fish Haven Creek, which crosses the formation in the
southwest part of the Montpelier quadrangle.
Distribution and character.-The largest area underlain by the Fish Haven dolomite is that at the type
locality, in Fish Haven' Canyon, at the west border
of-·the Montpelier quadrangle, where the rock occupies
an axial position in the syncline. Northward it lies
along the very border as far as Worm Creek. It also
appears at several places in. the fault zone southward
from Dry Canyon (St. Charles).
The rock as described by Richardson is a finetextured, medium-bedded, dark-gray to blue-black,
locally cherty dolomite, about 500 feet thick. A
sample from the head of Fish Haven Creek, which was
analyzed by W. C. 'Wheeler, of the United States
Geological Survey, contained 21 :35 per cent of magnesia. In the Montpelier quadrangle the top of the
formation is not exposed, but the base rests with
apparent' conformity on the .white Swan Peak quartzite. Itlnay be noted, however, that the fauna o.f the
Fish Haven is of Richmond age, whereas that of the
. underlying Swan Peak is Chazy (?), so that a time
interval, which is represented in the East by several
well-recognized and distinct faunas, should intervene
between the two formations, ari.!d these are in reality
probably" disconformable."
The following stratigraphic ·sequence was noted in
Fish Haven Canyon: The first 15 feet of the section
consists of a bluish-black dolomite in beds 3 inches
to 1 foot thick that contain Streptelasma sp. and.
crinoid fragments. The next 15 feet is composed of
black cherty dolomite in beds 1 to 8 feet thick. This
dolomite is overlain by about 30 feet of thin-bedded
dark dolomite that carries chert in small irregular
lenses. Beds near the bottom of thi's part of the
section have yielded fossils identified by Kirk as·
Halysites gracilis (Hall), Streptelasma sp., Oolopoecia
cf. O. canadensis Billings, and crinoid fragments. Toward the top of this part large cup corals are abundant.
These beds are succeeded by a 5-foot bed of rdughweathering cherty limestone (dolomite?) and this in
turn by about 25 feet of lighter-colored limestone
marked by dark lines and containing in places small
calcite-lined cavities. A srnall gully next in the
section shows reddish soil that contains fragments of
limestone and may mark a shaly horizon. Next
above is a light-gray spongy-weathering dolomite
with cavities partly filled with sand composed of
crystals of dolomite that represent poorly preserved
fossil molds. The only fossil collected was identified
as Lophospira sp. by Kirk. The bedding is indistinct,

and dip readings were not obtainable. The next beds
are irregularly mottled brown and gray dolomite from
which Hormotoma was collected. Another gully here
suggests the presence' of .a shaly horizon, and then
a dark cherty dolomite, similar to that at the base
comprises the rest of the section. This dolomite
contains fossils identified by Kirk as Streptelasma sp.,
Rhynchotrema capax Conrad, Oolumnaria (Paleophyllum) thorni Hall, Hormotoma sp., and Favosites sp.
Age.-The age of the Fish Haven dolomite, as indicated by the fauna mentioned in the preceding paragraph, is Richmond.
SILURIAN SYSTEM

The Silurian system in the region mapped is represented by only two occurrences of small area, referred
to the Laketown dolomite, described by Richardson 7
in the Randolph quadrangle, Utah.
LAKETOWN DOLOMITE

Name.-The Laketown dolomite was named from
Laketown Canyon, 4 miles southeast of Laketown,
Utah. It includes the light-colored calcareous and
sandy beds that lie apparently conformably above the
Fish Haven dolomite and immediately beneath another
dolomitic series, which is correlated by Richardson
with the 11iddle Devonian Jefferson limestone.
Distribution and character.-'-The formation has been
found in the NW. ~ sec. 36, T. 15 S., R. 42 E. (unsurveyed), on the border of the Montpelier quadrangle,
and in the NE, ~ sec. 27, T. 15 S., R. 43 E., and parts
of adjoining sections exposed in a canyon about a mile
and a half southwest of St. Charles.
. As described by Richardson, the Laketown dolomite
is a massive light-gray to whitish dolomite, which contains lenses of calcareous sandstone and which has a
thickness of approximately 1,000 feet. An analysis
of the rock in the laboratories of the Geological Survey
shows 21.38 per cent MgO.
In the Montpelier quadrangle the same general
characteristics have been noted. The principal exposure is in the canyon southwest of St. Charles, where
the formation, only one contact of which is exposed,
appears to be nearly 1,000 feet thick. On the west
it is bounded by about 100 feet of shattered Fish
Haven dolomite. Then comes a series of white,
sandy, and coarsely crystalline dolomite of somewhat
open texture, though more dense than that of the
rock farther east. About 400 feet stratigraphically
east of the west boundary lies a purple shale about
15 feet thick. East of this shale the beds are white,
massive, and coarse textured and pass beneath Tertiary deposits. The whole group weathers into pinnacled and castellated forms that show rough surfaces.
A section of the Laketown dolomite measured in the
Portneuf quadrangle, Idaho, contained 485 feet of
beds and the base was not exposed.
. Age.-No fossils were collected at the second locality
mentioned above, but at the first locality the collec7

RichardwD, O. B., ()p. cit., p. 410.
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tions as identified by Kirk y~elded Pentamerus sp.,
Oamarotoechia? sp., Halysites sp., and Oyathophyllum
sp. The following list of typical Laketown fossils is
supplied by Kirk:
Pentamerus cf. P. oblongus Sowerby.
Conchidium cf. C. decussatus Whiteaves.
Halysites catenulatus (Linne).
Favosites cf. F. favosus (Goldfuss).

A similar fauna has been reported by Kindle 8 from
Green Canyon, on the east side of Cache Valley, Utah.
The formation is referred by Kirk to the Niagaran
epoch of the Silurian period.
DEVONIAN SYSTEM

The Devonian system has been reported by Richardson 0 in the Randolph quadrangle and by Kindle 10
in the Bear River Range. It has also been found by
the writer in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation and
the Portneuf quadrangle, Idaho, and ·is thus well
represented in neighboring districts. In the region
included in this discussion the Devonian is exposed in
only four small areas on the southwestern flank of the
Aspen Range in the Slug Creek quadrangle and in the
Bear River Range in the Montpelier quadrangle,
located respectively in the NW.·U sec. 11, in the
SE. U sec. 3, in the NE. ~ sec. 4, all of T. 10 S., R.
43 E., and in the SE. U sec. 10, T. 15 S., R. 43 E.
In the occurrences without this district two formations have been differentiated, namely, the Jefferson
limestone below and the Threeforks limestone above,
names employed in Montana. In the Randolph
quadrangle, Utah, Richardson assigns to these formations an aggregate thickness of about 1,400 feet.
The Threeforks limestone has been recognized ·at only
one place in the area covered by this report. In
the Aspen Range localities only the Jefferson limestone
has been recognized. In St. Char' es Dry Canyon, in
the Bear River Range, only the Threeforks limestone
is present.
JEFFERSON LIMESTONE

The J eHerson limestone as here exposed is a dark,
nearly black, magnesian limestone, in section 11 a
black limy sandstone. The limestone is more or le'ss
fractured and seamed with calcite. A sample collected in Laketown Canyon by G. B. Richardson and
analyzed in the laboratory of the United States
Geological Survey contained 19.16' per cent MgO.
The following fossils from ·the localities named have
been identified by Kindle and Kirk:

together with the lithologic resemblance of the containing rock to that of the Montana occurrence,
constitute the chief basis of the assignment of the
Aspen Range rock to the Jefferson. Kirk ass=gns the
fossils to the Middle Devonian.
The limestone here probably owes its position to
faulting, for in sections 3 and 4 it occurs in fault
relation with Pennsylvanian rocks. In section 11
the Devonian projects through Tertiary rocks that
conceal the other pre-Tertiary formations. In the
Portneuf quadrangle the Jefferson limestone is exposed
along the southwest base of the Chesterfield Range.
A measured section of this formation north of Monroe
Canyon in that range was 935 fee~ thick.
THREEFORKS LIMESTONE

This formation had been recognized only in the complexly faulted area near the mouth of St. Charles
Dry Canyon, in the Montpelier quadrangle, where it
forms a thin wedge between the Fish Haven dolomite
on the west and the Brazer limestone (upper Mississippian) on the east. The presence of the Threeforks limestone at this)ocality was not recognized in
the field, but was determined by the fact that among
the collections, chiefly of upper Mississippian material,
taken from ledges within a few hundred feet ~f each
other, some types proved to be characteristically of
Threeforks age. The beds assignable to this formation
probably include a purplish cherty shale at least 10
feet thick that has a steep westerly dip, exposed along
a ditch, and on the west a series of sandy limestones,
somewhat conglomeratic on the east side toward the
shale.· These beds are purplish on fresh surfaces and
weather to a purplish drab. They become more
sandy toward the west and show bedding planes ..
The Threeforks limestone has been recognized in th~
Monroe Canyon section of the Portneuf quadrangle,
where it is 180 feet thick.
In the Randolph quadrangle to the south, according
to Richardson,! 1 the Threeforks limestone is a soft
formation that lies between harder beds and is generally concealed by debris. Whe;e exposed it consists
of thin beds of impure reddish limestone. Its thickness is estimated at 200 feet. From a locality in the
Crawford Mountains in the S. ~ sec. 29, T. 11 N.,
R. 8 E., the following fossils were identified by E. M.
Kindle:
.
Productella coloradensis.
Camarotoechia cf. C. contracta.
Schizophoria striatula var. australis.
Spirifer notabilis.
Syringothyris cf. S. carteri.
Spirifer whitneyi var. animasensis.
Cleiothyridina sp. undet.

Atrypa reticularis.
Productella close to P. subaculeata.
Favosites cf. F. limitaris (most abundant).
Diphyphyllum sp. undet.
Cystiphyllum sp. undet.

Favosites cf. F. limitaris is one of the characteristic
species of the Jefferson limestone of Montana, and its
presence in the fauna of the Aspen Range localities,
8 Kindle, E. M., The fnunn and stratigraphy of the Jefferson limestone In the
northern Rocky MountaIn reglon:·Bu]). Am. Paleontology, No. 20, p. 17, 1908.
e Richardson, O. B., op. cit., p. 411.
10 Kindle, E. M., op. cIt.

25021-27-6

Kindle states that this fauna is of Upper Devonian
age and includes elements both of the Ouray limestone
and Threeforks shale fauna.
II

Richardson, O. B., op. cit., pp. 411-412.
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CARBONIFEROUS SYSTEM

The Carboniferous system is well represented in all
the quadrangles included in the present discussion
except the Freedom, in which it appears only in small
areas in the southwest and northeast corners. The
three series, Mississippian, Pennsylvanian, and Permian, are present; and consist chiefly of. limestone and
sandstones together with subordinate cherty and shaly
members, including economically valuable beds of
high-grade phosphate rock. The main occurrences
are in the Preuss and Aspen Ranges and in the ridges
in the western part of the Henry and Cranes Flat
quadrangles. Other occurrences are in the Sublette
Ridge, on the west 'side of the Bear Lake Plateau,
and along the eastern foothills of the Bear River
Range, in the southwestern part, of the district. The
aggregate exposed thickness of the system is nearly
5,000 feet.
MISSISSIPPIAN SERIES

The Mississippian series includes two forma tionsthe Madison limestone below and the Brazer limestone
above. Both formations are characterized by rather
pure limestones, but there are lithologic as well as
faunal differences. Both formations are greatly dislocated and are exposed only as a result of deformation and erosion.
MADISON LIMESTONE

or gray and where not faulted pass upward with apparent conformity into the massive beds of the overlying
, Brazer limestone, but the evidence presented on page
18~ indicates that the two formations are probably unconformable. There are also included more massive
beds of light-gray limestone. Although the beds of the
Madison are usually relatively thin they form massive
ledges and cliffs owing to their topographically resistant character. Plate 21, B, shows the northern tip of
the Madison fault block northeast of Montpelier, which
is here cut by the youthful gorge known as Joes Gap.
Age and correZation.-Fossils are numerous in the
Madison limestone. The occurrence of small cup
corals in association with high and low coiled gastropods and spiriferoid brachiopods forms a convenient
means of distinguishing the Madison in the field from
the Brazer limestone, which in general has thicker beds
and large cup corals 3 to 8 inches or more long. Some
of the typical Madison fossils of the region are shown
in Plate 22. These were selected by G. H. Girty, who
has also furnished the following note upon the fauna:
Though fossils are abundant in the Madison limestone of this
region, they are rarely well preserved and most of those studied
were either fragmentary, exfoliated, or coarsely silicified. For
this reason the specimens figured on Plate 22 came in large part
from other areas. It seemed permissible thus to employ alien
specimens, inasmuch as the plate was intended for use in identifying the formation rather than for evidence as to its geologic
age and correlation. The poor preservation of the fossils has
likewise affected the identification of individual specimens and
also, though to a less degree, the identification of individual
species. In the same way, though the age assigned to individual
collections may later be revised, the age and correlation of the
. formation as a whole are beyond question. The evidence for
this conclusion is contained in the subjoined list of species
which, though rather lengthy, is by no means comprehensive.
The new species included in this list are described on pages 411
to 414.

Name.-The Madison limestone was named by
Peale from the Madison Range, in south-central Montana, on the east and west flanks of which the formation -is exposed.
Distribution and character.-The Madison limestone
has been recognized .at a number' of rather widely
separated localities in this region. In the Montpelier
quadrangle there are four occurrences-in the fauIt. Leptopora typa.
block northeast of Montpelier, in the fault block nea~ Michelinia sp.
the mouth of Georgetown Canyon, and in two localities Syringopora sp.
Triplophyllum excavatum.
2 to 3 miles southeast of Meade Peak. In the Slug
Meniscophyllum concinnum"
Creek quadrangle a very striking occurrence is fur- ,
MS.
nished by the rock that caps the ridge between the Clisiophyllum teres.
forks of Twin Creek 5 miles or more northeast of Fenestella, several sp.
Georgetown, ill T. 10 S., R. 44 E., where the Madison Pinnatopora sp.
limestone forms the outlying portion of a great fault Cystodictya sp.
Rhipidomella aff. R. pulchella.
block that there overlies Jurassic limestone. (See pI. Schizophoria compacta n. sp.
38 A and B.) Two other areas, which are separated Leptaenaanaloga.
from each other by a band of Tertiary sediments, lie in Schuchertella chemungensis.
Chonetes logani.
the western and northwestern parts of the same townChonetes loganensis.
ship. In the northwest corner of the, Lanes Creek
Productella concentrica?
quadrangle the Madison limestone forms part of a high
Productus ovatus.
ridge, and in the northeast corner of the Freedom
Productus gallatinensis.
quadrangle the formation in three neighboring areas Productus parviformis.
constitutes several of the eastern foothills of the Productus aff. P. sampsoni.
Productus aff. P. setiger;
Caribou Range.
Productus galeanus n. sp.
The base of the formation is not exposed. The Pustula aff. P. punctata.
Madison limestone consists of 1,000 feet or less of thin- Pustula, several sp.
bedded dark bluish-gray limestones that weather brown Camarotoechia metallica.

Rhynchotetra elongata.
Girtyella indianensis.
Dielasma occidentale.
Spirifer centronatus.
Spirifer aff. S. logani.
Spiriferina solidirostris.
Reticularia cooperensis.
Brachythyris chouteauensis.
Composita humilis.
Cliothyridina aff. C. fern glenensis.
Cliothyridina aff. C. incrassata.
Eumetria verneuiliana.
Nucula.sp. ,
;PaleoneiIo s~.
Belleropho'n mansfieldianus, n.
sp.
Bucanopsis aff. B. perelegans.
Meekospira? sp.
Euomphalus luxus.
Euomphalus utahensis.
Straparollus ophirensis.
Platyceras, several sp.
Phillipsia peroccidens.
Ostracoda indet.
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B. LEDGES OF MADISON LIMESTO
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The foregoing list has been selected with the view of showing
the variety and general character of the Madison fauna of this
area, and it includes the rare as well as the common, the nondescript as well as the characteristic. In one sense, however, the
Madison, like most Carboniferous faunas, contains but few
species that are really characteristic of it. To be characteristic
in a practical way a species should occur everywhere within the
formation and nowhere outside of it, and it should be readily
distinguishable from related forms. Obviously if a species were
rarely found its use in identifying a formation would be but small,
or if it were so like some kindred shell as to be recognizab~e
only by the cognoscenti, and not even by them unless the preservation was exceptionally good, the purpose would be equally
ill served. In either case the value of such species in the identification of individual outcrops would be greatly impaired, that
of the one kind because they could but rarely be identified, that
of the other because they could be rarely found at all; yet in P
determining the age of the formation as a whole and likewise its
correlation they would in any comprehensive set of collections
prove of first importance.
"
In the sense just implied the Madison fauna contains few if
any species that are strictly characteristic. Several, however,
are characteristic in some degree. In the Carboniferous of
North America, at least, Leptaena analog a seems to be restricted
to the basal beds, not occurring probably above the Burlington
limestone. L. analoga, however, has rather generally been held
to be the same species as L. rhomboidalis, which has a long
range through the lower and middle Paleozoic beds. On the
other hand, L. rhomboidalis seems to occur very rarely in the
Devonian faunas of the West, and any residual uncertainty on
this sc~re is generally dispelled by the ,associated faunas. In
somewhat similar case is Rhynchotetra elongata. There is no
Devonian species of the same region for which this Carboniferous shell is likely to be mistaken, not even Camarotoechia
endlichi, and the Carboniferous species that resemble it are all
of about the same geologic age. On the other hand, L. analog a
and still more Rhynchotetra elongata are very rare in the Madison, so that these species, though they are highly distinctive
of the Madison fauna as a whole, are of little use in identifying
individual outcrops. Much more useful for this purpose is
Chonetes logani, which, though less conspicuous, is much more
commonly found. The ,associated Chonetes (C. loganensis)
appears to range into Brazer limestone, but no species of the
logani type, with its coarse, sometimes obscure ribs and coarse
strohg crenulations, is at present known in the Brazer, or indeed in any rocks of corresponding age in the east, though certain Devonian species are allied to it. Still another type that
might be mentioned in this category is the one identified as
Schuchertella chemungensis, which is common but not easily
recognized. Species of very similar appearance occur in the
Brazer and also in the Wells formation included under the genera
Orthotetes or Derbya. Superficially there is no certain way of
distinguishing these genera, but the pedicle valve of Derbya
and Orthotetes is provided on the inside with a perpendicular
plate extending longitudinally and dividing the interior into
two equal parts. No corresponding structure is developed in
Schuchertella. Brachial valves of these genera, however, are
practically indistinguishable, and even pedicle valves are sometimes hard to distinguish because of difficulty in ascertaining
the facts. The presence or absence of a septum is sometimes
shown by exfoliated or broken specimens, but if necessary the
fact can be ascertained by filing a notch across the shell a little
anterior to the beak. So far as known septate shells like those
of Orthotetes do not occur in the Madison, and on the other hand,
nonseptate shells like those of Schuchertella are rare in the
Brazer. The Brazer does contain in small numbers a nonseptate form which is provisionally referred under the genus
Streptorhynchus and which is distinguished from the Madison
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species, though not always very sharply, by the greater height
and more irregular growth of the pedicle valve. On the other
hand, the Madison form differs so little from one which is common in the Upper Devonian that it is here cited under the same
species, Schuchertella chemungensis. Much more might be
said along these lines, especially in setting off the Madison
against the Devonian faunas, for the two faunas seem to be
sharply distinguished in the West and the features characteristic of the Madison are many. The very rarity of the Devonian and the very sharpness of the distinctions, however, blunt
the point of any such discussion. It is much more pertinent to
consider the relationship between the Madison and Brazer
faunas. On this head mention has already been made of
Leptaena analoga, Schuchertella chemungensis, Chonetes logani,
and Rhynchotetra elongata. To these might be added the coral'
LeptC?pora typa, which is of rare occurrence and of not always
obvious relationship, and also other forms which would be
valuable if found at all, or if, when found, they could be definitely identified.
With a change from the specific to the general, 'the Madison
horizon is somewhat distinguished by the very abundance of
its fossils. Corals are especially numerous, chiefly Syringoporas
and small cup corals. They are even more abundant in the
Brazer, but in contrast the cup corals of the Madison are
mostly small, those of the Brazer mostly of extraordinary size,
and compound corals of the Lithostrotion type, which abound
in the Brazer, are here unknown. They occur sparingly in the
Madison of other regions, however, and their absence from our
collections is probably accidental. Though corals are numerous,
the main part of the Madison fauna consists of brachiopods,
and the great bulk of the brachiopods are referable to the
same genera that occur in the Brazer and even in the Wells.
The species also are in many instances similar, and their recognition rests upon the perfection of the specimens as well as upon
the knowledge of the observer, even though the distinction
is generally very real. The abundance of Chonetes is somewhat characteristic of the Madison, as it is of ma~y other early
Mississippian faunas, and one species of this type, as already
mentioned, does not occur in the Brazer. Spirifers likewise
are in some collections very abundant, the COinmon form being
identified as S. centronatus. Spirifers of similar type occur in
the Brazer (Spirijer aff. S. pellensis) and also in the Wells
(8. opimu,s var. occidentalis), but S. centronatus can usually be
recognized by its transverse shape and rather numerous fine
costae.
Gastropods, and especially pelecypods, play but a small part
in the Madison fauna. At some localities, to be sure, gastropods are fairly abundant, though most of them are poorly
preserved and unidentifiable. Shells of. the Euomphalus and
Straparollus type are, however, m:>re or less characteristic of
the Madison fauna. Species which are similar but which can
be adequately distinguished with suitable material occur at
higher horizons. In the Madison, however, these shells are
apt to be abundant and large; in the Brazer they are apt to be
rare and small, especially those coiled into a high spire.
As has already been said, individually but few of the Madison
species are strictly characteristic. In combination, however,
they form a fauna that is really distinctive, but it is distinguished
by its 'assemblage rather than by individual species, by the
consensus of all rather than by the preponderance of one.
The Madison fauna is also characterized by what it does not
contain as well as by what it does contain, for it lacks many of
the forms that occur in the Brazer. This evidence is much
more to be considered in its application to the whole fauna
than to the fauna taken piecemeal, as it appears in single collecions, and it is liable to modification as new facts of range and
distribution are established.

PLATE 22
Schizophoria compacta Girty, :n0 sp. (p. 411)
FIGURES I, 2, 3. Three views of a specimen preserved as an internal mold in chert. It is one of several cotypes. Boone limestone,
Webb City, Mo.
.
FIG1JRES 4, 5. Exterior and interior of a silicified specimen referred to the same species. Madison limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle t
Idaho (station 1667).
Leptaena analoga
Lake Valley limestone, Lake Valley, N. Mex.

FIGURES 6, 7, 8. Three views of a perfect specimen.

Schuchertella chemungensis
FIGURES 9, 10. Two views of a finely striated pedicle valve. Madison limestone, Yellowstone National Park.
FIGURE 11. Brachial valve of the same general character. After Hall and Whitfield. Madison limestone, Ogden Canyon, Utah.
Chonetes loganensis
. FIGURES 12, 13. Exterior ofa brachial valve, natural size and enlarged. Madison limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station
7618).
FIGURES 14, 15. Exteriors of two pedicle valves. Madison limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 7618).
Chonetes logani
FIGURES 16,17, 18. Three views of a pedicle valve referred to this species. After Girty.
Park.
Productus gallatinensis
FIGURES 19,20, 21. Three views of a pedicle valve.

Madison limestone, Yellowstone National

Madison limestone, Montpelier quadrangle, Idaho (station 7419).
Productus parviformis

FIG~RES

22, 23, 24. Three views of a pedicle valve. After Girty. Madison limestone, Yellowstone National Park.
FIGURES 25 and 26. Two views of a brachial valve referred to the same species. Madison limestone, T. 8 S., R. 41 E., Idaho
(station 7622).
Productus galeanus Girty, n. sp. (p.412)
FIGURES 27, 28, 29, 30.
FIGURES 31,32.

Four views of a pedicle valve. Figure 28 is enlarged to 1% diameters. Madison limestone, Montpelier
quadrangle, Idaho (station 7419).
Two views of a brachial valve. Madison limestone, Montpelier quadrangle, Idaho (station 7419).

FIGURES 33,34.

Two views of a pedicle valve. .Madisori limestone, Afton quadrangle, Wyo. (station 1437).

Rhynchotetra elongata
Spiriferina solidirostris
FIGURE 35. Exterior of a pedicle valve.

After Girty.

Madison limestone, Yellowstone National Park.
Spirifer centronatus

FIGURE 36. 'Exterior of a brachial valve. After Hall and Whitfieid . . Madison limestone, Dry Canyon, Utah.
FIGURE 37.· Exterior of a pedicle valve. After White. Madison limestone, Mountaiti Spring, Nev.
Composita humilis
FIGURES 38, 39. Views of two specimens.

Madison limestone, Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 7661).

Bellerophon mansfieldianus Girty, n. sp. (p.413)
FIGURE 40. View of two silicified specimens cemented together by chert. Madison limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle,· Idaho
(station 1441).
FIGURE 41. Side view of the specimen on the left. Madison limestone, Slug Creek q~adrangle, Idaho (station 1441).
Euomphalus luxus
FIGURES 42, 43. Two views of a small specimen.

After Hall and Whitfield .. Madison limestone, Dry Canyon, Utah.
Euomphalus utahensis

FIGURE 44. Upper side of one of the type specimens.

After Hall and Whii~eld.

Madison limestone, Dry Canyon, Utah.

Straparollus ophirensis
FIGURES 45,46. Two views of the type specimen.

After Hall and Whitfield.

Madison limestone, Dry Canyon, Utah.

Platyceras sp.
FIGURE 47 ..View of an unidentified specimen. After Girty.
FIGURES 48,49, 50. Three views of a specimen possibly belonging to a different species, X2.
Yellowstone National Park.

After Girty.

Madison limestone.

Phillipsia peroccidens
FIGURE 51. A fragmentary pygidium referred to this species.
62

l\1adison limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 80b).
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phosphate bed, and near Logan, Utah, Finch u1 '{as
Name.-The Brazer liInestone was named by found such a bed in datk shales at the base of the
Richardson 13 frOln Brazer Canyon, in the Crawford Brazer limestone.' In some prospects ,south of Joes
Gap, in the Montpelier district (see p. 267), a bed 3 or
Mountains, Randolph quadrangle, Utah.
4
feet thick, composed of dark-brown phosphatic limy
Distribution.-The Brazer limestone is exposed in
and limestone with a very little oolitic material,
shale
each of the quadrangles mapped except the Freedom.
may
lie
at this horizon. Nodules of chert that have
In the Montpelier quadrangle it occurs in four localand irregular forms and' streaks of chert
concentric
ities-in the Preuss Range (Meade Peak and adjacent
are
present
at many localities. Locally the limestones
ridges, pIs. 34 and 46, B), at Montpelier and along the
and are interbedded with sandstones.
are
arenaceous
Bear River Plateau north of Hot Springs, and at the
At
many
places,
however, the beds are composed of
mouths of St. Charles and Dry Canyons, on the west
relatively
pure
limestone
.adapted for industrial use.
side of Bear Lake Valley.
The
limestones
are
at
some
places specked with sidIn the Slug Creek quadrangle this formation occuand
seamed
with
calcite
and
at certain horizons are
erite
pies considerable areas in Tps. 9 and 10 S., Rs. 43 arid'
al?undan,tly
fossiliferous,
but
considerable
portions of
44 E. It, forms much of the high ridge between the
the
formation
are
barren
or
only
sparingly
fossiliferforks of Twin Creek and follows the canyon of the
The
fauna,includes
large
cup'
corals'
with
ulany
ous.
Left Fork across the divide into the head of Slug
fine
septa,
Syringopora,
Lithostrotion,
Martinia,
and
Creek. It makes the crest of the Aspen Ran'ge, where
Productus
brazerianus.
Th~ Martinias are found,in,~ ,
the range is crossed by the line between Bannock and
Bear Lake Counties, in the southwest corner of bed near the t<;>p of the formation. The limestones
T. 9 S., R. 44 E., and is exposed at several places. are resistant to :weathering and conspicuous as cliff:
.
.
along the southwest flank of the range. Fine ledges makers, and produce a rugged"country.
PI.ate 35, A, shows 110w the Brazf,}r ,Iimes'ton'e forms '
are displayed in Fossil Canyon, Swan Lake Gulch,
the
backbone. of a .rough ridge, the summit of which \is
and Sulphur Canyon.
called
Limerock Mountain, in the southern part"of
In the Crow Creek quadrangle the Brazer limethe
Cranes
Flat quadrangle.
-.
stone follows the west flank of Dry Ridge near tho
The'
following'
sec~io~
'was
measured
on th~' iLorth
~st boundary for about 5 miles and fornls the crest
side
of
Wells
Canyon,'
i~ T. 1Q S., R. 45 E., in the
of the anticlinal Snowdrift Mountain for a somewhat
greater distance. It also forms a broad strip along Crow Creek quadrangle: '.
the west side, of the valley of Crow Creek; in the nO.rth- TABLE l6.-Section of exposed part of Brazer limestone' o~
north ~ide of Wells Canypn, T. 10 S., R. 45 E., Boise meridian,
east corner of T. 10 S., R. 45 E.
Fe~t
Idaho
.
'
In the flenry quadrangle exposures of the Brazer are Limestone,
earthy; conta.ins chert in irregular conconfined to a few small areas in the southwestern and
cretions and streaks parallel to bedding ____________ _
20
northeastern parts of the quadrangle.
Limestone, light gray to whitish, thin bedded; fOSRil
collection 101
.
46
The Lanes Creek quadrangle contains notable
whit;,~;l~~;;~~s-;-b~~~-l;r~~;~~h;;~t~id~~ =
Sandstone,
14
exposures of the formation in the high ridge in the
Limestone, dark' gray, crinoidal, includes a Martinia
northwestern part of the quadrangle and on the , zone; about _______________________________ -'-_____ 100
southwest flank of the ridge northeast of Wooley Shale and reddish quartzite fragments; about ___ ~______
30
Valley. Also a number of smaller exposures are con- Quartzite, whitish; outcrops small and scattered; bears
small zaphrentoids ______________ .,._ ______ __ __ _____ 270
nected with local anticlines in the southwestern part
Concealed_________________________________________
200
of T. 7 S., R. 44 E.
.
Limestones, gray, ,in I-foot to 3-foot beds; fossil collecThe Cranes Flat quadrangle contains conspicuous
tions___________________________________________
450
exposures of the Brazer in Wilson Ridge, in the ·Base of Brazer limestone not exposed.
1, 130
southern part of the quadrangle, besides lesser areas
in the southeast corner and on the west border near
'Age.-The upper Mississippian age of the Brazer
the center of T. 4. S., R. 40 E.
.Iimest,one rests' on abundant fossil' evidence, as
Oharacter.-The ,Brazer limestone rests with appar- indicated in the following .discussion kindly contribent conformity on the Madison limestone, but evi- ,uted by G. H. Girty. (See also pIs. 23, 24, and 25.)
dence set forth on page 183 shows that it is probably
A large number of collections were taken from the Brazer.
unconformable on that formation. The rocks are
lnassive, gray, light to dark, and weather white to· Some of the collections show characters that suggest a classification into distinct faunal groups. Most, however by comlight gray. Locally a dark shale, about 15 feet thick
bining the characters of several, appear no more related to one·
is developed near the top. In the Ogden district: group than to another, or, by lacking individual character
Utah, . Blackwelder 14 has reported a Mississippian show no close relation to any. Some of the differences in th;
BRAZER· LIMESTONE

1/

18

Richardson, O. B" The Paleozoic section in northern Utah: Am. Jour. Set.,

4th ser" vol. 36, pp. 406-416, 1913.
U Blackwelder, Eliot, Phosphate deposits east or Ogden, Utah: U. S. Oeol. Survey Bull. 430, p. 539, 1910.

Brazer faunas undoubtedly bear a relation to geologic time;:
. others appear to be local or accidental.
.
15

Finch, E. H" manuscript report.

PLATE 23
Productus brazerianus
FIGURES 1, 2. A large brachial valve (preserved a.s an external mold) and a small pedicle valve.
Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho-Wyo. (station 112).

After Girty.

Brazer limestone,

Productus aft'. P. keokuk
FIGURES 3, 4, 5. Three views of a specimen retaining both valves. Brazer limestone, Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho-Wyo.
(station 101).
FIGURE 6. Impression of a brachial valve. Brazer limestone, Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho-Wyo. (station 101).

Productus richardsi Girty, n. sp. (p. 414).
FIGURES' 7, 8. Two views of a brachial valve preserved as an external mold. Brazer limestone, Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho-Wyo •
. (station 101).
FIGURES 9, 10. Two views of a more coarsely ribbed brachial'valve, similarly preserved. Brazer limestone, Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho-Wyo. (station 44).
FIGURES 11, 12, '13. Three views of a pedicle valve. Brazer limestone, Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho-Wyo. (station 101).
FIGURES 14,15, 16.' Three views of another pedicle valve. Brazer limestone, Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho-Wyo. (station 101).
FIGURES 17,18, 19. Three views of a finely ribbed pedicle valve. Brazer limestone, Cranes Flat quadrangle, Idaho (station 3034a).

Diaphragmus elegans
FIGURES 20,21,22,23. Four views of a somewhat damaged specimen that retains"both valv~s. Figure 21 shows part of the brachial
valve surrounded by the broad diaphragm; the other figures show the line of cleavage where the
diaphragm meets the' pedicle valve, here close to the matgin. Brazer limestone, Crow Creek
quadrangle, Idaho:-Wyo. (station 101).
FIGURES 24, 25, 26, 27. Four figures of another specimen similarly preserved. Figure 24, unlike. Figure 21, shows the brachial
valve and diaphragm as preserved with the marginal' parts instead of with the dome of the pedicle
valve. In this specimen the pedicle valve is developed much farther beyond the diaphragm than in
the other. Brazer limestone, Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho-Wyo. (station 101).
Com~osita

sulcata

FIGURES 28, 29, 30. Three views of a specimen from which much of the thick shell has been exfoliated. Brazer limestone, Slug
Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 828) .
.FlGURES 31, 32, 33. Three views of another specimen. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 828).

Pugnoides parvulus Girty, n. sp. (p. 414).
FIGURES 34, 35, 36. Three views of a specimen that has exceptionally strong and numerous plications, of which four occur on the
fold and four others, which are distinct, on the lateral slopes, X 2. Brazer limestone, Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 3023).
:FIGURES 37, 38. Two views of a specimen that has three plications on the iold and three on each lateral slope, the last one faint,
X 2. Brazer limestone, Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 3023).,
FIGURES 39, 40. Two views of a specimen that has four plications on the fold and three on the lateral slopes, two distinct and one
faint, X 2. Brazer limestone, Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 3023).
FIGURES 41, 42. Two views of a globular specimen that has five plications on the fold and three on each lateral slope, X 2. Brazer
limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 975).
FIGURES 43, 44. Two views of a globular specimen that has four plications on the fold and three on each lateral slope, the last one
on each side scarceiy more than a denticle in the margin, X 2. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 975).
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TYPICAL FOSSILS OF THE BRAZER LIMESTONE

PLATE

24

Martinia lata Girty, n. sp. (p. 417)
FIGUUES 1, 2, 3.

Three views of a specimen that is broken across the front. The brachial valve is slightly displaced. Brazer
limestone, Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho-Wyo. (stations 108 and 108a).
FIGURES 4, 5. Two views of another specimen which has a conspicuous sinus in both valves. Here also the brachial valve is displaced. Brazer limestone, Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho-Wyo. (stations 108 and 108a).
FIGUUES 6, 7. Two views of a specimen complete at the anterior end but broken at one side. The valves are considerably displaced, causing the specimen to appear unsymmetrical. Brazer limestone, Crow Creek quadrangle,
Idaho-Wyo. (stations 108 and 108a).
Spirifer aft'. S. pellensls
!i'IOUUES 8, 9, 10, 11.

Four views of an exfoliated specimen.

Brazer limestone, T. 8 S., R. 41 E., Idaho (station 7623).

Spirifer brazerianus Girty, n. sp. (p. 416)
FIGURES 12, 13. Two 'views of an imperfect specimen. Brazer limestone, Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho-Wyo. (station 101).
FIGUUES 14, 15, 16, 17. Four views of a fairly complete specimen. Malformation on one side renders the specimen very unsym- .
metrical. Brazer limestone, Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho-Wyo. (station 101).
Spirifer haydenianus Girty, n. sp. (p. 416)
FIOUItInS 18, 19, 20, 21.

Four figures of the type specimen. This Spirijer is not only much more extended transversely than S.
brazerianus but also less convex and less strongly flexed into a fold and sinus. Brazer limestone, Slug
Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 7609).
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PLATE

25

Pleurotomaria aspeniana Girty, n. sp. (p. 427)
Three views of a characteristic specimen. In Figure 3 faint growth lines are shown sweeping backward to the
.
slit band above, X3. Brazer limestone,· Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 975).
FIGURES 4, 5, 6, 7. Four views of a rather large specimen X 3. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 975).

FIGURES 1, 2, 3.

Pleurotomaria brazeriana Girty, n. sp. (p. 428)
FIGURES 8, 9. Two views of a broken specimen X 3. Brazer limestone, Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 3023).
FIGURES 10, 11. Two views of a smaller specimen X3. Brazer limestone, Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 3023).
FIGURE 12. A broken specimen with sharply expressed sculpture X 3. Brazer limestone Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 3023).
Pleurotomaria pealeana Girty, n. sp. (p. 429)
FIGURES 13, 14, 15, 16.
FIGURES 17, 18.

Four views of what is probably a young specimen X 3. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho
(station 7607a).
Two views of a large specimen apparently belonging to the same species X 2. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek
quadrangle, Idaho (station 975).
Worthenia?

FIGURES 19,20.

sp.

Two views of a specimen whose sculpture is not sharply defined X3.
Idaho (station 975).
Pleurotomaria dinglensis

FIGURES

2~,

FIGU~ES

25, 26, 27.

22, 23, 24.

G~rty,

Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle,

n. sp. (p. 428)

.

Four views of the typical specimen
.
. X·5. Brazer limestone, Montpelier quadrangle, Idaho (station 1440).
Phanerotrerna brazerianurn Girty, n. sp. (p. 430)

Three views of the typical specimen X 5.

Brazer limestone, Montpelier quadrangle, Idaho (station 1446).

Phymatifer? tr~carinatus Girty, n. sp: (p. 431)
FIGURES 28, 29, 30.

Three viE)ws of the typical specimen X 3.

Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 975).

Bulirnorpha· elegans Girty, n. sp. (p. 432)
FIGURES 31, 32.

Two views of the typical specimen.. Natural size. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station
975).
Capulus striatulus Girty, n. sp. (p. 430)

FIGURES 33, 34, 35. Three views of a characteristic specimen X 2. Brazer limestone, Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 3023).
FIGURES 36,37,38. Three views of a specimen which, if not broken at the posterior margin, is more inclined X 2.. Brazer limestone,
Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 3023).
.
Capulus striatulus Girty, var. gracilis
FIGURES 39, 40, 41. Three views of the typical specimen X 4.

Girty~

n. var. (p. 431)

Brazer limestone, Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 3023).

Leptodesrna occidentale Girty, n. sp. (p. 418)
FIGURES 42, 43, 44. Three left valves of slightly different character X 3. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station
7606a).
Edmondia brazeriana Girty, n. sp. (p. 418)
FIGURE 45. The typical specimen X 4.

Brazer limestone, MontI:>elier quadrangle, Idaho

(stat~on

1446).

Schizodus sernistriatus Girty, n. sp. (p. 418)
FIGURES 46, 47, 48, 49. Two right valves, natural size and enlarged to 3 diameters.
Idaho (station 1446).

Brazer limestone, Montpelier quadrangle,.

Sphenotus meekanus Girty, n. sp. (p. 426)
FIGURE 50. The typical

specim~n

X 4.

Brazer limestone, Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 3023).
Streblopteria sirnpliciformis Girty, n. sp. (p. 419)

FIGURES 51, 52. Two right valves X 2. Brazer limestone, Montpelier quadrangle, Idaho (station 1446).
FIGURES 53, ~4, 55. Two left valves and one right valve X2. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 975).
Streblopteria simpliciforrnis Girty, var. rnarginata Girty,

n.

var. (p. 420)

FIGURES 56,57,58,59. Two left valves. The inflected margins are not as conspicuous in the side views as they are in the specimens
themselves, X 2. Brazer limestone, Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 3023).
[Description continued on p. 67]
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PLATE 25

.

PLATE 25-Continued
Cypricardella dubja Girty, n. sp. (p. 422)
FIGURE 60. The typical specimen X 4.

Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 975).
Cypricardella occidentalis Gir~y, n. sp. (p. 423)

FIGURE 61. The typical specimen X 4.

Brazer limestone, Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 3023).

Cypricardella occidentalis Girty, var. lacus-cygni Girty, n. var. (p. 424)
FIGURE 62. The typical specimen X 4.

Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 7606a).
Cypricardella varicosa Girty, n. sp. (p. 426)

FIGU1'~E

63. The typical specimen X 4.

Brazer limestone,. Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 7606a).
Cypricardella sublevis Girty, n. sp. (p. 424)

FIGURE 64. The typical specimen X 4.

Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 7606a).
Cypricardella sectoralis Girty, n. sp. (p. 424)

FIGURE 65. A right valve X4. BrazerJimestone, Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 3923).
FIGURE 66. A left valve X4. Brazer'limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 975).
Cypricardella tenuilineata Girty, n. sp. (p.425)
FIGURE 67. The typical specimen X 4.

Brazer limestone, Henry quadrangle, Idaho (station 3023).
Cypricardella brazeriana Girty, n. sp. (p. 422)-

FIGUU1)}S 68,69,70,71. Views of two specimens retaining both valves. The original of Figures 70 and 71: may be regarded as the
type specimen X 4. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 7606a).
Cypricardella gibbosa Girty, n. sp. (p. 423)
FIGURES 72, 73, 74. Three views of a large specimen retaining both valves X4. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho
(station 975).
FIGURE 75. A small but characteristic specimen X4. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 7606a).
Cypricardella subquadrata Girty, n. sp. (p. 425)
FIGURE 76. The typical specimen X 4. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 7606a).
FIGURES 77, 78. A small specimen which retains both valves but which is doubtfully referred to this species X 4.
Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 7607a).

Brazer limestone;

Girtyella turgida
FIGURES 79, 80,81. Three views of a somewhat compressed specimen. Natural size. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle~
Idaho (station 975).
FIGU1~ES 82,83,84. Three views of gibbous specimen.
Natural size. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 975).
Camarophoria explanata
FIGURES 85,86,87. -Three views of a large strongly plicated specimen. Natural size. Brazer limestone, Crow Creek quadrangle,
Idaho-Wyo. (station 101).
'
FIGURES 88, 89, 90, 91. Four views of a specimen which is nearly perfect but which is unsymmetrical, possibly through compression.
Natural size. Brazer limestone, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 7411).
Cranaena occidentalis Girty, n. sp. (p. 415)

FIGU~]<}S 92, 93, 94, 95. Four views of the typical specimen.

The valves have become somewhat skewed, which has caused the
specimen to appear slightly unsymmetrical and has somewhat erihanced the pentagonal shape of the
outline. Natural size. Brazer limestone, Portneuf quadrangle, Idaho -(station 5925).
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Taken as a. whole, the Brazer fauna is peculiafly rich in
corals, which consequently form one 'of its characteristic
features. Most striking among these are colonies of the
Lithostrotion type, some of which have a massive, others a
bushy mode of growth. Scarcely less common, though decidedly less characteristic, are masses of Syringopora. Cup corals
also are very abundant, and some of them are exceptionally
large. They have been referred in part to Cyathophyllum
(C. multilamella), in part to Campophyllum, and many or the
s~aller forms are referable to Triplophyllum.
Other genera,
such as Amplexus, Lophophyllum, Cystelasma, and Clisiophyllum,
have likewise been recognized in a more or less provisional
manner. No group of Carboniferous fossils that is as aburtdant
and as sigI;lificant as the corals has received so little attention
and is in so chaotic a condition, and what has just been said
, of the corals of the Brazer is merely an attempt to convey some
general idea of their character and abundance; but little close
study has been applied to them. The Lithostrotions are
largely confined to this formation. Lithostrotion-like forms
have been noted in a few collections from the Madison and
also in a few collections from the Wells, but either the generic
reference or the stratigraphic reference is in most cases tinctured with doubt. The large cup corals also are found chiefly
in the Brazer, but the small zaphrentoids of the Triplophyllum
type and the Syringoporas range practically' throughout the
Madison, the Brazer, and the Wells. Those that belong to
the different periods are to be distinguished, if at all, only by
careful and laborious study. Some of the Brazer collections
contain corals alone; some contain corals with a varying quota
of other forms; very few ,are entirely without them.
Some of the Brazer collections are characterized by the
extreme abundance of a single species, almost to the exclusion
of other types. Productus brazerianus, which is itself a rather
striking form, if for no other reason than because of its large
size, sometimes occurs in this way, forming the main constituent of certain beds of limestone. At other localities M artinia
lata is found with scarcely more rock than is necessary to hold
the shells together, thus creating a sort of paradox, inasmuch
as specimens are so numerous that perfect ones are hardly to
be obtained. A much smaller Martinia is in places equally
abundant; whether these are young shells of M. lata or a distinct species has not been satisfactorily determined. In some
collections Martinia lata and Productus brazerianus occur
together, and in others (though by no means in such great numbers) they form part of a varied fauna, so that it is only where
the faunal phase is highly specialized that the collection falls
naturally into one group rather than into another.
'As has just been said, for the most part only collections of
marked peculiarity are amenable to decisive classification, and in
many instances, no doubt, the peculiarities are due more to the
acciden ts of collecting than to some property of the horizon or of
the place. Large corals, whether colonies of Lithostrotion or
individuals of the smaller but nevertheless conspicuous cyathophylloids, would, in a collection hastily made, be the first fossils
to be taken, or possibly the only ones, where without question
a larger, more varied, and perhaps more diagnostic fauna might
have been recovered. On the other hand, the small, inconspicuous shells of the so-called Spergen fauna of the Brazer
limestone, to which consideration will shortly be given, might
be overlooked if the rock were not closely examined ..
Some of the Brazer faunas doubtless owe their character to
accident or at least to causes obscure and, so fa,r as can be
judged, of minor significance. Other facies, however, ,are
related to stratigraphic occurrence. Thus, near the top of the
Brazer we found at some localities a varied fauna which has a
Chester facies and is comparable in many respects to the typical
Chester faunas of the Mississippi Valley. Apparently holding
a stratigraphic position below this Chester fauna, we found in

places another interesting and rather well-defined fauna which
consists for the most part of small pelecypods and gastropods,
and is comparable to the Spergen and Ste. Genevieve faunas of
the Mississippian section. This fauna is probably to be regarded as older than the foregoing on faunal as well as on stratigraphic evidence. These aspects of the Brazer fauna deserve
detailed consideration.
The Chester fauna in its most typical aspect was found at the
top of the Brazer, though in only a few places. Other collections, less well'marked faunally or less well located stratigraphically, contain some of the 'more characteristic species,
but they also contain some that are alien. As illustrating the
Chester fa.una, therefore, it has seemed best to list one large
and cha,racteristic collection rather than to compile a list from
a number of collections in which there were possibly included
species from other faunas and other horizons. Two collections
made on different occasions but at the same locality have, then,
furnished the following species:
A characteristic fauna from beds near the top of the Brazer limestone collected in the Crow Creek quadrangle, sec. 10, T. 10 S.,
R. 45 E. (Station 101, p. 63.)
Edmondia sp.
Campophyllum, n. sp.
Sphenotus sp.
Anisotrypa? sp.
Parallelodon sp.
Stenopora aff. S. ramosa.
Anomalopora fibrosa, n. gen. Cypricardinia indianensis.
Schizodus sp.
and n. sp.
Rhombopora sp.
Myalina elongata.
Pseudomonotis? sp.
Productus ovatus.
Productus richardsi.
Conocardium sp.
Sulcatipinna ludlowi.
Productus aff. P. inflatus.
Productus aff. P. keokuk.
Deltopecten? aff. D. batesvilProductus sp.
lensis.
Pustula aff. P. genevievensis.
Deltopecten? atf. D .. tahlePustula? sp.
quahensis.
Diaphragmus elegans.
Aviculipecten atf. A. jenneyi.
Camarophoria explanata.
Pleurotomaria? sp.
Dielasma sp.
Euomphalus sp.
Spirifer brazerianus.
Meekospira aff. M. minuta.
Spirifer aff. S. pellensis.
Orthoceras sp.
Brachythyris? sp.
Griffithides mucronatus.
Poretus? sp.
Spiriferina aff. S. salemensis.
Composita trinuclea.
To this list the following species may be added as coming
from the same horizon-or at least so it is thought-but from
scattered localities. In this connection it may be well to note,
though the same caution applies generally, that the collections
were made at various times and by various collectors, not all
of them equally careful or well versed, and that some features
which appear anomalous may be due to a failure to discriminate between different horizons in the field or sometimes to
mixing in the laboratory.
Lithostrotion sp.
Pentremites aff. P. conoideus
var. perlongus.
Schellwienella, n. sp.
Chonetes loganensis.
Productus inflatus.
Product us aff. P. parvus.
I

Pustula aff. P. vittata.
Dielasma atf. D. formosum.
Cliothyridina sublamellosa.
Eumetria verneuiliana. .
Hustedia sp.
Phanerotrema brazerianum.
. Bembexia sp.

Although this highest fauna of the Brazer is not a typical
Chester fauna, inasmuch as it lacks some of the commonest
forms of the typical Chester and contains others not found
there at all, it is, without much question, of Chester age. This
is indicated by its general facies and especially by such species
as Diaphragmus elegans and Camarophoria explanata, which
are fairly abundant. Of the types that are almost omnipresent
in the typical Chester faunas but are absent in this one Archi-
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medcs and Pcntrcmites are undoubtedly most worthy of note,
but Archimedes and Pentremites, in their abundance at least
seem to be regional types and largely restricted to the eastern
half of the continent. Archimedes does occur in the 'West, and
even abundantly, but only a few such occurrences are known,
while Pcntremites, though not unrecorded, is or appears to be
in our western faunas among the rarest of Mississippian types.
Other though less diagnostic species wi~l also come to mind as
being absent from the Brazer fauna listed above, but the absence of such types is in line with what we know of the Chester
faunas of the West, even though it is at variance with what
wo know of the Chester faunas of the East. On the other
hand, Spirijer brazerianus, Spirijer haydenianus, Productus
richardsi, and some others are distinctly alien to the faunas of
the typical Chester. Indeed, S. brazerianus and S. haydenianus
represent types of Spirijer that in the Mississippi Valley have
not been found above the Keokuk, and they lend the Brazer
fauna a singular character. They are probably to be regarded
as varieties of Spirifer striatus, just as Productus brazerianus is
probably to be regarded as a variety of P. giganteus, thus allying the Brazer faunas with that of the Mountain limestone of
Asia, of contipental Europe, and of England, or at least suggesting
that the Brazer had a composite or intermediate facies between
that fauna and our own typical Mississippian. Certain aspects
of this highest fauna of the Brazer carry a suggestion of early
Chester if not of slightly pre-Chester age. As of this character
one might cite Productus aif. P. keokuk, Pustula aff. P. genevievensis, Spirijerina aif. S. salemensis, Composita trinuclea, and
somo others. More complete collections and more detailed
study are needed before the upper Brazer fauna can be correlated definitely with any minor subdivision of the typical
Mississippian secti~n.
The fauna of the Brazer, which is on the whole more interesting than Ilny other, is the one which has been the longest
known. In 1873 Meek 16 published a notice of a fauna. from
the divide between Ross Fork and Lincoln Valley, Mont., which
presented a remarkable resemblance to the Spergen fauna of
Indiana and which is probably the same fauna that I am about
t.o consider, though a wide stretch of country lies between them.
Meek's list, with his annotations,17 I quote as follows:
1. Zaphrentis stu.nsburyi Hall (?).
2. Cyathophyllum subcaespitosum Meek.
3. Lophophyllum or Cyathaxonia. Perhaps more than one
small species.
4. Syringopora.
5. Platycrinus. Body only of a very small globose species.
6. Pentremites bradleyi Meek.
7. Pentremites godoni Defrance (?).
8. Pentremites conoideus Hall.
9. Pentremites subconoideus Meek.
10. Mclonites. A single very thick, hexagonal, interambulacral
plate, with outer surface a little convex and granular.
12. Hernipronites. Very small or only about one-half inch in
diameter, with a high triangular area.
13. Productus. About half an inch in diameter, very gibbous;
beak narrow, stongly inc~rved; surface· smooth, or
apparently so.
14. Productus. Like P. biserialis Hall.
15. Productus semireticuJatus Martin (species). Large and
well developed.
16. Productus longispinus Sowerby. Of usual size.
17. Rhynchonella macro. Hall (?).
18. Rhynchonella lllutata Hall (?).
19. Athyris. Small and like A. hirsuta Hall.
20. Hetzia verneuiliana Hall.
21. Spirifero Very small; like a miniature S. opimus Hall.
10

17

U. S. Gool. and Goog. Survoy Terr. Ann. Rept. for 1872, p. 433, 1873.
Idom, p. 470.
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22. Spiriferina. Like S. spinosa (Spirifera spinosa Hall) but
smaller and apparently without spine bases.
23. Terebratula turgida Hall.
24. N ucula shumardii Hall.
25. Macrodon (?).
26. Cypricardina indianensis (Cypricardella indianensis Hall).
27. Cypricardella plicata Hall (?).
28. Cypricardella subelliptica Hall (?).
29. Nuculana nasuta (Nucula nasuta Hall?).
30. Conocardium meekianum Hall (?).
31. Platyceras. One or more small species.
32. Euomphalus spurgenensis Hall.
33. N aticopsis. Like N aticopsis carleyi (N atica carleyi Hall).
34. Bellerophon. Two small smooth species.
35. Holopea. Fragments of very small species.
36. Pleurotomaria. Very small.
37. Cythere. Very near C. carbonaria Hall.
38. Spirorbis annulatus Hall.
39. Phillipsia. Fragments of small species.

Faunas more or less closely resembling that listed by Meek
are represented among my collections by nine lots, but as they
differ somewhat among themselves and may not have come
from the same horizon, it has seemed best to list one representative collection and offer comments merely on the others.

A varied fauna which has a Spergen jacies, collected jrom the
Brazer limestone in the NE. U sec. 14-, T. 5 S., R. 41 E.,6U
miles northwest oj Henry (station 3023)
Cladochonus sp.
Paleacis cuneiformis.
Triplophyllum aff. T. cassedayi.
Cystelasma aff. C. tabulatum.
Lithostrotion? sp.
Echinocrinus, 2 sp.
Pentremites sp.
Mesoblastus, n. sp.
Fistulipora sp.
Stenopora sp.
Batostomella sp.
Dichotrypa sp.
Anomalopora fibrosa n. gen.
and n. sp.
Fenestella, several sp.
Hemitrypa sp.
Polypora sp.
Cystodictya lineata.
Cystodictya pustulosa.
Streblotrypa sp.
Crania sp.
Streptorhynchus sp.
Productus brazerianus, n. sp.?
Productus ovatus.
Productus aff. P. parvus.
Productus aff. P. setiger.
Pustula biseriata.
Pustula indianensis.
Pustula, n. sp.
Camarotoechia grosvenori.
Camarotoechia sp.
Pugnoides parvulus, n. sp.
Girtyella turgida.
Dielasma formosum.
Dielasma, n. sp.
Dielasma? sp.
Spirifer pellensis.
Spirifer aff. S. rostellatus
Brachythyris sp.

Spiriferina afr .. S. salemensis.
Spiriferina transversa.
Spiriferina transversa var.
Spiriferina sp.
Reticularia setigera.
Composita trinuclea.
Composita sp.
Cliothyridina hirsuta.
Eumetria verneuiliana.
N ucula randolphensis?
Nucula illinoisensis?
N ucula shumardiana?
Leda, n. sp.
Yoldia levistriata?
Yoldia sp.
Parallelodon aff. P. obsoletus.
Parallelodon aff. P. carbonarius.
Parallelodon micronema.
Leptodesma occidentalE~, n. sp.
Conocardium pratteninum.
Conocardium afr. C. carinatum.
Conocardium, 3 sp.
Schizodus semistriatus, n. sp.
Streblopteria simpliciformis, n.
sp.
Streblopteria simpFciformiB
var. marginata, n. var.
Deltopecten aff. D. monroensis.
Myalina afr. M. swallowi.
Myalina elongata.
SphenotuB plicatus.
Sphenotus MeekianuB, n. sp.
Sphenotus monroensis.
Sphenotus, 2 sp.
Sphenotus?, n. sp.
Cypricardinia indianensis.
Oypricardinia indi~nensis var.
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Cypricardinia?, n. sp.
Cypricardella sectoralis, n. sp.
Cypricardella brazeriana, n.
sp.
Cypricardella tenuilineata, n.
sp.
Cypricardella occidentalis, n.
sp.
Cypricardella gibbosa, n. sp.
Cypricardella sp.
'
Levidentalium venustum.
Dentalium??, n. sp.
Gryphochiton parvus.
Bellerophon sublevis.
Bellerophon sp.
Bucanopsis textilis.
Euphemus randolphensis.
Pleurotomaria henryensis.
Pleurotomaria brazeriana.
Pleurotomaria brazeriana var.
Pleurotomaria bradleyi.
Pleurotomaria bradleyi var.
Pleurotomaria afr. P. piasaensis.
Pleurotomaria afr. P. gifrordi.
Pleurotomaria, 3 sp.
Euconospira, 2 sp.
Euconospira? sp.
Goniospira?, n. sp.
Murchisonia aff~ M. archimedes.
Murchisonia afr.' M: missouriensis.
Murchisonia afr. M. nebraskensis.
Straparollus planispira.
Straparollus subumbilicatus?
Str~parollus quadrivolvis.

Euomphalus spergenensis?
Euomphalus similis, var. planus.
Cyclonema afr. C. globosum.
Cyclonema, 2 sp.
Anomphalus rotuliformis.
Naticopsis wortheni.
N aticopsis carleyana.
Sphaerodoma afr. S. hallana.
Sphaerodoma
stinesvillensis
var.
Sphaerodoma afr. S. fusiformis.
Sphaerodoma? melanoides.
Pseudomelania? sp.
Bulimorpha elegans, n. sp.
Aclisina afr. A. quadricarinata.
Aclisiha?? sp.
Holopella, 4 sp.
Holopea proutana.
ij:olopea afr. H. oligo spira.
Capulus striatulus, n. sp.
Capulus sp.
Platyceras afr. ,P. acutirostre.
,Platyceras afr. P. latum.
Orthoceras? sp.
Coelonautilus, 2 sp.
Coelonautilus? sp.
Griffithides, 2 sp.
Paraparchites carbonarius.
Paraparchites carbonarius var.
Paraparchites nicklesi.
Paraparchites, n. sp.
Bairdia attenuata.
Bairdia aff. B. cestriensis.
Bairdia, n. sp.
Bairdia sp.
Glyptopleura inopinata, var.

Pleurotomaria afr. P. arkan. sana.
Pleurotomaria, 2 n. sp.
Phanerotrema ·brazerianum.
Solenospira afr. S. turritella?
Solenospira afr. S. attenu~ta.
Euomphalus spergenensis var.
planorbiformis.
Euomphalus planispira.
Cyclonema afr. C. leavenworthanum.

Naticopsis splendens.
Sphaerodoma stinesvillensis.
Sphaerodoma littonana?
Bulimorpha afr. B .. chrysalis.
Bulimorpha bulimiformis?
Bulimorpha afr. B. elongata.
Macrocheilina canaliculato..
Aclisina afr. A. swallowiana.
Holopea, n.sp. afr.H. proutana.
Zygopleura, 2 sp.
Platyceras, n. sp.

Small pelecypods and gastropods resembling those of the
Spergen are found at several horizons in the Carboniferous.
In the East, faunas thus suggesting the Spergen occur in the
Chester, also in the Pottsville, and perhaps even in the higher
Pennsylvanian, if close regard for detail is not demanded.
Many of the pelecypods and gastropods of the higher horizons
merely resemble Spergen species but are not ideI;ltical with
them, and in any good collection, and especially in any series
of collections, -they are associated with forms that indicate
their true horizon. Indeed, the Madison fauna, which precedes
the Brazer in this region, is not without a goodly representation
of small gastropods and pelecypods, most of which belong to
Brazer genera and many of which closely resemble Brazer
speCIes. These types have been recovered from the Madison
in only a relatively few collections where the shells have been
silicified, but I suspect that they arc more common than is
apparent. Where I have seen them these small fossils show
great diversity,though their preservation is such that they can
be neither identified nor described. For this reason they are
not cited in the list of Madison fossils, that list in fact being
intended as an exposition of only the more characteristic species,
a description that does not fit these rare and little known 'forms.
Taken together they make up a facies so like that of the Brazer,
nice distinctions being out of the question, that, if the more
diagnostic or at least more closely identifiable species happen
to be lacking, there is actually some doubt as to where such
collections belong. It may well be que~tioned whether these
The foregoing list comprises approximately 150 species, but
misnamed "recurrences" of a Spergen fauna do ,not bespeak
to' give it entire seemed worth while in order to convey more
environmental conditions that were continuous through all
adequately the variety and richness of this interesting fauna as
geologic time but not continuous at the same place. In attemptit is represented in a single collection. To be sure, species have
ing to correlate the so-called Spergen fauna of the Brazer
been more liberally dispensed here than if the work had been of
limestone this question is not to be evaded.
the description order. There the tendency is to include doubt- .
The so-called Spergen fauna trom the Brazer contains a
ful forms with those definitely recognized, so as to avoid
number of new species, and these in the present state of our
burde~ing the literature; here no such consideration exists.
knowledge have little or ·no significance in correlation. It also
Long as it is, this list might be considerably augmented by
contains many species that are not known in the true Spergen
species' collected at other localities but supposed to belong in
fauna, some of which appear to belong to later faunas, and
the same fauna. Only those of special interest,however, will
others, though not definitely new or definitely identifiabie with
be cited; they are listed below:
.
later species, are at least definitely alien to the Spergen fauna
as we know it to-day. As conspicuous types that occur in the
Interesting species not found at station 3023, but contained ,in
Brazer and not in the Spergen may be mentioned M esoblastus,
other collections from' the' Brazer limestone, supposed to repreParallelodon, Schizodus, Streblopteria, Deltopecten, Myalina, and
sent about the same horizon
Euphemus, although these genera may' be represented in the
Cypricardella, sublevis, n. sp.
Endothyra baileyi
Brazer by new species or by forms -that appear to be identical
Cypricardella dubia, n. sp.
Lithostrotion harmodites?
with post-Spergen species .. Representatives of all these genera
Cypricardella varicosa, n. sp.
Pentremites bradleyi. .
are known in both older and younger rocks than the Spergen,
Cypricardella subquadrata, n.
Pentremites conoideus.
and undoubtedly representatives of them lived in Spergen time
sp.
Spirorbis annulatus.
as well, though they have not yet been found or if found, have
Gryphochiton, n. sp.
Spirorbis nodulosus.
not been recognized as of that age. It would be useless to
Chonetes loganensis.
Pleurotomaria asperiiana, n. sp.
speculate as to what the Spergen species of Euphemus and
Edmondia brazeriana, n. sp.
Pleurotomaria pealeana, n. sp .. other genera will be like when they are brought to lig1'!-.t, but
Pleurotomaria dinglensis, n.
Leda curta?
the consideration just advanced should make us wary in giving
sp.
Aviculipecten talboti.
weight to evidence of this sort. The fact that those genera
Aviculipecten squamula.
Pleurotomaria tayloriana.
are known in the Brazer but not in th:e Spergen does not necesSphenotus, n. sp. aff. S. obli- Pleurotomaria, n. sp. afr. P.
sarily point to the conclusion that this Brazer fauna is not of
conula.
quus.
Spergen age.
<
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Even if we take the more solid ground, caution rather greater
our collections is very meagerly represented. It is a facies that
than ordinary must be used in interpreting these facts as we
seems to be widely flung over· the North American Continent,
know them, for though it be granted that some of the identificafor it ranges from Alaska to Alabama, and that, so far as the
tions of the Brazer forms wIll be revised, the Brazer fauna
facts are known, makes its appearance always in the upper
Mississippian, though probably not always at the same horizon.
appears to contain some species that are known in the Spergen
Like the so-called Spergen fauna of the Brazer it most likely
and not in the later faunas and other species that are known in
represents the response to special conditions that may have
the later faunas and not in the Spergen. The explanation of
occurred simultaneously in several of the areas where it is
tho anomaly is to be found, I believe, largely in the imperfect
kn~wn, but hardly in all.
I refer to the fauna characterized by
state of our knowledge, for the "recurrent Spergen faunas"
Leiorhynchus carbonijerum and Productella hirsutiJormis but
have as yet received no detailed study, and the Spergen fauna
associated with various other forms, some assembled here, some
itself is known from only a small area and will undoubtedly
there. In the present instance Leiorhynchus carboniJerum is in
prove far more rich in genera and species than it now appears
our collection (lot 5944) associated with a productoid that is
to be. Another consideration that is far from negligible is the
probably Diaphragmus elegans, though it can not be definitely
great distance that lies between the Brazer fauna and many of
so identified. In another collection (lot 7489) the same species
those with which it has just been compared. The geographic
occurs associated with a large smooth productoid that is
factor would almost certainly assert itself strongly even between
probably Productella hirsutiJormis. Not in the region that we
. faunas that were contemporaneous.
are considering, but near Mackay, Productella hirsutiJ ormis is
In view of all the facts just recited, taken together with the
found in the Brazer associated with a rather varied fauna, which,
stratigraphic position of this fauna in the Brazer below a very
especially in its Productella-like forms, recalls the fauna of the
different fauna which shows marked Chester affinities, the fauna
Moorefield shale, though it lacks Leiorhynchus carboniferum and
from station 3023 may tentatively be regarded as essentially of
other
noteworthy Moorefield species.
Spergen age. Furthermore, the other Spergenlike faunas of the
Brazer, though they present individual features, are probably to
PENNSYLVANIAN SERIES
be regarded as of the same horizon with ~ach other and with this
one. Ii'urthermore, though on less substantial grounds, this
The Pennsylvanian rocks of the district all belong to
fauna from Idaho may probably be regarded as of essentially the
the
Wells formation. Like the Mississippian formasame age as the one from Montana reported by Meek, which
the Wells is brought to the surface by deformations
would thus correlate with the Spergen limestone just as Meek
tion and erosion. It assumes great topographic
believed that it did. These conclusions appear to ,be the most
conservative as a result of the more or less conflicting facts.
pr01ninence in the Preuss and Aspen Ranges and is
They may be regarded, so to speak, as in a state of unstable
exposed in lesser' areas in other parts of the region.
equilibrium, and quite open to revision as our knowledge
augments.
WELLS FORMATION
The more or less nondescript faunas of the Brazer characterized by M artinia lata or by Productus brazerianus or by the
Name.-The Wells formation was named from Wells
Lithostrotions have not been considered in their correlative
Canyon, T. 10 S., R. 45 E., in the Crow Creek quadaspects. I have used Diaphragmus elegans, Camarophoria
rangle, where the type section given below was measexplanata, and Spirijer brazerianus, and occasionally, where these
ls
ured.
were wanting, other ~orms or groups of forms for identifying
Distribution.-The Wells formation is exposed in
the Chester horizon of the Brazer. In that fauna, distinguished
in the manner described, nothing has been found that could be
each of the quadrangles mapped. In the Montdefinitely identified with either Product us brazerianus or M arpelier quadrangle it occupies an area of about 2 square
tinia lata (though the small Martinias mentioned above are
miles north of Crow Creek, along the north boundary.
found associated with Diaphragmus); and the Lithostrotions,
I t also occupies small areas a mile west of Meade Peak
too, arc essentially foreign to it. These types either do not occur
and in Georgetown (South) Canyon. It occurs on
at all in that Chester fauna or appear in it sparingly as collected
the west flank of the Sublette Ridge, and on the west
by the Geological Survey, and in a condition that forbids definite recognition. On the other hand, M. lata occurs freely with
side of Bear Lake Plateau north of Hot Springs it
Prod~tctus brazerianus. P. brazerianus is accompanied in many
forms a narrow band east of the Brazer limestone.
collections by Lithostrot'ion, and it is more or less closely linked
Also west of Bear Lake yalley th~re are local expowith the Spergen fauna. In the East and Mid.dle East Lithostrosures
along the east side of the fault in the vicinity of
tion, as is well known, is especially characteristic of the St. Louis
Paris and southward to St. Charles.
limestone, though it ranges also into the base of the Ste. Genevieve. M artinia is there largely, if not entirely, restricted to
I~ the Slug Creek quadrangle the Wells formation
Chester horizons, and Productus brazerianus has no representamakes a broad zigzag, more or less interrupted by
tivo at all unless it be Productus ovatus val'. la,tus in the Moorefaults and minor folds, around the tips of three large
field fauna, which I regard as probably pre-Chester in age. The
zonal distribution in the Brazer of Productus brazerianus, of . synclines that project southward into the quadrangle. Thus it constitutes portions of the flanks
M artinia lata, of the Lithostrotions, and of th,e Spergen fauna
can not be stated at this time, and I am inclined to doubt that
and crest of the Aspen Range, strips along the east
any zones in the Brazer are definitely characterized in that way.
side of Trail Creek, Slug Creek, and Dry Valleys, a
On'the countrary, I am inclined to believe that below the Chester
nort4ward-pointing triangle between Johnson and
horizon there is a considerable thickness of rocks in the Brazer
Slug Creeks, a southward-pointing triangle between
in which these faunas appear more or less indiscriminately and
Slug Creek and upper Dry Valley, and.part of a broad
which represents possibly other periods of time, but especially
in its faunal aspects the Spergen and St. Louis.
18 Richards, R. W., and Mansfield, G. R., The Bannock overthrust, a major fault
There remains to be mentioned one more aspect of the Brazer in southea.'1tern Idaho and northeastern Utah: Jour. Geology, vol. 20, pp. 681-707,
fauna-an aspect which is of especial interest but one which in
1912.
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loop around the syncline that is cut almost axially by
Georgetown Canyon .. There are also lesser areas
which contain the minor folds and faults, as in the
north-central part of T. 9 S., R. 43 E.
In the Crow Creek quadrangle the Wells formation
together with the Brazer limestone forms three long
anticlinal folds that extend northward with acurving
trend nearly through the west half of the quadrangle.
The Henry quadrangle contains four scattering
small areas in its west half and four larger areas in its
east half. These last form high northwestwardtrending ridges in Tps. 7, 6, and 5 S., R. 42 E.
The Lanes Creek quadrangle is marked by three
broad anticlinal belts of the Wells that extend in a
northwesterly· direction partly across the quadrangle
and are associated with the larger folds of the region.
There are also several smaller areas that are associated
with minor folds or faults or that represent continuations of larger structural features from the Slug Creek
quadrangle.
The Freedom quadrangle contains only a single
small anticlinal area of Wells in the southwest corner.
The Cranes Flat quadrangle has. several smaller
areas of Wells in the southeast corner and along the
southwest border. The main occurrence is in vVilson
Ridge in the southern. part of the quadrangle. Here
the Wells formation flanks the Brazer limestone north
and south.
Oharacter.-The Wells formation has three variable
but fairly distinct parts-a lower sandy and cherty
limestone facies, a midole sandy facies, and an upper
siliceous limestone. .The general topographic appearance of the Wells is· shown in Plate 40, O. Table 17
gives the result of the detailed measurement of the
formation at its type locality.
TABLE

17.-Section of Wells formation, north side of Wells
Canyon, T. 10 S., R. 45 E., Boise meridian, Idaho

Facies 1:
Limestone, light· brownish gray, sandy; contains
Squamularia or Composita, possibly Productus, and
crinoid stems________________________________
Chert, bluish gr~y___ _ ____________________ ______
Limestone, light brownish gray, sandy ____________
Facies 2:
Concealed_____________________
~_______________

Sandstone, gray, calcareous, fine grained; i~ loose
blocks and thin beds of quartzite or chert_ _ _____
Concealed_____________________________________
Sandstone, whitish, soft; in loose blocks; weathers
like limestonc~ includes small quartz-lined geodes; is poorly exposed and is partly represented
by sandy soil and small fragments___ _ _____ __ ___
Limestone, light bluish gray, earthy; has considerable dark chert______________________________
Sandstone, yellowish to red, in large blocks weathered rounded _____ .______________________ _____
Sandstone, whitish, rather sofL_ _ _____________ ___
Quartzite, white, weathers pink to red, in large loose
slabs, laminated and cross-bedded _____________ :..
Limestone, in part clear, in part cherty _ ____ ____ __

Feet

5
1
44
172
150
50

350
330
100
150
200
200

Facies 3:
Limestone, dark gray; has large chert concretions;
fossil collection No. 45________________________
Limestone, sandy, alternating with quartzite and
clearer limestohe_ _ ___ _______ ______ __ ___ ___ __ _
Sandstone, whitish, fine grained, one bed__________
Sandstone, red. in part, nearly quartzite, crossbedded_____________________________________
Limestone, sandy, with quartz-lined geodes, one
bed________________________________________
Sandstone, white to reddish, soft; bears abundant
Schizophoria; also represented by fossil collections Nos. 28 and 32 for near-by locality________
Sandstone, .one bed_____________________________
Sandstone, thin bedded; fossil collection 101c___ _ _ _

Feet

200
400
2
100
3

35
2
6
2,400

The lower part of the section has a maximum observed thickness of about 750 feet. In another locality
only 2 miles distant the same interval was represented
by only 100 feet of beds. San~y and cherty limestones
with their interbedded sandstones make up this portion of the formation. The limestones are dark gray
to bluish gray, and the ·chert is largely in the form of
nodules, some of which are oval and concentrically
banded and attain a length of 6 or 8 inches. There
are also bands and irregular streaks of chert. In the
sandy limestone the sand in many places forms thin
beds or laminae that project slightly from the weathered surfaces and locally display cross-bedding. In
some places intercalated limestone beds have become
silicified, as shown in Plate 26. This part of the formation is topographically resistant and forms cliffs.
The cherty limestones carry a fauna which, according
to G. H. Girty, is probably similar to that of the
Morgan formation of Utah, although it is not identical
with that fauna. According to Blackwelder,19 the
Morgan formation of Utah is composed of red sandstone, shale, and thin intercalated limestones. This
formation is thus distinct lithologically from the cherty
limestones of the Wells.
The middle part of the formation comprises 1,700
to 1,800 feet of sandy limestones, in places containing
thin beds of quartzite and sandstones. These rocks
weather white, red, or yellow and attain a somewhat
sugary texture and form smooth slopes with few
projecting ledges but commonly strewn .with rounded
weathered fragments. (See pI. 40, 0.) Locally this
part becomes quartzitic and is then comparabf.}, with
the Weber quartzite of Utah. No fossils have yet
been found in· it.
The upper limestone ranges from 75 feet to a few
inches in thickness or it may be absent. It consists of
a· dense calcareous, very fine textured sandstone that
grades in places to a siliceous limestone. The rock
weathers into white massive beds that are topo-·
graphically conspicuous as cliff makers, as shown in
Plate 21, A. Bluish-white chert occurs in it in bands
10 Blackwelder, Eliot, New light on the geology of the Wasatch Mountains, Utah:
Geol. Soc. America, vol. 21, p. 529, 1910.
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2 inches to 1 foot thick and locally in nodules.

Toward the base the chert becomes more nodular and
darker. Silicified fragments of brachiopods, most of
them a species of Squamularia, project in little
crescents from the weathered surfaces of the limestone. This limestone is sparingly fossiliferous, and
at Swan Lake Gulch, in T. 9 S., R. 43 E., about 12
miles northwest of Georgetown, Girty reports a small
fauna. 2o
The upper limestone is useful as a marker for the
phosphate beds, which lie in close proximity above
it (see pIs. 21, A, 40, 0, and 48, A), and has locally
been called the "underlying limestone ,., because of
this association.
Relations to other formations.-The variable thickness of the lower part of the formation without
recognized corresponding- variability of thickness in
the overlying sandy part suggests disconformity or
unconfornlity with the Brazer lilnestone. This suggestion is further supported by the fact that beds of
the upper Brazer, which are present in some localities,
are absent in others. The local absence of the upper
menlber of the Wells, where phosphatic shales lie
directly upon the lnore'siliceous rocks of the formation,
which in these places are composed of a breccia of
chert and quartzite, also suggests unconformity but
one that does not mark any great stratigraphic break.
Age and correlation.-Collections of fossils have
been made in many parts of the region mapped and
from different horizons, as explained in the preceding
paragraphs. The typical fossils, illustrated in Plate
27 have been selected by Girty,21 who contributes the
accompanying lists and comments, as follows:
The fauna of the Wells formation lacks both variety and
interest. This statement scarcely appears to be borne out
by the appended faunal list, but the list includes many rare
species as well as the few that are common, and is the summary
of well-nigh 100 collections. Of the major zoological groups,
only two are at all abundant in the formation, the Bryozoa
and the Brachiopoda. Foraminifera have been noted in but
two or three collections and F'usulina in but one. Though
other forms may have been overlooked owing to their small
size, not so the Fusulinas, which are so_characteristic of our
Pennsylvanian rocks and in many places SO abundant. If
Syringopo1'a be excepted, corals are decidedly rare, thus marking
a sharp contrast to the preceding Brazer fauna. Lithostrotion especially does not appear in the list of Wells fossils.
Corals of this type have in fact been found in one or two collections, but some uncertainty exists whether the' fossils are
Lithostrotion or the formation is Wells.
Among the Bryozoa fenestelloids are abundant in a few
collections, but the types that recur most persistently are
the cylindrical stems of arborescent forms. These branches
show a wide range in size, which is their only obvious distinction, as many of them can not be identified even generically without the aid of thin sections. They appear to be
referable to Stenopora, Batostomella, Leioclema, Rhombopora,
Rhabdomeson, and possibly other genera.
1001rty, O. H., Fauna ot the phosphate bods of tho Park City formation in
Idoho, Wyoming, and Utah: U. S. 0001. Survey Bull. 436, p. 6, 1910.
II Sec olso Olrty, O. H., quoted in Jour. Oeology, vol. 20, p. 693,1912.
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The brachiopods are largely confined to a few types, which
reappear over and over again. These forms comprise two or
three species of Productus (sensu lato), two species of Spirifer,
and a Composita, though Composita is far from occupying the
prominent place here that it does in many Pennsylvanian
faunas. The pelecypods, gastropods, and other groups are so
rare as scarcely to deserve mention except for this fact alone.
Several aspects of the Wells fauna are of interest in respect
to their stratigraphic position. In the basal part of the formation we found at a number of localities, often in a matt:ix of
light-gray sandy limestone, abundant shells of Schizophoria
texana and Spirifer opim'u,s var. occidentalis. Though neither
species is confined to this horizon the Schizophoria especially
is most numerous there. At the opposite extreme, at the top
of the formation, are beds that are almost barren of fossils
save for fragmentary and waterworn valves of Squamularia.
rhese shells have been cited as S. perplexa, but theIr specific
relations, or even their generic relations, are not, in the specimens seen, strictly determinable. Indeed, a close identification of the Wells fossils is more than ordinarily difficult,
for they have suffered from' compression and other mishaps
of fossilization to a greater degree than the older fossils that
come from the Madison and Brazer.
That the Wells fornlation is of Pennsylvanian age will
scarcely be questioned. The position that it occupies in the
Pennsylvanian and the range of Pennsylvapian time that
it represents admit of more doubt. Certain features in the
fauna are suggestive of Pottsville age; certain other features
are suggestive of post-Pottsville Pennsylvanian. The forms
conveying these suggestions do not, however, occur together,
and both periods may be represented. In the collections
that may be Pottsville neither is the preservation favorable
to a close identification of the species nor the assemblage
so extensive and characteristic as to be conclusive. The
faunas neither depart from the one form so far that they
might not be some regional phase of the later Pennsylvanian
nor approach the other so closely that in our present knowledge
they are definitely Pottsville. Nor has it been ,possible to
test the matt~r by determining that the collections most
strongly suggestive of Pottsville regularly occur below the
collections most strongly suggestive of a later Pennsylvanian
age, owing to the' paucity of sections in the Wells that have
a considerable extent and contain a number of fossiliferous
horizons and to the uncertainty of correlating definite horizons
in separated sections. In my own judgment the probabilities
are that the Wells covers both Pottsville and post-Pottsville
Pennsylvanian, but that in so far as it is represented in the
'paleontologic collections, it does not cover 'a considerable
part of the later Pennsylvanian. The following list gives
a fairly complete survey of the fauna of the Wells formation.
The new species contained in this list are described on
pages 432 to 434.
Fusulina secalica.
Fusulinella sp.
Textularia sp.
Cribrostomum sp.
Lophophyllum profundum?
Campophyllum sp.
Syringopora sp.
Stenopora gracilis
Stenopora wellsiana, n. sp.
Stenopora idahoensis, n. sp.
Stenopora carbonaria'var.
Batostomella sp.
Leioclema sp.
Fenestella, several sp.
Polyp ora, several sp.
Septopora sp.

Rhombopora lepiqodendroides
Rhabdomeson sp.
Cystodictya sp.
Lingula sp.
Lingulidiscina sp.
Schizophoria texana.
Orthotetes aff. O. kaskaskiensis.
Orthotetes mutabilis
Chonetes complanatus
Chonetes mesalobus var. impressus.
Productus coloradoensis.
Productus aff. P. semistriatus.
Productus cora.
Productus pertenuis.

PLATE 27
Schizophoria texana Girty, n. sp. (p. 432)
FIGURES 1, 2, 3. Three views' .If a specimen which is one of several cotypes. MarLle :Falls limestone, Ean Saba quadrangle,
Texas (station 2417).
FIGURES 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Five views of"a rather small specimen, also one of the cotypes. Marble Falls limestone, San Saba quadrangle, Texas (station 2607) .
Orthotetes mutabilis Girty, n. sp. (p. 433)
FIGURES 9, 10, 11. Three views .of a low and very unsymmetrical pedicle valve. Wells formation, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho
(station 7608).
FIGURE 12. An imperfect brachial valve. Wells formation, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 7608).
FIGURES 13, 14, 15. Three views of a very high, distorted pedicle valve. Wells formation, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 7608).
Chonetes mesolobus var. inflexus Girty, n. var. (p. 433)
FIGURE 16. View of a pedicle valve.

Wells formation, Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho (station 7608).
Productus coloradoensis

FIGURE 17. Pedicle valve seen from above.

Mter Girty.

Weber (?)formation, Leadville district, Colo.

. Productus cora
FIGURE 18. A somewhat crushed pedicle valve.

Mter Gil'ty.

Hermosa formation, Durango quadrangle, Colo.

Pustula nebraskensis
FIGURE 19. An exfoliated pedicle valve. Mter Girty.. This figure does not show the real characters of the species, but it shows
how most specimens actually look. Hermosa formation, Durango quadrangle, Colo.
Marginifera splendens
FIGURES 20, 21, 22, 23. Four views of a specimen which is in some respects intermediate between M. splendens and the related
M. wabashensis. Wells formation, Slug Creek quadrangle,Idaho (station 1466).
Spirifer cameratus
FIGURES 24, 25, 26, 27. Four views of a typical specimen. S. cameratus has often been misinterpreted; many citations belong
under S. triplicatus. Putnam Hill limestone member of Allegheny formation, near Zanesville, Ohio.
Spirifer opimus var. occidentalis Girty, n. var. (p. 433)
FIGURES 28,29. Two views of a crushed specimen that retains both valves. Wells formation, Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho-Wyo.
(station 32.)
FIGURES 30, 31. Figures of two isolated valves, a brachial valve and a pedicle valve. Wells formation, Crow Creek quadrangle
Idaho-Wyo. (station 32).
Squamularia perplexa
FIGURES 32, 33. Two views of a large specimen.

Mter Girty.

Wewoka formation, Coalgate quadrangle, Okla.

Composita subtilita
FIGURES 34, 35, 36. Three views of a rather small specimen. Mter Girty. On a cursory glance t.his specimen closely resembles
that shown by Figures 32 and 33, but it is vitally. different. C. 8ubtilita, as commonly identified, comprises great variety of forms, a number of which are fou nd in the Wells· formation. Wewoka formation,
Coalgate quadrangle, Okla.
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Pustula nebraskensis val'.
Pustula ·scmipunctata.
Pustula afCP:·!iumboWti. ~
.,
Avonia sp.
Marginifera splendens.
Marginifera muricata.
Rhynchopora illinoisensis.
Dielasma sp.
Spirifer opimus val'. occidentalis.
Spirifer camel'atus.
Spirifer wellsianus.
Spirifcrina aff. S. spinosa.

Sq uam ulada perplexa?
Composita subtilita.
Cliothyridi~a orbicularis.
Hustedia aff. H. muitiscostata
All~risma sp.
Nucula sp.
Myalina aff. M. kansasensis ..
A'viculipecten sp.
Dentalium sp.
Bellerophon sp.
Pleurotomaria sp.
Euconospira, n. sp.
Platyceras sp.

In the Idaho field the stratigraphic interval occupied by the Wells formation is probably the same
as that represented by the Morgan formation,. Web.er
quartzite, and the lower division of. the Park City
fonnation of Utah.
PERMIAN SERIES

The Permian beds in this area constitute a singl~
formation, the Phosphoria, which, though not of great
thickness, lnaintains a high degree of uniformity of
character over wide areas. The rocks are exppsed in
narrow bands along the flanks of the larger and simpler
folds or in more complex crumplings in thesffi"all'&
folds or along the borders of faulted areas. The Phosphoria fornlation is of great economic and scientific
intorest because it contains the valuable and extensive
deposits of high-grade phosphate rock that constitute
the chief lnineral resource of the region.
PHOSPHORIA FORMATION

Name and subdivision.-The Phosphori'a formation 22
was named from Phosphoria Gulch, a small stream
that joins Georgetown Canyon at a distance of 2~
miles N. 16° W. of Meade Peak, in which the formation is' typically exposed. The name was given to
about 450 feet of limestone, massive cherts, shales, and
phosphate rock that comprise the upper two members
of the Park City formation as heretofore mapped in
Idaho and Utah,23 namely the "overlying chert" or
"upper Productus limestone" and the phosphatic
shales.
The fornlation contains two distinct lithologic units,
upper and lower. The upper unit, which consists of
massive limestones and cherts, is called the Rex chert
member, from Rex Peak in the Crawford Mountains,
Rich County, Utah, where the chert forms an anticlinal
capping. Th.e lower unit comprises the phosphati c
shales, with which are included beds of limestone and
of fetid limestone.
Distribution.-The Phosphoria formation occurs in
each of the quadrangles mapped. In -the Montpelier
II Riohards, R. W., nnd ManSfield, G. R., The Bannock overthrust: Jour. Geol"
ogy, vol. 20, pp. 084-689, 1912.
13 Boutwell, J. M., Stratigraphy and structure of tho Park City mining district,
Utah: Jour. Geology, vol. 15, pp, 434-458, 1907, Gale, H, S., snd Richards, R. W.,
Phosphate deposits In Idaho, Wyoming, snd Utah: U, S. Gool. Survey Bull. 430,
pp. 457-535. 1010.

quadrangle it comes' to the surface in a narrow band
north of Crow' Creek near the north boundary and on
opposite sides of .a faulted syncline in Georgetown·
(South) Canyon.· About 3 miles east of Montpelier
the'formation .appears along the sides:of a complex 'and
faulted anticline .. On the west flank of Bear Lake
Plateau the fonnation extends about 4~ miles northward from the vicinity of Hot Springs, east of the Wells
fornlation. The Sublette Ridge. contains' two sets of
exposures, one extending southward 3 ~ miles from a
point half· a mile north of Ra,ymond Canyon, along·the
east side of an anticline, and the other capping the
northern extension of the same anticline, 1 ~ miles
north. On the west side of Bear Lake Valley the Phosphoria formation'is exposed in a strip 1 ~ to 2 % miles
west'of Bloomington and Paris; just east of·the·Bannock overthrust. Other less notable occurrences are
2 miles southeast of Bennington, 1 mile west of Meade
Peak, and 1 mile north of Sharon.
In the four quadrangles to the north of the Montpelier quadrangle the Phosphoria formation serves
well to outline -the form of many of· the folds, both
great and snlall, and to mark the position of faults.
For example, the west half of the Crow Creek quadrangle is occupied by a great curving, bifurcated syncline that overlaps the southeast and northeast corners
of the Slug Creek quadrangle and passes northwestward into the Lanes Creek, Freedom, Henry, and
Cranes Flat quadrangles. The bifurcation is produced
by a sharp anticline, the a~is of. which is depressed in
the region of the southeast corner of the Lanes Creek
qua.drangle but emerges again farther to the north.west. These folds give rise to a series of subparallel or
diverging bands of the Phosphoria formation, symmetrically disposed toward younger and older rocks.
Similarly, to the west of this great syncline a series of
folds gives rise to other symmetrically disposed bands
of the Phosphoria, which appear in the southwestern
part of the Lanes Creek quadrangle and in the northern half of the Slug· Creek.
Many. subordinate folds modify the outlines of the
great folds, as in the tip of the anticline north of Sage
Valley, in the Crow Creek quadrangle, or in the south
tip of the big syncline in Qeorgetown Canyon, in the
Slug Creek quadrangle, where the effect of erosion is
accentuated by the presence of a small anticline. The
subordinate folds give rise to more or less local occurrences of the Phosphoria formation, many of which are
found in both the Slug Creek and Lanes Creek quadrangles. The single occurrence of the Phosphoria in the
southwestern part of the Freedom quadrangle is apparently due to the local upwarping and faulting of the
depressed axis of the anticline mentioned above.
The effect of erosion on beds of different degrees of
inclination is well illustrated by the outcrop of the
Phosphoria formation. Where the beds are nearly
horizontal the headward erosion of canyons causes
deep recessions of the line of outcrop, as in Wells
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Canyon, in the Crow Creek quadrangle, or in the
south tip of the big syncline north of Swan Lake
Gulch, in the Slug Creek quadrangle. Where beds
are nearly vertical the deep incision of the canyons
causes little change in the lines of outcrop of the
formations that are cut, as 'shown by the position of
the bands of the Phosphoria on the flanks of Snowdrift Mountain, in the Crow Creek quadrangle.
The symm~try of arrangement of the bands of the
Phosphoria produced by the folds is marred or even
partly obliterated by faults that are especially numerous in the Slug Creek and Lanes Creek quadrangles.
In some places the fault produces simply an offset of
greater or less distance in the line of outcrop. In other
places it causes the complete disappearance of the
formation. Many faults occur at the horizon of the
phosphatic shales, which, because of their relative
weakness, have furnished a convenient zone of ·adjustment for the stresses and strains developed by the folding of the more massive beds above and below. As
fi result of faults and subordinate folds the distribution
of the Phosphoria formation in the Slug Creek quadrangle is quite irregular.
In the Henry quadrangle the chief occurrences of
the Phosphoria are in the southeast corner of the
quadrangle, in Tps. 7 and S S., R. 42 E., which represents the continuation of the west limb of the big
syncline of the northwestern part of the Slug Creek
quadrangle, and east of Henry, in T. 6 S., R. 42 E.,
where the big bifurcated syncline to the southeast is
continued into the quadrangle. Minor occurrences of
the Phosphoria are exhibited in sec. 29, T. 5 S., R. 42
E., along a fault that flanks the' south side of an
anticlinal fold that corresponds in position with the long
anticline of the Lanes Creek and Crow Creek quadrangles; in the region .of the southwest corner of sec.
20, T. 5 S., R. 41 E.; in secs. 12 and 13, T. 6 S., R. 40
E.; and in sec. 30, T. 6 S., R. 41 E.
In the Cranes Flat quadrangle the formation is
exposed in secs. 20 and 27, T. 4 S:, R. 41 E., along the
north flank of the anticline that continues northwestward from the Henry quadrangle; in secs. 32 and 33
of the same township on the south flank of the same
anticline; and in secs. 34 and 35, T. 4 S., R. 40 E.,
extending into sec. 2 of the adjoining township.
Phosphatic shale member.-The lower part, or the
phosphatic shale member, of the Phosphoria formation
consists of 75 to ISO feet of yellowish to brown phosphatic sandstones, dark-brown to black phosphatic
shales, beds of brown or black fetid limestone, and one
to three econOluically valuable beds of phosphate rock.
The phosphate rock is characterized by gray, brown,
or black color, fine to coarse oolitic texture, and a

strong fetid odor when freshly broken. Weathered
fragments or pieces of float have a characteristic bluishwhite bloom and commonly white reticulate markings.
The thickest and richest bed of phosphate rock is
generally at or near the base and ranges in thickness
from 4 to 7 feet or even more over large areas. The
other valuable beds are thinner and occur near the top
and the middle respectively of the shale interval.
Details regarding the phosphate rock itself are given
on p~ges 20S to 213 and in Plates 63 to 70. . (See also
pp. 361 to 367.)
In the Montpelier district and some of the adjoining
regions. to the north the main phosphate bed is overlain by a bed of dark,. fetid, and highly fossiliferous
limestone 2 to 3 feet thick, known as the "cap lime. "
Numerous rounded or oval nodules of dark fetid limestone that range in diameter from a few inches to
several feet also' occur in the beds. These nodules are
very dense, compact, and fine grained and yield a low
percentage of phosphoric acid. In the regions farther
north the "cap lime" is less well developed or absent
and the nodules are smaller and much less numerous.
The main phosphate bed with the "cap lime" is
shown in Plate 52, B ..
The phosphate rock itself is practically nonfossiliferous, so far as observed, although a few.discinoids
and bone fragments have been found and locally one
of the beds contains many shell fragments close to its
base. The beds that accompany the phosphate rock,
notably the "cap lime," have, however, yielded a rich
fauna that has been described by Girty,24 who has
selected the following list as characteristic of the
phosphatic shales:
Lingula carbonaria (?).
Lingulidiscina missouriensis.
Chonetes ostiolatus.
Productus geniculatus.
Productu8 eucharis.
Productus montpelierensis.
Productus phosphaticus.
Pugnax weeksi.
Pugnax osagi:msis var. occidentalis.
Ambocoelia arcuata.
Leda obesa.
Plagioglypta canna.
Omphalotrochus ferrieri.
Omphalotrochus conoideus.
Hollina emaciata var. ·occidentalis.

The stratigraphic details of the phosphatic shales
are well illustrated in the following section. (Table
IS.) A number of other detailed sections are given
on pages 222 to 290, in connection with the discussion
of the 'phosphate deposits.
U See also Girty, G. H., Fauna of the phosphate beds of the Park City formntioll
in Idaho, Wyoming, and Utah: U. S. Geol. Survey BUll. 436, 1910.
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lS.-Section of lower or phosphatic member of Phosphoria formation in SE. Usee. 7, T. 10 S., R. 45 E. of the Boise meridian,
Idaho, 1911
[Land lines theoretical)

---------.-----------------------.------------------------~--------------~----------------~---------

Field No. of
samplo

Equivalent
to Caa(PO.)1

Per cent

Per cent

Shale, dark brown, weathers light brown, not fetid ______________________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, gray, coarsely oolitic, with large pebbles, fossils, or oolites near
'
base; the largest 2 inches in diameter ___________________________ ,.._________
36.3
79.3
Shale, brown, finely oolitic _____________________________________________________ ______________ _
Phosphate rock, gray, coarsely oolitic pebbles or oolites, the largest being 1 inch in
diameter _______________ ____ ___________________________________ ________
36. 7
80. 1
Shale, brown, weathers gray, in part finely oolitic _______________________________________________ _
Clay, yellow, weathered sandy, largest concretions one-fourth inch in diameter;
grades into the shale above _________________________________________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, brown, medium oolitic; weathers gray_______________________
35.3
77.1
Shale, dark brown, phospl:).atic ________________________________________________________________ _
Phosphatic rock, dark brown, weathers gray, medium oolitic, single bed_________
29.4
64.2
Shale, brown, sandy; contains concretions, the largest 1 inch in diameter ___________________________ _
Phosphate rock, gray, coarsely oolitic_______________________________________
35.9
78.4
Shale, dark brown to black, finely oolitic _______________________________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, coarsely oolitic ______________________ ·______________________
35.9
78.4
Shale, bro,\vn, sandy _________________________________________________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, medium oolitic _______________________________________________________________ _
Shale, brown, weathers gray with bluish tinge; finely oolitic ______________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, black, soft, medium oolitic ____________________________________________________ _
Shale, brown, calcareous _____________________________________________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, black, medium oolitic, soft ___________________________,__________________________ _
brown, oolitic in thin streaks ____________________________________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, gray, coarse to finely oolitic_________________________________
33.2
72.5
Phosphatic rock, brown, finely oolitic, shaly _____________ .: ______________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, b'rown, medium oolitic ___________________________,_________ ~ ___________________ _
Shale, brown; one.:.fourth inch streak of oolitic rock near base _____________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, dark brown, coarse to finely oolitic, shaly in places_ _ _ _________
33. 2,
72.,5
Phosphate rock, gray, coarsely oolitic; includes half an inch of shale near base_ __
37. 0
80. 8
Limest.one, drab, impure _____________________________________________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, medium to finely oolitic _______________________________________________________ _
Shale, brown, weathers gray ___________________________________________________ '_____________ - -Phosphate rock, dark gray, coarsely oolitic, soft _________________________________________________ _
Shale, bro,vn _______________________________________________________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, dark gray, coarsely oolitic, with several shaly partings less than
one-eighth inch thick _____________________________________________ '______
30.0
65.5
JJilnestone, lenticular ________________________________________________________________________ _
Phosphatic rock, dark brown, medium to finely oolitic_ ______________ _________
26. 1
57. 0
Shale, black, in part finely oolitic ____________ _________________________________________________ _
Shale, brown, partly weathered to clay ________________________________________________________ _
Shale, black, phosphatic, in part finely oolitic ___________________________________________________ _
Shale, brown; contains concretions, the largest 2 inches in diameter - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7' ___ - - Shale,
rusty_______________________________
brown to yellow; contains a few --------------concretions, the ___________________________________
largest 1 inch in
diameter
_
Shale,
dark
brown,
with
thin
pebbly
or
concretionary
bed
at
top,
phosphatic
in
places ___________________________________________________________________________________ _
~

M

20-2 __

M

20-3 __

M

20-4 __

M

20-5 __

M

20-6 __

Xhickness
Ft.

1

in.

1
5
8~
2~

1

M
M

M
M

20-8 __
20-9 __

0

20-10_
20-1L

~

Pebbly
or _____
concretionary
bed; contains concretions, the largest 2 inches in
dialneter
:. ___________________________________________________________________________
_
Shale, bro,vn ________________________________________"_______________________________________ _
Shale, black to dark brown ___________________________________________________________________ _
Pebbly or concretionary layer, phosphatic ______________________________________________________ _
Shale, black, slightly oolitic ___________________________________________________________________ _
Shale; \ contains pebbles or concretions, the largest 2 inches in diameter ____________________________ _
\ Shale, brown; weathers to ocherous soiL ______________ '_________________________________________ _
Pebbly or concretionary bed __________________________________________________________________ _
Shale, brown; weathers to ocherous soiL _______________________________________________________ _
Pebbly or concretionary bed, phosphaticL _____________________________________________________ _

.i~~~~:o~~~~;~~~;-;;~!:~:~~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~.~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~.~~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ ~
I

Shale, black to light brown, slightly phosphatic _________________________________________________ _
Limestone, broken and intermixed with shale ___________________________________________________ _
Shale, broken and weathered, only slightly phosphatic ___________________________________________ _
Shale, black, phosphatic, finely oolitic___ _ ___________________________________ __________ a 40 ±
Shale, brown; weathers yellow, concretionary ___________________________________________________ _
Limestone, purplish drab, lenticular ___________________________________________________________ _
Shales, dark, broken, and weathered _____________________________ . . ____________________ '_________ _
Phosphate rock, broken, weat}lered drab _______________________________________________________ _
Soil, black, fetid ____________________________________________________________________________ _
Shale, black, phosphatic, finely oolitic ___________________________ ------------ ___________________ _
Limestone, dark, fetid _______________________________________________________________________ _
Shale, brown, somewhat phosphatic, contorted __________________________________________________ _
Limestone, dark gray, dense ("cap lime" fossils) ________________________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, dark brown, medium oolitic, soft, broken, apparently high grade
(corresponds to bed 144-S of section to south, Table 66, p. 274), not sampled_ _ ___ __ __ __ _ a 70 ±
Shale, brown, contorted, soft_.: _______________________________________________________________ _
Limestone, white; weathers buff, sandy, not measured.

1

,
9
3
1
6

o

5
2
4,
1
2
11
3
4
6
9
1
5
3
9
2
3
10
10
8

8
6
10 '

1

8

16

6

1

3
2
1
2
1
11
6
21
5
1
15
3
9
,5

4
2
9
3
7
6
4
4
3
6
6
10

6
8

6
6

15
3
7
1
175

• Estimated.

8
5
2
5
5
2
3
4
1

1~

S~ale,

M20-7 __

10

2~
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Rex chert member.-The Rex chert member is the
conspicuous part of the Phosphoria formation, and
because of its superior hardness stands out in strong
cliffs and ledges. The phosphatic shales, on the other
hand, are topographically weak and are commonly
eroded into gullies and depressions. These topographic featu!es are well shown in Raymond Canyon
in the Sublette Ridge (pI. 54), where the Rex forms a
veritable wall, and west of Dry Ridge in the northeastern part of T. 8 S., R. 44 E., Slug Creek quadrangle (pI. 29, A). (See also pI. 50, A.)
In the Montpelier district 'the Rex chert member is
composed of massive chert in the lower 50 to 75 feet,
above which are massive beds of gray limestone which
are so crowded with fossils, especially Productus,
that the name "upper Productu8 limestone" has been
locally applied. Farther north the limestone facies
gives way to chert, and this also may appear in two
facies-a massively bedded chert, which is topographically conspicuous, or a flinty or cherty shale. Where
both cherty facies are present the shaly type occupies
the top of the section and iS locally difficult to distinguish from the overlying Woodside shale, although
this distinction is usually easy. Elsewhere the shaly
facies may occupy the entire Rex chert int'erval or the
major part of it. The color of the chert is prevailinglJl dark gray or black, but in places purplish, flesh
tints, or even whitish colors have been observed.
In the region north of Montpelier, however, the cherty.
facies gives way locally in the lower part to a coarsely
granular gray limestone which is crowded with large
crinoid stems and other fossils and which contains
minor thin intercalated beds of bluish-black chert, as
in Wood Canyon, in T. 8 S., R. 42 E. A similar occurrence was noted in the south fork of Deer Creek, in T.
10 S., R. 45 E., where G. H. Girty obtained the following fauna:
q

Amphiporella laminaria.
Productus nevadensis.
Productus eucharis.
Productus multistriatus?
Camarophoria, n. sp.

A number of other species frequently found in the
limestone at this horizon are reported by Mr. Girty,
among which the most characteristic are:
Productus multistriatus.
Productus subhorridus.
Spirifer afr. S. cameratus.
Spiriferina pulchra.
Composita subtilita var.

The cherty facies of the Rex chert member is generally nonfossiliferous, but locally it contains sponge
spicules, discinoids, and casts of crinoid stems. Microscopically the chert consists of cryptocrystalline quartz
with tiny scattered fragments of the same mineral.
This member also contains locally a thin bed of
rock phosphate, which in most places is less than 6
inches thick.

The Rex chert member shows a considerable range
in thickness, so that the width of its outcrop as mapped
is not wholly dependent on the inclination of its beds.
It ranges from a minimum thickness of about 110
feet in T. 15 S., R. 44 E., to a maximun of about 550
feet in T. 9 S., R. 45 E. A complete section measured
in T. 10 S., R. 44 E., is given in Table 19.
TABLE

19.-Complete section oj Rex chert member in s.ec. 12, T.
10 S., R. 44 E. oj Boise meridian
Feet

Shale, black, cherty;, weathers red__________ 80
Chert, brown to' purple, in hea vily. ironstained ledges_ ____ ________ ___ _ __ ______ 60
Limestone, gray, banded, with ashy gray to
black chert__ _ __ ______ ______ ____ __ _____ 100
240

Age and correlation.-The Phosphoria formation, as
previously stated, is the equivalent of the upper two
members of the Park City formation, as described in
earlier reports on parts of the district. The Park
City formation was .at first referred by Boutwell to
the Pennsylvanian, but in IDS later work 25 he referred
it as a whole doubtfully to the Permian. The lower
part, which at Park City contains the well-known ore
deposits, is now referred by ,G. H. Girty on faunal
evidence to the Pennsylvanian, whereas the upper
part, which corresponds to the Phosphoria formation,
is regarded as Permian. Fossils from the phosphatic
shales and from the Rex chert member are listed under
the descriptions of those members, and a typical group
of fossils from the formation, selected by Mr. Girty, is
illustrated in Plate 28.
In earlier papers 26 the Phosphoria formation has
been correlated with the upper part of the Embar
formation in Wyoming and .with the phosphatic beds
above the massive quartzite of the Quadrant formation, as mapped in early reports on parts of southwestern Montana.
The following supsequent note on the fauna of the
Phosphoria formation' and its correlation has been
furnished by George H.Girty.
Of the two members which go. to make up the Phosphoria
formation the fauna .of the lower member alone has been carefully studied. Figures and descriptions of the species that
occur in the phosphatic shales are given in the Geological Survey's Bulletin 436, and the illustrations given on Plate 28,
together with the list of characteristic species given on page 76,
are taken from that source. The fauna of the Phosphoria as
it was described in 1910, even that of the phosphatic shales,
was incomplete in several respects. Subsequent collections,
though numerous and valuable, have added a few new forms
though scarcely as many as one would ~xpect, for the fauna
proves to be rich in specimens but somewhat poor in species.
Furthermore one subordinate member of the Phosphoria was
15 Boutwell, J. M., Geology and ore deposits of the Park City district, Utah:
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 77, p. 51, 1912.
26 Richards, R. W., and Mansfield, G. R., The Bannock overthrust, a major
fault in southeastern Idaho and northeastern Utah: Jour. Geology, vol. 20, p. 687,
1912; Geology of the phosphate deposits northeast of Georgetown, Idaho: U. S.
Oeol. Survey Bull. 577, p. 23, 1914.
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single species may be called the Spirijerina pulchra fauna. It
not included in the original discussion, and it also is the source
has been described piecemeal by Meek and others, and contains,
of a few additional species.
besides Spirijerina pulchra, such characteristic species as SpiriJer
Most of the specimens in Bulletin 436 came from a bed of
pseudocameratus, Product us multistriatus, Productus longus,
limestone locally known as the" cap lime," whose position was
pustula subhorrida, and Pustula nevadensis. Where well develabove the main phosphate bed at Montpelier and in the region
oped this fauna hits considerable variety and is somewhat conround about. The omitted fauna is that which occurs in a thin
spicuous for its bryozoan content, especially ramose forms,
black limestone whose position is just below the phosphatic
both large and small. Even this brief sketch shows that the
shale in the same region. In the introductory discussion in
fauna of the upper member of the Phosphoria formation, that .Bulletin 436 the Park City formation, to which the'phosphate
is the Spirijerina pulchra fauna, differs strikingly from the
beds were formerly assigned, was described as consisting of 'two
fauna of the phosphatic shales, the peculiar-character of which,
limestones with the phosphatic shale between. Of these, the two
one must believe, is due to the peculiar environmental conditions
upper members subsequently became known as the Phosphoria
that rendered possible the accumulation of the phosphatic
formation. When I received the origi~al collections from the
black limestone, to which reference has just been made, they . material that makes the formation economically important.
When the Phosphoria fauna was described in 1910, and the
were said to have com~ from the lowest member of the Park
fact will bear repetition that only the fauna of the phosphatic
City formation, which in local parlance was known as "under
shales had been carefully studied or indeed carefully collected,
lime" or the "lower Productus limestone," and were supposed
it was tentatively assigned to the "upper Carboniferous" or
to be characteristic of the entire fauna of that member. For this
Pennsylvanian on the strength of a few parallels that could be
reason they were not included in the report on the phosphatic
drawn with the Gschelian fauna ~s described by Tschernyschew,
shales but were reserved for an independent report when adethe Gschel-stufe in the Russian section occupying a position
quate material was obtained from the lowest member of the Park
immediately below the Artinskian or basal member of the RusCity formation. It subsequently developed, however, that the
sian Permian. For the same reason the highest Paleozoic beds
black limestone, from which these collections came, was but a
of A.laska were likewise called Gschelian or youngest Pennsylthin film locally spread upon the massive light-colored deposits
vanian. In Bulletin 436, however, no comparison was made
of the II under lime" and that it was allied faunally as well as
between the "Gschelian" faunas of Alaska and of Idaho.
lithologically to the phosphatic shales above. Thus the eviWith our present perspective such a comparison is possible and
dence that at first seemed to bind the "under lime" on to the
it discloses a very appreciable relationship, which, however, can
Phosphoria formation now seemed to bind only a local and
be properly evaluated only when more is known of the extensive
insignificant part of it, and the conspicuous change in fauna
region within the Canadian borders that separates the latest
at the top of the cream-colored sandy limestone together with
Paleozoic beds of Idaho and Wyomong from those of southeastcertain features of the fauna itself, meager as that fauna is,
ern Alaska. It is my own expectation that eventually these
led to a classification of the II under lime" as Pennsylvanian and
rocks will be traced through the cordilleran region and shown
thus to a disruption of the Park City formation.
to have been at one time essentially contemporaneous and conThe fauna of the thin black limestone now recognized as
tinuous. The differe~ces between the faunas are at present as
forming part of the Phosphoria formation, is related to that of
impressive as the resemblances, but they are probably less
the phosphatic shales, yet' presents a few notable features.
significant. Inde~d in view of the extensive tract of territory
The subjoined list represents almost the complete fauna shown
that lies between, it is suprising that resemblances should be so
by several collections, which are essentially repetitions one of
numerous. On this head it may be stated that the Alaskan
the other.
fauna contains a very large, smooth Chonetes, which may prove
Lingulidiscina sp.
to be identical with C. ostiolatus. It contains a Product us (which
Chonetes ostiolatus.
I have usually cited as Product us aff. P. mammatus) that may
Productus phosphaticus.
prove to be identical with P. geniculatus. It contains a ProducPustula afr. P. porrecta.
tus (which I have usually cited as Product us aff. P. aagardi and
Rhynchopora taylori.
which like Toula's original species, should probably be included
Spirifer aff. S. triplicatus.
under the genus Marginijera) that is probably identical with
Composita subtilita.
Productus eucharis. It contains another very spinose Productu8
Of these species Chonetes ostiolatus and Productus phospha(Pustula aff. P. humboldti) that may prove identical with Proticus occur also in the phosphatic shale. The original specimens
ductus montpelierensis. It contains a Rhynchopora (Rhynchopora
of Rhynchopora taylori, though supposed to have come from that
aff. R. nikitini) that may prove to be identical with R. taylorij
horizon, I am now satisfied came from this one, so that R.
and it contains a pentameroid in great profusion (Camarophora
taylori, together with Pustula afr. P. porrecta, Spirijer afr. S.
afr. C. margaritovi) that may prove to be identical with a very
triplicatus, and Composita subtilita are peculiar to the lower
rare species found in the Rex chert and limestone. A few other
fauna. It would be hard to name any two types of brachippods
parallel or identical species might be named under Spirijer and
that occur more unfailingly in Pennsylvanian and Permian
Marginijera, and still others will surely' come to light. On the
collections than Compositas of the subtilita group, and Spirifers
other hand, I recall nothing in the Alaskan faunas comparable
of the cameratus or triplicatus group j the absence of these types
to the two outstanding types of the phosphatic shale of the
from the phosphatic shales has tl~erefore been an outstanding
Phosphoria formation, Omphalotrochus jerrieri and O. conoideus,
peculiarity. Furthermore two of the common and characterand Pugnoides weeksi and P. nobilis (P. weeksi var. nobilis), nor
istic types found in the phosphatic shales do not occur in this
yet any of the common species of the Spirijerina pulchra fauna,
lower limestone, namely either species of Omphalotrochus and
such as Productus multistriatus, Pustula subhorrida, or Spirijerina
Pugnax (or Pugnoides) weeksi. These two faunas, therefore,
pulchra itself.
though related, present some remarkable differences:
Thanks to a knowledge of the Russian faunas, which he owed
Like the little faunule just discussed, the entire fauna of the
more to contacts with Russian geologists and to observations
upper member of the Phosphoria formation is not represented
on Russian collections than to the incomplete and scattered
upon the plate of Phosphoria fossils, and in fact this fauna is
literature, Doctor Holtedahl, who examined all the Alaskan
not very well represented in the region immediately under dismaterial that I then had, gave me his opinion that the Alaskan
cussion. It can be definitely identified, however, as the fauna
fauna was really Artinskian (basal Permian) instead of Gschelian
which by reason of the striking character and abundance of a
(highest Pennsylvanian) as I thought it to be, and it has been

•

PLATE 28.
[The figures on this plate are reproduced Crom U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin 4361

Pugnoides weeksi
FIGURES 1, 2, 3. Three views of a narrow specimen with obscure plications. Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho.
i
FIGURES 4, 5, 6. Three views of a specimen of the broad type; Figure 4 shows the thick shell exfoliated over the umbonal reg'ion.
,
Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho.
.
FIGURES 7, 8. Two views of a specimen with strong plications of which three instead of two occur on the fold. Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho.
Pugnoides osagensis var. occidentalis
FIGURES 9, 10, 11. Three views of a specimen which have three plications on the fold; some specimens have only two.
formation, Montpelier, Idaho.

Phosphoria

Pustula montpelierensis
FIGURES 12, 13. Two views of the typical specimen.

Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho.
Productus geniculatus

FIGURES 14, 15, 16. Three views of a pedicle valve.

Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho.

Lingula
FIGURE 17. A brachial valve.

carbon~ria

var. ex porrecta

Phosphoria formation, Thomas Fork, Wyo.
Lingula carbonaria?

FIGURES 18, 19. Views of two specimens supposed to be a brachial and a pedicle valve respectively.
.
Fork~ Wyo.
.
Chonetes ostiolatus
FIGURE 20. A large pedicle valve.

Phosphoria formation, Thomas
I,

Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho.
Chonetes ostiolatus var. impressus

FIGURES 21, 22. Two views of a pedicle valve, natural size and enlarged to 3 dIameters.

Phosphoria formation, Cokeville, Wyo.

Marginifera? eucharis
FIGURES 23, 24, 25. Three views of a specimen retaining both valves. Figure 24 represents part of the brachial valve, and Figure
25 is an enlargement to two diameters. . Note the wrinkled and lamellose character of the brachial
valve. Productus eucharis may be identical with Productus aagardi Toula, which probably is a Mar.
ginifera. Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho.
Ambocoelia arcuata
FIGURES 26, 27. Two views of the typical specimen. . Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho.
Grammysia? carbonaria

•

FIGURES 28, 29. Views of two imperfect right valves.

Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho .
Yoldia mcchesneyana

FIGURES 30, 31, 32. Views of three different specimens, two left valves and one right.
eters. Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho.

Figures 31 and 32 are enlarged to 3 diam-

Schizodus ferrieri
FIGURES 33, 34. Views of a right and a left valve.

Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho .
. Leda obesa

FIGURE 35. A left valve deformed by pressure.

Phosphoria .formation, Swan Lakes, Idaho ..
Aviculipecten montpeiierensis

FIGURES 36, 37. Views of a left valve and of a right valve X2.

Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho.

Nucula montpelierensis
, FIGURES 38, 39, 40, 41. Four views of. the typical specimen, three of them enlarged to 3 diameters.
pelier, Idaho.
Omphalotrochus conoideus
FIGURES 42, 43, 44. Three views of a large specimen; Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho.
FIGURE 45. 'Upper side of another specimen. Phosphoria formation, MontpeFer, Idaho.
Omphalotrochus ferrieri
FIGURES 46, 47. Two views of one specimen. Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho.
FIGURES 48, 49. Two views of another specimen. Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho.
FIGURE 50. A specimen with rounded volutions.
80

Omphalotroc'hus ferrieri var.
Phosphoria formation, Montpelier, Idaho.

Phosphoria formation, Mont-
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Hayden surveys.-The region here described was
so regarded on that authority ever since. At present one
dare do no more than forecast the probable outcome of the
included in the work of the Hayden surveys. Alevidence bearing upon the relation of the Phosphoria fauna
though both Triassic and Jurassic rocks were recogto the Permian fauna of Alaska, but if the relation proves as
nized,
it was not possible to differentiate clearly
close as I incline to believe, the Permian age, which was subsethe
one
system from the other; hence both were
quently assigned to the Phosphoria on independent grounds,
included in the so-called ('Jura-Trias." Three subwill be corroborated from this source. The formation has for
several years in fact been regarded as Permian, partly on
divisions that were recognized consist of, (1) a lower
stratigraphic evidence that needed to be checked up before . series of arenaceous l'imestones characterized by the
being fully accepted and partly on paleontoI'ogic evidence that
occurrence of the fossil ammonite Mee7coceras and
was not concrete and conclusive but consisted of an apparent
called the "},{ee7coceras beds"; (2) the' red beds, a
gradual transition of the Phosphoria fauna, especially the
series of red sands tones and shales classed with (1 )
SlJir ?Jcrina 1ntlchm phase,' into other faunas generally regarded
as Permian.
as Triassic; and (3) a series of limestones, shales,
and sandstones that carries Jurassic fossils. The last
series was subdivided into two formations. The
doubt as to the. nomenclature was caused by the
apparent intermingling of Triassic and Jurassic
faunas. 29 This broad grouping is still applicable in
a general way to the district.
Par7e Oity district, Utah.-In his original studies
TRIASSIC SYSTEM
of the Park City mining district Boutwell described
the Woodside shale and Thaynes formation. The
OCCURRENCE AND SUBDIVISION
faunal content of the Thaynes was found to agree
The Triassic systmn is well developed in this region wi th that of the "Permo-Carboniferous beds" of the
and is exposed over large areas, particularly in the Fortieth Parallel Survey,' and the Woodside, alnlOst
Montpelier quadrangle and the four quadrangles to' nonfossiliferous but lithologically related to the
the north. In the I-Ienry and Cranes Flat quadrangles Thaynes, was grouped with that formation rather than
it is well represented but occupies slnaller areas.
with the underlying Park City formation, which was
Three subdivisions, which aggregate 5,350 feet in correlated with the "Upper Coal Measures limestone"
maximum thickness, are distinguished and assigned to of the Fortieth Parallel Survey. To the red beds
the Woodside shale,' Thaynes group, and Timothy above the Thaynes Boutwell gave the name Ankareh
sandstone of the lower Triassic series. In addition shale. 30 In .later work 31 he correlated the Woodside
three other formations of uncertain age-the Higham and Thaynes with the Mee7coceras zone of southern
grit, Deadman linlestone, and Wood shale-whose Idaho (the Lower Triassic of Hyatt and Smith 32) and
combined thiclmess is 550 feet, are considered pro- restricted the name Ankareh shale to red beds between
visionally Triassic. The Thaynes group consists of the Thaynes formation and a light-colored sandstone,
three forlnations,28 in descending order the Portneuf which he had formerly included in his term Ankareh
limestone, Fort Hall forlnation, and Ross Fork lime- but to which he now gave the name Nugget sandstone
stone, but it is here lnapped as a single unit, for it is using Veatch's name for similar beds in southwestern
not practicable to differentiate the subdivisions in this Wyoming. Boutwell's Ankareh and Nugget, which
district.
he correlated with ICing's Triassic, doubtless correThe Nugget sandstone, which overlies the Wood spoIid in the main with Peale's "red beds," for in the
shale and was formerly considered Triassic or Jurassic, Park City district, as in the region of Peale's studies,
is now referred to the Jurassic.
the red-bed formations are overlain by beds that
contain marine Jurassic fossils. Thus the stratiREVIEW OF NOMENCLATURE
graphic limits of the Triassic system in the Park
General discussi(ln.-The names applied to Triassic , City district and in southeastern Idaho appear to be
formations in southeastern Idaho have' ~ndergone essentially the same.
luany changes duri~g the progress of geologic studies
The Woodside in the Park City district is chiefly
in the region. It is desirable therefore to review a red shale without fossils and about 1,180 feet thiclc
briefly these changes in order that the application of The Mee7coceras fauna does not appear to be presento
the naInes used in this report Inay be more clearly in the Thaynes there, the boundary between the two
understood.
(See Table 20.)
formations being indicated by th~ change from the.

Later interpretations of the Elnbar have been given
by Blackwelder and Condit,27 to which reference iH
made elsewhere. (See pp. 372 and 373.)
The tenn Quadrant has been restricted to the quartzite beneath the phosphatic beds, which corresponds
to the typical quartzite of the Yellowstone National
Parle

u B1ackweldcr, ]~liot, Hcconna!ssanco of tho phosphato deposits in western
Wyoming: U. S. Gool. Survoy Bull. 470, pp. 476, 477, 11)11. Condit, D. D., Relations oC tho Embat· and Chugwator formations in ccntral Wyoming: U. S. Geol.
Survcy Prof. Papcr 08, p. 263, 1016; Relations of late Palcozoic and early Mesozoic
formations oC southwestorn Montana and adjacent parts of Wyoming: U. S. Oeol.
Survey Prof. Paper 120, pp. 111-113 and pI. 10, 1018.
19 MrLllsficld, G. R., 'rho geography, geology, nnd mineral resoll1'ces of the Fort
Hall Indian l'tesel'vatlon: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 713, 1020.

29 Peale, A. C., Report of the Oreen River division. U. S. Oeol. and Oeog. Survoy
Terr. Eleventh Ann. Rept., pp. 621-629. 1879.
80 Boutwell, J. M., Stratigraphy and structure of the Park City mining district,
Utah: Jour. Oeology, vol. 15, pp. 434-458. 1007.
31 Boutwell, J. M., Oeology and ore deposits of the Park City district, Utah:
U. S. Oeol. SurveY PrOf. Paper 77, PP. 42-59, 1912.
32 Hyatt, Alphe:Js, and Smith, J. P., '1'he Triassic cephalopod genera of America:
U. S. Oeol. Survey Prof. Paper 40, PP. 17-19, 1905.

20.~Tentative correlation of stratigraphic u'f!,its of different authors in reports on areas in northeastern Utah, southeq,stern Idaho, and southwesternWyom~n{f

TABLE

Boutwell

Veatch

Park City district,
Utah a

Southwestern Wyoming

[Absent.]

"

b

Twin Creek formation, 3,5003,800 feet.

Boutwell

Mansfield

Southeastern Idaho •

Park City district,
Utah d

Fort Hall Indian Reservation,
Idaho •

Cranes Flat, Henry, Lanes Creek, Free- • Rock Springs uplift, southwestdom, Slug Creek, Crow Creek, and
ern Wyoming Q
Montpelier quadrangles in southeastern Idaho I

Twin Creek limestone
to northwest.

Twin Creek limestone, 2,500
feet.

Twin Creek limestone, 3,500±feet.

Twin Creek limestone.

Ankareh shale (red
shales' with interbedded coarse
gr a y sandstones),
1,500 feet.

Red-bed member
(bright red sandstones and
shales), 600 feet.

Massive white
s.andstone.

Nugget
sandstone,
1,900
feet.

Massive red
sandstones
and san d y
shales.

Nugget san d s ton e
(white
sandstone
with intercalated red
shales), 500 feet.

Ankar-eh shale (red
shales with interbedded coarse gray sand~
stones), 1,150+feet.

Nugget sandstone (red and light-colored
sandstones), 1,350±feet.

Q

~

Nugget sandstone, 1,000 feet.

~

Wood shale member, 250 feet.
Deadman limestone mem ber,
150+feet.
Higham grit member, 500+feet.

Wood shale (red), 150±feet.
Deadman limestone, 200±feet.

Q
t;l

Ankareh shale,
300 feet.

Tl iassic(?).

o
t'!
o
Q

"'~

Higham grit, 200± feet.
............,.........

>

~~-""'~

Z

Timothy sandstone (yellowish), 250±feet.

t:::1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

[Absent?]

Thaynes formation,
2,600 feet.

~

o

~

~~~~.~~~~~~~

Thaynes limestone
(calcareous s t rat a
with sandstones
and shales), 1,190
feet.

Twin Creek limestone, 140 feet.

t1

Ankareh sandstone, SOO feet.

[Unconformity. A]

Agel

Jurassic.

Main sandstone
member, - 1,500
feet.
Nugget
sand·
stone,
2,400
feet.

tv

Schultz

Gale and Richards

Yellow thin-bedded sandstones
and shales,
weathering dark
brown, 1,300 feet.
Nugget
formation,
1,900
feet.

Mansfield

00

Ankareh shale (maroon,
reddish, and chocolatecolored, some greenish
beds), 670 feet.

2,400Thaynes limestone, 2,000
feet.

~
H

IAmestone.

Z

Thaynes formation
(limestones with sandstones and shales;
"mid red" shale sepalates more calcareous
upper part from more
arenaceous lower
part), 1,190 feet.

POItneuflimestone,
1,500±feet.
Thaynes
group,
3,650
feet.
Fort Hall formation, 800± feet.

t;l

I

Portneuf .Red sandstones
and shales, 200lim e1,000 feet.
stone.
Thaynes
group,
2,600
. to 3,100
feet.

I Limestone.

Thaynes(?) forformation, 0-200
feet.

~

t"I
Lower Tri·
assic.

~

rn

o

g
o

Fort Hall formation.

t;l

!f1

RossI Fork limestone, 1,350±
feet.
Woodside shale, 1,lSO
feet.

Woodside formation, 500 feet.

Woodside shale, 1,000-1,200
feet.

WoodSide shale (red
shale), 1,ISO feet.

Woodside shale, 900 feet.

rn

o

Ross Fork limestone.

~

I
Woodside shale, 1,000-2,000 feet.

Woodside shale,
300 feet.

------

Iour. Geology, vol. 15, pp. 434-458, 1907.
• U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 430,1910.
• Washington Acad. Sci. Jour., vol. 6, pp. 31-42, 1916.
Q U. S. Geo1. Survey Bull. 702,1920.
bU. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 56,1907.
If U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 77,1912.
I This paper.
11 Veatch in his report did not mention an unconformity between the Nugget and Thaynes formations, but Mr. A. R: Schultz, who has studied the rocks at the Nugget type jocality, believes that an unconfoImity occurs
at the base of the Nugget there, and that the Wood shale win be found to constitute the upper part of Veatch's "red-bed member" of the Nugget. A brief inspection of the type locality by the writer, all that conditions at
the time permitted, proved insufficient to determine the relationships. Nothing corresponding to the Higham grit was recognized, but the Timothy sandstone, Wood shale, and possibly the Deadman limestone appeared
to be present, together with a purplish lava at about the horizon of the Deadman limestone. No definite ~ata regarding unconformity were obtained.
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shaly, llonfossilferous beds below to the sandy, cal- found to be thicker, more calcareous, locally meriting
careous, and fossilferous beds above. The Thaynes the designation limestone, not red but olive drab or
formation is 1,190 feet thiclc The Ankareh is also yellow, and to have abundant fossils. The Thaynes
distinguished from the Thaynes on lithologic grounds formation also was thicker, and. sufficiently calcareous
by the change from the calcareous beds below to the to be called a limestone. In addition to the It Permosiliceous' beds above. The Ankareh is composed Carboniferous" faunas found in Wyoming and the Park
nlainly of red shales that in places are sandy through City district numerous ammonites were found, and
considerable thiclmesses. It includes a number of well- the Meekoceras zone, or lowest ammonite horizon, was
marked beds of coarse gray sandstone 20 to 55 feet selected to rnark the base of the formation. The term
thick, and at the base lies a coarse, massive sandstone Ankareh shale was applied to a series of maroon, chocthat immediately overlies a thin limestone. A few olate-colored, and reddish shales that include some
fossiliferous grayish-blue limestones are intercalated sandy and limy beds which lie above the massive limein the formation, apparently' about 200 feet or more stones of the upper Thaynes and includes at its top
above the base. The thickness of the formation is another massive limestone. The Nugget sandstone
1,150 feet, and the top is defined by the massive white was lnarked by the occurrence in some parts of the
sandstone of the overlying Nugget, which is 500 feet area studied of beds of pure white and conglomeratic
thick and includes reddish shale intercalated with the sandstone near the base. The formation included
beds of red sandy shales, and in some areas there
sandstone.
was
an upper dl vision of several hundred feet of white
Southwestern Wyoming.-In his report on southThe thickness assigned to the Ankareh
sandstone.
western Wyoming Veatch distinguished the Woodside
670
feet
and to the Nugget 1,900 feet. The effect
was
and Thaynes formations and correlated them with
of
this
adaption
of Park City terms was the down-'
the It Penno-Carboniferous." The red beds above the
ward
extension
of
Boutwell's term Nugget and the
Thaynes were all grouped by him in a single formation,
Ankareh."
restriction
of
his
term
the Nugget formation, which he describes as overlain
33
by the marine Jurassic Twin Creek formation.
F:ort Hall Indian Reservation.-In 1913 the writer
Veatch's Nugget consists of a lower brightly colored and G. H. Girty made a joint study of the Triassic
red-bed 11lelnber, 600 feet thick, correlated by Bout- formations of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation, 15
well with his Ankareh,34 and an upper member, 1,300 to 30 miles west of the northern part of the region
feet thick, COlllposed of thin-bedded light-colored sand- described in this paper. (See fig. 1.) The Woodside
stones, light .yellow on fresh fractures but weathering shale was found to be somewhat thinner than in the
dark brown, which form rugged topography that Montpelier district, 900 feet, but the Thaynes m'uch
exhibits characteristic dark-brown talus slopes.
thicker, about 3,650 feet. The Thaynes proved to
It now A,ppears that the Thaynes and Woodside of be a group divisible into three formations, each having
southwestern Wyoming, like the formations of the a distinctive fauna. These formations have' been
smne nallles in the Park City district, should be con- described and named,37 but only the uppermost, the
sidered Triassic, and that the stratigraphic limits of Portneuf limestone, need be mentioned here. Previous
the Triassic systeln in southwestern Wyoming are usage in southeastern Idaho was followed here in
essentially the same as in southeastern Idaho. The assigning the beds between the massive Portneuf limeNugget sandstone, however, is found to' correspond stone and the conglomerate supposed to mark the base
with the Nugget as described below for southeastern of the Nugget to the Ankareh, but these comprised
Idaho by Mansfield rather than with the Nugget of' 800 feet of sugary yellow sandstones, without signifiBoutwell in the Park City district.
cant shales. From their 'stratigraphic position, howEa:rUe'!' work in southeastern Idaho.~The interpre- ever, they were called "Ankareh sandstone." The
tations of Boutwell and Veatch were carried northward basal conglomerate of the Nugget as then interpreted
in southeastern Idaho by Gale and Richards,35 and was about 500 feet thick and was succeeded above by
later by Richards and Mansfield,36 with such adapta- well-defined -limestone and shale members below the
tions as were required by the somewhat changed main sandstone. The aggregate thickness was apparstratigraphic conditions. The Woodside shale was 'ently as lnuch as 2,400 feet. These four members
were also differentiated and named.
88 Veatch, A. C., Geography and geology of a portion of southwestern Wyoming:
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 56, pp. 50-56, 1907.
Recent work in southeastern Idaho and Wyoming.Boutwcll, J. M., op. cit., p. 59.
In 1914-1916 the interpretations used in the Fort Hall
85 Gole, H. S., Geology of the copper deposits near Montpelier, Bear Loke County,
Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 430, pp. 112-121, 1910. Gale, H. S., and Richards,
Indian Reservation were carried eastward into the
R. W., Pl'climinfll'Y report on the phosphate deposits in southeastern Idaho and
Cranes Flat, Lanes Creek, and Freedom quadrangles
adjacent parts of Wyoming and Utah: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 430, pp. 457-535, 1910.
34

86 Hiehards, R. W., and Mansfield, G. R., Preliminary report on a portion of the
Idaho phosphAte reserve; U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 470 pp. 371-439,1911; Geology of
the phosphate deposits northeast of Georgetown, Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull.
577, 1914.
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87 Mansfield, G. R., Subdivisions of the Thaynes limestone and Nugget sandstone,
Mesozoic, in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation, Idaho: Washington Acad. Sci.
Jour., vol. 6, No.2, pp. 31-42, 1916.
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and southw'ard .into the Montpelier quadrangle. In
the Lanes Creek and Freedom quadrangles the
Portneuf limestone of the Thaynes group was divisible
into two massive limestone members separated by
a well-defined red-bed member. The" Ankareh sandstone" of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation and the
four members of the Nugget above mentioned were
all present and readily recognizable. The limestone
member above the basal conglomerate of the Nugget,
however, was locally reddish and showed shaly tendencies in its lower part.
In the Montpelier quadrangle east and northeast
of Montpelier the subdivisions of the region to the
north are still recognizable. The uppermost member
of the Portneuf limestone, however, has dwindled in
thickness from about 400 feet in the Freedom quadrangle to about 50 feet in the Home Canyon section
near Montpelier, but the red-bed member has increased
in thickness from about 200 feet in the Freedom quadrangle to 1,000 feet or more in Ho~e Canyon. Here
the apparent increase is in part due to folding. These
red beds and the overlying limestone, which belong
in the Thaynes as traced southward, were included in
the Ankareh shale as traced northward in the earlier
mapping.
The "Ankareh sandstone" of the Fort Hall Indian
Reservation as traced southward decreases in thickness, and in the Home Canyon section east of Montpelier it is only about 100 feet thick, though farther
south it appears to be so.mewhat thicker. This sandstone was perhaps originally included by Gale and
Richards with the overlying conglomeratic bed in the
Nugget and not considered a part of the Ankareh
shale. In their description of the Ankareh shale 38
they state that a massive limestone marks the top of
the formation, but in their description of the Nugget
they refer to the conglomeratic bed as "n~ar the base."
This sandstone was, however, considered a part of the
Ankareh in a section measured in 1912 by Mr. Richards
and the present writer in a br~nch of Indian Creek,
east of Bear Lake.
The four su.bdivisions of the Nugget as previously
described ~re present in the Home Canyon section, but
the conglomeratic member is represented by a dense
purplish quartzite, and the shaly tendency of the lower
part of the limestone member above mentioned has
there developed, so ,that the limestone appears in the,
nlidst of shale rather than below the shale member.
In 1920 the writer made a brief inspection of the
Nugget section in the vicinity <.:>f the type locality at
Nugget Station, Wyo. The main body of the formation hitherto correlated with Boutwell's Nugget in the
Park City district was found to correspond with the
writer's "main sandstone member '? in the Fort Hall
Indian Reservation, and the "red-bed member" of
the Nugget of Wyoming was found to correspond with
38

Gale, H. S., and Richards, R.

W., op. cit., p. 480.

the three underlying members of the Nugget as
described for the Fort Hall·Reservation.
Present c~ssification.-The attempts to carry the
Triassic terminology of Boutwell and Veatch into
so~theastern Idaho showed the necessity for a revision
or redefinition of Triassic formation names. The
terms Woodside, Thaynes, and Nugget are well established in the literature of the general region and apply
to rocks that are characteristically developed and
readily recognized, though they show considerable variation from their' character at their type localities.
These names are therefore retained respectively as the
Woodside shale, the Thaynes group, and the Nugget
sandstone.
The conglomeratic, calcareous, and shaly nlelnbers
in the lower part of the Nugget as described in the
Fort Hall Indian Reservation are now designated
formations, with the names Higham grit, Deadman
limestone, and Wood shale, respectively, and the name
,Nugget sandstone has been restricted to the "main
sandstone member" of the author's earlier report,
which has the characteristic lithology and position of
the upper division of Veatch's Nugget, which is the
conspicuous sandstone at Nugget Station, Wyo., the
type locality of the 'formation.
The term A.nkareh shale can not be retained in
southeastern Idaho without confusion and is therefore
dropped from the classification of that area. The name
Timothy sandstone has been introduced for the sandstone that lies between the top of the Thaynes formation and the Higham grit, which in an earlier report
was designated" Ankareh sandstone."
The preceding discussion is summarized in Figures 24 and 25 (pp. 190 an~ 191.) It has been published elsewhere 39 in abbreviated form.
RELATION OF TRIASSIC TO PERMIAN

The relations of the Triassic to the Permian in this
region are not definitely known. As first described
in the Park City district the Woodside, Thaynes, and
Ankareh were all assigned to the Permian. Later
studies have demonstrated the Triassic age of the
Thaynes group and have pointed strongly to the base
of the Woodside as the probable base of the Triassic
system. The marked lithologic and faunal change at
that horizon makes this interpretation easy to express
cartographic ally .
The field relations suggest conformity between the
two systems, for the boundary between 'the Woodside
and Phosphoria is marked by great regularity wherever
it is shown and the attitudes 'of the two formations
correspond quite closely. There is, too, no conglomeratic development at the base of the Woodside' or
evidence of erosion i.i:t the Phosphoria preceding the
deposition of the Woodside, unless the somewhat variaD Mansfield, G. R., Triassic and Jurassic formations in southeastern Idaho and
neighboring regions: Am. Jour. SeL, 4t.h ser., vol. 50, pp. 53-64, 1920.
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able thickness of the Phosphoria is so considered'.
Nevertheless, the striking faunal and lithologic differences above noted point to very different conditions
of deposition for the two fonnations and indicate a
stratigraphic brcak (unconformity) of some magnitude.
In this connection it is interesting to note that in
the :B'ort J1a11 Indian Reservation 40 a Paleozoic fauna
waR found by Girty in beds that lithologically resemble
the Woodside and above the usual cherty shales of
the Rex. This fauna consisted chiefly of the brachiopod Ambocoelia in abundance, together with pelecypods that suggest Paleozoic characteristics but have
not been definitely identified. Although this fauna
has not been recognized outside the Fort Hall Indian
Reservation, it indicates the possibility that the real
change frOlll' Pel'.mian to Triassic may in some places
CODle SODlcwhat above the base of the vVoodside as
mapped.
Since the above was written ~1r. Girty has given
further consideration to the problenl, reexl1lnined the
fauna, and changed his views regarding these beds.
In a nlenl0randull1 on the subject to the writer he says:
In the first place, as I recall the circumstances, fossils ,were
not plentiful at this locality, which is No. 2930 in the ~urvey
register, and the collection was uULde from loose pieces that were
lying upon a little bench made -by SOllle more resistant ledges.
Care wtts taken to reject material that might have come down
from above, and obviously none could have come up from below.
In spite of this care one piece of limestone apparently did come
from a source higher in the section, and in the faunal list I have
omitted three species that were found in it. The following list
then represents what we originally believed and what I now
believe to be essentially a single horizon that lies just above
the Rex chert:
Lingula sp.
Discina sp.
Ambocoelia, n. sp.
Aviculipecten sp.
Aviculipecten sp.
Aviculipecten sp.
A viculi pecten sp.

Myalina aff. M. aviculoides.
Pleorophorus sp.
Pleorophorus sp.
Myophoria sp.
Myophoria? sp.
Myophoria? sp.
'Bellerophon sp.

The salient and perplexing thing about this fauna is that it
appears to luwe contmdictory affinities, which point to Carboniferous age on one hand and to Triassic age on tl~e other.
The Lingula and the discinoid are neut.ral, but the Ambocoelia
is strongly Carboniferous in the trend of its evidence. This
form is extremely abundant, and I have been at great pains to
determine its generic position, which seems almost certainly to
be with Ambocoelia. Now Ambocoelia is not only unknown
elsewhere in the Triassic of the West, but it is unknown elsewhere in the Tl'htssic of the world. Therefore it would appear
to be a weighty factor in the evidence pointing to the Carboniferous age of this horizon, and I was especially impressed by it
in my earlier interpretation. On the other hand, this Ambococlilt is not the species that. is common in the Phosphoria
formation. The pectinoids, the Myalina, and the Pleurophorus
are more or less neutral, for the same genera, so far as the
genera can be determined at all, occur in Idaho in both the

---- --..

~.----------------

Monsfield, 0, IL, '1'he geogrophy, geology, Rnd mineral resources of the Fort
Holl In(lion Ucservotion: U, S. 0001. Survey Bull, 713, p, 41, 1920.
40

Carboniferous and the Triassic. This is essentially true also
of Bellerophon, which, though commonly restricted to the
Paleozoic, is known also to occur in the Triassic of Europe, and
I have found it at one locality in the Triassic of Idaho also.
One of the pelecypods, however, actually appears to belong to
the Triassic genus Myophoria rather than to the similar Paleozoic
genus Schizodus.
I have confined myself to listing these forms merely as genera
and to discussing them as such, for the fossils themselves are
so poorly preserved that they could not be identified positively
even if they did not belong to species that were undescribed, as
are so many of those in the Lower Triassic faunas. Even the
generic references can not be insisted upon, because the real
generic characters are not shown. The shape and general
expression sometimes afford an adequate clue to generic position, and consequently the assignment of some specimens is
fairly trustworthy.
When I first reported on the age of this fauna I called it
Permian because of the Ambocoelia and to a less degree because
of the Bellerophon. Upon reconsideration, after the lapse of a
number of years in which I have given the Triassic faunas of
this region considerable though desultory study, I am disposed
to reverse my original judgment and determine the geologic age
as Triassic. All the really Paleozoic types so common in the
Phosphoria have disappeared in this higher fauna, and we find
an almost complete faunal change between the two except for
the Ambocoelia and a few other forms as mentioned above.
Indeed, the fauna of this Ambocoelia zone now has to me a
decidedly Triassic aspect, for without contradicting what I have
just said rel~tive to the fossils not being strictly identifiable, a
number of the forms are at least very similar to forms that
occur in the Lower Triassic of this region. The suggestion
carried by this fact is supported by the stratigraphic position
. of the fauna, as above the Rex, and by the lithologic character
of the rocks, which is much more nearly like the Triassic than
the Phosphoria.
In brief, it is my present judgment that Ambocoelia would
better be regarded as having transgressed the boundary between
Paleozoic and Mesozoic as Myalina, Bellerophon, Spirijerina,
and a number of other genera are known to have done, and that
this fauna and its horizon would better be assigned to the
Triassic. In reaching this conclusion I have. been influenced
considerably by other lines of evidence than the paleontologic.
As the paleontologic evidence is conflicting, I could 'hardly
object if facts in your possession caused you to adhere to my
earlier determination and to reject my later one.
LOWER TRIASSIC FORMATIONS
GENERAL FEATURES

The fornlations assigned to the Lower Triassic
include 3,850 to 5,350 feet of shales, calcareous beds,
and sandstones grouped in three formations, of which
the Woodside shale and Thaynes group are fossiliferous
at certain horizons. The age deterJnination, as pointed
out in the discussion of the Thaynes, is based upon
ammonite zones which occur 1,000 to 2,250 feet above
the top of the Paleozoic formations. The fossils of the
overlying 3,300 feet of the sediments are'less distinc~
tive, and the faunal rela~i6ns of some of them, not.ab~y
certain brachiopods of the Portneuf lilnestone, ha"v'~
not been fully studied. It is therefore possible; thbugh.
perhaps not probable, that some of these beds may be
of later age \than Lower Triassic.
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WOODSIDE SHALE

Name and definition.-The Woodside shale was
named by Boutwell 41 from a gulch of that name in the
Park City mining district of Utah. In southeastern
Idaho this name is given to 1,000 feet or more of platy
and calcareous shales with some limestones that lie, pro bably uncorif~rmably, on the Rex chert member of the
Phosphoria formation and that pass upward conformably to the overlying Thaynes group.
The base of the Woodside shale is in gene~'al sharply
defined because of the marked lithologic differences of
the forn18,tions involved. Even where the Rex chert
is represented by the flinty shale facies the distinction
is usually easy. The upper limit is not so easily distinguished, for the lithology of the Woodside and the
overlying Thaynes is in many respects similar, and the
boundary has been somewhat arbitrarily placed at the
layer immediately below the Meekoceras zone, which
marks the entry of ammonites. This division seems
appropriate, however, because of the remarkable persistence of the Meekoceras zone over large areas and
because of additional faunal and minor .lithologic
differences.
Distribution.-The Woodside shale is exposed in each
of the quadrangles mapped except the Cranes Flat. In
the Montpelier quadrangle it forms a belt 172 miles wide
along the west side of Bear Lake Valley, between ~ill
Creek and Bloomington Creek and east of the great
Paleozoic fault block" In Montpelier Canyon the formation flanks the Paleozoic anticline, 3 miles east of
Montpelier. In the upper part of Georgetown (South)
Canyon and along Crow, Creek in the north part of the
, 'qua.drangle, in the Sublette Ridge, and along the west
:side of Bear Lake Plateau from the vicinity 6f Hot
'Springs northward the formation is exposed in small
'~re'as or narrow belts in connection with various folds.
, I~ the quadrangles north of the Montpelier the
Woodside shale is exposed, chiefly in connection with
the three major synclines of the region, though minor
areas occur in connection with smaller folds or with
faults.
In the Slug Creek quadrangle extensive exposures
olccur in the Aspen Range north of 'Swan Lake Gulch
and subordinate exposures just south of the sanie canyon. Other large areas occur in the ridge between Slug
Creek and Dry Valley, the crest' of Dry Ridge, the west
side of upper Slug Creek Valley, andJn Georgetown
Canyon.
•
In the Crow Creek quadrangle the Woodside shale
is confined to the west half. The chief exposures are
included in th~ great bifurcated syncline that stretches
nearly through the quadrangle from south to north.
Boutwell, J. M., Stratigraphy and ~truciureof the Park City mining district.
Utah: Jour. Geology, vol. 15, p. 446, 1907 ..
41

Minor areas occur along Crow Creek from the south
boundary to lower Sage Valley.
In the Freedom. quadrangle exposures occ ur along
the west side of Star Valley near the east border of
the quadrangle and in Diamond Creek and Webster
Canyon in the southwest part.
In the Lanes Creek quadrangle the Woodside shale
forms bands of considerable extent and generally of
northwest trend, associated with different folds and
fairly well distributed throughout the district. These
bands continue with some interruption into the east
half of the Henry quadrangle. In the last-named area
there are also exposures in the northwest part east of
Corral Creek and near Blackfoot River.
Oharacter.-As described by Boutwell the Woodside
shale in the type district is largely composed of a finegrained dark-red shale, with subordinate occurrences
of buff, brown, and greenish-gray shales with ripple
marks, nlud cracks, and raindrop impressions throughout the formation. In the mapped portion of southeastern Idaho the red colors are practically wanting,
except in a sillall area west of Bloomington in the
Montpelier quadrangle. The ripple 111arks, lllud
cracks, and raindrop impressions are also absent, and
the formation as a whole is characterized by olivedrab platy,shales, with .alternating thin beds of brownish-gray limestones that have locally a faint purplish
tint. The shales are siliceous and calcareous, so that
they are hard and ring under the hammer. They
weather into rusty brown, yellowish, or even black
fragments that on breaking show the characteristic
olive-drab color, and they commonly contain dendrites.
The limestones on weathering preserve the purplishgray or brownish-gray color and assume a sort of
velvety surface.
, Topographically the Woodside shale is represented
by rounded and smooth slopes that are well covered
with vegetation. (See pIs. 21, A,. and 29, B.) The
upper limestones with thick layers, however, form
massive ledges, and where cut by streams make imposing gateways, particularly in parts of the Crow Creek
quadrangle.'
.
Several sections of the Woodside shale which give
local details ()f stratigraphy htl-ve been measured. as
follows:
TABLE

21.-Part of stadia measurements of Triassic section in
Raymond Canyon, Sublette Ridge, Wyo,42
Feet

Woodside shale (upper limit not defined; probably should
include some higher beds), largely concealed by talus of
limestone from harder ledges, but includes some ·thinbedded limestone and beds of shale (not well exposed) _

600

t2 Gale, H. S., and Richards, R. W., Preliminary report on the phosphate deposits
in southeastern Idaho and adjacent parts of Wyoming and Utah: U. S. Geol. Survey
Bull 430, p. 471, 1910.
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PLATE 29

A. RIDGE EXTENDING FROM SEC. 14 THROUGH SEC. 3, T. 8 S., R. 44 E., SLUG CREEK QUADHANGLE

Showing dip slope of Rex cherL member (Cp-a); Cp-b, phosphaLe shales of Phosphoria formation; Cw, Wells formaLion;

~

liw, Woodside shale

3.

Stump
PeaK

B. VIEW SOUTHEASTWAHD IN THE ASPEN HANGE FHOM THE HEAD OF MIDDLE SULPHUH CANYON, T. 9 S., H. 43 E., SLUG CREEK

QUADHANGLE

C. VIEW NOHTIf FHOl\t lJILL SOUTH OF THE JUNCTION OF STUMP CHEEK AND NORTH FORK, T. 6 S., R. ,15 E. (UNSURVEYED),
FREEDOM QUADRANGLE

n, GaDneLt erosion surface (p); b , Elk Valley cycle; c, Dry Fork cycle; d, Blackfoot cycle

He, Twin Creek limesLone; Jp, Preuss saDdsLo·,e; J s, SLump sandsLone; K. CreLaceous

•
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22.-Part of st'ratigmphic section of Triassic formations in
M ont1)elie1' Canyon, Idaho 43
[By C. L. Brogor, 1909]

Thaynes group. (See beds 8-16, p. 89.)
Woodside shale:
Feet
7. Limestone, like 8 but somewhat darker, containing Myalina in abundancc _______________ _
55
6. Sandstone, gray, shaly below ___________ - - - - - 87
5. Shale and thinly laminated sandstone, gray and
red, the whole forming a red-bed member that
198
furnishes a persistent horizon marker _- _- - -4. Snndstone, light colored, shaly below, quarried
for building stone at top; contains large
!l1yalina __________________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - 200
3. Limestone, gnty, blue, thin bedded; contains a
couple of nutssive bands, the whole forming a
conspicuous horizon marker; fossils at base,
small lamellibranchs, including a small,
smooth pecti noid ______________ - - - - - - - - - 48
2. Shales, gray; thin-bedded limestone in seams and
235
bands, pale coco brown in color __ - - - - - - - -1. Interval, covered, like 2; thickness roughly esti150
mated, possibly more than 150 feet_ - - - - - - -P1·od~wt·/ts-bearing or cherty limestone at top of Park
City formtttion.
973

Woodside shale-Continued.
B. Limestone band, dense, purplish gray, weathering brownish; contains some calcite and fragments of Lingula. Strike, N. 10° E.; dip,
23° E__________________________________
A 2. Covered; shaly sandstone float and dark-gray
soil with a little float of dark-gray impure
limestone ___ :.. __________________ __ _ ___ ___
A. Covered; shaly sandstone float, probably considerable shale present. Strike and dip measured from neighboring exposures. Strike, N.
10° E.; dip, 25° E. Rex chert boundary on
west part of saddle _ __ _________ _____ __ __ _

Feet

2

290

155
2,037

Thicknes8.-The Woodside shale differs somewhat
in thickness in different places. In the southern part
of the region it is 1,000 feet thick or perhaps less, but
in the northern part it is considerably thicker, approximately 2,000 feet.
,
Age.-The shales of tpe Woodside are sparingly
fossiliferous, and the. forms contained are poorly preserved. Linguloid brachiopods and pelecypods, chiefly
of the genus Myalina, are found in a few places. The
Beds 1 and 2 contain chiefly Lingula, with sonle
limestones at some horizons are highly fossiliferouf:!.
obscure lamcllibl'anchs.
This is especially true of the upper part of the formaTADLl!J 23.-Stmtigmphic section of Woodside shale eastward
tion, where the limestones are in greater abundance,
ft'om a l)oint near center oj west side oj sec. 18, '1'. 6 S., R. 1,1
·more massive, and in places are crowded with pelecyE., Henry q·/tadt·angle, Idaho
pod shells, chiefly species of . Myalina. A Myalina
[By P. V. Uoundy, 1010. Measurements normal to bodding. The letters and
nUll10rnls A to 0 I corrospond with Mr. Boundy's original notation]
zone and a zone of brachiopods, chiefly species of"
Terebratula, occur just below the top of the formation'
Thaynes group (M eekoceras zone).
Feet
Woodside shale:
and serve as convenie"nt guides.
G 1. Limestone, massive beds, similar to G and E
As stated on page 84, the age of the Woodside shale
with a tendency to weather brownish gray;
has somet~mes been questioned. Its lithologic and
darker sandstone bands. Strike, N. 5° E.;
dip, 22°-45° E__________________________
275
faUl.lalsimilarity to the Thaynes, however, have caused
G. Limestone, massive beds and thin platy sandit to be grouped with that formation as Lower Triassic
stone; shale in small amounts. Strike, N.
rather than with the Paleozoic beds. (See pp. 93 anq.
20° W.; dip, 21° E_______________________
100
94.) Thus its base is provisionally regarded as the
E. Limestone and sandstone similar to D; more
base of the Triassic in this region.
massive and with greater amount of limestone; limestone in upper part more shaly.
Strike, N. 20° W.; average dip, 27° E______
D. Limestone and sandstone, shaly, similar to B-B3
C. Sandstone, purplish to brownish gray; dense,
weathering locally with films of black oxide
of iron. Strike, N. 15° W.; dip, 24° EL_____
B s. I. . imestone and sandstone, pieces exposed on
surface with local ledges. Strike, N. 10° "W.;
dip, 27° E______________________________
13 2. Shale, calcareous and greenish with beds of
sandstone and limestone similar to those :of
B 1. At 75 feet more yellowish-weathering
sandstone appears, and here and there beds
of limestone 10 inches thick. Top 75 feet not
well exposed. Strike, N. 9° E.; dip, 22° E__
B 1. Sandstone, calcareous, and shale, greenish yellow, dendritic, weathering brown. Numerous bands of limestone 3 to 10 inches thick
with beds 1 to 4 inches thick occur at irregular
intervals. More shaly near top. Strike, N.
20° E.; dip, 23° E_______________________
IS

Oale,

n. S., and Uichards,

R. W., op. cit., p. 473,1910.

400
190

75
150

250

THAYNES GROUP

Name and definition.-The Thaynes formation was
named by Boutweil 44 frOln a canyon of that name in
the Park Oity mining district of Utah. In the Fort'
Hall Indian Reservation 45 the Thaynes deposits constitute a group, which is subdivided into three formations, but, on account of certain variations in lithology,
it has not been practicable to differentiate these
subdivisions on 'the maps of the quadrangles here
represented. In this district the name is applied to
2,600-3,100 feet or more of calcareous shale:::; and
limestones that pass, with apparent conformity, at
the base into .the upper limestones of the Woodside
shale, and are overlain, also with apparent conformity
Boutwell, J. M., op. cit., p. 55.
u., Subdivisions of the Thaynes limestone and Nugget sand·
stone, Mesozoic, in the Fort Hall Indian Ueservation, Idaho: Washington Acad.
Sci. Jour., vol. 6, pp. 31-42, 1916.
H
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by the Timothy sandstone. As ·noted later, however,
there is reason for supposing at least local unconformity
at this upper horizon. The base of the Thaynes is in
the Meekoceras zone. Where this zone is not well exposed the Terebratula and Myalina zones of -the upper
Woodside serve as convenient guides for the. approximate boundary. The top of the' Thaynes is generally
represented by massive beds of dense siliceous and
cherty limestone which carry silicified shells that project from the weathered surfaces.
Distribution.-The Thaynes group is exposed in each
. of the quadrangles mapped. It occurs ·at intervals
along the west side of Beat Lake Valley north of
Bloomington and east of N ounan Valley. In the
Preuss Range and Bear Lake Plateau the Thaynes
occupies a prominent area that extends as a broad
band, somewhat interrupted by folding and faulting,
nearly across the Montpelier quadrangle from south
to north. In the Sublette Ridge the Thaynes is upturned along the west flank for the greater part of its
length and locally forms conspicuous exposures.
The Thaynes group occurs on both sides of Bear
River in the southwest corner of the Slug Creek quadrangle and forms the axial portion of the syncline in
the northwest corner. Similarly it forms the central,
part of the syncline between Slug Creek and Dry
Valley and appears in the syncline in Georgetown
Canyon.
.
The outcrops of the Thaynes in the Crow Creek
quadrangle are associated chiefly with the synclines in
the western and northwestern districts, though a considerable band lies east of Sage Valley and smaller
.
areas occur in Crow Creek.
In the Freedom quadrangle the Thaynes group covers
an extensive area in the southwest part. It is exposed
in an eroded anticline in Boulder Creek and appears
in two parallel bands west of Star Valley near the east
boundary.
The Lanes Creek quadrangle includes large areas of
the Thaynes, especially in the rugged hills of the central portion between Lanes Creek and Enoch Valley.
Other notable exposures occur north of Browns Canyon, west of Diamond Creek, between Dry Valley and
Slug Creek, and in the southwest corner of the quadrangle.
In the Henry quadrangle the chief occurrences of the
Thaynes are in the hills northeast and west of the
Blackfoot River Reservoir.. Other exposures are
found in the extreme northwest corner and along the
southeast border.
The Thaynes areas of the Cranes Frat quadrangle
are relatively small and lie in the southwest corner
and along the west flank of the hills east of Cranes
Flat.
Oharacter.-The lithology of the Thaynes is similar to that of the Woodside in many respects, but
some differences should be noted. The more shaly'
parts of the group have in general the same olive-drab

color and weathering features that are noted in the
beds of the Woodside, but locally, as near Paris, in
the Montpelier quadrangle, they are lighter colored
and more sandy. Elsewhere for almost 200 feet above
. the base, the rocks are more clayey and have a welldefined grayish color that differs from the yellowish
and greenish tints of the Woodside. This feature is
helpful as an indicator where the Meekoceras zone is
not well developed. The middle portion of the
Thaynes contains at many places thin, platy beds of
sandy and calcareous shale, in which the indIvidual
plates are large and smooth and might almost be used
for roofing material.
The limestones are more prominent in the Thaynes
than in the Woodside. They form ledges that in many
places are conspicuous and make rougher slopes than
those developed on the Woodside. The limestones
contain much clay and sand and turn dark on weathering, so that they then resemble dark-brownish sandstones except along fresh fractures.
In some places massively bedded yellowish and reddish weathering sandstones, sparingly fossiliferous,
occur in the upper middle portion. These beds
resemble lithologically certain beds of the Wayan formation (Cretaceous) on the one hand and of the Wells
formation (Pennsylvanian) on the other, so that in the
absence of fossils particular attention must be paid to
s tra tigra phic association.
The tripartite arrangement of the upper Thaynes
(Portneuf limestone) with its included red-bed member
has already been mentioned. It should be added that
the limestone above these red beds, though sparingly
fossiliferous, is lithologically and faunally like the
Portneuf limestone of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation, 46 and' is thus clearly upper Thaynes. In the
mapping of the Montpelier quadrangle, however,
which was 'largely completed before the above relationships were determined, these red beds, with the overlying limestone, which is there very thin, and the
Timothy sandstone, were included in the" Ankareh
shale." The map has been revised to somo extent.
The term "Ankareh" has been dropped from the
nomenclature of this area, and the name Timothy
sandstone inserted. North of IV[ontpelier Canyon the
region has been remapped and corrected. It has not
been practicable to remap the region south of Montpelier Canyon. The Timothy sandstone, as there repl'esented, simply replaces the Ankareh shale and thus
includes a narrow strip of the upper Thaynes.
The red-beds member of the Portneuf is well exposed
in the hills between Webster Canyon and Horse Creek
in the southern part of the Freedom quadrangle and
in the hills of Thaynes that lie west of Lanes Creek.
It also appears in Home Canyon and in the hill south
of Montpelier Canyon, in secs. 29 and 32, T. 12 S., R.
45 E.
46

Mansfield, G. R., op. cit., pp. 38-40.
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Some of the topographic and structural features of
the Thaynes are shown in Plate 36, A, which represents
tho locality where the stratigraphic sections given in
Tables 23 and 24 were measured.
Stratigraphic sections of the Thaynes have been
measured at four localities: In sees. 17 and 18, T. 6 S.,
R. 41 E., flenry quadrangle; in Montpelier Canyon,
just east of Montpelier; in a small tributary of Indian
Creek in T. 15 S., R. 45 E.; and in Raymond Canyon
in the Sublette Ridge. These sections are given in
Tables 24 to 27.
24.-Stratigraphic section of Thaynes group eastward
from SE. U NE. U sec. 18, T. 6 S., R. 41 E., Henry quad?"angle, Idaho
'

TABLE

[By P. V. Roundy, 1,016. Measurements normal to dip]
Feet

S.

Umestone, light yellowish gray, much fractured, in
part a breccia with many small fragments of chert.
Strike, N. 90 W.; dip, 50 0 W__________________
Itt. Sandstone, calcareous (top of hill), partly covered
(east of crest) _______________ :________________

220
170

R.

Sandstone, fine grained, fairly pure, and reddish
or buff______________________________________
Q. Sandstone, calcareous, yellowish gray, and thinbedded(?) sandy limestone _______________ - - - _P. Limestone, dark gray but weathers lighter, coarsely
crystaline, beds 4 to 14 inches thick, fossiliferous;
large aviculipectens in limy sandstone; the heavy
ledges of pure limestone confined to lower part.
Strike, N. 10 0 W.; dip, 71 0 W _________________
N. Sandstone, yellowish and reddish to purplish gray,
fine textured ___________________________ - - -_ _

80
100

Thaynes group:
Feet
16. Shale, gray, thin; like division 14; limestone
lenses as much as 4 feet thick; in many places
crowded with terebratuloids _______ _
·210
15. Limestone, brownish, thick bedded; c-o-;tai~;
terebratuloids __________________________ _
40
14. Shales, gray to olive colored, thin, contain
scattered limestone lenses as much as 15 feet
thick; rayed pectinoids abunda,nt locally;
terebratuloids and Pugnoides triassicus, n.
sp., abundant in some of the limestones ____ _ 656
13. Sandy limestones and calcareous thick-bedded
sandstones; upper portion produces brownweathering talus slopes __________________ _
574
12. Limestones that form a conspicuous horizon
marker as far south as the Woodruff area in
Utah; basal 10 to 15 feet crowned with terebratuloids; rayed pectinoids and Pugnax
utah Mo,rcou? also occur at the base as well
as higher up in the division ______________ _ 48 85
11. Interval, covered; includes some thin gray
shales _________________________________ _
83
10. Sandstones, locally calcareous; form brownweathering talus slopes; contain Bakewellia';
some bands or lenses of purer limestone as
much as 15 feet thick are in places loaded
with terebratuloids and some Pugnax. utah
Marcou? _______________________________ _
216
9. Interval, mostly covered; includes some gray
shales' _________________________________ _

379

8. Limestone, light colored, resistant; the Meekoceras
zone of Peale, White, Hyatt and Smith, and
others; a well-defined horizon marker from
Hot Springs northward; exposed __________ _
7-1. Woodside shale. (See p. 87.)

190
170

M. Sandstone, calcareous, locally a limestone; weathers gray and yellow'; nodularj on fresh fracture
shows dense hard and gray masses in' somewhat
less compact streaky matrix that stands out on
weathered surface. Strike, N. 15 0 W.; dip,
72°W______________________________________
200
L. Sandstone, calcareous, yellowish gray to olive drab.
Strike, N.14° W.j dip changes from 88 0 to 60 0 W _ 315
J{. Mostly covered; greenish-yellow and, brownishyellow sandstone float_ ___ _____ __ ____ __ _______
165
J. Covered; float of limestone mingled with rustyyellow sandstone. Strike and dip assumed to
agree with those of division H __________ ~______
250
I. Covered; float of rusty-yellow sandstone. Strike
and dip assumed to agree with those of division H _ 1, 250
H. M eelc.oceras zone; scarcity of fossils (only 5 specimens of M eekoceras seen); heavy bluish-gray limestone but weathers reddish. Strike, N. 70 W.j
dip, 60 0 E __________________________________ , 20±
(See p. 87.)

Canyon, Idaho

47

[By C. L. Bregor, 1000]

Mississippian: 17. Limestone, massive, brecciated, and
cherty (overthrust).
47

Onte, H. S., and Richards, R. W., op. cit., pp. 472-473.

f

26.-Part of stratigraphic section in tributary of Indian
Creek in sec. 18, T. 15 S., R. 45 E., 2 miles southeast of Hot
Springs, Bear Lake County, Idaho.

•

•

0

HIgham grIt (?): Sandstone, white and pink, gritty _
Timothy sandstone (?):
Sandstone; calcareous, fossiliferous (?); weathers
brown and white to drab; fragments of coal and
~lso fragments of shale ____________________
Sandstone, red, friable__ ________________ _____
Shale, red__________________________________
Sandstone, greenish gray, calcareous _ _ _ _ _ ___ __
Shale, red and brown, broken________________
Thaynes group (?):
Limestone, gray _ _ _ ____________________ _____
Shale, red and greenish gray _ _ _ _ _ __ ______ __ __
Sandstone, red _ _ _ _ ____ ___________ __ ____ ____
Sandstone, white __________ -- - ______ ~ __ -- - -Shale, red, thin bedded, alternating with red
sandstones ______________________________ _

3, 130

T ABL'El 25.-Stratigraphic section of Thaynes group in Montpelier

2,282

TABLE

0

G-A. 'Voodside shale.

39

Ft.

200 ±

In.

100
8
20
8
30
30
60
50
4
6

6

Sandstone, red and friable, with interbedded red
shale ____________________________________ 210
Sandstone_________________________________
8
Interval, slope covered with vegetation, fragments of red sandstone, and other materiaL _ _ 249
Limestone, massive (lower member of Portneuf
limestone?) .
o
780±
(8

Figure inadvertently omitted in publication cited.

o
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TABLE

27.-Stadia measurement of the Raymond Canyon section,
Sublette Mountains, Wyo. 49

Twin Creek limestone: Limestone,· white, weathered,
splintery, fractured, shaly, and massive (not measured).
Nugget sandstone:
Feet
Sandstone and quartzite, very massive, dark red
and brown; forms heavy talus slopes __________ _ 1, 700
Sandstone, massive and sandy shale; at top a heavy
ledge of conglomeratic whi te q uartzi te ________ - 200
. 1,900
Ankareh shale: Mostly shaly beds, dark-red and maroon
shales, and som~ massive sandstone (not well exposed) _ 700
Thaynes formation:
Limestone ledges, very massive, muddy and rusty
weathered surface; form steep, rocky canyon
walls_ ______________________ _____________ ___ 1, 300
Interval, bounded by massive limestone ledges at
top and bottom; covered by brown weathered
limestone talus and contains some massive lime800
stonebeds__________________________________
2,100

The Thaynes deposits show considerable variation
in thickness and lithologic character from northwest
to southeast. In the Fort Hall Indian Reservation
they comprise a group about 3,650 feet thick and
the upper formation or P6rtneuf limestone is about
1,500 feet thick. 50 In that region the separation
of this limestone into upper and lower members with
inter:ening red beds was not recognized, though
~ertaln red beds there interpreted as Nugget in the
hght of more recent studies farther east may prove to
be Thaynes. The tripartite arrangement of the upper
Thaynes o(Portneuf limestone) is well developed in
the Lanes Creek and Freedom quadrangles. The
changes in othickness southward from these localities
have been mentioned in the discussion of the Triassic
system.
In the Indian Creek section (Table 26), which was
measured in 1912 before the tripartite character of
the Po:tneuf limestone was known,. the beds between
the grItty sandstone at the top and the massive
limestone at the bottom were considered Ankareh
and indeed the section was selected and measured a~
an Ankareh section. It now appears probable that
the gray limestone there shown, which is 30 feet
thick, and the. red beds beneath correspond, respectively, to the topmost limestone of the Portneuf and
the underlying red-bed member of that formation.
The rest of the section upward to the gritty sandstone
corresponds fairly well with the Timothy sandstone
and will be referred to again in the discussion of that
formation.
The· Raymond Canyon section (Table 27) was
measured in 1909 and revisited in 1912 but not since
the more detailed knowledge of the Thaynes was
gained. It now seems probable that the Ankareh of
that section may correspond with the red-bed member
'9
60

o

Gale, H. S., and Richards, R. W., op. cit., p .. 471.
Mansfield, G. R., op. cit., p. 39.

of the Portneuf limestone, and that most of the lower
division of the Nugget there described may correspond
,with the Timothy sandstone. No limestone which
could represent the upper member of the Portneuf is
mentioned in association with the red beds, as in the
sectiQns previously discussed, and it may be that it has
disappeared by wedging out, by gradation into red
beds, or by erosion, or it may be covered.
In the Montpelier Canyon section (Table 25) the
red beds have been removed or are concealed by
the overthrust block of Mississippian limestone, but
these beds are well exposed farther east as noted above.
The section in T. 6 S., R. 41 E., shown in Table 24 is
also incomplete because of folding. The breccia~ed
cherty limestone at the top may represent part of the
massive limestone that normally occurs beneath the
red beds.
If the red beds of the Raymond Canyon and Indian
Creek sections are assigned to the Thaynes as above
suggested the thickness of the Thaynes appears to
range from about 2,600 to 3,100 feet.
Age and correlation.-Many of the horizons of the
Thaynes are occupied by fossiliferous beds. The
Meekoceras zone at the base of the formation consists
of whitish to gray limestone 10 to 25 feet thick which r
.
'
IS crowded with ammonites, whose chambered shells
are conspicuous on the weathered surfaces of the rock. I
Characteristic ammonites of this horizon are Meekoceras gracilitatis, M. aplanatum, M. mushbachianum
Aspidites, Ophiceras, Flemingites, Ussuria, Pseudo~
sageoceras, and Nannites,st Two other notable horizons characterized by ammonites have been recognized
byoSmith in the Thaynes in Paris Canyon, Montpelier
quadrangle. These horizons are known as the Tirolites and the Oolumbites zones. The TiroZites zone I
consists of gray calcareous shales about 250 feet above
the Meekoceras zone and contains Tirolites aiL T. cassianus Quenstedt, T. aff. T. smiriagini Mojsisovics,
T. afr. T. haueri Mojsisovics, Dalamatites cf. D. morlaccus Kittl, Dinarites, n. sp., Pseudomonotis idahoensis
Meek, and other forms. About 25 feet higher lies a thin'
bed of brownish bituminous limestone in which occurs
the Oolumbites fauna, which includes Oolumbites parisianus, several other species of the same genus, Xenaspis,
Xenocliscus, Oeltites, Pseudoharpoceras, Ophiceras, and
some survivors of the two preceding horizons. 52
In addition to the horizons marked by amll10nites
there are noteworthy horizons marked by brachiopods
(Pugnax, Spiriferina), pelecypods, and other forms.
A group of typical Thaynes fossils selected by G. H.
Girty is illustrated in Plate 30. He has also supplied
some comments on the Lower Triassic faunas (see pp.
93 and 94) and described some new species. (See pp.
434 to 446.)
61 Hyatt, Alp'heus, and Smith, J. P., The Triassic cephalopod genera of America:
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 40, pp. 17-19, 1905.
63 Smith, J. P., Dist.ribution of Lower Triassic Caunas: Jour. GeologY, vol. 20,
pp. 13-20, 1912.
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The Thaynes of the Park City district does not
The Cranes Flat quadrangle contains minor areas
contain ammonites and was at first assigned to the of the sandstone along the foothills east of Cranes
"Permo-Carboniferous,'" as noted in the discussion Flat, near the ·center.
of the Triassic system. It was later found to be
Oharacter.-The Timothy sandstone is typically a
faunally related to Peale's "Mee7coceras beds" of somewhat sugary, yellowish to grayish rock in beds
southeastern Idaho, which had been referred by 1 to 3 inches thick or localiy more massive. It is
'C. A. White 53 to the Triassic. Further studies of the . generally uniform in character and in some places
cephalopod genera by Hyatt and Smith 54 showed that weathers with a pinkish tinge. Locally beds assigned
the fauna of Idaho is intimately related to the Lower to this fornlation are reddish or purplish. It is usually
Triassic faunas of India and eastern Siberia and that less resistent to weathering -than the limestone below
it contains species wh~ch lllay even be identical with or the grit above and hence occupies depr.essions or
those irom Asia. The Thaynes is therefore assigned relatively smooth slopes, on which exposures are few'
and poor.
to the Lower Triassic.
In the Fort Hall Indian Reservation the Timothy
TIMOTHY SANDSTONE
sandstone, at, first called" Ankareh sandstone,"55 is'
Name and definition.-The Timothy sandstone was about 800 feet thick. Eastward the formation benamed from Tinlothy Creek, which rises in the south- comes thinner, and in the Lanes Creek and Freedom
western part of the Freedonl quadr~ngle, flows north- quadrangles the Tjmo.thy is about 250 feet thick,
westward, and cuts across the sandstone. It is though apparently it retains the same lithologic
bounded below by the generally massive but locally characteristics.
In Honle Canyon, about 6 miles ~ast of Montp~lier,
thin-bedded uppermost/limestone of the Thaynes group
the Timothy sandstone consists of cross-bedded and
and above by the Higham grit.
coarse-textured sandstones that have conglomeratic
Distribution.-The Timothy sandstone is exposed in
layers, in which the fragments are small pieces of
four of the seven quadrangles mapped-the Montlimestone like that of the Thaynes. . Several of these
pelier, FreedOlll, Lanes Creek, and Cranes Flat quadlayers are 2 to 3 feet thick and are interbedded with
rangles. It IIlay also include some of the beds mapped
sugary &andstones. At this place the whole formation
as Nugget south of the lower end of Sage Valley,
is not more than 100 feet thick. This phase has not
in the Crow Creek quadrangle.
been observed elsewhere.
In the IVfontpelier quadrangle the sandstone forms
In the Indian Creek and Raymond Canyon sections
narrow bands which are associated with the folds that (Tables 26 and 27, pp. 89 and 90) the Timothy g;andextend northward through the' central part of the quad- stone, which includes part of the beds formerly mapped
rangle and with the anticline that forms the west as Ankareh and Nugget, appears to have in its lower
'flank of the Sublette Ridge near the east bound.ary. portion 50 feet or more of reddish or varicolored beds
In the Bear Lake Plateau there are four parallel bands. with shales and sandstones, and the formation is probAs lllapped, these lllay include certain beds here ably less than 200 feet thiclc The limits here assigned
assigned to the Thaynes.
to the sandstone at these two places must be regarded
In the FreedOlll quadrangle a small exposure occurs as tentative until opportunity is afforded for revision
in association with Highalll grit on the north side of of the ~apping of that part of the region in the light of
Spring Creek in the southern part and a narrow band the latest interpreta.tions.
follows the zigzag outcrop of the grit around the tips
Althougli the relationship of the Thaynes and Timof anticlinal and synclinal folds in the southwestern othy sandstone is that of appai'ent conformity, the
part. A similar band, roughly circular as projected occurrence of the conglomeratic beds -\vith fragments of
on the rnap, is exposed in the canyon of Boulder limestone like that of the Thaynes in the Home Canyon
Creek.
section indicates that at least locally there was erosion
The sandstone forms several sets of exposures be- of Triassic limestones while the deposition of the sandtween Old vVilliamsburg and the vicinity of the Middle stone was in progress .. The southeastward thinning
Dairy, in the northeastern part of the Lanes Creek of the upper limestone (Portneuf) of the Thaynes
quadrangle, where the continuity of the formation is previously noted may perhaps be in part due to erosion,
interrupted by faults It follows the grit band in the in which event the boundary between the two formavicinity of Browns Canyon and outlines the core of a tions would mark an unconform~ty of considerable
faulted syncline in the central part of the quadrangle. note.
Two smull faulted bands lie east of this syncline on
Age and correlatio~.-In the Indian Creek section
beds
assigned to the Timothy sandstone contain fragthe slope toward Lanes Cre~k.
ments
of coal and of shale. Carbonized remains of
53 Whito, C. A., ~L'l'iosslc fossils of southoostern Idaho: Contributions to inverte·
unidentifiable
plants with which are associated copperbrato poleontology, No.5; U. S. Geol. and Goog. Survey Terr. Twelfth Ann. Rept.,
pp. 105-118, 1880.
U

Hyott, AlphollS, ond Smith, J. P., op. cit., pp. 18-19.
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Pugnoides triassicus Girty, n. sp. (p. 434)
FIGURES 1, 2. Two views of a broad specimen with three plications on the fold. Thaynes group (1), MontpeJier quadrangle
Idaho (station 7631).
FIGURES 3, 4. Two views of a narrow specimen with two plications on the fold. There are several other cotypes. Thaynes group
(1), Montpelier quadrangle, Idaho (station 7631).
Terebratula semisimplex
FIGURES 5, 6, 7. Three views of the typical specimen X 1~. Mter White. Thaynes group, southeastern Idaho.
Terebratula thaynesiana Girty, n. sp ..(p. 435)
FIGURES 8, 9, 10, 11. Four views of one of the cotypes. Thaynes group, Montpelier quadrangle, Idaho (station 7406).
Spiriferina roundyi Girty, n. sp. (p. 436)
FIGURES 12, 13. Two views of a pedicle valve. Thaynes group, Cranes Flat quadrangle, Idaho (station ~7813a).
FIGURE 14. A small brachial valve. Thaynes group, Cranes Flat quadrangle, Idaho (station 7813a).
FIGURES 15, 16. Two views of 'a specimen retaining both valves. There are several other cotypes. Thaynes group, Cranes Flat
quadrangle, Idaho (~tation 7813a).
FIGURES 17, 18, 19.

Spiriferina mansfieldi Girty, n. sp. (p. 436)
Three views of one of the cotypes. Ross Fork limestone, Portneuf quadrangle, Idaho (station 7879).

Monotis superstricta var. parksi Girty, n. var. (p. 441)
F~GURES 20, 21. Two views of the typical specimen, one an enlargement X 2. Thaynes group, Crow Creek quadrangle, IdahoWyo. (station 7877).
Aviculipecten disjunctus Girty, n. sp. (p. 437)
FIGUR'ES 22,23, 24. Views of three different specimens all of which, from their shape, appear to be left valves.
Cokeville quadrangle (provisional name), Wyo. (7306 i).

Thaynes limestone,

Monotis idahoensis
FIGURE 25. A specimen thus identified by White but apparently not the type specimen, which has not been figured.
Thaynes group, southeastern Idaho.
FIGUREl 26. The typical specimen.

{\iter White.

Mter White.

Monotis alta
Thaynes group, southeastern Idaho.

Monotis thaynesiana
FIG"?:RES 27, 28. A rather large specimen identified as of this species. One view shows the specimen in outline natural size; the
other is X2. Thaynes group, Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho-Wyo. (station 7878).
Monotis bregeri Girty, n. sp. (p. 439)
FIGURE 29. A broad specimen~ one of several cotypes X 1~. '
Monotis bregeri var. laticostata Girty, n. var. (p. 440)
FIGURES 30,31. One of the cotypes natural size; the other is X 1~. Thaynes group, Montpelier quadrangle, Idaho (station 7485).
FIGURES 32,,33: Two specimens from Utah.

Myalina platynotus
Thaynes limestone, Park City district, Utah (station 3180a).

Myalina postcarbonica Girty, n. sp. (p.442)
FIGURES 34, 35. Views of a left and a right valve X2. There are sev:eral other cotypes.
Idaho (station 7380).

Woodside shale, Montpelier quadrangle,

FIGURE 36. The typical specimen.

Pleuromya haydeniana Girty, n. sp. (p. 443)
Thaynes limestone, Cokeville quadrangle (provisional name), Wyo. (station 7306 i).

FIGURE 37. The typical specimen.

Mter White.

Monotis pealei
Thaynes group, southeastern Idaho.

Pleurophorus similis Girty, n. sp. (p. 446)
FIGURES 38, 39. Two of the cotypes X 2. In both specimens the umbonal ridge is rounded and the postumbonal slope lacks visible
plications. Woodside shale, Montpelier quadrangle, Idaho (station 7380).
FIGURES 40, 41. Two of the cotypes X2.
FIGURES 42, 43.

Pleurophorus bregeri Girty, n. sp. (p. 445)
Woodside shale, Montpelier quadrangle, Idaho (station 7382).

Pleurophorus rotundus Girty, n. sp. (p. 446)
Two of the cotypes X 2. Woodside shale, Montpelier quadrangle, Idaho (station 7380).

Meekoceras mushbachianum
FIGURES 44, 45. Two views of the typical specimen. After White. Thaynes group, southeastern Idaho.
Meekoceras gracilitatis
FIGURES 46, 47. Two views of the typical specimen. After White. This spec!es together with the preceding one are only two
units in a very extensive and varied ammonite fauna characteristic of the Thaynes. Thaynes group,
southeastern Idaho.
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bearing minerals occur in SOlne places along the formation as Inapped between Bear River and Montpelier
Canyon. The copper deposits have been described by
Gale 50 and are reviewed on pages 345 to 347. No other
fossils have been found in the formation.
The Timothy sandstone represents an unidentified
part, possibly the base, of the Ankareh shale, as defined
by Boutwell 57 in the Park City mining district, and
the upper part of the Ankareh shale, as described in
the previous reports on southeastern Idaho 58. It lies
with at least local unconformity above the beds that
contain a well-recognized Lower Triassic fauna,' but' is
itself practically unfossiliferous and is overlain by
other unfossiliferous formations, of which the Nugget
sandstone, the uppermost, is referred to the Jurassic.
The Timothy sandstone is now regarded as Lower
Triassic, but it may prove to be of later age.
LOWER 'l'lUASSIC FAUNAS

By G. H.

GIRTY

The Lower Triassic rocks of Idaho are uncomnlonly
rich in fossil shells, both in number and in variety.
Of these fossils only one group, the ammonites, have
received any but the nlost casual notice. The ammonitic types, which are especiully characteristic of
the Thaynes rocks, are far too numerous to be shown
on the available space for illustrations. Aside from
the ammonites the types at present known are on the
contrary far too few to afford an adequate conception
of the other aspects of th§ fauna. Accordingly, a few
new species have been described (see pp. 434 to 446), but
these were selected rather because they are interesting
and are represented by specimens of quality than because they are more characteristic than the rest
either of this fauna or of the region which forms the
subject of this report. The plate of illustrations then
affords scarcely a glimpse of the Lower Triassic faunas
of Idaho.
Aside from the alnnlonites, which are usually very
abundant where they occur at all, this Lower Triassic
fauna is preenlinetly one of pelecypods, and amongst
these bivalves no group occurs in .such numbers and
in such variety as the pectinoid shells. From the
term just employed it will be understood that the
shells Inentioned have the general appearance of
Pecten or Aviculipecten, and in fact the species that
have been described are cited mostly under the latter
genus. Some of the species do almost certainly be48 Onlo, H. S., Ooology of the copper deposits nenr Montpelier, Bear Lake County,
Idnho: U. S. 0001. Survoy BUll. 430, pp. 112-121, 1910.
47 Boutwoll, J. M., Stratigrnphy and structure oC the' Park City mining district,
Utah: Jour. Ooology, vol. 15, pp, 434-458, 1907.
48 Onle, H. S., op. cit. Onle, H. S., and Richards, R. W., Preliminary report on the
phosphate deposits In southoasterll Idaho and adjacent parts oC Wyoming and Utah:
U. S. Oeol. Survoy BUll. 430, pp. 457-535, 1910. Richards, R. W., and Mansfield,
G. R, Prolhnlnary report on a portion of the Idaho phospbate reserve: U. S. Geol.'
Survey Bull. 470 PP. 371-439, 1911; Geology oC the phosphate deposits nortbeast of
Oeorgotown, Idaho: U. S. Oeol. Survoy Bull. 577, 1914. Mansfield, G. R, and
Roundy, P. V., Rovlslon of the Beckwith and Bear River Cormatlons of southeastern
Idaho: U. S. 0001. Survey Prof, Paper 98, PP. 75-84, 1916.
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long under one genus or the other, although their
hinge structure is practically unknown, but most
specimens have the superficial characters of left valves
only, and at the same time their abundance is such as
reasonably to destroy the hypothesis that no right
valves occur among them. It is therefore necessary
to conclude that most of these forms are essentially
equivalve and consequently that they can not belong
to the Pectinidae at all.
The other pelecypod shells are like the pectinoids in
that very few are preserved so as to show the hinge
structure. Consequently an assured generic assignment is even less possible with these forms than with
the others, for pectinoid genera can he distinguished
more satisfactorily than the genera of many other
pelecypods on external characters only.
The third great molluscan group', the Gastropoda, is
in comparison but poorly represented. The 'only
forms that are at all abundant are naticoid shells,
especially a small species that may be identical with
Natica lelia. These occur especially in the Woodside
shale associated with more elongated forms, of which
some suggest Holopea, others Loxonema, and which
are rather characteristic of that formation ..
Brachiopods are by no means rare at certain localities but are chiefly represented by Lingula, Spiriferina, and a few rhynchonelloid and terebratuloid
types, the latter being by far the most numerous and
most varied. Even the kindred group of Bryozoa
has' been recognized at one or two localities, a slenderstemmed ramose type generically related to Lioclema.
Corals are unknown and pentacrinoid columnals are
much less abundant than in the Triassic rocks of other
areas.
These Lower Triassic formations of this region are
undoubtedly di~tinguishable by their faunas, although, as these faunas are as yet largely undescribed
and in fact, except in a superficial way, unstudied, it
is not possible to name the species that are found in
one and notoin the other. As already mentioned, the
Thaynes is distinguished by its ammonites. These
shells, if they occur in the Woodside at all, are extremely rare. Most of the brachiopods, except
Lingula and small terebratuloids that occur at the
top of the Woodside, are Thaynes species. On the
other hand, the small gastropod's already mentioned
are more or less distinctive of the Woodside as are
also the Lingulas and the small pelecypods here
'
described under Pleurophorus and Myalina.
Inasmuch as the Triassic age of these formations
is largely determined by their ammonitic fauna, and
as the ammonites are largely if not wholly restricted
to the Thaynes, the question may be raised, and possibly has been raised, whether the underlying rocks
known as the Woodside shale may not really belong
in the Permian. On this head the evidence that the
Woodside is Triassic is very strong, whereas the evi-
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dence .that- 'it is Permian is very weak. Stratigraphically the Woodside gradates into the Thaynes above
but is sharply 'distinguished from the Paleozoic Phos'phoria below. Paleontologic ally . the same is equally
if not more decisively true. All the characteristic
Carboniferous brachiopods, such· as Productus, Chonetes, Spirifer, Oomposita, Derbya, to mention only a
few, are extinguished with the Phosphoria never to
reappear in the rocks of this continent. Such recurring brachiopods as Pugnoides, Spiriferina, and the
·terebratuloids recur rather in the Thaynes than in
the Woodside. The terebratuloids moreover, though
this is not true of the other brachiopods, are of a rather
characteristic Mesozoic type, inasmuch as they show
a reversed fold and sinus (the sinus being in the brachial valve instead of in the pedicle valve), inasmuch as
they lack dental plates, and inasmuch as many of the
species are freely plicated. Certain pelecypod genera,
like MyaZina and PZeurophorus, apparently survived
from the Carboniferous but MyaZina at least continued through the Woodside into the Thaynes. As
for the weight of this evidence, not only is the survival
of some pelecypod genera from the late Paleozoic into
the early Mesozoic reasonably to be expected, but the
generic ;eferences themselves are mostly uncertain, for
the references in the last resort depend upon internal
characters, which for most of the forms are known
imperfectly if at all. Thus these faunas show a profound transformation with very little survival in pass.ing from the Phosphoria formation to the Woodside.
The conditions of study which make it impossible
.to state specifically the characters by which the
Thaynes and Woodside faunas are distinguished from
one another also lnake it impossible to state specifically the characters in which they are related, but that
the two faunas resemble each other broadly will not
be -questioned by anyone who tries to recognize the
formations on paleontologic characters alone,and they
are hound together, it is believed, by many types
held in common.
When it is recalled that in the Phospho~a we already
have a formation and a fauna of Permian age and that
the Woodside in its faunal and stratigraphic relations
,is sharply distinct from the Permian Phosphoria, and
,at the same time in fauna and stratigraphy closely
allied to the Triassic Thaynes, it is convincingly appar.ent that the natural grouping of these faunas places
the Woodside with the Thaynes, that if the Woodside
is Permian though later Permian than the Phosphoria,
the Thaynes is likewise Permian, and if the Thaynes is
Triassip so is the Woodside.
.

unconformity at the base of the Highaln grit suggest
that the Higham grit and the overlying Deadman
limestone and Wood shale may be of later age than
Triassic. No fossils, however, have yet been found
in any of these formations, so they are provisionally
retained in the Triassic. The general characteristics
of these formations and of the overlyingN ugget
sandstone are shown in Table 28.
28.-Stratigraphic section of the Nugget sandstone and
underlying Triassic (?) formations in tributary of Stump Creek
in the NW. U sec. 19, T; 6 S., R. 4-5 E. (unsurveyed), Freedom
quaarangle, I daho-Wyo.

TABLE

, [By E. L. Jones, jr.!

Twin Creek limestone (base concealed).
Nugget sandstone:
Massive gray sandstones_'-______________________
Massive red sandstones_________________________
Massive gray sandstones containing reddish bands _

Feet

412
480
65
957

Wood shale: Thin-bedded red sandstone and red shales
with green spots_________________________________

130

Deadman limestone: .
Purple and green limestone with some interbedded
mottled limy shales ______________________ ._ _ _ _
Massive cherty and some~hat v~sicular limestone_ _
Concealed ______________________ ~--------------

55
78
55
188

Higham grit: Grit and coarse quartzitic sandstone, base
notexposed_____________________________________

85
1, 360

DISTRIBUTION.

The mapping of the Montpelier and Slug Creek
quadrangles h~d been practically completed before
the Higham grit, Deadlnan limestone, and Wood
shale had been differentiated. These formations have
been recognized in the Preuss Range north of Montpelier Canyon, in the Montpelier quadrangle, but it
has not been practicable to map them separately
from the Nugget sandstone, with which they have
hitherto been grouped. They have not been recognized in the Slug Creek and Henry quadrangles. In
the Crow Creek quadrangle they are not present unless
-perhaps in a small area mainly south of the mouth of
Sage ·Creek. Here red shale, limestone, and sandstone
are present, resembling, respectively, the Wood shale,
Deadman limestone, and Timothy sandstone. The
struc,tural relationships appear to be complex, and
possibly small fault blocks of these fonnations should
be represented on the map. Similar rocks, however,
occur in the upper part of the Nugget sandstone, and
until more detailed data are available the doubtful
rocks are referred to that formation.
In the Lanes Creek and Freedom quadrangles the
TRIASSIC (?) FORMATIONS
Higham grit, Deadman limestone, and Wood shale are
GENERAL FEATURES
well exposed and easily traced. These formations
The great thickness of the formations assigned to . occupy a syncline in the crest of one of the ridges of the
. the Lower Triassic, 5,350 feet, the unconformity at Preuss Range in the central part of the Lanes Creek
the base of the Timothy sandstone, and the marked quadrangle, and at the base of the southeastern slope
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of the same ridge the grit is exposed. East of Lanes
Creek in the northeastern paTt of the Preuss Range is
a broad syncline, occupied by these fornlations together
with the Nugget sandstone and Twin Creek limestone.
This syncline extends southeastward into the Freedom
quadrangle and is there bifurcated by a large unsymllletl'ical anticli.ne. Fine exposures are afforded by the
canyons of Browns, Timothy, Horse, and Boulder
Creeks, which drain portions of this broad region of
folded rocks. Complexly faulted areas that include
the grit, limestone, and shale, together with the Nugget
sandstone, lie in the northeastern part of T. 6 S., R. 44
E., and in the southwestern part of T. 5 S., R. 44 E., in
the Lanes Creek quadrangle ..
In the Cranes Flat quadrangle the Higham grit,
Deadman limestone, and Wood shale occupy narrow
strips along the western slope of the ridge east of Cranes
Flat.
HIGHAM GRIT

The Higham grit was named fronl Higham Peak, in
the northeastern part of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation,69 the highest smnmit of a prolninent ridge composed of that rock. The formation is a coarse white to
pinkish gritty or conglomeratic sandstone, locally
quartzitic, with subangular fragments or pebbles of
quartzite. No other rock type has been observed as a
constituent. The lnaterial appears to have been
derived from early Paleozoic or older quartzites. The
grit is distinct lithologically from the other rocks of the
region and is prominent topographically. It form.3
strike ridges that are marked by rough craggy ledges
in many places, as, for example, the fine dip slope into
Browns Canyon. 'The lower 10 to 20 feet at somelocalities, notably in the north fork of· Bbulder Creek, is
fine grained, purplish or yellowish, and more or less
ferruginous. In Home Canyon, near Montpelier, the
Highmn grit is represented by a purplish quartzite
that corresponds in texture to sonie of the finer beds of
the grit elsewhere.
The fornlation appears to lie confornlably on the
Timothy sandstone, but several features suggest that
the base of the gdt probably represents a stratigraphic
break of considerable size. These features are the
abrupt and striking change in lithology from preceding
fonnations, the strongly ferruginous character of the
basal beds, and the southward thinning of the underlying Timothy sandstone. The striking dilllinution
in the thickness of the Timothy eastward and southeastward from the Fort Hall Indian Res~rv'ation may
be entirely a lithologic change, but it is at least suggestive of transgression by the overlying grit. This subject is further discussed in Chapter VIII, which deals
with the broader geologic problems of the region (pp. 373
and 374). The I-Iighanl grit is apparentlynonfossilifer00 Mansfield, O. n., Subdivisions of the Thaynes limestone and Nugget sandstone,
Mesozoic, In the Fort Hall Indian Reservation, Idaho: Washington Acad. Sci.
Jour., vol. 0, ~o. 2, pp. 31-42, 1916.

ous, much fractured, and locally slickensided with
high polish. Its thickness, as exposed in the Freedom
quadrangle, is about 200 feet. In the Fort Hall Indian
Reservation it is much thicker, about 500 feet.
DEADMAN LIMESTONE

The Deadnlan limestone was named from a creek
in the northeastern part of the Fort Hall Indian
Reservation. The . limestone is a peculiar rock of
variable character and of white, pinkish, or greenish
color. In places it is dense and of almost lithographic
quality. Elsewhere it is cherty and h~s an irregular
streaky and nodular character and rqughly weathered
surface. At still other places it is somewhat oolitic,
and the calcareous concentrically banded oolites inclose grains or fragments of dense Jimestone or chert.
The bedding is generally indistinct. vVhere the rock
is greenish and cherty it has locally been prospected"
presumably for copper. As a whole the rock is
resistant to weathering and pronlinent topographically; in favorable places it forms fine ledges. So
far as observed it is nonfossiliferous.
I
In the Freedonl and Lanes Creek quadrangles the
Deadman limestone follows directly above the Higham
grit, as in the Fort, Hall Indian Reservation. In
the Boulder Creek district of the Freedom quadrangle
and in the Cranes Flat quadrangle the lower limestones'
tend to be more shaly and to have reddish or purplish,
tints. In the Home Canyon district of the Montpelier quadrangle this tendency is more pronounced,
and the limestone" which there is only about 50 feet
thick, appears to lie in the midst of the red shale.
The limestone has not 'been recognized farther south:
east.
'
.
In the FreedOln quadrangle the formation as lneasured in Table 28, is 188 feet thick. At the head of
Hor,se Creek, however, the limestone. appears to he.
somewhat thicker, perhaps because of folding. In f
the Fort Hall Indian Reservation to the west. the,
Deadman limestone is &bout 150 fe~t thick.
WOOD 'SHALE

The Wood shale was named from a creek in the"
northeastern part of the Fort Hall Indian Rese~'vation t
and lies just above the Deadnlan limestone. It "is
composed of bright-red shales and sa~dstones that
weather to a' red soil' and occupy depressions or
smooth slopes with few exposures, except where cut,
by streams. Locally there a~'e' small lenticular
deposits of gyp~um, usu'ally repre~ented by rows of
white fragments of gypsum' that 'lie on the surface.
No fossils have been. found in the shale. 'In the Home
Canyon region of the Montpeliel" quad~angle the
formation is well developed. . The
increasino-Iv
sh'aly
'
.
eo ~
'"
character of the lower bed's of the Deadman limestone at this locality, as 'no'ted ab'ove, lnay indicate
the complete wedging out 'of the .limestone farther'
east and south and the merging of the .shale below
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with the overlying Wood shale. In the Cranes Flat
quadrangle the Wood shale seems to be cut out by
faulting, except in the SEe >i sec. 2, T. 4 S., R. 41 E.,
where it is exposed for about half a mile.' The thickness of the Wood shale, as shown in Table 28, is about
130 feet. About 2 miles southeast of the locality
where the measurement was made the shale is partly
cutout by a fault which may extend northwestward
to the line of the section and thus reduce its apparent
,thickness. In the head of Ho~se Creek the Wood
shale, though not measured, appears to be considerably thicker, perhaps because of folding. In the Fort
Hall Indian Reservation it is 200 to 250 feet thick.
JURASSIC SYSTEM
GENERAL FEATURES

The Jurassic' system is well represented in many
parts of southeastern Idaho, where' it includes four
formations, named, in ascending order, the Nugget
sandstone, formerly considered Triassic or Jurassic,
the Twin Creek limestone, the Preuss sandstone, and
the Stump sandstone. The Nugget sandstone in this
region is., apparently conformable with the Wood shale
below, but it is thought to be unconfornlable with the
Twin Creek above, and Schultz 60 believes that, in
southwestern Wyoming at least, the Nugget sandstone
will prove to be unconformable on beds that correspond
to the Wood shale. The T-win Creek limestone is
overlain unconformably by the Preuss sandstone, and
8:nother .unconformity separates the Stump sandstone
from the overlyjng Cretaceous (?) formations. The
total thickness of the 'rocks here assigned to the system
is about 6,700 feet.
NUGG ET SANDSTONE

Name.-The Nugget sandstone was named by
Veatch 61 fromN ugget ~tation on the Oregon Sb.ort
Line Railroad.in southwestern Wyoming, but in this
report the name is applied to only' the upper part of
the beds to which Veatch applied the name, as
explained on page 84. Veatch's lower "red bed
member" is correlated with the Triassic (?) formations
(Wood shale, Deadman limestone, and Higham grit).
Distribution.-Some features of the distribution of
the Nugget formation have been mentioned in the
discussion of the Triassic (?) formations. In the Preuss
Range a series of folds causes a zigzag in the outcrop
of the sandstone northeast of Montpelier and a second
exposure in an anticlinal axis east of Georgetown. In
T. 1'1 S., R. 45 E., the Nugget emerges along the edge
of the great fault block produced by the Bannock
overthrust and is continued northward into the Crow
Creek quadrangle. Southward along the Preuss
Range the Nugget sandstone forms' the west flank of
a large syncline occupied by the Twin Creek limestone.
I

Schultz, A. R., personal communication.
Veatch, A. C., Geography and geology of a portion of southwestern Wyoming;
U. S Geo1. Survey Prof. Paper 56, p. ,56, 1907.
GO
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This belt is continued southward into the Bear Lake
Plateau and joins in another zigzag due to the erosion
of adj acent folds. Here the rocks are partly concealed
by Eocene strata. 'Small patches emerge here and
there from cover. The crest of the Sublette Ridge is
composed of the Nugget sandstone, which there forms
the east flank and north end of a sharply folded
anticline.
In the Slug Creek quadrangle the only outcrops occur
in the Left Fork of Twin Creek, in the southern part
of T. 10 S., R. 44 E., where the Nugget forms the core
of an anticline that has been uncovered by the erosion
of a great fault block. In the Crow Creek quadrangle
exposures occur along the west flank of the Gannett
Hills east of Sage and Tygee Valleys, adjacent to ~~
fault. A prominent band' of the Nugget sandstone,
partly concealed by later deposits, lies along the east
flank of the Caribou Range between Auburn and Miller
Creek in the Freedom quadrangle.
Oharacter.-The Nugget sandstone gives rise to
ledgy, rugged, brushy, picturesque hills and high ridges
with rounded slopes that are covered in many places
with angular pinkish or grayish blocks that weather
brown or black and impede travel. The rocks consist
chiefly of massive reddish sandstone locally deeply
colored and in places much cross-bedded. The stratification is conlmonly well developed and here and there
produces slabby blocks. The texture is generally fine
and uniform; the grains are subangular and the matrix
siliceous. At"some places the rock is sufficiently silicified to be called a quartzite. The formation includes
beds. of sandy shale, which are generally obscured by
talus of the more massive strata. Locally the upper
part of the formati.on is composed of several hundred
feet of white or yellowish sandstone. The absence of
these upper white beds in other localities may be due
to unconformity or possibly the white condition represents a local phase of the more preval~nt dark-red rock.
In Dunns Canyon, in sec. 10, T. 11 S., R. 44 E., and
also in sec. 10, T. 11 S., R. 45 E., the upper part of
the formation is marked by deep-red sandy and shaly
beds and two or more massive beds of gray limestone.
In the last-named locality, also, pieces of gypsum lie
on the surface.
These occurrences recall to a certain extent the
Deadman limestone and Wood shale, but the lim~stone
and red shale ,are thinner and more extensively interbedded.. Their position is only a few feet below the
base of the Twin Creek, and they appear to be in
normal order. Spmewhat similar red beds occur in a
small detached area in the Left Fork of Twin Creek
in the Slug Creek quadrangle. The occurrence of
similar beds near the mouth of Sage Creek, in the
Crow Creek quadrangle, has already been mentioned
in another connection. These occurrences may be due
simply to local development, but as they are separated
from each other by distances of 4 to 8 or more miles
e
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it seems more probable that these beds were once have zigzag outlines caused by the relations of the
widely distributed. Their present local preservation formation to eroded and pitching folds.
In the Slug Creek quadrangle the Twin Creek limewould be explained by unconformity. The local distribution of the upper, light-colored beds lends support stone is confined to the region of the canyons of Twin
to this view, as does also the character of the lower Creek and its left Fork in the southeastern part, where
beds of the overlying Twin Creek limestone, though it is exposed by the erosion of the great Paleozoic
thrust block which there forms the rugged portion of
no actual erosional unconformity has been observed.
Thiclcness.-The thickness of the form.ation is some- the Preuss Range.
what variable. In the section given in Table 28 it
On the east side of Crow Creek and northward on
is 957 feet. In the Raymond· Canyon section, in the east side of Tygee Creek the limestone forms a
Table 27, it is stated as 1,900 feet, but probably the somewhat interrupted band along the western margin
lower 200 feet may be assignable to lower formations. of the Gannett Hills. A large area also lies along
In the Fort Hall Indian Reservation it is estimated as the east boundary of the Crow Creek quadrangle,
.lt least 1,500 feet thick.
where the limestone forms high hills with steep slopes
Age and correlation.-Imprints of rain drops have and extends into·.adjoining territory.
locally been found on some layers of the Nugget, and
In the Freedom quadrangle the Twin Creek lime'in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation a few markings stone forms an interrupted belt on the east slope of
that resemble footprints or casts of footprints were the Caribou Range between Auburn and Freedom
found. These markings proved to be unidentifiable, and a large area of varying width along Stump Creek,
however, and may have been of inorganic origin. No in the bound'ary region of the Preuss and Caribou
fossils have been found, but the Nugget sandstone is Ranges. Farther west the limestone forms high
considered equivalent to the White Cliff and Ver- . rugged hills in a synclinal area that overlaps the border
milion Cliff sandstones as mapped by Gale 62 in north- of the Lanes Creek quadrangle. It also occurs in
western Colorado and northeastern Utah, from the small areas near Old Williamsburg.
upper part of, which he collected Jurassic fossils.
The Twin Creek exposures in the Cranes Flat
Although the base of the formation is apparently con- quadrangle are confined to the eastern part of T.
formable upon the Wood shale, relations elsewhere . 4 S., R. 42 E., and the northeastern part of T. 4 S.,
suggest that an unconformity may be found at this R. 41 E., where the limestone occurs in several
horizon. Two unconformities, one of which is prob- detached areas and forms broad, low hills that have
ably extensive, occur, as previously noted, in rooks smooth slopes and low rocky ridges.
that lie between the Nugget and the fossiliferous
Oharacter.-The basal beds are locally somewhat
rocks of the Thaynes group. For these reasons the
pebbly with mud balls and consist of massive brown
Nugget sandstone is referred to the Jurassic.
porous-weathering sandy limestone together with
thin and cross-bedded limestone. The brown sandy
TWIN CREEK LIMESTONE
beds
carry abundant poorly preserved pelecypod
Name.-The name Twin Creek limestone was apremains,
chiefly species of oyster. At many localities,
plied by Veatch 63 to 3,500 feet or more of marine
30
feet above the base, occurs a dense, nearly
perhaps
beds that are well exposed along the creek of that name
structureless,
fine-textured green rock, which fqrms
between Sage and Fossil, two towns on the Oregon
a
bed
about
5
feet thick that is widely distributed.
Short Line Railroad in southwestern Wyoming, about
Its
bluish-green
color and unusual porcelain-like
20 miles southeast of the region described in this
it to be fruitlessly prospecte<;l
appearance
have
caused
report.
for
copper
in
a
number
of
places.. This bed is an old
Distribution.-The Twin Creek limestone is exposed
the
fragments of volcanic
volcanic
ash
in
which
in eachoof the quadrangles mapped except the Henry.
may
still
be
distinguished
under the microscope.
glass
In the Montpelier quadrangle it forms a belt 5 miles
It
has,
however,
been
largely
silicified
and there has
or more wide where it passes beneath the fault block
been
a
little
infiltration
of
calcium
carbonate.
Locally
of Paleozoic and early Mesozoic rocks at the north.
near
the
base
there
is
also
a
red-bed
horizon.
Higher
Southward it continues as a band 3 miles or more
sparingly
fossilbeds
are
massive,
gray,
somewhat
wide along the east side of the Preuss Range. In the
iferous,
and
contain
ferruginous
concretions
that
Bear Lake Plateau it crops out in several bands or
range
in
size
from
tiny
grains
to
masses
a
quarter
of
discontinuous areas, where it lies in synclines and is
an
inch
in
diameter.
The
main
body
of
the
formation
more or less covered by Eocene beds. At the head
of ThOlnas Fork VaJley a large area is exposed by the is composed of grayish-white and bluish shaly limeerosion of the anticline which farther south forms the stones that form steep slopes, which are covered by
Sublette Ridge. The boundaries of the' formation a veneer of chippy and splintery weathered pieces.
Locally ripple marks have been observed. In places
Ot Onlo, II. S., Coal fields of northwestern Colorado and northeastern Utah: ·U. S.
the close jointing of the shales makes difficult the
0001. Survoy Dull. 415, PP. 51, 52, 1910.
determination of the bedding.
01 Voatch, A. 0., op. cit., PP. 56-57.
0
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An interesting occurrence of phosphate rock is
reported from this formation near Cokeville, Wyo.,
by Gale and Richards. 64 No other occurrence of this
character has yet bee~ observed.
The shaly character of much of the formation produces smooth rounded hills, many of them relatively
high, that break with abrupt, bare slopes to the
adjoining valleys. On such slopes massive ledges
with steep dips appear in many places. The soil
weathered from the formation does not produce
abundant vegetation, so that the light color of regions
underlain by the limestone is noticeable for great
distances and gives the appearance of a dreary desert.
These characteristics are shown in Plate 29, 0., in
which the two overlying formations are also shown
and in Plate 36, 0, where the Twin Creek is shown
emerging from beneath the southern end of the great
Paleozoic thrust block in the northern part of the
Montpelier quadrangle.
Intense folding, favored by the presence of shales,
has produced unfavorable conditions for the measurement of the formation in this region. The broad'
extent of the exposures and the generally steep dips
indicate that a considerable ,thickness of strata is
represented. At the type locality Veatch reports
a thickness of 3,500 to 3,800' feet. In southeastern
Idah<? the thickness of the Twin Creek limestone appears to be comparable with that at the type locality.
The unconformity between the Twin Creek limestone and underlying Nugget sandstone has already
been referred to.
Age.-Although the Twin Creek limestone is
"fossiliferous in certain'localities there are many places
where fossils are absent or scarce, and the collections
made do not show very many types. The most
common fossils are species of Ostrea (oyster) and
Pentacrinus. The following species have been identified by T. W. Stanton from collections at the localities
named:
T. 11 S., R. 44 E.:
Sec. 24 (unsurveyed):
Pentacrinus asteriscus Meek and Hayden.
Gryphaea planoconvexa Whitfield?
Tancred!a? sp.
Sec. 25 (unsurveyed):
Serpula sp.
Ostrea strigilecula White.
Pecten sp.
Camptonectes sp.
Pleuromya sp.
Camptonectes pertenuistriatus Hall and Whitfield?
Lima sp.
Sec. 26 (unsurveyed):
Pinna sp .
. Pleuromya? sp.
Sec. 28:
Pentacrinus asteriscus Meek and Hayden?
Sec. 34 (unsurveyed):
Lima occidentalis Hall and ,Whitfield?
64

Gale,

n. S., and,Richards, R, W., op. cit., p. 508.

T. 10 S., R. 45 E.:
Sec. 23:
Pentacrinus sp.
Ostrea strigilecula White.
T. 8 S., R. 46 E.:
Sec. 15:
Pentacrinus sp.
Gryphaea? op.
Sec. 34:
Ostrea strigilecula White.
T. 7 S., R. 45 E.:
Sec. 1 (unsurveyed):
Gryphaea calceola var.
Hayden.
Camptonectes sp.
Perisphinctes? sp.

nebrascensis

Meek

and

A selection by T. W. Stanton of representative
Twin Creek types is illustrated in Plate 31.
From the fossils listed above and others collected
in the region of the type locality the age of the upper
part of the formation has been determined as Upper
Jurassic. Possibly the lower part may include
Middle Jurassic rocks.
PREUSS SANDSTONE

Name.- The Preuss sandstone 65 . was nalned from
Preuss Creek, about 12 miles northeast of Montpelier,
in the vicinity of which the sandstone is well exposed.
Distribution.-The Preuss sandstone does not appear
in the Henry quadrangle, and in the Lanes Creek
quadrangle only one small area in the northeastern
p~rt has been found.
In the Montpelier quadrangle
the formation has considerable' extent in the Preuss
Range and Gannett Hills in the northeastern part,
where it is involved in broad synclinal and anticlinal
folds.
'
,In the Crow Creek qua,drangle broad belts and areas
of the sandstone associated with relatively open folds
occur in the Gannett Hills southeast of Crow Creek,
and a narrow band extends northward east of Tygee
Creek into the Freedom quadrangle. A sonlewhat
wider belt continues north of Crow Creek, along the
east flank of the Gannett Hills, into the Freedom
quadrangle. The two bands last mentioned continue
northwestward into the Caribou Range, where several other strips appear, associated with ndmcrous
minor folds that are interrupted by faults. Three of
the bands are relatively continuous through the quadrangle, one ,on each flank and one near the nliddle of
the Caribou Range.
In the Cranes ·Flat quadrangle the Pr~uss sandstone
occurs in a number of disconnected areas of different
sizes and shapes arranged in a line that extends from
the southeast corner northwestward nearly two-thirds
of the distance across the quadrangle. The irregularities of distribution are due to minor folds and
numerous faults.
65 Mansfield, G. R., and Roundy, P. V., Revision of the Beckwith and Bear
River formations of southeastern Idaho: U. S. G~oJ. Survey Prof. Paper 98, p. 81,

1916.
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In the Slug Creek quadrangle an area of varicolored
rocks lies in T. 10 S., R. 44 E., just west of the great
fault block in Georgetown Canyon and was formerly
mapped as Beckwith. The name Beckwith has been
discontinued in the region here described, and these
beds are now mapped as Preuss sandstone. Although
generally red th~ have some lithologic resemblance to
parts of the Twin Creek limestone, and they were for
a time referred to that formation. Similar beds with
similar associations occur in sec. 23, T. 10 S., R. 45 E.,
in the Crow Creek quadrangle, near salt springs which
probably originate in the Preuss sandstone. Both sets
of beds are accordingly now referred to the Preuss.
Oharacter.-The formation consists of very fine,
even-gl:ained sandstones that range in color from pale
reddish-gray to deep dull red. The sandstone is geneI'ally calcareous and more or less argillaceous and
becOlues very shaly in some °places. Locally flakes of
reddish clay curved at the edges and half an inch, or
more in diameter have been noted in the sandstone.
The beds are generally less than 6 inches thick,
weather to a dull-red soil, and make the slopes of
subordinate ridges. A boring made since the completion of the field work in this region indicates the
presence of salt beds that should probably be assigned
to the 10\\7er part of the Preuss sandstone. These beds
are not naturally exposed, but prior to the boring a
salt bed had been encountered at the old salt works
opposite Lowe's ranch on Crow Creek and salt springs
had been recognized at places in Crow, Tygee, and
Stmnp Creeks. A graphic measurement at the head of
Tholllas Fork Valley gives a thickness of 1,300 feet
A part of the formation is included in the stratigraphic
section in Table 29.
The unconformity at the base of the Preuss appears
to be of the nature of an overlap rather than of angular
unconfol'lnity. The fineness of texture and generally
even bedding suggest marine rather than fluvi~tile
conditions. The absence of mud cracks and impressions of rain drops points in the same direction. On
the other hand, the red color and the lack of fossils,
together with the curved flakes of clay, suggest nonmarine deposition. The formation grades upward into
the nlarine Stump sandstone.
Age and correlation.-The Preuss sandstone is apparently nonfossiliferous, but it lies between two formations that contain Upper Jurassic fossils. Its stratigraphic position is therefore clear. It represents the
lowennost portion of the Beckwith fonnation as hitherto described in southeastern Idaho 66 and perhaps a
corresponding portion of the Beckwith of southeastern
'Vyoming. 67
66 Breger, C. L., Salt resources of the Idaho-Wyoming border, with notes on the
goology: U. S. Oeol. Survey Bull. 430, p. 562, 1910.
67 Voatch, A. C., op. cit., PP. 57-59.

STUMP SANDSTONE

Name.- The Stump sandstone 68 was named fronl
Stump Peak, at the head of Stunlp Creek, ne.ar the
center of T. 6 S., R. 45 E. Boise meridian (unsurveyed),
in the Freedom quadrangle, where the sandstone forms
the crest of a prominent ridge, of which Stump Peak
is the culminating. point. (See pIs. 29, 0, and 32, A.)
Distribution.-The Stump sandstone occupies a
faulted synclinorium that extends northward from the
northeastern part of the Montpelier quadrangle
through the Crow Creek and Freedom quadrangles
and into the Cranes Flat quadrangle. In the Montpelier quadrangle the sandstone forms a faulted loop
about 6 miles long around the south end of Red Mountain in the Gannett Hills and a narrow band 6 miles
long farther east in the Gannett Hills near the border
of the quadrangle. It also occurs in two small patches
in the same region.
In the Crow Cree~( quadrangle the sandstone forms
two synclinal loops 5 and 6 mileslong, respectively, on
either side of Elk Valley in the southern part. The
.eastern loop forms a broad Y -shaped connection with
a faulted band that extends northward through the
quadrangle along 'the west flank .of a large syncline.
N ear the east border another band extends with some
interruptions along the east flank of the same sycline
northward into the Freedom _quadrangle. A broad
synclinal patch of the sandstone lies north of Elk
Valley, in Tps. 9 and 10 S., R. 46 E.
In the Freedom quadrangle the Stump sandstone
occurs in numerous narrow bands associated with
large and small folds and with faults. The distribution
of the formation may best be seen by reference to the
detailed map of that quadrangle (pI. 5).
In the Cranes Flat quadrangle the Stump sandstone
forms broad exposures and high ridges in the southern
part of the Little Valley Hills in the southeastern
part of the quadrangle. Other occurrences lie in the
southeast extension of Sheep Mountain north of
Cranes Flat.
Oharacter.-The Stunlp sandstone consists Inainly
of thin-bedded gray to greenish-gray fine-grained
sandstones which weather into platy "fragments about
an inch thiclc Near the base lie some beds of compact
calcareous sandstone, locally' as much as 6 feet thick.
The grains are very fine and chiefly of colorless quartz.
The rock tends to break with a conchoidal fracture and
to ring under the hammer. Fresh surfaces have a steelgray color, but weathered surfaces are velvety brown.
Instead of ledges these beds commonly form lines of
irregularly weathered blocks that at first glance resemble trap rock. At the base is a bed of -grit, or coarsegrained sandstone, which contains marine fossils of
Jurassic age. The component grains are colorless
68

Mansfield, O. R., and Roundy, P. V., op. cit.
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PLATE 31
1, 2. Pholadomya kingii Meek.
3. Pseud()monotis (Eumicrotis) curta (Hall).
4, 5. Astarte packardi White.
6, 7. Gryphaea calceola var. nebrascensis Meek and Hayden.
8, 9. Ostrea strigilecul.a White.
10, 11. Pentacrinus whitei Clark.
12, 13. Cucullaea haguei Meek.
14, 15. Pleuromya subcompressa Meek.
16 ..Lima occidentalis Hall and Whitfield.
17. Rhynchonella myrina Hall and Whitfield.
18. Trig[Jnia quadrangularis Hall and Whitfield.
19. Camptonectes stygius White.
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CRETACEOUS (?) FORMATIONS

quartz, wit.h SOlne greenish chloritic material, and the
. cement is calcareous and grayish. The fresh rock has
a slight pinkish cast, and weathered surfaces are decidedly pinkish. This bed is practically the only bed in
the entire formation fronl' which fossils were obtained
and the collections at several localities gave practically
'
the sanle fauna.
The Stump sandstone is usually resistant to weathering and forms conspicuous ridges (pI. 32, A), but south
of the Halfway House, on the southern edge of the
Crow Creek quadrangle, it forms a valley. The rock
there has probably been weakened by fracturing or
other structural disturbance.
.
The essential features of this formation are present
throughout the region mapped. The thicknes~ ranges
from 200 to 600 feet. A stratigraphic section of the
sandstone is given in Table 29.
Age and correlation.-The grit or coarse-grained
sandstone at the base of the formation has yielded
fossils at several localities. The forms, which were
identified by T. W. Stanton, are Ostrea strigilecula
White?, Rhynchonella1 sp., Oamptonectes? sp., and
Pentacrinus sp.
A collection from the foothills about lY2 miles
northwest of Freedom, which is assigned tentatively
to the same or nearly the same horizon, included
Astarte sp., Trigonia sp., and Belemnites sp. Interesting collections from the southern part of T. 4 S., R.
42 E., Cranes Flat quadrangle, included the following
fauna:
Lot No. 9748. SE. 34 sec. 28,;.T. 4 S., R. 42 E." 934 miles north
and 1~ miles west from Henry, Idaho, near base of Stump
sandstone:
Corals, two or more genera; not yet studied>.
Pentacrinus sp., sections of stems.
Cidaris? sp., spines and fragments of tests.
Ostrea strigilecula White?
Gryphaea calceola var. nebrascensis Meek and Hayden?
.
Lot No. 9749. NE. 34 sec. 33, T. 4 S., R. 42 E.,9 miles north
and 1~ miles west from Henry, Idaho, near base of Stump
sandstone:
Thamnastraea? sp.
Pentacrinus? sp.
Ostrea strigilecula White. ..
Camptonectes bellistriatus Meek.
Lima? sp.
Mytilus whitei Whitfield:
Tancredia? sp.
"

According to Mr. Stanton, these forms might all be
considered as Twin Creek, though the corals aI:e a new
elenlent. They are;' however, separated from that
formation by an unconformity and more than 1,000
feet of unfossiliferoussandstones.
Like the Preuss sandstone the Stump represents a
lower part of the Beckwith formation as hitherto
described in southeastern Idaho and perhaps a corresponding p~t of the Beckwith of southwestern
Wyoming. It is the "lower gray band" of Breger's
section of the Beckwith. 69 On faunal evidence the
Stump sandstone is assigned to the Upper Jurassic.
at

Breger, O. L., op. cit.

Above the marine Jurassic sands tones lies a series
of .conglomerates, fresh-water limestones, and sandstones that contain a fresh-water fauna i.vhich, according to Stanton, is of later aspect, than Jurassic and
has affinities with the faunas of the ICootenai arid Bear
River formations .. The fossils thus far collected are
not distinctive, but the beds, which have been designated as the Gannett group 70 and subdivided into
five formations, are assigned tentatively to the Lower
Cretaceous (?).
GANNETT GROUP

NAME AND GENERAL FEATURES

I

The Gannett group was named from the Gannett
Hills, which lie in Bannock County, Idaho, and
Lincoln County, Wyo., in the eastern part of the
region described in this report, between Thomas Fork
Canyon, in the nort~eastern part of the Montpelier
quadrangle, and Stump Canyon, in the southeastern
part of the Freedom quadrangle, where all the formations of this group are well exposed.
The group includes five distinct formations-,-the
Ephraim conglomerate at the base, Peterson limestone,
Bechler conglomerate, Draney limestone, and Tygee
sandstone-and has a maximum thickness of over
3,200 feet. It rests, with apparent conformity, upon
the Stump sandstone and follows the outcrop of that
formation wi~h a ~igh degree of uniformity for long"
distances. Nevertheless the sudden appearance of massive conglomerates accomp'anied by fresh-water limestone and the local absence of certain red beds near
the contact of the two' formations probably indicate
a stratigraphic break of considerable size.
The group occurs in much the same areas as the
Preuss and Stump sandstones but is confined more
"closely to the central portion of the synclinorium.
A stratigraphic section of the Gannett group and
some of the underlying formations is given in Table
29. Detailed descriptions of the formations follow.
29.-Stratigraphic sectio!l- of the Gannett group with
underlying beds in sees. 3 and 2, T. 8 S., R. 46 E., east
of Miller ranch, Freedom quadrangle, Idaho
iiEk.. _ '
.

TABLE

"

som~

~'t!1I?"."

[By P. V. Roundy]

•

1

Gannett group, Oretaceous (?):
Tygee sandstone: Sandstone, gray to' buff, 'somewhat resembling No.7 of the Wayan (p. 106) but
not greenish; not exposed in this section but appears above upper limestone in Crow Creek quadrangle 6 miles or more to the south where about
100 feet of beds is exposed.
.
Draney limestoneV. Limestone, white, much like the Peterson
limestone; dip uncertain; near top of
hill a prominent gastropod layer; top of
. bed not determined_ _ _ _ __ ___ _ ____ ___
Cov'ered; light soil, float composed of light
limestone __________________________ _

Feet

125
50
175

70

Mansfield, O. R., and Roundy, p. V., op. cit., pp. 75-84.
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Gannett group, Cretaceous (?)-Continued.
Bechler conglomerateCovered _________________________________ _
Sandsto.ne, salt and pepper color ___ - __ - - - - __ _
Covered; soil reddish; float scarce; a few pebbles as from conglomerate - - - _ - - - - - - -. U. Conglomerate, reddish gray, heavy bedded
and cross-bedded; some finer conglomerate, a maker of subordinate ridges.
Average strike, N. 6° W.; dip,23° E __ _
Covered _________________________________ _
T. Sandstone, gray, fine grained, beds 4 inches
to 2 feet. If obtainable in good quantity
would make good building stone (?); in
most places masked by the debris of the
conglomerate above ___________ - _____ _
Covered; soil reddish; float is from conglomerate and sandstone above _____________ _

Feet

150
4
60

100
60

8

60

S. Sandstone, gray, fine grained, with purplish
patches. Dip uncertain but assumed for
purposes of measurement as 30° E ____ _
25
Covered; soil 'a light reddish gray; abundant
float; small 'pieces of limestone, gray to '
purplish pieces of fine-grained sandstone,
chert pebbles, and some pieces of red
sandstone. This division is probably
like the overlying division (S) ________ _
95
Covered; mostly conglomerate pebbles ______ _
200
R. Conglomerate and sandstone like division
Q; conglomerate predominates _______ _
60
Covered; soil red, float mainly that of a conglomerate and saridstone_ - _- - _' _____ - - - - __ _
225
Q. Sandstone and conglomerate; the sandstone is of pepper and salt color, coarse
to medium grained, and forms a small,
very subordinate ridge in the saddle;
the sandstone changes along the strike to
a medium-coarse conglomerate. There
are some slickensides, the ,grooves in
which correspond to the dip and are
probably due to the synclinal folding
(slipping along bedding planes).' Where
measured the lower 45 feet is composed
of sandstone' overlain by conglomerate;
100 feet north there is not over 20 'feet
of sandstone. This division makes ridges
south and north ____________________ _
75
P. Conglomerate, medium, calcareous cement
weathering red; aspect of weathered ledge
is red. Strike,.N. 12° W.; dip, 45° E.
Ledge shows only in few favorable positions; bedding massive; one bed 2 feet
11 inches thick _________'___________ ~ _
30
Covered; reddish soil; float small; varied pebbles _______________________________ _
70
O. Sandstone, pepper and salt color, coarse;
beds appear to be 1 to ,2 feet thick; soil
not red but quite gray _______________ _
40
N. Mostly covered; float composed of pepper
and salt sandstone like M ____________ _ "115
Covered; soil red; probably this interval and
covered interval between K and M both
correspond to J; the float is composed
of scattered pieces of red sandstone ___ _
60

Gannett group, Cretaceous (?)-Continued.
Bechler conglomerate--Continued.
M. Sandstone, coarse; pepper and salt color
like that of Land K; weathers roundish,
so that strike and dip are uncertain.
Ledges strike N. 10° W.; for purposes
of measureJ..llent dip assumed to be 45°,
to correspond witl). dips above; soil
reddish ________________________ ~ ___ _
L. Covered; soil reddish; float mainly scattered pieces of red sandstone _________ _
K. Sandstone, coarse, pepper and salt ,color;
like I without the hard, fine-grained
sandstone at base. Dip 50° ± E ______ _
Covered; probably like J ___________________ _
J. Sandstone, reddish, rather dull and grayish,
seems to weather easily ______________ ~
r. Sandstone, coarse, pepper and salt color, with
a small amount of fine-grained sandstone
near base, thin bedded, beds 8 to 10
inches thick. Strike, north; dip, 55° E_

Feet

·18
65

45
40
50

70
1,725

Peterson limestoneH. Limestone, fine-grained, weathers white;
is slate color to light gray inside. Strike,
north. Dip, 66° E. Considerable calcite in upper part in the form of veins.
Most veins are VB inch or less thick; one
is ~ inch. Upper part is the more massive; average bed 1~ feet thick; thickest bed 2 feet 10 inches. This limestone
is the prominent ridge maker of this
region; forms white soiL _____________ _
Ephraim conglomerate-G. Sandstone, coarse, conglomeratic, grayish
to reddish, massive, like division F. Upper 20 feet is mixed float from "lower
white limestone" above and coarse red-'
dish sandstone of division G ____ ~ _____ _
Co;ered; soil reddish; float composed of small
varied pebbles and reddish sandstone __ _
F. Sandstone, coarse, conglomeratic, grayish to
reddish, heavy bedded; upper 10 feet
somewhat purplish and slightly calcareous. Coarse sandstone predominates with conglomerate in scattered'
bands, pebbles in conglomerate, VB to X
inch in diameter; thickest bed, 3 ~ feet
thick. Strike, N. 7° W.; dip, 66° E __ _
Covered;, soil reddish, float composed of different kinds of pebbles less than 1 inch in
diameter ___________________________ _

205 .

145

95

355

65

E. Covered; soil varies from gray to red, mainly
reddish gray; float not very abundant
but mainly grayish limestone boulders,
all containing chert in irregular orna
mental forms ______________________ _

75

D. Limestone band forming roughly rounded
fine-grained dense boulders 1 to 14
inches in diameter, close together, color
on fresh fracture dull gray to purplish
gray; weathered surface white to purplish gray but white pnidominates; no
ledges exposed in this region, but this
band is rather constant; soil a dull gray_

25
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Gannett group, Cretaceous (?)-Continued.
Ephraim conglomerate-Con.tinued.
Covered; soil grayish red, float composed of
dull pale-red sandstone with gray limy
patches and small gray limestone pebbles. This area and the overlying covered area form a saddle between low
peaks_______________________________
Covered; soil dark and rather clayey, float
small angular pieces of indurated sandstone with purplish and grayish colors_ _
C. Sandstone and conglomerate, gray, indurated; contains black, gray, and yellowish chert pebbles; this band is rather
constant in this region on both sides of
the syn~line, but it is not present everywhere in the Crow Creek quadrangle; a
few beds 2 to 3 feet thick stand out prominently and the rest of the band is composed of scattered exposures of beds and
float of small angular pieces; a bed of
this conglomerate east of Peterson's
ranch measures 7 feet thick____________

Feet

Jurassic-Continued.
, Preuss sandstone-Continued.
. Base of formation concealed by Salt Lake formation, which contains well-rounded,
assorted pebbles of red and gray sandstone, limestone, quartzite, and chert __ _

Feet

I

3,920

45
EPHRAIM CONGLOMERATE

90

130
1, 025

Total, Gannett group ______________ 3,130
Jurassic:
Sturnp .sandstoneB. Sandstone, at base steel-gray fine-grained
calcareous sandstone, which weathers
somewhat like trap; hard, rings under
the hammer; is not exposed here as
ledges though commonly does form
ledges, abundant on surface and lies
just below the crest; generally this
band forms the crest; above lies a thinbedded greenish-gray to gray'sandstone
mainly with greenish cast in this region;
the thickest bed observed is 2 feet 8
inches thick; this bed upon the more
weathered portions appears to be composed of distinct beds 1 to 3 inches thick;
some cross-bedding, float not as angular as red sandstone below and, usually
roughly platy, few pieces as much as 2
inches thick, generally ~ to %: inch;
dip of middle portion, 68 0 E.; soil
grayish; this band makes a series of
low subordinate peaks and ridges, elsewhere prominent peaks and ridges, and
is much thicker to the south; lower
contact not clearly shown, as debris
from overlying bed overlaps this bed.
This zone in Crow Creek quadrangle
and other places contains a reddishgray grit that carries scattered oyster
she11s _________________________ ,___ :- __
430
Preuss sandstoneA. Sandstone, dull red, fine, even grained,
somewhat calcareous, also somewhat
shaly, thin bedded; not a ridge maker
occupies slopes that have dull-red soil
which contains angular pieces of stone
~ to 8 inches across; small pieces about
same thickness as breadth, larger pieces
1 to 4 inches thick; few ledges exposed,
but better ledges occur in southeastern
corner of Cro\y Creek quadrangle _____ _ 360

Name.-The Ephraim conglOlnerate, the basal
formation of the Gannett group, was named from
Ephraim Valley, in sec. 36, T. 10 S., R. 45 E., Crow
Creek quadrangle, which lies in the formation.
Distribution.-The Ephraim conglomerate does not
appear in the Henry or Slug Creek quadrangles. In
the Montpelier and Crow Creek quadrangles, however, it forms large synclinal areas, the easternmost
of which continues northward into the Freedom quad,rangle. There the formation is more complexly
fol,ded and faulted and is particularly well developed
in the central portion of the quadrangle. (See map,
pI. 5.) Two bands continue northward through the
quadrangle and a third passes into the Lanes Creek
quadrangle, where it becomes separated into distinct
areas.
In the Cranes Flat quadrangle the formation occupies considerable areas in the southeastern part and
northeast of Cranes Flat.
Oharacter.-The rock is a red conglomerate that
contains minor amounts of sandstone and some thin
bands of gray to purplish limestone, some of which is
nodular. It is about 1,000 feet thick at the type
locality, but differs much in thickness and character, becoming in some regions practically aU conglomerate, the pebbles in -which range in size from
less than 1 inch to nearly a foot iri diameter. The
pebbles represent a wide variety of materials, inclUding quartzite, limestone, and chert, probably derived
from Carboniferous or early Paleozoic formations, the
Woodside and Thaynes formations, and perhaps even
from the Nugget sandstone. The pebbles are mostly
smooth and sub angular and some are even well
rounded. A few of the larger pieces are angular.
Perhaps 100 feet above the base there' is an oliveyellow band, 25 feet or more thick, in which the pebbles are almost exclusively composed of dark chert,
rounded or sub angular, and are generally an inch or .
less in diameter. The Ephraim conglomerate makes
rough, ledgy hills and ridges. Locally it gives rise
to hlndslides, as along the ridge northwest of Stump
Peak. It forms most of the mass known as Red
Mountain, in the northeastern part of the Montpelier
quadrangle, where it is well exposed. (See pI. 32, 0.)'
Oorrelation and age.-The· Ephraim conglomerate
is ,equivalent to the upper middle part of the Beckwith formation of southeastern Idaho as described
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by Breger 71 and perhaps to part of the lower division
of the Beckwith formation of southwestern Wyoming
as described by Veatch.72 No fossils have been found
in it, but the occurrence of the conglomerate above
marine Upper Jurassic beds and below strata with fossils of later aspect than Jurassic favors at least its
tentative reference to the Lower Cretaceous.
PETERSON LIMESTONE,

Name.-The Peterson limestone was named from
Peterson's ranch, along Tygee Creek, in sec. 34, T. 7 S.,
R.46 E., Freedom quadrangle, east of which the formation is well exposed.
Distribution.-The limestone forms the top of a
local ridge east of Hardmans Hollow, in the northeast
part of the Crow Creek quadrangle, and a band on
each side of the syncline east of Tygee Creek in the
same region. These bands are continued northward
into the Freedom quadrangle and are cut by the canyon of Stump Creek, where the limestone and its
synclinal structure are well shown. North of this
canyon the synclinal structure becomes complex and
there are many faults. As a result numerous bands of
the Peterson limestone occur in the south end of the
Caribou Range, the distribution of which may best be
seen by reference to the map (pI. 5). The limestone
extends northward into unmapped areas but does not
appear in the other quadrangles described in this
report.
Oharacter.-The Peterson limestone is about 200
feet thick, massively bedded near the top, and very
persistent throughout the region studied, in which it
forms prominent ridges that can be followed by the
eye for miles from some of the higher summits. (See
pI. 32, B.) It is locally difficult to distinguish from
certain limestone beds of the Wayan formation.
Age and ~orrelation.-The following fossils from this
limestone have been identified by T. W. Stanton: Unio
sp., Planorbis (Gyraulus) sp. related to P. praecursoris
White, Viviparus sp., Goniobasis? sp., and two distinct species of Physa. Fossils of similar types occur
in the Kootenai, Bear River, and later formations.
The fresh-water gastropods are not distinctive, and
similar forms of Planorbis are found in both the Morrison and Bear River formations. but no species of
Physa have been reported from beds older than the
Bear River.
The Peterson limestone is the "upper gray band"
of the Beckwith formation, as described by Breger. 73
Its age is regarded as probably Lower Cretaceous'.
BECHLER CONGLOMERATE

,Name.-The Bechler conglomerate is named from
Bechler Creek, which enters Stump Creek from the
north about a quarter of a mile north of the mouth of
71 Breger, C. L., The salt resources olthe Idaho-Wyoming border: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 430, pp. 562-563, 1910.
7~ Veatch, A. C., op. cit., p'p. 57-58.
78 Breger. C. L., op. cit., pp. 562-563.

Boulder Creek, in T. 6 S., R. 45 E. Boise Ineridian
(unsurveyed), in Caribou County. Bechler Creek is
named in honor of G. R. Bechler, topographer of the
Teton division of the Hayden Survey, who did the
first topographic mapping in the region that adjoins
the Freedom quadrangle on the north.
Distribution.-The Bechler conglomerate lies above
the Peterson limestone in the syncline in the northeastern part of the Crow Creek quadrangle. Its chief
exposures are in the complexly folded and faulted
part of the Caribou Range in the Freedom quadrangle.
(See map, pI. 5.) It extends northward into unmapped adj acent regions but does not 'appear in the
other quadrangles described in this repo:r:t.
Oharacter.-The formation is composed of about
1,700 feet of gray, reddish, and salt and pepper sandstones that contain interbedded conglomerates. The
salt and pepper color predominates, and there is probably more than twice as much' conglomerate as sandstone,. The proportion of sandstone, however, is
greater than in the Ephraim conglomerate. The pebbles in the conglomerate are sm~ll, and few have a.
diameter of more than 1 inch. They are generally
smooth and sub angular. Some are rounded. Like
the Ephraim conglomerate the Bechler forms rough
ledgy slopes or ridges.
Oorrelation and age.-The Bechler conglO1nerate lies
above the Beckwith beds described by Breger 74 and
probably corresponds to some part of the Beckwith of
southwestern Wyoming,15 but no definite correlation
is now practicable. The age of the formation IS
regarded as probably Lower Cretaceous.
DRANEY LIMESTONE

Name.-The Draney limestone is named fr01n the
Draney ranch, on Tygee Creek, in sec. 10, T. 8 S.,
R .. 46 E. Boise meridian. The limestone occurs on
the top of the ridge about a mile and a quarter' east
of the ranch.
Distribution.-The formation occurs in two separate
areas in the northeastern part of the Crow Creek quadrangle, on a linear hill about 2 miles east of the old
salt works in Tygee Valley, and in the core of the
syncline along the State Fne, extending northward into
the Freedom quadrangle. The only other occurrence
is a synclinal loop about 3 miles long, east of Bechler
Creek, near the center of the Freedom' quadrangle.
Oharacter.-The Draney limestone is about 200 feet
thick and is fairly massive, the individual beds reaching
a maximum thickness of 1Y2 feet. The rock is much
like that of the Peterson limestone but is not so massively bedded near the top. It is compact and gray
but weathers to a dirty white.
If it was not for its stratigraphic position this formation might readily be mistaken for the Peterson
limestone or one of the limestones of the Wayan
7f

7~

Breger, C. L., op. cit.
Veatch, A. C., op. cit., pp. 57-58.
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formation. It forms low ledges and is Iiot so conspicuous a ridge maker as the Peterson limestone.
Age and correlation.-The following fossils from this
limestone have been identified by T. W. Stanton:
Unio sp. related to U. vetustus Meek, Viviparus? sp.,
and Ooniobasis? sp., a simple smooth form resembling
0.'1 increbescens Stanton or Amnicola? cretacea Stanton.
Like the Bechler conglomerate the Draney limestone
lies stratigraphically higher than beds hitherto called
Beckwith in southeastern Idaho. It may correspond'
with some part of the Beckwith of southwestern Wyoming, but defiuite correlation is now impracticable.
TYGEE SANDSTONE

Name.-The Tygee sandstone is named from Tygee
Creek, east of which, in T. 8 S., R. 46 E., the formation
is well exposed together with the Draney limestone on
the top of the ridge along the Idaho-Wyoming boundary.
Distribution.-The Tygee sandstone has been found
only with the Draney limestone in the syncline of the
northeastern part of the Crow Creek quadrangle,
where it includes the uppermost beds, and in a similar
relationship east of Bechler Creek. In this locality
the boundary between the Tygee' and the overlying
Wayan formation is not distinct and there is some
lithologic similarity between the beds of the two formations. Possibly the Wayan formation should here
be extended farther southeast.
Oharacter.-The Tygee sandstone is gray to buff,
even grained, and without the greenish or reddish
tinges of some of the higher s~ndstones. The top is
not exposed; and in much of the region this sandstone
and part or all of the limestone below it has been
eroded before the deposition of the Wayan formation.
At the type locality about 100 feet of this sandstone is
exposed.
Oorrelation and age.-The Tygee sandstone resembles the Bechler conglomerate in that no definite correlation is feasible. For reasons previously stated the
formation is assigned to the Lower Cretaceous (?).
GRETACEOUS SYSTEM

.

Unconformably upon the Gannett group lies a series
of sandstones, shales, carbonaceous shales, limestones,
and conglomerates that has an apparent thickness of
about 11,800 feet. The fossils thus far found in these
beds are relatively few and yield little decisive information regarding their age, but the position of the
beds above a relatively thick series of formations of
post-Jurassic aspect leaves little doubt that the unconformable higher series is Cretaceous. On the other
hand, the affinities between the fossils of the beds and
those of the Kootenai and Bear River formations show
that part of the beds at least is in all probability
Lower Cretaceous. However, some of the beds may
not unlikely prove to be of Upper Cretaceous age.

The examination of regions to the north and east may
yield information sufficient to show definite relationships between these beds and some whose stratigraphic
position is established. In the meantime the beds are
assigned to the Lower Cretaceous (?). They are all
inc! uded in the Wayan formation. 76
WAYAN FORMATION

Name and subdivision.-The Wayan formation
derives its name from Wayan post office, Bannock
County, Idaho, in the northern part of the Lanes
Creek quadrangle. The mountains to the east of
. Wayan are underlain by the formation. Since the
topographic map was made the location of the Wayan
post office has been changed. In July, 1916, its location was on Landers Cutoff, in the SEe ~ SEe ~ sec.
10, T. 5 S., R. 43 E.
In the Cranes Flat quadrangle the Homer limestone
member has been differentiated and mapped. It is
named from Homer Creek in the northern part of the
quadrangle. The limestone is well developed in the
hills northeast of this creek and in secs. 16 to 25, T. 2
S., R. 41 E. A large tributary of Homer Creek has
excavated its valley in the limestone.
Distribution.-The Wayan formation is exposed in
a faulted area in sec. 14, T. 8 S., R. 46 E., just west of
the State line in the Lanes Creek quadrangle and in
patches in the SW. ~ sec. 5, T. 32 N., R. 119 W.,
about a mile southwest of Auburn, Wyo., and in sec.
14, T. 8 S., R. 46 E., on the State line east of Tygee
Valley. Northwestward from the lower canyon of
Stump Creek the formation is extensively developed
in the Caribou Range in th~ Freedom quadrangle and
in the northeastern part of the Lanes Creek quadrangle. It enters the southeastern part of the Cranes
Flat quadrangle and extends northwestward through
it, constituting most of the sedimentary area of the
northeastern half. It forms most of the portion of the
Caribou Range that is included in the region here
described.
Oharacter.-In the Freedom and Lanes Creek quadrangles theWayan formation appears to be broadly
divisible into two units, the upper composed chiefly of
alternating sandstones and shales together with some
conglomeratic beds but without significant limestones,
except possibly the Homer limestone member, the
position of which is not clear, and the lower of approximately eight subdivisions, including several thick
,beds of limestone.
The lower unit in the sectio~ exposed in Tincup
Canyon includes four sets of red beds, three of limestone and shale, and one of yellow sandstone. These
beds in ascending order may be briefly described as
follows:
1. Beneath ,the limestone of the dome that forms a
fine arch about a mile west of the mouth of South
76
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Fork of Tincup Creek there is a suggestion of reddish
soil that may represent red beds not otherwise exposed.
2. Gray limestones, weathering whitish, and dark
shales .. The topmost 20 feet consists of rather massively bedded limestone; shale and limestone· are
interbedded below, and the proportion of shale
gradually increases toward the base.
3. Red beds, which consist largely of red-weathering
soft gray sandstone but include also some gray and
red shaly beds and some calcareous beds. These
rocks generally form slopes and soil of a light-red
color, a brighter color than that of No.5.
4. Bands of gray limestone in dark shales. Some,
of the limestone beds are relatively massive, 1% feet
or more thick, and project from the weaker shales.
5.. Red beds and purplish to reddish-gray sandstone,
massive near the top but in thinner beds and associated with shale below; the whole mass weathers to a
red soil and forms fairly smooth slopes.
6~ Dark-gray to black shale with massive buff limestone neB:r the, top and thinner beds of limestone below.
(See pI. 40, B.)
7. Greenish-gray sandstones and grit; weathers
yellow and reddish and generally forms marked ridges
and rough talus slopes of large blocks. The sandstone
becomes conglomeratic in places ..
8. Red to purplish sandstone that contains some
shaly and some calcareous beds.
Landslides are numerous in the region occupied by
the lower member, apparently induced by the character of the shaly members, particularly No.6. Some
of these landslides are indicated on the map (pI. 5).
Some of the subdivisions listed above may be recognized north and south of Tincup Canyon, but their
structure is conlplex, they appe~r to differ in lithology
and thickness, and they are in places not well expressed
topographically. For these reasons it is not yet practicable to map them separately. Their conlbined
thickness is estimated at about 2,800 feet.
The upper unit of the formation, if there is no
reduplication by folding and faulting, comprises some
9,000 feet of westward-dipping beds that lie along
the upper course of Tincup River above the canyon.
These beds are, chiefly red and gray sandstones,
together with intervening shales and some calcareous
beds. The sandstones form a series of low ridges
and points, but the shales are mainly weathered into
soil-covered ftreas. Toward the top yellowish' and
brownish sandstones appear, and the uppermost
strata recognized are shown only by fragments of
dark-gray siliceous sandstone and pieces of darkbrown or black silicified wood that has weathered
white.
Associated with the sandstones of the lower part
of the upper member are calcareous conglomerates
and grits of generally grayish or pepper-and-salt
appearance. The darker fragments against the white

calcareous matrix produce a curious patchy appearance. Some of the white patches are due to white
calcareous or siliceous fragments; others to areas of
the matrix without foreign particles, and still others
to rounded, concentrically banded, calcareous coatings
on some of the larger fragnlents. The fragments
themselves are chiefly angular or sub angular, though
some are rounded, and consist of dark and varicolored
chert, with quartzite. The sizes of the fragments
range from one-sixteenth of an inch to 2 inches or
more. Some of them are fractured and veined with
calcite. The fragmental material thus far recognized
appears to be of Paleozoic origin. This type of
conglomerate has not been found in any other formation, though it resembles to a certain degree some of
the Pliocene (?) conglomerates of the region. It is
well shown at places on the divide between Tincup
River and Lanes Creek in the Lanes Creek quadrangle
and in the ridge west of Little Valley in the northwestern part of T. 4 S., R. 42 E., in the Cranes Flat
quadrangle.
In the SW. >i sec. 20, T. 5 S., R. 44 E., where the
road crosses the northwest slope of the hill (altitude
6,839 feet) in the Lanes Creek quadrangle, a small
ledge of indurated ,rhyolitic or latitic tuff is exposed.
The rock has a greenish-drab color and waxy texture
and on broken surface shows flakes of biotite.
Included with this rock are dark-reddish to fleshcolored bands of somewhat coarser texture that contain considerable feldspathic material, which is kaolinized on the weathered surface. Opaline silica has
been deposited in some'of the cracks. In thin section,
as determined by E. S. Larsen, jr., there are seen
angular fragments of fr'esh plagioclase and quartz,
biotite, and pieces of the walls of broken bubbles
in a fine feebly polarizing groundmass. The stratigraphic position of the tuff in the Wayan formation
is not definitely known, but it appears to lie in the
lower or middle portion of the upper member.
In the Freedom and Lanes Creek quadrangles the
upper unit apparently represents the east limb of a
broad syncline, the axial region of which is occupied
by the layer that contains silicified wood. The
syncline is broken on the west by a fault. The northward continuation of the beds and the structural
relations suggest that higher beds may appear in that
direction.
Cranes Flat quadrangle.-In the absence of studies
in the intervening regions, it is not possible to state
definitely how the Wayan beds of the Cranes Flat
quadrangle are related to those of the Freedom and
La~es Creek quadrangles.
In the central and southeastern parts of the Cranes
Flat quadrangle the occurrence of the peculiar patchy
conglomerate that corresponds with be,ds of the upper
division 6f the Tincup River section has already been
noted. In the NE. >i sec. 25, T. 3 S., R. 41 E., near
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the section corner fragnlents of rock regarded by Mr. Lot No. 9753. SW. ;!4 sec. 3D, T. 2 S., R. 42 E., Cranes Flat
q uadra ngle.:
Larsen as rhyolitic or latitic tuff cemented by opaline
Unio? sp.
silica were found. This tuff is apparently identical
Goniobasis? sp.
in lithology and appearance with the tuff described
According to Mr. Stanton, U these fossils strongly
from T. 5 S., R. 44 E., in the Lanes Creek quadrangle,
indicate
the horizon of the so-called Dakota of Yellowand strongly suggests the same stratigraphic horizon.
stone
National
Park, which is now classified as KooThe tuff is here included in small folds and' is therefore
tenai. "
twice repeated within a distance of about 900 feet.
Other beds associated with these are dark, compact
The same general horizon is perhaps indica~ed by an
limestones that weather light gray. The dark shales
indw'ated dark fine-textured sandstone WIth fleshassociated with the limestone have been observed at
colored bands that lies in the NE. 34 sec. 31, T. 3 S.,
only one locality, the sag between the two hills in the
R. 42 E., and strikes directly toward the first-named
western part of sec. 22, T. 2 S., R. 42 E.
locality. ' This dark sandstone contains much relaThe limestone appears to have been structurally
tively fresh and angular feldspathic material. No bed
weaker than the inclosing sandstones and to have
that corresponds to that which bears the silicified'wood
yielded readily to deforming influences. It is folded,.
has been found ..
faulted and intruded by andesite and, with the excepHomer limestone member.-This limestone occurs in
tion of 'the phosphatic shale in T. 5 S., R. 40 E., is the
the northeastern part of the Cranes Flat quadrangle
only formation with which that rock has thus far been
and extends into adjacent regions north and east. An
found in contact in this region.
interrupted area that ranges from 2 miles to about
A graphic measurement i~ the NW. ,34 sec. 26, T.
half a Inile in width extends northwestward from the
, 2 S., R. 41 E., shows a thickness of about 500 feet.
northwest corner of T. 3 S., R. 42 E., to the north
On the east flank of Sheep Mountain and on the top
boundary of the region Inapped. Northeast of Grays
of the ridge farther southeast there is a narrow, irreguLake Outlet a broad Y -shaped area extends from secs.
lar, and discontinous band of limestone that may
16 and 15 to sec. 26, in T. 2 S., R. 42 E.
prove to be assignable to the I-Iomer limesto~e .. ~he
The stratigraphic position of the HOlner limes~one
massive fossiliferous beds of the Homer are mISSIng
nlember is not definitely known. Although the lllnehere but their absence may be due to faulting. Probstone and the adjacent beds bear some lithologic
ably however, this irregular limestone band, together
resmnblance to nlembers 5 to 7 of the lower division
with the somewhat variegated sandy, shaly, and calof the Tincup Canyon section, the stratigraphic order
careous beds to the west, have greater lithologic resemof the beds is not the same and there are differences in
blance to me~bers of the lower division of the Wayan
the lithology of the lilnestones at the two places.
formation, possibly Nos. 3 and 4 of the Tincup Canyon
J\1.oreover the synclinorial structure of the limestone
section, than to the Homer limestone and its accomlllakes it lie above the beds just described as probably
panying strata.
belonging in the upper divisiQn of th~ W ayan, u~less
Age and correlation.-The fossils collected from the
a fault is postulated along the west SIde of the hmeWayan formation have conle almost entirely from the
stone area between Sugarloaf Mountain and Honler
limestone bands. The following forms have been idenCreek. From available evidence such a fault nlay
tified by T. W. Stanton: Unio? sp., Rhytophorus? sp.,.
exist but is not necessarily present ..
Viviparus? sp., Limnaea?, opercula of gastropods, and
Ordinarily the surface underlain by the linlestone
fragments of fresh-water shells. A dense greenish-gray
is' strewn with white pieces of the rock, which by their
sandstone at one loeality has yielded the following fosarrangement on the slopes suggest the attitude of the
sils, identified by Mr. Stanton:
beds. Locally, as on the slope northeast of Sugarloaf
Lot No. 9751. NE. ;!4 NE. ;!4 sec. 28, T. 2 S., R. 41 E., Cranes
Mountain, the limestone forms nlassive ledges. At
Flat quadrangle:
this locality sonle of the upper beds are dull gray,
Unio, imperfect specimen representing three or more
coarsely crystalline, and crowded with poorly preserved
species.
Sphaerium? sp.
pelecypods and shells of tiny gastropo~s one-eighth of
Viviparus? or Campeloma? sp.
an inch or less in diameter. CollectI<?ns from thes~
Goniobasis? sp.; striated form.
beds have yielded the following fauna, as -identified
Goniobasis sp.; smooth form.
by T. W. Stanton:
In Tincup Canyon an unidentifiable fragnlent of
Lot No. 9750. SW. ;!4 sec. 23, T. 2 S., R. 41 E., Cranes Flat
bone has also been found. The fossils from t.he Homerquadrangle:
limestone member are listed above.
Unio sp. cf. U. douglassi Stanton.
In the region described in this paper no identifiH.ble'Unio sp.; short, stout form.
Goniobasis sp. cf. G. increbescens Stanton.
plant remains have been found in the Wayan forma-·
Lot No. 9752. SE. ;!4 sec. 26, T. 2 S., R. 41 E., Cranes Flat
tion, though indeterminable fragment~ of stems and
quadrangle:
.
bark have been found here and there In some of the
Goniobasis? pealei Stanton?
Goniobasis? increbescens Stanton.
sandstone.
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In the Fall Creek Basin farther north plant remains
have been obtained from beds that may be of Wayan
or perhaps of Bear River age. The locality is probably the same as that from which St. John,77 in 1877,
collected leaves determined by Lesquereux as "Aralia."
L~squereux recognized the affinities of these fossils
with forms in the Dakota" group," but for other reasons the formation in which it occurred was referred at
that time to the Laramie. The writer's collections
from the locality were identified by F. H. Knowlton as
follows:
Lot 7328, SE. ~ sec. 32, T. 1 N., R. 42 E., Fall Creek basin,
Idaho. This material embraces some stems and fragments of
bark and a large number of fragments of dicotyledonous leaves.
These leaves are so poorly preserved that none of them can be
, identified with certainty. Three types of leaves are present: A
narrow willow-like leaf 7 or 8 centimeters long and 2 centimeters
wide, a large deeply lobed Aralia-like leaf"and a fragment of
a large wholly unknown leaf. On the basis of present knowledge
this material can not possibly be as old as the Kootenai. The
Kootenai has a flora of about 100 species made up of ferns, conifers, and cycads, but not a known scrap of a dicotyledon.

For instance, Campbell and Stanton collected fossils from a
locality in the Glacial National Park in 1911, in beds thought
possibly to belong to the Kootenai. This lot also contains
dicotyledons, and for this reason I excluded it from the Kootenai. I have compared the Idaho material with this Glacier
Park lot and do not find anything in common.
If there is any relation ·between this Idaho lot and the Bear
River formation it can not be settled by the plants, for only
one plant is known from the Bear River formation.
I have compared the Idaho lot with the flora of Dawson's
so-called Intermediate Series as well as with his Mill Creek
series and can find no identical forms. I have also compared it
with the flora of the Frontier formation, as well as with the
Dakota flora, and with like result.
Recently dicotyledons have been reported from the type section of the Morrison formation at Morrison, Colo., but none of
them appear to be the same as this Idaho lot.
H these Idaho specimens were well enough preserved to permit identification it might be possible to fix their stratigraphic
position, but as it is I do not know what the position is, except
that on the basis of present understanding it is younger than
Kootenai.

The relations of the above-mentioned leaf-bearing
beds to the Wayan formation of this region are not
The few invertebrate fossils found in both the definitely known, for intervening areas have not been
Wayan formation and the Gannett group are poorly studied. They may represent a horizon stratigraphpreserved fresh-water form~ belonging to Unio and to ' ically higher than any of those exposed in the quadsm all unchar~cteristic gastropods referred to several rangles under consideration.
genera.. There are therefore marked faunal similarDefinite correlation of the Wayan formation is im-'
ities between the Gannett group and the Wayan for- possible at present. The reasons for the tentative
mation, and certain beds in both, particularly the assignment to the Lower Cretaceous have already been
limestones, are also lithologically similar. These like- presented.
nesses in some places make difficult the distinction beTERTIARY SYSTEM
tween the formations where the similar beds of each
GENERAL FEATURES
occur in proximity, and thus the unconformity between
them, usually distinct, is locally hard to detect, though
The Tertiary system is represented in this region by
it may represent a stratigraphic interval of 1,000 to patches of sediments that differ greatly in size, thick3,000 feet or even more.
ness, character, and degree of consolidation and that
On the maps of the Hayden Survey the rocks of the lie unconformably upon rocks of the older systems.
Wayan formation are in greater part referred to the Two series of these beds have been differentiated, the
Laramie, though some of the beds are mapped as earlier of which is with little doubt largely Eocene.
"Juratrias." In later work in this general region these The later series presents conflicting paleontologic
strata have been referred in part to the Beckwith for- evidence. The available fossils are few and poorly
mation and in part to the Bear River formation. It has preserved, chiefly gastropods. Some of them suggest
been found,18 however, that neither of these references Eocene age and others Pliocene. Possibly Oligocene
is satisfactory. The paleontologic situation is summa- beds may be included in one of the divisions. The
rized in the following quotation from Mr. Stanton's later series of beds has long been tentatively conreport on the fossils from the Wayan formation:
sideredPliocene, and it appears unwise to change this
The collections from this district fail to show any characterreference until more satisfactory evidence is available.
istic species of the Bear River formation, and if the Bear River
The correlation of the different Tertiary patches thus
is recognized there it must be on some other basis than paleonr~sts mainly upon lithologic and structural data. The
tologic correlation. This fact is also true of the Beckwith fordistinction between Eocene and Pliocene (?) in this
mation, for the reason that in its type area the Beckwith has
region
is locally difficult where limestones of the two
yielded so few fossils that it can not be said to have a characteristic fauna.
groups are in contact or proximity. Thus the Pliocene
(?) as mapped may include beds that will prove to be
Regarding the plant remains Mr. Knowlton says:
Eocene. The present mapping has the advantage of
I have compared this material as well as could be done under
showing boundaries that in general may be readily
the circumstances with a number of plant-bearing formations.
recognized by lithologic differences in the field. 'rhe
77 St. John, Orestes, Report of the geological field work of the Teton division:
combined thickness of the two Tertiary formations
U. S. Geol. and Geog. Survey Terr. Eleventh Ann. Rept., p. 366,1879.
is
probably more than 2,500 feet.
78 Mansfleld, G. R.. and Roundy, P. V., op. cit.
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EOCENE SERIES

The beds assigned to the Eocene series consist of
conglomerates, soft sandstones, and fresh-water limestones. They are referred to the Wasatch formation.
The unconformity at their bas~ is very pronounced.
WASATCH FORMATION

Name and subdivision.-The Wasatch formation was
named by I-Iayden 711 in 18&9, from Wasatch station on
the Union Pacific Railroad in Summit County, Utah.
The Wasatch deposits 80 in neighboring regions of
southwestern Wyoming have been subdivided by
Veatch into three formations: The Almy formation
.at the base, which consists of reddish-yellow sandstones and conglomerates, in some places of deep-red
-color; the Fowkes formation, white or light-colored
l'hyolitic ash with some calcareous beds; and the
Knight formation, which consists of reddish-yellow
sandy clays and irregular sandstone beds, closely
resembling the Almy formation lithologically but
separated fronl the Almy and the Fowkes by an
unconfor.mity.
G; B. Richardson 81 and later P. V. Roundy and the
writer have examined parts of the field described by
Veatch. They have come to the view that the Fowkes
fonnation may in reality be a lens and that the postulate of unconformity between the Knight and Almy
formations, which closely resemble each other lithologically,. Inay not be compulsory. More extended
study of the Tertiary formations of the general
region of southwestern Wyoming and northern Utah
will be necessary before a definite opinion on the
Inatter can be rendered.
In the region considered in this paper the Fowkes
formation has not been definitely recognized, although
at one locality rhyolitic debris has been found in beds
here assigned to the Pliocene (?). It is also impracticable to distinguish the Almy and Knight formations.
The Eocene rocks are therefore mapped and described
under the nalne Wasatch formation.
Distribution.-The Wasatch deposits of this region
are exposed only in the Montpelier and Slug Creek
quadrangles. In the Montpelier quadrangle these beds
occur chie:fly in the Bear Lake Plateau, where they
underlie 11luch of the country, but they also occur as
erosional remnants of greater or less size and· widely
separated.
In the Preuss Range, a bout 9 miles east of Montpelier, such a remnant occupies an area of nearly a
square lnile. On the west side of Bear Lake Valley
several patches occur along the foothills from the
vicinity of Glencoe to a point about 1% miles south
of Lanark. The largest of these patches, between Dry
Haydon, F. V., U. S. Geol. Survey Terr. Third Ann. Rapt., p. 90, 1869.
Veatch, A. 0., Geography and geology or a portion or southwestern Wyoming:
U. S. Geol. Survey ProC. Paper 56, p. 88, 1907.
.
.
81 Personal communication.
10
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Canyon (St. Charles) and the ridges north of Bloomington Oanyon, has an area of approximately 6 square
miles.
In the Slug Creek quadrangle an irregular area in
the northeastern part of T. 10 S., R. 43 E., occupies
about 2 % square miles. In the southeastern part of
the same township a larger and more il'regularly
shaped area extends eastward into T. 10 S., R. 44 E.
In addition there are in the same region several very
small patches.
The irregularities of shape, size, and distribution of
these patches of Wasatch beds all indicate that' the
sediments now found are .but erosional remnants of a
formerly much more extensive deposit .
Oharacter.-The Wasatch formation of southeastern
Idaho, so far as examined, consists mainly of coarse
red conglomerate with pebbles or boulders that range
from less than an inch to 3 feet or more in diameter,
largely sub angular, though some are well worn and
rounded, chiefly of Paleozoic quartzites and limestones,
including many of Cambrian and Ordovician age. In
the southeastern part of T. 10 S., R. 43 E., boulders of
basalt were noted with the conglomerate. The grouping of the boulders suggests a small extrusion of lava.
As no actual ledge of basalt was observed these boulders may have formed part of the conglomerate, though
their relatively fresh condition would make this seem
unlikely. In the same locality a dense tan-colored
limestone with included brecciated pisolites of darkgray, concentrically banded, crystalline limestone,
half to three-fourths of an inch in diameter, is associated with the conglomerate. There are also beds of
nonpisolitic limestone of similar color and appearance.
In the western half of section 24 a prominent white
limestone band 50 feet or more wide strikes N. 32° E.
and dips 32° S. Parts of this band are massive and
dense, but other parts have linear drusy cavities, so
that the band as a whole represents a vein rather than
a bed. In the Montpelier quadrangle coarse red sandstones, locally concretionary, and minor amounts of
reddish or purplish shales and limestone lenses or beds
are associated with the conglomerates. In the vicinity
of Glencoe, in the southwestern part of the quadrangle,
isolated exposures of white pisolitic limestone, which
are included in the area mapped as Pliocene (?), may
represent areas of Wasatch limestone, too small to
map separately, from which the white Pliocene (?)
beds have been eroded.
The exposed thickne~s of the Wasatch probably
does not exceed 1,500 feet, but the beds have been
greatly eroded and may have been much thicker.
Age.-No fossils of determinative value have been
recovered from the W asa tch beds in the region
described in this report, but these appear to be continuous, in part at least, with the (Knight or the Almy)
formation of southwestern Wyoming as mapped by
Veatch, where the Knight beds have yielded both
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animal and plant remains, among them the first vertebrate bones obtained from the Wasatch, consisting
of species of Ooryphodon, described by Cope as
Bathmodon. 82
PLIOCENE (t) SERIES

o

Unconformably upon the Wasatch deposits in the
southwestern part of the Montpelier quadrangle and
elsewhere unconformably upon other pre-Tertiary sedimentary rocks lies a group of generally light-colored
grayish or yellowish conglomerates with associated
marly, gritty, or sandy beds of similar tints that produce white -or light-colored soils. Few fossils have
been found in these beds, and these furnish no very
satisfactory data for age determination. The beds are
tentatively regarded as of 'Pliocene age and are all
·included in the Salt Lake formation.
SALT LAKE FORMATION

Name.-In 1869 the name Salt Lake group was
'introduced by Hayden,83 in the following words:
In the valley of Weber River, from Morgan City to Devil's
Gate, there is a thickness of 1,000 to 1,200 feet of sands, sandstones, and marls of a light color for the most part, which I
regard as of upper Tertiary age. These newer beds must have
not only occupied this expansion of the Weber Valley but also
all of Salt Lake Valley, for remnants of it are seen all along the
margins of the mountains inclosing Salt Lake Valley. * * *
I found this series of beds so widely extended and so largely
developed in Weber Valley and Salt Lake Valley that I regard
it as worthy of a distinct name and in consequence have called
it the Salt Lake group.

This term was introduced by Peale 84 into the region
here discussed and has been employed in a quotational
sense (the Salt Lake group of Hayden and Peale) in
later publications on the region as the designation of
the Pliocene(?) rocks. In the above citation the name
appears to be used in a strictly geographic sense with
neither a definite implication of lacustrine origin of the
beds nor implication of connection with Great Salt
Lake. It is true, however, that members of the Hayden surveys did regard these beds as lacustrine in
origin, for Peale,85 in referring to similar beds in Marsh
Valley, to the west, states:
I believe they were deposited in the same lake that occupied
this valley, Cache Valley, Salt Lake Valley, and the valley of
the upper Portneuf, and Bear Lake Valley.

The long usage of the name in this region and the
fact that it was directly applied by Peale to the beds
under consideration make its retention desirable. It
has been shown by Gilbert,86 however, that these
deposits long antedate the origin of the present Great
Salt Lake, and it is now believed that the beds, though
82 Veatch, A. C., Geography and geology of a portion of southwestern Wyoming:
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 56, pp. 89-96, 1\J07.
83 Hayden, F. V., U. S. Geol. Survey Terr., vol. 3, p. 92 (p'.192 in combined First,
Second, and Third Ann. Repts.), 1869.
84 Peale, A. C., U. S. Geol. and Geog. Survey Terr. Eleventh Ann. Rept., pp. 588
and 640, 1879.
'
U Peale, A. C., op. cit., p. 567.
80 Gilbert, G. K.; Lake Bonneville: U. S. Geol. Survey Mon. 1, p. 214, 1890.

probably partly lacustrine, are largely of fluviatile
origin.
The modification of Hayden's term to Salt Lake
formation appears to meet the need of an- appropriate
geographic name and at the same time to avoid doubt. ful implications. The word formation is "also applicable because of the varied character of the constituent
beds.
Distribution.-The Salt Lake formation is exposed
in each of the quadranglesomapped except the Cranes
Flat. It commonly forms foothill slopes along some
of the larger valleys, as on the western side of Bear
Lake Valley in the Montpelier quadrangle from the
vicinity of Glencoe northward" and in places it rises
high on the flanks of the mountains, as in the vicinity
of Georgetown Canyon, where its altitude in places is
greater than 7,300 feet. In other places the formation
covers large areas of moderately high hills, as southeast
of MontpelIer or north of Ovid, where it occupies lnore
than a township, has a vertical range of more than
1,000 feet, and rises to an altitude of 7,156 feet.
Smaller patch~s occur in some of the higher hills, as
along the west flank of Red Mountain, where the
Pliocene(?) deposits reach an elevation of about 7,850
feet, and in the northwest part of T. 13 S., R. 46 E.
Large areas of the SaIt Lake formation occur in the,
southwestern part of the Slug Creek quadrangle and
slnaller areas or patches along the west flank of the
Aspen Range' and in the valleys of Slug Creek and
Johnson Creek. The formation is also well developed
north of Crow Creek in the quadrangle of that name
and extends in to Sage Valley, Tygee Valley, and along
the west flank of Star Valley.
The hills along the western border of the Henry
quadrangle are largely covered with the conglonlerates
of the Salt Lake formation and the south end of the
hills west of the Blackfoot River Reservoir is in large
measure similarly constituted.
In the Lanes Creek quadrangle there are only a few
small patches in the southwestern and northeastern
parts, but in the Freedom quadrangle extensive deposits occur in the valleys of Tygee and Stump Creeks
and along the west side of Star Valley, especially in
the vicinity of Thayne.
Character.-As 'most commonly encountered, the
Salt Lake formation consists of light-gray or buff conglomerates, in which the matrix is white, relatively
soft, loose textured, and calcareous. The pebbles are
generally of local materials and rather angular, though
many are subangular or even rounded. There is
great variation in size, for some of the boulders are 4 or
5 feet in diameter but many of the fragments are less
than an inch in diameter. The grayish or light color
of the conglomerate and the local nature and angularity of the pebbles serve in general to distinguish these
conglomerates from .those of the Wasatch formation,
which are usually reddish" consist of better-rounded
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Ilnaterials, and are largely composed of older Paleozoic
rocks. It is, however, locally difficult to make the
distinction. Hills covered with conglomerate of the
Salt Lake formation are strewn with countless pebbles
and boulders of sandstone, quartzite, limestone, and
chert. Ledges are few and poorly exposed. At some
places, as in the lower part of Georgetown Canyon,
heavy ledges of the conglonlerate are exposed with a
jmnble of local materials of different si~es' and shapes.
The bedding in some places is fairly distinct, but there
is little marked difference in the coarseness of the
materials.
In addition to the conglomerates there are beds of
white lnarls, calcareous clays, sandstones, and grits,
which furnish a white soil and underlie' considerable
areas, particularly north of Ovid and a mile or more
north of Georgetown. At the last-named locality
some of the white calcareous beds contain much rhyolitic lnaterial in the form of glassy fragments of the
walls of bubbles and resemble parts of the Fowkes
formation of Veatch in the Eocene of southwestern
Wyoming. Beds of this type however, are c~mmon in
sediments of supposed Pliocene age in the Fort Hall
Indian Reservation. In a small gulch about half a
lnile southwest of Bern a tunnel cuts into nearly horizontal white Pliocene(?) beds. The lower 4 feet of
the exposure is cOlnposed of grayish-white sandstone.
Above this sandstone lies 18 inches to 2 feet of white
dense ll1arl which hardens in drying and is so fine that
it does not form grit when crushed between the teeth.
The lnarl was at first inistaken for a calcareous clay.
A sample analyzed by the Bureau of Standards at the
request of the Geological Survey gave the following
results:
. Silica_ __ _____________ _____________ ___
AluminlL__ ________ __ _____ __________ _
Iron oxidc_ _ _ _ ________ _______________
J.Jimc_ ____ ___________________________
Magnesia_ ______________________ _____
Loss on ignition______________________

17. 70
3. 96
1. 61
21. 95
16. 76
38.15
100. 13

The small percentage of alumina indicate's that the
substance is not a clay. The relatively large percentage of loss on ignition probably represents in large
part carbon dioxide, which if combined with the lime
and magnesia would produce a marl.
In the southwestern part of the Montpelier quadrangle, near Glencoe, white, calcareous beds, more or
less overspread with bouldery debris from local
sources, are referred to the Pliocene (?). With these
beds are associated white pisolitic marls. As noted
above, these pisolitic rocks are tentatively regarded
as lnliers of the Wasatch formation. Locally travertine is associated with the Pliocene (?) beds and is
difficult to distinguish from the marly limestones of
that series.
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The thickness of the formation ranges from a few
inches at places that border exposures of older terranes
to more than 1,000 feet where old valleys filled with
these beds have been reexcavated, as in Georgetown
Canyon. Great erosion has occured since these sediments were deposited, so that without doubt the
maximum thickness was formerly much greater.
Hayden 117 in 1871 noted the occurence of a bed of
impure coal in beds that probably' belong to the
formation. Peale 88 regards t~is coal as of Quaternary
age. The exposure occurs at the water's edge on
Bear River about 3 miles above Soda Springs and is
visible only at low water in the autumn. The coal
is included in a bed of "black slaty ciay" underneath
superficial drift. The "slate" above the coal is
crowded with Planorbis and other fossils.
The formation is in many places nearly horizontal,
but at other places it is inclined at angles that' range
from a few degrees to nearly vertical.
Age and correlation.-Some fossils have been collected
from the Salt Lake formation, but these are chiefly
poorly preserved fresh-water mollusks, which are not
of determinative value. From clayey layers among
conglomerate bands on the south side of Montpelier
Creek the following forms, collected by C. L. Breger,
were identified by W. H. Dall:
Pisidium sp., common.
Valvata sp., common.
Planorbis (round whorls, low spires), rare.
Lymnaea sp., rare.
Ostracodes, abundant.

In collections from T. 10 S., R. 42 E., a short distance west of the Slug Creek quadrangle, W. H. Dall
has identified imperfect impressions of Planorbis
and Sphaerium and from the west side of Bear River
Valley in the same quadrangle a minute Planorbis,
perhaps undescribed.
~
A collection from the forks of Miller Creek, in the
NW. ~ sec. 34, T. 5 S., R. 46 E., in the Freedom
quadrangle, yielded the following fossils, which were
identified by Dall and thought by him to indicate
Eocene age:
Pisidium saginatum White.
Planorbis, resembling P. aequalis White.
Lymnaea, of the type of L. similis Meek.

o

On the other hand, in collections from Pliocene (?)
beds in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation, he has
identified the following forms:
Succinea? or Lymnaea? internal casts, not otherwise
identifiable.
Oreohelix (one or possibly two species), internal casts
not identifiable further.
Bifldaria, internal cast, not identifiable further.

These forms he is inclined to regard as Pliocene (?).
Most of the fossils thus far found are of long-rangittg
types, but some, such as Oreohelix from the Fort
87
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Peale, A. C., U. S. Geol. Survey Terr. Eleventh Ann. Rep., p. 589, 1879.
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Hall Indian Reservation, suggest later rather than
earlier age, whereas others, as noted' above, suggest
Eocene age. These light-colored beds occur at
sufficiently close intervals in the region described in
this report and westward toward the Fort Hall Indian
Reservation to make it reasonably certain that they
belong together, and they have been so mapped.
Their stratigraphic position at some localities, as
along the west side of Bear Lake Valley, indicates that
they are of later age than the Wasatch formation.
In the Yellowstone National Park the "Canyon"
conglomerate, which according to recent field work by
W. C. Alden may prove to be younger than the rnain
body of the rhyolite, has yielded vertebrate remains that
were identified by Prof. O. C. Marsh as belonging
to the skeleton of a fossil horse of Pliocene time. 89
Rhyolites occur westward along the northern parts
of the ranges from the Yellowstone National Park
to the region here described and to the Fort H,all
. Indian Reservation. The rhyolite is probably not
absolutely continuous, but the occurences are so
numerous and the character of the rock so similar
that there seems little reasonable doubt that the
rhyolites in this region and in the Yellowstone National
Park are essentially of the same geologic age.
In the region of the seven quadrangles here described the relations of rhyol~te to the Salt Lake
formation are not clearly shown, though ,the occurrence of volcanic, ash in that formation near Georgetown has been mentioned. In t,he Fort Hall Indian
Reservation, however, the rhyolite a,nd the Salt
Lake formation are interbedded here and there and
are associated with beds of volcanic ash. Thus, if
the rhyolite of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation and
'of the intervening regions is considered as contemporaneous with that of the Yellowstone National
Park, the Salt Lake formation may be of Pliocene
age. It was so recognized by Hayden and' Peale. 90
QUATERNARY SYSTEM

The rocks of the Quaternary system consist for the
most part of unconsolidated gravels, sands, and clays,
which occupy the larger valley bottoms, and of coarseo
or finer debris, less well stratified, which has accumulated here and there along the lower slopes above the
valley bottoms.
Glacial deposits are absent from the immediate
region, though they are present in St. Charles Canyon,
about 2 miles west of the Montpelier quadrallgle
and other evidence of glaciation has been noted in the
Bear River range without, this district.
Deposits of travertine are also included. These
deposits are well consolidated and locally difficult to
distinguish from Tertiary linlestones. The QuaterU. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Yellowstone National Park folio (No. 30),1896.
Peale, A. C., U. 'S. Geol. and Geog. Survey, Ten. Eleventh Ann. Rept., p.
640, ]879.
89
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nary' deposits are all unconformable upon older rocks
and are subdivided for mapping and discussion into
four groups-travertine, hill wash, alluviulll, and
landslides-though each group is sOlllewhat lllore inclusive than is directly implied by its title.
TRAVERTINE

General jeatures.~The rocks thus designated consist in the main of calcareous sinter, which is the principal substance deposited by the former and present
mineralized springs of the district. Certain springs
of the region, however, are chalybeate or ironbearing and others sulphurous or saline. The chalybeate springs have deposited travertine that is more
or less discolored by oxide of iron and the sulphurous
springs small amounts of finely divided sulphur.
Larger deposits of sulphur occur in T. 9 S., R. 42 E.,
just west of the Slug Creek quadrangle. The saline
springs do not have mappable surface deposits. It
has not been practicable to map separately the
chalybeate or sulphurous spring deposits. Where
these dei)osits are represented they are included
with the travertine.
Distribution.-The travertine occurs in large or
small patches in the broader valleys, on the lower
slopes of SOllle of the hills, and in some of the canyons.
Locally, also, it occurs as a dense coating beneath soil
on basalt and appears as float with basaltic debris.
It has not been observed in the Lanes'Creek and Crow
Creek quadrangles, except in the creek bed near the
'mouth of Sage Valley, but large areas are found in the '
Slug Creek, Henry, and Cranes Flat quadrangles.
The Montpelier and Freedom quadrangles have
smaller deposits. In each occurrence the travertine
appears to be intimately associated with noteworthy
faults. Many of these deposits, including some of the
larger ones, are associated with active springs. Other
deposits mark the site of extinct springs.
In the Montpelier quadrangle a deposit that covers
an area of nearly half a square mile occurs in the upper
course of Crow Creek, in sec. 3, T. 11 S., R. 45 E.
Another area nea~ly as large is found in secs. 25 and
36, T. 11 S., R. 43 E. Here the travertine has formed
fine terraces.
In the Slug Creek quadrangle the travertine makes
prominen t ledges along the road from Georgetown to
Soda Springs in secs. 26 to 28, T. 10 S., R. 43 E., and
near the center of that township it forms two prominent hills southwest of the road. Fine ledges of
travertine also occur in sec. 15. The most extensive
area, which occupies about 5 square miles, expands
southwestward from the 'mouth of Swan Lake Gulch
toward Bear River and overspreads adjacent portions
of three townships. The Swan Lakes occupy large
basins in the travertine. A fine group of extinct basins
and terraces lies to the west, along the base of the
foothills, and ledges are exposed in the creek valleys ..
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HILL WASH AND OLDER ALLUVIUM
The most striking assemblage of basins and terraces in
the general region is that of Formation Spring, 'in secs.
' slopes of many of the
Generalfeatures.-The lower
27, 28, 33, and 34, T. 8 S., R. 42 E., about 272 miles h'll
d .h f
west of the region described in this paper. Several
I s are ,covere WIt ragments of rock and soil that
small patches of travertine occur along the fault at conceal the underlying formations. This material is
the west base of the Aspen Range.
in many places poorly assorted or without definite
In the IIenry quadrangle a deposit of this rock arrangement. Elsewhere it merges with fluviatile
occupies an area of nearly 5 square miles in the south- deposits and forms alluvial fans or cones that may
central part of T. 7 S., R. 42 E., bordering the north have considerable areal extent, as in the northwestern
tip of the Aspen Range. Another accumulation part of the Montpelier quadrangle, where fans at the
about 172 square nliles in extent lies just west of mouths of neighboring canyons have merged to form
IIenry, in T. 6 S., R. 42 E. Smaller deposits occur in a broad sheet of waste 1 to 3 miles wide and 12 miles
sec. 1, T. 6 S., R. 41 E., and in secs. 12 and 13,'T. 6 S., or more long: The upper lirrlit of the deposits as
'I mapped is the general line that marks the actual
R. 40 E.
In the Cranes Flat quadrangle a travertine area outcrop of the older, underlying formations or the
about 172 square miles in extent lies north of the line where the debris of these rocks is sufficiently
Blackfoot River Reservoir in secs. 31 and 32, T. 4 S., characteristic and abundant to indicate the strong
R. 41 E. Other smaller areas lie west of the north probability of their occurrence beneath. The line is
end of the reservoir in secs. 1 and 2, T. 5 S., R. 40 E., of necessity somewhat generalized. The lower limit,
and secs. 35 and 36, T. 4 S., R. 40 E. A group of also somewhat generalized, is the line of demarkation
interesting cones stands near Blackfoot River in sec. of these deposits from those of the valley bottoms,
which are generally finer and better sorted.
15, T. 5 S., R. 40 E., just west of the region mapped.
The FreedOln quadrangle contains a number of
rather small areas of travertine. Pretty sinter
Distribution.-Hill-wash deposits occur in each of
terraces occur in the head of Spring Creek in the the quadrangles mapped. They range in extent from
southern part. Travertine that extends into the small patches to areas of several square miles. They
mapped area is also associated with the active hot lie along the sides of the longer valleys and even
springs about 3 miles north of Auburn and just east overspread much of the valley floors at some places.
In the Montpelier quadrangle, besides the deposit
of the quadrangle. West of Thayne and northward
along the east foothills of the Caribou Range deposits already mentioned, there is a large accumulation along
the west flank of the Sublette Ridge and a number of
of travertine fOl'ln prominent ledges.
Oharacte1'.-The travertine is generally a white, widely separated smaller patches.
In the Slug Creek quadrangle the largest area lies
gray, or buff porous rock, locally deeply ferruginous,
that forms rounded, ledgy hills, mounds, or cones that
mark the sites of springs that have probably been long in T: 10 S., R. 42 E. It covers more than 8 square
extinct. Elsewhere it· forms more or less extensive miles and extends southwestward from the base of
areas of basins and terraces, as shown onQPlate 60, A, the A.spen Range nearly to Bear River. Dry Valley,
and cones with apertures, where the springs are still in' the northeastern part, has extensive deposits, inactive or only recently extinct (pI. 60, B). The cluding a fine alluvial fan near the north boundary
texture in some places is coarse, open, or even cavern- of the quadrangle. Lesser deposits lie along parts of
ous; in other places it is dense, fine, and banded. the valley sides of Slug Creek and Trail Creek.
Locally casts of stems of grasses and gastropod shells Similar deposits flank parts of the larger valleys in
occur in the deposits. The rock forms successive the Crow Creek quadrangle, the most noteworthy of
layers that give a concentric, shelly structure to cones which are in the valley of upper Crow Creek, Elk
or that fornl inclined beds in some of the larger mounds Valley, and the valley of Tygee Creek.
or ledges. The more massive and dense ledges
In the Henry quadrangle the largest areas are in
reselnble sonle of the Tertiary limestones and are the valley of Corral Creek, in the western part, and
locally difficult to distinguish from them. In some of Meadow Creek in the northeastern part. Each
places where the depositing waters filtered through of these areas includes several square miles, and
gravels and consolidated them, as in upper Crow
Creek, in the Montpelier quadrangle, the resulting' ,there are besides numerous smaller strips or patches.
The Lanes Creek quadrangle has the most widely
conglomerate resembles some of the Pliocene(?) conglomerates. .
distributed deposits of hill wash with strips, patches,
Age.-Travertine deposition probably ,began at the or larger areas in all the large valleys. The deposits
time of the crustal disturbance that marked the close of Enoch} Wooley, and Rasmussen Valleys and of
of the Tertiary period and has continued with varying upper Lanes Creek valley are especially noteworthy.
intensity until the present. Thus the deposits prob- The Freedom ,..quadrangle has, ~cc\lJ.UuJations <;>f hill
ably span the entire Quaternary period. At present, wash in the lower valleys of Stump and Tygee Creeks,
however, deposition is on a much less extensive scale at different places along the west side of Star Valley
than formerly.
and at other widely separated places.
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In the Cranes Flat quadrangle extensive areas are
underlain by hill wash in Meadow Creek and Little
Valleys in the southeastern part and in Long Valley
and the valleys of Homer Creek and of Grays Lake
Outlet in the northern part. Other lesser areas lie
along the southwestern border of the quadrangle and
along the southwest base of the ridge between Meadow
Creek and the Blackfoot River Reservoir.
Oharacter.-Some characteristics of the hill wash
have been mentioned in the general discussion. It
should be noted further that the materials are gen, erally local or from near-by sources. They differ in
texture from boulders to fine soil and are generally
not well rounded. The deposit has been submaturely
or even maturely dissected by stream erosion, so'
that the present surface is uneven and has low-lying
spurs and interfingering depressions. The low-lying
spurs and higher slopes of the deposits are generally
sage-covered. The depressions are in many places
grass-covered and where large enough to be separately
indicated are mapped with the alluvium, as shown
in Wooley Valley (T. 7 S., R. 43 E., Lanes Creek
quadrangle), Homer Creek valley (T. 3 S., R. 41 E.,
Cranes Flat quadrangle), and elsewhere.
Some of the finer materials or soils mapped with the
hill wash have a hummocky surface, as in Corral Creek
valley, Henry quadrangle, and probably represent
accumulations of wind-blown dust. The general
characteristics of the hill wash indicate that it is a
product of climatic conditions more arid than those of
to-day.
No fossils have been recovered from these deposits.
The thickness is variable and the maximum not
known, but in the vicinity of Bennington and Georgetown, in the Montpel.ier quadrangle, it seems clear that
the ·thickness exceeds 100 feet. The maximum may
indeed be much greater.
Age.-The hill wash locally overlaps the Salt Lake
formation, but it has suffered submature or mature .
erosion and is in its turn overlapped by the alluvium.
As stated above, it is the product of arid climatic conditions. It will presently be shown that its deposition was succeeded' by more humid conditions than
those even of to-day. The climatic oscillations of the
Quaternary period in southeastern Idaho have probably differed in degree rather than in character from
those of the Bonneville Basin, near Great Salt Lake,
as described by Gilbert. The epoch of deposition of
the hill wash is here regarded as corresponding with
Gilbert's pre-Bonneville epoch.91
ALL UVIUM AND LAKE BEDS

Generaljeatures.-In the broader valley bottoms and
along the courses of many of the larger streams occur
narrow bands or broader areas of grassy meadow land
01

Gilbert, G. K., Lake Bonneville: U. S. Geol. Survey Mon. 1, p. 221, 1890.

that have fingerlike or foliate extensions up tributary
streams. The materials that underlie these areas are,
generally well sorted and fine textured or locally
gravelly. Along some of the more rapid streams there
are stony flood-plain deposits, as in Blackfoot Canyon
just west of the region mapped. Special mention
should be made of the smooth meadow-like surface of
the deposits and of the marshy character of parts of
the larger areas, as in the upper valley of Blackfoot
River, the head of Grays Lake, and Cranes Flat.
Included in the nlapping with the alluvium are the
deposits of the former extension of Bear Lake. These
deposits now form gravel terraces and beaches that
stand 30 feet or less above the present level of the
lake. In many localities the old lake-floor deposits
are not clearly distinguishable from those of the
modern flood plain of Bear River, and it has not been
practicable to map them separately.
Distribution of alluvium.-Considerable areas of
alluvium are found in each of the quadrangles. In
the Montpelier quadrangle the deposits are chiefly
grouped in Bear Lake, Thomas Fork, and N ounan
Valleys and along Bear River. The last two named
deposits extend into the Slug Creek quadrangle,
where Dry Valley and the valleys of Slug Creek and
Trail Creek also contain much alluvium. Crow Creek,
Sage, Elk, and Star Valleys, and the valley of upper
Diamond Creek contain the larger accumulations of
alluvium in the Crow Creek quadrangle.
In the Henry and Cranes Flat quadrangles the more
extensive deposits lie in Corral Creek, Cranes Flat,
Meado~ Creek, Pelican Slough, and the outlet of
John Grays Lake. The south end of that lake with
its alluvial border ,extends into the northern part of
the Lanes C.reek quadrangle. Enoch Valley and the
upper and lower valleys of Blackfoot River contain
broad alluvial meadows. In the Freedom quadrangle
alluvial deposits occur in the valleys of Stump and
Tygee Creeks and in Star Valley.
Lake beds.-The lake beds of the earlier stages of
Bear Lake furnish the principal gravel banks of the
region, as, for example, cuts about half a mile south of
Dingle, at Liberty, and east of Bloomington. South
of Dingle the lake gravels show pebble beds that have
an aggregate thickness of 472 feet, composed of pebbles
of chert, limestone, sandstones, and quartzite 1 to 8
inches in diameter and sub angular to rounded. These
are overlain by about 3 feet of sand.
In a ditch cut in the lake beds half a mile east of
Bern the following section was obtained:
Feet
Sand, cross-bedded with streaks of clay 2 to 3
inches thick (shells) _____________________ 10
Clay____________________________________ 6
Sand____________________________________ 1
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A. VIEW NORTHWEST ALONG THE RIDGE SOUTH OF THE HEAD OF LANES CHEEK,

IN THE NOHTHWESTEHN PART OF THE FREEDOM QUADHANGLE
Characteristic exposure of Stump sandstone

B. VIEW NORTH ALONG THE WEST FLANK OF THE CAHIBOU RANGE, IN THE EAST-CENTRAL

PAHT OF THE FHEEDOM QUADHANGLE
CharaclerjsLic exposure of Pe terson limestone

C. VIEW NORTH NEAH THE SUMMIT OF HED MOUNTAIN, IN THE NORTHEASTEHN PAHT OF THE

MONTPELTEH QUADHANGLE
Charncteristic exposure of Ephraim conglomerat,e
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A . CLIFF OF HOR BLE DE A TDESITE PORPHYRY ON THE SOUTHWEST SIDE

ON THE
OHTH SLOPE OF MIDDLE CONE,
T. 7 S., R. 42 E., HENRY QUADHA TGLE

LOAF MOUNTAI ,T. 2 S., R. '11 E., CRA ES FLAT QUADRA GLE

Showing inclusions of basalt

•

C. CHI A HAT (RIGHn , MIDDLE CONE, A D CRAG LAKE, FROM A POI T 2)1 MILES
Note higher water marks in Crag Lako

TORTH OF CIIINA HAT, HENRY QUADRANGLE
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Meade
Peak

SNOWDRIFT MOUNTAIN, MEADE PEAK, AND VI CINITY FROM THE NO HTHWEST
View ncross Georgc Lown Canyon, C row Creek, Slug Creek , and MonlpC'iicr qu ad rangles
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A. LIMEROCK MOUNTAIN, CRANES

An anliclinal fold ill Brazer li mestone (purl of lhe Snowdrif l anlicline), from lhe NE. )1( sec. 12, T. 5 S., R. 41 R

AT THE MOUTH OF MrDDLE SULPHUR CA ' YON,
R. '13 R, SLUG CREEK QUADRA NGLE
Note hangi ng va llcy of Dry Fork age at ex lre me right

PLATE 35
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View north and northwest frolll the NW.

~

sec. 20, T . 6 S., R. 41 E.

PLATE 36

liw, Woodside shale; li t, Thaynes group

B. SCARP OF THE BEAR LAKE FAULT, EAST SIDE OF BEAR LAKE VALLEY, MONTPELIER QUA.DRANGLE

Note faceted slopes.

Looking n:>rlhwest.

The lop of the escarpment marks the weslern edge of the Bear La ke Plateau

Shows sou lhern lip of unero1 cd pa rt of t he overthrust bloo:' nnd p (nition of subordinate brancb faull.

Cl. Carboniferous formations; nt, Thaynes gronp; In, Nugget sands lone; J tc. Twin Creek limeslone.

Syncline nnd anticlines of lower fau ll block ill foreground
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STEHEOGRAM OF TPS. 9- 11 S., RS. 43- 15 Eo, PAHT OF REGION TRAVEHSED BY
Mo vement. was in general from west. t.o eas t..

Note deformation of thrust plane.

BANNOCK OVEHTHRUST

A-B, Approximate posit.ion of line of section 'V- VV ' shown in Plate 12
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Meade
Peak

A. PA ORAMA FIlOM SOUTHWARD-POINTING SPUR 0

Looking northeast to south .

B . GEORGETOW

CANYO

HILL NORTH OF GEOIlGETOWN CANYON

Cl, Mississippian limestone; Cw, Wells form a tion ; In,

ugget sands tone; H e, Twin Creek limestone

WHERE CHOSSED BY THE BA NOCK OVEHTHRUST, SLUG CREEK AND MONTPELIER QUADIlANGLES

View northwes t across South and Georgetown Canyons.

CI, Carboniferous limestone; J1.c, Twin::Creek 1imestonc; J.P, Preuss sands tone
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of Fish Haven Canyon, in T. 16 S., R. 43 E., in the
Montpelier quadr'angle. There a mass of locally de..,
rived bouldery debris lies at the base of cliffs developed in the Swan Peak quartzite. The debris bears'
evidence of sorting and transportation through the
Fluminicola nuttalliana Lea.
Polygyra sp., fragment.
agency
of snow.
Planorbis
parvus
Say.
Unio cf. U. gibbosus' Barnes;
Lymnaea desidiosa Say.
fragment.
In a valley head in the northeast corner of the
Sphaerium sulcatum Lamarck. Lymnaea palustris Muller;
same quadrangle, in T. 11 S., R. 46 E., there, are
fragment.
'
Sphaerium sp. indet.
three distinct, parallel, 1110raine-like ridges which
Lymilaea 'sp.; young.
Pisic1ium variable Preme.
consist
mainly of large sub angular boulders of conLymnaea sp.; fragment.
Valvata utahensis Call.
glomerate
and sandstone that have been, ',derived.
Ancylus vivularis Say.
Amnicola longinqua Gould.
Amnicola sp.; young.
from the Ephraim conglomerate and adjacent form'aMr. Dall comments that some of the species listed tions. The lowermost ridge is about 300 feet, 'long,
above were deseribed from Lake Bonneville, Utah, 25 feet high, and extends across the canyon; behind
in Call's report on the Pleist.ocene shells of the lake it lies a small swamp. This accumultttion is apparently the result of successive landslips in the conglommargin, whereas others are Recent.
Shells were also collected fr0111 the spit that separates erate. Small landslides were observed in the Nugget
Bear Lake fronl Mud Lake and Dingle Swamp. Of sandstone and Triassic (?) formations in a branch of
these Sphaerium sulcatum Lamarck, Carinifex ~ew Home Canyon, in secs. 29 and 20, T. 12 S., R. 45E.
Numerous other landslides occur in the Caribou
berryi Lea, Lymnaea apicena Lea, and Lymna~a
emarginata Say are reported by Mr. Dall as Recent, Range in the Freedom' quadrangle. These landwhereas Amnicola longinqua Gould and Lymnaea slides were not mapped in the field, but it has seemed
advisable to show from data available in, the office
bonnevillensis Call are reported as Pleistocene.
The lake beds that represent earlier expansions of the approximate location of some of the more striking
Bear Lake may, with little doubt, be referred to the slides. Along the east side of the ridge about 1 mile
Lake Bonneville epoch, or the epoch in which Lake northwest of Stump Peak here is a fine slide of conBonneville and other Pleistocene lakes of the Great siderable extent which is apparently composed in
Basin existed, as suggested by the fossils and the. part at least of the Ephraim conglonlerate. At the
somewhat anaJogou8 prelacustrine and lacustrine de- time of the writer's visit in 1915 the scarred surface
velopment of Bear Lake Valley. This epoch has been from which the slide broke away appeared still fresh
correlated by Gilbert with the glacial epoch.92 The and was a brilliant red. The hummocky confused
glaciation of the western mountains appears so recent debris below was in part composed of the red conglomthat at least the last glaciation of that region is thought erate. Within a mile to the east of this slide there
not to have preceded the Wisconsin glacial stage of are several others in the Wayan formation that
the interior.93 The lake beds are separated by more' expose dark shales. The slope that descends eastward
or less well-defined terraces from the younger alluvial to the canyon of the South Fork of Tincup River is
deposits, which may then be'considered of Recent age. marked l;>y numerous slides in the Wayan formation,
some of which are' of considerable extent. These
LANDSLIDES
slides are somewhat older than those near Stump
General features.- Two other types of debris accu- Peak, forthe scars have been softened 'and are more or
mulations have been differentiated, both of which are less overgrown. Two of these slides have been indidue to the action of gravity without the direct trans- cated on the map. The larger one includes several
porting agency of water. The first of these is the ponds. Along Tincup Canyon there are several
so-called" talus glacier." 94 This type is not strictly well-marked slides, some of which were still so fresh
a landslide, but is grouped for convenience with the in 1915 as to leave steep cliff-like scars in which beds
landslides for mapping and d,iscussion. A" talus gla- of the Wayan formation are exposed. Two of these
cier" is the product of several processes, including are shown. The debris that has accumulated in all
(1) the passage of talus over snowbanks at the bases these slides consists of large and small fragments of
of cliffs; (2) the sliding, creeping, and slunlping of the nlOre massive sandstone, limestone, or conglombodies of talus, perhaps cemented by ice; and (3) erate beds, mingled with shales.
incipient glacial nlotion. The second type is the true
On the upper slopes of China Hat in T. 7 S., Rs.
landslip or slide. There are many of these in certain 41 and 42 E., there are several £lowlike areas of
parts of the region, and some of them have been broken blocks of rhyolite that are probably to be
mapped.
interpreted as landslides, although no definite scars
. Distribution and character.-Only one" talus glacier" were recognized near the point of origin in the mass
has been observed, and this is in the southwest fork from which the debris broke away.
D,I Gilbert, G. K., op. cit" p. 315.
Age.-All the landsli,des observed belong to the
D3 Chamberlin, T. C" and SnJisbury, R. D., Geology, vol. 3, pp. 4il-4i2, New
Recent epoch. The formation of slides appears to be
York,1900.
still in progress.
D4 Chamberlin, T. C" and SalisbUry, R. D., op. cit., p. 4i1.

A tooth and large fragments of bone of a fossil
elephant were recovered fronl this cut reported by
O. P. flay as Elephas columbi. Shells fronl the same
locality were identified by W. H. Dall as follows:
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. CHAPTER IV. IGNEOUS ROCKS
GENERAL FEATURES

thickness of approximately 100 feet. In the Cranes
Flat
quadrangle the andesite is found only in associaIgneous rocks do not occur in the Crow Creek and
with
the Homer limestone member of the Wayan'
tion
Freedom quadrangles. In the Montpelier quadrangle
formation.
The rock is generally deeply weathered
they are represented only by the ash bed of Jurassic
and
at
many
places has disintegrated to a yellowish or
. age described on page 97 and in the Slug Creek quadgreenish-yellow
gravel. The sill at Sugarloaf and
rangle their occurrence is limited to a few small areas.
some
of
the
dikes
furnish massive ledges, but at
They occupy, however, more than half of the Henry
many
localities
there
is
no ledge, and the position of the
and Cr.anes Flat quadrangles and include considerable
dike
is
indicated
by
yellow
gravel and scattered pieces
areas in the Lanes Creek quadrangle. Thus they
of
weathered
andesite,
some
of which crumble between
increase in relative abundance northwestward toward
the
fingers.
The
sill
at
Sugarloaf
is composed in part
Snake River. They represent chiefly, perhaps,
of
relatively
fresh
rock,
which
has
resisted weathering
marginal mem.bers or inflows of the great, body of
and
produced
the
sharply
featured
hill that bears the
extrusive rocks that constitutes the so-called Snake
or
three
of
the
dikes
in
sec. 36, T. 2 S.,
name.
Two
River lava plains, but they have obviously come from
R.
41
E.,
are
also
prominent
topographically.
Plate
local vents or fissures.
33, A, shows the andesite as exposed on the southwest
Although there is considerable variation in the
slope of Sugarloaf Mountain.
physical condition and appearance of the igneous
Character.-The hornblende andesite porphyry as
rocks they may all be referred to three groups....:here exposed is a gray crystalline rock that weathers
hornblende andesite porphyry, rhyolite, and olivine,
pinkish, yellowish, or greenish and is mottled with
basalt. Specimens and thin sections of these rocks
light or dark spots, which represent phenocrysts of
have been studied by E. S. Larsen, jr., and the late
feldspar, hornblende, or biotite. The following petroJ. F. Hunter, to whom the writer is indebted for the
graphic descriptions of several specimens are slightly
petrographic descriptions given below.
modified from descriptions kindly given by Mr.
Larsen.
HORNBLENDE ANDESITE PORPHYRY

Distribution.- In the region considered in this
paper the hornblende andesite porphyry has been
found only in the northeastern part of the Cranes '
Flat quadrangle, in secs. 26, 25, 36, and 35, T. 2 S.,
R. 41 E.; sec. 1, T. 3 S., R. 41 E.; sec. 6, T. 3 S., R.
42E.; and secs. 3J, 21, and 22, T. 2 S., R. 42 E.
Rocks of this type, however, are rather. widely disbuted in the general region. They are known in the
Portneuf quadrangle and Fort Hall Indian Reservation to the we-st and probably occur in regions to the
north. Caribou Mountain, in T. 4 S., R. 44 E., owes
its altitude (9,854 feet) to the occurrence and relative
resistance to weathering of intrusive igneous rocks
described by St. John 1 as gray hornblendic trachyte.
The same name is applied by him to the rock at his
Station XVII, 'now called Sugarloaf Mountain, which
he regards as mineralogically identical 2 and which is
here grouped with the hornblende andesite porphyry.
Mode oj occurrence.-Most of the occurrenC"es in the I
mapped area are dikes and perhaps some steeply
inclined sills that differ in length from a few hundred
feet to nearly a mile and in width from 4 feet to 20
feet or more. Sugarloaf Mountain is capped by a
sill or incipient laccolith that appears to confornl with
the folding of the inclosing strata and has a maximum
1 St. John, Orestes, Report of the geological field work of the Teton division: U. S
Geol. and Geog. Survey Terr. Eleventh Ann. Rept., pp. 396, 397, 1879.
I Idem, p. 356.
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M. 97-16; sec. 22, T. 2 S., R. 42 E: Macroscopically this
specimen is a light-gray rock that shows plagioclase phenocrysts, ~he largest of them 1 centimeter across, prominent but
smaller hornblende prisms, and a little biotite in a groundmass
that has the appearance of a microgranular rock. The study
of the thin section shows that the rock contains large phenocrysts of andesine and pale-green, zoned hornblende. There
are a few crystals of apatite and smaller crystals of plagioclase,
hiotite, and iron ore in a fine groundmass that is chiefly plagioclase but that probably in~ludes some orthoclase and quartz.
M. 98-16; sec. 22, T. 2 S., R. 42 E. The specimen was taken
from a dike in the vicinity of that from which M. 97-16 came.
This rock is similar except that macroscopically the hornblende
is somewhat less conspicuous and there are fairly numerous
biotite crystals 0.25 centimeter or more in diameter. In thin
section the rock shows fewer orthoclase phenocrysts and the
hornblende exhibits partial alteration to a reddish-brown
product.
M. 110-16; sec. 25, T. 2 S., R. 41 E. Summit of Sugarloaf
Mountain. In general appearance this rock differs from the
preceding types in having no large feldspar or biotite crystals.
Phenocrysts of hornblende 0.5 to 1 centimeter or more in length
and locally in cruciform arrangement are conspicuous against a
uniform finely crystalline gray groundmass. In thin section the
rock shows little if any biotite and the groundmass is coarser
than in the preceding types and contains considerable quartz
and orthoclase. It might be called a hornblende-quartz latite
porphyry but is not very different from M. 97-16.
M. 114-16; sec. 1, T. 3 S., R. 41 E. This rock is a dark-gray
porphyry that weathers greenish or reddish and contains
weathered phenocrysts and casts of hornblende and plagioclase
crystals. The groundmass is fine textured and shows tiny
phenocrysts of feldspar. In thin section this rock is not very
different from the preceding type.
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Sill at Sugarloaf.-The most noteworthy occurrence
of the hornblende andesite porphyry (here almost a
latite, in specimen M. 110-16) is the sill at Sugarloaf
Mountain. This rock was at first considered a dike
that contained limestone inclusions which formed
patches along the ridge. The little knoll west of the
crest and the northeastward projecting point east of
the crest are occupied by andesite sinlilar to that at
the summit of the mounta.in but deeply weathered
into rounded bouldery fragments and reddish-yellow
gravel. This rock was thought to represent an earlier
intrusion than the rela.tively fresh rock of the sunlmit,
which forms sha.rp angular fra.gments.
More extended examination northward along the
ridge, however, showed fresh rock, lil{e that of the
summit, grading into the more deeply weathered variety with no line of demarkation. The andesite also
pa.sses horizonta.lly beneath limestone and parallel to
its bedding at a place where the limestone forms good
ledges. On the east and west slopes of the ridge the
conta.ct of the a.ndesite is steep and apparently conforms with the bedding. The crest at the summit
is composed of horizontally and vertically jointed
andesite that suggests horizontal position and forms a
steep westward-facing cliff. (See pI. 33, A.) Thus it
appears that the andesite probably represents a single
intrusion in the form of a sill, curved and thickened
where it fonlls the summit of the mountain. St. John
describes it as wedge-shaped (see p. 126), but in cross
sections it is probably shaped more lil{e an unSYIllmetrical crescent. The limestone patches, which at
one locality have a faintly synclinal structure, thus
represent remna.nts of an overlying limestone bed.
The facts tha.t th~ andesite shows no shearing and that
the nlinerals in thin section show no strain indicate
tha.t the rock was not folded after its intrusion but
that it either followed structure lines already established or itself participated in the deformation of the
associated strata.
Relative age.-The relations of the hornblende
andesite porphyry to the sedimentary rocks have
ttlready been nlentioned. In this t"egion this porphyry
has been found in contact with ollIy two formations.
In the Cranes Flat quadrangle it is associated with
the Ifomer limestone member of the Wayan formation,
and in T. 5 S., R. 40 E., it is intruded into the phosphatic shales of the Phosphoria formation., Its
deeply weathered condition shows that it is probably
older than the other igneous types, none of which
shows so nluch alteration. Differences in weathering,
however, are dependent upon so many variable
factors that they may prove deceptive as guides to
the relative ages of igneous rocks. Hence not top
llluch confidence should be placed in this type of
evidence. In the Fort Hall Indian Reservation
andesitic tuffs of somewhat different composition
fronl the andesites here described are locally overlain

by rhyolite. The andesites of this region show some
differences in age, for in sec. 22, T. 2 S., R. 42 E., the
dikes that bear biotite,in noteworthy amounts appear
'to cut the more hornblendic dikes, though contacts
are not well defined because of weathering. The
extensively weathered condition of both sets suggests
that the difference in age is not great and that in all
probability the andesites of this district all belong to
a single epoch of igneous activity.
RHYOLITE

Distribution.-The rhyolites of the district studied
ate confined, to the Henry and Cranes Flat quadrangles' and to parts of the Portneuf quadrangle.
In the Henry quadrangle the exposures include only
the three large hills in the northwestern part of
T. 7 S., R. 42 E., the largest of which is known as
China Hat, and two islands in the Blackfoot River
Reservoir, in the northeastern part of T. 6 S:, R.
41 E.

In the Cranes Flat quadrangle the rhyolite occupies
three areas in the southwestern part of T. 4 S., R.
42 E., the largest of which includes an area of nearly
2 square miles. In tIle northwestern part of the
quadrangle, on and near the north boundary, occur
two other areas of mappable size, the larger in secs.
13 and 14, T. 2 S., R. 40 E., which occupies nearly
half a square mile in the quadrangle and extends
northward. Two minor occurrences are noteworthy,
one near the center of T. 4 S., R. 42 E., about 100
feet vertically below the crest, on the steep eastfacing slope of the high ridge. Here many weathered
fragments of fine-textured rhyolitic rock occur in the
Preuss sandstone near its contact with tJ;1e Stump
sandstone, as if remnants of a dike. The other
locality is in the mouth of the small valley that heads
against Meadow Creek Mountain, in the NW. ~ sec.
34, T. 4' S., R. 41 E: Here fragments of a brownweathering, white rhyolitic rock from an unknown
source were found in the dry stream bed. The
occurrences in the Portneuf quadrangle are shown on
the map accompanying the description of T. 5 S.,
R. 40 E. (pI. 43).
Mode of occurrence.-The rhyolite occurs in the
form of cones, flows, and dikes(?). There are also
beds of rhyolitic ash.
The cones are the' three prominen.t hills called respectively China Hat and Middle and North Cones,
which stand south of the Blackfoot River Reservoir
in T. 7 S., Rs. 41 and 42 E., and the islands in secs.
11 and 14, T. 6 S." R. 41 E., in the Henry quadrangle.
The cones are' built of pumiceous, glassy, and perlitic
rhyolite, locally like obsidian, not generally distinguishable as separate flows. The greater weathering
of some parts of the lava and the relative freshness
of other parts, though the rocks concerned are essentially of the same character, indicate that the 'cones
represent a succession of eruptions rather than the
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The section exposed in a well dug by Pat Griffin in
products of single volcanic outbursts. China Hat,
the largest cone (see pI. 33, 0), has a relatively fresh the NW. 7.;t sec. 18, T. 7 S., R. 42 E., is shown in
"
steep marginal part, which incloses a more weathered Table 31.
and more gently sloping higher part. Several rock
TABLE 31.-Section in Pat Griffin's well, in the NW. 34 sec. 18,
slides that resemble flows, two of which have been
. T. 7 S., R. 42 E., Idaho
mapped, occur in the older part. They are composed
[Measured in June, 1916]
of rough blocks of rock in which the flow structure
Feet
Soil,
drab,
clayey;
about
_____________________________ _ 25
may readily be distinguished.
White sand, rhyolitic ________________________________ _
3
The cones have no well-defined" craters, but the
Basaltic debris, dark, ferruginous; abouL_______________ 15
upper parts of Middle and North Cones are relatively Basalt, bottom of well; no water.
43
flat or gently sloping and are surmounted by numerous conical knobs or monticules, suggestive of minor
Considerable rhyolitic debris is mingled with basaltic
eruptions. These knobs consist of broken masses of and some sedimentary material in the vicinity of
lava, in which flow structures are well developed,
North Cone, in sec. 8, T. 7 S., R. 42 E. Rhyolitic
but they show no clear radial arrangement. The
debris mt!.y also constitute the white material exgrouping of these knobs locally produces depressions
, posed by the lowering of the waters since 1914 on the
suggestive of faint craters of which the knobs would
south side of the long point in secs. 34 and 27, T. 5
form parts" of the rims. At least four such depresS., R. 41 E. (not visited). It has not been pracsions were noted in North Cone, in sec. 8, T. 7 S., ticable to map these ash beds, but probably they are
R. 42 E. Middle Cone, which shows characteristics
concealed at many places in the general area mapped
similar to those just not"ed, is shown in Plate 33, O.
as basalt in the region west and south-of the BlackThe most prominent flows are tl;le larger occurrences
foot River Reservoir.
in the Cranes Flat quadrangle. The rhyolite is of the
Oharacter.-The acidic lavas, as described by, Mr.
same ge~eJ:~1 character as the rock that makes the Larsen, show little variation and probably reprecones , bu"tat these localities the lava has been poured
sent closely related flows. The chief differences are
out o~ the flanks of existing hills in the sedimentary
textural.
rocks and has., not heaped up sufficiently to form
They are nearly white to pale quaker-drab, pink,
cones. The group of hills in secs. 19 and 30 (undesig- gray, or eyen dark, rather porous fluidal rhyolites,
nated), T. 4 S.; R. 42 E., may represent a broad, which include a few "crystals of quartz and orthoclase
flat dome or cone of rhyolite partly dissected.
and a little plagioclase. They carry also a very little
The fragments of rhyolite previously noted near thp.
biotite, which is partly altered, zircon, apatite, .and
contact of the Preuss and Stump sandstones in the iron ore. In some specimens the groundmass IS a
central part of T. 4 S., R. 42 E., probably represent a perlitic or streaked glass, in others it is com~osed of
small weathered dike of rhyolite. The float frag- beautiful coarse spherulites. These spheruhtes are
ments in sec. 34, T. 4 S., R. 41 E., may indicate the commonly made up of concentric layers with gas
presence of an unrecognized small dike in Meadow cavities between some of the layers. Spherulites of a
Creek Mountain. No other dikes of rhyolite have fibrous, very weakly birefracting zeolite with an index
been found.
of refraction of about 1.485 are abundant in these
The bed of volcanic ash noted in the Twin Creek cavities (R.' 69-16; sec. 29, T. 4 S., R. 42 E.). In
limestone in the Montpelier quadrangle is apparently
some specimens the. spherulites are embedded in glass.
rhyolitic. ~ bed of indurated rhyolitic or latiti~ ~sh
In others (R. 36-16; NE. 7;! sec. 14, T. 6 S., R. 41 E.)
occurs in the Wayan formation at several locahties.
the spherulites are made up of very coarse fibers, and
A bed of rhyolitic ash also occurs in a locality in s~c. 1,
T. 11 S., R. 43 E., Slug Creek quadrangle, assocIated these appe~r to grade into rude phenocrysts of nlicrowith Pliocene (?) deposits. Whether this bed has any graphic intergrowths of quartz and orthoclas~. !he
relation to the rhyolites of the China Hat and Cranes spherulitic varieties disintegrate rather readIly In~o
Flat region farther north is not known. It may per- gravel. Tridymite, or a mineral that resembles It
haps antedate these eruptions. A cut in the bank of under the microscope, is abundant in sonle of the rocks.
One specimen, M.337c-12, described hy Mr.
Blackfoot River el\st of China Hat in 1912 exposed
Hunter, deserves special mention. It represents an
the sectIon shown in Table 30.
ac1.d inclusion in basalt that is exposed on the northTABLE 30.-Section of west bank of Blackfoot River in NE. 34
west side of the pond, in the SE. 7.;t sec. 7, T. 7 S.,
sec. 16, T. 7 S., R. 42 E., Idaho
"
Ft. in.
R. 42 E. This rock is light in color, rather dense and
1. Soil at top of section about _____________________ _ 2
aphanitic, save for a few minute phenocrysts. 'V"hen
2. Volcanic ash, white, horizontal beds, fine-textured __ 13
studied microscopically it is found to be hypocrystal3. Volcanic ash, dark, with fragments of basalt as
much as 3 inches in diameter- _ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ 1
6
line, porphyritic, and perpatic. The phenocrysts
4. Volcanic ash, white, like bed No.2, to water leveL _ 13
6
are as a rule euhedral and the largest of them are a
--millimeter across. In order of decreasing abundance,
30
"
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they consist of orthoclase, plagioclase (of the approximat.e conlposition of albite), quartz, augite, and
biotite. The groundmass is composed chiefly of
glass, feldspar, quartz, augite, biotite, and magnetite.
The anlOunt of augite in the rock is noteworthy.
Thic7cness.-The thickness of. the rhyolite has not
been determined. Owing to the local character of the
occurrences the thickness probably differs considerably fr0111 place to place. In section 30 (undesignated), T. 4 S., R. 42 E., canyons have been excavated
more than 200 feet without cutting through it. The
mass of the rhyolite in the three cones south of the
Blackfoot River Reservoir is doubtless considerably
greater than now appears, for their lower parts are
concealed by basalt to an unknown depth, and by
ash deposits and. soil.
Relative age.-:-.The rhyolitic hills south of the Blackfoot River Reservoir are surrounded by basalt, which
is thus younger than much of the rhyolite. Similar
evidence is furnished by basalt that contains inclusions
of rhyolite at locality M.337c-12 noted above. On
the other hand, a ledge of rhyolite about 500 feet
south of the center of the same section on the north
slope of Middle Cone contains inclusions of basalt as
1l11.1Ch fiS 6 to 8 inches in length and 2 to 4 inches in
width and thickness. (See pI. 33, B.) Thus some of
the rhyolite is younger than sonle of the' basalt.
Sjmilar evidence is borne by the occurrence in the
section given in Table 31 of rhyolitic ash above the
basalt. The basalt debris between rhyolitic ash beds
in the Blackfoot River section (see Table 30) may
indicate that a minor basaltic eruption took place
between two rhyolitic eruptions. But it may indicate
only the washing in from local sources, possibly to
the east, of a thin bed of basaltic material during the
general epoch of the rhyolitic eruptions. The difference in the character of the two sections, which are
only about 2 Y2 nliles apart, shows that local conditions
varied considerably within short distances. This
subject will be further discussed under the heading,
II Epoehs of igneous activity."
(See pp. 123 to 125.)
OLIVINE BASALT

Distribntion.-The olivine basalt is the Inost widely
distributed' of the igneo.us rocks of the region. In the
Slug Creek quadrangle a basaltic patch that occupies
about 1 Y2 square miles lies in the upper valley of Slug
Creek on the line between Tps. 9 and 10 S., R. 44 E.
In the SW. U sec. 11 (unsurveyed), T. 10 S., R. 44 E.,
It group of basaltic boulders suggests a small flow 'or
possibly a dike. Basaltic boulders in the midst of
Eocene conglomerate in sec. 24, T. 10 S., R. 43 E., as
already noted, probably represent a small extrusion.
The Lanes Creek quadrangle contains a number of
separated areas of basalt that have been poured 'out
from local sources. Some of these basaltic masses,
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such as those of Enoch Valley and the Little Blackfoot,
Lanes Creek, and the Upper Valley may be connected
under cover, but this condition can not safely be
assumed. The Little Blackfoot mass does connect
with the larger masses to the west. The larger bodie~ .
of basalt within the quadrangle are those of Lanes and
Chippy Creeks and the area in the northwestern part
which extends westward into the Henry quadrangle.
The Henry quadrangle is underlain in large part by
basalt, which like a somber sea embays or separates
mountainous sedimentary masses 'near the east and
west borders of the quadrangle and surrounds the three
rhyolite hills south of the Blackfoot River Reservoir.
The basalt is partially overspread in some places by
hill wash and alluvium and elsewhere by soil and deposits of basaltic and rhyolitic ash. Locally these deposIts are 40 feet or more thick, as shown in Tables 30
and 31. They are particularly thick in districts south
and west of the reservoir. The outcrops of the basalt,
however, are so nunlerous and so well distributed as
to leave no reasonable doubt of the continuity of the
rock nlass. Hence that district is all mapped as basalt.
In.Corral Creek and Meadow Creek, on the other hand,
the concealed areas are so continuous and extensive
that it appears advisable to map the surface deposits,
though in all probability the basalt passes beneath
them. The islands in secs. 23 and 24, T. 6 S., R. 41 E.,
are composed of basalt and a new island in sec. 13, produced by lowering the level of the reservoir since the
topographic map was completed, in 1914, is also
composed of basalt.
More than half of the Cranes Flat quadrangle is
underlain by basalt, which is distributed in much the
same way as in the Henry quadrangle. Wilson Ridge
projects like a promontory into the basaltic area that
extends from the Blackfoot River Reservoir and fronl
~1eadow Creek northwestward through the quadrangle. Connection is lnade eastward from the head
of ,Meadow Creek with the basaltic area that occupies
the hills north of Little Valley and descends to the
plain of Grays Lake outlet. Thus the basalt forms
two great areas nearly separated by the high sedimentary ridge that extends northwestward through the
cen ter of the quadrangle.
Mode of OCGurrence.-The basalt occurs in four
general forms-flows, cones or craters, dikes, and ash
beds.
The great body of the basal tic rocks of the region
occurs in the form of flows. With a few minor exceptions it has not been practicable to nlap individual
flows, but in any considerable exposed see.tion of ·the
basalt it is usually apparent that nlore than one flow
is represented.
Two wells drilled by A. G. ICugler, 2 or 3 miles southeast of Soda Springs, show basalt ~ows and intervening
sedimentary deposits, as indic.ated in Tables 32 and 33 .
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32.-Sect1·on of well in NE.

U NW. U sec.

22, T. 9 S.,

R. 42 E.

Feet

Alluvium, light-co16red soil, and sand and graveL_______

45

Bas~t______________________________________________

17
48
65

Alluvium, light colored_______________________________
Basalt _______
______________________________________

T
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TABLE

33.-Section of well in sec. 20, T. 9 S., R. 42 E.
Feet

Basalt _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ___ _____ ___________________________ 110
Shale, carbonaceous ___ '- _____ __ _____________ ___ ___ ____ 4
Clay, white (travertine'?) _ _ _ __________________________ 10
Basalt______________________________________________
4
Sand, yellow _ _ __ ______________ ______________________ 16·
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. In several wells drilled in the Blackfoot lava field
layers of red cinders were encountered between layers
of basalt.
In most places, however, nothing intervenes between the flows; their distinction is made' on textural
differences, which in turn have induced differences in
weathering. Thus cliffs of massive basalt 10 to 20
feet high are locally separated by thin, platy basalt
more or less concealed by blocky talus. The middle
parts of a flow are coarser textured, the lower and
upper parts fine textured, and the upper parts more
veSIcular. The basalt has the characteristic columnar
jointing, and the individual columns at many places
are cross-jointed· in such manner as to produce here
and there on weathering the appearance of ball and
socket arrangement. Some of these structural features of the basalt are shown in Pla'tes 14, 0; 18, B;
57, A; and 61, B. The number of flows recognized in
any one vertic~l section is generally not more than
two or three, but the margins of flows form low
cliffs on the broad basaltic areas, so that from favorable points of view the flows resemble dark waves like
those which are formed on a smaller scale by successive sheets of water poured upon a surface and then
frozen.
The basalt flows in the main occupy broad valley
areas, as in the region of Chippy and Lanes Creeks in
the Lanes Creek quadrangle and the region of Grays
Lake Outlet, Cranes Flat, and the Blackfoot River
Reservoir. Locally, as east and north of the reservoir
in.T. 6 S., R. 42 E., and T. 4 S., R. 40 E., these accumulations form relatively high lands that have
undulating surfaces or faint or well-defined ridges.
Prominent ridges occur in the southwestern part of
T. 3 S., R. 42 E., and west of Cranes Flat. Flows 'of
basalt form. the large cones that are described below.
In the Little Valley Hills in' T. 4 S., R. 42 E., the
basalt has formed large masses on the top of the high
ridge composed of sed4nentary rocks which traverses
the Cranes Flat quadrangle. The lava descends to
the valley on each side l;m t nlOre largely to the east.
In the northwestern part of the Lanes Creek quad-

rangle the basalt has burst forth at altitudes of 7,250
feet or more from ·the west flank of the great limestone ridge of that region. Another high-level
occurrence is found in the northern tip of the Aspen
Range in the Henry quadrangle. There the summit
(altitude, 7,250 feet) in the NW ~ sec. 35, T. 7 S., R.
42 E., is capped b:y basalt. Small flows have broken
out at various places and at different elevations. Two
of these flows may be mentioned-one a tiny flow in the
SVV ~ sec. 7, T. 7 S., R. 42 E., on the northwest
flank of Middle Cone, in the Henry quadrangle, and
the other in the SW ~ sec. 36, T. 4 S., R. 41 E.,
on the north slope of Limerock Mountain, in the
Oranes Flat quadrangle.
The topographic aspects of the basalt are discussed
on pages 35 to 37.
•
Here and there over the dark lava fields rise cones
that range in area from a few acres to perhaps 10 or 12
square miles. To some extent they are composed of
flows or accompanied by them, but their more conspicuous features are cinder cones made up of basaltic
fragments generally deep red and ranging in size fronl
buckshot to masses several feet in dialneter. Some
of the fragments are dense and have a ropy appearance
and well-marked flow structure, others are highly
vesicular, and still others have the characteristic
"bread-crust" structure of volcanic bombs. Generally a crater is present, but locally it has been
breached, in some cones by explosion and in others
by erosion. In many of the cones no definite structure was observed, but in others the mass is composed
largely of reddish, frothy, or scoriaceous lava, more
or less broken into great blocks that exhibit a wellmarked flow structure, which dips away from the vent
or crater at angles locally as high as 30° or more.
An apparent exception to the last statement occurs in
sec. 16, T. 6 S., R. 41 E., Henry quadrangle. Here
beds of scoriaceous lava on three sides dip toward a
crateriform depression and are concealed on the fourth
side. On the east side of this depression the westwarddipping beds are terminated as if by an explosive
breach, and the inclined beds form the west rim of a
crater that has largely been blown away. The north
and west sides are less clearly developed, but are
probably to be explained in a similar way, so that the
depression above described is in all probability merely
an unfilled area between neighboring breached craters.
The most symmetrical cone and the one with the most
complete crater is located in the SE. ~ sec. 34, T.
6 S., R. 41 E., in the Henry quadrangle and is called
Little Crater. It rises about 200 feet above its base,
which is approximately 1,200 feet in diam.eter and has
a erater about 200 feet across and 20 feet or more
deep. The cone rises above· a broad arched flow
. that has a general northward trend and is surrounded
by lava. The eruption of the cone appears to have
preceded the outflow of at least part of the lava, for
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no ejecta were seen on the lava beyond the limits in diameter. A small knob about 1,300 feet northof the cone, such as might have been expected if the west of the summit represents part of the rim of anuppermost layers had assumed their place before its oth~r crater that is smaller and breached on the
eruption. A small flow has issued from its northeast north. The lava slopes away steeply to the north and
more gently to the northwest, west, and south. The
base.
A group of two similar cinder cones occupies an nature of the long ridge about a mile south of the sumarea of nearly half a square mile in the SE. ~ sec. 9, nlit of Sheep Mountain suggests that lava may have
T. 7 S., R. 41 E., and adjacent territory. The large flowed from a fissure in that locality as well as from
crater on the east called Broken Crater has been the vent that is indicated by the craters at the sum- '
breached on the south side, probably by an explosion, mit. The lava cone can not be deliInited with any
and a flow descends northward from the region be- precision, but it appears to include most of the area
tween the two craters. The group is surrounded by from the summit to the canyon of Cranes Creek and
basalt, except that on a low point on the northeast 'northward along the quadrangle boundary to the
side red scoriaceous material like that of the cones lower part of Long Valley, which lies between ,flows
extends for perhaps 300 yards from the base. Other that are apparently derived from Sheep Mountain
cones or groups of coneR occur in this vicinity and and from hills to ,the north. The area thus outlined
also in the vicinity of China Hat. The island in sec. is approximately 12 square Iniles.
The scoriaceous and cindery cones are differ24, T. 6 S., R. 41 E., forms part 'of a similar cone.
entiated
on the maps as basic vents, but the lay-a is
The group in sec. 16 of the same township has alnl0stly
included
with the basalt.
ready been described. It is accompanied by a flow
In
the
southern
part of sec. 3, T. 8 S., R. 42 E.,
and .forms an eastward projection from Reservoir
in
the
Henry
quadrangle,
a basic dike lies along a
Mountain. A similar crater with lava flow in the
that
separates
the
Woodside
and Wells formafault
SE. ~ sec. 21, T. 5 S., R. 42 E., occupies a. low
tions.
The
rock
is
a
dark
lava,
vesicular
in places and
shoulder of Pelican Ridge.
not
thoroughly
crystalline,
a
typical
basalt
like that
The cones thus far described consist chiefly of volwhich
constitutes
the
flows
elsewhere.
The
dike
enters
canic ejecta and do not themselves appear to be the
the
quadrangle
from
the
south
and
has
a
total
length
source of much lava but rather to represent places
where explosive activity was localized, possibly along of nearly a mile. In a knoll in the SW. ~ NE. ~
concealed fissures. Some of them may be only large sec. 10 the dike is apparently inclined eastward about
30°, but its course along the side hill suggests instead
sputter cones.
'
There are, however, two large lava cones, each a rather steep westerly dip.
In
T.
6
S.,
R.
41
E.,
in
the
Henry
quadrangle,
a
surmounted by one or more cinder cones with craters.
One of these cones called Crater Mountain has de- bifurcating basaltic dike extends southward into sec. 21
veloped about the v'ent 'represented by· the largest from the cones that occupy the east half of sec. 16.
cone of the district, in sec. 14, T. 5 S., R. 41 E. This The dike cuts steeply dipping beds of the Thaynes
cone is composed of reddish and bluish black frothy group but has produced no noteworthy alterations
lava. It is about 3,000 feet in diameter at the base in them.
A bed of basaltic ash mingled with some sedimentary
and rises more than 300 feet. The sides are relatively
steep. The crater is about 1,700 feet in diameter material occurs in the basaltic hills of secs. 10 and
and has a maximum depth of about 150 feet. The 3, T. 7 S., R. 42 E., in the Henry quadrangle. A bed
rim is uneven and is marked by hills composed of that is probably the' 'same appears in the SW. U
scoria ;01' bodies of denser lava 50 to 100 feet high. sec. 33, T. 6 S., R. 42 E., and continues northward
From beneath this surmounting cone the lava slopes into sec. 28. The connection between the two parts
away on all sides but particularly to the south, west, is concealed by soil. The ash is a brownish-gray
and north. Eastward it abuts against a high lime- rather friable rock with basaltic lapilli, yellowstone ridge and nlakes its way through the neighbor- weathered pumiceous fragments, and small rounded
ing gap for nearly a mile: The whole accumulation and angular pebbles of quartzite and chert in a some- f
covers an area of nearly 10 square miles, and its what earthy matrix, rudely bedded. A few of the
quartzite pebbles are as much as 5 inches in diameter,
summit rises about 900 feet above the surface of the
but most of them do not exceed 1 or 2 inches. The
reserVOIr.
bed is apparently horizontal or nearly so and is poorly
The other large cone forms much of the mass known
as Sheep Mountain in the northwestern part of the exposed. Its thickness probably does not exceed 10
Cranes Flat quadrangle. The summit of the moun- to 20 feet.
tain is part of a low cinder cone, about 1,800 by
In the Blackfoot River section (see Table 30) a
1,000 feet at the base, breached on the south and
basaltic ash bed 18 inches thick is exposed, and
located on the eastern part of the rim of an earlier,
Griffins well (see Table 31) contains 10 feet of basaltic
lo,rger, shallow crater with flat floor, nearly half a mile
rna terial. The well is close to a small cinder cone and
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probably penetrates the outer edge of the basal part
of it.
Oharacter.-The cinder cones, though widely scattered, show a close correspondence in the general
character of their component rocks.
These rocks are dark red-brown to dark gray.
Most of them are highly scoriaceous and show few
phenocrysts in the hand specimen. The microscope
shows that the phenocrysts, which are .chiefly olivine
and feldspar together with a little 'augite and
magnetite, compose from a very small proportion
to about half the rock. The groundmass is very
fine ·and partly glassy to distinctly crystalline and is
made up chiefly of augite, feldspar, olivine, and
magnetite, together with some apatite and hematite.
A few erratic phenocrysts of resorbed quartz are
present in specimens M 50-16, from the SE. U SW. U
sec. 21, T. 5 S., R. 42 E., and R. 2-16, from the NE. U
SEe U sec. 24, T. 7 S., R. 41 E., both in the Henry
quadrangle. The rocks are rather fresh, except tha~
the olivine is in part altered to iddingsite and secondary analcite is present in the vesicles of some of the
specimens.
R. 22-16, from the NW. U SW. U sec. 7, T. 7 S.,
R. 42 E., is a specimen of olivine basalt not very
different from some of the basalts above mentioned.
Specimens have been collected from the basalt
flows in many parts of the district, and some of these
specimens are described below. The first three
enumerated come from the Lanes Creek quadrangle.
Specimens M. 214-12, from the SE. ~ NE. ~ sec. 9, T.
7 S., R. 44 E., and R. 258-12, from the SE. ~ SW. ~ sec. 32,
T. 6 S., R. 44 E., were described by J. F. Hunter. These
rocks are aphanitic and vesicular basalts. In section they
are hypocrystalline,' subophitic, and somewhat porphyritic,
showing a few scattered phenocrysts of plagioclase, olivine,
and augite. These phenocrysts are but little larger than the
individuals of the groundmass. The groundmass is made up
chiefly of laths of plagioclase, irregular grains of augite, olivine,
magnetite, and a small amount of glass. The plagioclase has
the approximate composition of labradorite.
Specimen M. 263-12, from the SW; ~ sec. 21, T. 6 S., R.
43 E., was described by J. F. Hunter. This rock is very vesicular dark and aphanitic. With the aid of the microscope it is
fOl;nd to' be nearly holocrystalline and ophitic, with a slightly
porphyritic tendency. Euhedral phenocrysts of labradorite
and olivine occur in a groundmass composed of laths of plagioclase in a matrix of augite, olivine, and magnetite. The rock
is similar to M. 214-12 and R ..258-12, but is coarser and contains more olivine.

The other specimens are from the Cranes Flat and
Henry quadrangles and are described by Mr. Larse~.
Specimens M. 33-16, from the NE. ~ sec. 25, T. 4 S., R.
~ sec. 13, T. 2 S., R. 40 E.,
are much alike. They are gray rocks with some small vesicles
and have the appearance of rather coarse diabases. Crystals
of feldspar, olivine, and augite are visible with a pocket lens.
The microscope shows that the rocks are diabasic in texture
and that they are made up of calcic labradorite laths, olivine
crystals, interstitial augite, and a little groundmass, apatite,
and iron ore. The groundmass is a glass filled with skeleton

to E.,·and R. 95-16, from the SE.

crystals. A small amount of analcite is in the vesicles. The
olivine is partly altered to iddingsite.
Specimens M. 80-16, from sec. 3 (undesignated), T. 4 S., R.
42 E.; R. 8-16, from SE. ~ sec. 16, T. 7 S., R. 41 E.; and
R. 54-16, from SW. ~ sec. 36, T. 4 S., R. 41 E., are very
similar, but they are porphyritic in texture and have a rather
fine-textured groundmass.
Specimen R. 85-16, from SW. ~ sec. 13, T. 2 S., R. 41 E.
is a fine, even-grained basalt.
Specimen M. 525 D-10, from NE. ~ sec. 10, T. 8 S., R. 42
E., is very fine textured but is otherwise similar. It represents
the large basaltic dike.

All the basalts of the region apparently contain
olivine and may be classed as olivine basalts. There
are, however, many differences in color and texture,
particularly between the basalts that compose the
cones and those that constitute the flows. An interesting feature is the presence of phenocrYRts of resorbed
quartz at locality M. 50-16, described above, and the
occurrence at the same locality of scattering phenocrysts' of feldspar as much as three-fourths inch in
length and, one-fourth inch in wid th and thickness.
It is worthy of note that specimen R. 22-16, which
represents a basic inclusion in the rhyolite at the north
base of the middle cone in the Henry quadrangle, and
specimen M. 525-10, from the dike in the southeastern
part of that quadrangle, are both olivine basalts similar to the other basalts of the region.
All the basalts are relatively fresh .. Mechanical
disintegration through the agency of frost and changes
of temperature has occurred locally and has given rise
to rough blocky talus slopes at the base of cliffs along
some of the canyons, as shown in Plates 14,0, and 61,.B.
The steep fronts of some of the flows are formed of
rough blocks, which have doubtless been disintegrated
to some extent by the same agencies. A typical lava
wall, the origin of which is discussed on page 168, is
shown in Plate 57, A.
Chemical disintegration has produced little effect.
The red color of the scoria is probably in part at least
original. The al teration of sonle of the olivine to
iddingsite and the development of analcite in vesicles,
as described above, together with the fornlation of
white calcareous coatings in favorable places and the
local development of brown-weathered surfaces, are
the principal chemical alterations to be noted. The
soils above the basalt are not residual, so far as observed, but represent finely divided particles of drab
clayey material so arranged as to suggest wind-blown
dust. Locally the basalt is overlain by rhyolitic ash,
.
hill wash, or alluvium.
Thickness.-The thickness of the basalt doubtless
differs considerably from place to place, especially
where it WH,S outpoured over higher ground, from which
it would tend to run off. In the broad valleys, however, greater uniformity in thickness and greater thickness may be expected. The lowest altitude thus far
observed is in a well in the NW. U·NE. U sec. 30, T. 7
S., R. 42 E., in the Henry quadrangle. Beneath about
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12 feet of soil in this weH basalt, including two layers metamorphism of the sediments by rhyolite, but the
of red ashes, was penetrated for 279 feet without igneous rocks which produced them may perhaps
reaching the bOttOl11 of the lava. The altitude of the represent a highly altered and decomposed facies of
surface of the ground at the mouth of the well is about the hornblende andesite porphyry, which occurs in
6,215 feet and that of the Blackfoot River Reservoir the hills about 1 ~ miles northwe.st in similar relationin 1914 was 6,111 feet. The basalt therefore descends ship with limestone but is there much less altered.
1110re than 175 feet below the level of the reservoir.
The andesitic sill at Sugarloaf Mountain, in sec.
On the other hand, basaltic hills east and southeast of 25, T. 2 S., R. 41 E., and the dikes in sec. 22, T. 2 S.,
the reservoir, in which the basalt appears to lie prac- R. 42 E., have produced a certain degree of metaticaHy horizontal, reach a 111aximun1 altitude of '6,609 morphism in the beds of Homer limestone with
feet, about 500 feet above that level. The thickness which they have come in contact. The main effect
of the lava in these hiHs is unknown, or whether the has been the induration or crystallization of the
lava overlies the extension of the lava exposed in the limestone for a distance of a few feet from the igneous
well cited, but clearly the lavas in the well and in the rock. There has been some interpenetration of the
hills Inay represent a continuous series of flows, in limestone with silica. On a subordinate peak about
which event the basalt in that part of the region may 800 feet west of the center of section 22 the gray-weathprove to be n10re than 700 feet thiclc Probably, how- ering dark limestone contains dark f:?pherical masses
ever; the basaltic flows in the hills east of the reservoir of chert about one-eighth inch in diameter that give
constitute an older group than those in which the wells the rock a peculiar spotted appearance. A similar
spotted effect has been produced in some of the limeci ted are bored.
The basalt on the north side of Grays Lake Outlet stone on Sugarloaf l\10untain, where a slight local
in sec. 14, T. 2 S., R. 41 E., in ~he Cranes Flat quad- copper stain has led to fruitless prospecting. These
rangle, has an exposed thickness of about 250 feet. In chert n1asses are probably replacements of small
sec. 3, T. 3 S., R. 42 E., it does not appear to be more gastropods such as have been noted in similar limethan about 100 feet thick, but the cliff may ther3 stone in the Ammon quadrangle, farther northwest.
In the NW. U sec. 9, T. 6 S., R. 43 E., in the Lanes
represent a truncated wedge of the basalt and not its
Creek
quadrangle, there is a metalliferous prospect, a
true thickness. In other canyons, such as those of
caved
tunnel, in" the sandy limestone of the Wells
Blackfoot River and Willow and Cranes Creeks, the
formation.
Metalliferous and other minerals have
exposed thickness of the basalt does not much exceed
been
developed
here, replacing some of the rock.
100 feet. In sec. 24, T. 3 S., R. 40 E., however, a
Samples
have
been
examined by Mr. Larsen. The
.
basalt section n10re than 200 feet thick is exposed.
following
minerals
have
been recognized: Hematite in
Relative age.-In the discussion of the relative age
tabular
crystals
and
beautiful
rosettes, some of
Jf the rhyolite it was pointed out that the basalt is "
much
as
half
an
inch
in diameter; yelwhich
are
as
younger than n1uch of the rhyolite but that some of
garnet
in
masses
and
in
small individual
lowish-green
the rhyolite is younger than some of the basalt.
crystals;
calcite~
in
veins,
linings
of
cavities, and
The evidence there stated need not be repeated here.
scattered individual crystals; quartz in small prisn1s
CONTACT METAMORPHISM
in cavities; chalcopyrite in small scattered masses; a
green
copper n1ineral, which according to E. V.
With perhaps one exception neither the rhyolites
is brochantite; iron oxide; a black opaque
Shannon,
nor the basalts appear to have produced any notemineral;
and
a secondary iron mineral, black in
worthy 111etamorphic effects upon the sediments with
but
red
brown
in powder. The mineralization
mass
which they can1e in contact. The exception is in
is
purely
local
and
points
to the proximity of igneous
favor of the rhyolite. About 700 feet south of the
rock,
but
none
is
exposed.
sumlnit of the hill (altitude 6,627 feet) in the SE. U

sec. 7, T. 3 S., R. 42 E., in the Cranes Flat quadrangle,
there is a zone about 100 feet wide of somewhat
indurated fragn1ents of lin1estone and sandstone of
the Wayan formation together with a.few pieces of
white, ll11lCh-altered jgneous rock that contain casts
of crystals. About 100 feet east of the summit of the
sarne hill a similar zone of indurated fragments
occurs together with pieces of a light-gray pumiceous
Inaterial that breaks easily in the fingers but does not
f01'111 a ledge. At the very summit lies a white sandstone that contains irregular silicified streaks and
111asses as if infil tered by thermal solutions bearing
silica. These phenOl11ena are attributed to contact
25021-27--10

EPOCHS OF IGNEOUS ACTIVITY

The geologic record, as here interpreted, shows at
least six epochs of igneous activity, which may readily
be distinguished. The possIbility of three other
epochs is also recognized, though these may prove to
be identical with some of the six first mentioned.
" 1. The rhyolitic ash that now forms the indurated
bed noted in the Twin Creek lin1estone represents the
earliest extrusive epoch known in this region. The
thickness of the bed is about 5 feet. It doubtless
represents only a single eruption or at least a brief
period of volcanic actiyity.
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2. The indurated ash bed in _the Wayan formation the bed east of the Blackfoot River Reservoir. Some
marks another similar volcanic outburst of consider- of them occurred later on at the close of the epoch, as
ably later date.
shown by the section in Griffin's well in sec. 18, T. 7
3. Next in age is probably the hornblende andesite S., R. 42 E. (See Table 31.)
porphyry. The structural relations and character of
7. A second rhyolitic epoch gave rise probably to
the rock at Sugar Loaf Mountain show that a con- the lavas that include fragments of basalt, and supsiderable amount of erosion has been necessary to plied rhyolitic ash that here and there overlies the
produce the present exposures. This prolonged ero- basalt. The presence of the ash beds indicates that
sion would mean greater age for the andesite than " the eruptions were in part of the explosive type.
for the other igneo.us rocks, which were outpoured
8 (1). The little basaltic flow in the NW. ~ SW. ~
on the surface and have not been greatly eroded. sec. 7,·T. 7 S., R. 42 E., on the northwest slope of
The andesitic tuffs of the Fort Hall Indian Reserva- Middle Cone suggests a possible basaltic episode later
tion 3 farther west are much altered and eroded and than the second rhyolitic epoch. The basalt that con-'
represent the earliest igneous rocks recognized there. tains inclusions of rhyolite in the southeast quarter of
4(1). The inclusion of basaltic fragments in rhyolite, the same section tends to support such a view. Addinoted above, may indicate the occurrence of olivine tional evidence is furnished by the presence of a basalbasalts' in the region before the first outflows of tic ash bed between beds of rhyolitic ash in a cut bank
rhyolite. The relative freshness, however, of both of Blackfoot River in sec. 16, T. 7 S., R. 42 E. (See
the basalt and the including rhyolite, at the locality Table 30.) In the northwestern part of the Portneuf
named and the practical Identity in mineralogic quadrangle also, in secs. 10-12, 13-15, and 24, T. 5 S.,
character of the basaltic inclusions with the broad R. 39 E., basaltic flows overlie the rhyolite at a numbasaltic flows of the region suggest that the inclusions ber of places. At one locality in the NE. ~ sec. 14
are parts of the main flows and that the inclosing rhyolite with gentle easterly dip is apparently both
underlain and overlain by basalt, thus suggesting two
rhyolite belongs with the later rhyolitic extrusions.
5. Much of the rhyolite that forms the cones and basaltic outflows and an intervening rhyolitic flow.
perhaps the greater part of the flows was extruded On the other hand, the basaltic ash bed has not been
during the next epoch. Probably several eruptions found elsewhere in the quadrangles here considered
occurred at gre"ater or less intervals; for the masses and may indicate only wash of" basaltic material from
of rhyolite now exposed are considerable. China other beds. The basaltic flows and the basalt with
Hat alone, the largest of 'the cones, measures at the rhyolitic inclusions might be explained by a single
level of the surrounding country approximately basaltic epoch (6). In the localities cited in the
7,000 by 5,000 feet in area and rises about 1,000 feet Portneuf quadrangle the basalt generally overlies
above that level. It has a content abov~ ground of rhyolite and the rhyolite appears here and there as an
roughly one-eighth of a cubic mile, besides a concealed uncovered patch. The shape of the rhyolite exposure
mass of unknown dimensions. The mass as a whole and the mode of occurrence of the rhyolite at the locality cited in sec. 14, however, are not so easily explained
is doubtless the product of many flows.
6~ Basalt surrounds the rhyolite cones and floods
as the result of one basaltic extrusion. If the rhyolite
much of the lower ground in the northwestern part of at this locality is correlated with that which may be
the district besides covering some of the higher hills. called the main rhyolitic epoch (5) the basaltic flows
Some of the basalt, as noted above, includes fragments would correspond, respectively, to the earlier and later
of rhyolite. Many successive flows were required basaltic epochs (4 an.d 6), which appears to be the
to make up the great mass of the basalt, and some of most reasonable view. If the rhyolite is correlated
them have been recognized. There is little difference with the second rhyolitic epoch (7), then the accomin the relative freshness of the flows thus far observed, panying basaltic flows would fall, respectively, in
and no eroded surfaces between them have been epochs 6 and 8.
9 (1). Th~ most recent extrusive activity appears
noted, so that it is improbable that any great time
interval elapsed between successive flows: The ac- to have been rhyolitic. It is represented by deposits
cumulation, however, of such great masses may be of rhyolitic ash, perhaps the higher bed of the Blackpresumed to have required considerable time. Al- foot River section above mentioned, and by the. . explothough the basaltic eruptions were probably in greater sion craters now occupied by ponds in the eastern
part of the quiet type, the numerous cinder cones and half of sec. 7, T. 7 S., R. 42 E., between Middle and
the fineness of basaltic ash beds at the localities pre- North Cones. Mounds of debris, including both rhyoviously mentioned indicate that some of the eruptions litic and basaltic fragments, mostly fine textured, and
were explosive. These eruptions were distributed to some sedimentary material, partly surround these
some extent throughout the epoch, as shown by the craters. The rhyolitic material is finer and more
ash beds in the well in sec. 30, T. 7 S ../ R. 42 E., and
abundant. Doubtless the explosions burst through
a Mansfield, G. R., Geography, geology, and mineral resources of the Fort Hall
some sedimentary rocks and basalt on their way to
Indian Reservation, Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 713, 1920.
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the surface. Basalt is now exposed on the northwest able distances to the southwest, west, and northwest
side of the southern crater. The craters, the exposed during Lower Cretaceous time, but with the exception
basalt, 'and accompanying mounds of debris are so of British Columbia it seems to have been attended
fresh that they 11light easily have been formed within by comparatively little effusion. However, a single
historic titne. The only trees within ,the craters, how- great outburst, the records of which may have been
ever, are aspens that are so small as to throw no light removed by erosion or concealed by later deposition,
on the age of the explosions. All these features may would very likely suffice to produce the beds under
perhaps be referable to the second rhyolitic epoch consideration. If such were the cause, the, source of
above decsribed (7), in which event that epoch would the deposit was probably less remote than British
be the latest, if the first of the two correlations sug- Columbia.
The ash bed mapped with, the Salt Lake formation
gested above for the rhyolite in sec. 14, T. 7 S., R. 42
E., is accepted. If the second correlation is employed in the NW. ~ sec. 1, T. 11 S., R. 43 E., in the Slug
the upper basalt at that locality would represent epoch Creek quadrangle, nlay perhaps have been derived
from the rhyolitic cones in T. 7 S., R. 42 E., 16 or 18
8 and would be the latest eruption of the region.
In the Fort Hall Indian Reservation 4 andesitic miles to the northwest. It will later be shown that
tuffs are overlain by rhyolite. Rhyolite in places there are reasons for considering the cones Pliocene.
contains basic inclusions and elsewhere is overlain by ~f the reference of the Salt Lake formation to the
basalt. Basalt is cut by acid intrusions and both Pliocene (?) should be confirmed, the cones mentioned
rhyolite and basalt are overspread in places by latitic would thus forn1 a suitable source for these beds.
ash. Thus there is a close correspondence between However, no intervening occurrences of similar ash
the igneous records of the Fort Hall Indian Reserva- between the cones and this locality have been recogtion and those of the region described in this paper, nized. On the other hand, their resemblance to
but thus far no nepheline-bearing rocks have been beds of the Fowkes formation of southwestern
'Wyoming (Eocene) has been mentioned in the disfound in the last-named region. 4
cussion of the Salt Lake formation. According to
SOURCES OF RHYOLITIC ASH
Veatch,9 the volcanic ash in the Fowkes formation
may
have been derived from a buried source south of
The actual source of the ash beds in the Twin Creek
t~e Crawford Mountains, in the Randolph quadrangle.
limestone and the Wayan formation must probably remain a matter of speculation. On the assumption No occurrences of similar ash have been recognized
that the prevailing winds of Jurassic and Lower Cre- between the localities enumerated by Veatch and the
taceous (?) time had similar courses to those of to-day locality in T. 11 S., R. 43 E.
The other beds of rhyolitic ash previously described
the material must have 'come from westerly sources.
in general proximity to the rhyolitic cones
occur
According to Lindgren,5 great batholithic, intrusions
south
of the Blackfoot River Reservoir and the
occurred in the coast region in Lower Cretaceous time.
craters
in the E. 72 sec. 7, T. 7 S., R. 42 E. These
Ransome 6 favors early Cretaceous age for certain
may with little doubt be regarded as the
craters
granitic rocks of the Goldfield, Nevada, district, and
source
of
much of this ash. Possibly some ash may
cites several authors~ to show that the age of the
also
have
accompanied the later flows or have come
principal granitic intrusions of the Nevada ranges is
the
crateriform
depressions that appear in thes~
from
contemporaneous. The effusive rocks of that region
cones.
appear to be of later age than early Cretaceous. The
great Idaho granitic batholith also is believed to be of
late Cretaceous or Eocene age. 7 In British Columbia, according to Dawson,s some of the Lower Cretaceous sediments contain much volcanic material,
but that region is relatively remote from southeastern
Idaho. The foregoing citations show that igneous
activity occurred in a number of regions at consider/-~--

-- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Mansfiold, G. n., Tho googmphy, geology, and mineral resources of the Fort
Hall Indian nosorYation, Idaho: U. S. Gool. Survey Bull. 713, p. 60, 1920. See
also Mansfiold, G. n., and Larson, E. S., Nopheline basalt in the Fort Hall
Indian Hosorvation, Idaho: Washington Acad. Sci. Jour., vol. 5; pp. 463-468, 1915.
6 Llndgron, Waldomar, The igneous goology of tho Cordilleras and its problems:
Yalo Univorsity, Silliman Foundation, 1913, Probloms of American geology, pp.
234-286, p. 258, Now Havon, 1915. Citos references.
o Hausomo, F. L., 'l'hc goology and ore deposits of Goldfield, Nev.: U. S. Geol.
Survey Pror. Papor 60, p. 35, 1909.
'Umpleby, J. D., Goology and oro deposits of Lemhi County, Idaho: U. S. Geol.
SurvllY BUll. 528, p. 42, 1913; An old orosi on surface in Idaho; its age and value as
a datum plano: Jour. Geology, vol. 20, pp. 139-14i, 1912.
8 Dawson, G. M., On earlier CrotacE'ous rocks or the northwestern part or the
Dominion of Canada: Am. Jour. ScI., 3d sor., vol. 38, PP. 120-127, 1889.
4

ORIGIN OF THE IGNEOUS ROCKS

Many petrologists hold the view that successive
outpourings of igneous rock in a given region are the
result of the differentiation of a great underlying
magma which, under favorable conditions, gave rise
at times to intrusions or effusions of rocks that have
different chemical and mineral composition. The
general subject of magmatic differentiation is of broad
scope, and the literature upon it is extensive. Mention can be made here of only certain aspects of the
subject that bear directly on the discussion' of the
igneous rocks of this district. For further details the
reader is referred to the works of Iddings/o Daly/l and
Harker,12 and of the numerous authors cited by them.
o Veatch, A. C., Geography and geology or a portion of southwestern Wyoming:
U. S. Geol. Survey Prot. Paper 56, p. 91,1907.
10 Iddings, J. P., Igneous rocks, 2 vols., New York, 1909.
11 Daly, n. A., IgneoUs rocks and their origin, New York, 1914.
13 Harker, Alfred, The natural history of igneous rocks. London, 1909.
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The simplest view of magmatic differentiation as
applied to the igneous rocks of this district is that
these ~ocks were formed from an original magma of
intermediate composition, from which came first the
hornblende andesite porphyry and then by continued
differentiation the series of rhyolites and basalts.
This conception would accord with the principle stated
by Iddings 13

depths. From these the igneous rocks of the areas
here described have been derived. 'It is possible that
further intrusions or effusions may develop from the
same source or sources, although present evidp.nce
points to the dying away of volcanism.

that in any period of volcanic activity the earliest eruptions are
of recks having an average or intermediate composition, and
that subsequent eruptions are of magmas with more and more
diverse compositions, the last eruptions producing the most
di verse kinds.
.

In the Cranes Flat quadrangle the hornblende
andesite porphyry was intruded in dikes or in sheets
that conform more or less closely with the bedding of
the inclosing sedimentary rocks. These sheets do not
occur along recognized fault lines but seem rather to
have been guided by the weak, shaly character of the
Homer limestone member of the Wayan formation,
with which the andesite is exclusively associated in
this quadrangle. In the Portneuf quadrangle it
occurs in shaly beds of the Phosphoria formation.
Qne of the sheets which became locally thickened,
gave rise to the andesitic mass that now forms much
of Sugarloaf Mountain. (See pp. 117 and 134.) St.
John 15 regards the intrusion of the andesite as the
cause of the upheaval of the 'mountain (his station
XVII). He says:

Lindgren, Ii in summarizing the extrusive activity of
the Cordilleras, presents a different view of the problem,
as shown by the following paragraphs, which the present
writer nas t!1ken the liberty of transposing. Lindgren
divides the extrusives of the Cordilleras into two
groups, one of which
embraces the volcanoes of the Sierra Nevada, the Cascades,
innumerable vents in Nevada, the Yellowstone Park region, and
the San Juan country in southwestern Colorado .. All these
yield predominant andesite with considerable rhyolite and
minor masses of basalt, and 1.t seems fair to advance the hypothesis that they are caused by explosive action from the magmas of older granodioritic or quartz monzonitic batholiths,.
which have had time to differentiate in their upper gas-charged
"cupolas," or from satellitic intrusions of such batholiths·
Wherever we find local intrusions in such volcanoes they appear
to be of 'magma of intermediate composition.

The other group includes
the Columbia River lavas, many fields in Nevada, and those of
central and eastern Arizona. These eruptions go over into the
type of latest Pliocene and of Quaternary age, in which only
basalts were poured out. It' seems probable that these eruptions are not connected with the granodioritic magmas but are
of more deep-seated origin. .
'

In the region described in this paper the hornblende
andesite porphyry is apparently the oldest of the
igneous rocks in place and thus represents the first
products of the magmatic intrusion of the region, perhaps before any significant differentiation had taken
place, if the. simpler view implied by the citation from
Iddings is assumed, or it may represent a differentiation product from a granodiotitic magma, sueh as
those postulated by Lindgren. No effusion appears
to have occurred in this immediate region, but in the
Fort Hall Indian Reservation considerable areas of
andesitic tuff show that there were actual volcanic
outbursts not far away.
The rhyolites and basalts may represent the products of further differentiation of a magnla of intermediate composition or a granodioritic magma, but
the basalts, according to Lindgren's view, .more probably caIne from a different and more deeply seated
magmatic source. The region has thus been underlain by at least one great body of rock magma or
possibly by an earlier and a later magina at different
13
U

Iddings, J. P., qp. cit., vol. I, p. 257.
Lindgren, Waldemar, op. cit., p. 285.

MODES OF ERUPTION
INTRUSION

Although the deposits in the immediate southwest slope of
station XVII are somewhat obscure, and withal so altered by
metamorphic action as to render their examination. difficult
yet their more favorable exposure in th~ opposite hillside to the
west' affords satisfactory data for the determination of the
relations of the sedimentaries to the volcanic phenomena with
which they are here associated. The igneous mass protruding
in the crest of the ridge seems to have been forced up nearly in
a vertical direction, carrying the. sedimentary beds up with it
instead of fracturing them at once, so that at the extremities of
the upthrust they were not rent apart. But at the point of
greatest tension they were partly fractured, the igneous
matter following the crevice thus produced, as a wedge-shaped
mass, which subsequent erosion has bared, and thus revealed
the origin of the little anticlinal fold, of which it forms as well
"the nucleus.

The intrusion at Sugarloaf Mountain has been
described for convenience as a sill, beca~se it follows
in general the bedding of the inclosing sedinlents.
Its sides, however, are not parallel. The upper
surface bulges at the top of the mountain, so that St.
John described the intrusive body as wedge-shaped.
In reality it should probably be considered as having
an unsymmetrical crescentic form and may represent
an incipient laccolith.
Harker 16 uses the term
"phacolite" for an intrusive body that occurs alon€?
the crest or trough of a fold so that it takes advantage
of the tendency of folded strata to be spread apart in
those regions and is compressed in the middle limbs
of the folds. The phacolite would according to his
view not tend to arch the inclosing strat'a, as does the
laccolith, and it would have a convexo-concave cross
section rather thaI! plano-convex, such as the laccolith
may be presumed to have.
u St. John, Oregtes, op. cit., p. 356.
Harker, Alfred, The natural history of igneous rocks, pp. 77-78, London, 1909.
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The distinction seems artificial, for the hydrostatic
pressure of the injected rock magma would doubtless,
when acting in conjunction with forces of upheaval
producing the folds, accentuate the effects of those
forces and actually arch the strata. The distinction
would thus apparently represent not a difference in
kind but in place of intrusion, the laccolith occurring
in regions of horizontal strata and the phacolite in
folded strata. In Sugarloaf Mountain a certain
amount of arching of the overlying strata is suggested
by the separated blocks of limestone that lie on the
andesite along the crest of the mountain.
Intrusions of basalt in the form of dikes have been
mentioned in a previous paragraph.
INTRUSION AND UPLIFT

The part that igneous intrusion may play in uplift
is emphasized .by Lindgren,17 who says in reference to
the Cordilleras:
Everywhere intrusions correspond to uplifts, and the evidence, it seems to me, is entirely favorable to simultaneous
uplift and intrtision.

After summarizing evidence afforded by various
batholiths and laccoliths, the sanle author continues;
Laccoliths are simply offshoots of batholiths and, under the
same hydrostatic pressure, strong enough to lift up thousands'
of feet of superincumbent strata. Can we doubt that uplift
was one of the consequences of batholithic intrusion? Is it
not also probable that large areas of elevation in the Cordilleras are underlain by concealed batholiths?

Upon such a conception it nlay be supposed that
the general region described in this paper is underlain
by a batholith, from which have come at least the
different andesitic intrusions and perhaps by differentiation the rhyoiites and basalts as well.
EXTRUSION OF RHYOLITE

The earlier extrusions of rhyolite that constitute
probably the greater bulk of the rhyolitic masses show
fairly definite relations to fracture or fault lines in
many of their occurrences. The alinement of the
cones and craters in the northwestern part of T. 7 S.,
R. 42 E., Henry quadrangle, can scarcely be accidental. It doubtless nlarks a fissure, or more probably
the intersection of a northeastward-trending fissure
with a set of northwestward-trending fissures. Th~
rhyolitic islands in the Blackfoot River Reservoir lie in
close proximity to a concealed fault that probably
passes beneath the reservoir and connects the transverse faults that offset the Woodside shale and
Thaynes group in T. 6 S., Rs. 41 and 42 E. The
islands may Inark the intersection of this fault with a
northerly or northwesterly fissure, which perhaps continues northward fronl one of the cones. The flows
in T. 4 S., R. ~2 E., in the Cranes Flat quadrangle,
are less obviously connected with faults, but in the
17

Lindgren, Waldemar, op. cit., 1:>P. 282-284.

discussion of th~ structure of this region in Chapter
V (p. 136) a reason will be stated for supposing the
presence of a fault beneath the two larger areas at
least. One or more concealed faults also probably
pass near the rhyolitic area in secs. 13 and 14, T. 2
S., R. 40 E., but the relationship of these faults to
the rhyolite can not be determined without studies of
t.he district farther north.
The later extrusions of rhyolite, so far as distinguished, were localized in general along the lines of
previous rhyolitic activity.'
EXTRUSION OF BASALT

~

The Snake River lavas, with which those of this
region are closely associated, were long considered as
the product of eruptions from great fissures. Lindgren/ 8 however, believes that these
basalts were erupted from a great number of inconspicuous
craters, both in the plains and in the adjoining mountains.
Their fluidity was remarkable, continuous flows of 50 miles
or more being noted. One flow for instance, followed the South
Fork of Boise River for that distance down to its mouth.

Russell,t9 too, after quoting Geikie's vivid description of the Snake River Plains, says:
Although the idea that the lava reached the surface as immense fissure eruptions has perhaps gained general acceptanc.e,
my observations failed to sust'ain it, on the contrary, led me to
conclude that many local eruptions from distinct vents are accountable for the o.rigin of the extrusive sheets of once molten
rock.

Bradley 20 and Peale 21 regarded the craters near
Soda Springs as the sources of the lavas of this region.
Russell 22 also shared this view. Some of the craters
named are doubtless those of the Henry and Cranes
Flat quadrangles. The present study. of the region
has led to_the view that these eraters have played on
the whole a relatively subordinate part and that fissure
eruptions were probably more extensive.
The craters at first sight seem scattered and without definite arrangement, but in the Henry quadrangle,
about 2 miles northwest of the line of rhyolite cones,
there are four basaltic cones, two with double craters,
that lie approximately in a line parallel with that of
the rhyolitic cones and only 7 miles long, and, beyond,
a shorter parallel line that is marked·by two additional
craters. Too much confidence should not be placed
in this apparent arrangement, but it is at least
suggestive.
The two basaltic cones described above (p. ~21)
Sheep Mountain in the Cranes Flat quadrangle and
Crater Mountain in sec. 14, T. 5 S., R. 41 E., in the
Henry q uadrangle-represen t single vents or closely
Lindgren, Waldemar, U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Boise folio (No. 45),1898.
Russell, I. C., Geology and water resources of the Snake River Plains of Idaho:
U. S. Geol. Survey Bu]]. 199, p. 63,1902.
20 Bradley, F. H., Report of the Snake River division: U. S. Geol. Survey Terr.,
Sixth Ann. Rept., p. 204, 1873.
21 Peale, A. C., Report of the GrEen River division: U. S. Geol. Survey Terr.,
Eleventh Ann. Rept., pp. 643-644, 1879.
22 Op. cit., p. 65.
'8
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grouped vents from which extensive outpourings of generated by slow-moving lava beneath upon a still
basalt took place. The flows from Sheep Mountain yielding crust above. In the hills east of the reservoir
descended chiefly in to Willow Creek drainage, where and the ridges of the Willow Creek lava field the
they were probably joined by basalt from other sources lavas are nearly horizontal but are locally gently
or were interbedded with it. The lavas from Crater
arched. The cause of the arching is not evident.
MouJ?tain contribute to the flows that now occupy La va ridges might be expected to fOrIn over fissures
the Blackfoot Valley and are cut by the Blackfoot in the later stages of an eruption and may mark the
Canyon. (See pls. 14, 0; 18, B; and 61, B.) Here also 'sites of such fissures. The lava from fissure eruptions
the flows were probably in part derived from other is here supposed to have augmented the flows fronl
sources .. The numerous other cones scattered here and
the large cones described above and perhaps even to
there in the Henry and Cranes Flat quadrangles mark
have supplied the greater part of the lava that now
vents from which with little doubt considerable quanoccupies the valleys of Willow Creek and Blackfoot
tities of lava were extruded. They do not, however,
River. The lava in Outlet Valley has doubtless been
form great basaltic piles, such as those first mentioned,
partly derived, from the Little Valley Hills, but it
but instead their scoriaceous and cindery masses rise
was probably also supplied by fissures elsewhere,
like islands from a· generally level basaltic plain, as if now concealed beneath the lava.
partly buried by lava. They probably represent exLocalities' where basalt has been extruded along
plosive vents that are located at favorable places fault lines in the Cranes Flat quadrangle are cited on
along faults or fissures, possibly at fault intersections. page 135. Small independent· flows have occurred
They may, however, have be~n.independent eruptive along fault lines in secs. 34 and 35, T. 7 S., R. 42 E.,
centers.
on the south side of Enoch Valley, and also possibly
A sig:p.ificant fact in this connection is the large at the head of Slug Creek. Other flows from local
vents, not obviously connected with faults, occur
number of faults that occur in the neighboring areas
on the north slope of Limerock Mountain an·d elseof sedimentary rocks and extend· forward directly
under the lava or pass toward it u.nder cover of hill where.
SUCCESSION OF IGNEOUS· ROCKS
wash .or alluvium. The general map (pI. 1) and the
map of the Lanes Creek quadrangle (pI. 4) show a
The succession of igneous rocks has been studied
number of these faults. The suggestion is very strong by many geologists at many localities with somewhat
that the cracking of the earth's crust in that region discordant results, which have been well summarized
into blocks by these faults and the down-settling of by Lindgren 25 as follows:
the blocks were the main causes for the outburst of
Richthofen's conclusion, announced at an early date, was
the lava, which welled up along many of the cracks, that the eruptions in Nevada began with andesite, which later
overflowed the surface of the country, and occupied was followed by trachyte, rhyolite, and basalt in the order
given. Since that time our knowledge has increased greatly
milch of the lower ground.
and the subject has been studied by Iddings, Cross, Spurr,
The valley of Chippy Creek, in the Lanes Creek Ransome, Ball, and others. Iddings believes that the erupquadrangle, is traversed by a number of faults which tions begin in general by intermediate rocks, changing later
probably gave rise to the basaltic flows that occupy to rhyolite and basalt. Spurr, on the other hand, arrives at
the valley and extend southward into Lanes Creek. the conclusion that in a broad way the eruptions in the Grea.t
Basin began by rhyolite, followed by andesite, later rhyolite,
There are no other obvious sources for that lava.
later andesite, and finally basalt. Ransome doubts the genThe basaltic hills east of the Blackfoo't River Reservoir eral applicability of Spurr's suCC"ession.
and north of Little Valley and the basaltic ridges
In many districts where apparently a complete cycle is prewest of Cranes Flat probably represent similar out- served, rhyolite was certainly the first eruptecllava. However,
pourings from fissures or faults. North of Little comparing the data available, it does not seem possible to
Valley the basalt surmounts a sedimentary ridge. . formulate a law which will hold in all cases. At many places
in Arizona and the Great Basin, rhyolites have for instance
East of the reservoir and in the Willow Creek lava been repeated from three to five times, alternating with basalts
field the basaltic hills may owe their ridgelike appear- and andesites, and as stated before the andesites are entirely
ance to the viscosity of the lava and to buried topog- absent in some districts. Almost all recorded successions
raphy". Bradley 23 thus explained some lava ridges agree, however, in one point, namely, that the eruptions close
observed by him in the Snake River Plains. Russell,/'t with outpourings of basalt.
With the exception of the two earlier ash falls,
however, rejected this explanation and showed that
the succession in this region, as outlined in a previous
along the Snake River Canyon near Shoshone Falls,
paragraph, probably began with an intermediate type,
where characteristic domes and cracked ridges are
andesite, as in the successions of Richthofen and
cut through, they are hollow arches above flat lava
Iddings, and was followed by alternations of rhyolite
sheets or else folds that die out gradually below.
and basalt, including at least two and possibly three
He explaiped these features as the effect of forces
23

Bradley, F. H., op. cit.

2. Russell, I. C., op. cit., p. 97.

2~ Lindgren, Waldemar, The igneous geology of the Cordilleras and its problems,
Yale University, Silliman foundation, 1913, PP. 273-274, New Haven, 1915.
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The rhyolite in. the Cranes Flat quadrangle overlies
inclined beds that range in age from Carboniferous to
Lower Cretaceous (?). In the adjacent Portneuf
quadrangle, in T. 5 S., Rs. 39 and 40 E., it ?v~rlies the
Salt Lake formation. The basalt bears a SImilar relationship to the pre-Quaternary strata, and in t~e
Henry quadrangle occupies depressions excavated In
the Salt Lake formation. Both the rhyolite and basalt
are overspread locally by the earlier Quaternary
deposits.

outbursts of rhyolite and possibly two of basalt.
The genel~al conclusion of Lindgren that eruptions
close with outpourings of basalt does not seem to be
sustained in this district. Here rhyolitic ash overlies
basalt locally, and the craters between the co~es in
sec. 7, .T. 7 S., R. 42 E., are bordered by pIles of
mingled debris, chiefly rhyolitic. A similar condition
was noted in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation, where
a dark volcanic sand composed of latitic lapilli overlies
basalt: Possibly in each of these regions some flow
of basalt later than these acidic eruptions may exist
beyond the district affected by the rhyolite, but no
such flow has thus far been distinguished.

AGE OF IGNEOUS ROCKS

CAUSES OF IGNEOUS ACTI,vITY

One of the greater and much discussed problems in
geology, which nlay receive only brief mention her~,
relates to the causes of igneous activity. The ultImate cause is speculative, and opinions about it rest
upon aSSl.lllled conceptions regarding the constitution
and condition of the earth's int.erior. General agreement, however, seems to have been reached upon the
idea of interdependence of igneous activity and crustal
defonnation and the dependence of these phenomena
upon common causes. As stated by Daly,26
The location and alinement of mountain ranges, the location
and alinement of geosynclinals, the final development of igneous
batholiths and sate1litic injections, all are interdependent and
related to special zones of powerful abyssal injection from the
substratum.
RELATIONS OF IGNEOUS ROCKS TO SEDIMENTARY
ROCKS

The beds of rhyolitic or latitic ash in the Montpelier,
Lanes Creek, and Cranes Flat quadrangles are not
well exposed, but they appear to be interbedded
with the Twin Creek limestone and the Wayan formation and to shaTe in their deformation. Similarly
tho rhyolitic ash in sec. 1, T. 11 S., R. 43 E., in the
Slug Crock quadrangle, is interbedded with strata
of the Salt Lake forlnation and shares in its deforIllation.
The relations of the hornblende andesite porphyry
to the accompanying sediments at Sugarloaf Mountain
and vicinity have been discussed in a previous paragraph. The folding of the strata is not noticeably
greater in Sugarloaf Mountain than in many other
parts of the field where igneous rocks are not exposed.
Thus it would seenl that the part played by the intrusion of the porphyry in the upheaval of the mountain
was relatively insignificant, but the intrusion of the
supposed concealed batholith from which the igneous
rock was derived lllay have been a notable factor in
the general deformation of the region. It seems probahle that the injection of the porphyry was concomitant
with the folding of the sedimentary beds, but, if later,
it followed existing structural features.
--------

.

20

Daly,

n. A., op. cit., p. 193.

I

The age of' the ash beds in the Twin Creek limestone, in the Wayan formation and in sec. 1, T. 11 S.,
R. 43 E., has already been shown. The age of the
hornblende andesite porphyry may be judged only by
its structural relations and present state of preservation. Some inference may also be drawn from the
relationships of similar rocks in neighboring regions.
In Chapter V it is shown that the major' structural
disturbance of the region probably occurred at the
close of the Cretaceous or the beginning of the Tertiary
and that another notable deformative epoch occurred
in the later part of the Pliocene. Of intervening
diastrophic movements there is no clear record, but
there may have been some such activity. If the
andesitic intrusion accompanied folding, it may have
occurred as early as the first epoch named. The deeply
weathered condition of the rock and the probable
amount of erosion of the region since the intrusion
favor such a reference. The same evidence would be
less favorable to the idea of late Pliocene age. Much
of the volcanic activity that gave rise to the great
volcanic accumulations of the Columbia River region
and the Yellowstone Park occurred in Miocene time. 27
In Lemhi County, Idaho, Tertiary lavas dating from
Oligocene or early Miocene to about the end of the
Pliocene are reported by Umpleby.28 In the Fort
Hall Indian Reservation 29 andesitic tuffs are overlain
bv or interbedded wjth white and yellow conglomerates that are here correlated with the Salt Lake
formation. On the assumption that the andesites
of the general region are approximately contemporaneous it would appear that they are not later than
early Pliocene and may be as old as early Eocene.
In the discussion of the age of the Salt Lake formation, comparison was made with the Yellowstone Park
section, and the possible Pliocene age of that formation and of its accompanying rhyolite was indicated.
In the Fort Hall Indian Reservation rhyolite is
intercalated with or overlies sediments that should be
correlated with the Salt Lake formation, and basalt
overlies similar sediments and locally also overlies
rhyolite. Likewise the basalt is overlapped by early
27 U. S. Oeol. Survey Oeol. Atlas, EllensbUrg folio (No. 86), Mount Stuart folio
(No. 106), and Yellowstone National Park Colio (No. 30).
28 Umploby, J; B., Ooology and 010 doposits of Lemhi County, Idaho; U. S. Oeol.
Survoy Bull. 528, p. 48, 1913 .
29 Mansfiold, O. R .. op. cit., p. 60.
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Quaternary deposits, which are themselves in places
overlain by latitic ash. Thus in that region the ages
of. the rhyolite and basalt range apparently from
Pliocene into early Quaternary. The similarity of the
igneous succession in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation
with that of the region described in this paper has been
pointed out in a previous paragraph. Hence it
appears" that the igneous activities in the two regions,
which are neighboring parts of the same general region,
were essentially contemporaneous. . . ...
The rhyolitic ash in the Henry quadrangle, though
it forms the soil at a number of places, does not so
clearly" overlie the early Quaternary deposits as does
the latitic ash of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation.
"However, the recent appearance of the craters in the

eastern part of sec. 7, T. 7 S., R. 42 E., and of their
accompanying debris, suggests that their age is
probably not greater than that of the latitic ash.
The age here assigned to the rhyolite and basalt
accords with that of the basalt of the general region as
described by Peale 30 and Russell. 31 If the age of the
Salt Lake formation should prove to be earlier
than Pliocene, a possibility intimated in the description
of that formation, the age of the basalts and later
rhyolites would not be affected, for they overlie
topography that has been developed in part by the
erosion of the Salt Lake formation.
30 Peale, A. C., Report of the Green River division: U. S. Geol. Survey Terr.
Eleventh Ann. Rept., pp. 643-644, 1R79.
31 Russell, 1. C., Geology and water resources of the Snake RivH Plains of Idaho:
U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 199, pp. 61,105,1902.

CHAPTER V. STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
GENERAL FEATURES

which these rocks are exposed may develop in one
The structure of the ancient sedimentary beds direction as easily as in another unless guiding fracthat constitute the greater body of the rocks of the tures or variations in composition are present.
Disturbed beds are tilted at different angles. The
region has. much scientific interest through the light
layers
of hard and soft rock thus exposed exert a
that it sheds on the geologic history of the Rocky
directive
influence upon erosional development with
Mountains. It has econonlic significance as wel1
a
resulting
linear outcrop of the respective forlnations
through its relations to the phosphate deposits and
and
linear
topography. Great variety of trend ·is
the other mineral resources of the region.
possible
with.
different structure, but the differences
The present chapter presents fir$t the broader
and cartographic expression of such
in
topographic
structural features as outlined on the general map
structure
and
of
horizontal. beds are charac'teristic.
(pI. 1) and then local details as shown on the 'largeThese
differences
are well shown in the Bear Lake
scale lnaps, (pIs .. 2-7 and 9) and on the structure
Plateau,
where
sharply
folded Triassic and Jurassic
section sheets (pIs. 11 and 12 in pocket). The treatbeds
pass
beneath
nearly
horizontal or gently flexed
lnent is intended to be purely descriptive, setting
Wasatch
deposits.
forth the facts and the logical inferences derived from
. The disturbance of rocks is due to stresses that
them but leaving the discussion of the broader
reside
in the earth's crust and are themselves due to
problems involved to another chapter.
interacting
causes, the operation of which is not well
Some aspects of the structure of the igneous rocks
but which include the action of gravity
understood
have already been mentioned in the chapter on igneous
upon
great
masses of unequal density, probably
geology. Further details will be added after the disaccompanied
by deep-seated rock flow, unequal discus$ion of the structure of the sedimentary beds.
tribution of temperatures within the earth, unequal
STRUCTURAL TRENDS
rigidity and differences in chemical composition of
portions
of the earth's crust and unequal erosion of
,The lnost· conspicuous features of the general map,
the
earth's
surface. In any given locality and during
as seen at first glance, are the long, somewhat curved,
any
given
period
of time these stresses have gene~ally
and looped bands that mark the structural trends of
a
dominant
direction,
though local causes may change
the rock formations. These trends are no less imthat
direction
at
different
places. Stress may exist
pressive in the actual country represented by the
the
earth's
crust
without
the
development of visible
in
map, where ridges and valleys in large measure follow'
structure
in
the
rocks.
The
degree
to which rocks
the strike of the rocks, a conspicuous example of which
the
rigidity
and general
yield
to
stress
depends
upon
is Snowdrift Mountain in the southwestern part of
the
rocks
to
transmit
pressures
and
competence
of
the Crow Creek quadrangle. (See pI. 7.) The difbear
loads.
Accumulating
stresses
find
relief
in
ferent formations lnake lines that trend northerly or
distortion
or
rupture,
which
is
commonly
expressed
even northeasterly in the southern part of the region
but bend sharply to the northwest in the western by the folding and faulting of the rocks.
CURVING TRENDS
part of the Crow Creek quadrangle and continue
northwesterly in generaJ throughout the rest of the
Curving trends show differential yielding to stress,
country mapped. The curvature of the trend lines if the stress is considered essentially uniform for a
is relatively gentle near the eastern margin but given area, or unequally developed stresses in different
stronger near the central part of the region.
parts of the area. In either event thev serve to show
the direction in which the stress is eff~ctive, for comCAUSES OF TREND
pressive stresses would tend to make the curvature
The causes of trend lie in the disturbances which convex in the direction toward which the thrust acts.
the beds have undergone since their deposition as Tensional stresses might produce convexity of curvasediments. It lllay be presumed that the original ture in a similar direction to that of compressiv.e
sediments which form the pr~sent beds were largely stress, but in that event the source of the tension with
deposited in horizontal or nearly horizontal layers. reference to a given area would be opposite in direcIforizontal. beds have no trend. Their outcrop fol- tion to that of compression. In the area descrihed in
lows the intricate pattern of the stream valleys' and this paper the st.resses that have produced the strucmay be highly irregular, but it can ordinarily have tural trends have been largely compressive, as will be
no dominant direction, for the stream valleys by more fully shown below, and the convexity of cur-

.
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vature is in general northeast. The greatest convexity of trend marks the line of maximum yielding
to stress. This line trends approximately east-northeast, which means that the direction of compressive
stress was approximately from west-southwest to
east-northeast.
LOOPED TRENDS

Loops in the trend of a given formation indicate
folds in the rocks and mark the places where the
given formations cross the crest lines or axes of the
folds and are truncated by erosion. Numerous folds
are represented on the general map, and these are
hardly less conspicuous than the general trends above
noted. The lopps pointing in opposite directions
represent zigzag or overlapping folds comparable to
those of the Appalachian Mountains, so well described
by Hayes, Willis, Keith, Campbell, and others.
DISCONTINUOUS TRENDS

Discontinuity of some of the trend lines' is very
noticeable and may be due to several causes. The
formation represented by the trend line may pass
beneath cover of later deposits or of lava. It may
terminate against an unconformity or a fault. If
there is an unconformity, the form'ation may disappear'
altogether or continue intermittently along the line of
unconformity. Where there is a fault, if the formation
reappears, it is generally off line (offset), both because
of actual displacenlent along the fault and because of
unequal erosion on opposite sides of the fault line.
If a' fold is cut by a transverse fault the higher standing block is more actively eroded' than the lower.
Erosion cuts down the beds along the dip. If the
structure is anticlinal the effect of erosion on the rel,atively upraised block will be to broaden the distance
between the outcrops of a given formation on opposite
sides of the fold. If the structure is synclinal the
reverse is true. All these features are present in the
region and are described more fully below.,
TYPES OF STRUCTURE

The region is traversed by many folds and faults.
Some of the folds exceed 50 miles in length, and the
most noteworthy fault, the Bannock overthrust, is
believed to have a length of more than 270 miles.
The more prominent folds are synclinoria with rela. tively narrower 'intervening anticlines or anticlinoria,
generally unsymmetrical and inclined or even overturned eastward or northe,astward. The erests of the
folds for long distances are nearly horizontal or slightly
undulatory, and the pitch is gentle. This arrangement
gives rise to long overlapping folds, like those of the
southern Appalachians, rather than to shorter zigzag
ranges, such as those of eastern Pennsylvania. The
Idaho folds, however, are less regular than those of
parts of the Appaiachian region, such as the PawpawHancock area. 1 A noteworthy feature is the great
I Stose, G. W., and Swartz, C. K., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, PawpawHancock folio (No, 179), 1912.
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bifurcated or "swallowtail" syncline that occupies
the west half of the Crow Creek quadrangle and some
of the adj acen t area.
The folds of southeastern Idaho also have, certain
alpine characteristics. An inverted fan fold has been
definitely recognized in the vicinity of Sugarloaf
Mountain in the Cranes Flat quadrangle. (See structure section A-A', pI. 11.) Broken fan folds also
occur in Sulphur Canyon, in the Slug Creek quadrangle, and in Pelican Ridge, in the Henry quadrangle.
(See structure sections P-P', pI. 12, and G-G', pI. 11.)
Snowdrift ~10untain, in the Crow Creek quadrangle,
is probably also an eroded fan fold, ,as is indicated
in structure sections S'/I-S/I' and T'-T" (pI. 12).
The principal faults of the region are reverse and are
doubtl~ss chiefly associated with the Bannock overthrust, which is described below. With one striking
exception the reverse faults conform to the general
trend of the folds. The exception is the transverse
Blackfoot thrust fault that cuts Dry Ridge, in the
southern part of the Lanes Creek quadrangle, and is
discussed later. Normal faults are numerous and of
great prominence. Possibly some of the faults now
'regarded as reverse may 'prove to be normal. Both
strike faults and dip faults are present, but the '~trike
faults are on the whole more numerous and impressive.
One of the interesting structural types of the region is
the faulted graben of Meadow Creek valley, in adjoining parts of the Cranes Flat, Henry, and Lanes Creek
quadrangles. (See structure sections E-E', G-G', and
H-H', pI,. 11.)
PRINCIPAL FOLDS

CARIBOU SYNCLINORIUM

General features.- The northeastern half of the
Cranes Flat quadrangle is occupied by the Caribou
Range, which is there composed chiefly of Cretaceous
formations that are included in a great synclinorium
that extends southeastward from the border, of the
Snake River lava plains into western Wyoming, a
distance of more than 85 miles. The greatest breadth
of the synclinorium is approximately 18 miles., Its
greatest depth within the region here described is in
the William burg syncline, in the northeastern part of
the Lanes Creek quadrangle, where about 15,000 feet of
Cretaceous sediments are included in the synclinorium .
(See structure sections H-H' and I-I', pI. 11.) Possibly minor folding, unrecognized because of the lithologic similarities of many of the rocks, has increased the
apparent thickness of the deposits, but in any event a
great body of Cretaceous beds thousands of feet thick
is present. In the Williamsburg syncline and farther
northwest only the Wayan formation is e,xposed in the
mapped area. In the southeastern part of the
synclinorium members of the Gannett group play a
notable part in its structure. The southwestern
boundary of the synclinorium throughout much of its
length is the fault zone of the Bannock overthrust
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which brings rocks that range in age fr0111 Carboniforous to Jurassic into contact with the Cretaceous.
Pnrt of the synclinorium has been covered with pasalt.
Sugm,loaf district.-The northern and northeastern
parts of the Cranes Flat quadrangle may be called the
Sugarloaf district from Sugarloaf Mountain, a prominent topographic feature .. This district is part of the
region studied by St. John in 1877 in a reconnaissance
that included considerable territory in southeastern
Idaho and western Wyoming.
The ridges between Grays Lake Outlet and Willow
Creek were grouped by St. John 2 under the name
Willow Creek Basin. Ridges or Willow Creek Ridge.
His four stations on these ridges consist of XIV, at the
summit of Sheep Mountain; XV, at the summit of the
basaltic hill in the SE. %:' sec. 13, T. 2 S., R. 40 E.;
XVI, 172 miles north-northeast of XV, probably near
the center of sec. 7, T. 2 S., R. 41 E.; and XVII, at
Sugarloaf Mountain. He made stratigraphic and
structure sections through Stations XV and XVI and
Stations XIV and XVII.
7,600'

sw.
(5

7.000'
{3

an igneous intrusion. He also shows the valley east
of Sheep 110untain as occupied rather fully by basalt.
(Fig. 13.)
The occurrence of the basalt at Sheep Mountain, as
indicated in St. John's section, is very striking. The
lava appears to have flowed £1'0111 the indistinct
craters at the top down all sides except to the east and
southeast. Southwesterly dipping rocks occupy the
eastern slopes of the mountain, though farther south
there are some rocks that have easterly dips. The
valley of Homer Creek (called West Gray's Creek
by St. John) is in part occupied by basalt, but sandstone ledges of ·the Wayan formation emerge here and
there from cover. A prominent fault, described below,
cuts the east ·face of Sheep Mountain. The structure
of the region near Sugarloaf Mountain is not so simple
as figured by St. John. Detailed mapping in that
viciIlity has shown the presence of a number of small
folds that are represented in the structure section
drawn along the line A-A' (pIs. 2 and 11).
Section A-A' is approximately parallel to and 5
miles southeast of St. John's section through his
NE.

Sta.XVI

Pine Mountain

~

~

6,600'
5,000'
2, MILES
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12.-Geologic structure section through St. John's Stations XV and XVI. a, Basalt; b, I,aramie (1) gray sandstone; 1-12, Laramie beds; 13, trachyte.
(After St. John)

In the section through Stations XV and XVI, which
is reproduced in Figure 12, he shows a southwesterly
dipping set of strata, chiefly sandstones, which he
assigns to the Laran1ie, and which is overlapped on the
southwest by basalt. The ledge in the NE. >i sec. 26,
T. 2 S., n. 40 E., appears in the structure section.
The beds have S0111e undulations but 111aintain their
general southwesterly dip. On the northeast they are
overlapped fil'St by northeastward-dipping" trachyte"
and this in turn by basalt. The section probably gives
an accurate picture of the structure of part of the
region north of Long Valley. Along the quadrangle
line, however, in sec. 17, T. 2 S., R. 41 E., a syncline in
the H011l0r linlestone, which may be partly concealed
farther northwest, shows that overturned folds are
present in the region. These overturned folds have
been recognized at a number of places farther southeast.
In his section through Stations XIV and XVII St.
John shows the same southwesterly dipping series of
strata, overlapped on the west by the basalt at Sheep
Mountain (Station XIV) and arched into a prominent
anticline at Sugarloaf Mountain (Station XVII) by
J St. John, Orestes, Heport of the geological field work of t.he Teton division
U. S. Geol. and Oeog. Survey Terr. Eleventh Ann. Hcpt., pp. 351-360, 18i9.

Stations XV and XVI, and it forms an angle of perhaps
30° with his section through Stations XIV and XVII.

The structure at the southwest end of the section
is concealed beneath the older alluvium of the valley
of Homer Creek. The first exposures northeastward consist of low-lying ledges of southwesterly
dipping sandstones of the Wayan formation. These
ledges are succeeded by more cover of alluvium with
some basalt. The outlying hills northeast of the
creek are occupied by the same series of southwesterly
dipping sandstones, though some variations in dip
are noted. Northeast of the sandstones lie beds
of limestone which obviously have synclinorial structure and which also dip southwestward. Thus the
sandstones and limestones are overturned toward
the northeast in this part of the section.
The structure west of the limestone has not been
worked out in detail. Some evidence, which is not,
however, conclusive, indicates that a fault may lie
just southwest of the lin1estone area. The variable
dips above mentioned suggest the occurence of an
anticlinal fold southwest of the limestone, comparable
with folds farther northeast. Such a fold is tentatively represented in the section. Other folds southwest of the line of the section have apparently kept
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syncline of the Homer limestone, which, southeast of
the line of the structure section, is .shot with dikes of
andesite. This syncline is inclined northeastward.
N ear the top of the hill at the end of the structure section an anticlinal axis in the sandstone is succeeded on
the northeast by a syncline that causes the limestone
to catch at a few points on the ridge. Farther southeast this syncline joins the pitching syncline just described. The two synclines with the intervening anticline form a rudely Y -shaped area of limestone.
Oranes Flat district.-The district east of Cranes
Flat includes the southeastern extension of Sheep
Mountain and the northern part of the Little Valley
Hills. The exposed part of the Caribou synclinorium
in this district is relatively narrow, and the structure
along its southwestern border is complex and shows
faults and broken folds. Structure sections B-B' and
C-C' (pIs. 2 and 11) are t~ntative interpretations of
this structure.
The older formatiOIi.s at the southwest end of
structure section B-B' are concealed by alluvium and
pro bably also by basalt, which may be presumed to

the limestone for the most part above the level of the
present surface of erosion, but on a low knob about
13-i miles east of Sheep Mountain there is a small
area of fractured white limestone and some fragments
of gypsum accompanied on the east by red soil.
This occurence may represent the bottom of a pinched
syncline of limestone of which the upper portions
have been eroded, or it may have been preserved
along a fault not otherwise recognized.
The limestone synclinorium near Sugarloaf Mountain is cut by several sheets of hornblende andesite.
The structure at Sugarloaf Mountain and St. John's
interpretation of it are discussed in the chapter on
igneous geology. Evidence is there given -to show
that the andesite (trachyte of St. John) forms a
thickened sill or incipient laccolith, which has been
largely eroded and unroofed. This condition accounts
for the steep southwest face of the andesite beneath the
summit (see pI. 33, A), whereas to the northwest
the andesite arches over both flanks of the mountain.
Northeast of Sugarloaf Mountain the dips are
northeasterly, and, as the limestone in this locality

19 8a~alf 8ndscoriacl."OtJslilYiI$,
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13.-Geologic structure section through St. John's Stations XIV and XVII. (After St. John)

is synclinal, there appears again to be overturning but
this time toward the southwest. Thus the structure
of the limestone area as above outlined appears to
be not only a synclinorium but an inverted-fan fold.
The intrusion at Sugarloaf Mountain seems to be a
minor accompaniment of the folding rather than a
cause of the disturbance. These conclusions regarding
the structure at Sugarloaf Mountain are at variance
WIth those of St. John, as may be seen by a comparison
of the two structure sections. (See fig. il.3 and section
A-A', pI. 11.)
Northeast of Sugarloaf Mountain the sandstones
dip northeasterly in the main, but at one ledge the
beds dip northeasterly at one place and southwesterly
at another, as if on the crest of a southwesterly inclined fold. The structure beneath Outlet Valley is
largely concealed, but from exposures at the borders of
t'he valley and at a point to the northwest along" the
strike of the general axis of the valley the structure
appears synclinal and is so represented.
On the southwest flank of the Caribou Range along
the northeast side of Outlet Valley anticlinal and synclinal axes, respectively, appear in the sandstones.
Northeast of these axes lies a southeasterly pitching

lie beneath the alluvium. .Exposures farther southeast seem to show that the Nugget sandstone, with
the fault at its. eastern boundary, underlies the eastern
border of Cranes Flat at that place. The fault is
interpreted as normal and as having a displacement
of not more than 200 feet. As exposed farther southeast it causes lower beds of the Nugget sandstone to
rest against the Deadman limestone. The Wood
shale is absent. The first exposures along the base of
the hill are of Higham grit. This bed is succeeded
on the northeast by purple and red Nugget sandstone,
without the Deadman limestone and Wood shale that
should intervene. A thrust fault with southwesterly
dip is here inferred and the Higham grit is supposed
to be shoved forward from the southwest upon higher
beds. The Nugget sandstone apparently dips southwestward. The thrust fault may represent a broken
subordinate anticline. The displacement is probably
not great, perhaps only a few hundred feet.
East of the area of Nugget sandstone lie two narrow
masses of Higham grit, separated by faults from the
Nugget sandstone on the southwest, and the Portneuf
limestone of the Thaynes group on the northeast.
The western fault is considered to be normal and to
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have a down throw to the northeast. The eastern
fault, which presumably causes the greater dislocation,
is considered a thrust, for it seems to change its angle
of inclination and to have an irregular course along
the hillside. About a mile to the northwest of the
line of the section this fault runs into basalt, which,
froll1 its position on the slope, appears to have welled
out along, the line and would thus suggest a deep
fracture, perhaps accentuated by the junction of this
thrust fault with the fault which in the area to the
south lies fltl'ther west. The displacement produced
by this fltult may be as much as 2,000 or 3,000 feet,
for beds presumably of lower Nugget age are brought
into proximity with limestones and red beds of Portneuf age. The structure of both the Nugget sandstone
:and the POl'tneuf limestone is apparently synclinal.
These two sets of beds may have been involved in an
inverted fan fold, which was broken by th'e thrusting.
The POl'tneuf beds give way abruptly on the northeast
to Nugget sandstone, which southeast of the line of
the section forms a conspicuous and sharply featured
hill. This sandstone in turn is succeeded on the northeast by southwesterly dipping beds of Portneuf limestone. The area of Nugget sandstone just lnentioned
is interpreted as representing a small block of the
sandstone let down by nOl'll1al faults into the midst
of the Portneuf limestone.
The Portneuf area is bounded on the northeast by
a narrow band of StUlllP sandstone, which is succeeded
on the northeast by a strip of the lower Ephraim conglomerate. Much of the Ephraim conglomerate, as
known farther southeast, and the other members of
the Gannet group are nlissing and probably also some
of the beds of the Wayan formation. Thus a thrust
fault of considerable lllagllitude, the stratigraphic
throw of which perhaps exceeds 5,000 feet, probably
separates the conglomerate from the Wayan formation to the east.
Northeast of the conglOlllerate lie sandstones and a
limestone band of variable width, which are believed
on lithologic grounds to correspond with members of
the lower division of the Wayan formation as exposed
in the l?reedOlll and Lanes Creek quadrangles (see
p. 106), though they may eorrespond with the HOlller
limestone member. The fractured condition of the
limestone and its irregular deyeloplllent probably
indicate faulting, and a thrust fault is accordingly
drawn between it and the other portions of the Wayan
to the east. The throw of this fault is unknown, but
mlty amount to several thousand feet.
The thrust faults indicated in the structure section
B-B' and discussed above are believed to be associated with the great thrust zone known as the Bannock
overthrust, which is described on page 150. The smaller
normal faults are probably the result of the fracturing
of the upper thrust block and the jostling of the resultcing smaller fault blocks along the main planes of
thrusting. '
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Northeast of the eastern branch of the supposed
Bannock overthrust the Wayan formation is thrown
into a series of folds, the axes of which presumably
cross the line of the structure section. The lines
A-A' and B-B', though offset, practically give a
continuous geologic structure section across the' northwestern part of the Caribou synclinorium, as exposed
in the region described in this report.
About 2 Iniles northwest of the line of section B-B'
(pI. 2) the sedimentary formations other than the
Wayan pass beneath the basalt of Sheep Mountain.
Small patches of Portneuf limestone, Stump sandstone,
and Ephraim conglomerate occur at the margin of the
basalt. These beds are separated by a basaltic tongue
from their southeastward representatives and are out
of line with them. A normal cross fault, with downthrow on the southeast, is postulated to account for
the observed offset. Lava appears to have issued
along this fault, as suggested by the manner in which
basalt embays the sediments along the fault line.
The fault probably also offset the Nugget sandstone,
as suggested by the sharp angular encroachment of
the basalt on the sandstone. The intersection of this
fault with the thrust fault to the southeast presumably
supplied the means by which the basalt found its way
to the surface along the thrust fault, as above described.
The structure described along the line B-B' continues with some modification into the northern part
of the Little Valley Hills. Several of the faults already
described combine southward, and a branch fault cuts
the exposed formations in such manner as to cause a
reversal in the order of their occurrence along the west
base of the hills. The resulting changes are shown in
the structure section drawn along the line C-C' (pI. 11).
The older formations, at the southwest end of the
section, are concealed by basalt.in Cranes Flat. At
the base of the slope issues a spring, which may mark
the position of a fault not otherwise suggested, and a
ledge of Portneuf limestone that dips northeastward
i3 exposed. Farther up the slope the Portneuf limestone dips southwestward, at first steeply and then
more gently. Then follow the Timothy sandstone,
Triassic (?) formations, and Nugget sandstone in
ascending order, but the Wood shale. is only partly
represented and is absent a short distance northwest
and southeast of the line of the section. Hence a fault
is indicated. The formations named dip northeasterly near the fault, and on the sidehill to the south the
dip of these beds steepens. All beds are overturned,
except at the base of the slope and in the Nugget east
of the fault. The structure thus appears to indicate
the northeast flank of a faulted anticlinorium, the
axial plane of which is inclined northeastward. No
dips were measured in the area of Nugget sandstone
east of the fault, but from the dip in the Twin Creek
area, about three-fourths of a mile south of the line of
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the section and of the Nugget in section 36 to the
north It seems probable that the dip is southwestward and that the sandstone forms part of a broken
syncline.
A small patch of Higham grit and associated Timothy sandstone occurs in the eastern part of the Nugget
sandstone area. This patch may represent part of a
small rock slice, otherwise eroded, which now lies
upon the Nugget sandstone as suggested in the structure section, or it may represent part of the underlying fault block which has been exposed by the erosion of part of the overlying block. The last alternative is hardly probable because of the proximity of
the Wayan formation.
East of the Nugget area lies the upper division of
the Wayan formation. The dips near the fault are
generally southwesterly, but they differ greatly in
short distances. These differences may be in part
due to faults, but folding has also occurred. The
southwesterly dips near the fault indicate that such
folds would be inclined toward the northeast.
Upon °the assumption that as much as 5,000 feet of
the Wayan formation is present, which would include
only about 2,000 feet of the upper division, the stratigraphic interval represented by the fault would be
somewhat more than 13,000 feet. Upon the assumption of the postulated structure as shown in the section
along the line C-C' (pI. 11), without allowing for
further folding in the lower fault block, the displacement along the fault plane would be about 3 miles.
This amount would represent a minimum figure for
the displacement. The actual amount might be much
greater.
Little Valley district.-As in the Cranes Flat district, only the southwest border region of the Caribou
synclinorium is exposed in the Little Valley district,
which includes the southern part of the Little Valley
Hil.!s, called Gray's Lake Ridge by St. John. 3 The
geologic structure is complex, as shown by the structure section along the line E-E'. At the west base
of the hills lie southwesterly dipping Carboniferous
limestones and sandstones as shown by St. John, who.
'draws a normal fault with northeastward downthrow
between them and the rocks to the northeast, which
he assigns to the "Jura-Trias" and shows as having
southwesterly dips. (See fig. 14.)
Detailed studies of the region have shown that the
composition and structure of the Little Valley Hills
is much more complex than was supposed by St. John.
The attitude of the Carboniferous rocks suggests that
they form the west limb of a broken anticline. The
fault east of the Carboniferous, which is largely concealed by igneous rock and Quaternary deposits, may
be normal, but the irregularity of the boundary
between the Wells formation and the Ephraim conglomerate in ~he region of sec. 3, T. 5 S., R. 42 E.,
8

St. John, Orestes, op. cit., p. 357.

suggests that it is more probably an overthrust. The
thickness of the missing beds which should intervene
between the Brazer limestone and the Ephraim conglomerate amounts to about 14,000 feet and indicates
that the fault represents one of the major displacements of the region. This fault is regarded as perhaps
the main branch of the Bannock overthrust.
Northeast of the fault just mentioned and just off
the line of the section to the northwest lies a small area
of Twin Creek limestone. This area appears to be
isolated from other Twin Creek areas "and is doubtless
in fault relation with the adjacent Ephraim conglomerate. Possibly it may be connected beneath the
rhyolite with larger areas of Twin Creek to the north
in some such manner as is suggested on the map.
Along the line of the section the conglomerate ~uc
ceeds the Carboniferous beds with a dip that is supposed to be southwesterly but changes to easterly near
the contact with the Stump sandstone, which thus
appears to be overturned southwestward at that place.
The northeast border of the Stump sandstone area is
interpreted as a thrust fault of small displacement,
probably the continuation of the fault in the valley
to the northwest. Southeastward the discordant dips
along the Stump and Ephraim contact and the occurrence of rhyolite a mile and a half distant suggest
the continuation of the fault in that direction. It
may connect with the main overthrust, as tentatively
shown on the map.
The Ephraim conglomerate and Stump sandstone
that next appear along the line E-E' have gentle
southwesterly dips and form the southwest limb of
an anticline, the axis of which shows in the hills to
the northwest and southeast but in the line of the
section is cut out by a thrust fault, which is believed
to be another branch of the Bannock overthrust and
which brings the Preuss sandstone over beds of the upper division of the Wayan formation. The beds cut
out by the fault probably represent a thickness of
6,500 feet or more.
The Wayan formation east of the last named fault
has generally southwesterly dips, but these are somewhat variable, and they may indicate minor folds
inclined northeastward. About three-quarters of a
mile northeast of the last-named fault there is another
fault, interpreted as normal with down throw to the
northeast, which brings in Stump and Preuss sandstone
and which is believed to represent a part of the upper
fault block of the previously described thrust fault.
The Stump and Preuss have anticlinal structure, and
a narrow strip of Ephrailn conglomerate extends along
the east limb. The Ephraim in turn gives way
northeastward to Wayan debris and basalt, so that
another normal fault with downthrow to the southwest is postulated to account for the relations of the
Ephraim and Wayan. The structure of the eastern
part of the down-faulted area is obscure because of
vegetation and lack of outcrops. The relations above
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outlined are based on the arrangement of the debris
of the respective formations. The supposed' normal
fault near the end of the line E-E' (pI. 11) is favorably situated to produce the westward-facing scarp
that borders the basalt in that region. If produced
northwestward it falls in line with prominent scarps
in the basaltic hills north of Little Valley and in the
upper valley of flomer Creek. There seems a pro bability that this fault may have produced the scal:ps
noted.
The fault at the southwest border of the down. faulted area, near the northeast end of the line E-E'
111ay be of earlier date, for its topographic effects are
apparently obliterated in the line of the section. It
should be noted, however, that it occurs in relatively
. weak sedimentary rocks, which would be eroded
much l110re readily than the hard basalt. It is
probably cut off on the north by the normal fault
above described.
Along the general crest of the Little Valley Hills
about 2 miles northwest of the line E-E' is a complexly folded and faulted area that involves the
Jurassic formations and the Ephraim conglomerate.
Closely appressed folds, which apparently originate
as cross folds athwart the general structural trend of
the region, have been broken by several faults.
Considerable portions of the faulted folds are concealed
by a large area of rhyolite. Hypothetical connections
of faults beneath the rhyolite are suggested by dotted
lines on the map.
Tincup River district.- In the northeast corner of
the Lanes Creek quadrangle Tincup River turns
from a southeasterly to a northeasterly course and
then flows through the northwestern part of the
Freedom quadrangle. The river in its upper course
lies somewhat east of the main axis of the Caribou
synclinorium, represented by the Williamsburg syncline and parallel with it. After the river turns
eastward it crosses the eastern part of the synclinorium
and produces a series of fine exposures of the Cretaceous beds, chiefly of the lower division of the .Wayan
formation.
The structural details of the Williamsburg syncline
have not been worked out. The general relations of
the syncline are shown in structure sections H-H'
and I-I' (pIs. 4 and 11). To judge from the structure
of the shallower portions of the Caribou synclinorium,
as indicated in structure sections J-J', IC"-K"', and
L-L" (pIs. 5 and 11), the structure of the Williamsburg
syncline is probably much more complex than represented, and the syncline itself is perhaps liot so deep.
Sections I-I' and J-J' give practically a complete
section across the synclinorim11.
East of the Williamsburg syncline lies a broad anticlinorium marked by a number of subordinate folds.
The 1110St conspicuous of these folds is Bear Canyon
anticline, in the axial region of which, in Bear Canyon
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near the center of section J-J' (pI. 11), occurs a fine
exposure of limestone. This fold is bounded on the
east by a small fault that is exposed in Tincup
Canyon and here produced to the line of the structure
section. The limestone lies near the base of the recognized Wayan. Farther east the structure is gene~ally
synclinal and the higher beds include most of the lower
division of the Wayan. Still farther east occur two
normal faults that bring in yellowish sandstones on the
east against red beds that are supposedly higher on the
west. East of the yellow sandstones lie limestones and
shales that are stratigraphically lower and sharply
folded. These two faults continue s(!mtheastward
along the east side of the South. Fork of Tincup
River. The area of folded limestone is well exposed
in Tincup Canyon. (See pI. 40, B.)
East of the Wayan limestones and shales occurs a
steeply dipping series of beds of the Preuss and Stump
sandstones,which form the east flank of a broken
anticline, inclined gently northeastward. This anticline is bordered on the east by a syncline that includes
members of the Gannett group and is probably broken
by the strike fault that farther southeast causes the
repetition of the Stump and Preuss sandstones.
The Bechler conglomerate of the Gannett group is
in contact on the east with limest0nes, conglomerates,
and sandstones that are assigned to the WayaiJ. formation. The limestone resembles lithologically the
limestones of the G'annett group but appears to
belong to a series to the east which with little doubt
is Wayan. The contact of the Bechler with the limestone is apparen~ly a fault, and the limestone wedges
out against it about half a mile southeast of the
canyon. The fault is interpreted as normal and as
having a down throw to the northeast. The dips in
the Wayan east of the fault are steep but become
more gentle to the northeast. The structure is
synclinal.
.
South Oaribou district.-The portion of the Caribou
Range south of Tincup River in the Freedom quadrangle may conveniently be described as the South
Caribou district. It has a very complex structure,
which is shown in part in structure sectionsK"-IC'"
and L-L" (pI. 11).
The westernmost notable fold i$ the Bechler Creek
syncline, which in the line of section K"-K'" is occupied
by beds of the Wayan formation whose variable dips:
appear to indicate sl11all undulating folds. These beds
overlie unconformably a syncline in the Gannett
group, the structure of. which is projected to the line
of section K"-K"'. The southern part of the syncline
has synclinorial structure and is broken by faults. as
shown in section L-L". A branch fault' from the
Bannock overthrust enters the Bechler Creek syncline
and may interrupt its continuity.
The eastern margin of the syncline is marked by a
fault, which farther to the southeast cuts across
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several members of the Gannett group and accompany:"
ing Jurassic beds and is believed to be normal. Just
west of the place where the normal fault cuts the line
of section K"-K'" a limestone bed of the Wayan formation makes a fine dip slope
the southwest flank
of the hill. The eastward extension of the hill is
formed in part by the Peterson limestone of the
Gannett group, which the Wayan limestone bed
closely resembles. "About 2 miles southeast, in the
area mapped as Ephraim conglomerate, there are
small exposures of similar limestone which have somewh..at different stratigraphic relations and are assigned
with clastic beds to the conglomerate.
East of the normal fault lies the South Fork synclinorium, which is occupied by members of the lower
division of the Wayan formation and is broken by
normal faults in the vicinity of the South Fork of
Tincup River. About a mile southeast of the line
of section L-L" (pI. 11) the Wayan formation is
faulted out, but the main axis of the synclinorium is
continued southward by the Spring Creek syncline.
The eastern part of the synclinorium along the line
K"-K'" includes a belt composed of several limestone
bands that may represent distinct beds or perhaps
repetitions of the same bed by close folding. They'
were at first included in the Gannett group, but upon
revision in the field were assigned on lithologic grounds
to the Wayan. Close folding, in at least parts of this
belt, is shown by the exposure" on the" north side of
Tincup Canyon. (See pI. 40, B.) The limestone bands
are locally cut out by the east boundary of the synclinorium, which is a normal (?) fault that has a
strong southwesterly hade. Farther to the south this
fault is cut by a normal fault which has it downthrow
to the west. This normal fault forms the boundary of
the synclinorium at the line of section L-L".
The Deer Creek anticlinorium, which lies east of the
South Fork synclinorium, is composed of members of
the Gannett group, in which the. Preuss and Stump
sandstones are closely folded and broken hy normal
faults. In the line of section K"-K'" the east flank of
the anticlinorium is overlapped by beds that contain
a limestone band, which were at. first regarded as
a portion of the Gannett group faulted against the
other members to the west. Upon revision in the'
field these beds were assigned to the Wayan formation
and considered unconformable with the Bechler
conglomerate. In the line of sectionL-L" a broad
cross fold, hardly more than slight up warping, makes
a faint angle with the line .of the section. Two
synclinal areas of Wayan that probably were once
connected are now sepa,rated, as a result of erosion
along this cross fold, and the canoe-shaped and
cigar-shaped folds of the Gannett beds are exposed.
The unconformity of the Wayan formation upon the"
Gannett group is' well displayed where the Gannett
heds emerge from the Wayan cover.

on

These synclinal areas may together be called the
Smith Creek syncline. The pitch is southeastward
and gentle, so that 'the southern member of the
syncline expands in that' direction. It is, however,
partly overridden by the Jurassic thrust block of the
Auburn fault and passes beneath Tertiary and
Quaternary beds west of Auburn. The Smith Creek
syncline is probably a synclinorium, but the details
of its structure have not been worked out.
The MiHer Creek syncline, which lies east of the
Deer Creek anticlinorium, is bounded by a normal
fault on the west where it is crossed by section K"·-K'"
and probably has synclinorial structure., though the
details have not been worked out" because of the
lithologic similarity of the beds involved. Near the
eastern margin it is broken by another normal fault.
Both these faults have relatively small throw. Near
the eastern edge a limestone band of the Wayan lies
with supposed unconformity against Bechler conglomerate and farther north against Peterson limestone,
where, because of lithologic similarity, it is difficult to
distinguish the two formations. Gannett formations
and Stump sandstone form the eastern margin of the'
syncline, which is overlapped by Jurassic beds that
compose the thrust block of the Auburn fault.
Along the line L-L' the Miller Creek syncline suffers
a slight constriction because of the cross axis that
separates the two portions of the Smith Creek syncline. The eastern boundary of the syncline is formed
by an anticline composed of Ephraim conglomerate.
The anticJine in turn is bordered by a narrow syn,clinal strip of Wayan beds that are connected on the
north with the Miller Creek syncline.
The Auburn fault forms the east boundary of the
Oaribou synclinorium in the Freedom quadrangle.
Spring Greek syncline.-The Spring Creek syncline
is the' southeastward extension of the South Fork
synclinorium, which itself is probably the main axis
of the greater" Caribou synclinoriuln. The syncline
extends from the area near the central part of the
Freedom quadrangle southeastward across Stump Canyon, where it is well exposed, into the Gannett Hills
and along Spring Creek nearly through the Crow
Creek quadrangle, a distance of about 25 miles. About
2 miles north of the rang~r station in Stump Valley
the syncline is offset by a fault that probably has
resulted from a minor cross fold similar to that which
deformed the Smith Creek syncline. Southward from
this fault it continues without further offset, but it
undergoes different modifications that are due chiefly
"to its relation to the fault zone of the Bannock overthrust, which forms its western boundary for much
of its length. It is represented in three of the geologic structure sections-N-N', 0'-0", and S"-S'"
(pIs. 5, 7, 11, and 12). "
Where the Spring Creek syncline is crossed by the
line of section N-N', near the south border of the
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Freedonl quadrangle, it forms a symmetrical upright
fold about 2% rniles wide, conlposed of fornlations of
the Gannett group, the highes't of which is the Draney
limestone.
About 2% miles farther south, at the line 0'-0"
(pI. 12), the syncline is conlpressea along the west
border as a result of the conditions that produced the
Bannock overthrust. The uppel;most beds are limestones that upon careful field examination were refe,rred
to the Draney. This interpretation requires a fault
to separate the Draney limestone from the surrounding EphraiJn conglomerate. Considerable lithologic
resmnblances, however, exist, between the Draney and
Peterson linlestones. Should this area prove to be
Peterson limestone faults would be required only at its
southern and northeastern boundaries. At the south
it is faulted against Jurassic beds and at the northeast
against sandstones of the Wayan formation.
Along the State line in the region of the structure
section this syncline is broken by a fault which is
interpreted as nonnal and as having a down throw to
the east. The vertical displacement is nearly 2,000
feet. About 1 % miles south of the line of the structure section a cross fault with down throw to the north
cuts out beds higher than the Peterson limestone.
The section S"-S'" crosses the Spring Creek syncline nearly 7 Iniles south of the line of section 0'-0"
(pI. 12). Here the syncline is more open and undulatory, and the highest formation is the Ephraim
conglomerate.' The normal fault continues southward and causes a small displacement. The syncline
narrows gradually southward and passes beyond the
area here described.
HEMMERT ANTICLINE

The easternmost fold in the region described in this
report is the Hemmert anticline, which extends northward fronl Auburn Hot Springs across Hemmert Canyon to the nlouth of Smith Canyon, a distance of about
6 Iniles. The maximunl width of the anticline 'is
about 1 mile. The Rex chert is exposed n~ar the Hot
Springs, but farther north the beds are all Triassic.
The chert is faulted against the Woodside shale. The
occurrence of a chert band in the sag south of Hemmert'
Canyon suggests that this fault may continue with
small throw throughout the axial region of the fold.
Deposits of travertine occur at the hot springs at the
south and at the nlouth of Smith Canyon to the north.
The anticline is bounded on the west by a normal fault
with down throw to the west that brings Nugget sandstone into contact with the Thaynes group. The anticline and its relations to the structures farther west are
shown in structure section L'-L" (pI. 11),
BOULDER CREEK ANTICLINE

The Boulder Creek anticline, which is well exposed
in Boulder Creel{, lies just west of the Bannock overthrust zone, which serves as the general boundary

between the Caribou synclinorimn on the east and the
folded older rocks to the west and southwest. The
Boulder Creek anticline has a curved course southeastward from the head of Browns Canyon, in the Lanes
Creek and Freedom quadrangles, to Smoky Canyon,
in the Crow Creek quadrangle, and thence southward
and southwestward to the head of Crow Creek, in the
Montpelier quadrangle, a distance of about 32 miles.
It is relatively narrow, generally not more than 2 miles
wide. The oldest rocks exposed by it are Brazer limestone near the south end, and the youngest rocks are
Nugget sandstone near the ,north end. The pitch is
gentle, averaging about 260 feet to the mile, or about
5 per cent toward the north. The anticline is shown
in structure sections K,"-I("', L-L', N-N' (pI. 11),
and 0'-0", S"-S"', and T'-T" (pI. 12).
The Boulder Creek anticline is generally unsymmetrical or inclined eastward, but as exposed in
Webster Canyon along the line N-N' (pI. 11), it is a
low, broad arch. The eastern limb is broken by a
fault practically throughout its course. At the line of
section T'-T" the anticline is overturned eastward. A
cross fold gently arches the axis of the anticllne from
the vicinity of Alleman's ranch to the mouth of Deer
Creek, permitting the exposure of the Brazer limestone.
Northward from Crow Creek the Boulder Creek
anticline is flanked by the Phosphoria formation or by
higher beds underlain by phosphate. At Smoky Canyon the phosphate beds cross the axis of the anticline.
Northward fronl that canyon they overspread the
anticline at gradually increasing depth. Noteworthy
exposures of postp40sphate formations reveal the anticlinical structure in Webster Canyon, Horse Canyon,
and Boulder Canyon.
WEBSTER SYNCLINE

The main axis of the Webster syncline extends from
the vicinity of secs. 13 and 14, T. 6 S., R. 44 E., Lanes
Creek quadrangle, in a curving course southeastward
and southward nearly through the Crow Creek quadrangle, a distance of about 27 miles. The fold IS
named from the Webster Range, in which it lies.
On the south the syncline is cut off by a fault, a
branch of the Bannock overthrust. At the north a
branch axis projects northwestward in T. 6 S., R. 44
E., toward the Lanes Butte syncline, with which the
branch axis was probably once continuous. - One or
more faults now intervene between the two parts of
the original fold, which are also separated by the
broad alluvial deposits of Upper Valley and Lanes
Creelc The Little Gray anticline intervenes be tween
the Lanes Butte syncline and the Webster syncline.
These folds will be described separately.
The WOebster syncline differs in width and character
in different parts of its course. At the south end,
where it is cut off by the fault, it is barely a mile wide.
Northward it narrows and is nearly cut through by
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Wells Canyon in the region where the cross axis that
·deforms the Boulder Creek anticline affects this fold
.also. The south flank of the cross fold and two minor
·cross folds are shown in structure section V-V' (pIs.
7 and 12). From Deer Creek northward it expands
.and reaches a maximum width of about 372 miles in
the region of Bacon Creek, where it bifurcates northwestward, as previously stated. The east branch
turns northward and approaches the axis of the
Boulder Creek anticline.
'
The lowest beds exposed are the phosphatic shales
{)f the Phosphoria formation and the highest are Twin
Oreek limestone. From the constriction at Wells Canyon to the region north of Bacon Creek the pitch is
,estimated at 350 feet to the mile, or about 6 % per cent,
toward the north. The syncline is of great economic
importance because of the great body of valuable
phosphate rock contained in it. The northward pitch
of the syncline makes these deposits lie progressively
deeper in that direction, so that a short distance north
·of the line N-N' they lie at depths greater than 5,000
feet. Along the margins of the syncline they extend a
:somewhat greater distance before reaching that depth.
The Bannock overthrust, which is believed to pass
beneath the syncline, may cut out the phosphate beds
in the deeper portions.
The attitude of the syncline changes along its course.
At the south, where it is crossed by the lines T'-T" and
S"-S'" (pI. 12), the axial plane is inclined eastward.
Farther north, at the lines 0'-0", N-N' (pI. 12), and
L-L' (pI. 11), the syncline is relatively upright and is
divided into two subordinate shallow synclines with
an intervening low ant~cline that brings the Meekoceras
zone to the surface west of the head of Smoky Canyon.
At the line I("-K"', which crosses both branches of
the syncline, both folds are unsymmetrical and are
inclined westward.
LITTLE GRAY ANTICLINE

The Little Gray anticline has a recognized length of
about 18 II,liles from the southwest slope of the Little
Valley Hills in the Cranes Flat quadrangle southeastward along Little Gray Ridge and into Upper Valley,
where it produces the bifurcation of the Lanes Butte
and Webster synclines. It may continue southward
'as the low anticline recognizable as a subordinate
feature in the Webster syncline. Its width ranges from
1 to 2 miles.
The anticline is interrupted by faults and by minor
folds. In the Little Valley Hills it is bounded on the
west flank by the Chubb Springs normal fault and is
broken on the east flank by a great thrust fault, as
shown in structure section E-E' (pI. 11). In Little
Gray Ridge the fold is offset by two normal faults and
broken between them along the axis by a supposed
normal fault: At the southeast <tip of Little. Gray
Ridge it is broken by normal fau'lts at the west border

and by thrust faults in the axis, as suggested in structure section H-H' (pI. 11). At the head of Gravel
Creek the Little Gray anticline is crossed by a subordinate synclinal axis and is relatively broad and flat,
as shown in structure section I-I' (pI. 11). In Lanes
Valley it is joinea. by other subordinate axes, and in
the same locality it is interrupted by one or more faults.
The lowest beds exposed by it are of the Madison
limestone in Little Gray Ridge; the highest are of the
Nugget sandstone in sec. 27, T. 6 S., R. 44 E. The
pitch is southeastward and is estimated to average
a~out 500 feet to the mile, or about 9 per cent.
LANES BUTTE SYNCLINE

The Lanes Butte syncline, which is named from its
most prominent topographic feature, has a continuous exposed length of about 9 nliles from the
lava-covered area in the northwest part of the Lanes
Creek quadrangle southeastward to Upper ValJey,
where it becomes the west branch of the Webster
syncline, as shown in structure section K"-K'" (pI.
11). It continues northwestward beneath the basalt
an llllknown distance, but exposures of Woodside shale
and of the Thaynes group northeast of Pelican Ridge
indicate its occurrence at least as far northwest as the.
pass between Pelican Ridge and Limerock Mountain
8 miles farther in that direction. It is represented
beneath the basalt in structure section E-E'.
The northwest extension of the syncline is bounded
by the Chubb Springs and Limerock normal faults
and constitutes the Meadow Creek graben, described
below. A thrust fault in secs. 3 and 4, T. 6 S., R.
.43 E., crosses the syncline and ca uses beds of the
Woodside. and lower Thaynes to override middle and
upper Thaynes, as shown in structure section H-H'
(pI. 11). An interesting detaiJ of the contact between
the Thaynes and the Woodside may be noted in the
ravines in the NE. 34 sec. 3, T. 6 S., R. 43 E. Here the
Meekoceras zonel. which marks the normal boundary
between the two formations, emerges from the margin
of the Thaynes' thrust block. The boundary faults
die out southeastward, and the syncline broadens
to a maximum width of about 3 miles at a point about
1 mile southeast of the line of structure section I-I'.
The Triassic (?) formations there form an irregular
canoe-shaped mass, which is fau1ted along the southeast side.
The syncline is presumably under1ain by valuable
deposits of bedded phosphate rock, but in a strip
a mi1e or more wide along much of the axial region
these deposits 1ie at depths greater than 5,000 feet,
the maximum depth regarded as workable under
existing regulations of the Geological Survey. Moreover, the Bannock overthrust, which is believed to
pass beneath the syncline, 'may cut out some of the
phosphate.
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SNOWDRIFT ANTICLINE

The Snowdrift anticline is one of the most persistent
structural features of the region and may be traced in
the area mapped for about 55 lniles in a curving course
f.irst southeasterly and finally southwesterly. It takes
its nanle frOl11 Snowdrift Mountain, near the south end,
its highest and nlost conspicuous part. (See pI. 34.)
Although the anticline is interrupted here and there
by basalt or alluvium, there is little reason to doubt
its essential continuity from the ridge of Carboniferous
rocks, where it enters the region in sec.' 13, T. 4 S.,
R. 40 E., in the Cranes Flat quadrangle, to the point
where it terminates against the Bannock overthrust
southwest of Meade Peak, in the Montpelier quadrangle. Besides the ridges named it includes Wilson,
Pelican, and Rasmussen Ridges. The anticline is
offset by cross faults in the eastern part of T. 4 S.,
R. 40 E., at each end of Pelican Ridge and in Upper
Valley. It is also affected here and there by broad,
low cross folds that cause downwarpings or upwarpings of its axis, but on the whole the axis remains
nearly horizontal for considerable distances. All the
ridges naJlled consist chiefly of Carboniferous rocks.
The anticline is relatively narrow, generally less than
1 Y2 miles wide.

structures are believed to continue northwestward
beneath the lav~ to the neighboring Carboniferous
ridge and to be offset in the eastern part of T. 4 S.,
R. 40 E., by a concealed fault with upthrow to the
northwest, which raises the anticline sufficiently to
bring to the surface broad masses of Brazer limestone.
Pelican Ridge continues southeastward the general
structure of the ridges just described. As shown in
structure section G-G' (pIs. 3 and 11), the ridge is
sharply anticlinal and has normal faults and downthrow on each flank. The throw of these faults is not
known, but it is estimated at 3,000 to 4,000 feet .. The
Brazer limestone does not reach the surface along the
main ridge, but it does appear in a small isolated
exposure in the basalt in the NE.~ sec. 14, T. 5 S.,

R. 41 E.
Divergent dips on the northeast flank of the ridge
indicate the presence of at least two subordinate folds,
a syncline and an anticline, for the easternmost exposures of the Wells are of beds stratigraphically high
in the formation.
On the southwest flank of Pelican Ridge, in the line
of the structure section, the upperlnost beds of the
Wells are overturned southwestward and with the
Phosphoria formation apparently dip northeastward
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14.-0eologic structure section through Limerock Mountain, St. John's Station XXIX. a, Basalt; b, Carboniferous; c, Jura-Trias. (After St. John)

St. John 4 used Limerock Mountain as one of his
stations (XXIX) and measured and figured a section
across the ridge a short distance south of that point
northeastward to Grays Lake. The structure section
is described as drawn at right angles to the trend of
the ridge and thus should correspond quite closely in
direction with the structure section of the present
report drawn along the line E-E' (pI. 11). St. John's
section is reproduced (fig. 14) for comparison. He
shows the ridge as a monocline of Carboniferous rocks,
down-faulted on ·the llOrtheast. More detailed study
of the ridge has shown that its structure is in reality
anticlinal, . and the crest of the mountain ridge is
formed of massively bedded Brazer limestone. The
anticlinal structure is clearly and admirably shown at
Limerock Mountain (see pI. 35, A) but may have been
Inistaken by St. John for a minor fold. Farther
northwest along the ridge the contacts of the Brazer
with the Wells f1.re believed to be faults, for beds of the
lower Wells are missing. At Limerock Mountain
these faults may be present but are not so clearly
recognizable. Concealed faults described later occur
along the base of the ridge on each side. These
• St. John, Orestes, op. cit., pp. 358-359 and pI. 16 B.

into the ridge. The phosphate rock here is badly
mashed and is probably closely folded, as suggested
in the f3tructure section. This structure suggests the
possibility of fan folding, as in the region of Sugarloaf
Mountain in the Cranes Flat quadrangle. If a fan
structure ever existed here, however, the larger part
of it lay above the level of present erosion and has been
worn away.
Rasmussen Ridge is shown in structure sections
H-H', 1":'1', and K'-I(" (pIs. 4 and 11). The Limerock faul·t on the northeast flank dies out within a mile
or more of the line of section H-H', but the Enoch
Valley fault on the southwest. probably continues
through Rasmussen and Upper Valleys. At the line
of section I-I', (pI. 11) only_ the Enoch Valley fault
cuts the anticline. Here the fault lies within the
Wells formation, but to the southeast it cuts out the
Phosphoria for about 2 miles along the east side of
Rasmussen Valley. The drag folds shown in the
structure section on either side of the anticline are
introduced to account for the unusual width of· the
Woodside belts. The existence of such folds along
the east flank at least is proved by the exposure of
the small anticline of Rex chert in the NE. ~ sec. 26,
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T. 6 S., R. 43 E., about 1 ~ miles southeast of the line
of the section. It may be, however, that the Woodside is really thicker than represented. At the time
this mapping was completed the thick sections of
Woodside west of Reservoir Mountain and east of the
Blackfoot Reservoir were not known.
Southeast of the line K'-K" the higher formations
may close around the Wells, as suggested by dotted
lines on the map (pI. 4), or the Carboniferous beds
may continue ben~ath the alluvial cover through Upper
Valley to the exposures in the southwest corner of the
Freedom quadrangle. The transverse Blackfoot fault,
whi9h produces such noteworthy effects in Dry Ridge
to the west, crosses the anticline, and it seems probable
that the down-thrown block, on the north at least, has
been sufficiently depressed to permit the erosion of the
valley in beds higher than the Carboniferous formations.
A faint upwarping of the af{is of the anticline brings
Carboniferous beds to the surface on the east side of
Upper Valley, where they are broken by faults, as
shown in s truc t ure section L-L' (pIs. 5 and 11) .
Southward the a~is is again depressed and the anticline
is overlapped by Woodside shale. This depression is
caused by a broad, shallow transverse syncline that
produces the maximum expansion of the Webster syncline to the east and corresponding effects in the folds
to the west. Near the Ranger station in Diamond
Valley the Carboniferous beds emerge again and continuesouthward throughout·the remaining course of the
anticline. At the line of section 0"-0" the anticline
is surmounted by a minor anticline that causes a relatively sharp northward projection of the line of outcrop
of the Phosphoria formation. The generally broad and
low form of the main anticline at this point may be
contrasted with its form farther northwest and south
and is probably due to the proximity (If the transverse
syncline mentioned above.
At the lines of sections S"-S'" and T'-T" (pI. 12) the
anticline is narrower and the :flanks steeper. The forms
of the synclines on either hand' are such as to suggest
that the anticline was originally a fan fold and is 'now
so eroded that, as in Pelican Ridge, only the lower compressed portion of the fold remains. The Brazer limestone and the lower, more massive beds of the Wells
formation constitute the axial region of the anticline
in this part of the region and produce the ridge called
Snowdrift Mountain, which' culminates in Meade
Peak.
GEORGETOWN SYNCLINE

The Georgetown syncline, which is named from
Georgetown Canyon in the southeast corner of the
Slug Creek quadrangle, where it was first recognized,
has an exposed length of approximately 40 miles. It
extends from the basalt-covered area northwest of
Pelican Ridge in the Henry quadrangle southeastward
and finally southwestward until cut off by a branch of

the Bannock overthrust in the Georgetown Canyon
district. Like the Snowdrift anticline it is offset by
transverse faults and modified by longitudinal faults
and folds and by transverse folds.
There is little doubt that the main structure continues northwestward beneath the basalt beyond the
limits of the area mapped. St. John 5 describes and
figures a fault between Carboniferous rocks at his
Station XI and "Jurassic" rocks to the southwest.
Station XI was located probably on the continuation
of the Snowdrift anticline a short distance west of the
Cranes Flat quadrangle. The so-called Jurassic rocks
con tain fossils now recognized as belonging to the
Thaynes group. The structure is therefore generally
similar to that at Pelican Ridge and Limerock Mountain and is probably the northwestward continuation
of it. Several faults project from the area of sedimentary rocks to the southeast into the basalt-covered
aTea, so that the concealed part of the syncline may be
much broken. Part of this supposed structure is represented in structure section E~E'.
The structure of that part of the syncline west of
Pelican' Ridge is shown in the section along the line
G-G' (pI. 11). Here the fold is overturned toward
the southwest and is broken by faults. The eastern
boundary of the syncline is the northwestern continuation of the Enoch Valley fault, which is described
below.
.. The siliceous limestones of the upper Thaynes along
the crest of the Triassic ridge are succeeded on the east
by yellow sandstones probably of the lower Thaynes.
There does not seem to be room enough for the
beds that should intervene. Hence the normal fault
with down throw to the southwest is postulated. Farther northwest the Meekoceras zone is cut out in all
but a few places. Thus the boundary between the
Thaynes and the vVoodside on the east is doubtless a
fault. The trace of the fault plane indicates a nloderate
easterly dip. The Woodside shale along the outlying
hills to the southwest is apparently about 2,000 feet
thick as in Reservoir Mountain. The attitude of the
Woodside and the position of the Meekoceras zone
indicate that the Phosphoria formation would rise to
the base of the basalt and alluvium beneath the reservoir unless an unsuspected fault intervenes.
The structllre of the syncline in Enoch and Rasmussen Valleys is synclinorial, as shown in the sections
along the lines H-H', I-I', and I('-K" (pI. 11). A
thrust fault along the western flank divides the synclinorium into two synclinoria. The structure of the
western fold is marked by rather closely appressed
minor foJds, inclined northeastward. The eastern fold
or main synclinorium is relatively more open and more
nearly upright.
South of Rasmussen Valley the syncline is offset by
the Blackfoot fault, which is described below. Where
~

St. John, Orestes, op. cit., pp. 345-346.
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the beds are crossed by the line of section M-M' (pI.
11), the structure is synclinorial and the fold as a whole
is inclined eastward. The a.rrangement of tlie subordinate folds, as shown in the structure section, is deternlined by the available dips and by the fact that except
in one small area nea.rly a mile and a half northwest of
the line of the section the syncline is not deep enough
to include the upper· Thaynes. The east flank of the
synclinorium is supposed to be broken in some such
lnanne}" as indicated in the structure section by normal
and reverse faults in Upper Valley. Part of the east
limb of the synclinorimll is ~hown in structure section
L-L'.
The Georgetown syncline has a maximunl breadth
of about 2 miles at a place about 2Y2 miles north of
the line of section 0-0" (pI. 12). It is there crossed
by the same broad, shallow syncline that depresses
the axes of the Snowdrift anticline and the Webster
syncline. At the line 0-0" the syncline has an apparently more silnple and open structure than at places
illustrated by structure sections farther north or south,
perhaps owing to the. influence ·of the transverse
syncline.
At the line S"-S'" (pI. 12) the syncline is less than a
mile wide and is overturned eastward. At the line'
T-T" it is about 2 nliles wide and has a synclinorial
structure inclined eastward and faulted. A subordinate anticline at the south end divides the fold
into two synclines, which, together with the anticline,
produce a zigzag line of outcrop in the Phosphoria
formation.
Throughout lnuch of the course 'of the syncline
beds of the Thaynes group are exposed. From the
south end of the syncline to the point of lnaximum
width, a distance of about 18 nliles, the pitch averages
about 200 feet to the mile, or somewhat less than 4
per cen t. Northward the fold is more nearly horizontal.
The Georgetown syncline has great economic
importance becfl,use of the great body of high-grade
bedded phosphate rock that it contains. With the
exception of a strip about half a mile wide in the
deeper part of the syncline west of Pelican Ridge, the
phosphate lies at a depth less than 5,000 feet, the
limit of depth of beds considered workable under present regulations of the Geological Survey. Possibly,
however, some of the phosphate may be cut out by
the Bannock 0 er hrust, which is believed to pass
beneath the syncline.
DRY VALLEY AND WOOLEY VALLEY ANTICLINES

The main part of the Dry Valley anticline extends
in a curving course 20 miles southeastward from the
N arrows of Blackfoot River until it is cut off by one
of the faults in the Georgetown district. For much
of its course its axis lies in Dry Valley. At the
N arrows it is cut by the transverse Blackfoot fault.
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Northward from this fault two anticlines that were
probably branches of the original fold continue the
structure for 1 Y2 .and 11 miles respectively.
_
The longer of these branches is the Wooley Valley
anticline, which extends southeastward from the
vicinity of Henry and is probably offset by a fault
in the southeast corner of T. 6 S., R. 42 E. For
about 4 miles southeast of Henry only the east flank
of the anticline is exposed, as shown in structure section H-H' (pI. 11). Farther south it is cut obliquely
by a thrust fault at the head of Enoch Valley.
Here the anticline is nearly 2 miles wide, strongly
inclined eastward, and faulted on the east flank.
The Brazer limestone is exposed in the axial region
as indicated in structure section I-I'. At the south
end the anticline is more compressed and a number of
subordinate folds are developed.
The shorter branch, which is really the continuation
of the main Dry Valley anticline, is inclined eastward
and cut off on the west by a fault that is thought to
be a bra~ch of the Bannock overthrust. This fold
occupies part of the down-thrown block of the Blackfoot thrust fault and is less than half a mile wide.
The Dry Valley anticline itself occupies the upper
block of the Blackfoot thrust fault, and its outcrop
has been greatly widened by erosion down the dip.
At the fault it is about 3 Y2 miles wide, but where
crossed by the line of section M-M' it is somewhat
narrower. The anticline is here really a broad
anticlinorium that is developed chiefly in the Wells
formati('n. N um.erous minor folds of Brazer limestone .He exposed near the line of the section and
. northward. The pronounced westerly dips at many
of these Brazer exposures indicate that they are not
mere undulations of the top of the Brazer but probably
represent sharp folds of the drag-fold type, as indicated
in the structure section.
At the line 0-0' (pI. 12) the anticline becomes
lower and less compressed, probably because of the
infiuenee of the same transverse syncline that affects
the folds to the east, which have already been described. The relative narrowing of the exposure of
the Wells in this vicinity is probably due to the same
cause. The east side of Dry Valley here occupies
the west flank of the anticline, the axis of which lies
nearly midway up the west slope of Dry Ridge, and
the axial plane is inclined slightly eastward. The
subordinate fold shown on the west flank of the anticline in Dry Valley is apparently required by the projected position of the phosphatic shales and the undue
width of the belt of Woodside shale. East of the
crest of the anticline a minor thrust fault locally cuts
out the phosphatic shales.
Farther south the anticline becomes more com. pressed and more strongly inclined eastward, as shown
in structure section S'-S"'. The form of the Georgetown syncline on the east and of the folds still farther
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east suggests that the Dry Valley anticline, like the
Snowdrift anticline, may be the eroded base of a former fan fold.
South of the line S'-S'" (pI. 12) the area of Brazer
limestone in the axial region of the fold· becomes wider
probably because of the same transverse anticline that
causes the pronounced constriction in the Webster
syncline. Southward the Dry Valley anticline becomes
narrower as the Georgetown and Webster synclines
become wider, probably because of another transverse syncline.
At the line of section T-T' (pI. 12) the anticline
is broken by several faults, probably closely related to
the Bannock overthrust, which comes to the surface
about 1 Y2 miles west of the point where the structure
section crosses the anticline.
The Dry Valley anticline throughout its course exposes Carboniferous rocks. With the exception of
the gentle undulations produced by the transverse
warpings the axis is nearly horizon tal.
SCHMID SYNCLINE

pI. 11) may thus represent the northward continuation.
of the Schmid syncline.
South of the phosphate-bearing portion of the syncline the fold continues for 6 miles and becomes more
complex. The minor anticline shown in structure section 0-0' (pI. 12) becomes more pronounced southward and causes the bifurcation of the syncline into
two synclines, as shown in structure section S'-S"
(pI. 12). The bottoms of these synclines are probably
in part cut out by the plane of the Bannock overthrust, which is thought to come to the surface in sees.
21 and 28, T. 9 S., R. 44 E. Along Slug Creek the
western syncline is broken by a normal fault with
down throw on the west, so that a broad, shallow,
phosphate-bearing synCline is preserved west of the
fault. This syncline, which may be called the Dairy
syncline from the old dairy in upper Slug Valley, is
interrupted by the up-arching of the plane of the Bannock overthrust and contains minor folds and faults.
Farther south, at the line T-T' (pI. 12), the development of the anticline which separates the two synclines is still more pronounced and causes the exposure
of the Brazer limestone. The east syncline, which is
the southward continuation of the main Schmid syncline, is relatively narrow, inclined eastward, and
broken by faults along the east side. The west syncline is broader and is broken on the west by a fault
that is believed to be a branch of the Bannock overthrust, which brings Madison limestone into contact
with the Wells fonllation.

The Schmid syncline, which is named from Schmid
Ridge, extends from the Blackfoot fault in Wooley
Valley southeastward and then southwestward to the.
Bannock overthrust in the Georgetown Canyon district, a distance of about 20 miles. For the first 14
Illiles it contains a canoe-shaped body of rocks which
belong to the Phosphoria, Woodside, and Thaynes
formations and which have great economic value beASPEN RANGE ANTICLINE
cause the extensive high-grade phosphate deposits contained in them are readily accessible and lie at a
The Aspen Range anticline, which forms much of
maximum depth of little more than 3,000 feet. The the more rugged portion of the Aspen Range, is best
breadth of this part of the synQline ranges from less developed in the southeastern part of T. 9 S., R. 43 E.,
than a mile, where it is crossed by structure section . and adjacent territory, where it brings to the surface a
K'-.K" (pI. 11) to about 2Y2 miles in sees. 32 to 34, T.
broad area of Brazer limestone and farther south of
-8 S., R. 44 E. The expansion in width is doubtless due
Madison limestone. At the line of structure section
to the same transverse syncline that has depressed S' -S" (pI. 12) the anticline has the form of a broad, low
the folds to the east in the vicinity of structure anticlinorium about 2 miles wide. For about 5 miles
section 0-0' (pI. 12), as previously noted. At that southward and perhaps an equal distance northward
line the Schmid syncline is relatively broad and
the form of the anticlinorium remains fairly unbroken.
undulatory but somewhat unsymmetrical and in- Toward the south, however, it becomes more comclined westward. Farther north, as shown in struc- pressed and is involved in a fault block that is probably
ture section M-M' (pI. 11), it is more closely folded part of the-Bannock overthrust zone. Its structure
and contains more pronounced subordinate folds.
at the south is therefore less distinctive, as shown in
The pitch of the canoe-shaped body is steeper from the structure section T-T' (pI. 12).
south toward the maximum depression than from the
Northward from the line S'-S" the anticline includes
north toward the same point. The northerly pitch mainly rocks of the Wells formation, though a minor
of the southern part is estimated at 500 feet to the transverse faulted syncline brings in beds of the
mile and the southerly pitch of the northern part at Phosphoria formation in the northeast corner of T. 9
300 feet to the mile. The west margin of the syncline S., R. 43 E. Northward from this area the anticline
is locally broken by thrust faults.
bro~dens somewhat, contains numerous Illinor folds,
North of the Blackfoot fault the synclinal structure some of which are deep enough to hold beds of the
probably continues beneath the alluvium' and basalt Phosphoria formation, and is broken by a number of
of Wooley Valley, though offset and perhaps otherwise normal faults. The broader part of the fold with its
modified by the fault. The broken syncline at the accompanyIng fautts is shown in structure section
head of Wooley Valley (see structure section I-I', 0-0' (pI. 12).
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North of the line 0-0' the fold becomes narrower
and sharpeI:. At the line M-M' (pI. 11) it is only
about a nlile wide. The axis appears to l,ie west of the
norlnal fault beneath the alluvium, for the little knoll
of Rex chert in the NW. ~ sec. 35, T. 7 S., R. 43 E.,
has an easterly dip. At the line Ie'-Ie" the fold is less
pronounced but apparently similar conditions obtain.
North of the Blackfoot fault the anticline is doubtless
offset like the structural features farther east. Probably it is represented by the faulted anticlinorium west
of Wooley Valley, as shown in structure section I-I'.
The total length of the Aspen Range anticline is
about 23 miles. It passes beneath cover at both ends.
The rocks exposed by it are practically all Carboniferous. The pitch of the fold is northward and gentle
and probably does not exceed 200 feet to the mile, or
about 4 per cent.
SLUG CREEK SYNCLINE

The Slug Creek syncline extends about 9 miles
southeastward frOln the Blackfoot fault and for much
of its course lies along the valley of Slug Creek. Its
maxinlllln width is not much more than a mile, but it is
economically important because of th~ high-grade
phosphate deposits that it contains. These deposits
are relatively accessible and are probably nowhere
deeper than 2,000 feet below the surface. The
structure is really synclinorial, and the fold is bounded
on either side by faulted anticlines.' The Slug Creek
syncline appears to originate as a shallow subordinate
fold in the Aspen Range anticline a little south of the
line 0-0' (pI. 12). N orthwar.d it grows wider and
deeper and reaches a lnaximum depth somewhere near
the line M-M'. Farther north, as at the line Ie'-KIf
(pI. 11) it is sOlnewhat wider. Here it seems to merge
with the Trail Creek syncline, from which it is separated by only a subordinate anticline. North of the
Blackfoot fault both synclines are concealed by alluvium and basalt.
TRAIL CREEK SYNCLINE

The Trail Creek syncline extends about 13 miles
southeastward fronl the basaltic canyon of Blackfoot
River, in secs. 14 and 15, T. 7 S., R. 42 E., up the valley
of Trail Creek and in to the rugged portions of the
Aspen Range. The Trail Creek syncline is really a
synclinorium of fairly uniform breadth but widest at
the north, where its width is about 3 miles. Its
borders are faulted, modified by subordinate folds, and
locally made irregular by erosion. Along its west
lilnb a thrust fault cuts out lower Thaynes and upper
Woodside beds for much of its length. On the east
it is separated fronl the Slug Creek syncline by a broken anticline that appears to originate at the south
as a minor fold of the Aspen Range anticline'. The
boundary anticline is probably lnost pronounged about
172 miles north of the line 0-0' (pI. 12) and is well
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developed at the line M-M' (pI. 11). Northward it
becomes less conspicuous and at the line K' -Ie" (pI. 11)
is hardly more than a subordinate fold in the general
Rynclinorium that there includes both the Trail Creek
and Slug Creek synclines.
N ear the south end a transverse anticline arches up
the Phosphoria and Wells formations at the head of
Johnson Creek, thus making readily accessible phosphate deposits of the axial region of the syncline. A
shallow, broken syncline that contains beds of the
Phosphoria formation projects southward for nearly
2 miles beyond the main body of the Phosphate-bearing portions of the syncline. The structural features
at the south end of the syncline are shown in structure
section S-S" (pI. 12).
The Trail Creek syncline is important economically
because it contains a great body of readily accessible
phosphate beds that probably lie nowhere at greater
depth than 3,500 feet. The pitch of the syncline is
northward and for the 10 miles north of Johnson
Creek probably does not exceed 350 feet to the mile,
or 6% per cent. The central and northern parts are
interpenetrated by broad alluvial valleys that are
occupied by Trail Creek and other branches of Blackfoot River.
FOLDS WEST OF TRAIL CREEK SYNCLINE

Several smaller folds, both anticlines and phosphatebearing synclines, lie between the Trail Creek syncline
and the broad', basalt-covered valley to the west.
These folds are more or less broken by faults. The
anticline which forms the west boundary of the Trail
Creek syncline also forms the northwest tip of the
Aspen Range and is shown in structure section Ie-Ie'
(pI. 11).
. The general northwestward pitch of these folds
indicates that the basalt-covered area is probably
largely underlain by post-Phosphoria formations. The
older rocks along the west base of the Aspen Range
are of the Woodside shale. Exposures are poor and
the attitude of the rocks is not clear. Doubtless the
structure is in part synclinal.
Between Swan Lake Gulch and Dry Canyon, in
T. 9 S., R. 43 E., a phosphate-bearing syncline with
northwesterly trend is faulted along the northeast
side. (See pI. 6.) At the southeast it contains
minor folds.
On the north side of Middle Sulphur Canyon, in
the same township, the area west of the Trail Creek
syncline is occupied by a broken fan fold in the Wells
formation (see structure section P-P', pIs. 6 and 12)
and "by a broken and eastward-inclined anticline that
may have proclivities toward fan structure and is
composed of Brazer limestone. This fold is shown in
part in Plate 35, B.
At Threemile Hill, in secs. 20 and 29, T: 8 S., R.
42 E. (see pI. 44), the general structure is a synclino-
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rlUm (?) in the Portneuf limestone of the Thaynes
group. The upper limestone member of the Portneuf
is partly eroded away, exposing the red-bed member
on the southeast and northwest flanks of the hill.
RESERVOIR SYNCLINE

be considered workable under the present regulations
of the Geological Survey.
The northeastern outliers' of Reservoir Mountain
include a faulted anticline that brings the Wells and
Phosphoria formations to the surface.

GIRAFFE CREEK SYNCLINE
The Reservoir syncline, which occupies the main axis
of Reservoir Mountain in 'the Henry quadrangle, has
The Giraffe Creek syncline extends from Crow
an exposed length of about 7 miles. It is believed, Creek, near Lowe's ranch, southeastward across the
however, that the fold continues northward and northeast corner of the Montpelier quadra~gle, a
northwestward beneath the basalt. It is perhaps distance of about 12 miles in the region described in
offset by a concealed tranverse fault, but the fold, this paper and passe's some distance beyond. Giraffe
probably joins the syncline north of Blackfoot River Creek lies along part of its southwest border. The
and has an extended course beyond the region de- maximum 'width of the syncline is about 2 nliles.
scribed in this report.
Structure section T'-T" (pI. 12), which crosses it in the
The syncline north of the Blackfoot. as shown widest part, shows the fold to be a shallow, undulatory
in structure section D-D' (pIs. 2 and 11), is relatively syncline, slightly unsymmetrical and deeper near
deep and narrow, less than 2 miles wide. North- its eastern margin. The pitch is gentle toward the
westward it joins a group of folds in the Woodside southeast. The fold is probably canoe-shaped, but
and Thaynes beds that may prove to be parts of a the southern tip lies outside the region here described.
great synclinorium. It is broken along the east side
The highest beds included in it are of the Ephraim
by a fault, probably normal, that brings Phosphoria conglomerate. The syncline is closely related to the
beds against middle Thaynes.
'
Spring Creek syncline, from which it is separated
The main mass of Reservoir Mountain is composed by only a narrow anticline of Jurassic beds. It is
of the Thaynes group in an unsymmetrical syn- thus closely related also to the Caribou synclinorium.
clinorium that is inclined eastward. A somewhat The phosphate beds of the Phosphoria formation lie
lower ridge on the west is composed of Woodside, beneath the Giraffe Creek syncline but at depths too
shale that forms an anticline which is also overturned great to be considered workable under present regutoward the east. Outlying knolls farther west are lations of the Gel9gical Survey. It contains no other
occupied by the Wells and Phosphoria formations, known deposits of value and is thus of no economic
which form an anticline, apparently downfaulted on significance.
the west. The presence and course of the fault is
SUBLETTE ANTICLINE
suggested by the extensive deposits of travertine and
The Sublette anticline, which is named after the
the line of spring cones in secs. 12 and 13, T. 6 S., prominent ridge on the east border of the Montpelier
R. 40 E. This fault and other structural features quadrangle extends 30 miles in a somewhat curved
farther east are offset eastward by a cross fault that 0 course southward from Crow Creek below the mouth
is more fully described below. The thickness of the' of Sage Creek. In the northern part, as at the line
Woodside shale in the subordinate ridge along the west T'-T" (pI. 12), it is a relatively broad, low arch that
side of the mountain is somewhat greater than else- brings to the' surface beds of the Preuss sandstone,
where and may be due in part to the manner of its well exposed on the borders of Elk Valley. Its maxfolding. The Thaynes of the main ridge is overturned imum width is about 3 miles at the boundary of the
on the west flank and does not include the entire Crow Creek and Montpelier quadrangles, where it
thickness, of the formation. The highest beds appear contains a shallow minor syncline that includes lower
to be the siliceous limestones of the lower Portneuf. beds of the Ephraim conglomerate" partly shown in
The general structure of the- mountain as above section W-W' (pI. 12).
interpreted is shown in the structure section drawn
Southward the fold grows narrower and steeper
along the line F-F'. (See pIs. 3, 11, and 36, A.)
and brings older formations to the surface. At the line
The southern part of the Reservoir Mountain is X-X' (pI. 12) the anticline is unsymmetrical and
cut by a cross fault that offsets the boundaries between inclined eastward. Beds of the ,Thaynes group are
the Rex and Woodside- and betw;een the Woodside exposed on the west flank. About 1~ miles south
and Thaynes, so that south of the fault they have of that line the phosphatic shales of the Phosphoria
formation are exposed along the west flank of the
been shifted eastward more than half a mile.
The Reservoir syncline is relatively deep. The ridge for about 2 miles. Southward from a point
eastern half, from a line drawn about a quarter of about a mile north of Raymond Canyon the shales
a mile west of the crest of the mountain and extend- are again exposed for a distance of about 4 miles.
ing perhaps half its length, contains phosphate beds The anticline passes beneath the alluvium of Bear
that lie at greater depth th,an 5,000 feet-too deep to River valley at the east border of the region here
c
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described but doubtless continues a considerable
distance beyond. Sharply upturned strata exposed
in Raymond Canyon are shown in Plate 54.
The axis of the anticline is probably somewhat
undulatory, as indicated by the occurrence of the
minor syncline above noted. The pitch is northward and is estimated to average about 500 feet to
the mile north of Raymond Canyon, or about 9 per
cent.
The Sublette anticline has great economic importance because for a distance of more than 15 miles along
the east side of Thomas Fork valley it makes accessible valuable beds of phosphatic rock. The maximum depth of the phosphate along the anticline
from Thomas Fork Canyon to Bear River probably
does not exceed 3,000 feet.
RED MOUNTAIN SYNCLINE

The Red Mountain syncline, which is named from
Red Mountain in the northeast part of the Montpelier
quadrangle, has a probable extent of about 44 miles
within the region here described, although it is largely
concealed in the southern half of its'course. It begins
at Crow Creek, northeast of Book's ranch, and for the
first 16 miles forms a canoe-shaped fold that ranges
fronl less than half a mile wide at the north to about
2 V2 miles wide near Red Mountain, its broadest part.
The highest beds contained in it are of the Ephraim
conglomerate. As shown in structure sections T'-T"
and W-W' (pI. 12) the canoe-shaped portion of the
fold is unsymmetrical and inclined eastward. Southward the syncline subdivides and itself becomes pnrt
of a broad synclinorium in which several of the folds
are sufficiently distinct to be traceable for long distances and to receive separate names. In the Bear
Lake Plateau the synclinorium is largely concealed by
Tertiary beds that have themselves participated in later
folding along the earlier established lines. The Red
Mountain syncline continues along the east side of the
synclinorium. It is crossed by several transverse axes
that warp the fold slightly upward or downward and
broaden or constrict its outline as at Red Mountain.
PREUSS ANTICLINE

The Preuss anticline originates as a minor fold of
the Red Mountain syncline in the southern part of
T. 11 S., R. 46 E., and takes its name from Preuss
Creek, which it crosses. It is well shown in the hills
west of Geneva and appears in the structure section
along the line X-X' (pI. 12), where it is in turn modified
by nlinor folds. Southward it lies in large part beneath cover, but its presence in the Bear Lake Plateau
is inferred because of the relationships of the exposures
of Nugget sandstone and Twin Creek limestone in
that district.
25021-27--11

BOUNDARY SYNCLINE

The Boundary syncline also originates in the southern part of T~ 11 S., R. 46 E., as a minor fold of the
Red Mountain syncline. It causes a pronounced
southward prolongation of the area of Preuss sandstone
and appears at the line of structure section X-X' (pI.
12) as a somewhat unsymmetrical fold modified by
minor folds. Southward it passes beneath the west
border of Thomas Fork Valley and enters the Bear
Lake Plateau beneath the Tertiary cover, where it is
supposed practically to coincide with the axial line of
the syncline in the Boundary Ridge. Where it is
crossed by the line of structure section Y- Y' (pI. 12)
it is inclined eastward.
The syncline at Boundary Ridge is developed in
Tertiary rocks that overlie folded and extensively
eroded Mesozoic rocks. It there represents a later
epoch of folding than that which produced the folds
previously described, but its position and direction
were doubtless determined by the preexisting folds
beneath. It is rel~tively broad and open but steeper
on the east side and is thus inclined slightly westward.
GIVEOUT ANTICLINE

Northwest of Giveout, in sec. 35, T. 11 S., R. 45 E.,
a well-developed anticline, which is here called the
Giveout anticline, appears in the Twin Creek limestone
west of the road. (See pI. 36, 0.) Northeastward
this fold is believed to be broken by a thrust fault
along its eastern limit, as indicated in the structure
section along the line W-W' (pI. 12). Southeast of
Giveout the anticline may be recognized at a number
of places. Near the line of structure section Y-Y' it
is inclined eastward and is represented by a wedgeshaped area of Nugget sandstone. Its further prolongation southward beneath cover is suggested by the
OCt'urrences of Nugget sandstone in Sweetwater,
Horse, and Pegram Creeks. Its length, as above
described, probably exceeds 35 miles.
SWEETWATER SYNCLINE

West of the Giveout anticline lies the Sweetwater
syncline, which at the line of structure section W-W'
(pI. 12) is believed to be cut by the same fault that
there affects the anticline. Farther south the syncline
is relatively insignificant but may be recognized at a
number of places. As shown in the structure sections
X-X' and Y- Y' (pI. 12) it is rather narrow and sharp
and is inclined eastward. Its width for most of its
course is probably less than a mile, but its length a~
mapped is greater than 25 miles. Its name is derived
from Sweetwater Creek, in the Bear Lake Plateau,
which it crosses. Its course lies entirely in the Twin
Creek limestone.
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contain beds of the Preuss sandstone. In T. 12 S.,
R.
45 E., it is offset by the fault that breaks the east
As projected to the line W-W' (pI. 12) beneath the
limb
of the neighboring' Home Canyon·) anticline.
overlying block of the Bannock overthrust, and as
the
folds farther east it is less well developed at
Like
suggested by stratigraphic conditions in areas east and
the
line
X-X'
(pI. 12), but is strongly developed a few
west of this block, the Alton anticline at the north is
both
north
and south of that line. Harer stamiles
a prominent fold that brings Nugget sandstone to the'
the
Oregon
Short Line Railroad, is on its east
tion,
on
surface. Farther south it diminishes in size, and as
flank,
where
the
valley
of Bear River crosses the fold.
shown at the lines X-X' and Y-Y' becomes relatively
The
axis,
though
slightly
undulatory is very gently
insignificant. It takes its name from the village of
the
north,
as indicated by the occurinclined
toward
Alton, about a mile west of the fold.
rences of Preuss sandstone. At the south the fold is
PEGRAM SYNCLINE
partly covered by Tertiary strata in the Bear Lake
Plateau.
The axial plane is inclined eastward. The
The Pegram syncline IS a subordinate fold that is
length
of
the
syncline within the region here described
developed chiefly i~ the Twin Creek linlestone. It
about
38
miles,
and its breadth is generally less than
is
appears in all three of the structu;re sections W-W',
1
mile.
X-X', and Y-Y' (pI. 12) and is projected bene.ath the
HOME CANYON ANTICLINE
fault block to the line of section W-W'. Toward the
The Home Canyon anticline is one of the nlost
north and toward the south it is apparently somewhat
strongly
pronounced folds in the southern part of the
deeper than at the line of section X-X', probably
Preuss
Range.
In T. 12 S., R . 45 E., its axis lies in
because of the transverse anticlinal axis that crosses
Home
Canyon
along
the east side of which the antithe longitudinal folds near that line, and produces
cline
is
broken
by
a
thrust
fault. South of Montpelier
broad and gentle up warping of the folds along its
Canyon
its
west
flank
is
broken
by another thrust fault,
course, notably in the Sublette and Montpelier antiin
the
structure
section
along the line X-X'
as
shown
clines. The Pegram syncline, which takes its name
(pI.
12).
From
Home
Canyon
to a point about 2
from Pegram Creek at the south, probably continues
miles
south
of
Bear
River
the
Thaynes
group is exposed
in that direction beneath the Tertiary. beds beyond
by
the
erosion
of
the
fold,
and
for
a
part
of this disthe region mapped and thus exceeds 30 miles in length.
tance the phosphate beds lie at depths of 2,500 to 5,000
SHEEP CREEK ANTICLINE
feet and are thus considered in part available under
The Sheep Creek anticline is best developed in the present regulations of the Geological Survey. The
southern part of the Montpelier quadrangle along the axial plane of the fold is inclined eastward, as shown
lower course of Pegram Creek. . Still farther south it by the structure sections along the lines W-W', X-X'
is partly concealed by Tertiary beds and passes beyond and Y- Y'. The axis is more strongly affected by
the quadrangle. The valley of Bear River follows the cross folds than are the axes of the neighboring folds
axis of the anticline from the mouth of Pegram Creek on the east. North of Bald Mountain a transverse
to Sheep Creek valley, which also lies along the axis. syncline causes Twin Creek beds to overlap the axis.
At the line Y- Y' (pI. 12) the anticline is one of the In Montpelier Canyon a broad upwarp brings the
larger. folds and has pronounced dips and a gentle Thaynes group to the surface. The axis remains nearly
eastward inclination. At the line X-X' the fold, horizontal as far south as Bear River, south of which
though still conspicuous, is much flattened, probably it pitches very gently southward. In the Bear Lake
because of the transverse axis mentioned above. At Plateau the anticline is partly concealed by Tertiary
the line W-W', to which it has been projected, the beds. The length of the Home Canyon anticline is
fold is more sharply defined, probably because of the about 35 miles within the Montpelier quadrangle and
transverse synclinal axis that crosses the longitudinal its maximum breadth about 1 ~ miles.
folds a few miles south of the line W-W'. The length
BALD MOUNTAIN AND INDIAN CREEK SYNCLINES
of the Sheep Creek anticline as traceable in the region
Immediately west of the Home Canyon anticline
here mapped is about 32 miles, but its breadth is
are two synclines that may represent a single fold
generally less than 2 miles. Although it brings beds
that was originally continuous. At present the Bald
of the Thaynes group to the surface in the southern
Mountain syncline is a canoe-shaped fold which has
part of its course, the phosphate beds stili remain too
been broken by a thrust fault at its northern tip
deep to have economic value. The axis pitches very
and which contains beds of the Twin Creek limestone.
gently northward for much of its length, probably not
The syncline is about 9 miles long and has a maximum
over 150 feet to the mile, less than 3 per cent.
width of nearly 3 miles. At the south end the canoe
HARER SYNCLINE
is overlapped by the same thrust fault that encroaches
The Harer syncline lies ~ong the west border of the on the Home Canyon anticline.
The Indian Creek syncline emerges from beneath
upper block of the Bannock overthrust in Tps. 10
and 11 S., R. 44 E., and is there locally deep enough to the above-mentioned thrust fault about 3 miles northALTON ANTICLINE

o
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east of Dingle station, on the Oregon Short Line
Railroad. It continues southward across Indian Creek
and passes beyond the region descrIbed in this paper.
The portion of the fold represented is nearly 18 miles
long and has a nlaxilnum width of about 1 Y2 miles.
Tho highest bods included within it are parts of the
Twin Creek liInestone, but patches of Tertiary strata
ovorlie it here and there. The syncline pitches gently
southward and is inclined eastward.
MONTPELIER ANTICLINE

In Montpelier CfLnyon, about 3 miles east of the
town, occurs a complex anticline about 3 miles long
fr6m north to south but that has an eastward extension owing to a transverse upwarping. The anticline
is accompanied by minor folds, some of which are too
s.mall to represent upon the areal Inap, and is greatly
broken by faults that are perhaps associated with the
Bannock overthrust. Some of these folds are shown
in Figure 30 and Plates 50, B, and 52, A. The
an ticline is shown in part in the structure section
along the line X . . . X'. Its economic relations are
noteworthy because of the phosphate beds which it'
brings to tho surface in a favorable location for mining.
Further details of its structure are given in the disCl.Ission of the phosphate deposits of the Montpelier
,district (pp. 277 to 280).
HOT SPRINGS ANTICLINE

The Iiot Springs anticline, which is perhaps continuous with the Montpelier anticline beneath the
cover of Tertiary beds, forms a distinct area northeast
of Bear Lake in which Carboniferous beds, including
the Phosphoria formation, are brought to the surface,
the lowest formation being the Brazer limestone. The
exposed length of the anticline is about 8 miles and
its Inaximum breadth ab,out 2Y2 miles. The little
settlenl~nt of rIot Springs is near the south end. The
breadth of the Thaynes group on the east flank of
the anticline is so great that a subordinate fold is
thought to be present, as indicated in the· structure
section along the line Y-Y' (pI. 12). The beds dip
steeply westward, and the fold is inclined gently toward the east. On the west flank the anticline is
truncated' obliquely by the Bear Lake fault. The
fold has economic significance because it makes accessible a large body of high-grade phosphate rock.

the plane of tile Bannock overthrust is here arched
and eroded so that the Triassic beds are exposed..
The Triassic beds themselves are probably slightly
arched in agreement with the fault plane. The struc:ture east of Bear River is concealed for 3 miles along
the line of the structure section and may be more
complex than is shown in the structure section. West
of N ounan Valley Ordovician and Cambrian beds in
the upper block of the Bannock overthrust form two
broad, low, anticlinal areas, separated by a broken
syncline, as shown in the structure section.
PARIS SYNCLINE

Along the west side of Bear Lake Valley Triassic
rocks form a syncline in the hills west of Paris.· Its
exposed length is nearly 9 miles and its maximum
breath about lY2 miles. The syncline is unsymmetrical and is strongly inclined or even overturned eastward, as shown in structure sections along the lines
X-X' and Y-Y' (pI. 12). It is overridd'en on the
west by the upper block of the Bannock overthrust,
and steep westerly, dipping beds of the Phosphoria
formation emerge here and there from beneath the
margin of the fault block. The dips of the Triassic
beds ~ast are gentle or nearly horizontal. West of
Paris beds of the lower Thaynes form a broad, canoeshaped area. There the phosphate beds are probably
not deeper than 1,500 to 2,000 feet. South of Liberty
a somewhat thicker section of Thaynes strata forms
the north end of the syncline, and in that district the
phosphate may lie nearly 5,000 feet below the surface
along the west border, but its depth would decrease
eastward.
BEAR LAKE VALLEY

East of the Paris syncline the consolidated rocks
are covered to an unknown depth by the alluvium of
Bear Lake Valley. The structure of the rocks thus
concealed is unknown, but certain inferences may be
drawn from the known structures to the west. According to the physiographic interpretations given on page
30, Tertiary beds, including at least part of the Salt
Lake formation and perhaps also some of the Wasatch
beds, lie beneath the alluvium of Bear Lake Valley.
The structure of the older formations beneath is
hypothetical. In a previous report 6 a normal fault
was postulated along the west side of the valley. Upon
revision in the field this interpretation appears to be no
longer necessary. An anticline would normally lie east
NOUN AN ANTICLINE (1)
of the Triassic syncline and might have broad and open
East of N ounaIi Valley, in the northwest part of form like that of the syncline. The Wells might have
the Montpelier quadrangle, Triassic beds form hills· been raised high enough to be cut by the eroded surface
and ridges. Where the beds are crossed by the line on which the supposed Tertiary beds lie, but probably
of structure section W-W' (pI. 12) the beds are nearly the massive limestone of the lower Wells and earlier
horizontal. Farther north the beds have well-defined Carboniferous formations were not raised high enough
dips in a variety of directions. The area is bounded to intersect that surface. These rocks resist erosion
by faults, which are interpreted as forming a window
6 Richards, R. W., and Mansfield, G. R., Preliminary report on a portion of the
of the Bannock overthrust. According to this view Idaho phosphate reserve: U. S. Geol. Survey BuB. 470, pp. 397-399, 1911.
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more than the higher Wells and overlying Permian described in 1912 7 and named from Bannock County,.
and Triassic beds. Hence the older rocks would not . Idaho, in which it is well exposed. ,Since that time
be completely removed by erosion and might retain there has been opportunity for revision of certain
some topographic expression unless they were too parts of the region included in the former study and
deeply buried. Probably several folds intervene for extension of field work in areas not previously
between the anticline above discussed and the east examined.in detail. The' general conclusions set
side of the valley. They may be relatively open, like forth in the original description appear to be abunthe folds to the west, Qr more closely appressed, like diL11tly justified, but many additional details are
those farther east. They are probably inclined east- available regarding the trace of the fault and its
cartographic expression,' and some Inodifications of
ward like the folds both west and east of the valley.
A normal fault, here called the Bear Lake fault, is interpretation seem advisable.
indicated along the east side of Bear Lake Valley by
BLACKFOOT PEAK
the scarplike valley wall, which cuts obliquely southward across successive geologic formations, and by
The northernmost point where the Bannock overthe thermal springs along the base of the valley wall. thrust may be recognized is probably in the vicinity
(See pIs. 17, A, and 36, B.) In the report above cited of Blackfoot Peak, about 12 miles northwest of the
evidence was presented to show that this fault con- region described in this report. St. John 8 describes
tinued northward through the Montpelier quadrangle this peak and shows Carboniferous beds on the eastern
and along the w~st base of the Aspen Range. On the slope in contact with soft yellow, buff, and variegated
basis of further study, both in the field and in the beds, that he correlates with those of the Sugarloaf
office, it seems more probable that this fault is rela- region (his Station XVII), here grouped in the Wayan
tively local and that the features farther north t!lat formation. He is in some doubt about the relationwere formerly thought to be associated with it are ship' of the two sets of sediments, but in his structure
E.NE,
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15.-Geologic structure section at Blackfoot Peak, St. John's Station VI. a, Lower Carboniferous limestone; c, upper Carboniferous deposits;
d, v~riegated be~s (Laramie?); e, porphyritic trachyte. (After St. John)

rather to be assigned to the Bannock overthrust.
Certainly the normal fault loses its' topographic
expression within 2 miles north of the line of structure
section Y- Y' . The possible bearing of this fault on
the structure of the region farther north is explained
more fully in the discussion of the Bannock overthrust.

section (fig. 15) he separates them by a normal fault.
Since the recognition of' the prominence of thrust'
faulting in this part of the Rocky Mountain region
it seems more probable that the fault at Blackfoot
Peak is an overthrust, either closely related to or
forming part of the Bannock overthrust, of which it
is apparently a northwestward extension. 9 Not far
beyond Blackfoot Peak .the fault disappears beneath
beds of the Salt Lake formation and volcanic rocks.

FISH HAVEN SYNCLINE

In the southwest corner of the Montpelier quadrangle the Cambrian and Ordovician formations lie in
a syncline that is only partly included in the region
described in this paper. At the e'dge of the quadrangle
in the upper part' of Fish Haven Canyon a small
area of, the Laketown dolomite is included in the syncline; The east flank of the syncline is remarkable for
the fine section that it affords of the early Paleozoic
formations. The east border of the sy'ncline is formed
by th~ coinplex fault zone of the Bannock overthrust,
as shown in structure sections along the lines Z-Z' and
A"-A'" (pI. 12).
'

SHEEP MOUNTAIN AND LITTLE VALLEY HILLS

I

!

PRINCIPAL FAULTS

BANNOCK OVERTHRUST

The most noteworthy fault, both in extent and in
effect upon the structure and the topographic development of the region, is the Bannock overthrust, first

'Within the region here described the Bannock
overthrust first appears at the north as a fault zone
composed of three members which emerge from
beneath the basalt along the southeast flank of Sheep
Mountain. ' The upper fault block is broken by a
number of normal faults. The structural details are
shown in the structure section along the line B-B'
(pIs. 2 and 11). In the Little VaHey Hills the fault
zone is traversed by the lines of structure sections
C-C' and E-E' (pI. 11), the details of which have
7 Richards, R. W., and Mansfield, G. R., The Bannock overthrust, a major fault
i'n southeastern Idaho and northeastern Utah: Jour. Geology, vol. 20, pp. 681-707,
1912; Geology of the phosphate deposits northeast of Georgetown, Idaho: U. S.
Geol. Survey Bull. 577, pp. 35-38, 1914.
8 St. John, Orestes, Report of the geological field work of the Teton division:
U. S. Geol. Survey Terr. Eleventh Ann. Rept., pp. 340, 341,356,1879.
g This statement has since been confirmed by field work.
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been given on pages 134 to 137. The combined effect
of the members of' the fault zone in the localities just
mentioned is to bring into the' upper fault block,
in a series of rock slices, beds that range in age from
the Brazer limestone to the lower (?) division of the
Wayan formation. The lower fault block appears to
be composed chiefly of upper beds of tlle Wayan
formation. The stratigraphic throw may range from
a few thousand feet to 15,000 feet or more.
GRAYS LAKE

The beds in the area that immediately surrounds
Grays Lake are concealed by alluvium and marshes.
Little Gray Ridge, at the southwest, is composed of
Carboniferous formations. Cretaceous formations lie
to the southeast and northwest. East and northeast
of the lake the formations have not been studied, but
are presunlably in large part Cretaceous. There is
therefore little doubt that the Bannock fault zone
passes beneath the lake and its accompanying alluvium and joins the fault complex in the valleys of
Chippy and Lanes Creeks.
CHIPPY AND LANES CREEKS

In the upper courses of Chippy and Lanes Creeks
the fault zone ranges from half a mile to nearly a mile
and a half in width. Several rock slices of relatively
small extent have been formed, which are illustrated
in the structure sections along the lines H-H' and I-I'.
(See pIs. 4 and 11.)
In the valley of Chippy Creek the space between the
nearly vertical beds of the upper Thaynes and the
gently dipping Woodside is probably insufficient to
allow for the inclusion of the bulk of the Woodside and
the lower and middle Thaynes without a break. The
abrupt change in the dip favors the idea of a fault. It
is therefore presunled that the fault which farther to
the southeast separates the Wells and Phosphoria from
the Nugget is continued under' cover up the valley
west of the Thaynes ledges. The stratigraphic throw
of the fault as drawn would amount to about 2,000
feet.
Above the Thaynes to the northeast lie the Timothy sandstone and succeeding formations, including
the lower part of the Nugget sandstone in normal order.
The Nugget beds are faulted against Twin Creek limestone, which in turn is faulted against the Ephraim
conglomerate on the northeast in such manner as to
cut out part of the Twin Creek together with all of the
Preuss and Stump sandstones and part of the conglomerate. The red conglomerates of the Ephraim rest in
their turn against lighter-colored conglomerates that
belong high in the upper division of the Wayan formation; thus another fault cuts out most of the Gannett
group and all of the lower and much of the upper
Wayan.
The fOllr faults named are all considered as reverse
faults and branches of the Bannock overthrust, and

the easternmost branch produces the greatest disdisplacement. Together they bring Lower Triassic or
perhaps even Permian beds on the west into proximity
with Cretaceous beds on the east. The displacement
is distributed along all the faults, and it has not been
practicable to determine the amount assignable to each.
The total stratigraphic throw is estimated at about
20,000 feet.
A supordinate plexus of faults extends southeastward from the line of structure section I-I' (pI. 11)
toward the head of Browns Canyon and' produces a
shattering of the Nugget sandstone and some of the .
underlying formations into numerous irregular slices
and blocks. These faults are probably in part normal
and in part reverse.
STUMP CREEK

The easternmost branch of the Bannock fault zone
in passing southeastward from Lanes Creek into
Stump Creek subdivides into three branches, two of
which combine to form the East Stump branch, and
the other becomes the West Stump branch. This
portion of the fault zone is illustrated in' the structuI~e
sections along the lines K"-K'" and L-L'. (See pIs.
5 and 11.)
East Stump branch.-The East Stump branch has an
irregular course along the west flank of the Caribou
Range in the northwest part of the Freedom quadrangle. The attitude of the fault plane along the east·
side' of the ridge crowned by Stump Peak is nearly
vertical, but about 2 miles northwest .of that peak it
is variable. The fault plane dips first strongly northeast, then southwest, gently at first but steeper as
it passes into the Lanes Creek quadrangle. The
fault plane is thus flexed and locally overturned eastward. In the North Fork', about 2 miles south~ast
of Stump Peak, a branch fault of similar habit joins
the East Stump branch and descends into the valley
of Stump Creek. The fault branches below the mouth
of Boulder Creek and separates the little knoll of
Ephraim conglomerate from the Preuss sandstone on
each side of the valley. Salt springs occur near this
knoll and farther southeast. Probably these are associated with fault lines and the East Stump branch may
continue down the valley, connecting with other faults
in some such manner as indicated on the map. The
East Stump may be continuous with the Hardman
and East Crow Creek branches farther south, but
these are given local names because of the intervening
alluvial areas beneath which the fault connections are
conjectural. The stratigraphic throw of the East
Stum'p branch is seemingly greatest toward the northwest. In the line of section K"-K" , (pI. 11) itisprobably as much as 5,600 feet.
,
West Stump branch.-The West Stump branch lies
from 1 to 2 miles southwest of the East Stump branch
and forms the boundary between the Nugget sandstone and the Twin Creek limestone. Like the East
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Stump branch it is nearly vertical fo.r much o.f its
co.urse but is o.verturned to.ward the so.uthwest at
Bo.ulder Creek and so.utheastward. The stratigraphic
thro.w o.f this branch, where it is cro.ssed by sectio.ns
K"-K'" and L-L' is pro.bably no.t greater than 1,000
feet. N o.rthwestward the fault separates· Nugget
sandsto.ne fro.m Ephraim co.nglo.merate and the displacement is greater. So.utheastward the fault. is
believed to. be co.ntinuo.us beneath co.ver with faults in
the Cro.w Creek quadrangle. At Spring Creek, in the
so.uthern part o.f the Freedo.m quadrangle, the West
Stump branch is probably o.ffset by the faults that
have caused the displacement o.f the Higham grit and
Timo.thy sandsto.ne.
CRo.W CREEK QUADRANGLE

In the no.rtheastern part o.f the Cro.w Creek quadrangle the Banno.ck fault zo.ne is co.mplex and has a
maximum breadth o.f abo.ut 334 miles. It includes as
many as five branches and thus pro.duces a number o.f
subparallel ro.ck slices that lie alo.ng the eastern margin
o.f the great thrust bto.ck. Other faults that o.riginate
in the underlying blo.ck pass into. o.r beneath the margin
of the easternmo.st slice o.f the upper blo.ck. The fault
zo.ne in the Cro.w Creek quadrangle is cro.ssed by the
lines o.f structure sectio.ns 0'-0", S"-S"', and
T'-T" (pI. .12).
Hardman fault.-The easternmo.st fault ascribed to.
the Banno.ck fault zo.ne in this district is the Hardman
fault, which enters the Gannett Hills fro.m Tygee Valley just so.uth· o.f the Draney Ranch and separates
Jurassic fo.rmatio.ns fro.m members o.f the Gannett
gro.up. It passes so.uthward alo.ng Hardman's Ho.llo.w
to. Cro.'Y Creek, where it is suppo.sed to. subdivide and
fo.rm the East Cro.w Creek and West Oro.w Creek
branches o.f the Banno.ck fault.
East Crow Creek branch.-The Twin Creek-Preuss
co.ntact east ·o.f Cro.w Creek is considered a .fault
because it seems to. truncate the structural features in
the Preuss and Stump sandsto.nes near the salt wo.rks
oppo.site Lo.we's ranch. The salt springs themselves
are suggestive o.f faulting. At a lo.cality 2 miles
so.uthwest o.fthelineo.fsectio.n S"-S'" (pI. 12) the Twin
Creek strikes directly into. the Preuss. The structure
of the Twin Creek under co.ver west o.f the fault at
that line is assumed to. be generally anticlinal to.
agree with the anticlinal structure o.f the Preuss and
Stump sandsto.nes so.utheast o.f the o.ld salt wo.rks.·
In sec. 13, T. 10 S., R. 45 E., the fault turns abruptly
to. the so.uthwest to.ward the West Cro.w Creek
branch, which is there the main branch o.f the Banno.ck fault and is suppo.sed to. unite with it beneath
co.ver. The co.nnecting fault may be an independen~
fault, but if so. it pro.duces no. effect o.n the co.ntact
between the Preuss and Stump to. the east. At the
so.uthwest co.rner o.f the same sectio.n a fault emerges
fro.m co.ver and co.ntinues due so.uth into. the Mo.ntpelier quadrangle, where it dies o.ut abo.ut 2 miles so.uth

o.f the no.rth bo.undary. This fault may perhaps be
regarded as the o.ffset co.ntinuatio.n o.f the East Cro.w
Creek branch. West o.f this fault, in secs. 23 and 26,
T. 10 S., R. 45 E., the Twin Creek area is bro.ken by
two. branch faults, o.ne o.f which lies alo.ng White
Dugway Creek. A salt spring o.ccurs at the junctio.n o.f
this fault with the east branch o.f the Banno.ck o.verthrust. The o.ther branch fault extends no.rthward
fro.m White Dugway Creek and separates reddish beds
fro.m the ligh t-co.lo.red shaly limesto.ne o.f the Twin
Creek. The reddish beds were fo.rmerly mapped as
Beckwith.lO They· are here included with the Preuss.
The Hardinan-East Cro.w Creek branch o.f the Banno.ck fault, tho.ugh persistent fo.r many miles, pro.duces
o.nly a mo.derate stratigraphic displacement, pro.bably
less than 1,000 feet.
West Crow Creek branch.-The West Cro.w Creek
branch is po.stulated beneath the alluvium between
Lo.we's ranch and Hardman's Ho.llo.w because o.f the
fault at the mo.uth o.f the ho.llo.w and because o.f the
repetitio.n o.f upper Twin Creek limesto.ne and Preuss
sandsto.ne o.n the no.rth side o.f the valley 1 mile east o.f
Lo.we's ranch, though a subo.rdinate syncline wo.uld
perhap~ acco.unt as well fo.r the o.ccurence o.f the Preuss
at that place. So.uthwest o.f that ranch the suppo.sed
fault is jo.ined by o.ther branches and beco.mes, as
stated, the main branch o.f the Banno.ck fault. It
passes so.uthward into. the Meade Peak district. In
sec. 26, T. 10 S., R. 45 E., belo.w the junctio.n with the
Sage Valley Branch, the West Cro.w Creek fault brings
beds o.f the middle Wells against lo.wer to. middle beds
o.f the Twin Creek, so. that the stratigraphic thro.w is
between 8,000 and 9,000 feet.
East Tygee branch.-The East Tygee branch lies
alo.ng the east side o.f Tygee Valley in the no.rtheastern part o.f the Cro.w Creek quadrangle. Nugget
sandsto.ne. is faulted against Twin Creek limesto.ne
. in such manner as to. cut o.ut mo.st o.f the Twin Creek.
In sec. 27, T. 8· S., R. 46 -E., ·the Twin Creek is cut
o.ut alto.gether alo.ng this fault. N o.rthward the fault
is suppo.sed to. jo.in the West Tygee branch beneath
co.ver and to. co.ntinue into. the West Stump branch.
So.uthwestward the fault is traceable as far as Cro.w
Creek, where it is presumed to. jo.in the West Cro.w
Creek branch. The stratigraphic thro.w is pro.bably
3,000 to. 4,000 feet.
West Tygee branch.-The West Tygee branch is
readily reco.gnizable in the hills east ·of Sage Valley,
where it s~parates beds o.f middle to. upper Thaynes
fro.m beds o.f lo.wpr to. middle Nugget sandsto.ne.
The stratigrap:c.:0 thro.w pro.bably do.es no.t exceed
1,000 feet. At the so.uth the fault jo.ins the West
Cro.w Creek branch in abo.ut the NE. U sec. 31,
T. 9 S., R. 46 E. The no.rthward co.ntinuatio.n of
the fault is co.ncealed by Tertiary and Quaternary
10 Richards, R. W., and Mansfield, G. R., Geology of the phosphate deposits north·
east of Georgetown, Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 577, p. 62, 1914.
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forn1ations. The Nugget sandstone, however, occurs
here and there to the north in the midst of Tertiary
beds, and in Tygee Valley salt springs in the
SE. U sec. 16, T. 8 S., R. 46 E., suggest the continuation of the fault through that district. Thus
the West Tygee branch is supposed to join the East
Tygee branch in the vicinity of the Draney ranch.
The branch fault near the old salt works in the
SE. U sec. 16, T. 8 S., R. 46 E., is drawn to provide
for a small concealed slice of Preuss sandstone, the
lower part of which is believed to contain the salt beds
that supply the brine of the salt springs.
Sage Valley branch.-Along the west side of Sage
Valley a thrust fault cuts out the phosphatic shale
member of the Phosphoria formation in the east
flank of the Boulder Creek anticline. This fault passes
northward into the Woodside shale an.d beneath
Tertiary beds: It probably joins the fault in the
Thaynes group near the mouth of Webster Canyon,
shown in the structure section along the line N-N'
(pI. 11). At this locality red beds which resemble
son1e beds of the Nugget butowhich are here regarded
as probably the red-bed member of the upper Thaynes
(Portneuf) cross the canyon, dip steeply eastward,
and are so broadly exposed as to suggest close folding.
East of the red beds fossiliferous strata of the Portneuf
liInestone also dip steeply eastward and pass beneath
cover. The fault which separates the lower Thaynes
on the west fr01n the red beds on the east is steep,
and its hade has not been determined. It is regarded,
however, as a thrust fault whose plane has been steepened or even sOlllewhat overturned. Northward it is
offset by the cross fault frolll the West Stump branch,
with which it was probably formerly continuous. A
second cross fault cuts through the travertine, areas,
at the head of Spring Creek. A slnall wedge of
Portneuf, Tin10thy, and Highanl is caught in the
junction of these cross faults. The eastward continuation of the wedge is concealed, but 'its position
indicates a westward offset of these included formations about three-quarters of a mile from the line
of their occurrence to the north. South of the wedge
only Thaynes is exposed, and this in only a comparatively sm~ll area.
South of Sage Valley the fault cuts obliquely toward
the axis of the Boulder Creek anticline and brings
Brazer limestone into contact with Woodside shale
about a mile north of Deer Creek. Here its stratigraphic throw is probably more than 3,000 feet. South
of Deer Creek the Sage Valley branch runs nearly
parallel beneath cover with the West Crow Creek
branch and is separated from it presumably by only a
narrow slice of Woodside shale. In secs. 14, 23, and
26, T. 10 S., R. 45 E., the fault turns back toward the
east flank of the anticline and the throw diminishes.
This branch joins the West Crow Creek branch in
sec. 26.

MEADE PEAK DISTRICT

In passing from the upper part of Crow Creek Valley across the Preuss Range the plane of the Bannock
overthrust forms a broad syncline, in which Meade
Peak, near the south end of the Snowdrift anticline, is
the most conspicuous topographic feature. The fault
leaves Crow Creek and passes across Preuss Canyon,
into the head of Montpelier Canyon. Thence it goes
northwestward along Dunn's Canyon and into Georgetown Canyon. The general features of the fault in this
part of its course are shown in the structure sections
along the lines U'-U", V-V', and W-W'. (See pI. 12.)
From Crow Creek to Montpelier Creek the fault lies
between the Thaynes and Nugget, and the throw is
somewhat diminished. In sec. 20, T. 11 S., R. 45 E.,
a branch that brings Brazer limestone successively into
contact with beds that range in age from Thaynes to
Wells passes northward along the east side of Meade
Peak and Snowdrift Mountain and then turns sharply
east and cuts out the Phosphoria and Woodside formations at the south, end of the Webster syncline, as
shown in the section along the line V-V'. This branch
fault for part of its course dips strongly eastward, as
is clearly shown by the manner of its descent from the
vicinity of Meade Peak into the head of Crow Creek
and its attitude in crossing the ridges to the south.
This easterly dip indicates the local overturning of the
subordinate thrust plane. The branching of the Bannock overthrust and the courses of the two branches
in the Meade Peak district are shown in the accompanying photograph and stereogram. (See pIs. 36, 0,
and 37.) The Bannock overthrust in the head of
Montpelier Canyon is particularly impressive, -for the
trail leads over beds of the Twin Creek limestone,
and one may there look far up the mountain side to
the massive ledges of Mississippian limestone that
should, if in normal position, lie perhaps 10,000 feet
underground.
Another fault, which is regarded as a branch of the
Bannock overthrust, causes a rock slice that contains beds which range in age from Wells to Woodside
to rest 'upon the Brazer limestone south of Meade
Peak, as shown in the structure section along the line
W- W' . This rock slice contains deposits of high -grade
phosphate.' The branch fault and rock slice are
shown in part in Plate 46, B.
GEORG ETOWN CANYON

The appearance of the Bannock overthrust in
Georgetown Canyon and in the neighboring Left Fork
of Twin Creek is strikingly prominent. (See pI. 38, B.)
A low northwesterly anticlinal flexure of the fault
plane, roughly parallel with the syncline in which
Meade Peak lies, has permitted the erosion of the fault
block and caused the exposure of beds of Twin Creek
limestone between the Madison limestone ledges near
the mouth of the canyon and those a mile north of the
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canyon. Similarly a transverse anticline in the Left
Fork of Twin Creek has caused the exposure of Nugget
and Twin Creek beds in the midst ·of Mississippian
limestones. Ledges of Madison. limestone occupy
three of the summits between the two canyons and
extend part way down the slopes between gullies th at
have been excavated in Twin Creek limestone. In
Georgetown Canyon the gateway formed by the Brazer
limestone where the Bannock overthrust crosses the
canyon is impressive. Fine springs occur on the
north side of the canyon just below the gateway. The
course of the fault from the ridge north of Georgetown
Canyon to the divide between Drinns and Montpelier
Canyons is shown in Plates 36, 0, and 38, A. Subordinate thrust faults, inte!preted as branches of the
Bannock overthrust, break the Carboniferous limestones into several rock slices, as shown in the structure
sections along the lines T-T" and U'-U" (pI. 12).
SLUG CREEK

In the ridge west.of Slug Creek, in T. 9 S., R. 44 E.,
an elongate area that is apparently surrounded by a
fault boundary is interpreted as· an anticlinal _portion
of the main thrust, or of a subordinate thrust, which
has been unroofed by erosion so that the underlying
block is exposed through a "window." The occurrence of similar anticlines more extensively eroded in
the Georgetown Canyon district provides a favorable
analogy. This window is illustrated in Plate 6 and is
shown in the structure section along the line S'-S"
(pI. 12).
MONTPELIER DISTRICT

The thrust fault at Montpelier, which brings Brazer
and Madison limestones into contact with beds of
lower to middle Thaynes, is isolated by Tertiary and
Quaternary. formations, which conceal its extensions
both to the north and south. Its effects are comparable
to those produced by the great thrust in the Georgetown district, and there seems little reason to doubt
the continuity of the two faults beneath cover. The
occurrence of the anticlinal flexure in the plane of the
Bannock overthrust, which causes the erosion of the
fault block and the separation of the Carboniferous
areas in lower Georgetown Canyon, may readily be
succeeded on the west by a synclinal flexure. To this
flexure may be assigned the outer Madison ledge at
Georgetown Canyon and the Mississippian beds near
Montpelier. The supposed structural re19.tions of the
Bannock overthrust at Montpelier are shown in the
structure section along the line X-X' (pI. 12). Plate
21, B, shows the northern tip of the fault block 'at
Joes Gap, about 3 Y2 miles north of Montpelier.
Beyond the Carboniferous ledges south of Montpelier there is no evidence of the continuation of the
Bannock overthrust in that direction east of Bear
Lake Valley. On the west side of the valley, however,
it is well shown along the foothills at the east base
of the Bear River Range.

WEST SIDE OF BEAR LAKE VALLEY

About a mile north of Sharon, iIi T. 12 S., R. 43 E.,
a group of ledges rises from the east bank of North
Creek to the road. These ledges were considered in
the field to be Rex chert, but if they are indeed Rex
they represent an unusual facies of the chert. They
more probably represent the cherty zone that locally
marks the fault plane. They show the approximate position of the fault plane, which is elsewhere
concealed in that vicinity.
West of Liberty the fault emerges from cover with
the Brigham quartzite in contact with the Thaynes.
The fault trace is inconspicuous on the hillsides and
may be noted for much of its course only by the change
in float or by the change in grade where stream valleys
cross the hard quartzite into the weaker Triassic beds.
The structural relations in the vicinity are shown in
the structure section along the line X-X' (pI. 12).
At Slight Canyon, in T. 13 S., R. 43 E., the Phosphoria and Wells formations emerge from beneath the
upper fault block .and continue as far south as Bloomington Canyon. The ph''osphatic shales are accessible
and have been prospected and mined.
In Paris Canyon the fault zone is marked by a prominent ledge of siliceous breccia that crosses the canyon
about three-quarters of a mile above the power house.
This breccia occurs at intervals for nearly 3 miles
north of Slight Canyon and was at first mistaken for
Rex chert. The dip of the fault plane at this locality
is about 23°.
At Bloomington Canyon (see structure section Y- y'
(pI. 12) the eastern edge of the upper fault block is
composed of Brigham quartzite. The westernmost
formation of the lower block is the Wells. In the
tributary canyon on the north side of Bloomington
·Canyon at the fault zone a white, dense quartzite,
which resembles the Swan Peak quartzite, lies east of
the sandstones of the Wells formation. A white,
nearly pulverized quartzite also appears west of the
phosphatic shales in prospects in the same gulch.
This crushed rock contains larger fragments of undoubted Swan Peak quartzite and is locally stained
along joints or fissures by red material that has infiltered from the neighboring Wasatch beds. The
Bannock overthrust in Bloomington Canyon is thus
accompanied by slices of Wells and Swan Peak rocks
and probably also by smaller rock slices, one of which
may include the phosphate exposed in the prospect
·holes.
Near the mouth of Worm Creek, about 2Y2 miles
south of Bloomington Canyon, the fault branches
apparently unite. A prominent outcrop of crushed
Swan Peak quartzite, quarried for road metal, occurs
just east of the Brigham quartzite. The Swan Peak
here forms the northern tip of a rock slice that is better
exposed farther south. On the south side of Worm
Canyon about half a mile to the east occur low ledges
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of Brazer limestone and of the Wells formation in fault
relationship. These are the northernmost ledges of
recognized Brazer west of Bear Lake Valley. The
stratigraphic throw of the Bannock overthrust near
the mouth of Worm Creek is approximately 13,000
feet.
About a mile south of this locality, on a small
southward-projecting point at the east edge of the
hills, ledges of dark banded chert and accompanying
nonfossiliferous gray limestone emerge from the cover
of Wasatch conglomerate. The chert and limestone
are probably assignable to the Rex. The phosphatic
shales, if not faulted out, may occur beneath the Tertiary in the rock slice that extends southward from
the exposures named to St. Charles' Canyon. The
silicified condition of the conglomerate at the top of
the hill above the chert exposure suggests the action
of thermal waters along a fault plane.·
In the vicinity of St. Charles (see structure section
Z-Z', pI. 12) the fault zone is highly complex and
includes probably no less than six faults, which divide
the rocks into roughly parallel slices east of the belt
of Brigham quartzite, the easternmost formation of
the uppor.fault block. The trace of the west branch of
the fault in this district and southward lies east of a
series of topographic sags and laps up on the west ~ide
of the adjoining hills. The westernmost rock slice is
composed of the Garden City limestone and Swan
Peak quartzite, and the next slice of Fish Haven
dolomite. The middle slice includes a small mass of
Threeforks limestone which is the only occurrence of
Threeforks limestone yet· recognized in the en tire area, of
the seven quadrangles considered in this paper, though
the Jefferson limestone, also Devonian, occurs in the
Slug Creek quadrangle. East of the Brazer limestone
lies a slice of the Wells formation, which in turn is succeeded on the east by Fish Haven dolomite. .The
formations and the structure east of the dolomite are
concealed by Tertiary beds and alluvium, but farther
north scattered outcrops of Wells occur east of the
fault zone. The synclinal structure east of the overthrust in the Bloomington and Paris district may
therefore be continued southward beneath cover.
In the Fish Haven district the fault zone includes
probably four faults by which an unsymmetrical
syncline of Ordovician strata is sliced and thrust east- .
ward upon Fish Haven dolomite. (See structure
section A"-A'" 1 pI. 12.) Pliocene deposits possibly
conceal Paleozoic or Mesozoic rocks farther east·
These rocks are represented hypothetically in' the section by the Wells formation because the Wells appears
east of the fault zone between St. Charles and Bloomington. About 2 miles north of the line of the section
the faulted syncline includes Laketown dolomite, which
furnishes the largest exposure of Silurian rocks in the
region mapped.
e

25021-27--12

SOUTHWARD EXTENSION

The west branch of the Bannock overthrust, which
crosses the south boundary of the Montpelier quadrangle, may be clearly traced about 6 miles southward
into the Randolph quadrangle, where according to
Richardson 11 it extends between the Brigham quartzite and Garden City limestone in the vicinity of
Garden City, Utah. Farther south its course is concealed by the Wasatch formation. The other branches
have not been identified in the Ran~olph quadrangle,
though possibly they may be related to certain faults
found by Richardson in the district south of Bear
Lake. In Birch Creek, near the center of T. 9 N.,
R. 5 E., about 25 miles almost due south of the point
where the fault disappears beneath cover, Richardson
has mapped a fault between the Brigham quartzite
and the Nugget sandstone that is comparable in
magnitude to the Bannock overthrust, of which it is"
not improbably a continuation. The Birch Creek
fault has been traced southward about 6 miles farther
into Woodruff Creek, where it has been described by
Gale and Richards 12 in connection with phosphatic
shales of the Phosphoria formation. (Park City
formation of report cited.)
BERN AND NOUNAN

In the northwest part of the Montpelier quadrangle (see structure section W-W' pI. 12) a fault
b~ings Brigham quartzite into contact with Swan Peak
quartzite. The fault passes beneath the· Tertiary
beds south of Stauffer Creek and is believed to join
the Bannock overthrust, though the place an~ mann~r
of joining are conjectural. The Cambrian and
Ordovician rocks, which form the upper thrust
block, are thrown into several sm~ll folds. The
Ordovician rock slice continues at least as far south
as the hills a mile west of Bern, where an area of
Garden City limestone has be~n uncovered by the
erosion of Tertiary beds. The main branch of the
Bannock overthrust passes through N ounan Valley,
for Ordoviclan rocks lie on the west side and Triassic
rocks on the east. At the line of structure section
U-U' the fault is 'exposed in the foothills west of the
valley. The stratigraphic throw at that place is
approximately 10,000 feet. The Triassic rocks thus
form part of the lower fault block. They have
locally variable dips but in general are nearly horizontal or faintly arched.
BEAR RIVER V ALLEY

A fault along the east side of the Triassic area in the
valley of Bear RiYer is indicated by the travertine
deposits at the mouth of Threemile Creek and by the
11 Richardson, G. B., U. S. Geol. Survey, manuscript map of the Randolph
quadrangle.
U Gale, H. S., and Richards, R. W., PreIiminaryreport on the phosphate deposits
in southeastern Idaho and adjacent parts of Wyoming and Utah: U. S. Geol. S~vey
Bull. 430,. pp. 457-535, pp. 526-529, 1910.
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well-recognized fault between the corresponding Tri- cover. From this point northwestward a yellowish
assic beds and Carboniferous rocks in the Slug' Creek breccia composed of fragments of Carboniferous and
quadrangle to the north. The plane of the Bannock Triassic formations occurs along the slope above the
overthrust probably bends down beneath Bear River . Quaternary and Tertiary deposits and between the
Valley and emerges again along the base of the foothills Carboniferous rocks and the outlying Woodside Hills.
of the Preuss Range farther east. The undulatory There are few definite ledges. The fragments are
character of the Bannock overthrust is clearly shown leached and. porous and accompanied by several
in the Left Fork of Twin Creek in' the Slug Creek varieties of secondary calcareous deposits. This brecquadrangle and at the head of Montpelier Canyon, so cia marks the fault zone. In the southwest corner of
that the undulation necessary to produce the arc~ing . sec. 19 (unsurveyed), T. 9 S., R. 43 E., the dip of the
and depression indicated in the structure section is fault zone appears to be about 20° NE., but south of
entirely in, keeping with, the known characte! of the Diamond Gulch there are some suggestions of its
fault plane. Alternative interpretations are given steepening or even being overturned. In structure
on page 157. The erosion of the arched fault plane sections U-U', T-T', R-R', and Q-Q' (pI. 12) the dip
southeast of N ounan Valley is masked by the more of the fault plane has b~en curved and steepened to
recently deposited Tertiary beds, but possibly because accord with this interpretation. The fault trace conof a transverse synclinal axis that has been recog- tinues through T. 9 S., R. 42 E., into T. 8 S., R. 42 E.,
nized farther northeast, the arch of older rocks where it passes beneath travertine and basalt. (See
may not have been completely worn ·away. Hence pI. 1.)
SODA SPRINGS
the upper block is tentatively represented as overlapping the arch beneath the Tertiary beds west. of
The west limb of the arched and eroded fault plane
Pescadero.
is concealed north of N ounan Valley, but at ThreeThe thickness of the Quaternary beds beneath the mile Hill, about 3 miles north of Soda Springs, large
valley of Bear River is not known, and nothing is fragments of Ordovician limestone and quartzite overknown of the composition of the supposed down- lie red beds that probably belong to the Portneuf
warped thrust block in the valley where it is crossed limestone of the Thaynes group. Some of the fragby the line of structure section W-W' (pI. 12). Near ments are as much as 12 by 12 by 5 feet in dimensions.
Montpelier, however, and north of Georgetown Can- There is no good ledge, but these fragments were
yon Carboniferous rocks are included in this portion interpreted in the field as erosion remnants of the upper
of the thrust block. Therefore, in the region of the fault block. In more recent field work large. fragstructure section Carboniferous or Triassic beds may ments of Ordovician and other rocks have been observed
be present beneath the hill wash, alluvium and prob- in more or less isolated positions, where they seemed
ably the underlying Tertiary beds.
. to have been left by the erosion of Tertiary conglomerates, of which they were formerly a part. The
WEST FLANK OF PREUSS RANGE
rem~ants at Threemile Hill are therefore not concluThe arch in the fault plane along the west flank of sive evidence of the former presence of the upper
the Preus~ Range is the southward continuation of the fault block. The Carboniferous and pre-Carboniferous
arch that is exposed in the Left Fork of Twin Creek. areas northwest of Soda Springs have not been studied
In that locality, as in the line of the structure section, in detail, but their arrangement suggests faulting.
the rocks exposed by the erosion of the upper block
NORTHWESTWARD CONTINUATION
belong to the Nugget sandstone and the Twin Creek
limestone. A small fault, which is apparently a thrust
In the Portneuf quadrangle, which lies immediately
related to the great overthrust, offsets the N ugget- west of the Henry quadrangle, the northeastern half
Twin Creek boundary near the base of the range. The is largely occupied by Carboniferous and post-Carsynclinal structure of the Twin Creek in the vicinity boniferous rocks which show continuations of some of
of Maple Canyon suggests that the structure of the the structural features of the Henry quadrangle. The
lower fault block beneath the east side of Bear River Fort Hall Indian Reservation, which adjoins the PortValley is. anticlinal, as shown in structure section neuf quadrangle on the northwest, contains a noteW-W' (pI. 12).
worthy thrust fault which has been described as the
Putnam overthrust. ~3 There seems a likelihood that
WEST FLANK OF ASPEN RANGE
the two faults may be connected, and this expectation
The position of the fault trace along the west base has been greatly strengthened by more receIlt' field
of the Aspen Range is partly concealed, and its atti- work in the Portneuf quadrangle.
The east trace of the eroded fault plane north
tude elsewhere is obscure. In the concealed portion
its position is suggested here and there by deposits of Formation Spring in T. 8 S., R. 42 E., is conof travertine. N ear the line between Bear Lake
13 Mansfield, G. R., The geography, geology, and mineral resources of the Fort
and Bannock Counties the fault trace emerges from Hall Indian Reservation: U. S. .Geol. Survey Bull. 713, pp. 62-65. 1920.
J
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cefLled by basalt. Numerous faults occur in the
sedilnentary areas north and northwest of the basalt,
but as yet none of these faults has been identified
with the overthrust.
ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES OF FAULTS IN BEAR.
RIVER VALLEY

Although the hypothesis of the arched and eroded
fault plane in Bear River Valley as above outlined
seems'to afford an adequate explanation of the facts
so far observed, two other hypotheses, which are ill
R.43E

along the travertine deposits north of Georgetown to
the west base of the Aspen Range. The fault in that
district would then be considered to be normal and to
have a steep westerly dip. Thence it would pass northwestward to Formation Spring and the area covered.
with basalt. The travertine deposits and sulphur
springs along this line suggest a deep fracture and
favor the hypothesis. This fault, if present, would
break down the arched fault plane along the east
side and produce other modifications of structure,
8S illustrated in Figure 16.
On the other hand, a
covered interval of more than 16 miles intervenes
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effect modifications of that already presented, deserve
mention. The first is that of a normal fault along
the east side of the valley; and the second is that
of branch faults uniting in the vicinity of Bern in
the northwest part of the Montpelier quadrangle.
These hypotheses are illustrated in Figures 16 and 17.
According to the first hypothesis the Bear Lake
normal fault would be extended northwestward past
Montpelier to the travertine deposits at the mouth of
Threemile Creek, in T. 11 S., R. 43 E., and thence
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16.-Diagmm to illustrato tho hypothesis of normal faulting of
tho Bannock overthrust plano along the east side of Bear River and
Bear Lake Valloys. A-B, Diagrammatic cross section

,.-,tI'

~
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~'

17.-Diagram to illustrate the hypothesis of )Jranching faults in
Bear Lake Valley. A-B, Diagmmmatic cross section

between the Bear Lake fault as mapped and the
travertine at Threemile Creek. The fault at the
west base of the Aspen Range is apparently older
than the Bear Lake fault, for its physiographic expression, though produced in similar rocks and rock
structure, is less fresh and less striking.
Under the hypothesis of branching faults the faults
in N ounan Valley and at Threemile Creek are considered to be branches that unite somewhere' near
Ovid, as suggested in Figure 17. The Montpelier
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fault would be a branch that might join the others
near Bern or at some point farther south. This
hypothesis would not require arching of the fault
plane over Bear River Valley, but it would cause
the valley to be underlain by rock slices composed of
different formations. The Triassic slice east of
Nounan would be underlain by a fault and might
not contain phosphate deposits. Iil view of the
obscure character of the fault trace along the west
base of the Aspen Range no confirmation or denial
of the hypothesis may yet be made..
Since the above paragraphs were written field work
in the Portneuf and Paradise Valley quadrangles has

RESOURCES, SOUTHEASTERN IDAHO
DISPLACEMENT AND MAGNITUDE

Because of the intense folding experienced by the
rocks of both the upper and lower blocks no accurate
statement of the amount of vertical displacement can
be made. Some idea of that displacement may, however, be gained for any district by the consideration
of the thicknesses of the formations or parts of formations that are missing. Where the fault branches the
stratigraphic throw is distributed among the different
members, in some of which it may not exceed 1,000
feet. The cumulative stratigraphic throw of all
branches in a given area may amount to 15,000 to
20,000 feet. The minimum stratigraphic throw for
R.41 E
R 42 E. m030'
R 43 E
R 44E
the entire fault zone is in the Stump Creek district of
the Freedom quadrangle, where it may not exceed
1,000 feet. If the thicknesses assigned to' the Wayan
I-'
formation are not overestimated the maximum stratigraphic throw of the fault zone is probably in the
northeastern part of the Lanes Creek quadrangle. At
Upper thrust bloc!.
many places along the fault zone it is as much as
15,000 feet.
The structure section along the line W-W' (pIs. 9
and 12) illustrates one of the best exposures of the
underlying block with a minimum amount of cover.
A clue to the minimum horizontal displacement is
suggested by the possibility that the Mississippian
limestones of the western fold of the structure section
may represent the source of the overthrust mass of
these formations that lies about 12 miles to the east.
On the basis of the supposed structure the source can
not be nearer, for the Mississippian limestones do not·
rise to the level of the fault plane in any of the folds
farther east in· this district. Moreover, the size of
the displaced Mississippian mass, if it is judged by its
present area, suggests either that the fold in the structure section' has not been made large enough or that
the source was a more westerly fold or series of folds.
Thus the horizontal displacement is probably not less
FIGURl!: IS.-Diagram to illustrate the hypothesis of a window in the fault
than 12 miles.
plane in Bear River Valley
Another measurement of the horizontal displacefurnished definite evidence that the Chesterfield Range ment may be expressed by a line drawn perpendicular
and Blackfoot Mountains are underlain, in part at to the general trend of the fault trace and extending
least, by a thrust plane that corresponds in general from the westernmos.t P9int on the trace to the easterncharacter to that of the Bannock overthrust. This most point on the east margin of the fault block. The
evidence supports the view that the exposures of·
length of such a line is about 35 miles. This measureTriassic beds in -Bear River' Valley ai'"e ca~sed by the
ment, however, neglects the recession produced by
development of a window by erosion of the upper fault
block. (See fig. 18.) . This hypothesis is the most erosion along the east margin of the fault block.
The length of the fault trace with its major sinuplausible, for the possible northward extension of the
thrust fault on the east side of Bear River Valley has osities, as shown in Figure 44, from the vicinity of
not been recognized although the structural features Blackfoot Peak, Idaho, to Woodruff Creek, Utah, is
that cross its strike a few miles to the north have been approximately 270 miles. The direction of moveexamined.
ment was from west-southwest to east-northeast.
1/)
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DEFORMATION OF FAULT PLANE

Two phases of deformation of the fault plane have
been recognized and described above-folding and
overturning. The folding is clearly shown in the
vicinity of Meade Peak and Georgetown Canyon;
the overturning occurs at the head of Crow Creek in
Boulder Canyon and northwest of Stump Peak. (See
structure sections U-U", W-W', L-L', and K"-K"',
pIs. 12, 36, 0, and 37). The folding of the fault plane
is doubtless to be ascribed to renewal of folding in ,the
region along the earlier established' lines. In this
connection, however, the occurrence of the syncline
in the fault plane beneath the massive limestone
mass of the Snowdrift anticline may be more than
a coincidence. It suggests a causal relationship
between the load and the depression. In view, however, of the rigidity commonly-ascribed to the earth's
crust little significance may be attached to this possibility. The steepening or overturning of the fault
planes in the various branches of the overthrust,
which necessitates the curvature of these faults as
represented in the structure sections, is doubtless due
to the folding mentioned above.
,

POSSIBLE EASTWARD EXTENSION,
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for the Madison limestone probably forms a thin cake
ov~r Nugget and Twin Creek'formations. The fault
may be called the Star Valley overthrust, because it
laps against the west side of that valley. The nearest
known outcrops of Madison limestone occur near the
mouth of Strawberry Canyon, in secs. 27 and 28, T.
34 N., R. 118 W., in Wyoming, about 7 miles south'
east of Freedom.
The absence of the Madison limestone east of the
ledges first described is explained by the supposed continuation of the Freedom fault, which is thought to
have caused the downthrow of the overthrust block on
the west, which thus preserves the Madison ledges.
On the up thrown side to the east, however, erosion has
removed the Madison limestone and possibly the overlying formations and has excavated the valley in the
weaker Twin Creek or Nugget beds. Both ~ ugget
sandstone and Twin Creek limestone are exposed at
the narrows of Salt River, about 3 miles south of
Thayne, and unless unfavorable structure intervenes
beneath the alluvium of Star Valley the general strike
of the rocks would bring these formations northwestward into the vicinity of the Madison areas.
The structure just outlined is illustrated in structure
section K"-K'" (pI. 11). In view of the known arching and erosion of the plane of the Bannock overthrust
at several places to the southwest it is an interesting
speculation that the Star Vailey and Bannock overthrust faults may once have been connected.

The recognized deformation of the plane of the
Bannock overthrust in the Slug Creek quadrangle
and elsewhere raises the question whether the East
Stump branch is actually the east front of the upper
fault block. The attitude and relationships of the
AUBURN FAULT
Star Valley and Auburn faults suggest the possiAlong the east flank of the Caribou Range in the
bility that those faults may be eastward extensions
Freedom
quadrangle the Twin Creek limestone, for
of the Bannock overthrust. It is with this possi- .
a
distance
of about 14 miles, is brought against rocks
bility in mind that the direction of movement on
that
range
in age from the Stump sandstone to the
these faults is tentatively indicated in the structure
lower
division
of the Wayan formation by a fault that
section K"-IC'" (pI. 11 and fig. 45) as eastward
is
interpreted
as a thrust with an easterly dipping
rather than westward, which would supposedly be true
Its
position
is marked by springs where'it
plane.
if the faults were independent of the great overthrust.
crosses the South Fork of Miller Creek. Its ~tr~ti
graphic throw at the north is comparatively small, but
OTHER THRUST FAULTS
farther south it increases and may be 7,000 feet or
STAR VALLEY OVERTHRUST
more. The fault is shown in structure s~ctions
In the northeastern part of the Freedom quadrangle K"-K'" and L'-L" (pt 11). It passes under co~er
there are three isolated o<!currences of Madison lime- about a mile west of the town of Auburn,. from which
stone. N ear the mouth of Dale Creek the Madison it takes its name. It may be related to the Star
lies in proximity to the Twin Creek limestone, and at Valley overthrust.
the mouth of Miller Creek it is exposed within a few
BOULDER CREEK FAULT
hundred feet of Nugget ledges and above them. The
contacts are concealed, but faulting is suggested by the
A subordinate fault, recognizable for about 4 miles,
cuts out the Deadman limestone and Wood shale
b~ecciated condition of the limestone and by the occurrence of travertine deposits. The separated areas of along the east flank of the Boulder Creek anticline,
Madison limestone are regarded as parts of a thrust as shown in structure section L-L' (pI. 11), and brings
fault J?lock in which the fault plane dips northeast- into contact the Higham grit and the Nugget sandward. The course of the fault as mapped is suggested stone. The fault is well shown in a tributary valley
by the arrangement of the travertine deposits. The on the north side of Boulder, Canyon. Its stratistratigraphic throw is probably more than 10,000 feet, graphic throw is probably less than 500 feet.
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LANES CREEK FAULT

lies generally along the boundary between the Wells
and Phosphoria and locally cuts out parts of both formations. It has not been recognized south of the
transverse Blackfoot fault. The fault is shown ill
structure sections H-Hl, X-I' and K'-K" (pI. 11),
where it is represented as a branch of the Bannock
overthrust. The stratigraphic throw is greatest at
about the line of structure section I-I', where it may
exceed 2,000 feet. From this point it diminishes rapidly in both directions.

The Lanes Creek fault is postulated to connect
three rather widely separated faults of supposedly
similar habit. Its course is largely concealed beneath
basalt and alluvium in the valleys of Lanes Creek and
Diamond Creek. The first of the three faults is in
sec. 4, T. 6 S., R. 44 E., in the Lanes Creek quadrangle. Here a hill composed of the Wells and Phosphoria formations lies in proximity to the Thaynes
group on the east and to the Nugget sandstone on the
BLACKFOOT FAULT
north. In sections 20 .and 29 of the same township
the Thaynes group and Timothy sandstone lie in
The Blackfoot fault, which is most conspicuously
. fault relation along the southeast base of Grays Range. developed in the vicinity of the narrows of Blackfoot
Parts of both formations are missing. In the south- River (pI. 4), has a known length of about 13 miles in
west corner of the Freedom quadrangle, east of Upper a general easterly direction. The relations of this
Valley, the Snowdrift anticline, which there brings fault at the north entrance to the narrows indicate
Wells' and Phosphoria formations to the surface, is that its dip is about 33° S. The variations in dips on
broken by converging faults. The eastern fault at the flanks of the big anticline in the upper thrust block,
this place is probably a thrust, as shown in structure some of the strata in which are locally overturned, and
section L-L' (pI. 11). The Lanes Creek fault as thus the presence of minor folds make it difficult to deterconstituted is' about 13 miles long. It is presumably mine the throw of the fault. The maximum observed
offset in Upper Valley by the transverse Blackfoot effect of the fault is produced where it cuts' the big Carfault. Its displacement at the south is comparatively boniferous anticline. Westward it apparently diminslight, but farther north it increases, and near itsjunc- ishes and passes under cover in Blackfoot Valley. It
tion with the Chippy Creek branch of the Bannock is probably offset beneath cover in Wooley Valley by
overthrust its stratigraphic throw is probably 2,000 ·the normal fault continued northward from Slug Valfeet or more. In sections 31 and 32 a thrust fault ley. Eastward it crosses Upper Valley and dies out in
that is regarded as a branch of the Lanes .Creek fault the valley of Timothy Creek. The Blackfoot fault is
brings beds of the upper Wells against the Woodside shown in structure sections I-I' and K'-K", where it
formation.
is represented as connecting with the' Bannock overHENRY FAULT
thrust.
About a quarter of a mile north of Henry the Wells
The upper block affords an unusually fine example
formation is faulted against Woodside shale. West- . of the spreading of the outcrops of a formation, such
ward the fault passes b.eneath cover north of the hills as the Phosphoria, on the opposite limbs of a fold by
of Wells to the Reservoir, where it is probably cut by the uplift or tilting and erosion of a fault block in
normal faults. Eastward the fault passes beneath which the fold is included. In the lower block to the
basalt and then turns southeastward along the south- north the corresponding outcrops are 'mu(!h nearer
.
west sides of Enoch and Rasmussen valley~, wher~ as together. (See fig.;19.)
The
Blackfoot
fault
is
supposed
to
have
originated
previously stated it subdivides the Georgetown synclinorium. Its length is nearly 15 miles, but the stra- in a transverse anticline, which was located near the
tigraphic throw is comparatively small, only a few line along which occurred the maximum yielding of
hundred feet. For nearly two-thirds of its course it the rocks to the compressive earth stresses of the region.
The anticline broke, and the southeast limb, which
is concealed, but its general position, except at the
became the upper fault blo~k, swung northward about
northwest, is along the Thaynes and Woodside bounda pivot located in the vicinity of Timothy Creek in the
ary, the Meekoceras zone and adj acen t beds being cut Freedom quadrangle .. The Timothy sandstone and
out at most places. The fault is shown in struct.ure overlying formations cross this creek without apparent
sections H-H', I-I', and K'-K" (pI. 11).
displacement by the fault, but they make a pronounced
turn which suggests the position of the unbroken axial
WOOLEY RIDGE FAULT
portion of the anticline.
From sec. 25, T. 6 S., R. 42 E., to sec. 24, T. 7 S.~ R.
DRY RIDGE AND SLUG CREEK THRUSTS
43 E., a thrust fault extends for about 8 miles along
the northeast flank of Wooley Ridge. In the northern
Along the west flank of Dry Ridge in T. 8 S.; Rs. 44
part it separates Brazer limestone from the Wells for- and 45 E., a thrust fault of small throw locally cuts
m~tion, which it transgresses diagonally. In sec. 32, out portions of the Phosphoria formation. This fault
T. 6 S., R. 43 E., it is joined by a branch that brings originates in a subordinate anticline on the east limb of
Wells into contact with concealed beds that are pre- the Dry Valley anticline, as shown in structure section
sumably Woodside. Southeastward from this place it 0-0' (pI. 12).
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Similarly in sec. 24, T. 8 S., R. 43 E., near the township line, a thrust fault originates in a subordinate
anticline on the west limb of the Schmid syncline, as
shown in the same structure section. The fault apparehtly passes southward under cover heneath Slug
Creek and into the hills beyond. In the west side of
T. 9 S., R. 44 E." it cuts out part or all of the Phosphoriu. formation and locally brings the Wells formation into contact with the Woodside shale. Southward the fault joiQ.s the Bannock overthrust at the
previously described "window." The length of the
fault is nearly 7 miles, but its maximum stratigraphic
thl:OW probably does not exceed 600 feet.

dip and a course that is correspondingly more irregular.
In South Sulphur Canyon the portion of the thrust
block caught between these two faults is cut by a
transverse thrust fault that 'has a northwesterly dip.
The erosion of the canyon has cut away the Brazer
and Wells rocks down the dip of the fault plane and
has exposed beds of Rex chert and Woodside shale.
Southwest of the normal fault the Brazer beds are
preserved nearly to the mouth of Swan Lake Gulch,
where the entire thrust block is cut and offset by a.
transverse normal fault that has a downthrow to the
northwest. Southeast of this fault the thrust block
is eroded away, except the portion caught between the
longitudinal faults, and this is practically cut through
at Swan Lake Gulch and Dry Canyon.
ASPEN RANGE THRUSTS
At Swan Lake Gulch the Brazer limestone is
A fault about 8 miles long but which has compara- . apparently conformable with the overlying Wells
tively small stratigraphic throw extends from sec. 29
formation, but at the line of structure section R-R'
(unsurveyed), T. 8 S., R. 43 E., northwestward along (pI. 12) the Wells is partly cut out by a thrust fault
the west limb of the Trail Creek syncline into sec. 14, that dips northeasterly. Northwestward this fault
T. 7 S., R. 42 E. It originates in a subordinate anti.., probably passes beneath the fault that forms the
'cline and cuts out the Mee7coceras zone and the adjacent eastern edge of the broken thrust block. Southbeds, as shown in structure sections K-K', M-M', (pl.. eastward it is offset by the transverse normal fault
11) and 0-0' (pI. 12).
described above.

A

B

c

FIOURE 19.-Diagram to illustrate the increased distance between the linear outcrops of a folded formatio:J. proj:Icd by transverse thrust f.lJl:ing nnl erosion.

A, An

anticline planed off by erosion; B, the same cut by a transverse thrust fault; C, the same after a second planation by erosion

From sec. 24, T. 8 S., R. 42 E., to sec. 17 (unsurveyed), T. 9 S., R. 43 E.; a distance of about 7 miles,' a
thrust fault brings. beds of middte to upper Wells
against the upper Wells or 1;>hosphoria. At the north
it is cut off by a fault that is presumed to be' normal.
At the south it joins or is joined by a reversed fault
that is described in the next paragraph. It marks the.
eastern edge of a broad and fractured thrust block
which contains chiefly Carboniferous rocks but which
at the north and south includes beds of the Woodside
formation. The thrust fault that produced the block
nnd some of the subsidiary faults that fracture it are
regarded as branches of the Bannock overthrust, as
shown in structure sections Q-Q', R-R', and S-S'
(pI. 12).
The broad thrust block is broken about midway
by a longitudinal normal fault 10 miles or more long
and a reverse fault of similar length that converge
and apparently terminate in sec. 33, T. 9 S., R. 43 E.
The normal fault, which is the western member of the
pair, has a steep northeasterly dip, but the reverse
fault at the east has a relatively gentle southwesterly

Between Wood Canyon and Middle Sulphur Canyon
the fractured thrust block is cut by subordinate
faults, both thrust and normal, in such manner that
beds of the Phosphoria formation are preserved in a
roughly boot-shaped area.
In the northern part of the thrust block (see pI. 1)
there are several minor faults. The two principal
longitudinal faults continue, and the eastern member
of the pair is obliquely cut by the .irregular normal
fault, which cuts the eastern boundary fault of the
block. In the southeastern part of the Henry quadrangle this normal 'fault is marked by a 'basaltic dike
and by springs that have formed extensive deposits
of travertine.
MONTPELIER AND HOME CANYON, THRUSTS

In Montpelier Canyon east of the Carboniferous
thrust block there are three thrust faults that deserve
mention. One of these faults lies on the northern face
of Waterloo hill and separates Wells and higher beds
from the Thaynes. All the faults join northward and
cut out parts of the Thaynes group. In sec. 16, T.
,

--
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13 S., R. 45 E., one of the faults brings Nugget sandstone (?) against middle to upper Thaynes. The
zone occupied by these faults is about 10 miles long.
In the ridge east of Home Canyon a thrust fault
about 4 miles long brings upper Thaynes into contact
with the lower Nugget and offsets the axis of the Harer
syncline nearly half a mile.
HORST AND GRABEN STRUCTURE
MEADOW CREEK GRABEN

Perhaps the most striking effect of normal faulting
in the region is. the production of horst and graben
structure in the northwestern part. The valley of
Meadow Creek in the southern part of the Cranes
Flat quadrangle is a fault trough or graben. This
structure may be traced about 15 miles southeastward
into T. 6 S., R. 43 E., in the Lanes Creek quadrangle,
where it apparently dies out. The northward extension of the graben is concealed by basalt. The bounding ridges are composed of Carboniferous rocks and
are conspicuous topographic features. (See pI. 39.)
Two transverse normal faults intersect the graben,
one near the south boundary of the Cranes Flat quadrangle and the other in the northwest corner of the
Lanes Creek quadrangle,and the portion between
them is downfaulted. The bounding ridges in the
downfaulted portion are farther' apart than in the
portions to the northwest or southeast. In the southeastern part of the graben beds of the Thaynes group
are exposed, and in the widened, downfaulted portion
both Woodside and Thaynes appear, though most of
the area is underlain by basalt and Quaternary deposits. In the northwestern part basalt and Quaternary
beds entirely conceal the older rocks .. The structure
of the rocks ,within the graben is probably synclinaJ,
as shown in structure sections E-E', G-G', and H-H'
(pI. 11). It forms the continuation, of the Lanes
, Butte syncline'. The faults which have produced and
intersected the graben are described below.
,Chubb Springs jault.-The Chubb Springs fault,
which lies along the northeast side, is concealed for
much of its length, but in T. 5 S."R. 43 E., it is represented by two faults which are separated by a narrow
strip of the Phosphoria formation and which together
bring lower Thaynes into proximity with the Wells.
(See structure section H-H', pI. 11.) In the northeast
corner of the Henry quadrangle the fault passes
through Chubb Springs, at the west base of Little
Gray Ridge, which is here rather steep. From this
point northwestward it continues at the base of the
Carboni~erous ledges but is offset in the southeast
corner of the Cranes Flat quadrangle. The steepening
of the ridge slope, however, is probably largely due to
the action of Meadow Creek. Beyond the Carboniferous ledges in the southwestern part of T. 4 S., R.
42 E., the fault doubtless continues beneath the lava,
but ~ts course is i~determinate. The stratigraphic

throw' of the fault is not known but is estinlated at
3,000 to 4,000 feet.
Limerockjault.-The Limerock fault, which lies along
the southwest border of the grahen, takes its name
from Limerock Mountain. The fault is believed to
enter the region described in this report at the SE. ~
sec. 34, T. 3 S., R. 40 E., to be offset in secs. 2 and 11,
T 4 S., R. 40 E., and to pass southeastward beneath
the basalt to the,northeas~ base of Meadow Creek
and Limerock Mountains. Thence it continues with
the offsets noted to sec. 9, T. 6 S., R. 43 E., where
it dies out. Its total length within the region described is about 22 miles.
At the base of Meadow Creek Mountain the phosphatic shales of the Phosphoria formation appear at
a few places, but they are shattered and lie in an attitude different from that of the adjacent limestone to
the southwest. At a prospect dug by the survey
party in the SE. ~ SE. ~ sec. 20, T. 5 S., R. 41 E.,
the top of the Wells formation a few feet away has a.
northeasterly dip of 60°, whereas the broken pho~
,phatic shales in the pit were nearly horizontal. In
the SW. ~ SW. ~ sec. 21, near the prospect, the line
of the Wells formation, and presumably the fault as
well, is offset nearly 1,000 feet to the south with reference to the rocks at the west. Southeastward the
fault is concealed nearly to the line of structure section
H-H' (pI. 11), where lower Thaynes is brought in
contact with the Wells. Its presence east of Pelican
Ridge is inferred from the absence of the Phosphoria
formation and the scant representation of the upper
beds of the Wells. The stratigraphic throw of this fault
is not known but is estimated at 3,000 to 4,000 feet.
Little Grayjault.-The Little Gray fault which takes
its name from Little Gray R'idge, is the transverse
normal fault that passes between Limerock Mountain
, and Pelican Ridge and causes Limerock Mountain to
stand nearly a mile northeast of the line of continuation of Pelican Ridge. The course of the fault in
Meadow Creek Valley is not known, but the fault is
presumed to connect with a fault on the east side of
the ,valley that produces similar effects but in reverse
order. It is cut by a fault about one-tenth of a mile
east of the quadrangle boundary, beyond which point
it has not been traced. West of the pass south of
Limerock Mountain the fault is concealed by basalt,
but it is presumed to continue at least several miles.
The downthrow of the Little Gray fault is to the
south, for the distance between the Carboniferous
ridges is greater in that direction. N either the amount
of the downthrow nor the hade of the fault plane is
known, but some idea of the relative magnitude of
the vertical displacemen t may be gained by considering
the amount of offset of the lateral faults in relation
to their dip, as illustrated in Figure 20. If only
vertical movement is assumed in the downthr.own
block the traces of the longitudinal 'fault planes" in
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Slug Valley faults. Thence it continues beneath cover
to Reservoir Mountain, where it offsets the Thaynes.
group and Woodside formation and the faults that lie
east and west of the mountain. From:> the dip of the
Meekoceras zone and the amount of offset it is estimated that the vertical displacement produced by the
fault at Reservoir Mountain is approximately 2,600
feet. The known length of the fault within the region
described in this report is about 18 miles.

both blocks, which dip toward each other and may
here be regarded simply as formation boundaries, will
tend to approach each other as erosion progresses but
at a more rapid rate in the up thrown block because of
its more favorable situation for erosive attack. When
the upper block has worn down to the level of the lower
block the erosion of the two blocks will go on at a fairly
uniform rate unless great differences in the structural
constitution of the two blocks have been disclosed by
the erosion. The longitudinal fault traces in the
upthrown block will be nearer together than in the
down thrown block, and the offsets, measured at right
angles ·to the direction of the faults, will be de'pendent
upon the dips of the fault planes and the vertical
displacement. If the offset is known and the dip of
the fault plane is known or assumed, the vertical
displacement under the assumed conditions may be
readily computed. In the cross-faulted graben the
offsets in the southeastern part of the Cranes Flat
quadrangle average 3,000 feet. If the dips of the

A

MEADOW CREEK HORST

. General features.-The name Meadow Creek horst
may be given to the Carboniferous ridges, parts of the
Snowdrift anticline, that'lie along the southwest side·
of the Meadow Creek graben. To this horst are assigned the Wells and Brazer ledges that extend along
the west side of the Cranes Flat quadrangle from sec.
34, T. 3 S., R. 40 E., to sec. 23, T. 4 S., R. 40 E., Wilson
Ridge, the eastern half of Pelican Ridge, and Rasmus-

B

c

FIGURE 20.-ElYocts of trallsvor30 faulting and erosion upon a graben. A, Graben; B, same cut by two transverse normal faults; C, same planed off by erosion; 1-2,
throw; 2-3, heave; 4-5, offset of boundary fault at level of peneplanation

lateral faults are assumed as 60° the vertical displacement is 5,200 feet. If greater values were assumed
for the dips of the lateral faults the resulting vertical
,
distance would be greater.
Pelican fault.-The Pelican fault which is named
from Pelican Slough, through which it passes, intersects the graben southeast of Pelican Ridge. Its generally east-northeasterly course is largely concealed by
basalt; but it cuts across Little Gray Ridge and there
offsets the Brazer and Madison boundary. Basalt has
outflowed on the west flank of the ridge along part of
the fault trace. The downthrow is to the northwest,
and by employing similar assumptions to those used
in the discussion of the Little Gray fault a general
estimate of 3,500 feet may be made for the vertical
displacement at this locality. Northeastward the
fault passes beneath Grays Lake. Southwestward it
passes north of Henry and offsets the Thaynes-W oodside boundary and presumably also the Henry and

sen Ridge. The northeast side of the horst is·
bounded by the Limerock fault, which has been
already described, and the southwest side by the·
Enoch Valley fault, w~ich is described below. The
Meadow Creek horst is offset by an unnamed fault iIi
T. 4 S., R. 40 E., and by the Little Gray and Pelican faults. Its structure is described above in the
discussion of the Snowdrift anticline and is illustrated
in structure sections E-E', G-G', H-H' and I-I'(pL
11).
Enoch Valley fault.-The Enoch Valley fault is one
of the most persistent normal faults of the region.
From the point where it enters the Cranes Flat quadrangle, in sec. 22, T. 4 S., R. 40 E., to the southwest
corner of the Freedom quadrangle it has a course of
about 35 miles. It is named from Enoch Valley, along
the northeast side of which it passes. As noted above
in the discussion of the Georgetown syncline, St. John
recognized this fault a short distance west of. the Cranes

0
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Flat quadrangle. Schultz and Richards 14 also recogRESERVOIR HORST
nized it there, and on their map they continued it
Reservoir Mountain is with little doubt a horst,
southeastward and beyond the Blackfoot River Reser- for it is apparently bounded on both the east and west
voir. It seem~,more probable that the fault should be sides by outward-hading normal faults. The physioconnected beneath the basalt with the fault at the graphic relations of the mountain strongly support
southwest base of Meadow Creek Mountain, where such a view, for Reservoir Mountain stands by itself,
there is some evidence that post-Phosphoria beds are surrounded by relatively lower ground of small relief.
faulted against the Carboniferous.. It is believed to be Its eastern and western slopes are rather steep and
offset in secs. 24 and 25, T. 4 S., R. 40 E.
locally abrupt, scored by many steep ravines. The
In secs. 30, 31, and 32, T .. 4 S., R. 41 E., numerous general structure of the mountain is illustrated in
large springs occur at the base of the steep slope, and structure section F-F' (pI. 11) and described on page
there are extensive deposits of travertine. In the 146. Additional details are given here.
SE. ~ sec. 32 and an adjacent part of section 33 phosThe northeastern outliers include a prominent hill
phatic shales occur just above the hill-wash l~ne, composed of the Wells formation and the Phosphoria
together with the cherty" underlying limestone" beds on the southwest flank. On the eastern side of this
that mark the top of the Wells formation. Both these hill, in sec. 20, T. 5 S., R. 41 E., uppermost Wells
sets of beds are absent farther northwest and south- . occurs at the base of the slope and on lower knolls
east, and the phosphatic shales a.t the localities named to the southeast, but middle or lower Wells lies
are thoroughly shattered. No evidence of the pres- immediately to the west. Thus a fault, presumably
ence of the Rex chert member was found, though it normal and with downthrow to the northeast, intermay be concealed by the debris from the hillside or venes.
by basalt. About 2 miles south of the north boundOn the west flank of the hill the Woodside shale
ary of the Henry quadrangle, a fault cuts out the Phos- transgresses the Phosphoria and upper Wells and lies
phoria at the southwest base of the corresponding against middle Wells, thus indicating another fault.
Carboniferous ridge' and brings:.in: W ()odside·'_shale .. The downthrow here is to the west, and the general
Similar relations probably hold at the southwest base relations suggest that this fault is perhaps the same as
of Limerock and Meadow Creek Mountains, and the the one that lies between the Thaynes and Phosphoria
basalt-covered area to the southw.est may be underlain in the southwestern part of the Cranes Flat quadrangle, .
by the Thaynes group and Woodside formation. as shown in structure section D-D' (pI. 11). SouthThis interpretation is shown at the southwest end of ward this fault appears to offset the Thaynes and
the structure section along the line E-E' (pI. 11). Woodside bouildary, though exposures at that place
The down throw is not known, but is estimated to be are po~r, and it probably originates in a subordinate
perhaps 4,000 feet or more.
fold in the Thaynes group. A cross fault offsets the
Southeastward the fault passes through the Lanes boundaries between the Thaynes and Woodside and
Creek quadrangle, where its throw is probably some- between the Woodside and Rex and brings the Rex
what reduced. It cuts out the Phosphoria formation across the southeastern tip of the hill composed of
for more than 2 miles along the northeast side of .the Wells formation above described. An oblique.
Rasmussen Valley and is believed to offset the Black- fault from the south offsets the boundary between the
foot fault in Upper Valley, where its cour~e is hypo- Thaynes and Woodside in the SW. ~ sec.' 29, T. 5 S.;
thetic~I. In addition to the structure sections named R. 41 E., and presumably extends northward; beneath
it is also shown in sections K'-K", M-M', and L-L' cover to the fault along the east base of,the hill and
(pI. 11).
possibly beyond.
BLACKFOOT RIVER RESERVOIR
The presence of basaltic craters at the east base of
Mountain indicates either a set of local vents
Reservoir
Without doubt basalt underlies the Blackfoot
or
perhaps
a deep fissure or fault. The relatively
River Res'ervoir as well as much of the adjacent land.
straight
front
and abrupt slope of the mountain sugWith reference to the Meadow Creek horst and Resergest
faulting.
Therefore the fault in sec. 20, T·. 5 S.,
voir Mountain the depression occupied in part by
R.
41
E"
already
described, presumably extends
the reservoir is doubtless a modified graben. Between
southward
along
the
east
base of the mountain with'
it and the horst lies an intermediate block of Triassic
probable
increase
in
throw
in that direction.
rocks downfaulted with respect to the horst but
The
fault
along
the
west
side of the mountain is
probably upfaulted with respect· to' the reservoir
Both
the eastern and western
described
on
page
146.
proper. The reservoir and the structure of its rocks
faults
are
offset
by
the
Pelican
fault, which is described
are intimately associated with the more inclusive
above-the
'western
fault
nearly
half a mile, as shown
Blackfoot lava .field, which is discussed below.
by the spring cones in the NW. ~ and the fault
14 Schultz, A. R., and Richards, R:W., A geologic reconnaissance in southeastern
breccia in the SW. ~ sec. 19, T. 6 S., R. 41 E. The
Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 530, pp. 267-284, 1913.
.
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,offset on the eastern fault, however, is inconspicuous.
This relation may perhaps be explained by supposing
the east fault to be 1nore nearly vertical than the west
fault. The relative straightness of the east front
1night also be explained by supposing the east fault
to be younger than. the cross fault. The general
absence of hill wash along the east base of Reservoir
Mountain suggests that tpe supposed east fault may
be quite recent. On the other hand, the alluvial fans
and hill wash that 1night be expected along the east
front of the 1nountain may be concealed beneath n10re
recent flows of basalt. If the cross fault is the continuation of the .Pelican fault, as is here supposed, it
offsets a number of other strike .faults and is therefore
younger than those faults. The strike fault east of
Reservoir Mountain is classed with these other strike
faults, for it produces similar physiographic effects.
The structure of the area west of Reservoir Mountain
is concealed.
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FAULTS OF THE CARIBOU SYNCLINORIUM

The folds of the Caribou synclinorium are broken
and locally offset by a number of faults that are
interpreted as normal. Some of them have been
sufficiently described for present purposes in the
discussion of the members of the synclinorium.
Others are described below. Their character and
effects as here interpreted are illustrated in structure
sections J-J', K"-~'" and L-L" (pI. 11).
.
Fault8 of ·the Miller Oreek syncline.-The Miller
Creek syncline at the line of structure section K'/-K'"
(pI. 11) is broken ~y two normal faults, the eastern one
apparently of slight importance. The western fault,
which .·originates· about 2 miles south of the line of
structure seetion K"-K"', continues northwestward
beyond the Freedom quadrangle and has an observed'
length of more than 672 miles. At the line J-J' it lies
between the Bechler conglomerate of the Gannett
group and limestones, conglomerates, and sandstones
OTHER NORMAL FAULTS
that are assigned to the Wayan formation. The limestone
resembles lithologically the limestones of the
STAn. VALLEY DISTn.lCT
Gannett group but appears to belong with the series
Two faults that are believed to be normal, the Hem- to the east, which with little doubt is Wayan. The
n1ert and Freedom faults, lie near the west side of Star contact of the Bechler with the limestone is apparently
Valley, in the northeastern part of the Freedom quad- a fault, and the limestone wedges' out against it
about half a mile southeast of Tincup Canyon. A
rangle.
Ilemmert fault.-The Hemn1ert fault, which lies limestone band that is probably the same group of beds
along the axial region of the Hen1mert anticline, has a . lies in the Wayan area west of the ·'fault between the
length of about 672 miles and probably joins the Free- lines J-J' and I{"-K'" and is cut out by the fault at
don1 fault both at the north and south. ~or most of four places. The fault is nearly vertical and downits course it lies within the Woodside shale and is not throw is toward the east. The stratigraphic throw is
readily distinguishable, but 'toward the south end, in probably less than 1,000 feet.
The boundary between the Wayan and the Bechler
sec. 14, T. 33 N., R. 119 W., Wyoming, the Rex chert
is apparently faulted against the Woodside, and in sec- from a point about half a mile south of the line I{"-K'"
tion 23, still farther south, travertine deposits and sul- to a point within about 172 miles of the line J-J' was
phur springs occur. A chert band in the sag south of at first taken' for a fault, but in view of the unconHemn1ert Canyon and travertine deposits in sec. 22, formable relations established between the Wayan'
T. 34 N., R. 119 W., suggest the northward continua- and the Gannett group farther south, it was later
tion of the fault. The features noted suggest that the considered an unconformity. The field evidence is
fault is normal rather than reverse, but the strati- inconclusive.
Schiess Creek fault.-In the ridge at the head of
graphic throw is probably less than 500 feet. The fault
Schiess Creek a strike fault breaks the axial portion
is illustrated in structure section L'-L" (pI. 11).
Freedom fault.-The Freedom fault lies nearly a of an anticline which there exposes Jurassic beds and
1nile west of the Hemmert fault and separates Nugget produces a small down throw to the northeast. Beginsandstone fron1 n1iddle Thaynes. Southward the fault ning at a point about half a mile south of the line J-J'
passes beneath cover toward the travertine deposits (pI. 11), to which it has been projected, this fault has
Hind hot springs in sec. 14, T. 33 N., R. 119 W., where a general southeasterly course for nearly 16 miles to a
it prob~bly unites with the Hemmert fault. North of point south of the mouth of Stump Canyon, where it
Smith Canyon its course is concealed, but it probably passes beneath cover between Wayan and Preuss beds.
joins the Ifemmert fault in the travertine area in sec. It is shown in structure sections K"-K'" and L'-L"
15, T. 34 N., R. 119 W., and produces the westward (pI. 11). In the northern half of itscQurse the fault is
downthrow of the Madison limestone of the Star Valley offset at the head of the South Fork of Miller Creek
overthrust block, as previously explained. As thus by an oblique fault, which has a downthrow to the
postulated the FreedOln fault has a length greater than southwest and which passes into a strike fault at the
13' miles. Its stratigraphic throw is estimated 'at northwest. In the south half of its course the fault is
about 2,500 feet. It is illustrated in structure sections really due to the combination of several curved faults,
K."-K"~. and L'-L". (pI. 11). _
which ~}1~ part offset the folded formations and in part
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continue the strike. ' The down throw is greater in the
southern part, for the lower division of the Wayan
formation is there brought in contact with the Preuss
sandstone.
Tincup jault.-The boundary between the Preuss
sandstone and the Wayan formation in Tincup Canyon
is a fau1t that has a downthrowto "the west. ' Its
po"ition 'at that place is marked by a 6-inch layer of
brecciated limestone. West of the fault lie sandstones
and shales of the Wayan formation, which are succeeded 'by sharply folded and faulted limestones that
are beautifully exposed, on a low point undercut by t}.le
river. (See pI. 40, B.) The limestone forms a dip
slope on the ridge northwest of this exposure. The
fault continues in that direction beyond the Freedom
quadrangle. At the line J-J' (pI. 11) the fault haR a
steep dip. About midway between the lines J-J', and
K"-K'" the fault branches. The east branch, which
has a steep dip, separates Ephraim conglomerate on the
west from Preuss sandstone on the east. It is offset
south of the line K"-K'" by the same transverse fault
that cuts the Schiess Creek fault. About a mile north
of the line L' -L" this branch subdivides and connects
on the east with the Schiess Creek fault and on the
west with the west branch of -the Tincup fault, which
has a more gentle dip and brings members of the lower
division of the Wayan in contact with the Gannett
group arid locally with the Stump sandstone.
The Wayan beds along .the Tincup fault for about
6 Y2 miles south of the north boundary of the Freedom
quadrangle include limestone bands that may represent
separate beds or a single bed repeated by close folding.
They locally resemble limestones of the Gannett group
and may easily be mistaken for them, especially where
the two sets of beds are in contact. The limestones of
the Wayan, however, include locally some interbedded
dark shales and are less massive. There are also minor
faunal differences. The accompanying sandstones and
shales are in most places readily distinguishable from
the Gannett beds. South of the junction of its two
branches the Tincup fault cuts across the south end of
the South Fork synclinorium, breaks through Gannett
and Jurassic beds, and disappears beneath cover in
Stump Valley, where it is supposed to end at the
Bannock fault.
The total length of the fault within the area described is about 12 miles. Its stratigraphic throw is
locally 4,000 feet or more.
South Fork jaults.-.Two faults extend northwestward from a' poin t near the center of the Freedom
quadrangle along the east side of South Fork of Tincup
River and beyond the quadrangle. The eastern fault
brings the yellowish-weathering, greenish-gray sandstones near the top of the lower division of the Wayan
against the shaly and calcareous beds that lie possibly
1,000 feet lower in the same formation. The fault
locally cuts out'some of the beds of limestone, and half

a mile southeast of the line of structure section K"-K'"
by a large spring and wat~r hole. Southeastward this fault passes into the west branch of the
Tincup fault.
The western fault lies between the yellowishweathering sandstones just mentioned and red sandstones assigned to the next higher member of the group.
The fault is suggested by the wedging out southeastward of the red beds and by springs and morasses in the
~anyon near the line of structure section K"-K" , .
Southeastward the fault may join the eastern fault.
Near, the south end as mapped it receives a branch
'from the southwest. ' The stratigraphic throw at line
K"-K'" is apparently only a few hundred feet, but it
probably increasesnorthwe8tward. The length of
both faults within the region mapped is about 6 %
miles.
•
Head oj South Fork.-Along the southwest flank of
the upper canyon of South Fork ,a normal fault previously mentioned cuts across members of the Gannett
group~and separates these rocks from the Wayan beds
of the South Fork synclinorium, as shown in structure
se,ction L-L' (pI. 11). The fault has not been distinguished northwest of the line K"-K"'. Southeastward it ends against the southern extensioJ;l of the Tincup
fault. As mapped the fault is about 4Y2 miles long and
has downthrow to the northeast. The stratigraphic
throw may exceed 2,000 feet. Three normal faults in
the Gannett beds to the south terminate against it and
may be branches of it.
Spring Greek jauU.-The Spring Creek fault is
briefly described above in connection with the Spring
Creek syncline. It is illustrated in structure sections
0'-0" and S"-S'" (pI. 12). It has been traced for
about 8 miles and is well exposed in ledges on the north
side of Crow Creek about half a mile northeast of
Hardmans Hollow.
i~ marked

SLUG VALLEY FAULT

As mapped the Slug Valley fault has a length of
about 24 miles, though it is concealed for much of that
distance. It takes its name from Slug Valley, in the
lower part of which it lies on the eastern side. Its
northern extension, in the Henry quadrangle, is postulated because of the travertine deposits in sec. 35,
T. 5 S.,R. 41 E., and in sec. 1, T. 6 S., R. 41 E., and
on account of the warm spring in sec. 8, T. 6 S., R.
42 E. Its effects in this portion of its course are suggested in structure sections G-G' and H-H' (pI. 11).
At the head of Wooley Valley, in the Lanes Creek
quadrangle, the 'proximity of Wells and Woodside
ledges on opposite sides of the valley and the relative
abruptness of the slopes on the northeast side suggest
faulting.. This view is not compulsory, for if the dips
steepen and the Woodside turns sharply back under
cover there is room for the intervening Phosphoria
formation. Nevertheless, the presence of undoubted
faulting farther to the southeast along the same struc-
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turnl zone lends support to the idea of tpe fault, which south of the line of structure section S'-S" these foris accordingly mapped and represented in structure mations underlie the Tertiary beds and represent the
section I-I'.
south end of the phosphate-bearing syncline west of the
In secs. 22 to 26, T. 7 S., R. 43 E., two faults of fault. The structural features along Slug Creek could
small throw in the Wells and Phosphoria formations be produced by either a normal or a reverse fault, and
are considered branches of this fault, as shown in the fault was first interpreted as reverse. I5 It is here
structure section 1('-1(". The supposed structural regarded as normal however, because of its relationfeatures along the fault in Lower Valley are indicated ship to the Salt Lake formation. These beds, which
in structure section M-M' (pI. 11). The anticline locally are steeply inclined, are apparently downwest of the fault is indicated by the occurrence of . fa~lted by it. Thus the fault occurred after the deforRex chert in the little knoll just south of Blackfoot " mation of the Pliocene (?) SJ;tlt Lake deposits and is
River. The fault is presumed to join the normal fault more recent than the reverse f~ults, which at a number
along the east wall of the valley, but it may proceed of places are covered by those beds. The maximum
independently up the valley. The strike of the Phos- vertical displacement, which occurs near the line of
phoria beds north of Lower Valley, if produced, would the structure section, is estimated to be about 2,500
probably carry them far enough east to allow room feet. A portion of the west face of the up thrown
for the Wells beneath cover east of the fault as drawn. Wells block is shown in Plate 40, O.
A branch extending north along the east valley wall
BEAR LAKE FAULT
to a fracture zone in the Woodside in the NE. ~ sec.
The Bear Lake fault has been described above in the
26 is postulated to account for the physiographic
character of the ridge of Wells and for the offset of discussion of Bear Lake Valley and is illustrated in
the Wells and Phosphoria formations north and south structure section Y- y' (pI. 12). From the south line
of sec. 14, T. 14 S., R. 44 E., to the south boundary of
of the river.
Near the north boundary of the Slug Creek quad- the Montpelier quadrangle it extends beneath cover
rangle the fault branches southward; one branch at least 14 miles in the region described in this paper.
supposedly connects with a minor fault in the SE. ~ It doubtless continues beneath the lake some distance
sec. 36, T. 8 S., R. 43 E., and the other joins a fault into the Randolph quadrangle, but has not yet been
between the Wells and Phosphoria formations, in identified at the south end of the lake. Its throw is
sections 23 and 26 of the same township, and prop- indetrrminate, but the maximum may exceed 2,000
ably continues to meet the Johnson fault. These feet. The possible northward extension of this fault
fault branches are shown in structure section 0-0' is discussed on page 157. (See also p. 205.)
(pI. 12). The throw of the fault is apparently greatest
IGNEOUS AREAS
near the boundary between the Lanes Creek and
OUTLET V ALLEY DISTRICT
Slug Creek quadrangles,' where it probably exceeds
2,000 feet.
In the northwestern part of T. 4 S., R. 42 E., the
JOHNSON FAULT
Little Valley Hills are crossed by basalt, the area of
The Johnson fault, which has been briefly discussed which becomes larger northeastward and includes a
above in the account of the Trail Creek syncline, group of hills and ridges that have a general northoriginates in a subordinate fold that is related to the westerly trend. Beyond these hills lies Outlet Valley,
Aspen Range anticline in Dry Fork of Johnson Creek, which is largely overspread with basalt that is practiin the northeast pa~t of T. 9 S., R. 43 E., and has a cally"horizontaI. The basalt composing the ridges is
nearly northerly course for about 10 miles. At the in many places inclined northeastward at perceptible
line 0-0' (pI. 12) it has two branches, which combine angles, locally as high as 32°. Where the dips are proagain northward. Along the east side of Trail Creek nounced the ridges have a gentle northeasterly slope
it separates lower Woodside or Rex from lower or and a steep or even scarplike southwesterly slope. In
middle .Wells. Its maximum stratigraphic throw is some of the hills, as in secs. 29 and 20, T. 3 S., R. 42
thus about 2,400 feet. It apparently dies out in sec. E., the ba'salt is horizontal or only gently inclined, but
29, T. 7 S., R. 43 E. The fault appears in structure the west and southwest slopes are scarped.
The idea of retreating escarpments developed upon
sections 0-0' (pI. 12), M-M', and K'-K" (pI. 11).
an inclined series of unequally dense flows can not be
UPPER SLUG FAULT
successfully applied to these basaltic hills because
A fault passes up the valley of Slug Creek beneath they are too short and discontinuous and because the
cover and separates lower Wells beds on the east retreat of escarpments in such resistant material is so
from the concealed Woodside and lower formations. slow that a considerable degree of weathering should
The occurrence of considerable float of Rex and upper take place in the basalt. This rock, on the contrary,
Wells mingled with the Tertiary material of the ridge
16 Richards, R. W., and Mansfield, G. R., Geology or the phosphate deposit
in secs. 22 and 27, T. 9 S., R. 44 E., may indicate that northeast or Georgetown. Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 577, p. 43, 1914.
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with local exceptions, is relatively fresh and has apparently not been greatly eroded, In general the arrangement and character of the scarps and slopes are such as
to suggest a series of fault' blocks, unevenly tilted
northeastward. The faults probably do not represent
great displacements. Direct evidence of faulting, in
the form of breccias, striated surfaces, and mineral
deposits, is largely absent. Iron-stained travertine,
however, was observed in -the gully in the NE. 7.1 sec.
33, T. 3 S., R. 42 E. One of these faults is shown in
structure section E-E' ~l. 11). Its effects are traceable for 8 miles or more. Exposures to the southeast
and northwest indicate that Outlet Valley is probably
underlain in greater part by Cretaceous rocks.
WILLOW CREEK LA V A FIELD

The west central part of the Cranes Flat quadrangle
is occupied by basalt that probably also underlies much
of. Cranes Flat and passes southward into Meadow
Creek Valley and :61ackfoot Valley. The lava field'
is marked by broad low ridges, the origin of which has
been discussed in the chapter on" Igneous rocks"
(p. 128). The basalt is horizontal or gently undulating. Local faulting is suggested by the escarpment in sec; 24, T. 3 S., R. ,40 E. The structure
beneath the basalt can not be determined without
drilling. However, Triassic or Jurassic formations
occur alo:q.g the northeast border of Cranes Flat,
whereas to the south phosphate beds occur at the north
base of Meadow Creek Mountain. The presumption
is therefore strong that the Phosphoria formation
together with Triassic and some Jurassic formations,
underlie at least part of the lava field and may lie
beneath much of that covered area. .
BLACKFOOT LAVA FIELD

Much of the area of the Henry quadrangle is occupied by basalt, which extends also into,the adjoining
quadrangles on each side. So far as this quadrangle
, is concerned the basalt is practically all associated
with the Blackfoot drainage, and hence may appropriately be called the Blackfoot lava field. North of
the quadrangle, however, it becomes contiguous with
the Willow Creek lava field. Southward it spreads
over into Bear River Valley and southwestward into
the Portneuf drainage. Although it is so largely occupied by basalt, the lava field includes also several areas
of rhyolite, which are relatively small but topographically conspicuous, including China I-Iat, Middle and
North Cones, and two islands in the reservoir. N umerous basaltic cones are distributed over the field,
which is in general fairly level and underlain by sheets
of practically horizontal basalt that shows the characteristic columnar structure. Some of the structural features of the basalt have been mentioned in
Chapter IV.
A glance at the general map sh~ws that many faults
pass beneath the basalt from the surrounding sedi-

mentary areas.. Some of them have been tentatively
continued on the map. These faults, however, do not'
generally give surface evidence of their presence within
the basaltic area. Some features of the igneous rocks
themselves suggest fracturing or faulting. The alinement of the rhyolitic cones (pI. 3) south of the Black-'
foot River Reservoir probably indicates the presence
of a' deep fissure. The basaltic cinder cones west of
the rhyolitic group fall into line roughly parallel with
that group and suggestive of parallel fractures. Three
of the cinder cones, including Broken Crater and the
cones to the north and southwest, are double. These
craters arranged in pairs may indicate the existence
of cross fractures intersecting the longitudinal fissures
and thereby determining the position of the volcanic
vents. Such an arrangement would reproduce on a
small scale the mode of occurrence of the Galapagos
and other islands described by Darwin16 and the structure suggested for the great Hawaiian chain of volcanoes by GreenY
Another striking feature of the lava field that is '
probably closely related to its structure is the great
number of linear cliffs in the basalt. These cliffs trend
north or slightly northwest and are probably due to
different causes. For example, the cliff in sec. 31, T. 7
S., R. 42 E., is about in line with a prominent fault in
the sedimentary rocks to the southeast. To the northwest it extends toward a prominent basaltic, cinder
cone and the rhyolitic cone known as China Hat.
. The basalt, however, is younger than the main body
of rhyolite in the cone, so that if the basalt were
faulted some ev:idence of the fault should be found
on China Hat. No fault has been recognized there,
and hence some other explanation than faulting is
necessary unless the fault is assumed to be entirely
local. The occurrence of a line of sinks just southwest of the cliff suggests the presence of underground
passages that represent abandoned channels in the
lava, the partial collapse of which may account ,for
the relatively fresh cliff. .A similar explanation may
perhaps apply to the pronounced cliff along the east
,side of Crag Lake. (See pIs. 3 and 57, A.) Other
linear cliffs are doubtless the front edges of basaltic
flows, such as the cliffs east of Pelican Slough in the
northeast part of the quadrangle. (See pI. 3.) Still
others have been developed by surface drainage along
fractures of joint planes in the basalt, as in secs. 22 and
23, T. 7 S.? R. 41 E.
The presence of actual fault scarps in the basalt
is not clearly indicated, but the cliffs along the road
from Soda Springs to Henry near the line between
Tps. 6 and 7 S., R. 42 E., and in T. 8 S., R. 42 E.,
may be due to that cause.
Exposures of sedimentary tocks adjacent to the
lava field suggest that the area beneath the basalt
16

17

Darwin, Charles, Geological observations, p. 123, London, 1851.
Grpen, W. L., Vestiges of the molten globe, pt. 2, pp. 144-155, Honolulu, 1887.
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and northeast of a line extending fron1 Threemile
Hill, T. 8 S., n. 42 E., into the valley of Corral Creek,
in T. 6 S., R. 40 E., is probably largely underlain
by post-Phosphoria formations.
.
RECENT FAULTING

Along the west base of the Preuss Range between
Montpelier and Bennington, in the Montpelier quadrangle, there is a line of depressions, in part drained
but largely without drainage. The lack of outward
drainage is caused in some places by small alluvial
fans, but in other places there is no such obstruction.
These depressions appear here and there as broad
trenches 30 to 50 feet or' more wide and 15 to 25
feet deep. (See pI. 40, A.) Toward the south they
border the Madison limestone and conform fairly
well with the strike of the formation. Farther north
the line of depressions occurs in later beds; Tertiary
conglon1erate or Nugget sandstone. It locally separates the lower parts of valleys from their fans, which
are here and there strikingly developed and have
about the same grade as the valleys. The valleys
theInselves are in sonle places left hanging on the
inner side of the depressions.
N ear the lllouth of Dunns Canyon a low scarp or
tel'1'ace replaces the depression. The line has not
been recpgnized north of that point nor south of
the cemetery at Montpelier. It is not well developed
north of Bennington Canyon, but south of that
place it is fairly conspicuous. These phenomena are
attributed to relatively recent. normal faulting.
..
The lnaterial west of the fault shows no ledges. It
consists mainly of fan wash or of weathered Tertiary
conglomerate composed of local materials. The slopes,
to the west are graded where they are not modified
by later drainage.
The relative freshness of the scarp of the Bear
Lake fault and the hot springs along its base (see
pIs. 17, A, and 36, B) suggest that this fault may
have been refreshed in relatively recent time.
UNCONFORMITIES

In the chapter on stratigraphic geology (pp. 48 to
115) evidence is cited for about 16 unconformities that

range in age from pre-Ordovician to post-Tertiary.
These unconformities represent· geographic changes
sufficient to be recorded by changes in character of
deposits or of faunas or by angular discordance be~
tween successive formations. In general they suggest
broad, gentle warpings of the lithosphere, which
affected considerable areas but which did not produce
orogenic disturbance. The unconformity at the base
of the Wasatch formation (strikingly shown in the
Bear Lake Plateau of the .Montpelier quadrangle)
does, however, record a great epoch of mountain
building.
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Two other unconformities are sufficiently striking
to deserve comment. These are the unconformity
between the Twin Creek limestone and the Preuss sandstone, which is well shown in the vicinity of the jlmction of Stump Creek and its North Fork in the Freedom
quadrangle, and the unconformity between the Wayan
formation and the Gannett group, which is shown
farther up the valley of the North Fork but better
shown in the Smith Creek syncline, about 4 miles to
the east.
The gentler crustal disturbances, together with their
accompanying records of sedimentation, nondeposition, or erosion, are reserved for discussion in the
ensuing chapter on geologic history, as the present
chapter is concerned primarily with the structure
developed during the great mountain-building epochs.
EPOCHS OF MOUNTAIN BUILDING

Number and age.-At least five epochs of mOlmtain
building are probably represented in this region, consisting of the late or post-Jurassic Sierra Nevada
movement, the Gannett-Wayan disturbance in the
Lower Cretaceous, the post-Cretaceous Laramide
revolution, the post-middle Miocene disturbance, and
the late Pliocene or early Pleistocene deformation.
Although all are described in the succeeding chapter
on historical geology, two deserve mention here as the
cause of the formation of most of the structural features described above. The earlier of these two epochs
occurred after the deposition of the Wayan formation
and before the deposition of the Wasatch. It pr(jb~
ably corresponds with the interval between the Adaville and Evanston formations of Veatch/ 8 or the
epoch which, according to Ransome,19
appears to have begun at the close of the recognized Laramie
or possibly even earlier, and to have attained its maximum
between the Fort Union, which, chiefly on the basis of its plant
remains, is generally classed as basal Eocene, and the mammal-bearing lower Eocene Wasatch.

As stated in the discussion of the Wasatch forma,tion
(p. 109), there is reason to doubt the unconformity
and corresponding deformation at the base of the
Knight formation described by Veatch. 20
The later epoch occurred after the deposition of the
Salt Lake formation, which locally has steep dips
and is thus thought to have occurred in late Pliocene
or post-Pliocene time.
Oompressional phases.-The earlier epoch was chiefly
marked by tangential pressure,' which caused the great
overthrusts and folds that form the major struetural
features of the region. The intensity of the pressure
is indicated by the eastward overturning of many of
the folds and by the suggested fan structures pre18 Veatch, A. C., Geography and geology of a portion of southwestern Wyoming:
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 56, p. 75, 1907.
Ig Ransome, F. L., The Tertiary orogeny of the North American Cordillera and
its problems: Problems of American Geology, p. 322, New Baven, 1915.
20 Veatch, A. C., op. cit.
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vjously described. Subordinate folds of the drag-fold
type occur at a number of places, as, for example, irl
Montpelier Canyon about 272 miles east of Montpelier (pI. 50, B); in Georgetown Canyon (pI. 48,
B); and in T. 7 S., R. 44 E. (structure section
M-M'). At the first-named locality beds of the
lC underlying limestone, " uppermost Wells, are sharply
folded and inclined. These beds, together with the
phosphate shales, form incompetent beds between·
more massive beds of Rex chert above and of
middle and lower Wells below. Similar conditions
obtain in the second locality named. At the third
locality the less competent strata are beds at the top
of the Brazer limestone.
.
The Bannock overthrust was not among the earliest
developed structural features of the region .. It is thus
unlike the great overthrusts near Philipsburg, Mont.,
which occurred in the same general epoch of deformation and which are described by Calkins. 21 Altp.ough
its thrust surface is folded and eyen locally overturned,
its folds do not accord closely with those of the related
strata. The J?annock overthrust is regarded as a
relatively late feature of the deformational epoch. It
perhapfi represents the climactic phase. The folding
of the thrust surface may have occurred in the closing
stages of the same epoch, but more probably it occur-:red in the later epoch, when folding was renewed to
some extent along the previously established lines of
deforma tion.
The thrust surface must originally have had a
. relatively low dip, else it could not have been brought
within reach of erosion at so many places by later
folding. The position of these folds of the thrust
surface may have been determined by inequalities
or warpings, initial dips developed during the thrust.
The folds, however, show some relation to the structure in the underlying block. For example, the
eroded anticline of the thrust surface in the Left
Fork of Twin Creek in T. 10 S., R. 44 E., is underlain
by an anticline in Jurassic formations.
The later deformative epoch was marked by less
intensive folding, but there was broad uplift, which,
in the Montpelier quadrangle, tooK in part the form
of gentle tilting or' upwarping toward the north, as
shown by the patch of the Wasatch formation in
the Preuss Range in the northwestern part of T. 13 S.,
R. 46 E., and its relations to the larger areas of the
same formation in Bear Lake Plateau. To this epoch
are assigned the folding of the Wasatch beds in the
Boundary. syncline and elsewhere, the folding of
the Pliocene (?) beds, and the deformation of the
.
plane of the Bannock overthrust.
Tensional phases.-'--The intense compression experienced by the region in the post-Cretaceous deforrnational epoch was doubtless succeeded by a condition
21 Emmons, W. H., and Calkins, F. C., Geology and ore deposits of the Philipsburg quadrangle, Mont.: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 78, pp. 146-151, 1913.

of tension, during which the overdeformed mountainbuilt mass slowly returned to equilibrium. The
numerous normal faults of the Caribou synclinorium
may have been formed at this time. Normal faults
that are locally concealed' by the Salt Lake formation
are also probably to be assigned to this interval of
tension. Examples of these faults are the Hemmert
and Freedom faults in the Freedom quadrangle, the
fault along the west side of Reservoir Mountain in
the Henry quadrangle, and the fault in the Dry Fork
of Johnson Creek in T. 9 S., R. 43 E., in the Slug
Creek quadrangle. Nothing more specific may be
said of the age of these faults than. that they are
.younger than the folds which they cut and older than
the Salt Lake formation, Pliocene (?).
The broad uplift and renewed folding of the later
deformational epoch was also succeeded by tensional
phases, apparently more marked than those that followed the earlier epoch. The principal normal faults
of the region probably belong here. Thus the horst
and graben structure in the northwestern part of the
region, the Slug Valley and Upper Slug faults, the
normal faults of the Aspen Range, and the Bear Lake
fault probably represent these tensional phases, though
they may have been formed earlier. Some faults of
earlier date may have experienced renewed movement
in the later epoch. The relative recency of some of
these faults or of their renewed movements is attested
by the presence of thermal springs or of tra vertine
deposits. Most of these faults are concealed in places
by early Quaternary deposits, but their relation to
Pliocene (?) beds is not generally evident. The Upper
Slug fault, however, in T. 9 S., R. 44 E., is believed to
have downfaulted beds of this age. Thus, if the
Pliocene (?) age assigned to the Salt Lake formation
is correct, the normal faulting that represents the tensional phases of the later deformative epoch appears to
ha ve followed closely after the uplift or perhaps to
have accompanied its later stages and to have occurred
in late Pliocene or earliest Quaternary time.
Igneous activity.-In the preceding chapter, on
"Igneous rocks," the possibility of relationship of the
geologic structure of the region to batholithic intrusion
is briefly discussed. The andesite in the vicinity of
Sugarloaf Mountain, in the Cranes Flat quadrangle, is
the only igneous rock that could have been associated
with the earlier deformative epoch in the region here
described, and its connection with this epoch is not
proved. Although it is with little doubt the oldest
of the massive igneous rocks represented, its intrusion
may have accompanied the revival of orogenic activity
that marked the later epoch.
The rhyolite and basalt are associated with the tensional phases of the later epoch. The normal faulting
and partial collapse of the region, especially toward
the northwest,. afforded opportunities for outpourings
of lava from fissures and from local vents sufficient to
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form the Outlet Valley, Willow Creek, and Blackfoot
lava fields and the numerous local occurrences of
rhyolite and basalt. Some of the extrusions encountered thrust planes, developed in the earlier deformative
epoch, and followed them to the surface.
CONDITIONS OF DEFORMATION

Rocky Mountain geosyncline.-The entire region here'
described is part of a great geosyncline in which sediments were deposited with few interruptions of magnitude frOl11 early Canlbrian to Upper Cretaceous
tilnes. This great structural feature has been called
by different writers the Rocky Mountain trough, the
Laramide trough, and the Laramide geosyncline. It
extended from the Arctic Ocean southward through the
Great Basin, and was in general an area of subsidence
or a negative element 22 on which the sediments had
accumulated in great thickness. On the west throughout much the same interval a relatively persistent
land mass or positive element had separated the geosyncline from the Pacific Ocean, and on the east a
loss persistent barrier at times had separated it from
interior seas. As Ransome 23 points out, the geosyncline is the only antecedent feature that has been
recognized as having had probably a directive influence
on the Laramide deformation. The tangential pressure, which produced the folds and overthrusts, was
normal to the trend of this structure, and in the region
described in this paper came from the west-southwest. Regarding the development of the Laramide
system, which includes the mountains here described,
Ransome 24 writes:
Keeping fully in mind the speculative and tentative nature of
the suggestion, we may suppose that in Cretaceous time the
Cordilleran land mass was rising and was being eroded. In
accordance with the general principles enunciated by Suess and
Chu.mberlin, the rising mass probably had a tendency to spread
laterally, particularly to the east, where sediments had previously 'accumulated to enormous thickness in the Laramide
trough, derived doubtless from older land masses which occupied
in part the position of the Cretaceous land. For a time, as
Chamberlin has pointed out, the effect of this creep of the protuberant mass would be to favor sedimentation by pushing the
sea shelf outward and partly downward. As uplift of the land
mass and sedimentation of the adjoining area continued, resistance to lateral spread would diminish. Erosion, by cutting
down the land, would tend to delay the final diastrophic event.
but deposition, the complement of erosion, would tend to haste~
it. Finally, if the forces causing the uplift of the land area were
relaxed, by just so much as the underlying support of the protuberant arch was lessened would thrusting stresses accumulate
along the borders of the land mass. Relief of these presumably
would be accomplished by a thrusting forward of the land mass
against the sediments to the east, the crumpling of these into
folds, and their further deformation by thrust faulting. This
diastrophic revolution, it is to be expected, would be followed
by collapse and downsinking of the imperfectly supported Cre-'
21 Willis, Bailey, A theory of continental structure applied to North America:
Geol. Soc. America Bun., vol. 18, pp. 389-412, 1917.
, n Ransome. F. I •. , The Tertiary orogeny of the North American Cordillera and
its problems: Problems of American Geology, p. 322, New Haven, 1915.
,. Idem, pp. 367-368.
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taceous continent and by normal faulting behind the overthrusts.

Initial dips.-Initial dips within the geosyncline
would tend to localize the folds aud thrusts, and the
character of the sediments would be to some extent
a determining factor in the localization and character
of the deformation. Thus, in the region here described
it is significant that the formations exposed in the
underlying block at the margin of the Bannock overthrust are generally Mesozoic beds that are relatively
weak and incompetent as compared with the Paleozoic
rocks that compose much of the upper block. These
Mesozoic rocks occupied a deep trough of the geosyncline and were very thick.
Horizontal compression.-The vigor of the tangential
pressure is indicated by the frequency of inclined or
overturned structures. The original nearly horizontal
attitude of the Bannock thrust plane has previously
been noted. That attitude has been modified by
subsequent compression and folding, but it indicates
that the forces acted horizontally and were not the
surface expression of obliquely emerging, deep-seated
. shear, such as was postulated by Willis 25 for the fault
zone along the east side of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Thus the locally steepened or overturned dips
of the thrust plane represent deformation rather than
rotation of the upper block.
Metamorphism.-The available evidence indicates
only slight metamorphism of the rocks during deformation. Some of the more shaly beds, as, for
example, the phosphatic shales of the Phosphoria
formation, are sheared or shattered at many localities
and thickened or thinned or even faulted out by
differential movements between the more competent
strata above and below. (See pI. 48, B.) Locally
also beds of quartzite or other rocks are fractured,
shattered, or even granulated in the fault zone of the
Bannock overthrust. Examples are seen in the exposures of Swan Peak quartzite in Worm Canyon, 2 miles
southwest of Bloomington, and of Fish Haven dolomite
in the canyon 17-2 miles southwest of St. Charles.
These facts indicate that the deformation was accomplished in the zone of fracture. No evidence of
flowage has been found. .Several of the more sandy
formations of the Paleozoic are more or less quartzitic. This condition was produced by cementation
and was completed before deformation.
Hydrothermal action.-Deformation was accompanied at some places by hydrothermal action. Siliceous breccia has already been noted here and there
along the Bannock overthrust. A somewhat similar
breccia, possibly younger, occurs in sec. 19, T. 6 S.,
R. 41 E., at the west base of Reservoir Mountain.
The fault rubble along the west base of the Aspen
Range in T. 9 S., R. 43 E., shows evidence of hydro15 Willis, Bailey, Structure of the Pacific Ranges, California: Geol. Soc. America
Bull., vol. 30, No.1, pp. 84-S6, 1919.
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thermal action in the form of leached and redeposited
material. The tra.vertine and associated spring deposits
that occur appear in general to be nlore recent than
the siliceous breccia and are probably associated.
ehiefly with the tensional phases of the epoch of later
deformation. Where they are found along the Bannock fault they may represent later movements along
the earlier fault liI.1e or places where solutions ascending along normal faults have gained access to the
thrust plane. Hydrothermal action is still in progress
in certain parts of the region here described and in
adjacent territory.
Fa~'orable formations.-Many of the Paleozoic formations are massively bedded and would act as competent ·strata under deformation. A number of the
formations, however, contain shaly members, such as
the Spence shale member of the Ute limestone and the
Hodges shale member of the Bloomington formation.
Some of the limestones are thin-bedded, as, for example,
the Ute limestone and certain beds of the Madison
limestone. Such formations, if exposed to deformation in the zone of fracture, would furnish horizons in
which thrust planes might originate. The Bannock.
()verthrust zone is complex, and no one formation has
yet been identified ·as the source of the thrust plane.
The Mesozoic formations are generally ·wea.ker and
less well consolidated than are the Paleozoic rocks.

.'

As the Mesozoic. rocks lay with favorable initial dip
and in great thickness athwart the direction of maximum compression, they crumpled under the accumulating compressive stress and permitted the more or
less folded Paleozoic rocks to override them. They
thus generally form t~e basement over which the upper
fault block moved and on which it now rests. Although. it has been customary, in discussing overthrusts, to regard the lower block as passively overridden by the upper or . thrust block, it is probable that both participate in' the movement, the separated parts moving past each other, as suggested by
Barrell. 26
RELAXATION FROM DEFORMATION

The evidence of relaxation from the compression of
the earlier deformative epoch is less well marked than
is that of relaxation .after the later epoch, doubtless
in· part because of the masking of earlier faults by
later movement along the same lines .. The evidence
at hand is insufficient to distinguish clearly which
faults were rejuvenated. On the other hand, the more
abundant igneous activity that accompanied the late
tensional epoch would seem to indicate that relaxation
was more nearly complete in the later epoch.
26 Barrell, J03eph. The upper Devonian delta of the Appalachian geosyncline:
Am. Jour. SeL, 4th ser., vol. 37, p. 107, 1914 .
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CHAPTER VI. ,HISTORICAL GEOLOGY
SUMMARY OF RECORD

I-listorical geology is becoming 1nore and 1nore
upon its daughter science, paleogeography,
certain principles of which are here set forth and
utilized in the interpretation of the geologic history of
southeastern Idaho. The record for this region, though
inlperfect, is unusually full, for the stratigraphic section includes nlOre than 46,000 feet of sediments, a
thickness greater than 8.7 miles.
depend~nt

PROTEROZOIC ERA

,

No 'rocks of pre-Cambrian age are exposed in southeastern Idaho, and inferences regarding the Proterozoic era must be drawn from the evidence of neighboring regions. The evidence thus obtained suggests that
the region here described was land throughout much
of that time, but that there was continental deposition,
deformation, erosion, and even glaciation, as in later
times, and that the great continental elements, including the Rocky Mountain geosyncline were already
blocked out before the Paleozoic era began.
PALEOZOIC ERA

The Paleozoic record is dominantly Dlarine and thus
indicates the progressive subsidence of the Rocky
Mountain geosyncline. The variations in character of
the sediments, however, and the numerous stratigraphic breaks show that there were interruptions in subsidence and even reversals of movement and at times
erosion. The diastrophic disturbances were gentle but
were fairly well distributed throughout the era. A
noteworthy feature is the general dominance of lilnestone deposition.
Early in the ClUnb'rian the relatively low, perhaps
peneplalled land of southeastern Idaho began to subside and to receive sandy sediments, at first probably
nOUlno,rine but later marine. The invasion of the sea
11lay not have begun until the later part of Lower Cambrian or the early part of Middle Cambrian time. The
sediments of the Middle Cambrian were chiefly calcareous, but with the opening of the Upper Cambrian
the area of the sea became smaller and sands were
for a time the predominant sedinlents again. This
condition was succeeded by renewed deposition of
limestone and even more extended invasion of the
sen" the first great transcontinental marine inundation of Paleozoic time.
A brief erosion interval with little change in the
attitude of the land separates the Upper Cambrian
fronl the Ordovician, when liule'3tone was again

formed. A reversal of subsidence in the lower part
of Middle Ordovician time brought first a change
in sedimentation and then an erosion interval that
lasted throughout much of Ordovician time. Toward
the close of the period subsidence and deposition of
limestone again took place.
The Silurian period in southeastern Idaho is repre-sented by a single formation, the Laketown dolomite,
the stratigraphic position of. which is not well understood. In spite of apparent conformity with the
underlying Ordovician Fish Haven dolomite a stratigraphic break of some magnitude may intervene.
The Silurian sea was widespread in the west., but
toward the close of the period it withdrew from the
geosyncline and that entire region became land.
These conditions continued until Middle Devonian
time, when the geosyncline was again occupied by the
sea and limestone was, again deposited without any
marked discordance in attitude of the later with the
earlier beds. From Middle through Upper Devonian
time the geosyncline was extensively flooded. Gentle
diastrophic movements during the period are indicated,
by changes in the lithologic character of the beds.
Mild diastrophic disturbances in southeastern Idaho
are believed to have caused the unconformity between
the Devonian and Carboniferous formations observed
in the adjacent Portneuf quadrangle. There is evidence also of a stratigraphic break between the two
formations of the Mississipian series, though here there
is no conspicuous unconformity. Limestones form the
main body of the rocks of this series, but shales and
sandstones are also present, and indicate variations in
,conditions of deposition. Another diastrophic disturbance marked the interval between upper Mississippian and Pennsylvanian deposition., The beds
formed in the later epoch were more sandy than those
of the Mississippian epoch, and in both epochs subsidence of the geosyncline was intermittent or there
were minor diastrophic, oscillp,tions. An unconformity separates the Permian from the Pennsylvanian
beds. The Rocky Mountain geosyncline was cut
off from the sea on the east, south, and much of the
west but chad northward and westward connections
with the Pacific. Under special stratigraphic conditions not yet well understood, beds of phosphate rock
that promise to be of great economic value were
formed, and the overlying beds of the same period
include beds of masshTe chert and of flinty shale. The
history of the Permian in this region thus constitutes
a series of interestmg stratigraphic problems.
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MESOZOIC ERA

fluviatile beds together with some of lacustrine origin.
Deposition was interrupted for a time by diastrophic
movements and erosion but was resumed and continued till about the opening of the Upper Cretaceous.
The conditions of deposition were probably analogous
to those of the sub-Himalayan group of Tertiary
deposits of India. There was no marked' change of
conditions between the close of the Lower and the
beginning of the Upper Cretaceous. Transitional beds,
occur in neighboring territory, but these and marine
Upper Cretaceous beds are absent from the immediate
region here described. Upper Cretaceous time was a
period of erosion. At its close came the great Laramide revolution, during which the complicated structural features of the region were produced. The great
depth of the geosyncline, the character of iots included sediments, and the position of its deeper portions with respect to the highest land of the time are
thought to have had a directive influence upon the
mountain-building 'forces.
The interval between the Cretaceous and Tertiary
in southeastern Idaho was occupied by erosion, but
in neighboring parts of southwestern Wyoming the
coal-bearing Evanston formation was laid down at
this time. The nature of this formation suggests that
the reduction of the adjacent mountains of Idaho
WtlS well advanced by the beginning of the Eocene.

The change from the Paleozoic to the Mesozoic in
southeastern Idaho is marked by strong faunal contrasts rather than by any noteworthy discordance of
strata. The Mesozoic is there distinguished by alterations on a great scale between marine and nonmarine
conditions of deposition. The later part of the era
witnessed the accumulation of enormous thicknesses
of continental sediments.
Though the North American continent as a whole
was a relatively broad land 8rrea in the Triassic period,
part of the Rocky Mountain geosyncline was for a time
occupied by an arm of the sea that was connected with
the Pacific at the southwest. In the Lower Triassic
open seas prevailed in southeastern Idaho, but farther
east there were playa seas, lagoons, or estuaries that
gave rise to red beds. The shore line of the sea advanced or retreated from time to time, causing some
interfingering of marine and red-bed sediments. At
least once during the epoch the sea withdrew sufficiently to permit erosion. After the deposition of
the Lower Triassic formations there was widespread
erosion followed by continental deposition, chiefly of
the desert type, although a considerable area was
occupied by a fairly persistent lake, which was probably without outlet and slightly saline. This lake was
filled or perhaps drained before the close of the epoch.
CENOZOIC ERA
There were apparently no desiccation products from it.
No great change occurred at the opening of the
The transition from the Mesozoic to the Cenozoic
Jurassic period, though there was probably widespread in the Northern Rocky Mountain province is ill defined
gentle warping, which depressed the geosyncline and and geologists are not agreed as to where the line
elevated the adjoining positive elements. Desert between the deposits of the two eras should be drawn.
sands accumulated during much of the Lower and The Cenozoic in southeastern Idaho was largely an
Middle Jurassic epochs, but in the later part of Middle era of erosion that was interrupted from time to time
Jurassic or early in Upper Jurassic time the sea crept by diastrophic changes and by the deposition of conin from the north along the 'great Jurassic valley. tinental sediments.
Southeastern Idaho and southwestern Wyoming were
No beds of Fort Union age are present. The only
occupied for a lpng time by a portion of this sea, and Eocene deposits are those of the Wasatch formation,'
marine sediments with characteristic fossils were which show variations in conditions of deposition but
deposited there in great thickness. Then the sea are thought to correspond fairly well with the Wasatch
withdrew, and its sediments were in places consider- group of southwestern Wyoming. Post-Wasatch time
ably eroded. Renewed' subsidence was accompanied in southeastern Idaho was consumed in erosion, and
by the deposition of a thick series of red, mainly non- the nature of the Green River and Bridger formations
m'arine sandy beds. Before the close of the epoch the in Wyoming indicates that the Idaho mountains close
sea again crept into the geosyncline, but its stay was at, hand may have been reduced nearly to base-level.
relatively brief and its record, so far as fossils were No crustal disturbances of note appear to have taken
concerned, was inconspicuous. The close of 'the Juras- . place at the close of the Eocene.
sic in southeastern Idaho is recorded in a marked
The Oligocene left no positive record.
change in type of sedimentation rather than in disThe Miocene was an epoch of erosion. Although
location of strata. 'This change is attributed' to the it was a time of great volcanic activity in many parts
Sierra Nevada movement, which caused mountain of the west no such activity is recorded in southeastern
building on a considerable scale in the Pacific coastal Idaho. Crustal disturbances in post-middle Miocene
region.
time are thought to have uplifted the old worn-down
The abrupt change in the character of sediments was surface, remnants of which are here called the Snowthe most noteworthy effect of this m"ovement in south- drift peneplain, and to have permitted in the later
eastern Idaho. Lower Cretaceous time was occupied part of the epoch the development of broad and deep
'
by the deposition of an enormously thick series of valleys.
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The erosion of the Miocene may have continued into disturbances; certain regions of the continents, called
the Pliocene, but it eventually gave way to the aggra- positive and negative elements, have been dominantly
dation that caused the deposition of the Salt Lake rising or sinking; geologic activities in any given region
formation tmtil the country perhaps resembled the have shown a marked periodicity and rhythm; the
was to-covered region around Amargosa Valley in ancient lands were relatively featureless and the
southern California. Some climatic fluctuations dur- epicontinental seas shallow; the present diversificaing tho period are suggested by the nature of the Salt tion of the lands is abnormal; the records of continLake fOl'lnation. Volcanic activity also occurred on ental and nlarine deposition are complementary;
a considerable scale. Further uplift canle at the close faunas originate in different oceanic regions or realms;
of the period.
they change by evolution and migrate to other regions;
The Quaternary history of the region is largely one the geologic record is very imperfect. These principles
of erosion interrupted by internlittent uplift and modi- . are discussed briefly in the order named.
fied by climatic. change and volcanic outbursts, which
PERMANENCE OF OCEAK BASINS AND CONTINENTS
have caused aggradation. The Gannett, Elk Valley,
Dry Forlr, and Blackfoot erosion cycles have produced
The idea of the relative permanence of the ocean
the present topographic features. Late faulting has basins and of the continents has become practically
affected the basalt and even the slopes of. hill wash a doctrine, but geologists are not united upon the
and has revived some of the earlier faults'. Recent degree of latitude pernlissible in its interpretation.
erosion has accomplished little change since the Black- For example, Willis 2 states that the ocean basins are
permanent features of the earth's surface and that
foot cycle.
they have existed where they lie now with moderate
LENGTH OF RECORD AND PRESENT CONDITIONS
changes of outline since the waters first gathered.
The length of tinle from the beginning of the Cam- The continents, he says, were never submerged to
brian to the present, as estiInated by Barrell, is between oceanic depths and consequently can not have been
550,000,000 and 700,000,000 years. In spite of the replaced by deep hollows, and no considerable part of
apparent tranquillity of the present it seems likely the existing basins can ev.er have been occupied by
fr01n the far-reaching studies of Barrell that south- land. The conclusion follows, according to his view,
eastern Idaho in COlnnlon with the rest of the world that the major oceanic drifts or currents have been
may be in the lllidst of a geologic revolution.
constant from an early date in each of the great oceans,
though this conclusion need not necessarily apply to
HISTORICAL GEOJAOGY AND PALEOGEOGRAPHY
the deep-seated circulation. He thinks with ChamThe historical geology of southeastern Idaho berlin3 that the present deep-seated circulation may
includes a sumlllary of the geologic activities of the be abnormal and that warm highly saline currents
region fr0111 the earliest times to the present, in so far may have flowed poleward from the equator beneath
ns the records may be deciphered ftom the evidence at cool and relatively less saline currents that flowed
hand. The.latest page of the story is the geography of toward the Equator.
the region as it appears to-day. This page has already
Schuchert/ on the other hand, maintains that,
beon discussed in an earlier chapter. The business of though the theory of the permanence of the ocean
historical geology is to reconstruct and interpret in basins and continents is widely accepted, it does not
, orderly sequence the geography of past epochs. It follow that the continents and oceans have retained
must therefore draw more and more largely upon its practically their present ou~lines since the beginning of
daughter science, paleogeography, which if? concerned the Cambrian. He points out that maI;ly geologists,
with the delineation of the ancient geography. A especially those of Europe, hold that the continents
review of the rise of paleogeography is given by nlay have 'been much changed in form and outline.
Schuchert 1 and need not be repeated here, but some of His own studies have convinced him that during the
the more significant paleogeographic principles, on Paleozoic era the continents not only were larger in
which the geologic history, as here interpreted, is area, but more especially that they were not then as
based, are enumerated below.
now drawn out longitudinally.
PALEOGEOGRAPHIC PRINCIPLES
Many facts of faunal and floral distribution are
difficult to e~plain with so restricted an interpretation
Of the 111any paleogeographic principles that bear of the doctrine as that advocated by Willis. His view
upon the historical geology of any region the following of the permanence of the oceanic drifts and currents.
10 have been selected as a basis for the present study: seems particularly hazardous.
The ocean basins and the continents have been relaBailey, Principles of paleogeography: Science, new ser., vol. 31, pp. 241tively perlnanent features of the globe; the ocean 260I Wiijis,
(pp. 243-245), Feb. 18, 1910.
basins are regarded as the sources of the. maj or crustal
3 Chamberlin, T. C., On a possible reversal of deep-sea circulation and its influence
Schuchert, Charles, Pnleogeography of North America: Ocol. Soc. America Bull.,
vol. 20, pp. 427-606, pIs. 46-101, pp. 431-436, 1910.
I

on geologic climates: Jour. Geology, vol. 14, pp. 363-373,1906.
.
• Schuchert, Charles, Correlation and chronology in geology on the basis of paleo
geography: Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol. '1:1, pp. 491-514, 1916.
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Fronl the point of view of the student of the geologic
history of southeastern Idaho, however, it seems certain that. the Pacific Ocean was present during the
entire' period of which there is any available record,
and that it profoundly influenced the geologic developmen t of the region,
OCEAN BASINS THE SOURCES OF MAJOR CRUSTAL
DISTURBANCES

Gulf regions. ,At times the sea withdrew completely,
and the geosyncline was drained or even became locally the Reat of continental deposition.
To the west, between the geosyncline and the
Pacific Ocean, lay a relatively persistent land mass or
positive element, which is designated by Willis the
Pacific element and called by Schuchert 7 Cascadia.
To the east, in the region that now comprises Wyoming,
Colorado, and Arizona, a less persistent land area is
recognized by Will.is as the Rocky Mountain element.
In spite of frequent submergence this region is shown
by the sum of the unconformities alnong its strata to'
have been a recurrent land mass. From time to time
these elements differed in size and in their relationship
to one another.

The ocean basins, because they have greater extent
and greater density than the con tinen tal masses, are
regarded as the regions in which the greater deformative movements of the eart~'s crust originate. The
bottoms of the oceans are believed to sink here or
there, thus enlarging their capacity and causing the
waters to withdraw to a greater or less extent from
PERIODICITY AND RHYTHM
the lands. The continen~al masses between the
Periodicity and rhythm are being recognized more
oceanic beds are squeezed and suffer deformation
and
'more 'as factors in paleogeography. As expressed
that corresponds with the intensity of the oceanic
by
Ulrich,S
disturbance. The squeezing of the 'continents may
All diastrophic movements and processes have ever been
result in mountain-building, with accompanying severe
and more or less localized deformation, or it may characterized by periods of activity alternating with periods of
find relief in gentler warpings, which do not greatly 'relative quiescence. Periodicity, then, is a fundamental factor
of geologic history. Further, all diastrophic processes must be
affect the elevation of the surface. The effects of rhythmic in operation and recurrence, because they are occathese movements are off~et in some degree by con- sioned by the necessarily rhythmic action of terrestrial forces.
tinental creep and by,increased sedimention, both of
The greater rhythms are expressed in periods of sediwhich tend to reduce the capacity of the ocean basins. mentation or of orogenic or epeirogenic disturbance,
All these features affect the position of the strand
which profoundly influence organic evolution and serve
line, which is determined for any given time or place to mark the passage of geologic time. Lesser rhythms
by the balance between the opposing tendencies. are recognized in such geologic activities as the moveWhere oceanic waters overspread the lower surfaces ments of the strand lines within the geologic periods
of the continental masses, shallow, epicontinental
or the fluctuations of Pleistocene glaciation. Rhythms
seas, such as the present Hudson Bay, are produced.
of still lower order are seen in the well-known Bruckner
35-year climatic cycle,9 in annual and seasonal variPOSITIVE AND NEGATIVE ELEMENTS
ations of temperature and precipitation, and in the
The fact that the areas of some of the former
recurrence of stormy or pleasant weather with its
epicontinental seas are now occupied' by enormous
respective effects up0I.llocal erosion or deposition.
thicknesses of sedimentary rocks that must from their
very nature have been deposited i~ relatively shallow LOW ANCIENT LANDS AND SHALLOW EPICONTINENTAL
SEAS
water, indicates that their bottoms subsided steadily
The'
ancient
lands
were
relatively featureless and
or at intervals throughout the period of deposition.
the
epicontinental
seas
shallow.
Ancient sediments
Portions of the continents that for long periods have
it
is
true,
that
locally
and
at recurrent times
show,
been dominantly sinking and receiving sediments
and
streams
were
swift, but over
grades
were
steep
have been called by Willis 5 negative elements and
large
areas
the
land
was
relatively
flat
and the grades
those that have been dominantly elevated or subjected
I gentle.
Schuchert
10 points out that there are at least
to erosion posit,ive elements.
Southeastern Idaho lies in one of the largest and 10 "disconformities" for every known angular unconmost pers'istent' of the negative elements of North formity. Movements which permitted erosion on the
America, the so-called Rocky Mountain or Cordil- one hand or deposition on the other must therefore
leran geosyncline. This great' epicont~nental sea, have been on the whole so gentle as not to disturb
called by Walcott 6 the Cordilleran sea, was dominated noticeably the attitude of the beds. This argues for
7 Schuchert, Charles, Paleogeography of North America: Geol. Soc. America
by Pacific waters, but at times it had connections
vol. 20, pp. 427-606 (p. 469), 1910.
northward with the Arctic and less frequently eastward BulL,
8 Ulrich, E. 0., The Ordovician-Silurian boundary: Congo geol. internat. Compt.
or southeastward with waters of the Mississippi and rend. 12- sess., 1913, pp. 597-598, 1914. Also advance copy (pp. 5-6).
~

Willis, Bailey, A theory of continental structure applied to North America:
Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 18, pp. 389-412,1907.
6 Walcott, C. D., Geologic time as indicated by the sedimentary rocks of North
America: Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci. Proc., vol. 42, pp. 143, 144, 1894.

9 Bruckner, E., Klimaschwankungen seit 1700, nebst Bemerkungen uber Klimaschwankungen der Diluvialzeit, Vienna, 1890. (Discussed by R. DeC. Ward, in
his translation of Hann's Handbook of climatology, New York, Macmillan, 1903.)
10 Schuchert, Charles, Correlation and chronology in geology on the basis of
paleogeography: Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 27, p. 497, 1916.
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low elevations and gentle grades. Epicontinental seas
outspread upon such a surface must necessarily have
been shallow. Barrellll calls attention to another phase
of the argument:

the one points to or centers in emergent stages of geologic
history, the other in submergent stages. * * * The successive facies of the land flora thus must have attained their
respective most typical developments in the intervals between
those times when the successive marine faunal facies reached
their respective high points. * * * Beginning with the
Permian, and thence on to the present time, the terminal
floras of each 'period are more readily distinguishable than is
either one from the nearest flora of the preceding or the succeeding period, as the case may be. For instance, the early Jurassic
flora is much more easily distinguishable from the late Jurassic
facies than it is from the preceding late Triassic flora ..

Lime-depositing scas have formerly been regarded as the
deepest, yet bottom-growing algae were at times abundant, as
scen in the cryptozoon horizons. Sunlight must therefore have
fi'ccly penetrated to the bottom. But more emphatic testimony
is given by interformational conglomerates, which show during
the deposition of the beds a vigorous stirring of the bottom by
wave action. Still more positive in meaning are the mud cracks,
which arc abundant in certain horizons. These are not shore
phenomena, sillce they occur at the same horizon over areas
reaching thousands of square miles; neither are they of tidal
origin, as shown by their breadth and the absence of tidal
channels. With seasonal change of winds, or more probably
with slight oscillations of level of longer periods, the water
came and went.

The seeming conflict of faunal and floral evidence
in certain transitional formations, such as those
that mark the closing stages of the Cretaceous or the
beginning of the Tertiary, will not be satisfactorily
disposed of until this principle is more clearly realized
and applied. This conflict is illustrated by the recent
discussions by Schuchert 15 and Cross and Knowlton 16
of a paper by Stanton17 on the fauna of the Cannonball' marine member of the Lance formation, in 'which
Stanton, after a careful description and analysis of
the fauna, chiefly inv.ertebrates, concludes that the
formation is Cretaceous. Schuchert agrees with
Stanton, but Cross and Knowlton disagree and point
to the necessity of reconciling. both marine and nonmarine classes of evidence before a satisfactory conclusion may be reached

ABNORMAL CONDITIONS OF THE PRESENT

The present great extent, relatively high elevation,
and nlarked diversification of the lands is abnormal as
c01npared with earlier periods. Barrell l2 states that
there is nothing analogous to it since the pre-Cambrian.
He thinks that the present rate of total denudation
may be 10, 15, or even 20 times the mean for all of
earth's history and that· estimates of geologic time
based on the present mean rate of denudation are
entirely too low.
Ulrich,13 who emphasizes the same idea, notes that

FA UN AL REALMS
In the submergent stages to which our knowledge of the preCenozoic periods is largely confined, the size of the continents,
and especially the average relief of the lands, was generally
A study of the Paleozoic faunas of North America
much less than now. Therefore, while degradational agencies
shows that they were derived from three permanent
in the peri~dic highly emergent stages probably were active
oceanic realms. According to Schuchert,18 these were,
enough alld occasionally perhaps comparable in vigor and
in the order of their persistence, the Gulf of Mexico
results to those of the present time, those working on the . mediterranean, which in' reality is but the southern
relatively low lands prevailing in the intervening submergent·
phases must have been correspondingly inferior in both repart of the northern Atlantic; the Pacific.; and the
apects. III III * We know, for instance, that the character of
Arctic. The faunas of the northern part of the north
the near-shore bottom of the Atlantic varies rapidly and greatly' Atlantic were as a rule confined to the northeastern
from place to place. Here we see a clean sand beach, near by
part of North America, though at times they spread
a fine mud bottom, and not far away the shore is strewn with
into the interior basin. Pacific faunas at times spread
great boulders torn from a massive cliff. Similarly extreme,
yet to-day very ordinary, variation of shore conditions seems
completely across the continent to the foot of Appalato have been very rare, not to say impossible, in the Paleozoic
chiao Arctic waters pulsated southward along the midepicontinentn.l seas. Their shores were rarely or never predIe region of the continent· far into the United States
cipitous, and the broad interior lands washed by these seas
during the Ordovician and Silurian periods and less
were often so low that the small clastic matter derived from
positively at other times. Faunas from the Gulf of
them exerted a scarcely appreciable effect on the character of
the deposits along hundreds, yes thousands, of miles of shore
Mexico frequently spread far throughout the Missisline.
sippi Valley and Appalachian area. 'They were at
CONTINENTAL AND MARINE DEPOSITION
times also tinged with south European or South Ameri-

I

The records of continental and of marine deposition
for a given period are complementary. As noted by
Ulrich ,14
.
II Dal'l'oll, Josoph, Hhythms and tho moasuroment of geologic time: Geol. Soc.
Amodca Bul!., vol. 28, p. 768, 1917.
II Idom, pp. 7'i4, 775.
18 Ulrich, ll:. 0., Hovlslon of tho Paleozoic systems: Geol. Soc. America Bull.,
vo!. 22, pp. 318-319, 1911.
II Ulrich, E. 0., Correlation by displacements of the strand line and the function
and proper lISO of fossils In corrclation: Oeol. Soc. America. Bul1., vol. 27, p. 465,1916.

can forms.

.

16 Schuchert, Charles, Are the Lance and Fort Union formations of Mesozoic
time?: Science, new ser., vol. 53, pp. 45-47, Jan. 14, 1921.
16 Cross, Whitman, and Knowlton, F. H., separate articles under the title, Are
the Lance and Fort Union formations of Mesozoic time?: Science, new ser., vol. 53,
pp. 304-308, Apr. 1, 1921.
17 Stanton, T. W., The fauna of the Cannonball marine member of the Lance
formation: U. S. Oeol. Survey Prof. Paper 128, pp. 1-49,9 pIs., 1920.
18 Schuchert, .Charles, The delimitation of the geologic periods illustrated by the
paleogoography of North America: Congo geol. Internat. Compl. rend., 12. sess., p.
572,1914 (advance copy, p. 18,1913).
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EVOLUTION AND MIGRATION OF FAUNAS

The development and withdrawal of epicontinental
seas through the agencies of diastrophism and degradation have been thought to play an important part in
the evolution and migration of faunas. With regard
to migration there is no question but that the epicontinental seas afforded the means by which the faunas
made their way from their respective centers to the
places where they are now found. Chamberlin and
Salisbury 19 emphasize the idea of expansional and
restrictional evolution of faunas in connection with the
. advance or retreat of these seas. Ulrich,20 however,
holds that fossil species and genera must have become
extinct during rather than before the intervals that
separated the periodic invasions of the epicontinental
seas. The final extinction of particular species or
genera must as a rule have been accomplished in the

Apart from the fact that, even under the most favorable con- '
ditions, only a small proportion of the total flora and fauna of
any period would be preserved in the fossil state, enormous
gaps occur where, from nondeposit of strata, no record has bet:tl
preserved at all. It is as if whole chapters and books were missing from an historical work. But even where the record may
originally have been tolerably full, powerful dislocations have
often thrown considerable portions of it out of sight. Sometimes
extensive metamorphism has so affected the rocks that their
original characters, including their organic contents, have been
destroyed. Oftenest of all, denudation has come into play, and
vast masses of strata have been entirely worn away, as is shown
not' only by the erosion of existing land surfaces, but by the
abundant unconformabilities in the structure of the earth's
crust.

Although other geologists in recent years have dwelt
on this theme none have done so more effectively than
Barrell, who, in a most illuminating essay,22 calls attention to the universal presence and aggregate importance of minor breaks in the record, which he ternlS

Time intervals recorded by sedimentation

21.-Sedimentary record made by harmonic oscillations in base-level. (After Barrell.)
A-A, Primary curve of rising base-level; B-B, diastrophic oscillations, giving" disconformities"
(D-D); C-C, minor oscillations, exaggerated and simplified, due largely to climatic rhythms.
Equation of curve C-C: y=sin x-O.25 cos 8x-0.05 cos 64x

FIGURE

oceanic basins. According to his view, there is no
ground for the belief that the expansion of the waters in
epicontinental basins .made them areas of stimulated
organic modification, because the deposits of such
basins must then have been filled with such a wealth of
intergrading mutations as to render the efforts of the
systematic paleontologist positively futile.
IMPERFECTION OF THE RECORD

The earlier views on the subject are well summarized
by Geikie,21 when he says:
IG Chamberlin, T. C., and Salisbury, R. D., Geology, vol. 1, 2d ed., p. 672, New
York, 1905.
20 Ulrich, E. 0., Correlation by displacements of the strand line and the function
and proper use of fossils in correlation: Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 27, p. 475,1916.
21 Geikie, Sir Archibald, Textbook of geology, 4th ed., vol. 2, p. 841, London
Macmillan & Co., 1903.
.

"diastems." These breaks at any given place are
represented in. other regions, commonly within the
same formation, by a bed or a series of beds and are
due to a variety of causes but largely to oscillations in
the intensity of climatic factors. In an instructive
,diagram, which is reproduced in Figure 21, he shows
a vertical columnar stratigraphic section with bedding
planes and larger stratigraphic breaks (" disconformities "), accompanied by curves showing minor oscillations, chiefly due to climatic rhythms, superimposed
upon the larger diastrophic oscillations that accompany a rise in base-level. At the top of the diagram a
horizontal column shows the time interval represented
by the vertical column. In the horizontal colunln the
22 Barrell, Joseph, Rhythms and the measurements of geologic time: Geol. Soc.
Amerjca Bull., vol. 28, pp. 794-798, pIs. 43-46, 1917.
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portion indicated by the heavy black lines corresponds
with the parts of the record preserved by the sediments.
If we apply the principles expressed in the diagram to
the interpretation of any sequence Qf bedded rocks the
tinle that has elapsed without leaving a visible record is
shown to be astonishingly great.
In southeastern Idaho the maximum combined
thickness of the sedimentary formations (see Table .12,
p. 48) is greater than 46,000 feet, or more than 8.7
miles. As stated in the prece.ding chapter, 16 unconformities or major stratigraphic breaks have been
recognized in the series. The deposition of so great a
bulk of material, when these unconformities are taken
into account, must have required a tremendously long
time. When, however, it is realized that this great
sedimentary record, full as it appears to be, is still
further divided by minor breaks and is very fragmentary, and that in the light of Barrell's studies the time
unrecorded may equal or even exceed that required
for the deposition of the visible sedimentary rocks, the
imagination staggers at the vastness. of the time interval which the geologic history of the region embraces.
Estimates of the length of the respective periods and
of the entire interval are given on page 206.
PRE-CAMBRIAN TIME

Rocks of this age have not been recognized in southeastern Idaho, but some inferences regarding this era
may be drawn from exposures in neighboring regions.
The pre-Cambrian was in general a time of great continental emergence. Probably the surface of the
North American continent had as great an area as now,
or perhaps greater, but even at that remote age the
developlnent of the Rocky Mountain or Cordilleran
geosyncline was well advanced. According to Walcott,23 this geosyncline then extended from the head of
the Gulf of California northward probably to the
Arctic Ocean.
In Arizona what is left of the Algonkian period of sedimentation is represented by nearly 12,000 feet * * * of sand·stones, shales, and limestones of the Grand Canyon group. In
Utah and Nevada sediments forming only sandstone and sili·ceous shale appear to have gathered, while in Montana there is
a development of limestone 4,800 feet in thickness in addition
to nearly 20,000 feet of siliceous and arenaceous beds.

These and the other Algonkian deposits of North
America are regarded by Walcott as of nonmarine
.origin. Schuchert 24 is inclined to dissent from this
view and considers that marine waters did for long
periods of time invade North America during the
Proterozoic era. In Utah 25
the pre-Cambrian ro~ks include some granite but consist
mainly of schists, quartzites, and slates, all more or less metaIS Wolcott, C. D., Cambrlon geology and poleontology, III: Smithsonian Misc.
·Coll., vol. 04, pp. 80, 81, 1914.
II Schuchort, Chnrlos, In Pirsson, L. V., ond Schuchert, ChorIes, Text book of
geology, pt. 2, p. 570, 1015.
IS Butler, B. S., and others, The ore deposits of Utah: U. S. Oeol. Survey Prot.
Paper 111, p. 77, 1920.
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morphosed. Locally, at least, as in Big and Little Cottonwood
Canyons, tillite is an important and interesting member of the
series. In general the lower members are the most highly
altered * * *
The boundary between the Cambrian and Algonkian rocks
has been determined in but few places in the State. Blackwelder, Hintze, and others have located it from American Fork
and the Cottonwoods northward to Brigham, and it seems
highly probable that future studies may differentiate the great
quartzite-slate-shale series at other localities.

The presence of great thicknesses of arenaceous
sediments that carry' but few fossil remains, the occurrence of algal limestones, and the presence of tillite
point to diversity of climatic conditions during the
Algonkian comparable to that of to-day. The metamorphosed character and. disturbed attitude of the
Algonkian sediments at many places point to continental revolutions similar to those of later periods.
Finally, the unconformities that generally separate
the Algonkian sediments from those of Paleozoic or
later formations point to the protracted exposure of
the disturbed and more or less metamorphosed
Algonkian strata to erosion.
The part of the geosyncline occupied by southeastern
Id'aho doubtless formed a land area throughout much
of pre-Cambrian time, though it probably was at
certain times the seat of continental deposition. No
evidence has been found of its occupation by the sea
in pre-Cambrian times. It participated in the revolutions above mentioned, for in Big Cottonwood Canyon, south of Salt Lake City, Blackwelder 26 has
'recognized an angular unconformity between the algonkian and the overlying Brigham quartzite, of Cambrian age. The tillite mentioned indicates that at
least locally and at certain times conditions Pin the
general region were favorable for the development of
glaciers. In the later part of the Algonkian and in·
early Cambrian time the geosyncline must have'been
subj ected to erosion, which reduced it nearly to baselevel. This condition is clearly shown in the Grand
Canyon section, where the unconformity between the
inclined Algonkian strata and the practically horizontal Cambrian beds is remarkably regular and is one
of the most striking geologic features of the region.
Similarly ill southeastern Idaho apparently little warping was required in Cambrian time to permit the flood~
ing of the geosyncline by marine waters. Pre-Cambrian time in southeastern Idaho, however, closed
while the geosyncline still stood above sea level.
CAMBRIAN PERIOD

Lower and Middle Oambrian epochs.-The Brigham
quartzite, which is the lowest formation of the Cambrian system in this region, is described by Walcott 27
as the overlapping shore deposit of Middle and Lower
25 Blackwelder, Eliot, New light on the geology of the Wasatch Mountains, Utoh:
Oeol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 21, PP. 520-522, 1910.
27 Walcott, C. D .• Nomenclature of some Combrian Cordilleran formotions:
Smithsonian Misc. ColI., vol. 53, PP. 190-200, 1908.
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Cambrian time, along what is now the Wasatch Range, others are more or less clayey or argillaceous, and still
derived from the Uinta region. The formation as a others consist of more nearly pure limestones in thin
whole is practically nonfossiliferous, but in the sec- or massive beds. The Ute limestone contains beds
tions west of Liberty, Idaho, and in Blacksmith Fork, of interformationaJ conglomerate. All the formations
Utah, described by Walcott, annelid' trails and trilo- differ somewhat in thickness from place to place.
bite tracks were found in the upper part and in the '.Phese differences in constitution, arrangement, and
corresponding part of the first-mentioned section he thickness point to intermittent subsidence of the georeports characteristic Middle Cambrian fossils. The syncline or to minor oscillatory diastrophic movements
thickness of the formation, which is 2,000 feet at the of the region during the Middle Cambrian. None
type locality near Brigham, Utah, together with the of the disturbances were sufficient to produce unconlocally cross-bedded and conglomeratic character of formities or "disconformities," but there are doubtless
the deposits indicate the long continuance of shallow many "diastems" or minor breaks in the record.
water, if the beds are marine deposits, and the generally
The more calcareous beds probably mark the epochs
slow subsidence of the region during the deposition of when the bordering lands were lower, the grades gentler,
the formation.
and the wash of land-derived waste least, and the
Barre1l 28 has pointed out that thick deposits of . more clayey and more sandy beds represent epochs
. coarse sediments are likely to be of nonmarine origin. when the contributing lands stood somewhat higher
In view of the preceding consideration of pre-Cambrian and grades were steeper. The interformational contime it seems highly probable that much of the' Brig- glomerates indicate epochs during the lower phases of
ham quartzite may he nonmarine and that the invasion the bordering lands, when the waters of the geosynof the Cambrian sea in this region may not have begun cline were sufficiently shallow for the partly consoliuntil the later part of Lower Cambrian time or the dated calcareous muds to be locally dislodged and agiearly part of the Middle Cambrian.
tated by wave action.
The source of the materials 'of the Brigham quartzite
Throughout much of the time the waters teemed
was undoubtedly the arenaceous and siliceous rocks of with marine life, as indicated by the abundant and
the pre-Cambrian, which occur to the south and south- somewhat varied faunas, which were largely derived
west in Utah and in the Raft River region of north- from Pacific sources by way of Nevada and southern
western Utah and southern Idaho. The Uinta Range California, but Schuchert's paleogeographic map 31 also
of northeastern Utah is composed largely of quartzite shows connection with Arctic waters. Some differences
that was formerly thought to be of pre-Cambrian age. in temperature are suggested by the oolitic layers.
If it were, in fact, of that age the Uinta regio'n might be The work of Vaughan 82 and Drew 33 in the region
considered as a source of much of the material of the of Florida and the Bahama Islands shows that marine
Brigham quartzite, and Walcott has so considered it. oolites are now being formed in warm tropical waters
The "Uinta" quartzite, however, has thus far proved by precipitation of calcium carbonate largely through
nonfossiliferous and has been assigned by different the agency of denitrifying bacteria, whereas in temper" writers to different ages. These opinions have been ate waters these bacteria are less abundant and less
reviewed by Oale,29 who concludes that the quartzite active. (For further discussion of this topic see p. 363.)
may be largely Algonkian but that it may also include a It seems probable that in Middle Cambrian times, as
considerable Cambrian section that corresponds to now, warmer temperature would favor the activities
Walcott's Brigham formation of the Wasatch Moun- of such bacteria and the formation of oolites, whereas
tains. More recently Butler and Loughlin,30 from the cooler temperature would be less favorable to these
study of numerous sections in various mining districts activities and would reduce or prevent the formation
of Utah, have referred this quartzite, which they call of oolites.
by its earlier name, the "Weber" quartzite, to the
Upper Oambrian epoch.-The beginning of the
Cambrian and have so designated it on their geologic Upper Cambrian was marked by a somewhat more
map of Utah. With this uncertainty as to age the pronounced diastrophic movement than the move"Uinta" quartzite can not safely be regarded as a ments which had occurred during the preceding epochs.
source of the materials of the Brigham quartzite. The conditions that produced the massive beds of the
The succeeding formations of the Middle Cambrian Nounan limestone gave way to those that favored
are chiefly limestones that are more or less fossilifer- the deposition of 200 feet or more of sand, which now
ous, but' two of the formations, the Ute limestone and constitutes the. Worm Creek quartzite member of the
the Bloomington formation, contain noteworthy shale
81 Schuchert, Charles, in Pirsson, L. V., and Schuchert, Charles, Text book of
members. Some beds are concretionary or oolitic, geology, p. 597, 1915.
o

o

Barrell, Joseph, Some distinctions between marine and terrestrial conglomerates: Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 20, p. 620, 1910.
at Gale, H. S., Coal fields of northwestern Colorado and northeastern Utah: U. S.
Geol. Survey Bull. 415, pp. 47-48, 1910.
.0 Eutler, B. S., and Loughlin, G. F., op. cit. (Prof. Paper 111), p. 78.
IS

32 Vaughan, T. W., Preliminary remarks on the geology of the Bahamas, with
special reference to the origin of the Bahaman and Floridian oolites: Carnegie Inst.
Washington Pub. 182, pp. 47-54, 1914.
83 Drew, G. R., On the precipitation of calcium carbonate in the sea by marine
bacteria and on the action of denitrifylng bacteria in tropical and temperate seas:
Carnegie Inst. Washington Pub. 182, pp. 9-45, 1914.
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St. Charles iormation. The volume of the epicontinental sea was thus diminished, and degradational
activities on contributing lands increased sufficiently
to supply large volumes of sandy waste. The grades,
however, remained moderate, for no conglomeratic
material was furnished. With the ensuing gradual
subsidence of the geosyncline erosional activities diminished and with lower grades the limestone-making
conditions were resumed and continued in southeastern Idnho probnbly till the close of the period, though,
ns in the Middle Canlbrian, there were minor diastrophic fluctuations. The sources of the faunas remained the same, but the Cordilleran sea, according
to Schuchert's maps,34 overspread the geosyncline eastward across the continent to Appalachia, and thus
registered the first great marine transco.ntinental inundntion of Paleozoic time.
ORDOVICIAN PERIOD

The chnnge from the Cambrian to the Ordovician
in southeastern Idaho is not generally distinguished by
any nlnrked lithologic change, though at one locality
a 40-foot bed of limestone conglomerate of the interformntionnl type was observed. The variation in the
thicl(ness of the underlying St. Charles formation suggests an intervnl of erosion between the two formations. Richardson 35 also notes thnt in the Randolph
qundrangle the Ordovician formations rest on beds at
different horizons of the St. Charles in different parts
of the quadrangle. The.refore, after the close of the
Cmnbrian period the geosyncline in southeastern Idaho
and ndjacent parts of Utah was probably elevated and
subjected to erosion sufficient to remove several hundred feet of Upper Cambrian beds. The sea then
returned and resumed the deposition of limestone.
Some clastic mnterial was deposited as impurities in
the limestone, but the quantity 'was not sufficient to
produce separate beds of shale or of sandstone. The
diastrophic nctivity at the close of the Cambrian was
thus relatively slight, otherwise it would have given
rise to coarser clastic beds.
In the Appalachian Valley and in the Ozark region
of Missouri Ulrich 36 has distinguished a period, which
he terms th"e "Oznrkian," between the well-recognized
Cambrian and Ordovician beds. If Ulrich's views
are substantiated the unconformity at the top of
the Cambrian lnny represent a'longer time interval
thnn might otherwise be supposed.
The fnuna of the Garden City limestone . which is
of Beekmnntown age, indicates that the formation
belongs in the Lower Ordovician. Its most striking
lithologic feature is the prevalence in it of interformational conglomerate, which indicates that
throughout the epoch of its deposition the waters
Op. cit.
aa Richardson, O. B., Tho Paloozoic section in northern Utah: Am. Jour. ScI.,
4th sor., vol. 30, p. 408, 1013.
Ie Ulrich, E. 0., Rovision 01 tho Paleozoic systems: Oeo1. Soc. America Bulla,
vol. 22, pp. 027-028, 1011.
8.

were shallow enough to permit the bottom muds
to be locally dislodged and agitated by waves. The
same evidence shows that the geosyncline must have
subsided gradually while the limestone, 1,250 'feet
thick, was being deposited.
After the Garden City limestone was laid down
crustal movements occurred that quickened erosion
and supplied large volumes of sands to the geosyncline.
This material was well sorted and cleaned before
its deposition, which was doubtless effected by waves
in shallow water. Fossils are not numerous, but
the few forms preserved are of Chazy (?) age, as
determined by Ulrich and Kirk. Locally organic
matter was sufficiently abundant to produce lenses
of phosphate rock as described on page 57. The
crustal movements of the time could not have been
intense or coarser sediments would have been furnished by the streams. These sands, which are now
known as the Swan Peak quartzite, accumulated
to a thickness probably greater than 500 feet, and
,their deposition was accompanied by further sub,
sidence of the geosyncline.
A reversal of this movenlent caused the withdrawal
of the sea and the beginning of an erosional epoch
that was rather general in western North America
and that, so far as southeastern Idaho was concerned,
lasted throughout much of the Ordovician period.
The crustal disturbance that produced this change
was again gentle, for no noteworthy angular unconformity is observed b~tween the Swan Peak quartzite
and the overlying Fish Haven dolomite. Were it
not for the absent faunas, which are represented in
the eastern part of the United States, the length
of the in terval of erosion would scarcely be suspected.
When the sea at length returned as a result of the
renewed gentle downwarping of the geosyncline the
limestone making was resumed without the intervention of transitional deposits. The Fish Haven
dolomite carries a Richmond fauna and is more strongly
magnesian than the earlier limestones. The cherty
ma'sses contained in it are noteworthy and probably
point to a higher percentage of siliceous organisms
in its waters of deposition than in those of the earlier
seas. Although the Richmond fa~na is at present
considered as of Upper' Ordovician age it should be
noted that IDrich 37 regards it as the base of the
Silurian. Schuchert's paleogeographic map 38 shows
during this epoch the eastward connection of the Cordilleran sea through Wyoming and Colorado with the
Mississippi Valley and Appalachian regions.
SILURIAN PERIOD

Although in eastern North America the close of
the Ordovician was marked by an orogenic revolution
of considerable proportions little record of such activa7 Ulrich, E. 0., The Ordovician-Silurian boundary: Congo geol. internat. Compt.
rend. 12 8 sess., pp. 593-667, 1914 (advance copy, 50 pp., 1913).
as Schuchert, Charles, op. cit., p. 635. .
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ity is found in southeastern Idaho. There the only
formation now credited to' the Silurian is the Laketown
dolomite. At the type locality of this formation
Richardson ~9 was unable to distinguish the boundary
between it and the underlying Fish Haven dolomite
because of the scarcity of fossils.
In the Montpelier quadrangle the principal mass
of the Laketown dolomite lies in the fault zone of the
Bannock overthrust southwest of St. Charles, so that
the lithologic change at the boundary, which is more
pronounc'ed than in Laketown Canyon,: is probably
not typical of the formation as a whole. It would
seem, therefore, that the limestone-making conditions
were little interrupted by the change from one period
to the other. It is true that the fossils of the Laketown are so sparse and so poorly preserved that the
stratigraphic position of the formation within the
system is not known. Hence, a con-siderable faunal
break may be present, but in any event it is probably
much less than that represented by the boundary
between the Swan Peak quartzite and the Fish Haven
dolomite.
The Silurian sea, according to Schuchert's map/a
flooded the Cordilleran geosyncline from the Pacific at
the southw~st and from the Arctic and connected eastward along the Canadian boundary with the Appalachian geosyncline. He assigns this sea to the Louisville p"art of the Niagaran epoch .. If the Laketown
belongs here the break between it and the Fish Haven
would correspond with the time represented in the
East by the Clinton and Medina epochs plus whatever time may be needed. to represent the orogenic
disturbances that preceded the period there.
The question is raised whether in the light of Ulrich's
studies the Fish Haven dolomite with -its Richmond
fauna may not after all be Silurian. In that event the
faunal break which precedes it would include the
Taconic revolution 41 of the East. The Fish Haven
would represent the Medina epoch, at least in part,
and the Laketown might be actually conformable, as
indeed it appears to be. On the assumption of Louisville age for the Laketown a time interval of greater
or less length would intervene between the Fish Haven
and the LaketoWn, but this .interval would then be
considerably shorter than it would be on the assumption of Ordovician age for the Fish Haven.
Some variations in the constitution of the Laketown
dolomite, such as sandy layers and the occurrence of
one or more beds of shale, point to minor diastrophic
oscillations during the general subsidence of the geosyncline. Toward the later part of the Silurian period
the sea withdrew from the geosyncline, and indeed, as
I

•

n Richardson, G. B., The Paleozoic section in northern Utah: Am. Jour. SeL,
4th ser., vol. 36, p. 410,1913.
40 Schuchert, Charles, op. cit., p. 671.
41 Dana, J. D., Manual of geology, 4th ed., pp. 531-533, 1895. See also Pirsson,
L. V., and Schuchert, Charles, Text·book of geology, pt. 2, p. 636, 1915.

shown on Schuchert's paleogeographic maps,42 all of
the North American continent except some of the
eastern portions became land.
DEVONIAN- PERIOD

In Middle Devonian time the Cordilleran geosyncline was again occupied by the sea, and limestone
making was resumed. The surface of deposition had
been disturbed so little by the diastrophic and erosional changes of the later Silurian that the Jefferson
limestone of the Devonian was deposited on the Laketown dolomite with apparent conformity, whereas in
fact the stratigraphic hiatus between the two formations is comparable to that between the Fish Haven
dolomite and the Swan Peak 'quartzite.
The geosyncline again subsided gradua11y until the
Jefferson and Threeforks limestones, which have a
combined thickness of 1,115 feet in the Portneuf
quadrangle, had been deposited. Probably the subsidence was to some extent intermittent or even
oscillatory, for some lithologic changes are noted.
Thus thin-bedded strata occur near the base of the
Jefferson at some places, though the formation as a
whole is massively bedded. At other places sandy
beds have been observed. The Threeforks, which
overlies the Jefferson in apparent conformity, differs
from it lithologically in being a relatively soft formation with thin beds of impure reddish limestone. In
the light of Barrell's studies, already mentioned, these
lithologic differences probably imply stratigraphic
breaks of greater or less length, which from present
data can not be evaluated.
Schuchert's maps 43 show that the inundation of the
geosyncline began from the southwest in the early
Devonian, but did not extend as far as southeastern
Idaho until 11iddle Devonian time. The fossils thus
far gathered from the Jefferson limestone in southeastern Idaho have been identified as of this epoch.
From then on through Upper Devonian time the geosyncline was extensively flooded, and the Arctic waters
mingled with those of the Pacific. The fossils of the
Threeforks limestone have been identified as of Upper
Devonian age. Parts of Colorado and adjacent
States were land, but the Upper Devonian sea connected eastward through the central United States
with the Mississippi Valley and Appalachian regions.
CARBONIFEROUS PERIOD

The change from the Devonian to the Carboniferous
occurred in southeastern Idaho without registering
any marked diastrophic activity. The relations between Devonian and Carboniferous in the Montpelier
and Slug Creek quadrangles are obscured by later
faulting, and there is scant representation of the
Devonian. In the Portneuf quadrangle, however, the
Devonian is well represented and the Carboniferous
lies unconformably upon it.
42
43

Schuchert, Charles, op. cit., p. 673.
Idem, p. 697.
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MISSISSIPPIAN EPOCH

In the Randolph quadrangle Richardson 44 notes that
the Madison limestone, the lowest Carboniferous formation, is apparently conformable with the underlying Threeforks limestone. Paleogeographic maps 45 of
North America show a considerable decrease in the
size of epicontinental seas between the Devonian and
the Carboniferous and a corresponding emergence of
the con tinen t. The Cordilleran sea in early Mississippian time extended northward probably to the
Arctic and had eastward connections through Texas
and Oklahoma with the sea of the Mississippi Valley
region.
The difference in lithology between the Threeforks
and Madison limestones is marked topographically by
differential erosion, for the Threeforks forms depressions and sags, whereas the Madison forms hills and
rough ledges. The more calcareous nature of the
Madison indicates probably greater distance from
shores or gentler grades in the contributing lands
than in Upper Devonian time. The thin-bedded
character of the formation suggests frequent interruptions of sedimentation, though probably not because of exposure to subaerial erosion. The abundant
marine fauna shows that the waters of the epicontinental sea teemed with a varied life.
, Blackwelder 46 has described a "nonmarine member
in the Mississippian, " which Richardson 47 thinks may
instead correspond with the Threeforks limestone of
the Devonian. Should it prove to be in fact of Mississippian age it would indicate that at some places
during this epoch and for certain intervals the shallow
waters alternately came and went, leaving bare flats
exposed to sun and wind for a time and then flooding
them. Barrell 48 calls such bodies of water playa seas
and cites the Rann of Cutch as a present example.
This great arr.a of 10,000 square miles east of the Indus
delta is flooded from July to November during the
southwest monsoon to an average depth of 5 feet
. to a rise of sea level due to wind pressure. For'
OWIng
the remainder of the year it is a barren and saline mud
flat.
The change from the lower to the upper Mississippian is ,marked by the complete emergence of the continent, according to Ulrich,49 who favors a division of
the Mississippian into two series because of this
stratigraphic break. In southeastern Idaho the eviUichardson, O. B., op. ('it., p. 412.
Schuchert, Charles, in Pirsson, L. V., and Schuchert, Charles, A text·book or
geology, pp. 697, 733, New York, 1!l15.
46 Blackwelder, Eliot, New light on the geology or the Wasatch Mountains, Utah:
Oeol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 21 pp. 528-529, 1910. See also U. S. Oeol. Survey
Bull. 430, p. 539, 1910.
n Richardson, O. B., 'l'he Paleozoic section in northern Utah: Am. Jour. ScI..
4th ller., vol. 36, p. 412, 1913.
18 Barrell, Joseph, Rhythms and the measurement or geologic time: Oeol. Soc.
America BulL, vol. 28, p. 780, 1917.
40 Ulrich, E. 0., quoted in Pirsson, L. V., and Schuchert, Charles, A text·book
or geology, p. 738, New York, 1915. See also Ulrich, E. 0., Revision octhe Paleozoic
systems: Oeol. Soc. America BulL, vol. 22, pp. 346-348, 582, 1911.
II
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dences of such a break are not very apparent, though
if the region is considered as a whole with adjacent
parts of Utah there are some facts that suggest it. For
example, Richardson 50 in the Randolph quadrangle
has observed noteworthy variations in the compositionof the lower part of the Brazer limestone, (upper
Mississippian) .
In'some places much chert is present, occurring in layers a
few inches thick and also in irregular bunches. In other localities chert is not conspicuous, and the lower part of the limestone
is thin-bedded to shaly. About a mile east of Laketown a thin
bed of phosphate rock, formerly assigned to the Park City
(Phosphoria) formation occurs in the shaly lower part of this
limestone.

Blackwelder 51 has noticed a bed of lean phosphate
at a corresponding horizon in the Ogden district, and
Finch 52 has mapped in detail a phosphate-bearing shale
bed at the base of the Brazer limestone in the vicinity
of Logan, Utah.
This shale bed had not hitherto been recognized
in southeastern Idaho, but ip. 1920 the writer's
attention was directed to some recent phosphate
prospects along the western base of the Preuss Range
near Montpelier and about a quarter of a mile south
of Joes Gap, in an are'a that was formerly mapped as
Madison limestone. Brazer limestone forms the foot
slope of the range at Montpelier and a short distance
north. The base of the 'Brazer probably laps a little
upon the Madison near Joes Gap, and the phosphate
prospects mentioned may be in the shale member
mapped by Finch. The slope to the east is occupied
by Madison limestone, which has some undulations
but forms practically a dip slope. Phosphate float
has been reported from other places on this slope.
These fragments are probably erosion remnfl,nt.!=I of
this shale member.
The distribution of this shale member thus appears
to have been rather widespread, but its' localized
occurrence suggests deposition upon an eroded surface. The differences in composition at the base of
the Brazer noted by Richardson may be similarly
explained. The conditions that attended the formation of the shale were probably to a certain extent
'comparable to those under which were formed the
more extensive and richer phosphatic shales of
Permian age.
Richardson 53 nO,tes that in the Randolph quadrangle the Brazer limestone is more or less sandy
throughout and that locally considerable sandstone
is present. In southeastern Idaho the Brazer limestone probably contains a somewhat higher percentage of calcareous matter, though here, too, cherty'
material, sand'y beds, and even beds of sandstone
are found. N ear the top a dark shale bed is also

•

Richardson, O. B., op. cit., p. 413.
Blackwelder, Eliot, Phosphate deposits east or Ogden, Utah: U. S. Oeol. Sur.
vey Bull. 430, p. 539, 1910.
n Finch, E. H., manuscript report.
aa Richardson. O. B., op. cit.
60
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present. These stratigraphic differences indicate
that interruptions of sedimentation and changes in
the character of the sediments occurred because of
minor diastrophic disturbances in the subsiding
geosyncline or in the contributing lands. The massive
beds o.f limestone, which are a noteworthy feature
of the formation, indicate that these disturbances
were on the whole less frequent during the Brazer
epoch than in some of the other epochs.
Schuchert's54 paleogeographic map shows that the
upper Mississippian sea occupied a much smaller part
of the Cordilleran geosyncline than did its predecessor.
There is, however, some reason for the belief that ill
regions farther north, where only the Madison limestone is mapped, beds of upper Mississippian age may
be included. The eastward connection of the Cordilleran sea with that of the Mississippi Valley region
through the southwestern States was renewed.
Marine life was abundant and varied, though its
remains are ~ot uniformly distributed through the
rocks. Certain layers are remarkably fossiliferous.
PENNSYLVANIAN EPOCH

The close of the Mississippian was marked by a
withdrawal of the Cordilleran sea from southeastern
. Idaho and adjacent parts of Utah and probably also
fronl other parts of ,the geosyncline. Richardson 55
notes an unconformity at the top of the Brazer limestone in the Randolph quadrangle, and Blackwelder 56
has described a similar unconformity in the Wasatch
Range. In southeastern Idaho similar relations are
suggested by the local occurrence of the shale bed and
of the Martinia zone near the top of the Brazer and by
the variable thickness of the lower member of the Wells
formation within relatively 'short distances. Little
disturbance of the land had taken place, however, for
with the return of the sea in Pennsylvanian time the
deposition of limestone was resumed under much the
.same conditions as in the previous epoch and without
marked discordance of bedding. More detrital material was furnished' from the land, but this was chiefly in
the form of sand. Most of the limestone beds contain
more or less sand, and some of them are really calcareous sandstones. For a considerable time in the
middle of the epoch little except sand was deposited,
but'toward the close beds of highly siliceous limestone
were formed. Little organic record is left of the time
when the sands that now form the sandstone and
quartzite' beds were laid' down. The red color and
cross-bedding of some of the sandstones suggest that
there may ha.ve been actual emergence for part of that
. time.
The more calcareous layers are in places abundantly
fossiliferous and indicate a rich and diversified marine
Schuchert, Charles, op. cit., p. 733.
ea Richardson, G. B., op. cit., pp. 413, 415.
DO Blackwelder, Eliot, New light on the geology of the Wasatch Mountains, Utah:
Geol. Soc. America BulL, vol. 21, pp. 530-533, 1910.
U

life. The proportion of siliceous organisms was
probably greater than it was in the earlier Carboniferous epochs, because now the concentrically banded
cherts and more irregular masses and layers of chert
copstitute a striking feature of the limestones in the
Wells formation. Silica in solution may also have
been supplied from the lands by streams.
The thickness of the Wells formation, 2,400 feet,
indicates a considerable subsidence of the geosyncline
during the Pennsylvanian epoch, but the lithologic
differences noted point to interruptions in deposition
and to gentle diastrophic oscillations. Schuchert's
map 57 shows that the Pennsylvanian sea entered the
Cordilleran geosyncline from the southwest and spread
northward nearly to the Canadian border and that it
maintained eastward connections through Texas and
Oklahoma with the Mississippi Valley and Appalachian regions. In the Cordilleran geosyncline limestone continued to be d'eposited, but coal was deposited
at different places in the southern Rocky Mountain
province, 58 and from northern Texas eastward,
during the Pennsylvanian epoch, valuable coal beds
were formed from time to time. Coal that was
deposited in the Cordilleran geosyncline during the
Pennsylvanian is also reported from Nevada, 59 but
the occurence seems to have been purely local.
At the close of the Pennsylvanian epoch the Cordilleran sea again withdrew from the geosyncline, 'so
far as southeastern Idaho and neighboring parts of
Utah were concerned, for an unconformity intervenes
between the top of the Wells and the succeeding
Phosphoria f9rmation. Farther east, in the region
of the, southern Rockies, mountain building of considerable proportions occurred. 60 This emergence
of the so-called Rocky Mountain element had a
profound influence on the development of the geosyncline. All eastward marine faunal communication
from southeastern Idaho was for long ages :harred .
PERMIAN EPOCH

The erosional interval that succeeded the deposition
of the Wells does not appear to have been of long duration, for only the upper part of that formation was
affected by it. When the sea returned in the succeeding Permian epoch conditions of deposition had
changed greatly. In the first place the inundation
probably came from the north or west instead of from
the southwest as in previous floods.
PHOSPHORIA SEA

The outline of the Phosphoria sea is not accurately
known. The sea was probably closed off on th~ east
Schuchert, Charles, op. cit., p. 743.
Lee, W. T., Early Mesozoic physiography of the southern Rocky Mountains:
Smithsonian Misc. ColI., vol. 69, p. 5, 1918.
ag Emmons, S. F., Descriptive geology: U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Par., vol. 2, p. 595.
See also Hague, Arnold, Geology of the Eureka district, Nev.: U. S. Geol. Survey
Mon. 20, pp. 95-98, 1892.
co Lee, W. T., op. cit., pp. 5-7.
a7
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and south, but possibly was connected with the Pacific
.northwestward through Nevada and northern California and with the Pacific and Arctic by way of
British Columbia and Alaska, as suggested in Figure
22, which is modified from Schuchert's map.61 In a
comprehensive study of the late Paleozoic in North
America Case 62 shows a land barrier extending northwestward from south-central New Mexico to the
. Canadian border. He notes "that it may have been
interrupted locally toward the north or was low
enough there to pernlit the extension of red beds
across it. West of this barrier red beds are generally
absent, except as just noted, but toward the'south they

tation given in Figure 22, though he realizes that many
gaps exist in preseht lmowledge. Beds assigned to the
Phosphoria epoch occur in the Uinta Mountains about
as far east as the Colorado line 64 and in Wyoming
nearly as far east as the Big Horn Range. 65 They have
been found in western Montana 66 and Alberta,67 and
Girty 68 notes faunal resemblances that are traceable
even into Alaska, Asia, and eastern Europe. The
western and southern limits of the sea are less well
known, but the evidence thus far available seems to
indicate its closure at the south and its probable opening to the Pacific by way of northern C~Jifornia. Geologists of the Fortieth Parallel Survey 69 found fossils
0
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gradually replace the marine beds. In this paper Case
does not assign western limits to this sea, but in an
earlier paper 63 he indicates its .boundary as a line drawn
northeastward from the southwest corner of Utah
and northward through central Utah and Idaho to
Montana. On this map he also shows another sea
extending eastward through California and southern
Oregon into Nevada and southwestern Idaho. From
the evidence at hand the writer prefers the interpre6J

Pirsson, L.

v., and Schuchert, Charles, A text-book of geology, 2d ed., pt. 2, p.

355, New York, 1924.

II Case, E. C., The environment of vertebrate life in the late Paleozoic in North
America: Carnegie Inst. Washington Pub. 283, p. 261,1919.
os Case, E. C., The Permo-CarboniCerous red beds of North America and their
vertebrate fauna: Carnegie Inst. Washington Pub. 207, pl. 4, p. 88,1915.

at several localities at about longitude 115 0 W. in
east-central Nevada, which they referred to the
"Upper Coal Measures." Later collections from the
M Schultz, A. R., A geologic reconnaissance of the Uinta Mountains, northern
Utah, with special reference to phosphate: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 690, pp.31-94,
1919.
65 Condit, D. D., Relations of the Embar and Chugwater formations In central
Wyoming: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Parer 98, pp. 264-266, 1916.
Blackwelder, Eliot, A reconnaissance of the phosphate deposits In western
Wyoming: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 470, pp. 452-481,1911. Gale, B. S., Rock pho~
phate near Melrose, Mont.: U. S. Oeol. Survey Bull. 470, pp. 440-451,1911. Stone,
R. W., and Bonine, C. A., The Elliston phosphate field, Mont. : U. S. Oeol. SurVAY
Bull. 580. pp. 373-383, 1915. Pardee, J. T., The Garrigon and Philipsburg phosphate
fields, Mont.: U. S. Oeol. Survey BUll. 640, pp. 195-228, 1917.
07 Adams, F. D .• and Dick, W. J., Discovery of phosphate of lime in the Rocky
Mountains. Canada Commission of Conservation, Ottawa, 1915.
68 Glrty, G. B., The fauna of the phosphate beds of the Park City formation in
Idaho, Wyoming, and Utah: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 436, p. 9,1910.
OTEmmons, S. F., op. cit., pp. 490, 513. 600, 670.
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same or near-by localities 70 have been considered by red beds. In the San Franciscan volcanic field of
north-central Arizona, according to Robinson,79 the.
Permian by G. H. Girty.
Recent work by members of the Geological Survey 71
Permian (?) rocks consist of red and brown shales
has shown the existence of marine Permian beds in the with some calcareous beds that are probably of either
Tonopah and Hawthorne quadrangles, in southwest- fluviatile or estuarine origin. After citing the work of
ern Nevada. From collections at these localities Mr. other writers on the general region Robim:on concludes
Girty has identified a fauna that contains the brachio- that
pod Spiriferin.a pulchra and other forms characteristic A portion of southwestern Arizona of unknown extent was
of the Phosphoria formation of southeastern Idaho.
* * * a land area of sufficient elevation to supply large
These rocks in the Toyabe Range, in the Tonopah quantities of waste to the lower-lying country on the north
quadrangle, and near Candelaria, in the Hawthorne during Triassic time and in all pr<;>bability during Permian
quadrangle, are conglomeratic and unconformable time.
LITHOLOGIC VARIATIONS
upon the Ordovician, indicating proximity to a shore
line. Knopf 72 reports in the Inyo Range east of
Considerable variation in lithology occurs In the
Independence, Calif., the occurrence of fossils that sug- Permian strata from place to place. In northern
gest the Spiriferina pulchra fauna. These beds are Utah they are included in the Park City formation
assigned by Mr. Girty to the Permian. It appears described by Boutwell 80 and named by him from Park'
also from Case's summary 73 that in northern Califor- City, Utah, where the formation is made up largely
nia beds of upper Carboniferous age have been found,
of calcareous members but also includes several sandsome of which have been correlated with formations stones and quartzites and some beds of phosphate
that are elsewhere considered Permian. Marked vol- rock. The formation at Park City is poorly exposed
canic activity appears to have taken place near the and shows more or less reduplication by faulting, but
close of the depositional epoch, as indicated by both Boutwell considered it conformable upon the undertuffs and flows. Similar conditions have been noted lying Weber quartzite of Pennsylvanian age.
by F. B. Laney 74 in western Idaho, where fossiliferous
Schultz,81 however, has recognized an unconformity
tuffs that carry a Permian fauna have been recognized. between the Park: City and the Weber at a number
According to C. P. Ross 74 these tuffs are known to of places in the Uinta Mountains. He divides the forextend west as far as Baker, Oreg. Elevation accom- mation into four parts, of which the lowermost is a
panied by volcanic activity is thought by Case to have limestone that probably corresponds with the upper
occurred about this time from Alaska southward into part of the Wells formation (Pennsylvanian) of Idaho
northern California.
and like it is locally thickened, thinned, or even cut out
Toward the south Permian phosphate beds have altogether by the unconformity. The next member
been found in the Park City district, Utah, 75 and along is the phosphatic shale series, in which bands of
the south side of the Uinta Range. 76 Phosphatic shale chert and limestone occur. The third member is
reported from the Oq~irrh Range 77 may also be' of the , the upper or cherty limestone, which contains a large
same age. Farther south, however, in Beaver, Wash- percentage of concretionary chert nodules and lenses,
ington, Garfield, Kane, and San Juan Counties, a's and the fourth or uppermost is a thin-bedded gray
shown by several writers,78 the Permian is represented limestone, which weathers readily, forming depressions
and at a distance has the appearance of 'a clay or
70 Spurr, J. E., Descriptive geology of Nevada south of the fortieth parallel and
adjacent portions of California: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 208, 2d ed., p. 56, 1905.
shale bank. The second and third menIbers corHill, J. M., Notes on some mining districts in eastern Nevada: U. S. Geol. S~vey
respond fairly well lithologically with the Phosphoria
Bull. 648, pp. 56, 64, 1916.
71 Fcrguson, H. G., personal communication.
form~tion of Idaho, but nothing in that formation
7J Cited by Case, E. C., The environment of vertebrate life in the late Paleozoic
quite agrees with Schultz's uppermost member of the
in North America: Carnegie lnst. Washington Pub. 283, p. 141, lIn9. See also
Park City, though in the Fort Hall Indian ReservaKnopf, Adolph, A geologic reconnaissance of the Inyo Range and the eastern slope
of the Sierra Nevada, Calil.: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 110, p. 44, 1918.
tion 82 shale beds that contain a species of AmbocoeZia
78 Case, E. C., op. cit., pp. 136-140.
were found above the cherty beds of the Phosphoria.
7. Personal communication.
76 Boutwell, J. M., Geology and ore depOSits of the Park City district, Utah;
In Idaho also there is considerable variation in the
U. S. Geol. Survey Pro!. Paper 77, pp. 49-52, 1912.
lithology of the Phosphoria from place to place. ,In
78 Schultz, A. R., A geologic reconnaissance of the Uinta Mountains, northern
Utah, with special reference to phosphate: U. S. Geol. Survey BUll. 690, pp. 46-53,
Georgetown Canyon in the Slug Creek and Crow'
1919.
Creek quadrangles the phosphatic shale member, ac77 Bulter, B. S., and others, The ore deposits of Utah: U. S. Geol. Survey PrOf.
Paper 111, pp. 337, 375, 1920.
cording to two complete measured sections, ranges
78 Lee, W. T., Water resources of Beaver ValleY, Utah: U. S. Geol. Survey Water
SUPply Paper 217, p. 10, 1908. Huntington, Ellsworth, and Goldthwait, J. W.,
The Hurricane fault in the Toquerville district, Utah: Harvard ColI. Mus. Compo
Zoology Bull., vol. 42, PP. 201-259, 1904. Lupton, C. T., Notes on the geology
of the San Rafael swell, Utah: Washington Acad. Sci. Jour., vol. 2, PP. 185-188,
1912. Cross, Whitman, Stratigraphic results of a reconnaissance in western Colorado and eastern Utah: Jour. Geology, vol. 15, PP. 634-679, 1907. Gilbert, G. K.,
Report on the geology of the Henry Mountains; U. S. Geog. and Geol. Survey
Rocky Mtn. region PP. 4-8, 1877. Lawson, A. C., The gold of the Shinarump at
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fronl 140 to 175 feet in thickness and contains about
75 per cent of shale, 17 per cent of oolitic phosphate
rock, and 8 per cent of limestone. About 30 miles
farther northwest, near the village of Henry, a co~
plete section of the phosphatic shales showed them to
be of about the same thickness, but the percentage of
shale and of phosphate rock was not much more than
half that shown in Georgetown Canyon, whereas
there was a sonlewhat larger percentage of limestone
and lnuch sandstone. The Rex chert member of the
Phosphoria formation likewise shows considerabl~
lithologic change in different parts of the region. In
the districts south of Montpelier it consists in the
main of black chert, dark cherty limestone, and little
gray limestone. At Montpelier a shaly bed is present in the chert. Farther north, except at a few
localities, the limestone is absent and the chert beconles largely a dark flinty shale, though usually some
beds of massive chert are also present. Locally also
there is a little quartzite in the section. Still farther
north, in the Teton Basin district, as seen by the writer,
the upper luember of the Phosphoria is composed
largely of quartzite. The lower part of the phosphatic shale ~nember in the same district is more or
less silicified, but higher beds are softer and contain
luuch carbonaceous matter.
In Montana, as described by Stone 83 and Pardee,84
the Phosphoria formation contains beds of phosphate
rock at or near the base and these are overlain by
cherty, sandy, or quartzitic beds. Limestone is practically absent, and the formation is on the whole
sOlnewhat nlore siliceous than it is in Idaho. Condit 85
states that the" Phosphoria is notably siliceous, being
either cherty or quartzitic almost throughout."
IIi Wyoming the Embar formation, which includes
beds correlated with the Park City formation of Utah,
is present in its normal marine facies in the Wind
River and Owl Creek Mountains, but it is said by
Condit to change its character gradually northeastward an4 to become a gypsiferous red bed series in
the Big lIorn Mountains. 86 More recent field work in
this region has thrown doubt on this interpretation,
but the details must await later publication. A section of the Park City portion of the Embar formation
in the Wind River Mountains contains about 145 feet
of beds that may be considered to correspond with
the phosphatic shale member of the Phosphoria fornlation of Idaho. Of these beds only 5 per cent is
phosphate rock and the remainder is 138 feet of limestone, which separates the phosphate beds at the bottOln from those at the top. The phosphate rock in
the Wind River section is considerably poorer than
the Idaho material, for the best bed contains only
48.13 per cent CaS(P04)2.
Stono, R. W., and Bonino, C. A" op. cit.
Pardoo, J. T., op. cit.
85 Condit, D. D., Relations of late Paleozoic and early Mesozoic formations of
southwostern Montana and adjacent parts of Wyoming: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.
Papor 120, p. 113, 1918.
80 Condit, D. D., Relations of the Embar and Chugwater formations in central
Wyoming: U. S. Gool. Survey Prof. Paper 98, pp. 264-266, 1916.
83
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CONDITIONS OF DEPOSITION

These changes in the lithology and in the amount
and character of the phosphate rock are undoubtedly
the result of changes and differences in conditions of
deposition, which may 'be sketched only in a broad
way. In the first place, the Phosphoria sea was in all
probability a long and somewhat hook-shaped body
of water that entered the continent on the north and
northwest and overlay in part the Pacific element on
the west. The Rocky Mountain element on the east
formed a relatively unbroken barrier. These two elements supplied the terriginous material now preserved
in the Phosphoria formation. The red beds on the
south and east borders of the phosphate-bearing areas
indicate the presence in those directiolls of marginal
playa seas analogous to the present Rann of Cutch in
India or of broad and shallow lagoons that maintained
an interrupted connection with the Phosphoria sea, or
perhaps of estuaries at certain localities. The limestones in the section indicate that the lands from which
sediment might be derived were relatively distant or
so low that little waste from the lands mingled with
the debris of the calcareous organisms. The presence
of chert in nodules or minor bands indicates that
greater or smaller numbers of siliceous organisms also
inhabited the sea and that silica as well as lime was
supplied in solution from bordering lands. The occurrence of great bodies of massively bedded cherts
and of flinty shales, such as are found in the Phosphoria formation of southeastern Idaho, constitutes
an interesting stratigraphic problem that is further
discussed in Chapter VIII. The shales, sandstones,
and quartzites present in certain districts indicate
that these districts were nearer the shores of the sea
or that the neighboring lands were high enough or
steep enough to furnish clastic material. The preponderance of sandy material at certain places luay
indicate either that the finer waste was carried farther into the sea' and deposited beyond those localities
or that only sandy terranes were available for the
erosive agencies to act upon. In this connection it
may be well to call attention to the abundance of
sandstones and quartzites and of sandy limestones in
,the underlying Pennsylvanian formations in different
parts of the region. The sea was relatively shallow,
and its bottom, in common with the adjacent lands,
suffered gentle oscillatory disturbances, which led to
the changes in sedimentation.
PHOSPHATE BEDS

The phosphate beds represent a special phase of
sediment.ation during the Permian epoch, the nature of
which is discussed in Chapter VIII. It will perhaps
suffice to say here that the development of the phosphatic oolites that make up the bulk of the phosphate
rock may point to climatic fluctuations. Although
the phosphate-producing agencies were doubtless at
work throughout much of the sea during the earlier
part of the Phosphoria epoch, their products wp.re at
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some places so diluted with terrigenous or nonoolitic
organic sediment that the resulting phosphate beds
were thin or of poor quality. At other places, however,
where there was .less dilution, a correspondingly thicker
and richer accumulation of phosphati~ material. occurred. Probably, too, the diastrophic oscillations
which the sea bottom endured caused some differences
in the rate and amount of deposition of the phosphate
at different places. The district that surrounds
Georgetown Canyon in the Slug Creek and Crow
Creek quadrangles appears to have been particularly
favorable for the development and deposition of
phosphate, for there both the percentage of phosphatic
material in the section and the quality of the phosphate rock itself are higher than in any other district
yet explored.
The animal life of the Phosphoria sea consisted
largely of invertebrates, chiefly brachiopods and mollusks of different kinds, but there were some fishes, 'as

FIGURE

regard· to climatic fluctuations during the Perlnian
glaciation of that district Sayles 87 writes as follows:
Whether the two main intercalated beds [in the tillite]
indicate interglacial epochs is a question of importance. That
such beds indicate milder conditions there can be no doubt
but that such milder conditions would mean an interglacial
epoch of long duration is more difficult to prove. All that can
be said, therefore, in regard to these two beds in the tillite is,
that they prove milder conditions and temporary retreats of
the ice-sheet, and that the cause of glacial periods fluctuated
in the distant geological past much as it did during the
Pleistocene period.

. Probably glaciation did not occur in the Rocky
Mountain region of the United States in Permian
time, but clinlatic fluctuations such as those suggested·
in the discussion of the phosphate beds may have
occurred in response to the strongly marked climatic
contrasts that existed elsewhere during this epoch.
At the close of the Permian the Phosphoria sea
withdrew from southeastern Idaho and probably
from much or all of the Rocky Mountain geosyncline

23.-Diagrammatic cross section from the Idaho-Montana State line near the Yellowstone National Park to the vicinity of Helena, Mont.

shown by the spines now found here and there, and
probably many siliceous organisms, such as sp·onges,
radiolarians, and diatoms, though only sponges have
thus far. been actually indicated by organic remains.
The paucity of fossils in' the beds of phosphate rock
suggests the possibility that many soft-bodied animals without shells may have been present and may
by their decay have assisted in the production of the
phosphate. Certain types, of which the brachiopod
Spiriferina pulchra is perhaps the most characteristic,
were widely distributed, especially in the later part of
the epoch.
CLIMATIC ,FLUCTUATIONS

The Pennian in many parts of the world was
marked by glaciation. In North America thus far
only one area of recognized glaciation has been
reported, in eastern Massachusetts, where· tillite,
probably of this age, has been identified. 1Vith

(After Condit)

as well. Although in the eastern United States
and in Europe this time was marked by a great
orogenic revolution, the disturbances in southeastern
Idaho w.ere so gentle that the attitude of the beds
deposited in the Phosphoria sea was scarcely disturbed.
N" evertheless, the faunal break between the upper
beds of the Phosphoria and the lower beds of the
.overlying Lower Triassic is so great that a stratigraphic interval of some length is suggested. Farther
north, in Montana;· the crustal movement was probably more pronounced and the erosion in tervnl was
longer, for from the Idaho line south of Red Rock
Lakes to the vicinity of Helena,88 the Jurassic beds
truncate successively the Triassic formations and
finally cut thelll out altogether. (See fig. 23.)
87 Sayles, R. W., The Squantum tillite: Harvard Coli. Mus. Compo Zoology
Bull., vol. 56, Geol. ser. 10, pp. 164, 169-170, 1914.
88 Condit, D. D., Relations of late Paleozoic and early Mesozoic formations of
southwestern Montana and adjacent parts of Wyoming: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.
Paper 120, p. 114, 1918.
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TRIASSIC PERIOD

The North American continent was a relatively
broad land area in the Triassic period, and in the
East only continental sediments were deposited.
The same was true of a considerable part of the
Rocky Mountain geosyncline, although for at least
some of the time this great structural depression was
occupied in part by an arm of the sea. The Pacific
coast, however, was overspread at some places by the
sea throughout much of the perio~.
LOWER TRIASSIC EPOCIi

In the early part of the Triassic the geosyncline in
the region of southeastern Idaho was depressed sufficiently to admit the sea, which entered from the southwest and gradually spread eastward at least as far as
the Park City district of Utah and the Wind River
and Owl Creek Mountains of Wyoming. Thus the
normal marine facies in southeastern Idaho begins
with the Woodside formation, but in the Park City
district the Woodside is composed of red beds and the'
normal marine beds appear first in the Thaynes.
Northward the inundation ceased in the vicinity of
the Idaho-Montana line, or if it extended farther its
sediments have been removed by later erosion. On
the east it was bordered by playa seas and continental
basins much as was the sea of Permian time. Boutwell 89 describes the Woodside formation of the
Park City district as composed of fine-g'rained darkred shale, with ripp~e marks, mud cracks, and raindrop
imprints throughout. Similarly in central Wyoming
the normal marine beds, according to Condit,90 give
way to. gypsiferous red beds. In southeastern Idaho,
however, the Lower Triassic sea deposited calcareous
and sandy shales and impure limestones, in which at
many horizons large numbers of marine shells were
entombed.
The thin and regular plates, of which many of these
beds are composed, indicate that the waters, though
shallow, were deep enough to allow the sandy bottom
muds to be relatively undisturbed by waves. De~
position at such times was intermittent through
seasonal or other causes. Some of the beds, particularly the limestones, are more massive and indicate
greater continuity of deposition. The waters were
open to the Pacific and faunal immigrations from different sources occurred.
Interesting faunal relationships of southeastern
Idaho with Europe, Asia, and the Arctic hav;e been
pointed out by Hyatt and Sm,ith,91 and by J. P.
Smith. 92
IV Boutwell, J. M., Geology and ore deposits olthe Park City district, Utah: U. S.
Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 77, p. 52, 1912.
go Condit, D. D., Rrlatlons of the Embnr and Chugwater formations in central
Wyoming: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 98, pp. 264-266, 1916.
VI Hyatt, Alpheus, and Smith, J. P., The Triassic cephalopod genera of America:
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 40, pp. 18-19, 1905.
VI Smith, J. P., Distribution of Lower Triassic faunas: Jour. Geology, vol. 20,
pp. 13-20, 1912.
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The subsidence of the geosyncline, though some-'
what oscillatory during the deposition of the Wood-'
side, was on the whole more and more rapid unti1.the
appearance of the Mee7coceras fauna. The limestones'
for a short distance below and above that horizon are
in many places massively bedded, relatively pu~e, and
crowded with shells. The overlying beds, which
are more sandy and shaly, indicate a slower rate of
subsidence and renewed oscillations. With the slackening of subsidence the marginal red-bed facies en-'
croached upon the marine facies of th~ geosyncline.
Thus, in the Park City district 93 the Thaynes formation includes a "mid-red" shale membe.r and the
Ankareh shale is largely composed of red beds. In
southeastern Idaho likewise the Portneuf limestone
of the Thaynes group has a red-bed member. These
beds mark more pronounced oscillations of the
geosyncline during which the sea for a time withdrew
to a greater or less extent from it. The Portneuf
limestone in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation, where
it is best. developed, is a massively bedded but somewhat siliceous limestone that contains a varied and
interesting fauna but little if any red beds. Farther
east, however, these red beds become a pronounced
feature of the formation. The interfingering of the
red-bed and marine facies of the Lower Triassic,
caused by the oscillations or the intermittent subsidence of the geosyncline, is illustrated in Figure 24.
After the deposition of the Thaynes group the geosyncline in southeastern Idaho was at least locally
exposed to erosion, for the overlying Timothy sandstone rests unconformably on the Thaynes. The
interval of erosion was probably not very long, but
considerable amounts of the upper limestone of the
Portneuf, which in the Lanes Creek quadrangle is 400
feet thick, were removed, and, in southwestern Wyoming and in northern Utah both that limestone and
some of the underlying red beds were probably worn
away. The limestone thins out in that direction and
has not been identified beyond the borders of Idaho.
The thinning of the limestone may, however, be due
in part to changes in the conditions of deposition.
The suggested relationship is shown in Figure 25.
With the return of the sea after the erosion interval
conditions of depositibn were much as they had been
during later Portneuf time except that the relative
proportion of sand to calcareous material was greater.
The even texture and bedding of the Timothy sandstone throughout much of its area of outcrop indicates
that the sand was well sort,ed and uniformly distributed by the waves and currents along the coast in
that part of the gently subsiding geosyncline. In
some other areas, as in parts of the Montpelier quadrangle, the composition and bedding are more variable
and bits of carbonized wood or of carbonaceous mate~
rial are present. These features suggest local emerVI

Boutwell, J. M:, op. cit., pp. 55-5!l
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gence and local conditions of nonmarine deposition,
though the carbonaceous material may have drifted to
its place of burial. The area of maximum subsidence
appears to have been in the vicinity of the Fort Hall
Indian Reservation, for then~ occurs the maximum
thickness of the formation, 800 feet. Farther east
and southeast it becomes thinner because of scantier
deposition or of erosion or perhaps from a combina.tion of both causes. After the deposition of the Timothy the sea once more withdrew from the geosyncline

sea from the geosyncline was accompanied and caused
by diastrophic movements, probably in the nature of a
southwestward tilting or warping. This warping is
suggested by the unconformity which now truncates
the Timothy sandstone and some of the underlying
beds of the Thaynes along the line from the Fort Hall
Indian Reservation to the Park City district. (See
fig. 24,) .
The erosion which produced the unconformity was
checked by a somewhat more pronounced diastrophic
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24,-Diagram showing the thickness, nomenclature, and relations of Triassic and Jurassic formations in southeastern Idaho and northeastern Utah

in southeastern Idaho and a long time interval ensued,
in which both erosion and continental deposition
took place.
MIDDLE AND UPPER TRIASSIC EPOCHS

Marine fossils of Middle Triassi~ age in North
America are known only from California, central
Nevada, and British Columbia. 94 The retreat of the
VI Smith, J. Po, The Middle Triassic marine invertebrate faunas of North America:
U, S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 83, pp. 3-5, 1914.

movement, which changed the area of erosion into a
site of continental deposition. The relief of both the
Pacific and Rocky Mountain elements was accentuated, so that coarse sediments spread eastward and
westward, respectively, from these uplands into the
depression which had formerly been occupied by the
Lower Triassic sea. Southeastern Idaho lies on the
western side of this former depression and received its
sediments from the Pacific element, which appears to
have had greater relief or closer proximity to the area
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of deposition in the latitude of the Fort Hall Indian
Reservation than farther north or south. The Higham
grit, the earliest and coarsest representative of the
sediments that resulted from this deformation, is
coarser and thicker there than at any other place
where it has been observed. The uplands to the west
wore probably mountainous, for they intercepted raitifall and produced arid climatic conditions Qn their
east side, much like the Sierra Nevada of the present

but was separated from it by a relatively broad belt
of lagoons, playa seas, or' more or less isolated basins
in which red beds were deposited. When the diastrophic disturbances that are credited above to tp.e
1\1iddle or Upper Triassic came, the earlier red beds
were eroded to some extent and then coarser beds',
including conglomerates, together with finer nlaterials
and some gypsum were d eposi ted as con tinen tal
sediments. These, too, were dominantly reddish
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25.-Diagram showing the thickness, nomenclature, and relations of Triassic and Jurassic formations in southeastern Idaho
and southwestern Wyoming

day. The great thickness of the Triassic sediments
in the West Humboldt Range of Nevada, 17,000 feet
as reported by King,95 also indicates the presence and
persistence of a mountain range of considerable proportions between western Nevada and southeastern
Idaho during Triassic time.
The open sea of Lower Triassic time did not reach
the western base of the Rocky l\10untain element
05

King, Clarence, Systematic geology: U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Par., vol. 1, p. 227,

1878.

colored. They are included in the "Shinarump
group" of Powell. 96 Schultz,97 who has seen in the
field the Triassic rocks of southeastern vVyoming,
southeastern Idaho, and the Uinta Mountains, considers the "Shinarump group" of Powell to be the
equivalent of the Woodside shale, Thaynes forma88 Powell, J. W., Report on the geology oC the eastern portion or the Uinta Mountains, pp. 41,53,68-69, U. S. Geol. arid Geog. Survey Terr., 1876.
87 Schultz, A. R., on possibilities in and around Baxter Basin in the Rock
Springs uplift, Sweetwater County, Wyo.: U. S. Geol. Survey BUll. 702, table
on p. 24, 1920.
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tion, and Ankareh shale, and he indicates an unconformity at the base of the Ankareh.
In view of the interfingering rei a tionship of the
marine Lower Triassic of southeastern Idaho with
red beds farther east, and of the unconformities
below and above the Timothy sandstone, the present
,writer thinks that the Timothy and the underlying
Portneuf limestone will prove to be progressively
truncated eastward by the upper unconformity and
that the Higharll grit, Deadman limestone, and Wood
shale of southeastern Idaho will prove to be the equive.lent of the Ankareh shale as recognized by Schultz'
in the report cited. (See also fig. 2'5.) There seems
thus to be a probability that the Higham grit corresponds with the upper or Shinarump conglomerate of.
,the "Shinarump group" of Powell in the eastern
Uinta region. This formation, according to Lee,98
is a persistent and easily recognized stratum and
forms a convenient datum plane for grouping the
sections of Utah and Arizona.
The Higham grit thins "eastward. It consists almost
exclusively of quartzitic d,ebris, so that considerable
areas of quartzitic rocks must have been exposed to
erosion during its deposition. It was probably spread
out in the form of overlapping fans by streams from
the mountains to the west. The thickness of the
formation, 500 feet in the ,Fort Hall Indian Reservation, suggests that some s'ubsidence of the geosyncline
was in progress at this time.
The succeeding Deadman limestone is probably of
continental origin and indicates the presence and persistence for a considerable period of an exten'sive lake
or perhaps of a series of more or less connected lakes,
analogous to the later lakes Bonneville or Lahontan.
Probably the lake did not have an outlet. Conditions
in its waters were not very favorable for life. No
organic remains have thus far been identified in the
limestone, though the chert, which is a common and
characteristic feature of it, may indicate that organisms that secrete silica were present. The more
calcareous parts, which locally have dense lithographic,
oolitic, or pisolitic facies, suggest chemical precipitation. In some places the chert and limestone are so
intermingled that both substances appear to have
been deposited together as a mixed calcareous and
siliceous ooze. Calcium sulphate was not present to
any ext,fmt in the lake waters, or, if present, the
waters wc.n. not unduly concentrated by evaporation,
, else gypsum would have been deposited with the
limestone. Beds of salt are also absent. The extent
9f the lake is not known, but it appears to have been
localized in southeastern Idaho and to have been
deepest in the Freedom quadrangle, for ,there the
limestone is thickest.
Lee, W. T., Early Mesozoic physiography of the southern Rocky Mountains:
Smithsonian Misc. COli" vol. ~9. p. 21,1918.
08

Beyond the margins of the lake red clays and sands
were being deposited, and near the margins there was
more or less interchange of conditions of deposition
with the fluctuations of the lake level. Thus, in the
Boulder Creek district of the Freedom quadrangle
the lower limestone layers have shaly tendencies and
reddish color, and in the Home Canyon district of
the M~:mtpelier quadrangle the limestone is much
thinner and has red shale both below and above it.
Here the lake was apparently shallower, and its waters
did not overspread the district until somewhat later
than they did the Fort Hall Indian Reservation.
The red sediments gradually encroached upon the lake
and filled it, and for a time playa conditions prevailed,
as indicated by the local layers of gypsum in the red
beds. Finally these conditions, too, were dissipated,
and the region was exposed to the activities of the
winds and of desert storms.

a

JURASSIC PERIOD
PHASES

The Jurassic period in southeastern Idaho is divided
into four distinct phases, two of which are probably
continental and two marine. Each of these phases is
marked in greater or less degree by subordinate
changes. The first phase, which was continental,
lasted throughout most or all of Lower and Middle
Jurassic time .. The second phase, which was marine,
may have begun in the late Middle Jurassic but probably occurred chiefly in the early part of the Upper
Jurassic. The third phase, which was continental or
perhaps a marginal phase of marine deposition, and
the fourth, which was marine, probably did not
together occupy the remainder of the Upper ~urassic,
for, according to Schuchert,99 the Jurassic sea vanished
before the Alaskan waters began to abound in the
boreal genus .A ucella. Each of these phases is recorded
in sedimentary deposits, and those of the Upper Jurassic constitute a remarkably thick series of beds, some
of which are highly fossiliferous.
LOWER AND MIDDLE JURASSIC EPOCHS

The Jurassic period was not inaugurated by any
striking physiographic changes. In the latitude of
southeastern Idaho there was widespread but gentle
wa,rping, which on the whole emphasized the existing
differences in altitude between the Rocky Mountain
geosyncline and the positive elements on either hand,
for somewhat coarser sediments overspread the Wood
shale of southeastern Idaho and the "Shinarump
group" in the eastern Uinta Mountains. This warping was with little doubt related to the stronger deformative movement that closed the Triassic in British
Columbia and Alaska, which Schuchert 1 has called
00 Pirsson, L. v., and Schuchert, Charles, Textbook of geology, p. 850, New
York, 1915.
1 Schuchert, Charles, OPe cit. p. 824.
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the Chitistone disturbance. A general picture of the
country at that time would show a broad lowland,
something like the present Mississippi Valley, with
highlands to the east and west and its head toward the
south. The highlands at the west continued to be
high enough to exclude much of the rainfall from·
Pacific sources, but there was nothing at the south
comparable to the present Gulf of Mexico to temper
the aridity of the great valley. There was doubtless
axial and lateral drainage in the valley, but the streams
w~re probably intermittent and dry for long intervals,
and much of the distribution of the sediments was done
by the wind, as suggested by the abundance of largescale cross-bedding. The degradation of the highlands and the accumulation of desert sands upon· the
lowlands continued throughout much of Lower and
Middle Jurassic time. The Nugget sandstone, which
represents these accumulations, attained a maximum
thickness greater than 1,500 feet, but the process of
aggradation must have been very slow and long continued, for the existing formation at any given place
indicates merely the balance between its erosional and
depositional phases at that place.
Toward the close of the Middle Jurassic epoch the
western highlands had been somewhat reduced and
the climate of the valley became a little less arid.
There was a return of conditions similar to those
of later Triassic time in which the Deadman limestone
was deposited. The upper part of the Nugget sandstone, as recognized at several places in southeastern
Idaho, contains at least two beds of unfossiliferous
nonmarine limestone, separated by red shale and
associated with minor layers of gypsum. These beds
indicate the presence of fairly persistent lakes, which
were probably evaporation pans, whose waters were
generally unfit for the support of life. The lakes
were filled or ·desiccated and their sediments largely
eroded before the marine invasion that fol1owed.
The erosion at the close of the deposition of the
Nugget and the northward thinning of the Nugget
suggest warping of the geosyncline at that time,
though little angular discordance is noted between
the Nugget sandstone and the overlying Twin Creek
limestone at most places.
UPPER JURASSIC EPOCH

At the close of the Middle Jurassic, or shortly
before, the great Jurassic valley was invaded by an
arm of the sen that entered from the north and
extended southward as far as northern Arizona.
Its western edge lay probably not very far west of
the region here described, but eastward the sea
extended into western Colorado, eastern Wyoming,
and even into the Dakotas. Thus it overspread the
geosyncline and much of t.he Rocky Mountain element
to the east. Along its southern and eastern margins it
seems to have been bordered for greater or less distances·
v
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by playa seas or shallow evaporation basins, in which
gypsiferous sediments were deposited. The waters
of this sea, which is commonly called the Logan sea, .
from W. N. Logan, who first described it, were prob-ably shallow throughout much of its extent and the
sea itself was of short duration, for its sediments are·
variable and relatively thin. In southeastern Idaho
and southwestern Wyoming, however, the Twin
Creek limestone is 3,500-3,800 "feet thick, which
indieates a gradual subsidence of the geosyncline and
a somewhat deeper and more persistent portion of the
sea here than elsewhere. The thin-bedded and shaly
character of much of the formation indicates intermittent deposition through seasonal or other causes.
The ripple-marked layers indicate water shallow
enough to be disturbed by waves. The more massive
layers indicate deeper water and more continuous
deposition. A volcanic disturbance, presumably in
the Pacific element to the west, in the early part of the
great marine invasion is recorded in southeastern
Idaho by the green ash bed in the lower part of the
Twin Creek limestone. (See p. 97.)
The deposition of limestone was stopped by diastrophic movements, which brought the former area
of deposition above sea level and subjected· it to
erosion. The former condition of a great valley with
bordering uplands was restored for a time, and the
difference in relief was such that sandy waste was
spread out over certain parts of this valley. In the
earlier part of this epoch there were at least local
evaporation basins that persisted for protracted intervals, for beds of salt that should probably be referred
to this time, have been found at a number of places
along the Idaho-Wyoming border .
. Locally small ponds dried out, and muddy layers
on their bottoms were cracked and curled and either
washed out or blown out by winds to places where
they were entombed by later sands. The sands as a
whole were highly oxidized by exposure to arid climatic
conditions. They now constitute the red-colored
Preuss sandstone. Renewed subsidence of the geosyncline permitted the accumulation of 1,300 feet or
more of these beds.
With no recognized interval of erosion the sea again
crept into. the great valley and overspread the Preuss
sandstone, rearranged some of it~ materials, and left
a few oyster shells together with a few other scattered
organic remains. Thus in southeastern Idaho there
is a well-defined record of two marine episodes in
Upper Jurassic time. The first, which is represented
·by the Twin Creek limestone, was relatively long and
widespread and left behind it thick accumulations of
limestone. The second was shorter and occurred
after an interval in which some of the.limestone had
been eroded and then a thick series of red sandstone
had been deposited. The record of the first marine
episode is conspicuous, but that of the second is
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relatively inconspicuous and might readily escape
detection in many places, so far as it is dependent
upon fossils. The lithologic change, however, is
readily recognized. The sediments deposited during
the second marine episode are now represented by the
Stump sandstone. Although calcareous, these beds
contain much s~nd, so that the grades of the contributing lands must have been steeper than they
were in Twin Creek time. The material contributed
was much the same as that furnished for the Preuss
sandstone, but as it was deposited in sea water and
.in the presence of marine organisms it remained unoxidized or perhaps its content of oxygen was even
reduced and hence it is generally greenish rather than
red, although it is locally red at the top.
The Jurassic period in much of North America was
marked by erosion and degradation. The Pacific
coast region in California and Nevada was in places
overspread by the sea throughout most of the period,
and there were warpings here and there, as attested
by the sedimentary record of southeastern Idaho, but
on the whole the Jurassic was a period of continental
stability. This condition seems to have been in a
measure true of other continents, although in Europe
large areas were under water much of the time.
There is, then, some ground for the view advocated
by Lee 2 that the marine invasion may have been
due to a rise in sea level because of the world-wide
discharge of sediments from the lands into the ocean
basins.

well as the result of later igneous activity. From the
fact that the Sierra Nevada originated at this time,
recognized as far back as 1864 by J. D. Whitney,
this orogenic disturbance, which .has been given different names by different writers, may appropriately be
called by Whitney's term, the Sierra Nevada
movement.
CRETACEOUS PERIOD

The influence of the Sierra Nevada movement upon
sedimentation in the geosyncline was more pronounced
in southeastern Idaho than it was farther east or
north. Great thicknesses of continental gravels, sands,
marls, and clays were deposited. These beds became
consolidated, dislocated, and eroded, and in ·turn
covered by a still greater thickness of similar beds,
which were themselves later subjected to similar
changes. The first series of beds is tentatively and
the second series more definitely referred to the
Lower Cretaceous, tho.ugh it contains some beds that
may be of later age. The change from Lower to
Upper Cretaceous in the general region east and north
of that here described was marked by the deposition
of a considerable thickness of fresh and brackish water
beds, some of which are highly fossiliferous. These
and the succeeding marine beds of Upper Cretaceous.
age have been removed by erosion from the immediate
region described in this report, if indeed they ever were
deposited 'there.
LOWER CRETACEOUS (?) EPOCH

SIERRA NEVADA MOVEMENT

GENERAL FEATURES

At the end of Jurassic time mountain-building
movements of considerable proportions occurred in
the Pacific coastal region.' These movements with
little doubt affected in some degree the whole of the
geosyncline and the positive elements on either hand,
but they were particularly. active in the Pacific elements, where they were accompanied by deep-seated
igneous intrusions on a grand scale. In southeastern
Idaho this diastrophic activity is recorded in a marked
change in type of sedimentation rather than in dislocation of strata or in igneous activity. In fact,
little direct evidence of igneous activity of this epoch
has yet been recognized there. Igneous rock has been
recognized in the horizons of the Deadman limestone
and Wood shale near Nugget station in southwestern
Wyoming and in Raymond Canyon in the Montpelier
quadrangle. Some slight mineralization, which has led
to fruitless prospecting, has occurred at these horizons
in the Lanes Creek and Freedom quadrangles. Possibly, too, a slight mineralization that has been noted in
certain beds of the Timothy sandstone and of the
Twin Creek limestone may have emanated from intrusions of this age that have not yet been exposed by
erosion, but these effects may be explained equally

The abrupt change from the rather fine textured
Stump sandstone to the coarse, irregularly bedded
Ephraim conglomerate indicates a correspondingly
marked change in the conditions of erosion and
deposition. The Upper Jurassic sea had withdrawn
and the Stump sandstone had been subjected toerosion~ The Sierra Nevada movement 'had elevated
the uplands to the west, so that they furnished large·
quantities of coarse debris to the streams, but the,
attitude of the Jurassic beds, which were covered by
these gravels, was little changed by these disturbances~
Although in Triassic and Jurassic time considerable·
igneous activity had been in progress in the western
uplands, no igneous rocks are recognized as having
contributed any material to the sediments that.
accumulated in the geosyncline in southeastern Idaho.
The materials in the congolomerate indicate that the·
mountains which supplied the debris were composed
in the main of Paleozoic ~edimentary rocks together'
with some possibly of Triassic or Jurassic age.

I Lee, W. T., Early Mesozoic physiography of the southern Rocky Mountains:
Smithsonian Misc. ColI., vol. 69, p. 37, 1918.

DEPOSITION OF GANNETT GROUP

The thickness of the Gannett group, more than
3,200 feet, and its variable character indicate either
intermittent subsidence of the geosyncline or corresponding elevation of the adjacent mountains during
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its deposition. The Ephraim conglomerate, the
coarsest member of the group, lies at the base, but
this formation has a maximum thickness of more than
1,000 feet and includes besides the coarse conglomerate
some sandy and calcareous material, the last of which
is generally nodular and forms boulders on weathering.
Thus thero were times when grades were gentler or
when the speed of erosion slackened. Waters accumulated in local basins and became sufficiently concentrated by evaporation to deposit calcium carbonate.
Again, erosion would be quickened and more sand and
gravel laid down. These changes in type of sedimentation may have been due in part to climatic fluctuations of longer or shorter duration.
The Peterson and Draney limestones, each approximately 200 feet thick, represent lacustrine phases of
deposition. If the waters of the lakes were at times
concentrated by evaporation they were not too saline
to support life. A rather scanty fresh-water fauna
occurs in certain b~ds in each formation. The lakes
must have persisted for considerable periods to permit
the acculnulation of such thicknesses of limestone.
The sinlilarity in lithology and thickness of the two
limestones and in their fossil content indicates a
recurrence after a long interval of time of practically
identical lacustrine conditions.
The Bechler conglomerate, which intervenes
between the two limestones, marks a recurrence of
conditions similar to those which gave rise to the
EphraiIll conglomerate, but the grades were gentler
and the nlaterial supplied by streams was finer.
There was renewed subsidence of the geosyncline and
possibly also there were climatic fluctuations. The
formation is considerably thicker than the Ephraim
and presumably represen~s a somewhat longer interval
of time.
The Tygee sandstone, the uppermost formation of
the Gannett group, 'is free from conglomeratic and
calcareous beds and represents fairly uniform conditions of deposition. It doubtless corresponds with
the distal finer-textured portions of contiguous alluvial
fans rather than with lacustrine beds, though the
evidence at hand is not sufficient to establish its
lllode of origin. The mountains which supplied the
sands had been reduced to relatively row grades or had
been worn back to greater distances from the seat of
deposition.
POST-GANNETT EROSION

After the Tygee sandstone had accumulated to a
thickness of 100 feet or more, and possibly still higher
beds had been laid down, renewed diastrophic movenlent conlpressed and to some extent folded the beds of
the Gannett group, together with associated lower
beds, and all were then subjected to el'(~sion. In the
FreedOlll quadrangle a lllarked unconformity separates
the Gannett group fronl the vVayan formation. Both
sets of beds have been folded, but those of the Gannett
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group are III ore intensi~ely cieformed than those of
the Wayan. Farther northwest, in the Caribou
Range, near Fall Creek, and still farther north, in the
Big Hole Mountains, where the writer has seen something of the Cretaceous rocks, the Gannett group is
much reduced in thickness. At these localities the
Lower Cretaceous (?) beds have not been studied in
detail, but the diminished thickness of the Gannett
group may there be due to lesser deposition and to
unconformity . . Both sets of beds have been less
deformed at these localities than in the Freedom and
Crow Creek quadrangles. However, the unconformity
is probably rather widespread in eastern Idaho, and it
may represent an erosion interval of considerable
length.
In southwestern Wyoming Veatch 3 has recognized
in the Beckwith formation, which includes beds here
correlated with the Preuss and Stunlp sandstones,
the Gannett group, and probably also with the Wayan
formation, two rather distinct members-a lower
red-bed member, composed of interbedded sandy
clays, sandstones, and conglomerates 2,500 feet thick,
and an upper member, composed of rather light colored
interbedded sandstones and clays 3,000 feet or more
thiclL The line of division between these two
members, as described by Veatch, probably corresponds with the unconformity above the Gannett
group in southeastern Idaho.
Diastrophic movement and erosion within the
Lower Cretaceous appears to have occurred at other
places in the western United States though it is not
known whether the disturbances were synchronous.
Thus along the Pacific coast from San Luis' Obispo
County, Calif., northward far into Oregon, there is
evidence of crustal movement during this time. The
Lower Cretaceous of that region is divided into two
formations, of which the lower (Knoxville) is penetrated and disturbed by dikes and masses of serpentine and accompanying peridotites. The upper formation (Horsetown) is absent in southern California,
where these intruded rocks occur, and the older
formations are overlain unconformably by the Upper
Cretaceous beds (Chico).4 In Montana the Lower
Cretaceous beds are included in the Kootenai formation and probably also in the Morrison. The Kootenai,
according to Fisher 5 and Calvert,6 overlies the
!\10rrison with apparent conformity. It is perhaps
not without sOlne diastrophic significance that. the
Lower Cretaceous formations of southeastern Idaho
and of these other widely separated regions should
each fall into two broad groups. As definite evidence
S Veatch, A. C., Geography and geology of a portion of southwestern Wyoming:
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 56, p. 58,1907.
4 Pirsson, L. V., and Schuchert, Charles, Text-book of geology, p. 8i9, New
York, 1915.
a Fisher, C. A., Geology of the Great Falls coal field, Mont.: U. S. Geol. Survey
BUll. 356, p. 29, 1909.
.
G Calvert, W. R., Geology of the Lewistown coal field, Mont.: U. S. Geol. Survey
BUll. 390, p. 28, 1909.
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of diastrophic activity within the period has been
found at the other localities named, possibly later
studies will reveal unconformable relations between
the Kootenai and the underlying Morrison (?) beds in
Montana.
WAYAN DEPOSITION

bottom of that sea had experienced many vicissitudes
before the beginning of Wayan time. The valley was
then oc('.upied by a flood ·plain. Lateral streams,
chiefly from the west, built forward gently sloping
and contiguous alluvial fans, which merged below with
the flood plain. Through warping or other causes the
valley floor from time to time became flooded over
considerable areas, so that lacustrine condition~ were
maintained for protracted intervals. The lacustrine
phases, however, persisted for only comparatively
small parts of Wayan 'time as a whole. By the combined processes of draining and filling the lakes disappeared and flood-plain conditions were resumed .
At least once during the' accumulation of the sediments volcanic ash was swept into the valley from an
unknown but probably westerly source, presumably
by the wind.
'
LitholQgically and genetically the sediments of both
the Gannett group and the Wayan formation bear
many resemblances to those of the sub-Himalayan
group of Tertiary deposits as described by Medlicott
and Blanford. 7 According to these authors,

During the later part of the Lower Cretaceous
epoch in southeastern Idaho there was a reversion
.to conditions similar to those which produced the
Gannett group, except that the grades were not steep
enough to favor the deposition of conglomerates as
coarse as those of the Ephraim conglomerate. The
. sediments accumulated during this epoch are all
included in. the Wayan formation and are grouped
somewhat arbitrarily into two divisions.
The lower division, which has an estimated thickness of 2,800 feet, consists of limestones, sandstones,
and shales. Some of the shales are more or less
carbonaceous. Locally they have been prospected
for coal. The conspicuous yellowish sandstone near
the top resembles in some places certain beds of the
Nugget sandstone and elsewhere contains beds of
Sandstone immensely preponderates in the sub-Himalayan
conglomeratic sandstone.
.
deposits
and is of a very persistent type from end to end of the
The upper division, which if without .reduplication
region and from top to bottom of the series. Its form is indishas the enormous thickness of 9,000 feet or more, and tinguishable from the rock of corresponding age known as
in any event is' very thick, consists largely of grayish Molasse in the Alps, of a clear pepper-and-salt gray, sharp
to brownish sandstone and minor conglomeratic beds ' and fine in grain, generally soft, and in very massive beds.
but also contains beds of shale and of limestone, in- The whole Middle ~nd Lower Siwaliks are formed of this rock
cluding a conspicuous limestone member. The sparse with occasional thick beds of red clay and very rare thin, discontinuous bands· and nodules of earthy limestone, the sandand poorly preserved organic remains are of land or stone itself being sometimes calcareous, and thus cemented into
fresh-water forms. A. single fragment of bone, hard nodular masses. In the Sirmur group generally, and
though uniden~ifiable, indicates that there was some locally in the Lower Siwaliks, the sandstone is thoroughly
indurated and often of a purple tint, while retaining the disrepresentation of land vertebrates.
The 'great mass of these beds, together with their tinctive aspect. In the Upper Siwaliks conglomerates prevail
largely; they are often made up of the coarsest shingle, precisely
lithologic 'variations, indicates a long-continued but like that in the ~eds of the great Himalayan torrents. Brown
. probably intermittent subsidence of the geosyncline clays occur often with the conglomerate, and sometimes almost
and a corresponding intermittent elevation of the ad- entirely replace it. This clay, even when tilted to the vertical,
joining Pacific element. Some diastrophic activity is indistinguishable in hand specimens from that of the recent
may have occurred in parts of the Rocky Mountain plains deposit; and no doubt it was formed in a similar manner,
as alluvium. The sandstone, too, of this zone, is exactly like
element, but most of the material of the Wayan forma- the sand forming the banks of the great rivers, but in a more or
tion was probably derived from westerly sources and less consolidated condition. Thus it was suggestive, and not
from rocks of Paleozoic age. The general relief of the altogether misleading to say that the Siwaliks were formed of
region during Wayan time was not as great as in an' upraise<;i portion of the plains of India.
parts of Gannett time, if judged by the coarseness of
The above description might very well apply to
the sediments, but deposition under varying condi- the Wayan formation, for in that formation sandstone
tions continued longer.
is the predominant rock and all the rock types and
lithologic characteristics mentioned above may be
COMPARISON WITH INDIA
recognized in greater or less degree. Some of the
The physiographic aspect of the region may per- limestone beds in the Wayan are earthy, but others
haps be compared with that of the present Indo- are more massively bedded and more dense. Nodular
Gangetic plain. To the' west, corresponding with the calcareous beds are rather more characteristic of the
Himalayas but probably not so high, lay the moun- Gannett group, where they occur in the Ephraim and
tainous Pacific element. To the east, corresponding Bechler conglomerates, than they are of the Wayan
with the peninsula of India, lay the more subdued formation, but they occur in that formation also.
Rocky Mountain element. Between lay a broad val- Conglomerat~s in the Idaho section are more strongly
ley debouching toward the north. This depression
7 Medlicott, W. B., and Blanford, H. B., A manual of the geology of India, pt. 2,
overlay in part the site of the old Jurassic sea, but the pp. 524-526, 1879.
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developed in the Gannett group than in the Wayan.
The upper beds of that formation, so far as recognized,
in contrast to the upper Siwalik beds, are not conglomeratic to any extent.
CLIMATE

The climate of southeastern Idaho during Lower
Cretaceous time was in some respects analogous to
that of to-day, though it was perhaps more equable.
A high and extensive mountainous region separated
the great valley, in which the sediments were accumulating, from the Pacific. On the asumption, which
seems justified, that the circulation of the winds of the
time was similar to that of to-day, southeastern Idaho
lay in the rain shadow of these mountains, but doubtless
received a moderate supply of moisture, especially in
the winter. There was enough moisture to supply some
vegetation. Small amqunts of carbonaceous material
occur in some of the beds and even coaly shale may
be noted here and there. The red beds suggest intervals of greater aridity, in which there was 'opportunity for the aeration and oxidation of the sediments,
but some of the red material may have been derived
from the erosion of older red bed's, which have already
been described.
FAULTING IN INDIA

In India, according to Wadia,s who has summarized
tho work of earlier geologists, wherever Siwalik rocks
are found in contact with older formations, the plane
of junction is always a reversed fault with an apparent
throw of Inany thousand feet. This fault is known as
the "Main Boundary fault." It is, however, but one
of a series of more or less parallel faults in the Tertiary
zone of the outer Himalayas; all of which exhibit the
saIne tectonic as well 'as stratigraphic peculiarities, in
that the fault has taken place along the middle limb
of the folds and the lower and older rocks are thrust
above the upper and younger. The Indian geologists
believe that the "Main Boundary" is not lnerely a
fault but that it marks the original limit of deposition
of the strata agninst the c,liff or foot of the then existing mountains. The other faults are of the same
nature and indicate the successive limits of the deposition of newer formations to the south of and
against the ut.<vancing foot of the Himalayas during
the difYu1'un t stages of their elevation. Thus, if the
rocks of the Indo-Gangetic alluvimn, which at present
lie against the Siwalik foothilu" were to be inv~lved
and elevated in a further future phase of Hinlalayan
upheaval, they would exhibit much the same relations
to the Siwalik strata as these do to the older Terti'ary,
or as these in turn do to the still older systems of the
middle Himalayas. These reverse faults were thus
not contmnporaneous but successional, and each was
produced at the end of the period during which the
beds iInlnediately to the south of it were deposited.

Suess 9 regards the depression of the Indo-Gangetic
plain as a "fore deep" in front of the high crust-waves
of the Himalayas as they were checked in their southward advance by the inflexible solid land mass of the
peninsula. On this view the depression is a synclinOflum.
FAULTING IN IDAHO

The lithologic and genetic similarities already noted
between the rocks of the Gannett group and the
Wayan formation of Idaho and the Siwalik beds of
India lend interest to the fact that the Wayan formation is in many places separated at its contact with
pre-Cretaceous rocks by a reversed fault, regarded as
part of the Bannock overthrust. Thus, at first sight
it would appear that the Bannock overthrust might
correspond with the "Main Boundary fault" of the
sub-Himalayas. Upon closer inspection this similarity disappears. The Bannock overthrust in different
parts of its course wanders across 'successive geologic
formations from Cambrian to Cretaceous, and, so far
as having a share in the formation of the Wayan sediments is concerned, it seems no more closely related
to that formation than to any of the earlier ones.
H the Bannock overthrust was initiated in Lower
Cretaceous time, as would have been necessary had
it played the part of the "Main Boundary fault" in
the production of the Wayan formation, the subsequent orogenic disturbances of post-Cretaceous and
Tertiary times would have so dislocated it that its,
later recognition would have been well-nigh impossible. The Wayan and Gannett beds in the Lanes
Creek and Freedom quadrangles have been much
broken by faults, but the relationships thus far recognized do not seem to accord with those of the faults
in the Siwalik beds of India, which lie parallel to and
south of the' "Main Boundary fault."
SUBSIDENCE OF GEOSYNCLINE

The geosyncline of vVayan time must have subsided
sufficiently to permit the deposition of the thick sedimentary series. It does not appear to have been
subjected to successive thrusts but rather to successive
downwarpings, perhaps accompanied by moderate
folding. The downwarping of the geosyncline was
probably due to compressive forces acting from the
west, but little is known of the conditions that prevailed in the adjoining mountainous Pacific element
at that time. No evidence has thus far been recognized that would disprove a possible former southwestern extension of Lower Cretaceous sediments.
However; they probably did not extend very far in
that direction beyond' their pr~sent limits, because
along the western margins of the region here described
older Paleozoic rocks are exposed, and in the Raft
River Mountains of northwestern Utah there are preCambrian rocks. lO
D Sness,

Eduard, quoted by Wadia, D. N., op. cit., p. 248.
Butler, B. S., and others, 'rhe ore deposits of Utah: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.
Paper Ill, pI. 4, 1920.
10
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Wndio,

1).

N., Goology of India, pp. 232-233, London, Macmillan, 1919.
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UPPER CRETACEOUS EPOCH

The Upper Cretaceous did not leave any recognized
trace in the immediate region of the seven quadrangles
discussed in this report. Farther northwest, in un~
mapped portions of the Caribou Range, fossils of
possible Bear River age have been found, and farther
north, in the Big Hole Mountains, undoubted Bear
River beds occur. In the last-named region also rocks
of supposed Colorado age overlie the Bear River
formation.
RELATIONS OF BEAR RIVER AND WAYAN FORMATIONS

The relations of the Bear River to the Wayan formation are not known. In the Big Hole Mount~ins the
'evidence suggests either a stratigraphic break or a
fault between the two formations. The Bear River
forlnation probably represents a transitional phase
between the nonmarine depositional conditions of the
Lower Cretaceous and the marine inundation of the
Upper Cretaceous.
The Bear River phase was of considerable duration,
for Stanton 11 reports a thickness' of 3,420 feet for that
for,mation at Smiths Fork in southwestern Wyoming,
where it is overlain by 500 to 600 feet of Dakota (?)
beds that consist of brown conglomerate and coarse
sand~tone. During the Bear River epoch the Pacific
elemerit continued as a barrier between the geosyncline
and Pacific waters, but the Rocky Mountain element
had become so low ,that saline waters from the gradu-.
ally enlarging epicontinental sea on the east overspread
it locally for longer or shorter intervals and mingled
with the fresh waters of the geosynclinal basin. Thus
brackish-water lakes or estuaries of varying duration
were produced. These lakes and their accompanying
deposits, including beds of carbonaceous .shale, lay so
near the region of the quadrangles here described that
they may actually have covered parts of them. If so,
however, no traces of their occupation have been recognized. The conglomerate and coarse sandstone of the
Dakota (?) mentioned above may mean that an erosion
interval was interposed between deposition of the
Bear River and the succeeding sedimentation of the
Upper Cretaceous.

shallow marginal waters of the Upper Cretaceous sea
were replaced from time to time by swamps and lowlands upon which flourished abundant vegetation, part
of which is now preserved as coal. These conditions
point to the silting up of the sea with intermittent
subsidence of the sea bottom or to gentle oscillations
of portions of the continental mass which caused
corresponding advances or retreats of the sho.re line.
Towards the close of the period the fresh and brackish
water phases of deposition became more frequent
and of longer duration. In the region here described
erosion was in progress throughout most of the Upper
Cretaceous.
END OF THE CRETACEOUS PERIOD

The end of the Cretaceous period was marked ~y
the renewal on a grander scale of crustal disturbances
that had been more or less active throughout the
period. The epicontinental sea withdrew from all
the great interior region of the continent, which, aside
from the Tertiary embayments in the lower Mississippi region, has since that time been free from marine
inundation. The Rocky Mountain geosyncline and the
Pacific a~d Rocky Mountain elements were built into
the broad mountainous tract that now occupies the
western part of the continent. Igneous eruptions on
a grand scale took place throughout much of this
great region. The sediments of the geosyncline
became folded and broken in a very complex manner.
The present Rocky Mountain system now mcludes
the former Rocky Mountain element together with
much of' the former geosyncline. Other portions of
this great negative element are now incorporated in
the great belt of interior plateaus between the Rocky
Mountains and'the Sierra and Cascades.
The igneous activity so common elsewhere at this
time produced littfe direct effect in southeastern
Idaho, although great batholiths, as yet unexposed
by erosion, may have had a large share in the regional
deformation. Of the massive igneous rocks thus far
studied only the andesites could reasonably be ,dated
so far back as this disturbance, and even these may
be of later origin. They constitute only a small proportion of the great body of extrusives of the region.

EXPANSION OF EPICONTINENTAL SEA

LARAMIDE REVOLUTION

With the passing of the Bear River phase the Rocky
Mountain element became submerged by the great
Upper Cretaceous epicontinental sea, which spread
from the Gulf of Mexico far northward to the Arctic.
This sea, which was part of a world-wide inundation,
for a time 'covered the site of the Big Hole Mountains in eastern Idaho and left its sediments in southwestern Wyoming as far west as the eastern base of
the Salt River Range. If it ever extended farther
west its sediments have been eroded, away. The

The principal structural features of southeastern
Idaho were produced during the great orogenic movement, which Dana has called the Laramide revolution. 'Beds that range in age from the earliest
Pal~ozoic to the latest-deposited Cretaceous were
folded, overturned, and overthrust by forces that
were apparently directed from westerly sources. The
overthrusting which produced the Bannock fault was a
culminating feature of the disturbance, for the rocks
in both the upper and lower blocks are intensely
folded, whereas the thrust plane, though strongly
flexed in places, has a much simpler pattern of .folding

11 Stanton, T. W., The stratigraphic position of the Bear, River formation: Am.
Jour. SeL, 3d ser., vol. 43, pp. 112-133, 1892.
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than the rocks above or below. The localization of the
zone of maximum movement of the overthrust block,
as shown by the convexity of its margin and of the
ridges which surmount it, is thought to have a direct
rolation to the position of the greatest deep in the
geosyncline. Gr~at thicknesses of strata had accumulated in southeastern Idaho during Paleozoic and
early Mesozoic time, and it has already been pointed
out that the land masses which furnished, the sedim,ents probably were higher or stood nearer the seat
of deposition there than elsewhere in the geosyncline.
The great thickness of Jurassic and Cretaceous sediments indicate the persistence of this condition up to
tho close of Cretaceous deposition, with the probability
that the highest land stood opposite the greatest
geosynclinal depth. These conditions were most
favorable for overthrusting and with little doubt had
a directive influence upon it. The area of greatest
thickness of the Cretaceous beds, so far as known,
now lies actually a short distance north of the line of
maximum I110Vement, but the severe crumpling of the
beds along that line may have raised a larger proportion of thenI above the level of erosion, while at the
saIne time their more complex structure would facilitate the process of removal.
The height of the mountains produced by this great
orogenic disturbance can only be conjectured. The
stl'tl,tigraphic throw produced by the fault was between 15,000 and 20,000 feet. If all this amount was
addod to the present elevation of the fa~lt trace a
nlaxiJnUITl height of about 25,000 feet lnight be produced. Probably, however, erosion, though lagging
behind upheaval, and isostatic sinking were able to
greatly reduce the effect of that movement. These
and other cOInpensating factors would make the actual
altitudes reached considerably lower than the figure
given.
The interval between the climax of the Laramide
revolution and the deposition of the next succeeding
sedhnentary fornlation was occupied by erosion and
by a certain anlount of structural readjustment.
SOllIe of the nonnal faults of the region may have
occurred in this interval. The sediments removed at
this thne were swept beyond the confines. of southeastern Idaho. They may be represented in part by
the coal-bearing Evanston formation of southwestern
Wyoming, described by VeatchP

appearance and composition to beds of the next lower
Adaville formation (Upper Cretaceous), but the Evanston also contains beds of pronounced conglomerate
'below the upper coals, which suggest the beginning
of conditions that produced the overlying Almy
formation of the Wasatch group. The maximum
observed thickness of 'the Evanston formation is
1,600 feet. The relations between this formation and
the Ahny formation are apparently conformable,
and there are many lithologic similarities b~tween
the Evanston and the lower Almy, though the Almy
in a section llleasured just east of the city of Evanston
along the railroad begins ":.ith a coarse conglomerate.
Many plant remains have been identified from the
Evanston formation and also a number of invertebrates, but these fossils are not sufficiently distinctive
to prove the age of the beds. The plant remains are
thought to resemble those of the Denver formation,
which is now assigned to the Tertiary, but the invertebrates, according to Veatch, suggest rather the Laramie
or Fort Union. The age of the formation is thus involved in the larger problem of the true age of the
Fort Union, which has been regarded by some as
Upper Cretaceous and by others as Eocene. From
the stratigraphic evidence Veatch favors drawing the
line between the Cretaceous and the Eocene at the
base of the Evanston, for he sees no reason for placing
it between t.he Evanston and the Almy.
The lithologic character of the Evanston formation
suggests that it may have been derived largely frolll
the Cretaceous formations by subaerial erosion.
The generally fine texture of the beds and the carbonaceous 'accumulations suggest low grades and
probably flood-plain conditions in a broad valley or
in a group of 'such valleys. These features indicate
that the reduction of the mountains of southeastern
Idaho was probably well advanced by the beginning
of Eocene time. The presence of the conglomerate
beds indicates temporary and perhaps only local
diastrophic disturbances during the epoch. With
the beginning of the Almy epoch these movements
were renewed and became more pronounced, so that
the Almy as a whole is somewhat coarser textured
than the Evanston.

CRETACEOUS-TERTIARY INTERVAL

No beds of possible Fort Union age have been
recognized in southeastern Idaho. The earliest Tertiary formation there represented is the Wasatch,
which begins with a conglomerate that perhaps should
be correlated with the Almy of southwestern Wyonling.
The surface on which it was deposited represents one
of the most marked unconformities of the region,
for it truncates sharply folded Paleozoic and Mesozoic
strata, but it still maintains a moderate relief whor~
exposed along the margin of the formation. (See pp.

SO far as southeastern Idaho is concerned the availablo record of the Cretaceous-Tertiary interval is a
blank, but the Evanston formation just mentioned
supplies a few hints about the geologic activities' of
the general region. This formation' consists chiefly
of yel1ow, gray, and black carbonaceous shales and
il:regular brown and yel10w sandstones silllilar in
11 Voatch, A. c., Goography and geology of a portion of southwestern Wyoming:
U. S. Gool. Survoy Prof. Paper 56, pp. 76-87, 1907.
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13 and 14.) There were, however, steep grades in
some places, for the conglomerate beds of the Wasatch
are c'oarse and include some boulders 3 feet or more in
diameter.
WASATCH DEPOSITION

The general conditions of deposition during Wasatch
time appear to have been those of a broad intermontane basin that corresponds in part to the present
Green River Basin but includes territory farther west.
Sediments were derived largely from the mountains
at the west and were coarser in that direction. The
materials consist almost entirely of Paleozoic limestones and quartzites, which were presumably derived
in large measure from the great overthrust block.
Beds of limestone, sandstone, and shale, interbedded with the conglomerates, indicate changes in
conditions of deposition from time to time, and the
limestones at least point to lacustrine phases. The
pisolitic character of some of the limestone beds
suggests that at times the waters were more or less
saline and hence that for certain intervals the lakes
were without outlet. The red color of much of the
formation as' represented in southeastern Idaho
indicates that vegetation was scanty and that conditions were unfavorable for its preservation. Thus
the climate was somewhat arid, and there was opportunity for the aeration and oxidation of the soil. In
adjacent parts of southwestern Wyoming, which were
seen by the writer, the Wasatch beds are not so
conglomeratic and not so dominantly red but are
generally light-colored, yellowish or grayish, though
red beds are present.
Fossils reported by Veatch 13 and earlier writers
indicate that during Wasatch time the waters supported a meager fauna that included gastropods,
pelecypods, and fishes. There were also a few reptiles
and plants. Land animals roamed the country, but
probably not in great numbers. Among them was
the formdesc.ribed by Cope as Bathmodon, a species of
Ooryphodon, the first vertebrate described from the
Wasatch.
'
The uncertainties regarding the subdivisio:p. of the
Wasatch group of southwestern Wyoming, as described by. Veatch, and concerning the relationship of
the Wasatch formatiQll of southeastern Idaho to this
group, have been mentioned on page 109. The volcanic ash of Veatch's Fowkes formation is the only definite record thus far available of volcanic activity in
Wasatch time in the vicinity of southeastern Idaho.
POST-WASATCH RECORD

The Eocene record in southeastern Idaho after the
deposition of the Wasatch is practically "a blank.
The beds that now remain have an estimated thickness
of 1,500 feet, but they are mere remnants of a more
11 Veatch, A. c., Geography and geology of a portion of southwestern Wyoming:
U R. Ged.. SUI'';~ Prof. Paper 56. pp, 89-96. 190i.

extensive and thicker formation. If deposition continued throughout the epoch the total accumulation
may have been very great, for two other epochs of
interest and importance, the Green River and Bridger
epochs, were recorded 'in southwestern Wyoming
before the end of the Eocene.
Green River formation, Wyoming.-The Green River
formation, which records the first of these epochs, is
remarkable for the great number and excellent state
of preservation of the plant and fish remains that it
contains. Many species have been described and
figured by different writers, who are cited by Veatch. a
The fine texture and even bedding of the formation
together with the calcareous nature of some of the
beds, intercalated with the clays point to long-continued lacustrine conditions. The formation has
wide extent in .southwestern Wyoming, northeastern
Utah, and northwestern Colorado. In the region last
named it has a maximum thickness of about 2,600
feet. It has economic interest because it contains
great quantities of oil shale. The oil, which may be
obtained by dry distillation of the shale, is derived
from organic matter, originally in the form of plant
debris, that has been decomposed through the agency
of bacteria and other microorganisms. The oil shale
of this formation has been described by several writers,
particularly by Winchester,15 who gives a bibliography
o~ the subject;
Bridger formation, Wyoming.-The Bridger formation, as described by Sinclair/ 6 consists chiefly of
volcanic ash and has a maximum total thickness of
about 1,875 feet. The beds are light colored and
have in many places a greenish tint. The series
includes tuffaceous shales and marls that are crowded
with shells. There are also beds that contain lignitic
material and masses of coarse sandstone with sonle
conglomerate. The lower and middle parts contain
many vertebrate remains, including a considerable
mammalian fauna. The upper part is highly gypsiferous. As interpreted by Sinclair, the material of
the formation is almost entirely volcanic, though its
source is unknown. The area of accumulation was
probably near base-level because of the general
absence of' coarse detritus. Lacustrine and fluviatile
conditions of deposition are indicated by the variations
in the constitution of the formation. The more
gypsiferous portions in the upper part probably
accumulated in playa lakes and hence indicate more
arid climatic conditions than those which prevailed
in the earlier parts of the epoch.
Veatch, A. C., op. cit., pp. 97-98.
Winchester, D. E., Oil shale in northwestern Colorado and adjacent areas:
U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 641, pp. 139-198, 1917; Oil shale of the Uinta Basin, north·
eastern Utah, and results of dry distillation of miscellaneous shale samples: U. S.
Geol. Survey Bull. 691, pp. 27-55, 1919. See also, Bradley, W. B., Shore phases of
the Green River formation in northern Sweetwater County, Wyo.: U. S. Geol.
Survey Prof. Paper 140, pp. 121-131, 1926.
18 Sinclair, W. J., Volcanic ash in the Bridger beds of Wyoming: Am. Mus. Nat.
Bist. Bull., vol. 22, pp. 273-280, 1906.
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Erosion and deformation.-The !'. bsence of recognized may be present and may have been included in the
Green River and Bridger remnants in southeastern Pliocene (1) or the Eocene as mapped in this report.
Idaho and the fact that the Wasatch formation is
MIOCENE EPOCH
extensively eroded support the view that erosion
Possible rock representatives.-No sediments of recog- '
occupied much of the Eocene epoch in that region.
nized
Miocene age have been found in the quadrangles
The presence of the Green River and Bridger formaThe region'seems thus to have been
here
described.
tions in neighboring parts of Wyoming indicates that
undergoing
erosion
throughout that epoch. Although
persistent but shallow lakes occupied that territory
volcanic
activity
occurred
in many parts of the
and may even have locally overspread parts of southCordilleran
region
throughout
the Tertiary the greateastern Idaho. The character of these formations
est
activity
seems
to
have
occurred
in the Miocene.
indicates that· the grades of southeastern Idaho were
It
wa~
during
this
epoch
that
the
great
accumulations
low during those epochs. Thus there is some indirect
lava
flows
and
volcanic
debris
that
now
constitute
of
evidence of prolonged erosion or even of approximate
the
plateaus
of
the
Columbia
River
17
region
and the
base-leveling there at that time.
Yellowstone
National
Park
18 were' largely formed
Umpleby has described an old erosion surface or
peneplain (?) in central Idaho, which he ascribes to although in each of. these regions extrusiGns of earlie;
the Eocene, but this view has been attacked. The and later age are found. In southeastern Idaho',
problem, which involves far-reaching and detailed however, no volcanic activity attributable to this
studies of the Rocky Mountain Tertiary deposits, has epoch has been recognized, though it is possible that
not been satisfactorily solved. It is discussed in out- the andesitic rocks may prove to be Miocene.
Crustal disturbance.-In much of the Cordilleran
line in Chapter VIII. If the old surface is considered
the Miocene was an epoch of crustal disturbregion
Eocene its period of development would presumably
ance.
According to Blackwelder,19 the entire Pacific
cover both the erosional and depositional phases of
coastal
region of North America and even part of
the record farther southeast.
South
America
was affected. The disturbed area
The thickness of the Green River and Bridger forstretched
from
Venezuela
to the Arctic region. The
mations suggests downwarping of the lake basins durstrongest
folding
was
near
the
coast, but in Wyoming,
ing the deposition of the sediments. There was doubtMontana
Eocene
and Oligocene strata
Colorado,
and
less concomitant gentle up warping 'of parts of the
are
tilted
and
broken
by
normal
faults
in such manner
adjacep.t ,land surface.
as
to
suggest
that
the
Miocene
orogenic
movements
The volcanic character of the Bridger sediments
in
a
mild
way
as
far
east
as
the
edge of the
were
felt
indicates renewed volcanic activity' in neighboring
Great'
Plains.
The
most
accurate
estimate
of the
. regions during later Eocene time.
date
of
the
deformation
seems
to
be
that
which
has
The possibility has been suggested that the Salt
been
made
in
the
Coast
Range
of
southern
California
Lake formation, which is now regarded as Pliocene
(?), may'be Eocene. If this possibility should prove by Arnold 20 and others, who show that it followed the
to be a reality the later history of the Eocene in deposition of the lower and middle Miocene sediments
southeastern Idaho would be considerably different (Monterey group), and preceded that of the upper
from that above outlined. Strong uplift and deep Miocene (Santa Margarita formation).
In southeastern Idaho no dislocations of strata have
erosion succeeded by extensive aggradation. would
been
definitely correlated with the Miocene. The
have to be included in the record. This seems unlikely.
Salt
Lake
for~ation was deposited in valleys, some of
End of Eocene epoch.-Although the end of the
at
least,
were deeper than those of to-day and
which,
Eocene epoch was marked by deformative movements
had
a
maximum
width of 5 miles or more. These
that have been recognized at Inany places throughout
valleys
in
the
main
appear to be products of differential
the Cordilleran region, no movement that can be
erosion,
though
some
are bordered by faults. Some of
definitely correlated with that time has yet been
,
them,
like
Bear
Lake
Valley, were formed in part by
recognized in southeastern Idaho. The Wasatch
down-warping.
formation has been gently folded, and in the Boundary
Upon the assumption of Pliocene age for the Salt
Ridge of the Bear Lake Plateau the beds are rather
Lake
formation the valleys in which it was accumusharply upturned. The plane of the Bannock overmust
have formed earlier in the Pliocene or in the
lated
thrust has also .been gently folded and locally even
Miocene.
It seems probable that the disturbance
overturned. This deformation may have occurred at
the end of Eocene time; but with equal or greater
17 Smith, G. 0., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Ellensburg folio (No. 86), 1903;
Stuart (Plio (No. 106), 1904.
probability it might be assigned to the 11iocene or Mount
IB Hague, Arnold, Weed, W. H., and Iddings, J. P., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol.
Pliocene.
Atlas, Yellowstone National Park folio (No. 30),1896.
OLIGOCENE EPOCH

No rocks of Oligocene age have been recognized in
this area, but possibly a representative of that epoch

,

IV Blackwelder, Eliot, A summary of the orogenic epochs in the geologic history of
North America: Jour. Geology, vol. 22, pp. 648-649, 1914.
20 Cited by Blackwelder, Eliot, op. cit. See also Arnold, Ralph, Environment of
the Tertiary faunas of the Pacific coast of the United States: Jour. Geology, vol. 17,
pp. 509-533, 1909.
'
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which elevated the lands and permitted the excavation
of the valleys was approximately coincident with the
marked deformation of southern· California and the
Pacific coast region, which has bee~ described above as
of post-middle Miocene age. It may be assumed that
the low-lying lands of late Eocene, Oligocene, and
early· Miocene time were broadly uplifted by warping
or gentle folding, perhaps accompanied or followed by
normal faulting. Thus the Bear Lake and Upper
Slug. faults and the horst and graben structure described in the previous chapter may have been initiated
at this time. The remainder of the Miocene epoch and
possibly the earlier part of the Pliocene was devoted
to the excavation and broa~ening of valleys and to
general erosion of the region.
Physiographic development.-The Snowdrift peneplain, which is now preserved only as remnants (see
Chapter II), probably represents the uplifted lowlands mentioned above. The widespread Tygee
erosion surface could then have been formed in the
late Miocene. Present evidence shows that the Salt
Lake formation was in all probability not deposited
upon the peneplain but in broad valleys developed in
that surface by the combined processes of erosion and
deformation.
The material removed during the development of
the Tygee erosion surface was swept beyond the region
here described and its disposition is unknown. There
is little doubt, however, that the Snake River basin,
which may have been developed or emphasized by
post-middle Miocene warping, included the drainage
of most of southeastern Idaho then as now and perhaps
included also much of that now tributary to Bear
River and that Snake River received and distributed
these sediments. At first sight the lake beds along
Snake River in· western Idaho would seem appropriate
repositories for some of this material, but current
views regarding their constitution and age are unfavorable to this idea. Nevertheless evidence obtained by Buwalda indicates that some revision of
accepted opinion regarding the age of these beds may
be necessary. Some noteworthy changes in drajnage
have occurred in this region since Miocene time, chiefly
in relation to Bear River. (See Chapter VIII.)
PLIOCENE EPOCH

The erosion of late Miocene time may have continued into the Pliocene. The record of that epoch
appears to have been largely one of erosion and continental deposition interrupted by crustal disturbance
and volcanism. At the close of the epoch the region
;-as broadiy uplifted.
-·,Deposition oj Salt Lake Jormation.-After the
preparation of the broad valleys, the regio~ became
extensively aggraded. The local base-levels were
raised, doubtless partly in response to crustal warping,
but the accumulations may be partly ascribed to

climatic changes. In some of the valleys lakes of
longer or shorter duration were formed, but the main
effect was the development on a relatively large scale
of alluvial fans and coarse flood-plain deposits.
These last-named features, together with the calcareous nature of the matrix of the conglomerates,
suggest rather arid climatic conditions during parts
of the epoch; .whereas the fossiliferous marls point to
intervals of moister climate.
So far as the quadrangles here described are concerned, the Salt Lake formation consists mostly of
coarse sediments. Much of the material is local in
character and in many places more or less angular
and poorly assorted. It rises on the hillsides to altitudes as great as 7,850 feet and is exposed in valleys
more than 2,000 feet lower. It forms patches on the
sides of some of the younger valleys and on the floors
of old high-level valleys. It underlies the surface of
hills that stand 1,200 feet higher than adjacep.t valleys
as in T. 12 S., R. 43 E., in the Montpelier quadrangle.
Here and there it is eroded away, and the older rocks
beneath are exposed or even stand forth as ridges, as
in the locality cited or in Tps. 8 and 9 S., R. 46 E., in
the Crow Creek quadrangle. Thus the debris, which
now constitutes the Salt Lake formation, not only filled
some of the valleys, but it completely overspread some
of the lower mountains or hills. It may be regarded
as a blanket of .unequal thickness, which tended to
smooth off certain parts of the colintry, leaving rocky
hills and·ridges bordered by gently sloping gravel fans
on which here and there wet-weather torrents had
shifting courses.
At some places the valleys were ponded, as moister
climatic phases prevailed, but with the return of more
arid conditions the lakes were filled and their fine
deposits were overspread by coarse sands or gravels.
The lakes were probably not playas but were perennial,
for their waters supported fresh-water life and locally
sufficient vegetation was maintained in their neighborhood to supply the meager traces now found.
Oomparison with Amargosa Valley, Oalij.-The conditions postulated for the accumulation of the Salt
Lake formation seem to the writer analogous to those
which he has observed in the Amargosa Valley of
southeastern California. (See pI. 41, A.) There the
so-called gravel washes extend far back into the mountains, in some places even to the divides. The lower
fan-shaped extensions of the washes surround and
isolate or even cover the lower hills. Subsequent
erosion has dissected the gravels in some places and
has exposed the underlying hills. Thus in Plate 41, B,
the even, weather-darkened surface of a broad gravel
fan may be seen sloping upward toward the more distant mountains. It has been dissected by the Amargosa and its tributaries, so that hills of light-colored
clay, themselves further dissected and locally overstrewn with dark debris from the gravel,,,.are exposed.
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Volcanic activity.-Volcanic activity on a considerable scale occurred during the Pliocene. Ash beds
in the Salt Lake formation north of Georgetown have
already been mentioned. In the neighboring Fort
Hall Indian Reservation rhyolite and beds of rhyolitic
ash are interbedded with that formation, and toe
formation itself rests on andesitic tuffs that are Pliocene or older. The large rhyolitic cones in the Henry
quadrangle and the other large rhyolitic accumulations were probably formed at this time. Toward
the later part of the aggradation epoch flows of basalt
were also outpoured. The main basaltic extrusions,
however, came later. There was also later rhyolitic
activity, though on a less extensive scale.
Dejormation.-After the epoch of aggradation, and
probably toward the close of the period, the region
was broadly uplifted with gentle warping or folding
succeeded by normal faulting. The Pliocene (?) beds
were deformed, and the folding of the Wasatch beds
and of the plane of the Bannock overthrust, previously
described, probably took place at the same time.
The folding followed lines of earlier deformation to a
certain extent. For example, in the Left Fork of
Twin Creek, in the Slug Creek quadrangle, the axis of
the anticline in the thrust plane very nearly coincides
with a similar axis in the underlying Jurassic formations. Probably also the normal faulting may lil{ewise
have followed in considerable measure earlier established lines. The Salt Lake formation, though
bounded by fauLts. at a few places in the .region here
described, is nowhere cut by them, so far as observed,
except in a single place, as noted below (p. 205), but in
the Fort Hall Indian Reservation faults in that formation are inferred from the structure of overlying layers
of basalt. Deformation was general throughout the
Cordilleran region at the close of the Pliocene and
indeed in other parts of North America as well. Its
effects were notable for broad uplift and warping rather
than for intensive folding and overthrusting.
Physiographic development.-Blackwelder 21 consid.:.
ers that in central-western Wyoming the Pliocene was
largely an epoch of planation in which the Wind
River Summit peneplain was developed. In his
arguments relating to the so-called Idaho peneplain,
he would extend this view to include Idaho as well.
The Tertiary sediments in the area studied by Blackwelder are supposedly early Tertiary. They could
therefore have been deformed at the end of the middle
Miocene, and the late Miocene and all of the Pliocene would then be available for the leveling process.
The assumption of Pliocene age for t4e Salt Lake
fonnation introduces a difficulty in applying Blackwelder's conclusions to southeastern Idaho. On the
assumption that peneplanation followed the deposition
of the Tertiary beds and truncated them together with
t1 Blackwelder, Eliot, Post·Cretaceous history of the mountains of central-western Wyoming: Jour. Geology, vol. 23, pp. 117,206-207, 1915.

hard rock (which is Blackwelder's view), that event
for southeastern Idaho would have to be placed late
in the Pliocene or advanced to the Pleistocene. But
if the peneplain antedates the Tertiary beds (here the
Salt Lake formation) it might have been developed
during the late Eocene, Oliogocene, and earlier Miocene. This view seems to accord better with the
evidence, so far as southeastern Idaho is concerned.
In that region no sign of the preservation of any
Tertiary beds at or near the level of the Snowdrift
peneplain has been found. Their absence may readily
be explained as the result of their relative structural
weakness and the present· elevation of the peneplain
above base-level. Nevertheless their total absence
raises the question whether they really were in existence
when the peneplain was formed. To place the Snowdrift peneplain in the late Pliocene or early Pleistocene,
as would be necessary to accord with the mode of
origin advocated by Blackwelder, .would allow scant
time for the long and varied erosional development
that the region has experienced. It will be shown,
however, in a later paragraph that the length of the
Quaternary period, and indeed of all the geologic
periods of which there is a record, is probably greater
than has commonly been supposed. Thus the suggested brevity of time may not prove a real objection.
Tertiary planation is further discussed on pages 354
to 359.
Southeastern Idaho is so closely adjacent to the
region described by Blackwelder that it would seem
as if the larger physiographic events, such as widespread peneplanation, in the two regions should
correspond in time and general method of development. Some adjustment of the two views here
presented will doubtless be made when, more detailed
studies in the general region, particularly in the now
intervening districts, have been made. A tentative
comparison of the order of events in the two regions
.
is given in Chapter II.
QUATERNARY PERIOD

From the viewpoint of a student of diastrophism 'the
Quaternary period began with the widespread crustal
movements that closed the Tertiary. The history of
the period has been dominantly one of erosion, although
extensive and perhaps locally thick accumulations of
sediment occur in some' places and there have been
intermittent uplifts, warpings, and faultings. The
principal stages of the erosional history have already
been described under the heading "Physiographic
development". in Chapter II.
Gannett cycZe.-Under the view here favored Quaternary erosion began with the Gannett cycle, which
was begun by an uplift perhaps as great as 1,000 or
1,500 feet. Broad areas were reduced to a late mature
or old stage of erosion. Under the supposition that the
Salt Lake formation was present at the time, considerable masses of that formation must have been re-
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moved, particularly from the broader valleys, in which quadrangles, ,by later lacustrine sediments, to which
the process of reexcavation then began. Whatever further reference will presently be made.
Volcanic activity.-Early in the ,aggradational epDch,
portions of the formation may have overlapped the
adjacent uplands were entirely removed, for none have and even befDre its beginning, vDlcanic activity on a
yet been found upon the Gannett erosion surface. considerable scale occurred in the northwestern part
The superposition of Bear River and the beginnings of the region. Many of the broader valleys were
of many of the present drainage features probably floDded with basalt, which came both from fissures
and from local vents that built up CDnes of different
date from this time. 21a
Elk Valley and Dry Fork cycles.-During the Elk sizes at a number of places. Basalt also brDke out
Vailey cycle broad and relatively shallow valleys were along the hillsides here and there and even in some
eroded in the Gannett surface and further progress places upon the hilltops. In a number of occurrences
made in clearing out the Salt Lake sediments from the the basalt is known to have utilized earlier lines of
broad valleys of the Tygee cycle, in which they had faulting in making its way to the surface. Such faults
been deposited. In the Dry Fork cycle similar val- are numerous in the regiDn where the basaltic outleys, though of smaller area, were sunk below those of pourings took place. It i~ therefore inferred that
the Elk Valley cycle and the work of clearing away these faults were reopened by the accumulating volSalt Lake sediments was continued. The combined canic stresses and that they afforded the chief means of
uplifts that produced these two cycles probably escape fDr the imprisDned lavas. By raising the local
b~se-Ievelsthese basaltic flows assisted in the process
amounted to little more than 600 feet.
Blackfoot cycle.-The Blackfoot cycle, which fol- of aggradation .. Locally they were overspread with
lowed, began with a somewhat greater uplift, which Quaternary deposits. Although the interval between
permitted the erosion of canyons to depths of 500 to successive outflows was generally rather shDrt there
1,000 feet below the Dry Fork surface. Probably the were longer intervals, in which soil or volcanic debris
uplift was accompanied by a renewal of faulting along accumulated on the surfaces of some Df the flows, where
established lines and possibly by new faults, as shown it was transported by wind Dr stream action, before the
by the occurrence of travertine, some of which is so occurrence of, the next flow. Likewise toward the
closely identified with Salt Lake beds as to make dis- close of the epoch of basaltic extrusion there was some
tinction difficult. The larger canyons were cut to recurrence of rhyolitic outflows on a relatively small
depths somewhat greater than those of to-day, for scale. The lates't recDgnized eruptive activity in the
many of them have been aggraded since their forma- neighboring Fort Hall Indian Reservation was latitic.
tion. The Salt Lake formation was extensively The recent appearance of explosion craters between
removed from the broad valleys which it had filled. Middle and ~ Drth CDnes, in the Henry quadrangle,
Certain fault scarps of possibly older date, like those suggests that the latest eruptive activity in this regiDn
of the Bear Lake and Upper Slug faults, with their was rhyolitic. The extensive deposits of travertine
faceted lower, slopes, may have been uncovered by are no dDubt largely associated with the later phases
this erosion, being thus fault-line scarps that perhaps of volcanism in this epoch.
have been refreshed. Late mature or old valleys were
Moister climatic conditions.-The epoch of dry
opened in weak rocks or in areas of favorable rock climatic conditions was followed by an epoch in which
structure, and early mature valleys in the harder the climate was more moist than it is now. The
rocks and the areas of less favorable rock structure.
alluvial fans and aggradational deposits of the previous
Effects of dry climate.-:-No evidence of alternation epDch were submaturely dissected. Bear Lake began
of climate is available for the epoch of valley develop- an existence which has continued under varying CDnment just outlined, but after the valleys had been ditiDns to' the present. As shown by the constitution
formed more arid climatic cDnditiDns intervened and of .the Salt Lake formation, the site of Bear Lake and
alluvial fans in considerable number were formed at the broad valley below it had been at times occupied
favDrable places alDng the valley sides. So~e of these by one or mDre lakes in the Pliocene (?) epoch, but
fans were of large size. For example, the alluvial fans , owing to the vicissitudes Df deformation and erosion
northward from Montpelier to the vicinity of GeorgeprDbably'none of these persisted into. the Quaternary
town in the MDntpelier quadrangle are estimated to
periDd. When the aggradational epDch came at the
exceed 25 square miles in area. The vaHey floDrs were
close Df the early Quaternary erosiDn the climate was
also aggraded, but the sediments thus laid down were
so. dry that there is doubt if any lake existed at that
masked in certain valleys, such as Bear Lake and
time. In view Df the variations in the lacustrine
Upper Valleys in the'- Montpelier and Lanes Creek
histDry of Lakes Bonneville and Lahontan,22 in regions
218 w. C. Alden ,has recently found in neighboring parts of Wyoming and Utah
()lder moraines on erosion surfaces that he thinks are to be correlated with the
Gannett. He is therefore inclined to place the Gannett surface at the end of the
Pliocene and to begin the Quaternary with the Elk Valley cycle.

22

Gilbert, G. K., Lake Bonneville: U. S. Geol. Survey Mon. 1, 1890. Russell,

I. C., Geological history of Lake Lahentan, a Quaternary lake of northwestern

Nevada: U. S. Geol. Survey Mon.n, 1885.
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not far removed from southeastern Idaho, it is quite
possible that intermittent lacustrine conditions may
have been maintained in the later part of early
Quaternary time by Bear Lake. But, although Bear
Lake is known to have once greatly expanded beyond
its present limits, no evidence of alternations, such .as
those described for the great Quaternary lakes above
mentioned, has been found.
Expansion of Bear Lake.-The expansion of Bear
Lake and the conditions attending that expansion
have been described in Chapter II. It appears to
have been one of the latest events of the early Quaternary and is tentatively correlated with the Wisconsin,
glacial stage. Local glaciation occurred both in the
Bear River and Salt River Ranges, respectively west
and east of the region here described, though no evidence of actual glaciation has been found within this
region. Pleistocene lacustrine fossils that are found
in the sediments left during the higher'stages of Bear
Lake indicate that its waters were fresh and that it
maintained an outlet. The remains, of a fossil elephant from the same beds indicate the presence of
large land animals.
Basaltic obstruction.-Although the basalt in Bear
River Valley is not known to have had any direct
·effect in ponding the waters of Bear Lake, it did
produce lakes in certain other valleys, particularly
those tributary to Blackfoot River, where the former
Blackfoot Marsh, which is now occupied by a reservoir,
Pelican Slough, and Upper Valley are good examples.
Grays Lakeoand Cranes Flat afford similar examples
for the Willow Creek drainage basin. In Pelican
Slough and Grays Lake ponds of variable size remain.
Upper Valley and Cranes Flat have been largely filled,
but still retain broad lnarshy areas.
Faulting in basalt.-During the epoch of basaltic
<outflows normal faulting took place at some localities,
particularly along the border of Outlet Valley, in the
Cranes Flat quadrangle. At this place rise a number
-of hills, with one or more cliffed slopes, which are
<composed of gently dipping layers of basalt. The
position of the hills and the attitudes of the slopes
indicate that the longer faults have a northwesterly
direction but that there are shorter cross faults in
several directions. The relations of the horizontal
basalt in Outlet Valley to the abrupt slopes of tilted
basalt along its west side suggest that the horizontal
basalt represents later flows than those which have
been faulted, though no actual contacts of the two
,sets of basalt layers were observed. The throw of
these faults is not large, probably less than 500 feet.
The attitude of the basalt in Homer Valley, in the
northwestern part of T. 3 S., R. 42 E., suggests that
it may have outflowed along the line of one of the
northwesterly faults.

Recent erosion.-Recent degrada~ional activity in
the region has accomplished little, perhaps in part
because of the presence of lava in the lower valleys of
tlie main streams. The hard basaltic layers have
withstood erosion and have served as temporary baselevels. Canyons, such as those of Blackfoot River,
Willow Creek, and John Grays Outlet,. are now' working back through the lava into the region. Blackfoot
River has cut small canyons in some of the higher
flows, such as those in T. 7 S., Rs. 42 and 44 E.;
Grays Lake Outlet and Bear River have cut canyons
along, the contact of sedimentary rocks with the
basalt; and below Soda Springs Bear River has cut a
canyon in the' basalt itself. Thus the division of
some of the stream courses into reaches has come to
pass. In the quiet reaches alluvial flats or meadows
have been 'developed. The tendency of the climate
toward more arid conditions since the close of the
glacial epoch has favored a: certain amount of aggradation. Thus some of the streams in basaltic canyons
now flow on valley fill rather than on bedrock. This
condition is true of Blackfoot Canyon in the northwestern part of the Henry quadrangle and of Bear
River near Soda Springs. Most of the smaller canyons
show little modification since· the close of' the early
Quaternary. The main body of the filling, which
was deposited in the valleys prior to the earlier stages
of Bear Lake, remains undisturbed, in' spite of the
erosion accomplished during epochs of moister climate.
Recent fauZting.-There has probably been some
mild diastrophic activity in recent times. Thus the
fault near Montpelier, which cuts both the Salt Lake
formation and the Quaternary hill wash, is probably
of recent date. The fresh appearance of the basal
portions of the Bear Lake fault scarp and the' hot
springs along its course are probably 'indicative of
.recent movement along the fault plane, the sulphur
springs in Sulphur Canyon, T. 9 S., Rs. 42 and 43 E.,
and the hot springs near Auburn, in the Freedom
quadrangle, afford similar evidence. (See p. 169.)
Dying volcanism.-No recognized volcanic activity
has occurred in the region in late Quaternary time.
Travertine is still being deposited in minor amounts
from springs, which form~rly built sinter terraces,
basins, and mounds that rivaled the now famous
terraces of the Yellowstone. Similarly certain springs
and vents continue to give' forth large volumes of
carbon dioxide (C0 2 ) and sulphurous fumes. These
features are looked upon as the dying embers of former
volcanic fires.
Geologic work of man.-The occasional finding of the
skull or horn of a buffalo or bighorn recalls the primitive inhabitants of the country before tJ::te arrival of
civilized man. N ow the irrigation ditch, with its
train of irrigated farms with cultivated fields, the
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dry farm, and the advent of improved farm machinery are rapidly changing the desolation of sagecovered slopes and dreary wastes into attractive and
picturesque rural communities, which give added
charm to the mountain scenery.
The work of man, through the construction of
ditches and reservoirs, is modifying the conditions
of the circulation of water, both surface and ground
water. The diversion of mountain streams for irrigation interferes with their' normal work of surface
erosion by delaying or accelerating their degradational or aggradational effects and altering the concentration and distribution of alkalies and' other
soluble constituents of the soils. The stabilizing of
Bear River by the construction of a canal" that connects it with Bear Lake and of Blackfoot River by the
construction of the Blackfoot River Reservoir are
examples of the geologic work of man that may hav~
a noteworthy influence UpOJl future' geologic activities
in the region. The impounding of water in the Blackfoot River Reservoir has already had a modifying
influence upon the flow of streams and the activity of
groundwater in the territory a few miles to the south.

TABLE

Cenozoic:
Recent and Pleistocene
(Quaternary) _________
Pliocene ________________
Miocene _______________
Oligocene ______________
Eocene _________________
Mesozoic:
Upper Cretaceous _______
Lower Cretaceous _______
Jurassic __________ .:. ______
Triassic ________________

Paleozoic:
Permian _______________
Pennsylvanian __________
Mississippian ___________
Devonian _______________
Silurian ________________
Ordovician_ ~ ___________
Cambrian ______________

Present
to beginning of Cambrian ____________________
o
b

is of more generous proportions than geologists would have dared
to assume from the data of their field alone; but it appears on
testing from various points of 'view tq have been logically constructed and gives room for a bolder and larger treatment of
earth history than has been imagined to be held within the past.

Barrell finds that the time from the'present back to
the beginning of -the Cambrian period was between
550,000,000 and 700,00(},000 years. He says:
This may seem to be a wide latitude, but· the ratio of the
minimum to the maximum is no greater than those estimates
now current and based on stratigraphy. The important conclusion is that time since the beginning of the Cambrian is ten
to fifteen times longer than has been generally accepted by
. geologists.

Table 34 gives figures for the length of the successive periods, derived from Barrell's table:
23 Barrell, Joseph, Rhythms and the measurement of geologic time: Geol. Soc.
America BulL, vol. 28, pp. 745-904, pIs. 43-46,1917. (See especially pp. 751-752 and

884-885.)

Minimum

Maximum

1,000,000
6,000,000
12,000,000
16,000,000.
20,000,000
55,000,000 I

1,500,000
7,500,000
14,000,000
16,000,000
26,000,000
65,000,000

40,000,000
25,000,000
35,000,000
35,000,000
135,000,000

50,000,000
35,000,000
45,000,000
45,000,000
175,000,000
0(180, 000, 000)

25,000,000
35,000,000
b 50, 000, 000
50,000,000
40,000,000
90,000,000
70,000,000
360,000,000

40,000,000
50,000,000
b 40, 000, 000
50, 000, 000
40,000,000
130,000,000
110,000,000
460,000,000
a(540, 000, 000)

550, 000, 000

I

700,000,000

Barrell's fjgures.
This inversion of maximum and minimum is Barrell's.

LENGTH OF THE RECORD

The length of geologic time, the realization of which
is one of the grandest concepts of geologic science, has
long been a favorite subject for speculation among
geologists and physicists. In closing the discussion
of the geologic history of southeastern Idaho, which
presents a fairly continuous record from the present
back to the early Paleozoic, it seems fitting to refer
to the comprehensive and inspiring studies along this
line by the late Professor Barrell. 23
In a paper published two years before his death he
examines a wide range of geologic and physical phenomena and weaves the arguments from both sets
of evidence into a unity, which he expresses in a new
table of geologic time that

34.-Le:figth oj the geologic eras and periods in year8
Era, period, and epoch

PRESENT GEOLOGIC CONDITION

Barrell 24 notes that
the Neocene revolution has continued into the Pleistocene and
that there is no indication that the culmination has yet been
passed. * * * The magnitude of the N eocene revolution
is seen not only in the breadth and height of the mountain
systems, but in the pronounced warping of the continents,
giving a steeper hypsographic curve, and in the drawing down
of the sea, probably through continental fragmentation,
giving a more elevated hypsographic curve. This great height
of the continents is a most important feature bearing on the
aggregate rate of denudation.
[The Pleistocene] has been marked by an acceleration in
crustal uplift and oscillation which has. raised high the rate of
total denudation. Compared to the rate for the whole of the
Cenozoic era of revolution, it may be twice the. mean. The
concurrence of the longer rhythm in sea level, giving wide and
high continents, with the rising diastrophism of a period of
revolution may, however, make the present rate of continental
denudation ten or fifteen or even twenty times the mean for
all of earth history. * * * Estimates of geologic time
based on measurements of the present rate of denudation and
coupled with the assumption that this is the mean for all of
the p~st are likely to err correspondingly.

From the above considerations it would seem that
southeastern Idaho in common with other parts of
the globe in spite of its apparent tranquillity and
habitability may be in the midst of a geologic revolution. The recent faulting and dying volcanism
described above, together with the shortness of the
Quaternary period and of the Cenozoic era, in comparison with other periods and eras in the above table,
are indications to the same effect. It may be inferred
that a geologic revolution proceeds with extreme
slowness, as mankind counts time, and that its activities are seldom, and generally only locally, of a
catastrophic nature.
U

Barrell, Joseph, op. cit., pp. 774-775.

CHAPTER VII.-MINERAL RESOURCES
SUMMARY
The principal mineral resource of southeastern Idaho is phosphate rock, which occurs at two horizons, upper Mississippian
and Permian, but only the Permian rock has much commercial
vn.lue. This rock is characterized chiefly by its oolitic texture
and generally dark color and by its odor when freshly broken,
which resembles that of crude petroleum. It is a bedded deposit
of marine origin and will have to be mined in the same manner
as coal.'
The phosphate rock is really a mixture or "solid solution" of
several phosphatic minerals, but the chemical composition is
approximately that of tricalcium phosphate, Ca3(P04h. There
are numerous accessory constituents, among which vanadium is
noteworthy. Some tendency has been noted toward enrichment by weathering.
The western phosphate reserve now includes 2,269,055 acres,
of which 664,911 acres is in Idaho. The Idaho portion comprises 268,299 acres formally classified as phosphate land and
hence released from any form of phosphate withdrawal and
396,612 acres unclassified and still remaining withdrawn.
There are'in addition some privately owned lands. The govermnent-owned phosphate land is classified and made available
for exploitation under regulations whi~h are specified. Not
all the reserved land has yet been examined, but 52 townships
in Idaho and 6 townships in 'Wyoming, which are regarde~ as
phosphate bearing, are described in this paper in some detail
and estimates of their tonnages are furnished, together with
revised estimates of tonnage for other parts of the western
field. The estimates thus far available for Idaho alone indicate
a reserve of about 5,000,000,000 tons of high-grade phosphate
rock.
The history of the western phosphate industry is briefly
sketched, including an account of the litigation, its settlement,
and the subsequent laws affecting phosphate lands. The producing companies are briefly described and information is given
regnrding the production, marketing, and utilization of the rock,
together with a statement about processes of manufacture of
phosphate and of phol:!phorus.
,
The water resources of southeastern Idaho include surface
and ground water, both of which arc reasonably abundant.
The surface drainage is gathered by two systems-the Bear
and the Snake. Discharge details are given for Bear and
Blackfoot Rivers and some of their tributaries, together with
a discussion of the quality of the surface water, so far as analyses
arc available. The leakage of the Blackfoot River Reservoir is
described. The ground-water supply of the mountains, the
broader valleys, and the lava country is briefly considered, and
an extended account is given of the springs, which arc numerous
and of various kinds.
The water is at present utilized largely for irrigation. The
Blackfoot River Reservoir is part of an extensive irrigation
project for the benefit of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation and
other lands outside the region here described. The ultimate use
of power is also contemplated as a part of the project, but none
has yet been developed. Bear River, however, is utilized for
hydroelectric power and. light by the Utah Power & Light Co.
Other minor sources of power arc available but not yet used.
Limestones of several geologic age~ are a valuable resource of
southeastern Idaho. The purest and best are the Carboniferous
limestones, but some use might be made of the travertine, which
is probably of high grade and readily accessible. Hydromagnesite of possible commercial value occurs in regions adjacent to
those here describ.ed.

Cement material is abundant, but can not be utilized under
present conditions.
Road metal of various sorts is available, but the better grades
have been little used because they require crushing, sorting, and
transportation. Poorer kinds, which for the most part require
no treatment, are available for local use.
The Nugget sandstone affords promise as a building stone.
Basalt, which is widespread, could also be used in this way, but
its appearanc(:; is unattractive.
Salt beds of good quality and brine springs along the Wyoming
border supply a small local demand and could in all probability
find wider use, but they are remote from present lines of transportation.
Sulphur has been mined and marketed, but the small quantity
available and the cost of production preclude any extensive
exploitation of this resource.
Lead and copper have been prospected in parts of the Bear
River and Preuss Ranges, and a few small shipments of ore
have been made, but the outl~ok for any substantial development is most unpromising.
A few prospects for gold and silver have been opened'in the
region here described, but the geologic conditions are generally
adverse to the occurence there of any metalliferous deposits in
commercial quantity. In the Caribou district, however, which
.lies near but outside this region, conditions are more favorable,
and a not~worthy amount of gold has been produced.
Gypsum, manganese, and potassium nitrate have all been
recognized in the region, but in amounts too small to have other
than scientific 'interest.
Showings of coal and oil have been reported, but little of
either has actually been found, and the geologic conditions seem
to be distinctly unfavorable for their occurrence in commercial
quantities.

CLASSIFICATION OF RESOU 1 ~

~

1

Southeastern Idaho contains a considerable number and v~riety of mineral substances, which fall
into the two broad groups of major and minor mineral resources. In addition other mineral occurrences 'deserve description, although they could not
properly be called resources. The major resources
are those which are sufficiently plentiful and well
distributed to give promise of long continued use,
both in the districts where they occur and in outside regions. The minor resources occur in such
small quantities or in such small areas as to insure
only a short-lived exploitation or a local use. The
other minerals mentioned occur in such small quantities or under such unfavorable conditions that they
may never be expected to have commercial value.
The classification here employed is arbitrary, for
the mine!al wealth of this part of the State is as
yet largely undeveloped. Any change in classification, however, is likely to result in the reduction of the
major group and the enlargement of the other two.
The major group incl~des phosphate rock, water
and water power, lime, hydromagnesite, cement
materials, road metal, building stone, and sand
207
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and gravel. The minor group'includes salt, sulphur, lated, so that many thousands of feet of later beds
lead, copper, and possibly gold and silver. The "have overlain or succeeded them. 'Deformation of
other minerals embrace gypsum, manganese, potas- the earth's crust has tilted, folded, and in many
sium nitr~te, coal, and oil. These resources and places broken these beds, which originally lay flat.
mineral occurrences are described in the order named. Uplift of the land or recession of the sea has subjected the rock in its disturbed position to erosion
PHOSPHATE ROCK
by streams and the action of atmospheric agencies,.
CHARACTER
so that great bodies of the more elevated parts have
The rock phosphate is, characterized by an oolitic been removed entirely and the truncated edges of the
texture, which, however, may be lacking when the beds are now exposed at the surface. The occurrence
grain of the rock has been destroyed by pressure of the rock phosphate at the surface of the ground
or by shearing. The ovules or oolites are rounded now depends on the geologic structure and on more
grains that are built up in roughly concentric struc- or less accidental relations, such as absence of masking
ture and range in size from extremely minute specks cover or later deposits, depth of erosion, and many
to bodies half an inch or more in diameter. Many minor factors.
The rock phosphate deposits are thus more properly
of these oolitic bodies are irregularly flattened, a
condition which suggests that they' may have actu~ analogous to coal and limestone and especially to the
ally existed as pebbles and been worn by attrition Clinton iron ores of the Appalachian region than they
upon one another. The ovules are in general darker are to ore deposits, such as veins or lodes, or to alluvial
than the matrix, and a few of them possess a black, deposits of the placer type.
Although their sedimentary origin is clearly indishiny coating. Plate 63 shows a piece of phosphate rock with both oolites and nodules and Plates cated, the actual processes by which the accumu64-70 illustrate phosphatic oolites as seen in thin lations have come into being are, not well understood.
A review of the available evidence and a discussion of
section.
The color of the rock at Paris is gray or almost the- origin of t.he phosphate deposits are presented in
white when air-dried. At Montpelier the phosphate Chapter VIII.
o

rock is almost black and suggestive of coal in appearPHOSPHATE-BEARING BEDS
ance. Generally the rock when fresh is dark brown
The phosphate deposits of the western field occur
but the weathered material on the outcrop is pre~
at two geologic horizons at least-in the shale melnber
dOlninantly a light bluish gray. The rock that has
at the base of the Brazer limestone, of upper Missislost its oolitic texture through metamorphism by
sippian age, and in the Phosphoria formation, of
pressure appears to retain the darker original color,
Permian age. ,In the region here described the shale
even after long exposure. The bluish-gray coating
member of the Brazer has been recognized thus far
on weathered fragments, which is something, like
'only in the Montpelier district, and in this district
chalcedony in appearance, has a tendency to conit has probably no commercial value. A description
centrate along lines in a netlike pattern. These lines
of these deposits, however, 'is given in the following
are very apparent on the darker rock and are of
paragraph for comparison with the more widely
assistance in following scattered float along the phosdistributed and more valuable Permian deposits with
phate beds that lie near the surface.
which this report is chiefly concerned.
The phosphate rock and the limestone closely
associated with it yield when struck a characteristic
UPPER. MISSISSIPPIAN PHOSPHATE
fetid odor like that of crude petroleum, which is
The phosphate deposits of the upper Mississippian
exceedingly penetrating. The intensity of the odor
are
less extensive and of poorer quality than those
given off by the rock when struck is not an indication
the
Permian, but their proximity to present lines
of
of its relative phosphatic content. Many.of the limetransportation
may in some measure serve as an
of
stones associated with the phosphate have this odor
most strongly but contain only a very small percent- offset for this inferiority. They have been examined
age of phosphoric acid. Moreover, other limestones in detail in only two districts-Laketown Canyon in
northeastern Utah, about 15 miles south of the Mont_ of different ages show this same characteristic.
pelier quadrangle, where they were first ascribed to,
MODE OF OCCURRENCE AND ORiGIN
the Permian,l and near Logan, Utah.
The following summary of these deposits, which.
The rock-phosphate deposits of Idaho, Utah,Monrefers
chiefly to the Logan area, is contributed bytana, and Wyoming are original sedimentary forma2
E.
H.
Finch.
•
tions that were laid down at a time when that part
of the earth's surface was largely covered by water.
Since the time when the phosphatic beds' were deposited other rock-forming sediments have been accumu-

I Gale, H. S., and Richards, R. W., U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 430, pp. 522-526"
1910.
t Fincb, E. H., personal communica~ion based on manuscript report on the,
Logan district.
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The upper Mississippian rocks occur in the region
east of Ogden, Utah, and also extend northward to
nn area wit~in a few miles of the Utah-Idaho State
boundary, in the Bear River Range, where they have
been prospected for coal and phosphate. Assays of
samples from the outcrop in the Ogden district indicate that this phosphate is leaner than the Permian
nlaterial, as it shows less than 20 per cent tricalcium
phosphate. Much richer pieces have been found
there, however, and farther north in the Logan quadrangle, east of Cache Valley, samples have been collected that contain as nluch as 70.29 per cent tricalciUln phosphate. The deposits have a fairly wide
distribution, but. the best-known localities are in northeastern Utah. Old Laketown Canyon in the Randolph
quadrangle, south of Bear Lake is a definitely known
locality where the phosphate zone is nearly 7 feet
thick and some of the material contains as much as
81.7 per cent tricalcium phosphate. This material is
the richest Mississippian phosphate known in this
district.
In the Logan quadrangle the phosphate rocks crop
out in three basin-like areas that extend through a
distance fro In north to south of about 25 miles. The
basins are portions of a great syncline that has been'
cut through by large streams. The phosphatic shale
zone lies directly above the Madison limestone, of
lower 1\1ississippian age, and constitutes the basal
Inember of the Brazer limestone, of upper Mississippian age. It has a maximum thickness of about 100
feet. A large number of samples from the field have
been analyzed. In 15 saInples of nlaterial found in
place the content of tricalciuIll phosphate ranges from
14.86 to ,70.29.
The beds in the field that are considered lllinable,
as determined frOln prospects examined in four localTABI_E

ities, are: (1) A 2 Yz-foot bed of 48.41 per cent tricalcium phosphate, a 16-inch bed of 31 per cent, a
9-inch bed of 40.20 per cent, a 13-inch bed of 46 ..80
per cent, and an 8-inch bed of 66 per cent; (2) a 6-inch
. bed of 70.29 per cent; (3) a 14-inch bed of 57 per
cent; and (4) a 2-foot bed of 48.1 per cent. These
individual beds can not be traced between these four
localities on account of their variability and their
cover of soil and talus, but tracing the general shale
zone, together with float phosphate along the outcrop, indicates that other beds equally rich may be
present. Analyse!? of 8 float samples show a tricalcium phosphate content that ranges from 6.36 to
63.85 per cent and 5 of these are above 30 per cent.
The area underlain by the phosphatic-shale .zone in
the Logan quadrangle comprises about 50 square
. miles, or 32,000 acres, but the factors of richness of
phosphoric acid content, thickness, and depth, render
only a portion of the beds, perhaps as small an area
as 7,000 acres, readily available within the Logan
quadrangle.
The Oquirrh Range, about 50 miles southwest of
Salt Lake City, is another district in which this horizon has been found. Samples from this locality,
which were analyzed by the United States Geological
Survey, contain from 67.46 per cent to 75.03 per cent
tricalcium phosphate. The Logan deposits are of low
to nledium grade. The deposits of the Oquirrh Range
. are apparently of somewhat higher grade, and those
in the. Old Laketown Canyon area are the highest
grade yet found in deposits of this age. The locality
last named 3 has been estimated to contain 6,750,000
long tons of phosphate rock that has an average tricalcium phosphate content of 73 per cent. A detailed
section of the bed is given in Table 35.
a Gale, H. S., and Richards, R. W., op. cit.

35.-Section of phosphate rock in sec. 32, T. 13 N., R. 6 E., Utah

FIeld No.
of specImen

134-A
134-B
134-0
134-D
134-E
134-F

._.._---

Per

P!06

Equivalent to
Cas (POlh

Thickness

c~nt

Per cent

Ft.

in.

1

5
4
5
5

Limestone, cherty, phosphate rock, gray, coarse to medium, oolitic ______________
36. 3
79.5
Shale, bro,vn ____________________.__________________________________________
------------------Phosphate rock, gray, coarse, oolitic, friable ---------------------------------37. 3
81. 7
Phosphat,o rock, gray, fine, oolitic ___________________________________________
26. 4
57
Phosphate rock, gray, coarse, oolitic, weathers into fiat concretions as much as 1
inch ill diameter ______________________________________________ :.. __________
36. 7
80. 4
Phosphate rock, fine grained, oolitic, weathered -------------------------------26
56.5
Phosphate rock, gray, fine to medium, oolitic --------------------------------34.1
74. 7

2
6

6
8
10
7

PERMIAN PHOSPHATE

SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND WEIGHT

Most of the phosphate withdrawals. in the western
field are concerned with rocks of Permian age, and
all the subsequent descriptions and estimates refer in
the main to Permian phosphate. 11uch, however, of
what is given regarding the general character, mineral
composition, and mode of occurrence and origin 'of
the Permian rock probably applies also to. the phosphate that lies at the earli~r horizon.

Early in the study of the phosphate beds experiDlental deterlninations of specific gravity of phosphate
rock collected in Idaho, Utah, and V(yoming were
made in the lab'oratories of the G~ological Survey. No
further tests have been Inade, but as the published
results are out of print they are repeated here. The
first determinations, which were made with a Jolly
balance, are shown in Table 36.
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TABLE

36.-Specijic gravity of specimens of rock phosphate

Field No.
of specimen

Equivalent to
Cas(P04)t

Source

PIOe

3

Montpelier, Waterloo claim, massive ore (two chips) _________________

Per cent
38. 3

Per cent
83. 9

92-D

Crawford Mountains, Sioux claim (two chips) _______________________

35.7

78.2

94

Crawford Mountains, Arickaree mine (two chips) ______ . ., _____________

37.7

82.6
69.6

130-C

Ogden River area _______________________________________________
31. 8
General average ___________________________________________ \__________

Other determinations on larger blocks of similar
material were made by vV'. T.Schaller; in the laboratory of the Geological Survey, as follows: A specimen
of compact phosphate rock (high-grade ore) from the
nlines .of the Union Phosphate Co., near Cokeville,
·Vilyo., which weighed 493.7 grams had a density of
2.92; a specimen of compact phosphate rock (highgrade ore) from the Waterloo mine of the San
Francisco Chelnical Co., near Montpelier, Idaho,
which weighed 707.5 grams, had a density of 2.86.
For these determinations the specimens ,vere coated
with paraffine before being weighed in water, to prevent absorption of water into the 'mass of the rock.
As a result of these tests the density. of the more
massive ore of 70 per cent grade or over (tricalciunl
phosphate equivalent) frOll1 this genera] region is
without much doubt between 2.85 and 2:95; an average of 2.90 has been assumed for the calculations of
tonnage. From this ratio the weight of a cubic foot
of the m.ore massive rock, such as that now being
shipped from the mInes in this region, is about 180
pounds.
TABLE

37.-4.nalyses of phosphate rock from Wyoming, Utah,
and Idaho
1

2

3

4

----

Insoluble ___________ ._
Si O2 ________________
Ab03
---------Fe
03_____
______________
2
MgO
_______________
CaO _______________
N a 0 _______________
2 _______________
K O
H 2O _______________
H 2 O+ _____________
2
Ti0
_______________

10.00
None.
.89
.73
.28
45.34
1. 10
.48
1. 04
1. 14
None.
2
6. 00
27.32
1. 59
SOa- - ___ - _- - - - - - -__________________
F
.60
Cl _________________
Trace.
Organic matter __ .. ___ Not det.

1. 82
.30
.50
.26
.22
50.97
2. 00
.47
.48
.57
None.
1. 72
36. 35
2. 98
.40
Trace.
Not det.

96. 51

99. 04

~53:~==============

9. 40
2. 62
.46
Not det.
.97
.90
.40
.33
.35
.26
48. 91
46. 80
.97
2. 08
.34
.58
1. 02
.61
1. 34
.75
None.
None.
2.
42
2. 14
33. 61
32. 05
2. 16
'2.34
.40
.66
Trace. Trace.
Not det. Not det.
98. 90

95.97

1. Main phosphate bed, 2Y2 miles east of Cokeville, Wyo.
2. Dunnellon claim, Crawford Mountains, Utah.
3. Elsinore claim, Tunnel Hollow, between Morgan and
Devils Slide, Utah.
.
4. Preues Range, 8 miles east of Georgetown, Idaho.

Specific
gravity

{
{
{

2. 93
2. 89
2. 86
2. 94
2. 92
2.95
2. 89

---------- ----------

Avernge specific gravity

}
}
}

2.91
2. 90
2. 93
2. 89
2. 91

CHEMICAL COMFOSITION

The chemical composition of phosphate rQck frOlTI
the general region is shown by four fairly compl;te
chemical analyses nlade by George Steigerin thelahoratQry of the United States Geological Survey and reproduced in Table 37.4
Gale and Richards give the following discussion
of this table:
Qualitative examination of this insoluble matter indicate~
that it consists mainly of silica with minor amounts of kaolin.
Quartz was not observed in thin sections of the high-grade ore.
The CO2 in some of the rock is apparently nearly all combined
with lime in the form of calcite, as is indicated by the presence
of the mineral in the sections and the fact that the gas is liberated on treating the powdered rock with dilute acetic acid; but
elsewhere it is probably combined in some other way, because
calcite is absent in thin sections and the gas is not liberated
on treatment of the powder with the acid but comes off when
hot dilute HCl is used.' The nature of such a combination
is problematical, but it is possible that the CO2 may be
present in a phosphatic mineral of the nature of podolite .
~Ca3(P04h.CaCOa). The SOa may' be combined with some
of the lime, as gypsum or more probably anhydrite, and both
minerals have been noted as present in streaks in the lowergrade rock at an exposure in the NW. U SE. U sec. 8, T. 11
N., R. 8 E., in the Crawford Mountains, Utah, but have not
been seen in the microscopic examination of the high-grade
rock. Another alternative might lie in regarding the SOs as
combined with the alkalies, of which soda is present in an
average percentage of 1.5. However; no indications of such
compounds are noted under the microscope. A recalculation
of the analyses given above,' after the alkalies and SOa and
enough of the lime as calcite to satisfy the CO2 have been
removed, appears to suggest that the calcium phosphate mineral
closely approximates in composition a basic calcium phosphate-probably more basic than apatite because of the absence
of .the haloids-to which further investigation may warrant
the assignment of a new mineral name. By some authorities 5
lit is reported, however, that chemical examination of rock phosphates from other fields has "shown indubitably that these
phosphatic bodies are members of a series of solid solutions of
phosphoric acid in lime." The substance of the rock phosphates
of South Carolina, Florida, and Tennessee, "like the coprolites,
osteolites, phosphorites, etc., found in more limited quantities
in various parts of the world, seems to be an amorphous body
containing lime and phosphoric acid in proportions varying
more or less from that required by the formula for tricalcium
phosphate and always mixed with some calcium carbonates."
4 Gale, H. S., and Richards, R. W., op. cit., pp. 465-466.
e Cameron, F. K., and Bell, J. M.: The action of water and aqueous solutions
upon soil phosphates: U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. Soils Bull. 41, p. 9.
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The organic matter, which in all proba.bility is
responsible for the odor of the rock, differs in different
parts of the region. In some localities, as in the Big
:Hole and Snake River Ranges north of the region
hore described, it is present in sufficient quantity to
yield oil upon dry distillation.
IRON AND ALUMINA

Iron and alumina in phosphate rock ill excess of
3 to 4.5 per cent are considered in the eastern fields
as placing the ore below foreign contract standards.
Besides acting as impurities that increase the amount
of acid necessary for treatment, these substances are
supposed to produce in the present process of superphosphate manufacture deliquescent salts that render
difficult the drying and shipment of the product.
Samples from the western fields that have been
tested in: the laboratory of the Geological Survey have
shown generally less than 1 per cent of either radicle
computed in the oxide form. At some localities,
however, appreciable amounts of these substances
have been found; the largest percentage yet recorded
is 17.3 for the two radicles combined. This sample
caIne frOln a locality on Palisade Creek in the Snake
River Range. The manufacturers of superphosphate
who use the rock from the western field, agree that
the amounts of these substances present in the rock
they have thus far used are too small to be considered
objectionable.
TESTS FOR OTHER ACCESSORY CONSTITUENTS "

In addition to the more complete analyses, given
above and to the usual determinations for P 20 S,
Fe20s, and AbOs, the last two ordi~arily being determined together, special search has been made for othe~
constituents that might have some bearing on the
exploitation of the phosphate. Inmost of the material, however, the small amounts indicated by the tests
have discouraged making many ,analyses. The substances investigated in this way are oil, chromium,
manganese, nickel, vanadium, arsenic, and fluorine, and
they are considered briefly in the order. .named.
Oil .....:-.The phosphate beds at many localities w.ere
first prospected for coal both because of their dark and
coaly appearance and because it was found ,that the
material from certain localities would burn. 'The fact
that oil could be obtained by dry distillation from
phosphatic shales of the Phosphoria formation was
made public by Bowen 6 in 1918. Condit 7 has subsequently shown from a reconnaissance of much of the
western phosphate field that samples of, shales asso,..
ciated with the high-grade phosphate rock in southeastern Idaho yielded on distillation little more than a
trace of oil. The richest area proved to be that previously examined by Bowen near Dell and Dillon,
d Bowon, C.l!~., Phosphatic oil shalos near Dell and Dillon, Beaverhead County,
Mont.: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 601, pp. 315-320, 1918.
.
.
T Condit, D. D., Oil shale in western Montana,·southeastern Idaho, and adjacent
parts of Wyoming and Utah: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 711, pp. 15-40, 1919.
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Mont. At that locality the richest beds, 3 feet or more
in thickness, yielded 25 to 30 gallons of oil to the ton.
The phosphate beds associated with this oil shale',
however, are thinner and contain considerably less,
phosphorus pentoxide than those mined near Montpelier, Idaho, and those known to occur in the Melrose
and Garrison fields of Montana.
C'hromium.-The green color of some of the solutions
,produced by treating western phosphate rock with
sulphuric acid has been noticed by a number of
observers. The suggestion was made' by Dr. F. K.
Cameron in a letter to H. S. Gale that this color might
be due to the presence of chromium. The writer
accordingly prepared three composite samples, made
up respectively of high-grade, me<).ium-grade, and lowgrade phosphate rock from northeastern Utah, southwestern Wyoming, andsoutheaste,rn Idaho. The
first 2 compo'site samples each represented 20 individual samples and the last 16 individual samples. These
samples were analyzed by W. B. Hicks in the laboratory of the Geological Survey. The high-grade rock
yielded 0.08 per cent of chromic oxide (Cr203) and the
medium and low-grade rock samples each contained
0.14 per cent. Individual samples of high-grade rock
froni' the property of the San Francisco Chemical Co.
at Montpelier, Idaho, which were analyzed by R. K.
Bailey, of the Geological Survey, ranged in content
from 0.11 to 0.23 percent of chromic oxide and similar
samples from Paris Canyon, Idaho, contained 0.18 per
cent.
According to Clarke, 8 chromium is widely diffused
in subsiliciq rocks, the average proportion found in ,
256 analyse's of igneous rocks in the laboratory of the
United States Geological Survey being 0.05 per cent
of Cr203;" The one valuable ore is chromite, or chro. mic iron:' No terrestrial' sulphides of chromium are
kp.own, but the mineral daubreelite, FeCr2S4, occurs in
some meteoric irons.
Chromite, an oxide of chromium and iron, is composed when pure of 68 per cent of chromic oxide and
32 per cent of ferrous oxide. In nature some of the
chromium in chromite is replaced by aluminum or
iron. Much of the rich imported ore contains 50 per
cent or more of chromic oxide, but the average American ore contains only about 40 per cent.
Chromite is a common constituent of basic igneous
rocks, especially of peridotite. As such rocks readily
alter to serpentine and the chromite in them remains
unchanged, the most common occurrence of chromite
is in crystalline g!,ains that are widely distributed in
serpentine. 9
Although the occurrence of chromium in phosphate
,rock can not be expected to have commercial value,
it is not without scientific interest in its bearing upon
B Clarke, F. W., The data of geochemistry, 4th ed.: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 095,
pp. 702-703, 1920.
o Diller, J. S., Chromite: U. S. Geol. Survey Mineral Resources, 1918, pt. 1, pp.
657-658, 1920.
.
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the question of the origin of phosphate rock. The
analyses given above clearly indicate that the amount
present is probably from two to four or five times
greater than the average for igneous rocks. It thus
represents a concentration of the chromium under special conditions. The form in which the chromium
occurs has not been determined. It might have been
derived from the erosion of a land area that contains
basic igneous rocks. An alternative view is that it '
may represent cosmic dust, which accumulated in
the Phosphoria sea during the slow formation of the
phosphate beds.
Manganese.-No general search has been made in
the western phosphate rock for manganese, but a trace
of it was found in a single sample, which was tested
because of its black and generally smutty appearance. The sample tested was low-grade phosphate
rock which contained only about 32.5 per cent of tricalcium phosphate, but it contained 17.3 per cent of
iron and alumina together, the highest recorded
amount for these two substances, and 25.9 per cent of
carbonaceous matter. It came from Palisade Creek,
in the Snake River Range, some distance north of the
region here described.
There is little probability that manganese in commercial quantity will be found in the phosphate rock,
but'-further search for it may have scientific interest in
its bearing upon the origin of the phosphate.
Nickel.-A single sample of phosphate rock from the
vicinity of priggs, Idaho, in the Teton Basin district,
was tested for nickel by J. G. Fairchild, in the laboratory of the Geological Survey, but none was present.
Vanadium.-The close chemical relationship between
phosphorus, and vanadium made it seem probable that
vanadilJ.m might be found in .the western pho$phate
rock. Its presence was recognized by survey' chemists
as early as 1911 in the sample just mentioned, which
was taken from the vicinity of Driggs, Idaho. Later,
follow41g a suggestion by W. F. Hillebrand,lO an analysis of a composite sample was made in the survey laboratory by R. M. Kamm. The composite sample
represented twelve individual samples of h~gh-grade
phosphate from different parts of the Idaho field and
contained 0.11 per cent of vanadium pentoxide (V205)'
Furth~r tests of individual samples were made by R.
K. Bailey in the laboratory of the Geological Survey.
Three samples from the property of the San Francisco
Chemical Co. in Montpelier Canyon, Idaho, ranged
from 0.40 to 0.52 per cent of V20 5 and two from the
Western Phosphate and the Bear Lake Phosphate companies' properties in the Paris Canyon district contained respectively 0.23 and 0.28 per cent V20 S'
These quantities, though small, may acquire commercial significance, especially in view of the fact that
in some of the processes for the manufacture of super10 Hillebrand, W. F., Discussion of paper by the author on the phosphate resources
of the United States: Second Pan-American Sci. Congo Proc., vol. 8, p. 770,1917.

phosphates there is concentration of the phosphorus
pentoxide and presumably also of the vanadium pentoxide. Concerning this aspect of the problem Frank
L~ Hess says:
The analyses quoted for the vanadium content of the Paris
phosphate rock used by the Anaconda Mining Co. showed 0.23
and 0.28 per cent V2 0 6, respectively. The tailings from the
chemical concentrates are said to be free from vanadium, and
unless there was a loss at some other point in the operation
would indicate a complete saving of the vanadium. The concentrated phosphate solution showed 0.32 per cent Vl1 0 6, almost
1% times the lower content shown in the phosphate rock, corresponding very well, if 0.23 per cent of V2 0 6 .in the rock is used as a
basis, with the concentration of the phosphorus contained in
the original rock.
If 1,000 tons of phosphate rock per day, or say 360,000 tons
per year, should be handled, as is said to be the company's intention, that would mean, if the ratio should continue to hold, a
daily content of about 2.1 tons of V20,s, and a yearly content of
756 tons of V2 0 6 , or 423 tons of vanadium (V). This is a much
larger quantity than the average production of vanadium in
ores of the United States during the six years ending with 1925
(116 tons) and is nearly as large as the average shipments from
Peru (477 tons) in the same period.
The percentage of the vanadium is small, and it is mixed with
an element---phosphorus-from which separation is difficult,
and so far as is known the problem of separating small quantities of vanadium from large quantities of phosphorus has not
before been attacked.
The fact that the vanadium is all held in solution during
the treatment of the phosphate will probably make the sepa, ration easier, and the separation of phosphorus from vanadium
is now made on a commercial scale, so that phosphorus carried into the vanadium concentrates could be removed.
Should bodies of rock carrying 0.42 to 0.52 per cent V2 0 a
-like those described from Montpelier Canyon be worked,
giving a solution carrying one and one-half times the lower
quantity, or 0.63'per cent V2 0 S , practically twice that at present
carried, the problem would be still inore attractive.
The fact that van,adium in ferro vanadium is now worth
about $3 per pound ,and at its lowest has averaged at least
$2 per pound allows a considerable amount of work and
expense in its isolation and makes the problem of separation
sound very engaging, and it ~oes not seem impossible of solution.

The green color of the acid solutions derived from
phosphate rock, which was ascribed in earlier suggestions to chromium, may be more largely due to
vanadium, for in those samples in which tests have
been made for' both substances a larger percentage
of vanadium is present.
Al'senic.~Arsenic, like vanadium, is chemically
related to phosphorus, but tests on the sample from
Driggs and 'on the composite sample described in the
previous paragraph did not reveal the presence of any
arsenic. A little was found in the phosphoric acid
produced in the manufacture of acid phosphate from
Paris rock. (See p. 299.)
Fluol'ine.- In every detailed analysis of phosphate
rock and in every sample tested for it fluorine has
been found. The amounts as determined in the
laboratory of the Geological Survey range from 0.03
to 0.93 per cent. Conflicting reports from fertilizer manufacturers indicate that some of the rock
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may contain even higher percentages of fluorine.
The fluorine occurs chiefly as a constituent of the
phosphatic minerals, of which the rock is composed,
but locally it is present in the fOrIn of the mineral
fluorite, which makes coatings, seams, or stains in
the rock readily detected with the naked eye. The
highly corrosive nature of hydrofluoric acid, which
is derived fronl fluorides upon treatment with sulphuric acid, may prove to be worthy of consideration in the development of lnethods for treating the
western phosphate rock.
MINEHAL COMPOSITION

The mineral conlposition of the western rock phosphate is not yet completely ascertained, and the
problenl is difficult of solution, owing to the mode of
occurrence of the constituent minerals. Thin sections of the richest oolitic ore show under the microscope that the rock consists nlainly of ovules or
concretions of a cryptocrystalline substance, which
in SOlne concretions is surrounded by banded zones
of crystalline fibers with local isotropic bands, all of
which have the saIne average index of refraction
(about 1.60) and apparently represent the phosphatic substance. In some places the interstices
are filled with calcite and in others with an isotropic
material which appears to be identical with the substance that forms the cores of the concretions. The
extinction of the double-refracting mineral is parallel
to the elongation of the fibers, but the optical character' of this mineral can not be determined because
of the absence of clea vage or crystal faces. The
isotroP.ic substance probably represents collophanite,
x [Caa{P0 4)2] or x [(CaF2)Cas(P04)6] + yCaCO a + "H20,
and the double-refracting substance is possibly
quercyite. Quercyite comprises a varif\,ble mixture of
the series of lime-phosphate minerals, including collophanite, from the French phosphqrites, described by
LacroLx.u The ovules include minute curly, hairlike,
and branching plant fragments.
The min~ralogy of the phosphate is further considered in Chapter VIII.
ENIUCHMENT BY WEATHERING
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equivalent to 76.2 per cent of tricalcium phosphate;
and still another near the north end of the lower entry
showed 33.7 per cent of phosphorus pentoxide, equivalent to 73.8 per cent of tricalcium phosphate. In
1920 the writer collected an average sample from the
south face of the drift at the east end of tunnel No. 1
of the 'same property, which yield'ed 30.68 per cent of
phosphorus pentoxide, equivalent to 66.96 per cent
of tricalcium phosphate. This sample, which from
rough field measurements was obtained 350 feet horizontally in from the hillside, 420 feet vertically below
the outcrop, and 850 feet down the dip from the outcrop, represents a part of the main bed that is more
remote from the direct activity of the agencies of
weathering than any part of the bed prevIously
sampled by the Geological Survey.
The data just given show a progressive decrease in
content of phosphate from the surface downward or
inward. How far this decrease may continue can
only be conj ectured. The mine is dry and hence may
be considered to lie in the zone of weathering, but
at such distances from the surface it would seem
that the effects of weathering mu.st be greatly reduced
and that the rock itself must be very nearly in an
unaltered condition. At the property of the Anaconda
Copper .Mining Co., in Warm Springs Canyon near
Garrison, Mont., the mine is wet and, may be considered to lie below the zone of weathering, though it
is not so far from the surface as is the Waterloo mine.
At the Warm Springs locality, however, the better
material is said to contain from 30 to 32 per cent of
phosphorus pentoxide, .equivalent to 65 to 70 percent
of tricalcium phosphate. The rock thus far shipped
from the Waterloo mine and from the corresponding
thicker workable beds in other parts of the field usually
maintains an average content of 32 per cent or more
of phosphorus pentoxide, equivalent to 70 per cent or
more of tricalcium phosphate.
. Positive information about the character of these
deposits at greater depth is needed, as all the data
collected at present have come practically from the
outcrop and only theoretical foundation exists' for
statements concerning the character of the greater
volume of the rock included in the tonnage estimates.
The value of the phosphate deposits still in public
ownership is greatly enhanced if only the outcrop of
these deposits is at present of commercial. value, and
it is therefore highly desirable that a study of the qual~
it.y of these deposits under cover should be conducted
by systenlatic drilling prior to their disposal and development.

A tendency toward enrichment of the content of
phosphoric acid is shown in the weathered outcrops
of the rock phosphate beds. As this would naturally
be expected from the chemical and mineral composition of this material, no extensive examination has
been undertaken to verify this conclusion. In 1909
an average sample from a partly weathered face in the
open-cut quarry on the Waterloo claim at Montpelier
w~s tested and showed 38 per cent of phosphorus pentoxide, equivalent to 83.2 per cent of tricalcium phosphate; another average sample of the same bed, taken
from a fresher face about 50 feet in the lower entry of
the mine, gave 34.8 per cent of pbosphorus pentoxide,

In the laboratory of the United States Geological'
Survey the determinations of phosphorus pentoxide
(P20 5) were made according to improved methods
developed by John G. Fairchild,12 who also performed
many of the analyses.

11 Lacroix, A., Sur la constitution mlnOrruoglque des phosphorites francais: Compt.
Rond., vol. 150, p. 1213, 1910; Min~rruogle de la France, vol. 4, pt. 2, p. 555, 1910.

12 Fairchild, J. G., The accurate volumetric determination of phosphoric acid In
phosphate rock: Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chomistry, vol. 4, pp. 520-522, 1912.
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SIMPLE TESTS FOR PHOSPHATES

ACCESSIBILITY

For the benefit of those who may wish to test rocks
belIeved to contain phosphates and who may not have
access to textbooks on the subject, the following simple tests, outlined by W. B. Hicks/ 3 are presented:

The southern part of the region is accessible from
the Oregon Short Line with truck hauls of 3 to 10 miles.
Spur tracks have already been constructed from Paris
to the property of the Western Phosphate Co. in Paris
Canyon and from Soda Springs to the property of the
Anaconda Copper Mining Co. in sec. 15, T. 8 S., R.
42 E., distances of about 3 and 6Y2 miles, respectively.
Other spur-track construction is under consideration.
The bulk of the Idaho phosphate is more or less remote
from present rail facilities, but there are favorable
grades for the construction of branch lines and spur
tracks by which the phosphates may ultimately be
brought to market.

For field use probably the simplest and most satisfactory
method of detecting phosphates in phosphate rock is to moisten
the fresh rock surface with a drop of nitric acid (specific gravity
1.2) and then to place a small crystal of ammonium molybdate
on the moist spot. In the presence of appreciable amounts of
phosphates a yellow color, due to the formation of ammonium
phosphomolybdate, will gradually spread through the crystal
and over the rock surface. This test is rather sensitive and
will reveal phosphates in much smaller than commercial
quantities.
When the proper equipment is at hand, however, the test
may be carried out more satisfactorily and made even more
delicate by placing a very small quantity of the powdered rock
in a test tube, adding a few drops of nitric acid (specific gravity 1.2), warming gently over the flame, diluting with a little
water, and adding an excess of ammonium molybdate solution.
In the presence of even very small quantities of phosphates a
yellow precipitate of ammonium phosphomolybdate will, form
on standing in the cold and more quickly on heating.
A rough estimate of the quantity of phosphate in the rock
may be made by comparing the yellow precipitate with that
produced by rock samples of known composition under similar
treatment. The comparison should be made with rock samples
known to contain 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, and 40 per cent of phosphoric
acid (P206)' Exactly the same quantity of powdered rock
should be taken, the same amount of reagents should be added,
and the volume of the solution should be kept constant. In
other words, uniform conditions must be maintained throughout
the t,ests.
The ammonium molybdate solution for the tests is prepared
by dissolving 7:5 grams of ammonium molybdate in 500 cubic
centimeters of water and slowly pouring this solution into 500
'cubic centimeters of nitric acid (specific gravity 1.2), with
oonstant stirring. White molybdic oxide will form at first and
will then redissolve. Mter standing and being filtered the'
solution is ready for use.
QUANTITY

Although, as above intimated, the character of the
phosphate beds at depth is unknown, these beds .have
'been observed in many parts of the region and under
many conditions by a number of geologists and everywhere appear to be true bedded deposits analogous to
coal and retain their thickness and quality over wide
areas. For these reasons they are regarded as original
sedimentary deposits, and probably "they maintain at
depth the characteristics displayed at, the surface.
Upon this assumption rest the estimates for the
western' field. The estimates for Idaho alone are
nearly 5,000,000,000 long tons. If this figure were
.divided by 2 or by 4, to allow for any supposed
depreciation in quality with increased depth, the
quantity remaining would still be large.
o

Hicks, W. B., Simple tests for phosphates: U. S. Geol. Survey Mineral Re·
sources, 1915, pt. 2. pp. 242-243. 1916.
13

ADAPTABILITY OF WESTERN ROCK

The western phosphate rock contains a high percentage of tricalcium phosphate and is remarkably
low in its content of iron oxide and alumina. The
rock possesses the further advantage that it may be
shipped directly from the mine and ground and treated
with acid without the preliminary washing and drying
processes which add so much to the cost of production
of the eastern phosphates. Some of the companies,
however, dry therr rock before shipping. On the other
hand, the character and mode of occurrence of the
rock is such that it can not be mined, except locally,
by open-pit methods. Drifts, tunnels, and shafts,
with more or less expensive timbering, are necessary
for its successful exploitation.
,W'ESTERN PHOSPHATE RF':SERVE

The phosphate lands of the Idaho field, which comprises a large share of the western phosphate reserve,
are shown in Plate 42.
STATUS OF WESTERN PHOSPHATE LANDS

tn Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana the great
bulk of the phosphate rock is on public land, though
some has passed into ,private ownership. The public
lands are withdrawn from entry pending their examination and classification. No estimates of the acreage
of phosphate land in private ownership are available,
but the acreage of the outstanding withdrawals of
public land in the States named is shown in Table 38.
TABLE

38.-0utstanding phosphate withdrawals, July 31,1927
Utah_, ___________________________ _
Idaho ___________________________ _
Wyoming ________________________ _
________________________ _
~ontana

Acres

301, 945
396,612
996,539
279, 944

TotaL ______________________ 1,966,390

In addition to the land embraced in the outstanding
phosphate withdrawals, 268,299 acres in Idaho, 25,293
'acres in Wyoming, 3,833 acres in Montana, and 160
acres in Utah-297,585 acres in all-have been exam-
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sions. As the phosphate beds in the western fields are
commonly inclined and lie at different depths below the
surface the computations involved in paragraph A
have been reduced to graphic form as shown in Figure
26, so that the depths at which a given phosphate bed
may be held for classification may be readily determined.
In applying the above regulations the conservation
branch of the Geological Survey has attempted to
adapt them to' the practical needs of the individual
area. Therefore, if its decisions have not always been
consistent with the literal interpretation of the regulations the departures are thought to be on the side of the
public interest.
The first withdrawals in the western field were based
on the best information available at that time, the
maps of the Hayden surveys. Oonsiderable changes
proved necessary when investigation of the lands was
undertaken. The present withdrawals are basea on
(CLASSIFICATION OF PHOSPHATE LANDS 11
later geologic work and, with some qualifications probLaws relating to the disposal of public lands require ably correspond fairly well with the areas that will be
son10 grouping of the lands according to their character . considered as workable phosphate land under existing
prior to their disposition. The duty of classifying the procedure.
PHOSPHATE LEASES AND USE PERMITS
public lands w~s laid upon the Geological Survey by
the organic act of its establishment in 1879. The conUnder the act of Oongress which provides for the
servation branch of the Geological Survey. now has leasing and use of phosphate lands the Department of
charge of this work. Regulations have been adopted the Interior has drawn up regulations,17 including a
for gathering and assembling data and for making a sample lease, which embody the provisions of the law
classification of various kinds of lands.
and are given below for reference.
'1.'he principal factors involved in phosphate classiDEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
fication are (1) the quality of the rock, (2) the thickGENERAL LAND OFFICE,
ness of the bed, and (3) the depth of the bed below the
Washington, May 22, 1920.
Registers and Receivers, United States Land Offices.
surface. In present practice: 16
ined in detail and formally classified as phosphate
land. The total classified and withdrawn lands thus
amount to 2,263,975 acres. The classified lands include 4,080 acres in thf\ Fort Hall Indian Reservation,
Idaho, a'nd 20,576 acres in the Wind River Indian Reservation, Wyo. ·The figure just given for total classified
and withdrawn lands does not include phosphates of
Mississippian age, except those of the Laketown district, Utah, or the deposits privately owned. Not all
this territory contains high-grade rock, but the estimates on page 292, which are conservative and incomplete, show that a vast tonnage of high-grade rock
may be expected.
Under the act of July 17, 1914, agricultural entries
may be made upon withdrawn phosphate lands; but
the mineral rights are reserved to the United States.
The lands thus far classified in the region here discussed
are shown in Plate 42.

Lands underlain by beds of phosphates less than 1 foot in
thickness or containing less than 30 per cent tricalcium phosphate or lying at a depth greater than 5,000 feet below the surface shall be considered nonphosphate lands, except as hereinafter provided.
A. Lands underlain by beds of phosphate 6 feet or more in
thickness and containing 70 per cent or more of calculated
tricalcium phosphate shall be c'onsidered phosphate lands if the
beds do not lie more than 5,000 feet below the surface. The
depth limit for beds containing 70 per cent of calculated tricalcium phosphate shall vary from 0 to 5,000 feet in direct ratio to
the variation of thickness of bed from 1 foot to 6 feet. For beds
containing less than 70 per cent tricalcium phosphate the depth
limit shall vary from 0 to the depth of a 70 per cent bed of any
given thickness in direct ratio to the variation in tricalcium
phosphate content from 30 to 70 per cent. *. * *
D. Where the phosphate bed occurs at or near the surface so
that the deposits may be readily mined by open-cut or stripping
methods, the minimum thickness of a phosphate bed containing
70 per cent 01' more of tricalcium phosphate shall be 3 inches:
For beds containing less than 70 per cent tricalcium phosphate
the minimum thickness shall increase to 1 foot as the percentage
of tricalcium phosphate decreases from 70 to 30 per cent.

The classification of the phosphate .lands has in
general been made in accordance with the. above provi.-

',.-

... --------

Smith, G. 0., and others, 'l'be classlficati'on of the public lands: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull 537. H113.
16 Idom, pp. 130-131
11

SIRs: Sections 9 to 12, inclusive, of the' act of Congress
approved February 25, 1920 (Public, No. 146), entitled" An
act to promote the mining of coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale,
gas, and sodium on the public domain, II authorize the Secretary
of the Interior to' lease lands belonging to the United States
containing deposits of phosphates, and accordingly the following rules and regulations are prescribed for the administration
of the provisions of said sections of the act:
1. Lands to which applicable.-The act applies to the lands
belonging to the United States containing deposits of phosphates, including lands in national forests and including the
phosphate deposits reserved under laws authorizing elitries and
patents with reservation to the United States of such deposits;
also to phosphate lands in ceded or restored Indian reservations
the proceeds from the disposition of which are the property of
the United States. The act is not applicable to lands in the
Appalachian Forest Reserve (under act of March 1, 1911, 36
Stat. 961), lands in national parks, lands withdrawn for military or naval purposes, or lands in ceded or restored Indian
reservations the proceeds from the disposition of which belong
to the Indians.
All leases of phosphate deposits within the limits of national
forests or other reservations or withdrawals to which the act is
applicable shall be subject to and contain such conditions,
stipUlations, and reservations as the Secretary of the Interior
shall deem necessary for the protection of the forests, reservations, or withdrawals, and the uses and .purposes for which
created.
17

Dept. Interior General Land Office' Cire. 696, 1920.
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2. Leasing area.-Leases may embrace not exceeding 2,560
acres of lands or deposits, in compact form, the length of which
shall not exceed two and one-half times its width. If surveyed,
the lands must be taken by legal subdivisions of such survey;
and if unsurveyed, to be surveyed by the Government at the
expense of the applicant prior to the issuance of lease. Such
surveys will be made under the regUlations governing public
land surveys, prior to the execution of which applicants will be
required to deposit 'with the United States surveyor general
the estimated expense thereof.
. 3. Qualifications of applicants."7"Leases ~ay be issued to
(a) citizens of the United States, (b) assoo'iations of citizens,
and (c) to corporations organized under the laws of the United
States or any State or Territory thereof.

investment. After said investment has been made a similar
bond in the sum of $5,000, conditioned upon compliance with
the terms of the lease will be required
5. Minimum production.-Under the provision of the act
requiring leases to be for indeterminate periods upon condition
of a minimum annual production after the first three years,
except where interrupted by strikes, the elements or casualties
not attributable to the lessee, each lease will contain appropriate
conditions fixing such minimum production of phosphates or
phosphate rock from- the land.
6. Application for lease.-Application for a lease must be
under oath and filed in the proper district land office, addressed
to the Commissioner of the General Land Office. No specific
form is required and no blanks will be furnished but the application should cover the following points:
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FIGURE 26.,Dlagram iIIustrating the graphic method for determining the dcpth at which phosphate may be reserved
in public lands. (From U. 8. Geol. Survey Bull. 537, 1913)

4. Minimum development.-An actual bona fide expenditure
for mine operations, development or improvement purposes
of the amount determined by the Secretary of the Interior ~ill
be a condition in each lease as the minimum basis on WhICh each
lease will be granted, with the requirement that not less than onethird of such proposed investment shall be expended in development of the, mine during the first year, and a like amount each
year for the two succeeding years, the investment during any
one year over such proportionate amount for that year to be
credited on the expenditure required for the ensuing year or
years. A bond executed by the lessee with approved corporate
surety will be required to be furnished in the sum of $10,000,
conditioned upon the expenditure of the specified amount of

(a) Applicant's name and address.
(b) Citizenship of applicant, whether native born or natu-

ralized; and if naturalized, furnish a certificate thereof in
the form provided for use in public land matters, if one is not
already on file in the Land Department; if an association,
citizenship of each member must be shown; if a corporation,
furnish a certified copy of its articles of incorporation and a
showing as to the residence and citizenship of its stockholders.
(c) A statement that the applicant holds no lease of phosphate
lands under said act within the State in which the land is
situated; nor, as a member of an association or stockholder in a
corporation, holds any interest or interests in any lease or
leases of phosphate lands under said act, which, together with
the lands applied for, exceed in the aggregate 2,560 acres.
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(d) Description of the land, whether vacant or unclaimed;
employees, and, subject to the conditions herein provided, to
use so much of the surface as may reasonably be required in
if surveyed, by< legal subdivisions; if unsurveyed, by metes
the exercise of the rights and privileges granted.
and bounds, and where possible by the approximate subSECTION 1. That the lessor expressly reserves:
divisions the land will be when surveyed. If the land is unsur(1a) The right to permit for joint or several use such easeveyed, a survey thereof at the expense of the applicant must
ments or rights of way. including easements in tunnels upon,
through, or in the land leased, occupied, or used as may be
be provided for prior to the execution of a lease thereof, as
necessary or appropriate to the working of the same or other
provided in section 10 of the act.
lands containing the deposits described in said act, and the
(e) Description of the phosphate deposits in the land,
treatment and shipment of the products thereof by or under
giving nature and extent thereof; the proposed method of
authority of the Government, its lessees or permittees, and for
other public purposes.
mining and reduction of same; and proposed investment
(1b) The right to lease, sell, or otherwise dispose of the
,n mining operations thereon and reduction facilities therefor
surface of said lands or any part thereof under existing law or
if a lease be granted the applicant.
laws hereafter enacted, in so far as said surface is not necessary
. 7. Action by local office.-Registers and receivers will assign
for the use of the lessee in the mining and removal of the phosphates therein, and to lease other mineral deposits in the lands,
current serial numbers to such applications when filed, promptly
under the provisions of said act.
note their records, and require a notice of the application to
(lc) Full power and authority to carry out and enforce all
be published at the expense of the applicant for a period of
the provisions of section 30 of said act to insure the sale of the
30 days in a newspaper of general circ'ulation in the county , production of said leased lands to the United States and to the
public at reasonable prices, to prevent monopoly, and to safein which the deposits are situated, advising all adverse claimants
guard the public welfare.
or protestants that if they desire to object, or protect any
SEC. 2. The lessee in consider~tion of the lease of the rights
interest as against the applicant, prompt action to that end
and privileges aforesaid hereby covenants and agrees as follows:
should be taken, and upon proof of such publication, transmit
(2a) To invest in actual mining operations, development
or improvements upon the land leased, or for the benefit thereof,
the applications to the General Land Office with report of
the sum of __________ dollars, of which sum not less than onerecord status of the land described therein.
third shall be so expended during the first year succeeding the
After receipt of such an application, no filing for any of the
execution of this instrument and a like sum each of the two succeeding years, unless sooner expended; and submit annually, at
land described therein will be accepted until so directed, unless
the expiration of each year for the said period, an itemized
the application be rejected.
statement of the amount and character of said expenditure
8. Action on application.-Upon consideration of the appliduring such year.
.
cation in the General Land Office, if the tracts of land or
(2b) To furnish a bond in the sum of $10,000,17a conditioned
deposits are found subject to lease and the application is otherupon the expenditure of the amount specified herein (2a), and
after said investment has been made, a similar bond in the sum
wise satisfactory, a lease substantially in the form herewith
of $5,000, conditioned upon compliance with the terms and
will be submitted to the applicant for his execution.
provisions of this lease.
9. Action by successful applicant.-The successful applicant
(2c) To pay as an annual rental for each acre or part thereof
will be allowed 30 days after receipt of the lease for execution
covered by this lease the sum of 25 cents per acre for the first
year, payment of which amount is hereby acknowledged, the
within which to (a) file in the district office the lease duly exesum of 50 cents per acre per year for the second, third, fourth,
cuted by him in triplicate and in the form herein prescribed; (b)
and fifth years, and $1 per acre for the sixth and each succeeding
file evidence of citizenship and qualifications ns required by par. year during the, life 'of this lease, all such' annual payments of
agraph 6 hereof, if not theretofore filed by him; (c) file the bond
rental to be made to the receiver of the United States land
required by paragraph 2 b of the lease, or United States bonds in
office of the district in which said land is situated, on the annilieu thereof under the act of February 24, 1919 (40 Stat. 1148);
versary of the date hereof, and to be credited on the first royalties to become due hereunder during the year for which said
and (d) pay the annual rental for the first year of the lease.
was paid.
10. Action by local office.-At the end of the 30 days allowed ,rental
(2d) To pay to such receiver a royalty of ______ per cent
the successful applicant, or sooner if the foregOing be complied
(not less than two per cent) of the gross value of the output of
with by him, the local officers will forward by special lett.er
phosphates or phosphate rock at the mine durin~g the first 20
all papers with full report of action taken.
years succeeding the execution of this lease. (Special provisions suited to operations under the lease may be here inserted
11. Form of lease.-Leases hereunder will be in substantially
if found necessary.) Royalties shall be payable quarterly withthe following form:
in 30 days from the expiration of the quarter in which the phosLand Office at _________ _
phates are mined.
Serial No. _____________ _
(2e) To determine accurately the weight or quantity of all
'l'he United States of America, Department of the Interior
phosphates or phosphate rock mined from the leased premises,
and to accurately enter the weight or quantity thereof in due
MINING J."FJASE OF PHOSPHATE LANDS UNDER ACT OF FEBRUARY 25,
form in books to be kept and preserved by the lessee for such
1920
purpose.
This indenture of lease, entered into, in triplicate, this _____ _
(2f) To furnish quarterly, within 30 days after the expiration
day of ______ , A. D. 19'__ , by and between the United States of
of the quarter, a written report covering such quarter, certified
America, acting in this behalf by __________ , Secretary of the
under oath by the superintendent of the mine, or by such other
Interior, party of the first part. hereinafter called the lessor, and
agent having personal knowledge of the facts as may be desig__________ of _________ , party of the second part, hereinafter
nated by the lessee for such purpose, showing the amount of
called the lessee, under, pursuant, and subject to the terms and
phosphates or phosphate rock mined during the quarter, the
provisions of the act of Congress, approved February 25, 1920
character and quality thereof, and amount of its products and
(41 Stat. -), entitled 1/ An act to promote the mining of coal,
by-products disposed of and price received therefor, and amount
phosphate, oil, oil shale/ gas, and sodium on the public domain, "
of phosphates or phosphate rock and its products in storage or
hereinafter called the ' act."
held for sale.
WITN]~SSI!}'rH :
(2g) Also to furnish in such manner and form as may be preThat the lessor, in consideration of the rents and royalties to
scribed by the lessor, at the end of each year, beginning on the
be paid and the covenants to be observed as hereinafter set
first anniversary of the date of the lease, and at such other times
forth, does hereby grant and lease to the lessee the exclusive
as the lessor may require, a plat showing all development work
right and privilege to mine and dispose of all the phosphate
and improvements on the leased lands, and other related inforand phosphate rock in, upon, or under the following described
mation, with a report under oath as to all buildings, structures,
tracts of land, situated in the State of __________ , to wit: __ _ or other works placed in or upon said leased lands, accompanied
by a report in detail as to the stockholders, investment, depreciacontaining _ ____ ___ __ acres, more or less, together with the
tion, and cost of operation, together with a statement as to the
right to construct all such works, buildings, plants, structures,
amount of phosphate or phosphate rock produced and sold,
and appliances as may' be necessary and convenient for the
and the amount received therefo~, by operations hereunder.
mining and preparation of the phosphates for market, the
manufacture of products thereof, the hOtlsing and welfart- of
176 See modification on page 219,
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(2h) To keep at the mine office clear, accurate, and detailed
maps, on a scale not. more than 200 feet to the inch, in the
form of horizontal projections on tracing cloth, of the workings
in each phosphate bed in each separate mine on the leased lands,
a s'eparate map to be made for each such bed, and for the surface
immediately over the underground workings, and to be so arranged with reference to a public land corner that the maps can
be readily superimposed.
.
Blue prints or reproductions in duplicate of the maps required
as aforesaid shall be furnished the lessor when made, and supplemental prints or reproductions in duplicate furnished on or before the first day of each succeeding year, showing the extensions,
additions, and changes since the last map or supplement was
submitted. All mine progress maps kept by the lessee shall at
all times be subject to examination by lessor.
(2i) That, beginning with the fourth year of the lease, except
when such operation shall be interrupted.bystrikes, the elements,
or casualties not attributable to the lessee, the lessee shall mine
each year and pay a royalty thereon, not less than --~-
tons of phosphate rock from the leased premises, unless operations are suspended as provided in section 11 of the act.
(2j) That the lessee shall not assign this lease or any interest
therein, nor sublet any portion of the leased premises without
the written consent of the les~or being first had and obtained.
SEC. 3. It is mutually understood and agreed that the lessor
shall have the right to readjust and fix the royalties payable
hereunder and other terms and conditions including amount of
minimum annual production, at the end of 20 years from the
date hereof, and thereafter at the end of each succeeding 20-year
period during the continuance of this lease unless otherwise provided by law at the time of the expiration of any su'ch period,
but in case the lessee be dissatisfied with the rate of royalty or
other terms and conditions so fixed, he may terminate this
lease in the manner and, un,der the conditions provided in sections 6b and 6c hereof.
SEC. 4. This lease is made subject to the following provisions,
which the lessee accepts and covenants faithfully to perform
and observe, unless the laws of the State where the leased land
or deposits are situated otherwise provides, in which case such
State laws control:
(4a) The lessee shall carry out and observe regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior and in force at the date
, hereof relative to (1) reasonable diligence, skill, and care in the
operation of said property in accordance with approved methods
and practices, (2) the prevention of undue waste) and (3) the'
safety and welfare of miners.
(4b) And also shall pay all miners and other eruployees, both
above and below ground, at least twice each month in lawful
money of the United States, and shall permit such miners and
other employees full and complete freedom of purchase, but
with a view to increasing safety this provision shall not apply
to the purchase of explosives, detonators, or fuses; and shall not
require or permit miners or other employees, except in case of
emergency, to work underground for more than eight hours in
anyone workday, and shall not employ any boy under the age
of 16 yer..rs or any gill or woman without regard to age in any
mine b(jlow the surface.
SEC. 5. And the lessee also expressly agrees that all mining
and related operations shall be subject to the inspection of
authorized representatives of the lessor, and that such rep·
resentatives ;may at all times enter into and upon the leased
lands and survev and examine same and all surface and underground improvements, works, . machinery, equipment, and
operations.
(5a) And also shall permit the lessor to examine all books
and records pertaining to operations under this lease and to
make copies of and extracts from any or all of same, if desired.
(5b) And also shall permit the lessor, or its lessees or transferees, with the approval of the lessor, to make and use upon pr
under the leased lands any workings· necessary for freeing any
other mine from water or gas, or extinguishing fires, causing as
little damage or interference as possible to or with the mine or
mining operations of the lessee hereunder: Provided, That any
such use by a transferee or another lessee shall' be' conditioned
upon the payment to the lessee hereunder of the amount. of
actual damages sustained thereby and adequate compensatIOn
for such use.
(5c) And also 'shall, at the termination of this lease, as the
result of forfeiture thereof, pursuant to paragraph 6d, deliver.
up to the lessor the lands covered thereby, including all fixtures,
machinery, improvements, and appurtenances, other than
strictly personal property, situate on any .of said lands, in
good order and condition, so as to permit of immediate continued operation to the full extent and capacity of the leased· .
premises.
.
SEC. 6. It is further mutually understood and agreed -as
follows:

I

(6a) That the lessor may in writing waive any breach of the
covenants and conditions contained herein except such as are
required by the act, but any such waiver shall e~tend only to the
particular breach so waived and shall not limit the rights of the
lessor with respect to any future breach; nor shall the waiver of
a particular cause of forfeiture prevent cancellation of this
lease for any other cause, or for the same cause occurring at
another time.
(6b) The lessee may, on consent of the Secretary of the
Interior first had and obtained, surrender and terminate this
lease upon payment of all rents, royalties, and other debts due
and payable to the lessor, and upon payment of all wages or
moneys due and payable to the workmen employed by the
lessee, and upon a satisfactory showing to the Secretary of the
Interior that the public interest will not be impaired; and the
lessee may with like consent surrender any legal subdivision
of the area included within the lease; but in no case shall such
termination be effective until the lessee shall have made provision for the preservation of any mines or productive works
or permanent improvements on the lands covered hereby.
(6c) That on the termination of this lease, pursuant to the last
preceding paragraph, the lessor, his agent, licensee, or lessee shall
have the exclusive right, at the lessor's election, to purchase at
any time within six months, at the appraised value thereof, all
buildings, machinery, equipment, and tools, placed by the lessee
in or. on the land leased hereunder, save and except all underground timbering, and such other supports and structures as are
necessary for the preservation of the mine, which shall be and
remain a part of the realty Without further consideration or
compensation; that the purchase price to be paid for said buildings, machinery, equipment, and tools to be purchased as aforesaid, shall be fixed by appraisal of three disinterested and competent persons (one to be designated by each party hereto and
the third by the two so designated), the valuation of the three or
a majority of them to be conclusive; that pending such election
to purchase within said period of six months none of said buildings or other property shall be removed from their normal position; that if such valuation be not requested, or the lessor shall
affirmatively elect not to purchase within said period of six
months, the lessee shall have the privilege of removing said
buildings and other property, except said timbering and other
supports and structures, as are necessary for the preservation of
the mine, as aforesaid.
. (6d) If the lessee shall fail to comply with the provisions of the
act or make default in the performance or observance of any of
the terms, covenants, and stipulations hereof, or in the general
regulations promulgated and in force at date hereof, the lessor
may institute appropriate proceedings in a court of competent
jurisdiction for the forfeiture and cancellation of this lease as
provided in section 31 of the act, but this provision shall not be
construed as depriving the lessor of any legal or equitable
remedy which the lessor might otherwise have.
SEC. 7. It is further covenanted and agreed that, should the
lessee fail to take prompt and necessary steps to prevent loss or
damage to the mine, property, or premises, or· danger to the employees, the lessor may enter on the premises and take such
measures as may be deemed necessary to prevent such loss or
damage or to correct the dangerous or unsafe condition of the
mine or works thereof, which shall be at the expense of the lessee.
SEC. 8. It is further covenanted and agreed that each obligation hereunder shall extend to and be binding upon, and every
benefit hereof shall inure to, the heirs, executors, administrators,
successors, or assigns of the respective part
, i c.
SEC. 9. It is also further agreed that no Member of or Delegate to' Congress, or Resident Commiss'ioner, after his election
or appointmen.t, or either before or after he has qualified, and
during his continuance in office, and that no officer, agent or
employee of the Department of the Interior, shall be admitted to
any share or part in this lease, or derive any benefit that may
arise therefrom, and the provisions of section 3741 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States and sections 114, 115, and 116 of
the Codification of the Penal Laws of the United States approved March 4, 1909 (35 Stat. 1109), relating to contracts
enter into and form a part of this lease so far as the same may be
applicable.
In witness' whereof. THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
By
Secretary of the Interior, Lessor.
Witnesses:
Lessee.
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12. Usc permits for additional lands.-Under section 12 of
Since the promulgation of these regulations a change
the fiCt a lessee may be granted a right to use the surface of not
has been made regarding the filing of a bond as
exceeding 40 acres of unappropriated and unentered land as
required in paragraph 2b of the lease. Under the date
may be necessary for the proper prospecting for or development,
April
19, 1921, the Secretary of the Interior wrote to
extraction, treatment, or removal of the phosphate deposits
the
Commissioner
of the General Land Office as
in the leased lands.
Applications for permits for such additional tracts shall be
follows:
filed in the district office having jurisdiction over the lands and
t have to advise you that in my opinion a $5,000 bond is
should identify the lease by the serial number under which
sufficient in such cases. The existing regulations and lease form
issued, and be filed under the same number. Such applications
are accordingly hereby modified so as to require the filing of a
must be under oath and set forth the specific reasons why the
bond in the sum of $5,000 to insure the development of the
additional tract is necessary to the lessee for the use named, '
land and compliance with the terms and provisions of the lease.
describe the land desired by legal subdivision if surveyed, and
PHOSPHATE ROYALTIES
if unsurveyed, by the approximate description it will he when
surveyed, and also set forth the reasons why the land is desirable
No general regulations have been issued as to royaland adapted to the uses named, either in point of location,
ties
to be required under the leasing law. Under the
topography, or otherwise, and that it is unoccupied and unterms of that law the nlinilnum ,stipulated royalty is
appropriated.
FORM OF USE PERMIT UNDER SECTION 12

Land Office at ___ "- ____ -_
Serial No __________ - __ _
The United States of America, Department of the Interior
Use permit under section 12, act of February 25, 1920
Know all men by these presents, that the Secretary of the
Interior, under and by virtue of the act of Congress approved
February 25, 1920, entitled" An act to promote the mining of
coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas, and sodium on the public
domain," hereby grants to __________ , holder of lease bearing serial No. __________ , the exclusive right, so long as needed,
used, and occupied during the life of the aforesaid lease, the use
of the surface of the following described tract of land, to wit,

£0; -the"" -pr()p-e~- -pro~p~cti~-i -for- -or- -cie~elop~~~t,- -;;t~~ctio;~
treatment, or removal of the phosphate deposits covered by
the aforesaid lease, all rights hereunder to cease and terminate
upon the termination of the aforesaid lease.
Dated this __________ day of __________ , 19 __ .
- - - - - - - - - - - -- S~~r""et~;y ""oTih~ -j ~terior.
13. Repealing and saving clause.-Section 37 of the act provides that hereafter the deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium,
oil, oil shale, and gas referred to and described in the act may
be disposed of only in the manner provided by the act, "except
as to valid claims existent at date of passage of this act, and
thereafter maintained in compliance with the laws under which
initiated, which claims may be perfected under said laws, including discovery. " As to phosphate claims, those claims initiated
under the preexisting law may go to patent which, at the date
of the act, were valid mining locations, duly made and maintained as such on lands subject to such location at the date
initiated.
14. Fees and commissions.-(a) For receiving and acting
upon each application for lease filed in the district land office in
accordance with these regulations, there shall be paid by the
applicant a fee of $2 for every 160 acres or fraction thereof in
the application, .such fee in no case to be less than $10, the same
to be considered as earned when paid, and to be credited. in
equal parts to the compensation of the register and receiver
within the limitations provided by law.
(b) Registers and receivers shall be entitled to a commission
of 1 per cent of all moneys received in each register's office, to
bo equally divided between the register and receiver. Such
~ommission will not be collected from the applicant or lessee
in addition to the moneys otherwise provided to be paid.
It should be understood that the commissions herein provided for will not affect the disposition of the proceeds arising
from operations under the act,as provided in section 35 thereof;
~lso that such commissions will be credited on compensation
of'registers and receivers only to the extent of the limitation
provided by law for maximum compensation of such officers.
Very respectfully,
CLAY TALLMAN,

Approved May 22, 1920.
.
Commissioner.
J ORN BARTON PAYNE, Secretary of the Interior.
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2 per cent of the gross value of the output at the mine.
Under cu.rrent procedure the General Land Office, in
subnlitting a request to the United States Geological
Survey for an opinion about the suitability of a given
area for a leasing unit, requests also a recomlnendation regarding the amount of royalty to be charged.
The Geological Survey has considered each area on
its merits, taking into account the thickness and quality of the phosphate bed, its geologic structure, its
relation to suitable means of transportation, and the
character of existing improvements on the given tract
or on neighboring tracts of land. In addition the Geological Survey has recognized that the western phosphate industry is in its infancy and that all possible
aid should be rendered to those who seriously undertake to exploit the phosphate beds. It has therefore
taken the position that at the outset, at least, the
royalties should be low. Later, if conditions warrant,
higher royalties may be charged, but such increase in
royalties would not affect leases already granted until
the expiration of the 20-year period allowed by law.
The royalties thus far recommended have been 2, 27.:i:,
and 2Y2 per cent, corresponding respectively to 8,
9, and 10 cents per ton upon an assumed gross value
of $4 per ton for the output at the mine. These
royalties are fairly comparable with the royalty of 2
per cent f. o. b. the nearest shipping point, which is
charged by the State of Idaho for certain State lands
in Bear Lake County.
GEOLOGIC FIELD WORK

The work of the geologic field parties in the phosphate districts was of three types-(1) detailed survey
and study of the phosphate and closely related beds,
including plane-table mapping of the outcrop, measurements, and stratigraphic sections of the beds where
. exposed, and sampling and prospecting the beds both
by utilizing existing prospects and by digging new
prospects, ~ome of which were trenches that extended
across the entire phosphatic shale member of the
Phosphoria formation; (2) detailed surveys, without
plane-table, of areas with stratigraphic horizons not
closely identified with the phosphate beds, including areal, structural, stratigraphic, and physiographic
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studies; and (3) field reviews, including the checking
and ·correlation of the work of different field parties
and elu9idation of doubtful areas.
METHOD OF SAMPLING

The method of sampling phosphate rock is much
the same as that set forth in the regulations of the
Bureau of Mines for coal, which requires, in brief,
that the face to be sampled must be cleared of weathered material, powder stains, and other impurities
and channeled across the bed to obtain the sample.
Material from large partings and lumps of impurities,
such as limestone concretions, are rejected. The
sample is collected on a sampling cloth, broken to
approximately half-in'ch pieces, thoroughly mixed and
quartered, and the alternate quarters rejected. Mixing and quartering are repeated until the sample is
reduced to duplicates, each weighing about half .or
three-quarters of a pound. These samples are carefully sacked and forwarded to the laboratory of the
Geological Survey for analysis.
I

METHOD OF ESTIMATING TONNAGE

In the current practice in the classification of phosphate land by the Geological Survey a detailed geologic
map of the 'given township is prepared and geGlogic
structure sections are construCted and, if practicable,
structur~ contours are drawn. Upon the basis of the
information thus available the areas in which phosphate beds are believed to lie within the maximum
depth liInit determined in accordance with the regulations cited on page 215 are outlined on a largescale plat of the township. The boundaries of these
areas are drawn along legal ,subdivision lines to the
nearest 40-acre tract. From the acreage thus obtained
and the assumed thickness of the bed based on the.
best available measurements, on the basis of a weight
of 180 pounds per cubic foot for the phosphate rock,
as determined in the specific gravity tests, the tonnage
of phosphate rock' in tons of 2,240 pounds may be
.obtained by the following formula, where a equals
acreage and t the thickness of the bed in feet. .

a X 43,560 X t X 180
2 240
= long tons of phosphate rock

,

.

examination of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation,18
are shown in the maps of the Cranes Flat, Henry,
Lanes Creek, Freedom, Slug Creek, Crow Creek; and
Montpelier quadrangles {pIs. 2-9). Local descriptions
are given in the following pages, together with estimates of area and tonnage based on the somewhat
arbitrary assumptions explained above. The descriptions are given in township units, because. all
applications for leasing phosphate ground must' describe the desired land in terms of its legal subdivisions,
and the areas will be more readily identified in the
following text if public-land subdivisions are employed.
These subdivisions have also served as the basis for
the classification of the land as phosphate or nonphosphate and for the estimates of its'acreage and tonnage. The order of description of the townships will
be from north to south in each range, beginning with
the westernmost range. 'Previous descriptions and
estimates of tonnage 19 have been given of a number
of the townships described below. Additional field
work, however, has been done in many of these townships, and the classification of the phosphate land has
beeJ;l revised to agree with this field work and with
a more practical view of the application of the regulations regarding classification. Both the desc.riptions
and the estimates of tonnage differ accordingly from
those given earlier.
As a rule in these descriptions the details of the
geographic, stratigraphic, and structural features
named are omitted or greatly abbreviated, be~ause
these features are described under the same names in
the chapters on geography, stratigraphy, igneous
geology, and structure.
EXPLOITED PHOSPHATE DISTRICTS

Certain;districts which have already been more or
less exploited are known by geographic names. For
convenience these districts are listed in Table 39, and
reference is there made to the townships with which
they are associated and to the portions of the text
where these townships are described .
TABLE

39.-:-Exploited phosphate districts

.. District

Soda Springs _______ _ 8 and 9 S., R. 42 E _______ _
9 S., Rs. 42 and 43 E ___ .: __
9 S., R. 43 E _____________ _
10 S., R.. 43 E ____________ _
10 and 11 S., Rs. 44 and
45 E.
12 S., R. 44 E ____________ _
12 and 13 S., Rs. 44 and
45 E.
13 and 14 S., R. 43 E..:. ____ _
14 S., R. 43 E ____________ _
14 and 15 S., Rs. 44 and
45 E.
. Thomas Fork ______ _ 27 and 26 N., Rs. 119 and
120 W. (Wyoming).

Canyon ____ _
The result gives the tonnage where the beds are hor- Sulphur
Swan Lake ________ _
izontal. In some of the computations additional Cavanaugh_~ ______ _
allowance has been made .for the dip, but in many Georgetown Canyon_
areas there are compensating factors and the tonnage Bennington_~ _~ ____ _
has been computed as if the beds were horizontal. 11ontpelier_~ ______ _
This reduces the figure for tonnage, but the estimate Paris ______ :. ______ _
. Bloomington~ ______ _
is more conservative.
Hot Springs~· ______ _
LOCAL DESCRIPTIONS
ARRANGEMENT

The areas examined in detail during the seasons
1909 to 1916, except '1913, which was devoted to the

Associated townships

Page reference

234-239
238,244
244
248
261-266,
273-276
266
266-268,
277-281
.
251
251
268-270,
281-28~

287-291

.18 ManSfield, G. R., Geography, geology, and mineral resources oC the Fort Hnll
, Indian R~servation, I<:laho: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 713, 1920.
n U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 470, pp. 371-439, 1911, and Bull 577, p. 70, 1914.
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A strip somewhat more than 2 miles wide a:long the
east side of this township is included in the Cranes
Flat quadrangle (pI. 2). Practically all this land is
underlain by the basalt of the Willow Creek lava
field, but in the SE. ~ SE. ~ sec. 34 the lower slopes
of the Blackfoot Mountains are developed upon rocks
of the Wells formation. Conditions in the adj acent
township to the southeast probably indicate that the
extension of the Limerock fault passes beneath cover
just to the northeast of these ledges of the Wells and
that northeast of this fault rocks younger than the
phosphate underlie the basalt. These considerations
support the belief that phosphate rock may underlie
luuch of the basalt-covered area at depths considered
workable under current '~egulations of the Geological
Survey, but its presence can be demonstrated only
by drilling, and in view of the thick covering of
basalt any attempt at its recovery would be expensive.
The phosphate rock of this part of the township is
therefore suclI a remote resource that no' fur,ther
consideration is here given it.
Recent geologic field work in the remainder ,of the
township has shown that such phosphate rock as may
be present there is too small in amount, too much,
broken, or too deep to have commercial value. The
entire township has therefore been classified as nonphosphate and restored for entry.
T. 4 S., R. 40 E.

General features.-A strip of this township a little
more than 2 miles wide is included in the southwestern
part of the Cranes Flat quadrangle (pI. 2). Most of
this strip is occupied by basalt of the Willow Creek
and Blackfoot lava fields, but the Blackfoot Mountains project into the 'area from the west and' the
northwestern tip of Wilson Ridge enters it on' the
east. The township is 25 miles or more north of the
railroad at Soda Springs and an equal or greater
distance southeast of the railroad at Blackfoot, but
fair roads connect the township with each of these
shipping points. ' The greater portion of it is included
in the adj acent Paradise Vall,ey quadrangle.
Geology.-The geologic formations in the part
included in the Cranes Flat quadrangle, range from
the Brazer limestone to the Thaynes group, but the
Rex chert and Woodside shale are not exposed.
Basalt and some Quaternary beds complete the
sequence.
.
, The northwest extension of the Snowdf.jft anticline
is represented by the Brazer limestone', in sections 14
and 23, and the Georgetown syncline may be present
beneath the basalt of sections 23 and' 26, for St. -John
has I,loted, (p. 1:42) 'the oeCU,frence 'o'f '" Ju:rass~c" rocks
in,' fault relation' with the' Carboniferous near his
Sta'tion X~,"which ,is 'probably located ~7the SW. ~
SW. ~sec. 28 in the adjoining township to the north.
The Phosphoria and Thaynes in sections 34 and 35
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probably represent the northward continuation of
the Reservoir syncline, which is supposedly offset by
a transverse fault beneath the basalt in the township
to the south. The northwest extension of the Enoch
Valley fault, which is offset in section 25, is believed
to pass beneath cover through sections 25, 23, and
22 and to separate the Brazer limestone on the northeast from concealed possibly postphosphate rocks at
the southwest. Such rocks are exposed in sections 15
and 16. The Reservoir syncline is faulted along its
, eastern limb in this township so that the Woodside
and Rex are not exposed, and the Thaynes group is
probably brought into contact with the phosphatic
shale member of 'the Phosphoria formation or with
lower beds of the Rex chert" as suggested in the
geologic structure section drawn along the line D-D'
(pI. 11). The actual relations in the area studied
are concealed by Quaternary beds.
Phosphate deposits.-Although phosphate beds may
occur beneath the basalt in the Georgetown syncline
here as in other townships farther sou~heast, they are
exposed only in a narrow strip extending northwest
into the Paradise Valley quadrangle in sections 22,
29, 33, 34, and 35. ;Prior to the visit of the survey
pa~ty in 1916 they had not been prospected. In that
year the survey party dug a trench which exposed a
partial section of the phosphatic shales in the SE. ~
SE. ~ sec. 34. The trench was dug at right angles
to the strike of the beds. It was 50 feet long and 2
feet wide and had an average depth of 2 ~ feet, the
maximum depth being 3 feet 4 inches. The details
of the sectio~ and the chemical determinations·made
from the samples collected are given in Table 40.
Stratigraphically above the section just given
but 138 feet farther down the slope, corresponding
to about 112 feet above the highest bed included
in the section, lies a bed of hard phosphate 10 inches
thick that forms a ledge. Sample 15, which was
taken from this ledg~, yielded 20.70 per cent phosphorus pentoxid'e, equivalent to 45.2 per cent tricalcium phosphate. The phosphatic shales at this
locality appear from these data to be at least 145 feet
thick.
The section described, above is unusually rich In
phosphate; it co'ntains at least 31 feet 6 inches of
phosphate rock, of which 24 feet 6 inches was sampled
and found to average about 63 per cent tricalcium
phosphate. One of the richest beds is a few feet
above the middle of the trenched portion of the
section. It is 1 foot 8 inches thick and averages
72.5 per centtricalcium phosphate. Another bed just
above is 5 feet 2 inches thick and averages 56.8 per
cent tricalcium phosphate. The most valuable bed
which lies near the base, is 5 feet 5 inches thick and
averages 70.1 per cent tricalcium phosphate. Besides,
the beds mentioned there are five others that range
~ from 13 in'ches' to 3 feet ,8 inches in thickness and
from 61.8 to 67.1 per cent (average of samples 7
and 8) tricalcium phosphate.
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TABLE

40.-Partial section of phosphatic shales in the SE.

~

SE.

~

sec. 34., T. 4. 8., R. 4.0 E.

[Analyst, R. M. KBmm)
Field No. ofspeci·
men

PaO.

Equivalent to
Ca.(P04)2

Thickness

Ft.

in.

1
2
2
1
1

3
4
10
2%
3~

5

2
5

1
1

1
1
2

3
8
10
10
4%
4

2
6
7

5

5

1
33

3%

The shatter zones and the proximity of the fault cent or more tricalcium phosphate, which ,fixes the
already mentioned suggest that some of the phos- depth limit for withdrawal at 5,000 feet, the maximum
phate beds may be repeated, but the lithologic details permitted under current regulations of the Geologiabove given indicate sufficient differences to show cal Survey. On this basis 1,040 acres in this township
have been classified as phosphate land (see pI. 42),
that this is probably not the form of occurrence.'
Ten of the samples taken from the trench above but since the outline of this area must follow subd'escribed were divided into four sets of composites divisions of public land and thus includes much land
and tested for iron and alumina. The first composite, that is not actually phosphate bearing, only 400 acres
including samples 3, 4, and 5, yielded 0.51 per cent has been used in framing an estimate of tonnage.
Fe203 and 2'.56 per cent A1 20 3. 'As the combined Such an area underlain by a horizontal 6-foot bed
amount of these two substances present was less than would contain about 1,0'50,000 long tons of phosphate
the limit usually' allowed, the iron 'and alumina were, rock. Allowance for the dip would increase this figure,
not separately determined for the remaining composites but the presence of the fault introduces uncertainbut were grouped in ,a single determination for each. ties that tend to offset any such allowance. The phosThus the second composite, including samples 7 phate occurs in a small canyon half a mile to a mile
and 8, yielded only 1.96 per cen:t of iron and alumina from the Blackfoot or Soda Springs roads. The maptqgether; the thiI,'d composite, including samples 10 , ping of this township as a part of the Paradise Valley
'
and ll, yield~d .1.92 per cent; and the fourth com- quadr~ngle was coinple~ed in 1925.
posite, including samples 12, 13, ,and, 14', yielded
T. '5 S., R. 40 E. '
,
1,19 per , c e n t . ,
General features.-This township lies 'mostly in the'
Estimate of tonnage.-'-Because of the 'heavy. covering of bas~lt any phosphate that may be preS'ent in Portneuf quadrangle, but includes strips a mile or
the Georgetown syncline is disregarded, and a partial more wide in the Paradise Valley, Cranes Flat, and
estimate for this towllship would include only the area Henry, quadrangles (pis. '2, 3). It has all been suroccupied by the phosphate beds described' above and veyed topographically and geologically, but only a
the overlying beds of the Thaynes group. The"char- strip a little more thl,tn 2 miles wide is included in the
acter and thicknesS' of these phosphate, beds justifies general region described in this report. It containp
the assumption of a 6-foot bed. that averages 70 ,per parts of the Blackfoot Mountains and of the Black·
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foot lava field, and of Blackfoot River, which leaves
the reservoir of the same name in section 12 and
makes a broad loop westward through the northern
part of the township. Railroad facilities are 25 miles
or Inore away, bu.t fail' roads connect the township
with Soda Springs, Blackfoot, and Fort Hall, which
are the chief available shipping points.
Geology.-The stratigraphic section includes parts of
the Wells and overlying formations up to andincluding the Highanl grit. (See pI. 43.) The Salt Lake and
Quaternary formations are well represented, and
there 'are patches and considerable areas of both
rhyolite and basalt. The Phosphoria formation is
exposed in three bands, the first of which projects
into section 2 from the adjoining township. The
other two extend northwestward respectively., from
the NW. U sec. 15 and the NW. U sec. 33. The
Woodside shale and Thaynes group are thicker in
this part of the region than they are in the Mon tpelier quadrangle and in some other places to the
southeast. The Woodside, as measured in the
'f. 6 S~, R. 41 E., is about 2,000 feet thick and
the Thaynes 1110re than 3,100 feet thiclc
The township contains parts of six large folds. An
anticline occupies parts of sections 1 and 2 in the Cranes
Flat and Paradise Valley quadrangles. It is adjoined
by a syncline, which occupies sections 1,2,11, and 12,
and is probably the continuation of the Reservoir syncline (D-D', pIs. 2,11). It consists luainly of beds of
the Thaynes group, including soine beds of the Portneuf
limestone, but the east Jinlb is faulted, so that the lower
mOlllber of the Phosphoria is brought to the surfac~,
which makes available the fine sect.ion described under
T. 4 S., R. 40 E. The southeastern extension of this
fold in sections 1, 2, and 12 is, largely concealed by
Quaternary sediments and basalt, but the Thaynes and
Woodside beds in sections 24, 25, and 36 are parts of
the Reservoir syncline. The Little Gray fault may
offset this fold beneath cover. The lower part of it is
probably cut off by the Bannock overthrust.
The third fold is an anticline, the axis of which
extends northwestward from s'ection 15. This fold is
nearly symmetrical and upright, with beds of the Rex
chert exposed at the crest. Travertine and basalt
and mineralized springs in the general axial region in
section 15 point to fractures and possibly dislocations
which have not been otherwise recognized and which
lnay be fully revealed only by underground exploration.
The fourth fold is a broad synclinorium which is
occupied by beds of Woodside and Thaynes and which
has its west limb overturned eastward., 'The east
limb is probably broken by a normal fault with moderate throw that diminishes southeastward, because in
the NW. 74 NW. U sec. 17 and adjoining ter~itory
beds of siliceous limestone that are assigned to the
Portneuf limestone of the Thaynes group occur in
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too close proximity to the Meekoceras zone or base of
the Thaynes, which is exposed on the hillsides east of
Blackfoot River. In sections -7 and 18 this fold con-:tains beds of Timothy sandstone and Higham grit,
and in several places it is partly overspread with
rhyolite and basalt. This part of the fold is offset
westward about half a lnile and lowered with respect
to the southern part by a concealed fault along Nigger
Creek.
The fifth fold is an anticline, the crest of which extends northwestward from section 33. Most probably
this fold may once have had a fan form, but its crest is
now broken by a supposedly normal fault that brings
beds of the Woodside into contact with the Wells and
Phosphoria formations. The phosphatic shales are
exposed on a series of low knobs that lie along the
northeast side of Grizzly Creek. Toward the northwest the crest of the anticline is overspread by rhyolite
and basalt.'
The sLxth fold, which crosses the southwest corner
of the township, is a syncline overturned eastward
that contains Inainly beds of the Thaynes group. A
thrust fault of small throw is believed to cut out much
of the lowest formation of the Thaynes, which forms
a dip slope on the west flank of the ridge just outside
the township.
The structural features above outlined are illustrated
in structure section A-B, Plate 43, ,,\'hich is continuous
with section D-D', Plate 11.
Phosphate deposits.-Previous to the visit of the Survey party in 1916 no prospecting for phosphate had
been done in this township. In that year the Survey
party prospected and sampled the phosphatic shales
on the crest of the knoll in the SE. U NE. U sec. 30.
The Wells in proluinen t ,ledges fonns the wes t edge of
the crest and the west slope of the hill. The phosphatic shales occupy the sag and furnish an abundance
of excellent flo'at. The Rex forms the east part of the
hill.
The overburden proved to be 2 feet or more thick,
and then a much weathered biotite-hornblende andesite was encountered in, a gently inclined dike, which
cut out much of the phosphatic shales but left an eastward-pointing wedge of these rOQks 'between the westward-dipping andesite and the nearly vertical beds of
upper Wells. The phosphatic shales in this wedge had
the structure of. a syncline overturned eastward. This
structure, however, is local, for the distribution of
the shales as mapped shows that they, form a steeply
inclined stratum whose dips vary 'on either side of the
vertical according ,to the reiative position of the stratum measured with regard to the fan fold in which it
appears to be involved.
'
Four trenches were dug. No. 1, at the base of the
s~ction, was 26 ~ feet long, 23!2, feet wide, and 5 ~
feet deep (maximum depth); the strike was N. 53 0
E. No. 2, 'vhi~h was in line ,with No. 1 but 6 feet from
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it, was 8 feet long, 272 feet wide, and 3U feet deep.
No.3 was offset 31 feet north. of No.2, but was so
placed as to continue the phosphate section upward.
It was 40 feet long, 2U feet wide, and 472 feet deep
(maximum depth); its strike was N. 46° E. No.4 was
offset about 100 feet N. 83° E. from No.3. It was
TABI.. E

about 6 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 2 feet deep (maximum depth); it lay 165 feet N. 56° E. from the top
of the Wells as exposed in No. 1. The. lithologic
details observed in the four trenches and the chemical
determinations made from the sa~ples co~lected In
them are given in Table 41.

4l.-Partial section of phosphatic shales exposed in four trenches in SE.

U NE. U sec. 30, T. 5 S., R. 40 E.

Trench No.4

Field No. of
specimen

Equivalent
to Ca3(PO.)2

T

h· k
lC

ness

--------------1--------------------------------------------------------------1---------·1-------·- -------Per cent

Ft. in.

Per cent

M-136-16__ _ ___ Limestone, brown, with phosphatic streaks, top not exposed _________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, thin bedded, coarsely oolitic, with shaly streaks, brownish ___________________ _
gray .
[
Shale, phosphatic, brow~,.somewhat oolitic ____________ ~ ________________ ---------- ---------.Sample 7
-.------lPhosPhaterock, dense, slhceous, black; 1 bed___________________________
24.95
54.5

10
6
6
2
3~

~~~~~f;~~sio~~~i~~~:s~1";~~iiti""c~ g~ay-t""o- bf~~k,-l~y-e~~ -~~ f; i~ -i~~h~~ -thi~~= = ========== ==========
Limestone, brownish gray with oolitic grains; 1 bed _________________________________________ _

8

3
8
8

Shale, phosphatic, calcareous _________________________________________ .:. __________________ _
Limestone, brown, somewhat shaly, base not exposed ____________________ I ___________________ _
Trench No.3

Field No. of
specimen

Soil and overburden, not measured.
Limestone, brown, not well exposed, about _____________________________
Phosphate rock, mlich broken, mingled with soil, some pieces coarsely oolitic,
black, about.
Sample 6 _______ Phosphate rock, brownish gray, thin bedded, finely oolitic, _______________
Sample 5 _______ ·Partly shaly, some coarsely oolitic layers, local calcareous nodules; 2 sampIes, 2 feet each
Limestone, brown, weathering black, massively bedded ___________________
Sample 4 _______ Phosphate rock, gray to black, thin bedded, finely oolitic; some shaly material that weathers reddish black or gray.
Weathered zone with brownish soil; fragments of phosphate rock, shale, and
brown limestone.·
Phosphate rock, thin bedded, dark gray, shaly streaks, finely 'oolitic ___ ~ ___
Phosphate rock, thin bedded, finely oolitic, with shaly streaks and calcareous
layers; much weathered and broken.
..
Soil zone, brown, powdery, with pieces of phosphate rock and limestone ____
Phosphate rock, grayish brown, thin bedded, finely oolitic, with calcareous
beds.
Limestone, brown, with phosphatic streaks, much broken ________________
Soil zone, brownish gray, powdery, with fragments of brown limestone and
phosphatic s h a l e . ·
.
.
Phosphate rock, brownish gray, shaly, with nodules of limestone, finely
oolitic, mingled with dirt, about.
Limestone, brown, shaly, with streaks of phosphate rock, much broken _____
Phosphate rock, brownish gray, shaly, finely oolitic, much broken _________
Phosphate rock, very shaly, much broken,~mingled with dirt and soil, apparently in syncline.
'
Soil zone, brown ____________________________________________________
Limestone, brown, impure ____ :. . _____________ -:- ______________________ .___
Phosphate rock, brownish gray, shaly, finely oolitic, much broken _________
Limestone, brown, shaly, thin calcite veins ___ .,. ___________ ·______________
,

P20S

Equivalent
to Ca3(PO.)s

Per cent

Per cent

Thickness

Ft. in.

·2
3

---------- ------------------- ----------

22. 27
18.21

48. 6
39. 3

}

---------- ----------

31. 40

----------

68. 6

------,---1

---------- ----------i
---------- ----------

6

4
1·
2

9

1

9

1

5
10

1

10
9

---------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------

1
2

3

---------- --------.
.

1

g ..

---------- ---------- .
---------- ------------------- ----------

1
1
1

6
3

-------------------------------------

4

6
3
7
6

-------------------------------------

Trenc~ No.2

Only overburden and decomposed andesite exposed; no measurements.
Trench No.1

Andesite, weathered into yellowish gravel, to depth of at least 2 feet below
overburden.
.
Phosphate rock, brownish gray, thin bedd~d, medium oolitic, 'much brec- . __________ ---------- {
Sample 3-. ciated.
.
Phosphate rock, dark gray, hard, dense, finely oolitic, single bed_ _ __ ___ ___
32. 87
71. 7
Phosphate rock, brownish gray, thin bedd~d, medium oolitic _____ :.._· _______ - _________ ~--------Sample 2 ______ _ Phosphate rock, brownish gray, coarse to medium oolitic) beds is· to 1~
32. 53·
71. 0
inches thick, possibly in part equivalent to those below.
Sample L _____ _ Phosphate rock, brownish gray, coarse to medium oolitic) beds 78 to 1~
31. 33
70. 5
inches thick, somewhat folded.
.
., .
.
Shatter zone, soil with fragments of limestone and phosphatic materiaL ______________ - - - - - - - - -Limestone, top of Wells formation.

1

2.

1 4
1 3
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The distance .across the outcrop of the phosphatic
shales is about 170 feet. In spite of the generally. steep
dip, this distance is probably somewhat greater than
the actual thickness of the shale member because of the
disturbances above noted. In the trenches described
a thickness of about 41 feet of beds was measured.
Of this thickness 24 feet 7 inches was phosphate rock,
some of it possibly duplicated and nearly half of it too
broken or dirty for sampling. The 13 Y2 feet sampled
averaged about 60 per cent tricalcium phosphate.
N ear the base a bed 5 feet 4 inches thick, which possibly had some duplication, averaged 71.1 per cent
tricalcium phosphate. From these data a~d from data
obtained in the adjoining T. 6 S., R. 41 E., it seeIns
safe to assume for purposes of computation a workable
bed at least 5 feet thick and averaging 70 per cent or
lnore tricalcium phosphate. The limit of workable'
depth for such a bed under current regulations is 4,000
feet.
.
The content of iron and alumina of the phosphate
salnpled appears to be within the prescribed limit. A
composite of samples 2 and 3 yielded 1.48 per cent of
iron and alumina together. A composite of the somewhat poorer samples 5 and 6 yielded 1.04 per cent
Fe20a and 3.04 per cent AI20 a.
Estimate of tonnage.-On the basis of structure sections A-B and D-D' a considerable part of the Reservoir syncline is omitted from consideration because the
phosphate beds in it are supposedly too deep to be
considered work~ble. Silnilarly the area between the
fnult along Blackfoot River and a line about 1,000 feet
east of the boundary between the Rex and Woodside
is also disregarded, but the area between that boundary and a line drawn about 3,000 feet west of the fault
a19ng Grizzly Creek is thought to contain phosphate
within the limit of :workable depth. Most of the area
occupied by basalt is excluded' from consideration,
though it is probably underlain' in part by phosphate
within the 4,000-foot limit. In the southeastern part
of the township the entire area occupied by beds of
Woodside and Thaynes and some of the immediately
ndjacent covered areas are probably underlain by workable beds of phosphate.
From .the considerations above outlined '6,760 acres
in this township have been classified as phosphate land.'
Since the boundaries of this area, which have to follow
subdivisions of public land, include more· territory
than that which actually contains phosphate, the area
used in computing tonnage has been reduced to
4,570 acres. Such an area underlain by a horizontal
5::-foot bed would contain approximately 79,983,000
long tons of phosphate rock. The dip,' which ranges
frOln about 27° to nearly vertical, would increase the
area of the phosphate bed within the districts whose
tonnage has been estimated and would therefore tend
to increase the given figure. On the other hand, the
area included in ,this township is believed to be part of

the upper block of the Bannock overthrust. Any proposed increment from the allowance for the dip is
therefore offset by the possibility that the Bannock
overthrust may cut out some of the phosphate, so that
it seems best to retain the given figure, which is probably conservative. The estimate includes only the
"main bed" and does not take into consideration the
large quantity of lower-grade material kn~wn to be
present.
The phosphate beds are most accessible in the areas
where the Phosphoria formation comes to the surface,
particularly along the north side of Grizzly Oreek and
in the ·NW. ~ NE. ~ sec. 2. The location of the
phosphate lands is shown in Plate 42.
T. 6 S" R. 40 E.

General features.-T. 6 S., R. 40 E., lies lnostly in
the Portneuf quadrangle, but overlaps the Henry
quadrangle a little more than 2 miles. Most of the
area is in the Chesterfield Range, but along the east
side a portion of Reservoir Mountain is included. ,The
lowland of Co'rral Creek, which lies between the two
highland areas, forms part of the Blackfoot lava field.
A number of poor roads traverse the township. These
roads conne.ct southwestward with Portneuf Valley,
and thence with the Oregon Short Line Railroad at
Bancroft, about 10 miles distant, or southeastward
with the same railroad at Soda Springs, about 15 miles
away.
Geology.-The form8:tions range in age from Carboniferous to Quaternary, but many are missing Ol~ at least
not exposed. The vVells and Brazer are present in the
southwestern part. The Phosphoria is exposed' in
sections 12 and 13, but not elsewhere in the township.
The Woodside is exposed in sections 1, 4, 6, 9, 12, and
13. The Th,aynes crops out in, sections 3, 4, .5, 6, and
9. The Salt Lake formation covers wide upland areas
throughout much of the northeastern half of the township, but th~ lowlands are uJiderlain by Quaternary
sediments and some basalt.
The st~~cture of the southwest half of T. 5 S., R. 40
E., if projected southeastward along the strike would
·continue into this township. The same structural
features probably constitute much of the northeast
half, but are 'concealed by the Salt Lake formation and
Quaternary beds. An anticline with Wells and Brazer
beds enters sections 7 and 18 and passes southeastward
towards~ction 33. It is in large part concealed by
beds of the Salt Lake formation.
In sections 12 and 13 the western part of the Wells
ledge is brecciated and contains much chert and secondary quartz. The travertine to the north and south
suggests faulting. The Rex chert, however, occupies
the next knoll to the south of the Wells along its strike
'and indicates the presence of an anticline that pi~ches
gently southward. It is inferred that the anticline is
broken by a fault that brings in higher beds beneath
cover to the west.
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The Pelican fault, which offsets the folds in the ad- drawn along the lines B-B' and C-C' (pl. 11). Northjoining township ou' the east probably enters this , east of this zone the rocks are Cretaceous, and some
township in the NE. ~ sec. 24 beneath cover and of the rock slices themselves are of similar age.
offsets the Phosphoria formation eastward as shown The other rock slices and the sedimentary rocks southin the geologic map (pI. 3). The form and the rela- west of this zone are Jurassic and Triassic or even older,
tions of the faulted anticline to adjacent structures but they are largely concealed by alluvium and basalt.
farther east are shown in the geologic structure section
The areas underlain by the Thaynes group, which
drawn along the line F-F' (pl.ll).
if the rocks were horizontal might be supposed to conPhosphate deposits.-The phosphate in this town- tain phosphate beds at depths considered workable
ship was not sampled by the survey party, and so far under current regulations of the Geological Survey, are
as known to the writer no prospecting for phosphate here included in rock slices of complex structure and
has yet been done here. In the NE. ~ sec. 30 of the there seems little likelihood that they are underlain by
adjacent township to the east, however, the survey workable phosphate.
party prospected the phosphate beds in what is probThe areas southwest of the upland now occupied by
ably the southward continuation of the same anticlinal alluvium and basalt are quite possibly underlain by
fold that is represented in sections 12 and 13 of this phosphate, but with the heavy cover of basalt and the
township. The data there gathered indicate that uncertainties regarding structure there is much doubt
this township probably is underlain by a bed of work- if any of it c'an be recovered under ordinary commerable phosphate at least 5 feet thick that contains 70 or cial conditions. The probability that the area is underInore per cent tricalcium phosphate.
lain by a great thrust fault, which may cut out the
Estimate of tonnage.-The existing classified phos- phosphate rock, adds uncertainty to the problem. It
phate land in this township is 2,160 acres, as shown in is therefore considered inadvisable to hold any of the
Plate 42. For purposes of computation it seems best to land of this township as phosphate land, and no
consider only the area in sections 1, 12, 13, and 24, in attempt ha:s been made to estimate the possible tonwhich the phosphate probably lies within 4,000 feet of nage.
T. 4 S., R. 41 E.
the surface. From the structure section F-F' it
appeara that this area would occupy a strip about 0.7
General features.-T. 4 S., R. 41 E., is part of the
mile wide, bounded on the west by the line between the
Cranes Flat quadrangle (pI. 2). At the northeast it
Wells and Phosphoria formations as exposed or as exextends into the Little Valley Hills and at the southtended beneath cover in the sections named. The part
west it includes much of Wilson Ridge, beyond which
of this strip that lies within the borders of the townin the san;e dir.ection lies the Blackfoot lava field.
ship include3 about 1,040 acres. To this area may be
Between the two uplands, which have a northwesterly
added 120 acre3 to allow for possible Rex and phos- trend, lies a broad lowland occupied by parts of the
phatic shale beds west of the fault. This area which Willow Creek lava field and of Cranes Flat. The townIncludes in all 1,160 acres, if underlain by a horizontal ship is 25 miles or more from the railroad, but roads
5-foot phosphate bed would yield about 20,300,000 connect it southward with Soda Springs or Bancroft
long tons of phosphate rock. By allowing an increase and westward with Fort Hall or Blackfoot, which are
of 20 per cent on account of the dip, which ranges from shipping points on the Oregon Short Line Railroad.
19 0 to 40 0 and in some places is overturned, the partial
Geology.-In Wilson Ridge the exposed sedimentary
estimate for the tonnage of this township would rocks are all Carboniferous and range from the Brazer
amount to 24,360,000 long tons.
I limestone to the Phosphoria formation.
In the Little
T. 3 S., R. 41 E.
Valley Hills the sedimentary rocks, so far as they are
T. 3 S., R. 41 E., which lies near the middle of the exposed in, this township, range from the Thaynes
Cranes Flat quadrangle (pI. 2) is crossed diagonally group to the Wayan formation, but the Gannett group
southeastward by an upland that cOlnprises parts of is absent. Quaternary beds, including an extensive
Sheep Mountain and of the Little Valley Hills. North,:, travertine area in the southwest corner, are well repreeast of the upland lies Homer Valley and southwest is sented. The Phosphoria formation is represented only
Cranes Flat and the Willow Creek lava field. The by float of phosphate rock along parts of both foot
rock formations include parts of the Thaynes group slopes of Wilson Ridge and by the phosphate and
and of succeeding formations up to and including the accompanying beds exposed in the trenches dug by the
Wayan formation, though some members of the series Survey party. No material of the Rex or Woodside
are missing.
was seen in place. Beds of the upper Thaynes (PortThe township is crossed diagonally along the upland neuf limestone) are exposed in a few areas in secs. 2
by a complex group of faults, considered as members, and 11. Rhyolite occupies parts of sections 24 and 25.
The part of the township occupied by the Little Val.
of the fault zone of the Bannock overthrust, which
break the rocks into a series of more or less overlapping ley Hills is a part of the Caribou synclinorium which is
slices as illustrated in the geologic structure sectiQns complexly folded and bQ:rd~red on the west by the fault,
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Phosphate deposits.-No prospecting in the phosphatic shales of this township had been done prior to
the work of the survey party in 1916. In that year the
survey party dug two trenches-one in the SE. )i
SE. )i sec. 20 and the other in the NE. ~ SE. ~
~ec. 32. In each trench only that portion of the shales
. which included what was thought to be the main phosphate bed near the hase was exposed. The trench in
section 20 was 1972 feet long, 272 feet wide, and 4 feet
deep (maximum depth 572 feet). The overburden at
that place was about 1 foot 7 inches thiclc At the
locality in section 32 the trench was 11 feet long, 3 feet
wide, and 11 feet deep (maximum depth). The overburden here was 4 feet 2 inches thick. The details of
the two cuts with the chemical determinations made
on the samples taken are given in Table 42.

zone of the Bannock overthrust. The inferred structure here is indicated in the geologic structure section·
drawn along the line C-O' (pI. 11). The area occupied
by the Willow Creek lava field is in part at least the
northern continuation of the Meadow Oreek graben,
. and its structure, as indicated by conditions' farther
southeast, is synclinoriaI. Wilson Ridge, which is
bounded by the Limerock and Enoch Valley faults, is
a sharply folded anticline that probably'represents the
northward continuation of the Snowdrift anticline.
It is partly broken by faults. The area covered by
travertine and basalt in the southwest corner probably
contains the co.ntinuation of the Georgetown syncline.
The structural features just outlined are illustrated in
the geologic structure section drawn along the line
E-E' (pI. 11).
TABJ.,E

42.-Partial section of the phosphatic shales at two localities in T. 4 S., R. 41 E.
Locality 1, SE. % SE. % sec. 20

-

---------~-~--~-------

FI~l~ No.
or SPOC~ I
mon

....

-",.,

..... - .. ..- .........

_-_

p,Oo

Equivalent to

Thickness

C83(PO.)s

.

. Ledge of upper Wells, immediately west of trench; strike, N. 62° 'V.,
dip, 60° E.:
Per cent
Per cent
Ft. In.
M-54-16 _____ _ Soil and overburden ____________________________________________________________________ _ 1
7
Sample L ____ _ Phosphate rock, horizontal, black, medium oolitic, upper bed %-inch thick,
31. 95
69. 8
1 10
with underlying beds % to U inch, largely decomposed.
Clay, sandy, greenish gray to dark gray, somewhat phosphatic _______________________________ _
2
Sample 2 _____ _ Phosphate rock, earthy, fine grained, J?uch decomposed__________________
27.15
59.3 I
7
Clay, yellow to drab, tough, sandy, wIth rounded to subangular pebbles of ---------- __________
1 4
white to yellowish quartzite ~ to 1~ inches diameter, and of black chert
I
.7E to 1~ inches diameter; pebbles increase in abundance downward; base
I
not exposed.
1

Locality 2, NE. % SE. % sec. 32

Ledge of upper 'VeIls at top of hill wash:
M-126-16 ____ _ Soil and overburden, calcareous, with fragments of limestone and cherL _______________________ _
Sample L ____ _ Phosphate rock, shattered, gray, medium oolitic _____ --------------------)
Clay, sand~, ferruginous lens __ .______ :--:_______________________________
33.22
72.5
Phosphate lock, shattered, medlUm OOl1tlC _____________________________ _
Shatter zone, lenticular, sandy, clayey, and ferruginous material; fingers out ___________________ _
southward.
Sample 2 _____ _ Phosphate rock and some shale; bedding generally distinguishable but con24. 91
54. 4
torted.
Sample 3 _____ _ Phosphate sand or disintegrated contorted phosphate rock and probably
31. 01
67. 7
some shale; be.dding generally indistinguishable but may be vertical.
Sample 4 _____ _ Selected harder pieces throughout trench ______________________________ _
69. 6
31. 88
----~---

14

2
8
1
11

8
2
2

7(?)

.-----~-~

The sections at both these localities show much
disturbance. At locality 1 the discordance in dip
between the Wells near by and the phosphatic shales
indicates a probable subsidiary fault associated with
the Limerock fault that marks the boundary of the
graben. The presence of the pebbly clay is an
unusual feature if it and the overlying phosphate
beds are in place, as they seem to be. The clay
may represent the basal member of the series here
or some higher bed not elsewhere identified. The
section shows a total of 2 feet 5 inches of phosphate
with a clay parting 2 inches thick, and the average content for the phosphate beds is 67.3 per cent tricalcium
phosphate, the average being weighted according to
the thickness of the respective beds.

1

I

At locality 2 the phosphate rock is so shattered
and contorted that its attitude is not clear, and some
of it at least is not in place, for it fingers out into
the overburden. The total thickness of the phosphate
rock as measured is 6 feet 3 inches, but doubt about
the attitude of the beds. makes this figure of little
value~ The weighted average for samples 1 to 3 is
64.7 per cent tricalcium phosphate, which is somewhat
lower than the figure obtained by using hand-picked
material. (Sample 4.)
In spite of the poor. showing at these two openings,
a bed of phosphate comparable in thickness and
quality to that observed in neighboring tQwnships
should perhaps be found in this township at localities
where the beds have not been exposed to such dis-
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turbing and disintegrating influences. Unfortunately
. these areas are all underlain by basalt of unknown
thi~kness. The structure is complex. Without systematic drilling little can be told of the distribution
and quality of this hidden phosphate, and the probable
presence of the Bannock overthrust benea.th the
township would tend to discourage expensive exploration by introducing the possibility that the phosphate may be cut out by this fault at greater or less
depths.
Although '200 acres, distributed in three areas, as
shown in Plate 42 are classified as phosphate land
because of the actual showing of phosphate rock,
commercial development of the possible phosphate
resources of this township seems remote. No estimate
of its possible tonnage is attempted.
T.

I)

S., R. 41 E.

General features.-This township lies mostly in the
Henry quadrangle, but includes a strip about 1 Yz
miles wide in the southern part of the Cranes Flat
quadrangle (pIs. 2 and 3). Wilson Ridge projects into
the northeastern part of the township and Pelican
Ridge into the eastern and southeastern parts. The
northern ~xtension of Reservoir Mountain occupies the
southwestern part. The rest of the township, which
comprises nearly two-thirds of its area, lies in the
Blackfoot lava field, which is surmounted in section 14
by a former volcano, called Crater Mountain, and is
partly flooded by the Blackfoot River Reservoir.
The township is 20 miles or more from the railroad,
but is connected by fairly good roads with Soda
Springs, Fort Hall, and Blackfoot, shipping points on
the Oregon Short Line Railroad.
Geology.-The stratigraphic section includes beds
that range in age from the Brazer limestone to the
Thaynes group, besides Quaternary sediments and
basalt. The Phosphoria formation is exposed only in
sections 19, 20, 29, and 30. The post-Phosphoria beds
are exposed chiefly in the southwestern and southeastern parts of the township, but the Woodside enters
section 12 from the southeast.
Wilson and Peiican Ridges have generally anticlinal
structure and form parts of the Snowdrift anticline
that are offset from each other by the Little Gray
fault. The western extension of Pelican Ridge contains part of .the Georgetown syncline, which is broken
by norm'al faults. An anticline concealed largely by
basalt probably lies west of this syncline and is 'more
or less broken by faulting. ' The Wells ledges in sec~
tions 19, 20, and 29 are believed to represent the northern extension of this anticline. The Reservoir syncline
lies immediately. west of this fold. The faults in this
part of the township are described on page 164.
The structure of Wilson and Pelican Ridges and of
Reservoir Mountain is illustrated in the geologic'
structure sections drawn along the lilies E-E', F-F',
and G-G' (pI. 11).

Phosphate deposits.-In 1916 the survey party
trenched and sampled the phosphatic shales in sections
19,20, and 29, which had not hitherto been prospected.
They dug three trenches, in the SE. ~ SE. ~ sec. 19,
near the north end of the exposed belt of phosphatic
shales. The first of these trenches, which was near the
Wells ledges, was abandoned because of the thickness
of the overburden, which proved to be about 4 feet.
T~e'second, 93 feet N. 30° W. from the first and about
on the same strike with it, was also abandoned for the
same reason. The third, which was 86 feet S. 28° W.
from the first, was 26 feet long and 2 feet deep (maximum depth); its western end was close to the Rex
chert. This trench was mainly iD: overburden, but at
its eastern end some broken pieces of brown shaly
sandstone were exposed.
Another group of three trenches was dug 'in sections
20 and 29 'nearly on the section line and. at distances
that ranged from 800 to 1,000 feet from the section
corner. The first of these trenches, which was the
one from which the sample was taken,' was about
1,000 feet N. 84° E. of the section corner. It was 45Yz
feet long, 2 Yz feet wide, and 9 feet deep at the point
sampled (maximum depth). The average depth was
4 feet. The overburden was about 4 feet thick, and
the phosphate bed w~s at least 4 feet thick, somewhat
crumpled and shattered, and deeply weathered.
The phosphate was of medium oolitic texture, but
some beds were coarser, and some thin shaly partings,
largely obscured by weathering, were observed .. A
layer near the top, about 1 inch thick, composed of
oolitic phosphate, was reddish and somewhat shaly.
Much of the weathered phosphate had a brownish or
yellowish tinge. Ben~ath the phosphate was a yel~
lowish-brown clayey sandstone, about 1 foot of which
was exposed. The beds above the phosphate were
. not well exposed. The attitude of these beds varied
in places, but on the whole they were nearly horizontal
. or had a gentle westerly dip.
.
, Two samples were taken from the 4-foot bedj the
. first represented the upper 2 feet and the second the
lower 2 feet as picked do"wn from the side of the trench.
Sample No. 1 contained 26.33 per cent P 20 5 , equivalent to 57.4 per cent Ca3(P04)2~ Sample No.2 containe~ 31.67 per cent P 20 5 , equivalent to 69.1 per cent
Ca3(P04)2' A third sample selected from the harder
pieces across the 4-foot face of the bed contained
32.69 per cen~ P 20 5, equivalent to 71.4. per cent
C a3(P0 4)2"
'
The . second trench of this group' was 183 feet
S. 68° W. from the' first and was 18 feet long. It
ranged in depth from 6 inches to 4 Y2 feet and exposed
21 inches of brown shale with thin phosphatic seams.
The rest of the cut was in the overburden.
The third prospect was 20 feet S. 6° E. from the
second and 'was 28 feet long. Its lower end rested on
the Rex chert. Its maximum depth was about 4 feet.
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About 15 feet of the middle portion of this trench was
occupied by broken pieces of brown shaly sandstone,
the dip and strike of which were not clearly shown.
The rest of the cut was in the overburden.
The samples taken were not very satisfactory
because of the weathered and dirty condition of the
phosphate rock, but if the third sample be considered
representative of the fresher rock a ~ed at least 4 feet
thick and averaging 70 or more per cent tricalcium
phosphate may be assumed for this township. The
Hmitof depth for working such a bed under current
regulations is 3,000 feet. However, in T. 6 S., R.
41.E., a 5-foot bed averaging 70 per cent or more
tricalcium phosphate and two 2-foot beds averaging
about 61 per cent tricalcium phosphate were found.
For these beds the maximum limit of 5,000 feet depth
would be allowed. Similarly in T. 5 S., R. 42 E., the
equivalent of a bed 6 feet 10 inches thick and averaging about 60 per cent tricalcium phosphate was found,
for which a limit of 4,500 feet depth would be allowed.
The area in the southwest part of the township is
closely related to that in T. 6 S., R. 41 E., and the
area in the southeastern part is the northwestward
continuation of that in T. 5 S., R. 42 E. In view
of the showing in these other townships it would seem
fair to allow for this township a maximum depth limit
of at least 4,500 feet.
Estimate of tonnage.-The area classified as phosphate land in T. 5 S., R. 41 E., is 2,680 acres. (See
pI. 42.) If the phosphate is assumed to be equivalent to a ,572-foot bed averaging about 70 per cent
tricalcium phosphate, and if the general dip is ass:umed
to average about 30°, this area would contain more
than 59,291,000 long tons of high-grade phosphate
rock.

I

T. 6 S., R. 41 E.

Generalfeatures.-T. 6 $., R. 41 E., is situated near
the middle of the Henry quadrangle (pI. 3)
and lies chiefly in the Blackfoot lava field, which is
here largely flooded by the waters of the Blaekfoot
River Reservoir. The western third, however, is
Dlostly upland and repr'esents a large part of Reservoir
Mountain. The lava field laps around the southern
end of the mountain and projects into the adjoining
township. Railroad facilities are 15 miles or more
away, and the nearest shipping points are Soda Springs.
Alexander, or Bancroft, on the Oregon Short Line
Railroad, to the south or southwest. Fair roads connect the township with these places.
Geology.-The older geologic formations of the township are the Phosphoria formation, the Woodside shale,
and the Thaynes 'group. The Salt Lake formation
and Quaternary beds are well represented. A consideJ'able area of travertine occurs in section 1. The lavas
are mostly basalt, some of it in the form of cones
with craters. Two of the islands in the reservoir,
however, are composed of rhyolite. Detailed strati-
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graphic sections of the Woodside and Thaynes in this
township are given on pages 87 and 89.
The 'structure of Reservoir Mountain is apparently
that of a broad and relatively deep syncline with the
west limb overturned eastward. (See pI. 36, A.)
The east limb is probably down faulted and partly concealed beneath basalt. The syncline is offset in sections 19 to 21 by the Pelican fault. The northeast
corner of the township is crossed by a concealed fault.
The rocks beneath the lava field may be traversed by
faults or deep fractures, which have had some influence upon the outflow of the lava and the location of
the cones. The structural features of Reservoir
Mountain are illustrated in the geologic structure section drawn along the line F-F'; those of the northeastern corner are suggested by the structure section along
the line G-G' (pI. 11).
Phosphate deposits.-The Phosphoria formation is
exposed only in sections 19, 20, 29, and 30, where it
occurs in an anticline that is truncated by the Pelican
fault and offset westward on the north side of the fault.
In 1916 the Geological Survey party prospected and
sampled the phosphatic shales in the NE. 7.;t NE. 7.:t
sec. 30. Prior to that time no phosphate prospecting
had been done in the township. A trench 4772 feet
long and 372 to 4 feet deep (maximum depth 5 feet)
was dug at approximately right angles to the strike.
The entire prospect was in phosphate rock, which was
contorted near the middle and from tbatpoint eastward had an eastward dip, conforming with the slope
of the ground. The minimunl thickness of the phosphate,7 feet 1 inch, was obtained by measuring a
portion of the beds that had a fairly uniform dip of
60° to 67° E. The rock was so weathered and dirty
that individual beds could not be measured.
Three samples were taken at the place of measurenlent: S~mple 1, which represented the lower 2 feet,
contained 28 per cent P 20 S ' equivalent to 61.1 per
cent Ca3(P04)2; sample 2, which represented the next
2 feet, contained 32.36 per cent P 20 S, equivalent to
70.6 per cent Ca3(P04)2; sample 3, which represented
the upper 3 feet 1 inch, contained 32.43 per cent
(P20 5), equivalent to 70.7 per cent Ca3(P04)2'
A fourth sample which represented 2 feet 2 inches
of gently dipping phosphate near the east end of the
trench and possibly represented' a higher horizon, contained 27,.95 per cent P 20 5 , equivalent to 61.0 per
cent Ca3(P04)2. The bed represented by samples 2 and
3 ,has a total thickness of 5 feet 1 inch, for which the
depth limit under current regulations would be 4,000
feet. Samples 1 and 4 represent beds for which an
additional depth of lnore than 1,000 feet would be
allowed. Hence, for this township the maximum
depth limit of 5,000 feet is assumed.
Estimate of tonnage.-From structure section F-F'
it appears that the area in which Woodside shale is
exposed plus a small area underlain by beds of the
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Thaynes would contain phosphate at depths less than
5,000 feet. Similarly from structure section G-G'
the area northeast of the fault in section 1 would be
considered phosphate-bearing. The area occupied by
basalt and by the waters of the reservoir is quite
possibly underlain in part by phosphate within the
limit of workable depth, but without drilling the location
of this phosphate could be determined only in a very
indefinite way. Moreover, the basalt presents such
an obstacle to mining, when the greater accessibility
of other areas is considered, that the exploitation of
the phosphate beneath it seems very remote. Such
areas are therefore omitted in the computation of
tonnage. On this basis 4,000 acres in this township
have been classified as phosphate land. (See pI. 42.)
If the phosphate beds named are assumed to be
the equivalent of a 6-foot bed containing 70 or more
per cent tricalcium phosphate and if the g~neral dip
is assumed to average 30°, 4,000 acres would contain
approximately 96,383,000 long tons of high-grade
phosphate rock:
The most favorable point of entry is the locality
prospected in the SW. U NE. U sec. 30.
T. 7 5., R. 41 E.

T. 7 S., R. 41 E., is in the southern part of the
Henry quadrangle (pI. 3), and is part of the Blackfoot
lava field. Its northern boundary is a correction line
that cuts off a strip about 0.3 mile wide from the
northern tier of sections. With the exception of some
hills in the northwestern part, which are underlain
by Tertiary and Quaternary beds, the whole township
is underlain by igneous rocks, chiefly basalt, though
they include part of the big rhyolitic cone known as
China Hat. Several basaltic cones ar~ 11.1RO RCfl.t,t.ered
over the lava field.
Be;neath the basalt in the southwest half of the
township rocks older than the phosphate would probably be found, but in the northeast half the phosphatic shales and younger rocks may be present.
However, the basalt, which is probably several hundred feet thick, presents an obstacle that will doubtless delay indefinitely any exploration and development of the phosphate.
As this land is being rapidly taken up in homesteads
and converted into dry farms it seems more valuable
for its agricultural than for its mineral resources.
Therefore none of this township is held as phosphate
land and no ,estimate of its possible tonnage is
attempted.
T. 4 5., R. 42 E.

Although lnost of T. 4 S., R. 42 E., lies in the southeastern part of the Cranes Flat quadrangle (pI. 2), a
strip about 1 % miles wide lies in the adjoining unma.:;:>ped quadrangle to the east. The greater part of its
area lies in the Little Valley Hills, but on the east
parts of Outlet Valley and of Grays Lake are included
and the southwest corner is in the southern part of the
Willow Creek lava field.

The rocks are mostly postphosphate and so high in
the series that the phosphate, if not faulted out completely, must lie at too great depths to be considered
workable. In the southwestern part the Brazer limestone and Wells formation are exposed, together with
considerable areas of rhyolite. Sections 30, 31, and
32 are partly included in the, Meadow Creek graben
and nlay contain the Phosphoria and later formations,
but if so these are concealed by basalt and Quaternary
beds.
The fault zone of the Bannock overthrust passes
through,the township, and the overthrust itself is
believed to lie beneath it. The general structural
features of the township are illustrated in the geologic
structure section drawn along the line E-E' (pI. 11).
In view of the down-faulted character of the possible
phosphate-bearing area in sections 30, 31, and 32, the
fact that the Bannock overthrust may cut out some
of its phosphate, and the further fact that this area is
underlain by a thick layer of basalt, any commercial
development of its possible phosphate resources is
probably too remote to receive consideration at this
time. Therefore no land in this township is withdrawn
because of its content of phosphate, and no estimate
of the possible tonnage is attempted.
T. 5 5., R. 42 E.

General features.-Most of T. 5 S., R. 42 E., lies in
the northeastern part of the Henry quadrangle (pI. 3)
but includes strips nearly 1 % miles wide in the Cranes
Flat quadrangle on the north and the Lanes Creek
quadrangle on the east (pis. 2 and4). The northeastern
part, including section 1 and parts of sections 2, 11,
and 12, lies in an area not yet topographically and
geologically mapped, though some of its general features are known. The Little Valley Hills occupy parts
of the northern tier of sections, but Pelican Ridge in
the southwestern part, Little Gray Ridge in the northeastern part, Grays Lake in the northeast corner, and
the valley of Meadow Creek between the two ridges
named are the principal topographic features. The
valley of Meadow Creek occupies parts of the Willow
Creek and Blackfoot lava fields. Pelican Slough is a
broad marsh at the lower end of this valley.
The township lies nearly 20 miles from the Oregon
Short Line Railroad at Soda Springs, the nearest E?hipping point; but fair roads connect it with that place
and with regions farther north and northeast.
Geology.-Beginning with the Brazer limestone the
Carboniferous and Lower Triassic formations are present up to and including the Thaynes group. The,
Ephraim conglomerate is exposed in section 2. The
Phosphoria formation is represented only by a smal1
area in section 29. The Woodside sh~le occurs in two
bands, one on each side of the more prominent member of Pelican Ridge. The Thaynes group occupies a
broad area in the southwestern part and two isolated
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knobs in sections 16 and 17. Basalt 'and Quaternary
beds occupy much of the valleys of Meadow Creek
and of Grays Lake.
The geologic structure of the township is complex
and includes two anticlines and two synclines, each
broken by longitudinal faults and the whole broken by
two great transverse faults. The anticlines occur in
Little Gray and Pelican Ridges and represent respectively parts of the Little Gray and Snowdrift anticlinesThe valley of Meadow Creek has probably synclinal
or synclinorial structure, the continuation of similar
structures farther southeast. This valley is also a
down-faulted block or graben, here called the Meadow
Creek graben, bounded by the Chubb Springs and
Limerock faults. The Snowdrift anticline in Pelican
Ridge is part of an upfaulted block or horst, bounded
by the LiInerock and Enoch Valley faults. It formerly
had fan structure, to judge fr0111 the arrangement of
the Phosphoria beds on its west flank. West of this
anticline lies a broad syncline broken by faults and
with its east limb overturned westward. This syncline
represents the northward continuation of the Georgetown syncline. The Little Gray fault at the north end
TABLE

of Pelican Ridge and the Pelican fault at the south end
are transverse faults that offset all the other structural
features named and cause the ridges of Carboniferous
rocks to stand farther apart in the space between these
two faults than they do either to the northwest or the
southeast.
The structural features above described are illustrated in the geologic structure sections drawn along
the lines E-E' and G-G' (pI. 11). They are shown by
name on the general map (pI. 1).
Phosphate deposits.-In 1916 the survey party dug a
trench and sampled the phosphate beds in section 29,
which had not hitherto been prospected. The trench
was 1572 feet long, across the strike of the beds, 272
feet wide, and 7 feet 7 inches deep (maximum depth).
The overburden at the eastern end was about 4 feet
thiclc The beds were overturned southwestward, and
a ledge of the underlying limestone, uppermost Wells,
about 10 feet up the slope from the east end of the
trench, had a strike of N. 81 ° W. and a dip of 30° N.
9° JD. The section as exposed and the chemical determinations made upon the samples collected are give~
in Tahle 43.

43.-Partial section of phosphatic shales in the NW. 'U SE. 'U sec. 29, T. 5 S., R. 42 E.

-------- ---_._--- ------------------------;-------;,....-----.,.---l?iold No. of
spoclmon

Equivalent to
Caa(P04)J

Thickness

~----·--------I---I---I---

I Per cent
Per cent
M-60-16 _______ Fractured material, consisting of phosphate and clay with no distinct bed- ___________________ _
ding but forming a dark or black powdery or clayey mass as far down as
excavated; probably represents reduplication of portions of the main bed
by folding, faulting, and mashing.
'
Phosphate rock, broken, earthy, and more or less mipgled with clay __________________________ _
Sn,mplc 4_ __ _ __ _ Phosphate rock, brown, medium oolitic],. beds ~ to % inch thick; includes
25. 92
56. 6
clay streak (infiltration or shear zone-f) 1 to 4 inches thick, turning down
slightly across the dip.

brown,
~~~~~~~l:
~~~~-_-=~ ====Limestone,
==~~== ====drab===to=====
==== weathering
== =========to==clay
====______________________________________________
~ =====~ ===========~ ====== ~g:27. 40~g. 59.~~: ;9 _
Sn,mplc L_ _ _ _ __ Phosphate rock, brown, thin bedded, medium to finely oolitic_ _________ ___
=

Limestone, dark, thin bedded, slightly fetid ________________________________________________ _

Ft. in.
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1
2

7
1

1

8

1 S
3

1 5
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The section shows a bed of phosphate rock '5 feet 5
inches thick, which averages 59.5 per cen't tricalcium
phosphate, and a bed 1 foot 5 inches thick, which averages 59.9 per cent tricalcium phosphate, separated by
a limestone bed 3 inches thiclc These two beds considered together would make a bed 6 feet 10 inches
thick, averaging about 60 per cent tricalcium phosphate. Probably the disturbed condition of the beds
and their exposure to infiltered dirt accounts in part
for their lower phosphatic content. The limit of depth
for such a bed under the current regulations "of the
Geological Survey is about 4,500 feet.
Estimate of tonnage.-From structure section G-G'
(pl. 11) it is inferred that the line indicating a depth of
4,500 feet would pass from about the southeast corner
of sec. 32 through the NW. U NW. U sec. 31 and that
in the Thaynes and Woodside areas northeast of that
line the phosphate would lie at greater depths. Similarly it is inferred that the 4,500-foot line would lie

along the east base of the hills of Woodside shale that
extend southeastward from section 7 and that only the
area between the Limerock fault and that line would
contain phosphate within the limit of depth. These
hills were not included in the earlier withdrawals, and
in view of the steepness of the dip and the rapidity
with which the phosphate beneath the hills approaches
the limit of depth it has not been considered advisable
to recommend the withdrawal· of this area. The
Meadow Creek graben may contain phosphate within
the 4,500-foot limit" but this phosphate is excluded
fronl consideration because of the cover of basalt,
which even that part overlain by alluvium probably
possesses. This cover with little doubt will prevent
for an indefinite period exploration or commercial
development of any supposed phosphate beneath it.
From these data 600 acres in this township are classified as phosphate land.
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If we assume for purposes of computation that a
6-foot bed with a dip estimated to average at least
30° lies beneath an area of 600 acres, this township
would contain about 14,300,000 long tons of highgrade phosphate rock. This estimate is undoubtedly
conservative. The most favorable place of entry is
the SE. U sec. 29.
T. 6 S., R. 42 E.

General features.-T. 6 S., R. 42 E., lies chiefly in the
Henry quadrangle but contains also some adjacent
land in the Lanes Creek quadrangle (pIs. 3, 4).
The northeastern and northern parts are occupied by
portions of Pelican Ridge and -of Grays and Wooley
Ranges, but the remainder of the township is included
in the Blackfoot lava field, and is partly flooded by the
Blackfoot River Reservoir. The geologic formations
are described in detail in Chapters III and IV. The
geologic structure is shown in part in the structure
sections drawn along the lines G-G' and H-H' (pI. 11).
The basis of the withdrawals is the presence of phosphate and postphosphate rocks in the northeastern and
northern parts of the township, except in the very
northeast corner. Tho southwestern part, though
underlain by basalt, includes on' the southwest side of
the concealed fault the northwestern extensions of
structural features favorable for the preservation of
phosphate beds at depths that are thought not to be
excessive as regards workability.
Geology.-A single band of the .Phosphoria formation extends from the SE. U SE. ~ sec. 24 to the
NE. ;!..i SE. U sec. 10. The continuity of the band
is interrupted by lava at the point where Little Blackfoot River breaks through the ridge. The Rex chert
member, which shows both the massive cherty facies
and the flinty shale facies, is about 450 feet thick and
the phosphate shales about 150 feet thick. The Woodside shale and the Thaynes group occupy ridges northeast of the Phosphoria formation and also the islands,
which have become peninsulas by the lowering of the
surface of the reservoir. Broad valleys with older
Quaternary deposits lie between the ridges, and southwest of the Phosphoria belt the high ridge is composed
ofoider Carboniferous rocks. A deposit of travertine
covers many acres in and west of sections 10 and 15,
including. the site of the village of Henry and some
adjacent territory. The travertine lies in part'on the
basalt and is perhaps' still in the process of formation.
The principal structural features of the township,
which affect the occurrence and distribution of the
phosphate beds, are parts of the Georgetown syncline
and the Wooley Valley anticlme, described on pages
142 and 143. The basalt-covered area includes also
the northern extension of the Tr'ail Creek syncline and
of several minor folds. The principal faults are the
Henry, which is reverse, and the Enoch Valley, Slug
Valley, and Pelican faults, which are normal, and the
Pelican is also a transverse fault.

I

Phosphate dep·osits.-The phosphate beds are not
naturally exposed within the township, but float lies
along the outcrop of .the beds on the northeast side of
the main ridge. Prior to the visit of the' survey party
in 1912 no opening had been made in these beds.
In 1912 the survey party made a cut across the
phosphate shales in the NE. ;!..i SE. U sec. 10: This
cut was one of three cuts made under a special allotment by the Geological Survey; the other two were
made in sec. 7, T. 7 S., R. 43 E., and sec. 26, T. 6 S.,
R. 43 E., respectively. The cut in sec. 10, T. 6 S.,
R. 42 E., was 350 feet long, 6 to 7 feet wide, and 4Y2
feet deep. It was necessary to make the cut slightly
oblique to ,the general strike .of the formation, but
allowance for this is made in the measurement of the
section. The overburden was relatively thin, so that
it was possible to get information concerning the character of nearly the entire phosphatic shale member.
The details of the section are included in Table 44.
The thickness given for the phosphatic shales' in
the ab'ove table, 175 feet 9 inches, is perhaps subject
to some correction because of variability in strike and
dip of the rocks exposed in the cut. Allowance for
these differences was' duly made, however, and the.
result checks well with the figures obtained in the cut
in sec. 26, T. 6 S., R. 43 E., where a'thickness of 176
feet 6 inches was obtained.
The thickness of the main phosphate bed near the
base seems to be well maintained, for there is a practically continuous bed 6 feet 6 inches thick. The
analyses show an average content of 62.04 per cent
tricalcium phosphate. The quality of the rock appears
to be somewhat poorer than that sampled in the townships to the west and south. This difference in quality
may be in part due to the fact that the rock is much
broken and may contain infiltered dirt. Doubtless
also there may be some deterioration in quality, for
shaly seams and some sandy material are noted in the
section. ~ccording to the survey regulations, the
limit of workable depth of a bed of this thickness and
character is 4,000 feet.
Estimate of tonnage.-:-Structural relations in the
township. to the south seem to indicate that a phosphate-bearing syncline underlies part if not all of the
lava-covered area, in the western half of the township.
The best available data indicate that such rock would
correspond in thickness and quality with the rock
exposed in this and neighboring townships. In view
of the extensive cover of lava, however, any recovery
of phosphate in that area would be indefinitely delayed,
so that it is deemed best not to attempt any estimate
of the phosphate content of this part of the township.
Lands in that area previously withdrawn have been
restored for entry.
'
The area classified as phosphate land contains
6,560 acres. The general dip of the rocks is as much
as 20°. Under the conditions above outlined 6,560
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Field No. of
speeimell

44.-Section across the phosphate shales in the NE. USE. U sec. 10, T. 6 S., R. 42 E. Boise meridian

I

I

M-a,r55,"·12 __ '- ___ Chert (base of Rex) oo~itic and somewhat sandy, with a few discinoid fragments.
Shale, brown, broken ____________________________________ ~ ___________
Sandstone, brown, broken, and partly covered with 'calcareous coating ______
Phosphatic shales and shales only slightly phosphatic _____________ .:. _-'- ____
Yellow earthy zone _______________________________________ .., __________
Phosphate
rock, much
broken, in beds ~ inch thick, medium to fine oolitic __
Yello\vearthyzone
_______________________________________________
~_-

I

Phosphate r<1ck, medium
in beds ~ to 1~ inches thick in fragments
sample 4oolitic,
____________________________________________
coated white;
Sandstone and shale, brown to black, much broken al?-d coated with calcite
near the top; nodule 2 feet in diameter noted, fine shale at top __________
Covered zone- with fragments of brown nodular sandstone ________________
Shale,
chiefly cherty
thin-bedded
and brown, somewhat nodular, and near the base
apparently
_________________________________________________
Sandstone, broken, with some shale, all in broken pieces _________________
Earthy zone, consisting chiefly of broken brown shale and some thin frag. ments
fetid limestone, all streaked and covered with
white calcareous
coatingof_______________________________________
__________________

P206

E<t:uivalent to
aa(PO.h,

'rhickness

-- -_ ...... _Per cent

Per cent

Ft. in.

11

---------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- - -- -'- -- - ----------- ------------------- ---------32. 75

27
1
1

71. 50

2
6
6
8

---------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ----------

10
6

6
6

10
7

6
6

---------- ------------------- ------------------- ---------Limestone, brown, sandy, fetid, and much broken _______________________ ---------- ------------------- ---------Shale and phosphate rock, broken and weathered to black earth 'with white
calcareous streaks; pass upward into broken shale ______ ._______________ ---------- ---------Sandstone, brown, calcareous, in broken' beds ~ to 3 inches thick and coated
\vith calcite ____________________________________________________.___
---------Shale, brown, in beds' ~ to ~ inch thick, much broken __________________ ---------Limestone, sandy, weathering yellow __________________________________ ---------- ---------Limestone, brown, fetid ______________________________________________ ---------- ------------------- ---------Shale, brown, much broken and containint two or three thin beds of dark

7
6

6
6
8

2
2

3

~

limestone coated with CaCO s and CaC 3. P20s.n(H20)? (collophanite) i
gastropods found in one piece of shale _________ ~ _____________________
Earthy black soil, apparently a mixture of weathered phosphate and shale
with phosphate predominating ______________________________________
J...imestone, fetid, dark brown to black; some pieces coated with CaCOa and
collophanite? and the whole mass partly exposed and broken ___________
Broken zone, chiefly brown shale, like above ____________________________
Shale, brown, somewhat phosphatic and containing at least two beds of
phosphate 2 inches thick ___________________________________________
Phosphate rock in beds ~ inch to 2 inches thick; black, weathering brown,
with thin shaly seams, finely to medium oolitic. Thicker beds, sprinkled
with sandy yellow spots; beds broken:
'
Sample 3 represents lower ________________________________ -:- _______
Sample 2 represents middle _______________________________________
Sample 1 represents upper _______________________________________ Broken rock chiefly fragments of. brown. shale with some pieces of underlying limestone; chert of the underlying limestone and soiL ____________

3
2
3

6
11

---------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ---------27.21
31. Q1
26. 84

I

3
19
5
3

59. 42
68. 12
58.58

---------- ----------

acres underlain by a bed 6 feet 6 inches thick would
yield about 159,706,000 long tons.. The rock lies at
depths that range from the surface to 4,000 feet below
the surface. Most of the rock is probably below
ground-water level, and some' of it is under a basaltic
cover. These facts woUld have a notable effect on
the cost of mining operations.
T. 7 S., R. 411 E.

.

General Jeatures.-The' north boundary of T. 7 S.,
R. 42 E., is a correction line, which cuts off a strip
about 0.3 mile wide from the northern tier of sections:·
The township occupies adjacent p'arts of the Henry
an4 Lanes Creek quadrangles (pIs. 3 and 4). It lies
lnostly in the Blackfoot lava field, but in the eastern
half it includes parts of the Aspen Range and the Fox
IIills and is crossed by Blackfoot River. The northwestern part is overlapped by the Blackfoot River

6

1

2
2
2
,

6

20

175

.

6

2

Shale, brown, broken and containing some phosphate, all badly weathered __
Yellow, powdery, earthy zone _________________________________________
Shale,
much iron-stained, beds ~ inch thick with 3-inch cherty
layerblack,
at topbroken,
______________________________________________________

"

-------

9

Reservoir, south of which stand three large volcanic
cones that form striking topographic features. (See
pIs. 3'and 33, 0.) The geologic structure is shown in
part in the structure sections drawn, along the lines
I-I' and K-K' (pI. 11); the line K-K' is drawn across
the Aspen Range about· haIfa mile south of the
township.
Geology.-The Phosphoria formation occurs only in
two 'areas. The first is a band, interrupted by faulting,
that extends from the SW. 34 SE. 34 sec. 35 to the
NE. 34 NE. 34 sec. 22. The other area occupies portions of sections 12 and 13. The Rex chert member'
is represented chiefly by the flinty shale and is about
450 feet thick. The phosphatic shales are about 150·
to 175 fe'et thick. The Woodside shale and Thaynes
group occupy ridges between the Phosphoria formation and the eastern boundary of the township.
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Quaternary deposits occupy valley floors and long
slopes that descend from the ridges. Travertine
covers large areas within this township, especially
from the vicinity of Doull's ranch, in the center,
southward along the west flank of the Aspen Range.
These deposits accompany springs that are still active
and were once in all probability thermal. Deposition is probably still in progress, though at a less
rapid rate than formerly. The thickness of the basalt
is not known, but in section 3 it is greater than 400
feet, including a minor ash bed. One of the best
exposures is in the gorge of Blackfoot River in section
14. (See pI. 18, B.) The cones in the northwest
corner are rhyolitic.
The principal structural feature associated with the
occurrence and distribution of the phosphate is the
Trail Creek syncline, with which are associated some
Ininor folds and faults. Overturning is noted locally
along the west border of the syncline. rhe Blackfoot
fault, a transverse overthrust, enters the township
from the east but passes beneath the cover of the
basalt. The Bannock overthrust also probably underlies the township. A subordinate thrust fault
between the Woodside shale and the Thaynes group
enters the southeast corner of the township and a normal fault passes along the west base of the Aspen
Range.
Phosphate deposits.-The phosphatic shales are not
naturally exposed in this township, although float of
phosphate rock lies along the general line of outcrop of
the shales. At the time of the visit of the Geological
Survey party in 1912 no opening in the shaJes had been
made, although in the SW. 7.4: SE. 7.4: sec. 35 a claim
corner was found relating to a claim location by Brown,
Perkins & Berch, under the placer and lode laws. The
dimensions of the claim are 1,500 by 600 feet.
The nearest measured sections of phosphate rock are
in sec. 7, T. 7 S., R. 43 E., and in secs. 23 and 25, T.
8 S., R. 42 E., which are given in detail in the descriptions of those townships.
.- From the data above mentioned it seems fair to
assume that the phosphate rock of this township is of
high grade, and probably contains at least 32 per cent
phosphorus pimtoxide, equivalent to about 70 per cent
tricalcic phosphate, and that the main phosphate bed
is probably as much as 6 feet thick. According to survey regulations, the depth limit for withdrawal of phosphate rock of this grade is 5,000 feet.
Estimate oftonnage.-The geologic structure in neighboring districts suggests that a considerable part of the
basalt-covered area may be underlain by phosphate
within the limit of depth imposed by existing regulations. The position and character of this phosphate,
however, can not be determined without expensive
drilling through the basalt. Any recovery of this phosphate will undoubtedly be indefinitely delayed. Such
land is already being taken up in homesteads and

seems on the whole more valuable for its agricultural
than for its mineral resources. Hence, only 5,120 acres
in this township are now held as phosphate land. The.
beds are not horizontal but have dips that average at
least 20°. Under these conditions a 6-foot bed that
~nderlies 5,120 acres would yield about 114,850,000
10nO'b tons of high-grade phosphate rock. The depth
of
•
•
the rock in the southeast quarter of the township IS
probably between 2,000 and 3,000 feet, but in sec. 12
and the NE. 7.4: sec. 13 it is probably less than 1,000
feet. Much of the rock is below the level of the ground
water. This fact would have a significan. bearing on
the cost of mining operations.
T. 8 S., R. 42 E.

General features.-Marginal portions of T. 8 S., R.
42 E., are included in the Henry, Lanes Creek, and
Slug Creek quadrangles (pIs. 3, 4, 6), but most of it lies
in an adjoining unsurveyed quadrangle. A special
map and brief description of the township have been
pUblished in an earlier report. 20 Plate 44 shows a
somewhat more detailed map. The eastern half of
the township lies in the Aspen Range and the western
half in the Blackfoot lava field, but in the western half
Threemile Hill, an isolated eminence, rises above the
basalt. Its origin is not well understood, but it may
represent a fault block similar in origin to the larger
fault block in the Henry quadrangle called Reservoir
Mountain.
Geology.-The oldest rocks exposed within the township are large boulders of Ordovician quartzite and
limestone, probably remnants of a fault block, which
overlie Triassic beds in Threemile Hill. These rocks
were at first regarded as Cambrian but upon later
examination were referred to the Ordovician. Possibly these boulders are remnants weathered out from
Tertiary conglomerate after the manner of some large
boulders that lie on hills east of the Portneuf Valley,
in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation,21 but in this
township no other such remnants were seem, and the
fault-block explanation is thought more probable,
especially in view of the fault relations in the area
farther south. Pennsylvanian rocks form numerous
hills in the southeastern part of the township and constitute much'of the high ridge near the eastern bord~r.
The Phosphoria formation occurs in a band along the
eastern side of this ridge and in curved bands on
some 0(' the other hills. The phosphatic sp.ale member has a .thickness of about 112 feet and the Rex
chert is 340· feet or more thick. The Rex in massive
ledges forms fine dip slopes. The W oodsideshale and
Thaynes group are the only Triassic formations
present, and the Thaynes group occurs. only in t~e
northeastern part of the township and ill Threemile
Hill. At Threemile Hill the red-bed member of the
20 Richards, R. W., and Mansfield, G. R., Preliminary report on a portion of
the Idaho phosphate reserve: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 470, pp. 402-405, 1911.
~l Mansfield, G .R. ,U. S Geol. Survey Bull. 713, p.lOO, 1920.
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Portnouf limestone (upper Thaynes) is present and
underlies the large boulders above mentioned.
The Tertiary sediments are composed of drab to
white limestones which vary in grain and degree of
conlpactness from loosely consolidated marly varieties
to a dense, nearly lithographic facies, which looks
older than Tertiary. All are assigned to the Salt Lake
formation, of supposed Pliocene age. Travertine
occurs in a number of areas, the largest of which is
Fonnation Spring, in sections 27, 28, 33, and 34.
I-Iere a large and elaborate group of basins has been
built. Back of the outer row of hills the canyons of
tho principal streams open into meadows occupied by
alluvium. The basalt is overlapped in part by the
travertine but is younger than the Tertiary beds.
The principal structural features with which the
phosphate is associated are the Trail Creek syncline
along the eastern border and a group of smaller folds,
both anticlines and synclines, most of which are broken
by faults. It is more usual for the phosphate to be
contained in synclines, but ,in sections 23 and 15 and
sections 11 and 2 it is contained in anticlines. In
section 2 the highest mountain in the township is
capped by an anticlinal arch of the chert, which immediately overlies the phosphatic shales. Threemile
I1ill contains both anticlines and synclines. By comparison with other areas of Triassic rocks of similar
constitution and area its structure as a whole is probably synclinorial, though this has not been worked
TABLE

out in detail. It occupies part of a great window in
the Bannock overthrust. (See p. 158.) The Bannock
overthrust enters the township on the south and an
irregular normal fault enters from the east. This
normal fault truncates two supposedly reversed faults
that enter from the south. The main structural
features that affect the exploitation of the phosphate
are shown in the structure section that accompanies
Plate 44.
Phosphate deposits.-Prior to 1920 the prospecting
in this tOW1lship was carried on mainly by open cuts,
and most of these are in the main phosphate bed near
the base of the shale. The beds in many places are
nearly horizontal and the rock is much broken and
jointed; elsewhere they are steeply inclined. In 1920
the Anaconda Copper Milling Co. began work on a
large tunnel in the NE. USE. U sec. 15, 'but when the
writer visited the locality on September 12, this tunnel,
which was being actively driven, had not cut through
the Rex. The most complete section obtained was
measured in 1910 in section 25 on the north side of
Trail Canyon. This section is given in Table 45; It
shows that 7 to ~O feet of high-grade phosphate rock
is included in the lower portion of the phosphatic shale.
A comparison of this section with others that have
been made by L. P. Brown in different parts of the
township shows that it may be considered typical.
The chert at the top is Rex and the limestones below
the lowest brown shale are Wells.

45.-Section of the Phosphoria and Wells formations in Trail Canyon, sec. 25, T. 8 S., R. 42 E.

l!'iokl No. or
spocimon

Equivalent to
Caa(PO.)s

Per cent

379-10 _______ _

Thickness

Per cent

Ft. in.

Chert, bluish black to gray, in heavy beds alternating with cherty shales _____ '______________ '___ _
Concealed by heavy chert talus _____________ '- ____________________________________________ _
Phosphatic rock, brown, medium to finely oolitic________________________
28.5
62.2
Hmestono, gray, shaly in middle ____________ !. ____________________________________________ _
Shale, brown rock __________________________ ____________________________________________ ..:
Phosphatic rock, brown, medium oolitic________________________________
31. 3
68.1
Shale, brown _________________________________________ .,;__ _ __ _________
18. 7
41. 2
Phosphatic rock, brown, weathers gray _______ ~ ______ ..:__________________
31. 5
68.8'
Phosphatic rock, brown, containing fossils ____ ,. ______________________ ~__
30.0
65.5
~

379-9 _________ _
379-8 _________ _
379-7 _________ _
379-6 _________ _
379-5 _________ _
379-4 _________ _
379-:3 _________ _ Phosphatic rock, brown,
==========
=======
== ===
= ==
========= == ==== ==== =====
coarsely
oolitic
______
.. =
_________________________
34.0
74.2
379-2 _________ _ Phosphatic rock, brown, medium oolitic ______ ~ ___ .:.,_____________________
33.3
72.7
379-1 _________ _ Phosphatic rock, brown, finely oolitic ________ ~ __________ -----'---------33.5
73.2
Shale, brown ____________________ ..: ______________ ..: _________ '______________________________ _
Wells:
Limestone, brownish gray, contains Productus and fucoid-like forms ___________________ .; ___ _
Chert, bluish black ___________________ .. _~ ____________________________________________ _
Limestone, gray, one bed_,- __________.__ ~ _.:. ____________________________________________ _
Limestone and ashy-gray chert alternating_~_,------------------------ ___________________ _
Limestone, gray to yellow, soft and in p~rt :artdY---- _--- -- -_-- -,- -- --- _ -- -- __ -- -- _-- -- __

~~:~::b~~~:~~====

~

~~: ~

:g: ~

---I

-

-,-----

:"

340
71 6
4
7 6
1
2 8
1 2
2 6
2 6
1 4
3 4
1
3
3
7
10
6
6
20
363

6

851

6

.--------------'---~----:----,-----.,-----.:...----~----!......----

Many of the sections measured by the survey were The details of these sections and the' analyses are
incomplete, owing to the caved condition of the pros~ . therefore omitted~
pects, and the samples obtained are unsa'tisfactory
A shipment of phosphate rock from the Agnes
because of the inclusion of soil in the joints of the claim, in the SE. U SW. U sec. 23, is reported to
broken phosphate, a condition that would undoubtedly have been made early in the summer of 1920 by
not exist where mining had been done more recently. ;Brown, Perkins & Co. This shipment, which is
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said to have consisted of 40 tons, is reported to 'have
contained 34.14 per cent of phosphorus pentoxide,
equivalent'to 74.6 per cent of tricalcium phosphate.
A check analysis of the buyer's sample by J. G. Fair~
child, in the laboratory of the United States GeoTABLE

logical Survey, showed 34.23 per cent of phosphorus
pentoxide. The prospect from which the shipment
was made was examined and the section shown in
Table 46 was measured.

46.-Section of phosphate bed in Agnes claim, in sec. 23, T. 8 S., R. 42 E.

Field No. of
specimen

P20a

Equivalent to
Caa(PO.)s

Per ce'llt

Per ce'llt

Thickness

M-536-4 _______
M-536-S _______
M-536-2 _______
M-536-1 _______

Phosphatic
Phosphatic
Phosphatic
Phosphatic

rock,
rock,
rock,
rock,

brownish gray, medium oolitic ________________________
brown to gray, fine to medium oolitic ___________________
brown, finely oolitic, slightly sandy _____________________
brown, fine to medium oolitic --------------------------

The prospect is located in the axial portion of a
small westerly overturned and faulted syncline, and
the apparent thickness of phosphate rock exposed in
the prospect is nearly twice that of the above section.
Estimate of tonnage.-The portion of the township
that is covered with basalt may be underlain in large
part by phosphate and postphosphate rocks, but it is
excluded from consideration because such a cover
renders practically impossible any early exploration
or development. of these areas. The phosphate
beneath ThreemiIe Hill lies so deep that it also is
excluded. In the eastern half of the township 8,320
acres are considered as phosphate land. The presence
of a 7-foot bed that contains 70 per cent of tricalcium
phosphate may be safely assumed. Horizontal beds
of such character and extent would yield approximately 203,840,000 long tons of phosphate rock. As
the beds are deformed at many places, such an assumption takes into account less than the actual content
of the beds, and the estimate may therefore be regarded
as conservative. The thickness of the overburden
does not greatly exceed 1,000 feet, and a large portion
of the phosphate is probably above the ground-water
level, as indicated by the altitude of the springs.
Anaconda Oopper Mining Oo.'s phosphate mines.Early in 1920 the Anaconda' Copper Mining Co.
acquired the phosphate properties of the Southern
California Orange Grove Fertilizer Co., in the vicinity
of Soda Springs, and began what promises to be largescale phosphate mining in this township. (See
fig. 27.)
C. E. Nighman, the company's superintendent at
Soda Springs, has given the following description of
the company's mines in The Anode {a company publication) for September, 1923. Mr. Nighman has
also been kind enough to indicate on the map, Plate
44, the location of the company's improvements.
Mines.-On the company's property there are two anticlines
with axes parallel to the mountain range. Due to erosion
along the top of the anticlines, there are three or more pronounced outcrops within the claim boundaries. The western
anticline, known as the Emma, isthe one along which work is
now being done.

28. 5
'33.5
33.0
33. 4

62.2
73. 2
72.1
73.9

Ft.

i'll.

2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1

8

4

The mines are opened through two adits which are about
one-half mile apart at the portals and about the same distance
underground. No.1, the portal of which is at an elevation of
6,256 feet, reaches the eastern leg of the Emma anticline about
2,300 fee~ from the entrance. It will later be driven about
6,500 feet in a northeasterly direction to the main east flank of
the easternmost anticline. Here backs from 300 to 1,300 feet
high will be obtained. No.2 ad it enters the western leg of the
Emma anticline about 750 feet from the portal.
The adits and the main drifts therefrom are identical in
construction. They 'are heavily timbered with lO-inch by
10-inch to lO-inch by 14-inch Oregon fir sets covered with
4-inch and 2-inch lagging and in common with all other drifts
or crosscuts are electrically lighted. These adits are the main
haulage and airways.
Main underground and all surface tracks are laid with 6-inch
by 8-inch ties and 60-pound steel rails on 36-inch gage. Standard railroad turnouts and switches are used. The standard
gradient is 0.5 per cent in favor of the loads. Main haulage
is done with two l6-ton General Electric storage-battery locomotives, which are completely equipped with air and hand
brakes, air-operated whistles, bell, and track sanders. The
locomotive can haul a 100-ton net load. In running, sidedump cars of lO-ton capacity are used. These have railroad
journals, and each is equipped with M. C. B. couplers and
hand brakes. Timber is hauled on large flat cars of similar
design. These cars as well as the smaller ones used in development were designed by the mechanical department and were
built in the company's foundry at Anaconda. Because of the
width and length of the rolling stock the main haulageways are
very large, being 9 feet wide and 10 feet 2 inches high inside
timber, and the minimum allowable radius of curvature is
150 feet.
Because of the limitations just named it is necessary during
development to follow the phosphate bed, which, since it is
highly inclined, appears like a vein or lode, with a smaner heading, which is the same size as the ordinary Butte drift and is
generally timbered in the same manner. In this work 25-pound
rails, animal haulage, and 2-ton roller-bearing side-dump cars
are employed. An shoveling on the ~ill is done mechanically,
two Armstrong shuveloders being used. (In the future slushers
will propably be employed for this purpose.)
Mter the heading has been driven several hundred feet, the
alignment is chosen, and the heading is enlarged to full size and
timbered and the light track replaced with the heavy rails and
ties above mentioned.
Three-compartment raises 100 feet apart are -run from the
sill or adit level to the top of the ore or surface. Sub or intermediate levels are driven from the raises at 100-foot intervals.
These drifts are small and almost entirely untimbered. As the
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backs on the Emma anticline are from 300 to 700 feet, there
may be as many as six of these intermediates.
Ventilation is natural but is aided by Sirocco fans in the
advance headings and in some raises. As 'the deposit is
thoroughly blocked out, all working places are cold, and the
air is fresh. There is practically no water underground, but
the ore is just moist enough to prevent the formation of dust.
Jackhammer-type drills, with and without air feed, are used
exclusively, and in the phosphate auger steel only is employed.
The ore being soft and friable, only low-grade dynamites are
used in blasting.
Up to the present underground work has been almost entirely
of n. development nature, but stoping will be started this fall.
Since the beginning of work about three years ago nearly 3
miles of drifts, crosscuts, and raises have been driven.
Mill.-Crushing and drying is the only treatment given the
rock at Conda.
From the mines the rock is hauled over trestles about '50 feet
high to the mill feed bin, the capacity of which is about 350
tons. From the feed bin it passes over shaking feeders to a
large grizzly, the oversize from which is crushed in a 12-inch
Traylor bulldog gyratory crusher. The grizzly undersize and
crusher product are then raised in a large continuous bucket
elevator and passed over a Mitchell vibrating screen. The
screen oversize is passed to a pair of 22-inch by 54-inch Anaconda rolls, the crushed product being reelevated to the vibrating screen. The screen undersize, which is less than threefourths inch in size, dumps directly into an intermediate bin
of about 50 tons capacity, from which it is evenly fed by an
apron conveyor to a Ruggles-Cole class A-12 rotating dryer.
The dryer is 7 feet in diameter and 45 feet long. The rock from
the dryer passes over a shaking discharge feeder to a housed
Link Belt company chain bucket elevator. The rock then
passes through a Vezin sampler to a system of belt conveyors
and trippers, which distribute it to pockets in the railroad storage bins. The larger of these bins, which has a capacity of
3,000 tons, is used for loading into open cars. The other bin,
whose capacity is 1,000 tons, is arra.nged to load b6x cars, an
Ottulllwa self-propelled electrically operated box-car loader
being used.
The mill also contains a Raymond Brothers impact pulverizer
in which a part of the dried rock may be re-treated.
The present capacity is 400 tons per day, but this can be
doubled by the addition of another dryer, the foundations for
which are in place.
The mill and bins framework are of timber. The feed bin is
steel-plate lined, while the railroad bins have gunite linings 4
inches thick on tl1e bottom, decreasing to about 2 inches at the
upper edge of the walls. All bins are housed in and have, in
common with the mill buildjng, gunite, walls. All machinery
is motor-driven, and bin gates are compressed-air operated.
Plant.-All plant buildings are located at the adit elevation,
or about 50 feet above the mill floor. There are completely
equipped carpenter, blacksmith, and machine shops, large
laboratory, locomotive-charging shed, refrigerating and coldstorage plant, and warehouse. All but the last are of frame
and gunite construction, and all are reached or entered by the
mine tracks.
Electric power is purchased from the Utah Power & Light
Co., which has a 9-mile 44,OOO-yolt branch transmission line to
Conda, where the voltage is changed to 2,200 in a modern
steel outdoor transformer station. Various small substations
further reduce the voltage from 2,200 to 110-220-440, as
required.
The power house, which is of steel and gunite construction,
contains all switchboards and recording meters. Here is also
located the 75-horsepower motor-generator set, which supplies
direct current for cht\rging the locomotives' batteries. This

building also contains a l,OOO-cubic foot Ingersoll-Rand short
belt-driven air compressor.
Railroad jacilities.-A branch of railroad about 8 miles long
connects Conda with the main line of the Union Pacific Railroad just east of Soda Springs. At Conda the main line track
extends nearly a half-mile beyond the mill to the empty storage
tracks, which can hold about 100 cars. Double loading tracks
lead back past the loading bins and over very large and accu-
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27.-Phosphate claims of Anaconda Copper Mining Co. in T.8 S., Rs. 42
and 43 E., and T. 9 S., R. 43 E. Published by courtesy of the company

FIGURE

rate track scales to the loaded storage tracks. All this trackage
has such a gradient that cars can be handled by gravity. A
branch track leads to the plant site at such elevation that
materials may be unloaded onto stock piles by gravity. A split
from the above branch leads over coal bins of about 400-ton
capacity. These bins are gunite-lined. In addition to the
above tracks there are wyes at Conda and at the main line, so
that trains may be turned in either direction as desired.
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Water system.-Water is obtained from three springs located
above and about 2 miles southeast of the plant. At each spring
there is a fenced reservoir. The water is brought to a 100,000gallon storage tank in a buried wood-stave pipe line. Highpressure wood and steel pipe lines convey the water to the
plant and town. At intervals along the line are'spaced gunite
houses containing hydrants, hose nozzles, and tools. The mine
is now being piped for fire protection.
Townsite.-The village of Conda lies about one-half mile
from the mine entrance. This is being laid out as a mode]
town. There are only eight houses per block, with a central
alley through which supplies are delivered and garbage or waste
removed and on which are located individual coal and wood
sheds. The main streets are 40 and 50 feet wide. Lots are
60 feet by 80 feet, giving room for gardens and lawns, which,
because of the rich phosphatic soil and notwithstanding the
high altitude and severe winters, produce extremely fine flowers,
fruits, and vegetables. At the recent Caribou County fair
about 15 first and second prize ribbons were given the Conda
community for flowers and vegetables. So far the company
has erected 28 handsome four-room-and-bath cottages. These
houses are modern in every respect, have electric light, running
water, sewer connections, and high-grade plumbing and lighting
fixtures. Rents are purely nominal and barely cover upkeep
expense. In addition there are 18, temporary cabins, superin- ,
tendent's residence and staff cabins, bunkhouse for about 110
men, offices, boarding house, and recreation hall. In the latter
are given religious services, dances, community parties, and,
twice weekly, motion pictures.
The community store occupies a large building adjoining the
ooarding house. This store is operated purely for the benefit
of the employees, twice annually all profits being returned to
them. In the three years of operation the amount returned
has run from 10 to 12 per cent of the value of the purchases.
A grade school has been conducted for two years. A modern
two-room school is now under construction and will be ready
for the fall term.
There are a number of private' garages as well as a large
company-owned one. In winter and during bad weather the
company runs a large White automobile bus over the railroad
tracks to and from Soda Springs. Employees are transported
free of charge.
Tennis courts and baseball diamond, together with fine fishing and small game hunting, afford additional recreational
opportunities.

Since the above statement was published stoping
has been ~n progress, and the company has been
producing phosphate rock on an expanding scale, as
may be judged by the increase in production officially
reported for the Western States. In 1922 four companies in the Western States produced 4,481 tons of
phosphate rock (Geological Survey figures). This
was before the mine at Oonda was fairly started. In
1925 there were again four producing companies in
the Western States, of which the Anaconda Oopper
Mining 00., at Oonda, was the largest. Production
for that year was 72,631 tons of phosphate rock
(Bureau of Mines figures). In a letter dated November 19, 1926, Mr. Nighman writes that the main
crosscut tunnel has been advanced to a point tibout
~.500 feet from the portal of adit No. l.
T. 9 S., R. 42:E.

General features.-T. 9 S., R. 42 E., has been described in an earlier repo:rt 22 but later work in the
13

Richards, R. W., and Mansfield, G. R.; U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 470, pp. 406-

407,1911.

general region has made desirable some changes in the
earlier statement. (S'ee pI. 45.) A narrow strip along
the eastern border lies in the Slug Oreek quadrangle.
(PI. 6.) The township embraces parts of five broad
physiographic features, namely, the Bear River Range,
Bear River Valley, Blackfoot lava field, Soda Springs
Hills, and Aspen Range.
Geology.-The oldest rocks, which are pre-Oarboniferous, are exposed only in the Soda Springs Hills,
which occupy part of section 6. They are believed
to underlie much of the western half of the township,
though there they are concealed by basalt and by
Tertiary and Quaternary sediments. Oarboniferous
rocks crop out in the northeastern part of the township
and ittclude the only exposures of phosphate rock.
Triassic rocks (Woodside) crop out only in sections
24 and 25, but abundant float of similar rocks in section 11 and adjoining sections probably indicates the
presence of the formation beneath the float. Indeed,
from relations in districts to the southeast and north
it seems probable that a relatively broad belt of Triassic rocks, illcluding Woodside shale and possibly
some beds of the Thaynes group, extends northwestward from sections 36 and 25 to sections 3 and 4,
though much of this area is occupied at the surface
by younger sediments. Oonsiderable areas in this
township are underlain by Tertiary beds that are
assigned to the Salt Lake formation, including both
the close-grained nearly lithographic limestones, which
are best seen in sections 3 and 4, and the soft marly
limestones and calcareous conglomerates,which are best
exposed south of Bear River. The area of tuffaceous
breccia between the two faults in section 11 and vicinity, which in the former report was referred to the
late Oretaceous, is now also referred to the Salt Lake
formation, more extended study of the general region
having shown that this formation includes beds of
white volcanic ash. The extensive deposits of travertine are a noteworthy feature. Quaternary sediments are associated with Wood Oanyon, Sulphur
oanyon , and Bear River. The basalt, which covers
much of the lower ground, is relatively fresh in app~arance. Well sections show it to be composed of
several flows of different thickness.
The northeastern part of the township lies in an
area of complex structure, which is described as a
whole on page 145. In the vicinity of the North
Fork of Sulphur Oanyon the Phosphoria formation is
caught in a syncline, overturned eastward and cut on
the east, south, and west by faults that are probably
reverse. ' The thrust fault in the canyon causes the
Phosphoria to overlie the Brazer with a contact dipping gently westward, which cuts out the phosphatic
shales in most of the eastern limb of the syncline.
South of the canyon a short normal' fault connects
this thrust fault with the reverse fault that forms the
eastern .boundary of the svncline. The structural
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relations in the canyon are shown in Figure 28. The
western fault in section 11, which is described in the
earlier report as normal, is now regarded as part of
the Bannock overthrust.
Phosphate deposits.-No prospects that showed
oolitic phosphate rock were found in the township in
1910, but one or two shallow openings had been made
in the phosphatic shales. Abundant float of the highgrade rock phosphate affords evidence of the presence
of the richer beds. The area underlain by Triassic
rocks presumably contains the phosphate beds at
depth.
Estimate of tonnage.-The quality of the rock
phosphate as inferred from the adjoining township is
on the average equivalent to 70 per cent tricalcium
phosphate, although the float rock would probably
show a higher content. The presence of a 6-foot
phosphate bed can fairly be assumed. The area west
of the concealed fault that extends northwestward
from section 35, though largely concealed by basalt
and Tertiary' or Quaternary sediments, is believed to
be underlain by prephosphate rocks. East of this
fault the rocks beneath cover are presumably in the

FIGURE 28.-Structural relations of tho Phosphoria and adjacent formations
In tho North Fork of Sulphur Canyon, T. 9 S., R. 42 E. Cpa, Phosphatic
shalos of Phosphoria formation; Cpb, Rox chert member; Cw, Wells formation; Cb, Brazer limestone

main of postphosphate age. The withdrawn lands,
however, are restricted to areas in which the Phosphoria formation actually crops out and to areas rather
clearly underlain by Woodside shale. On this basis a
total of 3,320 acres in this township is classified as
phosphate land. StlCh an area underlain by a horizontal 6-foot bed would contain approximately 69,720,000 long tons of high-grade phosphate rock.
Allowance for the dip of the beds would increase this
amount, but the uncertainties introduced by cover
and complicated structure tend to offset any such
increase. The amount given is regarded as a conservative estimate for the township. The estimated
tonnage is nowhere at much greater depth than 1,000
feet, and probably two-thirds of it lies within 500 feet
of the surface.
T. 10 S., R. 42 E.

A narrow strip of T. 10 S., R. 42 E., is included in
the Slug Creek quadrangle. (See pI. 6.) Most of the
township is in the Bear River Range, but the northeastern part lies in Bear River Valley. The southwest
half, so far as examined, is underlain by pre-Carboniferous rocks; the remainder is covered by the Salt Lake

formation and Quaternary beds. The B.annock overthrust (see pp. 15'5 to 158) enters the township near the
middle of its east border. The relations of this fault
to Triassic formations in Tps. 10 and 11 S., R. 43
E., suggest strongly that these rocks underlie the
Quaternary beds northeast of the fault in this township .. In view, however, of the extensive cover and
of the uncertainties of structure in the valley of Bear
River, none of this area is classified as phosphate land
under the regulations of the Geological Survey, .and
no estimate of tonnage is presented.
T. 5 S., R. 43 E.

General features.~A strip nearly 1 Yz miles wide
along the northern part of T. 5 S., R. 43 E., lies in an
area that has. not yet been mapped. There is little
likelihood, however, that this strip contains any workable beds of phosphate. The remainder of the township is in the northern part of the Lanes Creek quadrangle. Grays Range, together with its northern
member, Little Gray Ridge, occupies most of the
southwest half. The west flank of the Caribou Range
enters the northeastern part. Between these two
uplands lies a lowland drained by GI.'avel Creek, which
comprises the southern extension of the valley that is
occupied in part by Grays Lake.
The township is nearly 25 miles northeast of the
railroad at Soda Springs, the nearest shipping point,
hut fair roads connect it with that place and with the
regions to the northwest and southeast.
Geology.-The ·stratigraphic series extends from the
Madison limestone te the Quaternary, but there are
large ·gaps. No Triassic beds above the Thaynes are
exposed. The Jurassic is represented only by the
N'ugget sandstone in sec. 24 and the Cretaceous by
the Wayan formation in the northeastern part of the
township. The only Tertiary beds are those of the
Salt Lake formation. There are extensive areas of
alluvium and of hill wash, and basalt covers considerable territory in the eastern, southwestern, and north~
western parts. The Phosphoria formation is repre~
sented by a narrow belt of Rex chert in sections 30 and
29 and by a somewhat disGontinuous belt in sections 33
to 35.
The Bannock, overthrust crosses the township
mostly under cover northwestward from the SE. 7;,t sec.
24 and divides the township intootwo structural units.
The lower block at the northeast contains the Cretaceous beds, which have a generally synclinal structure.
The axis of the Williamsburg syncline probably crosses
the northeast corner. The upper block contains parts
of .the Little Gray anticline,. which in the southeast
corner is crossed by a transverse 'syncline, and the
Lanes Butte syncline. Both these folds are broken by
longit.udinal faults, includirig the Chubb Springs and
Limerock faults, which here outline the southern
extension of the Meadow' Creek graben, a :q.oteworthy
fault trough. The Chubb Springs fault is accom-
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panied by a subparallel fault, and between the two a
narrow block that contains Phosphoria and Woodside
beds is caught. The Lanes Butte syncline, which is
downfaulted in the graben, is broken just south of the
township by a thrust fault that brings lower Thaynes
and Woodside beds above upper Thaynes. The
Pelican fault, which offsets these longitudinal structures, enters the northwestern part of the township.
Most of the structural features outlined above are
illustrated in the geologic structure section drawn
along the line H-H' (pI. 11).
Phosphate deposits.-The phosphate beds in this
township had not been prospected at the tlffie of the
writer's visit in 1914, and no opening in them was
made by the survey party. In 1912, however, a cut
was made by the survey party in the phosphatic
shales in sec. 26, T. 6 S., R. 43 E., about 5 miles to the
south. This cut revealed the presence of a 7-foot bed of
phosph&te that averages more than 70 per cent tricalcium phosphate.
The cut made by the survey party in sec. 29, T. 5 S.,
R. 42 E., showed the presence of a bed nearly 7 feet
thick but of poorer quality. It seems reasonable
then to assume for this township a bed at least 6 feet
thick that has a content of about 70 per cent tricalcium phosphate. The limit of workable depth for such
a bed under current regulations is 5,000 feet.
Estimate of tonnage.-On the basis of the geologic
structure section H-H' (pI. 11) all the area underlain
by beds of the Phosphoria, Woodside, or Thaynes in
this township would contain phosphate at depths less
than 5,000 feet. The Bannock overthrust, however,
may cut out some of the phosphate in the deeper places,
though no provision for this is made in the structure
section. The structure beneath the alluvium drained
by Gravel Creek is unknown, except that the Phosphoria may be inferred to loop around the Woodside
area in section 26 and to pass beneath the bas'alt in
section 25. The broad alluvial area to the north may
contain a syncline with postphosphate rocks but, it
is excluded from consideration in the computation of
tonnage. The basalt-covered areas in this township
that contain phosphate could quite possibly be worked
from adjacent areas not so covered. They are therefore included in the comput~tion of tonnage. With
these allowances 4,880 acres in this township are considered as phosphate land. Such an area underlain
by a horizontal 6-foot bed of phosphate would contain
about 102,490,000 long tons of phosphate rock. Any
increment allowed for the dip may be offset by the
possibility of loss through the Bannock overthrust or
other faults. The estimate as given is believed to be
conservative.
T. 6 S., R. 43E.

General features.-This township forms part of the
Lanes Creek quadrangle (pI. 4) and includes parts of
Grays and Wooley Ranges and of Enoch and Ras-

mussen Valleys. These physiographic features are
described in Chapter II. The geologic formations are
described in detail in Chapter III, and the geologic
structure, which in the main forms part of the regional
structural features, is more fully described in Chapter
V. The classification of the phosphate lands, which,
as indicated on Plate 42, include a large proportion
of the township, is based on the wide occurrence of
phosphate and postphosphate rocks.
Geology.-The oldest rock formation exposed in the
township is the Brazer limestone (upper Mississippian)
in the southwest corner. Beds of the Wells formation
(Pennsylvanian) accompany these rocks and also form
a diagonal northwesterly band across the township.
The Phosphoria formation lies in bands along the
upper margins of the Wells formation. The phosphatic shales are 125 to 175 feet thick, and the Rex
chert member about 450 feet thick. All the Triassic
and doubtfully Triassic formations are represented
except the Wood shale. No higher formations have
been recognized except the Quaternary' sediments in
Enoch and Rasmussen Valleys. Basalt occurs here
and there along the borders of Enoch Valley.
The principal folds that contain phosphate are the
Lanes Butte syncline in the northeastern part and the
Georgetown syncline in the southwestern part. These
folds are separated by the Snowdrift anticline, which
forms a diagonal ridge through the center. The Wooley
Valley anticline enters the southwest corner of the
township. These large folds are not entirely simple
but are complicated by minor folds and by a number
of faults.
,The principal faults are the Limerock and Enoch
Valley faults, which lie respectively along the northeast and northwest flanks of the Snowdrift anticline
the Henry fault in the southwestern part of the Georgetown syncline, and the Wooley Ridge fault, which
enters the township in section 33. These folds and
faults in their relations to the phosphate beds are
illustrated in the geologic structure sections drawn
along the lines H-H' and I-I' (pI. 11).
Phosphate beds.-The phosphate beds are not naturally exposed within this township and prior to the
visit of the Survey party in 1912 had been prospected
in only one locality, the ,NE. ~ SW. 'U sec. 16. Here
'two prospects were found about 100 feet apart in an
eastward-trending line in the lower part of the phosphate shales. These prospects were examined by Mr.
Peterson, and the following description is taken from
his notes:
The west pit, P 129a, is about 12 feet long and 4 feet deep at
the end. Good phosphate shows on the left Side, but the thickness is not known as the digging only cuts one side of the phosphate rock (along the strike?).
The upper prospect, P 129b, about 100 feet east of the first
mentioned, consists of an open cut about 25 feet long, 10 feet
driven parallel to the bedding planes and 15 feet across to the
right. Most of the material is like that in P 129a with some
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finer black shale badly disintegrated. Two good phosphate
layers are shown, one about 18 inches thick like that in P 129a
and one about 2 feet thick of slightly finer texture and a little
more disintegrated. The prO$pect is in the lower part of the
formation.

In the NE. U NW. U sec. 26 is located one of the
three large cuts made under special authorization of
the Survey in 1912. The cut was made on a northwestward-facing slope, where the shales are crossed by
TABLE

a transverse valley, and extends from the underlying
limestone to the overlying chert in a direction practically at right angles to the strike. The depth of
the overburden and of the zone of weathering proved
to be greater than was anticipated. The cut is 300
feet long, 6 feet in average depth, and 10~ feet in
maximum depth. The deeper portion is 140 feet long
and 8 feet wide. The details of the cut are given in
Table 47.

47.-Detailed section of cut in phosphate shales made by special authorization of the United States Geological Survey in the
NE. 34 NW. 34 sec. 26, T. 6 S., R. 43 E. Boise meridian
.

--- ..•

----,...-------.-------------------------;----~----~---

Fiold No. of
locality

p,Oa

Equivalent to
CSJ(PO.h

M-352-12 ______ Remainder of cut 160 feet in float at depth 4 feet below surface without
encountering bedrock ip place; fragments chiefly Rex chert, including
Per cent
Per cent
boulders as much as 3~ by 2 by 1 feet; assumed dip, 40° __________________________________ _
Shale, brown, mostly weathered to clay containing fragments of shale _________________________ _
Phosphate rock, coarsely oolitic, much weathered and broken but apparently
in place and probably containing narruw shaly seams; fragments coated
with mud, even at depth of 9 feet below the surface; sample 4 represents
2 feet of rock _______________________ .:. __ ________ ____ __ _____________
28. 85
63. 00
Shale, brown, not broken but weathered and largely reduced to clay _________________________ _
Yellow
a weathered sandy limestone; dip 45° E., flattening
belowband,
to 22°probably
E _______________________________________________________________________
_
Phosphate rock, brownish gray, thoroughly broken;· the fragments are
coated with mud film, and the bed probably contains some shale; the
whole represents weathered rock in place, but too badly weathered, even
at the depth of 11 feet below the surface, to preserve the bedding,
.
which is shown by a yellow band just above:
Sample 3 represents upper 3 feet__________________________________
34.20
74.70 }
Sample 2 represents middle 2 feet ___________________ .:_____________
31. 92
69.74
Sample 1 represents lower 2 feet _______________________ .. ___________
32.58
71. 16 .
Sandy clay, brownish and yellowish, contains small pieces of limestone and
chert; no rock in place ________________________________________________________________ _
Thickness of phosphate shales________________________________________ __________ __________

Thickness

Ft.

in.

100
26

2

9
6

7
32
176

6

In sec. 7, T. 7 S., R. 43 E., and sec. 10, T. 6 S., as 30°, it is computed that there are about 512,709,000
R. 42 E., about 2 miles south and west respectively long tons of high-grade phosphate rock in this townof the borders of this township, two other large cuts ship, counting only the main bed, which lies near the
were made under special authorization of the United base of the phosphate shales. At least one higher bed
States Geological Survey .. The details of these cuts of high-grade rock, which may also become economiare given in the descriptions of the respective town- cally valuable, is known to occur in the formation.
ships. These cuts show the presence of a bed of
Although the phosphate beds come to the surface
phosphate at least 6 feet thiclr. Analyses of the in three general bands the deposits as a whole lie at
rock sampled in the first cut show an average con- depths of 1,000 to 3,000 feet. The greatest depth
tent of 32.90 per cent of phosphorus pentoxide, is reached in section 13, where the beds are approxiequivalent to 71.84 per cent tricalcium phosphate. mately 4,700-5,000 feet below the surface. The beds
The main bed in the second cut is not so high grade are probably below the level of ground water for the
but has an average content of 28.42 per cent of phos- most part, and in Enoch Valley they are also in
phorus pentoxide, equivalent to 62.04 per cent tri- part at least below a basaltic cover. These facts
calcium phosphate.
.
would have a notable bearing on the cost of mining
Estimate of tonnage.-These sections together with the rock.
T. 7 S., R. 43 E.
the section given above show that this township
General features.-The northern boundary of T.
can be safely assumed to contain a phosphate bed
6 feet 6 inches thick of high-grade rock which probably . 7 S., R. 43 E., is a correction line which cuts off a strip
carries at least 32 per cent of phosphorus pentoxide, about 0.3 of a mile wide from the northern tier of
equivalent to about 70 per cent tricalcium phosphate. sections.
This township forms part of the Lanes Creek q~ad
The depth limit for withdrawal of areas underlain
by such rock, according to s~rvey regulations, is rangle. (See pI. 4.) The Wooley Range and its sub5,000 feet. The area of this township underlain by ordinate member, tile Fox Hills, form the principal
phosphate rock within the maximum depth is about highlands, but outlying portions of the Aspen Range
19,360 acres. U~der these conditions and with the and of Schmid Ridge are also· represented . Wooley
further assumption of an average dip of as much Valley and Lower Valley are the pri~cipal lowlands,
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but portion' of Rasmussen Valley is also included.
Blackfoot River also crosses the township from east
to west but makes a loop toward the south.
Geology.-The oldest rocks of the township are ,referred to the Brazer limestone (upper Mississippian),
which lies along the east side of Wooley Valley. The
overlying Wells formation (Pennsylvanian) occupies
areas on 'both sides of the Brazer belt and also other
sinaller areas in the northwestern and southeastern
parts of the township: The principal 'exposures of
the Phosphoria formation occur in a northwesterly
trending band in the northeastern part of the town~
ship. This band bifurcates toward the southeast.
Other exposures of this formation occur in the southeastern and northw'estern parts of the township. Triassic formations (Woodside and Thaynes) occupy the
remaining highlands. Tertiary conglomerates (Salt
Lake formation) cap several low hills west of Blackfoot
River in the southwestern part and Quaternary sediments occupy the valley floors and lower slopes. Near
the center there is a considerable area of basalt in
Wooley Valley.
The principal structural features that contain the
phosphate beds are the Georgetown syncline, which
occupies the northeastern part, the Schmid syncline
in the so~theastern part, and the northern extensions
of the Slug Creek and Trail Creek synclines in the
western part. The Wooley Valley anticline separates
the Georgetown syncline from the Slug Creek syncline,
and minor anticlines occur in the western part.
The Blackfoot fault crosses the townshipJrom east
to west near ,the center and cuts and offsets practically all the northeastward-trending structural features. The Henry and Wooley Ridge faults are not
recognized south of the Blackfoot fault, but the Slug
Valley fault, which supposedly cuts the Blackfoot
fault, probably continues far to the northwest. The
Johnson fault and' other unnamed faults enter the
township from the south. The structural features
TABLE

above mentioned and other structural details are
shown in the geologic structure sections drawn along
the lines I-I', K'-K", and M-M'. (See pI. 11.)
Phosphate deposits.-The phosphatic shales show the
usual grouping of shales, phosphate beds, sandstones,
and limestones in most places, but in section 7 they have
in addition some dense, dark, somewhat siliceous members that develop in weathering colors from buff to
terra cotta' and resemble portions of the Rex on the
one hand or portions of the Woodside on the other.
This facies constitutes a vari'ation not elsewhere well
observed. The thickness of the shales is about 150
feet and of the Rex chert about 450 feet.
The Rex chert member displays both the massive
chert facies, especially in section 13, where it forms a
veritable wall, and the flinty shale facies, especially
in section 7. Both facies are represented at most
localities. The flinty shale facies appears to represent the upper part of the Rex chert member where
both facies are present.
Prior to the visit of the Geological Survey party in
1912 no prospecting in the phosphatic shales had been
done. ' In that year a partial section of the shales
was made by the survey under special authorization.
A cut was first attempted, on . the hillside in the
NW. ~ SE. U sec.,7. When operations disclosed the
existence of an unsuspected fault at this place, the
cut was abandoned and -a new prospect was opened
on the top of the hill in the NE. U SW. U sec. 7.
Only the lower portion of. the shales could be examined
here, but the presence of a workable bed of highgrade phosphate rock was clearly established. A detailed section of the cut is given in Table 48. The
cut is 270 feet long·, 7 feet wide, and 2 to 6 feet deep.
The cut 'was started at right angles to the strike of
the under limestone (top 'of the Wells), but owing to
the synclinal structure of the shales the strike of these
beds was found to swing nearly at right angles into
parallelism with the line of the cut.
48.-Partial section of the phospliatic shales in the cut made by the Geological Survey under special authorization in the NE. U

Field No. of
locality

, SW. Usee. 7, T. 7 S., R. 43 E. Boise meridian, 1912

'
Equivalent to
Ca,,(PO,h

M-348-12 _____ _ Limestone, purplish, drab and sandy; apparently makes remainder of cut;
Per cent
Per cent
broken and not well exposed ___________________________________________________________
_
Phosphate rock, gray, medium oolitic, in layers about ~ to %: inch (sample 4)
34. 48
75. 26
Phosphate
black with thin shale partings
and shaly seams, too dirty for
samplingrock,
__________________________
:.. _________________________________________________
_
Shale, black, in thin beds that· show a few scattering oolites and with tiny
streaks of finely oolitic phosphate ___________________________________ ..: ___________________ _
Limestone, brownish drab to black ___' ____________________________________________________ _
Shale, black, nonphosphatic or only slightly so _____________________________________________ _
Sandstone, gray to purpliSh drab; ,calcareous material containing a few
scattered oolites at base; poorly exposed and broken ______________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, gray, medium to coarsely oolitic, thinner bedded below
32.90
71. 80
(sample 3)________________________________________________________
Phosphate rock, thin, black,shaly, fine to medium oolitic, in beds -h to ~
inch (sample 2) _ _ _ _ _______________ _________ _____ __ __ ____ ___ _______
33. 28
72. 66
Phosphate rock, coarsely oolitic, in beds 1 to 3 inches thick with some yellow
sandy material distributed through the lower portion (sample 1) __ ___ ___ _
32. 53
71. 06
Thin-bedded dark limestone and brown shale poorly exposed, the shale
markedly micaceous; near the under limestone but not shown in the cut
is a bed of coarsely oolitic phosphate rock 6 inches or more thick, which
is indicated by fine float all along the underlying limestone _________________________________ _
Underlying limestone.
Thickness of exposed portion of phosphate shales ____________________________________._______ _

Thickness
Ft.

in.

4±
9
1

3
6

1
10
4
2

6

2
1

6

25±
52

6
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From the section shown in the above table and from
the sections given in the descriptions of T. 6 S., R. 43
E., and T. 6 S., R. 42 E., the conclusion seems justifiSible' that the Phosphoria formation in T. 7 S., R. 43
E., includes near the b~se a 6-foot bed of high-grade
phosphate rock, that averages at least 32 per cent
phosphoric acid or about 70 per cent tricalcic phosphate. The limit of depth for mining rock of this
thickness and quality is 5,000 feet, according to Survey
regulations (p. 215).
Tonnage and depth.-It isestimate.d that about
16,320 acres in this township is underlain by phosphate
rock of the grade and thi~kness 'mentioned above.
The rocks are not horizontal but dip on the average as
much as 20°. On this basis it is estimated that 16,320
acres underlain by a 6-foot bed wouid yield approximately 365,377,000 long tons of high-grade phosphate
rock.
The depth of the rock is probably nowhere greater
t ban 3,000 feet below the surface, and in most places
it is less than that figure. Probably much of the rock
is below ground-water level. 'Also considerable areas
are under cover of alluvium and of basalt. These factors'would have a notable bearing on the cost of mining
()perations.
.
.
T. B S., R. 43 E.

General features.-This township is mainly in -the
Slug Creek quadrangle, but the northern tier of sections is in the Lanes Creek quadrangle. (See pIs. 4
and 6.) Most of the township lies in theJAspen Range~
but Schmid 'Ridge enters the northeastern part. The
principal lowlands are the valleys of Trail, Slug,
and Johnson Creeks. These physidgraphic features
are described in the chapter on geography. The
geologic formations are described in the chapter on
stratigraphy, and· the principal folds"and faults in the
-chapter on structure.
Geology.-The oldest rocks exposed are of Pennsylvanian. age (Wells formation). They occur in the
southwest corner, in the northeastern part, and in a
somewhat interrupted diagonal belt that extends from
a place near the middle of the northern boundary to
the southeast corner of the township. The Phosphoria
-formation is exposed in a broad area along the eastern
side of this belt and also in belts along the northeastern
and southwestern boundaries and in local smaller areas.
Triassic rocks, Woodside and Thaynes; underlie most
()f the western half and also smaller areas in the northern and northeastern parts. Tertiary conglomerates
(Salt Lake formation) cap small hills in the valley of
'Trail Creek and occupy low slopes west of Johnson
Valley. Quaternary sediments form the valley floors
and some of the adjoining lower slopes.
The principal folds with which the phosphate beds
:are associated are the Schmid syncline, the Slug Creek
syncline, and the Trail Creek syncline. The Aspen
Range anticline separates the Schmid and Slug Creek
25021-27-..... 17
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synclines at the south, but this anticline is broken by
the Slug Valley fault, which bIfurcates southward.
An unnamed anticline separates the Slug Creek and
Trail Creek synclines at the north, but in this township
the anticline is broken by the Johnson fault. Other
minor folds and faults are indic~ted on the map. The
structural fe~tures of the northern part of the township are shown in the geologic structure section drawn
along theline M~M' (pI. 11). A si~ilar structure section along the line 0-0' (pI. 12) ·is drawn just south of
the township, but it illustrates many of the structural
.features of the southern part,
Other structure sections for this township are given
in another report. 23
Phosphate deposits.-The quality of the phosphate
rock in this township is indicated by analyses of a
rather unsatisfactory series of samples.' The detailed
partial section of the phosphatic shales encountered
in the SW. >i SW. >i sec. 7, T. 8 S., R. 44 E., indicates
that both in amount and quality the rock is inferior
to that of the Georgetown Canyon section. These
beds were measured in a shallow trench dug by the
survey party practically on the east line of section 12,
but o\ving to the presence 'of soil introduced into the
many 'minute joints of the phosphate rock, the results
may not be indicative of the actual quality of the
rock where fresh. 'Another section measured in Trail
Canyon just west of, the township shows phosphate
rock :-that is superior in quality and amo'unt:to that
in' the first section and compares well with the similar
portion of the Georgetown Oanyon section;
Samples were' taken by the survey party from three
openings made by Brown, Perkins & Co; ouland located
by.them in unsurveyed .section 31, just north of the
Wood Canyon road. This property has since' passed
into the hands of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
(See fig. 27.) The sections of the beds sampled and
the analytical results are given in Table 49.
All·,these prospects are located a few feet back from
the' outcrop of the top of the gray limestone that
underlies the phosphatic shales, and none of them are
in high-grade phosphate rock. It appears that they
are in the,·interval that corresponds, to the 7 feet of
brown shale measured at the base of the phosphatic
member in the Trail Cany~:m section.
. The upper part of a bed exposed in an opening on
the Esmeralda claim, on the south, side of the road
(see fig. 27); yielded, according to· L. P. Brown, 34.7
per cent of phosphorus pentoxide, equivalent to 75.8
per cent of tricalcium phosphate. At the. time of
the examination of this claim by the survey party in
1910 these pits were so filled that no measurements
were made or samples taken. From data kindly
supplied by R. J. Shields, of the Southern California
Orange Grove Fertilizer Co., which had acquired the
23 Richards, R. W., and Mansfield, G. R., Preliminary report on a portion of the
Idaho phosphate reserve: U. S. Geol: Survey Bull. 470, pp. 410413, 1911.
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49.-Section of beds exposed in prospects north of Wood Canyon road, sec. 31, T. 8 S., R. 43 E.
Fourth prospect north of road

Field No. of
specimen

Equivalent to
Cas(POch

Per cent
Per cent _
Soil___________________________________________________________________________________
Soil and broken phosphate rock ___________________________________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, brown, medium oolitic, broken _____________________________________________ _
R-276-1 ______ _ Phosphate rock, brownish black, medium oolitic, broken___ __ ___ __ ___ ___ __
28.. 8
. 63. 0
Shale, phosphatic, oolitic in streaks..: _____ ". ________________________________________________ _
R-276-2 ___ ~·_' __ Pl1'Osphate rock, brown, medium oolitic_________________________________
27.3
59.7
Shale, ,brow:n _________ :.. ________

Thickness

Ft.

in.

1
1
1
1

1

3
10
9

·3
1

8
10
6

Co _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

Second prospect north of road

, Limestone, brown, weathered ____________________________________________________________ _
R-277 ______ .:. __ Phosphatic rock,' brown, sandy, in part medium oolitic _______ ~___________
15.5'
33.8
Shale, brown ___________________________________________________________________________ _
i,

First prospect north of road

Soil __ ~ __________________ ._____________________;_________ ~ __________ ~ _ __________ _______ __ _
Shale, black ________________________._ _ _______ ______ _____________ __ ___ ____ _____ _ __________,
R-278_ ____ ____ Phosphatic rock, brown, in part medium oolitic l:!ut mainly sandy and cal.
careous ____________ ... ____________________ '_ ______ ___________________
11. 5
25. 1
Shale, brown ______________________ '- ____ .;.._____________________ ,:,._ _____ __________ __________

property from Brown;'Perkins & Co., it appears that
a fault occurs in the phosphatic shales north and south
of the Wood Canyon road. This company drove four
tunnels, .with a maximum length of 130 feet, in a
distance of about 2,300 feet along the outcrop and
encountered the fault in three tunnels. The disturbanceproduced by this fault doubtless accounts for the
poor showing of· phosphate in the prospects above
cited. The property has since passed ihto the hands
of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. When this
township has been prospected more thoroughly the
probable presence of high-gr"ade phosphate rock will
probably be clearly demonstrated.
Tonnage estimate.~In spite of the meager data available for this township, the assumption of a 5-foot bed
of phosphate rock that averages as much as 70 per
cent of tricalcium phosphate is regarded as conservative, as greater thicknesses will probably be found
upon more thorough prospecting. An attempt to
estimate the area of the portion of the township occupied by phosphate raises a question whether the
northern parts of the valleys of Trail and Slug Creeks
have been so greatly incised. prior to the present filling
of the valleys that some portion of the Phosphoria
formation has been removed. This action may have
happened in Slug Creek Valley more probably than
in Trail Creek Valley, for Trail Creek Valley lies
largely in the Thaynes group, whereas Slug Creek Valley is excavated in Woodside beds. Moreover, the
portion of Trail Creek included in this township is
nearer its head than is the portion of Slug Creek.
Allowance for the contingency suggested is made in
the computation of tonnage by considering the beds
as horizontal and disregarding the increased surface
produced in the beds of a given area by folding.

5+
2
3
1

6

The area con~aining phosphate includes all land
occupied by the Phosphoria and Triassic formations,
both where these formations crop out at the surface
and where they are. concealed by Tertiary or Quaternary sediments. It. is estimated at 16,750 acres. On
account of the fact that .the smallest legal subdivision
for classification or restoration is 40 acres, the total
area held as phosphate land is somewhat greater-19,300 acres. A 5-foot bed underlying 16,750 acres
would yield more than 293,150,000 long tons of
phosphate rock.
The phosphate is all regarded as ultimately available, for the greatest depth from. favorable points of
entry is probably not much more than 2,000 feet. The
probable presence of artesian basins, however, will
increase the cost of mining in a large part of the area.
T. 9 S., R. 43 E.

General features.-T. 9 S., R. 43 E., is part of the
Slug Creek quadrangle. (See pI. 6.) It lies almost
wholly in the Aspen Range, but its southwestern part
includes part of the broad valley of Bear River,
though it does not reach the river itself. The township is cut by rugged canyons and is only partly
surveyed, but the upper topography is relatively gentle. (See pI. 29, B.) There is no road across it, but
a trail up the Middle Fork of Sulphur Canyon connects it with Slug Valley on the east by way· of
Johnson Creek. N early half the township is reserved
as phosphate land, but on account of the complex
geologic structure this land is irregularly distributed.
(See pI. 42.)
Geology.-The oldest geologic formation present is
the Brazer limestone (upper Mississippian), which
enters the township in the southeastern part and
occurs also at several places in the southwestern part.
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Much of the eastern half is underlain by the Wells
formation (Pennsylvanian), and it also occupies considerable areas in the southern and western parts.
The uppermost member of this formation, which in
an earlier report 24 was called the lowest member of the
Park City formation, is worthy of comment. It is
a white massive lime$tone, somewhat siliceous" and
contains, near the top, bands of bluish chert from 1
inch to 8 inch'es thiclc The color of this chert is. a
distinctive feature, for it is different from that of
the other cherts of the region. The limestone carries an abun~ance of po'6rly preser~ed silicified fossils
that resist weathering and stand out in little crescents from their more easily weathered limestone
m'atrix. This feature serves as a valuable guide.
The rock itself forms fine ledges and cliffs. (See pIs.
21, A, and 48, A.)
,
The Phosphoria formation is exposed in a number, of
discontinuous bands, more or less irregular, tha~ outline some of the principal structural features. No
complete sections are available for study. The Rex
chert occurs in both the flinty shale and the more
massive facies, but the flinty shale type is more common.
Light colors were seen here and there in the massive
facies, especially in the southern extension of the
Trail Creek syncline, where the color is buff to nearly
white or even pinkish. This facies is nonfossiliferous in this township, so far as observed, but in
sec. 4, T. 8 S., R. 43 E., similar rock contains abundant casts of fossils, largely crinoid stems. In that
locality, however, the chert is accompanied by some
limestone, whereas none has been observed in connection with these cherts in this township.
Triassic rocks are represented chiefly by the Woodside, though the lowermost Thaynes enters the township in section 5 (unsurveyed). .' The main occurrence
is in the north-central part, but smaller areas are
U Richards, R. W., and Mansfield, a: R., op. cit., pp. 413-426.
TABLE

found farther southwest. Tertiary conglomerates
(Salt Lake formation) occupy low hills and slopes that
border Johnson Valley in the northeast and at the
moyth of Diamond Gulch at the southwest. A large
body of travertine extends from the mouth of Swan
Lake Gulch to the sOl,lthwest corner of the township.
Quaternary sediments occur near the mouth of Diamond Gulch and in Johnson Valley."
.
,The principal structural feat~re associated. ~ith
the phosphate is the' Trail Creek syncline, which practically originate~ in this township.' It is bordered
by marginal folds and 'faults, and a.narrow, shallow
portion is extended southward between two !faults.
The Aspen Range anticline, lies near·· the eastern border. The western and southwestern parts of the township are largely occupied by a comple:dyJol~e.d.. ~n~
faulted area. The Bannock overthrust lies along the
foothills at the southwest. The structural featUres :of
the township, in so far as they have been interpreted;
are shown in the geologic structure sections. drawn
along the lines P-P', Q-Q', R-R', and S-8'. (See p1.12i)
Phosphate deposits.~The phosphate beds .'of ·the
folded area from Swan Lake Gulch· in ,·section.':29
s'outheastward to section 33 have been' well pros":
pected, chiefly by the San Francisco Chemical··Co·~·
The pits are mainly grouped in three ·localities....--ou
the north side of Swan Lake Gulch near its mouth'
(SW. U sec. 29), on the north side of Diamond'Gul~h'
(NW. U sec~ 33), and on the ridge north of·Dry·Can'..
yon (SW. U sec. 33). Most of the exPos'ures·:thuS
made are weathered, and caving has" 'odcfured:' iii"
several of the pits. During the season of 1:9io id~vel
opmeIl;t was 'carried on by the San~Frarici~c6:':Cheinical
Co. at Swan Lake Gulch. The tunriel" 7the'10wes't
prospect-w-as 'cleared out and extended' nearly due ndrth'
for about 70 feet. A section of th~ 'phosphat~· hade;'
measured at this tunnel is 'showh ill Tabi~ 50 .. i '. ' ..• '. .

at

.

50.-Partial section of phosphate bed in Swan Lake Gulch, in the NE. USE.

P206

.

i'1

IEqUiVal~n~t~'1
Ca,(P04)2

-----------1------------------------------------------------------1--------.

. .' ;'.:i

U sec. 29, T. 9' S;,.R:. 43 E.. :. '.:.
,

Field No. oC
specimen

. : .'

Per cent

i~

Thickness
--~---

, . Per cent

R~388-~------- Phosphatic rock, broken and folded against the main part of the bed _________________________ _
R-388-2 ______ _ Phosphate rock, black and soft, but in place ___________________________ .
33.0
72.0
R-388-3a _____ _ Phosphate rock, black, hard, medium oolitic____________________________
32.0
69.9
R-388-3b _____ _ Phosphate rock, black, hard, medium oolitic _____________________ ~------.
28.5
62.3.
Shale, brown •• _____________ • ______.____________________________ ._________ .. _______________ _
R-388-4 ______ _ Lower 3 feet of above exposure, fresh face______________________________
29.5
64.5

. Ft.

in.

2

5

. 1
2

2

6

8

The strike of the phosphate beds is nearly north,
and the dip, which is somewhat wavy, averages
about 45° E. N either top nor base of the main
bed is exposed in this section. Other pits are
located on the same hillside along the strike of
the phosphatic shales, but they were not so well
opened, and no measurements were taken from
them.

6

5

In Diamond Gulch at a point near the valley floor
in the NW. U sec. 33, almost on the line of section 28
at the mouth of a partly caved tunnel, a practically
complete section of the main phosphate bed was exposed. This is the only place in the township wher&
the en tire thickness of the main bed was observed, and.
nowhere was seen a complete section of the phosphatic;
shales. The measured section is given in Table 51.
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51.-Partial section of phosphatic shales in

• ' ::t. Field N~·: ~r :"
( , " specim~n

.

c·

•

Dia"!l:0nd.~.ul~h,

SOUTHEASTERN IDAHO

34 fVW. U sec.

in the NW.

•

.

~:

.2

.

(

~I,L~s

than

~

=:=/" ~?7:~~~~:

u

-

-

u

--

T. 9 S., 1],. 43 E .

: .••.

Equivalent to
Caa(PO.h

,J

M--:31'6-a('___ :..-:_ "Rather-thick bed of phosphatic, sandy, and shaly rock, brown, more or less
',"
, ' , bro l<:ep--L-----'-i-7,--- ___ "-_._:.., __ ,... __ "- ___ ,________ ,____________________
,b ______ Thin dark shale and limestone, mostly covered~_________________________
c __,,_, ___ ! Dense phosphatic dark-brown limestone, slightlyfossiliferous_____________
d ______ Dark phospl).atic f!hales ___________ ,________ -' ___________ ~ _____________,-_
e __ ____ Fossiliferous limestone, much broken and sheared ______________________ '_,_
:f ,_1.-, ___ ' Brownshale_ ...:::. ___ .. __ :. . _____:.:. ______ -'_:.. ____________ :.. ______ ,'-___________
g ~._ "', ___ , Brp'Yn san.d~ and shaly p~osphatic .rock with a fyw large! oolitic grains __ <' _ _
.'!:
h ____ .:. _ ' Coarse oolItIC phosphate rock ____ -' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _
" " i,,':' __ '- _.: Lig4t:-colored limestone, somewhat oolitic and fossiliferous _________ ~ _ _ _ _ __
j ____ ,__ ,Br,own oolitic sh,:;tly phosphatic rock ________ ,___________ . ________ ,____ '____
k :.. _ ~ _ :.. _ lV!Uch_ broken zone, ,mai,~ly" p,~osphatic shales _________________ ~ __, ________ ,
1 _.. ____ LIght brown shales __________________________________________ ,________

::'==~

33~

___ u

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

~

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

~-

-.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Per cent

Per cent

(a)

_________ _

18.4
1. 87
28.3
(a)

24.3
16. 6
33. 2
'8. 9
,24.2
1.5. 2
3.1

40.19
4.08
61. 8

Thickness
Ft.

in.

2
3

7
472
8
7
10
.7

_________ _

,

53.07
36. 25
72. 5
19. 44
52.,85
. 33. 20
6.77

T-------------------

5
7'
11

3
1

20

4
8
1%

l?er cent .

:r, In the tunnel in whi(}h the section' wafs measured; 1910 no prospects had been opened in this area, but
J-hich'TtIDS appioXiniately north #arid south, the avail.:. samples of..floa't that were analyzed at the lab'oratory
able ,exposures are somewhat weathere'd and the pho$;" of the Geoiogical Surv~y yielded31.9 per eent of phosflhatic snales are 'nearly horizontal. The beds on the phorus pentoxide, equivalent t.o, 69.67' per cent of
' .. " :,
,
.,
west' side are 'much more broken' than those on the tricalcium p):lOsp~ate.
• Th~ ...,thickness,:of the phospha:te se~ies below. the
~ase 'side, wnerl rt11'e measurements were made. ,; The
laye~ marked""e"'" in the table' apparentlY'corresponds ",cap:1ime" in this district appears to; be somewhat
toJtlie ,'''cap lime'ir-fof the 'GeorgetoWn and 'Montpe- greater than in: the Georgetown and Montpelier seclier. districts" an&'~bove that are' included about "6~ tions, for it amounts to as much as 12 feet 11 inches in
fe~t")··:,o~: thEr"ove'tlyidg shales 'and limestones'. The the Diamond Gulch section and to more than 8 feet 5
Iiig~est'gr~de, bed' of Tock phosphate'is 5 feet thick; inches in the Swan Lake section, whereas in the
it is 'Separated froIn' the "cap Hme" by about 17 inches Georgetown and 1tfontpelier sections it does not exceed
of ;lowet;.grade shales and is underlain by 6 Y2 feet of 6 or 7 feet. The greater thickness of this part of the
shales and,~liIt1est()nes, some' 'of which are oolitic and phosphatic series in this township seems to be due'to an
phosplia:tic. ;': .- (. , " ' '
increase in the thickness of the accompanying lower,t. ·Although.. the' ,rocks':at' tile tunnel are horizontal, the grade pho'sphatic shales. This increase is, however,
.fact that :sev:eral :of, the beds are broken and sheared accompanied by a slight decrease in the thickness of the
indicates:- disturhatice . due, ,to the .:proximity of fault~ main bed itself. In the Swan Lake Gulch district some
.and·folds as indica'ted on.the map.
tliickening should probably be ascribed to the folding
About. ;1,20.0, to;, 1,300 Jeet sOllth;westqf th~tunnel that has occurred there. The syncline that extends
lies a series of pitS' that runs up the northwest side of ,northwestw8:rd from section 33 in to section 29 bethe gulch. These pits indicate the presei:ice~ of the comes recumbent toward the east on the north side of
main phosphate bed but do not afford good opportuni- SwanLake Gulch, so that in the saddle, on the ridge
ties for measurement.
top above the tunnel of the San Francisco Chemical
In'the upper part of Diamond Gulch, in the SE. U Co., the phosphate beds are entirely reversed in
~~ec.\; 28, lies a small ~rea of phospha,te :with its, associposition and lie horizontal but: upside down. (See pI.
"ate(i beds, apparently isolated by faults. Float of 46, A.) The structure is further complicated by the
ph~.sphate also occurs in proximity to ~he patch of
thrust, fault that cuts off the top of the recumbent
,underlying limestone (uppermost Wells) on the sag
syncline and by the normal fault that cuts off the fold
east of the 'valley in the SW.U sec. 27 and for about
.160 feet down the slope to the west, but there appears on the east. The tunnel lies southwest of the axial
to be no actual body of phosphate rock at that place. plane of the syncline but probably near enough to it
An,other occurrence at the very head of Diamond to include a part of the thickened area.
From the NW. U sec. 6, and southeastward along
.Gulch, in the NW. U sec~ 27, reptes'ents the 'southern
the
margin of the Trail Creek syncline extends a
't~p: of the southeastern extension of the Trail Creek
group
of prospected claims that were originally
syncline. This occurrence represents probably the
by Brown, Perkins & Co. but later purchased
located
'dnly considerable body of phosphate in Diainond Gulch
by
the
Southern California Orange Grove Fertilizer
~side from that in sections 33 and 32. It is apparently
00.,
and
still later sold to the Anaconda Copper
icontinuous through section 22 with the Trail Creek
Co.
(See fig. 27.)
Mining
<syncline itself. At the time of the' writer's visit in
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In sections 6 and 7 a thrust fault along the west
flank of the Trail Creek syncline cuts out the phosphate for about 172 miles. In the NW. U sec. 17,
the rocks are much disturbed by folding and by
proximity to the thrust fault. In the SEe USE. U
sec. 17 several pits have been opened on the high
point between the branches of South Sulphur Canyon.
The underlying limestone here forms fine cliffs, the
tops of which stand 500 feet above the valley floor.
TABLE

Above the cliffs the phosphate beds are worn back
in a broad flat, which rises eastward into the .interior
of the Tra'il Creek syncline. (See pI. 21, A'.) The
strike of the underlying limestone here is N. 33° W.
and the dip 10° NE. About 100: feet back from the
edge of the cliff three phosphate pits have been
opened. The deepest pit was measured and samples
were collected in it for analysis;. The results are
.
shown in Table 52.

52.-Partial section of phosphate beds in the SEe

M SEe M sec.

17, T. 9 S., R. 43 E.,

Field No, of
specimen

P206

E<t,uivalent io
aa(P04h

Thickness :

Per cent

P(r cent

Ft.

i

Dark, fossiliferous limestone (" cap lime"),. broken __________ ..: ____________
M-377-a ______ Earthy and shaly phosphate with some organic matter _________________ ':"_ ---------31. 7
b ______ Main bed, rather coarsely oolitic phosphate _____________________________
32.6
Base not exposed.

71.2

2

3

"

The general structure here seems to indicate that
the phosphate beds pass with gentle dip into the
Tt:ail' Creek syncline and that the beds are present
in 'their usual thickness and in a relatively undisturbed condition.
In 1914 the Southern California Orange (irove &
Fertilizer Co. was actively developing the phosphate
beds in section 17. It had continued a road up South
Sulphur Canyon to its properties and had driven four
tunnels.
In the SW. U sec. 21, near the north line, several
phosphate pits occur above the high cliffs of underlying
limestone that stand nearly 1,000 feet above the floor
of Swan Lake Gulch. The conditions here are very
similar to those in the SEe U sec. 17, just described.
The "cap lime" appears in one or two of the pits,
but the base of the phosphatic shales is not exposed.
About 1,000 to 1,206 feet northw'est of this area,
in a sInall gulch in the SEe U NW. ~ sec. 21, phosphatIC float occurs in the midst of an area of Rex
chert. Samples of the float at this' locality yielded
26.2 per cent of phosphorus pentoxide, equ~valent
to 57.3 per cent of tricalcium phosphat.e.
In the NW. USE. U sec. 29, on the north side
of Swan Lake Gulch just above the bottom, there is
a phosphate prospect that consists of a tunnel about
30 feet long. This prospect belongs now to the
Anaconda Copper Mining Co. ,(See fig. 27.) About
7 feet of phosphatic shales with beds of limestone
and phosphate rock with calcareous nodules is exposed.
The phosphate rock is mu~,h sheared. Immediately·
above the prospect lie massive ledges of Brazer
limestone, lnuch brecciated but with apparently
,gentle northerly or undulating dips. Immediately
west of the phosphate a nlassive ledge of limestone is
let down by a small fault. The explanation of the
presenco of the phosphate at this locality is not clear.
, It may perhaps represent the Mississippian phosphate

----69~23-

in,

to
to
8

bed, which elsewhere is known to lie at the base of
the Brazer limestone. This correlation is regarded
as improbable because the full thickness of the Bra~er
does not appear to be present at this locality an~
the base is probably faulted out. A sharp fol4
that involves the Wells and Phosphoria occurs tq
the southeast on a low ppint above the canyon,
This fold may be a broken anticline in which the
Phosphoria at the prospect and the Phosphoria o~
the hillside .may represent opposite limbs. Under
the structural,eonditions at and near the prospect
there seems no likel~hood that the phosphate at that
locality can have commercial v~lue.
On the 'northeast side of Dry Fork, in the SW.' ~
NE.
sec. 2, an anticlinal fold brings the underlying
limestone above .the valley floor in a low cliff, and the
presence of the main phosphate bed is indicated by
float.. This section had not been .prospecte'd at 'th~
time of the writer's visit in 1910. Farther northeas~~
in section 1 and the adjoining township on the north,
extends a faulted transverse syncline, which. there
depresses the axis of the Aspen Range 'anticIlne sufficiently to preserve beds of the Pho~pJ:lOria formation'.
So far as observed in thIS township the main bed lies
near the base of the phospho, tic shales and ha$ a thick~
ness of 6. ~nches to 3 or 4 feet of brown to blac~ sh8:1es~
more or'iess .phosphatic, 'between it and the underlying
limestone."
"
E8tim~te oj tonruLge.~In c~mpliting tl1e acreag~ ,o~
which to base the estimate of tonnage for this toWnship
the areas of complicated structure uiiderlain by Woodside shale and the small areas where phosphate is actually exposed, though probably not in commercial q~an~
tity, are omitted from consideration. The areas classified as pli~sphate.~~nd,arebounde'd as ne.arly as possible
. byo·;t4.~dl/qtual oU'tcrop 'of J.>J;lOsRP.ate or postphosphate
rocks. The land so classified amounts to 1.0,640'acres.
It is assumed that the main bed is at least 5 feet thick,

'u

i.:
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which is a fair average according to observations
throughout the general district. On this basis it is estimated that the township contains 186,215,000 long
tons of high-grade phosphate rock. Practically the
entire amount may be considered as available and as
ranging from the surface to a maximum depth of 1,500
feet. Proximity to the Oregon Short Line Railroad
makes. the deposits of the southwestern. part of the
township the most accessible, although those in section
31 are probably near the maximum depth. The most
extensive deposits lie in the Trail Creek syncline ill the
northern part of the township. This area consists in
the main of high ground and is difficult of access from
the west. On the northeast, however, the valley of
Johnson Creek leads into the very heart of the syncline
and exposes the phosphate beds, which have there been
arched up by a transverse anticline. The valley
.ascends by an easy grade to this area, and there is
already an excellent trail, which could with little labor
be made into a good road.
T. 10 S., R. 43 B.

GeneralJeatures.-T. 10 S., R. 43 E., lies in the southwestern part of the Slug Creek quadrangle. The eastern half and the southern part of the township are
occupied by the outlying hills and ridges of the Aspen
and Preuss Ranges, where these two ranges join. The
western half is largely lowland that is included in the
valley of Bear River. The river itself lies along the
southwestern side of its valley and beyond rise the
foothills of the Bear River Range. The distribution of
the reserved phosphate land is shown in Plate 42.
Geology.-The oldest rocks exposed in the township
belong to the Swan Peak quartzite (Ordovician) and
occur in the southwest corner. Devonian rocks (Jefferson limestone) are found only in three small areas,
in sections· 3, 4, and 11, respectively. The Madison
limestone just crosses the township line into sections
24 and 25, but the Brazer occupies considerable areas
in sections 1 and 2 and in sections 9, 10, 11, 14,25, and
36. The Wells formation is exposed throughout much
of the northeast half of the township. The Phosphoria
is confined to small folded or faulted areas in sections
2, 3, 4, 10, 13, 14, 23, and 24. Triassic rocks (W~od
side and Thaynes) occupy hills on both sides of Bear
River at the south and occur in isolated areas in sections 4~ 5, 14,23, and 31, though they probably underlie also much of Bear River Valley. Wasatch beds
(Eocene) occur in two irregular areas of high ground
TABLE

in the east half of the tpwnship. Beds of the Salt
Lake formation are irregularly and extensively distributed, both as small isolated areas and in broad continuous areas. Tra vertine extends for more than 2 miles
along the northwestern boundary and occurs in several
areas near the center and toward the southeast.
Quaternary sediments cover many sections in the west
half of the township and include both the alluvial deposits along Bear River and broad, coalescing alluvial
fans.
The eastern part of the township has generally
synclinal structure, for the main area of the Wells
there lies between the Aspen Range anticline on the
east and an unnamed, faulted anticline on the west.
The structure beneath Bear River Valley is perhaps
broadly and gently synclinorial with a faint central
anticline which represents the northward continuation
of the supposed Nounan anticline. The Bannock
overthrust crosses the southwest corner oof the township and brings Ordovician rocks into contact with
Triassic. Under the supposition of an arched thrust
plane, which is the view represented on the map, the
plane of the Bannock overthrust has been eroded away
over Bear River Valley, but dips again eastward
beneath the Carboniferous rocks in the eastern part
of the township. The trace of the overthrust along
the eastern side is concealed by later sediments. Alternative hypotheses regarding the Bannock overthrust are presented on page 157. The broader structural features of the township are shown in the geologic
structure sections drawn along the lines T-T' and
U-U". (See pI. 12.)
Phosphate deposits.-In section 3 considerable prospecting was done by the San Francisco Chemical Co.
and others. The openings, with the exception of one
or two short tunnels, were originally shallow and in
1910 were so filled by caving that the conditions of
exposure were not favorable for examination.
A short tunnel on the north side of Fossil Canyon
shows a 4-foot face of squeezed and recemented phosphate and limestone lenses. A number of pits higher
on the hillside show partial exposures of similar broken
phosphate rock. The next canyon south of Fossil
Canyon is crossed by a narrow strip of the phosphatic
shales, and a number of prospects have been opened
on the slope to the north, all of which are close to the
top of the underlying limestone. The best exposure
in the face of a 30-foot tunnel was measured. (See
Table 53.)

53.-Partialsection of phosphate bed in the NE. U BE.

U sec.

3, T. 10 S., R. 43 E.

Field No. of specimen

Soil.
B-88-a ________ Phosphate rock, brown, medium oolitic, broken, soft _____________________
b ________ Phosphate rock, brown, medium oolitic, broken, soft _____________________
c ________ Phosphate rock, brown, medium oolitic, broken, soft _____________________
d ________
Phosphate rock, finely oolitic, with some brown tlhale ____________________

PaOa

Per cent

31. 3
32.
32.1
23.8

E~uiValent

as(POva

to

Per cent

68.4
70.
70.
52.

Thickness

Ft.

In.
9~

9
11

8
3

l~
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N either the roof nor the floor of the bed is exposed
in this section, but in a tunnel a short distance to the
northeast a portion of what appears to be the same
bed is overlain by 1 foot 6 inches of limestone that
resembles the" cap lime" of the Montpelier district.
A caved prospect in the NW. ~ NW. ~ sec. 11 showed
indications of phosphate rock of fair quality on its
dump, but the face of the bed was inaccessible.
In sections 13, 14, 23, and 24, a folded and faulted
area containing the Wells, Phosphoria, and W oodside formations is cut off at the northeast by an oblique
normal fault that brings in Brazer limestone and Wells
rocks. Southwestward the Phosphoria and its associated forma,tions pass beneath Tertiary rocks. The
general structure suggested by the exposed portions
is that of a northeastward-pitching syncline, in which
the highest beds are Woodside. The syncline is
broken by at least two faults besides the one which
cuts it on the northeast. The chert in the eastern
part of the area is much brecciated and of a: somewhat
unusual facies but is believed to be Rex. It forms a
dip slope toward the north. A prospect ~ the phosphatic shales at this locality, which was examined by
J. H. Bridges in 1910, showed 3 feet of black phosphate
rock of medium oolitic texture, which would probably
run over 65 per cent of tricalcium phosphate. The
base of the bed was no't exposed, but the roof consisted
of the typical "cap lime" of the Georgetown and
Montpelier districts and contained Omphalotrochu8
and other ,characteristic fossils. A higher prospect
approximately in the middle of the phosphatic member
showed a small amount of broken and apparently
dislocated phosphate rock and several feet of phosphatic shale with interbedded lenses of limestone.
At a locality in section 23, which is part of the
same general area, Mr. Bridges, measured the section
shown in Table 54.
TABLE

54.-Partial section of phosphatic shale in the N E. U
SEe Usee. 23, T. 10 S., R. 43 E.
Ft. in.

Shale, brown, possibly phosphatic, mashed_ _ _ __ __ _ __
Limestone', sandy, lenticular, shattered______________
Phosphatic shale, mashed, soft_-___________________
Limestone.

9
2
2

2

11

The dip of 'the upper Wells at this locality is about
50 0 W., whereas that of the phosphate bed is reported
to be as low as 4 0 • The phosphatic shale member
lies against a fault that is regarded as a continuation of the one which separates the Rex and Woodside
farther northeast.
At the time of the writer's visit in 1914 no further
developments in phosphate exploration were noted,
but some revision of the mapping used in an earlier
report was made. 25 In 1920 these claims, which are
owned by David Follick, of Montpelier, were exploited
la

Uichnrds, R. W., and Mansfield, O. R.,

OPe

cit., pp. 426-429,1911.

for a time by the Merriman Potash Co. of Nebraska,
by whom a small tonnage was shipped from Cavanaugh to their Nebraska plant for experimental
work.
Estimate oj tonnage.-The main body of the phosphate deposits occurs in the part of the township
that is underlain by Triassic rocks, either outcropping
or concealed by overlying Tertiary and Quaternary
beds. If all lands supposedly thus underlain by
phosphate were included in the estimate the total area
on which to base the computation would approximate about 12,000 acres. In view, however, of the
uncertainties of structure in the concealed area,
especially in relation to the hypothesis regarding the
Bannock overthrust, the boundaries of the classified
lands have been made to conform as closely as may
be with the actual outcrop of the phosphate or of the
Triassic beds. The Triassic area in sec~ion 31 is
not considered phosphate land because the proximity
of the Bannock overthrust and the probable depth
of the phosphate make remote any probable. utilization of the phosphate. ' The land actually classified
as phosphate-bearing is therefore limited to 4,840
acres. The assumption of a 5-foot bed seems warranted from the partial sections above mentioned
and from the known thicknesses in neighboring townships. On this basis 4,840 acres would contain about
84,700,000 long tons of high-grade phosphate rock.
'rhe entire amount is considered ultimately available
by shafts, which would cut the beds at depths probably
not greater than 2,500 feet. The phosphate beds in
this township possess the advantage of location on
the Oregon Short Line Railroad. They are, however,
largely beneath water level, and proper disposal of
the water would add to' the cost of mining operations.
T. 11 S., R. 43 E.

General jeatures.-T. 11 S., R. 43 E., is mostly. in
the Montpelier quadrangle, but a narrow strip along
the northern boundary is in the Slug Creek quadrangle. (See pIs. 6 and 9.) Most of the township
lies in the foothills of the Bear River Range, but
hills in the northeast corner are associated with the
Preuss Range. Bear River Valley and its tributary
N ounan Valley are the principal lowlands, and these
together occupy nearly half the township. Bear
River itself crosses diagonally the east half. The
area classified as phosphate land is shown in Plate 42.
Geology.-The oldest 'rock exposed is the Brigham
quartzite (Cambrian), which, with the Garden City
limestone and Swan Peak quartzite (Ordovician)
occupy most of the hills west of N ounan Valley.
No other Paleozoic rocks are exposed, but rocks of
the Thaynes group underlie most of the uplands
east of Nounan Valley. The Wasatch and Salt ·Lake
formations (Tertiary) are exposed here and there,·
and the Quaternary formations include travertine,
hill wash, and alluvium.
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Geology.-The oldest rocks are of Brigham quartzite
The principal structural feature of the township
is the Bannock overthrust, the trace of which is and are exposed in the western part of the township.
concealed in Nounan Valley. West of 'that valley A small area of the Garden City limestone extends
lie the Cambrian and Ordovician rocks, whereas to northward from section 26 into section 23. Ledges
the east lie the Triassic rocks. The two groups are doubtfully assigned to the Rex chert occur in section
seen in actual contact just north of the township. 19. Triassic rocks are exposed only in section 2.
Under the view here presented, that the thrust plane The bulk of the township is underlain by the Salt Lake
is arched and eroded, its eastern trace lies concealed formation, but, in addition to the earlier rocks meneast of the Triassic hills and a part of the thrust tioned, Quaternary sediments occupy small areas in
'
block which' contains beds of possible Carboniferous parts of Bear Lake Valley orof its tributaries.
or Triassic age may -be presumed to underlie the
The principal structural feature of the township is the
alluvial fans and Tertiary beds between Bear River , Bannock overthrust. Unfortunately this great fault is
an,d the west base' of the Preuss, Range. Carbon- exposed' nowhere in this township, but from observed
iferous beds on the eastern' edge of this thrust block conditions in townships to the south and north it seems
are actually exposed in' Georgetown Canyon in sec. 4 certainly to be present and to have profoundly
influenced the geologic conditions here. The ledge of
of the adjoining township.
Beneath the eroded portion of the arched thrust supposed Rex in section 19 is referred to the underlying
plane the, underlying thrust block is exposed in the block, but the ledges of Garden City limestone in
se'ctions 23 and 26 are referred to the upper block and
Tria~sic hills. These rocks appear to have a poorly
defined anticlinal structure. The phosphate-bearing are 'believed to be continuous beneath Tertiary cover
rocks are associated with this anticline. The struc- with corresponding ledges in T. 11 S., R. 43 E. Under
the hypothesis of anticlinal arching of the thrust
tu~a~ features above outlined are illustrated in the
geologic, structure section that is drawn along the plane 'the Thaynes ledges in section 2 are referred to
the lower thrust block. The general structure of
~ine W-W' (pI. 12).
Phosphate deposits. -No phosphate heds are exposed t4e township under this hypothesis is shown in the
in .this township, so that the thickness and character geologic structure section drawn along the line W-W'
of those assumed to be present beneath the Triassic (pI. 12). Alternative hypotheses of this structure are
rocks must necessarily be inferred from the nearest discussed on page 157.
known exposures, which are those of the George~own
The Tertiary beds, which are chiefly marly limeCanyon district, where exceptionally thick and rich stones and conglomerates that have a calcareous
beds of phosphate occur. The depth of the phos- matrix, have been deformed, and some of the dips are
phate beds below the surface may reach a maximum as high as 50°. They have been crumpled into B.
of nearly 4,000 feet.
series of folds whose axes have a north-south alineEstimate of tonnage.-For reasons similar to those ment, in general, parallel to the deformation of the
given in the discussion of the' preceding township older rocks. These folds may represent a continuathe lands in this township classified as phosphate- tion of movement along the same lines.
bearing are restricted to 5,120 acres. If a thickness of
Former shore lines of Bear Lake may be recognized
5 feet is assumed, which is regarded as conservative in the vicinity: of Bern.; ",
in view of the showing in Georgetown Canyon, this
Phosphate deposits.-Although phosphate beds of
, acreage would contain about 89,609,000 long tons of good quality may underlie large areas in t,he eastern
high-grade phosphate rock.' This estimate is subject and southwestern parts of the' township at dep,ths
to qualification in view of the alternative hypotheses considered available under existing regulatIons, the
of structure set forth on page 157. The phosphate extensive cover and the uncertainties of structure
all lies below ground-water level, so that the problem make it impossible to determine the extent of these
of handling water would enter into any plan for lands without systematic drilling.
exploiting the rock. The OregoIi Short Line RailEstimate ojtonnage.::-Becal)se of.the extensive cover
road lies along the phosphate-bearing, area and' would a~d. the prob11ple preseI;l,~e of the Bannock overtlrrust,
be directly accessible to suitably placed shafts.
the lands classified as! phosphate have, been limited
T. 12 S., R. 43 E.
as nearly a!3 may; be to the actual ,outcr~p of th~ Tri-ct'enerdljeatures.-T. 12 S.', R. 43 E., is in the Mont- assic beds. A ledge of supposed Rex chert lies in
pelier quadrangle (pI. 9).' It lies mainly in the fo'ot- the SW. ,~ NE. ~ sec., 19 in land not previously
hills of the Bear River Range but along the eastern withdrawn. In vie~. of the extensive cover and the
side ,include's part of Bear Lake Valley. Since the t.Incerta~;ntiRes of stiiiq0,re in trat vicinity that area.
publication of the earlier report26 some changes have ha~ 'not been classified as phosphatC3 la,nd. The lands
been made in the geologic interpretation of this so' classified in this township tberefo~e include only
township.
320 acres that comprise the north half of section 2
A 5-foot bed underlying an' area' of 320 acres would
16 Richards. R. W., and Mansfield, O. R., op. cit., pp: 430-432,1911.
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yield about 5,376,000 long tons of phosphate rock.
The llul.xinlUnl depth of the phosphate 'below the surface probably does not exceed 2,000 feet. The rock
all lies below ground-water level and, except in the
northeastern part, within 2 miles of the railroad.
T. 13 S., R. 43 E.

Generalfeatures.-T. 13 S., R. 43 E., is in the Montpelier quadrangle (pI. 9). It lies along the western
side of Bear Lake Valley and in the foothills of the
Bear River Range. The area reserved as phosphate
land is shown in Plate 42, The description here given
is somewhat modified from that presented in an earlier
report.27
Geology.-The oldest rocks are of Brigham quartzite
and occupy. the western side of the township. A
small area of Ute limestone lies east of the quartzite
in section 32. The Phosphoria formation forms a discontinuous narrow band east of the quartzite in sections 32 and 29. The Woodside shale and Thaynes
group form irregular areas east of the quartzite and
of the Phosphoria. The Tertiary is represented by
a patch of Wasatch beds in section 33 and by patches
of the Salt Lake formation on the outer slopes and
hills south of Lanark. The Salt Lake also forms the
};lills north and east of Liberty and North. of Ovid.
Much of the east half of the township is underlain by
Quaternary sediments. Former higher shore lines of
Bear Lake may be traced northward fJ,cross the township.
Two notable structural features are associated with
the phosphate beds. The first is the ·Paris syncline,
the axis of which extends in a curve northWftrd from
section 33 to section' 5. Southeas~ of section 17 the
axis is slightly arched, so that beds of the Thaynes are
eroded away between that section and the ~out~~rn
part of section 33. The syncline, is 'overt~rned
along its western border, so that there· the heds ill
general dip wes'terly although the stratigraphically
higher strata lie to the east. The eastern limb of the
syncline contains some minor folds nearly parallel with
the axis .and is partly concealed by Tertiary and Quate~'nary strata. The other feature is the Bannock
overthrust, the trace of which lies along the hillside
frOlu section '32 northward to section 6. The upper
fault block overi'ides the western limb of the Paris
syncline and tr~nsg'resses successive beds from the
Phosphoria to lower Thaynes and then passes northward beneath Tertiary cover. Under the hypothesis
of an arched thrust plane, the fault trace probably
loops southward again beneath the Tertiary bed~ in
the northern part. The concealed normal fault represented in the eastern part of the township in the earlier report has been omitted from the present map for
reasons stated on page 149. The general geologic
structure of the township as hel-e" interpreted is shown
27

Ri('hards, H. W., and Mansfield, O. H., op. cit., pp. 432-434.
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in the geologic structure section drawn 'along the line
X-X' (pI. 12).
Phosphate deposits.-No measurements or analyses of
the phosphate beds in this township are available, but
there seems no reason why these beds should hot compare favorably with those of the Paris or Montpelier
Canyon sections (see Tps. 14 S., R. 43 E., and 13 S., R.
45 E.), although along the fault zone they 'inay be
expected to differ in thickness or even to be locally cut
out because of the disturbances incident to the fault.:.
ing. In the body of the syncline, however, these disturbances should have produced little effect on the continuity and thickness of the phosphate beds.
Estimate of tonnage.-As a conservative basis for
estimate it may be inferred that'a 5-foot bed of high.;.
grade phosphate rock is present. The number of acres
held as phosphate land is 4,840 .. Such an area would
. contain 84,700,000 long tons of phosphate rock.
The maximu!U depth of the phosphate is probably
nowhere greater than 1,200 feet. The line of maxi~
mum depth lies somewhat west of the trace of the axial
plane because of the overturning of the syncline, but
east of that trace the depth undoubtedly diminishes.
The western limb of the syncline, at least, is largely
above ground-water level.
T. 14 S., R. 43 E.

General features.-T. 14 S., R. 43 E., is in the
Montpelier quadrangle. (See pL 9.) It lies along the
western side of Bear Lake Valley and includes p'arts 'of
this valley and of the adjacent Bear River Range.
The mapping given in an earlier report 2S is revised and
some new data are presented.
Geology.-The entire Cambrian section is exposed in
the southwestern part of the township, 'but·the Brigham quartzite, which occupies a belt lY2 miles wide
along :much of the western side, is the Cambrian
formation most closely related to the. phosphate. The
Swan Peak quartzite, much shattered, occurs in two
ledges, on'e in Worm Creek Canyon in section 34, whe're
it has been quarried for road metal, and the other at the
mouth of the Spomberg tunnel and in a neighboring
ledge in sec. 21. The Brazer limestone forms'part of a
ledge south of Worm Creek Canyon in section 34 and the
Wells formation constitutes the remainder of this ledge
and occurs iIi several ledges that emerge from beneath
cover farther north. The principal exposures occur in
Bloomington and Paris Canyons west of the pho~phate
beds. The upper beds of the Wells, as exposed in these
canyons, are yellowish sandy limestones that probably
represent a lower horizon in the forml1ti~n than the
light-eolored siliceous and cherty beds which underlie
the phosphate in T. 9 S., R. 43 E., and elsewhere.
The Phosphoria formation' in a faulted and interrupted
band has been traced from the divide above Blooming- .
ton Canyon in section 27 as far north as section 29 in
29
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T.13 S., R. 43 .E.The Woodside shale is exposed in
sections 21 and 16 and thence northward through the
township in association with the overlying Thaynes
group. The Thaynes of PariR Canyon is noteworthy
for its cephalopod fossils. W asa tch beds conceal the
older rocks west and southwest of Bloomington in
large areas. The Salt Lake formation occupies the
lower slopes of the foothills across the township from
south to north. Quaternary sediments underlie the
eastern part of the township. Some of the former
·shore lines of Bear Lake may be recognized. Paris
and Bloomington occupy deltas, built when the lake
stood at the 5,950-foot shore line.
The principal structural feature related to the phospha:te is the Paris syncline, the essential features of
which were described in the discussion of the preceding
township. The Phosphoria formf!,tion is more fully
exposed along the western limb of this fold than it is in .
the township to the north, bu t in Bloomington Canyon
and in the side gulch to the north it is b~okenand offset
by several faults. The Bannock overthrust, which
crosses the township from south to north, brings
Cambrian· beds into contact with Pennsylvanian to
TriA.ssic rocks. In Slight, PB.ris, and Bloomington
Canyons the upper fault block is·erpded back along the
thrust plane sufficiently to expose both the Phosphoria
formation and more or less of the Wells formation.
Elsewhere the Phosphoria is overridden and partly
concealed by the upper block. South of Bloomington
Canyon the fault trace is concealed by Wasatch beds,
but its approximate position is determined by the
ledges that here and there protrude through the
Wasatch cover.
In Bloomington Canyon and from Worm Creek
southward the Bannocl,{ fault zone becomes complex,
and rock slices containing formations from Widely
different horizons are brought into contact with each
other. Thus north of Bloomington Canyon a slice
of Swan Peak quartzite is interposed between the
Wells formation and the Phosphoria. At ·the same
locality (see Table 54) the phosphat~. beds are most
probably caught in a similar smaner slice. In Worm
Creek Canyon a slice of Swan Peak quartzite intervenes between the Brigham quartzite and the Bra~er
limestone and WelJs formation, the last two of which
are largely concealed. The Swan Peak rocks here
and in Bloomington Canyon represent parts of a
broken fold that has been traced for about 10 miles
along the margin of the .upper fault block. The
nature and complexity of the structural features and
of" the rock slices, which now represent them, are
shown in the geologic structure sections drawn along
the lines Y- Y' and Z-Z' (pI. 12). The concealed
fault along the east base of the· hins shown in the
. m.ap accompanying the earlier report is omitted from
the present map for reasons given on page 149.
In the earlier report the phosphate beds were
mapped as turning back northward, beneath cover,

'from Bloomington Canyon, to agree with the synclinal
loop of the Woodside-Thaynes contact. They are
now known to be offset in Bloomington Canyon and
to reappear· south of the canyon, though they are
largely concealed by Wasatch beds. The structure
in the canyon is obscure. The apparent offset may
be due to sharp folding, but it is more probable that
a fault similar to those north of the canyon, though
with a larger horizontal component of movement,
has produced the observed effect. The course. of the
phosphate bed has been traced by its float as far as
the crest of the ridge in the NW. 7.(( sec. 27. Beyond
that point it becomes entirely concealed, but it is
believed to curve southward, as suggested by the
dotted lines, because of the Wells ledges in secs.
27 and 34 and because of the occurrence of what is
thought to be Rex chert in the SE. Xl sec. 3,.. T. 15
S., R. 43 E.
Phosphate deposits.-At the time of the writer's
first visit, in 1910, the only prospects which had been
ope~ed in the phosphate shales were located in Bloomington Canyon and in a dry gulch leading off to the
nOl:th in sec. 21. The sections of the phosphate beds
measured at these p"Jaces and the analyses of the
samples taken are given in .Tables 54 and 55.
Immediately west of bed n (Table 54)lies the wedge of
Swan Peak quartzite, much shattered and with irregular
contact. The clay east of the phosphate beds is an
unusual feature and may have been produced in part
by movements within the phosphatic shales. The dip
steepens from 40° at the face of the tunnel to 62° in
the phosphate beds. The phosphate beds pinch out
on the south side of the tunnel but are well exposed
on the north side.
The two prospects described in Table ,55 are near
together but not connected. The lower one is apparently located on the main bed, but the base is not exposed.
Up to 1920 little more had been done in the way of
prospecting the north side of the canyon, but the
discovery of phosphate float on the south side led to
the opening of prospects on that side by H. H. Broomhead, of Bloomington, who kindly went over the
property with the writer. These prospects show shattered phosphate intermingled with fragments from
the upper beds of the Wells formation and discolored
by red material infiltered from the overlying Wasatch
beds. Float of phosphate may be traced along the
sidehill and up on the ridge, but it is inconspicuous
and more or less affected by red material from the
Wasatch. In a prospect in the NW. ~ NE. ~ sec. 28,
where the phosphate is best shown, the strike is nearly
north and the dip· 10° W. Beyond this point the
band swings about S. 65° E. to the crest of the hill.
The shattered condition of the rock indicates considerable movement.
In 1913-14 three prospects w~re opened in Paris
Canyon by L. W. Bach on property belonging to
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54.-Section of phosphatic shales and associated beds exposed in Spomberg's tunnel in the SE.
T. 14 S.,R. 43 E.

NW. U sec. 21,

Equivalent to
Caa(POt}s

PIOe

Field No. of specimen

~~

Thickness

----- ... - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 · - - - · -

M-185-n ______ _
m _____ _
1_____ .__

k ______ _
~------ ..
h ______ _

1 ______ _

p;------f .. _____ _
e ______ _
d ______ _

Quartzite, shattered almost to powder, stained red in cracks (Swan Peak).
Ft. in.
Fault.
Per cent
Per cent
Phosphate rock, gray and brown, finely oolitic_ _ _ ________ _______________
31. 3
68. 3
6
Phosphate rock, gray, coarsely oolitic__________________________________
30.6
66.8
I%:
Phosphate rock, gray, medium oolitic__________________________________
33.6
73.4
8
Phosphate rock, gray, finely oolitic____________________________________
31. 9
69.7
1~
Phosphate rock, gray, medium oolitic__________________________________
33.7
'73.6
.·4.
Phosphate rock, gray and brown, finely oolitic__________________________
34.0
74.2
9'
Phosphate rock, gray, finely oolitic____________________________________
~ 34.1
74.5
"10
Phosphate rock, gray, coarsely oolitic, weathered_ _______________________
33. 2
72. 5
1~
'1 11
Phosphate rock, gray, finely oolitic, much jointed, weathered_____________
33.1
72.3
Shattered zone _________________________________________________________________________ _
:
1
Phosphate
shaly, gray, finely oolitic and sandy, much jointed
and _
weatheredrock,
____________________________________________
__________
65.4'
9:
29. 9
Clay, yellow to gray, sandy at west ___________________ ,______ :.....; ________ _
.15. ,.
40. 4
18.5
Slate, dark, carbonaceous? __________________________________________ _
18. 3
8.4
80
Limestone, dark, with seams of gypsum _________________________ :- _____ _
5.5 ---------2. 5
,.,'
~

c___ - _-b ______ _
a ______ _

.>

101

-.. -

.. _.-----.--.
TABLE

2%:

-------.----------------------'--,--'------'-----~----

55.-Sections of phosphatic shales in two prospects in the SE. USB. U sec.. S1, T. 14 S., R. 4.' E.
Upper prospect

p,Oe

Field No. of specimen

Per cent

M-173-a _______
b _______
c _______
d _______
e _______

•

to •

Equivalent
Caa(P04}t

Thickn.·.·e.'~.
Ft. .in, .

Per cent

Shale, brown, phosphatic_____________________________________________
19.68
42.98
Shale, brown, phosphatic, broken and weathered; not sampled _________________ ~____ __________
Shale, brown, phosphatic_____________________________________________
17.01
37.15
Shale, brownish gray, broken and weathered; not sampled_______________ __________ __________
Shale, brownish gray_________________________________________________
12.48
27.26
f _______ Broken zone____________________________________________________________________________
g _______ Shale, brown _______________________._________________________________
19.72
43.07

.,

i .

..
2

1~

8

1~

9
1
1

1- 2'
I--~-

5
Lower prospect

M-l73-h ___ ·___ _ Soil ____________________ :~_~---------------------~----- ________________________________ _
i ______ .. Phosphatic shale, gray, oolitic _______________________ ~ ____ _____________
24. 40
53, 29
30.25
66.07
j------- Phosphatic shale, dark ____________________________________ ·___________
k ______ _ Phosphatic shale, coarse __________________________________________ ~___
32.06
70.82
1______ _ Phosphate rock, gray, coarsely oolitic__________________________________
32.99
72.05
m _____ _ Phosphate rock, gray, medium oolitic__________________________________
32. 5~
71. 11
11 ______ _
30.84
67.35
0 ______ _ Phosphate rock, gray, coarsely oolitic__________________________________
Phosphate rock, gray to black, somewhat coarser near base, much broken___
33.9
74.03

3

1

.. ~5
4.·

'1~

2

8

Margaret Grandi in the SE. U sec. 8. The beds on
the south side of the canyon had been accidentally
exposed by erosion owing to the breaching of an irrigation ditch. A pit opened at that locality exposed
8 to 10 feet of crumpled beds of gray oolitic phosphate.
A tunnel close to the pit and driven 130 feet obliquely
to the strike had passed through 100 feet of broken
phosphate, according to Mr. Bach. At the time of the
writer's visit, in August, 1914, this tunnel was in too
bad a condition to be examined. Some of the rock
from it, according to certified analyses kindly loaned
by Mr. Bach, ran as high as 78.28 percent of tricalcium phosphate. The third prospect was an entry
60 feet long driven on the north side of the canyon.
This prospect, however, proved to be entirely in black

4

.~~

'2~

shale with some oolitic zones but all of low .gr~~e.
The main bed was not exposed. Of nine samples collected from this tunnel by Mi. Bach and analyzeq by
commercial chemists, the best yielded only 48.94
cent of tricalcium phosphate.
. ~.. ,
In 1917 the Western Phosphate Mining & Man'ufacturing Co., which· had then acquired the Gran'di
property in Paris Canyon, began the production and
shipment of phosphate rock, which was maintained
more or less ·continuously for a time. This company
later became the Western Phosphate Co. Its operations, together with those of the more recently organized Bear Lake Phosohate Co .. are described below.
Western Phosphate Co.-The Western Phosphate Co.
which formerly had offices in' Salt Lake City, con-

'oer
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structed a spur track more than 3 miles long from
Paris to the mine. In September, 1920, the principal
workings consisted of an entry about 2,000 feet long
and an e~ploratory crosscut tunnel about 1,000 feet
from the portal and 200 feet long. About 53 stopes
were arranged along the entry at inte:r:vals of about
50 feet. The ore in the stopes was being removed for
distance of about 250 feet up the dip. Pillars were
, left at convenient intervals, to be subsequently withdrawn when the stopes are worked out. The equipment included an engine ftnd compressor and machin-'
, ery for cru'shing and drying the ore. The tracks from
the entry to the crusher and bins were inclosed for
protection from snow. Quarters for the men were
provided near the mine. Plate 47, A, gives a general
view of the workings. With a force of 20 men production at the time of the writer's visit amounted to about
150 tons a day, but with expected improvements
and an enlarged force it was planned to more than
double the output in a short time. The company had
accumulated debts, however, and with the weakening
of the phosphate market the mine closed down by the
, end of 1920. The property was later acquired by
R. C. McIlwee and placed under the name Idaho
Phosphf:l,te Co: but has not been operated.
The bed, as exposed in the workings, runs from 5 %
to 6 feet thick and is locally 13 feet thick. It is overturned and offset by small faults but is practically
continuous. The crosscut tunnel is reported to have
, struck a second bed of phosphate rock 12 feet thick,
part of which is said to be of very high grade. The
, dip differs locally but is about 40° W. At a point in
the entry sampled by the writer the dip was 37?, the
thickness was 6 feet 10 inches, and the phosphate con: tent ,of the rock, as subsequently determined in the
'laboratory' of the Unit'ed States Geological Survey,
"was 32.41 per cent of phosphorus pentoxide (P20 S),
,equivalent to 70.72 per cent of tricalcium phosphate.
The same sample contained 0.23 per cent of vanadium
,pentoxide (V20 5 )" 0.18 per cent of chromic oxide
, (Cr20a) and 0.28 p~r cent of fluorine.
Bear Lake Phosphate Go.-The Bear ~Lake 'Phosphate Co., with offices at Paris, Idaho, controls 'prop":
, erty that extends northward from Slight, Canyon, in
the NE. ~';sec, 8, through the E. % "sec. 32, T.
, i3 S., R. 43 E. In 1920 the company had made an
entry along the phosphate bed. for 1';000, feet and had
driven a raise for air. The entl·y was strongly timbered,
double tracked, a:nd lighted electrioally throughout.
The' equipment "consisted of an electric motor, compressors, and storage bins (see pI. 47, B), but plans for
additional equipniel).t and large-scale production were
in" hand. At the time of the writer's visit there had
been no production because the lease for the subsurface
mirieral rights in the part of the property that borders
Slight Canyon was still pending. According toa recent
press announcement the Bear Lake Phosphate Co. has

a

been combined with the Idaho Phosphate Co., as
stated below.
The phosphate bed, whi,ch runs generally north, is
somewhat irregular both in direction and thickness, as
might t>e expected from its proximity to the great
overthrust fault immediately to the west. The thickness in the working, however, averaged about 4% feet,
and the rock was reported to contain about 72 per
cent of tricalcium phosphate. At a point in the raise
where a sample was taken by the writer the bed was 5
feet thick and the dip 30° W. ,Upon analysis in the
laboratory of the Geological Survey the sample yieided
32.76 per cent of phosphorus pentoxide, equivalent to
71.52 per cent tricalcium phosphate. The sample also
contained 0.28 per cent of vanadium pentoxide, 0.18
per cent of chromic oxide, and 0.91 per cent of
fluorine.
Estimate of tonnage .-In the earlier report the assum ption of an area of 3,840 acres underlain by a 4%-foot
bed led to an estimate of over 60,000,000 long tons.
From the data now at hand it seems probable that the
area used for computation might be raised t04,760 acres
and the thickness of the bed to 5 feet without departure
from conservatism. On this basis the township could
furnish more than 83,300,000 long tons of high-grade
phosphate rock. In this estimate the area underlain by
the Salt Lake and Quaternary formations is not
included, although they are with little doubt, underlain
in part by phosphate.
The maximum depth of the phosphate bed, which is
in the axial area of the syncline in the portion occupied
by beds of the Thaynes group, probably does not
exceed 2,000 feet. '
T. 15 S•• R. 43 E.

No land in T. 15 S~', R. 43 E., is now withdrawn as
phosphate land, but brief mentio~ of the township is
made because of occasional reported discoveries of
phosphate rock in it. -Its geographic and geologic
features are closely"related to those of T. 14 S., R. 43
E., except that if the phosphate-bearing syncline is
present it lies concealed beneath the later Tertiary
and Quaternary sediments in the eastern part.
In the SE. U .sec. 3, near the east section line, there
are ledges of rock b~lieved to be Rex chert, but no
float of phosphate rock has been found associated with
them, although search was, made. The Phosphoria
form~tion here is probably included in a relatively
narrow rock slice of the Bannock fault zone, so that if
phosphate rock is present its quantity is probably not
large. The silicification 'of the Wasatch ledges east of
the Rex chert at this locality is doubtless due to hydrothermal action associated with renewed movement
along one of the thrust planes of the fault zone.
Float of phosphate has been reported from the
vicinity of Dry Canyon (St. Charles), but the formations' exposed there and thus far recognized are all
older than the' phosphate, and the structure is highly
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cOlnplex, as shown in the geologic structure section
drawn along the line Z-Z' (pI. 12). Possibly an unrecognized sliver of the Phosphoria formation may be
present in the complex.
One reported discovery of phosphate on the property of Nels Bunderson in St. Charles proved to be
in Fish Haven dolomite, exposed along an irrigation
ditch between St. Charles and Green Canyons in the
SW. ~ NE. ~ (?) sec. 15.
A possible source of phosphate float is the Wastach
formation, the congloD!eratic beds of which contain
fragments of many of ~he older rocks. The phosphate
rock is generally too soft to be preserved in later conglomerates, but a few beds are hard enough and might
be represented. Such fragments weathered from the
conglomerates would have little bearmg upon' the
occurrence of phosphat~ beds at t4e place where the
float was found. An occurre:qce of phosplHtte in
Ordovician strata, of scientific interest only, is men-'
tioned on page 57.
One of the criteria used by prospectors in locating
the phosphate beds is t,he fact that they generally
form dark soil and that a belt of dark soil follows
their outcrop in some places. Thus it has been said
that a belt of dark soil extends into this township and
indicates the continuation there of the phosphatebearing shales. This dark soil, however, is not a safe
criterion. Darl~ soils occur in many places in association with other rocks than the phosphate. In this
township dark soils overlie the Brigham quartzite
(Canlbrian) in a belt that extends between Dry C{l,nyon and Worm Creek in the E. 72 secs. 9 and 4.
To summarize the above data, it is not denied'that
phosphate may occur in this township, particularly
in the eastern part, where the beds are covered, and
that phosphate float of good quality may a~tually
have ,been found in some places, but these finds do not
hnply the presence of the phosphat~ in cQm1]ler:cial
quantity in the foothills area:
,
In view of the complex structural conditions. in, th~
foothills and of the ~bsep.ce of borings, of suffipi~~t
deptl,1 to determ~e the presence of p40spha.tein the
eastern part of the townshIp, no basi~ exists for' CO.n.,.
sidei'lllg any pa,rt of the to,wnship as phosph,a.te l~nd
under the present regulations of the Geological Survey,
and no estimate of,tonna.ge is presented.,
T;;: Ii S:, R. 44 E.

Generaljeatures.-T. 5 S., R. 44 E., lies mostly'in the
Lanes Creek qua,draJigle but includes part of th~
unnlapped quadrangle on the north and a strip nearly a
mile wide in the Freedom quadrangle. (See,pls.4 and
5.) The principal highlands are part of the Caril;>ou
Range, but in the southwest corner rise the foothills of
Grays Range. The principaJ .l~wlands ~re nO.rthwfl,rcl.
extensions of the Upper Valley of B~ackfoot River.
Geology.-Th~ g~ologic forma.tions r~nge in age from
the Woodside shale to the Quaternary, but. Tertiary

beds occur only in three small areas in Tincup Canyon:
Most of the township is underlain by the Wayan
fornlation, which here reaches its greatest known,
thickness. Basalt underlies most of the valley of
Chippy Creek.
The principal structural features of the township are.
the Williamsburg syncline, which contains most of t4e
Cretaceous beds, the Little Gray flnticline, which
entersLthe southwest corne~, and the fault zone of the
Bannock overthrust, which lies
between the two' .told~~
\
',.
pamed. The general st:nICtu~al features of. the town~
ship, as here interpreted, ar~ shown in, the geologi~
structure sections drawn along the lines H-7-H', ~.,...I' ,!
and J-J'. (See pll Il.)
.
Phosphate deposits.~B~~~ of phosphate doubtless:,
unQerlie much of t9.e;tqwn~~p,> but, ·e~cept in the
southwest .,COl;ner, they ,li~ at depths, of. more tha~,
5,000 feet and hence ,are not considered recoverable
under existing' r~gu'la'ti~'ns~, N 0 prosp~ct~ or opening~
have been m~q.e,in,then4qspha~e, for here 'it may be
reac4ed only by the drill or a'shaft, b'll:tin the adj.~c~n~'
tow~ships..to ~he sout1;t and, southwe~t the quality ~nd'
thickD:ess.of ~4~ r~c~ ~~~ such;as to justify the opinio:q
~hat a 6-foot bed ()f rock that contams 70 per cent of
tricalcium phosphate is p~esent.
' ":;
Estimate 'oj ton,nag~.-Only the district sO}lthwest, 'o~
the :6annock fault zone. is here considerecl ~s pho,sphat~
land, and this comprises an, area of a~out 480 ,~cres~'
Such an area underlain by a 6-foot bed could furnish
more than 10,080,000, long' tons of ph~sph~te .~ock~~
1'he maximum ,depth of 'the phosphate, i~ probably
ab~:ut 1,500 feet.,
" .
.j'
'

"

.T. 6 S., R. 44 E.

',Generaljeatures.-T. 6 S., R. 44,E.,lies\mostly in the
Lanes Creek quadrangle, but: includes a strip about
three-quarters of a mile wide in ,the ;Freedom qUl\.d~
rangle (pls.4-and.5); The highlands that/. :comp:rise',the
eas.tern half are part of ~he· ,Webster:, and, Caribo,!
Ranges. T-hose.along, ~the western ,::~ide,': belong: ',00.
Grays Range. .The, inteI~vening lowland", with' Chippy
and Lanes Creeks, is part of the Upper Valley,of Black~
foot River. '
", :.
,1 " ; " '~
Geology.-The oldest rocks,· belong... to ,;the Well~
formation and are exposed in sections 4, 9, 31, and 32~
The ,Phosphoria, formation is exposed·in, association
with: the Wells atlthe localities named·.: : In sections' 4;
and 9,;the Rex chert membeF is represented by the less
common coarse gray limestone facies with a,bundant
crinoid, st~lns. T~ethi~kne~f:)of. the phosp?~ti<1,.a,4~les
and of the Rex ch:e:r;t is e3tima.tecl at 150 and 450 f~~tl
r~spectively. Rocks, of! the Woodsi~e ,sh8.le " a.J;l;<l;
Thaynes group ,occupy .. considerable ,areas In the
western and central, parts. ,The Timothy ,sandsto:q.e"
Higham grit,:pead.man limestone, ,and Wo04,.shale,
whicJ;t ,follo.w .in order above the. Th~ynes, ar~ all,
exposed iI;l. both ,the, e~ste;rn and .. western highlands~
rp.e N:~gg~t, \3~nd~tpIl~ ~n<l Twin .creek ijroestone forll\
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the higher and more rugged uplands in the eastern part.
In the northeastern part a complexly faulted area
includes higher Jurassic and some Cretaceous beds.
A low hill in section 5 is composed of Tertiary rocks and
the lower slopes and valley bottoms are occupied largely
by Quaternary sediments. Basalt extends down the
valleys of Chippy and Lanes Creeks'as far as section 28.
'The principal folded structures are the Webster
syi1~line in the east and the Lanes Butte syncline and
Snowdrift anticline in the southwest. The Little Gray
anticline intervenes between the first two folds named.
There are also other minor folds. (See the general
map~

pI:

1.)

,

The faulted complex in the northeast is part of the
fault zone of the Baunock overthrust. The Lanes
Creek 1ault cuts some of the folds above mentioned and
passes'up'thevalley of Lanes Creek. Other minor faults
are indicated on the quadrangle maps (pis. 4, 5). 'The
gene~ai $tructural features above outlined are shown in
the geologic structure sections drawn along the lines
j ...-1;: ~ndK:':-K", Plate 11.
",
',"'Phosp'hate dep08it8.-The phosphatic shales are not
~~,t~a~ly.·, exp~,sed 'in this township, and at the, time of
-the ~rirvey's, "e,xamination in 1912 no openings in them
had been made. Float fragments along the zone of
, outcrQP indicate that rock of good quality may be
e~,pe~te.'4: '~ro~' d~ ta obtained, in' openiri~s ~ade b!
the, sJlrvey In1\' 7 S., R.44 E., and T., 6 S., R. 4:3 E., It
S~~~sj~a~, to, aS,sume that this township is underlain hy
a6-:-foo,t bed,'of pho,sphate rock that has an average con...
~e~(c;>f'?P p~e~:cent,9f tricalcium phosphate. The limit
of workable deptli for such a bed, according to existing
regulations of the Geological Survey is 5,000 feet '
!E8tim,ate of tonnage.-The area classified as phos...
pha~e land in this ~ownship is 10,440 acres. If the beds
8.r~'\horizontal such an area underlain by a 6-foot bed
, , w~'uld yield about 218;437,000 long tons of high-grade
phQspli~te rock. The beds, however are no't horizontal
but :clip, at angles that are estimated to average at least
20 0 .' ,':This fact would tend to increase the estimate.
Oil' t~e other hand, the presence of the Bannock overthrust may either 'cause the cutting out of the phosp~ate beds in some places or, by increasing the thick.p.ess of' the, cover, render' some of the phosphate
unworkable on the basis of the regulations above cited.
The'increase due to dip may therefore be offset by these
other' factors, so that it seems better to retain the estiInate as given.
, Aithough the phosphate comes t~ the surface in
s~'all',ar~as at the locallties cited, most of it is 1,000 to
3;060 feet'deep; and where the Higham grit comes to
the' surface it is near the limit of workable depth. The
aieas occupied by higher formations are probably also
underlain by phosphate ,but at depths greater than
5~oob feet: Much of the rock is beneath the level of the
ground water, a fact that 'would doubtless have a
n~table :t>earmg 'on mining operations. Also t~e pres-

"

ence of a basaltic cover in a large part of the valley
might hinder the development of phosphate beds
beneath it.
T, 7 S., R. 44 E.

General feature8.-T. 7 S., R. 44 E., lies entirely in
the Lanes Creek quadrangle, but its north boundary is
a correction line, so that the northern tier of sections is
reduced in area. The principal physiographic features
are Dry Ridge and Dry Valley in the southern and
southwestern parts, Wooley Ridge, Rasmussen Valley,
arid: Rasmussen Ridge in the northwestern part, and
Upper Valley and Webster Range in the eastern
part'. Blackfoot River, which is formed by the junction of Lanes and Diamond Creeks in Upper Valley,
flows southwestward through a picturesque canyon
called The Narrows.
Geology.-The geologic formations range in age from
the Brazer limestone to the,Quaternary, but there are
no Tertiary beds and no Mesozoic strata higher than
the Twin Creek limestone. A small area of basalt separates Upper Valley from Rasmussen Valley. These
formations and the general geologic structure are described in Chapters III, IV, and V.
The Phosphoria formation is well exposed in three
general areas within the township: In the southwest
corner, extending northwestward across section 31; in
a band extending northwestward from the SE. ~ SE. ~
SAC. 33 through sections 28 and 21; and two bands in
secs. 6, 5, 8, 9, and 4. In addition the Rex chert member enters the SW. U SW. 3i sec. 18 from the adjoining township on the west, and in the SE. 3i SE. U sec.
24 and NE. 3i sec. 25 the Rex chert member is exposed
in low knolls. In each of these localities the Rex chert
is chiefly represented by the massively bedded cherty
facies, although the dark flinty shale facies is also presAnt. The thickness of the phosphatic shales and Rex
chert member is estimated at 150 feet and 450 feet-.
respectively.
Several of the principal folds of the region are encountered in this township, including the Snowdrift
anticline in the northeastern part, the Georgetown
syncline, the Dry Valley anticline, and the Schmid
syncline. ,The Blackfoot fault crosses the township
'from east to west. Other noteworthy faults are the
Lanes Creek and Enoch Valley faults, which apparently originate in. the Snowdrift anticline, and the
Henry fault, which affects the Georgetown syncline.
These folds and faults are indicated in their relation
to the general region on the small-scale map (pI. 1).
The general structural features of the township are
shown in the geologic structure sections drawn along
the lines K'-K" and M~M' (pI. 11).
Ph08phate dep08it8.-The phosphatic shales are not
naturally exposed in this township, and prior to the
visit of the survey party in 1912 no openings had been
made in them. In August, 1912, the survey party
made two openings in the SE., U NW. U sec. 9. One
pit was made, near the base of the phosphatic shales
and the other near the, top. The, sections examined
are shown in rable 56.
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.56.-Sectio'/1.s in phosphatic shales in the SE.

:!4 NW.

7,l sec. 9, T. 7 S., R. 44 E. Boise meridian

Section near base of phosphatic shales

Field No. of
samplo

R-237-~=5_ =_=_=_=_=__= Phosphate
~l~:t:: ~~~;v~~=
====================-==
=======================
======
rock=_____________________
_______________________
--==
______
_
4 ____________ do _____________________________________________________________ _
3 _______ Shale, phosphatic ___________________________________________________ _

i=======

~:~fr,lb~~~~~_~-~====================================================
Wells limestone (?) not seen, but drill encounters hard rock.

P206

Equivalent to
Caa(P04}t

Per cent

Per cent

26. 37
19.57
30.29
30. 55
25.08
29. 07
6. 47

Thickness

Ft. in.

57.5
42. 76
.. 66.2
66.67
54. 8
63. 5
14.14

3
2

6
7

9
7

1
1 6
911

Section near top of phosphatic shales

R- 236-7 ______ _

Soil.
Clay and shale.

~f~~~hb~t~;l~~_~-~=

~~._ ~

6
2

~:._ ~

=================================================== ____
6 ______ _ Phosphate rock ______________________________________________________
I 33.36_______
I 72.8 _.
Shale, bro\vn ____________________________________________.________________________ ______ _
5 ___ ": __ _ Phosphate rock ______ ~ ________________________ ~------------------ ____
33.64 I
73.4
Shale, brown ___________________________' ________________ .! _______________________________ _
4 ______ _ Phosphatic shale __________________________________ ~ ______-..: _________ ::1
31. 94
69:9
Shale, brown _____________________________ - ___________ - _- - - - - _- - - _- __ - _- - ___ - - - '- - - - - - __ -_

I

I .

~~~l~, s~~o~~==

=.~:;:

===============================================: =:.=
=====..===:.: == ==.= =====
Phosphatic shale - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i
. 30. 71
67
Shale, brown, thin, oolitic streaks _______ ;"'_____________________ - ____ .: ______________________ _
2 ______ _
Phosphate, medium oolitic, black--------------------------------------l
Shale, brown (r~jected)---------;_:---------------------------------.---33.97
.,74.2
Phosphate, medlUm to coarse oolItic, black __________________ -,-- _______ _
1 ______ _ Phosphate, sheared, and brown shale ___________________________________ 1
26.40
57.6

3 ______ _

Bas. of pit.

About 2 miles north,vest of the township, in sec. 26 .
T. 6 S., R. 43 E., on the continuation of the band represented in sec. 4, T. 7 S., R. 44 E., is located one of
the large cuts made by the Geological Survey under
special allotment in 1912. The details of this cut are
given in the description of T. 6 S., R. 43 E. Two beds
were encountered-.:a bed 7 feet thick about 32 feet
above the base ·of the formation and 10 feet higher
another bed 2 feet thiclc
In 1911 the Geological Survey party made an opening in the SW. ~ SE. ~ sec. 14, T. 8 S., R. 44 E., on
the continuation of the phosphate band that ftillS
southeastward through the central part of,T. 7 S., R.
44 E., and about 3 miles south of that township. The
details of that cut are given in the description of T. 8
S., R. 44 E. The thickness of phosphate rock near the
base of that section was 14 feet, and near the top
another bed of undetermined thickness was found.
Analyses showed the rock to be of high grade. It was
pointed out, however, that the' unusual thickness of
the phosphate rock might have been due to structural
disturbances.
Notwithstanding the somewhat lower thickness of
the phosphate beds shown in Table 56, it should be
noted that' the pits which furnished samples R-236 and
R-237 show only a small part of the phosphatic shales
and may fail to show valuable phosphate' beds. The
sections in T. 6 S., R. 43 E., an~ T. 8 S., R. 44 E.,

I

'11

~

I

Ii
1

1

2
5
3
10
4
3
4;

6
10

lY2
Y2

1 6
1 6

1-'-.,-,-9· 8

show that high-grade phosphate rock occurs in normal
or even greater tha-n norm.al thickness both to the nortp.
and to' .t.he ~outh of the township. Also the ba.nd that
enters sec. 33, T. 7 S., R. 44 E., is the northward continuation of a remarkably strong an~ well-developed
band of the Phosphoria formation.
From· these considerations it seems fair to conclude
that the phosphate-bearing portion of the township is
underlain by a bed of workable rock phosphate 6 feet
thick which contains approximately 32 per cent phosphoric acid, equivalent to about 70 per cent tricalcium
phosphate. According to survey regulations, the
limit of workable depth for such a phosphate bed is
5,000 feet.
Estimate of tonnage.-The area in this township
classified as phosphate land is 15,000 acres. Such
an area underlain by a 6-foot bed would yield about
315,032,000 long tons of phosphate rock if the beds
were horizontal. The beds are, however, inclined at different angles, so that the above estimate is too low. On
the other hand, the Blackfoot fault perhaps cuts out
some of the phosphate bed. The structu~al relations
under the alluvium in Upper V~lley are necessarily
hypothetical, and there is a possibility that in that area.
the Snowdrift anticline may rise high enough to bring
some o{ the phosphate above the level of erosion.
From these considerations it seems wiser to disregard
the possible increment' due to dip, and to retain ths
more conservative figure above. given.
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Much of this rock lies at depths between 1,000 and
3,000 feet and is probably below ground-water l(3veI.
This would doubtless have a notable bearing on the
cost of development of the phosphate rock.
Where beds 4igher than the base of the Higham grit
appear at the surface, it is probable that the depth of
the phosphate is, greater than 5,000 feet .
T~

B s~, R. 44 E.

General features.- This township is largely in the
Creek quadrangle, but includes a strip about a
mile wide in the Lanes Creek quadrangle (pIs. 4 and 6).
Its principal physic;>graphic features are Dry Ridge
and Dry Valley in the northeast half and Schmid
Ridge and Slug Valley in the southwest halt ' An
earlier description of the township has been published
elsewhere. 29
(ieologY.,-The geologic formations range in age from
the ,Wells fqrmation tc;> the Thaynes group, and Quaternary sediments occupy the lower slopes and valley
floors. These, formations and the geologic structure
a;re described r.espectiv~ly in Chapters III and·V.
The Phosphoda formation appears in three more or
less continuous bands that trend northwesterly across
~lug

JQ,Richards, R. W., and Mansfield, G. R., Geology of the phOsphat~,deposits,
northeast of Georgetown, Idaho: U. S. Geol. S~rv~y Bull. 577, pp. 39, 40, 1914.

the township. 'The exposure of the Rex chert member
in Dry Ridge is exceptionally fine. There a dip slope
extends from about section 23, unsurveyed, northwestward into T. 7 S., R. 44 E. (See pI. 29, A.)
, The structural features represented in this township
are the Georgetown syncline at the northeast, the
Dry Valley anticline, which separates the two great
phosphate-bearing areas near the middle, and the
Schmid syncline at the southwest. , A minor thrust
fault cuts the Dry Valley anticline in the south~astern
part and. the Slug Creek thrust enters the southwestern part. The relation of this township to these major
structural features is shown in the general map (pI. 1).
The structure is illustrated in the geologic structure
sections drawn along the lines M-M~ (pl. 11) arid
(pI. 12).
.
Phosphate deposits.-Previous to the examination by
the Geological Survey in 1,91(> no prqspecting had been
done in this township. In that year'the survey party,.
in connection with the examination of the adiacent
township on the west, made a shallow opening in the
phosphate shales in the SW. ~ SW. ~ sec. 7. The
section thus obtained and the analyses of the samples
taken are givep. in Table ~7. ':

o-or

TABLE 57.-:-Complete section of phosphate-bearing strata of Pho.<;phoria for-mat?:on on tr£butary of Slug Creek, in the SW.

.

sec. 7, T. 8 S., R.

44 E. Boise meridian

.

Field No. of
specimen,
Per cent

Per cent

Ft.

I~~~,iigfi~~::~i;~;~~~~~i;~~~;~ ~~: ~~ ~~~~ ~.~ ~~ ~ ~~.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~~; ~~: ~ ~ I:: ;';: :~'; ~~ ;;:: ;~~; ~:
•.~ ':"

~ ,\1';

..

The analyses seeni to, show an unusually lean
portion of the phosphate shares. ,The ph~sphate beds
are thin a'nd the' content of phosphoric acid is low.
'I,)n 191 ~ the Geologi,cal 'Survey party ~,aae' a~
~p,en~p:g i~ the n.aturallY"exposed ph.ospl)a~e' s~ales }n
the SW~ ~ SE~- ~ s~c. 14. Three pit~_ were"ope~ed
and offset in such a manner as to cove~ n~arly ,t,h~
entire thickness of the shales. The measurements of
the section and the phos'phate conten:t of ~'a'mple~ are
given in Table 58. , ,,'
''rhe -table ~hows that the thickness of high-grade
phosphate rock near the base of the.shf~.Ies is unusua~y
great, amounting to ~4 (?) feet, ~nd that anotherh~d

U

Thickness

f:1andstone, white, fine grained; weathers brown_~ ______________ ._~ _____ ~ _____ '_____ -- _______ _
R-378-6 ______ _ Shale, brown, sandy, with' limestone lenses:' ________________________________ - - _____ - - ____ - __ _
Limestone, grayish black, fine grained, compact, fetid_., __________ - ___ - ___ .. __ - - ______ - _______ _
R-378-.5 ______ _ Phosphate rock, black, coarsely oolitic_ _ _ ________ ______ _ ___ _ ______ _____
26. 3
57. 5
Limestone, grayish black, fine 'grained, 'compact, fetid ________ ------------ ___________________ _
Shale, brown, with some oolitic streaks ____._., ________ -:- _________ -; __ ,______________________ -: __ ~
Limestone, grayish black, fine grained, compact, fetid _________ ~ _____ ., - ______ - - ______ - _______ _
Shale, brown, with some.oolitic streaks ________________'.:. __________________________' :. ________ _
33 . .5
,73. 2
~-378-4"'-"7---- Phosphat¢ rqck, grayish black, mediu~ oolitic __________ :- ________ .. ___ ,. _ _
Shale, brown,~thin'bed~e~l, slight~y oolitic~ ____ -: __ ': ______ ~ _________________ -: __________. _____ _
R-378,~3 ______ _

R-378.;..2_:. ___ ..:'_ Phos'phate rock, brownish black, finely to coarsely oolitic. ____ ,__ _'..: ____ .:. ____ I
R-;-378-;-la______ Phosphate, roc~, brownish, black, sQ.aly ________________ '- __ ~ ___________ ,_ _
R-37R-- L __ ~ ~ __ Phosphate'rock, brownisn black, "finely 'oolitic ___ ~ ~ _____.___________ '': ___ ~ _

SW.

Equivalent to
Ca3(POf)2

,,'

U

"

29.4.
17. 2
27..5

64.3
37. G
60. 1

fO

~

in_

47
5
1

6·

1
1

6-

1
1

~

lu.
8

2

41
1
1

7
4
4

----76 '.. i

of, high-grade rock, whose thickness is not definitely
}{p.own, occurs n«;}ar the top .pI. the shales, .~p.ly a few
feert below the chert. rpe, map shows that both th(t
sections ref~rred- to ~re ~n ,cIoseproximity to zo~es of
minor folding Qr f&uIting. "Thus" the :unusually. thin
aIl~ lean, character 'of the Q~e exposq:re ,and the
unusually thick and rich character of the other
may in some measure be connected. w-it,h these minor
moyements. It s.eems fair, then, to asslllI1:e that the
phosphate ~eposits do, not differ. wtdely in average
thiekness aI!-d c4aracter .from: thos~~f the n~ighbor4lg town,ships,~n<;l '~hat '.(tn average thickn~s~' of 6
feet 'of workabl~ phosphate may safely be inferred! '

7?t~,/(),
PROFESSIONAL PAPER 152

U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

PLATE 46

A. OVERTURNED AND FAULTED FOLD AT THE MOUTH OF SWA

LAKE GULCH (NORTH
SIDE), T. 9 S., R. 43 E., SLUG CREEK QUADRA GLE

Cb, Brazer limestone; Cw, 'Wells formation; Cpa, Phosphoria phosphatic shales; Cph, R ex chert member of
Pbosphoria formation; R W, Woodside shale

Meadj!

Peak

B. MEADE PEAK AND SOUTH CA YON, l?ROM RIDGE IN CENTER OF SEC. 12, T. 11 S., R. 44 E.

Cl, Mississippian limesLone; Cw, Wells formation ; Cpa, R ex chert member of Phosphoria; Cpb, Phosphoria phosphalic shale, etc.; liiw, Woodside shale; H e,
Twin Creek limestone

41i-'f11

WESTERN PHOSPHATE CO.'S MINE IN PARIS CANYON, T. 14 S., R. 43 E.,

PROFESSIONAL

~10NTPELlER

QUADRANGLE

nEAH LAKE l'l!OSPIJATE CO.'S MINE IN SLIGIIT CANYON, T. 14 S., n. 43 E., MONTPELlEH QUADHANGLE

PAPER 152

PLATE 47

Co I.
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SUnVEY

PROFESSIONAL PAPER 152

A. CUFFS AT TOP OF WELLS FORMATION, WEST SIDE OF SLUG VALLEY, SEC. 18, T. 9 S., R. 44 E.

Down·faulLed Triassic rocks on left; Carboniferous rocks in distance. The phosphatic shale has heen largely eroded
from the lop of the Wells formation

B. DRAG FOLD IN WELLS FORMATION AND PHOSPHATIC SHALE, IN NW. ~ SW. ~ SEC. 25, T. 10 S.,

R. 44 E., SLUG CREEK QUADRANGLE

PLATE 48
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l~iclcl

58.-Nearly complete section of lJhosphadc shales of Phosphoria formation in the SW.
.
Boise meridian
No.

~~

SE.

~

sec. 14, T. 8 S., R . .H E
I.

cr

1

, EClUlvalcnt to I Thickncss
(;Ra(PO.h

Slwrirllrn

:--------

------~----II--------------------------------------------------~---I---,-----

Per cent

Per cent

Remainder of section to chert covered by aspens and brush ________ , ___________ • ___________' __ _
l,imestones nnd shales, weathered brown ________________________ .. __________________________ _
LiJuestone _____________________________________________________________________________ _
M-307-7 _____ _ Phosphate rock, dark gray, coarsely oolitic, dense; possible evidence of dis10cation ________ .. _______ __ _______ _ _____ _____ ________ ______ ______ __
36. 0
78. 6
___________________________________________________________________ ________
Limestone~

'M-307-6 _____ _
M-307 -5 _____ _
M ....307'74 _____ _

~

Shale, with thin interca1ated sandstones, limestones, and very thin beds
.
of phosphate rock, probably none as much as one-fourth inch thick _________________________ _
Phosphate rock, brown, medium, oolitic________________________________
28.4
62,0
.Shale, with thin' intercalated limestone and sandstone and very thin beds
of phosphate rock ____________________________________________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, brown, fine to medium oolitic_ _ _ __________________ ___ __
29. 7
64. 9
Phosphate rock, brown, fine to medium oolit.ic __________ :- ____________ ,-"7_
31. 5
68. 8
Shale, dark brown .. _______________________ _________ __________ .: ________________________ _
Phosphate.rock, brown, medium oolitic _____ -: _____ .____ .:.'_______________ ';.
31. 5
. 68.8
~

M-307-3 ____ .__
M-307-2 _____ _
M-307.... 1 _____ _

~

~

~~~~~~:i~ ~~~~====================,===============~====,=============

~i: g . ' ~i: ~

Shalp., brown, and limestolle, dark gray, hroken ___ ~ _________________________________________ _
Phosphate rock, dense, coarsdy oolitic _________________________________ ~ __________________ _

Ft,

in.

lO±
8

6
1

8
6

122
1

10

i.:

21
3'
2
8
2
3
3
5

5
4

7
2

3

1------

193

Estimate of tonnage.-The phosphate beds und~rlie
17,600 acres in this township at a depth pro'bably
nowhere greater than about 4,000 feet.rhe ,greatest
depth occurs, in the northeast corner of the township,
near the center of section 1. The dip of the beds.
varies' but is generally not less than 20°, though in
some places it is as much as 40°" and in a few localities
considerably more. Doubtless an average dip of 30°
can be safely assumed.
On the assumption, then, that a 6~foot bed of phosphate underlies 17,600 acres of land and dips on an
average 30°, this township contains approxiillately
425,040,000 long tons of phosphate. Much of this
rock is easily accessible from pointspf entry in sl'ug
Valley and D.ry Valley.

3

The Phosphoria formation underlies the valley just
east of the ridge tha~ ~x~~nd~ fro~ s~ction 32 to section 19. ' It also spreads around a 'lower intervening
ridge and appears on the west side of Slug Valley from
section 28 to section 17. Farther north it appears in
a belt that stretches north from the NE. 74 sec. 7
through sec. 6. Southeast of ~he Schmid ranch the
formation extends from the NE. U sec. 8 obliquely
, across the broad range east of Slug Valley, through
sections 9, 16, 15, and 14, where it plunges beneath
the alluvium in Dry Valley. It reappears in the eastern half of section 2. In the NE. U SW. U sec. 28
the Rex chert member is hOfizontal ,and has a pseudo,columnar jointing. that resembles' basalt (pI. 61, 0).
The lower or phosphate-bearing P9r~~on is not exposed
T. 9 S., R. 44 E.
but may be' traced by float in characteristic position
Generalfeatures.-T. 9 S., R. 44 E., which is located, betwee'U :the underlying limestone and the chert: This
~n the Slug Creek quadrangle (pI. 6), lies chiefly in the
portion of the formation finds topographic expression
Aspen Range and in Schmid Ridge, but it also includes in the line of depressions or saddles that runs parallel
SODle of the ,western slopes of Dry Ridge. The principal to the he~vy chert ledgesO of. ~he upper fi?ember of the
lowlands are Dry Fork Valley in the southwest~ upper ,formation, as i~ particul,arly well sho,wn in se~ti.ons
Slug Valley, and Dry V~lley. Th~ pre'sent ~cc9unt 32 and "29. The Rex ch~rt member is ~arkel by
of th,is township i~ a revjsion of ~h'at g~ve:q in an earli~r ' heavy chert layers, which locally, as in section 2,AioI?,\
,
' 0'
",
'"
report. 3
,
'
stitute tl16 ~;ntire member and: fo~m g1;'~at led~e~,.
Geology.-The rock fornlations (see Chapter JII) Elsew!l!3re, as in :section 20, ,this member is ~o~~
range'iIiage from the' Brazer limestone (upper Missis- l~gely ~Qmposed of, the ~~ppy,and flinty s~ale fa,~ies,
sippian) to 'Quaternary, but no' Mesozoic rocks higher which wef!,thers into smooth slopes, with few or. only.
than the' Thaynes are found; and t4e Salt, ~tLke for~ subordinate ledges. No fossils :were 0 bserved in either
mation is the only TertjarY,representative. Basalt facies.
covers a little more than a square mile in sections 33
'The Schmid syncline, in the northeastern 'part, arid
and 34. The rock'is dark, somewhat vesicular and the Dairy syncline, in the southwestern part, are 'the
weathers brown. It has few outcrops and weathers principal folds' associated with the phosphate beds;:
into boulders that range from 'a few inches to 2 or 3 between them lies an unnamed anticline, which "ls
"
feet in diameter.
broken on the west fla!ik'by the Uppe~ Slug fauit.,
T'he ;Dairy sy~cli~.e is bro~en' on ,the', east));y'},he S)ug,
80 Richards, n. W., and Mansfield, O. R. ,op. cit., pp. 41-45.
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Creek thrust (see pIs. 6 and 48, A) and by a faulted
!l.rea interpreted as a "window" in the fault plane of
the Bannock overthrust. This structure is all described in Chapter V and is illustrated in the geologic
structure section drawn along the line 8-8' (pI. 12).
Phosphate deposits.-The phosphate beds are not
naturally exposed in this. township, and prior to the
summer of 1911 no openings in the beds had been
TABLE

made. In the NW. U NE. U sec. 16 the survey
party in July, 1911, opened a trench 45.0 feet long
that had a maximum depth of about 10 feet. This
trench traversed the formation from the overlying
chert to the underlying limestone (pI. 40, 0). The
character of the formation as there exposed is given,
together with the phosphate content of samples of the
more valuable phosphate beds, in Table ?9.

59.~Sect-ion of lower and phosphate-bearing stmta of Phosphoria formation in NW.

meridian

7.i

NE.

7.i sec. 16,

Field No. of
specimen

T . .9 S., R. ·44 E. Boise

Equivalent to
C83(PO.h
Per cent

Per cent

Sandy and clayey broken rock, yellow _______ .: ____________________________________________ _
M-256-8 ______ _ Phosphatic rock, gray, dense, medium oolitic___________________________
. 2R 4
62.·0
Shale, brown, broken, strenked with white calcite ________ . ______________________ ~-- _________ _
Clay, calcareous, yellow, probably weathp.red from earthy limestone ___________________________ _
M 256-7 ______ _ Phosphate rock, gray, coarsely oolitic; interrupted by 6-inch sha1y band
O'
and 272-inch limestone lens_________________________________________
33 ..5
73.2
Clay,
yellow
and________________________________________________________________________
brown, 2 inches; phosphate rock 4 inches; sandy clay 4
inches
_____
_

Thickness
Ft.

4

in.

4
6

·1
1
2

6

~

(\10 .
M-256-6 ______ _ Phosphatic rock, brown to gray, coarsely to medium oolitic; includes 1 to 2
inch sandy zone_ ______ ___ ___ __ __ __ __ ____ ____ __ ______ ____ _______ ___
24. .5
53. 5
2
"\Veathered sandy zone __________________________________________________________________ _
5
23. 5
.51. 3 . 1 10
M-25~-5-:_----- Phosphatic rock, brown, medium to finely oolitic, broken_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Limestone, hrown, earthy; wedges out toward east ________________________ ~ _____________ :- __ _
1
6
Shales, Qrown to· black, earthy, micaceous; poorly pre~ervcd lamellibranchs
and brachiopods near base; in places nodules of dense black limestone 2
.feet in diameter __ --- __ -- -- _-- ___ --- -- _- - - _~ .. ________ - __ --- --- -.- ___ 1_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3
4
LImestones ann sandstones, broken nnd poorly exposed, about _______________________________ _ 40
Shale, brown, earthy, darker toward base and somewhat oolitic ______________________________ _
3
M-256:-4~ _____ _ Phosphatic rock, brown, medium to finely oolitic~ ~ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
27. 1
59. 2
5
1
Limestone, brown, earthy, phosphatic, oolitic streaks ________________________________________ _
3
M-2.56-3 ______ _ Phosphate rock, brown, finely oolitic _______ :- __________ : __ __ _____ ___ __ _ _
19. 1
41. 3
8
3
Limestone, brown, earthy and shaly, slightly oolitic ____________________. ____________________ _
2
I,imestone, brown, broken, somewhat earthy, fetid __________ ._______________________________ _
2
G
Broken contorted zone of phosphate shales and thin limestones, possibly
including parts of sample 2 ____________________________________________________________ _
3
M-2,156-2 __ ~ ___ _ Phosphate rock, brown, weathers gray; fine to medium oolitic; shaly _ ______
27. R
60. 7
2
I..imestone, brown, dense, somewhat earthy and slightly fetiq ___________. __ .____________ - ______ _
7
Shale and limestone,_ broken,· grayish brown _______________________________________________ ._
4
Phosphate rock, gray, medium oolitic ____________________________ .___________________ :. _____ _
6
-Limestone, brown, and thin shales; weathers earthy ________________________________________ _
2
1
Limestone, black, dense, fine grained; weathers brown _______________ . _______________________ _
1 10
Shale, brown, micaceous, broken, thin bedded ______________________________________________ _
7
Limestollf~, brown, fine grained, fetid ______ - ______________________ ._________________ - ______ _
2
1
Shale, brown, broken ____________________________________________________________ - _- _ - _ - 3
M-2.56-L _____ _ Phosphate rock, gray, medium oolitic _____ - ___________________________ - _________ ---------472
83

72

The formation in this township contains two 1 ships to the west and south. The main bed in Georgenotable phosphate-bearing zones, near the top and - town Canyon is 6 feet 4 inches thick. These facts,
the bottom respectively, with a broad barren zone together with the general uniformity of thickness of
between. Each of the phosphate-bearing zones con- the main bed elsewhere, tend to show that in this secsists of several members and includes narrow bands tion part of the bed has probably been cut out.
of lean or barren material. The upper zone contains
The phosphate beds, where exposed by trenching,
an aggregate of 4 feet 6 inches of phosphate rock that were rather deeply covered by weathered surface
averages 60 per cent or more tricalcium phosphate
drift, and the inclination of the beds was such that
and an additional band, 1 foot 10 inches thick, that
dirt
could be washed into the phosphate rock by percoav'erages 51.3 per cent tricalcium phosphate. The
lating
waters. It was found impraeticable to deepen
lower zone has two beds, samples 2 and 4, which aggrethe
ditch
sufficiently to obtain wholly clean material
gate 3 feet 5 inches of phosphate rock that ave~ages
analysi~,
and the figures given are probably somefor
nearly 60 per cent tricalcium phosphate. The rock
from which sample No.2 was 'collected lies immedi- what low. As it is, the trench shows a total thickness
ately beneath a broken and contorted zone of phos.;. of about 8 feet of workable phosphate rock that has
phatic shale and thin limestone. The position of this an average content of about 60 per cent tricalcium
bed corresponds t<> that of the main bed in the town- phosphate.
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Estimate oj tonnage.-The phosphate beds underlie Twin Creek limestone emerge from beneath the Car12,840 acres in this township, at a depth probably boniferous fault block. Beds in sections 34 and 35,
'nowhere greater than 1,800 feet. The dip of the beds formerly mapped as Beckwith, have upon further field
differs and locally is steep, but these steep dips do study been referred to the Preuss. (See p. 99.) The
not in all probability descend to depths greater than Wasatch formation overlies the Carboniferous forma500 or 600 feet. The great bulk of the deposit appears tions in sections 18, 19, and 20, and the Salt Lake
to dip 10° to 20°, and perhaps 15° may be taken as a formation covers considerable areas in the southwest befair average.
sides making patches elsewhere. Quaternarysediments
If only the upper bed, 4 feet 6 inches thick, is con- are almost neg1igible. Basalt overlaps the. northern
sidered, and the dip is taken as 15°, there are within border and occurs in a small linear area in section 11.
this township, in the upper bed alone, 211,346,000
The geologic structure in this area is highly comlong tons of phosphate rock that averages 60 per cent plex, for many of the larger folds of the region apparor more tricalcium phosphate. If the lower group of ently originate within this township. Among these
beds, 3 feet 5 inches thick, is added under the same folds are the Georgetown syncline, the Dry Valley
conditions, the total tonnage will be approximately anticline, the Schmid syncline, the Dairy syncline,
372,154,000 long tons.
. and the Aspen Range anticline. Besides these folds
The entire region underlain by phosphate rock is there are a number of smaller folds, both anticlines'
believed to be underlain by the Bannock overthrust. and synclines.
The depth of the supposed fault beneath the surface is
The arched plane of the Bannock overthrust is
not known. It is doubtful if it is high enough in this eroded away in Georgetown Canyon and in the
township to cut out much, if any, of the phosphate- canyon of the Left Fork, thus exposing in a specbearing formation, yet in the absence of definite tacular way the trace of the fault plane. (See pI. 38.)
information, such as that given by drill records, it is Several other faults, more or less closely associated
perhaps wiser to make ample allowance for that possi- with the Bannock fault, are also present. The
bi1ity. Thus the smaller figure given above should broad structural features that are represented in this
fall well within the limits of probability, and much township are described in Chapt~r V. They are
of the rock is probably above ground-water level.
illustrated in the geologic structure sections drawn
along the lines T-T' and U-U". (See pI. 12.)
, T. 10 S., R. 44 E.
General Jeatures.-':"T. 10 S., R. 44 E., which is
Phosphate deposits.-The phosphate depc;>sits lie in
located in the solitheastern pari of the Slug Creek a synclinal trough, which is situated mainly in secs. 12,
quadrangle (pI. 6), includes some of the more rugged .13, and 24. The fold is ,modified slightly by the
portions of the Aspen Range, the southern tip of presence of minor folds (pI. 48, B) and at least one
Schlnid Ridge, the southern extensioB of Dry Ridge, fault. The southern tip of another phosphate-bearing
and the western flank of Snowdrift Mountain. George- area enters the township in section 4. The phostown Canyon, in the eastern part of the township is the phatic shales here, as elsewhere in this general region
. deepest canyon of t.he region described in this paper. are inclosed between an underlying light-colored
This canyon and that of the Left Fork of Twin Creek, sandy limestone and an overlying dark chert" which
which passes north through the center, contain roads in nearly all attitudes makes salient topographic
through the mountains to the broad valleys farther features.
north and northeast. In earlier reports 31 the phosThe main phosphate area, which is about 3 miles
phate. deposits and many of the geologic features of long and 1 mile wide, lies in the eastern ,tier of sections.
the township have been described. Since these articles It constitutes the southern tip of a long boatlike fold
were published additional geologic data have been gath- which extends far to the north, as will be seen by
ered, particularly in connection with the older rocks. reference. to the general map. (PI. 1.) The margin
Little new work has been done on the phosphate.
of this area is crenulated by subordinate folds.
. Geology.-The Madison limestone is the oldest
The other phosphate areas are much smaller but
geologic formation present, and it is exposed in con- have a similar structure and shape.
siderable areas in the western and eastern parts, the
In most places the outcrop is best marked by prommost striking occurrence being that where it overlies inent ledge-supported ridges of the overlying chert;
Jurassic beds and caps the hills between Georgetown but in other places the underlying limestone makes
Canyon. and the Left Fork. The higher formations either a well-defined cliff, a salient knoll, or a ridge.
are present in order up to and including the Thaynes The shales are more easily eroded and ~re generally
group .. The upper Thaynes and the overlying Triassic characterized by the development along them of
(1) beds are absent, but the Nugget sandstone and minor gullies, many of which are too small to be
shown. on the map.
II Oalo, H. S., and Richards, R. W., Phosphate deposits in Idaho, Wyoming,
and Utah: U. S. Oeol. Survey Bull. 430, pp. 483-488, 1910;
, Many shallow openings have been made along the
RiChards, R. W., and ManSfield, O. R.,'Oeology of the phosphate deposits north.
'outcrop
of the phosphatic shales in the course of the
east of OeorgetOWn, Idaho: U. S. Oeol. Survey Bull. 577, pp. 46-49,1914 .. ·
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assessment and patent work incidental to the acquirement of mineral claims of the Utah Fertilizer' & Ohemical Manufacturing 00. At the time of examinativn
by the United States Geological Survey, however;
nearl! all the. sections had been obscured by caving,
and mformatlOn was chiefly gained from the more
extensive cuts in T. 10 S., R. 45 E. A prospect in the
NE. USE. U sec. 25· showed a section of the main
bed measuring. 6 feet 6 inches, and a sample collected
here contained 37 per cent phosphoric acid, equivalent to 80.8 per cent tricalcium phosphate. The
outcrop of the shale contains ~bundant pieces of
higll~gr·ade phosphate rock, and similar piece.~;are also
found on the dumps of many of the caved openings.
The field evidence appears to indicate that this area
contains rock, which will run 70 per cent or over in .
tricalcium phosphate, probably in beds comparable, in
thickness to those above cited.
Estimate oj tonnage;---,The area in this township
actually . classified as phosphate land is 3,000' acres,
which, however, i~cludes some territory'estimated at
1,000 ~cres underlain by beds older than the phosphate and hence not phosphate bearing. On the
other hand, the area of the main phosphate bed under
these lands is greater than their surface- area' because
of the folding, which is indicated in the structure
section T-T' (pI. 12). This folding is estimated to
add 25 per cent to the area, and thus the main lower
bed is estimated to occu.py about 2,500 acres. With
an assumed thickness· of 6 feet the content of such a
bed of phosphate is 52,000,000 long' tons.
Development.~rn 19f1,when' the Geological 'Survey party examined this township, little' had been
accomplished .in the actual development of this· area.
'rwo . tunnels, both of which have a- southeasterly
trend, had been put in by the Utah Fertilizer & Ohemical Manufacturing-: Co~· 'on the Superior- Extension
Claim. '" One
the tunnels was about 125 feet . long,
but the other was less than 30 feet long. The longer
tunnel ended in the limestone which und-erlies the
phosphatic shales. The ·shorter one was in low-grade
shales. A third, tunnel' about 50 feet in length on
the Highland N~.· 2 claim 'showed mainly low-grade
shales a.nd a minor amount of high-grade rock. The
direction of all these workings had' been determined
by mihor folds, which complicate the laying aut of
a general plan of mining devel0pment for the· district,~
Since that:·,date a few additional openings have been
in-aae by the company in the way .of exploring the beds,
but in 1920 there had been.no productioIi~·· It is planned,
however, to continue,'eastward ·a· tunneL started in
the SW.:7,l NE. U sec.' 25 till the phosphate bed .on
the east si«;le of the syncline. is encountered and. then.
to clear-out the remainder of the fold to the south
and to drift north and sou th alo~g th~ :m~in . beei.
A railroad, spur .from GeorgetQwn into... the y~nyon
and equipment'£on handling,,3,OOP to!ls.Qf phosp};lat~

of

rock a day are features of a plan for large-scale production, which it is hoped to put into operation.
Ownership.-The phosphate lands in this township
belong in part to the United States Government and
in part to the Utah Fertilizer & Ohemical Manufacturing 00. The company has patented claims
amounting to about 730 acres. (See fig. 29.) The
remaining area, about 2,270 acres, is public land all
within the Oaribou National Forest.
'
T.·l1 S,' R. 44 E.

~ene~al jeature8.~Although· T.,11 ·S., R. 44 .E., i~
chie1iy In .the Montpelier, quadrangle.it includes at the
north a narrow strip of. territory in the Slug Oreek
quadraIJ.gle! . (PIs. 6 and 9.) N.(qch of its surface is
~igh and rugged and lies in the Pretis.s Range~ but i.t
mclu,.des also p~rt of t,he southern tip of the Aspen
Range, .the south end of Dry' Rjdge,. ~nd at th,e. west
a part of Bear Lake V all~y. ,This township has been
described. in an earUer report,32 and little geologic
or developm~;nt work has been done in it since; hence
the present account follows fairly closely the earlier
one.
Geology.-T,he. geologic formations range in ag~ from
the Madison limestone to the Quaternary, but'the
Thaynes group and overlying Triassic (?) beds are
absent, and no other Mesozoic rocks highe:r than the
Preuss sandstone are present. The Salt Lake formation is the only Tertiary representative, and, the
Quater:r;tary beds are chiefly contain~d hi great alluvial
fans that extend from the mountains into Bear Lake
Vall~y.·
,.
.
The pripcipal ~~ructural fe.ature of the t~w:Q.ship is
the B~nnoc~ overthrust,' the plane of which is here
~!ched an~er04ed, so that the upper block appears in
two segments. The western segment. is marked by
th,e Madi~on ledges which cross Georgetown Oanyon
in sections 3 and 4. The e~~ter:9- segm~~t is bovn~ei;l
by the f~ul.t that ex.tends from section ~. to section 13
and contains the' phosphate-bearing,.r,oc~~. ,: It i~ ··c~t.
by one. or more thrus.t faults associated with the
~Fe~t oy~.r~4ru~~. Be~we~:q. t1;te t~~ s~g~ents and,
extending sQutheastv,ral'd through the tOwll~hip ~re.
Jurassic beds, which .b~long in the lower "fault block.
The l:lpper b~ock includes t4e begjnni~g~ of the
Snowdrift ~anticline and parts qf other unnamed folds.
The lower block con ta~s the' northern exte~sions' of
the Har~r syncline, the B:o~e Cany<;n;' ~nticlm:e, and
the Bald, Mountain syncli~e~ Qesid~s a nuinber· of
smal.l~:r;' folds, .. Th~ principal f?trl:lctural ~elationships
. t;tbove rnenti<;med are illustrated in the geologic st;ructur~ section drawn along t~e lip.e W-W' (p~~ 12) and
also in structure section V-U", which cross~s'the south~
ern pa:rt of t1;le adjoining township o~ the north.'
Phosphate deposits in South Oanyon district.-The
phosphate deposits of ~he township form two distinct
32

R'i~hards, R: W., a~d Mansfield, G. R., op. cit., pp. 49-56,1914.
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FIGURE 29.-Map of the phosphate claims of the Utah Fertilizer & Chemical Manufacturing Co in Gcor::-eto\\'n '- an~'cn
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areas, the larger of which, situated in South Canyon. presence of areas of rocks older than those that',
will be first described, and the smaller, described by contain the phosphate (Mississippian limestone and
Gale and Richards 33 in 1910, which lies on the western Wells formation), which have presumably come
slope of Meade Peake, will afterwards be reviewed into their present relation to the phosphate and the
briefly. The area in this township classified as phos- overlying rocks by faulting. The exact position of
phate land, based on a minimum classification unit of 40 . the fault planes is known in only a few places because
acres, amounts to 8,320 acres. For reasons stated be- of the scarcity of ledges and their irregular distribution.
low, however, the estimates of actual phosphate con- It seems clear, however, that the faults are overtent are based on a much lower figure.
thrusts, whose planes have been subsequently folded
The topographic and geologic features of the South and that they are doubtless closely related to the
Canyon district are shown in Plate 49. (See also pI. Bannock overthrust.
46, B.)
The area', distribution of the several formations,
The prominent natural exposures of the dark phos-:- together with the inclination of the chert ledges,
phatic shales in the gulch on the south side of South leads to the conclusion that the phosphate deposits
Canyon near the present mine openings led to the lie in a synclinal basin, which comprises a portion of
original discovery, but the strong outcrop of the per- the overthrust block. Future milling development
sistent overlying Rex chert member of the Phos- will probably demonstrttte that the fold is complex
phoria formation is a more useful marker of the geologic rather than simple, as represented, and that it com
horizon. The underlying limestone is present but not prises a number of smaller folds.
prominent enough to serve as a marker. The phosA number of prospect openings have been made in
phate deposits crop out in two places in South Canyon, the phosphatic shales by the Utah Fertilizer & Chem
one of which lies in the township under discussion and ical Manufacturing Co. These openings were somethe other just east of the township line. The western'
what caved when examined by the members of the
outcrop has been known for some time, and upon it
survey. party, so that the information obtained is
the local prospecting has centered.
The eastern outcrop was apparently' unknown incomplete.
Near locality 1, in section 1, within a few feet of
prior to the examination by the, Geological Survey.
ledges
of Mississippian limestone, two pits were
_) It will be considered briefly here because of its bearing
One of them exposed about 3 feet of the
found.
on the deposit in section 12. The eastern outcrop
basal
or
main phosphate bed immediately above the
is marked by an equally prominent ledge of the Rex
underlying
limestone. The rock appeared on visual
chert. Float phosphate rock was also found in
examination
to be of excellent quality, and no samples
considerable abundance along the trace of this outcrop.
The rocks in the area between. the Western and eas tern were taken for analysis. The second pit is several
chert ledges, although poorly exposed, clearly consist feet higher in the shales of the Phosphoria formation
of the iron-stained calcareous beds of the Woodside and exposed 2 feet of limestone underlain by about
shale.
10 feet of brown phosphatic shales that contain a
The shape of the deposit is revealed on the east few 2 or 3 inch streaks of higher-grade oolitic rock
and west by the distribution of the outcrops of the about 3 feet. from the base of the exposed section.
phosphatic shales and on the north and south by the
At locality 2 (a prospect) the section shown in
Table
60 was measured:
83 Gale, H. S., and Richards, R. W., op. cit., pp. 487-488.
TABLE

60.-Section of phosphate bed in the SE. M SW . .%' sec. 1 (unsurl'eyed), T. 11 S., R. 44 E. Boise meridian

Field No. of sample

P20a

Equivalent to
Caa(P04}t

Limestone, dark gray (" cap lime" with characteristic fossils).
Per cent
Per cent
M-70-L ______ Phosphate rock, dark brown, fine to medium oolitic, somewhat shaly in places_
72.9
33. 4
Shale, brown, slightly sandy __________________________________________ ---------- ---------Limest,one, buff, broken and weathered_. ____ .. ___ . ________ .. _____________ ---------- ----------

o

Ft. in.

4
2

8

9

8

03

Exposed.

The presence of the "cap lime" as well as the basaL
position of the bed makes fairly certain the correlation
of this bed with that which has been developed rather
extensively in the Montpelier district and described
by Gale and Richards.' 34
14

Thickness

Gale, H. 8., and Ricbards, R. W., op. cit., pp. 457-535.

The broken condition of the "cap lime," together
with the unusual thiriness of the phosphate bed,
makes it doubtful if the entire bed is present at this
locality.
The tunnel prospect at locality 3, on the north side
of South Canyon, shows a section of about 4 feet of
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Inedimn oolitic brown rock. The local structure is contains a high percentage of phosphorus pentoxide,
cOlnplicated, so that about 50 feet from the entrance but no quantitative examination has been made bethe underlying limestone is encountered, and the cause of 'the lack of definite information concerning'
tunnel nlakes a sharp bend at nearly right angles to the thickness of the bed.
Another tunnel, locality 4, has been opened on the
the right for about 30 feet. It then resumes its
original trend, about N. 23° W. At the time of the south side of the canyon, and this affords the best
examination the tunnel terminated about 30 feet infornlation that has been obtained concerning the
froIn the last turn. The geologic structure, which is main bed in this district.. The entrance of the tunnel
roughly followed by the tunnel, may bear two inter-, is located in the phosphatic shales, and the tunnel
pretations. It may be either a slight fault or a sharp extends westerly across the strike about 30 feet until
drag fold. The latter view seems to satisfy better it cuts the basal phosphate bed &nd terminates on the
underlying brown shale. From 'this point a drift
the conditions observed.
The rocks cut by the tunnel at the offset and beyond extends southerly along the strike for about 30 feet.
are so finely broken and slickensided that the oolitic The bed ranges from 5 feet 4 inches to 5 feet 10 inches
texture has largely disappeared from the phosphate in thickness. The section given in Table 61 was
rock. A sample of this material tested qualitatively 'measured in the face of the drift:
TABLE

61.-Section of phosphate bed in tunnel of Utah Fertilizer & Chemical Manufacturing Co., in sec. 12, T. 11 S., R. 44 E. Boise
meridian

Field No. or sample

PIOa

E~ivalent

Il3(PO.)I

------R-117-L ______
R-117-2 _______
R-117-3 _______
R~117-4 ____ - __

Limestone
Phosphate
Phosphate
Phosphate
Phosphate

(" cap lime "); contains fossils.
Per cent
rock, brown, medium oolitic _________________________________
32.1
rock, brown, medium to fine oolitic ___________'_______________
34.8
rock, grayish brown, medium oolitic __________________________ '
0,35.8
rock, brown, shaly _________________________________________
32.1

Per cent

70.1
76.0
78.2
70.1

I
o

to

Thickness

Ft. in.

2
2
1

1
,3

5

1()

1'he phosphate content or R-117-3 has been lowered slightly by the Inclusion of the underlying shaly ?ench.

The average content for the full section is about
34.5 per cent phosphorus pentoxide, which is equivalent theoretically to 75.1 tricalcium phosphate.
An excellent natural exposure of the upper portion
of the phosphatic shale was measured in the gulch south
of the tunnel and is described in Table 62.
TABLE

62.-Section of the upper portion of phosphatic shales in
sec. 12, T. 11 S., R. 44 E.

Cherty limestone (base of overlying chert).
z.'t.
Shale, dark brown ______________________________ 17
Phosphate rock, brown, medium oolitic, thin bedded;
includes local limestone lenses and about 6 inches
of coarsely oolitic phosphate___________________ 1
Phosphate
rock, brown, coarsely oolitic; weathers_
gray _______________________________________
Phosphate rock, gray, coarsely oolitic __ ... _________ _
Phosphate rock, brown, medium oolitic ___________ _
Limestone, brown, shaly at top and bottom________
Phosphate rock, gray, coarsely oolitic or pisolitic,
some of the pisolites being nearly 2.inches in diameter ________________________________________ _
Shale brown __________________________________ _

2
6
9
2

1

7
2

Phosphate rock, medium oolitic, grading to finely
oolitic at base _______________________________ _
Shale, brown ________________ ~ _________________ _
Limestone lens, maximum thickness ______________ _
Phosphate rock, gray, coarsely oolitic ____________ _
Shale, brown ___________________________________ '
Phosphate rock, gray, coarsely oolitic _____________ _
Shale, brown_ __ __ ___________ __ __ __ ______ __ ___ __ 1
Phosphate rock, gray, coarsely oolitic _____________ _

~~~:~a~:~~ _b~~~_n: _~~~ ~_ ~e_~ _~~l~~i~ _s~~~~~~~ ======} 30
Phosphate rock, brown, medium' oolitic, shaly______
Shale, brown, not measured.
.

in.

5±
60±

2
2

4
3-6
2

3
1

6-12

About one-sixth of the section is composed of phosphate rock,. estimated to contain more than·32 per cent
phosphorus pentoxide, or about 70 per cent of tricaldum phosphate. The shale, which practically comprises the remainder of the section, by comparison
with similar shales that have been analyzed is estimated to contain about 25 per cent of phosphorus
pentoxide, equivalent to 54 per cent tricalcium
phosphate. The average content of the 60 feet
measured, without taking into account the limestone
lenses and lentils, would be about 57 per cent tricalcium phosphate. Such material as this, although
undoubtedly of too low grade to be utilized by present
practice of superphosphate manufacture, ought eventually to be of value as a source of finely ground
phosphate rock meal or "floats," or possibly it could
be utilized in some cement-manufacturing process
with recovery' of' the phosphorus pentoxide as 0.
by-product.
About 750 feet south of the natural exposure and
about 200 feet higher, at locality 5, two short tunnels
were visited. The more easterly tunnel is shown on
the map and is located in the phosphatic shales but
was so filled by caving that it was inaccessible. The
other tunnel is about 100 feet to the west in a siliceous
somewhat porous limestone, lower in the Pennsylvanian portion of the section than .the "lJ.nder lime."
Abundant specimens of banded travertine were seen,
which is probably to be interpreted. as evidence of
faulting.
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The mapping of the phosphatic shales from this
point south to the ridge top, where they disappear
under Mississippian limestone, is based mainly on the
tracing of the accompanying overlying chert to that
point by means of abundant float fragments.
The area of phosphate land in this district can not
be regarded as coextensive with the area of outcrop of
the normally overlying chert and Woodside shale,
because a fault plane related to the Bannock thrust
underlies the area and truncates the synclinal fold,
somewhat as indicated in the cross section W-W'
(pI. 12). This plane .is estimated to cut the phos,phatic shales about 1,200 feet down the dip from the
level of the tunnels near the canyon bottom. The
length of the outcrop from the trace of the fault
termination on the north side to that on the south
side is about 3,500 feet. The best exposure of the
main phosphate bed indicates that it is somewhat
over 5 feet in thickness. However, that figure may
be taken as the ba::;is for a conservative estimate of
its contents.
The total tonnage of the basal phosphate bed included within the faulted area is estimated on the basis
noted above at about 1,968,000 long tons of highgrade phosphate rock. Of this amount approximately
one-third, or 656,000 long tons, may be deducted as
belonging in the adjoining township. The remaining
two-thirds, or 1,312,000 long tons, may be added to
, that of the Meade Peak district given below to form
the total estimated tonnage' of the township.
'
The complete section contains more high-grade rock
than is taken for the basis of the calculation, but the
data at hand do not warrant more definite estimates.
If the fault plane lies in a position different from the
, one considered in tl~e estimate, the actual tonnage will
'decrease or increase as the fault plane rises higher into
or falls below the curve described by the phosphate bed
in the fold. "
Phosphate' deposits in Meade Peak district.-The
noithwestern'slopes of Meade Peak consist of rocks
older than the phosphate-bearing rocks except in a
small tract that comprises about 6 acres'in the NW. ~
sec. 1. In this tract the phosphatic shales are bent
into a sharp syncline which is apparently overturned
toward the southeast. This syncline is truncated on
'the south by a fault which is regarded as a thrust of
subordinate order but which is probably a branch of
the major thrust.
The lower main bed was sampled in 1909 at the
breast of the main tunnel on the claim at this locality.
The thickness of the bed at this point is 6 feet, and the
samples were found to contain 35.7 per cent phosphorus pentoxide, which is equivalent to 78 per cent
tricalcium phosphate.
The area of the outcrop of the phosphatic shales, as
above noted, is about 6 acres, but the surface area of
the phosphate bed is probably at least one-third in

excess of this, owing to the compression of the bed in a
rather sharp fold. The assumption that a single 6-foot
bed of phosphate underlies an area equivalent to 10
acres of flat-lying beds gives ,about 200,000 long tons
of phosphate rock for the main bed. The higher beds
in this area in all probability do not carry a sufficient
quantity of phosphate to be considered in the estimate
of tonnage.
The company which preceded the Utah Fertilizer &
Chemical Manufacturing Co. in the ownership of this
claim began the development. N ear the northeast
corner of the deposit a tunnel about 90 feet in length
rulls in about 60 feet S. 70° W. and then turns southward and follows the bedding or the strike for about 30
feet more. A more favorable location for this tunnel
would have bee~ 150 feet lower and about 400 feet in a
direction slightly west of north of the present location.
The suggested locatwn is on the axis of the syncline
and at the lowest point on the phosphate bed and
would therefore serve in mining out both limbs of the
fold. A tramway about 3,000 feet in length was built
from the elbow of Georgetown Canyon to this phosphate area. The upper end of the tramway is about
1,000 feet above its lower terminal. It has not beert
completed.
Total tonnage of township.-The 1,312,000 long tons
estimated for the South Canyon district, added to the
200,000 long tons estimated for the Meade Peak district, gives a total for the township of 1,512,000 long
tons.
T. 12 S., R. 44 E.

I

General features.-T. 12 S., R. 44, E.~ is iIi the
Montpelier quadrangle. (PI. 9.) The principal highlands are in the western slope of the Preuss Range,
but foothills of the Bear River Range enter the northwestern part. Much of the area is occupied by th~
broad lowland of Bear Lake Valley. In a former
report 35 this township was included with adjacent
areas in a description of the "Montpe11er-Bennington
phosphate ai·ea." (See pI., 51.) It is here treated
separately to agree with the general plan adopted for
this report.
Geology.-The Bannock overthrust is the princ~p!Ll
geologic feature of the township. In the southeastern
part it brings the Brazer and Madison limestones into
contact with Thaynes and Woodside beds. In section 14 beds of the Wells, Phosphoria, and Woodside
emerge from beneath the 'overthrust block, but they
have themselves been both folded and faulted. 'The
northeast corner of the township is occupied by Jurassic formations, beneath which the phosphate lies too
deep to be considered recoverable under existing
regulations. The structure of the large area underlain
by Tertiary and Quaternary sediments is entirely
unknown. Under the hypothesis of folding and erosi01} of the plane of the Bannock overthrust, which is
3.1

Gale ,H. S., and Ricbards, R. W.o op. cit., pp. 488-495.
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represented on the n1ap and in the structure section approaches the limit of workable depth. The great
dnl,Wll along the line X-X' (p1. 12), Lower Triassic depth and the fact that the beds are very largely
beds l11ay possibly occupy the southwestern part of below ground-water level will ,probably preclude any
tho township. Other interpretations of this structure early development of the phosphate'in this township.
are suggested on page 157.
Mississippian phosphate.-The lower or MississipPhoSl)hate deposits.-As the Carboniferous fault pian phosphate beds, which are generally absent in
block is bordered all along the east by beds of the ·southeastern Idaho, are probably present in this townWoodside and Thaynes, and as phosphate beds actually ship, though their occurrence has scientific rather than
e.merge fronl beneath it on the north, recoverable commercial interest. Prospects opened by F. R.
phosphate lnay underlie the area occupied by the fault Richards, . of Montpelier, in gullies on the hillside
block. At Montpelier the Triassic beds extend as south of Joes Gap, in the SE. 7.4: NE. Y2 sec. 23, were
far as the line between secs. 2 and 3, T. 13 S., R. 44·E.,. reported to show oolitic phosphate.
These prospects, upon examination by the writer,.
bllt above Bennington the phosphate beds lie in the
were
found to be cut mainly in dark-brown phosphatic
E. 7'2 sec. 14: The west boundary of the supposed
phosphate-bearing area may therefore be drawn north- limy shale and limestone, generally without· oolitic
ward along the west side of sections 35 and 26 and texture, though some oolitic pieces were found. The
thence irregularly to the E. Y2 sec. 14. On this basis material overlies massive gray limestone without
abotlt 4,000 aci'es lnight be considered as phosphate recognized fossils at the locality named. The limeland. In view, however, of the disturbed structure stone along the foot slope here makes a minor anticline
and of the extensive cover, the land actually so clas- but again rises eastward in a general dip slope.
According to J. J. Taylor, of Montpelier, phosphate
sified has been limited to the areas in section 14
float
has been found a,t, other points on the big Carwhere the Phosphoria, Woodside, and Thaynes formaboniferous
hill south of Joes Gap.
tions are exposed and in sections 35 and 36 where
The
determination
of the Carboniferous rocks
Thaynes and Woodside beds lie in front of the Carbetween
Montpelier
arid
Joes Gap as of Brazer and
boniferous thrust block, a total of only 560 acres.
.
Mad~son
age
rests
upon
excellent
fossil evidence. As
The only openings in the phosphate are some prosthe
Madison
limestone
forms
practically
a dip slope
pects in section 14. Measurements were made in 1909
and
as
the
Brazer
limestone
lies
at
the
base
of the
in three of these prospects, one of which contained a
slope
at
Montpelier,
the
n10st
reasonable
explanation.
6-foot bed that carried 29.6 per cent of phosphorus
pentoxide, equivalent to 64.8 per cent tricalcium phos- of the occurrence of the phosphate at the localities,
phate. The other two prospects were in shales that named is that it represents uneroded remnants of the
carrieg only small percentages of phosphorus pentoxide. phosphate-bearing shale lnember (p. 63), which norNo work had been done on these prospects since 1909 mally lies at the base of the Brazer. The alternative
until shortly before a visit by the writer in 1920, when explanation, that the phosphate is of Permian age
the bed was again opened. The contorted, shattered, (Phosphoi:ia), is untenable, because it requires eitherand dirty condition of the phosphate led to the early an additional fault, of which there is no evidence, or
abandonlnent' of the work.
the cutting through by erosion .o( the Mississippi~n
Estimate oj tonnage.-Commercial operations in fault block to expose the underlying Phosphoria. ,: Of
Montpelier Canyon have demonstrated the presence I this, too, there is no evidence. On the contrary, the
of a bed of phosphate rock that averaged 70 per cent rQcks that accompany, the phosphate ,aji ,this locality
tricalciun1 phosphate and between 5 and 6 feet thick. are of the MIssissippian rather than of the Permian.
The 6-foot bed at Bennington suggests that this thick- sequence. There seems, therefore, no· doubt that the
ness is lnaintained between the two localities. In spite phosphate is of MississippiaI;l· age.
of the relatively poor showing at Bennington, which
T. 13 S., R. 44 E.
is believed to be due to the local crushing and disGeneraljeatures.-T. 13 S., R. 44 E.,' which is in the
turbance of the rock, it seeIns fair to assume' that the
~fontpelier
quadrangle (pI. 9), lies mostly in Bearbulk of the rock under cover may correspond in grade
Lake
Valley,
but it includes some of the western footwith that in Montpeliei' Canyon. If, then, a bed 5Y2
the
Preuss
Range and contains most~ of the
hills
of
feet thick is assumed to be present, 560 acres would
city
·of
Montpelier,
the largest settlement of the
yield n10re than 10,780,000 long tons of phosphate
regIOn,
rock if the beds were· horizontal. As the beds are not
In an earlier report 36 the northern part of it was
horizontal, this estunate lnay be too low, but, because
described
in connection with the Montpelier district.
of the i.mcertainties of structure in the concealed areas
Geol~gy.-Most
of the township is underlain, by
and the presence of faults, the estin1ate has not been
Quaternary
and
Tertiary
formations, which conceal
increased.
the
older
rocks,
but
at
Montpelier
the Brazer limeIf the beds are in normal order beneath the thrust
block, it is probable that the phosphate there
86 Gale, H. S., and Richards, R. W., op. cit., pp. 488-495.
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-stone is exposed in contact with beds of the Thaynes
group and farther east the Woodside shale appears in
Montpelier Canyon. In section 12 also the Thaynes
group comes to the surface. The Brazer limestone is
part of the upper fault block of the Bannock overthrust. The structure of the 'concealed areas is
unknown, but from evidence gathered on both sides
.of the valley farther north and south the interpretation illustrated in the geologic structure section drawn
along the line X-X' (pl. 12) is suggested. Alternative hypotheses are considered on page 157. The
Montpelier anticline probably passes beneath the
-southeastern part of the township.
·Phosphate deposits.-Although no phosphate beds
crop out in this township their presence at depth, at
least along the eastern side, is inferred from the occurrence of Thaynes and Woodside strata in sections 1, 2,
.and 12 and because of the actual outcrop of phosphate
beds with an appropriate strike in the adjacent town-ship to the south. The proximity of the area to the
-commercially exploited beds of Montpelier Canyon,
and the known fact that the phosphate beds of the
region maintain their quality and thickness over
considerable areas, make it highly probable that the
phosphate beds of this township compare favorably
with those in Montpelier Canyon and that a 5Y2-foot
bed containing about 70 per cent tricalcium phosphate
may reasonably be expected.
Estimate of tonnage.-Phosphate beds at recoverable
depth may be present beneath the alluvium in much
-of Bear Lake Valley, but in view of the uncertain ties
-of the structure and the absence of definite data, such
as might be obtained by drilling, it is deemed best to
.exclude practically all that area from consideration
in framing estimates of tonnage. The folds of the
southern part of the Preuss Range and of the Mesozoic
and older rocks in the Bear Lake Plateau are known
to be relatively narrow and steep-sided. These conditions also probably exist in the Thaynes area of
-section 12 and berieath the area covered by Tertiary
and later beds in the eastern part of" the township,
and the phosphate beds, though probably present,
. must be relatively deep. The area actually classified
8S phosphate land is therefore limited to 1,080 acres
in sections 1 and 2, where beds of Woodside and
Thaynes outcrop in front of the big overthrust. A
~ Y2-foot 'bed underlying such an area would yi(~ld
8bout 2,080,000 long tons of phosphate if the beds
were horizontal. The probability that they are not·
horizontal would tend to increase the estimate, but
the fact that the rocks are so much disturbed makes
it desirahle to retain the more conservative figure.
The dept.h of the phosphate bed may z:ange from a few
hundred to 3,000 feet or more.

Lake Valley, but the southeastern part includes the
northwest corner. of the Bear Lake Plateau. In an
earlier report 37 this portion of it was included in the
description of the "Hot Springs-Dingle phosphate
area."
Geology.-The portion of the township in Bear Lake
Valley is entirely underlain by Quaternary sediments
of unknown thickness, which conceal the older rocks.
In the southeastern part the Brazer limestone, Wells
and Phosphoria formations, and the Woodside shale
are exposed, but these formations are in part overlapped by beds of the Wasatch formation and this in
turn ·by the Salt Lake formation. The Bear Lake
fault lies along the base of the escarpment that marks
the western edge of 'the plateau. The structure of
the covered portion is unknown, but the data obtained
on both sides of the valley in the latitude of this
township, as well as to the north and south, suggest
the interpretation illustrated in the structure section
drawn along the line Y- Y' (pI. 12).
Phosphate deposits.-A number of small prospects
have'been opened in the phosphatic shales in sections
25 and 36, but these were not in condition for measurement at the time of the Geological Survey's examination. In the adjoining township on the south a
5-foot bed of phosphate that averages more than
70 per cent tricalcium phosphate has been found. It
is assumed that the phosphate beds in this township;
which are the direct continuation of those in the
township to the south, include a bed 'of similar thickness and quality.
·Estimate of tonnage.-There seems little reason to
doubt the essential continuity beneath cover of the
Phosphoria-Thaynes succession south of Dingle with
. the corresponding beds east and southeast of Montpelier. But, in view of the concealment by Quaternary and Tertiary beds of the formations associated
with the phosphate and on account of the close folding mentioned in the discussion of the preceding
township, only 720 acres in sections 24, 25, and 36
are actually classified as phosphate land. The depth
limit for a 5-foot bed of the 70 per cent grade of
tricalcium phosphate is 4,000 feet, and the dip of the
beds as shown in structure section Y- Y' is 70°.
Therefore it seems better to disregard the areal basis
of computation and to consider the amount of phosphate that would be contained above the 4,000-foot
level in such a bed projected through the classified
area, in the general direction of the strike as observed
at the south-that is, about 16,000 feet. Under
these conditions the selected portion of the bed would
yield approximately 2,764,000 long tons of phosphate,
T. 14 S., B. 44 E.
which is -probably a .conservative estimate for the
General features.-Most of T. 14 S., R. 44 E., which a_r_e_a_.___________________
is in' the Montpelier quadrangle (pI. 9), lies in Bear
37 Gale, H. S., and Richards, R. W., OPe cit., pp .•95-498.
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General features.-T. 15 S., R. 44 E., which is
located in the Montpelier quadrangle (pI. 9), lies
mostly in Bear Lake Valley and is partly flooded by
Bear and Mud Lakes. On the eastern side it includes
part of the western escarpment and upland of the
Bear Lake Plateau. The township is somewhat
unusual in that it contains along its eastern margin
an extra tier of 40-acre lots. In the earlier report 38
this township was included in the description of the
Hot Springs-Dingle phosphate ~area.
Geology.-1;he exposed geologic sequence probably
extends from the Brazer limestone to the Nugget
sandstone, but some of the beds are locally concealed
by Quaternary hill wash. Bear Lake Valley is underlain by alluvium of unknown thickness, which conceals
all earlier rocks and structures. As shown in the
structure section along the line Y-Y' (pI. 12), the
beds along the east side form part of the Hot Springs
anticline, which is sharply folded, inclined eastward,
and broken at, the west by the Bear Lake fault.
II 0010,

-_._.

n. S., and Richards n. W., op. cit., pp. 495-498.

Phosphate deposits.-The outcrop of the phosphatebearing strata is readily identified and traced by
means of the excellent exposures of the black chert
ledge, which forms so conspicuous a marker of this
area. The phosphate itself has been prospected to a
small extent, but none of the openings exposed a satisfactory section of all the phosphatic beds. It appears,
however, that the series fs much like that at· Montpelier and doubtless contains similar workable beds,
as well as a considerable amount of lower-grade rock,
which is not at present considered to be commercially
valuable.
The principal developments consist of a double set
of entry tunnels which open the phosphate at the
same place in a small gulch in the NW. 74 NE. 74'
sec. 24. The duplication of work at the discovery
tunnels is .the result of conflict among claimants to
the property. A complete section, with analyses, of
the beds exposed underground in the crosscut joining
the entry tunnels is shown in Table 63. It was made
in 1909.

TABLE 63.-Section of phosphate and associated beds at Hot Springs
._'---------------------------------:-------:-------;-----

Flold No. of
specimen

Equivalent to
Caa(PO.h

Per cent

Per cent

Limestone, compact, hard _______________________________________________________________ _
141-A _________ Shale, brown, earthy, calcareous_______________________________________
9
19.7
141-B _________ Shale, earthy, massive________________________________________________
2
4.4
141-C __________ Phosphate, oolitic, massive, dark gray__________________________________
32.8
71. 8
Limestone, massive stratum ______________________________________________________________ _
141-D _________ Phosphate, medium to coarsely oolitic, dark gray________________________
32.3
70.7
141-E _________ Shale, brownish, earthy, calcareous ________________________________ .:.___
3.5
7.7
141-F _________ Phosphate, medium grained, oolitic, dark gray__________________________
36.3
79.5
141-G _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ Phosphate: (a) Shale, calcareous, 5 inches; (b) phosphate, oolitic, brownish,
4 inches; (c) shale, brownish, phosphatic, 2 inches; (d) shale, brownish,
phosphatic, 11 inches ______________________________________ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
27. 5
60. 2
141-H _________ Phosphate, medium to coarse grained, oolitic (main entry tunnel)__________
29.1
63.7
141-L _________ Phosphate, medium to coarse grained, including pebbly texture____________
28
61. 3
141-1L ________ Shale,
phosphatic,
dark brown, earthy__________________________________
24.3
53.2 _
Limestone
_____________________________________________________________________________
141-L _________ _____
Shale,
dark brown, earthy__________________________________
12.9
28.3+_
dophosphatic,
________________________________________________________________________________
141-M _________ Shale, phosphatic, somewhat oolitic____________________________________
141-N _________ Shale, phosphatic, dark brown, earthy __________________________________ .

A section of a workable bed opened in a prospect
tunnel 600 feet S. 15° W. of the main entries described
above exposed material of apparently higher grade
than any included in the preceding section. The
correlation of this bed with any particular part of that
TABLE

20.3
5.2

44.5
11. 4

Thickness

in.

Ft.

10+
1
2
2
2

6
8
2
2
11

1
1

3

1
5
1
11
1
10
4
1
4

10
10
5

64

4

6
11
8
6

section can not now be positively made, but the 64
feet of strata exposed in the crosscut of the main entry
described above probably do not include all of the
best material that may be present in that section.
The section is given in Table 64.

64.-Section of phosphate beds in prospect near Hot Springs

Field No. of
specimen

137-A__________ Phosphate, coarsely oolitic, dark gray _________________________________ _
137-B ______________ do ____________________________________________________________ _
137-C ______________ do ____________________________________________________________ _
137-D _______________ do ____________________________________________________________ _
Average _____________________________________________________ _

Ploa

E<tfiv8lent to
aa(PO.h

Per cent

Per cent

36.2
24. 7
34. 8
37

79.3
54.1
76.2
81

35

76.51

Thickness

Ft. in.

1
1
1

3
5
8

8
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GeoZogy.-The principal geologic formations range'
One of the intended but uncompleted developments
was the so-called NorthLake tunnel, which was begun in age from the Wells formation to the Preuss sand-·
in the NE. U SW. U sec. 12. This tunnel was stone. The extreme northeast corner contains a small'
pl~nned to run about 3,000 feet east through the patch of the Salt Lake formation. At the same localolder rocks, to cut the phosphate bed and thus to ity and in the southwest along Diamond Creek Quaternary sediments are present.
provid~.a low-level outlet for a group of mining claims
farther back in the plateau. When visited in 1912
The Phosphoria formation is exposed only in a relait had been abandoned at 220 feet. Little work tively small area at the southwest. The Woodside
and Thaynes are unusually well developed and are'
has since been done in the Hot Springs district.
Estimate of tonnage.-The uncertainties regarding about 1,200 and 2,800 feet thick, respectively. The
the structure beneath Bear Lake Valley are so great red-bed member of the upper Thaynes or Portneul
that none of that part of the township is considered limestone is well exposed on the 'slopes' about Horsp
Creek and elsewhere. It was first recognized in, thif
to have recoverable beds of phosphat.e.
In the eastern part, however, a narrow strip that township. The Timothy sandstone, which has herE'
includes part of the extra tier of 40-acre lots, com- its type locality, and the doubtfully Triassic formaprising about 1,000 acres, has been classified as phos- tions are well represented, and the Higham grit and
phate land. The dip of the beds at the line of struc- Deadman limestone occupy considerable areas. The
ture section Y- Y' (pI. 12) is 'about 70°. In this Higham grit forms a fine arch in Boulder Canyon.
township it ranges from 40° to 60° and for purposes
Several of the larger structural features of the region
of computation may be assumed as 50°. The phos- cross the township. These features include the
phate beds are probably truncated by the Bear Lake Boulder Creek anticline, which has formed the arch
fault in about sec. 25, beneath the lake. For a ton- , abov:e mentioned and also the lower arch of Woodnage estimate the length of the phosphate outcrop side in Webster Canyon; the Webster syncline, which
within the township may be assumed as 18,000 feet. is strikingly developed in the head of Webster CanThe depth linlit under the regulations for a 5-foot bed yon; and the Snowdrift anticline, which causes the
of rock with,70 per cent of tricalcium phosphate is' exposure of the Phosphoria formation. In the south4,000 feet. Under such conditions and when allow- west corner part of the Georgetown ,syncline is present.
ance is made for the dip this portion of the bed would
The West Stump branch of the Bannock overthrust
yield about 37,606,000 long tons of phosphate rock.
crosses the northeastern part and the East Stump
branch just touches the northeast corner. The BanT. 16 S., R. 44 E.
nock overthrust itself is believed to pass beneath the
Bear Lake conceals all of T. 16 S., R. 44 E., except township though at unknown depth. Other notea narrow strip along the eastern side. Steeply dip- worthy faults are the Boulder Creek fault at the northping beds that range in age from Thaynes to Twin east ·and the Lanes Creek and Enoch Valley faults,
,Creek form the face of the escarpment which here which originate in the Snowdrift anticline at the southdescends from the Bear Lake plateau. Patches of west. The Blackfoot fault, which is well developed in
Tertiary and Quaternary rocks here and there conceal the township to the west, probably originates in secthe older strata. The Thaynes beds form part of tion 18 of this township. The general structural feathe western limb of the Indian Creek syncline, which is tures of the township are shown in the geologic struc~o deep and narrow that the phosphate beds contained
ture section drawn along the line L-L" (pI. 11).
in it undoubtedly lie at greater depths than the maxiPhosphate deposits.-Except in sections 31 and 32
mum that is considered workable under existing regu- the Phosphoria formation does not come to the surface
lations. The general character of the syncline farther and in these sections there are no exposures by which
north is shown in the structure section drawn along the nature of the phosphate rock may be judged. £loat
the line Y~Y' (pI. 12). The syncline'is probably ; fragments of phosphate" however, suggest that mat.eobliquely tr~ncated on the west by the continuation rial of goodj- qu~E;~y is present. The nearest openings
of the Bear Lake fault. No estimate of tonnage is where phosphate beds were measured and sampled are
presented.
in the SW. U SE: ~ sec': 14, T. 8 S., R. 44 E., and in
T. 7 S., R. 45 E.
the SE. U NW. U sec. 29, T. 8 S., R. 46 E .. At the
General features::"'-T. 7 S., R. 45 E., is in the south- first locality, two beds of phosphate rock near·.>the base,
western part of the Freedom quadrangle (pI. 5) and lies separated by about 8 inches of shale, have an aggremainly in the Webster ':Range, but ip. its southwestern gate thickness of 14 feet and 'an average content of
part it incl~d~s a portion of Upper Valley and a few about 60 per cent tricalcium phosphate. The thickfoothills of Dry Ridge.- It is unsurveyed and rugged ness of the phosphate here is unusual and may be in
and accessible only by indifferent tra~ls from poor roads part due to reduplication by minor folding or faulting,
in Upper Valley at the southwest and Stump Creek at but in any event a thick bed of good quality is present.
the northeast.
At the other .locality, the main bed, though present
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Geology.-The principal rocks range in age from
:and. apparently 5 feet or more thick, wa.s not in con·dition. to be sampled. The same section, howe'ver, the WeUA formation to the Thaynes group inclusive·.
near the. top, contains six phosphate beds that have an There are no Tertiary beds, but Quaternary sediments
aggregate thickness of 7 feet 7 inches and an average occupy the valleys of Diamond Creek and some of
content of about 75 per cent tricalcium phosphate; its tributaries and 'some of the adjacent lower slopes.
The· township includes parts of the major structural
distributed through a thickness of 12 feet 7 inches of
strata. Fronl these two sections, therefore, this town- features of the region. Thus, from northeast to southship can be fairly assumed to contain the equivalent of west the Boulder Creek anticline, the Webster syna 6-foot bed of workable phosphate rock that averages cline, the Snowdrift anticline, the Georgetown synabout 70 per cent of tricalcium phosphate. The depth cline, and the Dry Valley anticline are encountered.
limit for such a bed under existing regulations· is There are also unnamed minor folds. The depression
of the, axis of the Snowdrift anticline. which causes
5,000 feet.
Estimate of tonnage.-On the basis of the known the Woodside to overlap the axis in the northwestthicknesses of the overlying formations, if present in . ern part is due to the presence 'Of a broad transverse
.
full force, and the assumed thickness and quality of synclinal fold. (See general map, pI. 1.) "
A thrust fault that originates in a minor fold In
the phosphate bed 6,880 acres in this township have
been classified as phosphate land. However, the Ban- Dry Ridge at the Bouthwest passes into the' adjo.iiling
nock overthrust is known to pass beneath much of township on the west. The Bannock overthrust
this township at unknown depth, and most probably is' believed to underlie the township at unknown
it cuts out part, perhaps half, of the phosphate beds. depth. Its plane, which" was originally almost horiFor purposes of computation, therefore, only about zontal, is now considerably deformed. Below this
half of the classified acreage is assumed. Thus, 3,400 fault the geologic structure differs from that above,
acres under the above conditions should yield more and the rock formations in general are of later age~
than 71,400,000 long tons of phosphate rock if the . The principal structural features' of the t6~nship 1
strata were horizontal. The fact that the strata are are illustrated by the geologic structure section
inclined rather than horizontal would tend to increase drawn along the line 0'-0", Plate' 12.
"Phosphate deposits.-No prospecting had been done
the estimate, but the uncertainties regarding the effects
of the Bannock overthrust tend to offset any increase. in the phosphatic shales in this township at the time
of the Geological Survey's examination in 1911,
The estimate given seems s11.fficiently conservative.
Much of the rock is probably below ground-water and no openings were made there by the survey
level. Webster Oanyon gives practically the only party. The nearest sections from which data regardfavorable .entry to the deposit on the eastern side. ing the quality and thickness of the phosphate rock
On the western side entries might be made at several may be obtained are those previously cited in sec.
places along the' outcrop of the Rex in sections 31 14, T. 8 S., R. 44 E., and in sec. 29, T. 8 S., R. 46 E.
From the data thus available it seems reasonable to
and 32.
T. 8 S., R. 46 E.
assume for this township a 6-foot bed of phosphate
General features.-T. 8 S., R. 45' E., is mostly in rock that averages about 70 per cent tricalcium
the Crow Creek quadrangle but includes a narrow phosphate.
strip in the southwestern part of the Freedom quadEstimate of tonnage.-The area classified as phosrangle. (PIs. 5 and 7.) Dry Ridge forms the high- phate land in this township is 22,360 acres, which
land in the western side and the Webster Range necessarily includes some ,land· in which rocks older
occupies more than the eastern half. Freeman Ridge than the phosphate outcrop. By drawing the boundprojects northward between the two sets of highlands aries a little closer than can be done along the legal
nearly to the lniddle of the township. Diamond subdivisions, the area of lands made up of the rocks
Creek, one of the principal head streams of the Black- of the formations which normally overlie the phosfoot, passes through the township east of Dry Ridge phate is estimated at 21,900 acres.
and its valley affords the only roadway.
In estimating the tonnage of the main phosphate
The township is unsurveyed, rugged and relatively bed two factors have to be considered-the increase
inaccessible. A fairly good trail leads from Stewart of "area due to folding. and also a possible decrease
Flat eastward into Smoky Canyon and thus connects due to the removal of phosphate by truncation of
with Crow Creek and Star Valleys by way of Sage, the synclines by the thrust fault. The increase can
Tygee, and Stulnp Valleys. Trails of some sort be approximated with a fair approach to accuracy,
lead into the l110untains up most of the larger canyons. but the decrease, quantitatively at least, is so purely
Little additional work has been done in this township a matter of conjecture that practically it can not be
since the publication of the earlier report.39
introduced, although it must diminish the actual
tonnage of phosphate to some extent. TheoretiaD Richards, n. W., and Mansfield, G. R., Geology oC the phosphate. deposits
cally, perhaps, the two factors Il)ay be regarded as
northeast oC Georgetown, Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey Dull. 57"0 pp. 56-58, 1914.
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Webster syncline, the Snowdrift anticline, the Georgetown syncline, and'the Dry Valley anticline. There
are also a number of minor folds. The folds are in
general not symmetrical but are inclined eastward, and
the eastern (Webster) syncline is broader and shallower
than the other.
Several.faults that originate in minor folds along the
borders of the synclines displace or locally cut out the
phosphate beds. A notable fault in the older rocks
lies
along the west flank of Dry Ridge. A branch 'Of the
T. 9 S., R. 46'E.
'
Bannock overthrust brings Brazer and Woodside strata.
Generalfeatures.-T. 9 S., R. 45,E., which is in the
into contact in the sou~heast corner of the towns.hip.
western part of the Crow C!ee~ quadrangle (pI. 7),
This great fault underlies the township at "unknown
includes parts: of Dry Ridge, Freeman Ridge, the
, depth and may affect the phosphate beds in the larger
Webster Range, and the Preuss Range, as here defined.
synclines. The -rocks 'ben'eath the fault plane are in
It is uns~rveyed, high, and rugg~d: Th~ v~ley of
general of later age than those which conipfi~e the
Diamond .Creek, whicp. heads near the,center, ,contains
. formations that appear at the sU'rface: The principal
8. poo~ road tha~'l' connects southward by way of structural features are illustrated in the geologic
Georgetown Canyon with B~ar Lake Valley and north:structure section drawn -along the~l'ine S"-8''', Plate
ward with the valley of Blackfoot River. The
12'. The structure sections' along the' lines 0'-0"
branches of Sage Creek and Deer Creek have poor and T' - T" 'also show details. .
'
trails that connect with the Crow Creek road to
Phosphate deposits.-The phosphate deposits lie in
Montpelier and Star Valley. The valley of the South
two northward~trending belts across the township.
"Fork of Deer Creek contains a road that connects
The western belt has a constant width of about a mile,
Georgetown Canyon with WellsCanyon and the Crow
whereas the eastern belt ranges in width from about
Creek road. Little additional work has been done in
2 Y2 miles at the northern to half a mile at the southern
this township since the publication of the earlier
bomidary.
, .
report. 40
Prior to 1911 ~o prospecting had been done in the
Geology.-The geologic formations are the Brazer
phosphate shales. Members of the survey party
limestone and succeeding strata.. up to and including
explored the natural exposure' in the NW. USE. U .
the Thaynes group. There are no Tertiary beds, and
sec. 34 and obtained a partial section about 10 feet
Qu'aternary sediments are only. scantily represented~
above the underlying limestone:' Table 65 gives the
Some of the largest folds of the region traverse this
measurements thus obtained and the' results of the
town-ship, including the Boulder Creek anticline, the
analyses of the samples taken.
equivalent, although when actually determined they
may be found to differ widely. The assumption that
21,900 acres is underlain by a horizontal 6-foot bed of
phosphate rock gives a total of 459,900,000 long tons.
The depth of the main phosphate bed in the township ranges from the outcrop at the surface to a
maximum probably not in excess of 2,000 feet from
favorable points of entry. Much of the rock is probably below 'ground-water level. .
,

,0

Richards,'R. W;, and Mansfield, G. R., op. cit., pp. 58-60.
TABLE

65.-Partfal section of phosphatic shales in NW. U BE .. Usee. 34, T. 9 B., R. 45 E. Boise meridian
Equivalent to
Ca·3(PO,)'

Field No. of
specimen

.

Pcr cent

Per cent

R-446 _________ Shale and phosphatic limestone, "cap lime" sheared (?} _________'_________ __________ __________
R-446-3 _______ Phosphate rock _____________________,____ ~____________________________
32
69.9
R-446-2 ____________ do _______________________________________________ ______ J.'_______
29.6
64.6
R-446-L ______ Shale, black (sheared}________________________________________________
4.4 __________
Sh~e______________________________________________________________ __________ __________
Limestone.
'

The above section shows a bed about 4 feet thick,
represented by samples 2 and 3, that averages 65 per
cent or more tricalcium phosphate. These figures are
somewhat lower, both. as regards thickness and quality,
than those for the phosphate beds in adjoining townships to the northwest and southwest.
The upper portion of the shales, near the overlying
chert, has not been explored, and there may be, as in
Tps. 8 to 10 S., R. 44 E., beds of high-grade phosphate
at ~hat horizon. However, at this time it is safe to
assume only the presence of the 4-foot bed measured.

Thickness

Ft.

1
1
2

10

in.

4
11
2
5

Estimate of tonnage.-On the supposition that the
Bannock overthrust, which is believed to underlie the
township, cuts off a portion of the bottom of the
western syncline, as shown in structure section S"-S'"
(pI. 12), some of the phosphate deposits may have q'een
destroyed. If a fair allowance is made for this loss,
and if the average dip is assumed to be 60°, the western
syncline contains about 4,400 acres underlain by phosphate deposits. The eastern syncline, which has an
assumed average dip of 30°, contains about 8,160 acres,
and thus the total is approximately 12,560 acres, or
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cline brings Brazer limestone to the surface in the
northeastern part of the township. A broken syncline
east of this anticlin'e includes beds of the Phosphoria,
Woodside, and Thaynes in section 34 and at intervals
northeastward through the township. Subordinate
folds in the Phosphoria form,ation occur along the ,margins of the big synclines. They probably also occur in
the bottoms of these synclines as suggested by the six
canoe-shaped renlnants in section 33. The Jurassic
and Cretaceous formations along the east side forID
part of the Red Mountain syncline, the axis of which
lies in the adjoining township.
The 'Bannock overthrust in several branehes passes
through the township along the general line of Crow
Creek.. ,One branch cuts off the phosphate-bearing
portion of the Webster synclin~. T,he other branches in
Crow Creek have the combined,effect of bringing beds
that range in age from t~e Brazei limestone to lower
beds of ,the Thaynes into contact 'with Jurassic formations. The Bannock overthrust passes beneath the,
T. 10 S., R. 46 E.
area west of Crow Creek, but at probably too great'
General Jeatures.-T. 10 S., R. 45, E., is in ,the south- . depth to affect the phosphate beds in the synclines,
western part of the Crow Creek quadrangle. (PI. 7.) unless ,possibly in part of the Georgetown syncline.
It lies largely in the northern part of .the Preuss Range The general structural fe~tures of "the township as here
and includes the high ridge known as Snowdrift Moun- interpreted are illustrated in the geologic structure sectain. The northwest corner, however, contains part tions drawn along the lines T'-T" and V-V'. (PI. 12.)
of Dry Ridge and the eastern part contains marginal
Phosphate deposits.-The phosphate deposits of this
members of the Gannett Hills, which are separated township have been prospected along, only one of the
from the Preuss Range by the valley of Crow Creek.
four lines of outcrop-that on the wes't flank of SnowMost of the township is high and rugged, and less than
drift Mountain. Many openings, mostly shallow
half of it is surveyed. The road from Montpelier to
Star Valley passes along Crow Creek. and in Wells trenches,' have been made by the Utah Fertilizer &
Canyon a road connects the Star Valley road with Chemical Manufacturing Co. in the course of its assesSBear Lake Valley by way of Georgetown Canyon. ment and patent work. Many of these ~penings show
Poor roads connect Crow Creek Valley with Ephraim the character of the main basal bed, whereas others are
and Elk Valleys farther east. This township has been sup'erficial and "do not penetrate to bedrock. Two cuts
described in an earlier report/u but more recent field are especially complete and expose practically the
work has led to some minor changes in the mapping. entire section of the phosphatic shales.
The section in one of these cuts is given in Table 18
Geology.-The geologic formations range in age from
the Brazer limestone to the Ephraim conglomerate, (p. 77), and that in the other is given in Table 66.
, The sections measured at these localities probably
and there ar~, besides some Quaternary beds. The
Phosphoria beds occur chiefly in somewhat irregular give a representative view of the quality and quantity
bands that are associated with the Webster and of phosphatic materials which would be found 'in the
Georgetown synclines.
unprospected portions of this township. N early all
The Webster syncline is unsymmetrical and so the strata appear to be highly phosphatic, and there
shallow that it is nearly cut through by branches of are several high-grade beds.
Wells Canyon. Considerable areas of it are occupied
The main bed, as in the Montpelier district, in
by beds of Rex chert, and only part of the Woodside T. 13 S., R. 45 E., occur-s at the base of the phosphate
shale is present. The Georgetown syncline, also section. It differs in thickness from place to place
unsymmetrical, is deeper and contains beds of the ' but appears to average about 6 feet in places where it
Thaynes. Its eastern side is steeper and hence the belt has been fully opened. The rock phosphate is of
of Rex chert is much narrower. A fault that originates high grade and carries about 37 per cent phosphorus
in a subordinate anticline forms a break along the axial pentoxide, equivalent to about 80 per cent tricalcium
plane of 'the syncline. The Snowdrift anticline, which phosphate, as shown by the analyses. Its texture is
separates the two synclines, is closely appressed and medium to coarse oolitic and its color is dark grayishappears to be the eroded remnant of a fan fold. It brown, almost black when fresh. It contains little
brings Brazer limestone to the surface along the ridge. foreign matter in the form of partings. It is capped
The Boulder Creek anticline east of the Webster syn- by a single 2-foot stratum of dark fine-grained fossiliferous limestone.
tI Richards, R. W., and ManSfield, O. R., op. cit" pp. 61-64.
somewhat less than the area actually classified as
phosphate land, which is 14,680 acres. The 4-foot bed
of phosphate rocl~ that underlies this township in the
two synclines as indicated is estimated at 171,400,000
long tons. Much of the phosphate probably lies below
the level of ground water, and all of it probably lies at
depths less than 2,000 feet below the surface.
The deposits of the western syncline are accessible
from the road along Diamond Creek, built by the Forest Service in 1911. The east side of the 'eastern'syncline may be reached with little 'difficulty by the trails
through the forks of Sage Creek. The interior ~f tlie
eastern syncline and the west side of the western syncline lie in relatively high country, ~o \Yhich there is no
available means of access at the present time. How-'
ever, several deeply cut canyons ext,end far back into'
the ridges, and in these canyons roads can be constructed without much difficulty. Trails used by sheep
outfits are now found in most of the larger canyons.

a
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66.-Section of basal portion of Phosphoria formation in Georgetown Canyon, in SE.
Boise meridia'n
"

~

NW.

~

sec. 30, T. 10 S., 1],.45 E.

[Lana lines theoretical]
."

. Field No. of
specimen

,

..

I
i

p~05a

..

Equivalent to
Qa3(P04h

...

,

Thickness

,.

144-: A. __ ,:.' ______ Shale, calcareous, or muddy limestone, brown, weathering into irregular chip
. Per cent
Per cent-'
fragments; effervesces vigorously ________________________ -: ___________
3. 5
7.7
44-B _________ Phosphate rock, oolitic, weathering browli or gray; effervesces slightly; 1Y2
inches somewhat cherty _____________________ .:. ____________________ '-_
35. 8
78. 4
144-C _________ Shale, hard, brown, calcareous at the top; effervesces vigorously __________
Trace ---------144-D _________ Phosphate rock, coarsely oolitic, gray; effervesces vigorously ______________
82.1
37. 6
144-E _________ Shale, brownish, earthy; contains 6 inches of phosphate; effervesces con- ,
siderably _______________________________ ._____________________ ____
10
21. 9
144~ F _________
Phosphate rock, including phosphate rock, oolitic, hard, gray, calcareous 7
inches; phosphate rock, medium, gray, oolitic, 6 inches; shale, phosphatic,
light brown, 4 inches; sample shows considerable effervescence _________
21. 9
48
144-G _________ Phosphate rock, including phosphate rock, coarsely oolitic, gray, brittle, 1
foot 2 inches; phosphate rock, finely oolitic, brownish gray, 4 inches;
phosphate rock, coarsely oolitic, dark gray,. 2 inches; phosphate rock,
finely oolitic, brownish gray, .4 inches; phosphate rock, coarsely oolitic,
gray, 7 inches; phosphate rock, finely oolitic, thin bedded, 3 inches; phosphate rock, coarsely oolitic, gray, 1 foot 4 inches; sample effervesces
slightly _________________________________ '__________________________
33.3'
72. 7
144-H _ ~ ______ ~ Phosphate rock, including phosphate rock, medium to finely oolitic, brownish
gray, 7 inches; shale, phosphatic, brownish, ,somewhat oolitic, 10 inc.hes;
r
phosphate
rock, coarsely oolitic, 2 inches; phosphate rock, shaly brown, ,
3 inches ________________________________________________________
29. 3
65. 3
144-:-L _________ . Phosphate· rock, including phosphate rock, coarsely oolitic, brownish-black
streaks, 1 foot 1 inch; phosphate rock, shaly, brown, thin bedded, 5 inches;
,
phosphate coarsely oolitic, crumbly, 4 inches; phosphate rock, medium to
coarsely oolitic, 3 feet; sample effervesces considerably ______ .:. __________
34.7
75.8
144-K _________ Shale, brownish to black, earthy composition, thin bedded, with a few limestone lenses, effervesces slightly __________________ '_______ ~___________
, 24.2'
53
Limestone, dark, compact, fetid __________________ -,.i _______ :.. ___________________ ~ '" -'-~---"':--44-L
_________
Shale, brownish to black, earthy; effervesces slightly _~ ____
11. 7
1
25. 6
144-M _________ Shale, including shale, brownish black, earthy, 7 feet; concealed, not included
in sample (probably same as bed just above and below), 4 feet 7 inches; I'
shale, brownish black, earthy, 5 feet 5 inches ________________ ._________
15. 1
33.1
44N
__
:.
______
Shale,
black, earthy; effervesces slightly ________________________________
1
43. 6
19.9
44-0
_________
1
Shale, brownish black, earthy, 4 inches; limestone, single stratum (not sampled), 2 inches; shale, brownish black, earthy, 4 inches; limestone, single
stratum (not sampled), 2 inches _____________________________ -' _______
21. 2
46.4
44-P
_________
1
Shale, black and dar~ brown, calcareous, earthy; effervesces' considerably __
25.8
56. 3
44-Q
_________
1
Shale, black and dark brown, calcareous, earthy) effervesces considerably __
24.6
53. 9
17. 8
144-R _________ Limestone, shaly, brownish gray, effervesces vigorously _______________ .,. _ _
39
Limestone, single stratum _____________________ ~ _____ .~ ~ _________________________ ---------Limestone ("cap lime"), fine, dark gray, fossiliferous ___ .: __________________________ ---------144-S __________ Phosphate rock, main bed prospected, coarse to medium oolitic, brown;
cOhtains two or more min'or streaks of shaly material; effervesres slightly_
80. 4
36.8
44-T _ ~ _______ Shale, brown, e'arthy; effervesces slightly _____ ,______________ . :. __ .: ________
8.1
3. 7
,
Limestone, massive, underlying the phosphatic series; tl:tickness not determined.

in .

. Ft.

25

~

6
6

1
2

,~

11

1
1

5

4

2

1

10

.4

10

I
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~

,

"
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8 '9
1
12

9

17
12
1~

6
12
4
2

2

10
11
3

6

4
9

139

11

'a'Phosphorus pentoxide determinations by W. H. Waggaman, U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. Soils. 1909.

Estimate of tonnage.-Although the area classified as
phosphate land in this township is 6,480 acres, the
area actually underlain by workable phosphate is esti, mated to be 3,967 acres. Of this amount about 2,336
acres lies on the western syncline and 1,631 acres on
the eastern fold. The surface area of the main phosphate bed as bent up on the western fold is approximately two-fifths greater than that of the surface
area of the land, so that the main basal bed comprises
an area equal to about 3,889 acres. The difference
between the area of the overlying lands and the extent
of the main bed is much,less in the eastern fold, where
the area of the bed is estimated to exceed that of the
lands by one-eighth. A deduction has been made in
, this estimate for the area of phosphate which probably has been displaced by the subordinate thrust
from its position under the normally overlying chert
and Woodside shale in sections 28 and 29.

The total area of the main basal bed, which may
serve as the basis of an estimate of tonnage, is thus
about 4,236 acres. On the assumption that the
average thickness of the bed throughout this extent
is 6 feet, the contained tonnage of high-grade phos.
phate rock is 88,900,000 long tons. All the highgrade rock included in this estimate is ultimately
available, as the greatest depth from favorable points
of entry is less than 2,000 feet.
The pho'sphate content of the entire section of the
phosphatic: shales is probably several times the above
estirruite~that is, in high-grade rock alone-and an
enormous tonnage of low-grade material is present,
which ~Iay at some future time prove of great value.
Development.-The development of the phosphate
beds west of Snowdrift Mountain will be dependen t to
a greater or less extent up~n the plans worked' out for
the recovery oi the- phosphate in the extension of the
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PLATE 50

A. DIP SLOPE OF REX CHERT NEAR THE ,}lEAD OF CROW CREEK, T. 11 S., R. 45 E., MONTPELIER~QUADnANGLE
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WATERLOO HILL, SECS. 5 A D 6, T. 13 S., R. 45 E., MONTPELIER QUADRANGLE
Looking southwest. Cw, WeUs formation; Cpa,- Phosphoria phosphatic shale; Cpb, Rex chert member of Pho3phoria formation;

RW, Woodside shale
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phosphate-bearing area in the township to the west.
Partial plans for this development have been outlined
in the discussion of that township. Georgetown Canyon is the natural outlet for that area. The eastern
phosphate-bearing area is now relatively inaccessible
and will be dependent for its development on railroad
construction into Star and Crow Creek Valleys. The
side canyons, notably those of Wells and Deer Creeks,
afford suitable points of entry.
Ownership.-The title to about 5,220 acres of the
total area of classified phosphate land in this township
is vested in the United, States Government. The
Utah Fertilizer & Chemical Manufacturing Co., under
claims filed under the provisions of the mineral-land
laws, holds 780 acres. The State school land in section 16 includes 480 acre::; that carry phosphate.
T. 11 S., R. 46 E.

General features.-T. 11 S., R. 45 E., is chiefly in
the Montpelier quadrangle, though it includes a narrow strip in the southwestern part of the Crow Creek
quadrangle. (PIs. 7 and 9.) The township is generolly high and rugged, and it contains Meade Peak,
the highest summit in the entire region described in
this report. Most of the area lies in the Preuss Range,
but the eastern part is in the Gannett Hills. Trails
of some sort Inay be found in most of the canyons.
The Star Valley road, which passes through the eastern part of the township, is the only highway, and
this has steep grades and bad places. The township
has been described in an earlier report,42 but more
recent field work has modified the earlier mapping;
partic~arly in the eastern part.
Geology.-The principal geologic formations range
in age from the Madison limes,tone to the Ephraim
conglomerate, but the Timothy sandstone and overlying doubtfully Triassic formations have not been
recognized. Certain red beds in the SE. 34 SE. 34
sec. 10 suggest the Wood shale, but they are considered
instead to belong in the upper Nugget. Beds of the
Sal t Lake formation lie along the west flank of Red
Mountain from section 1 to section 13. In the northern part these beds are well-defined white marly grits
and conglomerates. Farther south they are more influenced by the red material from the adjacent red
beds, and their boundaries are less well defined.
A sOlnewhat crescent-shaped area of travertip.e is
found in portions of sections 3 and 10. In some
places, notably on the spur above Crow Creek in the
north part of section 10, the travertine contains pebbles of other rock and r'esembles to some degree the
marly beds of the supposed Pliocene. Elsewhere the
banded colcareous material bears evidence of deposition from springs, and the resemblance to the Pliocene (?) deposits is not close.
The Phosphoria formation is well developed in two
localities in the northwestern part of the township.
41

Richards, R. W., aud Mausfield, G. R., op. cit., 'pp. 65-70.
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The first is a continuation of the South Canyon area
which is deseribed, in the discussion of T. 11 S., R.
44 E.; the second is along the north side of Crow
Creek in sections 4,5, and 8. The lower or phosphatebearing portion of the formation is not actually exposed by open cuts or prospects in this township, but
its presence may readily be determined by float along
the line where it approaches the surface. Topographically it if; represented by depressions or saddles on
the ridges and by valleys. In sections 4 and 5 it
occurs in a small canyon tributary to the Crow Creek
system. The Rex chert member is well represented in
both localities and, so far as observed, consists solely
of heavy chert layers without fossils. In sections 4
and 8 and 3 and 9 the chert forms remarkably fine
dip slopes of bare rock along the north side of Crow
Creek. (See pI. 50, A.)
The geologic struc~ure of the township is divided
by the Bannock overthrust into two distinct units. ,
The upper block, which occupies somewhat more than
the northwest quarter, includes the older group of
rocks and contains the southern ends of some of the
larger folds that are so prominent farther north.
The Boulder Creek anticline enters the northwestern
part of the township in section 5 and the Snowdrift
anticline at the extreme northwest corner. The faulted
syncline of South Canyon, in sections 7 and 18, may
represent a fragment of the Webster syncline, de;.
tached from the main structure by branches .of the
Bannock fault. The other phosphate-bearing area is
part of an unnamed syncline that lies generally' east of
the Boulder Creek anticline but is caught in the mar-,
ginal area of the Bannock fault and very nearly cut
out just north of the township line, though it is probably represented by the narrow strip of Phosphoria
and Woodside beds between the Sage Valley and West
Crow Creek branches of the Bannock overthrust in
the township to the north.
The lower block, which occupies the larger part of
the township, is revealed, where it emerges from beneath the upper block, as a closely folded mass of
Jurassic and later rocks, the folds being more appressed
in the thin-:-bedded and shaly Twin Creek limestone
than in the more massively bedded lower and higher
rocks.
The Red Mountain syncline, which skirts the eastern, border of the township, and the Home Canyon
anticline, which enters the southwestern part, are
relatively open folds. The intervening more closely
appressed folds are given names (see general map,
pI. 1) because they are thought to be the northern continuations of more open folds distinguished farther
south. Of these folds the Giveout anticline deserves
special mention, for it is almost diagrammatically exl'osed in the hills immediately west and northwest of
Giveout. (See pI. 36, 0.)

•
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The Bannock overthrust, which enters the township
in the NW. ~ sec. 19, branches in the eastern part
of section 20. The western branch separates the
Carboniferous from the Triassic (Thaynes group),
and the eastern branch separates the higher parts of
the Thaynes group from the top of the"N ugget sandstone. The western branch diminishes northward in
stratigraphic throw and dies out in the southern part
of the adjoining township on the north. The eastern
branch continues northward with increasing throw
and becomes the dominant thrust in regions to the
north. The relations of the thrust block to the
underlying rocks may be' very clearly seen on the
north side of the upper canyon 0 f Montpelier Creek,
in sections 19 and 20, where rocks of Madison and
upper Mississippian (Brazer) age, marked by rough
craggy topography, overlie the splintery shaly limestones of the Twin Creek formation. The topographic
contrast is very striking, and the contact may easily
be traced along the sides of the valley. The stratigraphic displacement here amounts probably to not
. less than 8,500 feet.
The thrust block itself was probably contemporaneous with the earlier folding and represents a great
eastward movement of the older rocks from the west
over the younger formations to the east. Subsequentlythe mass seems to have suffered compression
from the east, for the eastern branch of the fault now
has a steep westerly hade, whereas the western branch,
in section 8, has an easterly hade of about 42°. It
seems clear, nevertheless, that this western branch
is really a part of the thrust fault and not an independent normal fault, because it may easily be traced
along the saddles a~ the base of the ridge into the
thrust fault in Montpelier Canyon, and the hade
.changes from east to west as the branching point is
approached. The'Iater folding is also shown by a
subsidiary thrust that marks off the phosphate basin
in sections 18 and 7. Here, too, the fault plane has
been folded, and from the unequal thicknesses of
the existing portions of the formations that accompany
the phosphate the inference is drawn that the bottom portion of the phosphate syncline has been
truncated by the fault.
.
The boundary between the Twin Creek limestone
and the Preuss sandstone is marked locally by slight
faulting, particularly in sections 2, 11, and 22.
The two formationf:l, which have discordant dips,
occupy opposite side~ of deeply cut valleys, and vari-.
colored clays, suggestive of fault clay, are exposed
here and there along the general contact line. To the
north the fault plane i~ apparently steep and may be
normal, but perhaps this fault is related to the east
Crow Creek branch of 'the Bannock overthrust.
Farther south the contact between the formations is
less regular and has a much more gentle inclination.

o

The structural features. above described are illustrated in part in the geologic structure section drawn
.along the line W-W'. (See also structure sections
T-T", U-U", and Y-Y', pI. 12; and pI. 37.)
Phosphate deposits.-Phosphate rock comes to the
surface in sections 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 18, but it probably underlies most of the res't of the township,
except the areas occupied by Carboniferous rocks that
are older than the phosphate rock, at depths to(}
great to make it available. No openings have thus
far been made in the phosphate beds in this townshipt
so that the character of the rock can be determined
only by the fragments of float on the sur/ace, which
seem to indicate deposits comparable in nature and
thickness with the neighboring deposits in G.eorgetown
Canyon, to the northwest, where numerous prospect.
pits have been opened.
Estimate of tonnage.-The area classified as phosphate land is 2,120 acres, but the estimated are:a.
underlain by phosphate rock at depths not greater
than 2,500 feet, bounded at the surface by the Meekoceras zone or base of the Thaynes group, is 1,260acres, or nearly 2 square miles. On the assumption
that the high-grade phosphate bed is 5 feet thick, a
reaso:r;table assumption in view of the known thicknesses in neighboring townships, this area would
contain over 22,000,000 long tons if the rocks were
horizontal. The dips within the district are somewhat
variable, but perhaps 40° may be taken as a fair
aV:erage. On this basis the above estimate would be
increased 30 per cent. If the estimate were made t(}
include rock as much as 3,000 to 3,500 feet below the
surface there would be added the area underlain by
.the Thaynes group, which would increase by a little
more than 2 square miles the total already mentioned and would more than double the estimated
tonnage.
It should be remembered, however, that this entire·
area constitutes part of a great thrust block and is.
underlain by a fault plane, which may cut out much or
all of the deeper parts of the deposit. In the absence·
of drill records the depth at which the fault plane·
lies is uncertain. .Possibly too, the assumed thickness
of the phosphate bed may be greater than the actual
thickness, although this seems unlikely. In view of
these. circumstances it seems wiser to adhere to the·
estimate as first given-namely, 22,000,000 long tons,
which is surely conservative. This amount includes.
the 656,000 tons excluded from the estimate given for
the South Canyon district in T. 11 S., R. 44 E.
The phosphate deposits are accessible through the·
valleys of Crow Creek and the south fork of Georgetown Canyon, respectively. Much of the phosphate
rock is above water level.
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Generaljeatures.-T. 12 S., R. 45 E., is in the Montpelier quadrangle (pI. 9) and in the Preuss Range. It
is in general high and rugged, though the upper topography is relatively gentle. Montpelier Canyon and
its tributaries contain roads to Star and Thomas Fork
Valleys. Secondary roads also lie in Home Canyon
and SOlue of the other canyons. This township is part
of the Montpelier district as described by Gale and
Richards,43 whose map is reproduced in Plate 51.
Since the publication of that report additional work
has been done both in the details of mapping the luain
phosphate bed and in working out the areal and structural geology of the township.
Geology.-The exposed beds comprise the Madison
limestone and most of the succeeding formations up to
and including the Preuss sandstone. The Brazer limestone, however, is absent, and in the mapping the Higham grit, Deadman limestone, and Wood shale are not
separately distinguished, though their presence as a
group of formations is indicated.
The red-bed member of the upper Thaynes is present in great thickness arid is especially well represented
in Home Canyon.
The Phosphoria formation occurs in an irregular
band associated with broken folds in the southwestern
part. The Rex chert member consists partly of fossiliferous linlestone in which the fossils are nunlerous
and characteristic, The phosphatic shales, which are
about 200 feet thick, are dark brown and black and.
contain some beds of limestone, notably the "cap
lime" 2 feet thick above the main phosphate bed.
(See pI. 52, B.)
The fold that causes the exposure of the phosphate
beds is the Montpelier anticline, which extends southward into the adjacent township. This anticline is
bifurcated at the north by a minor syncline and is cut
off by a thrust fault in the same direction. This fault
~a O~e~ H-:-S., and Richards, R. W., Preliminary report on the phosphate deposits
in southeastern Idaho and adjacent parts of Wyoming and Utah: U. S. Oeol.
Survey Bull. 430, pp. 488-405, 1910.
TABLE

is joined by another thrust fault, with westerly hade,
which cuts out part of the east flank of the anticline
and brings first the Woodside and then the Thaynes
into contact with beds of the· Wells formation. A
third thrust crosses Montpelier Canyon roughly parallel with the second and joins it farther north. The
combined effect of these faults is to reduce greatly the
representation of the Thaynes northward .. The basis
for drawing the third fault on the map is the fact that
on both the north and south sides of Montpelier Canyon the red beds of the upper Thaynes lie abnormally
close to the lower member of the same formation.
These faults and the eastward inclination of the
Montpelier anticline are doubtless closely related to
the disturbances introduced by the Bannock overthrust, which overlaps the southwestern border of the
township and brings Madison limestone into contact
with Thaynes and Woodside beds.
.
The remainder of the township is traversed by a
series of folds (see general map, pI. 1), of which only
the Bald Mountain synclin~ and the Home Canyon
anticline have possible significance as carriers of phosphate beds. The Home Canyon anticline is slightly
faulted along its west flank. The other folds doubtless
contain phosphate but at depths ·too great to be considered recoverable under existing regulations.
The general structural features above described are
illustrated in part by the geologic structure section
drawn along the line X-X', which passes close to the
south border of the tow:p.ship.
Phosphate deposits.-The general distribution of the
phosphate lands, which coincides in general with that
of the Thaynes group, is shown on the map of the
quadrangle. (PI. 9.) A more detailed map showing
the outline of the phosphate outcrop and the location
of many prospects is given in Figure 30. The prospects numbered 4 to 15 on the map by Gale and
Richards were measured and sampled in 1909 with the
results shown on that map. (PI. 51.) 'rhe section
measured at locality 15 is given in Table 67.

67.-Section of phosphatic shales at locality 15 in Montpelier Canyon in SW. M BE. M sec. 31, T. 12. S., R. 45 E.
PIOG

Equivalent to
Caa(POt)J

Per cent

Per cent

..
Shale soft phosphatic; top not reached _______________________________________________
Lime~tone' stratum, brecciated; weathers to an earthy or muddy color _____________________
Shale, soft, black, mixed with earth ___________________________________________ - - - - - - - __
Shale, including soft, thick limestone nodules ____________________________________________
Shale black' appears somewhat phosphatic _____________________________________________
Shale' black' containing one large limestone nodule (not included in sample) ________________
Lime~tone' ~ross section of nodule embedded in black shale; measured at its thickest part ____
Shale bladk claylike; shows little or no sign of oolitic structure ___________________________
Lime~tone,
hard, dark; similar to nodules that occur in the overlying shale; appears phosphatic
attop____________________________________________________________________________
Shale, black, phosphatic ________________________________________________________.______
Limestone somewhat fossiliferous; forms roof of the main phosphate bed (" cap lime ") __ .:. ___
Phosphate: main bed not measured at this place, approximate thickness _______ ~ _.______ ._____

Thickness
Ft.

40
2
2
3
2
6

---------- ------------------- ---------.

12

25. 8

---------- ------------------- ---------12.6

27

---------- ----------

in.

6

8

. 16.6

35.4

5

2. 6
14.8

5.7
31. 4

1 5
2 4
2
5

---------- ------------------- ----------
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Numerous other sections were examined in 1909 and I six stopes, each about 100 feet up the dip, leaving
also in 1910, when the detailed map (fig. 30) was made. 30-foot pillars. The workings had developed the
• These sections were nleasured chiefly on the main presence of small folds and of two systems of ,faults,
bed, but the pits in which many of them were exposed., north-south and east-west, respectively, the throw of
were so badly caved that they did not afford much which ranges from 18 inches to 12 feet. Shipping
evidence of the actual condition of the beds. Ex- was in progress at the rate of 64 to 72 tons a day, and
tensive, almost continuous prospecting along the out- the rock was hauled on 8-ton trucks 4 Y2 miles to the
crop northward from the waterworks dam has traced railroad. Storage space was available for '150 tons
the main bed in Phosphate Gulch and across a divid- of rock, but new construction in progress was intended
ing spur to the west side of Home Canyon in the to provide space for 1,200 tons. Plans were well
eastern part of section 30. There it is cut out by advanced for the installation of a crusher and drier of
500 tons capacity at an estimated cost of about.
one of the thrust faults above mentioned.
In 1920 the America·n Phosphate Corporation, hav- $15,000, and part of this machinery was already on the
ing leased ground from the San Francisco Chemical ground. In the following December construction of
Co., opened a phosphate mine on the north side of this plant was in progress. Shipments up to SepMontpelier Canyon about 1,000 feet north of the dam tember 15 had amounted to more than 4,100 tons, but
in the SE. ~ sec. 31. In their entry, which at the during the business depression of the succeeding
time of the writer's visit ran about 400 feet north winter the property was closed. Sma~l shipments to
along the strike, the main bed is about 6 feet thick California were made by the corporation in the sumand is said to average 70 per cent or more of tricalcium mer of 1920. Until 1925 the company operated interphosphate. A sample collected by the writer in the mittently under its lease and shipped a'total of about
third stope at a place where the main bed was 58 20,000 tons. Then it ceased operations and turned
inches thick yielded on analysis in the laboratory of the proprety back to the lessor, the San lfrancisco
the Geological Survey 31.73 per cent phosphorus pen- Chemical Co.
T. 13 S., R. 45 E.
toxide, equivalent to 69.26 per' cent tricalcium phosGen,era~ features.-T. 13 S., R. 45 E., which is in
phate. The sample also contained 0.44 per cent vanadium pentoxide, 0.23 per cent chromic oxide, and 0.42 the Montpelier quadrangle (pI. 9), lies in the Preuss
Range and is high and hilly, especially its eastern part,
per cent fluorine.
In view of this showing and of the essential con- but is less rugged than some of the townships previtinuity of the main bed with that in the Waterloo ously described. The Star Valley road passes through
claim in the adjoining township at the south, where the northwest corner along Montpelier Canyon, and
a 5 Y2-foot bed of phosphate that averages 70 per cent one of the roads to Thomas Fork strikes the northeast
or more of tricalcium phosphate has been mined for corner. Roads, to Cokeville and places on Bear River
several years,O it seems fair to conclude that, the main pass through the southwestern part. Most of the
bed in this township is in all probability similar in township, however, is untouched by roads, though
thickness and quality to that of the Waterloo claim, trails of some sort extend in many directions through
Estimate of tonnage.-In view of the faulted con- it and all of it is accessible to horsemen.
The township fonns part of the Montpelier district
dition of the post-phosphate rocks and of the closeas
described by Gale and Richards 44 and contains the
ness of the folding, the area classified as phosphate
land has been limited to 880 acres in sections 30 and , Waterloo mine of the San Francisco Chemical Co.,
31, although it is quite possible that phosphate at which has been the longest operated and the most
workable depths may underlie as much as 5,000 acres. continuous producer among the phosphate mines of the
The 880-acre tract underlain by a horizontal 5Y2-foot region here described.
Geology.-The older beds range from the Wells formabed would yield more than 15,400,000 long tons of
tion
up to and including the Twin Creek limestone.
phosphate rock. Although the dips of the beds range
A
considerable
area in the southwestern part of the
from 24° to more than 70° and therefore the surface of
township
is
underlain
by the Salt Lake formation and
the phosphate bed contained in the given area is
there
are
small
areas
occupied
by Quaternary beds.
increased considerably above what it would be if
The
exposures
of
the
Wells
and Phosphoria are all
horizontal, the presence of faults, which may cut out
in
the,
northwestern
part
of
the
township, in connecphosphate beds beneath some of the Triassic rocks,
tion
with
the
Montpelier
anticline,
which is complex
would 'tend to offset this increase. The estimate is
The
faulted
area,
which
curves southand
faulted.
therefore presented without allowing any increase
may
represent
the
southward
ward
from
section
4,
for dip.
the·
Bald
Mountain
syncline,
here
continuation
of
American Phosphate Oorporation.-This company,
The
Home
Canyon
antioverturned
and
broken.
which began operations on leased ground in February,
1920, had by August 30 of the same year driven an cline lies immediately east of this area, and farther
entry along the phosphate bed 400 feet and opened
U Gale, H. S., and Richards, R. W., op. cit.
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~ast lies

a series of close folds in the Jurassic formations, distance into the same bed. A shaft had been sunk
the axes of which are represented on the general map. near the mines just west of the Waterloo claim but
·(PI. 1.) The principal structural features of the town- had not been completed at the time the property
ship ·are illustrated in the structure section drawn _was visited .
. along the line X-X'. (PI. 12).
A number of tests and measurements of the main
fhosphate deposits.-The principal phosphate devel- phosphate bed on this claim were made in 1909, and
opments in this and the adjoining township on the the results, indicated by the numbers 17 to 22 are
no).'th are on the property of the San Francisco Ohemi- . shown graphically on Plate 51. The phosphate bed
cal 00., which is shown with adjacent territory on here occurs at the base of the phosphatic shales and
the map forming Figure 30. The map also shows· is everywhere overlain by a fossiliferous stratuln of
in considerable detail the outcrop of the main phos- dark fine-grained limestone-the "cap lime." The
phate bed. Although the phosphate is exposed chiefly phosphate rock itself is black, of a shaly or thin-bedded
along the west flank of the Montpelier anticline, that structure, and much resembles coal in general appearfold is complicated by the presence of drag folds, ance, especially in a. natural exposure or weathered
which duplicate the 'phosphatic shales on the slopes of outcrop, though it lacks the pitchy luster of coal.
Waterloo Mountain, so that one may cross the main Wherever it lies within 30 or 40 feet of the surface,
phosphate bed from four to seven times in making a the main phosphate bed has proved sufficiently soft
traverse over the mountain at right angles to the to be mined with a pick, and the entries are advance~
strike. The drag folds have sharp crests marked by with a breast auger drill, as in coal mining. The
ledges. of the upper Wells and long gentle westerly detailed measurements obtained at the mouth of the
slopes. (See pI. 50, B, and fig. 31.) . The reduplication upper tunnel on the Waterloo claim' are shown in
of the main bed is greatest at the north end of the Table 68.

FIGURE 31.-Structure of the Phosphoria and adjacent formations on Waterloo Hill, near Montpelier, Idaho. Cw,
Wells formation; Cpa, phosphatic shales of Phosphoria; Cpb, Rex chert member; liw, Woodside shale

mountam. (See also pI. 52, A.) This tendency for the
occurrence of drag folding in the phosphate beds has
been noted in the discussion of other townships. It
may account for some of the difficulties encountered'
by the American Phosphate Oorporation in following
the· phosphate bed in their mine in the adjoining
township ..
Waterloo claim.-The Waterloo claim is located
.on the. 'west ·slope of Waterloo Hill, in Montpelier
Oanyon. (See fig. 30.) I~ is 1 mile long from north
to south and one-fourth mile in width, including the
SE. ~ NW. ~ and the E. ~ SW. ~ sec. 6 and
the NE. 7.i' NW. U sec. 7, T . .13 S., R. LJ:5 E. Near
the center of the claim an open cut was quarried
some years ago, that covered 'an 'area about 200 feet
square and exposed the bare ledges of the upper part
of the Wells formation on the western dip slope of the
hill. These rocks dip 30° to 32° W. In 1909 mining
tunnels had been run in below the open cut. Both
are under shallow cover; the upper one starts directly
from the outcrop and the lower one crosscuts a short

. Samples collected by the writer from the Waterloo
mine in 1920 did not show so high a content of
phosphate as that given in Table 68. A sample
representing 5 feet 3 inches of phosphate rock tha;t
dips 28°, which was taken at the north end of the
drift from tunnel No.2, 800 feet beyond the tunnel,
yielded upon analysis at the laboratory of the Geological Survey 30.91 per cent phosphorus pentoxide,
equivalent to 67.52 per cent tricalcium phosphate.
The sample also contained 0.52 per cent vanadium
pentoxide, 0.11 per cent 'chromic oxide, and 0.03 per
cent fluorine. A second sample taken at the south
face of the drift at the east end of tunnel No.1, representing 5 feet of phosphate rock that dips 33°, yielded
30.68 per cent phosphorus pentoxide, equivalent to
66.96 per cent tricalcium phosphate. This sample
contained also 0.40 per cent vanadium pentoxide,
0.16 per cent chromic oxide, and 0.03 per cent fluorin~.
The run of mine material is said to have averaged
about 70 per cent tricalcium phosphate.
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A. FOLDED STRUCTURE AT THE NORTH E

PLATE 52

D OF WATERLOO HILL, T . 13 S., R. 45 E., MONTPELIER
QUADRANGLE

Cw, Well. forma tion ; C pa, Phosphoria phospha tic sha le; Cpb, R ex cber t member of Phosphoria ; RW, Woodside sh ale

B. PROSPECT IN PHOSPHATIC SHALE AT THE SOUTH END OF THE WATERLOO CLAIM, IN SEC. 6, T . 13 S.,
R. 45 E., MONTPELIER QUADRANGLE

Showing "cap lime" and "main bed " sHghtly faulted
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68.-Section of phosphatic shales at Waterloo claim, Montpelier Canyon
Equivalent to
Cas(POch

Per cent
Per cent
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
.
Limestone, black, fossiliferous ____________________________________________________________________________ _
Shale, gray to brown, phosphatic (?) ______________________________________________________________________ _
Limestone ("cap lime "), very fossiliferous __________________________________________ ..;___
6.1
13.3
Phosphate, main bed _______________ ..:________________________________________________
38.0
82.0
Shale, bro,vn to black. _______________________________________________ :.. __________________________________ _
Limestone, black, massive strata (upper Wells) underlying the ~hosphate-bearing section (not
measured).
.
Sh~e

The beds on the Waterloo claim dip westward at
angles that range frOln 17° to 42° and also show considerable irregularity of strike, even within the limits
of the claim. The large open cut above the upper
tunnel reveals slnall displacements or faults of a type
that is apparently significant of the character of the
larger structural features of the whole general region.
Slivered fractures in the "cap lime" pass into folds
and crumpled zones in the phosphate bed itself and
cause thickening and thinning in that bed. Plate 52,
B, shows a small displacement of the phosphatic
shales at the south end of the Waterloo claim.
The phosphatic shales are cut off by a fault near
the south ends of the Waterloo and adjoining Wizard
clahns, and beds of the Thaynes group there lie
athwart the axis of anticline.
The equipment at the Waterloo mine consists principally of a 50-ton loading bin, a blacksmith shop,
and an air compressor. Mr. J. J. Taylor, superintendent at Montpelier, thus summarizes the operations
of his company:
When we first started we mined several thousand tons from
the surface as open quarry work. Since then we have driven
three cross-cut tunnels into the hill to cut the deposit. We
then drive tunnels on the deposit and leave the" cap rock" as
the roof of the tunnel. We put up raises about 100 feet apart
and stope tho rock. We stope practically all the rock, leaving
only small pillars to protect the raises, and we generally manage
to get out most of them. It is very clean mining, with very
little waste. * * * We have been shipping around 6,000
tons a year for several years.

Estimate oj tonnage.-Gale and Richards offer an
estimate for the Waterloo clahn alone of 2,500,000
long tons of phosphate. Somewhat more than half
the township is underlain by rocks older than the top
of the Thaynes group and in regular sequence. Probably lnost of this area is underlain by high-grade
phosphate. The rocks, however, are sharply folded,
and hence a large part of this phosphate may lie
deeper than 4,500 feet, the limit of workable depth
for a 572-foot bed of 70 per cent grade. Thus for
practical considerations the area classified as phosphate
land has been limited to 1,400 acres in sections 5, 6,
7, and 8, where only Woodside and older beds appear
at the surface. A horizontal phosphate bed 572 feet
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thick and 1,400 acres in extent would yield approximately 26,9·53,000 long tons of phosphate rock. Aithough the inClination of the beds, which are folded
rather than horizontal, would tend to make the actual
content greater than the estimate, the shattering of
parts of the bed by intense·folding and faulting would
tend to reduce the amount of recoverable phosphate and
might offset any .increase allowed for the attitude of
the beds. The figure given is conservative.
.
The phosphate ranges in depth from the surface at
its outcrop to· perhaps 4,500 feet. The deposits in
the vicinity of Montpelier Canyon are nearest the
surface and are otherwise the most accessible, though
probably no locality would require hauls to the railroad greater than 5 or Qmiles.
T. 14 S., R. 46 E.

General features.-T .. 14 S., R. 45 E., is in the
Montpelier quadrangle (pI. 9) and is divided into two
nearly equal parts by the intrenched meandering
valley of Bear River. The northeastern part includes
some of the southern hills of the Preuss Range, but the
southwestern part lies in the Bear Lake Plateau. The
hills are relatively smooth and free from timber.
Roads and. a railroad pass through the valley of Bear
River, and a well-traveled road crosses the northern uplands. The southern uplands have no transverse road
above Bear River Valley, but a secondary road passes
southward from that valley and connects with the
road that runs eastward from Bear Lake through the
valley of Indian Creek.
_
Geology.-No beds older than the Woodside shale
are exposed in this township. The highest Mesozoic
format jon is the Twin Creek limestone. Tertiary
formations are present, and the Quaternary beds occur
in the valleys of Bear River and some of its tribuSheep
Creek.
taries, notably
.
o·
The principal folds represented, from west to east,
are the Indian Creek syncline, the Home Canyon anticline, the Harer syncline, the Sheep Creek anticline,
and the Pegram syncline. (See general map, pI. 1.)
No noteworthy faults have been recognized. The
general structural features of the township are illustrated in the geologic structure section. drawn along
the line Y- Y'. (PI. 12.)
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Phosphate deposits.-The Phosphoria formation
comes to the surface a short distance west of the
southwestern part of the township. A section of the
main phosphate bed near Hot Springs in T. 15 S., R.
44 E., indicates that a 5-foot bed of 70 per cent grade
may reasonably be expected to underlie this township.
The limit of depth at which such a bed is considered
workable under existing regulations -is 4,000 feet.
Unfortunately, owing to the steepness, depth, and
inclined attitude of the folds, much or all of the phosphate lies Q.t depths probably greater than 4,000 feet.
Accordingly, no iand in this township is classified as
phosphate land, and no estimate of tonnage is
attempted. However, the township contains much
phosphate that may be regarded as ultimately available, when and if deep mining ever becomes profitable.
The rock is below the level of ground· water, which
.would be a factor in any plan for its mining. The
presence of the railroad would be favorable.
0

T. 15 S., R. 45 E.

General features.-T. 15 S., R. 45 E., contains the
southward continuation of the geographic and geologic features of T. 14 S., R. 45 E., and most of the
description given for that township applies equally
well to thiR one. The eastern part of the township is
largely oecupied by the valleys of Bear River and of
Pegram Creek, but the. remainder is plateau country.
The Indian Creek road gives the only outlet to the
west, but roads northward in the western part and in
Pegram Valley connect with those in Bear River
. Valley. The view westward through the gateway of
Indian Creek, showing .Bear Lake with its background of mountains, is one 'of the finest in the entire
region.
Phosphate deposits.-The section measured in the
township immediately to the west indicates that a
5-foot bed of phosphate which averages 70 or more
per cent tricalcium phosphate is probably present.
Unfortunately throughout much of the township 'this
bed lies at depths greater than 4,000 feet, the greatest
depth at which' a bed of this thickness is considered
workable under existing regulations. Accordingly,
no land 'in this township is classified as phosphate
land and no estimate of tonnage is presented. Considerable phosphate may, however, be regarded as
ultimately available.
T. 16 S., R. 45 E.

T. 16 S., R. 45 E., which is fractional, contains the
southward continuation of the .geologic structure
present in the township to the north but the features
are largely concealed by the Wasatch formation. It
is probable that at least in section 3 the Thaynes
group is present beneath the Wasatch, but the Sheep
Creek anticline, which causes the up arching of the
Thaynes, pitches gently southward. This effect,
combined with the Wasatch cover, makes it highly
improbable' that the phosphate beds in the anticline

lie within 4,000 feet of (the surface. In the rest of the
township, so far as may be judged from surface
indications, the phosphate must lie at still greater
depths. N one of this township is therefore regarded
as phosphate land, and no estimate of tonnage is
presented.
T. 7 S., R. 46 E.

General features.-T. 7 S., R. 46 E., which is also
fractional, is in the southern part of the Freedom
.quadrangle. (PI. 5.) It is generally rugged and only
partly surveyed. . The deficiency of area is along the
east side, where the State line passes from north to
south through the eastern half of the second tier of
sections. The valleys of Stump and Tygee Creeks
form a lowland that extends from northwest to southeast through the middle of the township. Northeast
of this lowland lie the southern part of the Caribou
Range and the northern part. of the Gannett Hills,
which are separated by the transverse canyon of
Stump Creek. Southwest of the lowland stretches
the Webster Range. The old Lander Trail passes up
the valley of Stump Creek, and to the south roads up
Tygee Valley connect with Sage Valley and Crow
Creek. Auburn, 2 miles to the 'east, in Star Valley,
is the nearest town, but it is more than 50 miles from
the railroad.
Geology.-The geoJogic formations include the regular sequence from the Thaynes group to the Wayan
formation, but the Draney limestone and Tygee sandstone are not represented. The Salt Lake formation
and Quaternary beds occupy the lower slopes and
bottoms along Tygee and Stump Creeks and some of
their tributaries. The Thaynes group, which is
exposed in the southwestern part of the township,
occupies the only area in which phosphate beds lie
near enough to the surface to be considered workable.
The group is present in nearly full development,
including the red-bed member of the Portneuf limestone, the uppermost formation of the group.
The fault zone of the Bannock overthrust passes
northwestward through the township through Tygee
and Stump'Valleys and along the eastern slope of the
Webster Range. Southwest of the fault zone lies the
east flank of the Boulder anticline, the axis of which
passes southwest of the township. This foJd has
caused the up-arching of the Thaynes group and the
underlying formations. Northeast of the fault zone
several folds and faults occur in the Jurassic and
Cretaceous formations. (See general map, pI. 1.)
The most striking of these folds is the Spring Creek
syncline, which is well exposed in and aboutthe transverse canyon of Stump Creek in the southeastern part
of the township. The fault zone itself is occupied by
broken folds in Jurassic beds. Some of the structural
features above described are illustrated in the geologic
structure section drawn along the line N-N' (pI. 11),
which passes a short distance south of the township.
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Phosphate deposits.-The nearest opening from
which the character of the beds that underlie this
township may be determined was made by the Survey
party in the SEe U NW. U sec. 29, T. 8 S., R. 46 E.
At this locality the nlain bed, though present and
apparently 5 feet or more thick, was not in condition
to be sampled. The same section of phosphatic shales,
however, contains near the top six phosphate beds
that have an aggregate thickness of 7 feet 7 inches
and an average content of about 75 per cent tricalcium'
phosphate distributed through a thickness of 12 feet
7 inches of beds. At another cut, in .the SW. U
SEe U sec. 14, T. 8 S., R. 44 E., two beds of phosphate
rock, near the base of the section and separated by
about 8 inches of shale, have an aggregate thickness
of 14 feet and an average content of about 60 per cent
tricalcium phosphate. This township, then, can be
safely assumed to contain a 6-foot bed of workable
phosphate that averages about 70 per cent tricalcium
phosphate. The limit of workable depth for such a
bed under existing regulations is 5,000 feet.
Estimate of tonnage.-On the basis of the distribution of the Thaynes group and of the inferred structure
1,440 acres in this township is classified as phosphate
land. Such an area underlain by a horizontal 6-foot
bed would contain about 30,243,000 long tons of
phosphate rock. Although the inclination of the beds
would tend to increase this figure, the presence of the
Bannock overthrust beneath this part of the township would tend to offset this increase by adding an
element of uncertainty, for it may cut out a part of tho
phosphate.
The depth of the phosphate probably ranges from
about 2,000 to 5,000 feet. It is all below groundwa ter level.
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Geology.-The exposed geologic section includes formations that range from the Wells to the Quaternary.
The Timothy sandstone and overlying doubtfully
Triassic formations are absent, and the Twin Creek
limestone is largely faulted out. The Wasatch formation is also absent. Considerable areas in and adjoining
the central lowland belt are underlain by Tertiary
and Qua ternary rocks.
The Phosphoria formation enters the southwest
corner of the township and extends northward into
sections 17 and 18, where it crosses the axis of the
Boulder Creek anticline and forms a loop marked at
the northern tip by subordinate folds. Smoky Canyon
has been cut across' the anticline at the houndary
of the Rex and Woodside, and the Rex is exposed
in a fine dip slope on the south side of the canyon.
The Rex is represented chiefly by the massive chert
facies and forms a fine dip slope, also along the west
flank of the anticline. The east flank of the anticline is cut by the Sage Valley branch of the Bannock
overthrust, and the phosphatic shales are cut out for
more than a mile at the south.
The covered area between the Sage Valley and
West Tygee branches of the overthrust is in all probability underlain by Thaynes and Woodside beds,
together with some of the Rex at the southwest. The
covered area between the two Tygee branches is
apparently chiefly Nugget but probably contains' also
a narrow faulted rock slice of salt-bearing lower
Preuss sandstone.
The Twin Creek limestone and the Preuss and
Stump sandstones are caught in broken, close folds
between the East Tygee and Hardman branches of the
overthrust and are much reduced in thickness by
faulting.
Limestone that is probably the Draney but I)
T. 8 S., R. 46 E.
possibly Peterson lies above the Ephraim in fault
Generalfeatures.-T. 8 S., R. 46 E., is mostly in the
relation in sections 14'and 23, and a slice of the Wayan
Crow Creek quadrangle but includes a strip nearly
formation in'section 14 is also caught in the fault zone
a mile wide in the southern part of the Freedom quadrangle (pIs. 5 and 7). It is a fractional township, in that accompanies the Bannock overthrust in the
which the deficiency of area is along the east side, eastern part of the township. The axis of the Spring
where the State line passes through the eastern half of Creek syncline lies along the eastern boun.dary of the
the second tier of sections. The western part is unsur- township, but this fold is broken by the Spring Creek
veyed and is relatively high and rugged. The eastern fault and by an unnamed transverse fault.
The structural features above outlined are illuspart is lower and is surveyed, but it is more 'or less
dissected. Sage Valley and Tygee Valley are con- trated in the geologic structure sections drawn along
nected lowlands of different elevation that divide the the lines N-N' (pI. 11) and 0'-0" (pI. 12).
Phosphate deposits.-Prior to the survey's examitownship into western highlands th"at are part of the
Webster Range' and eastern highlands that lie in the nation in 1914 the phosphate beds in this township had
Gannett Hills. The Webst,er Range supports some not been opened or prospected. In October, 1914,
timber, but the Gannett Hills in this township are a cut was made in the phosphatic shales in the SEe U
. NW. %' sec. 29 by the survey party with the intention
practically bare.
Passable ro~ds in Tygee and Sage Valleys and Hard- of exposing for study and sampling the entire phosmans Hollow connect this township with the Mont- phatic shale section. A trench was dug at right
pelier and Star Valley road in the valley of Crow angles to the strike, extending from a ledge of Rex to
Creek to the south, and a trail through Smoky Canyon, a ledge of the upper Wells, the underlying limestone.
connects westward with Diamond and Blackfoot After digging had started it ,was found necessary to
Val~ey~.
'
make an offset, so the trench was accordingly dug in
25021-27--20
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was, however, probably fully offset by the dirt. It
was not practicable to deepen the .trench sufficiently
to obtain fresh, clean rock, but care was exercised to
exclude as much of the dirt as possible from the
samples collected. The details of the section and the
analyses of the samples are given in Table 69. The
inclined attitude of the Boulder Creek anticline
causes the section to be overturned eastward.

two sections, one 20 feet 6 inches and the other 117
feet 6 inches in length, with a total length of 138 feet.
The offset ends were supposedly at approximately the
same horizon. The average depth was 3% feet and
the maximum depth 5 % feet. The overburden was
2 to 3 feet thick or even more in some places. The
phosphate proved to be weathered and to contain
much infiltered dirt. Any enrichment by weathering

69.-Section of phosphatic shales exposed in survey cutin SE.. U NW. U sec. 29, T. 8 S., R. 4.6 E. Boise meridian

TABLE

[Analyst, W. C. Wheeler)
Locality and sample
Nos ..

P,O.

Equivalent to
Ca.(PO.>S

Thickness

Per cent

Per cent
----------

----------

Locality F-3a __ Rex chert ledge forming small ridge on hillside; strike, N. 6° W.; dip, 59° W_ ---------Covered
area between
ledge of Rex and east end of trench, 7 feet 6 inches
equivalentto
_____________________________________________________
---------Clay, dense, drab; contains fragments of black chert and whitish-gray to
drab dense limestone, in pieces U inch thick; bedrock not exposed; comprises entire first section of trench 20 feet 6 inches, equivalent to ________ ---------(Rectangular offset a few feet to second section.)
Clay, similar to last _________________________________________________
---------Phosphate rock, cherty, nodular, weathered _____________________________ ---------Shale, drab weathering, brownish gray, somewhat oolitic _________________ ---------Phosphate rock, gray, medium to finely oolitic, weathering dark to light gray_ ---------Shale, brown to drab, somewhat oolitic _________________________________ ---------Clay, reddish to yellowish ____________________________________________
---------Sample L ______ Phosphate rock, dark gray, medium to coarsely oolitic in beds U to 1 inch
thick; crumbles to a dark-gray oolitic sand ___________________________
34. 96
SampIe 2 ______ Phosphate rock, thin beddeQ, shaly, with much infiltered dirt _____________
33. 58
Sample 3 _______ Phosphate rock, coarsely oolitic light-gray rock, beds U to 1~ inches thick,
including some beds partly limestone _.. _______________________________
34. 05
Clay, yellowish to drab ___________________________ .: __________________
---------Sample 4 _______ Phosphate rock, upper 7 inches light gray and somewhat calcareous in beds
~ to 1)1 inches thick; lower 6 inches thinner bedded and darker gray ___
34. 74
Clay, drab ______________________________ __________________________
---------Phosphate rock, finely oolitic __________________________________________ ---------Clay, drab _________________________________________________________
---------Phosphate rock, broken, somewhat nodular and irregularly bedded; beds ~
"to 1~ inches thick, with thin shaly partings __________________________ ---------Sample 5 _______ Phosphate rock, medium to coarsely oolitic, in beds ~ to 2 inches thick ___
33. 90
Shale,' black to brown, thin bedded ____________________________________ ---------Sample 6 _______ Phosphate rock, gray, light colored, beds ~ to 1~ inches thick, much broken,
weathering
with reddish surface, crumbling to an oolitic sand, poorly
exposed __________________________________________________________
35.11
Phosphate rock, thin bedded, shaly, very much broken, poorll exposed ______ ---------Clay,
grayish;
occupies entire
cut to depth of 3 feet, probab y in part phosphatic
________________
__________________________________________
---------Clay and soil with fine fragments of shale, chert, and weathered limestone;
no exposures of bedrock for distance of 70 feet, equivalent to _____________ ---------Phosphate rock, "main bed" (1); beds U to ~ inch thick, much broken,
attitude not clear, top not exposed, too dirty and fragmentary for sampling;
exposed in cut to depth of 5 feet, underlain by 6 inches of black shale and
gray clay to bottom of cut at 5 feet 6 inches __________________________ ---------Soil and clay with-fragments of shale, chert, and limestone of the upper part
of Wells formation, for distance of 14 feet 6 inches, equivalent to _________ ---------Ledge of upper Wells, much broken, apparent strike N. 12° W. and apparent
dip 79° W.
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Determinations of iron and alumina were made on
composites of these samples as follows: Nos. 1-3 :
Fe20a, 0.55 per cent; A120 3 , 1.48 per cent. Nos. 4-6:
Fe203, 0.42 per cent; A1 20 3, 1.18 per cent. These-figures show that the low content of iron and alumina
noted in nlaterial from other parts of the field obtains
also in this township.
The upper portion of the section shows six beds of
phosphate that hav:e an aggregate thickness of 7 feet
7 inches and an average content of 75 per cent tricalcium phosphate, distributed through a thickness of
12 feet 7 inches of beds. The main bed, which was too

poorly exposed to .be measured and sampled, seems to
be at least 5 feetO thick.
From this section and the one in sec. 14, T. 8 S., R.
44 E., this township can be fairly assumed to contain
a workable bed of phosphate rock 6 feet thick that
averages about 70 per cent tricalcium phosphate.
Estimate oj tonnage.-Although on the basis of the
lnapping and the inferred structure nearly 10,000
acres might be considered phosphate land the area
actually so classified has been reduced to 3,720 acres,
because of the large area in which the older formations
are concealed and because of the presence of the Ban-
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includes, besides the Sage Valley branch, the east and
west Tyge,e branches and the east and west Crow
Creek branches. These branches are described in the
discussion of the Bannock overthrust. The area
between the Sage Valley and West Tygee branches is
un~erlain by beds that range in age from Phosphoria
to Thaynes. Farther east lies a slice of Nugget sandstone and still farther east a broken fold of higher
Jurassic beds. The structure of these rock slices is
largely concealed by Tertiary strata,
Southeast of the Bannock fault zone is a series of
folds in Upper Jurassic and Cretaceous beds that
strike into and probably pass beneath the rock slices
of the upper fault block. These folds include an unnamed anticline, the Giraffe Creek syncline, the Sublette anticline, and the Red Mountain syncline. The
structural features above outlined are illustrated in
part in the geologic structure section drawn along
the line S"-S"', Plate 12. (See also structure section
0'-0".) The axes of the folds and their relations to
the faults are shown on the general map. '(Pl. 1.)
Phosphate deposits.-At the time of the examinaT. 9 S., R. 48 E.
tion by the survey party in 1914 no prospecting for
Generalfeatures.-T. 9 S., R. 46 E., is in the Crow phosphate had been done in this township. The
Cl'eek quadrangle (p1. 7). It is a fractional town- phosphatic shales in the northwestern part li~ near
ship in which the deficiency of area is along the east the summit of steep eastward-facing slopes of ridges,'
side, where the State line passes through the east haJf the crests and back slopes, of which are composed of
of the second tier of sections. Sage Valley with its massive ledges of the Rex chert. In the vicinity of
extensions fonns a lowland that stretches northward the NW. )i sec. 18, the phosphatic shales have been
through the western half of the tow:nship and separates involved in minor folds broken by faults. In the
the Webster Range in the western part from the Gan- SE. )i sec. 18 and the E. Y2 sec'. 19 the phosphatic
nett Hins to the east. The valley of Crow Creek shales appear locally but are largely faulted out, and
enters the southwest' corner and extends northeast- ,the longitudinal fault which affects the shales is with
ward through the township. The highlands to the them offset by minor cross fault!?
Although no sections of the shales were available for
southeast of this valley are part of the Gannett Hills.
There is sonle timber along the eastern slopes of the study and sampling and no openings were made in this
Webster Range, but the remainder of the township is township by the Geological Survey party, there seems
l'elatively bare. The Montpelier and Star Valley no reason for supposing that the phosphate deposits
road follows Crow Creek, and secondary roads lead are inferior in quality and thickness to those of adjoinnorthward through Sage Valley and Hardmans ing townships, where definite data are to be had.
This township is therefore inferred to contain a 6-foot
Hollow and southward into the Gannett Hills.
Geology.-The geologic section includes formations bed that averages about 70 per cent tricalcium phosthat range from the Brazer limestone to the Quater- phate,
Estimate oj tonnage.-On the basis of the distribunary, but the Timothy sandstone and the overlying
Triassic (?) formations are apparently absent, as are tion of the Phosphoria and post-Phosphoria rocks up to
also all the Cretaceous formations above the Ephraim and including the Thaynes, an area of 5,400 acres in this
conglOlnerate. The Wasatch formation is not repre- township might be regarded as phosphate land.
sented. The fonnations most closely related to the Though all this area may possibly be underlain by
workable phosphate, the facts that the phosphate beds
t>hosphate are confined to the western half.
The geologic structure is cOlnplex. The Boulder east of the Boulder Creek anticline are overturned and
Creek anticline along the western side causes the that the Thaynes area represents a rock slice underexposure of the Phosphoria formation on both its lain by a branch of the Bannock overthrust lnake it
flanks, but it is inclined eastward and the Phosphoria, likely that much of this Thaynes area may be barren.
beds along the east flank are overturned and partly For these reasons the land actually classified as phosfaulted out by the Sage Valley branch of the Bannock phate land has been trimmed rather closely to the
overthrust. The fault zone of this overthrust is more exposures of the Phosphoria formation and amo~nts to
widely spread in this township than el sewhere and only 1,040 acres. The estimate of tonnage is given as
nock overthrust beneath the entire phosphate-bearing
area. The overthrust in all probability cuts out some
of the phosphate, especially toward the north, where
the phosphate bed lies deeper, but the depth of the
overthrust is not known and, in the absence of data
obtained by drilling, no evidence is at hand by which
to determine the loss of phosphate in this way. For
similar reasons no allowance has been made for the dip
of the phosphate beds.
Upon these assumptions 3,720 acres underlain by a
horizontal 6-foot phosphate bed would contain in
round nUlnbers 78,127,000 long tons of phosphate
rock. The depth of the rock ranges from zero at the
outcrop to 3,000 feet or more. Smoky Canyon and
Pole Canyon, near the south boundary, afford favorable points of entry.
'
Although the phosphate beds may be easily reached
the township is so far from existing railroads that development of mines will probably be long delayed.
There arc, however, favorable grades for road or track
construction whenever railroad facilities are brought
within reach of the township.
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if the beds were horizontal, because if allowance w'ere 'Quaternary, ~ut there are large gaps. The Brazer,
made for the dip, the increment thus provid~d would in Wells, and Phosphoria are missing; together with the
all probability be offset by a loss due to faulting along Timothy sandstone and the overlying Triassic (?)
the underlying thrust plane. Thus 1,040 acres under- formations. The Preuss and Stump sandstones are
lain by a horizontal 6-foot bed would yield approxi- absent, and the Ephraim conglomerate and a part of
mately 21,842,000 long tons of phosphate rock. This the Wayan fO,rmation are the only Cretaceous repreestimate is believed to be conservative. The phos- sentatives. The Wasatch formation is also absent.
phate rock is accessible through canyons tributary to
The geologic structure of the township is complex.
Sage ,and Crow Creeks and can be delivered at the Star The central feature is the Hemmert anticline, which
'Valley road by hauls not exceeding 5 miles. Unfor- supposedly brings phosphat~ beds of good grade
tunately the township is so far from present railroad within depths that are considered workable under'
facilities that development of the phosphate deposits is existing regulations. This fold is broken by the
likely to be indefinitely delayed.
Hemmert fault, a normal (?) fault that has a small
down throw to the west. Northward this fold is
T. 10 S., 'R. 46 E.
obliquely c~t off by the Freedom normal fault, which
T. 10 S., R. 46 E., in the Crow Creek quadrangle
has also let down and kept from erosion, a fragment
(pI. 7), is fractional, like those of the same range
of the Star Valley overthrust block composed of
farther north. It is on the whole relatively rugged
Madison limestone and ilOW exposed in sections 16, 9,
and unsurveyed and forms part of the Gannet Hills.
and 4. The Jurassic beds west of the Freedom fault
It has little timber and practically no roads, though
are part of a second and lower thrust block bounded
a poor road enters Elk Valley from 'the southwest.
on the west by the Auburn fault and perhaps related
Except in the extreme northwest corner, where a
to the Star Valley overthrust. The structural features
slice of the Woodside shale is caught in the fault
above outlined are illustrated in the geologic structure
zone of the Bannock overthrust, the rocks are all
sections drawn along the lines K"-K'" and L'-L".
Jurassic or later and belong in the lower fault block
(PI. .11.)
,
,of the overthrust. The exposure of the Woodside
The geologic formations are largely concealed by
shale at the surface would ordinarily suggest the
beds of the Salt Lake formation and by travertine
presence of workable phosphate rock beneath, but
and other Quaternary deposits. The structure indihere, because of its relationship to the overthrust,
cated is inferred from the available, field data.
there seems no likelihood that any phosphate of comPhosphate deposits.-This township is far removed
mercial value can be 'present.
from localities where samples of phosphate rock have
The Red Mountain syncline, Sublette anticline, and
been taken for analysis. However, the Phosphoria
Giraffe Creek syncline, which are the principal strucformation is well developed in the Salt River R ange <l5
tural features of the township, are illustrated in the
east of Star Valley, and some beds of high-grade mageologic structure section drawn along the line T'-T".
terial are there present, though few sections have
(PI. 12.)
been studied in detail and the rock thus far examined
T. 34 N., R. 119 W. (WYOMING)
General features.-Somewhat more than a 2-mile seems generally inferior to the Idaho rock. The nearstrip of fractional T. 34 N., R. 119 W. (Wyoming), est sampled section in Idaho is that in T. 8 S., R.
is included in the northeastern part of the Freedom 46 E., where the main bed, though not well enough
quadrangle. (PI. 5.) The State line cuts away nearly exposed for sampling, appeared to be 5 feet or nlore
two and one-half tiers of, sections along the western thick and other high-grade beds in the upper part of
side, and the quadrangle boundary cuts off one and the section aggregated more than 7 feet in thickness.
a half tiers on the eastern side. Most of the area If a reduction in thickness is allowed to offset a possible
represented is in Star Valley, but the southwestern deterioration in content of phosphate it may be
part includes outlying ridges of the Caribou Range. assumed for purposes of land classification and comThis range supports some timber, and the valley is putation of tonnage that a 4-foot bed of phosphate
agricultural land. There are good roads in the valley which averages 70 per- cent tricalcium phosphate is
and secondary roads up some of the canyons. The present in this township. The limit of depth at which
town of Thayne lies in section 23 of this township such a bed is considered workable under existing regu'
and the town of Freedom in section 33 of the adjoining lations is 4,000 feet.
-.Estimate oj tonnage.-The' area within the depth
township on the north. The township is 60 miles or
lillit
a~ove assigned, as suggested by the structure secmore from existing railroads, but railroad connection
III
along
the line L'-L" (pI. 11), corresponds approx,
tj
of Star Valley with existing lines farther north has
iI_lately
with
that in which the Woodside shale and
been proposed ,and some preliminary surveys have
Thaynes
group
crop out at the surface. It would
been made.
Geology.-The stratigraphic section includes forma- _ U Mansfield, G. R., A reconnaissance for phosphate in the Salt River Range,
tions that range from the Madison limestone to the Wyo.: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 620, pp. 331-349,1916.
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also include a narrow strip of country beneath the The chert is much brecciated. No trace' 'of 'the
alluvin111 of Star Valley. But in view of the fact that phosphatic shale member was seen.
The Hemmert anticline is the inost notable stnic':'
the phosphate in that strip is pI~acticaUy at the limit
of workable depth and because the value of ~he land ture econo.mically, for it contains phosphate beds at
for agricultural use is probably great~r than its poten- depths considered workable. The general features of
tial value as lnineralland, it seelns unwise to consider this fold are given in the description 'of T. 34 N.,
it a phosphate tract. There is, too, some reason for R. 119 W. Other noteworthy structural features
supposing that a fault passes east of the valley wall that enter the township are the Auburn fault and the
Miller Creek and Smith Creek synclines. These feaand cuts out the Thaynes beneath cover.
Under the conditions nanled 1,200 acres in this tures are figured in the geologic structure section
township are classified as phosphate land. Such an drawn along the line L'..:.L" (pI. 11), which passes a
area underlain by a horizontal4-foot bed of phosphate short distance north of the township.
Although the portion of the township outside of the
would yield approximately 16,801,000 long tons of
phosphate rock. No increlnent has been allowed for quadrangle has not been studied in detail, reconnaisthe dip because of the sharpness and faulted condition sance observations show that the structure of the
of the fold, which nlay cut out or render unavailable N arrows of Salt River in section 13 is synclinal and that
. the Twin Creek limestone dips west on the east side
Pal't of the phosphate.
The location of this deposit at the edge of Star of the river in a fine dip slope and reappears again on
Valloy is favorable if a railroad should be constructed the west side of the river, where it dips east. It is
in the valley. The depth of the beds, which ranges followed at the west by the Nugget sandstone, which
fr0111 1,200 to 4,000 feet, would be unfavorable, for its in turn is succeeded after a covered interval by beds of
developlnent would require deep-mining methods and middle to upper Thaynes. A fault probably marks
all of it would be below the level of ground water.
the boundary between the Thaynes and the Nugget,
for
there seems insufficient room for all the Nugget
T. SS N., R. 119 W. (WYOMING)
and the strata that should intervene between the two
General features.-Only a little more than a 2-mile sets of exposed beds. The supposed fault should pass
stdp of this fractional township is included in the beneath the alluvium of Star Valley in the NE. U
Freed0111 quadrangle. (PI. 5.) . The State line on the sec. 2, proceed thence northwestward down the valley,
west cuts off a strip more than 2 miles wide and the and perhaps join the Hemmert and Freedom faults in
quadrangle boundary passes through the east half of the adjoining township. The beds in sections 1 and
the second tier. of sections on the east side. The 12, east of Salt River, are Twin Creek and Nugget,
highlands west of Salt River are part of the south end more or less concealed by Tertiary strata.
of the Caribou Range, and the lowlands are part of
Phosphate deposits.-For reasons cited in the disStar Valley, but are divided into two parts by the ~ussion of T. 34 N., R. 119 W., this township is supN arrows of Salt River in sec. 13. The Caribou posed to be underlain· by bed of phosphate rock that
l~ange supports some timber. The town of Auburn
contains approximately 70 per cent tricalcium phoslies on the south border in sec. 35. There are good phate and is at least 4 feet thick.
roads in Star Valley and secondary roads it} the larger
Estimate oj tonnage.-On the assumption that was
canyons. The township is remote from present rail- made for the township just cited, that the area within
way facilities.
which beds o,f Woodside and Thaynes are exposed
Geology.-The stratigraphic section includes for- contains workable phosphate, including part of the
mations that range from the Phosphoria to the township outside the limits of the quadrangle, 1,480
Quaternary, but there are gaps in the sequence. The. acres have been classified as phosphate land. Such
Timothy sandstone and the overlying Triassic (?) an area underlain by a horizontal 4-foot. bed would
formations are absent, and the Draney limestone and contain about 22,122,000 long tons of phosphate rock.
Tygco sandstone of the Gannett group and the For reasons stated on page 286 it seems more ,conservWasH.tch fOl'lnation are not represented.
ative to allow no increment on account of the dip.
As in the township last cited the location of the
The rocks assigned to the Phosphoria are of a
phosphate
deposits is favorable with -regard to Star
somewhat unusual type. They include some brecValley,
but
their commercial development lllUSt
ciated quartzite which resembles that of the Wells
await
the
establishment
of railroad facilities.
fonnation but consists lllainly of a banded and
T. 27 N., R, 120 W. (WYOMING)
apparently bedded chert that strikes north and dips
30 0 -50 0 E. The chert is light colored and finely
T. 27 N., R. 120 W., is a fractional township in the
banded, unlike any other facies of the Rex thus far Montpelier quadrangle (pI. 9), which consists only of
observed. It lacks the nodular and limestone facies a narrow strip of land less than a mile wide bounded
seen in nlany places, and its color is lighter than is on the west by the State line. It is part of the Subusual for the Rex. No fossils were observed in it. lette Mountain phosphate area described by Gale
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and Richards,46 whose'map is reproduced in Plate 53.
In section 1 Nugget sandstone and some of the underlying formations, including the Timothy sandstone
and perhaps even some of the upper beds of the
Thaynes group, are exposed, and in section 25 the
Thaynes group as mapped barely crosses the township
line. The rest of the strip is occupied by Quaternary
hill wash and alluvium~
The older rocks beneath the Quaternary sediments
form part of the west flank of the Sublette anticline,
the general character of which is shown in the geologic structure section' drawn along the line X-X'.
(PI. 12.)
"
. Although phosphate beds of high grade undoubtedly
underlie the township, the steepness of the fold indicates that these beds lie at depths too great to be
considered workable under existing regulations. Therefore no part of this township has been withdrawn' as
phosphate land and no 'estimate of its phosphate content is a.ttempted.
.
T. 28 N.; R. 120 W. (WYOMING)

General jeatures.-Like the township to the north
which 'has just been described, T. 26 N., R. 120 W., is
represented by only a narrow strip of land along the
State line. The older rocks crop out only at the south
end the strip, section 36, where Nugget sandstone
is exposed: Quaternary sediments occupy the rest of
'the area. Less' than half '8, mile east of the northern
part of the strip beds of the Wells and Pho~ph~ria
formations outcrop'in a very steep or nearly vertIcal
position. These and other strata are well exposed in
Raymond Canyon. (PI. 54.) ; The 'axis of -the Sublet.te anticline, with which the
Wells and Phosphoria beds are associated, lies a
short distance east of the township line, The anticline
pitches gently southward, so that the belt of phosphatic shales crosses the' axis and returns northward
beneath cover, probably striking the township line at
about the southeast corner of section 12 and thence
p~~ceeding approximately along. that line to the northeast corner of section 1, where It probably enters secti~n 31 of the adjoining township. With so steep a

of

in

46 Gale, H. S., and Richards, R. W., Preliminary report on the phosphate depOSits
in soutbeastern Idabo and adjacent parts of Wyoming and Utah: U. S. Geol. Survey
Bull. 430, pp. 498-503. 1910.
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dip the phosphatic shales doubtless rapidly descend
westward below the limit of workable depth, so that
little of this township may be considered phosphate
land and none is so classified.
T. 27 N., R. 119 W. (WYOMING)

General features.-Less ,than a 2-mile strip of the
'western part of T. 27 N., R. 119 W., is included in the
Montpelier quadrangle (pI. 9), but this portion occupies parts of the west flank and' crest of Sublette
Ridge. Immediately west is Thomas Fork Valley,
in which roads southward connect with the Oregon
Short Line Railroad at Border, nearly seven miles
south of the southern boundary of the township .
Geology.-The consolidated r~cks range from the
Wells formation to the Twin Creek limestone, and
all intervening formations are probably represented,
but the Timothy sandstone and the overlying Triassic
(?) . formations have not been differentiated in the
rriapping. Quaternary hill wash occupies the lower
western slopes and conceals parts of the older formations.
The Phosphoria formation is exposed ,in two areas,
one a narrow and irregular oval that extends fronl the
middle of section 18 into section 30, and the other
the northern end of a narrow band that extends southward from the middle of section 31 halfway through the
adjoining township.· The Rex chert member is
about 80 feet thick and' consists of' brownish-black
chert, which in some places 'is massive and in others is
distinctly thin bedded ..
The Sublette anticline is the principal structural
feature of this part of the township. The axis passes
southward through the west tier of sections and is
slightly depressed in section 30 by a faint oblique
transverse syncline, which causes a slight bend in the
axis and permits beds of the Thaynes group to cross
it thus' causing the separation and offsetting of the
a;eas in which the Phosphoria formation is exposed.
The narrow ova] area of the Phosphoria owes its form
to a corresponding transverse anticlinal fold and to the
erosion of the low minor arch thus produced. The
sharpness of the Sublette anticline and its inclination
eastward are shown in the geologic structure section
drawn along the line X-X'. (PI. 12.)

70.-Sectio~ 'of phosphate beds in the NW. ~ N E. ~ sec. 19, T. 27 N., R. 119 W., Wyoming

Field No. of
specimen

Equivalent to
Caa(P04h

Per cent

38. 6

Per cent

84. 5

Thickness
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Phosphate deposits.-The best section measured in
this township, though it is incomplete, is given in
Table 70. Its location and character are shown
graphically in Plate 53.
The cross section of the axial part of the anticline
is well exposed in the gulch in which the above section
was Ineasured. Imlllediately beneath the portion of
the section given in detail lies a series of dark shales
that contain limestone lenses which indicate the total
thiclmess of the phosphatic shale member of the Phosphoria forlllation as somewhat less than 100 feet at
this place. The sandy limestones of the upper Wells
and the overlying cherty beds make prominent cliffs
directly above and east of the prospects.
In the southeast corner of section 31 there are severalprospects, but the beds were measured in the tunnel
opened ·by the San Francisco Chemical Co. The
direction of the tunnel is nearly northeast and it cuts
the approxilnately vertical beds at right angles. The
section measured at this point conlprises 74 feet of
beds. The lithologic details and the results of the
chemical detel'll1inations obtained from the samples
are given on the l11ap by Gale and Richards. (PI. 53.)
The section contains at the top a bed 4 feet 10 inches
thick that yields 73.3 per cent tricalcium phosphate.
Another prospect a little farther south (pI. 53) exposed
a phosphate bed 4 feet 6 inches thick, which contained
69.4 per cent tricalciunl phosphate. Unlike the most
of the region examined, the better grade rock in this
district seems to be near the top rather than near the
base of the phosphatic shales.
Although the section given in Table 70 shows a
6-foot bed that contains 84.5 per cent tricalcium
phosphate the other sections in this and in the adjoining township show less thickness and poorer
quality. For purposes of comparison with other
areas Gale and Richards assume 'a 5-foot bed of highgrade ore that contains at least 70 per cent tricalcium
phosphate. That assumption seems fully warranted
and is employed here. The limit of workable depth
for such a bed under existing regulations is 4,000 feet.
On the basis of observed and inferred structure an
area of 2,040 acres nlight be considered as phosphate
land.
Estimate of tonnage.-The phosphate bed may be
assumed to form a narrow, eroded fold with vertical sides. The west limb enters the township in the
TABLE

Field No. of
speCimen

very southwest corner. The fold' pitches about
19° N~ from the center of section 18 and the phosphate
bed passes beneath the limit of workable depth in
about the SW. ~ NW. ~ sec. 6. The east limb
passes out of the township in the SW. ~ SE .~ sec. 31.
For practical purposes, however, the concealed area
is disregarded and the exposures of the phosphoria
and Woodside are rather closely followed. Accordingly, only 1,080 acres are 'actually classified as
phosphate land. The area selected is estimated to
contain above the limit of workable depth 46,588,000
long tonso of high-grade phosphate. This estimate,
in conjunction with those for the adjacent townships,
is larger than· that given by Gale and Richards
chiefly because the depth limit is increased °from
2,000 to 4,000 feet to accord ~ith current regulations.
T.26 N., R. 119 W. (WYOMING)

General features.-Much that has been said about
the geography and geology of T. 27 N., R. 119 W.,
applies with equal force to this township, except that
this township has the advantage of being nearer to
the railroad. The Sublette Ridge and anticline
continue through it.
Phosphate deposits.-The Phosphoria formation
probably forms two bands, one along each limb of
the anticline. That along the eastern limb is exposed
from section 6 to section 19, but the western band
is concealed by Quaternary beds.
Raymond Canyon, at the north, cuts the Sublette
Ridge in a steep, narrow, and rocky gorge transverse
to the trend of the ridge and to the axis of the anticline. The phosphate beds are exposed by prospecting
in the NW. ~ NE. ~ sec. 6, by entry tunnels
through the slide rock on the south side of the canyon.'
The Rex chert forms a most prominent exposure in
the canyon, in which it stands nearly vertical like a
massive rock wall about 80 feet thick, through which
the creek passes in a gap hardly wider than its
channel and the wagon road. (See pI. 54.) The
phosphate bed exposed in the principal 'prospects
occurs in the upper part 0 f the phosphatic shale
member rather than near the base. A partial section
measured in Raymond Canyon is given in Table 71.
The location of this section and of others mentioned
below is shown on the map by Gale and Richards.
(PI. 53.)

;71.-PartiaZ section of phosphatic beds in Raymond Canyon, Wyo;
P,Oa

Equivalent to
Cal(PO.).

Per cent

Per cent

42-A ___ ~ _______ Shale, grayish browll________________________________________________
8. 9
19.5
LiInestolle _____________________________________________________________________________ _
42-B ___ ~ ____ ._ __ Phosphate, massive, compact, black, oolitic_ ____ _________ __ __ ___ ______ __
32
70. 1
42-C ___ ~ _______ Limestone, dark, fine grained_:- __________________________________ ._____
9.3
20.4

Thickness
Ft.

in.

4
6
3
5

5

1

18 6
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From this point southward the cherty ledge and
phosphatic shales may be traced in almost continuous
outcrop for 3 miles. These exposures cross the spurs
running off from the main range, so that the outcrop
itself follows an irregular profile, and is intersected
by the many lateral gulches that drain this mountain
slope. The principal prospects are found at the
bottoms of the larger canyons, and in them the beds
dip east or west at ste.ep angles.
All the better-grade phosphate in this area is
exceedingly compact and hard, so that it requires
blasting in running in the entry tunnels. It is dark
and displays oolitic. t~xture as elsewhere.
TABLE
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Coal Canyon; ·approxiniately on the section line at
the south side of section 6, affords one of the most
complete sections. The dark shaly beds were originally prospected for coal in several entries that extend
to a considerable depth: An open-cut trench, partly
caved, revealed a clear section for part of the series,
from which the measuremerits given in Table 72
were inade. The hillsides above the trench are covered
with a heavy growth of vines and scrubby brush, and
the outcrops there are concealed in ·slide rock. (See
pI. 55, A.)

72.-Section in Coal Canyon, Sublette Ridge, Wyo.

Field No. of
specimen

41-A __ ..: ______ _

41-B _________ _
41-C _________ _
41-D _________ _
41-E _________ _
41-F __________ _
41-G _________ _
41-H _________ _
41-L _________ _
41-K _________ _

Equivalent to

Thickness

Caa(PO.),

ChElrty limestone, massive; Productus abundant.
Per cent
Per cent
Limestone, shaly and shattered ________________________________________________________ .____
Limestone, blocky _____ .:. _________________________________________ ,. __ _ _ _ _ _ _____ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _
Limestone, shaly, oolitic, crushed______________________________________ __________ __________
Limestone, black, shattered, fossils(Chonetes) _______ ~___________________ __________ __________
Phosphate rock, shaly, oolitic, impure__________________________________ __________ __________
Limestone, black, coarse, and shale, in part sandy ___________ ~----------- ,._________ __________
Limestone, black, hard, with 3 inches of crushed shale, fossils_____________ __________ __________
Phosphate rock, oolitic (in Francis Canyon, 3 feet 4 inches; 7.2 per cent)___ __________ __________
Limestone, dark gray, blocky, fossils___________________________________ __________ __________
Shale, brownish black, somewhat oolitic ____________ ..: ____ ~______________
27
51. 1
Limestone, gray, fossils _________________________._ _ _ _ __ __ __ _________ __ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
Shale, brownish black, calcareous______________________________________
16.3
35.7
Limestone, dark gray, hard, fossils_______________________________________ __________ __________
Shale, brown, with oolitic layers_______________________________________
Trace.
Trace.
Limestone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Shale, soft brown, calcareous _____._____________________________________
11. 9
26. 1
Limestone, gray, massive, fossils_______________________________________ __________ __________
Shale, black and brown, thin bedded ______________ .;.____________________
16.8
36.8
Limestone, gray, shattered; oolitic at base______________________________ __________ __________
Shale, grayish brown, calcareous, oolitic medium to fine, in part sandy _ _ _ _ _ _
16. 4
35. 9
Shale, grayish brown, calcareous, sandy________________________________
12
16.3
Phosphate rock, coarse, oolitic________________________________________
. 26
56.9
Phosphate rock, oolitic in part ___________________________ . . ____________
19.6 r
42.9
Limestone, grayish black, sandy_______________________________________
10.3
22.3
Interv:;tl covered to underlying limestone (about) ________ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

...

.

I

Total phosphate series (about)__________________________________ __________ __________

Ft.

1
3
1
9

7
1
5
2
3
1
8
2
2
1
1
4
8
4
6
4
4
5
5
90

in.

9
2
10
8
5
8
8
10
1
9
8

3

6
6

1---184

I

A "main bed" of ropk phosphate, 4 feet 6 inches
thick, in Jackson Canyon, about a quarter of a mile
south of ·Coal . Canyon, was sampled and showed
32.7 per cent phosphorus pentoxide, equivalent to
.
71.6 per cent tricalcium phosphate.
Prospects on the north side of York Canyon, in
the NE. U SW. U, sec. 18, revealed a bed of phosphate
4 feet thick, which showed on test 34.3 per cent.
phosphorus pentoxide, equivalent to 75.1 per cent
tricalcium phosphate. A prospect on the south side
of the same canyon opens a bed of phosphate 5 feet
10 inches thick that yields 35 per cent of phosphorus
pento~de, ;equivalent to 76.7 per cent of tricalcium
phosphate.'
A considerable series of beds was sampled and
tested from prospects and exposures in Francis
Canyon, in the NW. U NE. U, sec. 19. Here two
beds 3 feet 4 inches and 2 feet 4 inches thick ran
32.5 and 32.8 per cent of phosphorus pentoxide
(equivalent to 71.2 :and 71.8 ·per cent. of tricalcium

phosp4ate). They are separated by an interval of
57 feet 6 inches. Numerous other beds contain more
or less phosphatic material similar to that in the
Coal Canyon section.
Just south of the prospects in Francis Canyon the
outcrop of the cherty ledge associated with the phosphate beds appears to bend sharply eastward, so that
this bed flattens against the slope of the hill. This
feature is Rerhaps of local significance, and is possibly
entirely superficial, but the phosphate has not been
discovered south of this point, and the anticline by
which this outcrop has been brought up probably
plunges here or is covered by the gravel boulders and
alluvial deposits. The structure of the main range
south of Francis Canyon is apparently regular and
forms a direct continuation of the structure in the·
northern part, but as the valley areas enter .progressively farther into the range toward the south, the·
outcrops are truncated at the valley margins, and
further tracing of the phosphate becomes impossible~
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PLATE 54

GATEWAY I N REX CHERT MEMBER OF PHOSPHORIA AND RELATED FORMATIONS IN RAYMOND CANYON, T. 26 N., R. 119 W., MONTPELIER QUADRANGLE
a, Rex chert member; h, Woodside shale; c, Thaynes group
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A. l'ROSPECT IN THE PHOSPHATIC SHALE I

PLATE 55

COAL CANYON, T. 26 N. , R. 119 W., MONTPELIER QUADRA GLE

B. FHESH SIN} 600 FEET WEST OF THE BASE OF CHINA HAT AND ABOUT
SOUTH OF BLACKFOOT RIVER RESERVOIR, HENRY QUADRA GLE

MI~ERAL

On the conservative basis adopted for the preceding
township, 960 acres in this township is classified as
phosphate land.
Estimate oj tonnage.-As in the discussion of adjacent townships the presence of a high-grade phosphate bed with a minimum thickness of 5 feet is
assumed, the limit of workable depth for such a bed
is 4,000 feet. The phosphate bed is also assumed for
purposes of COlllputation to be a vertical bed on the
east side of an eroded fold.
In the selected area
such a vertical bed 5 feet thick and 4,000 feet deep
would contain more' than 25,043,000 long tons of
phosphate rock.
United States Phosphate Go.-The United States
Phosphate Co., which has headquarters at Salt Lake
City, opened a mine in York Canyon in the winter of
1913-14 and erected a mill, boiler house, bins and
other buildings, preliminary to mining and shipping
phosphate rock. The following account of operations
at this mine is taken from an unpublished report of
Mr. Rath, of the General-Land Office, dated February
4, 1915:
o

The phosphate rock is mined by overhead stoping. The
drifts are timbered with tunnel st~lls, and these are securely
covered with planking. The rock is blasted onto the planking
and is drawn off through chutes into 1-ton cars for tramming
to the bins at the mill. The broken rock packs badly and
requires a steep sliding angle, much of it as great as 70°, and
so the chutes must be placed close together to avoid much
shoveling in the stopes.
Both hanging and foot walls are solid, and by leaving a few
pillars of phosphate rock very little'timbering is required and
no particular mining difficulties arise. All drilling is done by
hand, and the rock is easy to mine. The phosphate bed has
been stoped to the surface at one place and good ventilation
obtained. The mine is comparatively dry.
At the mill the rock passes through a jaw crusher and two
sets of rolls and then passes to the dryer and thence to a tube
mill. A draft of air blows the finely ground powder from the
tube mill against a 100-mesh screen. From this screen the
pulverized product falls into a hopper, which discharges into
an automatic weighing device by which it is weighed into
burlap' or paper sacks of 100 pounds capacity. Steam power is
used, and the mill has a capacity of 14 tons a day of 8 hours.
The pulverized rock is hauled by wagon to Border station
on the Oregon Short Line Railroad about 5 miles distant.
Most of it is sent to a warehouse at Salt Lake City and distributed from there. Th~ product is sold under guaranty of 32
or more per cent of phosphorus pentoxide, equivalent to 70
or ~nore per cent tricalcium phosphate, for direct application
to the soil without preliminary treatment with sulphuric acid.

Production at this mine was discontinued about
1917. When visited by the writer in September,
1920, the plant had been partly dismantled.
SUMMARY OF ESTIMATES OF TONNAGE

The estimates of tonnage in the preceding township descriptions include revised figures for a number
of townships that have been previously reported as
well as estimates not heretofore published. They
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thus bring the quantitative data abreast 6f the latest
available geologic information. Although approximate they relate chiefly to the main bed, which lies
near the base of the phosphatic shales, and thus
exclude some workable high-grade rock and much
lower-grade material that may eventually become
workable. Numerous areas of considerable size that
may contain phosphate deposits at workable depths
are also excluded because they are covered with late
deposits which conceal the underlying structure ~o
such extent as to make hazardous any estimate of the
quantity of phosphate. The estimates are based on
the best data available and are believed to be conservative. Table 73 gives revised estimates for all of the
Idaho field examined prior to 1925, but extensive
areas in the outstanding withdrawals remain unexplored. Table 74 includes estimates for other parts
of the western field, revised so far as practicable, and,
for the country.
73.-Estimates of. phosphate rock available
ships in Idaho described in this paper
T. 3 S., R. 40 E __________________________ _
T. 4 S., R. 40 E _______________ ~ __________ _
T. 5 S., R. 40 E __________________ ..: _______ _
T. 6 S., R. 40 E _________ . : ________________ _
T. 3 S., R. 41 E __________________________ _
T. 4 S., R. 41 E __________________________ _
T. 5 S., R. 41 E __________________________ _
T. 6 S., R. 41 E __________________________ _
T. 7 S., R. 41 E __________________________ _
T. 4 S., R. 42 E __________________________ _
T. 5 S.; R. 42 E __________________________ _
T. 6 S., R. 42 E __________________________ _
T.7 S., R. 42 E __________________________ _
T. 8 S., R. 42 E __________________________ _
T. 9 S., R. 42 E __________________________ _
T. 10 S., R. 42 E _________________________ _
T. 5 S., R. 43 E _________ -' ________________ _
T. 6 S., R. 43 E __________________________ _
T. 7 S., R. 43 E __________________________ _
T. 8 S., R. 43 E __________________________ _
T. 9 S., R. 43 E __________________________ _
T. 10 S., R. 43'E _________________________ _
T. 11 S., R. 43 E _________________________ _
T. 12 S., R. 43 E _________________________ _
T. 13 S., R. 43 E _________________________ _
T. 14 S., R. 43 E _________________________ _
T. 15 S., R. 43 E ____________________._____ _
T. 5 S., R. 44 E __________________________ _
T. 6 S., R. 44 E __________________________ _
T. 7 S., R. 44 E __________________________ _
T. 8 S., R. 44 E _______________ . .: __________ _
T. 9 S., R. 44 E __________________________ _
T. 10 S., R. 44 E _________________________ _
T. 11 S., R. 44 E _________________________ _
T. 12 S., R. 44 E _________________________ _
T. 13 S., R. 44,E ____________ ... ____________ _
T. 14 S., R. 44 E ______________ ~ __________ _
T. 15 S., R. 44 E _________________________ _
T. 16 S., R. 44 E _________________________ _
T. 7 S., R. 45 E __________________________ _
T. 8 S., R. 45 E __________________________ _
TABJ.E

1:n the townLong tons

o

8,400,000
79,983,000
24,360,000

o
o
59,291,000
96,383,000

o
o

14,300,000
159,706,000
114,850,000
203,840,000
69,720,000

o

102,490,000
512,709,000
365,377,000
293,150,000
186, 215, 000
84,700,000
89,609,000
5, 376, 000
84,700,000
83,300,000

o

10, 080, 000
218,437,000
315,032,000
425,040,000
211,346,000
52,000,000
1,512,000
10, 780, 000
2,080,000
2,764,000
37,606,000

o
71,400,000
459,900,000

/
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Long tons

86,554,000

74.-Estimatesof phosphate rock available in the Western
"
States
Wyoming:
Revised estimates for townships mentioned
in this report:
Long tons •
T; 27 N., R. 120 W _______________ _
T. 26 N., R. 120 W _______________ _
o
T. 34 N., R. 119 W _______________ _
16, 801, 000
T. 33 N., R. 119 W _______________ _
22, 122, 000
T. 27 N., R. 119 W _______________ _
46,588,000
T. 26 N., R. 119 W _______________ _
25,043,000
Other areas (Gale and Richards) ________ _
5,200,000
326,745,000
Utah _____ ~------------------------------Montana (revised) _________ "" ______________ _
391,323,000
Idaho (this report) __ ;;- _____________________ _ 4, 997, 855, 000

4,997,855,000

Totalfor-Western States ______________ 5,831,677,000

T. 9 S., R. 45 E _____________________ -----T. 10 S:, R. 45 E _______ .:. _________________ -:
T. 11 S., R. 45 E _________________________
T. 12 S., R. 45 E _________________________ _
T. 13 S., R. 45 E ______________________ "___ _
T. 14 S., R. 45E _________________________ _
T. 15 S., R. 45 E _________________________ _
T. 16 S., R. 45 E _________________________ _
T. 7 S., R. 46 E __________________________ _
T. 8 S., R. 46 E ___ "- ______________________ _
T:9 S., R. 46 E __________________________ _

TABLE

171,400,000
88,900,000
22,000,000
15,400,000
26,953,000

~

o

°o
30,243,000
78,127,000
21,842,000

Additional classified lands in Portneuf quadrangle _________________________________ _

-----TABLE

°

------

74a.-Estimate of phosphate rock in the United States available I?ecember 31, 1925, in long tons
Field

Estimated quantity I
available

Field

Eastern
field: 0______________________________
Arkansas
Florida _______________________ : _______
lCentucky _____________________________
South Carolina _________________________

20,000,000
291,000,000
878,000
8,788,000

Western
Idahofield:
_________________________________
Montana ______________________________
Utah __________________________________
Wyoming ______________________________

4,997,855,000
391,323,000
326, 745, 000
115, 754, 000

Tennessee _____________________________

83, 500, 000

Less approximate quantity mined since 1906 __

5,831,677,000
350,000

404,166,000

Estimated quantity
available

5,831,327,000
404,166,000
6,235,493,000

o Figures for the eastern field revised from author's chapter on Phosphate rock, U. S. Bur. Mines Mineral Resources, 1924, pt. 2, p. 88, 1925, to allow for decreases on
account of rock mined.
"

WESTERN PHOSPHATE INDUSTRY
DISCOVERY, EARLY DEVELOPMENT, AND EXPLORATION

The original discovery 47 of the western phosphate
fields is claimed by Albert Richter, of Salt Lake City,48
who, according to his own report, first recognized the
true character of the deposits somewhere in the
vicinity of La" Plata, Cache County, Utah, in 1889.
Richter traced them as far as Bear Lake and located
a number of claims and excavated discovery pits on
them. He states that in 1901 he laid the matter before several of the larger fertilizer manufacturers in
the Central States, who made analyses of the samples
that proved them to contain high-grade phosphate,
but evidently these' firms did not at that time deem
it worth while to investigate the deposits further,
probably because of their remoteness from the market.
Later, according to C. C. Jones,49 the phosphate
beds were independently recognized by R. A. Pidcoc~,
who in the summer of 1897 found some old prospect~,
presumably located for gold, in a soft black formation
Gale, H. S., Preface to U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 577, pp. 7-8, 1914.
Richter, Albert, Western phosphate discovery: Mines and Methods, vol. 2,
No.9, p. 207, 1911.
n Jones, C. C., Phosphate rock in Utah, Idaho, and Wyoming: Eng. and Min.
Jour., vol. 83, pp. 953-955, 1907; The "discovery and opening of a new phosphate
field in the United States: Am. lust. Min. Eng. Bull. 82, pp. 2411-2435, October
1913.
47

II

on Twelvemile Creek, a branch of Woodruff Creek in
Rich County, Utah, and obtained an analysis of the
rock which showed it to be phosphate. In" May,
'1903, according to his own statement, Mr. Jones
examined the deposits on Woodruff Creek, and after
studying them in the field he succeeded in tracing
their outcrops in many places throughout southeastern Idaho, southwestern Wyoming, and northeastern
Utah~ The deposits had previously attracted the
attention of many prospectors, who had made locations on them for their possible content of the precious
metals and because of the superficial resemblance of
the outcrop to coal blossom. Mr. Jones, however,
became a pioneer in the first actual development of
the field for its phosphate, and to him llluch credit
is due for the systematic, scientific way in which his
field investigations were prosecuted. His papers
cited above give an account of his methods and fields
of work.
Commercial development o~ the fields has undoubtedly been retarded by their situation, remote
from fertilizer markets, where such material might be
utilized, which necessitates rail transportation at high
cost. Without much question, development has also
been more or less impeded by legal difficulties that have
arisen in regard to the method of location and the
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titles of these lands. Methods of acquiring private
-ownership of this type of mineral deposit had not
previously been specifically provided for in the public
land laws. However, when the nlore detailed work of
the Geological Survey was first undertaken in these
fields in 1909, lnany of the properties more readily
accessible to existing railroad lines had already passed
into private control, although a vastly greater area still
remained, literally unprospected, as a part of the public
·dolnain.
The first lands withdrawn in these phosphate fields
·comprised an area of about 7,000 square miles in
Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming. This withdrawal was
made by direction of the Secretary of the Interior
under date of Decelnber 9, 1908. This action thus
preceded specific land examinations for the purpose of
accurately defining the field. The area withdrawn
was outlined by the aid of an interpretation of the
geology of the region as shown on the map made by
the Hayden Survey in 1877. This interpretation was
lnade in the light of more recent knowledge of the
geologic relations of the deposits.
The United States Geological Survey's investigations in the western phosphate fields began in 1906.
From 1909 to 1916 detailed study and classification of
phosphate and nonphosphate lands was made a part of
each sununer's field work. The participation of the
United States in the World War interrupted this
program, but it has since been resumed and carried
forward as rapidly as limited funds and personnel
would permit.
LITIGATION

The legal difficulties which furnished the basis of the
unfortunate litigation have been discussed by Gale and
Richards 50 fr01n whose accoun t the following sUlllmary
is in part compiled.
Under the then existing laws of the United States
mining claims, except for coal lands, 1night be of two
.classes, placer and lode. When the western phosphate
deposits were discovered and the lands came to be
staked and claimed in mineral locations no recognized
precedent had been established as to the proper form
of entry upon such lands. Phosphate deposits of
a true placer type exist and fonn a valuable part of the
Florida and South Carolina fields, but the rock-phosphate deposits of Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming are
undoubtedly 1nore properly analogous to coal than to
either of the types of mineral deposits specified in the
other mining laws.
In the Idaho phosphate field the first patent, which
'was issued for the Waterloo claim at Montpelier, was
granted as a placer and prior to that time all phosphate
locations in that field were made under the placer
law. A little later; however, the Bradley claims in the

I

Crawford Mountains, Utah, were allowed to patent as
lodes. Soon many of the original placer claims were
relocated as lodes, as a rule by other persons than the
first holders.. When the original locators had fulfilled
the legal requirements for their placer claims and made
application to the United States Land Office for final
patents the adverse claimants carried their cases to
court to determine' their possessory rights and thus
began litigation, which continued for a period of about
three years. Cases were instituted in the latter part of
1910 in both the eighth district (Wyoming) and the
ninth district (Idaho) United States courts. The
defendant in each case was the San Francisco Chemical Co., the original claimants. The plaintiff in the
first case was Morse S. Duffield" and another" and in
the second case Morse S. Duffield and' Lewis A. Jeffs,
the adverse claimants.
.
The San Francisco Chemical Co., which located "its
claims in good faith and had complied with all the
provisions of the placer law, held that the adverse.
claimants were trespassers under that law and had no
rights. The adverse claimants held that the original
placer locations were void inasmuch as the land was not
properly open to that form of location and that they
were therefore entitled to mak~ discoveries and enter
lode claims upon it. I.n the Eighth District Court the
case was decided in favor of the plaintiff, but in the
Ninth District Court the decision was in favor of the
defendant.
Each case was appealed. On November 21, 1912,
the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit
(Wyoming) affirmed the decision of the district court
in favor of the plaintiff. 51 The affirmation held that
the court had power under the law to determine the
proper form of location, that phosphate rock, which is
"rock in place" is properly a lode and not a placer, and
that the defendant's placer claims were unlawfully
located and therefore were void and were open to the
peaceful entry of the plaintiff and to discovery and
location as lode claims. The Circuit Cou~t of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit (Idaho) on May 5, 1913, reversed
the decision of the district court 52 on grounds similar to
those just stated.
Thus in the later decisions the defendant lost in
both .courts. Meanwhile the Department of the
Interior 53 on December 12, 1912, decided a similar
case in Utah (the Harry lode) in favor of the lode
claimant. In the final adjustment of the disputed
claims, which was effected out of court, the San
Francisco Chemical Co. retained its property in
Montpelier Canyon which comprised two placer claims
that had been patented, and eight lode claims. Its
remaining placer claims in Wyoming and Utah were
surrendered to the lode claimants.
Federal Reporter, vol. 201, pp. 830-836, 1913.
Idem, vol. 205, pp. 480-486, 1913.
as Decisions of the Department of the Interior in oases relating
vol. 41, pp. 403-408, 1913.
61

Gale, n. S., and Riohards, R. W., Preliminary report on the phosphate
doposits In southeastern Idaho and adjacent parts of Wyoming and Utah: U. S.
Oeol. Survey Bull. 430, pp. 532-535, 1910.
60

62

~o

the public lands,
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UNSATISFACTORY ASPECTS OF DECISION
"to citizens of the United States or to any association
Since the establishment of the lode and placer laws, of such persons, or to any corporation organized
and aside from the law relating to coal lands, separate under the laws of the United States, or any State or
enactments of Congress have ·authorized. the applica- Territory thereof." The leased areas are "to be
tion of the provisions of the placer mining law, first described by the legal subdivisions of the public land
to lands chiefly valuable for building stone and later surveys, if surveyed; if unsurveyed, to be surveyed by
to lands that contain petroleum or other mineral oils the Government at the expense of the applicant for
and that are chiefly valuable for these materials. lease:" These provisions of the law prevent furthel~
Still a third enactment has extended the placer form award of phosphate lands in mining claims to private
of entry to deposits of salt in any form. Thus exception individuals or corporations and do away with the
to the definition of a lode deposit as necessarily objectionable extralateral rights;
A royalty "not less than 2 per centum of the gross
"rock in place" is officially recognized. No cogvalue
of the output of phosphate or phosphate rock
nizance of these changes in the interpretation of the
at
the
mine" is provided for and" made payable in
placer mining law was 'taken in the court .decisions
quarterly
installments. An annual rental graduated
above mentioned.
in
succeeding
years from 25 cents to $1 per acre is also
The decision to regard beds of phosphate rock as
but
the rental for any year is credited
charged,
lodes left much to be desired. The most serious
against
the
royalties
that accrue for that year. The
objection to the application of the lode law to the
western rock phosphate fields was the interpretation leases are for indeterminate periods, but readjustthat was thereby placed on the so-called extralateral ments of conditions may be made at 20-year intervals.
rights. A recognition of the inapplicability of this Section 12 of the law also permits the use by a lessee
proviso to coal lands was early 'brought out by the of additional unappropriated and unentered lands,
necessity for providing for' their disposition. On not exceeding 40 acres, "for the proper prospecting
account of the bedded character of the phosphate for or development, extraction, treatment, and removal
deposits and the great uniformity of the beds through- ,of such mineral deposits."
General provisions are included in the law to preout wide areas there is not the uncertainty as to their
vent
monopoly, to permit easements or rights of way,
continuity at depth that prevails with respect to
typical mineral lodes or veins in the stricter definition to regulate assignments, subletting, or·relinquishment
of the terms. Under this prov~so of the law title of rights, conditions of lahor, and for other purposes,
would be granted not only to the outcrop of the .and to divide the income from royalties, bonuses, or
phosphate beds but also to the beds in depth as far rentals between the United States and the State on a
as they continue to dip, even if the dip is but very fixed basis and for specified purposes.
slight. This method would enable the locator of a
OPERATING COMPANIES
single lode to extend his extralateral rights for long
Although only four companies 54 mined phosphate
distances, even for a number of miles in regions where
rock in the Western States in 1925, there are several,
the rocks continue to dip for that distance.
others which have held or still hold phosphate lands.
LATER LAWS AFFECTING PHOSPHATE LANl)
The companies interested in this field are mentioned
The withdrawal of land from entry pending its briefly below.
examination and classification caused hardships to
American Phosphate Oorporation.-In February,
some settlers who were planning to make agricultural 1920, the American Phosphate Corporation, which had
entries in lands which .they later found were included obtained a 10-year lease from.the San Francisco Chemin the phosphate reserve. Some agricultural entries ical Co., opened a phosphate mine in Montpelier Canwhich had been made in good faith before the with- yon opposite the mine of the leasing company and
drawals were held up pending the classification of the about 3 % miles above the mouth of the canyon. In
land or revoked as a. result of that classification. the sanle month a franchise was gran ted by the city
These difficulties were finally obviated by the passage council of Montpelier to construct a railway through
on July 17,1914, of the law (38 Stat. 509) which sepa- one of the streets.' Fllrther details regarding this
rates the agricultural from the mineral rights.
mme are given on page 279. No work on the construcThe application of the lode-mining law to phos- tion of the proposed railroad has yet been undertake'n.
phate rock in the western phosphate fields was super- A small production was reported from this mine each
seded by the so-called leasing law, the act of February year from 1920 to 1924, but in 1925 it was idle.
25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), "an act to promote the
Peter B. and Robert S. Bradley.-The Bradley Bros.,
mining of coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas, and of 92 State Street, Boston, own phosphate properties
sodium on the public domain." Under the pro- in the Crawford Mountains near Randolph, Rich
visions of this law the United States retains the title County, Utah. These properties have been described
. to' phosphate deposits on ,the public domain but may
U Information furnished informally by Mineral Statistics Division, Bureau of
lease portions, not to exceed 2,560 acres for each lease Mines.
.
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in an earlier report 55 and have not since been visited by
a representative of the Geological Survey. One of
tho mines was in operatio.n for several years but the
production was slnall. The mines have been idle since
1920.
Anaconda Gopper Mining Go.-At the plant of the
Anaconda Copper Mining Co. at Anaconda Mont.,
large quantities of sulphuric acid are derived from
snlolter fmnes. :High freight rates and the distance
frOl11 the market have made it practically impossible
for the conlpany to market this sulphuric acid. The
metallurgical qepartment therefore conducted experiments for a considerable time at. Anaconda in
the utilization of this acid in the manufacture of fertilizer and fmally established a plant there.
Th~,Anaconda Co. owns phosphate beds at Melrose
and Garrison, Mont., and has done some devel9pment
work at both places.
After experimenting with Montana phosphate rock,
the company for a nUlnber of months bought its supply {rOln Paris, Idaho. Meanwhile it had acquired an
extensive property near Soda Springs, Idaho, and
began its development. The developments in progress
at Conda, near Soda Springs, are described on page 236.
The lnanufacture of "Anaconda treble superphosphate" was begun at Anaconda in the summer of 1920
in a plant that had a capacity of 50 tons of raw material
a day. Its capacity has since been increased to 120
tons. The process is described on page 298.
Bear La7ce Phosphate Go.-The Bear Lake Phosphate
Co. was established in 1920 in Slight Canyon near
Paris, Idaho, about 1~ miles north of the property of
the Western Phosphate Co. For most of that year
only development work was done, but toward the
end of the year several hundred tons of phosphate
rock was mined, though none was sh'ipped. Shipments began ill January," 1921, and were consigned to
a fertilizer plant on San Francisco Bay, but the mine
was soon closed on account of the general business
depression. No production was reported after 1922.
It was recently reorganized as the Keystone Phosphate
Co. and has also figured in press statments in connection with the Idaho Phosphate Co. Further details
about the property and development work of this
company are given on page 254.
Merriman Potash Products Go.-A mine was operated by the Merriman Potash Products Co., in sec. 14,
T. 10 S., R. 43 E., about 372 miles northeast of Cavanaugh, a siding on the Oregon Short Line Railroad
between Montpelier and Soda Springs, Idaho, and
shipments were made during the first four months of
1920. The company ceased operations early in the
summer of that year and has apparently gone out of
business.

San Francisco Ohemical Go.--The Waterloo mine,
about 3 miles east of Montpelier, Idaho, had beeJ;l
developed by the San Francjsco Chemical Co. to a
depth of about 850 feet on the dip by short adits from
50 to 350 feet long. Drifts have been driven on the
strike for 2,000 feet, and phosphate has been mined by
back stoping. The bed is about 572 feet thick. During much of the year 1920 the mwe was shipping at
the daily rate of about 100 tons of phosphate rock,
but because of the falling off in the demand for its
product the mine was temporarily closed at the end of
the year. Further details about the San Francisco
Chemical Co. are given on pages 280 and 281, under
the heading "Waterloo claim."
Union Phosphate Go.-The lnine of the Union Phosphate Co. at Cokeville, Wyo., 'has been described in
an earlier report 56 and has not since been revisited by
a representative of the Geological Survey. Production at this mine began about 1907, but none has been
reported to the Survey since 1917.
United, 'States Phosphate Go. -In addition to its
property in T. 26 N., R. 119 W., in the Sublette
Ridge, Lincoln County, Wyo., the United States
Phosphate Co. formerly controlled properties in Bear
Lake County, Idaho, and in Morgan and Rich
Counties, Utah. There was no production from the
Wyoming property after 1915. The Idaho property
had not been developed in 1921. In 1922 the company reported that it was merely a holding company
for lode and placer claims in Idaho. In the same
year its Utah and Wyoming charters expired and
these properties were divided among the stockholders. Further details regarding the operations of
this company are given on page 291.
Western Phosphate Go.-A mine developed on property acquired in May, 1917, 3 miles from Paris,
Idaho, has been operated for several years by the
Western Phosphate Co. The mine has modern
equipment, including ventilating system, compressor, and small rotating jack hammers. A mill for
drying the rock has been completed and has four
250-ton rotary driers and a 5-ton Raymond pulverizer that has a daily capacity of 80 tons. Early in
1921 the company was in the hands of a receiver
pending reorganization. It has since become' th~
Idaho Phosphate Co. Further details about the
Western Phosphate Co. are given on page 253.
Idaho Phosphate Go.-The Idaho Phosphate Co.,
formerly the Western Phosphat'e Co., is reported 57
to have combined with the Bear Lake Phosphate Co.
under the management of R. C. McIlwee, Paris,
Idaho. The original property of theldaho Phosphate
Co., which is in Paris Canyon, has standard-gage
railroad connections with the Oregon Short Line
Railroad. The developments are said to include a

66 Grue, H. S., and Richards, U. W., Preliminary report on the phosphl te deposits
In southeastern Idaho and adjacent parts of Wyoming and Utah: U. S. Geol. Survey
nUll. 430, pp. 516-518, 1910.
'

6GOale, H. S., and Richards, R. W., op. cit,,'p. 507.
67 A large western phosphate operation: Rock Products, vol. 29, p. 65, June 26,
1926
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2,500-foot tunnel and a winze 200 feet deep, which
shows the presence of phosphate to that depth. The
Bear Lake Co.'s proper.ty is in Slight Canyon to the
north and includes a 1,000-foot tunnel. The two
properties as combined will extend" approximately
472 miles along the phosphate beds. By sinking a
shaft 400 feet deep on the Paris Canyon property and
drifting" northward along the phosphate bed it is
planned to develop both properties and to ship all the
ore over the railroad spur in Paris Canyon.
Gokeville Phosphate Go.-According to press statements 58 the Cokeville Phosphate Co. at Cokeville,
Wyo., is growing rapidly and now markets its product
in California,. Oregon, aIi'd Washington. The phos"phate bed is 6 feet thick and dips 75°. It is mined by
the shrinkage system, and as it is taken out of stopes
on the lower level it is filled in from a stope above. In
this manner the lower stopes are always kept full of
ore ready to be trammed out to the mill. About
100 tons are mined daily. The workings extend only
700 feet from the entrance of the lower tunnel. The
cars run out by gravity to the mill. The rock is
crushed, dried in a rotary drier until it contains less
.8 Producing pulverized rock phosphate by the shrinkage system: Pit and Quarry,
vol. 12, no. 2, pp. 85-87, Apr. 15, 1926.
TABLE

than 1 per cent of moisture, and is then pulverized
so that 95 per cent of it passes a 100-mesh screen and
65 per cent of it passes a 200-mesh screen. The
storage bins hold about 1,100 tons. A market for
pulverized rock has been developed on the Pacific
coast and since the output is sold on five-year contracts a steady demand is assured. With no excessive selling costs a low price is maintained.
The original plant was built in 1913. It is about
2 miles from the railroad and is completely electrified. In that year only 4 cars were shipped. In 1925,
149 cars were loaded. F. M. Breese is president and
general manager of the company.
PRODUCTION

The production" of phosphate rock.in the western
phosphate field began in October, 1906. Since that
time production has been fairly continuous but small
and fluctuating. Table 75 shows the production and
value of the western phosphate rock from 1906 to
1925 in comparison with like features" for the entire
country for the same period. The data are compiled from the volumes on Mineral Resources of the
United States, formerly published by the Geological Survey but now issued by the Bureau of Mines.

75.-Phosphate rock produced in the Western States and in the United States, 1906-1925
United States

Western States
Year
Quantity
(long tons)

1906 ________________________________
1907 ________________________________
1908 ________________________________
1909 ________________________________
1910 ________________________________
1911 ________________________________
1912 ________________________________
1913 ___________________________ ____
1914 ________________________________
1915 ________________________________
1916 ________________________________
1917 ________________________________
1918 ________________________________
1919 ________________________________
1920 ________________________________
1921 ________________________________
1922 ________________________________
1923 _______________________________ 1924 ________________________________
1925 ________________________________
~

Q

A verage price
per ton

Value

5,100
12, 145
a 13,110
a 9,493
9, 634
10, 505
11,612
5,053
5,030
3,837
1, 703
15,096
11,955
16,935
55,609
6, 291
4,481
30,335
38,570
72, 631

$28,800
47,098
47,483
34, 040
32, 819
39,882
49, 241
18, 167
15,488
12,613
5, 350
41, 756
42,161.
69,855
304, 006
25, 872
19, 692
175, 713
194,569
319,498

339, 125

1,524,103

a

a

I

$5. 65
3. 86
3.62
3. 56
3.41
3. 80
4. 24
3.60
3. 08
3. 29
3. 14
2. 77
3. 53
4. 12
5. 47
4.11
4. 39
5. 79
5.04
4. 40
4. 04

Quantity
(long tons)

2,080,957"
2,265,343
2, 386, 138
2,330,752
2,654,988
3,053,279
2,973,332
3, 111,221
2,734,043
1,835,667
1,982,385
2,584,287
2,490,760
2,271,983
4,103,982
2,064,025
2,417,883
3,006,706
2,867,789
3,481,819
52, 696, 739

Value

~

A verage price
per ton

$8, 579, 437
10,653,558
11,399, 124
10, 772, 120
10,917,000
11,900,693
11, 675, 774
11,796,231
9,608,041
5,413,449
5,896,993
7,771,084
8,214,463
11,591,268
25,079,572
12,270,070
10,482,846
11,576,049
10,252,083
11,545,678

$4.12
4. 70
4. 78
4. 62
4.11
3. 90
3. 93
3. 79
3.51
2. 95
2. 97
3.01
3. 30
5. 10
6.11
5.94
4. 34
3. 85
3. 57
3. 32

217,395,533

4.10

Includes a small amount from Arkansas.

The figures of productIon for the Western States
have generally been a mere fraction of 1 per cent as
compared with the production for the entire" country,
except that in 1920, 1923, 1924, and 1925 the figures
for the Western States were more than 1 per cent of
the total production. The average production of the
Western States as compared with that of the entire
country for the given period is 0.64 per cent and the
average value Q.70 per cent. The price per ton of the

western rock has usually been a little lower than the
average price for the entire country, the two averages
for the 20-year period being, respectively, $4.04 "and
$4.10 per ton. The early interest in the development
of the western phosphate field languished for awhile,
but in 1917 there came a renewal of activity. The
maximum· production for the period was in 1925, when
72,631 long tons valued at $319,498 was produced.
This production represented an increase of 88" per
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cent in quantity and of 64 per cent in value over that
in 1924.
There were four operators in the western field in
1925, two in Bear Lake County and one in Caribou
County, Idaho; the other in Lincoln County, Wyo.
There was no production ill Utah in 1925. The average price of phosphate rock in Idaho in 1925 ranged
from $3.75 to $5.44 per ton: in Wyoming the price
per ton avera:ged $4.48.
MARKETS

The most extensive use of the western phosphate
hitherto has been in the citrus fruit belt of southern
California.
In the grain-producing sections of the' State the use
of superphosphates is said to be increasing. The newly
developed cotton, industry in the Imperial Valley
region and Arizona may prove an attractive market.
Some dernand has come from Japan and the Hawaiian
Islands, but strong cOlllpetition for these markets may
develop frOlu the companies that are exploiting the
deposits of the islands of the Pacific and Indian Oceans.
A local luarket for finely crushed pho'sphate rock has
recently developed in Idaho and Washington, as the'
deterioration of wheat lands in those States necessitates the use of fertilizer. The shipments already
made to the Central and Eastern States give promise
of tho development of markets in those areas, but
until l110re favorable freight rates are obtainable or
until processes are perfected for producing commercinlly 1110re concentrated forms of phosphatic fertilizers,
any large demand for the western phosphate will
hardly conle fro III those sources. Another factor in
the situation is the probability that in the near future
phosphate rock from the extensive deposits in Morocco'
and other north African countries will largely displace
t,he Florida and Tennessee phosphate in the European
markets, and thus a larger proportion of the output
from these States will be thrown. upon the domestic
markets in the eastern part of the United St~tes.
UTILIZATION OF PHOSPHATE ROCK

The chief use of phosphate rock is as a fertilizing
agent, either applied directly to the soil or manufactured into acid phosphates or other compounds and
included in prepared fertilizers. Small quantities are
used in the manufacture of phosphorus. These uses
are briefly discussed below.
Phosphate applied directly to the 8oil.-Phosphate
rock as it occurs in nature is not soluble in water and
is not readily soluble in weak acids, and hence the
phosphoric acid that it contains is not regarded by
fertilizer manufacturers as "available" for plant food.
Nevertheless, under normal conditions of soil moisture
and temperature it does slowly decompose and enrich
the soil. Agricultural experiment stations in many of
the States have tested pulverized raw phosphate rock
. J)oth on unlimed and limed soils and with and without
the adluixture of decaying organia matter. The
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results of these experiments have led to somewhat
differing opinions, but in those States in which the
tests have been most consistently followed out, as
in Ohio, Massachusetts, Illinois, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Maine, and Rhode Island, the conclusion has
been reached that the use of ground, raw phosphate
rock is both economical and beneficial for certain
crops and where a heavy yield .the first year is not a
necessity. The Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station has .been a leader in advocating the use of this
material in connection with green or other manures
as part of a system of permanent soil improvement
•
for the farms of the State. 59
According to J. R. Bent,60 or' the Illinois Agricultural Association, the farmers of Illinois consumeapproximately two-thirds of all the ground' raw phosphate that is used in the United States for direct
application to the soil. He writes:
Although the Illinois University Agricultural Experiment
Station and the Illinois Farmers' Institute have for 15 to 20
years been diligent in preaching the doctrine of the so-called
"Illinois system of permanent agriculture" originally formulated
by the late Dr. Cyril G. Hopkins, the demand as yet has not
been very general, but it may be. safely asserted that the Illinois
system strongly predominates in this State to the extent that
soil treatment is practiced at all, and those who have been. active
in the movement believe that there will be a great development
in the future. This maimer of using phosphate, I think, has
passed its experimental stage and is without doubt a proven
success. Farmers who have adopted this system very seldom
drop it, and others have been converted from other systems to
it. It may also be said that those of our members who use raw
rock phosphate may be numbered among our most progressive
and successful farmers.

According to reports received by the Geological
Survey 61 the use of raw phosphate rock for direct
application to the soil has grown considerably during
the last few years, which seems to indicate that
excellent results have been obtained in increased crops.
Several companies, especially those in the Florida
and Tennessee phosphate fields, are handling this
product. Beginning with 1914 the Geological Survey
in its annual statistical inquiry asked the producers
to state the quantity of raw rock phosphate sold
for direct application to the soil. The total of such
direct returns from the miners, however, does not
represent the total quantity of raw rock phosphate
now sold for direct application, because some lump
rock is sold to grinders who do not report directly
to the Geological Surveyor, now, to the Bureau of
Mines. The figures given in Table 76 lllay be of
interest and suggestive of the trend of this phase
of the fertilizer business. In this table both soft
phosphate and finely ground hard rock phosphate
are included.
60 Hopkins, C. G., Shall we use natural rock phosphate or manufactured acid
phosphate for the permanent improvement of Illinois soils: Illinois Univ. Agr. Exper.
Sta. Circ. 127, 1909, 2d ed., 1910.
60 Personal communication.
61 Stone, R. W., op. cit., p. 35.
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At the plant of the San Francisco Chemical Co.,
where the ore is said to contain about 32 per cent
Long tons
Long tons
phosphorus pentoxide, it has been found that the
1914 _______________ 48,317 1920 _______________ 72,801
1921 _______________
503
ovules or oolites of the rock resist grinding and
1915 ___ ~----------- 50,468
1916 _______________ 70,233 1922 _______________ 16,029
become concentrated in the mill. A sample taken at
1917 _______________ 75,861 1923 _______________ 10,548
this point shows that these bodies contain 35.7 per
1918 __ ____________ 45,294 1924 _______________ 14,
cent
of phosphorus pentoxide or 3.7 per cent more
1919 _______________ 79, 189 1925 _______________ 31,999
of this substance than the average content for the
Acid phosphate.-According to Waggaman,62
rock as a whole.
the acid phosphate industry in the United States, has grown
The product of the, California plants that use the
to ~normous proPQrtions. 111- !Spite of the fact that numerous
western phosphate rock averages about 17 per cent
other forms of phosphatic fertilizer have been proposed' or
"available phosphoric acid," and the physical charac'pa;tented from tiine'to time, and the application of raw ground
ter
of the product appears to be uniform.
rock phosphates has been recommended by some agronomists
High-grade'
superphosphate.--:-One of the methods
and agricultural chemists,' the annual production of super. phosphate continues to i11-crease. There is little doubt, theresuggested for overcoming the disadvantage of high
fore, that this material will continue to be the basis of most
freight rates is the manufacture of "high-grade super~
of our commercial fertilizers.
phosphate," in which the percentage of "available
The general manufactu!e of acid phosph8:~e is sum,- phosphoric acid" is much higher than that in the
marized by Waggaman as follows:
ordinary superphosphates. This method seemed parIn the manufacture of acid phosphate the rock is first ground
ticularly appropriate for the Montana phosphates,
to pass a 60-mesh sieve, and then mixed with an equal weight
which are conveniently located with respect to
(approximately) of "chamber acid." The quantity, strength,
smelters, the sulphurous fume!? of which might well
and temperature of the acid used have an important influence
be utilized in making fertilizers. The general process
on the quality of the product.
was
described some years' ago by Wyatt. 63 These
Mter thorough mixing in a cast-iron pan the n:;taterial is
"high-grade supers" contain about 45 per cent of
discharged into a "den" just belo~ the mixer or into a car
phosphoric acid in "water soluble" and "citrate
which takes it to a shed and dumps it, on a pile. When the
'I den" system is used the reactions take place rapidly and soluble" form. Their preparation involves two steps,
the product can be dug out in 24 to 36 hour8, practically
the first being the preparation of a commercial grade
ready for shipment. The method of emptying the," dens"
of free phosphoric acid and the second the use of
by hand, however, is attended with some risk owing to, tpe
this acid in the treatment of more raw phosphate rock.
poisonous nature of the' fumes evolved from the freshly
The theoretical chemical reactions in the first
made acid phosphate and to the danger of large masses of the
step of the process are as follows:
material falling on the laborers.
'
In the open-dump system the acid phosphate requires a
Ca3 (PO.)2 + 3 (H2S0 4 ) = 3 (CaS04) + 2 (HaP0 4).
long time, to reach its maximum availability, and unless it
The
further treatment of the raw phosphate with
is properly made may never be fit for use.
the commercial phosphoric acid is described as reThe storing of acid phosphate in large piles for protracted
periods sometimes causes reversion, owing to the pressure
sulting in the following reactions in which both the
on the material in the lower part of the pile; this pressure also ' "water soluble" (monocalcium) and the neutral or
tends to compact the material. The storing of well-made
"citrate soluble" (dicalcium) phosphates are produced:
acid phosphate in medium-sized piles, however, should cause
Caa(P0 4)2 + 4 (HaP04) +6(H20) =
no ill effects.
3[CaH4(P04 )2 (H20)2]'
Properly made acid phosphate should require no artifical
drying, since the calcium sulphate formed in the process takes
2Ca3(P04h + 2 (H aP0 4) + 12(H20)
TABLE

76.--Raw phosphate rock sold for direct application to the
soil, 1914-1925
'

1~

3~0

~

up the water to form gypsum. It is nearly always necessary,
however, to disintegrate and screen the material before shipping. This is often done by simply throwing the product
upon inclined screens, but sometimes disintegrating machines
must be' employed.
'
Acid phosphate is sold on the basis of its so-called available
acid * *
The marketed product contains from 14 to
21 per cent of phosphoric acid, depending on the raw material
used in its manufacture.

= 3[Ca~H2(P04)2(H20)4]'

The processes employed for the manufacture of
superphosphate or acid phosphate from the Idaho
phosphate rock are essentially in accord with the
description given above, except that the Anaconda
Copper Mining Co. is making a "high-grade superphosphate" under the trade name of "treble superphosphate.' ,

Anaconda treble superphosphate.-In 1920 the Anaconda 'Copper Mining Co. began the manufacture
of high~grade ~uperphosphate at its experimental
fertilizer plant at Anaconda, Mont. In September
of that year, through .the kindness of E. L. Larison,
superiritendent of the company's acid and fertilizer
works, the writer was permitted to visit the plant
and view its operations. According, to Mr. Larison,
the normal p'roduct is a mixture of monocalcium
and dicalcium phosphate in which the P 20 S in the
monocalcium phosphate content is about 42 per
cent and the P:lOS in the dicalcium phosphate content
about 6 per cent, making a total of 48 per cent "available phosphoric acid. II

82 Waggaman, W. R., The manufacture of acid phosphate: U. S. Dept. Agr.
Bull. 144,28 pp., 1914.

83 Cited by Gale, R. S., Rock phosphate near Melrose, Mont.: U. S. Geol. Survey
Bull. 470, pp. 449-451, 1911. '
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The process of manufacture includes the following TABLE 77.-Partial analyses of phosphoric acid and of tailinV8
in process of manufl!'cture of "Anaconda treble superphosphate'
operations:
[Analyst, J. G. Fairchild]
The raw rock is fed to a Blake crusher and broken
to about half-inch pieces. It then passes to driers
Tailings (per cent)
Acid (per cent)
and thence to a Ifardinge mill, where it is ground to
pass through an 80-mesh screen, the oversize going P205-~--------------- 1. 9L ____________ 43.65.
__________________ Not determined ___ 1.82.
back to the mill. The screened product goes into 80
As 230 S ____ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ None_ _ _ _________ 1.43.
a bin, from which it is taken by conveyers to a bat- Cr20s_ _______________ O. 03_ ____________ 0.29.·
_ _ _______ ___ ___ None ____________ 0.05.
. tery of three Dorr agitators. Thence" the pulp MnO_
NiO ______________________ do__ __ _ ___ ___ Not detected.
goes to a battery of three Dorr thickeners, as shown V20 S- _____________________ do ___________ 0.32.
_________________ Not determined ___ Trace .
in the accompanying flow sheet (fig. 32). From the . ZnO
CuO _____._________________ do ___________ 0.14.
thickeners the pulp goes to a filter, where it is
sprayed, washed, and filtered. The cake, which conComparatively little of the P 20 S is lost in -the tailings.
sists mainly of calcium sulphate, is waste. The filtrate
is led back through the third and second thickeners The amount present in the acid represents a concentrato mix with the pulp. The overflow from the second tion· of 57.2 per cent orthophosphoric acid (HaPO,).
thickener is piped to the first agitator, where it Thus the extraction of the P 20 S from the raw phosbecomes a part of the fresh mix. The overflow from phate rock is fairly clean. The SOs in the acid correthe first thickener, which contains most of the phos- sponds to 2.23 per cent H 2S0 4 • Cr203 is present in

Cake (waste)

FIGURE

Sacks
32.-E'low shoot or tho Anaconda Copper Mining Co.'s troble superphosphato plant at
Anaconda, Mont.

phoric acid generated in the agitators, passes to a
storage tank and thence to an evaporator, where it is
concentrated to the desired strength. From the evapora tor the concen tra ted phosphoric acid passes to a
mixer, where it is mingled with freshly ground raw
phosphate rock in the proportion of two parts of acid
to one of rock. After the final processes of drying
and grinding the product is sacked as a fine gray
powder.
Samples of the phosphoric acid used for the final mix
and of the tailings, furnished by Mr. Larison, have
been analyzed at the laboratory of the United States
Geological Survey to determine their content of phosphorus pentoxide and of certain other constituents,
particularly vanadium. The results of the analyses are
given in Table 77. The metals are reported in the
usual form of oxide, though arsenic and vanadium
may be present partly as lower oxides.

small amounts both in the tailings and in the acid.
The amount present in the acid represents some concentration, for in a sample of the Paris rock from the mine
of the Western Phosphate Co. the Cr20s amounted to
0.18 per cento. The chromium .can probably have no
commercial .significance. Similarly the presence of
MnO in the acid has only scientific interest. The
arsenic, like the chromium, indicates some concentration, for previous tests for arsenic in phosphate rock
from Idaho have been essentially negative.
The V20 S in the sample cited from Paris was 0.23 per
cent, whereas in the acid it proved to be 0.32 per cent,
or about· 1.4 times the amount present in what .may
correspond with the original sample of the raw rock.
N one was lost in the tailings. The acid solution contains all the vanadium present, and there is some concentration of the vanadium. o Some of the phosphate
rock from Montpelier contains as much as 0.52 per cent
c
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V20 5 • In view of 'the relatively low content of some of
the vanadium ores used commercially there may be
some question of the possibility of the production of
vanadium as a by-product in the manufacture of superphosphates. This subject has been discussed by F. L.
Hess. (See p. ,212.)
No search has been made for zinc and copper in the
western phosphate rock, but traces of these metals
appear in the above analyses. Possibly these substances may have been derived· from the valves and
other fittings in the machinery used in making the,
phosphoric acid.
Electric1urnace process.-The Federal Phosphorus
Co., of Anniston, Ala., of which Theodore Swann is
president, has developed a process whereby a charge
of raw phosphate rock mixed with coke and relatively
pure quartz sand is placed between and around the
electrodes of a powerful electric furnace. Sufficient
air is admitted to the furnace to burn the liberated
phosphorus to phosphorus pentoxide. Batteries of
these furnaces are operated together, and the resulting
fumes pass through cooling galleries to Cottrell predpitators. When the fumes are cooled to a certain
temperature they absorb moisture from the air, so
that the product is recovered from the galleries and
from the precipitators as a highly pure liquid phos'phoric acid. The acid is, however, carried through an
additional refining process and is marketed in tanks
and barrels or manufactured at the plant into a
number of commercial salts, including ammonium
phosphate, which is mixed with potash to form a
complete and concentrated fertilizer.
By adding iron trimmings to the charge' in some of
the furnaces ferrophosphorus, an alloy used in the
steel industry, is produced.
Nonacid Jertilizers.-In 1920 the Merriman Potash
Products Co. was conducting experiments with the
A. L. Kreiss process to make a, nonacid fertilizer,
using Nebraska pota,sh and Idaho phosphate. These
experiments did not lead to successful commercial
operations. In October, 1922, the Nonacid Fertilizer
& Chemical Co., of Lakeland, Fla., ,as licensee of this
process, began operating a plant near Lakeland that
does give promise of commercial success: Local
phosphate containing. about 60 per cent tricalcium
phosphate is mixed with an alkali flux-potassium
carbonate-imported from Germany and heated in
a 'rotary kiln to a temperature of about 2,000° F.
A clinker, which resembles that of cement and which
is said to contain 16 per cent available phosphate and
6 per cent available potash, is formed. This clinker
is ground and mixed in any desired proportion with
other ingredients to make a complete fertilizer. The
phospha te so treated contains no' free acid and tends
to reduce rather than to increase soil acidity. The
plant at Lakeland is said to have a capacity of about
100 tons a day and to have produced "potassium
phosphate" at the rate of about 40,000 tons annually.

The possibilities of employing some such process
with western phosphate as a means of combating high
freight charges do not seem to be exhausted. The
presence of sources of potash and of great bodies of
phosphate rock in the Western States lends attractiveness to the idea that some means may be devised
by which these two valuable ingredients may be combined in a fertilizer cheap enough to compete with
present types of fertilizer in the eastern markets.
Experiments by United States Bureau oj Soils.-For
the past few years scientists of the United States
Bureau of Soils have been experimenting with the
production of phosphoric acid by volatilizing the acid
'and collecting the fumes by means of the Cottrell electric precipitator. By such methods it is possIble not
only to treat relatively low grade material but to
obtain a product sufficiently concentrated to permit
, the expense of l~ng freight hauls and heavy handling.
From the account given by Waggaman and Turley 64
it appears that in spite of certain difficl,llties and limitations in the conditions of experimentation the results
obtained are on the whole satisfactory, and the investigation has probably been carried to the point where
the commercial feasibility of the process has been demonstrated and its ultimate economic, success practically
assured.
The furnace used in these experiments is a combination of the open-hearth and blast-furnace types and
is heated by two Lalor fuel-oil burners, one at either
end of the elongated slag chamber. The charge chamber has a capacity of 700 pounds of briquets composed
of ground phosphate rock, sand, and coke. (See U. S.
patent No. 1334474, p. 303.) A steel tank that holds
500 gallons of fuel oil is used as the main fuel reservoir,
and the oil is fed by gravity to a pump, which forces
it to the burners under a pressure of 50 to 200 pounds.
The air for the combustion of the fuel is preheated and
is furnished by three Leiman positive-pressure blowers.
The fumes and gases pass to a dust catcher and thence
to three stoves, which are used for burning the com.bustible gases.' From the stoves the gases are led to
the Cottrell electric precipitator where the acid is
collected. A Monel metal exhaust fan serves to withdraw the gases from the furnace and to discharge them
into the precipitator pipes.
In the last part of the final run made with this .apparatus the authors cited were able to obtain a volatilization of 97 per cent of the phosphorus pentoxide present, in the original charge. The yield of phosphorus
pentoxide amounted to 5.56 pounds to the gallon of
fuel oil. Estimates of the cost of manufacture of
phosphorus pentoxide by the furnace method indicate,
a cost of $49.83 a ton,or 2.49 cents a pound, as compared with a selling price of 6.25 cents a pound. The
cost of producing a ton of phosphorus pentoxide in the
at Waggaman, W. H., and Turley, T. B., Investigation on pyrolitic production of
phosphoric acid: Chern. and Met. Eng., vol. 23, No. 22,8 pp. (reprint), Dec. I, IIl20.
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10rn1 of acid phosphate, as estimated from figures
furnished by three large manufacturers, is $81.25 a ton,
-or 4.6 cents a pound.
The cOlnposition of the briquets used in this process
has been n1ade the subject of a special study.65 Various
,organic and inorganic binders were tried on mixtures
of sand, coke, and high-grade washed Florida phosphate, but none of th61n proved very satisfactory.
However, the claylike material which occurs in many
of the deposits intimately mixed with the phosphate
rock was found to act as a very efficient binder if 8 to
12 per cent of water was present in the final mix.
Numerous experirnents were also made with Tennessee
phosphates. In addition to the binding n1aterial the
ultimate ruechanical composition of the mix was found
to depend upon the arnount of sand or rock that must
be added to obtain the proper ratio of silica to lime in
the furnace charge. The fitness of run of mine phosphate for briquetting and subsequent treatrnent in the
furnace must therefore be determined by chemical
analysis. The proper ratio of silica to lime, Si02 :CaO,
in briquet mixtures is given as 59 :41. Powdered coke,
bituminous coal, and peat were tried a.s reducing agents
in these mixtures. The coke gave satisfactory results.
'rhe volatile hydrocarbons of the coal decomposed
within the briquets and deposited their carbon content, thus giving additional reductive potency to the
charge. The peat was less effective.
W. H. Ross and A. L. Mehring are perfecting a process whereby low-grade phosphate and low-grade coal,
together with sorne sand or sandstone and shale, are
treated in an electric furnace to produce red phosphorus. The process gives promise of cheap and effective comrnercial developn1ent, but the details are not
yet available.
Other processes of phosphate manufacture.-Numerous ways of utilizing phosphate rock to make its
c-ontent of phosphorus pentoxide more "available"
have been suggested, and many patents have been
issued that cover different processes and phases of
phosphate manufacture. These patents fr01n 1856 to
and including 1914 have been summarized by W. H.
Waggaman and W. If. Fry.66 These authors present
'classified lists of patented processes together with a
brief discussion of each list. The 'earliest patent
included in these lists is dated 1856 and provides for the
mixture and heating together of feldspar, phosphate of
lirne, and lime and their treatment with water. The
products are a double silicate of almninum and lime,
phosphate of lin1e, and lime, all. insoluble in water; and
caustic potash and a little caustic lime soluble in water.
The range and character of the processes described
and the nmuber of patents included under each group
are shown in Table 78.

---,---_.,._-----------

Waggaman, W. H., ]~astorwood, n. W., and '1'urloy, '1'. D., Driquetting mineral
phosphatos: Cbom. and Mot. Eng., vol. 25, No. 11, pp. 517-522, Sopt. 14, 1921.
06 Waggaman, W. H., and Fry, W. IL, Phosphato rook and mothods proposod for
its utilization as a fortllizor: U. S. Dopt. Agr. Dull. 312, 37 pp., 1915.
66

TABLE

78.--patented processes for the manufacture of fertilizers
from phosphate rock, 1856-1914
Number of
patonts issued

PI,'oduction of soluble or available phosphates by acid
treatment ______________________________________ _
Production of phosphoric acid by combined acid and
heat treatment __________________________________ .:.
Production of soluble or available phosphates by decomposition with a silicate, afkali, or alkaline earth _____ _
Use in connection with the iron and steel industries for
theproduction of soluble or available phosphates ____ _
Production of phosphorus and phosphoric acid by
volatilization ___________________________________ _
Production of soluble or available phosphates containing two or more fertilizer ingredients ______________ _
Production of soluble phosphate by electrolysis _______ _
Enrichment of phosphates _________________________ _
Processes and apparatus for the mechanical treatment of
phosphate rock and soluble phosphates ____________'_
Production of soluble or available phosphates by miscellaneous processes ________ .;. ____ ________________ _

72

8
37
17
20

50
4
5
13
20

246

United States patents issued from 191.5 to 19934·.-In a
general way the classification given· in Table 78 is followed in the list of United States patents relating to
the manufacture of phosphates issued in the years 1915
to 1924, inclusive, which is given below. Some overlapping in classification is unavoidable. Many of the
processes indicated do not appear to be practicable
commercially. The interest of the inventors appears
to have centered chiefly in attempts either to decompose the phosphate rock, and thus to obtain its content
of phosphorus pentoxide in some less bulky or more
available form than it has in the raw rock or in the
ordinary superphosphates, or to cause the phosphorus
pentoxide con,tained in phosphate rock to combine
with some other substance that has value as a fertilizer.
The~e efforts are due on the one hand to ,the desire to
utilize lower-grade material than that ordinarily shipped
and on the other to the necessity of meeting high
freight rates with either decreased bulk or increased
value of shipments. Copies of these patents may
be obtained from the United States Patent Office for
10 cents each.
Processes for the production of soluble or available phosphates by
acid treatment
1137531, April 27, 1915, G. L. Pratt. Acid phosphate is manufactured by mixing phosphatic dust and acid. The resultant viscous mixture is delivered into a den for initial curing.
It is then removed as a'dry, friable solid acid phosphate and
discharged by gravity into an underlying carrier and transported from beneath the den, without reelevation of the
mass, to a point from 'which it is dumped by gravity into an
under,lying storage place for final curing.
1313379, August 19, 1919, I. Hechenbleikner. Phosphoric acid
is made by treating phosphate rock with a mixture of dilute
hydrofluosilicic and hydrofluoric acids.
1383912, July 5, 1921, W. T. Doyle. Acid phosphate is produced by mixing ground phosphate rock and sulphuric acid,
storing the mixture for a period, pulverizing the mixture
and adding to it pulverulent phosphate rock to take up the
free sulphuric and phosphoric acids therein, and removing
the stearn and fumes from the mixture.
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1459124, June 19, 1923, H. A. Webster. Phosphoric rock is
powdered, suspended in H 20, and treated with H 2S04, then
further diluted with H 20 and heated to above 60° (preferably about 85°).
1461077, July 10, 1923, H. A. Webster. Powdered phosphate
rock is introduced into a mixer simultaneously with HaPO,
or a quantity of 52° Baume H 2S04 less than that theoretically required to convert all the tricalcium phosphate into
monocalcium phosphate, the powder and acid are mixed,
and the free H 20 present is eliminated by aerating while hot
to produce superphosphate. ,
1493099, May 6, 1924, C. Bramson. Phosphate rock is treated
with H 2S04 and the soluble product separated and limed.
An alkali sulphate such as Na2S04 is added to the limed and
unfiltered material to recover dicalcium phosphate from
the monocalcium phosphate previously precipitated with
iron, aluminum, and CaF2 impurities.
1517687, December 2,1924, A. Voerkelius. Phosphate-bearing
materials, such as Algiers phosphate, are treated with
HNOa to form Ca(NOah in the presence of K 2S0 4 or other
soluble sulphate, thus producing CaS04and nitrate of potassium by reaction with the soluble sulphate.
Processes for the prod7:fction of phosphoric acid by combined acid
and heat treatment

1235025, JUly 31, 1917, Walter Glaeser. Phosphate rock is
heated with hydrochloric acid and cooled to about 30° C.
The liquid product is then treated with calcium hydroxide
to secure amorphous dicalcium phosphate, soluble in ammonium citrate.
1326533, December 30, 1919, S. S. Sadtler. Comminuted
phosphate rock is subjected to the action of sulphur
dioxide and steam, in a temperature not materially below
or greatly above 100° C., to make dicalcium phosphate.
1351672, August 31, 1920; C. C. Meigs. Double superphosphate is made by 0 treating phosphate rock with about
one-half the amount of acid used in producing ordinary
superphosphate and treating the resulting mass with an
excess of a solution of sodium sulphate to produce disodium
phosphate. The products of the reaction are filtered,
and the free sodium sulphate is separated from the filtrate.
The remaining liquid is subjected to crystallization, and
the crystals formed are separated, heated to a temperature
of at least 100° F., and 'treated with dilute hydrochloric
acid. This solution is used to treat fresh phosphate rock,
and the resulting product is dried.
1475959, December 4, 1923, H. H. Meyers. A slurry is formed
by adding ground phosphate rock to dilute H aP04 of a
strength so low that complete reaction will not be effected
without application of heat, and the mixture· is heated
to complete the reaction and dry the product.
1485406, March 4, 1924, H . .R. Meyers. Phosphate rock is
wet ground and then acidulated, heated, and dried to
produce available phosphate.
'
Processes for the production of soluble or available phosphates
by decomposition with a silicate, alkali, or alkaline earth, with
or without furnacing

1137065, April 27, 1915, W. S. Landis. Citrate-soluble phosphoric acid is produced from tricalcium phosphate by
mixing finely divided phosphate rock, an alkali-metal salt,
and carbon in suitable proportions. The mixture is subjected to heat sufficient to eliminate the acid material
from the salt and is then .further heated to a temperature
high enough to cause incipient fusion or clinkering of the
mass. The mixture is then discharged and finely ground.

1158711, November 2, 1915, S. B. Newberry and H. N. Barrett.
Phosphate rock is made citrate-soluble by calcining th~
powdered, insoluble calcium phosphate in the presence of
5 to 15 per cent of an accelerating ma~erial, ,which is
volatile at the temperature. of calcination and consists of
a salt of an alkali metal.
1162802, December 7, 1915, S. B. Newberry and H. N. Barrett.
Natural phosphate of lime is pulverized and mixed with an
alkali-metal compound, convertible by calcination into
an alkali-metal oxide and capable of imparting to the
mixture a porous and permeable character. The porous
mixture is exposed to heat in such manner as to be penetrated and traversed by a rapid current of hot gases
until the alkali metal compound is substantially converted ,
into an oxide with the evolution of its volatile. constituents.
The calcination is continued until the phosphate is rendered
, substantially citrate soluble.
1162944, December 7, 1915, S. B. Newberry and R. N. Barrett.
Natural phosphate of lime is pulverized and mixed with
a compound that contains an alkali metal. The mixture
is calcined in contact with a rapid current of hot gases t
while it is agitated to present renewed surfaces to heat at
increasing temperature, until the alkali metal compound
is substantially decomposed with .the evolution of its
volatile constituents. Finally the calcination is continued
at a high temperature until the phosphate becomes substantially citrate sohible.
1163130, December 7, 1915, J. H. Connor. Blast-furnace slag
and phosphatic material are mixed with soda ash, all in
a fine condition. The mixture is then calcined, and a.
portion of the phosphoric acid is rendered water soluble.
1172420, February 22, 1916, H. P. Bassett. Feldspathic rock
and an acid sulphate of an alkali metal are heated in the
presence of a reducing agent to a temperature sufficient
for reaction. The fumes given off during this process are
made to react upon phosphate rock.
1173303, February 29, 1916, S. B. Newberry and H. N. Barrett. An intimate pulverized mixture of natural phosphate with 5 to 25 per cent of an alkali-metal bisulphate
is heated in an oxidizing atmosphere at a temperature of
2,500° to 2,800°. F. until the bisulphate is substantially
decomposed, with the liberation of sulphur dioxide and
oxygen, and the natural phosphate is rendered citrate
soluble.
1174176, March 7, 1916, S. B. Newberry and H. N. Barrett.
Natural phosphate of lime is calcined with a chloride of an
alkali metal and a substance yielding sulphur dioxide at
the temperature of calcination.
1194219, August 8, 1916, S. B. Newberry and G. R. Fishburn.
Citrate-soluble phosphate is prepared by grinding phosphate rock to pass through a 100-mesh screen, calcining
with a reage~t to the point of fusion or semifusion, and
grinding the calcined product to a powder.
1204238, November 7, 1916, E. S. Bishop. Phosphate rock is
made available for plant food by subjecting to a sufficiently
high temperature in the presence of steam, a mixture of
the rock with a suitable metal chloride and an excess of
silica sufficient to combine with the metal of the chloride
and with part of the calcium of the phosphate rock.
1229684, June 12, 1917, Vittorio Volpato. Assimilable phospha.tic fertilizer is made by' roasting a mixture comprising
100 parts of phosphorite, containing about 60 per cent
tricalcium phosphate, and about 6 parts of a mixture of
40 per cent dolomite, 25 per cent sodium carbonate, and
35 per cent sodium SUlphate, at a temperature of about
750° C., and thereafter treating the calcined mass with
water.
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1236812, August 14, 1917, J. E. Zilk. An intimate mixture of
phosphatc rock, cokc, limestone, and a 'flux is heated and
rolled under conditions capable of producing the combustion of the coke at a temperature of 1,300 0 to 1,400 0 F.
1247059, November 20,1917, J. E. Zilk. Phosphate rock, coke,
limestone, and niter cake are intimately mixed and heated
under conditions capable of producing the combustion of
the coke at a temperature sufficient to convert the mass
into readily crushed nodules, though avoiding such high
temperature as would produce complete clinkering of the
mass.
1261116, April 2, 1918, R. F. Gardiner. Phosphate rock, pebble phosphate, apatite, alunite, muscovite, orthoclase,. and
leu cite are ground separately to 130 mesh and then mixed
and ammonium sulphate added. The mixture is heated at
temperatures from 150 0 to 400 0 C. until the gaseous decomposition products of the ammonium,sulphate are copiously
evolved.
1267473, May 28, 1918, Ermenegildo Stoppani. Roasted phos-'
phorite and a roasted alkaline oxygen salt, the salt amounting approximately to one-tenth of the content of calcium
phosphate in the phosphorite, are mixed and hydrated.
1281681, October 15, 1918, E. C. Soper. Insoluble phosphatic
material is converted into citrate-soluble form by adding
thereto water and a suitable salt of an alkali metal to form
a liquid or plastic mixture, which is allowed to flow on
to a highly heated surface and to form thereon a sheet or
layer of uniform thickness. This material, which is quickly
dried and rendered porous, is then. calcined.
1293220, February 4, 1919, P. M. Shuey. Molten niter cake is
mixed with phosphate-bearing material in the manufacture
of fertilizer.
.
1372051, March 22, 1921, F. J. Tromp. Citrate-soluble phosphates are produced from iron or aluminum phosphates by
treating them with a caustifiable compound of an alkali
metal and lime in the presence of water, this compound
not exceeding 4 equivalents reckoned as carbonate to 20
parts of phosphate reckoned as phosphoric pentoxide, and
the lime not less than 30 parts reckoned as calcium oxide to
20 parts of phosphate reckoned as phosphoric pentoxide.
1387152, August 9, 1921, Walter Glaeser. .Phosphate rock is
ground to pass through a 60-mesh screen, mixed with finely
divided soda ash, coke, and sand, and heated in the presence
of air above a low red heat. The water-soluble phosphate is
leached out and carbonic acid gas is passed through the
resulting solution. The sodium carbonate thus formed is
crystallized out.
1463959, August 7, 1923, B. G. Klugh. Phosphatic material,
such as natural phosphate, is electrically smelted together
with siliceous flux and carbon or other reducing material to
produce phosphorus and carbon monoxide; these are
treated with a restricted amount of air to oxidize the solution without appreciable oxidation of the carbon monoxide.
1493100, May 6, 1924, C. Bramson. Addition to 1493099 (p.
302). An excess of lime is added to the washed waste product obtained in purifying crude H aP0 4 from phosphate rock,
and the product is dried and calcined to render it suitable
for further treatment with H 2S0 4to recover phosphate.
1511929, October 14, 1924, oH. E. Alcock. A solution of H3~04
to be purified.is caused to react with NaOH and Na 2CO a
The solution of sodium phosphate thus obtained is reacted
on with barium sulphide and the barium phosphate formed
by this reaction is then decomposed by somewhat less
than a chemically equivalent proportion of H 2S0 4,

•
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Processes for the production of phosphor1('s and phosphoric acid
by volatilization

1334474, March 23, 1920, W. H. Waggaman. Phosphorus
and phosphoric acid are produced by intimately mixing
a finely ground charge of natural phosphates, silica, and a
solid fuel, with some suitable binder, pressing the mixture
into briquets, charging the briquets into a furnace, volatilizing phosphorus and phosphoric acid from the phosphate minerals contained in the briquets, while converting
them into a molten mass by means of burning fuel, and
'driving off and subsequently collecting the balance of the
phosphorus and phosphoric acid contained in the slag by
playing flames and hot gases' from burning fuel over the
surface of the slag.
1360248, November 23, 1920, G. R. Brobst. A mixture of
phosphate rock, feldspar, limestone, iron ore, furnace slag,
and sodium carbonat~ is calcined and the volatilized gases
are collected by a spray of ammoniated water. The product
contains available phosphate and potash. The nitrogen
is recovered as ammonium carbonate, a by-product.
1368379, February 15, 1921, W. H. Allen. Phosphoric acid
is produced from crushed phosphate rock, sand, and coke,
which are fed into a highly heated reaction zone where the
phosphorus pentoxide of the phosphate, rock is liberated
and passes off with the other products of combustion of the
fuel. The gases are cooled and the phosphoric acid is
recovered.
1497173, June 10, 1924, I. Hechenbleikner. In the production of P 20 11 and Ha P0 4 from the smelting of a charge containing phosphate rock, coke, and sand in an electric arc
furnace, a jet or current of air is introduced substantially
at the slag level in the furnace to oxidize the phosphorus
and produce P 20 Il •
1497727, June 17, 1924, Federal Phosphorus Co. This patent
for an electric method in the production of phosphoric acid
has been assigned to the Federal Phosphorus Co. by Bethume G. Klugh. Tricalcium phosphate is reduced by silica
and carbon in an electric furnace. The charge is introduced around the electrodes and the vapors are burned
while in contact with the entering charge, so as to transfer directly as much of the heat of combustion as possible.
The oxidized products then pass tbrough checkerwork regenerators to coolers and electric precipitators. These are
in duplicate, and on reversal the air for combustion is preheated in the first regenerator while the hot gases reheat
the second regenerator.
1518019, December 2, 1924, R. C. Tolman. A charge of sand,
phosphate rock, or similar nonmetallic phosphatic material,
and carbonaceous reducing material, such as coke, is incor-·
porated with a relatively small proportion of ferrophosphorus or a similar catalytic, metal-phosphorus compound,
and the charge is f~rnaced at a temperature high enough to
volatilize a quantity of phosphorus approximately equal to
that of the chief phosphatic material under treatment.
The metal-phosphorus compound is recovered from the
charge and used for continuing the process with further
charges.
.
Processes Jor the production of ,soluble or' available phosphates
containing two or more inorganic fertilizer ingredients

1126408, January 26, 1915, Alfred'H. Cowles. Potash feldspar
and calcareous phosphate rock are heated together at a
temperature at least as high as the sintering point, and the
resulting mass is treated with solvents that will not cause
insoluble phosphates or aluminates to form. Thus phosphoric acid is separated from the mass. The, product
contains dicalcium silicate, free phosphoric acid, and a
soluble potassium salt.
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1127840, February 9, 1915, T. L. Willson and M. M. Haff.
Acid phosphate is dried and then ammoniated by adding
ammonia gas to it. The product isa dried, ammoniated
acid phosphate, substantially free from insoluble phosphate.
1145107, July, 6, 1915, T. L. Willson and M. M. Haff. Phosphoric acid and potash are added to phosphate rock to
produce a superphosphate with potash. Ammonia gas is
then introduced into the mixture in quantities greater than
would be sufficient to merely neutralize the acid present.
1146222, July 13, 1915, T. L. Willson and M. M. Haff. Pyrophosphoric acid (produced by boiling ordinary phosphoric
acid at a temperature of 209-220 0 C. or by heating natural
phosphate rock with siliceous material in an electric furnace) is added to natural phosphate rock and mixed with
it according to present methods of manufacture of ordinary
commercial phosphoric acid. The mixture sets in a cake
like plaster when dry., Ammonia, which is introduced in
the form of a gas, combines with monocalcic pnosphate to
produce ammonium monocalcic phosphate.
1149330, Agust 10, 1915, C. N. Meriwether: Phosphatic
material is pulverized and mixed with a proportion of cold
iron. Lime ari~ magnesia salts are added, an9, the mixture
is then heated in a furnace until it fuses. Potash and
soda are ,added to the mixture while it is still fused. Then
the whole is allowed to run out and cool and when pulverized it is ready for use.
,
119'1615, July 18, 1916, W. H. Ross and A. R. Merz. A concentrated fertilizer that has the composition KH 2PO. +
NH.H 2PO. is produced by treating 1 equivalent of phosphate rock with 10 equivalents of phosphoric acid to form
3 equivalents of calcium monophosphate with an excess of
6 equi~alents of phosphoric' acid, then adding ignited alunite in such quantity that the sulphate present shall be
equivalent to the, calciul!l in the calcium monophosphate,
filtering off the precipitated calcium sulphate and adding
gaseous ammonia to the filtrate until neutral to cochineal;
when with proper concentration the whole mass on cooling
becomes solid and consists of potassium and ammonium
phosphate.
1166104, December 28, 1915, T. L. Willson and M. M. H"aff. A
substantially dry fertilizer is prepared, which contains
monocalcium ammonium phosphate and a little ammonium
phosphate but' no free acid.
1196910, September 5, 1916, F. S. Washburn. A fertilizer mixture is produced by mixing commercial calcium cyanamid
with ,ammonium sulphate and adding sufficient acid phosphate to prevent the escape of ammonia.
1214346, January 30, 1917, Anton Messerschmitt. Potassiumcontaining minerals, mixed phosphates, and basic substances are calcined or smelted' and treated while in the
heated condition with a substance that contains nitrogen
oxide-for example Ca(N03h-to effect a combination of
nitrogen with the calcined material.
1232452, July 3, 1917, W. D. Richardson. Material containing
calcium phosphate and a fluoride and a potash-bearing
silicate rock are mixed with an acid capable of decomposing
the fluoride. The insoluble potash in the silicate rock is
rendered water-soluble.
1251742, January 1, 1918, Henry Blumenberg, jr. Finely
powdered phosphate rock and an ammonium salt are inti-' ,
mately mixed to form ammonium phosphate.
1255829, February 5, 1918, Henry Blumenberg, jr. The finely.
pulverized calcareous phosphate rock is mixed with acid
sludge from oil refineries, the sludge being taken in sufficient quantity to convert all the phosphate rock into
phosphoric acid and calcium sulphate.' The mixture is
treated in an open furnace at a temperature of 350 0 to
500 0 C. untn all volatile matter is driven off and residual
carbon froin the hydrocarbonaceous matter is left disseminated throughout the mass in a finely divided. state.

1258106, March 5, 1918, R. F. Gardiner. Apatite is ground to
a size between 60 and 200 mesh and fused with ammonium
sulphate, the temperature being increased to the dissociation point of the ammonium sulphate.
,1266198, May 14, 1918, Henry Blumenberg, jr. A fertilizer
is produced by mixing ground feldspar, sodium nitrate,
an,d acid sludge containing sulphuric acid, heating the mass
to liberate nitric acid from it, and collecting the nitric acid.
The mass is heated further to a temperature sufficient to
fuse it and produce aluminum, potassium, and sodium sulphates. Calcium phosphate is treated with the nitric acid
to form soluble calcium phosphate and calcium nitrate,
which are mixed with the fused mass.
1266199, May 14, 1918, Henry Blumenberg, jr. ' A fertilizer is
produced from a fused mass that contains sodium nitrate
and tricalcium phosphate.
'
1272001, July 9, 1918, Guido Borghesani and Giuseppe Stampa.
A phosphoric mineral, a potassic mineral, and sodium
bisulphate are mixed and heated sufficiently to fuse the
mass, which is then cooled and reduced to a powder that
contains' phosphoric acid and potash soluble in 2 per cent
citric acid. '
, ' ,
1276555, August 20, 1918, T. C. Meadows. Finely divided
glauconite is mixed with water to form a sludge, to which
is added commercial acid phosphate. The mixture is
digested at a pressure above three atmospheres until monopotassium phosphate and dipotassium phosphate are
formed.
1282385, October 22, 1918, A. F. Delacourt. A mixture of
phosphate rock, potassium-bearing rock, and free silica is
heated only to th~ point of softening the mass, thereby
producing phosphatic and potassic fertilizer.
1285122, November 19, 1918, Walter GI,aeser. A potassiumbearing silicate is heated, suddenly cooled, and ground to
pass a 100-mesh screen. This material is mixed with
sodium phosphate in the proportion of 100 parts of the
, silicate to 25 parts of the phosphate and is then heated to
a temperature above 1,000 0 C.
1292293, January 21, 1919, Antonius Foss. Raw phosphates
- associated with calcium carbonate are treated with sufficient
nitric acid to render them soluble. The mass is stirred
while in a semiliquid state and simultaneously a current
of air is passed through it.
'1310080, July 15, 1919, Abraham Henwood. Finely divided
phosphate rock, niter cake, and potassium feldspar are
mixed in the presence of a definite quantity of water to
render the phosphoric acid and the potash soluble and to
make innocuous to plant life the fluorides in the phosphate
rock.
1350591, August 24, 1920, J. N. Carothers. Calcium phosphate
is treated' with a concentrated solution of nitric acid that
has a nitric acid content of 40 per cent by weight to form
monocalcium phosphate and calcium nitrate. Sufficient
calcium cyanamid that contains free lime is added to convert substantially the monocalcium phosphate to dicalcium
phosphate.
'
1357120, October 26, 1920, S. S. Sadtler. Calcium monohydrogen phosphate is treated with potassium sulphate. The'
resulting potassium monohydrogen phosphate is treated
with ammonium hydrogen phosphate to form potassium
ammonium hydrogen phosphate.
1360401, November 3, 1920, P. C. Hoffman. Calcium cyanamid is treated with concentrated phosphoric acid in such
. proportions as to convert it into monocalcium phosphate
and monoammonium phosphate.
1360402, November 30, 1920, P. C. Hoffman. Calcium cyanamid is treated with dilute phosphoric acid in such proportion as to convert it into dicalcium phosphate and ammonium phosphate.

a
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1367846, February 8, 1921, F. S. 'Washburn. A new fertilizer
is produced, which consists of a mixture of ammonium
sulphate, monoammonium phosphate, and a mixed crystalline combination of ammonia with sulphuric and phosphoric acids, the total mixture containing a ratio of phosphorus pentoxide to ammonia substantially as 3 to 2.
1369763, February 22, 1921, H. C. Hetherington and J. M.
Brahm. A concentrated solution of phosphoric acid contaiIling at least 60 per cent H aP04 is treated with sufficient
gaseous ammonia to form monoammonium phosphate with
a slight excess of phosphoric acid. The solution is maintained at a temperature in excess of 1050 C. and at a
concentration sufficient to promote the separation of the
monoammonium phosphate in the solid form, in which it
is collected.
Processes for the production of a phosphatic fertilizer containing
organic nitrogen

1132171, March 16, 1915, Alexander Dickson. Insoluble phosphates are added to the recovered solids from sewage
waste and the like and the mass desiccated at such a
temperature as will not destroy the organic constituents
of the sludge, the acids of which are thus concentrated and
react upon the phosphates and render them available.
1212196, January 16, 1917, G. H. Earp-Thomas. Eel grass is
ground and mixed with ground phosphate rock to form a
fertilizer.
1212484, January 16, 1917, Emile Herzka. Steffens waste
water, osmosis water, and other waste waters from sugar
manufactories are concentrated to 55 0 Baum6 and acidified
with the quantity of sulphuric acid chemically equivalent
to the lime and alkaline content of the waste waters.
Calcium superphosphate, nitrogen-containing animal'
wastes, and sawdust are added and the mixture dried to
form a fertilizer.
1254365, January 22, 1918, J. P. Schroeder. Peat is digested
with sulphuric acid. Ground phosphate rock is added to
neutralize the excess acid. The product is a material
rich in available nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and humous
matter in the form of a fine dry nonhygroscopic powder.
1275276, August 13, 1918, Egil Lie. A cyanamid, superphosphate material, and water are mixed and allowed to react.
The nitrogen of the cyanamid is converted largely into
urea compounds.
1279838, September 24, 1918, P. H. Carter. A fertilizer is
made by treating niter cake with a tricalcium phosphate
in the presence of water. "Fertilizer stick" is subjected
to the action of the resultant composition, and the mass is
allowed to dry and harden.
1280650, October 8, 1918, Carl Bosch. A fertilizer is produced
that contains calcium-urea phosphate and ammonia.
1282805, October 29, 1918, R. F. Gardiner. Calcium chloride
and minerals containing potash and phosphoric anhydride
are mixed with wood waste like sawdust and heated at a
bright-red heat to make a mixed fertilizer that contains
available phosphoric anhydride and potash.
1283678, November 5, 1918, J. H. Connor. A fertilizer is produced by digesting potassium-containing vegetable matter,
tricalcium phosphatic material, and an alkaline reagent in
a vat under steam pressure, and then drawing off the
liquor and boiling it down.
1341598, May 25, 1920, P. McG. Shuey. Fertilizer is produced
by mixing molten niter cake, phosphate-bearing material,
and organic nitrogenous material.
'
1354719, October 5, 1920, A. C. Bohre. An insoluble phosphate
is treated with urea nitrate to produce a fertilizer that
contains both soluble phosphate and nitrogen.
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Processes and apparatus for the mechanical treatment of phosphate rock and sobluble phosphates

1266730, May 21, 1918, H. A. Webster. Phosphatic material
in low-grade pho'sphatic limestones is concentrated by heating the limestone until a substantial part of the carbon
dioxide present has been driven off; finely dividing the
burnt rock thus obtained, and suspending the finely
divided mass in a moving fluid (moving air currents) to
carry away the lighter phosphorus-free particles and to
permit the heavier phosphate particles to settle.
1375115, April 19, 1921, Mark Shoeld. Wet precipitated
phosphate is dried by having as an ingredient in the mixture a material (H 2S04) to prevent dusting.
1434749, November 7, 1922, H. Plausen. Insoluble phosphate
material, such as Thomas phosphate meal, is subjected to
thorough mechanical diSintegration together with humic
acid containing material-for example, bituminous brown
coal and caustic alkali.
1439054, December 19, 1922, E. H. Armstrong. Acid phosphate
is cured by treatment with a risi~g current of air in vertical towers or chambers through which the acid phosphate
descends, followed by similar treatment with unheated
air. 'The mass is subjected to centrifugal action during
its downward movements.
1445167, February 13, 1923, H. Plausen. Slag phosphate is
ground and then subjected to intensive mechanical disintegration in the presence of a large amount of H 2 0 acidulated with H 2S04 or other acid, with or without heating
or use of protective colloids.
1470968, October 16, 1923, S. D. Gooch. A calcium acid
phosphate is prepared by subjecting phosphate rock or
phosphatic clay in finely divided form to the direct action
of P 2 0 5 while the material is agitated.
1535120, April 28, 1925, S. B. Kanowitz, Greensburg, Pa., and
H. A. Webster, Columbia, Tenn. Kanowitz, assignor to
Raymond Bros. Impact Pulverizer Co., Chicago. A
method of air separation of high-content phosphate from
'
low-grade phosphate and clay. '
Miscellaneous processes for the production of phosphatic fertilizer

1129504, February 23, 1915, Samuel Peacock. A phosphate
is heated in the presence of carbon in an atmosphere
devoid of free oxygen at a temperature above 900 0 C. to
form a carbide of phosphorus.
1147926, July 27, 1915, W. B. Chisolm. A ground mixture
of sulphur and phosphate rock is moistened to initiate
the formation of sulphuric acid and phosphoric acid in the
mass. Mter the moistening operation the material is
packed tightly to prevent the evaporation of the moisture.
1161473, November 23, 1915, M. M. Haff and T. L. Willson.
A phosphatic material is dried and enriched by placing
it in a closed container and introducing gas and air under
pressure.
1192545, July 25, 1916, C. G. Memminger. Raw phosphatic
material containing free silica is heated sufficiently under
oxidizing conditions to decompose the calcium carbonate
and to cause the calcium oxide thus formed to combine
with free silica.
1214008, January 30,1917, E. Ciselet and C. Deguide. Natural
phosphates are made more assimilable by dissolving the
phosphate rock in melted calcium chloride and eliminating
the calcium chloride by washing.
1222112, April 10, 1917, J. G. Lipman. Finely divided sulphur,
phosphate rock, and fertile soil are mixed. The sulphur
is oxidized by bacterial ,action to combine with the phosphate rock and to form citrate-soluble phosphate.
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246636, No1vember 13, 1917, H. H. Meyers. Phosphate rock
or other insoluble phosphatic material is converted into
available or soluble phosphates by treating the moist
phosphatic material with a mixture. of gases containing
sulphurous and sulphuric anhydrides.
1251741, January 1, 1918, Henry Blumenberg, jr. Ground
tricalcium phosphate is subjected to the action of sulphur
dioxide in the presence. of water to form calcium sulphite
and phosphoric acid, which are separated.
1252318, January 1, 1918, Henry Blumenberg, jr. Powdered
calcareous phosphatic material is treated with ammonia
and carbon dioxide in the presence of water to form calcium
carbonate and ammonium phosphate, which are then
separated.
1316396, September 16, 1919, W. O. Snelling. A fertilizing
explosive is prepared by associating with explosive material
small masses of pulverized fertilizing material held together
by a cement of low binding power.
1348495, August 3, 1920, C. C. James. A phosphatic fertilizer
is prepared from 80 per cent acid phosphate, 15 per cent
ground calcium carbonate, and 5 per cent lime (CaO).
1437456, December 5, 1922, E. C. Soper., Phosphate rock is
mixed with NaHSO" 22~ per cent,. and ground corn cobs
or sawdust, 7~ per cent, and with such a limited amount
of H 20 as to leave the mixture in pulverulent condition,
and it is then calcined at a temperature of about 1,320 0 1,4300 to form a fertilizer.
1447544, March 6, 1923, W. Glaeser. SodiuIQ, phosphate is
formed by treating phosphate rock with a solution containing niter cake and NaCl, heated to about 500 0 •
1453571, May 1, 1923, E. P. Stevenson. Pebble phosphate
initially containing tricalcium phosphate, CaCOa, moisture,
and organic materials is heated· alone· to a temperature of
about 1,0000 -1,100 0 to decompose the CaC03 and cause a
substantially complete conversion of the resulting free
lime into phosphate. The product is adapted for use as a
fertilizer.
1468741, September 25, 1923, S. Peacock. Ca3(PO,h is reacted
upon with six molecular proportions of NaCI at a temperature of about 1,1000 in order to form POCla and Na 2 0.
The chloride formed is separated from the oxide and is
treated with H 20.to form a mixture of H Cl and H 3PO"
and the latter is separately recovered.
1495270, May 27,1924, J. M. A. Stilleson. Available phosphate
is prepared by treating a nonavailable phosphate with
CO2 and H 20. A mixture of calcium phosphate and
carbonated "lime nitrogen" may be similarly treated.
1504339, August 12, 1924, W. Glaeser. DicalCiu~ phosphate
is reacted upon with sodium binoxalate in the presence
of H 20 while the mixture is agitated. The NaH 2P04 is
separated from the calcium oxalate by filtration and is
then evaporated to recover it in solid form.
1504340, August 12, 1924, W. Glaeser. This patent specifies
the treatment of phosphate rock or similar phosphatic
material with H 2S04 and H 20 to produce monocalcium
phosphate, followed by treatment of the latter with
sodium oxalate to produce NaHliPO,.
1513088, October 28, 1924, H. W. Charlton. A fluid mass of
phosphate rock and sand is disintegrated and the slag is
caused to form matted threads adapted for use as slag
wool. P 2 0 6 is carried off by air currents and is recovered.

Late foreign pateTJ-ts
GREAT BRITAIN

184206, November 10, 1920, J. G. Williams. Mineral or
precipitated Ca3(P04h or bone ash is mixed with a solution
of sodium, potassium, or ammonium sulphate and the
product treated with 802• The reaction products are
CaS04 and a soluble phosphate corresponding to the sulphate used, a soluble sulphite being also formed. The
formation of sulphite 'can be avoided if one of the three
molecules of SUlphate required for the reaction is' replaced
by one of H 2S04, and this may be accomplished, with
Na3P04, by the use of niter cake. No sulphite is formed
when precipitated CaHP04 is treated, and in this case the
S02 can be recovered by heating the filtered reaction
liquid. Other acids readily volatile from hot solutions,
such as' HOAc or formic acid, or CO2, or H 2S, may replace
S02.
.
186223, April 9, i921, Eisenwerk Ges. Maximilianshiitte.
Phosphoric compounds suitable for fertilizers are made
soluble in citric acid and partly soluble in citrates by intimate grinding with about 1 to 1~ parts of sulphate,
chloride, silicate, or nitrate of the alkali or alkali-earth
metals, ammonia, or magnesium. Double salts of the
alkali metals and magnesium also may be used.
191129, October 1, 1921, L. Adelantado. Phosphates are
rendered assimilable by treatment with a neutral SUlphate
in the presence of H 20 and organic matter at temperatures
of 60 0 to 1300 • When the phosphate contains alkaline
materials it is desirable to add a small quantity of H 2SO,.
The addition of small quantities of carbonates, if these are
not naturally present, is advantageous, since they react
with the added acid and so render the mass porous.
191642, February 1, 1922, H. G. C. Fairweather. HaPO"
H 4P 2 0 7, and HP0 3 are obtained by .treating phosphatic
material, coke, silica, and iron in an electric furnace,
oxidizing the liberatEld phosphorus in the furnace by
admitting a regulated quantity of air, cooling the gases,
and separating the acids by an electric precipitator or
other means. When the gases are cooled to 70 0 -120 0
H 3P04 of 70 to 80 per cent strength is obtained, at 1200 210 0 H aP0 4 of 80 to 97 per cent strength, at 210 0 -315 0
H 4P 2 0 7, and at 315 0 -400 0 HPOa. In each case the H 2 0
vapor'is present in the gases cooled, being introduced in
the oxidation air and as moisture in the charge, but additional H 20 may be introduced into the gases.
194208, May 25, 1922, Soc. anon. produits chimiques et engrais
L. Bernard. A homogeneous mixture of a phosphate rock,
blast-furnace slag, or feldspar is heated with by-products
containing alkalies, such as residues from sugar mills or
distilleries or wool grease. The residue containing alkalies
may be employed as such or may be first calcined and
ground. The mixture of the materials may be effected wet
or dry, and'the heating may be at 900 0 to 1,3000 •
195655, June 28, 1922, Plauson's (parent company) (Ltd.).
Phosphates, feldspar, and other raw materials are rendered
colloidal for use as fertilizers by high-speed mechanical
disintegration in the presence of a large quantity of H 20
and a soluble silicate such as water glass. A small quantity of free alkali or substances, such as carbonates or
sulphides, having an alkaline reaction may also be present.
Organic colloids, such as sulphite cellulose liquors, tanning
agents, proteins, or gums, may be added with the water
glass.
215813, January 18, 1923, B. Laporte (Ltd.) and H. E. Alcock.
In the production of pure HsPO" acid barium phosphate
is prepared from di or tri sodium phosphate (or potassium
or ammonium phosphates) and barium sulphide and then
decomposed with H 2S04•
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226546, November 28, 1922, A. L. Kreiss. Phosphate rock is
fed into 11 hel1ted drier contl1ining 11 solution of an alkali
metl11 sl11t, I1nd the mixture is dried.
228247, Jl1nul1ry 23, 1923, A. Kelly. Mineral phosphl1tes are
rOl1sted to Cl1rbonize the orgl1nic ml1tterj the latter is then
removed by oxidl1tion, I1nd the roasted phosphate treated
with I1n I1cid to produce H 3P0 4.
JAPAN

41223, December 22, 1921, Ryftichi Hl1yashi and the Taisei
KWl1gl1ku Kog.vo Kl1bushiki Kaishi. Insoluble aluminum
or iron phosphh~e ores are made soluble in citric acid o~ ammonium citrl1te. The mineml is put into a heated rotating
or muffle furnl1ce I1nd hel1ted for 30 minutes at 400 0 to
700 0 I1ccording to the condition. Then the contents are
quickly cooled by blowing cold air or transporting them
through a cooled tube and dissolved in citric acid or ammonium citrate, about 95 per cent being dissolved in the
former and about 70 per cent in the latter. From these
solutions I1mmonium, potassium, or calcium phosphates are
el1sily isoll1ted.
41224, December 22, 1921, Sen Kawamura. One hundred parts
of powdered iron or aluminum phosphate ore are boiled
and then eVl1pomted to dryness with 11 parts of NaOH,
27 parts of Ca(OHh and 100 to 150 parts of H 20. The
residue is powdered. By this treatment 77 per cent of the
totl11 phosphoric I1cid is dissolved in 2 per cent citric acid or
I1mmonium citmte. As the product is not hygroscopic it
is used for fertilizer I1nd ml1terial for manufacture of other
phosphl1tes.
41377, Jl1nul1ry 11, 1922, Chuzo Imaizumi. When 100 parts of
CI13(P04h l11'e mixed with 90 to 100 parts of H 2S04 of 55 0
BI1um6 CI1(H 2P0 4h is produced in grains, I1nd the remaining Cl1aPO.h becomes 11 powder. The two salts can therefore be sepl1mted mechl1nically .
.41977, Mn.rch 14, 1922, Ryftichi Hayashi. Crushed ore of iron
01' I1luminum phosphate is throughly mixed with about 20
per cent Si O2 I1nd 5 pel' cent powdered coal and heated at 500 0
to 700 0 in 11 furnl1ce until the coal is burned away j 98 per
cent of the phosphl1te in the product is soluble in ammonium
cit1'l1te, I1nd it r0111l1ins soluble !luring storage.
·42273. April 10, 1922, Yoshisabur6 Kida. When AlP0 4 is
decomposed into Nl1sAIOs I1nd Nl1aPO. by the action o'f
NI10H a 1l1rge nmount of alkali is consumed. If FeP0 4 is
mixed with AlP0 4 the consumption of NaOH is decreased
to one-fourth to one-eighth, the product is' a mixture of
sodium-iron phosphl1tes I1nd sodium-aluminum phosphates.
·42304, .April l3, 1922,SI1dl10 Yonemura I1nd K6mei Hayashi.
Addition to lU056. By heating a mixture of insoluble
phosphl1tes and organic and inorganic acids at 200 0 to 500 0
during 10 to 20 hours 90 pel' cent of the phosphates in the
product is ml1de soluble in citric acid or ammonium citrate.
As I1cids to be added, AcOH(COOHh, H 2 S0 4, HCI, or some
!tcid sn.lts l11'e used in amounts of 33 ..5 to 35 parts as AcOH
for lOO pl1rts of P 20 5 in the material.
.43'W5, April l3, 1922, K6mei Hayashi. Insoluble phosphates
n,rc nutde soltlble in I1mmonium citrate by heating with a
mixturo of 8 to 12 PCI' cent H 2 S04, HNOa,'or HCI and some
salts slich I1S Si0 2, kieselguhr, (NH.hS04, K 2S04 , etc., I1t
250 0 to 350 0 • The Sl1me change is produced by heating a
mixture of insoluble phosphl1tes and 5 to 8 per cent il1orgl1nic acid in It VI1CUllm kettle.
.42606, MI1Y 15, 1922, YoshisI1bur6 Kidt"l.. H 3P04 is produced
from phosphate orc contl1ining calcium, iron, or aluminum
phosphates by trcl1ting with H 2S04 I1nd extracting with
Me 2 CO or 111cohol; (NH.)sPO. is precipitated by means of
NBs.
. .
25021-27--21

44239, December 19, 1922, Ryftichi Hayashi, Komei Hayashi,
Sadao Yonemura, Etsuzo Hosoi, and Kako Kuroki. A
powdered mixture of 100 parts of aluminum or iron phosphate and 40 to 50 parts of NaHS04 is heated at 300 0 to
400 0 for 10 to 15 minutes in a ·reverberatory furnace until
the color of the mixture is changed to yellow. The product is soluble in ammonium .citrate.
NORWAY

38643, pecember 24, 1923, Edouard Krebs. A material containing P 2 0s, such as raw phosphate, apatite, etc., is
treated with sulphite cellulose waste liquor. The mixture
is evaporated and burned.
39076, June 16, 1924, Erling Johnson. The dust or vapor from
a thermic or electrothermic process for the production of
phosphoric acid is precipitated with other waste gases containing basic compounds, such as cement-kiln gases or ammoniacal gases.
SWEDEN

51749, May 24, 1922, F. Liljenroth. The material is elutriated
with phosphoric acid, and the liquid is separated from the
insoluble residue. Th~ H 3P04 is regenerated by precipitating the dissolved calcium with H 2 S04 and is partly used
for treating further quantities of the materials, while the
excess is utilized as such or for the production of soluble
phosphates.
54116, March 28, 1923, Aktiebolagct Alkaliverken. Raw phosphate is decomposed by a mixture of HCl and H 2SOi
.obtained by the action of Cb (from alkali chloride electrolv- .
sis) upon aqueous S02.
.
55083, September 1~, 1923, Aktiebolaget FS!Sr Kern. oeh
Elektrokem. Produktion and E. Lustig.. Phosphates are
reduced by coal or other reducing material. The phosphorus is oxidized by air drawn into the oxidation chamber,
which is placed above the outlet for the combustion gases
from the furnace. The heat liberated by the oxidation
may be utilized for preheating the charge in the furnace or
for other purposes.
.

PHOSPHORUS

The following notes on the manufacture and uses
of phosphorus by R. W. Stone 67 are included here to
complete the discussion of phosphate rock and its l1ses.
METHOD OF MANUFACTURE

Phosphorus is manufactured in the United States
by two companies, the Oldbury Electro-Chemical Co.,
Niagara Falls, N. Y., and the American Phosphorus
Co., North Third and Dauphin Streets, Philadelphia,
Pa. Domestic phosphate rock is used. The following
paragraphs on the method of manufacture and uses
are abstracted frc)ln the Encyclopedia Britannica and
chemical dictionaries. 68
In the electrothermal proce.ss of manufacturing
phosphorus calcium phosphate (phosphate rock) mL-x:ed
with sand and carbon is .fed into an electric furnace
that is provided with a closely fitting cover and that
has an outlet leading to a condenser... At the temperature of the furnace the silica (sand} attacks the
calciunl phosphate, fornls silicate, and sets free phos67 Stone, R. W., Phosphate rock ill 1917: U. S. Geol. Survey Mineral Resources,
1917, pt. 2, pp. 16-18, 1918.
.

C8 Thorpe, Sir Edward, A dictionary of applied chemistry, vol. 4, 1913. Rogers,
Allen, Manual of industrial chemistry, 1915. Phosphorus: Encyclopedia Britannica, 11th ed., vol. 21, pp. 478-483, 1911.
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phorus pentoxide, which is attacked by the carbon and boxes. The red variety is remarkably different from
forms phosphorus and carbon monoxide. As phos- the yellow. It is a dark-red microcrystalline powder,
phorus boils at 290 0 C. (554 0 F.), it is produced in the insoluble in such solvents as carbon disulphide and
fornl of vapor, which mingles with carbon monoxide oil of turpentine, and has a density of 2.2. It is stable
and passes to the condenser, where it is condensed. to air and light and does not combine with oxygen
It is then cast under water. The calcium silicate until it is heated above 350 0 C. in air or 260 0 C. in
remains in the furnace in the form of a slag, which oxygen, when it forms the pentoxide. It is also
may be run off, so that by letting in fresh raw material nonpoisonous.
USES
at the top the action is made practically continuous.
Therapeutics.-There
are
many medicinal preparaThe crude phosphorus is purified by melting it under
Owing
to its remarkable influtions
of
phosphorus.
water and then filtering it' through bone black and
of
bone
in
young animals, it has
ence
on
the
growth
afterward through chamois leather, or by treating it
been
used
in
the
treatment
of
rickets
and osteomalacia.
,when molten with chromic acid or a mixture of potasIts
most
effective
use,
however,
is
as
a nerve tonic in
sium bichromate and sulphuric acid. This treatment
paralysis
agitans,
locomotor
ataxia,
impotence,
and
causes the impurities to rise to the surface as a scum
nervous
exhaustion.
It
is
also
a
remedy
for
some
skin
that can be skimmed off. Phosphorus is usually mar,keted in the form of sticks, which are made by diseases. The hypophosphites have been recomconducting the phosphorus from the melting pot mended as a remedy for pulmonary affections, as the
through a pipe surrounded by water.' It solidifies in phosphorus in these substances is said to act as free
,phosphorus without being irritant, and the glycerothe pipe and can be removed as a continuous rod.
phosphates are certainly useful to stimulate metabPROPERTIES
Perfectly pure phosphorus is a white~ transparent, olism. Dilute phosphoric acid is used as a gastric
.waxy 'solid, but commercial phosphorus is generally stimulant. It does not resemble phosphorus in its
yellowish, owing to its content of allotropic "red phos- physiologic action and can not be used as a substitute.
Toxicology.-Phosphorus is frequently taken or
phorus." At 25 0 to 30 0 C. it is soft and flexible, but
administered
in poisonous amounts, either criminally
it ha'rdens when cooled and can then be cut only with
difficulty. Phosphorus is nearly insoluble in water, or accidentally, as it is easily accessible to the public
but dissolves in carbon disulphide, sulphur chloride, in the form of matches or of vermin pastes. A chronic
benzine, and oil of turpentine. Its density at 0 0 form of industrial poisoning in the manufacture of
lucifer matches is necrosis of the jaw, known as phossy
is 1.836.
It is highly inflammable; it takes fire in air at 34 0 jaw, a localized inflammatory infection of the perC., burns with a bright white flame, and forms iosteum that ends with the death and exfoliation of
dense white clouds of the pentoxide. When exposed part of the bone.
Safety matches.-Red phosphorus was used for makto the air a stick of phosphorus undergoes slow combustion, which is revealed in the dark by a greenish- ing the well-known safety matches by J. E. Lundstrom,
of Jonkoping, Sweden, in 1852. Red phosphorus is in
white phosphorescence.
itself
perfectly innocuous, and no evil effects arise
ALLOTROPIC PHOSPHORUS
from
freely
working the compositions of which it forms
Red phosphorus is produced by heating yellow
0
an
mgredient.
The striking surface on the box, and
phosphorus to about 230 C. for 24 hours in an
not
the
match
itself,
contains the phosphorus required
inert atmosphere or in closed vessels that are heated
0
for
ignition.
to 300 C., when the change is effected in a few
Phosphor bronze.-Bronze is improved in quality
minutes. The same form is also produced by submitting ordinary phosphorus to the electric dis- and strength when fluxed with phosphorus. The alloys
charge, to sunlight, or to ultra-violet light. As this prepared in this way, known as phosphor bronze, may
form does not inflame until it is heated above 350 0 C., contain only about 1 per cent of phosphorus in the
it is manufactured in large quantities for use in ingot, which may be reduced to a mere trace after castmaking matches. It is usually made by heating ing, but the phosphorus nevertheless enhances their
yellow phosphorus in iron pots provided with air- value for use in making implements which require a
tight lids, which, however, carry a long pipe that is hard, strong metal, such as pump plungers, valves, and
open to the air. 'A small quantity of the phosphorus the bushes of bearings.
combines with the oxygen in the vessel, and the
Signals and 8creens.-One of the constituents of the
operation is then practically· conducted in an atmos- material used in distress signaling at sea is phosphorus
phere of nitrogen, which affords additional safety from in the form of calcium phosphide. The dense white
explosion. The product is ground under water, and , smoke that is made by various phosphorus compounds
any unchanged yellow phosphorus it may contain is when oxidized is utilized to screen or conceal vessels in
eliminated by boiling it with caustic soda. The prod- danger of attack Of whose movements should be hidden
uct is then washed and dried and finally packed in tin and it is also used in trench warfare.
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SURFACE WATER
GENERAL FEATURES

The surface water of the region described in this
paper is all collected by two river systems, the Bear
and the Snake. The Bear River and its tributaries
drain all but a small part of the Montpelier quadrangle and the southwestern part of the Slug Creek
quadrangle, including the western slopes of the Aspen
and Preuss Ranges, and in addition most ofTps. 8 S., Rs.
41 and 42 E., which receive some consideration in this
paper, though they lie for the most part outside the
quadrangles mapped. The principal tributaries of
Bear River within the areas mentioned are Thomas
Fork, Bear Lake Outlet, Montpelier, Georgetown
Canyon (Twin), and Soda Creeks, though there are
numerous other smaller affluents.
The remainder of the area belongs to the Snake
River Basin, although it is not directly touched by that
river. The principal tributaries of the Snake that
drain this region are SaIt and Blackfoot Rivers and
Willow Creek. Nearly half the Cranes Flat quadrangle and considerable other territory to the east and
north is drained by Grays Lake Outlet, which is a
branch of Willow Creek. Besides these streams a
slnall area in the southwestern part of the Henry quadrangle, drained by Tenmile Creek, is tributary to
Portneuf River, which is also an affluent of the Snake.
With the exception of portions of Star Valley and of
Bear Lake and Bear River Valleys the surface of the
region stands at ~n altitude greater than 6,000 feet
above mean sea level. Hence the winters are long and
much of the precipitation during half the year is in the
form of snow. The average annual snowfall in the
broader valleys is over 5 feet (p. 41), and it is
probably greater in the mountains, where the snow
tends to accumulate. With the arrival of warmer
weather during spring and early summer the melting
snow greatly increases the flow of all the streams until
their maximum discharge is reached,. usually in May
·or June, after which the flow decreases until late in the
summer. Fall rains generally increase the flow
slightly, but are followed by a further decrease with
the arrival of the first extreme cold weather.
In cooperation with the States of Idaho, Wyoming,
and Utah, and with the United States Forest and
Indian Services and the Utah Power' & Light Co., the
Geological Survey has maintained for different periods
records of gage height and discha.rge of streams at a
number of places within the region here described. With
the exception of the records for Grays Lake Outlet the
available data are all concerned with Bear and Blackfoot Rivers 'and their tributaries. Similar data should
ultimately be made available for other streams of the
region, such as Willow Creek in the Cranes Flat quadrangle, Crow Creek in the Crow Creek quadrangle,

and Tincup and Salt Rivers in the Freedom quadrangle.
The available discharge data for the streams named
are summarized from the monthly discharge tables
that are published in the water-supply papers of the
United States Geological Survey and are presented in
tables below. For details of discharge measurements,
daily and monthly discharge in any given year, the
reader is referred to the annual water-supply papers
on the surface water supply of the United States.
Part X, The Great Basin, gives records on Bear River
and triblltaries, and Part XII, B, Snake River Basin,
gives records on streams tributary to the Snake. In
the tables presented the discharge records have been
summarized to show in a general way the stream flow
which can be expected to prevail for a given month of
an average year. Opposite each month is given, first,
the maximum daily flow which has. been observed for
that month during the period covered by the table;
sec'ond, the minimum daily flow which has been 0 bserved for that month during the period covered by the
table; third, the mean flow for that month during the'
entire period covered by the table. Column 4 gives
the run-off in acre-feet corresponding to the monthly
rates of flow in column 3. The maximum and minimum figures at the bottom of the -table are the maximum a~d minimu!ll daily flows that occurred during
the perIOd covered by the table. The mean discharge
for the period was obtained by averaging the monthly
means for the period of record and not by averaging
the mean flows in the body of the table.' The run-off
in acre-feet for the period is a summation of the quantities ~ acre-feet in the body of the table. In the preparatIOn of the tables all fractional months were omitted.
Also records were not available for several of the stations during the winter months because no records of
stage were obtained for these months or because the
presence of ice in the stream so disturbed the relation
of stage to discharge that reliable computations of
daily and monthly discharge could not be made.
BEAR RIVER DRAIN AG E BASIN
BEAR RIVER

Discharge.-The course of Bear River and some of
its other features have already been described. Gaging stations have been maintained at Evanston, Wyo.,
at Harer and Dingle, Idaho, in the Montpelier quadrangle and at Alexander, Idaho, in T. 9 S., R. 41 E.,
about 10 miles west of the Slug Creek quadrangle.
As considerable diversions of the river have been
made both above and below, the Evanston station ,
its records have little bearing on the discharge of the
river in the Montpelier quadrangle. Similarly, the
record at Dingle station is affected by diversions
above the station for irrigation and by the fact that
in the spring of 1911 the Telluride Power p~. began
at a point about 2 miles above the s.tation to divert
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water for storage in a branch of Bear Lake known as
Mud or North Lake. This water, which is stored
during the spring, is released during the summer, returned to the river about 30 miles above Alexander,
and used for development of power at plants below
Alexander and for irrigation along Bear River. There
are no large diversions within the Montpelier quadrangle above the station at Harer. Some water is
diverted for irrigation above the station at Alexander,
but the records at these two stations give a fair idea
"9f the discharge of Bear River in the general region
here describ~d.
. The station at Harer (Table 79) is located in the
SE. Xi: sec. 22, T. 14 S., R. 45 E., about three-quarters.
of a mile 'north of Harer siding, on the Oregon Short
·Line Railroad, Bear Lake County, 7 miles by road
above Dingle and 14 miles southeast of Montpelier.
The drainage area above the station is 2,780 square
miles.
0

79.-Monthly discharge of Bear River at Harer, Idaho,
for the periods June, 1913, to 8.eptember, 1916, and January,
. 1919, to September, 1924

TABLE

Discharge in second-Cect
Month
Maximum Minimum

1

Mean

Run-off in
acre-Ceet

------

_______ ~ ______
____________
· MarcIL .: ~ ___ :.. ____ .:. ____
January~

February_~

~;~l~== ==~~____________
== ==== =====

.

'Jurie_:_~_~

·July _____
__________
A.ugust . .:. _______._: _____
·Septeiri ber ~ ~ _~_ '_' :.."::, .:. '- ___
· October.",.~ -.'7" - - - -::.. :,:- --~oyember _______ ~~_: __
December.:. ... ~.~ _'.:.:. ~.:.. _- __
~_~

The p~ri6d-:'___ -:: __

360 -------2, 700 -------3, 610 -------3, 770
360
3,860
340
3,860
158
1,850
93
815
83
81
608
886
144
·640 -------460 -------3, 860

232
251
608
1,400
2, 140
1,710
620
325
286
363
370
266

14, 300
13, 900
37,400
83, 300
132,000
102,000
38, 100
20,000
17,000
22,300
22,000
16,400

724

519,000

1--------1

bou County (formerly part of Bannock. County), 4
miles above the intake of Last Chance Canal, 6 miles
above the plant of the Utah Power & Light Co. near
Grace, and 30 miles below the confluence of Bear Lake
Outlet and Bear River. The tributary drainage area
has not been measured.
. QUALITY OF WATER

The only availabl~ analysis of water' from Bear
. River is that given by Clarke 69 for a sample collected
at Evanston, Wyo. It is unlikely that the character
of the water changes much if any between Evanston
and the point where the river enters the Montpelier
quadrangle. Thus it may be assumed that the analysis given is fairly representative of the character of
the water of the river in the region here described.
The analysis as given by Clarke is in ionic form,
expressed in milligrams per liter, but this, as he points
out, is practically equivalent to parts per million in
waters as dilute as that of Bear River. He also presents the analysis in the· form of percentage composition. In Table 81 the present writer' has rearranged
the analysis and included with it another form of
statement following that advocated by Palmer 70 find
by Rogers,71 in which the reacting values of the different ions, expressed both by weight and in percentages,
are given. This form brings out more clearly the
characteristics of the water~
TABLE

81.-Analysis of water from Bem" River at Evanston, Wyo.

Alkalies: ~a+K _________
Earths:
Ca _________________

80.-;--Monthly d.ischar(Je of Bear River at Alexander,
Idaho, for the periods Apnl, 1911, to September, 1916, and
May, '1919, to September, 1924, except Augilst, 1921

.
Discharge in second-Ceet
Month
Maximum Minimum

Mean

Run-off in
acre-Ceet

--

--

4. 48

O. 28

4.1

43. 2 23. 59
12. 5 6. 83

2. 15
1. 03

31. 0
14.9

8. 2

4.1

}

45. 9
Strong acid:
.22. 3.1
S04-- - - - - - - - - - -_ 10.5 5.73
Cl ____- -.:. -_____________
5.1
4. 9 2. 68
.14
2. 0
Weak acid:
C03 _____ - -- - - -- - _.- -- 96.8 52. 87 3. 22 44. 9
44. 9
Si.02 -- ______ ;. _______ 7.0 3. 82 ------ ------ -----~g-----------------

TABLE

5. Reacting
vn.luos,
group
totals;
per cent
------- - - - -

2. Per- 3. Re- 4. Reacting acting
grams centage values;
values;
per liter composition 0 weight per eent

I. Milli-

}

- - -- - - - - -- - - --183. 1 100. 00 7.. 04 100. 0 100. 0
,

411
=.= =========.= ==== 4, 520
June:_.:. ________ ~ ____ ~_ 4, 180
521
________________ 2, 550
596
August ________________ 1, 840
506
September ________ - - - __ 1,650
415
October _______________ 2,390
430
_______ .:. _____ 1, 260 -------December ____ - __ - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --------

900
828
849
1,550
1, 720
1,990
1,250
1,040
921
782
755
883

55, 300
46,000
52,200
92,200
106, 000
118,000
76,900
64,000
54,800
48,100
44,900
54, 300

In columns 3-5 silica has been disregarded, for in
such ~aters it is usually presumed to be present in
colloidal form.
.
In Palmer's system, as elucidated by Rogers, the
alkalies or strong bases are designated primary constituents; 'the alkaline earths are designated secondary
constituents; and hydrogen and the metals, the weak
bases, are designated tertiary constituents. Salinity

4,650 --------

1,150

813,000

69 Clarke, F. W., Water analyses Crom the laboratory oC the U. S. Geol. Survey:
U. S. Geol. Survey Water-Supply Paper 364, pp. 27, 28, 1914; 'rhe composition oC
the river and lake waters of the United States': U. S. Gool. Survtly Prof. Paper 13.~.
p. 184, 1924.
70 Palmer, Chase, The geochemical interpretation of water analyses: U. S. Gool.
Survey B.ull. 479, 31 pp., 1 map, 1911.
.
71 Rogers, G. S., The interpretation of water analyses by the geologist: Eoon .
Gcology, vol. 12, PP. 56-88, H117.

January ____ -- __ -- -'- --- -------- -------·February _______ ~ ______ -------- . -422
March __ :. ____ ~:. _______ '1,940
380

4, 650

U;~l~=

622

July_~.

~ovember

Th~

period __ - - - __

The Iltation at Alexander (Table 80) is located in
the NW.· Xi: sec. 18, T. 9 S., R. 41 E., about half 'a
. mile upstream from th~ post office"at AI~xander, Cari-
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is the property in which the strong acid radicles participate, for these radicles yield salts that retain their
saline properties in solution. The weak acids also
fonn saltR, but in solution their salts hydrolyze and
for.m· bases (hydroxides) whose energy greatly exceeds
that of the weak acids. Thus the tendency of such
solutions is to become alkaline. In combining these
terms, the strong acids in combination with the alkalies induce the property of pri:mat·y salinity; in combination with the alkaline earths, secondary salinity;
and in combination with'lnetals or hydrogen, tertiary
salinity or acidity. The terms primary, secondary,
,and tertiary alkalinity are similarly derived, the combinations being lnade with weak acids instead of
strong acids. Secondary salinity is the property comInonly known as permanen't hardness, and secondary
alkn.linity is temporaTY hardness.
To' deterlnine the characteristics of the water whose
analysis is stated in Table 81 the values of the different
groups are bn.lanced against each other, beginning
with the strong acids and alkalies. Thus 4.1 per cent
of alkalies is combined with an equal amount of strong
acids to lnake 8.2 per cent of salts that unpart the
property of primary salinity. The excess strong acid
(1 per cent) is combined with an equal amount of the
alkaline earths to make 2 per cent of the so-called
secondary salts, and so on. The' properties of the
water as thus derived are indicated in Table 82.
TA1H.:m

82.-P?·opel'ties oj ?'eactioll and concentration oj water
j?'0?1"/, Bea?' River
[See 'l'able 81]

Per cent

Primary salinity___________________________________
Secondary salinity_________________________________
Socondaryalkalinity--------------------------------

8.2
2.0
89.8
100, 0
Concentration (millig1'l1ms per liter) ___ _____ _________ _ 1.83. 1

"rhe 1110St conspicuous property of the water as
shown in Table 82 is secondary alkalinity or temporary
hardness. Secondary salinity is present but is prac,tically negligible.
The water falls in class 3 of Palnler's classification,
the class in which the strong acids exceed the alkalies
in reacting value but are less than the n.lkalies and alkaline earths combined. It is, however, very near class
2, in which the strong acids are equal to the alkalies.
GEORGETOWN CANYON CREEK

One of the larger tributaries of Bear, River in this
region is Georgetown Canyon (Twin) Creek, which
emerges frOln GeOl:getown Canyon in the northwestern part of T. 11 S., R. 44 E. A station was lnai:ntainod on this creek from October 23, 1911, to September 30, 1914, when it was discontinued (Table 83).
The station was located in sec. 4, T. 11 S., R. 44 E.,
50 feet below tho power house of the Bear Lake
Power Co., 3 lniles northeast of Georgetown post
office and 4 miles from Georgetown railway station.
"rhe streanl drains SOlne of the higher portions of the
Preuss and Aspen Ranges and has a drainage area of

22 square Iniles, according to Forest Service records.
The station is located in the main canyon of Twin
Creek and takes no account of the Left Fork, which
in its lower course has a flow perhaps equal to 50 or
60 per cent of that of the main stream. There are
practically no diversions for irrigation above the station, but much of the flow is utilized for that purpose
farther down.
83.-Monthly discharge oj Georgetown Canyon C1'eek
neal' Georgetown, Idaho, Jor the pel'iod November, 1911, t9
September, 1914, excepting April to July, 1913

TABLE

Mean dis-

S~~~~~f~~t

Month

Run-off in
acre-feet

January------------------------------February _ _ _ _ _ __ ___________________ ____
March_________________________________
ApriL ________ . ., ___ _____________________
May__________________________________
June__________________________________
July ______________ ____ ________________

28.7
29. 3
27.7
32. 0
63.6
81. 4
49. 2

1,760
1, 630
1,700
1, 900
3,910
4,849
3, 030

t~~1~~be~ _-_-_- ~

~i: ~

~; ~ig

~

====== ============== ===== 33.7
OctobeL ______ '_________________________
2,01'0
N ovembeL _____________ ~ ______________
32. 3
I, 920
December ______________________________ 1_--::3:-=0-..,'0=-1_--,:-.".;1,'-..:8:...,,4:..:,.0
The period _ _ _ _ ______ ______ ____ ___
38. 7
29, 400
NOTE,-Throughout the record tho gage readings wore infrequent, and monthly
mean discharge was usually estimatod from incomplete data.
SODA CREEK

Soda Creek, another large tributary of Bear River,
occupies part of the general region under discussion,
but lies outside of the quadrangles mapped. This
stream drains the eastern side of the Soda Springs
Hills and part of the Blackfoot lava field. Its drainage
area has not been measured, but is probably smaller
than that of the main fork of Georgetown Canyon
Creek, though its flow at the point of measurement
is more than 60 per cent greater. A station was
established on this creek in March, 1913, and a
summary of the records is presented in Table 84.
The station is located in sec. 24, T. 8 S., R. 41 E.,
at George Schmidt's ranch, about a quarter of a mile
below his house, 4 miles p,orth of Soda Springs, below
the junction of the branches of the creek. Practically
none of the water is diverted for irrigation, as it
is highly mineralized. ,The flow is very uniform.
84.-Monthly discharge oj Soda Creek near Soda Springs'
Idaho, for the period April, 1913, to September, 192J,.

TABLE

Month

Discharge in second-feet
Maximum Minimum

January--------------February ______________
March _________________
ApriL ________________
~1ay-----------------June
__________________

July-----------------August ________________
September _____________
October _______________
Novernber _____________
December _____________
The period _______

75
73
150
324
170
149
128
94
101
104
87
72
324

38
40
38
45
52
46
45
45
45
44
44
42
38

Mean

52. 8
51. 6
57.7
96.3
77.5
70. 9
66. 8
62. 9
61. 1
61. 8
60.2
55.2
65.0

Run-Off
in acre-feet

3,250
2,870
3,550
5, 730
4,770
4,220
4,110
3, 870
3, 640
3,800
3, 580
.3,390
46,800
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BLACKFOOT RIVER DRAINAGE BASIN
1;ILACKFOOT RIVER

"The head of the Blackfoot," as the expression is
ordinarily used, is the junction point of Lanes and
Diamond Creeks in Upper Valley, in the Lanes Oreek
quadrangle, and by extension it is made to apply to
the entire Upper Valley district. Blackfoot River
drains probably more than half of the Peale Mountains, small areas in the Caribou Range, Little Valley
Hills, and Willow Creek lava field, and much of the
Blackfoot lava field and of the Blackfoot and Chesterfield Ranges, together with some intervening and
adjoining territory
The flow of the Blackfoot and its tributary streams
is conserved in the Blackfoot River Reservoir of the
United States Indian Service, ill the Henry and Cranes
Flat quadrangles, and is used for the irrigation of
Indian Reservation lands in the vicinity of Fort Hall,
Idaho. The capacity of this reservoir is about
200,000 acre-fp.et.
Gaging stations have been maintained for several
ye~rs above and below and at the reservoir and at
several places farther downstream. For present purposes it seems sufficient to cite only the records for
the two stations respectively above and below the
reserVOlr.
The station above the reservoir (Table 85) is located
in sec. 9, T. 7 S., R. 42 E., at the bridge on the stage
road from Soda Springs t,o Henry, about 7 miles
, south of Henry, 13 miles north of Soda Springs, and
about 172 miles above the flow line of the Blackfoot
River Reservoir. No large tributaries enter in this
distance. There are no diversions of consequence
above the station and there is no regulation, so that
the records show what may be regarded as the normal
'
flow of the river.
The station below the reservoir (Table 86) is
located in sec. 11, T. 5 S., R. 40 E., about 200 feet
below the wagon bridge at' Rocky Ford Crossing,
about 1 mile below the Blackfoot-Marsh dam of the
United States Indian Service, and about 12 miles
northwest of Henry. The flow past the station
consists entirely of stored water from the reservoir
and is controlled by gates at the dam. The outlet
and spillway of the dam are shown in Plate 61, A.
As there are no diversions of consequence above the
reservoir, practically the entire flow of the river plus
the drainage of the marsh which formerly occupied
the reservoir site passes by the station, except such
water as may be lost by leakage from the reservoir.
This leakage was considerable in 1911-1914, when
the water level was 12 to 18 feet higher than it was
in 1916, but since the water has been lowered to
approximately the level in 1916-6,142 to 6,157 feet
according to maximum and minimum gage readings
at the dam-the leakag~ has been greatly reduced.
The level of the reservoir, 6,111 feet in August, 1914,

al? indicated on the maps of the Henry and 'Cranes
Flat quadrangles (pIs. 2 and 3), is about .50 feet
lower than the elevations given for that level for the
same month and year by the Indian Service records.
at the dam.72 As there has been no change ~ the
datum used in recording gage heights at the dam,
this correction should doubtless be applied in any
comparison of water levels obtained by such gage
readings with those based on the topographic map.
The drainage area tributary to the station above
the reservoir is 360 square miles. That above the
lower station has not been measured.
No analyses of the waters of Blackfoot River or
its tributaries are available.
85.- Monthly discharg(} of Blackfoot River above the
reservoir near Henry, Idaho, for April to November, 1914 to
1924, except November, 1916, April, 1917, and Oc'tober and
November, 1924

TABLE

Discharge in second-feet

I

Month
Maximum Minimum

ApriL _________________
__________________
June __________________
July __________________
August ________________
September _________ ,- ___
October ______________ •
November _____________

1, 350
2,060
992
362
182
154
124
180

The period _______

2,060

~ay

I

Mean

53
142
38
30
23
24
42
66

I

360
596
294
131
92.0
81. 7
90.7
89.6

23

Run-off in
acre·Ceet

21, 400
36,000
17, 500
8,060
5, 660
4, 860
5, 570
5, 330

220

104,000

--TABLE

86.- Monthly discharge of Blackfoot River below the

reservoir near Henry, Idaho, for the period September, 1908, to
September, 1924
,Discharge in second-feet
Run-off in
acre-feet

Month
Maximum Minimum

January _______________
February ______________
________________
June __________________
July __________________
August ________________
September_____________
October _______________
November _____________
December _____________

262
200
735
1,330
1,640
1,440
1,150
1, 040
756
916
741
522

12
9
9
8.6
3
5
78
108
13
12
9
10

The period _______

1,640

3

~arch

~~;~=================

¥eall

66.8
95.8
97. 4
228
335
514
605
564
372
185
96.7
86.7

r

271

4,110
5,320
5,990,
13,600
20,600
30,600
37,200
34, 700
22, 100
11,400
5, 750
5, 330

I

197,000

Records are available for two of the tributaries of
Blackfoot River, the Little Blackfoot and Meadow
Creek.
LITTLE BLACKFOOT RIVER

The Little Blackfoot drains part of Grays Range,
Enoch Valley and its surrounding ridges, and the
valley west of the northern part of Wooley Range in
the Lanes Creek and Henry quadrangles. Its drainage
area has not been measured. A gaging station was
72 u. s. Geol. Survey Water-Supply Paper 393, p. 54, 1916.
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established on this stremn in March, 1914. The
station (Table 87) is located in sec. 10, T. 6 S., R. 42 E.,
on Skinner's ranch at Henry, a short distance above the
flow line of the Blackfoot River Reservoir, about 20
nliles north of Soda Springs. A ditch for watering
stock diverts water arQund the station, and a small
ditch takes water from the warm springs that enter the
river between the station and the reservoir.
S7.-Monthly discharge of Little Blackfoot River at Henry,
Idaho, for the period April, 1914, to September, 1924

TABLE
--=----~-=---

'"

~---.

Disch argo in second·fcet
Run·offin
acro·fect

Month
Mmdmllln Minimum

January _______________
February ______________
]darch ________________
_________________
ay __________________
June _______________ J __
July __________________
August ________________
September _____________
October _______________
November _____________
December _____________

23
26
50
176
177
50
33
32
22
24
25
25

The period _______

177

~riL

----.. ------

....... ~.." " - - - . - ,

7.2
8.4
9. 2

Mean

12
8. 7

13.1
13.2
15.4
39. 0
37.7
21. 7
17.7
15.7
15.0
15.2
15.2
14.4

6.9

19. 7

11

13
10
6. 9
9. 7
9.3

11

- .. --~

805
733
947
2,320
2,320
I, 290
1,090
965
893
935
904
885

i

14, 100

MEADOW CREEK

Meadow Creek drains parts of the Willow Creek and
Blackfoot lava fields and of their inclosing ridges in
the southern part of the Cranes Flat quadrangle and
adjacent parts of the Henry and Lanes Creek quadrangles. Its drainage .area has not been measured,
but a gaging station (Table 88) has been maintained
upon it for several years. The station is located in
sec. 3, T. 6 S., R. 42 E., about 1~ miles northeast of
Henry, about half a mile above the backwater from the
Blackfoot River Reservoir,' and three-quarters of a mile
below Pelican Slough. There are no diversions above
the gage and there is no regulation. Observations
were not made during the winter months on account
of ice. Thus the available records are only partial,
but they serve to show much regarding the flow of the
streanl.

GRAYS LAKE OUTLET

The basin drained by Grays Lake Outlet includes
a relatively small area in the northern part of the
Peale Mountains, part of the western slope of the
Caribou Range, and the eastern slopes of the Willo~
Creek Basin Ridges. Grays Lake, in the upper part
of the basin, lies opposite and a few miles west of Caribou Peak,' the highest summit of the Caribou Range,
but it receives little surface inflow from the adjoining
mountains. The lake affords an excellent natural
reservoir site from which water is now being diverted
to the Blackfoot system. (See p. 324.)
Within the area studied the outlet r.eceives only two
tributaries worthy of note-Brockman Creek, which
joins it in sec. 29, T. 2 S., R. 42 E., and Lava Creek,
which joins it in sec. 13, T. 2 S., R. 41 E. Homer
Creek, which has. an extended course in the Cranes
Flat quadrangle, joins it a short distance north of the
boundary of the quadrangle. Grays Lake Outlet
itself is tributary to Willow Creek, which it joins
in the southern part of T. 1 N., R. 40 E., outside the
area studied. The course of the outlet lies chiefly
In the broad Outlet Valley, which is mostly lava
covered, and the stream occupies a shallow trench
in the lava for much of its length. At the southeast
end of Outlet Ridge,. however, and again below Lava
Creek it flows through a canyon.
A gaging station has been maintained on Grays
Lake Outlet since April, 1916. It is located in sec. 15,
T. 3 S., R. 42 E., about 3 miles below the bridge at the
outlet of the lake and 3~ miles west of Herman,
Bonneville County. A summary of ·the available
records is given in Table 89.
No analyses of the waters of Grays Lake Outlet are
available.
89.-Monthly discharge of Grays Lake Outlet near Herman t
Idaho, for May to September, 1916 to 1924, except August ana
September, 1917, May to July, 1919, and May, 1920 and 1922

TABLE

Discharge in sccond·feet
Month
Maximum

________________
June ________________
July ________________
August ______________
Septenaber ___________
~ay

S8.-Monthly discharge of Meadow Creek near Henry,
Idaho, for May to September 1914 to 1924, except May, 1919,
1920, 1922, 1924, and September, 1924

TABLE

The period ____

Dischargo in second·Ceet

Month

....

----]day __________________

-. _.-

Maximum Minimum

Moan

Run·off in
acre·toot.

The period _______

1,350
10
659
-------132
8
29
.5
5.1
.6
1,350

--------

Run·offin
acre·Ceet

354
134
36.3
5. 4
2.5

21,800
7,970
2,230
332
149

93. 4

32,500

GROUND WATER

,-

June __________________
July __________________
August ________________
Septernber _____________

I Minimum I

Mean

408
19
186
2.1
25 -------29
1
22
2. 3

91. 5
24. 8
8.1
10. 2
10.2

5,630
1,480
498
627
607

408

24. 3

8,840

I

1

GENERAL DISTRIBUTION AND A V AILABILITY

No special study of the ground-water conditions in
the region here described has been made, but the
supply is beli~ved to be abundant, well dis.tributed,
and in most places sufficient to meet the needs of
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residents even if the country becomes much more
thickly settled than it is at present. Consideration of
this supply falls naturally into a discu~sion of three
types of areas-the mountains, the broader valleys,
and the lava country. A special feature is the great
abundance and variety of springs, and these springs
are considered separately from the areas mentioned.
THE MOUNTAINS

By far the greater part of the region is mountainous,
and the rocks which underlie the mountains are complexly folded, faulted, and jointed, so that the ground
water conditions are correspondingly complex. The
water-bearing beds are fractured or disloc'ated, so
that the water is returned to the surface at many
places in the form of springs, which give rise to the
streams that are so plentifully distributed. There are
few valleys, especially in the higher parts of the
mountains, in which such springs are not found. The
location of springs in relation to lines of faulting is in
some places very striking, as where the Bannock
overthrust crosses Georgetown Canyon.
In the Bear Lake Plateau, where surface waters
are relatively scarce, the str~cture and texture of the
Wasatch formation west of the Boundary Ridge suggest conditions favorable for artesian",water. The
valley of Pegram Creek, however, cuts far back into
the plateau and probably precludes any considerable
development of such waters within the Montpelier
quadrangle.
In certain 19calities the streams sink in the alluvium
or debris in the valley bottoms before emerging from
their canyons. Some of this water reappears farther
down the valleys. The place of final disappearance of
the water in a given valley may change with the
season or even with the time of day .. Thus, in the
'head of Johnson Creek, T. 9 S., R. 43 E., in the Slug
Creek quadrangle, the water was observed to flow
alongside the trail from Middle Sulphur Canyon 100
. feet or more farther down the valley in the morning,
after the cooling influence and restricted evaporation
of the previous night, than in the late afternoon of
the same day, which had been clear and warm.
Practically every valley that is deep enough to contain
stream-laid debris almost certainly contains some
underflow of ground water which could be made
available by shallow wells. Most of the ranches that
are located in the narrow valleys or at the mouths of
canyons depend upon surface water or springs for
their water supplies.
THE BROADER VALLEYS

The principal broader valleys of the region, such
as Bear Lake, Bear River, Star, and Thomas Fork
Valleys, . are occupied by streams that receive lateral
tributaries, many of which have alluvial fans at the
mouths of their canyons. The underflow from these

streams adds to the ground water of the main valleys,
and much of their surface water, which is diverted for
irrigation, is distributed and absorbed by the soil and
thus also becomes part of the ground-water system.
The materials of which the valley fill is composed are
favorable for the storage of water, and in many of the
valleys the water actually comes to the surface locally
in marshy areas. Ranches along the foothills derive
their water supply mainly from surface drainage or
from springs, but those farther out in the valleys must
depend upon shallow wells. The supply of water
for this purpose appears to be abundant and of suitable quality for domestic use. No attempt has been
made in the present study to gather data regarding
these wells.
The water table' slopes generally downward from
the sides of the valleys toward their central areas
but is with little doubt somewhat deeper near the
margins than in the middle portions. I t is probably
not deep enough anywhere in these alluvial valleys
to require deep wells. On the bench lands which
border some of these valleys and which are underlain by older alluvium or Tertiary beds dry farming
is practiced. There the water table is somewhat
lower, and wells 100 to 200 feet or more deep are necessary to procure water for stock and for domestic use.
THE LA V A COUNTRY

The problem of water supply in the lava-covered
areas is more difficult than it is in the mountains or
in the broad alluvial valleys. The lava flows are
practically horizontal. Soil' and alluvial deposits
cover them here and there, but the fractured condition of the lava flows described on pages 36 and 325
enables them to drain away water that might otherwise be held in the overlying sediments. For similar
reasons springs and surface streams are few. Henc'e
settlers who take up the land in the lava country, unless
they are fortunate enough to be located near a stream
or spring, must haul water in some places several
miles or else they must sink wells into or through the
lava to procure an adequate supply.
At the time of the writer's visit in 1916 land in
the Blackfoot and Willow Creek lava fields was being
rapidly taken for dry farms. Some of the settlers
were hauling their water from the Blackfoot River
Reservoir, but others had sunk wells. The depth
required to reach water was generally greater than
100 feet and in some localities was more than 2.00
feet.
Ground-water conditions .in parts of the Blackfoot lava field were investigated in 1923 by H. T.
Stearns, of the Geological Survey. He obtained the
logs of 16 wells within that part of the Henry quadrangle south of the Blackfoot River Reservoir, which
he used as the basis for drawing contours on the water
table in that area. These water-table contours, as
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~'eproduced frOlll his unpublished map, a~e shown,
in Plftte 3. Tho water level of the reservoir, ~hi~h
in August, 1914, was 6,111 feet and is now som.ewhat
lower, is nearly 100 feet higher than the water table
at the north side of China Hat as determined by Mr.
Stoarns. Tho descent of the water table from the
south arn1S of tho reservoir to China Hat is very steep
so that the water n1ust forIll almost a veritable cascade underground. From that area southward the
TABLE
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descent is more gentle. These contours also show
that the ground water from the Aspen Range moves
westward until it merges with that coming from the
north. Then' all the water moves southward down
the center of Soda Creek Valley: beneath, the city of
Soda Springs, and finally makes its way into Bear
River beyond the limits of the area here described.
The logs of the wells utilized by Mr. Stearns ar~ given
in Table 90; their locations are given in Plate 3.

90.-Records of wells in the Henry quadrangle, Idaho, October, 1923
[By H. T. Stoarns)

No. or

Depth
Altitude
(barometer) (reported)

Depth to
water
(reported)

Soil
(thickness)

Basalt
(thickness)

Feet

Feet

Feet

Location

Owner

NE. M sec. 15, T. 7 S.,
R. 41 E.
SW. M sec. 13, T. 7 S.,
R. 41 E.

John Gronewald ___

6,215

275

Levi Hussey ______

6,240

230

NE. M sec. 18, T. 7 S.,
R. 42 E.
NE. ~ sec. 30, T. 7 S.,
R. 42 E.
SE. M sec. 25, T. 7 S., R.
41 E.
NE. M sec. 27, T. 7 S.,
R. 41 E.

H.T . Burchett ____

6,145

30

27

Charles Rudd _____

6,215

291

221

12

279

Harriman&Hussey

6,210

231

224

5

226

And rew Andreason

6,200

218

190

3

215

7

NE. M sec. ·i, T. 8 S., R.
41 E.

George Gorton ____

6, 175

212

200

4

208

8

NW. ~ sec. I, T. 8 S., R.
41 E. .
NE. M sec. 1, T. 8 S., R.
41 K
SE. M sec. I, T. 8 S., R.
41 E.
NE. M sec. I, T. 8 S., R.
41 E.
SW. M sec. 6, T. 8 S., R.
42 E.
NE. U. sec. 6, T. 8 S., R.
42 E.
NE. M sec. 5, T. 8 S., R.
42 E.

William Sessions ___

6,095

128

113

12

116

Meadowville S~hool

6,080

126

112

10

116

E. S. BelL _______

6,040

55

43

10

45

Eugene Cummings

6,025

56

44

12

40

Mr. Calkins ______

5,994

37

22

22

15

Charles Skinner ___

6,140

165

147

7

158

Mik e Harrington __

6,161

168

108

4

164

Will iam Gates ____

5,994

25

23

23

2

William Shufeldt __

6,195

135

100

5

130

woll

1
2

3
4
5

6

9
10
11

12
13
14

17
18

NE. M sec. 7, T. 8 S., R.
42 E.
N'V. M sec. 8, T. 8 S., R.
42 E.

Feet

Feet

195
Dry.

5

Remarks

270

------ ------ Considerable quantity of red

cinders was encountered.
Well not completed because of crevice in bottom.
Practically all basalt .
30 ------ Dug well.
. .Driller reported red cinders at
240 (and 1) 280 feet.
Driller reported 9 feet of red
cinders at 120 feet and 20
feet of cinders at 180 feet.
Driller reported red cinders at
80 and 175 feeti mud at 210
feet.
Driller reported red cinders at
90 feet.

Driller reported 4 feet of mud
at 50-54 feet.

Red clay at 155 feeti at 160
feet tools dropped 8 feet
into soft red material. Small
quantity of water at 145
feet.
Dry well.

I

,--

The ground-water supply in the lava-covered area,
south of the Blackfoot River Reservoir has been
increased locally by leakage from the reservoir.
Since the installation of gages on Soda Creek and at
the Blackfoot DaIll it has been possible to compare
the rato of dischargo of Soda Creek·in succeeding years
and to note the effect of changes in level of the reservoir upon that discharge. Plate 59 shows in graphic
forn1 tho daily discharge of the creek in second-feet
for the period March 5, 1913, to September 30, 1916,
and also the variations in level of the Blackfoot River
Reservoir within the same period. The length of
available record is too short for accurate comparison,
25021-27-22

but the evidence seems to indicate a diminution
of the mean discharge of Soda Creek when the me~n
level of, the water in the reservoir is lowered and an
increase in the discharge of the creek when the water
a
in the reservoir stands at higher levels.
The preponderance of the discharge for the years
1913 and 1914 over that for the two succeeding years
appears to be greater than would be expected from the
differences in mean level of the reservoir in the same
time intervals. The discrepancy is perhaps due to
unusual conditions of precipitation for the years 1913
and 1914, which are suggested by the sharp peaks
in the discharge curves of Soda Creek for these years.
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The relative uniformity in the flow of the creek may
be in part due to seepage from the reservoir. •
Figure 33, kindly furnished by W. G. Hoyt, shows .
the variations in stage and ~capacity of the Blackfoot
River Reservoir for the years 1912 to 1920. The
level and capacity of the reservoir are shown to have
been unusually low for the years 1915 and 1916,
especially for the latter part of those years.
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Most of the springs of the region may be classed as
normal.. They doubtless contain some mineral matter
in solution, but they are not noticeably saline to the taste
and they form no mineral deposits. No analyses of their
wa tel'S ha ve.been made. Other springs are mineralized.
They contain dissolved mineral matter and dissolved
gases under pressure. The gases escape at the surface,
and the mineral matter is deposited in different ways.
The waters have a noticeable taste, pleasant or unpleasant, according to the substances that they
contain. Some of these springs are thermal. Associated with them are vents from which escape gases,
but no water. The waters of some of the mineralized
springs have been analyzed.
NORMAL SPRINGS

One of the largest springs of the region is that in
Swan Creek, Utah, about a mile south of the Montpelier quadrangle and a mile west of Bear Lake. (See
pI.. 58, B.) The water appears to come from a cave
at the base of a limestone cliff, but its level has been
artificially raised, so that a pool 25 to 30 feet deep
conceals the actual opening. The flow from this
spring as measured by the Utah Power & Light Co.
is about 30 to 35 second-feet in winter but more
than 200 second-feet in May. As seen in the pool,
the water has a clear blue color. Springs of comparable size occur iIi Bloomington and Paris Canyons
near the -west border of the Montpelier quadrangle
and apparently emerge from the Bloomington formation.. Each of these springs appears to supply the
main flow of the creek. Another spring of comparable
size occurs in sec . 4, T . 15 S . , R . 43 E., in the Montpelier quadrangle, and gives rise to Spring Creek,
a short stream that joins St . Charles Creek in section
12 of the same township. On the eastern side of
Bear Lake Valley many normal springs flow out
along the western base of the escarpment and supply
the waters of Meckley Lake and the lake to the north .
Other springs furnish part at least of the waters of
Mud Lake.. Some of these springs that well up from
the bottom of the lake are shown in Plat~ 17, A .
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The surface flow of the left fork of Twin Creek in
T. 10 S., R. 44 E., in the Slug Creek quadrangle, is
entirely supplied by large springs in the NW. U sec.
33 (unsurveyed). Above these springs the canyon is
dry to the divide. In the neighboring Geo:rgetown
Canyon, which has a permanent stream (Twin Creek)
for practically its entire length, the flow is greatly
increased by the large springs, already mentioned, in
the southern part of section 35 (unsurveyed). Numerous other smaller springs occur in this canyon and
its tributaries. One of these springs in the NW. U
sec. 7 (unsurveyed), T. 10 S., R. 45 E., is rather
spectacular. At a place where the road runs nearly
due east for a few hundred yards water bursts out on
the north side of the canyon about 250 feet above the
level of the road and is distributed by a number of
irregular streams over a narrow triangular area.
Slickensided surfaces of the lower Thaynes near by
indica te that the water pro ba bly emerges along a
fissure in that formation. The flow in ordinary times
would approximately fin a 6-inch pipe, but in unusually dry' seasons the spring is dry. The spring water
deposits small amounts of calcium carbonate and the
algae that flourish in its waters color the slope with
tints of brown, green, yellow, and red.
The branches of Slug Creek and Trail Creek contain many springs that are sufficiently noteworthy
to be shown on Plate 6.. The Smith ranch in the
vicinity of the comnlon corner of secs. 17, 16, 20, and
21, T. 8 S., R. 43 E., and Smith's ranch in sec. 30,
T. 8 S., R. 44 E., are located near springs of large
flow in these two vaHeys.
In the Crow Creek quadrangle the springs in Elk
Valley, T. 10 S., R. 46 E., Lone Pine Spring, T. 8
S., R. 45 E., and the springs above Allemans ranch,
T. 10 S., R. 45.E., deserve mention. The salt springs
in the valleys of Crow and Tygee Creeks are described
on page 322.
In the Freedom quadrangle the springs in the lower
part of Webster Canyon and branches of Spring Creek,
Tps. 7 and 8 S., R. 46 E., are evidently associated
with faults. They have deposited some calcium carbonate, which in the form of steps or terraces occupies
small areas. (See pI. 5.) Other springs that are
worthy of note occur in Smith Canyon, T. 34 N., R.
119 W., in the south fork of Miller Creek, T. 5 S., R.
46 E., and in the South Fork of Tincup River, Tps. 5
and 6 S., R. 45 E. In this fork the vaHey floor for
SOlne distance is occupied by springs and morasses and
a slnaH tributary contains a big spring and water
hole. These springs likewise are thought to be related
to lines of faulting.
In the Lanes Creek quadrangle a number of springs
are located in the valley fill of Upper Valley, T. 7 S.,
R. 44 E., and along the east base of Grays Range,
T. 6 S., R. 44 E. The lower dairy in Lanes Creek
valley is located near one of these springs.

In the Henry quadrangle normal springs are not
so numerous as in the areas previously described.
Some are mapped in the valley of Bear Creek, T. 6 S.,
R. 41 E. Others occur in section 29 of the same
township, and at the north end of Crag Lake. Chubb
Springs, in sec. 11, T. 5 S., R. 42 E., is one of the wellknown springs of the region, and' a ranch is located
there. The Chubb Springs fault takes its name from
these springs.
The Cranes Flat, quadrangle contains a number of
normal springs sufficiently noteworthy to be shown
upon the map. One group occurs along the west base
of Little Gray Ridge in T. 5 S., R. 42 E. Others
emerge along the west and east flanks of the Little
Valley Hills in T. 4 S., Rs. 41 and 42 E. A conspicuous group, presumably connected with faulting, is
found in sees. 31 and 32, T. 4 S., R. 41 E. Some
appear in the lava country, as in sec. 30, T. 3 S.,
R. 41 E.; sec. 35, T. 3 S., R. 40 E.; and secs. 35 and 26,
T. 2 S., R. 40 E. Still others occur in the Caribou
Range, Pine Mountain, and Outlet Ridge.
The Dairy Springs in sec. 31, T. 5 S., R. 40 E. are
also large springs, worthy of mention.
MINERALIZED AND THERMAL SPRINGS

TYPES

No sharp line of distinction may be drawn between
the so-called normal springs and the mineralized
springs. Some of those 'already mentioned in the discussion of normal springs might, except for convenience
of description, be classed as mineralized springs. On
the whole, however, the mineralized springs have more
readily distinguishable mineral constituents. In this
group four types may be described-calcareous, chalybeate or iron-bearing, sulphureted, and saline springs.
With the exception of the last, these types might all
be included in a group designated as carbonated
springs, for they all yield carbon dioxide gas in greater
or less quantity. The distinction is made on the
basis of additional constituents that are more or less
pronounced.
CALCAREOUS SPRINGS

Many calcareous springs occur in the region.
They are distinguished by deposits of travertine, and
their general distribution has already been given in the
discussion of travertine. A number of springs that
once deposited large amounts of travertine are not
now active, and those that are still active are less
effective than formerly. Of those that are still active
the largest are Formation Spring in secs. 27 and 28,
T. 8 S., R. 42 E., which was described and figured
many years ago by Peale 73 ; Woodall Spring in secs. 27
and 34, T. 7 S., R. '42 E.; the Swan Lakes in secs. 29
and 30, T. 9 S., R. 43 E.; and the group about the
lower end of the Blackfoot River Reservoir, in secs.
78 Peale, A, C" Report on the geology of the Green River district: U. S. Geol.
and Geog. Survey Terr. Eleyenth Ann. Rept., pp. 593-594, 1879
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~80, 31, and 32, T. 4 S., .R., .41 E., sec. 36, T. 4 S.,
·R. 40 E., and sec .. 1, T._5 S., R. 4n.E .. Anot~er large

area that contains calcareous springs lies in the
vicinity of Henry, in secs. 8, 9, 10, '16, and 17,
T. 6 S., R. 42 E. At this locality there are ~ number
of good-sized 'springs, one of which is iron-bearing.
In general, the' waters of these, springs have no
noticeable taste ~nd are cool or even cold, but along
the courses of their outlets carbonate of lime in some'
places has recently been deposited. In some, as in
'the Swan Lakes, the waters are apparently slightly
thermal, but the outflow from these lakes is relatively small and the apparent thermal effect may be
due simply. to the exposure of <. the water in these
lakes to the sun's heat. No study of the temperature
in and about these lakes has been made. Formation
and Woodall Springs and some of the springs near the
foot of the reservoir give rise to considerable streams.
The flow of Formation Spring as measured by survey
!ngineers was 23.9 second-feet on June 3, 26.4 secondfeet on June 25, 24.9 second-feet on July 17, and
25.4 second-feet on August 30, all in 1923. Similarly the total outflow ftom the tule lakes at Woodall
Springs was 23.5 second-feet on June 1 and 29 second-feet on July 18, 1923.
The structure of the travertine deposits that accompany these springs, where it is still preserved, is that
of basins and terraces. (See pl. 60, A.) The extent
and nature of these deposits indicate the former
greater activity of the springs and suggest that they
were once thermal.
CHALYBEATE SPRINGS

These springs also have deposited and are still
depositing carbonate of lime in the form of travertine,
hut the structures formed are" cones and mounds
rather than basins and terraces. Thus- the springs
were apparently eruptive rather than quietly and
steadily flowing. The waters are acidulated and contain sufficient iron to impart an unpleasant tast~ to
the wa tel' and to color. the travertine more or less
vividly with tints of yellow, brown, or red. Some of
the springs are thermal. The warm spring west of
~enry, sec. 8, T. 6 S., R. 42 E., is of this type. It has
built a flat travertine cone, perhaps a quarter of a
mil~ across, that is stained with iron from a deep red to
an intense reddish brown. Some carbon dioxide gas
is being. evolved. The water has an unpleasant taste.
Similar smaller springs and extinct spring cones are
found in the NW. 7.;l sec., 19, T. 6 S., R. 41 E. There,
in a marshy and springy area", stands a group of about
10 spring cones, the largest of which is about 100 feet
in diameter, though most of thCln are only 10 to
15 feet across. The cones are mostly flat, but some
are 3 to 5 feet high and 3 feet in diameter. In two of
them a small quantity of water is still flowing. It is
cold, and there is a slow or spasmodic evolution of

carbon dioxide. There is no taste or smell of sulphur,
but -the water has an unpleasant taste of iron. A similar group of extinct and nearly extinct cones occurs in
the NE. 7.;l sec. 13 of the adjoining township. (See
pI. 60, B;)
Another similar spring, somewhat larger, occurs in
the NW. ~ sec. 15, T. 5 S., R. 40 E. The cone here is
about 12 feet high and 75 feet in diameter at the base.
A pool of carbonated water 13 feet in diameter and 33
feet deep, as determined by soundings, occupies the
crater. The water is cool and has a very bad taste and
smell, which is in part due to the presence of decaying
algae.
In sec. 1, T. 6 S., R. 41 E., there is a fine carbonated
spring which has a basin about 20 feet in dialneter and
5 or 6 feet deep. The water has an acid taste and a
trace of iron, and there is some ebullition of carbon dioxide gas. The little island in sec. 35, T. 5 S., R. 41 E.
(pI. 3), is a travertine cone that shows some ebullition
of carbon dioxide. I t has a small basin about a foot in
diameter that contains dirty water. Since the lowering of the surface of the reservoir this "island" has
become part of the mainland.
A considerable number of springs of this type occur
near the town of Soda Springs and have been described
. by Peale,74 who furnishes a map sh'owing the location
of many of them, together with analyses and lists of
observations on temperature. These springs fall for
the most part outside the area here considered.
Steamboat Spring, which is similar in many respects
to the springs above described, deserves mention
because. it shows what these springs must have been
like when active. This spring, which was named by
FremoI).t, is on the bank of Bear River about 47-2 miles
west of Soda Springs. As described by Peale:
It has a small cone about 2 feet in diameter, rising several
inches above the surrounding level. The opening is coated with
a bright-red deposit of iron. There is a large escape of carbonic
acid gas, which agitates the water so violently that it appears to
be boiling. It is thrown about 2 feet at the highest, although
this is only at intervals. It is accompanied by a subterranean
noise, from which fact it was named. The deposit is hard and
almost like porcelain. An analysis is given in Fremont's report,
which is quoted below:
Analysis of travertine from Steamboat Spri~g, Idaho

Carbonate of lime _______________________ 92. 55
Carbonate of magnesia_____ __ _____ ______
. 42
Oxide of iron__________________________ 1. 05
Silica, alumina, water, and loss__ _______ _ 5. 98
100.00
The water is not very agreeable in taste. It is slightly sharp,
with a metallic and sweetish taste. Its temperature at 1.30 p.
m:, when the air was at 80 0 F., was 88 0 F. The following day it
was 87%0 F. In 1871 the temperature was given as 85~0 F.
The difference is probably due to a difference in thermometers.
The temperature given by Fremont is 87 0 , showing that there
has been but little or no change in temperature. There is a very
slight overflow of water.
74

Peale, A. C., op. cit., pp. 590-596.
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Though written nearly 50 years ago this description
is still applicable. In the absence of more recent analyses the nnu1ysis of travertine quoted above may be
takon as showing the general composition of these
spring conos.
SULPHUHE'l'ED SPRINGS

Thero are three areas worthy of description in which
sulphuroted springs occur. Only one of these areas
actually fnIls withill the limits of the quadrangles with
which this report is nlainly concerned, but the other
two lio just outside and were studied in connection
with adjacent territory within. These areas are the
Sulphur Springs at the mouth of Sulphur Canyon in
T. 9 S., n. 42 E.; the Ifot Springs in T. 15 S., R. 44
E., Montpelier quadrangle; and Auburn Hot Springs
in T. 33 N., n. 119 W. just east of .the Freedom quadrangle. In addition to these springs there are a number of vonts from which sulphurous gases escape but
which yield little or no water.
.
SullJhur Springs.-Peale 75 described these springs
many yoars ago in the following words:1)
A few lniles cast of the village of Soda Springs at the mouth of
a small canyon thore is a collection of sulphur springs and a pool
or lako, the Burfn.co of which is agitated by the escape of carbonic acid gas and sulphureted hydrogen, which fills the surrounding (ttmosphol'e. Tho water is cold and acid in reaction.
The eal'~h and sto7es surrounding are coatod with sulphur.

Durmg the ~resont series of investigations these
springs were studied in detail by Richards and Bridges,
fronl whose report 70 the following description is chiefly
taken. T'he springs range in size from holes compar-'
able to a w~shbasin to some that are large enough for
a good-sized swinuning pool. The milky or cloudy
color of the water, which is cold, is due to the presence
of free sulphur. 1'he springs are very numerous, and
no attenlpt wn.s nlade to deternline the aetual number.
M Q.ny snlall ones are concealed in the marsh.
On the south side of Sulphur Canyon, in the SE. U
NW. U sec. 13 there are two groups of springs. The
surface area of the largest spring of the wt)stei'n group
at the tinle examined was estilnated at about 500
square feet. The water is very milley, and a large
fimount of gas, carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide,
is discharged both through the water of the spring as
bubbles and through the gravel and holes higher on
the hillside to a distance of some 150 feet from the
spring.
The cttstern group is between 300 and 400 feet northeast of the western and consists of smaller springs, in .
which, however, the gas is discharged with greater
force, as is indicated by the gre'ater height to which
the water is lifted by the bubbles. The same gases,
carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide, are liberated by
these sprjllgs and also through crevices and holes in
Porno, A. 0., OP: cit., p, 595.
H.lchnrds, It. W" nnd Bridgos, J. n., Sulphur doposits near Soda Springs, Idaho:
U. S. 0001. SUI'voy Bull. 470, pp. 499-503,1911.
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the ground over an area possibly half an acre in extent.
At this place the cementation of the gravel by the
deposition of sulphur in the interstices can be seen·in
.process.
The group concealed in the marsh in the SW. U
NW. U sec. 13 includes a great number of springs
that occupy a zone, 150 feet or more in width, between
Sulphur Canyon and the group on the north side. A
sample of water taken from one of these springs gave
a strong acid reaction with litmus and had the bitter1
repulsive taste that is characteristic of the water in all
the springs It is remarkable that notwithstanding
its taste the horses of the outfit drank this water freely:
The largest of the springs on the north side of Sul~
phur Canyon, in the NW. %' NW. U ·sec. 13, has an
estimated surface ar~a of about 2,000 square' feet and·
is probably the remnant {)f the lake mention.ed by
Peale. The water is extremely cloudy, and the depo":
sition of sqlphur in the small ditch which takes the
overflow can be seen at the present time. E. N:.,
Largilliere, of Soda Springs, reports that the best
quality of sulphur obtained in this vicinity was taken
out of this spring.
.
Sulphurous vents.-In the SW. %' sec. 19 and the'
NE. U NW. 7~ sec. 30 T. 9 S., R. 43 E., Slug Creek
.quadrangle, there are vents that emit hydrogen sul~
phide in considerable quantities. Some travertine at
these localities indicates that formerly there .was a ·flow
of water frorri these vents, but at the time of the exam·:
ination there was none. The rocks about the vents are!
discolored white to reddish and may easily be seen!
from a distance from favorable points of view.
1
In the NE. U NW. U sec. 14, T. 10 S., R. 43 E./
on the south side of a small canyon, hydrogen sulphide
gas escapes throu'gh vents or through interstices in:
the limestone, which is altered thereby. Native spl.1
phur occurs in crusts and interpenetrating masses :in
a porous white material like· travertine in general
appearance, which sounds hollow under the hammer. Some prospects for sulphur have been opened!
at these places.
. In sec. 20, T. 11 S., R. 45 E., Montpelier quadrangle,'
there appears to be another vent or series of vents
approximately on the trace of the Bannock overthrust.
This spot was not visited, but as seen from a distance
it resembled exactly those in T. 9 S., R. 43 E.,
described above.
Hot Springs, Bear Lake Oounty.-In the SW. U sec.
13, T. 15 S., R. 44 E., Montpelier quadrangle, a group!
of hot springs occurs along the base of the escarpment"
and a few feet above the road. Water from these·
springs is piped to a modern bathhouse, which contains
a swimming pool that is used by residents throughout~
Bear Lake Valley. There are no large pools, but there
is a considerable flow of water that is clear where it
emerges and uncomfortably hot to the touch, though
algae flourish in it. The water gives forth an odor of
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hydrogen sulphide and deposits free sulphur on rocks 1
over which it flows. (See Tables 92, and 93, p. 321.)
The two principal springs, which are utilized for the
bathhouse, were examined in August, 1914. At the
first, 1,100 feet north of the turnpike, the pool, which
has been walled in artificially, is only a few feet across
and shallow. Water comes up from several places at
the bottom. The temperature of the water, taken
at 5.30 p. m., as recorded by three thermometers,
averaged 48° + C., which is equivalent to about 119° F.
A sample of water, consisting of 7 quart bottles, was
also taken for analysis. The second spring, 890 feet
farther north, is of similar size and apparently similar
~haracter, but has a somewhat larger flow of water and
a somewhat greater evolution of hydrogen sulphide.
About a mile north of the two main hot springs there
are several other small springs which have a temperature slightly above normal. . In the group as a whole
the more southerly springs are warmer.
It is a well-known fact that temperat~res within
the earth increase from the surface downward, at
le'ast in 'the outer crustal portions that are subj ect to
observation. The rate, however, differs from one
place to another and even at different depths at the
same place in some localities. In regions of sedimentary rocks the depth required for an increase of 1° is '
ordinarily greater than in regions of relatively recent
volcanic activity. The curve of temperature increase
is also more regular in the former type of region than
in t.he latter. Thus in West Virgina, according to
Darton,77 the rates in some of the deep wells range
from 56 feet to 101 feet for 1° of increase in temperature. In southwestern Idaho, on the other hand, in
a 'region of volcanic rocks, the rate of change is much
more rapid and ranges from 9 % feet for 1° in one
locality to 30 feet for 1° at another locality.
In southeastern Idaho, where the rocks are sedimentary and yet not many miles remov~d from igneous
areas, it would be expected that an intermediate rate
between the extremes above cited might obtain. According to C. E. Van Orstrand,78 45 feet to 1° would
be a reasonably safe assumption.
The mean annual temperature of the region is about
41 0, so that the excess of temperature in the hot
springs, or the difference between 119° and 41°, is
78°. On this assumption the waters would have risen
from a depth of about 3,500 feet.
Auburn Hot Springs.-In the E. 72 sec. 23, T. 33
N., R. 119 W., there is a group of hot springs about
272 miles north of the village of Auburn and just
east of the boundary of the Freedom quadrangle.
There are three large oval or rounded pools, 75 to
100 feet across, besides numerous smaller pools.
The two more northerly large pools lie within 100
77 Darton, N. R., Geothermal data of the United States: U.
Bull. 701, pp. 36-37, 89-95,1920
71 Personal communication.
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feet of each other and the third is perhaps 200 yards
farther south. The middle pool is the hottest, and
water is taken from it to supply the neighboring
swimming pool. Travertine deposits surround the
springs. The water has some taste of hydrogen
sulphide in addition to a distinctly saline taste that
is due largely to the presence of common salt. There
is a rapid evolution of gas, probably a mixture of
carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide; from many
local centers in the pools, and in the travertine mounds
between the two upper pools there are numerous
tiny and larger openings, from which water escapes
and gas is evolved. There is also an efflorescence of
sulphur at favorable places.
Travertine mounds lie about a mile south of the
springs in the same general line with them and with
other travertine mounds that lie to the north of
them. A few small sulphure'ted springs also lie
along the road on the same line. The travertine
mounds and sulphur springs are probably related
to the Freedom and Hemmert faults.
Temperature observations were made in the three
larger pools and in some of the smaller springs be:.
tween the upper two. The results of these observations are set forth in Table 91. The time allowed at
each reading for the thermometer to come to the
maximum temperature was 3 minutes.
TABJ.. E

91.-0bservations of temperature at Auburn Hot Springs,
Wyo.
[E. R. Finch, observer, Oct. 8, 1914]

Field
No.

Description of locality

Degrees
centigrade

--1----------------------- - - 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10
11
12
13
14

South end of middle pool on bottom at depth of
3 feet and 6 feet from shore; water quiescent;
temperature of atmosphere in sun, 72° F _____ _
East end of middle pool; same conditions in
water and atmosphere ______________________ _
Aperture 6 inches, 20 feet north of large pool;
water bubbling from south side of cone; same
atmospheric condit.ions as above ____________ _
Top of small cone 4 feet north of locality 3; bubbling period about 5 minutes; 4-inch vent ____ _
Irregular
5 feet northwest of localit.y 4; two _
readingspool
__________________________________
6-inch hole with water slightly bubbling; 18 feet
nor.thwest of locality 3 _____________________ _
3-foot pool, violently bubbling; 15 feet northwest
of locality 6 ______________________________ -Triangular pool just north of large middle pool,
roughly 20 feet on each side, steaming and
violently bubbling; reading at center of pool
on bottom; same reading in a mass of bubbles
above bottom ___ • ______________ - - - _- - - - _- - -Cone 3 feet high just south of large upper pool;
three vents; one at top violently bubbling,
not intermittent ________________________ - _-Vent 2 inches in diameter 1 foot south of top;
too hot for the hand _______________________ _
Vent about same size 1 foot north of top _______ _
I-foot hole with 5-foot basin; westernmost bubbling pool from large middle pooL ________ - - -South side of_upper large pool 8 feet from shore
Small pool 1~ feet in diameter 5 feet south of
large pool; bubbles periodically __________ - - - -

34
34~

34
55
30
50~

22

47
50

61
48
54
22U
58
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The lowest telnperature reading is that at locality
7, which is 22 0 C., equivalent to about 72 0 F., or
just about the temperature of the air when the
observations were taken. The temperature of the
other pools Ineasured ranges from 22;xt° at locality 13 to
.a nlaxinlum of 61 0 C., or about 142 0 F., at locality 10.
Upon assumptions siInilar to those made in the discussion of the ho Ii springs at Bear Lake the waters of the
Auburn Ifot Springs should have risen from depths
that range between 1,400 and 4,500 feet.
TAULB

A 9-quart sample of water was taken from the
middle ·pool for analysis.
.
Oomparison of waters of hot springs.;-The analyses
of the watera of the Hot Springs in Bear Lake County,
and of Auburn Hot Springs are given for comparison
in Table 92, in which the iOl1iC fOrIn of statement is
followed by statements of reacting values expressed
both in weight ratios and percentages, accolding to
Palmer's systmn.

92.-Analyses of waters from Hot SlJrings, Bem' Lake County, and Aubllrn Hot Springs, Wyo.
[Chase Palmer, analyst]

',

.. _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . _ - - - A. Hot Springs, Bear Lake County

B. Auburn Ret Springs
Roacting vdues

Parts per
million

Woight ratios

Per cent

Hencting vdues
Group tcthls'
per cent

P,uts I~er
m.llion

Group totals;
per cent

- - - - - - . - --_··----1----- -----1-----1----Alkalies:
Na ________________________ _
1( _________________________ _

Eltrths:
Ca ________________________ _
1\1g _______________________ _
Metals: Il'e ____________________ _
Strong
80.acids:
_______________________ _
Cl ________________________ _
Weak acids:
H
a__ - - - - - - - - - __ - - - - - - - ___
1.1 CO
8 _______________________
2
8i0

_______________________ _
2

149
41

6. 48
1. 05

8. 3
2.1

}

10. 4

1,314

213
221

14.5
25. 0

}

39. 5

2

10. 63
18.17
.11

431
97

797
92

16.58
2. 59

.23.0
4.1

16.89

23.0

1,030

Trace.

26

2,571
o

---------- ---------27.1
23. 0

Trace.

154

I

5,759

100. 0

100.0'

20

57. 16
2. 92

29.2
1.5

}

30. 7

21. 51
18. 17

11.1
8.4

}

19.5

---------- --------<:";- ----------

I; 725

Trace.

73.18

I

1. 904

---------- ------------------a.68 ---------- ----------

39. CO
48. 65

21. 7
26.5

2.53

1.4

}

48. 2
1.6

---------- ------------------a.52 -------------------

I

191. 06

I

100. 0

.100.0

Computed as SIOa.

In all such analyses the sum of the reacting values
(weight ratios) of the positive radicles should equal the
stun of the reacting values of the negative radicles.
Discrepancies of balance in these two sums are' due
either to errors in analysis or to the presence of some
undetermined radicle. In the two analyses given
above the errors amount, respectively, to 0.4 and 4.4
per cent. In the computation of the reacting values
on the percentage basis, Palmer's "character formula," 70 these errors have been distributed proportionally in the manner suggested by Rogers 80 and the iron
and silica have been disregarded.
The properties of the two waters, as derived from
the columns representing the group totals of the reacting values in Table 92, are shown in Table 93, in which
the concentration of the waters is also indic.ated.
93.-Properties of reaction and concentration of waters
f1'om Hot Springs, Bear Lake County, and Aubtt1·nHot.
S1Jrings

TABI.. ]!)

Hot
Springs,
Bear Lake
County

Auburn
Hot
Spring'

Primary salinity _______________ per cent __
Secondary salinity _________________ do ___ _
Secondary alkalinity _______________ do ___ _
Tertiary alkalinity ________________ do ___ _

20. 8
33. 4
45. 6
.2

61. 4
35.0
3. 2
.4

Concentration _________ parts per milliOD __ _

2,571

100.01

100.0
5,759

Tt
10

}

114

Palmer, Chnse, op. cit., pp. 10-11.
Hogers, O. S., op. cit., pp. 66-68.

Both waters fall in class 3 of Palmer's classification;
that is, in each analysis the reacting value of the strong
acids exceeds that of the alkalies but is less than that of
the alkalies plus the alkaline earths. B, however, is
very close to class 4, in which the reacting value of the
strong 'acids is equal to that of the alkalies plus the
alkaline earths.
.
Although theoretically in the same class, the waters
of the two sets of springs show a number of notable
differences. Both waters have nearly the same percentage of secondary salinity or permanent hardness,
about 35, but as the concentration of B is more than
double that of A the actual quantity of mineral matter
present is correspondingly greater.
Primary salinity is a well-defined characteristic of A,
but its principal property is secondary alkalinity or
temporary hardness. In B, on the other hand, primary salinity overshadows all other pr'operties, and
secondary alkalinity, though present, is practically
negligible.
An interesting feature of B is the relatively large
percentage of the chloride radicle as compared with A.
Whether this is an original property of the water at
depth or an. acquired property gained from contact
with salt-bearing beds or solutions nearer the surface is
an interesting problem. (See p. 340.) Another suggestive contrast in the two waters is the greater
magnesium content of A.
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SALINE SPRINGS

ently had not been operated for some time. N ea~
the mouth of Tygee Creek,' in the NE. U sec. 33,
T. 7 S., R. 46 E., there is another spring and salt
works, which were owned and formerly operated by
Soren Petersen of Auburn. The McGrew Spring,
about half a mile northwest of the junction of Tygee
and Stump Creeks, about on the line between sections
27 and 28 of the same township, and the Reed Spring,
near the center of section 21, had been recently worked
at the time of the writer's visit. The methods of
operation are described on page 339. The old Stumpand White Springs, in section 6 of the same township,.
have not been worked for many years.
No analyses of the brines from these springs 'are
available, but analyses of the rock salt and of the·
commercial salt boiled from one of the Stump Creek
brine springs, show that the original brines had much
in common with the waters of the Auburn Hot Springs,
being hi~h in strong acids, chiefly chlorides, and in
prjmary salinity and lo.w in weak acids and secondary
alkalinity. The chief differences are the great preponderance of the chloride over the sulphate radicle
in the brines and their much lower content of the
alkaline earths.
These saline springs all lie along the fault zone
of the Bannock overthrust, and it seems highly probable that the springs bear some definite relation
to that zone. Wildcat drilling for oil in Tygee Valley
in recent years has disclosed the presence of several
salt beds. Similar salt beds are, with little doubt,
the source of the salt contained in these springs.

Saline springs occur at intervals along the general
line of Crow, '1;'ygee, and Stump Creeks in the Crow
Creek and Freedom quadrangles. These have been
described by Breger,81 from whose description the
following account is partly taken.
Most of the springs occur in valley bottoms in
barren patches of stony clay or gravel, which are
rendered soggy by the content of brine. These
salty places may be recognized at a distance by their
gray color; in some of them a little salt incrusts the
barren surface. As a rule ·the springs have been
artificially enlarged to holes that differ in size but
that are not smaller than 3 or 4 feet in diameter and
about 3 feet in depth. These holes soon ,fill with
water which is so saturated with salt that it commonly has a sirupy consistency or appearance when
dipped up.
.
The brine from these springs was formerly boiled
to produce salt, but of late years there has been little
activity in this direction.
The southernmost spring is in the NE. ~ NE. ~
sec. 26, T. 10 S., R. 45 E., in White Dugway Canyon in the Preuss sandstone. The water has a slight
salty taste, and the white incrustation that surrounds
the spring has a strong and somewhat bitter salty
flavor. Another spring, formerly owned by John, W.
Booth, ,of Afton, occurs in the NE. U NE. U sec.
14 of the same township. When visited by the writer
in 1911 there were two brine pits here, one 8 feet
square and 3 feet deep, which contained brine and
also showed incrustations of salt 2 or 3 inches thick ,
UTILIZATION OF WATER
and the other about 6 feet by 18 feet, which was
DOMESTIC USE
partly logged in and covered with salt but contained
The mountainous portions of the region are, in
little brine;
general,
well provided with water that is available
The springs in the NE. U NE. U sec. 28, T. 9 S.,
for
domestic
use and for watering stock, and the fuR. 46 E., opposite Lowe's ranch, which are owned
ture
needs
of
the region will hardly require anyextenby John W. Booth, are perhaps the most valuable
sive
development
of water for these uses in the nlOre
of all. When these springs were deepened in 1902 a
'rugged
areas.
Ranches
along the foothi11s can ordibed of rock salt was encountered 6 feet below the
I
narily
procure
sufficient
supplies from springs or
surface, which was said to have been penetrated to a
surface
streams.
depth of 20 feet without reaching the bottom. When
In the broader valleys and in the lava country
visited by the writer in 1914 there w~re two pits,
most
ranches must ~epend on wells that range in.
one of which had been fitted with a derrick. The
depth
fro~. perhaps 30 feet in the gravels to as much
pits were not being worked at that time and were
as
300
feet in the lava. The quantity available is.
filled with water, so that the salt bed was concealed.
believed
to be ample and the quality excel1ent.
A tunnel had been started on the hillside near by
The
cities
of Montpelier and Soda Springs have
and some track had been laid, but no other salt bed
developed
water-supply
systems by which water is.
had been discovered. When the pits are being operimpounded
in
reservoirs
and delivered by pipe lines ..
ated the water is remove'd in barrels by means of
The
water
for
Montpelier
comes' from Montpelier
the derrick and horse power.
Creek,
and
measures
have
been
taken to prQtect the
The Draney Spring, in Tygee Valley, in the SE.. U
watershed
from
pollution.
Soda
Springs uses grouncl
sec. 16, T. 8 S., R. 46 E., as seen in 1914, apparwater from springs or wells located about 172 miles.
81 Breger, C. L., The salt resources of the Idaho-Wyoming border, with notes
to the north.
on the geology: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. '430, pp. 555-569, 1910.
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IRRIGATION 8la
GENERAL FEATURES

Among the natural factors of chi~f import~nce in
the use of water for irrigation are climate, sOlIs, and
topography, as well as water supply. These fa c.t0 I:S,
as disclosed by the available records, vary wlthm
wide liJnits. A comparison of the climatologic data
in Tables 4 and 11 shows that the station which has
tho longost growing season (158 days) i~ ~oc~tello,
and this station has a nlean annual preCIpItatIOn of
13.88 inches. Afton has the shortest growing season
(46 days) and there the mean annua~ precipitation is
17.06 inches. Idaho Fans has a growmg season of 118
days and Grace one of 111 days. The mean ~nnual
precipitation at these stations is 13.69 and 13.63 Inches,
respectively. Under climatic conditions suc~ as 'prevail at Pocateno, Idaho Falls, and Grace, dIversIfied
farm crops can be produced only with irrigation.
Within the area under consideration, however, the
average growing season is only about 87 days and the
nlean annual precipitation about 14 inches, so that
crop production on irrigated land is largely linlited to
hay, though alfalfa, sugar beets, and potatoes are
raised locally. The only important exception t.o these
general climatic conditions occurs along Bear Rivet
and is discussed below.
The land that has soil and physiographic conditions
suitable for fann developlnent comprises only a very
limited perpentage of the total area. Practically all
areas susceptible of irrigation at a moderate cost al:e
now irrigated and are shown on Plate 56. Sonle ft.ddItional lands that lie principally in the foothins and on
slopes where irrigation is iInpracticable are being used
to produce grain crops successfully during sonle years
by dry-farnl Inethods of ?ultivation.. E:e~ with
irrigation the short growing season :would lImIt cr~p
production on nlost of these areas to hay and graIn
and the increased returns obtainable would not be
materially greater than can be obtained without
irrigation. There are in addition to the irrigated and
dry fann areas tracts of natural meadows, chiefly in
internlontane valleys, which produce native hay
without artificial irrigation, and these meadows play
a notable pn,rt in the agricultural industry of the
region.
BEAR RIVER DRAINAGE BASIN

In the Bear River drainage basin the use of water for
irrigation is very intimately associated with its use
for power,82 and the developme~lt for both uses has
been extensive. Under the laws of Wyoming, Idaho,
and Utah, the use of water for irrigati~n has preference
over its u'se for power, and theI:efore the development
of irrigation can not be impeded by prior power instal-

---

-

- -- ----'r11e writer is indebted to Messrs. W. G. Hoyt and J. F. Deeds, ot t.he U. S.
Geological Survey, for much of the iuformation presented on irrigation and
power sites:
81 Woolley, Holf H.., Woter powers of the Great Salt Lake Basin: H.·S. Geol.
Survey Woter-Supply Paper 517, 1924.
81n

~-.

lations. Owing to natural conditions, however, the
·two uses in Bear River Basin are largely compatible.
The quantity of water available is variable, ~epending
on climatologic conditions, and there are perIOds when
the natural run-off of Bear River is inadequate to supply
the needs for both irrigation and power. This deficiency is offset by use of Bear Lake as a storage reservoir and the present development of this lake will
pPO~ide regulation for the entire flow of Bear River.
Bear Lake, which lies half in Rich County, Utah, and
half in Bear Lake County, Idaho, includes an area of
about,168 square miles. In addition there is a large
swamp or shallow lake at its north end called Mud Lake.
The immediate drainage area tributary to Bear Lake
is about 250 square miles, but by means of a canal
from Bear River about 3,000 square miles more is'made
tributary to it.
As early as 1889 83 a reconnaissance of Bear Lake
was made, and later about 6,000 acres of land adjacent
to it was recommended 84 for a reservoir site and for
reservation from sale or settlement. Since that time
the United States Reclamation Service 85 and private.
interests have made many detailed surveys of the Lake
to determine its real value as a storage reservoir.
In 1901 the Telluride Power Co. started a plan to use
the lake as a reservoir and constructed a canal to divert
the flood waters from Bear River to the lake for use
both in developing power and in irrigation. T~e canal
was about 4Y2 miles long and had a drop of about 60
feet. It was designed to carry 2,000 second-feet but
was found to be unsafe for more than 1,000 secondfeet on account of its steep grade.
At about the same time the Utah Sugar Co. undertook to build another canal from Mud Lake to Bear
River, contemplating the utilization of .the water in
its irrigation system and power plant in the northern
part of Utah.
The outlet of Bear Lake passes north through Mud
Lake and through 14 nliles of bottom land to Bear
River. Although considerable work was done in 1902
to construct the inlet canals the carrying capacity of
the outlet was not improved until 1909. In that year
the Telluride Power Co. started to dredge this channel
and to increase its capacity. The work was completed in 1914 by the Utah Power & Light Co., successor to the Telluride Power Co. The new company
also built another inlet canal from Bear River, increasing the capacity of the inflow from that source to about
4,500 second-feet, and installed a pumpip.g plant on
the" causeway" at the north end of the lake for drawing down the water in the lake. The capacity of the
outlet canal was increased .to 1,200 second-feet or more,
and the pumping plant has a capacity of 1,500 secon,dfeet under a 13-foot lift. The location of the canals
and pumping plant is shown in Plate 9.
83

91
55

u. S. Reel. Service Third Ann. Rept., p.

110, 1904.

U. S. Oeol. Survey 'rhirteenth Ann. Rept., pt. 3, p. 451, 1893.
U. S. Reel. Service Second Ann. Rept., p. 475, 1903.
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The capacity of Bear Lake as a reservoir is approximately 1,375,000 acre-feet in a drawdown of 21 feet,
and the pumping plant will make available all water
in the lake to' that depth, ,although during a year of
average flow in Bear River the maximum variation in
the lake level to equalize the flow would not exceed 372
feet, and the hydraulic gradient of the outlet is adequate to permit utilization of the storage capacity t<;>
a greater extent without resort to pumping.
It is reported that during July and August, 1919,
Bear River became almost dry, that the natural flow
at Dingle was as low as 12 second-feet on many days,
and that all of this water supply would have been rnquired to satisfy old established rights from the river
in Utah. During such a year without the use of Bear
Lake the irrigated crops would have been 'practically
a failure. The' use of Bear Lake as a reservoir has
demonstrated that where natural conditions are
favorable development for irrigation and power can
exist together without impairment of the possibilities
of either and .that a harmonious simultaneous developme~t of both is conducive to industrial progress in the
regIon.
From a point near the town of Alexander in T. 9 S.,
R. '41 E., to the mouth of Bear River, approximately
1,571 second-feet' of water have been decreed for irrigating an area of about 100,000 acres. An additional
amount of 1,500 second-feet has been decreed for
power in that section. The total area irrigated from
Bear River and its tributaries in 1920 was 642,500 acres,
of which 340,000 acres was irrigated from Bear River
direct in Wyoming, Idaho, and Utah. It therefore
appears that approximately 240,000 acres of the area
irrigated from Bear River direct lies above Alexander.
A considerable part of this irrigated acreage is located
within the limits of the area under discussion. Cultivated crops in the drainage area above Alexander in
general are limited by the short growing season to the
production of native hay and here and there crops of
grain. Between Dingle and Soda Springs along the
main rivet valley, however, in addition to the native
hay produced by a large acreage of meadows such
crops as alfalfa, wheat, oats, barley, potatoes, and
garden vegetables are extensively produced. Below
Alexander, particularly in the vicinity of Grace, there
is a wider diversification of crops, and alfalfa is grown
more extensively there as well as all small grains,
potatoes, sugar beets, and garden truck.
SNAKE RIVER DRAINAGE BASIN

In the part of the area here discussed that lies in the
Snake River drainage basin the principal development
of irrigation is the Blackfoot River Reservoir. This
reservoir is used to regulate the flow of Blackfoot
River for irrigating about 50,000 acres of land outside
the limits of the area in the Fort Hall project in Tps.
3, 4, 5, and 6 S., Rs. 33, 34, and 35 E. The reservoir

supplements the water supply obtain:ed by direct
diversion from Snake River. Water is released from
it when needed and allowed to flow down the natural
channel of the river to two points 50 and 51 miles
below the reservoir. The supplY.from this reservoir
has been augmented by the building of a dam at the
outlet of Grays Lake in sec. 26, T. 3 S., R. 42 E., and
the diversion of the water thus impounded into Blackfoot River Reservoir by means of a canal beginning
at a point near the southeast corner of T. 6 S., R. 42 E.
It is estimated that by m~ans of these structures an
added annual supply of 40,000 acre-feet will be made
available for the Fort Hall project.
A plan that has been proposed for utilizing the
Blackfoot River Reservoir to extend the irrigated acreage contemplates the purchase of storage rights in the
American Falls Reservoir on Snake River and the
exchange of such rights for stored water in Jackson
Lake Reservoir at the headwaters of Snake River.
The Jackson Lake water could thus be delivered to
the Fort Hall lands, now irrigated by Blackfoot River,
through the existing diversion canal from Snake River.
Then the Blackfoot water could be diverted at a higher
altitude and thus used to irrigate lands not susceptible
of irrigation at a reasonable cost directly from Snake
River. Under these, plans the water of Blackfoot
River Reservoir would probably be diverted, at a point
about 13 miles below the present Blackfoot dam, and
it has been estimated that approximately 100,000 acres
of new lands could be irrigated with the Water supply
from Blackfoot River and Grays Lake thus released
from its present use.
The dam which creates the Blackfoot River' Reservoir is located in sec. 12, T. 5 S., R. 40 E. It is a
loose rock and hydraulic fill structure with a concrete
core wall that extends to a height of 40, feet above
the bed of the river. (~ee pI. '61, A.) The reservoir
is' 20 miles long and 6 miles in maximum width. At
the height of the spillway its surface area is 17,000
acres and its capacity 200,000 acre-feet, but the available records indicate that the quantity of water
available for storage under normal conditions is 166,000 acre-feet per annum. Figure 34, which is based
on data in the files of the survey, indicates roughly
the variation in capacity of the reservoir with different
gage heights.
.
LEAKAGE OF BLACKFOOT RIVER RESERvom

Area affected.-In June and July, 1914, at the request
of the Office of Indian Affairs, the Geological Survey
made an examination 'of the lands affected by leakage
from the Blackfoot River Reservoir to determine the
cause of the leakage and the nature of the damage and
to suggest means of control. The following account is
compiled chiefly from the unpublished report of J. B.
Umpleby, who was detailed for the work.
The area involved in the leakage included parts of
four townships-Tps. 7 and 8 ·S., Rs. 41 and 42 E.
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Most of the leaks occurred in secs. 6 and 7, T. 7 S.,
R. 42 E., immediately north of the hill known as
China Hat, U; the Henry quadrangle. (PI. 3.) The
principal damage was done in secs. 7, 18, and 19, T. 8
S., R. 42 E., and in secs. 11, 12, 13, 14, 23, and 24, T.
8 S., R. 41 E., in a district called Fivemile Meadows,
where a large area of productive hay land was converted into a marsh that was unfit for use, even for
pasture. The general area affected is shown in the
accompanying map. (Fig. 35.)
The principal topographic feature of the area affected
by the leakage is a broad valley that rises gradually
northward from an altitude of 5,779 feet at Soda
Springs to 5,980 feet at Fivemile Meadows and thence

spaced spherical cavities and innumerable joints and
fissures. (See pIs. 14, 0, and 18, A, B.) These features
are not local but occur throughout the basalt field.
They are due to gases in the molten lava, to rapid
cooling, and to stresses developed during flowage. The
crevices range in width from a small fraction of an inch
to 4 or 5 feet. The large ones are of somewhat local
occurrence, as near the margins of 8 How, but the small
ones are everywhere present. The large cracks may
extend with more or less continuity for several hundred feet and may be 50 feet or more deep, but the
small ones bound five or six sided columnar blocks about
2 feet in diameter in most places. The short fractUres
connect with one another and with the large fractures,
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upward more abruptly to about 6,250 feet at a place 3
miles north of Fivemile Meadows and the same distance south of the reservoir. Beyond this divide the
descent is gradual to the shore line of the reservoir,
about 6,100 feet (6,111 feet in August, 1914, pI. 3)
above sea level. In escaping from the reservoir, therefore, the water sank at an altitude of about 6,100 feet,
passed beneath a divide that attains a general elevation
of 6,250 feet, and emerged 6 to 9 miles away at an elevation of about 5,980 feet.
Basaltic characters that favor leakage.-The leakage
took place principally through the basalt that underlies this valley. Some of the surface, textural, and
structural features of the basalt have been described
elsewhere in this paper. The basalt is a. dark, finegrained rock that is characterized by small, closely

so that openings, mostly narrow and extremely zigzag,
may be continuous throughout great stretches of basaltic flows. Many of these crevices are doubtless filled
with soil from the surface, but others ~re simply
bridged over by soil and remain as open cavities. One
such crevice about 4 feet wide extends southward
beneath about 30 feet of soil, but northward the arch
has slumped and reveals for a distance of perhaps 30
feet the otherwise concealed fissure. Sinks similar in
origin to this one, though most of them do not disclose the firm basalt beneath the soil, occur in many
parts of the basaltic area. The sides of most of the
sinks are sodded over in the upper three-fourths of the
slope, but near the bottom the soil is commonly bare
of vegetation and little, steplike drops indicat~ that
settling is still in progress. These sinks are widely
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distributed and thus indicate the prevalence. of struc- later drawn down their levels also dropped. This
tural cavities throughout the basaltic area even where decline, which amounted to 4 or 5 fee~ in 191~, was.
sufficient to split lJP the southernmost lake into a.
the bedrock is thiGldy covered with soil.
Evidence of leakage.-Along the arms of the reser- number of ponds. Since that date the waters of the
voir near China Hat there are numerous sinks, into reservoir have been lowered still more (p. 36), and
one of which water was pouring at the time of 11r. these ponds have practically disappeared, though the·
Umpleby's visit. These sinks were then so recent three other lakes remain.
that there could be no doubt that the waters from the
Effect on Soda Oreek.-Soda Creek drains the only
reservoir were their direct cause; Ten of them were near-by area that is lower than the reservoir. Here·
observed, and probably there were several more about 1,800 acres of meadow land developed into an
beneath the water of the reservoir. The side of the inaccessible marsh shortly .after the reservoir was.
sink into which water was pouring was lowered by filled. The upper waters of Soda Creek rose above
Mr. Umpleby until the inflow was increased from a
the approach to a bridge in sec. 24, T. 8 S., R. 41 E.,
small stream to perhaps 2 second-feet, in order to washed out a dam used for· holding flood waters in
get some idea of the quantity of water that the COll- section 13 of the same township (pt 58, A), and,.
necting crevices could handle. When the inflow was according to local residents, added to the flow of the·
perhaps 1 second-foot the depression began to fill, and creek so that it more than doubled in size within a.
quickly the water in it rose to the level of that in the period of two or three days. A gaging station has.
reservoir. There was then no swirl at the surface to since been established on this creek.
suggest the loss of the water beneath. There were
Damage.-The damage due to leakage of the reserat least five fresh sinks near the end of the western- voir is confined to the area of Fivemile Meadows and
most area of the reservoir. The most southerly one includes approximately 1,800 acres of land from which
was about 600 feet west of the base of China Hat, about 1 ton of hay to the acre, then worth on the
about a mile fronl the reservoir. It was about 7 feet ayerage about $5 a ton, had been cut each year for
wide, 15 feet long, and 6 feet deep. (PI. 55, B.) more than a decade. In July, 1911, during the haySimilar sinks, so fresh that grass and sagebrush still ing time, these meadows began to get wet and before
grew on the slumped p·ortion and the sides· remained the end of the summer were in large part submerged.
vertical or even overhung, occurred near the end of the Springs are said to have developed a"t hundreds of
middle southward-extending arms of the reservoir. pl~ces in the meadows at about the same time. In
A sink was also observed on the divide between the the lower meadows there were large "soda" springs
lake at North Cone and the reservoir. This sink was . before the flooding of the hay land. These springs
about 50 feet above the water line of the reservoir and were said to be more dilute and of greater volume than
was exceedingly fresh in appearance. It was cistern formerly. In this vicinity, however, there were
shaped, about 9 feet in diameter at the top ,and 6 feet fresh-water springs of recent origin, most of which
deep. Water is known to pass beneath this divide, welled up from the bottom, their" positions being
and it' seems certain that this sink is merely the marked by little conical piles of sand clearly visible
surface manifestation of the movement of the water from a rowboat. About 600 feet west of the southeast
about 50 feet below.
corner of sec. 14, T. 8 S., R. 41 E., there were five
'Lakes near China Hat.-In 1914 there were four springs whose waters emerged from crevices in the
lakes within a mile of the reservoir, threetof which basalt about 4 feet above the level of adjacent standdeveloped after the reservoir was filled. These lakes ing water. The largest of these springs probably did
were Crag Lake, the two Crater Lakes between not yield a flow of more than 1 miner's inch. No
Middle and North Cones, and a lake iIi the NW. }4 hay was cut from the meadows during 1912 or sucsec. 17, T. 7 S., R. 42 E. (See pIs. 33, 0, and 57, A.) ceeding years, and at the time of the examination
The level of these lakes rises and falls with that of t~e swamp grass and expanses of water occupied their
reservoir, as is clearly shown by high-water nlarks area. (PI. 57, B). Several section corners found by
around the several bodies of water and aneroid read- the topographers of the Geological Survey and indiings along their existing sh9re lines. .The Crater lake cated on the topographic map were then inaccessible.
at the east base of Middle Cone was in existence before
Nature of the leak.-Water which disappeared in
the reservoir was filled, b.ut many trees along its f6rnler many places along the reservoir certainly came to the
shore have been killed by the rise of the water, and surface again in even a greater number of places 6 to 9
their dead trunks now stand well out in the lake. miles away. Mr. Umpleby concluded that the leakPlate 57, A shows higher shore lines in Crag Lake. age took place through the innumerable crevices in
In two'places ·roads that crossed the sites of the lakes the basalt, and that as this is a very insoluble rock
have been abandoned.
the leak ?>hoUld not be expecte~ to become more seriThree of the 1ake~ came into existence as the wate~ ous thaI?- i~ then was, sq long as t4e sam~ head of water
rose ht the reservoir, a'nd when the water level was was inaintained ~ ~he reservoir. O-'?- the .<?~h~r h~nd"
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the crevices would gradually become filled with silt,
but as the water in the reservoir is quiet and free 'of
sediment, the process would be too slow to be worthy
of consideration.
Suggested remedies.-Mr. Umpleby made several
suggestions regarding the control of the leakage, two
of which he considered at some length. The first
was to grout the principal leaks. 'This work he
believed would be expensive and uncertain of success.
The second was to consel've the water lost from the
Blackfoot River Reservoir and to divert it to the
reclama tion of lands below the town of Soda Springs~
This plan he was inclined to favor. It involved the
purchase of the damaged land and the c0nstructiop. of
two dams, the locations of which are shown on the
map (fig. 35), and the sale of the impounded water.
Other suggestions were to reduce but probably not
stop the leakage by lowering the level of the water in
the reservoir sufficiently to withdraw the water from
the arms in the vicinity of the sinks, or to build dams
across these arms.
In order to eliminate that part of th£ losses from
Blackfoot River Reservoir which enters the Soda
Creek drainage of the Bear River Basin, the China
Hat Dam has been built in sec. 6, T. 7 S., R. 42 E.,
near the south end of the reservoir. This structure
is 1,100 feet long and has a maximum height of 27
feet.
There has been considerable development of irrigation in Star Valley in Tps." 34 and 35 N., R. 119 W.,
Wyoming, with water diverted from Salt River and
tributaries. Owing to" the" short growing season the
principal crop produced is hay, although grain has
been produced successfully by dry-farm methods, for
the most part on the higher lands adjoining the valley,
where damage from frosts is less likely to occur.
Owing to the remoteness of the area from markets
the crops produced are fed to stock, and stock-raising
is the principal industry. There is also considerable
dairying activity in the valley and creamerIes are
located at several points in the area.
WATER POWER
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The utiliza tion of water for the generation of electric energy within the area under consideration dates
from about 1905. The first development was on
Georgetown Creek and I>aris Creek, and the combined
installation of less than 600 horsepower was used for
supplying the public utilities in Montpelier, Bennington, Georgetown, Bloomington, and St. Charles. During 1908 the first large development was made on Bear
River to meet the rapidly increasing demands for
power which came largely from outside the area here
considered. The years 1914, 1915, and 1925 each
marked the completion of additional plants on Bear
River, and at the present time the capacity of water

wheels at developed sites is practica~y 100.000 horsepower, of which over 98,000 horsepower is installed
at hydroelectric plants on Bear River.
The growth of the art of electric transmission was
coupled with the merging of local power companies
into one large group, so that to-day transmission
lines of the Utah Power & Light Co. connect practically all the plants and furnish energy to the principal towns within the area. -(See pIs. 6, 9, and 56.)
The surplus energy is transmitted either southward
into the area contiguous to Salt Lake City or northwestward to cities and towns on the Snake River
Plains.
With the exception of small plants which may be
constructed to serve isolated communities, future
growth will depend largely on the cost of developing
sites within the area as compared with the cost of
developing sites within an area stretching from Twin
Falls on Snake River at the northwest to Flaming
Gorge on Green River at the southeast. Available
information indicates that there is only one more
undeveloped site on Bear River within the area and
possibly 10 or 12 small sites on tributaries to the
Bear, on Blackfoot River, and on some of the minor
streams. However, if all these sites are developed it
is unlikely that their installed capacity will exceed
20,000 horsepower. In general, therefore, the power
resources of the area are 85 per cent developed.
The data here given, regarding the developed and
undeveloped sites in Bear Valley Basin, are largely
taken from Water-Supply. Paper 517.86 Data regarding undeveloped sites outside of Bear River drainage
have been compiled largely from unpublished data.
available to the survey.
DESCRIPTION OF POWEB PLANTS

The developed power sites in the area here discussed
are described chronologically below and the date 0
construction is given.
Georgetown plant.-Plant located on Georgetown Creek in
sec. 3, T. 11 S., R. 44 E. (unsurveyed), 2~ miles from Georgetown. Constructed in 1904-5 by Montpelier Electric Light
"Co. Sold in 1908 to Bear Lake Power Co. Sold in 1914 to
Utah Power & Light Co. Development consists of a concrete
and earth-fill dam 15 feet high; 4,900 feet 33-inch wood-stave
pipe; wooden power house, with installation of one 30-inch
300-horsepower Leffel turbine direct-connected to a 180-kilowatt
6,600-volt 3-phase 60-cycle Westinghouse generator. Operating head, 130 feet. Current generated at 6,600 volts and
transmitted 14 miles to main system of Utah Power & Light
Co. Installed capacity of plant requires about 20 second-feet.
Estimated Q90 flow, 17 second-feet; corresponding power
capacity about 190 horsepower. Estimated Q50 flow,87 25
second-feet; corresponding power" capacity 260 horsepower.
No regulation of stream flow.
Old Grace plant.-Plant located on Bear River in sec. 21, T. 10
S., R. 40 E., near Grace. Constructed in 1906-1908 by Tel88 Woolley R. R., Water power of Great Salt Lake Basin: U. S. Geol. Survey
Water-Supply Paper 517, 1924.
87 Q90 flow is the flow available for 90 per cent of the time; Q50 flow is the flow
availablo for 50 per cent of the time.
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luride Powm: Co. Sold to Utah Power & Light Co. in 1913.
Development consists of timber crib dam 38 feet high; crest
length, 160 feet. Wood-stave and riveted-steel pipe line about
5 miles long, ranging in diameter from 7~ feet to 8~ feet,
with capacity of 450 second-feet. Concrete power house with
installation of two 8,500-horsepower Allis-Chalmers turbines
direct-connected to two 5,500-kilovolt-ampere 2,300-volt
3-phase 60-cycle Westinghouse generators. Static head, 448
feet; effective head, 440 feet. Stream flow is regulated by
storage on Bear Lake, and to some extent by pondage at the
diversion dam. Estimated Q90 flow, 900 second-feet; corresponding power capacity, 38,000 horsepower. The Q50 flow is
practically the same as the Q90 flow. Current generated at
2,300 volts; stepped up to 44 kilovolts and carried over 134
miles of transmission line to the terminal station at Salt Lake
City, This plant was the first of the large power plants remote
from the market to be served to be constructed in this region.
Soda Springs plant.-Plant located on Soda Creek, in sec. 6,
T. 9 S., R. 42 E., near the town of Soda Springs. Constructed
by private individuals about 1908; acquired by Soda Springs
Electric Co. the same year. Development consists of small timber dam 40 feet long and 8 feet high and an open Cl:L1Jl:L~ 3,000 feet
long used jointly for irrigation and power. Brick power house
with installation of one 250-horsepower Leffel turbine, directconnected to one 150-kiiowatt 2,300-volt 37.7-ampere AllisChalmers generator. Operating head. 50 feet. Current ~ll used
at Soda Springs. Stream flow largely from springs and very
uniform. Q90 and Q50 flows estimated to be 4~ second-feet; .
corresponding power capacity, 170 horsepower.
Paris plant.-Plant located on Paris Creek in sec. 9, T. 14 S.,
R. 43 E. Constructed in 1910-11 by Bear Lake Co..; sold to
Utah Power & Light Co. in 1914. Development consists of timber dam; open canal about 3.5 miles long, used jointly for irrigation and power; steel penstock 1,370 feet long, 30 inches in
diameter; stone masonry power house, in which are installed one
1,180 horsepower Allis-Chalmers turbine direct-connected to one
650-kilovolt-ampere 6,600-volt 3-phase Allis-Chalmers generator. Operating head, 346 feet. Outgoing line connected with
Georgetown plant. Branch line to Montpelier substation,
where connection is made with general system of Utah Power
& Light Co. Estimated Q90 flow, 17 tlecond-feet; corresponding power capacity, 480 horsepower. Estimated Q50 flow, 23
secoIlli-leet; corresponding power capacity, 640 horsepower.
New Grace plant.-PlantJocated on Bear River in SW. U sec.
21, T. 10 S., R. 40 E., adjoining Old Grace plant. Constructed
in 1913-14 by Utah Power & Light Co. The same dam is used
as for the Old Grace plant. Conduit is wood-stave pipe 11 feet
in diameter, 23,000 feet long, and crosses Bear River on a reinforced concrete bridge 576 feet long. Two steel penstocks, 2,530
feet long, extend from surge tank to power house, which is of concrete. Installation consists of three 17,000 horsepower, I. P.
Morris vertical-shaft turbines and three 12,222-kilovolt-ampere
6,600-volt General Electric Co. generators. Static head, 524
feet; effective heao, 480 feet. Energy distributed through
system of Utah Power & Light Co.
Cove plant.-Plant is located on Bear River in sec. 33, T. 10
S., R. 40 E. Constructed in 1916-17 by Utah Power & Light
Co. Development consists of reinforced concrete dam 21~ feet
high, 141 feet long. Concrete flume. wood-stave pipe, and steel
penstock with a total length of 6,700 feet conducts water to a
concrete and hollow-tile power house. The installation consists
of one 10,500 I. P. Morris turbine, direct-connected to General
Electric Co. 7,500-kilowatt 3-phase 60-cycle generator.
Static head. 98 feet. Current is generated at 6.000 volts and
transmitted to Grace plant, where It is stepped up and fed into
the main distribution system. Stream flow is regulated by
storage on Bear Creek. Estimated Q90 and Q50 flow, 900
second-feet; corresponding power capacity, 7,100 horsepower.

Soda plant.-Plant located on Bear River in NW. M sec. 17,
T. 9 S., R. 41 E. Constructed in 1923-24 by Utah Power &
Light Co. Development oonsists of a reinforced-concrete dam,
creating a head of about 75 feet, which forms a reservoir in sections 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, and 17 that has a capacity of 12,500
acre-feet with 20-foot drawdown. Power hOllse is a part of the
dam. The installation consists of two 10,000-horsepower AllisChalmers turbines and two 12,OOO-kilowatt generators. The'
energy is fed into the syf?tem of the Utah Power & Light CO.
Q90 flow, 900 second-feet; Q50 flow, 1,300 second-feet, corresponding to power capacities of 5,400 horsepower and 7,800
horsepower, respectively.
UNDEVELOPED POWER
BEAR RIVER DRAINAGE BASIN

Lava site.-The so-called Lava site is the only undeveloped site that has been given serious consideration
on Bear River within the area. This site is located in
the southwest.ern part of T. 9 S., R. 41 E., below the
Soda plant and the Grace plant. Here a static head of
85 feet could be obtained by a dam across the river.
The Q90 and Q50 flows are estimated to be 900 secondfeet and 1,300 second-feet, corresponding to 5,400 and
7,800 horsepower, respectively. Energy generated at
this site would properly feed into the system of thet
Utah Power & Light Co.
St. Charles site.-About 2 miles northwest of St.
Charles and above the irrigation canals on St. Charles
Creek. Availabl~ head in a 3-mile stretch, 175 feet,
which· could be developed by a low diversion dam and
penstock. Estimated Q90 flow, 45 second-feet; Q50
flow, 70 second-feet, corresponding to capacities of 630
horsepower and 980 horsepower, respectively.
Bloomington site.-On Bloomington. Creek about 4
miles west of Bloomington in T. 14 S., R. 43 E.'
Stream has'its source near crest of Bear River Range.
A head <;>f about 750 feet could be obtained by means
of low diversion dam and 2 miles of conduit. Estimated Q90 flow, 18 second-feet; Q50 flow, 29 secondfeet. Power capacity 90 per cent of the time, 1,080
horsepower; for 50 per cent of the time, 1,740 horsepower.
Montpelier site.-On Montpelier Creek about 6
miles east of Montpelier. Power stretch limited to
sites above the intake for water supply. Head of
about 200 feet could be obtained with 4 miles of penstock. Estimated Q90 and Q50 flow, 15 second-feet
and 24 second-feet, respectively, corresponding to
240 horsepower and 380 horsepower.
Georgetown site.-Immediately above the intake to
the power plant on Georgetown Creek, about 4 miles
above Georgetown. Estimated that a static head of
175 feet, available in 2 miles, could be developed by
means of low diversion dam and penstock. Estimated
Q90 and Q50 flow, 15 second-feet and 24 second-feet,
corresponding to a capacity of 210 horsepower and 340
horsepower, respectively.
Go-op site.-On Co-op Creek, a small creek flowing
through Nounan Valley in T. 11 S., R. 43 E. Creek
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has a fall of about 400 feet above the highest irriga'tion
canal. Head could be developed by a low diversIon
dam and 1 mile of -conduit. ,Estimated Q90 and Q50
flow, 5 second-feet and 8 second-feel-c(jrr~sponding to
capacities of 160 and,260 horsepower, respectively.
Eightmile site.-On Eightmile Creek south of Soda
Springs. This creek is entirely used for i.rrigation below sec. 29, T. 10 S., R. 42 E .. Above this point the
grade is steep and a 's~atic' head of about 350 feet
might be obtained with a low dive~sion dam and 3
Iniles of conduit. Estimated Q90 and Q50 flow, 5 second-feet and 8 second-feet, with a corresponding power
capacity of 140 and 220 hor~epower, respectively.
Soda Springs site.-On Soda Springs Creek, about 1
mile north of Soda Springs. Many' irrigation diversions are made from this stream, the largest ones
being below the northwest corner of T. 9 S~, R. 42 E.

velopment only a low diversion dam could probably
be, constructed, reducing the power head to 120 feet.
Estimated Q90 and Q50 flow, 50 second-fe'et and 100
second-fe·et. '-Corresponding' power capacities, 500
horsepower and 1,000 horsepower, respectively. Using
·the high dam with storage the corresponding capacities
would be about 700 horsepower and 2,100 horsepower.
A profile of part of Blackfoot River, including this
power site is shown in ~igure 3'6.
. Blackfoot No. 2.-Several sche:t:nes for power development have been considered in the lower canyon
stretch between sec. 33, T. 2 S., R. 38 E., and sec.
13, T. 3 S., R. 38 E. (See pI. 61, B.) Each contemplates a diversion dam near the upper end of the
canyon and a pipe line to the point of use. Depending
upon the method of development static heads ranging
from 430 feet to 600 feet could be obtained. The
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FIGURE 36.-Profile of Blackfoot River above its canyon in T. 5 S., R. 40 E.

In the first 3 miles above this point a static head of
about 130 feet is available. The estimated Q90 and
Q50 flow is 42 second-feet, corresponding to a power
capacity of 440 horsepower.
SN AKE RIVER DRAIN AGE BASIN

The undeveloped sites in the area tribu tary to
<Snake River are, in general sm.all and comparable
with 'the undeveloped sites on tributaries to Bear
River. The largest sites are on Blackfoot River, and
reference is made to three possible sites on this stream
.and also to possible smaller sites on minor '.streams.
Blackfoot No. 1.-A dam 50 feet high and about
400 feet long in sec. 14, T. 7 S., R.42 E., on Blackfoot
River above Blackfoot Reservoir would create a reservoir having a capacity of about 38,000 acre-feet. By
constructing a penstock 1;!i iniles in length along the
south side of the river a head of about 125 feet could
be obtained. If the site were utilized for' power de-

higher head would require a dam 75 feet high. The
operation: of Blackfoot Reservoir for storage for
irrigation results in an erratic flow at the site seriously
affecting the power value. It is roughly estimated
that the Q90 flow does not exceed 15 second-feet
and the Q50 flow, 150 second-feet, with corresponding
power capacities of 720 and 7,200 horsepower.
Blackfoot No. 8.-A dam 15 feet high with crest
length of 200 feet in sec. 7, T. 2 S., R. 38 E., and a
pipe line, 2;200 feet long would create a head of about
45 feet. Flow same as for site 2. Power capacity,
54 horsepower for 90 per cent of the time and 540
horsepower for 50 per cent of the time.
OTHER SITES

Although no detailed investigations have been made
either of water supply or feasibility of dam sites it is
probable that small plants could be located on some
of the minor streams, at sites near communities which
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are not now tied in with large systems. Such sites
may be found on Grays Lake Outlet in secs. 14 and
33, T. 2 S., R. 41 E., and sec. 3, T. 3 S., R. 42 E.
Fragmentary records of run-off of. Grays Lake Outlet
are given on page 313.
Tincup River falls 400 feet in 6 miles through
T. 5 S., R. 45 E., part of which might be utilized.
At tho lower canyon of Stump Creek in sec. 27, T.
7 S., R. 46 E., a daIn·150 feet high and 800 feet along
its crest could be constructed. The feasibilty of the
sito depends largely upon the stream flow, records of
which are not available. A similar site exists on
Crow Creek in sec. 17, T. 31 N., R. 119 W., where
a dam 150 feet high will have a crest length of 1,000
feet. Sites of the latter type will probably not be
developed until the demand for power becomes more
acute ..
LIMESTONE

Limestone is one of the most abundant and most
widely distributed mineral resources of the region.
Its formation took place at intervals from the Cambrian to the Quaternary, as shown by Table 12.
There are nlany textural varieties that range in composition from rocks that might be classed as calcareous
shales and sandstones to nearly pure limestones.
Some beds, such as nleInbers of the Langston and
N ounan limestones, are thoroughly and coarsely
crystalline, but there are no rocks that could be
classed as marble.
EARLIER PALEOZOIC LIMESTONES

The earlier Paleozoic limestones are practicaly 'confined to the Bear River Range, in the western part
of the Montpelier quadrangle, though a few small
areas of Devonian limestone occur in the Aspen
Range, in the Slug Creek quadrangle. These earlier
limestones are more or less magnesian, and some of
them have actually been called dolomites, as the
Fish Haven and Laketown dolomites, which contain,
according to analyses by W. C. Wheeler, of the
Geological Survey, 21.3 per cent of magnesia(MgO).
The Jefferson limestone, which contains 19.2 per cent
MgO, is hardly less magnesian.

chert, locally contains beds of relatively pure limestone,
as, for example, the "upper Productus limestone H
near Montpelier and in sec. 4, T. 10 S., R. 45 E.
The Brazer limestone is the source of the linle for- .
merly burned at the limekilns at Montpelier and is'
locally reported to have yielded a fine product.
An analysis made in the Geological Survey laboratory
of an average sample collected from the Montpelier
quarry is given in Table 93. The sample represents
the 20 feet of thick-bedded, broken and calciteseamed rock exposed along the quarry wall.
TABLE

93.-Analysis of limestone (field No. M-153) from
q1wrry at Montpelier, T. 13 S., R. 44 E.
[W. C. Wheeler, analyst]

Silica (Si02) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. 55
Alumina (Ab03) _ __ ___ __ ___ ______ __ __________ ____ __ .43
Iron oxide (Fe203, total) _ _____ __ ____ ______ ________ __ . 44
Magnesia (MgO) ____ -'____ __ ____ _____ ___ _______ _____ 1. 35
Lime (CaO) __ .______________________________ .:. ______ 51. 96
Carbon dioxide (C0 2) _______________________________ 41. 08
Loss on ignition, less CO2 ___________________________ 1. 80
99.61

This limestone has been burned in a kiln owned and
operated by W. F. Owen, of ~10ntpelier. The kiln
was running for about five years, ending 1913, and
the product was all sold within the State of Idaho.
Since that year no production has been reported to
the Geological Survey and the quarry and kiln' have
been practically idle. As the limestone contains
approximately 93 per cent of calcium carbonate the
product obtained by proper burning would be classed
as high-calcium lime.
About 100 yards west of the quarry sampled there
is another opening in which the limestone has chert
bands and contains large cup corals and Bryozoa,
characteristic fossils of the Brazer limestone. Some
lime has been burned from this rock, but the product
shows hard blue streaks in seams that before burning
look like thin seams of calcite. Another type of
limestone near by is sandy.
TRIASSIC LIMESTONES

The upper beds of the Woodside shale and the
lower beds of the Thaynes group locally consist of
The Carboniferous limestones are better adapted relatively pure limestone in quantity apparently suffi- .
for general purposes than most of the others. The cient for commercial production, especially along
Madison and Brazer limestones and the lower part of the west side of Diamond Creek, in Tps. 8 and 9 S.,
the Wells formation contain many beds that appear R. 45 E. These localities are at present relatively
to consist of relatively pure limestone. These forma- inaccessible, and no tests or analyses have been made
tions are widely distributed, as may be seen by to deternline the character of the limestone.
The Portneuf limestone of the Thaynes group has
reference to the geologic tnaps (pIs. 2-7 and 9). On
the whole the Brazer beds appear to be more nearly . massive beds that are exposed in the Freedom, Lanes
pure than the others, though this formation contains Creek, and Cranes Flat quadrangles, but these beds
beds of sandstone and shale in addition to limestone. are probably too siliceous to have commercial value.
The Rex chert, which, as the name implies', 'is norThe Deadman limestone is also in large part too
mally a. formation that 'consists almost entirely of siliceous to be utilized.
CARBONIFEROUS LIMESTONES
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JURASSIC LIMESTONES

QUATERNARY LIMESTONES

The Twin Creek limestone, which is wen exposed
over considerable areas in all the quadrangles here
. described except the Henry, consists largely of shaly
limestone. Samples collected in Georgetown Canyon
have been analyzed in the laboratory of the United
States Geological Survey with results shown in
Table 94.
TABLE

94.-Analyses of Twin Creek limestone from Georgetown
Canyon, T. 11 S., R. 44 E.
rw. C. Wheeler, analyst]
Field No.
M-169a

Silica _________________________________ _
Alurnina ______________________________ _
Iron oxide (total) _______________________ _
_____________________________ _
Lirne __________________________________ _
Carbon dioxide __ • ______________________ _
Loss on ignition less CO 2 ________________ _
~agnesia

Field No.
M-169b

10.41
3. 57
1. 41
1. 69
44. 39
37. 01
1. 00

15.06

2. 03

.68·
.55
44. 76
35.89
.60
99. 57

I

99. 48

There is some doubt about the locality from which
these samples were taken and some possibility that
they may represent beds of the Thaynes rather than
of the Twin Creek. However, if they are at all representative of either of these two formations, there
would be a vast body of rock admirably adapted for'
the ~anufacture of Portland cement, which would
require only slight additions of silica and alumina that
could readily be supplied from beds of the Woodside
shale or of the Thaynes group in neighboring areas.
CRETACEOUS LIMESTONES

The Peterson and Draney limestones of the Gannett
group and the similar bands of fresh-water limestone
in the Wayan formation are rather widely distributed
in the Crow Creek and Freedom quadrangles, and
limestone beds of the Wayan formation occur in the
Cranes Flat quadrangle. These limestones may sometime prove to be of commercial value, but they have
not yet been utilized or even tested.
TERTIARY LIMESTONES

The Salt Lake formation contains marls and limestones, some of which might possibly be utilized. The
Pliocene (?) hills east of Soda Springs, in secs. 3, 4,
9, and 10, T. 9 S., R. 42 E., and secs. 33 and 34, T.
8 S., R. 42 E., contain drab and white limestones
that vary in degree of compactness from loosely consolidated marly varieties to a dense, nearly lithographic facies. This dense variety also occurs in the
low knolls south of Threemile Hill, in sec. 29, T. 8 S., R.
42 E. The commercial possibilities of these limestones
have not been investigated, but they may prove'
usable.
A magnesian marl of probable Pliocene age has been
prospected in the vicinity of Bern. Its analysis is
given on page 111.

Deposits of travertine of Quaternary age occur in
many places throughout the region, but especially in
the vicinity of the Swan Lakes, in T. 9 S., R. 43 E.,
imd Formation Spring, in T. '8 S., R. 42 E. If the
analysis cited on page 318 i::: at all typical for the travertine as a whole, this' souree could supply large quantities of high-grade lime, much of which would be
readily accessible to the Oregon Short Line Railroad.
CLASSIFICATION OF LIMESTONES

Aside from textural varieties, limestones may,
according to Burchard,88 be classified by means of their
composition as high-calcium limestone, magnesian
limestone, dolomite, argillaceous limestone, and arenaceous and siliceous limestone.
High-calcium lime8tone.~High-calcium limestone
carries from 93 to more than 99 per cent of calcium
carbonate, and may embrace all physical varieties of
limestone except the cherty rock. So far as composition is concerned high-calcium lim:estone makes the
purest and most active lime.
'
Magnesian limestone.~Magnesian limestone is limestone that contains magnesium carbonate in any
quantity up to 45.65 per cent. Magnesian limestone
may embrace several textural varieties, and if physically suitable it may be burned to lime, which will be
a mixture of calcium oxide (CaO) and magnesium
.
oxide (MgO).
Dolomite.~Dolomite is a mineral cOlnposed of the
double carbonate of calcium and magnesium (CaCOa•
. MgCOa). It contains 54.35 per cent CaCOa and45.65
per cent MgCOa• In practice, magnesian limestone
that contains 20 per cent or more magnesium carb9nate has generally been called a dolomite. The
texture of magnesian limestone and so-called dolomite
is commonly more or less rough on weathered surfaces.
Rock that contains a higher percentage of magnesium
carbonate than true dolomite may be termed supermagnesian limestone, and by further replacement of
the calcium carbonate this rock grades into magnesite.
The process of replacement, known as dolomitization,
is accompanied by contraction, which is believed to
produce porosity in the rock under conditions in which
the pressure is not sufficiently great to close th~ pores
of the rock.
Argillaceous limestone.~Argillaceous limestone contains a considerable proportion of clayey material that
consists mainly of silicate of alumina. If this material
is present in certain proportions mortar made from the
lime burned from this stone has the property of setting
under water, and is therefore called hydraulic lime.
Not D?-uch of this lime is now made in the United
States.
0

88 Burchard, E. F., and Emley, W. E., The source, manufacture, and use of lime:
U. S. Geol. Survey Mineral Resources, 1913, pt. '2. pp. 1518-11\20, 1914..
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UTILIZAr.rION OF IDAHO ROCK
Arenaceous and siliceouslimestone.-Arenaceous and
siliceous lirnestone is a rock that con~ains fine silica
Except for the brief period of operation of the kilns
deposited with the calcareous sediments. Other varie- at Montpelier noted above and for a little use as road
ties contain silica introduced by grou~d water into the metal, the limestones in the part of southeastern Idaho
pores and cavities of the rock. Silica, where present here described have not been utilized. It seems certo the extent of 4 per cent or more, is an undesirable tain, however, that limestone of suitable quality exists
iInpurity. Arenaceous or siliceous limestones are . there in sufficient variety and qua.ntity to form a potenrarely suitable for malcing lime.
tial resource of great future value. In view of the
Oommercial classification of lime.-As regards com- mountainous nature of the country there seems little
mercial value magnesia is not consider,ed an impurity: likelihood of any rapid increase in the settlement of
and limes are classified by the National Lime Manu- the region unless an unexpected impetus should be
facturers Association according to their composition given to the phosphate industry. The utilization of
the limestone will accordingly be slow, and the quanas follows: 89
tity
available should. prove practically inexhaustible.
High-calcium lime contains 0-5 per cent magnesia.

Magnesia.n lime contains 5 per cent to 25 per cent
magnesia.
Dolomitic lime contains 25 per cent to 45 per cent
magnesia.
Superdolomitic lime contains over 45 per cent magnesia
USES OF LIMESTONE

HYDROMAGNESITE

Hydromagnesite has been reported from the vicinity
of Soda Springs by E. V. Shannon,91 but the location
is not given very closely. It is possibly includ,ed in
this report in some of the Tertiary or Quaternary
limestones cited from that locality. Shannon's account is quoted below for reference.

Limestone from certain localities, such as that from
Bedford, Ind., has wide use as a building stone. LimeHydromagnesite occurs as several deposits within 4 miles
stone, however, is more widely used as crushed stone .of Soda Springs, in Bannock [Caribou] County, Idaho. The
mineral forms small discontinuous and disconnected surface
in road lnalcing, railroad ballast, concrete, and other deposits.
One of these has a surface area of 13 acres, another
materials. It is also sold extensively for use as a flux of 8 acres, and another of 2 acres. The hydromagnesite is
for smelters and for open-hearth and blast furnaces. from 2 to 4 feet thick, although below 2 feet the material is
Large quantities are utilized for burning to lime and somewhat discolored.
An average and typical specimen of this material in the
for the manufacture of cement. Other notable uses National Museum (catalogue No. 94140) is white and earthy
are for paving, curbing, flagging, rubble, and riprap. ' in texture and is somewhat friable. It is very similar in appearLimestone is also sold to sugar factorjes, alkali 'Yorks, ance to other white earthy materials and might be mistaken for
glass factories, paper mills, and other industries. Sta- chalk, clay, dia't9maceous earth, or tripoli. It is not plastic.
Under the microscope the material is apparently amorphous,
tistics relating to these uses are given in the chapters and no definite optical properties can be determined. The minon stone in the annual volumes of Mineral Resources eral could not be identified without chemical tests. An analyof the United States, formerly published by the Geo- sis of this material made by the writer in the laboratory of the
logical Survey but now issue,d by the Bureau of National Museum, gave the following results:
Analysis of hydromagnesite from Soda Springs, Idaho
Mines.
USES OF LIME

Lime is manufactured by burning limestone in a
suitable kiln. It has many uses, which have been
grouped into the following four classes by Emley,90
who discusses these uses in some detail.

Insoluble and silica (Si02)__________________________
7.52
Alumina and ferric oxide (Al20 a, Fe20a) ___ _____ _____ _
1. 77
Magnesia (MgO) ___________________________ ~ ____ _ 38. 28
1. 18
Lime (CaO)______________________________________
Carbon dioxide (C02) _ ~ ________________________ ._ __ 34. 97
Water (H20) above 105° C_________________________ 15.41
Water (H 20) below 105° C________________________
1. 06

100. 19
(1) Building lime, used either alone or with cement in making
From the nature and occurence of this earthy hydromagnesite
mortar for masonry work, or for the scratch or brown coat of
it would be expected to be impure. Deducting as impurities the
silica, insoluble matter, lime, iron, alumina, and water below
plaster, or for stucco.
(2) Finishing lime, used either alone or with plaster of Paris ' 105° C. the remaining constituents, recalculated to 100 per cent,
compare as follows with the theoretical composition of hydrofor the white coat of plaster.
magnesite:
(3) Agricultural lime, used as a fertiliz~r,
(4) Chemical lime, used in the chemical industries.

For most uses the high-calcium lime is most satisfactory, but magnesian lime may for some purposes be
used with equal advantage or may even be superior
to the high-calcium lime. The last statement is particularly true with reference to some of the chemical
uses of lime.
89
00

Burchard, E. ,F., nnd Emley,
Idem, pp. 1581-1593.

w. E., op. cit .• p. 1556.

I

Original Recalculapercen- Theoretical
percentage ted tage
percentage

MgO __________________________
H O___________________________
2
CO2_________________________ --

38.28
15.41
34. 97

43.18
17.38
39. 44

88. 66

100.00

43. 90
19. 80
36. 30

I

100.00

91 Cited by Yale, C. G., and Stone, R. W., Magnesite in 1920: U. S. Oeo!. Survey
Mineral Resources, 1920, pt. 2, pp. 12-13, 1921.
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These figures show that the sample analyzed consisted of
approximately 90 per cent of hydromagnesite and 10 per cent
of various impurities. These deposits are quite probably of
economic value as a source' of magnesite for refractory materials and for the other uses for which magnesite is suited, as
the material is of a fair degree of purity and can be cheaply
mined.

CEMENT MATERIALS

Cement materials and the cement industry of the
United States have been described by Eckel,92 from
whose valuable work the following excerpts have been
taken, as germane to the discussion of cement materials in southeastern Idaho: 93
.
Very erroneous ideas appear to be current concerning the
value of deposits of cement materials. It should be clearly
understood that in most parts of the United States excellent
cement materials are common, and that the commercial value
of undeveloped deposits of such materials is necessarily slight.
* * * The value of the deposit depends less upon the character of the materials than upon other factors, prominent among
which are the general scarcity of limestone and the demand for
good limestone in each particular area. * * *
The determination of the possible value for Portland cement
manufacture of a deposit of raw material is a complex problem,
depending upon a number of distinct factors, the more important
of which are (1) chemical composition, (~) physical character,·
(3) amount available, (4) location with respect to transportation
routes, (5) location ·with respect to fuel supplies, ·(6) location
with respect to markets. Ignorance of the respective importance of these factors frequently leads to an over estimate of the
value of a deposit of raw material. * * *
The following are analyses of Portland cement mixtures ready
for burning, as used at various large cement plants in the United
States:
Analyses of Portland cement mixtures
4

-------------1-----------Sill ca (Si O2) ________________ _ 12.85
Alumina (Al20a)-- __________ _ 4. 92
Iron oxide (Fe20a) __________ _ 1. 21
Lime carbonate (CaCOa) _'___ _ 76. 36
Magne s i u m c a l' bon ate
(MgCOa) _ ~.- ___________ -- 2.13

12.92
4.83
1.77
75.53
4. 34

13.52
6.56

14.94
2.66
1. 10
75. 13 I 75. 59
4.321

4.64

The usual mixtures carry from 75 to 77 per cent of lime carbonate. If this be borne in mind, it is obvious that there is a
great advantage in using, as one of the raw materials, a limestone of about this degree of purity. If ·rock of this composition occurs in sufficient quantity, it would require but little
admixture of other materials to keep the cement correct in
composition.
Economy in excavating and crushing requires that the raw
materials should be as soft and as dryas possible. On this
account cherty limes·tones, very wet chalky limestones, and wet
sticky clays are disadvantageous raw materials.
Each barrel of cement made will require the use of approximately 450 pounds of limestone and 150 pounds of clay or shale.
A plant making 1,000 barrels per day will therefore use, in the
course C)f an ordinary year about 66,000 tons of limestone and
22,000 tons of clay or shale; * * * a 1,000-barrel plant will
use up almost 1,000,000 cubic feet of limestone in a year, together with 250,000 cubic feet of shale.
Q2 Eckel, E. C., Portland cement materials and industry in the United States:
U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 522, 381 pp., 19 pIs., 1913.
03 Idem, pp. 63-66.

As the investment in plant is heavy it would be folly to locate
. a cement plant, under ordinary circumstances, with less than
20 years' supply of raw materials in sight. A 1,000-barrel plant,
therefore should have 20,000,000 cubic feet of limestone and
5,000,000 cubic. feet. of clay or shale on its premises.
Portland cement is bulky; * * * the cement business
is therefore much affected by transportation rates. To locate
a plant on only one railroad, unless the railroad officials are
financially connected with the cement plant, is simply to invite
disaster. * * *
Each kiln in the plant will, with its corresponding crushing
machinery, use up from 6,000 to 9,000 tons of coal a year. The
item of fuel cost is therefore highly important, for in the average
plant about 30 to 40 per cent of the total cost of the cement.
will be chargeable to coal.
.
In order to achieve an established position in the trade, a.
new cement plant should preferably have a local market area,.
within which it may sell practically on a noncompetition bas~s,
and easy access to a larger though competitive market area.

From the statements regarding markets and transportation in the above excerpts it is clear that under
present conditions no cement industry could successfully be establishe<;l in the part of southeastern Idaho
here described. Nevertheless it is pertinent to inquire
if the raw materials are available should the conditions
named become favorable ..
A comparison of the analyses given on page 332 for
. the Twin Creek limestone with those of cement mixtures cited above shows that this limestone is very
nearly a natural cement rock. The analysis of the
Brazer limestone at Montpelier shows that in this formation at least there is very pure high-calcium lime'stone. The travertine is also believed to be a highcalciwn limestone.
There is little question of the abundance of any of
these three rocks. Bodies of all three of the formations
mentioned lie within a mile of the railroad at different
places within the region and in sufficient quantity for
exploi ta tion.
'1'he shales of the region, especially the Woodside
shale and members of the Thaynes group, tend to be
somewhat more siliceous than is desirable for cement
mixtures. These formations, however, occur near the
railroad, and probably sufficient material of suitable
quality may be found in them. At least two sets of
shaly beds occur in the older Paleozoic rocks west of
Bear Lake Valley, either of which would probably be
sufficient in quantity and suitable for use in cement
manufa.cture. These beds are the Spence shale member of the Ute formation and the Hodges shale member
. of the Bloomington formation (pp. 53 and 55). These
shales lie between 2 and 3 miles from the railroad in Paris
Canyon, the nearest point now available for transportation by rail. The phosphatic shales of the Phosphoria formation are more conveniently available, ·but
it is doubtful if they contain enough suitable material
at any given place to be usable.
There is no proper fuel for cement manufacture in
the region itself, but in southwestern Wyoming there
is abundance of coal that could be r~adily shipped in
by rail and utilized.

MINERAL RESOURCES

COlllont Illaterials of good quality are abundant in
the region, but' until present conditions change they
Inust be regarded purely as a potential resource.
ROAD METAL

Supplies available.-The supplies of. rock suitable for
road Illetal in southeastern Idaho are practically in.exhaustible. The formations more commonly used for
this purpose are the Woodside shale, the more shaly
beds of the Thaynes group, and the Twin Creek limestone. These rocks in nIany places break down' into
fragn1ents properly sized for direct application to I;oads
without preliIllinary crushing. Ledges of shattered
Swan Peak quartzite and Laketown dolomite that
occur in sec. 34, T. 14 S., R. 43 E., and in secs. 22 and
27, T. 15 S., R. 43 E., in the fault zone of the Bannock
overthrust, have local use for road Inetal on the west
side of Bear Lake Valley.
The Rex chert lllmllber of the Phosphoria formation
in its 1110re shaly facies n1akes a useful material for surfacing roads. At many places it occurs in a minutely
shattered or fractured c.ondition on the outcrop, and
where it is not actually broken up it can easily be prepared for such use. Pn.leozoic limestones and quartzites and Jurassic sandstones afford abundant material
that can be broken for use in foundations or crushed
to finer sizes for surfacing. The basalt, which is so
abundant in parts of the region, if properly crushed and
sized would lnake roads well adapted to heavy traffic.
Although a beginning has been nlade in certain parts
of the region by the United States Bureau of Public
Roads in cooperation with the State, comparatively
little has yet been done in the way of constructing
properly ballasted and surfaced roads. Repairs in
general include merely the snIoothing of the surface
with such nUl.teriat as lnay be at hand. For such purposes the Woodside, Thaynes, or Twin Creek ordinarily serve very well, especially under light traffic.
Undcr heavy weal', however, they are quickly worn
down to a fine dusty pulp, and in we~ weather they beconte nluddy. With so llluch broken material at hand
in the forn1 of shattered rock or of talus accUlnulations
thorc has been thus far little incentive to incur the
expcnse of purchasing the necessary lllachinery for'
e'rushing and sizing rock and of using modern, appl\)vcd, lllcthods of road construction; but with the
j'/1 1)id increase in the use of automobiles and heavy
tl'~l(:ks the question of proper construction and mainonanec of roads is ass1.uning increasing importance.
Quulitie8 of crushed 'Stone.-The qualities of difrel'cn t kinds of crushed stone used in road construction htl.ve been under investigation for years by the
Bureau of Public Roads, United States Department of
Agriculture. Reports on this work by Jackson 94 and
Lord 95 have been summarized by Loughlin,96 from'
91 Jllckson, F. H., jr., :Methods for thc dctcrmination of the physical properties of
road-building rock: U. S. Dept. AgI·. Bull. 347, 27 pp., 1916.
95 Lord, E. C. E., ·Holatioll of mineral composition and rock structur~ to the physi.
cal properties of ro:\d materials: U. S. Dept. Agr. Bull. 348, 26 pp., 1916.
90 Loughlin, O. F., StonG in 1915: U. S. Oeol. Survoy Minoral Resources, 1915,
pt. 2, pp. 837-841, 1916.
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whose account the following notes that bear on the
utilization of Idaho road metal have been compiled.
Where rock is intended for water-bound macadam
construction, the most essential qualities to be deter~
mined are,hardness (resistance to abrasion), toughness
(resistance to impact of traffic), and binding power or
cementing value (ability of the rock powder when in
contact with water to bind or cement· the larger rock
fragments and prevent their displacement under the
shearing action of traffic). The specific gravity and
weight per cubic foot of the stone are important in
the calculation of the quantity of stone required for a
certain area of road. The results of the tests made
are stated as follows:
The percen tage of' wear is taken as the percentage
by weight of rock particles below one-sixteenth of an
inch in size worn off during the abrasion test.
The French coefficient of wear is obtained by dividing 40 by the percentage of wear. A coefficient of
wear below 8 is called low; from 8 to 13 medium;
. from 14 to 20 high; above 20 very high.
Hardness is taken as the loss of weight of a faced
core of rock by abrasion by sand fed upon a steel disk
during 1,000 revolutions. In order to report the
results on a convenient scale one-third of the loss of
weight in grams is subtracted from 20; with results
below 14 rocks are called soft; from 14 to 17, medium;
ahove 17, hard.
Toughness is expressed by the height in centimeters
of a standard weight required to rupture the test
piece. Results below 13 indicate a low, from 13 to
19 a medium, and above 19 a high degree of toughness.
The cementing value is determined by the number
of standard blows of a small hammer required to
destroy a briquet of rock powder that has been mb"{ed
with water int.o a stiff paste and dried. Cementing
values below 10 are called low; from 10 to 25 fair;
from 26 to 75, good; from 76 to 100" very good;
and above 100, excellent.
The generally inferior qualities of sedimentary as'
compared with igneous rocks are due in limestones to
the softness of their essential minerals, calcite and
dolomite, and in sandstones to the incomplete cementation of the constituent grains. Although it might
be assumed that the relatively high degree of solubility of pulverized calcite, as compared with that of
silicate minerals, should give limestones an "excellent" cementing value, results of laboratory tests
prove them to have only a lC good" average CeInenting value-54 for limestone and 33 for dolomiteas compared with averages of 118 for rhyolite, 1~8 for
andesite, and 144 for altered basalt. The average
cementing values for unaltered basalt and for the
coarser-grained igneous rocks are nearly all below the
cementing values of limestone and dolomite. Limestones and dolomites that contain an appreciable
amount of quartz together with some kaolin or clay
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are tougher and have lower percentages of wear and
higher cementing value than the purer varieties.
Tests on sandstones show them to average. as high
as limestones and dolomites in cementing value, or
even higher, and to surpass them in toughness.
Sandstones are approximately equal to limestone and
dolomite in hardness but have a higher average percentage of wear. Calcareous sandstones give average
results superior in all respects to limestones, dolomites, and other sandstones, except that feldspathic
sandstones have a higher cementing value. Laboratory tests of sandstones, however,· do not agree so
closely as they should with results in practice, especially as regards wearing and binding qualities; for
although these tests frequently run high in the·laboratory, it is undoubtedly true that, with some exceptions, sandstones are suitable only for foundation
courses. The principal test for ordinary sandstone is
therefore to determine whether. it has sufficient
strength to withstand the weight of the roller. The
difference between tests of sandstone and the results
of their actual use may be due in large part to their
relatively high degree of porosity and to the nature of
the matrix that binds the sand grains. Absorption of
water tends to soften the stone and to lessen its
wearing qualities; the matrix may become so softened
or leached by weathering as to promote rapid disintegration, especially in regions where frosty weather is
common.
Tests of chert by the Bureau of Public Roads prove
its average percentage of wear (9.4) to be distinctly
inferior to that of both limestones and sandstones, its
average hardness (18.2) to be superior to that of both
limestones and sandstones, its toughness (12) superior
to that of limestones and quartzose sandstones, but
somewhat inferior' to that of feldspathic sandstone,
and its cementing value (30) inferior to that of both
limestones and sandstones. It has been found, however, to develop good binding qualities on the road.
Quartzite, which is composed essentially of the hard
. mineral quartz with its grains thoroughly cemented,
is superior to all other sedimentary rocks and equal
to or superior to most igneous rocks in percentage of
wear, hardness, and toughness, but is inferior to all in
cementing value.
Screenings of coarser-grained igneous rocks are more
rectangular than those of fine-grained or dense rocks,
which are splintery and wedge shaped, whereas those
of the more loosely textured sandstones are of more
rounded shape. Dense, massive limestones tend to
give wedge-shaped fragments. W edge-shaped scre~n
ing~ tend to produce a firmer and more permanent
mechanical bond with the coarser fragments than
screenings of rectangular or rounded form.
The foregoing remarks apply to stone to be used as
water-bound macadam. Where bituminous material
or Portland cement forms the binder, the cementing

value of the stone used as surface stone is of less importance. For the road foundation crushing strength
is the prop~rty of most critical value. It may be
inferred that, as a rule, a stone of satisfactory wearing
qualities for surface use has a requisite crushing
strength. Some sandstones, limestones, and altered
igneous rocks whose hardness and· toughness are inferior have crushing strength sufficient for use in road
foundations.
Utility oj the Idaho rock.-So far as known to the
writer no tests of the road-making qualities of the
rocks of southeastern Idaho have been reported. The
foregoing accounts, however, seem to indicate that
crushed stone obtained from the older Paleozoic
limestones or from the Nugget sandstone, which is
feldspathic, or from the basalt would be better for
use in any program of permanent road building in the
region. For simple surface coating or. patching, such
as has hitherto bee~ the customary method of road
improvement, it is probably more economical to use
the Woodside, Thaynes, or Twin Creek material,
though more frequent dressings will doubtless be
required to keep the roads in good condition.
BUILDING STONE

The only native building stone that has thus far
been used in the region described in this report is the
Nugget sandstone, which has been quarried at two
places and used from each place for the construction
of a single building. One of these places, which is in
the SE. USE. U sec. 32, T. 14 S., R. 45 E., Montpelier quadrangle, has been described by Loughlin 97 as
follows:
The prospect near Dingle lies about 5 miles southeast of
Dingle village and 3 mi~es southwest of Harer (Hear) siding on
the Oregon Short Line, near the head of Pine Springs Gulch.
The deposit is a part of the Nugget sandstone, of Jurassic or
Triassic age, and is exposed along the north side of the gulch
for a height of 400 or 500 feet, the beds striking a little west of
north and dipping 35° to 50° W. The stone is fine, even grained,
and nearly all of light reddish-brown color, some of uniform
appearance, and some with conspicuous thin bands of light and
dark brown and occasionally of creamy white. At the east end
of the exposure is a thin-bedded outcrop of creamy-white
sandstone with little or no brown coloring matter. The constituent grains are quar~z with considerable feldspar, and the
principal cementing materials appear to be silica and ferric
oxide. The outcrops are largely of thin-bedded appearance,
owing to more pronounced weathering along certain seams or
bedding planes. Single layers range from a few inches up to
1, 2, and 3 feet in thickness. It is probable that these seams
will not be so conspicuous below the weathered surface and will
not prevent the quarrying and use of thicker beds. Near the
west end of the property, blocks measuring 5 feet or more in
thickness and 10 feet or more in length are exposed in the
broken outcrops at three or more distinct horizons. Thus far
only talus blocks have been quarried, furnishing mostly small
blocks of less than 3 feet in length and a foot or less in thick97 Loughlin, G. F., in Burchard, E. F., The stone industry in the United States
in 1913: U. S. Geol. Survey Mineral Resources, 1913, pt. 2, pp. 1285-1410, 1914.
(Idaho, by G. F. Loughlin, p. 1386.)
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ness; but some finished blocks 6 feet or more in length have
been dressed for steps, copings, and sills.
The only test thus far made on the stone was a crushing test
of a 2-inch cube by Prof. Solon Shedd, at Pullman, Wash.,
which was found to have a crushing strength of 12,000 pounds
to the square inch, a much greater strength than is possessed
by several well-known sandstones. The only example of the
stone seen in use is the dwelling house on Ream's ranch, Dingle,
where the stone has been in place for 10 years with no sign of
weathering. In view of the scarcity of stone of this color in
the Northwest, this prospect is well worthy of consideration.

The second locality is on the north side of Poison
Canyon in the SE. ~ sec. 9, T. 9 S., R. 46 E., Crow
Creek quadrangle. The rock here is a light-colored
yellowish or almost white sandstone of fine and even
grain, which seems to split easily along planes parallel to the bedding. The strike is N. 17° E. and the
dip 58° W .. to nearly vertical. Farther west reddish-brown rock generally similar to that at the Dingle
quarry is exposed along the canyon. Very little has
been done in the way of excavation, most of the material used having come from the talus. Blocks 2 feet
thick could be obtained, but most of the pieces in
sight were less than a foot thiclc
Stone from this locality was used in the construction of the Mormon tabernacle at Afton, the most
conspicuous and pretentious building in upper Star
Valley. When examined by the writer in 1914 the
structure had been standing a number of years and
the stone appeared to have withstood well the effects
of weathering.
Samples of this rock submitted to the United States
Bureau of Standards were tested, with the results
shown in Table 95.
TABLE

95.-Tests of Nugget sandstone, sec. 9, T. 9 S., R. 46 E.
Compressive strength (pounds per square Inch)
Com~arative

Dry stone

strengt wet and
dry samples
(gain in wet
samples)

Wet stone
b

13,426
13,432
12, 126

16,257 -----------16,474 -----------18,002 ------------

Av., 12,995

16,911

3,916

TABLE

95.-Tests of Nugget sandstones, sec. 9, T. 9 S., R.
46 E.-Continued

Comparative compressive strength (pounds per square Inch) of original and frozen
samples, and changes of weight on freezing.

•

Original sample

True specific
(4 deAbsorption A\>Earent spe- gravity
terminations
(per cent) °Cl c gravity on
powdered

Porosity

s~one)

3. 16
3. 15
3. 15

2. 309
2. 309
2. 322

Av.,3.15

2.313

---------- ----------------- ----------------- -------2. 643

12. 490

Change in strength
by freezing
Gain

Loss

Av.,

Percentage change in
weight by freezing
Loss

Gain

13,426
13,432
12, 123

20,485 ------ -------- ------ --------21,441 ------ -------- ------ O. 003
.012
21,678 ------ -------- ------

12,995

21,201

0

I

8, 206

.006

0

The average crushing strength of the dry stone as
given in Table 95, compares very favorably with that
of such well-known building stones as the limestone
from Bedford, Ind., and the Berea sandstone of Ohio
which is not much more than half as great. Th~
greater strength indicated by the wet samples does
~o~ imply any marked change in the chemical compoSItIOn of the rock by the addition of water but suggests rather that the pieces tested wet were in all
probability more thoroughly silicified than the others
and that they would have given, if tested dry, higher
results than those that were so tested.
The percentage of absorption of the samples tested
is also low, only one-fourth or one-fifth as great as
the cOITesponding percentage of Berea sandstone.
:h~ tr~e specific gravity is very close to that of quartz,
Indicatmg that the rock is very nearly a pure quartzite. The porosity is also low as compared with that
of Berea sandstone.
The differences shown in the freezing tests can
probably;be satisfactorily explained in the same way
as those ill the tests of -the comparative strengths of
dry and wet rock. The number of tests and the number of pieces tested is too small to indicate anything
more than variation in° degree of cementation of the
different samples.
The results of the tests as a whole however are
.
..
"
satIsfactory ill showmg that the rock is more durable
than some of the best known building stones of the
East. The greater crushing strength of the stone
from Idaho would imply that this stone may be more
difficult to work than the other building stones
mentioned.
The Nugget sandstone is widely distributed in the
region here described, and its characteristics appear
to be relatively uniform over considerable areas. It
would seem, then, that in this rock southeastern
Idaho has a building stone. that may prove to be a
very valuable resource. At present many of the areas
of its occurrence, as in the Freedom and Lanes Creek
quadrangles, are remote from the railroad, but in a
number of places in the Montpelier quadrangle as in
T. 14 S., R. 45 E., it is directly accessible to r~ilway
transportation.
,
0

Absorption, specific gravity, and porosity

Frozen
sample

0
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Of the other sedimentary rocks in the region it
probable that the Nounan limestone and the
Brigham quartzite afford the best possibilities for
utilization as building stone. The general character
and distribution of these formations are described on
pages 52 and 55. They have not been prospected or
tested, but. they occur in sufficient abundance to justify
extensive development should market and other conditions warrant their exploi tation. Still other sedimen tary
formations might be utilized locally for building stone,
but their lithologic character,) bedding, or fractured
condition probably render most of them unfit for this
purpose.
Of the igneous rocks, the hornblende andesite
porphyry, though of attractive appearance, is too
much fractured and occurs in too snlall quantity to
offer any promise of utilization for building stone.
The rhyolite in this region is largely of such a porous
and friable nature that it, too,' except perhaps very
locally, may be rejected from eonsideration. The
basalt, which is plentiful, may find some use in building operations.
With reference to the use of basalt
other parts of
the State, Loughlin 98, remarks:

and were hauled by ox team to supply mining camps
in Idaho and Montana. Emigrants to the Northwest
along the i'oute by Landers Cut-off also drew upon
this region for their salt. In the report,s of the
Hayden Survey this area was briefly described as containing the finest salt works west of the Mississippi.
The salt resources of this region were described
some time ago by Breger 99 and have since been reviewed by Phalen. l In the present account data
from Breger's report have been supplemented by
additional data gathered by the writer.
Ohemical composition and quality.-The rock salt
has a reddish-brown color owing to the presence of a
small quantity of clay that contains ferric oxide.
When the rock salt is dissolved in water and evaporated, the iron oxide disappears, leaving a brilliant
white salt, such as forms incrustations on the ground
near the shafts and' along the ditches of the salt works.
Analyses of the crude rock salt and of the dissolved
salt were made in the laboratory of the Geological
Survey and. are given in Table 96.

Basalt has been extensively used as rubble and in the side and
rear walls of many buildings, where the colors and shapes of the
blocks were of no great consequence. Dressed blocks have
also been used in a few cases. The Zion Cooperative Mercantile Institution Building at 'Idaho Falls, built in, 1884, has a
front entirely of basalt in dressed blocks, with both rock face
and finely tooled surfacej some blocks are 6 feet long. The
stone, is of nearly black color and contains several small to
large irregularly spaced vesicles. It gives a somber appearance
but shows no weathering effects after 30 years of exposure,
and doorsills where loaded trucks have been passing back and
forth have not suffered any noticeable abrasion. Basalt has
also been used, and with good effect, in the base of the Methodist Episcopal church, at Lewiston, erected in 1907,. Here
the blocks are mostly small, with rock face exposed.

Soluble "salt" _________________________ 91.79
Insoluble material:
Red claySi0 2___________ '________ .- 4.36
Fe 203- _______________ ~ __ . . 27
A1 0 ___________________
.88
2 3
MnO ___________________ Trace.

~eems

in'

TABLE

96.-Composition of rock salt from sec. 28, T. 9 S., R. 4.6 E.
[Chase Palmer, analyst]
Crude salt

Lime and magnesium sulphates
and carbonatesMgO___________________
CaO____________________

.13
.67

S03-,------------------.11
CO 2 ___________ Not determined.
Moisture___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ____ __ __ _ _ _ _ ___

MINOR RESOURCES
SALT

Historical sketch.-The saline springs in the Crow
Creek and Freedom quadrangles have already been
noticed. (See p. 322.) In the old days, before th~
advent of railroads in the West, relatively large'
amounts of salt were boiled from these brine springs
98

Loughlin, O. F., op. cit., p. 1379.

.85

99. 06

SAND AND GRAVEL

Sand and gravel for cement work or other uses are
available at a number of places in Bear Lake Valley,
chiefly from the shore-line deposits of the former
higher levels of Bear Lake and from the alluvial fans
of streams that entered that lake at those levels.
No study of these materials has been made, but the
supply Eeems ample, at least for local needs. The
position of the most prominent of these shore lines is
indicated on Plate 9.

6. 42

Soluble salt

Sodium chloride (NaCl) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Calcium sulphate (CaS04)_____________
Potassium chloride (K Cl) __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
Ma:gnesi
chloride (MgCb) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

urn

98. 900
.817
. 261
. 022
100.000

As shown in Table 96, the soluble salt is very nearly
pure sodium chloride. A partial analysis of commercial table salt boiled from one of the Stump Creek
springs was also made by Palmer. This analysis probably represents the usual quality of the salt boiled
from the brine springs of the Tygee-Stump Creek district. The analysis shows only a trace of magnesium
and 0.73 per cent of lime (CaO), equivalent to 1.77 per
cent' of calcium sulphate (CaS04)' The salt is thus
99 Breger, C. L., The salt resources of the Idaho-Wyoming border, with notes on
the geology: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 430, pp. 555-569, 1910.
1 Phalen, W. C., Salt resources ofthe United States: U. S. Oeol. Survey Bull. 669,
I pp. 131-137, 1919.
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'sinlilar chemically to the Crow Creek rock salt in the
low or almost negligible content of magnesium and the
'high percentage of pure salt or sodium chloride. The
percentage of potash in the salt is too low to have
COllllllorcial inter~st.
The salt of this district is above the average of the
cOlllmorcial salts of the United States in purity and
cOlllparesfavorablywith some of the best salt produced.
As generally prepared, little or no precaution as to
cleanliness is taken. With ordinary care, however, a
brilliant pure-white salt can readily be obtained.
Roc7e salt.-The salt bed on Crow Creek was being
worked in 1925 by its owner, J. N. Booth, and a few
tons of salt was being mined and sold locally each year,
though he reports a decreasing market. According to
'Osborn Lowe, Afton, Wyo., present .owner of Lowe's
Tanch on Crow Creek, the bed occupies a basin-like
·depression about 100 yards in diameter and lies only
1 to 3 feet below the surface. The salt is spotted
·and dirty near the surface, but clear, hard, glassy,
and relatively pure below. The bed has been penetrated 10 to ] 2 feet (20 feet, in Breger's account) but
the bottOlll has not been reached, as on blasting out
holes to th~t depth water comes in and forces a change
of operations to another locality. The salt is ordinarily
sold in large lumps or is broken down to smaller frag.mcnts and sacked.
Boiled salt.-As described by Breger the brine is
{lipped in pails by hand and poured into sheet-iron
shovel-shaped trougbs or pans about 10 feet long, 3 or
4 feet wide, and 10 inches deep. Each pan rests on a
three-sided fire box, about 3 feet high, built of rough
stones cemented with clay. The salt is stirred with a
shovel as the water boils off. The product is medium
to fine grade. There is no equipment for milling or
-grind.ing. Two or three such pans are inclosed in a log
cabin. Fuel, consisting of fallen logs and timber cut
from near-by patches, has to be hauled to the works,
which is the most laborious and costly item in the
Inanufacture of the salt.
Salt industry.-The production of salt, which in the
1ate sixties and early seventies amounted to about
.325 to 425 short tons a year,2 had dwindled by 1906
to about half that amount. The decrease has continued, but a small and varying amount is still produced
for local consumption by operators who live at Auburn
and Afton, Wyo. Most of the lnaterial comes from
the salt bed that was discovered in 1902 at the brine
·spring opposite Lowe's ranch on Crow Creek and from
the McGrew and Reed springs in Sturn.p Creek.
McGrew sold a little in 1924 but more in 1925. The
production from 1906 to 1925 and the average price
per ton of the product for the last five years of that
:period are given in Table 97. 3
'Hayden, F. V., U. S. Geol. Survey Torr., Fifth AnD. Rept., p. 161, 1872.
Data from U. S. Geol. Survey Mineml Resourees, 1906-1920, incliIsivo, chapters
d'l11 salt; and A. '1'. Coons, Bur. Mines, personal communication.
I

25021-27--23

97.-Production of salt on Idaho-Wyoming border,
1906-1920, in barrels and short tons, and price of salt per ton

TABLE

Quantity
Year
Barrels

1906 __________________________
1907 __________________________
1908 __________________________
1909__________________________
1910__________________________
1911__________________________

Equiva·
lent in
short tons

1,574
1,600
1,114
793
885
314

220
224
156
111
124
44

1912__________________________
1913__________________________

(a)
(a)

(a)
(a)

·1915 __________________________ 1

(a)

(0)

1914__________________________

1916__________________________
1917__________________________

1918 ____________________ ·______

300

314
114

(a)

(a)

42
44
16

Value

$1,867
2,040
1,413
1,118
1,127
532
(a)
(a)
(0)
(a)

520
511
216

1919__________________________
278
39
530
1920__________________________
(~
(~
(~
1921 _________________________________________________
_
1922__________________________
150
21
240
1923__________________________
221
31
310
1924__________________________
236
33
350
1925 ___ _______________________
(a)
(a)
(a)
o

Small production reported but not publisbed separately.

Average price per ton of Idaho salt, 1921-1925 0
1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

Rock saIL ____ -------- $10. 00 $10. 00 $10. 00
$10. 00
Evaporat cd
salt _________
-------- 16. 00 -------- 13. 33 -------o

Coons, A. T., Bur. Mines, personal communication.

The higher price of the brine salt is probably due to
its use for the table, whereas the rock salt is more
commonly sold in IUlllPS for salting stock.
The market formerly served by the salt industry of
this region is now largely supplied by salt from works
near Salt Lake City, which have the advantage of accessibility to railroads.
Outlook.-Until a railroad is constructed in Star
Valley, of which there is no illlnlediate prospect,
though some preliminary surveys have been made
along Snake River (p. 47), there can be no possibility
of any other than a local market for the Idaho salt.
If the question of markets be set aside there remains
the question whether the deposits are of sufficient size
to warrant large-scale development. On the basis of
certain assumptions regarding its origin Breger estimates the content of the salt bed opposite Lowe's
ranch on Crow Creek at 5,000,000 short tons of soluble
salt. The present writer considers the ~vidence too
meager to justify definite estimates and would advocate
a much more conservative figure. Since this bed
underlies what was formerly a brine spring it is probable that the other brine springs are underlain -by
similar beds of salt. The occurrence of salt beds in
the Wallace-Wyoming Oil Co.'s well on Tygee Creek,
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described below, supports this conclusion. The outflow of brine from the springs is apparently small, so
that unless salt beds were present plants that relied
upon brine for their salt would have only small supplies
for their daily op~ration. Possibly the flow of brine
could be increased by drilling, blasting, or otherwise,
but further exploration would be necessary before
this could be determined.
There is a question, too, whether the respective
brine springs have any connection with each other.
The answer to this question depends in considerable
measure upon the views that may be held regarding
the origin of the deposits. This question is discussed
briefly below.
Origin of the salt.-Breger's views on the age and
origin of the salt are given below: 4
The salt was originally disseminated in small amount in the
red sandstone, conglomerates, and shales of the Beckwith formation 5 at the time these rocks were laid down in the shallowing
and disappearing Jurassic-Cretaceous seas. The anticlines into
which the porous Beckwith rocks are folded have localized the
underground water circulation. On the crest of one of these
anticlines are located all the productive salt areas on Stump
Creek and lower Tygee Creek; the Draney spring is near the
crest of the same anticline. The Crow Creek rock-salt area is
on the crest of a prominent dome, at the mouth of a small
tributary, Rock Creek.
The present productive salines were deposited during prePleistocene time in the form of alkali flats at or near the mouths
of incoming lateral streams or valleys. The salt-bearing waters
reaching the main valleys sank into the gravels or spread over
the surface. On evaporation or partial evaporation· of the
waters the salt was left behind, either on the surface or in the
gravels.
The hypothesis of pre-Pleistocene alkali flats and saline evaporation in the valleys to account for the present deposits is
favored by the ideal conditions presented by the anticlinal folding of the salt-bearing, porous Beckwith rocks, coupled with
the climatic aridity which has been shown to have preceded the
Pleistocene. The long duration of the arid conditions, which
may have extended nearly as far back as the period of the
Oligocene .(?) conglomerates [Salt Lake formation], and the
antiquity of the existing drainage features also support this
hyothesis.
With the resumption of humid climatic conditions in the
Pleistocene period the alkali flats were buried under an outwash
of the stony red clays. These clays have blanketed the salt
with a nearly waterproof cover which has protected the soluble
mineral from being eroded or from being dissolved and carried
away. Where recent erosion has washed the covering of Pleistocene red clays from the river bottoms the buried alkali flats
yield their salt in the present productive brine spring areas.

The views above quoted are preceded in Breger's
account by an outline of so much of the geologic history of the general region as bears upon the origin of
the salt deposits. More detailed study has shown
that the stratigraphic, structural, and earlier physiographic conditions here are more complex than was
postulated in Breger's outline, and that the geologic
history is accordingly more complex.
• Breger, C. L., op. cit., pp. 566-567.
o The term Beckwith as here used includes the beds now assigned to the Preuss
and Stump sandstones and to the Gannett group. (See pp. 99 and 101.)

Boring by the Wallace-Wyoming Oil Co. in 1922 in
Tygee Valley has shed new light on the origin of the
salt. According to the log of the well furnished by
Ben Jackson, manager of the company, through
V. R. D. Kirkham, about 456 feet of salt-bearing
strata, including six beds of actual salt that range in
thickness from 6 to 29 feet and aggregate 96 feet, were
penetrated in the well. The interstratification of these
salt beds with beds of shale, gray lime (anhydrite?),
conglomerate, and gypsum leaves little doubt that the
salt beds were originally deposited with the aCCOlnpanying sediments, which, according to the best evidence now available, are tentatively assigned to the
lower part of the Preuss sandstone. They were probably limited originally to a local basin, for the Preuss
sandstone is not' known to be salt-bearing elsewhere
than along the line of the valleys of Crow, Tygee,
and Stump Creeks. They may have been nlarine,
but were more probably nonmarine, like the salt-bearing beds that accompany the niter-bearing clays of
Amargosa Valley in southeastern California. 6 Whatever may have been their former extent they now
l~e in a fault zone which consists of rock slices that
include a number of formations. The salt beds are
therefore probably not continuous along t.he line mentioned and are not of great breadth, but they lnay be
cut off here and there by faults.
The location of the well, as reported by Mr. Jackson,
is not clearly shown. In one letter it is given as in the
NW. 3i'SW. 3i' sec. 3, T. 8 S., R. 46 E., and in another
as in the SW. >i SW. 3i' sec. 34, T. 7 S., R. 46 E. (See
pI. 5.) The log is presented in Table 98.
TABLE

98.-Log of well of Wallace-Wyoming Oil Co., Caribou
County
[January I, 1923, elevation about 6,200-6,300 feet]

Soil, gravel, water; with some shale __________ _
Shale, brown to pinkish _____________________ _
Salt, conglomerate, and reddish shale _________ _
Salt, light red _____________________________ _

~~fl~~~~~~~~~~============================

Shale, brown, and salt ______________________ _
Salt ______________________________________ _
Shale, brown, heavy; some salt ______________ _
Gray lime (anhydrite?) _____________________ _
Shale, brown, and "talc 11 ___________________ _
Shale; brown, salt __________________________ _
Salt and gypsum ___________________________ _
Shale, brown ______________________________ _
Salt, pure; very little color __________________ _
Shale, brown ______________________________ _
Conglomera te; pinkish ______________________ _

I~~:~{~~~~~ ~;~ ~~;; ~; ; ;; ;~ ~; ; ; ; ;~;:-

Shale and salt _____________________________ _
"Conglomerated shale," light in color ________ _
Conglomerate, yellow _______________________ _
Lime; showing of oil at bottom of hole _______ _

Thickness

Depth

Feet

Feet

24
99
50
14
7

29
41
20
91

1

13
5
5

40
20
18
22
10
40
7
1
6

16
15
40
60

24
123
173
187
194
223
264
284
375
376
389
394
399
439
459
477

499
509
549
556
557
563
579
594
634
694

6Noble, L. F., Mansfield, G. R., and others, Nitrate deposits in the Amargosa
region, southeastern California: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 724, pp. 31-34,1922.
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Occurrence.-Sulphur springs and deposits of sulphur occur in T. 9 S., R. 42 E., in the vicinity of Sulphur Canyon. The deposits were exploited commercially for a tinle, but the plant was disnlantled about
1912, and the sulphur has been practically untouched
since that time. In 1918, in response to the more
active demand for sulphur as 'a war Inineral, the
Idaho Sulphur Co. was organized to reopen and
again exploit these deposits.; A retort plant was
built that had an estiInated capacity of 50 tons
of finished product a day. Superheated steam was
to be used for IneIting the native sulphur out of the
gangue in closed retorts. Practical tests made with
these retorts indicated that a large percentage of
the sulphur in the ore could be extracted.
It was expected that the plant would be completed
and in full operation during the spring of 1919, but
with the signing of the armistice and the relaxation
of the demand for sulphur the project had to be
nbandoned.
In 1920 the writer's attention was drawn to some
recently opened sulphur prospects in T. 10 S., R.
43 E. Both of these districts are briefly described
below.
Deposits in T. 9 S., R. 42 E.-As a part of the
present series of investigations, the sulphur deposits
in T. 9 S., R. 42 E., were studied by Richards and
Bridges,S from whose report the following account
is largely taken.
SlJlphur was fornlerly mined at several places in two
groups of workings in sections 2, 11, and 14, between
Wood and Sulphur Canyons. Some prospecting has
also been done in section 13. The greater part of the
excavation in both groups was done 50 to 200 feet
above the level of the present springs. Both quarrying and tunneling methods were employed. About
2,000 cubic yards were excavated in the open work.
The underground workings were reported to cOl1lprise
several hundred feet, but the condition of the tunnels
was such that no examination of them was possible.
The plant for extracting the sulphur from its gangue
was located on the side of the divide toward Wood
..
Canyon.
'fhe sulphur, which is associated with snlall crystals
of gypsunl, occurs as the cement of a fauIt agglomerate
or breccia composed of fragments of tuff, limestoner
and quartzite. The tuff is composed of angular fragments of volcanic glass and makes up the most conspicuous part of the agglomerate. It is white and
weathers to an infertile soil, the barren nature of which
was noted by the early explorers .. Gases that escape
fr0111 crevices in the rock near by have inj ured or
retarded vegetation and have proved injurious to
7

Bell, R. N., Twentieth annual report of the mining industry of Idaho, p. 106,

lOW.

e Richards, R. W., and Bridges, J. H., Sulphur deposits ncar Soda Springs, Idaho:
U. S. Gcol. Survey Bull. 470, pp. 400-503, lOll.
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animals, as indicated by the dead rabbits and birds
found in sonle places. The tuff, which was assigned by
Richards and Bridges to the Cretaceous, is here
regarded as part of the Salt Lake formation, in which
somewhat similar tuff has been found elsewhere.
The sulphur occurs in small pyramidal crystals that
line cavities and in crystalline and amorphous masses
in the interstices of the breccia. Stalactites of sulphur
were noted in vertical crevices in the breccia in the
south wall of the quarry near Wood Canyon. This
variety, which has almost a canary-yellow color on
fresh fracture, changes rapidly on exposure to a dull
submetallic gray. No analyses are available, but
Richards and Bridges made a tentative estimate that
the material exposed in the quarry face would run
about 10 per cent native sulphur.
Alum has been reported as present in; the ore, but
none has yet been found by representatives of the
Geological Survey.
Deposits in T. 10 S., R. 43 E.-A group of prospects
hl!.s been opened by F. R. Richards, of Montpelier, on
the south side of a canyon in about the NE. ~ sec. 14,
T. 10 S., R. 43 E. The sulphur-bearing area was said
by Mr. Richards to be about 360 feet long and to have
a vertical range of about 40 feet. As seen by the
writer the actual opening in the hillside was about 70
feet long and 20 feet wide and the whole group of vents
extended about 225 feet S. 50° W. Several small
openings, each only a few feet across, had been made.
Hydrogen sulphide was escaping from these openings,
and in one of them were found some dead birds and a
dead woodchuck.
Native sulphur occurs in crusts and in Inasses that
interpenetrate a porous white material which reselnbles travertine but which nlakes little if any response
when tested with hydrochloric acid. It probably
represents the residue of the inlpure Carboniferous
limestone in which the vents are located. This limestone has been leached by acidulated waters and
permeated by sulphurous vapors. Some gypSUln in
small crystals is interspersed in the limestone mass.
The occurrence of the sulphur and its mode of origin
are similar to the corresponding features of the deposit
in T. 9 S., R. 42 E., described above. The sulphurbearing rock in T. 10 S., R. 43 E., has not been opened
more than 4 feet below the surface, and the sulphur is
nlostly near the surface. The sulphur occurs in two
varieties, a yellow crystalline type and a grayish
Inammillary or stalactitic type. Hand-picked samples
of these two types of ore were analyzed in the laboratory of the Geological Survey. The yellow crystalline
sample contained 79.92~ per cent of native sulphur and
0.33 per cent of sulphur in the fonn of sulphate. The
gray sample contained 90.55 per cent of native sulphur
and 0.45 per cent of sulphur in the form of sulphate.
The run-of-mine material would hav'e a much lower
content.
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Origin of the sulphur.-According to Clarke,9 native
sulphur is commonly a companion of gypsum and both
may be produced in many ways. Sulphur is known
as a volcanic sublim'ate and is a product of reactions
between sulphur dioxide and hydrogen sulphide. It
is also formed by the incomplete combustion of hydrogen sulphide, probably in' accordance with the equation
2H2S + O2= 2H20 + 2S. Where oxygen is in excess, as
at the surface, hydrogen sulphide is completely oxidized and sulphuric acid is formed. A short distance below the surface oxygen is deficient, and then
sulphur is liberated. Probably actual conditions are
more complex. Sulphur dioxide must be produced to
some extent, and that substance reacts with the hydrogen sulphide to form sulphur also.
,
Hydrogen sulphide may be generated' either by
the action of acid waters upon sulphides or through
the reduction of sulphates such as gypsum by nlicroorganisms, or the gas may be of volcanic origin. The
interpretation of the origin of the sulphur at any given
locality is not easy, for different conditions govern in
different places.
Southeastern Idaho contains no large deposits of
gypsum, and the small alnount of that mineral associated with the sulphur appears rather to have had a
common origin with it than to have served as a source.
The proximity of these deposits to volcanic centers suggests that a volGanic origin for the hydrogen sulphide
and the associated 'carbon dioxide is plausible.
Quantity of sulphur.-Drilling operations and surface
exploration carried on by the Idaho Sulphur Co. about
1918 led the prospectors to believe that the deposits
contained more than a million tons of sulphur-bearing
rock of good grade. 1O In the opinion of the writer such
an estilnate should be received with due caution.
Upon the assumption that the sulphur has been deposited in crevices and openings in the rock by means
of the imperfect oxidation of hydrogen sulphide and
by the reaction of this gas with sulphur dioxide, these
uctivities could take place only near the surface in
those openings to which air had access. In a similar
deposit exatnined by the writer in Jemez Canyon,
Sandoval County, N. Mex., it was found that in four
cuts made in the most pronlising part of the area the
sulphur ore had a depth of only 2 feet 4 inches to. 3
feet 4 inches and that the rock beneath contained no
native sulphur, though it did contain small amounts
·of sulphur in the form of sulphate. It seems doubtful
therefore if the quantity of available sulphur ore in
'Such deposits is sufficient for commercial exploitation,
unless the area affected is large. Thus far no actual
lneasurements of the total area affected are available.
'This area is not continuous throughout but consists of
.a number of more or less distinct minor areas, as shown
in Plate 62.
9 Clarke, F. W., 'l'he data of geochemistry, 5th ed.: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull.
'770. pp. 586-588, 1924.
10 Bell, R. N., idem.

Oommercial development .-The ore from the deposi tg·
. in T. 9 S., R. 42 E., wa<s smelted for a time by the
Western Sulphur Co., of Duluth, Minn., in a plant
located near the workings, but the company failed,
although the equipment appears to' have been well
selected and well installed. It consisted of two coalburning boiler units, a battery of five or six cylindrical
retorts, and a crushing plant. The system of smelting
consisted of introducing the handsorted ore in perforated iron cars of about half a ton capacity into a
retort which would hold one car at a time, melting the
sulphur from the gangue by the introduction of steam
into the retort, and drawing off the sulphur into suitttble molds. The sulphur' cake was then put through
a crusher and grinder, reduced to a fine powder, and
sacked.
The later project of the Idaho Sulphur Co. was
abandoned before it had a chance even to get well
started.
The deposit in T. 10 S., R. 43 E., has been sold to
the Willamette Paper Co., which has offices in Portland, Seattle, and San Francisco. No further development of the property has been reported.
Outloo7c.-:....The outlook for a sulphur industry in
'southeastern Idaho is not bright.' The available
quantity of ore is probably not sufficient to justify
large-scale development. Two companies, one of
which was apparently well equipped and well esta blished, have failed, and there is little inducement for
others to start, especially when the needs of the
country for sulphur are s~ la.rgely, m:t by the mines
••
.
of Texas.
LEAD

Occurrence.-Lead and copper deposits that are
reported to carry silver, and gold occur in the Bear
River. Range near the western border of the Montpelier quadrangle. Some of these were observed by
Hayden 11 in 1871, who made the following comments
regarding thenl:
The lower quartzites appear to have been partially metamorphosed and contain some quite rich silver ores. These ores
do not appear to be found in regular lodes but in pockets or
irregular cavities.
From all evidence that I could obtain I formed the opinion
that these mines would never become profitable, though they
are quite interesting from a scientific point of view.

Hayden's opinion seems to have been justified by
the later development at these properties. Although
<the deposits have been worked in a desultory way
nearly to the present time and some ore has been
shipped, the mines have practically been allowed to fall
to ruin, and there seems to be no prospect of any
sound commercial development.
The deposits have been described by Richards,12
from whose report, supplemented by observations
of other survey field parties under the direction of
the writer, the following account is compiled.
II Hayden, F. V., U. S. Geol. Survey Terr. Fifth Ann. Rept., pp. 156-157, 1872.
12 Richards, R. W., Notes on lead and copper o.epositS in the Bear River Range,
Idaho and Utah: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 470, pp. 177-187, 1911.
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B. NEARER VIEW Ole SOME OF THE WORKI NGS
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11ineralized area.-The prospect pi~s are so
nUlllerous that only a few of thenl were visited.
They are scattered over the east side of the range
frolll the vicinity of Woodruff, Utah, north to Soda
Springs, Idaho. Tho lead ores consist of galena with
small mnounts of cerusite and wulfenite in a gangue
of iron-stained calcite and dolomite and are found
at Swun Crook, Utah, and near St. Charles and
Paris, Idaho. T'hey appear to be replacenlent deposits in lilnestone, nIore 01' less pnrnllel to the bedding and cut and limited by fissures. The lead
deposits occur in the main along the general contact
zono of the Blacksnlith (?) and Ute (?) limestones, of
Cambrian uge. The upper contact of the Blacksmith (?)
li"~nestone is also locally nIineralized, but with copper
minerals instead of lead. These two mineralized zones
are traceable for lllany Illiles along the ou tcrops of the
formations nalned.
Blackstone mine.-The IllOSt extensive lead workings are probably those of the Bluckstone mine, in the
SEa M SE. ~ sec. 17 and the NE. ~ NE. Xl sec. 20
(unsurveyed), T. 15 S., R. 43 E. The mine is owned
by tho Blackstone Mining & Power Co. (Ltd.), a
corporation controlled by Edgar B. Cloud, of Twin
· Folls, Idaho. The only shipments from the property
are roported by W. I-I. Cloud to have been nlade in 1896
and to have consisted of 3 carloads of ore that ra·n
80 pel' cent of lead and of 16 carloads of concentrates
that averaged 78 per cent of lead. The property at
that tilne was controlled by W. 11. Dodge and operated by W. M. Raht under lease. The concentrating
plant built by Mr. Raht was burned, which put an
end to shipIllents. In 1910, however, preparations
were in progress for undertaking further work on
sevel'al of the claims. Little has been accomplished
since that time, and the 11line structures have been
nllowed to fall to ruin.
Tho oro at the Blackstone nline consists of crystallino aggregates of galena, llluch broken and surrounrled
by a thin alteration zone of dark cerusite, the whole
lllass . held in a gangue cOIllposed of iron-stained
limostono and a slllaU mnount of siderite. In one
of the neighboring prospects wax-yellow tabular
crystals of wulfenite, lead molybdate, are associated
with the galena. Sphalerite in brown rounded
crystals was also noted, but only in small quantities.
The ore of tho Blackstone mine was reported by the
ownors to be nonargentiferous and zinc free, but the
prospects to the north, which carried traces of zinc,
wore said to contain anlOunts of gold and silver that
tended to offset the lower percentage of lead. According to R. N. Bell/ 3 however, the ore of the Blackstone
mine runs about 27 per cent of lead, 50 cents in gold,
and 4 ounces of silver to the ton. He also states
that tho shipnlent of three carloads mentioned above
was probably the highest grade of lead ore ever
shipped from the State.
\8 Boll, n. N., Ninth annual roport of tho mining Industry of Idaho, p. 50, 1908.

The developments at the Blackstone mine comprise
about 800 feet of tunnels and drifts with adjoining
stopes as illustrated in Figure 37.
The rocks in the mineralized area strike N. 20 0 W.
and are cut by a set of nearly vertical fissures that
strike N. 60 0 W. and appear to dip northeastward-·
that is, "the fissures dip into and strike about midway
between the strike and the dip of the bedding of the
limestone." In part of the mine a fissure that has a
northeasterly trend limits the ore body. The miner0

FIGURE 37.-Plan of the Blackstone mino

a.lized area appears to be tabular and to have its
longest dimension parallel. to the strike of the beds.
The ore is richest at the top; its maximum thickness
is estinlated at 8 feet. The dimensions of the ore
body are probably not llluch greater than those of
the present workings.
.
Idaho Gem.-In the NE. Xl sec. 17 (unsurveyed),
on the south side of Dry Canyon, in the same township, a group of claims is clustered about a mine
called the Idaho Gem. The mine consists of a housed
shaft equipped with a horsepower hoist. Little
evidence of valuable mineral was seen on the dump.
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There has been no activity at this mine since about
1910.

Boulder mine.-The Boulder mine lies on the
steep eastward-facing slope in the SE. U SW. U sec. 1
(unsurveyed), T. 14 S., R. 42 E. As seen by the
writer in 1914 the underground workings consisted
'of an adit 300 feet or more long that had a crosscut
at about 200 feet. In the right arm of the crosscut
at about 50 feet was a shaft 50 feet or more deep.
The other arm of the crosscut had an oblique raise
at about 50 feet and another raise at the end. There
was no vein or continuous ore body, and no pay mineral
was observed. In 1912 a member of the survey
party reported having seen about 15 tons of good
galena on the dump at this mine. In 1914 the writer
was informed that a pocket opened a year or two ago had
furnished a . carload of lead ore that carried a little
silver. This ore was doubtless the ore seen in 1912.
The mine is apparently in the Ute limestone and
perhaps extends back· into the Blacksmith. No
further activity has been reported there.
Boulder-Bonanza group.-On Richards's map this
group is given approximately the location indicated
above lor the Boulder mine, but in his verbal account
the group is stated to lie a mile or more north and east
of the Humming Bird mine, a copper property,
discussed below. The location given woutd corre:
spond fairly well with that of the prospect in sec.
36, T. 13 S., R. 42 E., described below. According
to Richards, one of the prospects in the BoulderBonanza group is said to have shown lead ore, but not
in place; the prospect shaft was sunk in a mixture of
soil and loose boulders to a depth of 15 feet or more:
Some of the ore taken fr~m the Boulder-Bonanza claim
showed vein mineral composed of brecciated white
quartz and jasper, somewhat iron stained, containing
galena in disseminated grains. According to report,
prior to 1909 a total of 13 tons of ore which was said
to have yielded a good percentage of lead had been
shipped from this claim.
Prospect in sec. 36, T. 13 S., R. 4-2 E.-In about
the NW. U NE. U sec. 36, T. l3 S., R. 42 E., a prospect was visited in 1914. Two men were working on
a short tunnel in surface debris about 350 yards west
of the road and halfway up the hill to the divide.
No ore was in sight, but the men reported that a
pocket of lead ore had been found in the tunnel and
that a carload of ore running about 70 per cent of
lead had been shipped from there. Samples of the
ore had shown both sulphides and carbon.ates.
Spence mine.-The Spence mine is in the SE. U
SW: U sec. 19, T. 14 S., R. 43 E. The workings
include two inclines each about 20 feet deep and a
shaft about 60 feet deep. The inclines show nothing
of value in the face, and in one of them two drifts
have been driven, one on each side and each 10 or 15
feet long. In the calcite masses found on the dump

a few small crystals of galena were seen, but no similar rock was observed in the workings. The shaft is
old, and nothing of value was seen on the dump. A
fracture on the south side showed some iron oxide,
but no evidence of lead or copper was seen. The
mille appears to be in the Ute-Blacksmith contact
zone.
Origin oj deposits.-There is no apparent connection
of the lead ore with any igneous rock. The lead, which
was formerly disseminated in the sedimentary rocks,
appears to have been leached out by circulating
ground water and redeposited in favorable places by
the replacement of limestone, chiefly along bedding
planes. By local rock falls masses of lead ore have
at some places become included in talus or other
waste accumulations.
OutZook.-The impressions of Hayden, previously
mentioned, were independently gathered by the
writer. Occasional pockets of greater or less size
exist here and there but .no noteworthy veins. The
development at the places where pockets have been
found has outrun the value of the ore, and in general
the quantity and character of the ore is not such as
to justify the expense of tunnels, shafts, and hoisting
machinery.
COPPER

OCCURRENCE

Copper has been found in at least four geologic
associations in the region treated in this report and
has been sought in others. The first is a mineralized
belt in Cambrian rocks that lies generally parallel to
and perhaps half a mile west of the so-called "lead
belt" in the Bear River Range; the second is in
Ordovician limestones near N ounan but also in the
Bear River Range; the third is an impregnated zone
in the Triassic red beds in the Preuss Range in the
Montpelier quadrangle; and the fourth is an association with some metamorphic minerals in T. 6 S., R.
43 E. This last occurrence has already been noticed.
(See p. 123.) The others are considered below. The
developments thus far have not led to any very enencouraging results.
BEAR RIVER RANGE

The copper deposits of the Bear River Range have
been described by Richards,14 from whose report,
supplemented by other observations, the following
account is taken. The ores consist mainly of the carbonates, azurite and malachite, in quartz veins and
locally of the sulpharsenite and sulphantimonite, tennantite and tetrahedrite, in a brecciated quartz and
jasper gangue. The general zone of occurrence is the
line of contact between the Blacksmith limestone (?)
and the Bloomington formation (?), of Cambrian age.
Swan Greek, Utah.-A group of claims on Swan
Creek in Utah, a short distance south of the Mont14

Richards, R. W., op. cit.
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pelier quadrangle, is centered about a prospect called
the Victoria No. 1. The wall rock is massive limestone. The ore consists of malachite, azurite, accOlnpanying barite, and calcite in a much-brecciated
zone that is approxilnately parallel to the bedding.
The quantity of ore is insufficient to make the property comnlercially valuable.
'
IIumming Bird mine.-The Humlning Bird nline,
in Paris Canyon, is the center of a group of claims
near the northeast corner of T. 13 S., R. 42 E., and
about a quarter of a Inile west of the boundary of the
Montpelier quadrangle. Several hundred feet of tunnels, inclines, and shafts have been driven on this property and a considerable quantity of ore-bearing rock
has been thrown out on the dmnp. Ore, chiefly lead
has been shipped from several properties in the vicinity, but none of these has been regularly worked on
a comlnercial basis. The copper ores occur in association with Cmnbrian limestones and shales, probably
the Blackslnith limestone and the Hodges shale member of the overlying Bloomington formation.
The vein strikes N. 60° W. and dips 40° W., as developed in the lower entry. It lies approximately parallel to the bedding and is "presumed to occupy a
bedding thrust," doubtless occasioned by the readjustInent of stresses between the more massive limestone beds on either side of the Hodges shale. These
fOl'lnations have been folded and now form part of the
cust limb of the Bear River syncline. The vein is
continuous throughout the present workings and is
several feet thiclc
The ore consists of brecciated quartz and jasper
vein nlaterial, in which secondary quartz and malachite were deposited contemporaneously. It contains
-tetl'ahedrite-tennantite (gray copper ore) reacting in,
the closed-tube test for both antimony and arsenic.
'rhere are also secondary veins of azurite and some
patches of radially fibrous nlalachite. '
When seen in 1912 by Willianl Peterson, of the survey party, the tunnel had caved badly. There was
a good steanl hoist, but the boiler had fallen down the
shaft with the decay of the timbers. It was then
estimated that there was perhaps ,300 tons of ore on
the dmnp, which was reported to carry 7 per cent of
copper and a little gold and silver. When visited by
the writer in 1914, the'decay of the property was still
in progress. Picked ore on the dump showed copper
carbonates and sulphate (brochantite?) in thin coatings, which f01'1n apparently less than 1 per cent of
the ore. The character of the ore in sight would not
seOlll to justify nUlCh expenditure.
Deposits near Nounan.-A group of copper prospects about half a mile southwest of Nounan post
office, in T. 11 S., R. 43 E., shows copper carbonates,
malachite and azurite, and the sulphate brochantite (?).
The country rock is a gray dolomite, the Garden
City linlestone, of Ordovician age, which w~athers

brown, and the soil derived fronl it has a reddish
color. The bedding is indistinct, but the strike and
dip appear to be N. 15° E. and 65° E. respectively.
The ore occurs in fissures filled with quartz, some of
which strike N. 65° W. and have an easterly dip
of about 55°, but the attitude of others is indeterminate. The principal opening is a shaft, inaccessible
when visited,0but estimated to be 100 feet deep. The'
dump showed a small amount of commercial ore.
Oo-op Oree7c.-A prospect in the SE. ~ NE. ~ sec.
19, T. 11 S., R. 43 E., on Co-op Creek, was examined
by William Peterson, of the survey party, in 1912.
Two veins about 10 feet apart appear on the north
side of the canyon and show best at about 100 feet
above the stream. The west vein, .which is about 18
inches wide, is filled with quartz, iron oxide, and copper
carbonate. The country rock, which is Garden City
limestone, strikes about N. 10° W. The formation is
badly shattered, but seems to dip about 83° E. A
tunnel about 100 feet long had been driven on the
west vein, but it did not show clearly whether the ore
pitched. The east vein had been opened only 8 or 10
feet, but the showing was similar to that in the other
vein. A tunnel in the canyon bottom had been driven
apparently to inter~ept the vein below the upper tunnel. The lower tunnel was inaccessible, but the dump
showed no indication of ore.
COPPER IN TRIASSIC RED BEDS

Copper deposits in Triassic red beds near Montpelier
have been described by H. S. Gale,15 from whose report,
supplemented by later observations, the following
account is taken. Gale's map, which shows the location of the ore-bearing zone and of the copper prospects, is reproduced in Figure 38. Gale assigns the
copper deposits to a particular stratigraphic horizon in
what he identified as the Ankareh shale. This formation, however, is no longer recognized in this region,
and the copper-bearing beds are here assigned to the
Timothy sandstone. The deposits occur on the east
limb of the unsymmetrical Home Canyon anticline;
which is illustrated on the geologic map (pI. 9) and in
geologic s truc ture sections X -X' and Y- Y' (pI. 11).
As shown at the surface, the copper stains consist
chiefly of malachite and azurite. These minerals occur
in joints along the bedding of both the massive, usually
somewhat calcareous, sandstone and in the more shaly
rocks. There is no well-defined mineral streak.
At one place where the development had been
carried down on the mineralized zone to a depth of 100
feet or more the sulphides chalcocite and covellite have
been found in evident repl,aeement of the woody fibers
of fossil plants, roots, or tree stems. Several prospects' are described below.
Bonanza claim.-The principal development is on
the Bonanza claim, in sec. 10, T. 14 S., R. 45 E., which
U Gale, H. S., Geology of the coppor deposits near Montpelier, Bear Lake County,
Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull 430, pp. 112-121, 1910.
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is said to belong to the Bonanza Mining Co., of Montpelier, organized in December, 1908. Though visited
at different times from 1909 to 1914 by members of
survey parties, the shaft has been inaccessible and
more or less filled with water. It is said to be about
400 feet deep. No shipments of ore from this mine
have been reported to the Geological Survey. A mineralized zone exposed in a small prospect about 130
feet east of the shaft is figured by Gale.
R
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saturated with the carbonate minerals. The 111ineTaIizadon is not confined to any particular bedding plane·
or stratum, but is distributed in a very irregular way
through 5 feet or more of clayey and sandy rock included between strata of massive, even-bedded red
sandstones. At the bottom of the 50-foot incline,.
which pitches somewhat toward the north, a level has
been cut to meet a tinlbered shaft that is said to havebeen sunk to a depth of 200 feet. Selected ore contains.
much that is evidently fossil wood in which
the carbonaceous material has been replaced
~ by chalcocite. An indigo-blue iridescent
N mineral of metallic luster which is also·
present is probably covellite formed by
alteration of the chalcocite, and seams or
veins of malachite cut both of the other
nlinerals as well as tha country rock.
This property may be the same as the
Duke claim, from which was reported a
shipment of ore in 1905 that anlolmted to
two carloads and netted $1,300.
Bonneville claim.-Anotherclainl on which
considerable
work has been done is known
,
":~ .~ as the Bonneville, in sec. 27, T. 13 S., R.
W 45 E., which was formerly owned by the
C/l
Claire Mining Co. It is reported that 70
tons of sorted ore running about 18 Pel:
cent of copper has been shipped frolll this.
cJaim. Gale says: 16
(II

Near the head of a gulch on this property are
several prospects, a shaft, and two tunnels of considerable depth.' The strike here is N. 27° E. and
the dip 55° W. The principal ore-bearing stratum
is a light-colored calcareous sandstone, which is
very hard. Ore appears to occur at more than
one horizon here, a feature not noted elsewhere.
Two tunnels run in on the north side of the gulch,
opening up beds at separate horizons. The eastern
of these is the main tunnel. The stratigraphic r
(JI
interval between the two is 60 feet.
The main tunnel has been driven to a depth of
about 200 feet; from it a crosscut has been opened
to the northwest, and a stope and incline have
been driven on several lenticular and mineralized
R. 4+ E.
R. 4S E.
streaks.. rhe mineraliz'ed beds are at least four in
o ____- L____-LI
2 ____-L'
3 ____-L'
4 ____ 5 Miles
number within a stratigraphic thickness of 10 or
15 feet. The copper minerals are found in thin
X)()(x Prospec ts
foliated
shaly lenses, containing seams of black
FIGURE 3S.-Map of the copper prospects in tho Montpelier quadrangle. (After H. S. Gale)
carbonaceous material, reported to constitute the .
A clailn controlled by the same company is situated richest ore. This is locally referred to as." black" copper ore 7
on the top of the ridge about quarter of a mile south but some specimens tested showed the black substance to be
of the Bonanza shaft. Here an incline has been sunk largely, if not wholly, carbonaceous matter upon which the
copper carbonate minerals are deposited. Surrounding such
for 50 feet along the dip of copper-stained strata that lenses of more concentrated mineralization are zones in the
strike N. 10° W. and dip 66° W. The ore at the sur- sandstone impregnated with the green and blue carbonates, but
face evidently lies at the same stratigraphic horizon as none of these form continuous ore bodies, nor are they well
that shown near the Bonanza shaft, but occurs in defined.
~I

~I

a

brecciated zones that are locally more completely

16

Gale, H. S., op. cit., pp. 118-119.
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The western tunnel on the Bonneville claim, about 120 feet
somewhat south of west of the main entry, was driven to follow
an iron-stained ledge apparently accompanied by a smaller
indication of copper minerals. The mineral here is associated
with It light-colored calcareous sandstone, included in darkmaroon shale, resembling the typical occurrences noted farther
Houth. There is relatively little copper-stained rock on the
dump of this entry, which shows, however, some iron-stained
sandstone.
About one-fourth of a mile north of the Bonneville tunnels
and shaft, ncar the top of the ridge, is an old incline shaft
showing copper-stained rock in striking exposure. The copper
minerals are exhibited across a face about 8 feet thick, although
the rock is not uniformly saturated, the minerals being chiefly
thin vein fillings in joints or cracks. Some portions of the rock
nre more richly impregnated, these being the thin-bedded
foliated material associated with the black carbonaceous plant
remains.

Other prospects in red beds.-The only other noteworthy copper prospects are those in Montpelier Canyon in and near sec. 34, T. 12 S., R. 45 E., near the
Star Valley road, about 7 Iniles fr01n' MontpeJier.
An10ng these prospects is the Evening Star claim in
the NvV. M sec. 34, where copper-stained clay and
si1ndy ro('.k are shown under a hanging wall of Inaroon
shale sin1ilar to the wall rocks of the copper ledge
ncar the Bonanza clainl. A salnple taken by Gale,
which represents a section 14 inches thick taken across
the Ininel'alized zone at the discovery monument, was
tested at the laboratory of the Geological Survey and
showed 2.85 per cent of copper. This specimen,
though doubtless of poorer quality than much of the
m,aterial shown at sonle of the prospects farther south,
Inay serve as a. conservative guide in estimating the
general grade of the oxidized ores in this belt.
The Deadman liInestone has been prospected for
copper at a mllnber of places in Tps. 6 and 7 S., R.
44 E. This forluation nlay properly be grouped among
the red beds, but it represents a stratigraphical1y
higher horizon than that of the prospects above described. No showing of copper Ininerals that could be
regarded as at all favorable has been observed in it.
Later deveZopments.-Most of the developments
above described had already been completed by 1909,
when Gale studied the deposits. Interest in these
properties, however, continued several years longer,
and S0111e further exploratory work was done on at
leas t the Bonanza an:d Bonneville groups of claims.
About 1912 there was talk of reorganizing the developing companies and conducting large-scale operations.
The 1110ving spirit in these' projects wa;s R. J. Eckloff,
lnanager of the Bonanza Mining Co. Since his death
in 1914 interest in the copper deposits in this region
seelns to have flagged, and developlnent has come
practically to a standstill.
PROSPECTS IN 'l'HE 'l'WIN CREEK LIMESTONE

1'he lower part of the Twin Creek limestone contains a dense, fine-gl'ained green band, the ash bed
25021-27--24

described on page 97, that has been prospected at a
number of places, presumably for copper. So far as
the writer's observations have gone, however there
is little evidence of mineralization at this horiz~n.
ORIGIN OF THE DEPOSITS

With regard to the origin of the copper deposits of
the Triassic beds Gale 17 remarks:
Deposits of copper in the" Red Beds'~ of presumed Triassic
age belong to a well-recognized type. The constant association
of copper minerals with carbonaceous matter, such as with coal
or, as in this region, carbonized plant fragments, is considered
good evidence that t,he carbon has acted as the precipitating
agent which has caused the accumulation of the copper. It is
a~su~ed that copper may be or probably was present in widely
dIstrIbuted though minutely disseminated form in the sedimentary rocks as they were originally laid down. Such copper may
h~~e been taken into solution in the ground waters, to be precIpItated again and concentrated when these waters came into
contact with the carbon. It is known that organic matter acts
as a reducing agent in some places and that by its action sulphide minerals may be formed. Later oxidation of the sulphides has to a certain extent disseminated the carbonate minerals throughout the country rock, especially in brecciated zones.
This theory is confirmed by the finding of chalcocite replacing
the woody fibers of plant stems at the only place where these
deposits have been opened in depth.

There is little doubt that this general theory of
origin is also applicable to the copper deposits of the
Bear River Range described above. In these occurrences, however, the carbon for the precipitation of
the copper-bearing solutions was not present in the
form of plant remains, but a disseminated bituminous
matter which resulted from the slow decomposition of
animal remains entombed in the early Paleozoic limestones. The formation of sulphides, their subsequent
oxidation, and the impregnation of the country rock
with carbonates, has probably followed in the same
way as in the occurrences in the red beds. An alternative source for the copper in these deposits might
be solutions emanating from deeper-seated igneous
intrusions of which the ore minerals themselves would
be the only evidence.
OUTLOOK

The outlook for successful commercial exploitation of the copper deposits of the region is not
encouraging. Many of the prospects located in green
rocks'have been made under the mistaken impression
that the green color was an indication of copper,
,:hereas the coloring substance is a form of iron, posSIbly reduced through contact with organic matter.
The prospects above described, however, in which
copper minerals are present, have not been demonstrated to carry copper in sufficient quantity fOf exploitation, even though a few carloads of good Ofe have
been rined and shipped.
11

Gale, H, S., op. cit., p. 120.
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GOLD AND SILVER

Small amounts of gold and silver have been reported
from assays of the lead ores mined in the Bear River
Range, as previously stated. Some other occurrences
remain to be noted.
Deposits near Bern, Idaho.-According to Richards,18
northwest of Bern, in sec. 26, T. 12 S., R. 43 E., E. A.
Jonely, of Montpelier, has a prospect from which he
reports amounts in gold, silver, and lead that range
from 70 cents to $20 a ton.- This prospect is located
in the upper block of the Bannock overthrust and
west of the axis of a small anticline in dense bluishblack limestone, which is here regarded as part of
the Garden City limestone (Ordovician). This limestone forms an inlier of old rock in the midst of Tertiary
beds. The prospect, called the Tiptop, is situated on
the highest point in section 26. It consists of a 125foot shaft, a 60-foot drift or crosscut to the west at the
100-foot level, and at the 125-foot level a 110-foot
crosscut to the northeast, which had just been started
when the prospect was visited in 1910. The western
20 feet of the crosscut on the 100-foot level is in a red
and blue clay or talcose selvage which is reported to
contain gold and silver. The crosscut on the 125-foot
level is said to have cut several mineralized fissures,
and at its heading, nearly under the crest of the fold,
iron oxide that contained free gold was found. The
prospect is equipped with horsepower hoist and shaft
house.
In the SE. ~ NW. 7i sec. 26 a tunnel driven in
white marly limestone of Tertiary age is reported by
Mr. E. A. Jonely to have furnished samples that upon
assay yielded about 75 cents in gold to the ton. The
only mineralization in sight at this prospect was a
thin bluish dendritic deposit, probably pyrolusite
(manganese oxide). No further activity at these
prospects has been reported to the Geological Survey.
Deposits near Pegram, Idaho.-The Colorado-Idaho
Mining &; Milling Co., of Denver, which is said to
have been incorporated about 1915, has developed a
project that is located approximately in the SE. 7i
NE. 7i sec. 2 and the SW. 74: NW. 7i sec. 1, T. 15 S.,
R. 45 E., about a mile northwest of Pegram, Idaho.
In 1920, according to J. A. Kurtz, of Denver,
stockholder and resident custodian of the property,
the principal development consisted of a tunnel 800
feet long driven east through red sandstone (Nugget)
to a soft, green, waxy-looking body of ore that is said
to be 300 feet wide. An old tunnel at the south end of
the property, in the SW. 7i SW. 7i sec. 1, had been
driven north 1,800 feet along the contact of the N':lgget
sandstone and Twin Creek limestone. The ore,
according to Mr. ICurtz, assayed from $2 or $3 to
$73 a ton and averaged $6 to' $9 a ton in gold and
silver. A carload had been shipped for testing to
Denver, ~here the company has a 100-ton mill.
18

Richards, R. W., op. cIt., pp. 18{H87.

There has been no opportunity to visit the property or to verify the stated assays. No further activity at the mine has been reported to the Geological
Survey.
The horizon at which the gold and silver are said tohave been found is in the lower part of the Twin
Creek limestone. This formation is not known to be'
mineralized elsewhere in the region, though the dense,
green, waxy-looking band near the base has been
prospected, presumably for copper, at a number of
places. Judgment regarding this property should be
reserved until the character, quality, and quantity of
the ore have been more fully'demonstrated.
Adverse geologic conditions.-The geologic conditions in the region thus far studied are adverse for the'
occurrence of the precious metals, and indeed for
metallic minerals generally. The principal rocks of
the region are sedimentary and practically free from
metamorphism. There are n<J intrusive rocks, except
on a very small scale, and hence there has been little·
opportunity for the type of mineralization that
commonly accompanies such rocks. As placers derive
their valuable minerals from lodes, which at some time
have been' exposed to erosion, the lack of such lodes is
reflected in a corresponding lack of placer accunlUlations.
The converse of the last statement is fully illustrated by the Caribou district, which lies east of Grays
Lake, in T. 4 S., R. 44 E., and was not included in the
present investigation. There the placer deposits,
which in the seventies are said to have yielded
$250,000 in gold annually, owe their 'gold content t(}
lodes, some of them located and prospected, which
were produced by mineralization that accompanied
igneous intrusions. Of late years there has been
little mining in this district, but in 1920 there was
some revival of interest and plans were being made·
for the installation of gold dredges.
OTHER MINERAL OCCURRENCES
GYPSUM

Gypsum claims owned by David Follick, of Montpelier, lie about 1,000 feet above the bottom of Montpelier Canyon, in the SW. 7i SW. 7i sec. 32, T. 12 S.,
R. 45 E., and in the adjoining part of sec. 5, T. 13 S.,
R. 45 E. The gypsum occurs in rocks of the 'iV ells
formation beneath a sugary reddish-yellow sandstone
and above a yellowish-red porous breccia, which lies
unevenly upon and fills cracks in a massively bedded
limestone. The rocks that contain the gypsum are
involved in the folds at the north end of Waterloo
Mountain. (See pI. 52, A.)
The gypsum, as. exposed in ledges and in small
openings, is sugary or massive and apparently quite
pure in some places. In other places it is thin b,edded
and mixed with sandy clay. At the locality in section
5 the observed thickn~ss of gypsum was about 20
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feet. A 4-foot bed at a locality in section 32 was
sa111pled and later analyzed at the laboratory of the
Geological Survey with the foll~wing results:
TABT"ln

99.-Composition of gypsum from Montpelier Canyon,
Idaho
[W. C. Wheeler, analyst]
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Pure gypsunl contains 32.5 per cent of linIe (CaO)
and 46.6 per cent of sulphur trioxide (SOa). Ordinarily gypSlun contains impurities, such as the oxides
of iron and aluminlun and the carbonates of calcium
and Inagnesilun, besides other impurities. The analysis shows that the bed sampled contains relatively
high-grado lnaterial that compares favorably with
gypsum lnined in other parts of the Western States.
The available data are insufficient for any accurate
estiJnates of the quantity of gypsunI present. However, it is probably not large enough to warrant
COnll1Iercial exploitation. The Wells formation in
this rogion is not usually gypsiferous. The accumulation represented by these claiIns is regarded as a
secondary deposit of purely local occurrence.
Loose fraglnents of gypsunI are strewn' here and
therd along outcrops· of the ' Wood shale or along
similar beds referred to the upper Nugget, as in sec.
10, T. 11 S., R. 45 E.
MANGANESE

deposit occurs as a network of high-grade seanIS and
bunches of pure manganese ore in a sandy con tact
between limestone' and red 'conglOll1era te in a zone
10 feet wide. 'Its development was confined to
shallow open cuts. A few hundred pounds of sacked
ore, which was said to run 50 per cent of manganese,
was on the ground.
These occurrences are interesting, but too small
to justify hope of comnlercial developnlent. '
POTASSIUM NITRATE

In the SW. 7.:t sec. 1, T; 7 S., R. 44 E., in the Lanes
Creek quadrangle, there are some prospects for potassium nitrate that have been the subject of considerable
local interest. They are located in a short steep-sided
ravine called Blue Jay Gulch, which is cut mostly in
Nugget sandstone, though Twin Creek limestone
occupies the higher slopes on the east side. The
prospects themselves are in the Nugget. They lie op.
the west flank of a broad syncline which causes the
rocks to have a gen'eral northeas terly dip tha t ranges
from 5° to as much as 35°. The syncline, however,
bifurcates northwestward and perlnits a southeastward-pitching anticline to occupy the space between
the branches, of the syncline. The prospects are
ahnost in the axial line of the intervening antieline
produced, so -that the rocks in that vicinity are unusually jointed and the dips are variable. ,A description of the occurrence has been prepared by Gale, from
whose unpublished manuscript the following account
is in part taken.
The locality was visited in June, 1911, by Robert
Stewart,2° who states that potassium nitrate occurs in
a cave in red sandstone, where it was fonned on the
roof, presumably as an efflorescence or crust left by
the evaporation of percolating waters which had come
in through crevices. The total quantity of nitrate in
the cave was estimated at 25 pounds. Analyses of
sanIples taken at this place were nIade with the results
shown in Table 100.

Tho presence of nlanganese in one of the gold
prospects near Bern has already been nIentioned.
Tho l~ocene conglonlerate (Wasatch forlnation) contains here and there pockets of nlanganiferous nIa terial. Such a pocket is exposed in a prospect opened
by Myron Welker, of BloOlnington, in the NE. 7.:t
SE. 7.:t soc. 28, T. 14 S., R. 43 E. The conglomerate
there is' deep red and of lnedium texture, and its
largest pebbles have a dianIeter of about 4 inches.
'rhe pocket as opened was about 4 feet wide and 2Y2
feet deep. Black, powdery lnaterial was distributed
throughout the conglOlnerate, the pebbles of which
wero also so thickly coated as to resenIble lmnps or
nodules of 111anganese oxide. On breaking the lumps
'open, however, they were found to contain pebbles.
A tlmnel that was driven only a few feet below the
prospect showed no sign of manganese.
Bell 10 reports an OCClUTence of manganese oxide in
Paris Canyon. According to his statement this

Nos. 1 and 2 were samples of the nitrate-bearing
salts in the roof of the cave and No.3 was a sample

19 Doll, H. N., '£\venticth annual repOrt of the mining industry of Idaho, p. 110,
1919.

20 Stewart, Robert, The occurrence of potassium nitmte in western America: Am.
Chern. Soc. Jour., vol. 33, No. 12, pp. 1952-1954, 1911.

TABLE

100.-CO?nl)Osition of cmd!] nitrate and sandstone from
sec. 1, T. 7 S., R. 44 E.
3

Residue insoluble in water ______ _
4. 22
Nitric nitrogen ________________ _ 11.12
Ammoniacal nitrogen ___________ _ None.
Ca).cium ______________________ _
2.91
Magnesi urn ___________________ _
. 11
Potassium ____________________ _ 30.89
Sulphur __________________ '____ _
1. 54
chlorine ______________ . _______ _ Trace.
50.79\

2. 73
98.21
.127
11. 48
None.
None.
2. 12
None.
.17
None .
31. 55
.18
1. 58 -------Trace. -------49. 63
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of sandstone from the face of the cliff about 100 yards
above the cave. These results can be recalculated as
percentages of potassiunl nitrate in the original sam-.
pIes: No.1, 79.88; No.2, 81.58; No.3, 0.46.
In each analysis there is a very slight excess of nitric.
acid, which may represent a trace of calcium or of
sodium nitrate.
Nos. 1 and 2 are evidently selected portions of the
clearest crystalline salts. No idea is given in the
account as to what these samples may represent, but
it is supposed that they are composed of surface material from individual spots only and do not represent
average lots or any large bulk of nitrate, for the conclusion is stated that the nitrate is not found in sufficient quantity to be of commercial value.

39.-Sketehes of tunnel and cave at nitrate prospects at BIue Jay Gulch, in sec. 1, T. 7 S., R. 44 E.,
Lanes Creek quadrangle. (After Earl Pembroke)

FIGURE

Earl Pembroke, a mining engineer of Salt Lake
CIty, says in a letter on file at the Geological Survey
that he visited this locality in April, 1913. At that
time several daims had been taken up. A tunnel,
which had been driven in 55 feet just under the cavern
from which the specimens for the analyses given
above were taken, is supposed to have proved the
existence of the soluble salts within the mass of the
sandstone. This statement is based on the report
of the man who excavated the tunnel. Mr. Pembroke
says that the sandstone from the tunnel soon takes on
a whitish soluble coating when exposed to the air on
the dump, and that this coating has a characteristic
niter taste. The tunnel and cave occur in a zone

\

\

of nearly vertical fractures in gray and red laminated
sandstone. Sketches of the tunnel and cave, furnished by Mr. Pembroke, are shown in Figure 39.
Gale comments on the letter as follows:
It is not distinctly stated but it appears that the old tunnel
has been standing quite a while, and it is more or less natural to
suppose that under any hypothesis as to origin of the salts
saline crusts containing nitrate might accumulate on the walls
and even in the cracks and seams to whatever depth evaporation might have removed the ground water. It is clear that
the principal showings of nitrate were from the old cave above
the tunnel and that the rocks are cut by vertical seams or fissures, through which saline solutions might readily percolate
deep into the mass of the ledge. It is also evident that the
results of the explorations for nitrate in the tunnel below were
not very encouraging, as the work has not been actively prosecuted since.

In 1914 the tunnel and several other prospects in the
vicinity were visited by Robert Ferron, a member of
the Geological Survey party, who noted the incrustation on the sides and measured a section at one of the
other prospects. .The samples collected were damaged
in transit and could not be used for analysis .
..,. In 1916 the writer paid a hurried visit to the tunnel.
No recent work had beendone. The rock appeared to
be ordinary Nugget sandstone with some white bands.
Incrustations were noted here and there on the walls.
Some of these sputtered slightly when touched by the
candle flame. The writer saw nothing to justify hopes
of a commercial deposit and did not consider the
material in sight worth sampling in view of his previous
experience with similar occurrences elsewhere. 21
In addition to the areas prospected efflorescences of
nitrate have been found at a number of places in the
Nugget sandstone in sec. 12, T. 7 S., R. 44 E., and in
sec. 7, T. 7 S., R. 45 E., unsurveyed.
The nitrate in all these occurrences is probably not
different in origin from the so-called cave deposits,
which are comnlon in many parts of the country.22
The slopes above the prospects support considerable
vegetation, which by decay and by the action of soil
bacteria could be converted into nitrates. The rock
slides of the district are occupied here and there by
small animals, which supply more or less guano.
Thus there appears to be sufficient organic nitrogenous
material to supply perc.olating waters with nitrate salts
in the observed quantity. The numerous joints a,nd
pores in the rock provide suitable channels for the
activity of these waters, and caverns or protected
slopAs afford places for its concentration by evaporatio~ and for its preservation ..
Gale 23 sumillarizes the data regarding this deposit as
follows:
The locality is interesting, for it is one in which active investigation for saltpeter has been periodically revived and where the
21 Mansfield, G. R., Nitrate deposits in southern Idaho and eastern Oregon: U. S.
Geol. Survey Bull. 620, pp. 19-44, 1915.
22 Gale, H. S., Nitrate deposits: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 523, p. 9,1912.
23 Gale, H. S., manuscript at U. S. Geol. Survey.
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hope of the prospector survives agn,inst n.ll condemnatory evidence even to the present day. Certainly persistence of this
kind lIas occasionally been rewarded in other enterprises, but
one can not find in the logic of the matter much excuse for
encouraging continued prospecting here.
.

COAL

The carbonaceous shales of the Wayan formation
locally contain enough organic matter to form an impure coal. This material has no econonlic significance,
but it has been prospected at a number of places,
chiefly in the Willow Creek-Caribou and Pine Creek
districts 24 north of the region here described.
In the NW. U NW. U sec. 5, T. 32 N., R. 119 W.,
about a Inile west of Auburn, in the Freedom quad('angle, a prospect has been opened in these shales by
.J. W. J. I-Iarrison on patented land. The prospect
consists of a tinlbered tunnel about 40 feet long. The
strike of a sandstone bed below the shales is N. 20° W.
and the dip is 56° W. Most of the material renlOved
was a carbonaceous shale that slacks on drying. Some
pieces, about a bucketful, burned well. This prospect, when seen in 1914, had not been worked for three
years and had caved. Another prospect, an inclined
shaft about 100 feet farther southwest, had also been
ftbandoned. No other coal has been found or reported in the areas considered in this paper.
OIL

Rumors of the occurrence of oil in this region have
thus fH,r proved without· foundation except for the
showing of oil reported in the well of the WallaceWyoming Oil Co. Some reported occurrences of oil
scunl in lnarshes along Crow Creek near Lowe's ranch
proved upon examination to be films of iron oxide.
The phosphatic shale at some localties, notably
near Dell and Dillon, Mont., has been found to yield
upon dry distillation as lnuch as 25 to 30 gallons of oil
to the ton. The phosphate beds of southeastern Idaho
are richer in phosphate than the beds in the Dell and
24

Mansfield, O. IL, Coal in eastern Idaho: U. S. OeoI. Survoy Dull. 716, pp.

]2-]30, ]920.
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Dillon areas, and so far as examined yield only a trace
of oil when distilled.
Bituminous matter has been observed locally in the
Woodside shale. Thus, in the SW. USE. U sec. 29,
T. 13 S., R. 43 E., a dense dark-gray limestone bed
of the Woodside, which was practically horizontal and
overlain by shales, contained bituminous pockets
about an inch long. The limestone is somewhat
fossiliferous.
The petroleum possibilities of southeastern Idaho
have been discussed by Kirkham,25 who designates
two areas in this region among those which he describes
as the "least unlilmly for the production of oil."
These are the "Border and Phosphoria areas." The
Border area comprises Tps. 5 S., Rs. 45 and 46 E.;
T. 7 S., R. 46 E.; Tps. 8 and 9 S., R. 46 E.; and T. 11
S., R. 45 E. These townships lie in a belt of strata
that has been highly disturbed by both folding and
faulting and in the fault zone of the Bannock overthrust, which locally subdivides into as many as five
branches. The possibility that any reservoir of sufficient size to contain a commercial oil pool may persist in this belt would seem to be slight.
The Phosphoria area is comprised in T. 8 S., R. 45
E., and is traversed by the Snowdrift anticline, which
is locally depressed by a transverse syncline and by
the Webster and Georgetown synclines. It is baJ:ely
possible that this portion of the Snowdrift anticline
and of the subordinate anticline present in the Webster'
syncline might serve as reservoirs for small oil pools.
However, the general intensity of folding in the region
and the probability that these folds are cut 'at greater
or less depth by the Bannock overthrust are distinctly
unfavorable to the occurrence of oil in commercial
quantities.
Kirkham lnakes recommendations regarding locations for test wells, but his cautionary phrase that
he does not "guarantee that petroleum or natural
gas will be found at any of the points recommended
for testing" should not be overlooked.
23 Kirkham, V. R. D., Petroleum possibilities of certain anticlines in southeastern
Idaho: State of Idaho Bur. Mines and Geology Bull. 4, 1922. Seo also BUll. 8, 1924.
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CHAPTER

VIII. BROADER PROBLEMS OF THE REGION

SUMMARY
The broader problems of the region are discussed under five
heads, as physiographic, stratigraphic, igneous, structural, and
economic problems.
The physiographic problems include the course of Bear Rive~,
Tertiary planation in Idaho, and the Snake River Basin.
It is suggested that the peculiar course of Bear River may be
due to diversion by uplift from a former union with Snake River
and to superposition upon older structural features from a
former course on Tertiary beds.
Tertiary planation in Idaho has been a subject of controversy,
some advocating Eocene or older age for the resulting erosion
surface or peneplain and others postmiddle Miocene age. The
evidence for southeastern Idaho ,is thought to favor premiddle
Miocene age. ,
The Snak.e River Basin is an ancient feature, and conflicting
opinions regarding its age and method of formation have been
expressed. Regional studies are needed to reconcile apparent
discrepancies in existing accounts.
,
The stratigraphic problems include the origin of the Permian
phosphate and of the Rex chert, the Permian-Triassic interval,
Triassic and Jurassic physiography and sedimentation, and the
interpretation of Cretaceous and Tertiary formations.
The phosphate is believed to have been formed by biochemical agencies from phosphatic solutions or colloids on the sea
bottom under conditions wl;lich largely excluded oxygen
from the deeper waters. The accumulation was slow and long
continued. Climatic changes may have played a notable part.
Under present conditions mineralogic studies can shed little
light on the problem, but bacteriologic and chemical investigations afford promise of definite information.
The Rex chert was probably formerly continuous over thousands of square miles. Although undoubtedly in part of organic
origin, it is believed to be more largely the result of physicochemical processes.
. '
The Permian-Triassic'interval in southeastern Idaho is represented by beds that may correspond with the Dinwoody formatio~ of the Wind River Range in Wyoming, now considered
to be of Lower Triassic age.
The Triassic and Jurassic record of southeastern Idaho is
un us uaIl v full an d comprises 12 formations that ha ve an aggregate
thicknes~ of nearly 12,000 feet. Many similarities with sections in the southern Rocky Mountains and with the plateau
country, as well as differences, are pointed out. Some attempt
at comparison and correlation is made.
Nonmarine Cretaceous rocks are developed in southeastern
Idaho in great thickness. Two epochs of abundant sedimentation separated by an epoch of deformation are recognized.
Relationships of the' beds in Idaho with similar beds in Wyoming and Montana are suggested, but regional studies are
needed to test these suggestions.
The Tertiary record is (ragmentary and some of the evidence
regarding it is of a conflicting nature. A systematic search for
fossils and regional studies are needed to de~ermine the relationships of formations in southeastern Idaho with those of other
areas.
Only two igneous problems are considered-first, the relation
of the lavas of southeastern Idaho to those of other eruptive
centers and, second, volcanism and deformation.
Brief comparison is made of the igneous rocks of southeastern
Idaho with those of the Yellowstone National Park and of the
Fort Hall Indian Reservation. The general absence of volcanic
activity in association with the major deformation of southeast352

ern Idaho places the mountains of that region in the "thinshelled" group, as defined by R. T. Chamberlin.
Under structural problems are included overthrust faulting,
circumferential shortening, tension faulting, and the building of
the northern Rockies.
The overthrust faulting in southeastern Idaho is considered
in relation to that of the whole Rocky Mountain region northward from Colorado, and it is seen that the overthrusts were
maintained over a considerable period and that they were
progressively younger eastward. ,As between overthrusting and
underthrusting the available evidence seems to favor the former.
Measurements of crustal shortening in southeastern Idaho
indicate an actual shortening equivalent to 21.5 per cent of the
original length by folding alone, or of 52.3 per cent by both
folding and faulting. The earth's crust was probably more
deeply affected during the earlier stages of compression than
during the later stages. The present visible folds are parts of
larger structures or major folds.
Normal faults, and in particular horst and graben structures,
are being ascribed by recent writers to compressive rather than
tensional forces. Southeastern Idaho seems to afford definite
evidence in favor' of tension as a condition of the formation of
horsts and grabens and that the current view of tensional
faulting as a method of relief for overstrained or overcompressed
structures is well founded.
The building of the northern Rocky Mountains presents a
special phase of the fundamental problem of orogeny. The
study of this problem requires the consideration of contrasted
views on crustal movements and on isostasy. Contraction
induced by many causes set in motion gravitative readjustments and magmatic movements which resulted in folding and
overthrusting. Two phases of compressive activity are illustrated in southeastern Idaho. The' earlier phase was localized
and intensified by a heavily loaded geosyncline. The mountains formed were probably comparable to those of to-day or
even higher. They were reduced by erosion before the second
phase, which was not localized and was hence of a more gentle
type, was begun. The mountains in their present form do not
seem to have been completely compensated isostatically.
The most notable economic problem of the region that is
related to its geology is the question of the continuity and the
maintenance of quality of the phosphate beds in the deeper
synclines, where they are far removed from surface influences
and are subject to possible loss by faulting. Only deep boring
which is not yet practicable, may solve this problem.

NATURE OF THE PROBLEMS

In the foregoing chapters, which give a reasonably
,complete account of the districts treated, it is hoped
that a foundation has been laid for further studies in
the broader field, of which the areas described a:r;e but
a part. Some of the physiographic and geologic
features mentioned, though of local significance,
represent merely incidents in the geologic history of
the Rocky Mountain region as a whole. Other
featu'res pass beyond the confines of the areas studied,
either continuing unmodified or undergoing changes,
and thus require for their understanding and description more extended areal study. Still others bear
upon fundamental geologic problems, whose solution, if obtained, must await the patient gathering of
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dl1.ta frm}} 11lany sources and over wide areas in the
Rocky l\10untain region or elsewhere.
In concluding this paper the writer has decided to
·outline briefly SOlne of the broader problems of the
:rcgion, and for some of theIn at least to suggest pos'Sible means of solution. He has grouped the problems under five heads, as physiographic, stratigraphic,
igneous, structural, and economic problems and considered thOlll in the order named.
PHYSIOGRAPHIC PROBLEMS
COURSE OF BEAR RIVER

The course of Bear River has long been a source of
interest to geologists and others who are familiar with
geologic and geographic conditions in the general
region here studied. Bear River rises in the Uinta
Mountnins of Utah and flows generally northward or
northwestward through southwestern Wyoming into
'southeastern Idaho as far as Soda Springs. Thence
it turns westward and southward, forming an open
loop, and Olnpties into Great Salt Lake at a point
·only about 90 lniles £rOln its source. Its upper
·course in Utah and Wyoming is largely in Tertiary
beds, though here and there the underlying older
fOl'lnations are exposed, and in such places the river
'Usually follows the strike of the older beds.
Veatch l notes sonle relativ~ly late ~inor changes
in its course in southwestern Wyoming, which he
ascribes to the overloading of the strealn by glaciers
in its headwaters. The changes to which attention
is here directed, however, occurred at a 'nluch earlier
<late, and it may not now be possiQle to decipher
the earlier course of the river.
Upon entering the Montpelier quadrangle the river
turns northward into the lower end of Thomas Fork
valley and then turns westward in an intrenched
llleandering course across the Preuss Range. As previously explained there seCIns little doubt that this
-course is tho result of superposition from a former
-course on Tertiary beds. The abrupt change from
a northerly to a westerly course suggests that originally Bear H.iver flowed northward into Salt River, .
:fl, tributary
of the Snake, either by way of what is
now ThOlnas Fork, Preuss Creek and Crow or Stump
Creeks, or by fl, route now occupied in part by Smiths
11"ork, which lies mainly east of the Sublette RidO"e
and Star Valley. The present elevations and grades
·of the strealll beds afford little clue to the' earlier
.drainage, which must be worked out from the older
topography and fronl the distribution of stream-laid
.deposits.
No detailed studies have been made of the Smiths
Fork route and no lllodern topographic map is avail.able for Snliths Fork, though the Afton quadrangle
.includes Star Valley nearly to its head. The Thomas
I:)

,

I Veatch, A. C., Geography and geology of a portion of southwestern Wyoming:
'U. S. Geo1. Survey Prof. Paper 56, p. 100. 1907.
.
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Fork -route, however, IS shown on the topographic
and geologic maps of the Montpelier, Crow Creek,
and Freedom quadrangles. No systematic study has
been made of the older topography as it relates to
Bear River, for this would involve consideration of
the course of the river above the point where it enters
the Montpelier quadrangle, and for much of this
part of its course no suitable topographic nlaps are
availn,ble.
There are no Quaternary gravels that appear to
bear upon the question of a former course for Bear
River, but the distribution of certain remnants of the
Salt Lake fornlation may have some significance in
this connection. On the west flank of Red Mountain in T. 11 S., R. 45 E., there is a patch of conglomerate about half a mile wide and nearly 3 miles
long that extends southward into the valley of Preuss
Creek. These old gravels now stand at altitudes that
range from about 7,300 to 7,850 feet. About 4 miles
farther south in sec. 7 (unsurveyed), T. 12 S., R.
46 E., at an elevation of about 7,200 feet, well up on
the southwest side of the same valley, there is another
patch of similar conglomerate but much smaller.
Still farther south, in sections 31 and 32 of the same
township a somewhat larger patch of the same conglomerate lies above Thomas Fork Valley at altitudes that
range from about 6,500 to 7,000 feet. If these remnants
may be regarded as marking the site of an old valley,
the former floor of that valley, as indicated by present
altitudes of the old gravels, now slopes southward
instead of northward.
In the Crow Creek and Freedom quadrangles rather
extensive remnants of the Salt Lake formation occupy
parts of Crow Creek and Sage Valleys, and of Hardmans Hollow, Tygee, and Stump Valleys. Numerous
similar patches also lie along the border of Star
Valley. The altitude of these patches outside of Star
Valley ranges from about 6,200 to nearly 7,400 feet;
the lowest remnants are near the junction of Stump
and Tygee Creeks, in the southern part of the Freedom quadrangle. In Star Valley the altitudes thus
far recognized range from about 5,800 feet in the
northern part of the FreedOln quadrangle, to about
7,050 feet in the Crow Creek quadrangle.
The data thus far presented show merely that at the
tinle of the deposition of the Salt Lake formation there
were extended depressions or valleys farther north
along the general line now occupied by Bear River
above its bend at ThOlnas Forle Besides, the Snowdrift peneplain, in which the valleys of the Tygee cycle
were cut, appears to have been gently arched along a
line that extends about east through Meade Peale
(See A':..-A" and G-G", pI. 10.) The time when this
movement occurred is not known, but itwas probably
before the development of the Gannett erosion surface,
because the highest and least reduced parts of that
surface now lie near the crest of the arch and constitute

o
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the divide between the present Bear River and.-Snake
. River drainage. Such an arching movement may well
have caused the diversion of Bear River westward
parallel with the trend of the arch. If the SaIt Lake
fonnation was deposited before the arching occurred
the valley floor on which the formation was laid down
would be tilted in opposite directions on opposite sides
of the arch and the sediments themselves would tend to
be eroded over the arched area.
It is suggested that the course of Bear River through
the gap west of Soda Springs was determined by
superposition from a fornler course on beds of the Salt
Lake formation. Whether the southerly course beyond that point was determined by the presence of a
southward-flowing river west of the Bear River Range
or by some other cause must be left for future determination. Probably the basaltic outflows in Bear
River valley in the vicinity of Soda Springs produced
only local effects iJl displacing the channel of the river,
for the basalt passes through the same gap, merely
crowding the river against one side.

from Lindgren 9 and Livingston/o both of whom
advanced data in support of the Eocene age of the
peneplain. Thus the controversy rests. The writer
would not reopen it except for the fact that certain
aspects of it bear upon the interpretation of the
erosional history of southeastern Idaho, which is a part
of the present task. The places nlentioned in the
discussion are shown in Figure 1.
EOCENE AGE

The existence of the peneplain, or at least of an
old erosion surface, is recognized by all geologists who·
have worked in the general region. Its Eocene age
is assumed by Umpleby because basins that contain
Miocene "lake beds" now lie within it, and he thinks.
that these basins were eroded after the developnlent
of the peneplain. He attaches considerable significance to supposed former shore lines in these basins,
as indicated by the position of the lake beds. A nUlllber of the basins that are now occupied in part by
the lake beds are crossed by streams that enter and
leave by steep-sided gorges. These gorges are attriTERTIARY PLANATION IN IDAHO
buted by Umpleby to headward erosion by the streanlS.
The
lake beds at exceptional places are considerably
SUMMARY OF LITERATURE
deformed, but Umpleby notes that faulting and foldIn 1912 Umpleby,2 combining the work of earlier ing have affected the plateau area, though they have
writers with his own observations, described a pene- not destroyed its plateau character, which has perplain in the Salmon River Mountains of Idaho, which sisted in a remarkable degree.
he thought was present in a large part of the State and
Atwood in his discussion of conditions about Butte
which he referred to the Eocene. Blackwelder 3 uses much the same arguments as Umpleby for the age
criticized Umpleby's argument and undertook to show of the peneplain. In his reply to Blackwelder he points
that the peneplain is younger than Eocene and is out that no evidence of peneplanation of the Oligoprobably post-middle Miocene. Umpleby 4 replied, cene and Miocene sediments has been found and he
maintaining his original view and for a time the matter cites the lake-shore features reported by Unlpleby.
rested. It was· revived, however, when Atwood 5 As evidence which he considers nlost helpful in the
published a paper on the Butte district in Montana and discussion he cites the occurrence of stream-cut
the Bingham district in Utah, in which he accepted notches in some of the ridges, which have been excaUmpleby's view and made use of it in a study relating vated to depths of 500 feet or more below the peneto ore enrichment. This paper ~lrew further criticisnl plain and partly fined with Tertiary sedilnents.
by Blackwelder 6 along the lines of his earlier contention
Lindgren, upon consideration of the criticisnls of
and elicited a reply from Atwood,7 who adhered to the Blackwelder and Rich, renlarks that nobody has a
Eocene view. Rich,B the next participant in the dis- right to assert the )?liocene or Miocene age of the
cussion, gave a critical review of the evidence set forth high peneplain who has not critically examined the
by Umpleby, Atwood, and Blackwelder, with addi- relations of the Columbia River lava to that surface
tional arguments of his own, and strongly coincided as exposed in the region of the western nlargin of the
with Blackwelder's view of post-middle Miocene age' Clearwater Mountains. There the Columbia River
for the peneplain. Rich's paper called forth remarks lava extends as a beautifully developed plateau at an
elevation of about 4,000 feet in front of the Clear2 Umpleby, J. B., An old erosion surface in Idaho; its age and value as a datum
plane: Jour. Geology, vol. 20, pp. 139-147, 1912.
water Mountains. The age of the Colulnbia River
3 Blackwelder, Eliot, The old erosion surface in Idaho; a criticism: Jour. Geology,
lava of that area, according to Lindgren, is generally
vol. 20, pp. 410-414, 1920.
4 Umpleby, J. B., T.he old erosion in Idaho: Jour. Geology, yol. 21, pp. 224-231.
conceded to be Miocene. To the east of this area
1913.
the Clearwater plateau rises to elevations of 7,000
~ Atwood, W. W., The physiographic conditions at Butte, Mont., and Bingham
Canyon, Utah, when the copper ores in these districts were enriched: Econ. Geology
feet above the sea. Lindgren thinks that the crucial
.
vol. 11, pp. 697-740, 1916.
point of the argument is the :N[iocene or pre-Miocene
6 Blackwelder, Eliot, Physiographic conditions and copper enrichment: Econ.
Gcology, vol. 12, pp. 541-545, 1917.
1 Atwood, W. W., Physiographic conditions and copper enrichment: Econ.
Gcology, vol. 12, pp. 545-547, 1917.
8 Rich, J. L., An old erosion surface in Idaho; is it Eocene?: Econ. Geology, vol. 13,
pp. 120-136, 1918.
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Waldemar, The Idaho peneplain (discussion): Econ. Geology, vo\. 13,
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10 Livingston, D. C., The Idaho peneplain (discussion): Econ. Geology, vo\. 13, pp.
488-492, 1918.
9 Lindgren,
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age of the basalt flows. Until that can be disproved
be considers the age of the peneplain as Eocene or
older.
Livingston also defends the Eocene age of the peneplain on the basis of the Miocene age of the Columbia
River basalt. He points out that the drainage of the
basalt plateau in northern Idaho, where the plateau
borders luountains that are composed of older rocks,
is in a luuch more youthful condition than it is in the
adjacent areas of older rock. Between the heads of
the canyons and the mountains the streams flow on
the surface of the plateau in shallow, alluvial valleys
which are developed in the wind-blown silt that covers
{"he plateau. In the nlountains the streams follow
more mature valleys than those that have been cut
through the basalt. Livingston thinks. it inconceivable that the adjacent mountain country could have
been reduced to a peneplain and the peneplain elevated oud eroded to· a condition of maturity while
the drainage systeul of the adjacent plateau did not
ndvance beyond the condition of youth. The irregulnrities of the present drainage, including the backward pointing of certain tributaries of Salmon River
where they join the main streanl, do not, he thinks,
indicate an earlier drainage system entrenched by the
el~vation of tho peneplain. He considers the Payette,
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Pardee thinks that the course of the stream was
antecedent to the warping and that the warping was
slow enough to enable the down cutting of the strearll
to keep pace with it. The warping of the peneplain,
according to his view, caused the ponding of the
waters, which ,escaped at the lowest point in the rim
of the basin thus formed. Thus changes in drainage
were brought about, among which was the development of the canyon through which Flint Creek now
escapes from Philipsburg Valley. Lake beds were
deposited in the down-warping basin. They now
lie horizontal in the central part of the basin but rise
gently upward toward the margins, as shown in
Figure 40. The lake beds are composed largely of
fine material, chiefly of pure volcanic ash and of
volcanic ash mL~ed wi~h sand. Only the marginal
phases are at all coarse and these only moderately
so, and the pebbles, which consist of local materials
have a maximum diameter of 3 or 4 inches. The
beds contain Miocene fossils. The grades of the
country that surrounds the basin were apparently
gentle at the time of the deposition of the sediments.
The· conditions described above are illustrated in
Figure 41.
Pardee finds that the lake beds in a given basin
nlaintain a fairly constant upper level, above which

FIGURE 40,-Dillgram showing the structure of certain Tertiary lake beds in Montana

PahsiIneroi, Lemhi, and some other valleys as structural valleys that represent the northward extension
of the block faulting of the Great Basin, which is supposed to be late l\1iocene or early Pliocene. If this
idea is correct he sees no reason" ,vhy Salmon River
should not be antecedent to the structure and should
not have cut the deep canyon between Pahsimeroi and
Lelnhi Creeks while the folding o,nd faulting were
taking place.
Pardee, who has worked in the region about Philipsburg in western Montana and in the Blue 110untains
of Oregon, has recognized 11 an old erosion surface,
which he regards as older than the Tertiary "lake
beds" that now occupy the numerous broad valleys
I1lnong the 1110untains. The Drumlnond, Sapphir.e,
Philipsburg, and Bonner quadrangles, Mont., contain
well-defined rmnnants of an old dissected peneplain
that is now warped. The basin-like valleys contain
Tertiary beds, and the streams now enter and leave
these basins through deep canyons. A good example.
is Rock Creek, in the Sapphire and Bonner quadrangles. The slope of the peneplain in this valley
is now such that were the original surface restored
the streanl could not How upon it in ·its present path.
\I

Pardee, J. '1'., persoDu) communication.

lies old soil on the older rocks. There is no sign of
isolated patches of lake beds at higher levels. No
actual shore featur~s are now preserved. The present
benches very gently truncate the upper slopes of the
lake beds or appear practically to coincide with thA
upper surface of the beds. In some basins faulting
has occurred .at one side 0.1' the other and the lake
beds are sharply tilted near the fault. According to
Pardee, Miocene lake basins were developed in the
streams that flowed from a former center of outward
drainage in the Blue Mountains. The relief of the
region was gentle. Basalt outflowed and overspread
the lake beds and some of the lower hills but did not
cover all of them. Later drainage from the same
areas has developed in a similar arrangelnent.
POST-MIDDLE MIOCENE AGE

Blackwelder and Rich, who uphold the post nliddle
Miocene age of the peneplain, have not had an opportunity to study the question in the districts described
by Umpleby, Lindgren, Livingston, and Pardee,
though Blackwelder has spent 10 or 12 field seasons
in the Rocky Mountains, "including districts inlmediately adjacent to those discussed by Mr. Atwood."
Although Blackwelder recognizes the possibility
that the lake beds may have been deposited in valleys
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eroded in the peneplain,' he suggests two alternative
hypotheses. The first is that weak Tertiary beds may
have been "down folded or down faulted between
masses of harder rock and subsequently eroded to
lowlands on account of the difference of resistance
to denuding .process." The second is that "the
broad valleys occupied by the sediments were excavated and filled before the old peneplain was made."
These views are illustrated in Figure 42. Under

have been subsequently deposited upon it were tilted, folded,
and faulted to this extent.

Rich's paper is a critical study of the evidence
presented by Umpleby and Atwood, the results of
which lead him to reject the Eocene view and adopt
instead the hypothesis favored by Blackwelder. In
view of the emphasis placed by some upon the supposed Miocene age of the Columbia River lavas it is
well to note Rich's comment t.hat

/)

41.-;-Diagrams showing the warping of a peneplain and the development of lake basins and of
antecedent and diverted drainage. A, Peneplain with parallel adjusted streams C- C' and D-D'.
B, Same peneplain warped. D-D' has been diverted at E, and C- C' has become antecedent at F and G

FIGURE

either hypothesis the peneplain would be younger
than the Tertiary beds, which would be remnants of
a blanketlike deposit that formerly overlay all but the
higher ridges. From the degree of disturbance of
the Tertiary beds Blackwelder is inclined to favor
the first of the two alternatives. He finds it
difficult to see how any Eocene peneplain could retain an
.approximately horizontal attitude and nearly uniform elevation
over a large part of two or more States while sediments that

the old erosion surface of supposed Eocene age is as well developed, with as large flat areas on the summits, across the supposedly Miocene lavas, as it is elsewhere and at the same levels.

He explains the course of Salmon River with reference to the Lemhi and· Pahsimeroi basins as a result
of superposition from a peneplain that was developed
after these basins were formed and filled. Similarly
he considers that the stream notches, which are now
partly filled with Tertia.ry sediments, as described in
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sonl" Montana ridges by Atwood, were cut and
filled before peneplana~ion and were later partly
l'eexcavated.
DISCUSSION

The clear reasoning of Blackwelder and the critical
analysis of Hich seenl at first sight so convincing that
appn,rontly little would remain to be said in favor of
the Eocene age of the peneplain. However, sonle of
the geologists who are fall1iliar with the fields of northern nnd centrnl Idaho and of western Montana still
feel thH,t there are difficulties in the way of accepting
the post-ll1iddle Miocene age and that the view that
the age is Eocene isnot without the support of sound
field evidence.
Much is lnade by Blackwelder and Hich of the
apparent discordance between the disturbed Tertiary
beds on the one hand and the relatively undisturbed
peneplain on the other. But the proponents of the
Eocene age feel that too nHlCh eIl1phasis is placed on

The evidence of shore lines as cited by Umpleby
and Atwood for the Tertiary lake basins is apparently
conlpletely discredited by Hich. Nevertheless in the
light of Pardee's observations it is not satisfactorily
disposed of. To he sure, no actual shore features are
now preserved. Such features are geologically evanescent, but the general accordance of level of the lake-bed
surfaces in many of the basins, together with the nearly
horizontal attitude of the beds and the total absence
of lake-bed relnnants above that level, lends strong
support to' the view that these old lake-bed surfaces
actually represen t very nearly the original surface of the
deposits. It may be argued that the present upper surface of these beds marks simply an erosion stage in the
process of excavating the formerly completely filled
valleys. On the other hand, until some renlnants of
the former filling or blanket are found at higher levels
such large-scale excavation can not safely be assunled.
From the relatively weak nature of the Tertiary beds,

Eocene
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42.-Dingrnms illustrating Blackwelder's discussion of hypotheses of Tertiary peneplanation. A,
peneplain with later valleys partly filled with Oligocene and Miocene sediments; B, an early
'l'ertlary smfaco with thick cover of 'l'ertiary sediments warped or faulted and, in post-Miocene time,
ponoplaned; 0, early Tertiary erosion and deposition followed by Pliocene (?) peneplanation. A represonts tho supposed conditions under the hypothesis of Eocene age for the peneplain:., and 13 and 0 the
conditIons under Blackwelder's alternative hypotheses. (After Blackwelder)

FIOUltE

l~oceno

discordttnce of attitude and not enough on accordance, as compared with neighboring older rocks, it would
and that on the whole the dislocations suffered by the hardly be expected that their surface could withstand
peneplttin are cOlnparable with those suffered by the erosion from the Miocene to the present, but if they
Tertittry beds, when the differences in the character of stood near base-level for much of that interval little
the rocks involved in the 1l10VeInents are considered. oerosion could occur until that condition was changed.
According to Pardee, there are many places like PhilBlackwelder argues from his observations in Wyoipsburg Valley, where the warped surface of the luing, and probably with considerable justification,
peneplain ttppears to pass beneath the gently dipping that large masses of Tertiary sediments, chiefly of
01' horizontal-lake beds, as if these beds were laid down
fluviatile origin, have been swept away from surfaces
in hollows progressively deepened by the warping of or valleys which they once covered or filled. These
the peneplain. If Living$ton's view of the origin of sediInents thus once formed a great blanket over much
certain valleys lnentioned above is correct it seenlS of the surface of the country. In southeastern Idaho
highly probable that lake beds which were forming in the preserved remnants clearly show that beds of this
these valleys Inight suffer nlore or less dislocation type formerly covered much larger areas than they do
<lm'jng the progressive diastrophic movements to which at present. In northern and western Idaho and westthe valleys were subjr.cted.
ern Montana no remnants of these beds have been
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found above the upper level of the beds that now
occupy the various basins. In the absence of such
remnants the fornler widespread occurrence of anything like a blanket deposit of sediments may well be
questioned. It therefore seems probable that there
, may have been notable differences in the topographic
developlnent of this region and that of regions farther
east and southeast.
The course of the Salmon River is' thought by Rich
to indicate superposition from a former course upon a
peneplain, which was developed over both the hard
older rocks and the weaker Tertiary rocks. This explanation would be satisfactory if the existence of such
a peneplain is granted. Livingston and Pardee would
find an equally satisfact~oy explanation in regarding
the stream as an antecedent one that maintained its
course over a progressively warping or otherwise dislocating surface of an older peneplain in which the
waters in the developing hollows becalne ponded.
Umpleby's idea of headward erosion is discredited by
Rich and is probably inapplicable.
Ri,ch remarks that the Eocene peneplain, as described by Umpleby, "is as well developed, with as
large flat areas on the summit, across the supposedly
1'fiocene lavas, as it is elsewhere, and., at the same
levels." This statement raises the question of the
age of the Columbia River lavas, which Lindgren
writes is the crux of the problem. If, as Umpleby 12
states, "all the lavas occupy valleys developed after
the elevation of the Eocene erosion surf ace" and
"date from late Oligocene or early Miocene to about
the close of the Pliocene," Rich's criticism seems well
taken. Some of the lavas of the Columbia River re- o
gion, however, are of Eocene age, as recognized by
Smith 13 and Lindgren. 14 Thus, if the lava mapped at
peneplain levels by Umpleby should prove to be
Eocene Rich's objection would have little weight.
The presence of Eocene lavas and of lavas of later date
than Miocene in the region, as recognized by both
Umpleby and Lindgren, throws doubt on any general
assumption of Miocene age for the Columbia Riv-er
lavas. To be sure, many of the lavas from their association with fossiliferous sediments are known to be
Miocene, 'but in other places lavas which occupy
critical positions with reference to the discussions of
the peneplain are not associated with sedilnents of
known age and the assumption of Miocene age foro
these lavas is hazardous.
The sediments themselves afford at times conflicting evidence with regard to age. Thus the Payette
formation, which was at first regarded as Miocene,
was later referred by Knowlton to the Eocene on the
basis of floral evidence. It now seems likely that
12 Umpleby, J. B., Geology and are deposits of Lemhi County, Idaho: U. S. Geol.
Survey Bull. 528, p. 48, 1913.
13 Smith, G. 0., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Mount Stuart folio (No.106), 1904.
14 Lindgren, Waldemar, U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Silver City folio (No
104), 1904.

1lhis reference nlay need to be changed once tnore,
and as the age of this forrp.ation has been used as
evidence of the early Tertiary or pre-Tertiary age of
the peneplain the bearing of such a change is manifest.
Buwalda 15 writes, regarding erosion surfaces in Idaho:
As the age of peneplains is determined so largely through
ascertaining their relati()ns to strata whose age is known, the
finding of vertebrates in the supposed Eocene at Payette in the
summer of 1920 will aid considerably in fixing the age of these
physiographic features. It can not yet be stated with certainty
that the Payette is throughout younger than Eocene, but certainly Jarge parts of it are middle or upper Miocene and some
parts are apparently lower Pliocene. The effect of this evidence is obviously to make the surfaces :younger than has
previously been supposed.

If Buwalda's views are substantiated the difficulties
regarding the age of the so-called Idaho peneplain
lnay largely disappear.' In the meantime it is well to
emphasize the point brought out earlier in the discussion-that there may have been notable differences in the topographic development of the region
that includes western and northern Idaho and adjacent parts of Montana and the region 'of southeastern
Idaho and western Wyoming. Atwood expresses the
idea well when he says:
I have given up the thought that there was one period of
widespread peneplanation when the entire Cordilleran region
was n~ar to base-level, and now favor the working hypothesis
that while certain regions were high others were low, and the
relief has been different in degree, yet of the same general type
that we now have in the Cordilleran provinces.
EVIDENCE OF SOUTHEASTEHN IDAHO

According to present knowledge, the Eocene history
of southeastern Idaho is largely a record of erosion.
During the epoch of Wasatch deposition, which canle
between earlier and later epochs of erosion, grades for a
time were steep, but throughout the Green River and
Bridger epochs the grades were low, and it is not unlikely that southeastern Idaho then stood near base
level. This condition seems to have lasted until the
middle Miocene, when orogenic disturbances were genernl throughout the Cordilleran region. There seems
thus to have been ample time for the development of a
peneplain or at least a very old erosion surface before
that disturbance.
The formation of valleys in the uplifted peneplain
would fall naturally in the late Miocene and may have
been continued into the P1iocene. There was time
enough for the opening of the broad valleys in which
the Salt Lake formation was laid <;lown and for the
deposition of that formation before the close of the
P1iocene. The deformation at the Close of the
Pliocene and the erosion and minor' deformative
movements of the early Pleistocene seem sufficient to
account for the observed erosion stages, which h~ve
been described in Chapter II.
16

Buwalda, J. P., personal communication.
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If peneplanation of the region occurred subsequent
to the deposition of the Salt Lake formation, as would
be necossa.ry under the hypothesis favored by Blackwolder and Rich, the time allowable for that process,
though perhaps sufficient, is considerably less than
under the previous supposition. Moreover, a large
share of orosional history in the developnlent of the
successive stages nlentioned above must be erowded
into the early Pleistocene.
If the peneplain were' developed across the Salt
Lake formation as well as over the harder and older
rocks it would seem thu,t sonle patches of that formation,lnight be preserved at or near the level,of the peneplain. No such renlnants have been found, however.
The highest patch of Salt Lake sediments thus far recognized lies on the west flank of. Red ~10untain, in the
~10ntpelier quadrangle, and attains a maxinlunl elevation of about 7,850 feet. It has variable dips that are
as high as 63 0 and lies just below the general level of the
Gannett erosion surface. It seems to be a fluviatile
deposit that was formed in a valley, either carv~ in
that surface or of earlier date. On page 15 reasons are
given for assigning it tentatively to an epoch interInediate between the Snowdrift peneplain and' the
Gannett erosion surfaco. The steep dip observed may
bo due to some locallninor disturbance, for the other
dips noted at this locality are gentle. Elsewhere the
Salt Lake fornlation is associated with the lower erosion surfaces of the series above nlentioned. It thereforo seems prob£Lble that the Snowdrift peneplain was
uplifted and eroded to fornl the Tygee erosion
surface. T!lle Salt Lake formation was deposited
next. Then followed the arching of the peneplain,
previously Inentioned, and the development of the
Gannett and lower erosion stages.
According to this view, the age of the Snowdrift
peneplain Inight be pre-middle Miocene; the Tygee
surface, late l\1iocene and perhaps early Pliocene;
,the :filling of the broad valleys in that sID'face,
Pliocene; and the rejuvenation and reexcavation of
these valleys with the,developnlent of the Gannett and
later' erosion stages, early Pleistocene. (See p. 204.)
The course of Bear River south of the Preuss
Range and north of the Bear River Range (see pIs. 9
and 15) suggests superposition as already stated.
At the first-nanled locality there semns little reason
to doubt this explanation, for patches of Wasatch
sediments occur on the uplands both north and south
of the river. Valleys which are now tributary to
Bear River at this locality and which still contain
rmnnallts of the Salt Lake fornlation suggest that this
superposition took place perhaps at the beginning of
the Gannett erosion. At the second locality Bear
River passes through a relatively short and narrow
gorge between broad valleys on the east and west.
The valley on the east side of the range contains
abundant remnants oj the, Salt Lake formation.

I

The valley on the western side has not been studied
by the writer, but it contains conglomerates that
were thought by Peale to be of Quaternary age,
though farther south well-recognized Pliocene(?) beds
occur. The gap may have qeen cut by the outlet of
a lake on the east side of the range which found the'
present site of the gorge to be the lowest point in its
inclosing rim. The present constitution and' distribution of the Salt Lake fonnation, however, are
rather unfavorable to this view. Though locally
composed of marls that are suggestive of lacustrine
conditions, the formation as a whole is conglomeratic
and in large part apparently of fluviatile origin. It
now forms a blanket of irregular thickness that covers
low hills and attains altitudes. greater than those at
the·top of the present gorge. It is thus thought that
before the reexcavation of the v8lleys to the fonn
they now have, this blanket of Salt Lake sediments
may have afforded a means for the superposition of
Bear River upon a low place in the Bear River Range
at about the sanle time as the similar event at the
south end of the Preuss Range.
CONCLUSIONS

The idea of post-nliddle Miocene planation across
earlier Tertiary and older rocks, as advocated for
Idaho by Blackwelder and Rich, is not proved by the
available evidence. There seems a probability that
the erosional history of western and northern Idaho
and of western Montana was somewhat different from
that of southeastern Idaho or of western Wyoming.
For southeastern Idaho the evidence seenlS to favor
pre-middle Miocene planation succeeded by luiddle
Miocene deformation; late Miocene and perhaps early
Pliocene erosion; Pliocene deformation, erosion, and
deposition; and late Pliocene or early Pleistocene
deformation or rejuvenation and subsequent erosion.
Further detailed studies are necessary before the
physiographic interrelationships of different parts of
the Rocky ~10untain Province or of the Cordilleran
region as a whole may become known.
SNAKE RIVER BASIN

One of the questions that arise frOln the discussion
of Tertiary peneplanation is the relation of that process
to the origin and development of the Snake River
basin. The general belief of those who have worked
in the Snake River cO,untry is that the basin is a relatively ancient feature.
Lindgren,16 in writing of the region around Boise,
states that
before the beginning of the N eocene period the chief features of
the topography were outlined-the broad uplift of the Boise
Mountains and the depression of Snake River Valley. The
latter is not unlikely a sunken area, separated by old fault lines
from the mountains to the north.
15

Lindgren, Waldemar, U, S. Oeo1. Survey Gco1. Atlas, Boise folio (No. 45), 1898,
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He thinks that after the general topographic'features
were thus roughly blocked out erosion in early Tertiary
or Cretaceous time planed down the 'uplands to gentle
profiles or to a peneplain.
In a later publication Lindgren 17 notes that the whole
course of Snake River below Weiser, Idaho, was
changed by the eruption of Columbia River lavas during the Miocene, since which time slow movements
have taken place. Besides local warpings these movements included the general subsidence of a large part
of the lava-covered area and the elevation of the high
plateau near the Seven Devils, through which Snake
River has cut its .deep canyon, the cutting of which
kept pace with the uplift.
Russell's observations 18 tend to confirm those of
Lindgren that the ,Snake River basin "is ~ery old and
has been produced by deformative movements, mainly
faulting.
In Umpleby's account of the old erosion surface of
supposed Eocene age in central Idaho, which has been
discussed in the preceding section, he makes no direct
reference to the relation of that surface to the Snake
River basin but considers the Miocene lavas to have
been outpoured in valleys eroded in that surface.
Elsewhere 19 he notes that along the southeast border
of the Mackay region the mountains break off abruptly
and the valleys expand as they unite with the great
basalt-flooded valley thfJ,t constitutes the Snake River
Plains.
Livingston and Laney,2° in their account of the
Seven Devils country, conclude that the Columbia
River lavas were outpoured upon an old erosion surface, which represents the westward extension of the
"Eocene peneplain described by' Lindgren and Umpleby." This surface has been affected since the outpouring of the lavas by folding or faulting, incident to
the differential uplift of the country, and subsequently
by erosion.
These authors think that between Huntington and
the mouth of the Grande Ronde
Snake River has flowed in its present general course for a very
long time and was, in fact, one of the principal streams that
drained the old Eocene surface.

They have found gravel at two places which seenl
to indicate in part the position of the old channel
before its burial by lava. They say:
It is evident that there has been an orogenic movement since
the Miocene, consisting of a general uplift of the Wallowas,
Seven Devils, and central Idaho, and a downward movement in
the case of many structural valleys in eastern Oregon, * * *
but this movement seems .to have had little effect upon the
course of the Snake, showing that l.lplift was slow.
17 Lindgren, Waldemar, A geological reconnaissance across the Bitterroot Range
and Clearwater Mountains in Montana and Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
27, p.1l5, 1904.
18 Russell, 1. C., Geology and water resources of the Snake River plains of Idaho:
U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 199, PP. 47-49,1902.
1D Umpleby, J. B., Geology and ore deposits of the Mackay region, Idaho: U. S.
Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 97, p. 18, 1917.
20 Livingston, D. C., and Laney, F. B., The copper deposits of the Seven Devils
and adjacent districts: State ofldaho Bur. Mines and Geology Bull. 1, pp. 5-10, 1920.

Pardee 21 thinks that the Snake River basin originated by the ·warping of the peneplain of northern
Idaho in the same way that the lake basins near
Philipsburg, 110nt., were formed. He notes that if
the present surface was restored in the vicinity of
Snake River along the western Idaho border the river
would escape westward and northwestward across
Oregon. Instead it goes against the grade across the
Seven Devils region and is clearly anteceden,t to the
warping of that region. "
As regards the eastern part of the Snake River
basin, Blackwelder 22 notes that
the whole western slope of the Teton Range in the vicinity of
the north fork of Pierre River is a gently inclined plain rising
from the general plateau level of about 6,000 feet to the bases of
the more rugged peaks at 9,000 to 9,500 feet. Although it has.
been incised by deep canyons, there are still broad, smooth rem-·
nants on the divides. The fact that the canyons are much
deeper near their heads than farther west suggests that the sur-·
face has been tilted by being raised on the east. Although it is,
underlain by rocks of various types and structures, the plain is.
but little modified by structure.

• the foregoing accounts it seems reasonably
From
certain that the Snake River basin is· one of the oldest
topographic features of southern and eastern Idaho.
In its earliest recognized condition it appears to have
been one of the main drainage areas in an old erosion
surface that may date back to the Eocene. Its
present form is due to obstruction by lava, with its
resulting sedimentation, and to deformation. If the
Snowdrift peneplain may be correlated with the socalled Eocene erosion surface of central and northern
Idaho it was probably drained in large measure by
the ancestral Snake River systeIn. The possibility
that' Bear River was a member of this systenl has
already been considered.
The deposition of Tertiary sedinlents appears to
have begun earlier in the western part of the present
basin than in the eastern, and to have been induced
by the outpouring of the Columbia River basalt.
Later Tertiary deposition, however, appears to have
been widespread not only in pallts of the Snake ~iver
basin but in adjoining basins.
Practically all observers agree that the Snake River
basin has undergone deformation siTlCe its obstruction
by the Columbia River lavas, but as yet no agreement
has been reached as to the number and time of the
disturbances. Lindgren 23 refers the uplift of the
basalt-covered area and the acconlpanying development of the great canyon of the Snake in western
. Idaho to the Miocene. Livingston and Laney, as
above noted, consider that these events have occurred
since that time. The warping along the Teton Range
noted by Blackwelder occurred after his Union Pass
Pardee, J. T., personal communication.
Blackwelder, Eliot, Post-Cretaceous history of the mountains of central-western Wyoming: Jour. Geology, vol. 23, p. 311, 1915.
23 Lindgren, Waldemar, U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Silver City folio (No.
104), 1904.
21
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cycle, which he places in the earliest Pleistocene.
The warping of the Snowdrift peneplain in southeastern Idaho, as previously noted, probably' occurred
before the Gannett cycle, which is tentatively correlated with the Union Pass cycle.
Regional studies are needed to adjust the apparent
discrepancies in the existing accounts and to determine
the nmnber, order, and nature of the deformative
l110vemen ts.
STRATIGRAPHIC PROBLEMS
ORIGIN OF THE PERMIAN PHOSPHATE

A general description of the phosphate is given in
Chapter III l.mder the head of the Phosphoria forInation, inchtding a list of fossils, a detailed section of
the phosphatic shales, and data in regard to the distribution of the formation within the quadrangles
here described. In Chapter VI the broader regional
distribution of the forlnation is outlined and some of
the geographic conditions of the tinle of deposition
are postulated. In Chapter VII the phy,Sical, chemical, and lnineralogic characteristics of the phosphate
aro described, and in the same chapter, in the description of individual townships, nunlerous sections or
partial sections of the phosphate beds are given,
together with analyses that show the phosphate content of the rock at the given localities. In the present
chapter the intention is to show the bearing of the
facts already presented and of other available data
upon the origin of the phosphate, which constitutes
the econOlnically valuable portion of this l.mique
fOl'lnation.
BEDDING OF THE PHOSPHATE

The generally even bedding of the phosphate beds
and their accOlnpanying strata has been noted .by all
observers. Individual beds range in thiclmess from
about one-sixteenth inch to 6 or 8 inches, but generally
they aro loss than an inch thick and have a InaxiInum
thickness of not nlOre than 2 or 3 inches. Except in
one doubtful instance ripple lnarks have not been observed in the beds, no rill, or current .nlarkings, mud
cracks, or raindrop impressions have been identified in
them, and cross-bedding has not been recognized.
Beds of phosphatic shale and impure limestone are
interstratified with beds of phosphate. Shaly streaks
occur in SOl11e of the phosphate beds and streaks of
oolitic phosphate and scattered phosphatic oolites in
some of tho shale beds. In sonle beds also phosphate
111erges into sandstone and sandy streaks trail out into
phosphate, so that the sandstone seems to be more
or less irregularly interbedded with the phosphate.
TEXTURE AND COMPOSITION

The most characteristic feature of the phosphate
rock is its oolitic texture. Scattered nodules of phospha te fr0111 a fraction of an inch to 2 inches in dialneter

occur in some of the beds, and at some localities nodules
of dark, fetid limestone a foot or more in diameter
have been found in the nlidst of the phosphate, but
nodules of either kind. are relatively exceptional in the
better rock. The phosphatic grains are true oolites
with concentric structure and not casts' of Foraminifera or other organisms. The most valuable beds
commercially are made up of aggregates of phosph~te
oolites cemented by minor anlounts of the same phosphatic substance.
Although glauconite commonly accompanies recent
phosphatic nodules, as shown in the dredgings of the
Challenger expedition,24 and is found in many of the.
European and north African phosphate deposits, particularly those of the Cretaceous and Tertiary,25 it has
not been recognized in the Phosphoria formation. The
small percentages of potash given in the analyses on
page 210 show that little if any glauconite is present.
The basal beds at some localities are nodular or
even conglomeratic, and the pebbles of the conglom- .
erate consist .largely of oolitic phosphate. A good
example of a nodular bed was found in sec. 7, T. 7 S.,
R. 43 E., in the Lanes Creek quadrangle and both
nodular and conglomeratic phases are well shown in
the hills west of the Teton Basin farther north. At
other places beds of shale, sandstone, limestone, or
even phosphate rock lie inlmediately above the underlying Wells formation. Plate 63 illustrates a piece of
phosphate rock in \vhich both nodules and oolites are
shown.
FOSSIL CONTENT

As previo~sly n'oted, the phosphate beds themselves
are largely nonfossiliferous, although some of the
accompanying strata carry a considerable fauna.
Thus the "cap lime," which occurs just above the
main phosphate bed in the Georgetown and Montpelier districts and in sec. 36, T. 5 S., R. 38 E., in the
Fort Hall Indian Reservation, is abundantly fossiliferous. At the last-named locality also and at places.
in T. 9 S., R. 43 E., in the Slug Creek quadrangle,
a bed of fossiliferous lilnestone occurs at the base of
the Phosphoria formation and· contains large forms
of Productu8 and Spirifero In the NE. ~ NE. 34
sec. 21, T. 4 S., R. 37 E., in the Fort Hall Indian
~eservation, at the base of the shales lies a bed of phosphate rock about 8 inch~s thick, which is composed
largely of fragments of shells. These shells were
originally composed of carbonate of lime but are now
phosphatized, for an analysis of the rock shows the
presence of 74 per cent of tricalcium phosphate.
This
,. rock contains in addition large numbers of
2t Murray, John, and Renard, A. F., Challenger Rept., Deep·sea deposits, p. 391,
1891.
U Cornet, F. L., On the phosphatic beds noar Mons: Geol. Soc. London Quart.
Jour., vol. 42, pp. 325-339, 1886. Credner, H., Die phosphatische Knoll en des
Leip~ig Mitteloligocene: K. s!1chs. Gesell. Wiss. Abh., Band 22, 1895. Ficheur,
E., Etude g~ologique sur les terrains a phosphate de chaux de la r~gion de Boghari:
Annales des mines, 9th ser., vol. 8, pp. 248-280, 1895.
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Bnguloid and discinoid shells and some pieces of bone. 26
A somewhat similar bed has been found in sec. 2, T.
8 S., R.. 42 E. In sec. 36, T. 5 S., R. 38 E., a fish
spine was found in the middle of the nlain phosphate
bed.
In the Wind River ~nd Owl Creek Mountains,
according to Condit,27 the Embar, group, which includes the Phosphoria formation, contains two phosphate beds which are fossiliferous. In the upper bed
Productus nevadensis is commom, and Lingulidiscina
utahensis is extremely abundant in the lower bed.
The phosphate beds in these mountains, however,
• are generally of much poorer quality than those in
southeastern Idaho.

phosphates of Algeria and Tunisia, Belgiunl, Wales,
Sweden, and Tennessee (Devonian only) but are
unlike those of Estremadura (Spain), southern France,
Norway, .Florida~ Tennessee (brown phosphate),
South Carolina, and the Peruvian Islands.
PREVIOUS VIEWS ON ORIGIN

The first detailed accounts of the western phosphates
are contained in papers of Gale and Richards 30 and
BlackwelderY These authors regard the phosphates
as original marine sedimentary deposits, and Gale
and Richards give a very brief summary of the hitherto
recognized sources of phosphorus and the method of
its accumulation as phosphates through the agency of
organic and physicochemical processes.
THICKNESS
Breger,32 in describing the oil-bearing phosphate
In SOlne of the richest sections, as in Georgetown
Canyon, the total thickness of phosphate beds ranges near Lander, Wyo., considers the phosphate as derived
from about 24 to 30 feet. At some other localities, from a microorganic ooze on the bottom of a shallow
as in the trench dug by the Geological Survey party sea. From this slime both phosphatic and oily shales
near Henry, T. 6 S., R. 42 E., it is nearly 15 feet, were developed. He thinks that the oolites were
and ordinarily in southeastern Idaho it is prohably formed by rolling or that they represent Foraminifnot much less than 10 feet, of which the main bed· era, and he' notes that the teeth and shells found in
represents 5 or 6 feet. These thicknesses apply only the phosphate have not been sources of phosphate
to the oolitic phosphate beds,· but these beds are but instead have had phosphate added to them. He
accompanied by shales and limestones that are also cites German writers to show the work of bacteria in
the extraction of pho3phate from solution and thinks
more or less phosphatic.
that they have extracted the calcium phosphate from
DISTRIBUTION AND CONDITIONS OF DEPOSITION
sea water.
The distribution and conditions of deposition of
Blackwelder has contributed two valuable later
the phosphate have been outlined from available papers. In one 33 he gives an interesting and suggestive
data in the discussion of the Phosphoria sea on account of the cycle of changes undergone by phospage 184.
phorus fronl its mineral form in apatite through
solution, assimilation by plants or animals, deposition
COMP ARISON WITH OTHER PHOSPHATES
on the sea bottom or on land, accumulation into
Phosphate deposits have been formed at different deposits, burial, deformation, and metamorphism
times and in different ways in many parts of the world. back to apatite again. Many sub cycles are included,
A digest of many of these occurrences and of the and individual atoms of phosphorus may have had
chemical reactions involved in their formation is given widely different histories. In the other he gives in
by Clarke,28 who cites numerous references.
abbreviated form as derived from available literature
A considerable literature on the subject has been a view of organic accumulation, which is substantially
produced, but this can not be considered in detail repeated here for reference. 34 In the ocean special
here.
conditions of currents and temperature, together with
Blackwelder 29 has divided the world's phosphate other factors not yet und~rstood, may have induced
deposits into si..~ genetic varieties, comprised in tw~ the wholesale killing of animals over large areas and
groups, as follows:
- the accumulation of putrefying matter o·n the sea
Primary: (1) Pegmatitic (Norway), (2) guano (Redonda
floor in moderate and shallow depths. Decomposition
Island), (3) marine sediments (Tunisia).
through the agency of bacteria produced amnloniacal
Secondary: (4) Surface residual concreti~ns (Quercy), (5)
solutions, which dissolved all tissues and the solid
phosphatized limestone and other rocks (Florida hard phoscalcium phosphate in bones, teeth, and brachiopod
ph ate) , and (6) detrital deposits (Florida River pebble).
Gale, H. S., and Richards, R. W., Preliminary report on tho phosphate deposits
The Idaho phosphate deposits belong in the third in30southeastern
Idaho and adjacent parts of Wyoming and Utah: U. S. Geol. Survey
class (marine sediments). They thus resemble the Bull, 430, pp. 457-535, 1910 .
Mansfield, G. R., Geography, geology, and mineral resources of the Fort Hall
Indian Reservation, Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 713, pp. 39-41,1920.
27 Condit, D. D., personal communication.
28 Clarke, F. W., The data of geochemistry, 5th cd.: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull.
770, pp. 523-534, 1924.
2G Blackwelder, Eliot, Origin of the Rocky Mountain phosphate deposits: Geol.
Soc. America Bull., vol. 26, pp. 100-101, 1915. (Abstract.)
26

• 31 Blackwelder, Eliot, Phosphate deposits east of Ogden, Utah: U. S Geol. Survey
Bull. 430, pp. 536-551, 1910.
32 Breger, C. L., Origin of the Landor oil and phosphate: Min. and Eng. World,
vol. 35, p. 632, 1911.
83 Blackwelder, Eliot, The geologic rOle of phosphorus: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th SCI'.,
·vol. 42, pp. 285-298, 1916.
- U Blackwelder, Eliot, Origin of the Rocky Mountain phosphate doposits: Geol.
Soc. America Bull.. vol. 26, pp. 100-101, 1915. (Abstract.)
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shells. The abundance of putrefactive Inaterial also
prevented the existence of organisins attached to the
bottonl and I110St of the calcareous shells that
descended fr0111 the surface wm.·e probably dissolved
by tho abundant carbonic acid arising from decaying
Ol'cyanic substances. For physicochemical reasons,
nl;eady partly understood, the' phosphatic nlaterial
wns quickly redeposited in the fonn of hydrous calcim11 'carbophosphates, locally, increasing, and ,;replacing shells, teeth, bones, and similar objects, but
especially forming s111a11 rounded granules of colophanito and finally a phosphatic cement anlong all particles. The granular texture is ascribed' chiefly to
physicocheIncial conditions,. such as ~·es.ult in. oolitic
greenalite, limonite, aragonlte, and slll1l1ar Inmerals.
After having been fonned in quiet water s?me of the
fTranulos were reached by bottonl-scouring currents
~nd incorporated in clastic deposits and in some
places were strewn over eroded rock surfaces and so
became constituents of basal conglO1nerates.
Pardee 35 is inclined to look with disfavor upon the
view that unusual or abundant sources supplied phosphates ~'apidly to the sea. He points t~ the ~xistence
of glacittl conditions elsewhere in Pernllan times ~nd
suggests that cool temperatures nlay have prevailed
during the deposition of the western phosphates.
Carbon dioxide (C0 2) is retained nlost abundantly by
waters of low tomperature, and thi~ gas is supplied
not only fronl atmospheric sources but also fronl 01'cyanic substances that decompose in sea water or on
the sea floor. Conditions would thus be unfavorable
for the CYl'owth of coralline limestone or for the chemical pre~ipitation of lilne. lvloreover, in such waters
calc~reous objects would tend to be dissolved, and the
formfl.tion of linlestones conlposed of shells and skeletons of Inarine organisIns would be hindered. But
if the precipitation of phosphate was not checked that
mat~rial would accunlulate in relatively pure form.
The groat VOlU1l1e of the deposit, as shown by the
tonnfl.cye estimates, needs no further explanation than
the co~tinued or extensive application of the process
that started the fonnation of the phosphate.
In an earlier paper 36 the present writer proposed a
tentative working hypothesis for the origin of the
western phosphate, based on the idea that the oolites
wore first fornled as carbonate of linle in the form of
fl.l'ttcyonite through the agencies of denitrifying bactel'i~ in wann waters, such as those off the Floridian
COfl.st· thoy were subsequently phosphatized when the
wateI: becarne too cold to permit the activity of such
bacteria and when in consequence the available
quantity of decaying organic Inatter was greater.
U Pnrdoo, J. '1'., 'l'ho Oarrison (lnd Philipsburg pbospbato fields, Mont.: U. S.
0001. Survoy BUll. 040, pp. 225-228, 1917.
10 Mllnsfleld, G. R, Origin of tho westorn phosphates o( the United States: Am.

Jour. Sol., 4th SOI'.,

YOl.

<la, pp. 591-598, 1918.

DISCUSSION

Reconsideration of the problem in the light of additional data has led the writer to abandon the idea
of the formation and later phosphatization of oolites
of calcium carbonate, and of inferences dependent
thereon. The stpatigraphic details given above appear
to demonstrate conclusively that the oQlitic grains of
phosphate were built into suceessive layers in the
same manner as the clastic materials with which they
are to a greater or less extent associated and that
they Blust have existed in the form of phosphate
when they were thus assembled. Sonle secondary
activity of solutions bearing calcium carbonate and
phosphates is indicated by. the fornlation l}ere and
there of nodules of limestone in the phosphate beds
and by the phosphatization of the shell fragme~~s
previously noted. Some thin sections ?f. oOh,tlC
phosphate show that calcite, both in the OOhtlC graIns.
and in the Inatrix of the rock, has been replaced by
phosphate.
. The mode of origin of the o'olites is not clearly
understood, but the presence on the sea bottom ?f
solutions rich in phosphate or perhaps of phosphatIC
colloids is certainly indicated. Whether bacteria have
had a part in the fornlation of these substances, as
suggested by Breger, must be determined by future
biochemical studies. Calcareous oolites are now
forming at a number of places, notably in the region
of the Florida Keys and the Bahamas, where they
have been studied by Drew 37 and Vaughan. 3s Drew
has shown that in these regions denitrifying bacteria
are very active and are precipitating enormous quantities of calciunl carbonate. 39 Vaughan shows that
this chemically precipitated calcium carbonate forms
sph~rulites or small balls, composed chie~y. of a:agonite, which by accretion may become OOhtIC graIns
of· the usual size, or it may accumulate around a variety of nuclei to build such grains. IIa,.der 40, ~as
described the geologic activities of iron-deposItIng
bacteria and attributes the formation of certain types
of sedimentary iron ores in large measure to the
activities of these organisms. No such studies are
available for phosphatic oolites, though Breger 41
states that Stoldasa and others have established the
potency of a group of phosphate bacteria, which
87 Drew, G. H., On the precipitation of calcium carbonate in the sea by marine
bacteria, and on the nction of denitrifying bacteria in tropical and temperate seas:
Carneglo Inst. Washington Pub. 182, Papers from the Tortugas Laboratory, vol. 5,
pp.9-45,1914.
.b
sa Vaughan, T. W., Preliminary remarks on' the geology of the Baham~, Wit
special reference to the origin of the Bahaman and Floridian oolites: Carnegie Inst.
Washington Pub. 182, Papers (rom tho Tortugas Laboratory, vol. 5, pp. 47-54,

1914.'

.

.

b

aD This conolusion has recently been challenged by Lipman. See diSCUSSion y
Twenhofel, W. H., Treatise on sedimentation, pp. 238-240, Baltimore, Williams
& Wilkins Co., 1926.
40 Harder, E. C., Iron-depositing bacteria and their geologic relat.ions: U. S. Geol.
Survey Prof. Pappr 113, 1919.
41 Breger, V. L., op. cit.
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specialize in the assimilation of phosphate from soil
solutions. It is not known whether similar bacteria
are active in marine habitats, but the fact ascertained
by Alilaire 42 that bacteria of various kinds contain
appreciable percentages of phosphoric acid makes it
seenl highly probable that these and possibly other
organisms may playa noteworthy part in the preparation of the phosphatic material from which the oolites
are derived. The hairlike and branching bodies
shown in some of the thin sections of phosphate rock
as noted on page 213, may have some bearing in this
connection.
Oolites have formed directly from other substances
than calcium carbonate. According to Smyth 43 , the
oolitic grains of the Olinton iron ore were thus formed,
and Hayes 44 shows a similar origin for the oolites of
the Wabana iron ore. According to Hayes, algae are
plentifully preserved in some of the ferruginous phos'phatic nodules of the ore r and nlany of them have been
found in spherules composed of hematite and chamosite. These tiny plants are thought to have played a
part in the formation of the iron' ore and its accompanying silicates, but the concentric layers of the·
spherulites are ascribed to physical causes. The iron
silicates greenalite and glauconite, which are locally
very abundant, are oolitic, but the oolites do not have
concentric or radial structure. Leith 45 thinks that the
granules of greenalite in 'the Lake Superior iron ore may
possibly have developed directly from the abstraction,
through the agency of organisms, of iron in solution in
sea water, whence it was contribute'd from adj acent
land areas.
The formation of glauconite granules has been
ascribed by Murray and Renard 46 to transformations
that took place through the agency of organic matter
in mud inclosed in shells of Foraminifera and other'
organisms. More recently Oayeux 47 has shown .th~t
organic m~tter, though commonly the primordial condition of the production of glauconite, has in many
localities had no part in the genesis of this mineral.
• The actual formation of the spherulitic grains in all
these localities appears to have been due in large part
if not wholly to physical causes. It therefore seems
probable that the phospha.tic oolites of southeastern
Idaho find of the western phosphate field generally were
formed directly from solutions rich in phosphate or
from phosphatic colloids rather than by phosphatization of calcareous oolites and that the oolites
12 Alilaire, M. E., Sur la pr6sence dil phosphores dans la matiere grasse des microbes,
Compt. Rend., vol. 145, pp. 1215-1217, 1907.
• 3 Symth, C. H., jr.,
On the Clinton iron ore: Am. Jour, ScL, 3d ser., vol. 43.
pp. 487--496, 1892.
'
HHayes, A. 0., Wabana iron ore of Newfoundland: Canada Dept. Mines, Geol,
Survey Mem. 78, pp. 70-80, 1915.
4& Leith, C. K., The Mesabi iron-bearing district of Minnesota: U; S. Geol. Survey
Mon. 43, p. 259, 1903.
46 Murray, John, and Renard, A. F., Challenger Rept., Deep-sea deposits, p. 389,
IS91.
'
• 7 Cayeux, Lucien, Contributions i\ 1'6tude micrographique des terrains sMimentaires: Soc. g~ol. Nord M6m., vol. 4, pt. 2, pp. 176-184, 1897.

themselves were formed partly by chemical preCIpItation and partly by physical or mechanical accretion.
The sources and quantity of the phosphatic materials
in the phosphate beds are significant elements in the
problem of their origin. Blackwelder 48 points out
that animals of the sea are almost never permitted to
die of old age but are devoured sooner or later by other
animals and that any that die in other ways are at once
eaten by scavengers, even bones of fishes being devoured
by echini and other animals. It is conceivable, he
thinks, that on rare occasions the quantities of animal
matter might be too great for the scavenger population
and that a lopal accumulation might result. Upon
such an idea Murray 49 based a hypothesis to explain the
,originofthephosphatic nodules dredged up from the sea
bottom in different parts of the world. In a later
work 50 he Cited the remarkable incident in 1883, when
the tilefish were killed by hundreds of millions along the
Atlantic coast of the United States, presumably by asudden fall of temperature of the water brought about by
the shifting of the position of the cold northern current
between, the Gulf Stream and the coast. Other examples of similar destruction of fish on a large scale have
been noted in other parts of the world. Thus Oldham 51
describes the wholesale killing of fish in certain Indian
rivers by earthquake shocks. One river for days
was choked with dead fish floating downstream.
Blanford 52 too mentions the periodic destruction of fish
life along the Malabar coast at the change of the monsoon, chiefly in October and November. Blackwelder's view that wholesale killing of animals may have
been a notable factor in the formation of the western
phosphate therefore has some justification. On the
'other hand, in spite of the activities of scavengers and
of prolonged trituration, it would seem that fish spines,
teeth, and similar objects should be more numerous in
the phosphate beds than they are if such postulated
destruction of life had occurred; witness the finely preserved fish remains in the Green River formation of
Wyoming and in the well-known Kupferschiefer of
Germany. The fish in the Kupferschiefer are generally
considered to have been killed suddenly by mineralized
waters directly or indirectly attributable to volcanic
causes. These beds, like those of the western phosphate, are more or less bituminous and are of Permian
age. 53
Detrital material from the land is largely absent
from the phosphate beds of better grade. Analyses of
rock from the main bed at several localities show generally less than 12 per cent of Si02 , A1 20 3 , Fe 203, and
f8 Blackwelder, Eliot, The geologic role of phosphorus: Am. Jour. Scl., 4th ser., vol.
42, p. 290, 1916. ,
4vMurray, John, and Renard, A. F., op. cit., pp. 396-'-399.
60 Murray, John, Changes of temperature in the surface waters of the sca: Gcog.
Jour., vol. 12, pp. 129-131, 1898.
61 Oldham, R. D., Report on the Indian earthquake of June 12, 1897: Geol. Survey
India Mem., vol. 29, p. 80,1899.
62 Discussion of paper by Cornet, F. L., On the phosphatic bedS ncar Mons: Geol .
Soc. London Quart. Jour., vol. 42, pp. 325-339, 1886.
'
63 Geikie, Archibald, Text book of geology, 4th ed., vol. 2, p. 1073, London, 1903
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11g0 all added together. Silica fOrIns the greater part intervals at all similar, it is obvious that the deposition
of this anlount and sonle of this may be of organic origin. of the Phosphoria formation of Idaho was at a much
This condition lllay be explained in several ways. slower rate than the accumulation of Permian strata.
Tho deposit lllay have been laid down in relatively in t.he regions named farther east. The occurrence in
deep water, like SOllle of the nlodern oozes; or the phosphate rock of chromium in amounts unusual for
· water of depositio,n, though shallow, may have been sedimentary rocks· suggests concentration from the
too fal: fro.m land to receive much detritus from that slow accunlulation of cosmic dust and thus supplesourco; or the lands adjacent to the waters of deposition ments the evidence of the Permian sections cited.
may luwe been so low, through base-leveling or other- It therefore seems at least reasonable to attribute the
wise, that they furnished little clastic nlaterial to the thiclmess and richness of the phosphatic strata to
sea; or, according to an earlier suggestion of Hayes,54 long-continued, slow deposition under conditions which
strong Inarine currents lnay have swept away the fine excluded for considerable intervals of time the accuterrigenous material, leaving only the phosphatic mulation of terrigenous material and of carbonate of
. lime. This view is further supported by the fact that
oolites.
Tho even bedding above noted is opposed to the some of the earlier-formed oolitic beds became suffiidoa that the water was deep and indicates that the ciently consolidated for material derived from them to
phosphatic material accullUllated within the reach of be incorporated as pebbles in later-fornled beds, as
wave and current action. The better deposits do noted along the west side of the Teton Basin. The
apparently lio far fro III the former shore, for the beds area of deposition, though of great extent, must
in the vVind River and Owl Creek Mountains, which ha ve been separated or nearly so fronl the main ocean
wero nCfil'er the shore, are distinctly inferior to those of because the fauna according to Girty,58 is entirely
southoastern Idaho, but the supposition of penepla- different froln the Carboniferous faunas of the Misnation of adjacent lands is not excluded. As previously sissippi VaHey and even among western falmas has
shown the eastward shores of the Phosphoria sea an extremely individual and nove] facies.
The water circulatory systenl throughout much of
appear to have been low.
Tho physiographic conditions changed fr~ln thne to this area must have been poor, otherwise the conditions
timo <luring the deposition of the phosphatic shales, of the bottom would not have become so foul. Brefor beds of shale, sandstone, and limestone, SOlne of. ger 59 conlpares it with the sargasso eddy of the North
which ttro 1110re or less phosphatic, are interbedded Atlantic. Probably the inflow of sea water from the
North Pacific or Arctic was impeded, and temperature
with the 11101'0 nearly pure phosphate.
The period of deposition 111ay ha vebeen long. The contrasts between higher and lower latitudes may not
time required for the deposition of the phosphate beds have been so pronOlmced as they are to-day. At any
and the accOlnpanying Permian strata is not known, rate, conditions were not as favorable for replenishbut sonlO data permit suggestive comparisons. Though ment of oxygen in the deeper waters of the Phosphoria
there is at least local unconformity at the base of the sea as they are in the open oceans. This prevented
Phosphoria formation, this lIDconformity is not regard- . the growth of organisms such as ordinarily inhabit the
od as indicating any great time interval. The top of sea floor and devour organic matter that might othertho fOl'1nation is also nlarked by an lIDconformity, and wise accull1ulate. On the other hand, it promoted
the fn.unal change above is very pronounced. The t.he anaerobic type of bacterial decay, so that deco~l
tiIlle interval here is probably large. The phosphatic position products such as carbon dioxide and a~lmo
shales, with which are grouped some nonphosphatic nium phosphate might readily be produced.
According to Credner,60 the calcium phosphate of
or lean shales, sandstones, and limestones, are about
150 feet thick, and of this thiclmess the actual beds of fish remains, after its extraction with water containing
phosphate rock fornl only a small proportion. The carbon dioxide, will, in the presence of ammoniunl
Phosphoria fOrIllation as a whole, which includes all the carbonate, react to form calcium carbonate and alnmoknown Pel'lnian of the region, is a bout 500 feet thiclc nium phosphate. This last substance, with the addiIn Kansas the PerIl1ian section, according to Prosser, 55 tion of more calcium carbonate changes again to calis about 2,000 foet thick; in Texas the Permian forma- cium phosphate and ammonium carbonate. These
tions are roported to be 5,000 feet thick; 56 and in Olda- conditions, which have been reproduced in the labohOlna they aro reported to be 2,600 feet thickY If ratory, are believed to be present on the sea bottonl,
those doposits nlay be regarded as occupying time where a cycle of chemical reactions takes place among
such solutions by which bits of shell and other objects
61l1l1YOS, O. W., '1'OIlIlOSSOO phosphatos: U. S. 0001. Survey Seventeenth Ann.;
become phosphatized. Tricalcium phosphate in the
llept., pt. 2, p. 534, 1890.

3'

Prossor, O. S., Rovlsed c1osslflcation of the upper Paloozoic formations of Kansos
Jour. Geology, vol. 10, pp. 703-737, 1902.
80 Cummins, W. l!~., Report ou the geology of northwestern Texos: Texos Gool.
.survey Second Ann. Rept., p. 398, 1891.
87 Doede, J. W., Iuvertebl'Ote paloontology of the uppor Permian red bods of Oklalloma nnd the Pnuhnudle of 'l'oxos: Knusos Uuiv. ScI. Bull., vol. 4, No.3, p.136, 1907.

88 Girty, O. H., The fauna of the phosphate beds of the Park City formntion in
Idnho, Wyoming, and Utah;- U. S. Goo1. Survey Bull. 436, p. 8,1910.
n Breger, C. L., op. cit .
60 Credner, H., Die phospbatiscbe Knollon des Leipzig Mitteloligocene; K. sikhs.
Gesell. Wiss. Abh., Band 22, p. 26,1895.
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form of collophanite or of carbophosphates, such as
dahllite, may be precipitated chemically in colloidal or
,amorphous form or may be abstracted from solution
by bacteria as above suggested. Larger objects, such
as teeth or fragnlents of bone (see pI. 63), serve as
nuc]ei for phosphatic nodules. Smaller pieces of bone
or shell, grains of quartz, and similar objects become
nuclei for oolites or these may form without any core
of foreign material.
The climatic conditions, though unknown, probably
exerted a great influence upon the formation of the
phosphate. Pardee's suggestion of cool temperatures
accords with the results of Drew's studies previously
mentioned. Drew found that the activities of denitrifying bacteria, which, as he showed, cause the
precipitation of calcium carbonate, are greater in
tropical waters than in the waters of the Temperate
Zones. Denitrifying bacteria reduce the nitrate content of sea water and hence curtail the growth of
marine plants and of animals dependent on them. In
cooler tenlperatures there would be less favorable
conditions for the deposition of carbonate of lime and
at the.sanle time better opportunities for the development of the plant and animal life necessary to furnish
the supply of phosphate. Cool temperature seems
the more probable because. of glacial conditions els~
where at the time, as noted by Pardee. The rather
widespread occurrence of two or more phosphate beds
may mean that there were noteworthy climatic oscillations during the period accompanied by cooler and
milder temperatures similar to the successive glacial
and interglacial stages of the Pleistocene epoch.
The bituminous matter which is included in the
phosphate and which in the Lander district, Wyo., is
actually accompanied by oil, with little doubt owes
its origin to the same organic material that in genera]
supplied the phosphate. Breger postulates a microollganic ooze or slime, composed mainly of animal
rernains rather than of plants and possibly composed
entirely of soft protoplasmic material which would
leave no skeletal or fossil remains. It is clear from the
great body of phosphate contained in the oolitic beds
and from the fossils in the accompanying beds of limestone, which may represent times when the phosphatic'
solutions were more dilute, that animal life throughout
the epoch of deposition of the phosphatic shales was
abundant. From the considerations already set forth
regarding the destruction and decay of animal life it
seems hardly necessary to postulate special 'types 'of
animals to furnish the bitumen and the phosphate, if
;ufficient tinle is allowed for the accumulation of the
debris.
Cayeux 61 believes that the phosphate beds of the
Upper Cretaceous in Europe have been formed as a
result of great disturbances' of, the equilibrium of the
61

Cited by Collet, L. W., Les

212-213, Paris, 1908.

d~p6ts

marins: EncyclopMie scientifiqlle, pp.

sea. These disturbances bring in their train changes
in ocean currents and in the depth of the sea. Such
changes cause the destruction of great numbers of
organisms, which furnish in abundance the phosphoric
acid that passes into the sediments. This view places
phosphate beds in close relationship with unconformities or with other stratigraphic breaks. It has already
been noted that the phosphate beds in Idaho lie immediately above an unconformity and that the planes of
separation between individual beds in a series such as
the phosphatic shales represent interruptions in sedimentation of greater or less nlagnitude. Siuiilar
relationships of glauconite with unconformities are
noted by Goldman,62 who cites earlier writers.
OUTLINE OF ORIGIN

I

The phdsphatic oolites, which constitute so large it
proportion of the phosphate beds, were probably
formed directly by biochemical and physical agencies
from phosphatic solutions or colloids on the sea bottom. This material may have been supplied by sonle
accidental wholesale destruction of aniInal life, but
more probably it' represents a slow gathering and concentration of phosphatic debris under conditions which
largely excluded oxygen from the deeper waters and
were thus lmfavorable for fOrII,ls of life that ordinarily
inhabit the sea bottom "and prevent the acculnulation
of organic debris. These conditions were induced by
the considerable separation of the waters of the Phosphoria sea from the ocean and by the restriction in the
circulation of its waters caused by this separation and
by the supposedly smaller temperature differences
which then existed between high and low latitudes.
Generally cool temperatures with some climatic oscillations prevailed during the time of deposition of the
phosphate. These. conditions tended to favor the
growth of plant and animal life in the shallower waters,
while at the same time they reduced the activities of
denitrifying bacteria, which curtail plant life and thus
hinder the growth of animals dependent upon plants.
.Reduction of the activities of denitrifying bacteria may
also have curtailed the precipitation of calcium carbonate, thus favoring the concentration of phosphatic
,solutions from which oolites might be formed. There
was sufficient time for the postulated slow formation
of the extensive phosphate deposits now found.
The above account, which has been prepared with
special reference to the Permian phosphates, probably
applies, with some modifications, to the Mississippian
phosphates as well.
MINERALOGIC CONSIDERATIONS

An account of the general mineralogic composition
of t~e phosphate rock is given on page 213. It had
been hoped that more extended mineralogic study of
selected hand specimens and thin sections of western
69

Goldman, M. I., Basal glauconite and phosphate beds: Science, new ser., vol.

56, No. 1441, pp. 171-173, 1922
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phosphate rock would throw additional light upon the material represented in both plates is conlposed of
question of its origin. VV. T. Schaller, who was kind phosphatized bits of shell 'or possibly fragments of
enough to Inake this exainination, reports that the bone. One such fragment in the center of Plate 67 has
available Inaterial is not suitable for a definite deter- been incorporated in a small nodule, and a large fragluination of its Inineralogic composition. Most of the ment near by is suggestive of a jaw or of the toothed
slides arc nearly opaque, owing to the inclusion of very hinge line of a 'shell. This fraglnent and others have
abundant brownish foreign Inaterial, probably organic. curious wormlike nlarkings. The phosphatic nlatrix,
l\1uch calcite and fluorite is closely associated with the like the oolites, is dark with organic matter. In Plate
phosphatic lnaterial, so that chemical tests would be 68 the rock has been fractured and recemented with
of no value, for the presence of the groups CaCO a and phosphatic nlaterial.
CaF 2 is the characteristic, diagnostic feature of some
In Plates 69 and 70 the oolites and organic fragof the phosphate 111inerals.
mental nlaterial are mingled in more even proportions,
According to Schaller, the best that can be said now and the oolites, though dark with organic matter, show
is that the phosphate rock is composed of oolites of an concentric structure. Some snlall angular grains, as
ttlllorpl{ous'mineral, probably collophanite, and some of well as larger, nlore rounded grains of quartz are
the oolites are sunounded by a narrow rinl composed present. The phosphatic matrix is dark with organic
of a crystallized lllineral' (probably a metacolloidal matter.
DIRECTION OF FURTHER STUDIES
form of the isotropic collophanite). This crystallized
lnateriallnay be one or Inore of the following Ininerals,
As wider areas of the basin formerly occupied by the
whose exact c01nposition and optical properties are Phosphoria sea are explored and the available stratinot definitely or accurately known': Dahllite, podolite, graphic sections are studied and correlated, much more
francolite, staffelite, hydroapatite, {j-quercyite, phos~ nlay be learned about the paleogeographic conditions
vhorite, voelckerite, wilkerite,. and perhaps others.63 of Phosphoria tune. Such data are needed for a fuller
The chief difficulty in such a nlineralogic investiga- understanding of the problem of the origin of the
tion is to obtain pure lnaterial. If pure hOl11ogeneous phosphates. On the experimental side bacteriologic
.material were available for the study of the individual and chemical investigations, under conditions that
lninerals it would then be a relatively siInple nlatter to approximate as closely as possible those existing on the
unravel the nlixtures or tc Rolid solutions," which exist sea floor, afford the greatest promise of definite informin ordinary phosphate rock. Plates 64-66, 69, and 70' ation. Mineralogic investigations offer little hope of
illustrate SOlne of the phosphatic oolites as seen in thin satisfactory results until pure materials can be
section, Inagnified 50 diameters. (See also pI. 63.) obtained, perhaps synthetically, for use as standards of
Similarly Plates 67 and 68 show in magnified form the . comparIson.
·type of rock, less comlnon in the Idaho field, composed I
. ORIGIN OF THE REX CHERT
-chiefly of phosphatized fragments of shell. In Plate 64
the oolites are closely appressed and appear to have a II The Rex chert has already been considered to SOlne
very fine granular structure with only slight sugges- I extent in the descriptions of the Phosphoria fonnations of concentric arrangenlent. Comparatively few I tion, of which it constitutes the upper member, and
of the grains are well rounded. The matrix is nearly as of the Phosphoria sea. Additional details are here
.conspicuous as the gi:ains and is of similar constitu- presented, and some features already mentioned or
implied are further emphasized. The outstanding
tion.
In Plate G5 the oolitic grains are generally well characteristics of the Rex are its regular bedding, its
j'ounded and show a conspicuous zoned or concentric generally fine texture and apparently uniform comstructure, especially in the outer portion. Both the position, the scarcity of its fossils, its remarkable
.oolitic grains and the Inatrix have a finely granular thickness, and its great extent, which represents an
structure, but the Inatrix is relatively inconspicuous. original area of deposition to be Ineasured in thouOne of the grains near the center suggests foraminiferal sands of square nliles. It thus takes rank among the
.origin. The dark spots in the rock are due to organic great chert-bearing formations of the world, the origin.
matter. In Plate 66, which represents rock frOl11 the of which has been a matter of some controversy among.
samo locality as Plate 65, the concentric structure of geologists for many years.
,801no of the grains is very clear, but, like those shown
In the present study no' systematic suites of speciin Plate 65, lnost of them have no distinct nucleus.
mens have been collected. Such field studies as have
Grains of quartz are distributed irregularly through
been undertaken have been incidental to work on
some of the oolites.
other
problems that for the time were of more pressPlates 67 and 68 show a few scattering oolites so
ing
importance.
No experimental work has, been
,dark with organic matter that little can be told of their
attempt at complete bibliographic
conducted,
and
no
'structure, 'though this appears to be irregularly granustudy
has
been
made,
though some of the more recent
lar rather than concentric or radial. The bulk of the
articles
have
been
examined
and a few of the more
61 For a description of some of these minerals see Schaller, W. T., Mineralogical
pertinent older papers have been consulted.
;notcs, series 2; U.S. Oeol. Survey Dull. 509, pp. 89-100, 1912.
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In the area included wi thin the seven quadrangles
here described limestone in even beds occurs at places
In the description cited above two principal types· previously noted in some parts of the interval occupied
of bedding have been noted-the massively bedded by the Rex chert and may grade in to or interfinger
facies and the flinty-shale facies. The massively laterally with the chert, though such changes have
bedded chert is usually the conspicuous part of the not been observed, probably because of the disconmember. These beds commonly form rocky ledges tinuity of the areas in which the Rex is exposed. In
or points along the mountain sides or in canyons, as the Uinta Mountains, as described by Schultz,65 the
in Tps. 9 and 10 S., R. 44 E., or fine dip slopes, as in portion of the Park City fornlation which corresponds
T. 8 S., R. 44 E. (pI. 29, A), or impressive gate- to the Rex chert of southeastern Idaho contains a
ways, as in the Sublette Ridge (pI. 54). Individual much larger proportion of limestone, and the associbeds range frOln a few inches to nearly a foot in ated chert is there reported as lenticular or nodular in
thickness. No beds of shale have been observed occurrence.
among them. Bedding planes, however, are well
TEXTURE AND COMPOSITION
developed and are characteristically marked by surfaces with low humps and hollows suggestive of nodular
The texture of the massively bedded chert is usustructure. The nodules are usually indistinguishable ally very fine and even, almost waxy in appearance,
from their cherty matrix, but locally they become and the rock breaks with a conchoidal fracture into
conspicuous by weathering (pI. 50, A).
sharp angular blocks or fragments. At some places
The minor irregularities in the bedding planes where the chert, which is very brittle, is traversed by
noted above tend to produce minor variations in the a multitude of fine cracks, the rock breaks irregularly
thickness of a given bed, but no tendency of the beds across these cracks with an uneven or rough surface.
to become lenticular or to terminate among other beds, At such a place the weathered surface is covered with
such as Davis 64 describes in ~he California radiolarian small sharp, angular projections. Locally it has a
cherts, has been observed among the massive beds of pseudo columnar structure. (See pI. 61, 0.) Else:'
the, Rex. Although individual beds doubtless are where it. is usually smooth except for the nodular
broadly lenticular and wedge out somewhere, the effect appearance already mentioned.
at 'any given locality is that of a series of roughly
N ear the base at some localities lies' a coarser-texparallel beds which form a thick lay~r of chert. De- tured and more porous bed which at first sight resemformation and erosion have caused this layer of chert bles a quartzite b1.1t which on closer inspection is seen
to become discontinuous, but it can be easily'recon- to be largely composed of the spicules of siliceous,
structed in imagination, and in all probability it was. sponges. In thin section under the microscope these
formerly oontinuous over a vast area.
spicules are seen to lie in different positions, so that
The flinty-shale facies of the Rex is seldom well all gradations from cross sections to longitudinal secexposed, for the thin beds are so thoroughly jointed tions may be ,observed. Although no extended search
that the rock ordinarily breaks into small chippy for this bed has b'een made, it has been encountered
fragments, which form rounded knolls or smooth in a number of trenches that were dug for sampling
slopes rather than massive ledges. Where beds are and measurement of the underlying phosphatic shales,
actually exposed, as in road or stream cuts, the indi- and it appears to be widespread.
vidual beds r~nge in thickness from perhaps a sixThe texture ,of the flinty-shale facies is not so fine
teenth to a quarter of an inch. No intervening beds and the freshly fractured surface is more earthy in
of shale of other types have been recognized among appearance and is slightly porous.
them and no lenticular development in them has been
Thus far thin sections of only the most luassive beds
noticed.
have been examined and not many of these. In the
Banding is not a common feature of the Rex chert, ordinary chert the slides show feebly polarizing crypbut it has been observed at a few places, notably in tocrystalline quartz throughout without chalcedony or
: the SW. ~ sec. 14, T. 33 N., R . 119 W., in JVyoming amorphous material. Slides of the basal bed, in which
and in the SEe ~ sec. 3, T. 15 S., R. 43 E., in Idaho. the sponge spicules are so numerous, contain chalceAt the first-named locality the chert forms a massive dony, chiefly in the walls of the spicules, and some
ledge, is light colored, and finely and regularly banded. streaks, of apparently amorphous material that is
At the second locality the rock is darker, massively discolored by organic matter or by iron oxide. Tiny
bedded, and banded. Each of these occurrences is purplish specks and interstitial fillings in sonle of the
near a fault along which hydrothermal action has slides suggest the presence of fluorite. In the slides
occurred, so tliat the banding may be in some way thus far examined little or no inorganic detrital material has been recognized.
connected with that action.
BEDDING

64 Davis, E. F., The radiolarian cherts of the Franciscan group: California Univ.
Dept. Geology Bu '·uvol. 11, No.3, pp. 248-252, 282-288, 1918.

65 Schultz, A. R., A geologic reconnaissance of the Uinta Mountains, northern
Utah, with special reference to phosphate: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 690, p. 47,1919.
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Although within the area here' described ~ittle ably certain that chert was in process of forma,tion
variation in the composition of the chert has been more or less simultaneously throughout this area and
noticed, in the broader area occupied by the chert probably in areas as yet unexplored still farther north.
forlllation as a whole considerable differences in com- It seems, however, to have reached its maximum
position could probably be observed. Thus, in the development in eastern Idaho and in some adjacent
Montpelier district and in areas farther south and . parts of western Wyoming.
southeast the Rex chert interval contains more or less
COMP ARISON WITH OTHER dHERTS
limestone. On the other hand, the Rex chert on the
west side of the Teton Basin,40 to 50 miles north of
The nearest analogs of the Rex chert in this country
the Freedonl quadrangle, contains quartzite in its seem to be the radiolarian cherts of the Franciscan
upper part. In Montana the Rex chert is not dif- rocks in California. These cherts have been studied
ferentiated from the Phosphoria, but this for.r:nation "by numerous geologists and have been made the
is described by Condit 66 as "being either cherty or subject of a special monograph by Davis. 68 The
quartzitic almost throughout.·"
cherts of the Monterey group, which contain no
radiolarian
remains hut in many respects' are much
FOSSIL CONTENT
lil{e the radiolarian cherts, are discussed in the same
A nmllbOl: of fossils have been found in the limestone monograph. The Monterey and Franciscan cherts
beds of the Rex, but in the chert itself fossils are both form lenticular masses of considerable' areal
relatively rare except in the bed that contains sponge ,extent that have massively bedded and thin-bedded
spicules as mentioned above. It is noteworthy that facies. Two series of chert beds in the Franciscan
at one locality abundant casts of crinoid stems were are sufficiently thick (500 and 900 feet, respectively)
found in the chert.
and are extensive enough to justify their designation
THICKNESS
as formations. The radiolarian cherts, as the name
Although the thickness of the Rex chert is variable implies, contain large numbers of radiolarian remains,
when the region as a whole is considered, ranging but these are probably insufficient in quantity to
from about 110 to 550 feet, the thickness in any given account for the silica of the cherts. A distinctive
district is fairly constant and does not give the impres- feature is the rhythmic interbedding of the chert with
sion of excessive local acoumulation. In the section beds of shale. Individual beds are usually lenticular
on page 78 the lllassively bedded chert is 60 feet thiclc and wedge in and out among other beds. Many of
At RaYlllond Canyon in the Sublette Ridge it is about the layers of chert are very finely laminated, but the
80 feet thick and at I-Iot Springs near Bear Lake it is laminae are not uncommonly at variance with the
about 110 feet thiclc The thickness at some places is bedding. The Franciscan cherts are usually red and
doubtless affected by the strong folding to which the the matrix of the rock consists of a microgranular
beds have been subjected; the flinty-shale beds at aggregate of chalcedonic silica. Here and there the
least would be incolnpetent under such conditions.
matrix consists of quartz grains without fibrous crystallization and in some localities it is not crystalline
DISTRIBUTION
but
amorphous. The Monterey cherts are not ordiThe Phosphoria fornlation or its equivalent members
so brightly colored as the ,Franciscan cherts
narily
in the Park City or Embar formations are known to
and
they
contain a larger proportion of amorphous
extend, s~ve for interruptions due to deformation and
The
nlore Inassive beds of both groups of
silica.
erosion, fl'0111 the south side of the Uinta Mountains
chert
form
bold
outcrops which, to judge from illusin northeastern Utah northward through eastern
trations
presented,
are similar in nlany ways to those
Idaho into west-central Montana (Elliston field) and
of
the
Rex.
eastward into Wyoming to points east of Big Horn
According to Lawson 69 radiolarian cherts occur'
River. About 350 miles north of the Elliston .locality'
sporadically
throughout the Coast Ranges. Although
phosphate is reported by Adams and Dick 67 in Alberta
they are many hundreds of feet
in
some
occurrences
under conditions of occurrence so similar to those in
thin within short distances
thick
they
appear
to
Montana that probably here, too, the separation of
not
fornl
extensive
sheets. Most of the
and
do
the preserved masses of phosphate from those farther
occurrences
are
of
small
'extent.
Palache 70 notes
south has been produced by deformation and erosion.
the
Franciscan
cherts
the
occurence
of
rocks
similar
to
In all these localities the phosphate-bearing beds
north
as
Alaska.
and
accompanying
rocks
as
far
nre overlain by 11101'e or less massive beds of chert.
Although it is not possible now to trace individual Davis cites and describes many occurrences of chert
beds of chert from one locality to another it is reason- throughout the world, but· space does not perillit
further reference to his summary here.
t(CondJt, D. D., Relations of lato Paleozoic and early Mesozoic formations of
southwostern Montana and adjacent parts of Wyoming: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.
l)aper 120, p. 113, 1918.
67 Adams, l<~. D., and Dick, W. J., Discovery of phosphate of lime in the Rocky
MOllntalns: Canada Comm, Conservation, Ottawa, 1915 (reprint).

68 DaviS, E. F., The radJolarian cherts of the Franciscan group: California Univ
Dept. Geology Bull., vol. 2, No.3, pp. 235-432, 1918.
.
6D Cited by Davis, E. F., op. cit., p. 352.
70 Davis, E. F., l)p. cit., p. 310.
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Tpe cherts of Missouri and adjacent regions have
been the subject of much geologic discussion. The
Boone formation, as described by Purdue and Miser,71
is a calcareous and cherty deposit in which nodules of
chert occur in layers of limestone. In some layers
the nodules are widely separated; in others the nodules
'are united in paJ;t; in still others the chert is sufficiently
abundant to form a sheet or lens in the middle of the
layer. At many 'places a succession of layers forms
sections 100 feet or more thick. Some of' the3e sections exposed in bluffs along streams are composed
wholly of chert. The chert when fresh is dense and
brittle. It breaks with a conchoidal fract'ure, varies
in color from white or light gray to nearly black, and
has the waxy luster of chalcedony. At some places
it contains ma'ny fossils as siliceous casts.
The cherts of the Burlington limestone as described,
by Tarr 72 have somewhat the same arrangement and
appearance as those of the Boone formation. Tarr
notes that microscopically they show opaline or'
amorphous silica, chalcedony, and quartz, but the
quantity of ,amorphous silica is small. Lenticular
and nodular forms are the rule in the Burlington
~herts rather than beds. The cherts of Missouri do
not contain the remains of siliceous organisms.
Hinde 73 has described cherts from Ireland, Wales,
Yorkshire, and Spitzbergen. The Irish chert occurs
in nodular masses and bands in limestone that has an
aggregate thickness of 600 to 800 feet, of which the
~hert is estimated to comprise 150 feet. Microscopically the chert is composed of chalcedony and quartz.
I t contains poorly preserved sponge remains and
:siliceous casts of crinoid stems and polyzoa. In York,shire the chert beds have an estimated thickness of
'90 feet and in North Wales of 350 feet. On Axels
Island in Spitzbergen, the accumulation of chert
reaches a thickness of 870 feet. These cherts are all
said to be similali in lithology and are ascribed by
Hinde to an organic origin.
'
HYPOTHESES OF ORIGIN OF CHERT

Sampson 74 no.tes the association of cherts with pillow
lavas at Notre Dame Bay, Newfoundland. There
. are three types of this chert-first, that in the inter:stices of the lavas; second, heavy beds of jasper found
with acid tuffs; and third, thin beds interbedded with
,acid tuffs. He thinks tp.at the source of the chert
is magmatic emanations from submarine vents or
.fissures, and that precipitation of colloidal silica ?y
71 Purdue, A. H., and Miser, H. D., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Eureka
;Springs-Harrison folio (No. 202),1916.
7~ Tarr, W. A., Origin of the chert in the Burlington limestone:. Am. Jour. ScL,
·4th ser., vol. 44, pp. 409-451, 1917.
TI Hinde, G. J., On the organic origin of the chert in the Carboniferous limestone
:series of Ireland and its similarity to that in t he corresponding strata in North Wales
:snd Yorkshire: Geol. Mag., new ser., decade 3, vol. 4, pp. 435-446, 1887; On the
·chert and siliceous schists of the Permo·Carbo nUerous strata of Spitzbergen and on
,the characters of the sponges therefrom. which have been described by Dr. E. von
Dunikowski: Geol. Mag., new ser., decade 3, vol. 5, No.6, pp. 241-251,1888.
7t Sampson, Edward, The ferruginous chert formations of Notre Dame Bay,
Newfoundland: Jour. Geology, vol. 31, pp. 571-598, 1923.

oppositely charged ions of sea water is the most noteworthy process of its accumulation.
Barton,75 in referring to the Mississippian chert
in the vicinity of St. Louis, states· that the theories
suggested for the formation of chert are essentially
six, of which three ascribe the chert to organic sourcps
and three to inorganic sources. These theories are
stated as follows:
1. The chert is composed of formerly colloidal silica
that was derived from the deconlposition of siliceous
sponges ~nd other siliceous organisms that collected
in depressions on the ocean floor. The bands of chert
represent former sponge, beds where the sponges
remained in place and accumulated over .a considerable area.
2. The chert was formed before the consolidation
of limestone through the solution of scattered siliceous spicules and the almost immediate replacement of parts of the limestone.
3. The chert was formed after the consolidation
of limestone through the solution by percolating waters
of siliceous spicules and the replacement of part of
the limestone by this dissolved silica.
4. The chert was formed by the precipitation of silica
and the replacement of limestone in the presence
of circulating 'waters which have passed through sandstone, arenaceous rocks, or rocks containing silicates.
5. The formation of the chert was due to the reaction of dissolved silica in sea water with limestone
with the consequent precipi tation and possible later
concentration of the silica.
6. With the diffusion of silica in solution through
limestone, concentratration will vary in the direction of diffusion, and deposition, which results when
concentration is sufficient, will be in zones perpendicular to the direction of diffusion. As the conditions of diffusion were more favorable in' the early
days of consolidation, and as the most likely direction is upward toward the surface or downward from
it, deposition will be par,allel to the stratification,
although independent of it. The development of
chert in successive zones is due to the lowering of
concentration immediately around the first started
zone or zones of crystallizing material. The silica may
be derived from organic or inorganic sources.
Barton inclines toward the last-mentioned theory
but thinks that the presence of argillaceous beds, which
would tend to interfere with diffusion, is a serious
difficul ty.
Tarr,76 who reviews briefly earlier opinions on the
origin of ehert, presents evidence in support of the following theory with reference to the cherts of Missouri:
The silica is derived from the land by chemical weathering and is transported to the sea by streams in the
form of a colloid. Areas of low-lying or peneplained
75 Barton, D. C., Notes on the Mississippian chert of the St. Louis area: Jour·
Geology, vol. 26, pp. 361- 374,1918.
76 Tarr, W. A., op., cit., pp. 427 -428.
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lnnd and wido areas of igneous or lnetalnorphic rocks
would bo favorable for supplying increased amounts of
·colloidal silica. The present streams supply large
amounts of silicn. to the sea, where it is being dispersed
by currents. Colloidal silica is precipitated in the sea
'by the action of the alkaline salts in the sea water.
Fossils that fell into the colloidal silica would be perfectly prosoryed. As it is the tendency of colloids to
nggregato in globular 'masses, the silica precipitated
on the soa bottom would tend to assume globular or
ellipsoidal forms. As these become buried under accumulating sodiments they would be eompressed to elliptical or lenticular form.
Tan"s views are opposed by Van Tuyl,77 who cites
evidence in support of the idea of replacement of carbonate of liIne by silica. He attributes the lllOlds or
casts in the chert to partial replacement and states
that if chert is fonned by primary deposition it should
be expected to appear at the same horizon over a considerablo area. lIe thinks that replacelnent proceeded
on the bod of tho sea possibly contemporaneously
with the deposition of liInestone, the silica of ino.rganic
origin having been deposited in a colloidal condition on
the bed of the sea while the limestone was being formed.
After a most thorough discussion of the radiolarian
cherts Davis 78 concludes that there are serious objections to any hypothesis which regards all the silica of
tho cherts as duo to radiolaria or other organisms.
The addition of inorganic silica is regarded as highly
probable. The idea that the dilute silica in river
waters could furnish the additional silica is considered
an impossible explanation. Two other possibilities
remain-emann,tions from igneous rocks and deposits
fr0111 sublnarine siliceous springs. Davis calls attention
to the association with the Franciscan cherts of pillow
lavas (basalts), both extrusive and intrusive, and notes
that their contact zones are characterized by the addi-·
tion of soda, probably in the fOl'ln of sodium silicate, to
the altered rocks. lIe points out silllilar relationships
in other parts of the world, though he notes that at
SOllle places cherts occur without basalts and at others
basalts without cherts. The activities of springs and
basalt are interdependent. It is not necessary, he
thinks, that extrusive lava should occur in immediate
association with the cherts. If·a lnagma reservoir
beneath the surface was slowly cooling it would give
rise to siliceous springs. The fact that nothing which
corresponds to the radiolarian cherts is now forming
points to unusual conditions of accumulation. He
points out that Van Hise and Leith consider the ellipsoidal basalts to be abnormal factors in the formation
of the cherts of the Lake Superior region.
The rhythlnic bedding is believed by Davis to be
best explained by colloidal segregation, an idea sup77
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M., 'rho origin of chert: Am. Jour. Sel., 4th ser., vol. 45, pp. 44901>.

cit., pp. 402-408.
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ported by experimental evidence. Radiolaria would
thrive in siliceous waters, but the conditions would be
unfavorable for calcareous organisms. The shale
partings are explained as lnechanical sediments of
unusually fine grain.
'
Gruner 79 considers that the precipitation of silica,
iron, and part of the organic colloids of the Biwabik
formation of the Lake Superior district was caused
chiefly by 'algae and bacteria. The iron and silica
were derived from fresh extrusive rocks and volcanic
tuffs that were rapidly decomposed under conditions of
humid, tropical, or subtropical climate.
Leith 80 has called att.ention to the widespread occurrence of cherty materials in connection with old erosion
surfaces. These occurrences, however, would seem to
have little in common with bedded cherts, such as those
of the Rex chert member of the Phosphoria formation.
APPLICATION

OF

HYPOTHESES

TO

ORIGIN

OF

REX

CHERT

The Rex chert does not appear to fit very well into
any of the hypotheses above outlined. It is true that
a sponge spicule bed of probably wide extent has been
recognized in its lower part, but so much of the chert
is without evidence of siliceous organisms that some
other source for much of the silicA. seems highly probable. Little evidence has been found to support the
ideas of replacement or diffusion. The occurrence of
perfectly preserved casts of crinoid stems, previously
mentioned, appears to indicate that the crinoid remains
became entombed in gelatinous silica and were subsequently dissolved away, Van Tuyl's suggestion of
partial replacement does not seem very convincing. .
The idea of chemical precipitation might apply
very well, if an adequate source for the silica could
be found. The objection on the part of Van Tuyl
and others that such precipitation would imply the
formation of broad sheets at definite horizons is
apparently met, for, as already shown, it is highly
probable that the Rex was formed as a continuous
layer of chert and cherty shale over an area of thousands of square miles and at a definite geologic horizon.
In these respects the explanation of Tarr is applicable.
1?av~s, however, points out that if the silica was
derived from river water siliceous organisms should
flourish near the mouths of rivers and that this
would tend to localize the deposition of the silica.
It may be questioned, too, whether silica that was
coagulated under the action of electrolytes in sea'
water, as postulated by Tarr, would be disperesd
by currents rather than localized near the mouths
of rivers, where the waters bearing silica .would first
encounter the sea water. A further objection as
pointed out by Davis is the absence of any known
7D Gruner, J. W., The origin of sedimentary iron formations: The Biwabik for·
mation or the Mesabi Range: Econ. Geology, vol. 17, pp. 407-460, 1922.
so Leith, C. K., Silicification of erosion surraces: Econ. Geology, vol. 20, pp. 513523,1925.
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deposits of 'gelatinous silica among the sediments its dissemination by currents and its accumulation
that have been brought to light by oceanic investi- in a fairly uniform layer in the quieter parts of the
sea at or near wave base. In Tarr's experiments,82gations.
Davis's idea that unusual conditions of d~position however, in 'which artificially prepared "sea water"
are necessary for the accumulation of great bodies and a solution of sodium silicate were used, preof chert is quite possibly applicable to' the Rex chert, cipitation of gelatinous silica was immediate whether
but there is as yet little or no evidence to support the stronger or weaker solutions of the sodium silicate
view that the silica came from siliceous springs or were used, and there was no observed change on
from emanations that accompanied igneous rocks. standing..
The localization of the deposits of radiolarian chert,
The objection that no deposits of gelatinous sil.ica.
cited by Lawson,81 in favor of the siliceous spring have been recognized in modern oceanic sediments
hypothesis becomes an objection in considering the may lose some of its force when it is remembered that
Rex on accoUnt of the more uniform dist.ribution the present is a time of unusual continental elevation,
of that member. Basaltic eruptions in southeastern and that there is probably nowhere upon the land
Idaho are numerous and conspicuous, but these are surface bordering the oceans a condition of lowlands
of a much later geologic age than the· Rex' chert. or of a peneplain that approaches quite the condition
Moreover, with the exception of the single occurrence postulated by Tarr's theory or suggested for the lands
noted on page 125, the basalts are not unusually rich surrounding the Phosphoria sea.
in soda. So far as eastern Idaho is concerned-and
The bedding of the Rex corresponds with the
there, perhaps, the Rex has its best development- diastems discussed on page 178. No further explano evidence has been obtained of igneous activity in nation seems to be required than that the accumulation
Permian time, either of a submarine or of a sub- of gel~tinous silica at or near wave base was intercrustal nature. In western Idaho, however, as noted rupted by the more or less rhythmical minor climatic
in Chapter VI, fossiliferous tuffs and igneou's rocks oscillations to which reference is made at the place
of Permian age accumulated in considerable thickness. cited. The term wave base as here used corresponds
Possibly volcflnic emana.tions connected with these approximately to the term mud line, which, 'according
tuffs or their erosion 'may have supplied siliceous to Murray and Renard,83 marks the lower limits of
solutions in considerable' quantity to the ·Phosphoria wave, tidal, and current action and lies at a depth
of about 200 to 3,000 fathoms. The nodular phases
sea.
The physiogra phic condi tion's of Phosphoria time of the beds seem to be satisfactorily explained' by the
were unusual. Lowlands or peneplained lands adj a- tendency of colloids to aggregate in globular form,
cent to the sea are suggested and also the ablmdance as explained by Tarr. The flinty-shale facies would be
of sandy and' quartzitic material in Pennsylvanian explained by oscillations of the sea floor or of the
terranes, possibly exposed to erosion, is indicated. adjacent land area by which an admixture of terriThese conditions fit in well with Tarr's hypothesis. genous material with the colloidal silica would· be
The relative absence of deposits of calcium carbonate permitted.
in the Phosphoria sea has' already been discussed .. The occurrence at some places of limestone within
in connection with the origin of' the phosphate the Rex chert member and at other places of quartzite
deposits. It is sufficient here to suggest that bacterial indicates that in' spite of the uniformity of conditions
activities and temperature conditions may have some that .prevailed over wide areas of the Phosphoria sea,
bearing upon "the question. The time element may there were some differences, possibly of a diastrophic
also enter into t.he problem. With conditions unfavor- nature,' that permitted the accumulation of these
able for the deposition of calcium carbonate or rocks.
THE .PERMIAN-TRIASSIC INTERVAL
phosphate, though some of the Rex is slightly phosphatic, and with mechanical sediments largely
The pronounced' faunal break between the phosexcluded, possibly because of lowlands' and low stream
phoria and Woodside formations, which are respecgrades, chemical precipitation, probably a slow process,
tively of Permian and Lower Triassic age, has
would in time cause considerable accumulations of
already been pointed out in Chapters III and VI.
silica. Data at hand indicate that the time available
The occurrence of the Ambocoelia-bearing bed in the
for such accumulations was ample.
Fort Hall Indian Reservation suggests the former
If, as Tarr contends, the silica brought in by
wide occurrence of a group of strata of which this
rivers is probably not precipitated immediately but
bed may be a remnant.
.
accumulates in the form of a colloid until it is of
The Phosphoria formation is here correlated with
sufficiently high concentration t~ be coagulated,
part of the Embar of Wyoming, as originally described
precipitation near the mouths of rivers would not
as Tarr, W. A., op; cit., pp. 434-436.
be necessary and there would be opportunity for
.81

Davis, E. F., op. cit., p. 352.

13 Murray, John, and Renard, S. F., Challenger Rept., Deep-sea deposits, p. 38.'3,
diagram '1, 1891.
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by Darton, in the Owl Creek~10untains. Although
named fronl Embar post office and ranch on Owl
Creek, the full thickness of the formation as described
by him for the region does not appear to be present
there. At this locality the highest exposed beds
of the Embar are composed of a massive limestone
which contains among other fossils, the brachiopod
Spiriferina pulchra. This fossil is characteristic of
the Rex chert, the upper member of the Phosphoria formation. In the sanle general region, 6 miles west of
IT olland's ranch,84 this limestone bed is overlain by
50 feet of sandstone, which is compact and gray above
but weathers brown and nlerges downward into yellowish soft sandstone. South of Thermopolis it is overlain by 50 to 60 feet of yellowish sandy beds with a few
thin layers of impure limestone. On North Fork of
Muddy Creek this luassive member of the Embar is
overlain by 100 feet of the sandy yellow beds; near Anchor post office it is overlain by 20 feet of soft buff sandstone; and on Dry Creek it is overlain by 200 feet of
slabby brown sandstones with layers of soft buff sandstone. The massive limestone and the overlying
sandy beds COlupose the upper part of the Embar as
defined by Darton.
In Dinwoody Canyon' in the Wind River Mountains, Blackwelder 85lueasured a section of the Embar,
in which he' included above the massive linlestone
member about 250 feet of shales and sandstones that
carry obscure pelecypods, which he correlated with
the 200 feet of yellow sandy beds included in the top
of the Enlbar by Darton. These upper beds he subsequently nanled the Dinwoody' formation,86 and they
were correlated by Condit,S7 with the Woodside shale
and Thaynes group of southeastern Idaho.
In the Fort Hall Indian Reservation the Ambocoelia-bearing beds above mentioned consist of yellow
sandstone and earthy limestone and lie above the
usual cherty beds of the Rex. The genus Ambocoelia gives to these beds a distinctly Paleozoic aspect,
and they have hitherto been included with the Rex in
the Pernlian, but Girty is now inclined to consider
theul Triassic. They apparently correspond in position and lithologic relationships with Blackwelder's
typical Dinwoody and with the yenow sandy beds in
Darton's sections at Holland's ranch and many other
places in the Owl Creek Mountains.
In the Uinta Mountains Schultz reports that a
thin-bedded gray limestone series forn1s the uppermost Inember of the Park City formation. These
beds nlay prove to correspond stratigraphically with
the Amboco~lia-bearing beds of the Fort Hall Indian
S4

DurtolJ, N. H., Oeology of tho Owl Creek MountAinl'1: 59th Cong., 1st sess.,

S. Doc. 219, p. 18, 1900.

so Blackwcldor, lWot, A roconnaissance oUhe phosphAte deposits in western WyOming: U. S. 0001. Survey BUll. 470, pp. 470, 477, 1911.
so Blackwoldor, Eliot, Now geological formations in western Wyoming: Washington Acad. ScI. Jour., vol. 8, pp. 417-420,1918.
8l Oondit, D. D., Rolations of tho Embar and Chugwater formations in central
Wyoming: U. S. Oeol. Survey Prof. Paper 98, pp. 263, 264, 1910.
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Reservation, with the uppermost beds of Darton's
Embar, and with the Dinwoody fornlation, though no
such correlation is at present practicable.
Recent work 88 in central WYOluing tends to show
that beds that correspond to the Phosphoria formation
were greatly eroded and in places completely removed
before the deposition of the Chugwater formation.
The faunal break ordinarily noted between the Rex
and the Woodside in southeastern Idaho would seem
to correspond with this unconformity.
The relationship of the Idaho section to .sections in
western and central Wyoming is not well understood,
though some work on the Wyoming sections has been
done by both Blackwelder and Condit as above stated.
Condit thinks that the Embar formation of Darton,
which, according to his interpretation, includes beds
that range in age from Pennsylvanian to Lower
Triassic, grades and interfingers eastward into the
lower part of the Chugwater fonllation of red beds.
If this view is correct the above-nlentioned unconformity must die out eastward.
A detailed study of the stratigraphic sections exposed in the different nlOuntain ranges westward from
the Big Horn 110untains of Wyoming into Idaho is
needed to reveal the changes in conditions of deposition and erosion of sediments both in the areas of
open seas in Penuian and Triassic tinle and in the
transitional and luarginal areas of the marine waters
of those periods.
An erosion interval between the Permian and Triassic has been noted by Gregory89 in the Plateau
province. He says:
The plane of separation in most places is a maturely eroded
'surface that represents in the time scale a long period during
which vast amounts of material were weathered, corroded, and
redistributed. * * * Neither the duration of the period
of erosion nor the place of deposition of the transported sediments is known. The field evidence merely shows that the
conditions of sedimentation were markedly dissimilar before
and after the erosion interval.

The erosion interval, as represented in the Plateau
province, was probably of considerably longer duration than that in southeastern Idaho, for in the latter
region more than 4,500 feet of marille Lower Triassic
sediments were laid down before the Higham grit,
which presumably corresponds with the Shinarump
conglomerate of the Plateau province, the lowest
Triassic formation in that region. '
TRIASSIC AND JURASSIC PHYSIOGRAPHY AND
SEDIMENTATION

The Triassic and Jurassic rocks of southeastern
Idaho constitute an unusually full and complete series,
comprising 12 formations and an aggregate thickness
of nearly 12,000 feet, of which more than two-thirds
is of marine origin. These formations may ,therefore
ss Lee, W. T., personal communication.
Gregory, H. E., Geology of the Navajo country: U. S. Geol. suiv'ey P~~f. Paper
93, pp. 34, 35, 1917.
Sg
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serve as guides in working out the history of other these red beds with the.Ankareh of the Rock Springs
areas in the Rocky Mountain region in which the uplift, Wyo., and with red beds that he assigns to the
record of these periods is less well preserved. Some Ankareh at dIfferent places in Wyoming, Utah, and
attempt has already been made to compare the Trias- northwestern Colorado, at all of which he finds the
sic and Jurassic stratigraphic records of southeastern Ankareh resting unconformably on the underlying
Idaho with those of southwestern 'iVyoming and of Thaynes. He also correlates the Ankareh of the Rock
the Park City district of Utah and to picture the Springs uplift with the upper part of Powell's" Shinaphysiographic conditions of· the general region at rump group" in the Uinta Mountains, with which the
these times.
Higham grit, Deadman limestone, and Wood shale of
The relations of the marine Lower Triassic in south- southeastern Idaho are also tentatively correlated.
eastern Idaho to the Triassic formations of Wyoming, The unconformity at the base of the Shinarump conUtah, and regions farther south can not be well under- glomerate has been recognized by Gilbert,93 Gregory,94
stood without further regional studies. The compar- Emery,95 Moore,96 and others and is a widespread
isons already made indicate in a broad way that in stratigraphic feature in Utah and northeastern Arizona
Lower Triassic time southeastern Idaho and its adja- as well as in Wyoming. From its field relationships
cent. territory comprised a region of dominant marine there seems little doubt of its equivalence in position
deposition, which underwent diastrophic oscillations with the unconformity at the base of the Higham grit
of sufficient intensity to cause variations in conditions in southeastern Idaho. (See Table 101.)
of deposition, so that there was some alternation of
Although conditions of deposition 'in Middle and
more calcareous and more shaly or arenaceous sedi- Upper Triassic time appear to have been similar
ments. At times the oscillations were sufficient to throughout much of the Rocky Mountain geosyncline
exclude normal marine deposition and to favor either southward and southeastward from Montana, where
nonmarine or various types of littoral sedimentation. erosion was in progress, they were not identical, as is
In general the marine beds appear to thin out east- indicated by lithologic differences. The Shinarump
ward and possibly southward, whereas the other types, conglomerate contains pebbles of limestone and chert
chiefly red beds, thicken or increase in number in· those in addition to quartzite, together with abundant
directions. There is thus an interfingering of true . remains of fossilized wood and fragments of bone. 97
marine beds and of red beds, but it is as yet impossible It is a source of radiunl and vanadium ores,98 which
to correlate individual sets of beds in Idaho with occur in pockets associated with fossil wo04 in different
shnilar beds in Wyoming ~r Utah. In the Park City parts of Utah. None of these features have yet been
district, Utah,90 the Woodside shale consists of red recognized in the Higham grit, which consists almost
beds, but it is not known if it corresponds with part or exclusively of quartzitic debris, though limestone peball of the Woodside interval in Idaho. In the same bles and bits of fossil wood have been found in beds
district Boutwell describes a "mid-red" shale in the assigned to the Timothy sandstone. These occurThaynes formation that has not been identified in the rences, however, are all in the Montpelier quadrangle
Idaho section. These beds proba1:>ly wedge out north- wher·e the Higham grit and Timothy sandstone are less
westward before reaching Idaho, but they may be distinctively developed than they are in the Freedom
represented by the red beds of the Portneuf limestone quadrangle or in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation and
member of the Thaynes. The Park City section needs where these formations have not been so well differ.
to be reviewed in comparison with the Idaho section entiated.
has
designated
as the Chinle formation 99
Gregory
. to establish relationships and adjust differences.
the
varicolored
beds
which
in northeastern Arizona
With regard to southwestern Wyoming it appears
constitute the portion of Powell's" Shinarump group"
probable that the Timothy sandstone and the succesabove the Shinarump conglomerate. The Idaho represive beds of the Portneuf limestone member of the
sentatives of this interval, the Deadman limestone and
Thaynes are cut out by the extension of. the unconWood shale, are neither so variegated in color and
formity at the base of the Higham grit in Idaho and composition nor so well developed as are the correthat the beds ascribed to the Thaynes in southwestern sponding beds in Arizona and adjoining regions,
Wyoming represent the middle and lower portions of though they are strongly colored and are in general
this formation as exposed in southeastern Idaho.
topographically weak.
In Veatch's 91 description of the region the Thaynes is
03 Gilbert, G. K., Geology of the Henry Mountains: U. S. Geog. and Geol. Survey
said to be overlain by what he calls the red-bed member Rocky
Mtn. Region, 2d ed., pp. 6-10, 1880.
of the Nugget, 600 feet thick. Sc~ultz 92 correlates
0' Gregory, H. E., op. cit., p. 16.
Doutwell, J. M., Geology and ore deposits of the Park City district, Utah:
U. 8. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 77, pp. 52-59 and pI. 5, 1912.
OJ Veatch, A. C., Geography and geology of a portion of southwestern Wyoming:
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 56, pp. 50-52,1907.
92 Schultz, A. R., Oil possibilities hi and around Baxter Basin. in the Rock Springs
uplift, Sweetwater County. Wyo.: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 702, pp. 24, 36. (tables),
1920.
00

96 Emery, W. B., The Green Riyer desert section, Utah: Am. Jour. ScL, 4th
ser., vol. 46, p. 561, 1918.
96 Moore, R. C., Stratigraphy of a part of southern Utah: Am. Assoc. Petroleum
Geologists Bull., yol 6, No.3, p. 216, 1922.
V7 Gregory, H. E., op. cit., pp. 37-41.
G8 Emery, W. B., op. cit., p. 561. Butler; B. S., The ore deposits of Utah: U. S.
Geol. Survey Prof. Paper U1, p. 608, 1920.
vo Gregory, H. E., op. cit.,.pp. 37, 42-48.
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Another unconfol'luity of wide extent occurs at the European faunas. The Twin Creek has been corretop of the Triassic section in parts of southwestern lated by Schultz and others 4 with the Sundance as
Colorado, Utah, and Arizona and has been recognized belonging to'the lower part of the Upper Jurassic, but
by Gilbert 1 and others. Lee 2 notes that it trans- it is now thought that at least part of the Twin Creek
gresses rocks that range in age fr01u Archean to Triassic may be of Middle Jurassic age. The question is therennd forms an old erosion surface to .which he gives the fore raised whether the Ellis formation of Montana
nnmc La Plata peneplain. This unconfornlity, if it may correspond with the Twin Creek and the Sundance
exists in southeastern Idn,ho, is luuch less pronounced of Wyoming with the Stump, or whether the Ellis and
and has not yet been recognized. Its position would the Sundance, which have ordinarily been considered
be the bttse of the Nugget sandstone. Its absence or single units, luay be divisible into two 01' nlore units
poor development there is in keeping with the fact which correspond with earlier and later invasions of
that sedImentation in southeastern Idaho was on the the sea and each of which contain equivalents of the
whole more continuous than in the southern Rocky Twin Creek and Stump of southeastern Idaho.
Mountain and adjacent plateau regions.
The Twin Creek has also been correlated with the La
The Jurassic formations of southeastern Idaho point Plata group of parts of Utah. 5 Lee 6 considers it the
to desert conditions of long duration in the earlier part equivalent of the middle part of the La Plata group,
of the period, followed by an invasion of the sea, which , which' he has studied in WYOluing, Utah, Colorado,
also lasted fl, long time. The sea; then withdrew and and New, Mexico. In some places this horizon is
SE.ldaho
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43.-DlagrRllI showing the comparative sequence of Jurassic formations in southeastern Idaho and nt places in Utah 'and Arizona

there was prolonged erosion followed by a renewal of
continental, probably desert, conditions with an ensuing second encroaehmen t of the sea. The last two
epochs of sedimentation were shorter than the first
two. This fourfold subdivision of the Jurassic has a
notable bearing upon the interpret'ation of the physiography' of that time throughout the region of the
Rocky Mountains and the adjacent plateaus. A suggestion of separate nlarine invasions for Montana and
Wyoming is given by Reeside,3 who notes that the
~~llis formation (Montana) is older than the Sundance
(Wyoming), the Ellis corresponding to the lower Oxfordian and the Sundance to the upper Oxfordian of
Haug. The Idaho faunas have not been studied in
sufficient detail to Inake explicit comparisons with the

occupied only by gypsiferous beds, but at others marine
fossils of Jurassic age have been obtained from it. In
the Green River 7 ·and Castle ValleyS districts of Utah a
second and higher horizon of gypsiferous beds occurs,
which -Lee is at loss to explain without recourse to
marine invasion. These gypsum beds are situated
with reference to other beds in the section much as is
the Stump sandstone of southeastern Idaho. (See fig.
43.) Possibly these gypsum beds represent marginal
phases of the sea which deposited the Stump sandstone. There seems little doubt that the horizon where
marine Jurassic fossils have been found in these d~s
tricts and the corresponding horizon in the Circle
Cliffs district of Utah 9 represent the Twin Creek

Gilbert, G. K., op. cit.; Gregory, H. E., op.cit., pp.16, 4S; Emcry, W. B., op. cit.'
p. 663; Moore, R. C., op. cit.
J Lce, W. '1'., Early Mesozoic physiography of the southern Rocky Mountains:
Smithsonian Misc. Coil., vol. 69, No.4, pp. 25, 2S-29, 1915.
3 Rceslde, J. B., Some American Jurassic ammonites: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.

Schultz, A. R, U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 702, 1920. (Cites numerous papers.)
Schultz, A. R., op. cit.
o Lee, W. T., op. cit., p. 13.
7 Emery, W. B., op. cit., p~ 571.
8 'Lupton, C. T., Geology and coal resources of Castle Volley: U. S. Geol. Survey
Bull. 628, PP. 23-26, 1916.
o
$ Moore, R. C. or. cit.
4

1

l'aper lIS, pp. 10-11, 1919.
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rather than the Stump epoch in southeastern Idaho,
for the Twin Creek epoch was of much greater duration
and its sea may be presumed to have been more
widespread.
The La Plata group at its type locality 10 consists of
two massive and cross-bedded sandstones separated
by a relatively thin limestone member. This arrangement of beds has been traced southwestward into
northeastern Arizona, where Gregoryllnamed the lower
sandstone the Wingate, the upper sandstone the Navajo,
and the intervening beds the Todilto formation. ,It
later developed that Gregory's section in northeastern
Arizona was incomplete 12 and that his three divisions
really corresponded with the lower part of the La
Plata. This fact has introduced confusion into the
Jurassic terminology of the plateau region. However, the original arrangement of the La Plata group
agrees well, so far as it goes, with the arrangement of
the Jurassic formations in southeastern Idaho, for
there the marine Twin Creek limestone lies between
the Nugget' and Preuss sandstones which are probably
nonmarine. If the gypsum in the Castle V all~y and
Green River desert sections is correlated with the
Stump sandstone, as above suggested" the agreement
is practically complete, for in the Stump sandstone
the fossiliferous portion is at the base. The agreement
is .further emphasized by the fact that in all the local, ities named the Jurassic beds are overlain unconformably by more or less conglomeratic and variegated beds
of supposed Cretaceous age. (See fig. 43.)
CRETACEOUS FORMATIONS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION

The Cretaceous formations of southeastern Idaho
have been described in Chapter III (pp. 101 to 108),
and their interpretation has been attempted in Chapter VI (pp. 194 to 199). They comprise the Gannett
group and Wayan formation and have an assigned aggregate thickness of about 15,000 feet. Their relations
to otper Cretaceous formations, so far as the writer has
been able to ascertain them, have already been stated.
The thickness of these formations, even after allowing
for reduplications or errors in measurement, is enormous and is probably greater in southeastern Idaho
than elsewhere.
Cretaceous beds 8S continued northward from the
Freedom, Lanes Creek, and Cranes Flat quadrangles
constitute much of the Caribou Range and its adjacent
foothills to the southwest. Poorly preserved forms
suggestive of Bear River age have been collected
from these beds, but no characteristic Bear River
fossils have been found. The plant-bearing beds
described on page 108 appear to represent a higher
horizon than any that is exposed in the quadrangles
here described. The thickness of the Wayan forma'tion and its associated rocks in this region has not
10
11

U

Cross, Whitman, U. S. Geol.Survey Geol. Atlas, Telluride Colio (No. 57), 1890.
GregOfy?rr. E., op. cit.
Emery, W. B., op. cit., and Moore, R. C., op. cit.

been determined, but hasty inspection seems to
indicate that it is less than the thickness farther south.
Although it has not thus far been practicable to subdivide the Wayan formation, more intensive study of the
districts underlain by it in the quadrangles named,
together with a critical examination of the unmapped
portion of the Caribou district, will probably make
necessary its subdivision and may solve the problem,
of the stratigraphi'c relationship of the Wayan to the
Bear River or to later formations. ,
In the Big Hole Mountains, west of the Teton Basin,
the Gannett group and Wayan formation together
comprise only about 1,300 feet of beds, and there is a
similar though less marked reduction in thickness in
the Jurassic and Triassic formations exposed in that
region as compared with southeastern Idaho. The
writer has published elsewhere 13 a brief description
with maps of this district.,
The base of the Cretaceous in the Big Hole Mountains is the bottom of a prominent conglomerate bed,
15 to 25 feet thick, in which the pebbles are composed
largely of chert. This conglomerate appears to be
lithologically identical with the chert pebble beds near
the base of the Ephraim conglomerate of the Gannett
group farther south. In southeastern Idaho the
Ephraim conglomerate is more than 1,000 feet thick
and consists larg~ly of deeply colored and massively
bedded red conglomerates. Here the chert conglomerate is the sole representative of the conglomerate
series and is succeeded by reddish or purplish sandy,
shaly, and calcareous beds with nodules of limestone
that resemble pebbles, the whole being much like the
nonconglomeratic portions of the Ephraim. The
limestones, which here lie perhaps 200 feet above
the conglomerate and are 200 feet or more thick, may
correspond with the Peterson limestone of the Gannett
group, but more probably much of the Gannett gr~up
and some of the lower beds of the Wayan formatIOn
may be cut out by the unconformity between the two
groups. A rather pronounced difference in strike
between the limestone and the underlying beds noted
in the southwest corner of sec. 8, T. 4 N., R. 44 E.,
favors such a view. The limestone .is interbedded
with purplish or dark shales and the upper beds ~re
crowded witl,l poorly preserved gastropods much lIke
the limestone at Sugar Loaf Mountain in T. 2 S., R.
41 E., which is considered Wayan. Above the limestones come yellowish-gray, or buff quartzites or
sandstones which weather reddish or pinkish and
which are much broken and slickensided locally and
are estimated to be about 800 feet thick: These beds
also correspond in position and lithology to beds of
the Wayan formation.
.
.
Above the beds assigned to the Wayan In thIS
locality lies a series of rather dark grayish sandstones
13 Mansfield, G. R., Coal in eastern Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 716, pp.
123-153, 1920.
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with interbedded dark-gray or almost black 'shales. the Gannett and Wayan in southeastern Idaho. A
'These beds are unlike the Wayan beds that should fragnlent of chert pebble conglomerate, presumably
follow in sequence according to the section exposed in fronl the ICootenai, is identical in appearance with the
southeastern Idaho. At several places they are accom- corresponding bed in the Gannett. The limestones
panied by thin beds of dark lil11estone and siliceous and sandstones of the ICootenai correspond closely in
'shale or gray sandstone which contain typical Bear appearance with those of the Wayan.
Since the preceding discussion was written the
River fossils. Whether the Bear River beds are here
author
has collected shells from a limestone bed in the
llllCOnfol'll1able upon the Wayan or follow in natural
Wayan
at two localities in the Ammon quadrangle,
sequence was not deterl11ined. No noteworthy disIdaho.
These shells have been identified by NIr.
·cordance of strike and dip between the two formations
Stanton
as
belonging apparently" to the fauna of the
was observed. In view of the great body of Wayan
Kootenai
formation,
which as recognized in Montana
beds that apparently should be represented here the
probably
includes
the
equivalent of the Blail'll1ore
'suggestion of unconformity appears the more probable,
Alberta."
The relationship of at least
formation
of
though possibly some lateral gradation or interfingering
part
of
the
Wayan
to
the
ICootenai seems therefore
·of Bear River and Wayan beds may be recogri.ized
at
last
to
be
definitely
established.
, Much, howeve~,
when the Cretaceous formations of the region have
remains
to
be
learned
about
the
stratigraphy
of the
been nlore intensively studied. The Bear River beds
Wayan
and
its
relations
to
the
other
formations
named.
{)f the Big ·Hole. Mountains are overlain by higher
Cretaceous beds, locally coal-bearing, and of supposed The localiti~s ~rom which the collections were taken
Colorado age. The relationship of these beds to the are respectively the east side of Mud Creek in the
Bear River has not been determined, though probably NE. U SW. U sec. 6, T. 2 S., R. 40 E., and the west
side of Willow Creek in the NE. USE. U sec. 6, T.
they are unconforl11able.
-Southeast of Pine Creek Pass, which separates the 1 N., R. 40 E.
From the above review it appears that in southBig Hole Mountains frOl11 the Snalre River Range,
Idaho the nonmarine Cretaceous beds have
eastern
beds of the Gannett and Wayan formations have been
great
thiclmess
and represent at least two epochs of
recognized as far as Fogg Hill, which appears to mark
abundant
sedimentation,
separated by an epoch of
the tip of a northwestward-pitching syncline. Bear
Some of the beds have
deformation
and
erosion.
River beds are exposed in the vicinity of the pass and
persistent
lithologic
characteristics
by which they can
may include the coal prospects on Rainv Creek to the
be
traced
long
distances
northward
and eastward.
southeast, though no characteristic Be~r River fossils
that
pass
northward
Apparently
some
of
the
beds
were found at the last~named locality.
parts
of
the
Kootenai
of.
Mont,ana
and some
become
Gannett and Wayan beds, together with beds of
that
pass
eastward
become
the
Beckwith
of
of
those
supposed Colorado age, have been recognized on the
Wyoming. Possibly' some of the beds mapped as
'Continental Divide in Clark County, Idaho, and
"Beaverhead County, Mont., near Sheridan 'and Cot- Bear River in Wyoming may contain representatives
of the Wayan, though in eastern Idaho the two
tonwood Creeks. There the Bear River formation is
formations are thought to be unconformable. Regional
absent, but the other formations appear to have thickstudies of the nonmarine Cretaceous in the three States
nesses comparable to those indicated for the Big Hole
named are needed to test the relationships suggested,
Mountains.
to explain the great variations in thickness noted; and
The Beckwith and Beai' River formations as mapped
to determine the physiographic 'relations of the areas
by Veatch a and Schultz 15 have a wide distribution in
of nonmarine and marine deposition in those regions
southwestern Wyoming. The terms Beckwith and
in Cretaceous time.
Bear River, as formerly employed in southeastern
TERTIARY FORMATIONS AND, THEIR RELATIONSHIPS
Idaho, were applied in part to beds now included respectively in the Gannett group and Wayan formation. I6
As intimated in Chapters III and VI the Tertiary
According to the authors cited, beds of Gannett age record of southeastern Idaho is fragmentary and SOll1e
and of the true Bear River are certainly present in' of the evidence regarding it is of a conflicting nature.
·southwestern Wyoming, but whether representatives Broader field studies are needed to correlate more
·of the v'Vayan are present is not known.
accurately the Wasatch and Salt Lake formations
In .Wal'll1 Springs Canyon near Garrison, Mont., with the other Tertiary formations of the region. For
beds of the ICootenai, as hastily examined by the
example, there is an extraordinary development of
writer, have many lithologic resemblances to beds of
Wasatch beds throughout the Bear Lake and Bear
River plateaus. These beds require intensive study
II Veatch, A. C., Geogfllphy and geology of a portion of southwestern Wyoming:
U. S. Ocol. Survey Prof. Popel' 5I.l, 1907.
to determine if the threefold subdivision of the
10 Schultz, A. R., Geology and geography of a portion ot Lincoln County, Wyo.:
Wasatch, as advocated by Veatch, with,its implication'
U. S. Oeol. Smvey Bull . .')43, 1914.
Ie :Mansfield, G. R., and Rouudy, P. V., Revlslou of the Beckwith and Bear
of unconformity between the two upper membe.rs,
llIycr fOl'mations of southeastern Idaho: U. S. Oeol. Survey Prof. Paper 98, pp.
is in fact justifiable. Should this arrangement be
1[1-85, HIIO.
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sustained, the correlation of the Wasatch of south- Cranes Flat quadrangle and the Yellowstone Park are
eastern Idaho with the Almyor the Knight formation bordered by rhyolites and basalts that may perhaps
of Veatch would st.l11 remain in question. Much correspond with the later rhyolitic and basaltic flows
would depend upon fossil evidence, which is as yet of / the Yellowstone. Similar rhyolites and basalts
very meager. A systematic search for fossils, espe- occur along the Continental Divide in Clark County,
cially vertebrates, is needed to solve the problem. Idaho.
Aside from the doubts already expressed in earlier
In the correlation of these lavas the key is probably
pages regarding the assignment of the Salt Lake found in the sediments that underlie or acconlpany
formation to the Pliocene there IS the question of them. In the Yellowstone Park fossil evidence is
the relationship of this formation to the Idaho and available. In the Idaho· areas, however, no fossils of
Payette formations of southwestern Idaho. Certain determinative value have been found in the Tertiary
similarities of appearance suggest the possible cor- rocks. The discovery of fossil vertebrates would be
relation of the Salt Lake formation with one or the particularly helpful for such a correlation, and systemother of these formations, but the Salt Lake fornlation atic search for them should be Inade.
is dominantly coarser textured and of fluviatile origin,
IIi southwestern Idaho lavas occur in association
whereas the other two formations are described as with the Payette and Idaho formations. 19 Definite
dominantly lacustrine and of finer textureY The correlation of these with the lavas of southeastern
fossils thus far obtained from, the Salt Lake fornlation Idaho must await the discovery i~ the last-named
do not afford any satisfactory basis for such a cor- region of distinctive fossils.
relation. Vertebrates are reported by Lindgren from
VOLCANISM AND DEFORMATION
botlt the Payette and Idaho formations, and more
The general absence, of volcanic activity in associarecent similar finds are recorded by Buwalda. The
Salt Lake formation has not yet furnished any ver- tion with the major deformation of southeastern Idaho
tebrate remains, perhaps because \it has not been ,is a noteworthy feature. Of the igneous rocks presystematically explored for such fossils. The fossil viously described only the hornblende andesite POl'content and the stratigraphic relationships of the phyry could have participated in the diastrophic disSalt Lake formation constitute an a.ttractive problem turbances which produced the great folds and overthrusts of the region, and even this may have been
for regional study.
intruded at a later epoch.
IGNEOUS PROBLEMS
R. T. Chamberlin,2° in a study of the Colorado
Hockies, has pointed out that volcanic activity is
RELATION OF THE LAVAS OF SOUTHEASTERN IDAHO TO
THOSE OF OTHER ERUPTIVE CENTERS
usually r.are in mountains where intense folding and
overthrusting
have occurred. He distinguishes as
The igneous record of southeastern Idaho has been
"thin-shelled"
those mountains in which the intensely
set forth in Chapters IV and VI. This region conouter
portion of the earth's shell has
compressed
stitutes one of the tributary areas that supplied basalts
sheared
upon
a
less
yielding
base beneath, without disto the Snake River lava plains, but its igneous acturbing
the
earth's
crust
to
any great depth. In this
tivities were in large part local and its eruptive' prodclass
he
~ncludes the Appalachians, Alps, Jura, the
ucts included other types of rock than basalt. The
order of its eruptive activity has been fairly well deter- Scottish Highlands, the Scandinavian chain, a.nd
mined, so that it should be possible to make compar- others. In all these mountains deformation has been
isons with other volcanic centers and perhaps to indi- accomplished with little .concomitant volcanic activity~ In contrast" to these. thin-shelled mountains.
cate some synchronism' of e v e n t s . .
are
the" thick-shelled" mountaIns, which sh~w open
The nearest locality for which the sequence' of volfolding,
but are without thrust faults or evidences of
canic events' has been worked out on any considerable
intense
horizoU:tal
co~pression. In these mountains.
scale is the Yellowstone National Park. The~e a long
the
depths
affected
by the compressive forces are far
series of volcanic episodes, beginning as far back as
greater
than
those
in
the preceding type. ' Represent-,
the Eocene, is recorded. IS Some comparison of the
the
thick-shelled
type are' the C'ascade,
atives
of
records of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation and of the
Andes,
and
Abyssinian
Mountains.
Vast floods of
quadrangles here described with that of the Y ellow~
lava marked the growth of these ranges.
stone Park has already been made. Probably the
In a later paper Chamberlin adds 21 that in thickmajor igneous activity in southeastern Idaho did not
shelled mountains igneous intrusion may have a close
begin until that of Yellowstone Park had been largely relation to mountain-making stresses. Little igneous
completed. The mountainous areas between the
Lindgren, Waldemar, U. S. Geol. Survey Gcol. Atlas, Boise folio (No. 45),
1898; Lindgren, Waldemar, and Drakc, N. F., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas,
Nampa folio (No. 103), 1904.
18 Hague, Arnold, Weed, W. H., and Iddings, J. P., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas,
Yellowstone National Park folio (No. 30), 1896.
J7

IDLindgren, Waldemar, and Drake, N. F., U. S. Gcol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Nl1mpa.
folio (No. 103), 1904.
20 Chamberlin, R, T., The building of thc Colorado Rockies: Jour. Geology, vol.
27, pp. 248-251, 1919.
21 Chamberlin, R. 1'., Volcanism and mountain·mflking: Jour. Geology, \'01. 29
pp. 166-172, 1921.

'
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~lCtivity of any sort is nlanifested in the marginal and
nlost strongly overthrust portions of the thin-shelled
rnngcs; but in the heart of the deformed belts, where
there has been more uplifting and the affected zone
goes deeper, grnnitic and other intrusions are a COlllmon and probably characteristic feature.
According to Chmllberlin's view great overthrusts
nre indicative of the thin-shelled type of deformation
and nre Inarginal features of the mountain-forming
area. The last appears to be the relation in some
m'cns, ns in the Lewis overthrust in the Glacier N ational Pnrk, but in other places the relation is not so
dear. Thus the Bannock overthrust in southeastern
Idaho, with its accOlupanying folds, is well within
the Idaho-Wyoming Chain. Other notable thrusts,
such as the Absaroka and Darby faults described by
Schultz,22 lie farther east, and the lllountain-built area
itself extends :many Iniles farther in that· di.rection.
In southeastern Idaho also the Rocky Mountain geo·syncline appears to have reached approximately its
maXinltllll depth for the latitude, to judge by the thickness of the sedimentary rocks still preserved there,
though these rocks probably constitute only a small
proportion of the earth shell in that region. Whether
the geosyncline lies in the deeper rooted part of the
mountain-built area or in front of it can not be told
until observations are extended clear across that area.
"1'he roots of the lower Cretaceous and post-Jurassic
mountains lie west of the geosyncline in the Pacific
-clemont, which supplied the sedilnents of the portion
·of the geosyneline comprised in southeastern Idaho.
vVith reference to intrusions it may be observed that
the Idaho bntholith ns deseribed by Umpleby 23 is prob.ably of ln,te Cretaceous or Eocene age and should thus
be eonto.mpo1·aneous with the period of diastrophislll
that fonned the 1110untains of southeastern Idaho.
This batholith lies in the general strike of these nlountnins bu t is separated from them by the broad depression of thc Snake River Plains and by other ranges
whieh involve older rocks than any that are exposed in
'SouthcIlstern Idnho. To what extent it may have been
a cause of uplift or Inountain building in central Idaho
'01' how far it 111ay hnve infiuenced diastrophism in
southeastern Idaho are unknown.
The rhyolitic and basaltic extrusions, which occurred
In.ter, nlay have originated fronl a concealed batholith.
Thoy appear to be connected with epochs of normal
Inulting, produced either by subsidence and readjustment of older folded telTanes or by corresponding re.adj ustlnents that OCCUlTed after the later epoch of
broad uplift and gentle folding.
Srhultz, A. U .. op. cit., pp. 84, 87.
Umpl.:lby, J. D., Goology nud oro doposits of Lomhl County, Idnho: U. S. Gool.
.~lIn'ey Bull. 528, pp. 42, 43, 1913.
II
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STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS
OVERTHRUST FAULTING
GENERAL OCCURRENCE

The Bannock and Star Valley overthrusts are probably the most interesting structural features of southeastern Idaho. The length of the Bannock overthrust,
270 miles or more, and the breadth of its area of maximUIn horizontal displacenlent, estimated at more than
35 miles, indicate disturbances of the earth's crust with
far-reaching effects. It is incredible that these disturbances could have no relation to the other similar
disturbances that are recorded in scattered areas in the
Northern Rocky Mountain province and in regions
farther south. Detailed observations in these regions
are few, but evidence of the occurrence of overthrusting
on a large scale is accumulating. The principal great
overthrusts. thus far recognized are briefly described
below. Their distribution is shown in Figure 44 ..
LEWIS OVERTHRUST

In northwestern Montana, along the eastern border
of the Glacier National Park, Algonkian rocks are
made to overlie Cretaceous strata in a great overthrust fault, which was nanled by Willis 24 the Lewis
overthrust. As ;ll1apped by Campbell 25 the distance in
a straight line between the two ends of the fault, as
exposed in Glacier National Park, is about 53 miles, .
but its actual length in a sinuous course is much
greater. Its minimum horizontal displacement is
15 miles. This fault, which .has been studied by
Daly26 at the forty-ninth parallel, has been traced
northward into Canada by Mackenzie,27 and at the
fifty-first parallel a similar if not identical fault in the
Front Range has been described by McConnell. 28
Dowling 29 also records overthrust faulting in the
Mackenzie and Franklin ~10unt8ins, farther north in
Canada.
PHILIPSBURG THRUST FAULTS

Near Philipsburg, Mont., a thrust zone that com..
prises two principal and several minor faults has been
described by Galkins,30 who considers it probable that
this zone is a southerly continuation of the Lewis
21 Willis, Bailey, Stratigraphy and structure, Lowisnnd Livingston Ranges, Mont.:
Gool. Soc. America Bull., vol.·13, pp. 331-336, 1902.
25Campboll, M. R., Tho Glacior National Park: U. S. Geol. Survey DUll. 600,
pI. 13, 1914.
28 Daly, R. A., Geology of the Northern American Cordillera at the forty-ninth
parallel: Canada Dept. Mines Geol. Survey Mem. 38, pp. 55, 90-95, 1912.
27 Mackenzie, J. D., The historical and structural geology ,of the southernmost
Rocky Mountains of Canadn: Roy. Soc. Cnnndn Trans., vol. 16, ser. 3, soc. 4
pp. 97-132, 1922.
28 McConnell, R. G., Report on the geological structure of n portion of the Rocky
Mountnins: Canadn Gcol. and Nat. Hist. Survey Ropt., 1886, Part D, 1887.
29 Dowling, D. D., Geological structure of the Mackonzie River region: Canada
Geol. Survey Summary Rept., 1921, Pnrt D, pp. 79-90, 1922.
30 Emmons, W. H., and Calkins, F. C., Geology and ore deposits of the Philipsburg quadrangle, Mont.: ·U. S. Gcol. Survoy Prof. Papor 78, pp. 146-150, 1913.
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,overthrust. Algonkian rocks are here' brought into
contact with rocks' of Carboniferous and Jurassic ages.
Calkins says:
This zone of faulting offers a striking exception to the general rule that the faults are subsequent to the folds, for it has
been folded and has been dislocated by normal faults to nearly
the same extent as the rock- strata, and is therefore one of the
oldest tectonic features of the quadrangle.

actual movement along the fault plane is 2 or 3 miles.
The minimum vertical component of this movement is
4,000 to 6,000 feet. He first interpreted this fault as
normal, but he now believes it to be a thrust fault
with en,stward movement of the upper block but with
the fault plane bent down eastward.
LOMBARD OVERTHRUST

IIaynes 32 has given the name Lombard overthrust
to a great fault studied by him near Lombard, ~1ont.~
where strata of the Belt series (Algonkian) overlie
Cretaceous rocks. The length of the fault as rnapped
is about 13 miles and its nlaxinlumdisplacement along
the fault plane is about 2 miles.
BEARTOOTH FAULT

'Voodruff,33 and later Calvert,34 has reported faulting along the northeastern border of the Beartooth
~lountains. As mapped by Calvert this fault has a
length of about 35 miles. Calvert gives no geologic
structure section, but Woodruff shows the fault as
vertical, presulllably normal. Toward the south
Paleozoic limestones are brought into contact with
beds of Fort Union age. Toward the northwest,
however, Jurassic beds appear in the upper fault
block.
Dake 35 records a zone of thrust faults along the
eastern edge of the Beartooth Plateau which extends
frOlu Olark Fork to the Montana line and which he
thinks is related to the forces that produced the
IIeart ~Jountain overthrust described by him a few
Juiles to the south in WyOrtling; pre-Oa'rnbrian granite
is carried out oyer "Red Beds." The fault planes
could not be actually observed but are undoubtedly
much steeper than the plane of the Heart ~f ountain
thrust. In view of these evidences of overthrusting
and of the fact that the Beartooth fault receives little
more than mention from either V\' oodruff or Oalvert,
this fault seems 'very likely to be a thrust rather than
a normal fault.
Revan,36 whose work in this region ,vas published
since the above was written, has reached a siruilar
conclusion.
HEART MOUNTAIN OVERTHRUST

Later study of the Heart Mountain overthrust by
Ilew'ett 37 shows that this great thrust fault is uluch
more extensive than was at first suspected. Iiewett
says:
44.-Map showing the distribution of overthrust faults in
the northern Rocky Mountains. Arrow shows dip of overthrust
plane and direction from which thrust comes

FIGURE

BITTERROOT FAULT

Lindgren 31 has described 'a great fault with easterly
dip ranging from 15 0 to 26 0 along the east flank of the
Bitterroot 110untains in Montana. The minimum
II Lindgren, Waldemar, A geological reconnaissance across the Bitterroot Range
and Clearwater Mountains in Montana and Idaho: U. S. Geol Survey Prof. Paper
27, pp. 47-51, 1904, and recent personal communication

82 Haynes, W. P., The Lombard overthrust and related goological features~
Jour. Geology, vol. 24, pp. 269-290, 1916.
IS Woodruff, E. G., The Red Lodge coal field, Mont., U. S. Geol. Survey Bull.
341, pp. 92-107, 1909.
84 Calvert, W. R., Geology of the upper Stillwater basin, Stillwater and Carbon
Counties, Mont., with special reference to coal and oil: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull,
641, pp. 199-214, 1917.
15 Duke, C. L., The Hart Mountain overthrust and associated structures in
Park County, Wyo.: Jour. Geology, vol. 26, pp.52-53,1918.
30 Bevan, Arthur, Summary of the geology of the Beartooth Mountains, Mont
lour. GeOlogy, VOl. 31, pp. 441-465, 1923.
87 Hewett, D. F., The Heart Mountain overthrust, Wyo.: Jour. Geology, vol.
28, pp. 536-556, 1920
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The residuals on McCulloch Peak show that the extent of
overthrust is at least 28 miles and indicate that the fault should
be traceable over the entire eastern edge of Absaroka Range
perhaps for 125 or 150 miles.
~Iasses of Ordovician or Carboniferous limestone
rest upon beds of the Bridger formation.
DARRY FAULT

The Darby fault, which was recognized by Peale 38
but named by Schultz,39 extends from Teton County,
Idaho, \\'here it has been observed by the writer,
southeastward into WYOIning, a distance of approximately 125 miles. At several places along the fault
line Nlississippian rocks are brought into cOAtact with
the Frontier formation, indicating a thro\\T (stratigraphic?) of 20,000 feet. On the basis of Schultz's
mapping the horizontal displacement may exceed 15
nliles.
ABSAROKA FAULT

The Absaroka fault, which was recognized by
Peale 40 and named by Veatch,41 in southwestern
Wyoming, has been followed by Schultz 42 into Idaho,
where it has been observed by the writer. Its known
length is approximately 200 miles, and on the basis of
the combined mapping of Veatch and Schultz its zone
of displacement may exceed 25 nliles in breadth. Its
throw (stratigraphic?) is said to exceed 20,000 feet.
MEDICINE BUTTE AND CRAWFORD FAULTS

Two other thrust faults, namely, the Medicine
Butte and Crawford faults, have been mapped by
Veatch 43 in southwestern Wyoming, and the Crawford fault has been recognized by Gale and Richards 44
in Utah. According to Veatch's mapping, the Medicine Butte fault exceeds 30 miles in length and the
breadth of its zone of dislocation may be greater than
5 miles. It brings beds of the Beckwith and Bear
River formations into contact with formations of the
Wasatch group.
The Crawford fault appears to be on approximately
the saIne scale, but Carboniferous beds are exposed
in the upper block and Cretaceous or Tertiary beds
in the lower.

of the Caribou Range along Snake River. According
to' their mapping, beds that range in age from Carboniferous to early Jurassic are brought into contact
with beds of later Jurassic and Cretaceous age.
Several faults along the west side of Star (Salt River)
Valley have already been described. The east wall of
Star Valley, which constitutes in part the west border
of the Salt River Range, is for much of its course
relatively straight and truncates obliquely the successive formations and structural features of the west
flank of that range. This line is with little doubt a
fault, which is considered normal on the basis of a
hasty reconriaissance. 46 More detailed study may
show this fault to be likewise a thrust.
BANNOCK AND PUTNAM OVERTHRUSTS

The possibility of the connection of the Bannock
and Putnam overthrusts has already been suggested.
The Putnam overthrust has a known length of about
20 miles. It brings rocks of Cambrian and Ordovician
age into contact with Pennsylvanian or Triassic rocks.
It is accompanied by or associated with other thrusts
that can not be well shown on the scale of the accompanyingOmap but that produce zones of highly shattered material.
WILLARD OVERTHRUST

Near Willard, Utah, Blackwelder 47 has described
and narned a great thrust fault, with associated or
subsidiary thrusts, which brings. lower Algonkian
formations over Paleozoic rocks. The maximum
horizontal displacement, so far as exposed, is about
4 miles" but this is probably only a small fraction of
its total displacement. The fault, which has a
sinuous course, has been traced, according to Blackwelder's map, about 22 miles but is thought to be
much longer. It is cut off on the west by the great
normal fault which there marks the west front of the
Wasatch Mountains. The inclination of the fault
plane averages 15° but locally is as great as 50°.
Contrary to the usual rule of Rocky Mountain thrusts
thus far investigated the inclination of the fault·
plane is apparently eastward.
THRUSTS OF COTTONWOOD AND PARK CITY DISTRICTS,
UTAH

l!"A UL'l'S ALONG SNAKE AND SALT RIVERS

Schultz and Richards 45 have mapped a thrust fault
that has a length of nearly 30 miles on the east side
",Pealo, A. c., UOPOl't on tho geology or the Groen Rivor district: U. S. Geol.
and Geog. Survoy '1'01'1'. Elovonth Ann. Uopt., p. 630, pis. 49, 53, and 54, 1879.
IG Sohultz, A. n.., Goology and geography or a portion of Lincoln County, Wyo.:
U. S. Gool. SurvOy Bull. 543, pp. 84-85, 1914.
10 Poale,A.O.,op. cit., p. 5l3.
II Veatch, A. C., Geography and geology or a portion or southwestern Wyoming:
U. S. Gool. Survoy Pror. Papor 56, pp. 109-110, 1907.
II Schultz, A. n.., op. cit., p. 87, and U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 680, 1918.
II VOatch, A. C., op. cit., pp. 111-112.
II Galo, H. S., and nIchards, n. W., Prollminary roport on the phosphate deposits
In southeastorn Idaho and adJacont parts of Wyoming and Utah: U. S. Geol. Survoy Bull. 430, p. 515, 1910.
n Schultz, A. R., and Richards, R. W., A geologicreconnalssBncA In southeastern
Idaho: U. S. Gool. Survey Bull. 530, p. 277, pI. 6, 1913.

Numerous overthrusts have been recognized in the
Cottonwood and Park City districts of Utah, together
with normal faults. So far as mapped. these are
most.ly on too small a scale to be represented on
Figure 44. They deserve mention, however, because
of the intensity and- complexity of ,the forces by
which they were produced.
.
According to F. C. Calkins,4s who has made an
intensive study of some of these faults, the lowest and
-------------------18 Mansfield, G. R., A reconnaissance for phosphate in the Salt River Range,
Wyo.: U. S. Gool. Survey Bull. 620, pp. 331-349, 1916.
17 Blackwelder, Eliot, New light on the geology or the Wasatch Mountains,
Utah: Geol. Soc. America BulL, vol. 21, pp. 517-542, 1910.
18 Calkins. F. C., personal com~unication.
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greatest overthrust in the Cottonwood district, was
named by F. F. Hintze the Alta overthrust, although it
was recognized independently in 1912 by Hintze and
by Butler and Loughlin .. It causes Middle Cambrian
quartzite to rest on lower Mississippian limestone.
Other overthrusts of less throw lie above the Alta
and roughly parallel to it. This fault dips eastward
in general, and its dip steepens downward and probably passes the vertical in places. Calkins believes,
mainly from the relations of drag folds, that the upper
block moved eastward and that the original dip of the
thrust plane was westward.
The Alta overthrust is cut off by the' great Silver
Fork fault, a normal fault of northward trend and low
westward dip about half a mile east of Alta. Farther
east there are other overthrusts, the lowest of which
may be the continuation of the Alta, brought up by
the Silver Fork fault. If this interpretation is correct,
the thrust lnoved at least 3 miles; but the movenlent
was in all probability much greater.
The overthrusts east of the Silver Fork fault are
slightly folded, and in places they dip westward.
The structure in the Park City district h~s been
discussed by Boutw·el1. 49 The principal overthrust,
which he calls the Frog Valley fault, has a northward
trend and has been mapped for only about 2 miles.
Pennsylvanian quartzite is brought into contact with
the Thaynes group. The inclination of the fault
plane is about 45° W.; the displacement along the
fault plane is probably greater than 2,000 feet.
TliRUSTS IN THE UINTA MOUNTAINS

Along the north base of the Uinta Mountains two
noteworthy. zones of thrusting have been observed.
The eastern zone at least was noted by Inembers of
'the King and Powell surveys. As described by
Schultz,50 the first of these zones is a fault zone that
extends generally eastward frOln the vicinity of
Rockport, in Smnmit County, a distance of about 20
Iniles before it disappears beneath Tertiary sediments.
The fault zone is accompanied by steeply inclined or
overturned strata and seems to li~ approximately
along the strike of Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks.
The forces which produced the dislocation appear to
have acted from the south or southeast.
The second zone of thrusting is the great Uinta
fault, also described by Schultz. 51 It is the largest in
the region and has been traced across the northern
part of Uintah County into northwestern Colorado, a
distance of about 80 miles, but ·neither end of it has
been found. In northeastern Uintah County the fault
49 Boutwell, J. M., Geology and ore deposits of the Park City district, Utah:
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 77, pp. 94-98, 1912.
50 Schultz, A. R., A geological reconnaissance of the Uinta Mountains, northern
Utah, with special reference to phosphate: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 690, pp. 69-74,
1919.
II Idem. See also U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 702, pp. 43, 46, pl. 1, 1920, and Irwin,
J. S., Faulting in the Rocky Mountains: Am. Assoc. Petroleum Geologists Bull.,
vol. 10, pp. 108-109, 1926.

lies entirely in the red qua"rtzite series that lnakes up
the main part of the anticlinal crest of the range.
The fault is a thrust caused by pressure from the south
or southeast. Farther east the red quartzites rest
against sharply upturned and overturned Cretaceous
formations. According to Irwin, the displacement
involves a stratigraphic interval of more than 30,000
feet. The dip is about 45° and the horizontal moveInent appears to have been 4 or 5 miles.
RELATIVE

MAGNITUDE

AND

IMPORTANCE

OF

OVERTHRUSTS

The overthrusts above described range in length
from a few: miles to nearly 300 miles. The breadth
of their areas of dislocation ranges from 2 or 3
miles to nearly 40 miles. They differ also in the
stratigraphic intervals which they produce. Some of
these apparent differences are probably due to lack of
present knowledge, but without doubt some of the
faults, such as the Lewis, Bannock, and Absaroka
overthrusts, are displacements of a larger order than
some of the others, such as the Medicine Butte fault.
Large and small, however, they are features of prime
significance in the interpretation of the geologic history of the region,' and they testify to the. activity of
tremendous compressive forces in the outer shell of
the earth's crust.
RELATIVE AGE OF OVERTHRUSTS

The age of an overthrust is ordinarily determined
by its relationship to adjacent strata. It is obviously
younger than any formation that it cuts and older
than any formation that overlies it and is unaffected by
it. Commonly the time interval between these two
limits is so great that no very close approximation of
age may be made. On the other hand, it is possible
in this way to determine broadly the relative .ages of
many structural features.
I t has not been possible thus far to fix the geologic
age of many of the overthrusts mentioned above
more closely than to state that they are pre-Tertiary
(Philipsburg district), late Cretaceous or .early Tertiary, or post-Cretaceous. For a few the information
is a little more definite. For example, Willis, on the
basis of both structural and physiographic evidence,
ascribes mid-Tertiary age to the Lewis overthrust.
Later work, mostly unpublished, by geologists of the
Federal Survey, in regions east of the mountains not
visited by Willis, shows that this fault is either of late
Eocene or early Oligocene age. Mackenzie states that
it is not earlier than the latest Cretaceous nor later
than the latest Eocene. The Beartooth fault is indicated in Woodruff's structure section as of post-Fort
Union age. Bevan states that it took place long after
the deposition of the Fort Union in the Beartooth
.Range and long prior to the accum ula tion of the widespread "early basic breccias" in the Absaroka .Range.
Hewett shows that the Heart Mountain overthrust is
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'of later age than horizon A of the Bridger formation
and is therefore not older than middle Eocene nor
younger than early Oligocene age. The Uinta fault is
stated by Schultz to be older than the Bishop conglomerate, which is regarded as of Tertiary (Miocene?)
age.
One fact that appears to be established by reviewing the age relationships of the different thrust faults is
that these faults were in all probability not synchronous but that some occurred later than others. This
fact indicates that the compressive stresses that produced the overthrusts were maintained over a considerable pel'iod and that they found relief at I110re or
less distinct successive intervals-n, conclusion that
should nn,turally be expected in view of the greatness
of the region n.ffected and of the trel11endous stresses
involved.
I'OSSIBLE lUDLA'l'IONSHIPS

It is easy to believe that the great overthrust blocks,
whether they are connected at the surface or not, are
pftrts of a greater mass of the outer shell of the earth's
crust driven forward nlore or less rhythmically at
times when the shell was ruptured by the well-nigh
irresistible force of accumulating stresses.
l'h0111 52 ll1entions briefly most of the overthrusts
abo\Te reviewed Il.nd notes that their relationships are
not established but he thinks that the continuity of the
mountain ranges, the relative topographic position of
the terranes involved, and the observed I11agnitude of
the horizontal displacements indicate that these faults
have a conlmon origin and are parts of a 'continuous
major fracture. He depicts central Montana as a region where the simple overthrust, as seen in the Canadian Front Range, gives place to I110re complex structural conditions probably because the edges of the
overthrust sheet there inlpinged upon older eastwardtrending uplifts and was disrupted by thOlll. These
older structural features appear to have been absent
from the region of eastern Colorado, for the Front
Rnnge in that State reSUllles its sinlple wall-like
aspect. ThOln pictures waves of deformation and intrusion, which began on the Pacific coast in Upper
J ul'assic tinIe, as affecting progressively areas farther
east. These influences were not vigorously active in
n.rens along the Front Range until the Upper Cretaceous.
:Ko bel' 53 regn,rds the eastern ranges of th'e Rocky
l\10untn.ins northward from the Yellowstone National
Park as bordei' chains of a great geosyncline, which
have been thrust forward upon a foreland of older and
more rigid rocks. The foreland for the Rocky Mountains is the so-called Canadian shield of older rocks in
the vicinity of Lake Superior, which he would extend
westward beneath the cover of later sedimentary
1I'l'holll, W. 'P., 11'., '1'ho relation of deop-seated faults to t~e surfaco struct.ural
fllat\ll'es of contral Montaull: Am. Assoc. Potroleum Geologists Dull., yol. 7, No. I,
pp. 1-13, 11)23.
u Kober, l.ool>old, Dor Hau der Erde, PP. 100-1(31, Berlin, 11)21.
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rocks. His idea of the structure of border chains,
which is derived £r0111 a study of the Alps,54 is that of
a highly folded and faulted I11ass, parts of which have
been torn fr0111 their foundations, piled upon each
other to a greater or less extent, and moved bodily
forward toward or upon the foreland. He accounts
for the difference in the aspect of the eastern chains in
Montana and Colorado by assUl11ing that the mountains in Colorado east of the Wasatch Range, which
he calls the Colorado Plateaus and pre-Cordillera,
represent earlier folded and eroded I11olmtaiIis, which
had become incorporated in the foreland and were
little, if any, affected by the supposedly later orogenic
forces that produced the lllOuntains farther north.
As noted in Chapter V, certain Alpine characteristics
have been observed in the 1110untains of southeastern
Idaho. The discovery of great overthrusts in the
Rocky Mountain region points to additional similaricties of structure, but thus far nothing comparable in
cOl11plexity with the Inore highly developed structural
features of the Alps has there been recognized.
Thorn in his consideration of conditions in central
Montana seems to assume that the lllOvernent of the
disturbed parts of the outer shell has all been eastward
but that some parts were more retarded than others.
The evidence presented on Figure 44 shows that there
were apparently at least two well-defined directions of
nlovel11ent-an easterly nlovel11ent, which obtained
as far south as the southwest corner of Wyoming and
parts of Utah inlnlediately to the west, and a northerly
movement, which is represented by the zones of thrusting and faulting along the north border of the Uinta
·Mountains. The change of direction of I110vement
is very abrupt, fonning nearly a right angle. The
faults of the Cottonwood district, which are highly
complex, appear to occupy a strategic position at the
apex of the angle. Possibly the direction of faulting
along the Uintas may be due 111erely to the resolution
of the generally eastward-acting forces which there
impinged on the earlier opposing structure. On the
other hand, it nlay indicate that the orogenic forces
which built the southern Rockies were differently
oriented fr0111 those which built the northern Rockies
and nlay have originated under different conditions.
DEFICIENCY 01<'

KNOWL]<~DGE

In considering the data on Figure 44 it. is apparent
that great gaps interrupt the continuity of the areas
exaurined. The geology of thousands of square miles
in the northern Rocky Mountain region has either
not been studied at all or has received only cursory
study. No odium need be attached to work of this
type, for its purpose has ordinarily been purely economic and the conditions under which it has been
done have been such as to preclude much opportunity for extraneous observations.
U

Idem, pp. 80-89.
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This deficiency of knowledge, however, makes it
obvious that generalizations regarding overthrusts and
other crustal disturbances in the northern Rocky
Mountains should be tentative. Generalizations such
as those cited above are valuable as working hypotheses. More numerous and more extended regional
studies are needed in order that conclusions, which
from the very nature of the problems may never be
final, may be more firmly grounded.
OVERTHRUSTING VERSUS UNDERTHRUSTING

It has been customary to consider the underlying
block in an overthrust as relatively passive and to
ascri~e all the movement in such dislocations to the
upper block, which at many localities may actually
be seen resting upon or overriding the lower. In this
conception the upper block is presumed to have moved
forward along the fault plane in the direction toward
which the driving pressure was exerted. This view is
now being challenged.
Some years ago Hobbs 55 argued that
the active force which produces rock folds, instead of operating
from behind and above the anticline, as so generally supposed,
is applied below and in front. Continuation of the process
yields, therefore, not "overturned 11 and "overthrust 11 but
underturned . and underthrust flexures. * * * Anticlines
rise first upon that side of the folding area which is toward the
direction from which the force comes; . * * * the folds
(a~ticlines) within any arc are developed in order of age from
without inward.

More recently Lawson 56 has undertaken. to show by
simple mathematical treatment what are the limits of
length and limits of movement of overthrust blocks.
His results indicate that, although upon the given
assumptions an overthrust wedge of rock may under
nearly horizontal pressure have a length as great as
32 miles, frictional resistance to movement in excess
of the strength of the rocks will in all probability be
developed, so that it would seem
mechanically impossible, a priori, that a single intact prism of
the earth's crust could move more than a small fraction of a
mile by real overthrusting as a mobile block past a passive
underlying block.

Continuation of the pressure, according to his argument, will cause the wedge to break up into smaller
thrust blocks by successive minor thrusts whose
planes 'will have a steep inclination and a surface that
is concave upward. These blocks will develop from
the surface downward, and some of them may be
deep enough to join the main overthrust. On the
other hand, he shows that if the upper block is considered passive and, the lower block mobile the limitations on length and movement previously mentioned
do not hold. .Friction along the fault plane between
th~. two blocks may cause successive ruptures in the
at HobbS, w. H., Mechanics of formation of arcuate mountains: Jour. Geology,
.
vol. 22, P. 206, 1914.
1& Lawson, A. C., Isostatic compensation considered as a cause of thrusting:
Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 33, pp. 337-352,1922.

upper block, which may develop into ·thrust faults
that originate at the main 'thrust plane, extend upward toward the surface, and are concave downward.
The phenomena ascribed to overthrusting are widespread. A classic example is the northwest highlands
of Scotland, the structure of which has been carefully
studied and described by members of the Geological
Survey of Great BritainY There a succession of
thrust planes has been recognized on which mOVeInents
of 6 to 10 miles, which are considered as minimum
movements, have taken place. Many complexities of
structure accompany these thrusts. One of the IllOst
striking is the so-called imbricated structure, in which
strata above the thrust planes are repeated and
heaped up in successive blocks by a series of minor
thrusts or reversed faults that lie at oblique angles to
the major thrust planes. The blocks appear to have
been moved bodily forward along these planes.
Great thrust faults In the. Appalachian Mountains
have been studied by Willis/s Keith,59 and others.
Another classic examp e is furnished by the Alps,
whose difficult geology has been studied by many
European and other geologists but by none Inore
brilliantly or carefully than by Heim, whose recent
publicat~on 60 summarizes a lifetime of Alpine studies.
Heim notes 61 that in the Jura Mountains masses of
folded rock have been pushed forward 3 to 8 kilometers and that parts of these displaced blocks have
been separated from each other by erosion. In the
Alps great mountain masses of folded rocks have been
torn bodily from their foundations, overturned, piled
upon each other, and displaced, so that they now lie
upon younger rocks far removed from their place of
ongln. This is the so-called "decke" or "nappe"
structure, which has become familiar to students of
Alpine geology. By means of openings carved by
erosion in the upper blocks, by which the underlying
rocks have been exposed, it has been p'ossible, as in
the Canton of Wallis, to draw profiles of the surfaces
of dislocation extending 10 to 20 kilometers underneath the ground. Observations in the mountains
and valleys ha ve been checked and corrected by
studies of exposures in railway tunnels, so that many
of the structural features have been determined with
a high degree of accuracy.
Mathematical studies of such problems as overthrusting, however logical, are not always convincing,
as the results obtained must depend upon the validity,
comprehensiveness, and accuracy of the assumptions
upon which the calculations are based. In the Scot67 Peach, B. N., Bnd others, The geological structure of the northwest Highlands
of Scotland: Great Britain Geol. Survey Mem., pp. 463-593, 1907.
68 Willis, Bailey, The mechanics of Appalachian structure: U. S. Geol. Survey
Thirteenth Ann. Rept., pt. 2, pp. 211-281, 1893.
60 Keith, ArthUr, U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Roan Mountain folio (No. 151),
1907.
60 Heim, Albert, Geologie der Schweiz, Band 1 (Molasseland und Juragebirge)
704 pp., 31 colored pIs., Leipzig, 1919; Band 2, Ite. H!Ufte, 476 pp., 27 colored pIs.,
Leipzig, 1921.
61 Idem, Band I, p. 597, and Band 2, pp. 20-21.
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tish Highlands the imbricated structure appears to
bear out Lawson's view that a great wedge of the superficial crust will break up under powerful tangential
pressure into smaller blocks that will stand at high
angles with regard to the original thrust plane. It
'shows further, however, that these smaller blocks,
when in this position, develop resistances that ac<mmulute in such manner that the blocks may act as
a single unit, which, under sufficient tangential pressure, is Il10ved forward with reference to underlying
·structural features.
The facts determined by Lawson, that with overthrusting the subsidiary faults would have surfaces
.concave upward, whereas with underthrusting these
faults would curve in the opposite direction, seem to
,afford a partial basis for checking his results in the
field. But when it is remembered that in many places
the thrust planes are concealed or poorly exposed and
,are also perhaps folded or faulted, the problem reInains complex.
In most so-called overthrusts the upper block consists of older rocks, more massive and rigid than those
that underlie them. It is easier to think of these older
rocks, under tangential pressures such as produce
these great dislocations, as nloving upward and outward toward the surface, where resistance is less, than
to suppose that weak, inconlpetent fornlations are
forced inward and downward into zones of increasing
resis tance.
vVith the supposition of underthrusting it is pre·sumed that the greatest effects would be felt near the
zone of application of the tangential forces or, in the
northern Rockies, along the eastern border of the
mountains. If it is further presumed that the zone
-of application of effective forces should migrate inward; that is, westward, relatively younger dislocations Il1ight possibly be discovered in that direction.
'So far as the facts are lmown, there seems to be no
greater intensity of mountain building along the
eastern border of the Rockies than farther west.
Moreover, the Heart Mountain overthrust and possibly the Lewis overthrust, which mark the outer
border of the known great overthrusts, are later than
the Bannock overthrust, and this in turn is probably
sOll1ewhat later than the Philipsburg faults. Thus it
seems that the zone of thrusting has moved progressively eastward rather than westward. These facts
accord better with the idea of overthrusting and a
westerly source for the tangential pressures than with
the reverse supposition.
The load due to the mass of the rocks above the
incipient fault plane is without doubt a notable factor
in the development of overthrusts. In Cadell's experiments, which were conducted with reference to
conditions in the Scottish Highlands,62 it was. found
that the compressed mass tends first to seek relief
.2 Pench, B. N., and others, oP. cIt., P. 475.
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along a series of greatly inclined thrust planes, which
dip toward the side from which the pressure was exerted. After a certain amount of piling uP. has taken
place along these minor thrust planes the whole
heaped-up mass tends to rise and ride forward bodily
along the major thrust planes. These results correspond with actual conditions in the Scottish Highlands. The Bannock overthrust in Idaho is marked
a~ several places along its course by a fault zone of
heaped-up rock slices that consist of more or less
broken rock folds.
The rock prisms now represented by the Rocky
Mountain overthrusts are unquestionably too thin
and attenuated to have reached their present positions
without breaking to pieces and losing their identity
under the tremendous pressures involved in the process
of overthrusting. If they may be considered as parts
of a great heaped-up mass that moved forward, now
here, now there, under accumulating stresses, their
origin is more readily comprehensible. This conception carries with it as a corollary the idea of tremendous erosion since the time of faulting. Since Powell
published his account of the Uinta Mountains,63 in
which he showed that a maximum thickness of nearly
6 miles of rock had been eroded from those mountains,
there has been something of a reaction on the part of
American geologists against the idea of such prodigious
erosion. Probably, however, for mountain regions at
least, the view of great erosion is well supported. For
the Alps Heim 64 shows that peaks which now have
altitudes of 3,000 to 4,500 meters should have, without allowing for erosion, altitudes of 5,000 to 20,000
meters. It is not supposed that the Alps ever actually
attained such altitudes, but their heaping up was obviously at a greater rate than their erosion, and the
load thus accumulated would favor the development
of the great overthrusts that are such a remarkable
feature of Alpine structure.
Thus far the discussion has assumed that one' or
the other of the two blocks in an overthrust remains
passive. As gravity plays a predominant part among
the forces which produce the tangential pressure, the
probabilities are that both blocks are subject to movement and that the Illotion of either block with respect
to the other is purely relative. This idea has been
well expressed by IIeim,65 whose remarks may be
freely translated and abridged as follows:
As the pressure and resistance in a· tangential movement of
the earth's crust are alike and the direction of movement in
great displacements is only relative, the direction in which the
heaped-up folds become overturned is not directly dependent
upon the direction of movement. It is more often d~termined
by other causes. In fact, we find in the Jura Mountains, near
many northward overturned folds, individual folds whose crests
are bent back southward. The following causes unite in
03 Powell, J. W., Roport on the geology of the eastern portion of the Uinta Moun.
talns, p. 181, U. S. Geol. and Geog. Survey Terr., 2d div., 1876.
Ot Heim, Albert, oP. cit., Band 2, p. 71.
06 Idem, Band, 1 pp. 647-649.
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produ(~ing such a result: The relative heights of the bases of the
limbs of the respective folds, more free space toward one side,
the harmonic compression of folds already present, varying differences in· rigidity, and the direction of the chord of the arc produced by the bending chains. Nevertheless it appears, and the
Jura gives direct evidence for it, that apart from these causes
of direction of overturning there is a one-sided direction of
thrust, especially in heaped-up folds. A dominance of overlying in the direction of one-sided movement is plainly present
in many mountain chains, and if, as in the Jura, Alps, and
Himalayas, the direction of overthrusting shows the same
direction of movement as the arc form, we can be sure in our
conclusion that there has been a one-sided direction of movement. * * * Careful reflection shows that much more
mechanical work would be necessary to produce overthrusting
toward the direction of thrust, which corresponds to the
underthrusting of a trough. * * *. Every tangential movement in the earth's crust has a purely relative direction, and
every tangential pressure operates through the entire circle of
the earth's crust in which pressure and resistance are always
striving to produce equilibrium. There are, however, a
thousand irregularities in tangential movements which do not
aff~ct the entire earth's crust at the same time but which
continually tend to restore the locally disturbed equilibrium.
A broad span of the earth's crust is set free only gradually, piece
by piece, and it is dismembered by local movements. Thus
it often happens that a relatively small fragment as regards
size and depth is ,driven against a larger and more deeply
extending mass, which on its side remains in relatively rigid
connection with the broader neighboring masses. We do not
then say that the entire earth's crust has moved toward this
smaller fragment, but we can speak of the direction of movement of this fragment in distinction from that of the neighboring
widely extended masses, and this one-sidedness of motion will
express itself in mountain' building. * * *
The bending of the lines of folds is the single means free from
objection for determining the direction of motion of one-sided
folding. The thrust is always directed from the inside toward
the outside of the bow in the same way as the thrust of the
bow is directed toward an arrow. The general outward bending
of the folds and fold groups of the Jura chains shows that a
one-sided movement proceeded from the southeast. The
arch is c1early overthrust, not the trough underthrust. The
last interpretation would here be very difficult, for we may not
a.dmit that the older, rigid Schwarzwald has been underthrust
t.oward the south beneath the Jura.

Some years ago Chamberlin 6; made a study of the
amount of shortening and the depth of 'folding of the
Appalachians from Tyrone to Harrisburg, Pa.; more
recently he has made a similar study of the Rocky
Mountains in Colorado. Following generally the
same method as that employed by Chamberlin, the
writer has undertaken to measure the shortening and
thickening of the earth's crust that was produced by
the formation of the Peale Mountains and Caribou
Range in southeastern Idaho. These mountains constitute but a small portion of the northern Rocky
Mountains as a whole, but they serve to illustrate the
intensity of the compression of that region.
LINE MEASURED

The line of direction selected for Ineasurement is
that of geologic structure section K-K"'. (See pI. J.1.)
This structure section begins in the southeastern part
of the Henry quadrangle, where it crosses the northern
part of the Aspen Range in a direction nearly due east,
and then bends northeastward across the Lanes Creek
and Freedom quadrangles. It cuts the trend of the
successive ranges atapproxi1nately right angles and
thus affords a general view of the geologic structure
from the Blackfoot lava field on the west to Star
Valley on the east .. In Cha1nberlin's studies the lines
of the cross sections were selected and ·the field
measurements 1nade with the definite objective of
using the data for the determination of the anlOunts of
crustal shortening and thickening. In the present
study, however, the field work ,was c.onducted on a
more 'general plan and without the specific intention
of using the 1neasurements thus obtained: for the
determination of crustal shortening. Fortunately the
observations applicable to the line K-K'" are fairly
numerous, and the geologic structure as portrayed is
probably correct in its broader outlines, though 1nore
detailed investigation might necessitate minor changes.
CONDITIONS AFFECTING MEASUREMENT

CIRCUMFERENTIAL SHORTENING
EFFECTS OF COMPRESSION

When the earth's shell is cOlnpressed and folded the
affected portions are necessarily shortened along the
circumference and thickened in proportion to the
intensity of .the deformation. Thus Heim 66 estimates
that the folding of the Alps, where the geologic structure is very complex, was 20 to 50 times stronger than
that of the Jura, where the folding is relatively more
open. One of the attractive problems of mountain
structure is to deternline if possible the amounts of
crustal shortening and thickening which th,e region
experienced in mountain-building and to find the
bearing of these factors on the mechanics of the
process.
- ... -- - - - - - - 68

Helm, Albert,

01>.

cit., p. 651.

The presence of great overthrust faults in the section
measlired makes the final result uncertain, because it
is impossible to tell how much shortening to allow for
these faults. An idea of the shortening produced by
the folding alone may be gained, however, and this
result may then be modified by an aiiowance for the
overthrusts. Several normal faults, which tend to
counteract the compression, appear in the structure
section, but their effects are doubtless relatively
negligible.
In general the lneasurements were nlade upon fairly
competent 'strata that come to the surface here and
there. For the western half the Rex chert was
selected. For the eastern half the Stump sandstone
was chiefly employed, but the Higham grit, Peterson
67 Chamberlin, R. T., The Appalachian folds of (''Cntral Pennsylvania: Jour.
Geology, vol. 18, pp. 228-251, 1910; The building of the Colorado Rockies: Jour,
Geology, vol. 27, PP. 145-164, 225-251, 1919.
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limestone~

Itnd beds of the vVayan formation were
llsed in sonle places. There was no road or railroad
to which the measurenlents could be referred, so that
·it was thought best to use sea level as the reference
plane, although this lies generally 6,000 feet or more
below the present surface. Chamberlin, following
Van flise,6s considers various conditions that affect
nleasnrenlents of this sort. In view of the uncertainties introduced by the thrust faulting and the complexities of the structure in the eastern part of the
section, it has not seemed worth while to consider any
further refinements beyond the measurements themselves and the sinlple computations based upon them.
TH1!: MEASUHEMENTS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION'

By Jneans of a fine, soft wire, appl~ed directly to the
middle portion of the formation measured, the lengths
of the respective portions of the section before folding
were obtained. As the western part of the section,
nearly half the total length, was nleasured in the Rex
chert, the computations for this part were made
separately fronl those of the rest of the section.
For measuring the crustal thickening produced by
the folding it was necessary to restore the structure
as it might have been had no erosion occurred. This
restoration has been done in a tentative way as shown
in Figure 45. One of the questions to be considered in
this restoration was the fonner areal extent of the
Jurassic and Cretaceous strata. The Jurassic beds,
up to and including a great thickness of the Twin
Creek, are exposed in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation to tho west, so there is little doubt that at least
these forlnations formerly extended completely over
the folded area to be measured. The Preuss and
Stump sandstones and the Cretaceous formations,
however, have not been recognized west of the limits
indicated upon the lnaps that accompany this paper.
The great thickness of these formations, especially
those of the Cretaceous, makes it probable that they
forlnerly continued farther west, though the Cretaceous area of deposition nlay not have extended very
far in that direction. The preserved Cretaceous beds
are intenst;lly folded and faulted and lie in front of the
Bannock overthrust, which has a postulated minimum
horizontal displacOlnent of 12 miles. These beds may
therefore be reasonably expected to have once covered
tho area ll1eaSlITed. The restoration of the structure
is based on this assumption. .
Tho portion of the section marked "AB" in Figure
45 has a dip length of 17.9 miles and an actual length
of 14 miles. Ifence the shortening of this part produced by folding alone is 3.9 Jniles. The remainder
of the section, nlarked ct BC,'.' has a dip length of
88 Vnn Hlso,_ c. ll., ]'~stimatcs and cnl1~cs of crustal shortening: Jour. Geology
vol. 6, pp. 10-64, 1808.
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21.1 miles and an actual length of 16.6 miles, a shorte.ning of 4.5 miles. The entire section, 39 miles long,
has been compressed by folding to 30.6 miles. The
actual shortening by this process is 8.4 miles or 21.5
per cent of the original length. If the minimum horizontal displacement 'produced by the Bannock overthrust be added to this shortening the total shortening by both folding and overthrusting, disregarding
the minor breaks, would be 20.4 miles or 52.3 per cent
of the original length.
The average restored height of the top of the Cretaceous beds above sea level is 6.7 miles for the western part and 5.7 miles for the remainder of the section; the average height for the entire section is 6.1
miles. By using the formula

f =~ i,

where c represents

the amount of linear compression, l the actual
length, h the height of the folded mass above the
reference plane, and d the depth of the folded mass
below the reference plane, we derive the following
equations:
134~0= 6 7, where d=24.1;

d

f6~6 = 5 7, where d= 21.1;

d

8.4

6.1

30.6=d'

where d= 22.2.

These results represent respectiv~ly the depths below
sea level of the folded mass for the western part, the
eastern part, and the measured area as a whole.
If the minimum displacement produced by the Bannock overthrust is added to the effect of folding the
value of d for the entire area measured would be 9.1
miles instead of 22.2 miles.
Van Rise 69 places the maximum depth of the zone
of flowage for the strongest rocks at 10,000 to 12,000
meters, equivalent to 6.2 to 7.4 miles. Willis,7° on the
basis of experiments by Adams and Bancroft, thinks
that this depth may be as great as 40 miles, but the
smaller figure seems to accord better with geologic
evidence. The average altitude of the present surface in the western part of the section is 1.3 miles;
the average for the eastern part is 1.35 miles and for
the whole section 1.33 miles. If these figures are subtracted from the restored heights given above, the
results are 5.4 miles for the western half, 4.35 Iniles
for the eastern half, and 4.8 miles for the whole section. These figures, which represent the depth of the
present surface below the restored surface, fall well
above the depth of the zone of flowage as given by
Van Rise and indicate that the visible structures were
developed considerably above that zone. That this is
true is attested by the general absence of regional
metamorphism throughout the district.
6D Van Rise, C. R., A treatise on metamorphism: U. S. Geol. Survey Mon. 47,
pp. 189-190, 1904.
70 Willis, Bailey, Discoidal structure in the lithosphere: Geol. Soc. America
Bull., vol. 31, pp. 247-302, 1920.

If the average altitude of the present surface is
added to the figures obtained above for the depth of
folding and compression below sea level, the average
r~sults are 23.53 miles: if' only folding is considered,
or 10.43 miles if both folding and overthrusting are
taken into account. In either event the lower part
of the compressed mass should fall within the zone of
flowage and the deeper structures should be metamorphosed. On the basis of the figures given above,
further erosion amounting to 0.8 mile or more will
be necessary before the average depth of the metamorphosed portions is reached.
The restoration indicates that the western part of
,the area has anticlinorial structure, whereas the
eastern part has synclinorial structure. On the basis
of the above computations the depth affected beneath
the anticlinorium is-a little greater than that beneath
the synclinorium. The foregoing considerations tend
to show that, a,ccording to Chamberlin's classification,
the mountains in southeastern Idaho, as well as those
in northwestern Montana and Alberta, belong to
the thin-shelled type.
The principal folding, as previously explained,
occurred before the overthrust faulting. The folding,
if considered alone, seems to have affected deeper
portions of' the crust than it did if both folding and
overthrusting are taken into account. These data
suggest that in. the earlier stages of compression the
earth's crust was more deeply affected than at later
stages. In other words, the zone of compression as it
became more intense migrated outward toward the
surface.
MAJOR AND MINOR FOLDS

In Chapter V the successive mountain ranges in
southeastern Idaho are named and described and sonle
of the folds are shown to exceed 55 miles in length
and 3 miies in breadth. Each fold as viewed in the
field seems to be a'relatively large and independent
structural feature, though many smaller, folds are
present. The restoration given in Figure 45 shows
that the large folds in turn are members of still larger
structural features and that the region traversed by
the structure section K-K" , contains' the greater
part of two such folds, an anticline and a syncline,
each of which is approximately 15 miles wide. The
size of these major folds affords another means of
comparison of the intensity of compression in different
regions where mountain building has occurred. Thus
in the island of Anglesea, whose highly complex
geology has been studied in great detail by Greenly,71
the accessible part of the Rolyhead recumbent fold is
said to have a real horizontal amplitude of about 60
miles. Great thrust fa\llts are also present. It is
apparent that in Anglesea the compressive forces
were more intense than in southeastern Idaho.
71 Greenly, Edward, The geology of Anglesea: Geol. Survey Great Brit.Ain
Mem., p. 181, 1919.
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COMPARISON WITH THE ALPS

TENSION FAULTING

For the Alps Heiln 72 shows that the entire crustal
shortening is between 200 and 300 kilometers. As
the Alps are now only 120 to 150 kilometers wide,
their entire breadth before folding lnust have been
two or three times greater. He estimates the depth of
folding beneath the highest Alpille anticline as between 35 and 40 kilollleters, equivalent to 22 to 25
milos. This is sOll1ewhat more than twice the figure
given above for southeastern Idaho, when both
folding and overthrusting are considered. Igneous
and ll1etaIl1orphic rocks are found at many places in
the Alps. This is in accord with the relatively greater
depth affected by the folding. Heinl notes that in
the Alps the depth of folding of any particular layer
reaches I1lany more than tenfold the altitude of its
highest point.

GENERAL FEATURES

MAXIMUM: FORMER ELEVATION OF MOUNTAINS

The restoration given in Figure 45 shows that
-theoretically the altitudes attained by the arched
Cretaceous beds may have exceeded 35,000 feet or
Q.G lniles. Practically such altitudes were in all
probability never reached, for erosion went hand in
hand with 1110untain building, though at a slower
rate. '''hen deformation eeased erosion continued
its destructivo work and has never stopped entirely,
though its rate of activity has varied fr0111 tillle to
time. In Ohapter II it is shown that, since the major
disturbances that produced the complex structures
now seen in the 111Ountains, several other disturbances
which have affected the rate of erosion have occurred.
'The erosional history of the region is therefore complex. There is little reason to doubt that the nlOuntu-ins in southeastern Idaho may once have been
,considerably higher than now. The coarseness of
the Eocene conglolllerates bears witness to the
.existence of steep grades after the post-Oretaceous
.epoch of nlountain building. The breadth of the
.zone of overthrusting produced by the Bannock
·overthrust and the general apparent continuity of
the upper block suggest that at the time this great
I'm.ctul'e occurred the load above the thrust plane
was considerably greater than now and that the
mountains were correspondingly higher. There seems,
hower'or, to be at present no lneasure by which any
nccu:mte idea of the former altitude of the mountains
may bo obtained.
On the other hand, sonle nleasure of the amount of
.erosion might be gained by considering the volume
and distribution of the Tertiary and Quaternary
sedilllents. The quantity of th«;}se sediments is
known to be large and they are widely distributed,
but no adequate study of the problem from this
viewpoint has yet been made.

The occurrence of normal faulting in the region
here discussed with the production of horst and graben
structure has been described in Ohapter V. Normal
faulting, which is cha.racterized by the fact that the
affected strata occupy more space than they did before
the faulting, has been widely recognized throughout
the w:orld and has been generally ascribed to tensional
stresses within the earth's crust. When it occurs in
regions that have undergone folding it commonly
marks a late stage of that deformation or perhaps an
altogether later structural epoch. The folded rocks
have in large measure been compressed beyond the
limits of their elasticity, but some elasticity remains,
which tends to 111ake the rocks resume their former
positions and thus creates a strain, which, in turn, is
relieved by normal faulting. Similarly rocks that lie
behind. regions where folding has taken place have
been stretched, so that they -too seek relief from tension in the same manner. Such in general are the
current views regarding the origin of normal faults in
relation to folded chains.
NORMAL FAULTS ASCRIBED TO COMPRESSION

Normal faults, as commonly illustrated in text
books, have relatively steep inclination and reverse
faults a more gentle dip, but studies such as those of
Peach, Horne, and others in' the northwest highlands
of Scotland, have shown that reverse faults may be
nearly vl3rtical. Years ago Suess 73 recognized a type
of thrust fault in which horizontal thrusts take place
on vertical or nearly vertical planes and approximately at right angles with the strike of the folds.
These he calls "fl.aws" or "blatter." He notes that
such faults may be metalliferous at some places,
whereas overthrusts ~re more rarely so. The discovery in increasing numbers of thrust faults with
steeply inclined planes and of normal faults with
gentler dips has made the distinction between the two
t.ypes of faults more and 1110re difficult. Some
geologists have even gone so far as practically to deny
the existence of normal faults and to ascribe all such
fractures to compression. Thus Hobbs 74 ascribes the
block mountain structure of the West, which has
been a classic example of normal faulting, to compressional rather than tensional conditions. Kober
and Heim also consider such features as the result of
compression rather than of tension.
HORST AND GRABEN STRUCTURE

The terms horst and graben were employed by.
Suess 75 to designate blocks of the earth's crust which
had become separated from each other by deep tenI
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Helm, Albort, op. cit., Bond 2, pp. 51-52.

Suess, Eduard, The face of the earth, translated by H. B. C. Sollas, vol. 1, PP.

120-121, Oxford, 1904.

Hobbs, W. H., Earth evolution and its facial expression, pp: 105-107, 177, 1921.

7' Suess, Eduard, OP. cit., pp. 126-133.
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sional fractures and which had subsided unevenly, siders it as confirrnatory evidence for his hypothesis.
the horsts representing the relatively higher blocks Willis 77 in his discussion of discoidal structure shows
and the grabens the lower blocks. The classic example that the zones of foliation produced in conjunctio~
has been the Rhine Valley graben with the Vosges with this structure would be favorable places for the
Mountains and the Schwarzwald as adjacent horsts. migration or extrusion of igneous rocks.
More recently Kober,76 who cites Suess's interpretaeN 0 extended discussion of I{ober's view may be
tion, has undertaken to show that these are compres- undertaken here, but the studies thus far lllade in
sional features. He finds overthrust faulting in the southeastern Idaho seem to have brought out definite
vicinity of the graben and an actual overridin'g of the evidence unfavorable to it. The Meadow Creek
horsts upon the graben. He regards the Rhine graben , graben is bounded by horsts that contain folded
as a sum.mit break in a great anticline and suggests a structures, but no tendency of either horst to override
similar origin for the well-known rift valley in Africa. the graben has been recognized. Both the horsts and
Kober ascribes the horst and graben structure, which, the intervening graben have been cut by transverse
predorninates in Germany, to the irregular elevation faults in such manner that in the area between these
of an old peneplained nlountain chain, which, by re- faults the distance between the horsts has been
newed undulation, due to contraction of the earth's increased. (See fig. 20.) Had these faults and the
crust, has been broken into blocks. The height of boundary faults of the horsts been overthrusts this
the blocks is not equal and not very great; their distance should have been dinlinished rather than
borders are broken and overthrust; and the higher increased.
uprising blocks tend to overs'pring the deeper-lying
In general there seems no good reason for abandonbasins and troughs. I{ober points out that these ing the idea that tension faults do exist and that they
structural features are very young, that the nlOvements may playa notable part in mountain structure. The
are still in progress, and that the superficial shoving current view that tensional faulting serves as a method
together of the horsts nlay in time go so far as to lead of relief for overstrained or oyercompressed structural
to the overriding of one by another. Thus the inter- features is believed to be well founded.
\Tening graben break might becOlne an overthrust.
BUILDING OF THE NORTHERN ROCKY MOUNTAINS

DISCUSSION OF THE DIFFERENT THEORIES

The activity of trenlendous conlpressive forces in
the earth's crust is unquestioned, but it does not follow
that all fault phenomena should be ascribed directly
to this cause, although compression may indeed account for more of them than was formerly supposed.
In many faults the relationships of the adjacent
blocks are such that they are more reasonably explained by tension than by compression. Faults are
fayorite places for the migration of mineralizing solutions and vapors, and they are closely related to ore
deposition. Compression, which tends to close and
seal such fractures, is less favorable for these activities
than tension. The deformative movements in the
earth's crust are periodic and rhythmical rather than
continuous, and the deformation takes place only
after the slow accumulation of cOlnpressive stress.
, When the crust yields, as previously explained, the
resulting reduction in volume may be greater than is
needed to restore equilibrium, so that the strained
mass will tend to recover its equilibrium by tension
faulting. This explanation seems particularly well
adapted to account for the great outpourings of basalt
in the region of Snake and Columbia Rivers. Compressional fractures would appear to offer less favorable
channels for the extrusion of basalt than tensional
fractures. Kober notes the association of igneous
extrusion~ with horst and graben structures, but coni6

Kober, Leopold, Der Bau der Erde, pp. 50-56, Berlin, 1921.

GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM

Any intimate study of a Inountain region leads
inevitably to the consideration of the 'mode of origin
of the Inountains. It is evident frOlll the folding and
overthrusting of the strata that tremendous tangential
pressures have been active. The general elevation
also of the Illountains, as compared -with neighboring
regions, and the conlmon presence anlong the mountains of sedilnentary rocks that were obviously formed
beneath the sea together indicate that extensive
vertical nlovenients of some sort have taken place.
However, when inquiry is made regarding the nature
and rnode of operation of the forces that have produced the observed results, the student is confronted
at every turn with problems that fascinate hiln the
I1l0re they baffle his attempts at solution.
The lllountains of southeastern Idaho are a part
of the northern as distinguished from the southern
Rocky Mountains (in Colorado and the region to the
south),' which appear to have been formed in a sonlewhat different manner. The nlore local conditions
attending their origin have been nlentioned in the
Chapter V. It is proposed to consider here, sonle of
the broader phases of mountain building and their
bearing on the origin of the northern Rockies.
The problems regarding the origin of mountains
have attracted the attention of students of geology
since the early days of the science and an extensive
literature has accumulated on the subject. Con77

Willis, Bailey, op. cit.
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tributions have .been made both by American and by
foreign (chiefly European) geologists, but the work of
the European geologists has been more volunlinous,
partly because the Alps, with their wonderful structure nnd scenery, not to mention other nlolllltains,
have been relatively nlore accessible to Europeans
than the mountains of Anlerica, particularly the
Rocky Mountains, have been to American geologists.
In the present study it has not been practicable to
make a compreherisive review of this literature, but
enough has probably been done to bring out lnodern
trends of thought on the problenls of mountain build-jng and on the still broader problems of the formation
of continents and of ocean basins.
CONTUASTED VIEWS ON CRUS'l'AL MOVEMENTS

AUlerican and European ideas regarding the greater
mOYClnents of the earth's crust may be considered as
sepnrate schools of thought. One of the generally
accepted tenets of American geology is the idea of the
relative permanence of the continental Inasses and of
the ocean basins. SOlne lllOdifications of the existing
outlines of these features are conceded to account for
st.ructurnl or faunal relationships that seem to require
the former extension or connection of continental
masses, but these concessions are limited' to the barest
minin1luu requirClnents. Two other tenets of American geology that have a bearing upon the one just
ment.ioned and upon mountain building are that the
ocean basins are generally underlain by heavier rocks
than those which underlie the continents and that
with rare except.ions rocks that correspond with those
that make up the pr~sent abyssal deposits of the·
oceans nre absent from the lands.
European geologists, on the other hand, are inclining more nnd lllore to conceptions of paleogeography
that involve radical departures frOlu the present conditions. For exan1ple, Kober 18 cites Haug as postulating a great continental land mass for the Pacific
in Mesozoic time, a postulate which he accepts himself in modified form. He thinks that it is not proved
thnt the ocenns are really underlain by heavier parts
of the earth's crust than are the continental masses.
He believes that t.here is no positive value in measurements of gravity; that these are controlled by local
conditions. He considers it a fundamental proposition
that the floor of the oceans is composed of the saIne
1nntcrinls as the eontinental masses and that the
eorth's crust is a unit. ,\Tith regard to abyssal de-'
posits J{ober 71l stn.tes that radiolarian ooze is a type
of such rocks. Radiolarian cherts, which n.re known
at mn.ny places on the continents and 1nay be presumed to correspond with rn.diolarin,n oozes, have not
been considered by American geologis ts as represen t.ative of marine a~yssal depositR.
j8

Kober, Leopold, Der Duu der Erde, pp. 225-220, 245, nerlin, 1921.

a (d('lU, p. 34.
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Kober 80 believes that the Nlediterranean region,
with the Alps on the north and the mountains of
A.frica on the south, represents a sea underlain by a
geosyncline once as wide as the present north Atlantic
Ocean, which by contraction of the earth has been
compressed to its present relatively narrow breadth.
,"Vegener, who is cited by Kober,81 believes that continental masses have become separated and driven
apart and that rifts like thfl:t of eastern Africa are
early stages in the process. Sinlilar ideas were advanced some years ago by Taylor,82 and nlore recently
by Daly,82a but few American geologists are inclined
to attribute to the earth's crust so high a degree of
Inobility. In general, Arnerican geologists are far
more conservative than European geologists in their
views relating to the earlier a.rrangements of continents and oceans and to the mobility of the earth's
crust.
'ISOS'l'ASY AND ITS REARING

The crust of the earth has long been recognized as
in a state of approximate equilibrium with respect
to gravity.83 Although earlier suggestions and statements of this principle had been made, Dutton 84 in
1889 applied to it the name isostasy, and it is with
his name that the principle has become chiefly associated. A~cording to isostatic theory the lnountains
and other more elevated portions of the earth's crust,
which have relatively less density, and the ocean
basins and lower portions of the crust, which have
relatively greater density, a.re supported and kept
in approximate balnnce by ri,' yielding mass below,
llluch as blocks of unequal weight and size may be
floated in a basin of water. Transfer of nlaterial
from higher to lower areas on the surface by erosion
or otherwise is compensated below by transfer of
Inaterial in the opposite direction. The depth at
which this compensation takes place has been variously
estirrlated by geo'desists, but recent figures by Bowie,
which have been independently confil'lned by'" ashington,85 indicate that it is about 60 kilometers
(37.28 miles). Still 1110re recent figures by Bowie,86
however, place this depth at 96 kilometers (60 miles).
Earlier ,,'ork by Hayford had placed this depth at
122 kilOlneters (75.64 miles).87
Idem, pp. 143, 144.
Idem; p. 55. Sec also Wegener, A., Die Entstehung der KOlltinenttl und
Ozeane, 3d ed., Braunschweig, 1922. Translated by J. G. A. Skerl (The origin of
continents and oceans), London, 1924.
82 'l'aylor, F. B., The bearing of the Tertiary mountain belt on the origin of the
earth's plan: Geol. Soc. America Dull., vol. 21, pp. 179-226, 1910.
620 Daly, R. A., Our mob'ile earth, 322 pp., 187 ills., New York, Scribners, 1926.
83 Putnam, G. R., Condition of the earth's erust and the earlier American gravity
observations: Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 33, pp. 287-302, 1922.
81 Dutton, C. E., On ~me of the greater problems of physical geology: Philos.
Soc. Washington Bull., vol. 11, pp. 51-64, 1889.
83 Washington, H. S., Isostasy and rock density: Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol.
33, PP. 403-409, 1922.
86 Bowie, William, Isostatic investigations and data for gravity stations in the
United States established since 1915: U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Special
Pub. 99, p. 22, 1924.
87 Cited by Gilbert, G. K., Interpretation of anomalies of gravity: U. S. Geo1.
Survey Prof. Paper 85, p. 29, 1914.
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Geodesists have investigated the anomalies or
departures from normal gravity at many places in the
United States and in some other parts of the world and
have come to the conclusion, as stated by Bowie,88 that
isostatic compensation may take place for areas as
small as 1 square degree at the Equator, or about 70
miles square. This idea involves a relatively high
degree of mobility in the outer portion of the earth's
shell, as well as' a condition at the depth of isostatic
compensation akin to that of hydrostatic balance.
Geologists, on the other hand, are inclined to favor a
much higher degree of rigidity for the outer part of the
earth's shell, though they admit the validity of the
principle of isostasy and agree' in general that a less
rigid zone, corresponding with the zone of compensation, is necessitated by the distribution of the continental masses and ocean basins and of some of the
smaller earth features. Thus Gilbert 89 in 1890 stated,
as a result of his studies on Lake Bonneville, that
Mountains, mountain ranges, 'and valleys * * * exist
generally in virtue of the rigidity of the earth's crust; continents
* * * and ocean basins exist in virtue of isostatic equilibrium in a crust heterogeneous as to density.
.

Barrell 90 in 1914, after an exhaustive 'study of both
geologic and geodetic evidence, concluded that certain
parts of the earth's outer crust can resist for considerable periods· vertical stresses at least equivalent to the
weight in air of 10,000 to 25,000 cubic miles of rock
in lenslike forms spread over areas of 40,000 to 75,000
square miles and reaching thicknesses in air of 4,0.00
to 5,000 feet over considerable areas. He did,
however, recognize the existence beneath the outer
shell of a zone of weakness, to which he gave the name
"asthenosphere," and cited Schweydar, who showed
from mathematical analysis of the measurements of
tides in the crust that they are in accord with the
assumption of the existence of a slightly plastic zone
about 600 kilometers thick beneath a more rigid crust
120 kilometers thick. This assumption is in general
accord with geodetic evidence. Barrell's conception
of isostatic balance was that of a lnore or less approximate "flotational equilibrium."
On the basis of experiments by Adams and Bancroft
with rocks under confining pressures, which demonstrate that pressure increases the internal friction and
consequently the absolute strength of rocks, Willis 91
more recently concludes that pressure alone can not
promote the mobility of rocks. High temperature in
excess of the normal is required. Rocks are poten-'
tially erushed at a depth of about 40 miles, that is,
the zone of flowage lies much deeper than was esti-'

.

Bowie, William, Theory of isostasy-a geological problem: Geol. Soc. America
Bull., vol. 33, P. 279, 1922.
89 Gilbert, G. K., Strength of the earth's crust: Geol. Soc. America BulL, vol. 1,
P. 25, 1890.
.
gO Barrell, Joseph, The strength of the earth's crust: Jour. Geology, vol. 22, PP.,
45-46, 655-683, 1914.
U Willis, Bailey, Discoidal structure of the lithosphere: Geol. Soc. America Bull.
vol. 31, pp. 247-302, 1920.
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mated by Van Hise. Willis emphasiz~s the fact that
"the flow of solid rocks takes place either by recrystallization or by shearing and thus differs markedly froul
liquid flow." He shows that heat and pressure, Hill'
constant and unrelaxing opposition, maintain the rock
in a sensitive elastic state, such that it responds.
instantly by change of volume to any variation of
pressure or temperature." He follows Gilbert's view,.
which "postulates isostatic equilibrium among large
masses, but recognizes effective rigidity of the crust as
the condition of support of smaller irregularities of theearth's surface."
On the other hand, Daly92 argues plausibly for a
substratum of basaltic glass at a depth of about 40'
miles below the surface. This" substratum is slippery" and thus readily adapts itself to isostatic read-·
justments or even to the sliding of continents.
Geodesists have gone so far as to consider isostasy
a sufficient and satisfactory cause of mountain-buildn g . Thus Hayf ord 93 in 1911 concluded that theidrag produced by sub crus tal flow during isostatic'
readjustments was sufficient to produce the folded
structure observed in mountains. This opinion has
been shown by Barrell 94 to be untenable. More
recently Bowie 95 has argued that horizontal movements, such as those which result in folding and overthrusting, may be the accompaniment of vertical
uplifts caused by isostatic readjustments. Much
stress is laid upon changes in temperature and density
induced in the rocks by these readjustments and upon.
the expansional and contractional effects of these
agencies in relation to the elevation or subsidence of
the affected areas.
Geologists, however, have generally been unwilling
to accord a primary place in mountain building to·
isostasy although they admit that it may play a
notable part and that it may, as shown by Willis, 9&
exert a directive influence, when some other sufficiently
powerful cause becomes operative ..
The function of isostasy in earth movements has
been well stated by Reid 97 as follows:
The principle of isostasy is, of great value. It bears some
analogy to the principle of the conservation of energy in the
physical sciences. It does not always tell us what earth
movements will take place, but it tells us that these movements
must be of such a character that the amount of matter underlying a given area of the earth's surface is never materially
increased or decreased; and if there be a transfer of matter at
the surface by erosion and deposition, by folding of the strata
or by any other means, then there must be a corresponding
subterranean transfer in the opposite direction.
Daly, R. A., Our mobile earth, pp. 92,100,269, New York, 1926.
Hayford, J. F., The relations of isostasy to geodesy, geophysics, and geology:
Science, new ser., vol. 33, pp. 199-208, 1911.
9t Barrell, Joseph, op. cit., pp. 674-680 .
95 Bowie, William, The relation of isostasy to uplift and subsidence: Am. Jour.
SeL, 5th ser., vol. 2, pp. 1-20, 1921: Theory of isostasy; a geological problem: Geol.
Soc. America Bull., vol. 33, pp. 280-286, 1922; Isostatic investigations and data for
gravity stations in the United States established since 1915: U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Special Pub. 99, 1924.
96 Willis, Bailey, op. cit.; see also The mechanics of Appalachian structure: U. S.
Geol. Survey Thirteenth Ann. Rept., pt. 2, p. 280, 1893.
.7 Reid, H. F., Isostasy and earth movements: Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 33.
p. 318,1922.
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PRIMARY CAUSE OF MOUNTAIN BUILDING UNKNOWN

HYPOTHESES OF MOUNTAIN BUILDING

The primary cause of mountain building is unknown.
The hypothesis that underlies most geologic reasoning
on nlountain building is that of the contraction of the
outer crustal portion of the earth by gravity to fit
a cooling and consequently shrinking interior. The
Illountain chains and irregularities of the earth's
surface have not inaptly been compared to the
wrinkles in the skin of a drying apple. This hypothesis has been attacked on many sides by geologists
and others, but it has never been successfully set aside,
although it is recognized that cooling alone is probably
inadequate to produce the required shrinkage, and
that other causes such as crystallization, progressive
condensation under gravitative influences; molecular
and subatomic changes, redistribution of internal
heat, and other agencies may contribute to produce
the observed results. Gravitative readjustments take
place periodically as a result of accumulating stresses
rather than continuously. The origin of igneous
maglnas is closely interwoven with these readjustments and the movements or intrusions of these
Illaglnas play a significant part in the distribution of
temperatures and in the application or localization of
stresses within the earth's crust. The net result of
these agencies, so far as mountain building is concerned, is to produce the compressive stresses that
in turn produce the folding and overthrusting.
Objections to the hypothesis of contraction based
upon the view that the earth solidified from a gaseous
or liquid body have been ably stated by Chamberlin,98
Adams,g9 however, shows that cooling of the earth
under such circumstances is not controlled by convection, as stated by Chamberlin, and that temperatures at moderate depths are much lower than have
often been supposed. This fact is favorable to the
hypothesis of contraction. Adams 1 has kindly supplied the following statement on the matter:

Suess years ago, i~ his great work entitled "The
face of the earth," laid emphasis on the idea of the
earth as a failing structure, in which large parts ofe
the crust collapsed or subsided from time to time,
causing movements of the strand line, with submergence or emergence of land areas, and incidentally
giving rise to mountains. Although the dominant
movements were those of subsidence, some of their
components were tangential, producing folded mountain chains. The general direction of the folding was
toward the greater areas of subsidence. As applied
to North America this view would mean that the
mountains of the W ~st were folded toward the Pacific,
but this proved not to agree with the geologic evidence, and Taylor's explanation 2 that the great eastward and northeastward overthrusts of the Rocky
Mountain region are really underthrusts or reflex overthrusts, directed backward over the southwestern
general crustal movement, was not convincing. In
the last volume of his work, which appeared considerably later than the others, Suess made an exception
of that part of the great Cordillera that lies south of
British America and admitted that the direction of
overthrusting in that region was away from the
Pacific.
Chamberlin 3 has suggested a modified form of
Suess's view in which the earth's crust may be regarded as composed of major and minor segments
whose differential movements may give rise to niovements that form continents, plateaus, or mountains.
The great master segments are those beneath the
oceans. He writes:

On the basis of the older notion of the age of the earth and
of the amount of cooling it has undergone since solidification,
the thermal contraction of the surface layers was clearly inadequate to account for mountain building. The newer developments, however, allow a different conclusion to be drawn.
The age of the earth (about 2,000,000,000 years) is ~uch greater
than was previously thought. The temperature gradient at
the surface has been maintained, in spite of the earth's age, by
the heat given off by radioactive materials in the crust. The
cooling has extended to much greater depth; the total integrated cooling in the outer layers is many times greater than
it would be on the basis of the older (Kelvin) theory of cooling;
and the resultant thermal contraction is sufficient, or nearly
sufficient, to account for the observed crumpling of the earth's
crust.
V8 Chamberlin, '1'. C., and Salisbury, R. D., Geology, vol. 1, 2d cd., pp. 559-562,
1905.
DV Adams, L. H., 'J.'clllpcraturcs at modcratc depths within the earth: Washington Acad. Sci. Jour., vol. 14, pp. 459-472, 1924.
I Adams, L. H., pcrsonal communication.

If these segments be regarded as the great integers of body
movement, two-thirds of them taking precedence in sinking
and the other third in suffering distortion, it is easy to pass
to the conception of sUbsegments, moving somewhat differently
from the main segments, so as to aid in their adjustment to
one another, and thus to the conception of plateaus and deeps.
It is easy also to pass to the conception of mutual crowding
and crumpling at the edges of these segments, accompanied
by fracture and slipping. These conceptions perhaps represeilt
the true relations between the massive movements of the
abysmal and continental segments, as . well as the less massive
plateau-forming movements and the mountain-forming distortions. The mountains and plateaus are probably the incidental results of. the great abysmal and continental readjustments.

This view has the advantage that it does not require the transmission of thrusts for great distances,
as from the Pacific Ocean to the eastern ranges of the
Rocky Mountains, but permits more local readjustments.
1'aylor, F. B., op. cit.
Chamberlin, 'I'. C., and Salisbury, R. D., Geology, vol. 1, 2d ed., pp. 542-Ii4P,
New York, lOOfi.
2
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Heim" divides the movements of the earth's crust
into primary and secondary dislocations .. The first
are created by the weight of the entire earth's crust,
which must adapt itself to the cooling and shrinking
interior. These dislocations are divided into two
broad groups-those which reduce the earth's circumference through horizontal, tangential pressure
and those which produce a shortening of the earth's
radius by down sinking. Secondary dislocations are
produced by the weight of individual mountains,
whether already formed or in the course of developlnent. These dislocations are chiefly regional. Both
primary and secondary types of dislocation are operative in the building ef a great mountain range. Heim
thinks that no tension is involved in the process but
only compression. He thinks that the tangential
pressure is 1,000 times as great as the crushing strength
of granite and is thus strong enough to crush every
rock, or at depth to render all rocks plastic to deformation. This plasticity has a notable bearing on
isostasy.
According to Heim, the gravity defect in the Alps
is at a maximum under the line where the "decke"
folds of relatively lighter rocks were originally piled
highest. It is normal at the south foot of the Schwarzwald to the north and in excess at the top of the
Schwarzwald. Similarly near Locarno, at the south,
there is another area where gravity is in excess. This
is the belt where the roots of the folds that now forIn
the "decke" are supposed to lie and where basic
eruptives are now heaped up. The surface of normal
gravity lies unsymmetrically beneath the Alps, its
gentler and longer slope passing upward toward the
north. The folded complex of the Alps is thus believed to float with its deeper parts concealed.in the
earth's crust lnuch as an iceberg floats in the sea.
This attitude is produced by sinking in consequence of
the overload due to the compression of the crustal
mass. So -it happens that the Alps are not five to ten
times higher than their present altitude.
Kober 5 declares that all manifestations of earth
structure indicate the contraction of the earth. With
Suess he ascribes all tectonic activity to gravitative
forces.. He distinguishes two main types of tectonic
features, the old rigid table-lands-so' rigid that they
are not overcome by later mountain-building processes-and orogenetic zones, in which mountain
chains have been formed. The orogenetic zones,
which have developed from geosynclines, pass as
relatively narrower bands between the rigid masses, or
mobile zones, comparable to hinges, on which the
rigid masses shove against each other. The great
{)rogenetic zones of the earth are sharply distinguished
from each other-the Mesozoic from the Paleozoic,
and these from the Proterozoic, especially from the
4 Heim, Albert, Geologie der Schweiz, Band 2, lte. Hllme, PP. 52-56, Leipzig,
1921.
3 Kobcr. Leopold, DcI' Bau dcr Erda. pp. 8, 9,20-22,45,140-170, Berlin. 1921.

Archean. Within the same orogenetic zone the different parts are not of the same age. Thus moulJ..tain
building in any orogenetic zone is not accomplished
by a single act but is a continuous process, especially
within a given period, such as the Paleozoic or Cenozoic. Kober pictlu'es the geosynclines not as narrow,
flat, sea canals, as suggested by Haug's maps, but as
great, roomy seas, actual oceans, in which regional
phenomena represented by all types of sedimentation
frOln shallow water to deep-sea deposits lnay take
place.
FrOln a study of the region about the Mediterranean
Kober works out a plan of m'ountain building that
he applies to other parts of the world, including
western North America, which he considers a typical
illustration. Briefly his idea is that under gravitative
influences the rigid masses on either side of a geosyncline approach each other, thereby compressing the
geosyncline. The relatively weak rocks of the geosyncline are gradually squeezed out in a mass that is
roughly fan-shaped in cross section, so that they tend,
to overthrust the rigid' masses. The movement begins'
in the center of the geosyncline and works progressively
outward toward each side, so that border chains, in
which the directions of overfolding and overthrusting
are outward, are formed on either side of the central
mass. These border chains constitute separate major
subdivisions or "stems." The outward development
of the stems involves successively younger rocks. If
the compression is very intense the central mass may
be squeezed to a very narrow area or even faulted out,
and the two stems may be distinguished only by their
respective attitudes, but if the compression is not so
great there may be a zone of varying width with intermediate mountains between the stems. These intermediate mountains include the roots from which the
piled-up folds, which now constitute the "decke,"
have been torn. They also include igneous intrusive
or extrusive rocks which have been forced up during
isostatic readjustments. When the folding in a geosyncline has ceased the resulting mass may be so
rigid that it may become incorporated in the original
rigid masses, wh,ich are thereby enlarged, or it may
be involved in geosynclines that were formed later, with
their subsequent mountain-building disturbances.
According to Kober's hypothesis,6 the continental
masses have grown by the joining together of the old
Archean masses and, to a certain extent, of later
tectonic units by mountain building. From the geosynclines orogenetic zones are developed. A great
mass accumulates in the mountain chains, which
overloads the orogenetic zones. These zones sink into
the depths, carrying with them parts of the continental
masses. Thus new geosynclines and new ocean floors
originate. The present ocea~s lie over Mesozoic
geosynclines, only small portions of which have become
e Kober. Leopold, op. cit.. pp. 2!l7-298.
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incorporated as land with their accompanying tablelands. Few also of the Paleozoic zones have been
preserved. Most of them began new geosynclinal
cycles in the' Mesozoic. The constancy of an ocean
is doubtless great. It can be said for all oceans to a
certain degree that they have beconle geosynclines
again upon a fioor of older geosynclines, which were
once squeezed out. They are thus pernlanent as
geosynclines but not directly so as oceans.
In applying his hypothesis to North America Kober 7
thinks that the Rocky 110untains, the Pacific coast
ranges, and the interior plateaus correspond respectively with the two stems and intennediate mountains
of an orogenetic zone. He considers, however, that
the Rocky Mountains east of the Wasatch Range and
south of the Yellowstone Park belong to a tectonic
cycle that is earlier than that of the Mesozoic-Tertiary,
and he calls thCln the pre-Cordillera. These mountains, with the Colorado plateaus, he thinks served as
part of the foreland upon which the Rocky Mountain
steIn of the Mesozoic-Tertiary geosyncline inIpinged.
Tho Pacific stem, the present Coast Ranges, was
formed supposedly against a foreland that is now
sunken beneath the Pacific Ocean. Kober, however,
thinks that the nlechanics of 1110untain building
deJllands the presence of forelands of approximately
equal elevation on both sides of a aeveloping orogenetic zone. fIe therefore believes that during the building of the 1110untains a land mass was present where
the Pacific now lies; that this Pacific fo'reland has sunk
in comparatively recent times; and that the Pacific
Ocean is therefore young.
Hobbs 8 has formulated a hypothesis of mountain
building that bears S0111e superficial resemblance to
I{ober's, though the two differ fundamentally. According to Hobbs, the pressures that produce mountains are developed by the settling of great areas,
chiefly the ocean basins. The intervening lands
become conlpressed and underthrust with the development of underturned folds, whose shorter limbs face
the depressed areas, and of underthrust faults whose
pianes dip away fr01n these areas. With regard to the
western nlolmtainous highlands of the United States
Hobbs postulates that the" Laramide Ocean" on the
east side and the Pacific Ocean on the west settled at
the tune of the great Cretaceous-Tertiary deformation.
The intervening lands became underthrust with' the
development of lllOuntain ranges, which face respectively the Pacific and the site of the former "Laramide
Ocean." In Quaternary time, he thinks, the area
now represented by the Great Basin sank, causing
additional underthrusts, which produced the Sierra
Nevada on the west and the Wasatch Mountains
on the east. The hypotheses of Kober and of Hobbs
are illustrated in Figure 46 .

Willis 9 has advanced a hypothesis of crustal def-·
ormation on the basis of a certain discoidal structure
that he deduces from a study of the conditions of
temperature and pressure within the earth's crust.
He denies the possibility of anything like fiotational.
isostatic equilibrium but thinks that deep-seated.
foliation oriented by isostatic stress lnay be developed.
The readjustments of the heavier and lighter masses.
in the earth's crust under gravitative control are
effected by rotational shearing movements along these·
planes of foliatio'n, which also serve to direct the
escape of lavas. He has nIade a plausibly favorable
application of this hypothesis to the building of the
Sierra Nevada and Coast Ranges.

, Kober, Leopold, op. cit., pp. 160-160.
I Hobbs, W. H., J<:nrth evolution and its facial expression, pp. 110-134, New York,
1021.

g Willis, Bailey, Discoidal structure in the lithosphere: Geol. Soc. America Bull..
Yol. 31, pp. 247-302, 1920.
10 U. S. (Joast and Geodetic Survey Special Pub. ,99, pp. 1,40-47, 1924.
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46,-Diagrnm iIIustmtlol{ hypotheses of mountain 'building by Kobel"
(A, B) and by Hob,bs (0).

Although Bowie 10 st'ates that "'the processes involved in the establishment or maintenance of isostatic
equilibrium can not explain the formation of a moun-'
tain system or, in fact, any major change in elevation
of the earth's crust," he does in effect argue that
mountains are formed by the expansion of the material
in the isostatic column of rock below through changes,
in density and temperature.
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Briefly stated Bowie's theory is thf!t erosion of an thus 200 miles. This amount is more than three times as
elevated area disturbs isostatic equilibrium, which great as any previously stated, but it is believed by the author
to be a conservative measure.
tends to be restored by the inflow of heavier material
Keith favors batholithic intrusion as a cause for the
into the lower part of the isostatic column beneath.
The additional heat brought into this column by the folding of the Appalachians. Thus he states:
inflow of this deep-seated rock tends to make the
In summing up, the theory of batholithic intrusion seeks to_
column expand, thereby reducing its density, and thus explain the formation of the folded Appalachians by pressure
produces elevation of the mountain mass together from intrusions of magma. These furnished the heat and
with such internal compression as is necessary to force required, were of adequate power and bulk, and accord
remarkably with the varied phenomena of the system, both in
account for the obvious folding and overthrusting in space and in kind. * * * This theory relies only on natural
the mountain mass. Subsequently, as the heat processes whose effects are open to observation, and it calls
produced by the underflow and the internal crushing is for few conditions that are not known to have existed and on
dissipated, the mountain mass gradually contracts none that are unreasonable. [The driving force of this mechanand subsides and may descend low enough to become ism, as he conceives it, is gravity.] An excess pressure of gravity
was transformed into lateral pressure through batholiths, whose
a site of deposition Similarly the area that is receiving magmas were practically in a hydrostatic condition; * * *
sediments from an eroded upland sinks, in part from this pressure built the mountains.
loading and in part from other causes (possibly the
Reid 14 states that we do not know the cause of
contraction just alluded to), and experiences a rise in
these great nlOuntain-making movements, but he pretemperature as the isogeotherms gradually rise within
sents the following picture of the course of events
the subsiqing mass. With increasing temperature
leading to a folded mountain range, where geologic
and decreasing density this mass gradually reverses
observations are combined with the principle of
its motion and begins to rise and in its turn is internisostasy.
ally folded, crushed, or overthrust. It, too, would
After the accu}nulation of sediments to a considerable thicksuffer erosion with elevation, would receive inflow in
ness, forces compress and fold the strata. This necessarily
the lower part of its isostatic column, and would increases the amount of matter in the compressed region and
undergo the changes outlined above for an elevated would naturally cause some elevation of the surface. On
mass. Thus the cycle of interchange of isostatic rela- account of the disturbance of the isostatic equilibrium, forces
are brought into play which cause the l'egion to sirfk and drive
tionship might proceed indefinitely.
.
out
matter from below: When the equilibrium is reestablished
This process has recently been invoked by Lee 11 to
the region would be slightly higher than before on account of
explain the origin of the southern Rocky Mountains,
the accumulation of the lighter surface rock, which lowers the
where according to his view the mountains have been average density of the mass. How great the actual elevation,
formed chiefly by vertical uplift.
due to compression, may -be depends on the amount of comThe origin of folded and overthrust structures by pression and on the relation between the rates of compression
internal compression resulting from changes in tem- and of readjustment of equilibrium. We do not know this
perature and density in their relation to isogeotherms relation, and, in the absence of observations of deflection and
was suggested many years ago by Reade,12 who used a gravity during the time of compression, we can gain an idea of
different mechanism from that of isostatic adjustment. it only through geological observations which distinguish
between folding and uplift. Finally, the uplift of the underlying
Although the importance of this process has been mass raises the region into a true mountain range.
recognized as a contributing cause it has not hitherto
There is nothing in the principle of isostasy that militates
been considered adequate to account for such intensely against the coexistence of the expansion and consequent elevacompressed regions as the Alps and Appalachians. It tion and the folding, but geological observations show that the
is not at all clear that the process in its current form elevation, now existing in the cases cited above, has occurred
of statement as an adjunct to isostatic adjustment - at a distinctly later date than the folding. The interval
between them has been long enough, in some cases, to allow a
can be made to account satisfactorily for these areas, peneplanation of the surface; in the other cases depression to
especially as later studies of these regions indicate well below sea level has occurred and considerable thicknesses
that earlier estimates of the degree of compression of sediment~ have been deposited in this interval.
were far too small. For example Keith,13 who cites
What may be called the Taylor-Wegener hypothesis
numerous objections to isostatic adjustments as .a
of continental drift has been receiving considerable
primary cause of mountain building, remarks:
attention from _both European and American geoloIf, therefore, the Appalachians as a whole were shortened 40
gists in recent years, though American geologists have
per cent in a northwest-southeast direction, it is evident that
generally regarded it unfavorably. Briefly it provides
the present width of 270 miles, plus 30 miles for probable
for the formation of the present continents by assumextension under the Cretaceous, represents an original width
of 500 miles and that the amount of shortening of the crust is
ing that large masses of the earth's crust composed of
II Lee, W. T., Building of the southern Rocky Mountains: Geol. Soc. America
acidic rocks (" sial") have separated from a fornler
Bull., vol. 34, pp. 285-308, 1923.
larger mass of similar composition by drifting over a
n Reade, T. M., The origin of mountain ranges, 359 pp., 42 pIs., London, 1886.
18 Keith, Arthur, Outlines of Appalachian structure: Geol. Soc. America Bull.,
vol. 34, pp. 309-380, 1923.
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Reid, H. F., op. cit., pp. 318,323-324.
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solid, basic substratunl (IC sinla").15 But there is no
sufficient explanation of the mechanism by which a
drift of such proportions could be brought about.
Joly 16 has contributed the idea of generation of heat
through radioactive changes in the atoms by which
the basic substratunl (sillla) becomes fluid at intervals
of about thirty million years, thus greatly increasing
the forces which tend to cause a locally differentiated
westward drift of the outer crust. According to Joly
alternations of fusion and resolidification are causally
-connected with the 111ain world-wide epochs of diastrophisnl- IC revolutions. " Daly,I7 who has long argued
for the existence of a substratum of basaltic glass,
finqs in this hypothesis an explanation for the origin
both of continents and of mountain ranges, and he
provides a Illechanis111 for the process. He thinks
'that the continents have slid downhill by, gravity like
huge landslides. Each mountain chain represents a
:geosynclinal prisnl caught and folded at the foot of
the slope down which the continental mass moved.
The principal mechanism is continental donling on
the one hand and geosynclinal accmllulation filld sub-sidence on the other. When
horizontal pressure reaches a certaiu iutensity and the geosynclinal prism of sediments has reached sufficient thickness the
'crust will break at the geosyncline. The dome is no longer
firmly supported from the sides. Tension pulls are generated
at and nel1r the center of the dome. There the crust becomes
t01'll apart. The crust of the dome is torn' into blocks or plates
-of the sizes of the existing continents. These blocks tend to
slide slowly toward the geosynclinal.

On the basis of field measurements in the Appala-chinns of Pennsylvania some years ago R. T. Chamberlin 18 has propounded a wedge theory, for the formation of mountain ranges and of continents. The
·defol'lned nlountain lllass is found to have the shape
'of a triangular prism or wedge apexing downward
benenth the middle portion of the folded belt. This
.idea he finds is supported both by experiment and by
study of mountain ranges of the globe. The conti. 'nental and subocennic masses are treated as segments,
the suboceanic masses being the larger and heavier.
'The principal source of the deforming forces is the
rearrangelllent of nlaterial in the interior of the globe
in favor of greater compactness and higher density.
'This should cause general shrinkage with resulting
-circumferential compressive stresses beneath both
·continental and oceanic areas. In the shrinking
process all seglnents would sink. The master oceanic
'segments would squeeze the smaller and lighter
continental segments between, so that they would be

--- ,-_._-- .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - II

Wegener, A., Die Entstehung der Kontinente und Ozeane, Braunschweig

1922. 'l'ranS,lation by 1. G. A. Skerl, The origin of continents and oceans, London
1924. Discussion: Watersehoot van der Grncht, W. A. 1. M. van, The problem
·ot continental drIrt: Am. Assoc. Petroleum Geologists Bull., vol. 10, pp. 1002-1003
.1920.
10 Joly, John, '1'he surface history of the earth, Oxford, 1925.
17
II

Daly, R. A., Our mobile carth, p. 268, New York, 11)26.
Ohamberlln, R. T." The wcdge theory of diastrophism; Jour. Geology, vol. 33

1>P. 755-792, H)25.
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wedged upward. This theory has much in common
with the segmental hypothesis of T. C. Chanlberlin,
t.o which reference has already been made. As applied
to mountain chains it tends to produce symnletrical,
marginal folded areas bounded by exterior, inwarddipping shear zones and a relatively undeformed
intermediate area. A special application is made to
those mountains, which seem to be unsymmetrical, in
which the greatest effects of overthrusting appear on
the inland side of the range. This result is attributed
by R. T. Chamberlin to the fact that the mountainbuilt area is caught between an oceanic segment on
one side and a continental seglnent on the other, and
that the pressure of the oceanic segment tends to
overbalance that of the other.
Willis 19 points out that in the course of geologic
time the forces of compression would accumulate
gradually and would have opportunity to be well
distributed. Displacement would be only in the
direction of least resistance. The underbody of the
continent would be divided by shearing planes into
rhomboidal prisms, which would override each other
as the mass shortened horizontally. The direction of
least resistance would be upward, and the effect wo.uld
be to elevate a prism, producing at the surface a.
plateau or mountain range. He continues:
The superficial effect of shearing in the deeper masses appears
at the sides of the upthrust wedge in outward overthrusts.
Since action and reaction are equal, such thrusts may develop
symmetrically on both sides of a wedge-bottomed range, but
in general, since notable horizontal displacement characterizes
them, the overthrusts will exhibit the greater horizontal shift
away from the active source. The downward extension of the
plane of the overthrust would in such a case pass into the
plane of the original shear, and the wedge-bottomed range
would slide forward as a part of the overthrust block. This
means that flat-lying thrusts of this type curve downward to
a dip of about 50° and pass into the fundamental planes of
dislocation. In applying the idea to Rocky Mountain structure
and to other great horizontal displacements we fail, however,
to get a sufficient horizontal component of movement from the
possible vertical component. This difficulty has led me to
incline to the view that the mechanics of shear and of intrusion
of molten masses may have cooperated in producing the horizontal shifts, the former having divided the masses into blocks
which could be displaced and the intrusions having shove'd
them aside.

In Thorn's paper20 on the structure in central
Montana the suggestion is advanced that local buttresses caused by relatively minor structural features,
developed as far back as Mesozoic or even Paleozoic
time, may have influenced the nature of the .Rocky
Mountain front in that region. He thinks that the
great thrust faults dissipated the intense compression,
which would otherwise have affected the outer part
of the earth's shell, but that the deeper part of the
10

Willis, Bailey, Rocky Mountain structure: Jour. Geology, vol. 33. pp. 272-277.

1925.

IOThom, W. T., Jr., The relation of deep-seated faults to the surface structural
features of central Montana: Am. Assoc. Petroleum Geologists Bull., vol. 7, No. I,
pp. 1-13, 1923.
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crust was subjected to sufficient stresses to produce
differential movement of great blocks of the basement
complex, which mayor lllay not have been previously
outlined by deep-seated faults. Faults below are
shown to pass in to folds above and to serve as channels
for the upward passage of magma to form laccoliths.
DISCUSSION

The views outlined above deal with questions that
are world-wide in their application, but they involve
a vast amount of extrapolation and speculation, for
detailed observations are confined to relatively few
areas, and these are of no great size. Laboratory
experiments, such as those of 'iVillis, Cadell, Adams,
and Van Ostrand (see Lee's paper cited above), shed
much light on the lllechanics of mountain building,
but it may be questioned how far they are directly
applicable to "the earth. At least not too nluch
significance should be attached. to them. Their chief
function should be to stimulate and direct geologic
observation rather than to serve as proof for geologic
theories.
It may be argued that if the structural details of a
single group of mountains can be successfully worked
out, a feat that seems to have been well-nigh accomplished for the Alps and the Jura Mountains, thanks
to the long and arduous labors of the European geologists, the principles developed by such studies may be
successfully applied throughout the world. There is
no doubt much truth in such an argument, but caution
is needed lest the application of the principle to distant
fields should be made too confidently and lest the
principles themselves becOllle distorted in the using.
Mountain building is a complex process that involves
numerous variable features, many of which are known
but some. of which doubtless are as yet not even
suspected; and it is closely linked ·with the problem
of the formation of continents and of ocean basins.
The isostatic theories of Hayford and Bowie, the
discoidal theory of Willis, and the tectonic theories of
Suess, the Chamberlins, Kober, Hobbs, Daly, and
others should be regarded merely as working hypotheses. The present task is to see how far they may be
supported by geologic evidence and particularly how
the evidence available for southeastern Idaho may
bear upon them.
With regard to lllountain building by isostasy alone
Woodward 21 long ago pointe·d out that this is "an
efficient cause if once set in motion, but how it is
started and to what extent it is adequate remain to
be determined." Subsequent studies by Hayford
and others, supplemented by precise methematica I
deductions, have served only to confirm this conclusion.
21 Woodward, R. S., Mathematical theories oC the earth; vice-presidential address
to mathematical section oC the American Association Cor the Advancement of
Science: August, 1889; Smithsonian Ann. Rept., 1890, p. 196.

The application of the principle of isostasy and of
gravity measurements to the study of the Alps, as
shown by Heim, has confirmed in a striking manner
the conclusions of European geologists regarding the
structure of the" decke" and has ac~ounted in considerable measure for the distribution of igneous and
nletalllorphic rocks. The distribution of anomalies
~f gravity and the down sinking of the folded mass of
the Alps appear to be well explained by the conception
of fiotational isostasy. The discoidal hypothesis has
not been tested upon these nlountains as yet. The
contraction of the earth is the assigned cause of the
folding.
The work of Gilbert, Barrell, and others has established to the satisfaction of many geologists that the
rigidity of the earth's crust is sufficient to sustain
. loads of considerable weight. vVith so nlinute a degree
of compen3ation as postulated by Hayford and Bowie
it is difficult to see how existing nlolmtain ranges and
continental nlasses could retain' their fornl without
overspreading adjacent lower areas.
On the other hand, it seems to the writer that
Willis, though at the outset he disclaims any such
intention, attaches too .grcat significance to the experiments of Adams and Bancroft on the crm:;hing
strength of rock under confining pressures. These results are certainly conclusive so far as they go, but can
they be fairly applied directly t.o the earth? These
experiments are necessarily conducted with relatively
small masses of rock that are essentially homogeneous,
of uniform texture, and at ordinary temperatures.
Practically none of these conditions hold for masses of·
rock in the earth's crust miles in thickness and of indefinite extent. The question arises, too, how rock
under such conditions that it couln respond" instnntly
by change of volume to any variation of pressure or
temperature" could be distinguished in its practical
behavior from rock in the" plastic" condition induced
by heat and pressure, as postulated by Heim or Van
Hise. Willis's figUl'e, 40 miles for the depth of the
zone of flowage, is based largely upon considerations'
of pressure nlone. He makes some allowance for temperature by introducing after the figures the words
"or less." Here again computations of the effects of
pressure and of heat, on account of extrapolation,. are
suggestive rather than compelling. Possibly the effects of heat nlay be· sufficient to offset the effects of
pressure to a greater degree than the coniputations
show, and the depth of the zone of flowage may not
be much greater than the figures given by Van Hise.
Under Willis's hypothesis metamorphic rocks would
be formed at much greater depth than is custoluarily
supposed and their exposure at the surface otherwise
than by direct dislocation would require erosion far
more prodigious than seems warranted by stratigraphic evidence.
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The ideas of Suess and of T. C. and R. T. Chamber- in the Coast Ranges, which by hypothesis should be
lin seem to furnish n fairly satisfactory basis for the overturned westward, is not so clear. The structure
consideration of earth structure. There seems little sections studied by the writer, though they show
reason to doubt that earth Inovements are relative intense folding and faulting, do not indicate a prebut thnt their not result is to Inake the earth occupy dominant direction of overturning or overthrusting.
smaller volume and that tho Inajor Inovements are Moreover, the distribution of great igneous intrusions
downward with respect to the surface. With regard in the Coast Ranges is not very favorable for the
to the mobility 'of large areas of the earth's crust, hypothesis. It may be questioned, too, how far the
])robnbly a nliddle 'ground should be chosen between interior plateaus and ranges accord with the conditions
the .more radical European and the more conservative of his plan. A further objection is the disparity in
American views. When world-wide relationships are age of folding in the two mountain systems.
studied with respect to the fornls of continents, the
With regard to former land areas in the Pacific the
distribution of Horns and faunas, the development of hypothesis is on very insecure ground. However, if
great mountain systems, or of ether features, alluring the present height and extent of the continents is
hypotheses present themselves. These hypotheses are wholly exceptional in geologic history the present
llseful as targets. They serve to develop criticism, to depth of the oceans Inay be also exceptional. Possibly
stimulate investign,tion, and to bring out facts which the' failure to find on the continents deposits now
might otherwise lie hidden.
characteristic of the oceanic abysses may be due to the
Such a hypothesis is Kober's structure of the earth. a.bsence of such abysses in earlier geologic periods.
Few American geologists will agree with his broader After all, the hypothesis that the types of rock that
conclusions regarding the structure of western North underlie the ocean basins differ from those of the
America or the former distribution of land areas in the continents and are heavier rests on comparatively few
Pn,e.ific, but he presents his arguments in a very inter- actual data, aside from the obvious fact of the Jower
esting nnd plnusible way. The general arrangement position of these areas with respect to sea level.
of westot'n and onstern Inountain chains with inter- The samples of rock collected and analyzed and the
vening plateaus and ranges presents a superficial available measurements of gravity have been necesngroement with his plan. Sinlilarly Daly'S version of sarily taken at scattered localities, largely volcanic
the Wegem~r hypothesis is fascinating, but nmnerous islands, where the evidence gathered would be favorobjections to this hypothesis have been raised. 22
able to the hypothesis. Much information will doubtThe geologic history of southeastern Idaho shows less ultimately be gained by gravity measurelnents at
tectonic disturbances at the close of the. Mississippian sea, such as those recently made by Dr. F. A. Veming
and again at the close of the Pennsylvanian. In the Meinesz, of the Dutch Geodetic Commissjon. On the
southern Rocky Mountains there appears to hav~ been other hand, for the Atlantic and Indian Oceans at least,
nctua.1 l:v.ountain building during the Pennsylvanian t1?-ere is much evidence of the former greater extension
epoch, followed by erosion, continental deposition, and of continental areas. For the Pacific Ocean this type
peneplanation. This cycle of events would seem to of evidence is largely wanting~
be the justification for Kober's designation. of the
The remarks about the Coast Ranges apply equally
southern Rockies as the "pre-Cordillera." They were . well to the hypothesis of Hobbs. Although the sea
I a tel' covered by Cretaceous beds and involved in the extended in C~etaceous time along the eastern front
LIl,ramide revolution and subsequent crustal disturb- of the Rocky Mountains and even covered areas that
ances. Kober regards them as part of a "Paleozoic are now included in the mountainous belt, this sea
geosyncline," on which Inountains were built and (the "Laramide Ocean" of Hobbs) was in no sense an
eroded and which subsequently was involved with the ocean as th~ term is now understood. It was rather
an epicontinental sea of relatively shallow water.
"~1esozoic geosyncline" in mountain-building activities. This picture is in a 111eaSUre true, though on the This condition is clearly indicated by the nature of the
whole this region has been more of a positive than a deposits. The hypothesis that the Wasatch and
negntive eloment. American geologists, though they Sierra Nevada are bounded by 'thrust faults inclined
recognize differences in Inountain structure between respectively east and west requires demonstration
the southern Rockies nnd other parts of the system, before it can be accepted.
would hardly go so fat· as to exclude these mountains
Willis's discoidal hypothesis, though based on
from the Rocky Mountain systeln and to assign them careful computations and plausibly presented, is dea different name.
pendent upon the validity of its fundamental assumpThe Rocky Mountains in Idaho and northward show tions. These assumptions have been shown to be
eastward overturning and overthrusting, which accords extrapolations on a large scale from the results of exwith I{obOl"s hypothesis, but the attitude of the folds periments which may not be directly applicable to the
earth. Although the preliminary test of this hy"Soo dlsousslon, Continentt)1 drlrt moeting: Am, Assoc. Petroleum Geologists
Bu1\, (to be publlshod).
pothesis with the Sierra Nevada and Coast Ranges
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appears to Willis to have been successful, the conditions in the northern Rocky Mountains may prove
less favorable to it and it may not be widely applicable.
Lee's idea of mountain formation -seems to apply
well to the southern Rockies, where overturned folds
and overthrusting on a large scale seem to be absent,
but it does not adequately explain the regions farther
north where these tectonic features dominate the
structure.
ICeith's view of batholithic intrusion has much in
its favor as fat as such intrusion might act as an Rgent
for localizing and .applying mountain-building forces,
though there is no direct evidence of the presence of
such batholiths in southeastern Idaho during the
Laramide epoch of mountain building. Farther
northwest, however, in central Idaho, granitic batholiths have been recognized and assigned to this
epoch.23
Reid makes a. distinct separation between the
folding of moun.tain ranges and their uplift to their
present altitudes. He admits that some elevation
may be produced by the folding, but he implies that
because of the sinking of the folded mass required by
isostatic. compensation this elevation may have been
comparatively little. Bowie, on the other hand,
thinks that material supplied to growing mountains by
isostatic transfer will, by its change in density, as the
pressures under which it originally lay are gradually
relieved by the erosion of overlying rock, maintain
these mountains at a considerable height.
The Snowdrift peneplain (p. 14) may be taken to
represent the surface to which the mountains of
southeastern Idaho were reduced by erosion after the
Laramide folding and after the sinking of the folded'
mass under isostatic conditions. This. peneplain,
which now stands 9,000 feet or 1.7 miles above sea
level, probably affords a maximum measure of the
amount of uplift which the folded area experienced in
being elevated to its present position. If this amount
is subtracted' from the theoretical elevation, 6. 1 miles,
as suggested by the restoration of the upper beds of the
Cretaceous, there still· remains a difference of 4.4
miles, which may be accorded to the folding alone.
How much of this difference should be allowed for the
erosion that prevented the mountains from attaining
the full height to which the folding might otherwise
have raised them can not be determined from present
data. If it is assumed that this erosion consumed hR!f
or two-thirds of the folded mass the mountains might
have reached altitudes from 1.5 to 2.2 miles. It therefore appears that folding of the strata, with due
allowance for isostatic sinking, may produce mountains
comparable in height to those of to':'day. The later
uplifts, which most of the higher ranges have experienced, . represent separate mountain-building ac23

See papers by UmpJeby cited on pp. 354 and 35S.

tivities of perhaps another sort, but it is not necessary
to infer from their presence that high mountains may
not be formed by folding alone.
Under the Wegener hypothesis, as outlined by Daly,
the continental mass of North America east of the
Rocky Mountains is supposed to have slid westward
against the Rocky Mountain geosyncline, which in
turn must have been supported at the west by the
Pacific element or Cascadia. In view of the general
instability of the cru'st under the conditions of rupture
postulated by the hypothesis it is a question how far
the relatively small Pacific element could withstand
the impact of the sliding continent, especially if the
momentum of that mass was acquired by motiori~from
an area of rupture so far away as the mid-Atlantic
ridge, which is the site proposed by Daly. It may
be further questioned if the intensity of defonnation
in the geosyncline is sufficient to nleet expectations
under the assumed conditions. Other objections have
already been cited and need not be detailed here. 24
The segmental hypothesis of T. C. Chanlberlin and
the wedge hypothesis of R. T. Chamberlin seem to
explain the facts better. The conception of larger
and smaller segments of the earth's crust settling
unevenly under the force of gravity seems to provide
a satisfactory mechanism for the distribution of compressive stresses within the earth's crust and for the
localization of the observed folding and overthrusting.
Willis's comments with respect to igneous rocks may
be significant. There is at present no lneans of telling
whether the big thrust planes which, like the Bannock
overthrust, are so Ilearly flat, do eventually steepen
to 50°. or 'more and pass into fundalnental planes of
dislocation. It is interesting to note, however, that
in the Cranes Flat quadrangle, in secs. 16 and 21,
T. 3 S., R. 41 E., basalt is extruded along a thrust
plane regarded as a branch of the Bannock overthrust.
There the basalt probably rose along a deep fracture
(normalfault?) plane from which it escaped to the
thrust plane, so that the association of the basalt with
the thrust plane IS perhaps fortuitous.
(See
p.135.)
Thorn's hypothesis postulates that compressive
movements are active in the deeper and more rigid
parts of the shell beneath the overlying sedimentary
beds and that the deformation of these overlying beds
is directed or controlled in part by the deformation
of the deeper parts of the shell. This view appears
to be well founded. Thorn's statement, however,
that the intense compression in the outer portions of
the crust was dissipated by overthrusts but that the
deeper part continued to be deformed suggests that
the structural features which he describes are younger
than the overthrusts. The development of overI

21 See discussion, Continental drift meeting: Am. Assoc. Petroleum Geologists
Bull. (to be published). .
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thrusts was probably progressive both in space and
in time, and the easterly overthrusts were probably
the latest fOl'l11ed. It is also suggested on the basis
of the apparent depth of the folds that the zone of
conlpression, as it became nlore intense, may have
migrated outward toward the surface. If these suggestions are well founded the structural features
described by Thorn, both the deep~seated and the
1110re superficial ones, may have been formed before
the overthrusts occurred, and they 111ay have played
a notable part in localizing the overthrusts.
On the l11ap showing anomalies of gravity, which
was published in Gilbert's paper,25 and on a similar
l110re recent I11ap by Bowie26 southeastern Idaho is
shown to possess an. excess of gravity, whereas central
and northern Idaho and adjacent parts of Montana
are deficient. These last-named regions are areas of
batholithic intrusion. Under the isostatic theory
batholithic intrusions 1l1ight normally be expected to
occur in regions adj acent to areas of intense folding
/l,ud overthrusting. Such intrusions apparently have
OCCUlTOd in the Alps. As folded sedilnentary rocks
al'e relatively lighter and intrusive· rocks are supposedly heavier, the plus anomalies, which represent
excess of gravity, should under the hypothesis lie in
tho batholithic areas and the minus anomalies in the
sedimentary areas. White 27 in a detailed study of the
relation of local geologic conditions to anomalies of
gravity mentions the fact that
deep but relatively narrow synclines, or fault blocks, of light
rock clo!'1e beneath the instrument should and, other things
being equal, do give large minus anomalies, while conversely,
bosses, fault blocks, great intrusive masses or axial mountain
cores of matter heavier than the average, or of rock under
which heavy mineral matter is comparatively shallowly buried,
should and do cause plus anomalies.

White notes that in the Appalachian Valley trough,
a region analogous to the Rocky Mountain geosyncline, all the anomalies in the deep-valley synclines
have 111inus signs and that in most places the anomaly
is large. The expected relation apparently exists in
the Alps, but the reverse relation actually exists in
southeastern Idaho, so far as available records show.
The Snake River lava plains lie in the area of excess
gravity and the weight of the basalts that underlie
these plains nlay have a bearing on the problem.
On the other hand, the Columbia River basalts lie in
an area in which there is a gravity defect. Extensive
areas of sedinlentary beds occur in Colorado, Utah,
'Vyoming, Montana, and farther eastward. These

-------------

------- - ra Gllbcrt, O. K., Intorprotntion or nnomnlies or grnvity: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.
]'npcl' 85, PI>. 29-37, 1914.
IS Bowlo, Wi11lnm, Isostntlc luvestlgntions nnd dntn for grnvity stntions in tho
United Stntes estnblished s[noo 1915: U. S. Const nnd Geodetic Survey Specinl Pub.
99, 1924.
17 White, Dnv[d, Ornvlty observntions from the stnndpoint or the loonl geology:
Ocol. Soc. AUlerlcn Dull., vol. 35, pp. 207-278, 1924.
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areas have plus anomalies, which seenl to indicate
that nlueh· of the nlountain-built area is not fully
conlpensated 'and that the batholiths of central Idaho
and Montana may not have a close isostatic relationship to the folded rocks of the northern Rocky Mountains. It should be noted, however, that the batholithic intrusions of central Idaho and Montana are of
relatively acidic types of rock and are thus lighter
than they would be· if of more· basic composition.
As anOlnalies of gravity are usually expressed in
thousandths of a dyne the dllierences noted in the
character and distribution of the anomalies do not'
imply any marked departure from isostatic equilibrium in the regions named. ·When more detailed
observations of gravity in the Rocky Mountain region
are available, it is possible that the conditions cited
relating to anomalies may be modified or even reversed. So far as southeastern Idaho is concerned,
its proximity to the basaltic extrusions of Snake River
may mean that unextruded masses of basic rock now
lie at no great distance beneath the surface in much of
that area and that these may account for the presence
of the plus anomalies. The few basic dikes, the
basaltic cones, and the single occurrence of what is
probably contact metamorphisI11, previously cited,
lend support to this view. Thom associates the
Boulder batholith with the convergence of two sets
of nlountain trends. Such a region would in all
probability be a place of crustal weakness, in which
intrusive rocks might be expected.
The uplift· that raised the Snowdrift peneplain to its
present elevation and that affected a large part of
the Rocky Mountain system was not of the intensely
compressive type, though in southeastern Idaho it
probably caused the folding of the plane of the Bannock overthrust and other gentle open folds. vVhether
the movement was essentially different from that
which produced the close folds is not definitelY known.
Kober's idea is that a geosyncline which has once
been squeezed out and eroded may become so rigid
that it behaves toward later compressive stresses
much as the old rigid table-lands behaved and that
these subsequent movements break the region into
blocks that are unevenly elevated. Thus he explains
features like the Rhine Valley graben and the African
rift valley. It is not clear, however, that horsts and
grabens are correctly interpreted in this wa.y. The
writer has considered this movenlent as essentially
compressive but as broadly distributed rather than
localized and hence not expressed in close folds.
Perhaps Kober's idea of rigidity enters into the conception slightly.
On the other hand, Reid ascribes this uplift and
others like it to changes in density in the underlying
. material, though he does not commit himself as to the
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cause of this change. Bowie thinks it due to changes
in temperature in an isostatic column that is rising
under the VIfluence of erosion. Under the segmental
and wedge hypotheses this movement need not be
·different from that which gave rise to the Laramide
·folding.

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

Aside from water resources, which seem ample for
the region described in this report, the principal
mineral resources are the phosphate beds, though
others are discussed in the chapter on mineral resources. The phosphate occurs chiefly in great synSUMMARY
clines that are included in the upper fault block-of the
The writer believes that no better cause for the Bannock overthrust, but some phosphate occurs also
building of the northern Rocky Mountains has been in folds of the lower block. Estimates of reserves in
found than the periodic contraction of the earth as a the ground have been made in accordance with reguTesult of various causes that have been mentioned. lations formulated in conformity with the several acts
This contraction set in motion gravitative readjust- . of withdrawal and with the provisions of the leasing
ments .and magmatic movements, which expressed law. As yet little commercial development ot these
themselves tangentially in compressive stresses that beds has taken place.
resulted in folding and overthrusting in the general
In some other phosphate fields, notably in the brown
:manner noted in the citation from ·Ransome (p. 182). phosphate field in Tennessee, the phosphate is a surThe compressive stresses were at first inost effective face concentration and rock at a distance from the
in the lower, better-consolidated sedimentary' rocks outcrop is lean. For the reasons stated on pages 213
and in their underlying basement, ,but gradually they and 214 this condition is believed not to exist in
migrated outward, perhaps because of the unloading the Idaho field. Nevertheless in that field only sur·of the disturbed region' by erosion.
face croppings and shallow workings are a vaila ble for
Two phases of this compresaive activity are illus- direct observation, and the quality of the rock at depth
trated in southeastern Idaho. The earlier phase was is a matter of inference. The estimates of reserves,
that in which the folded and overthrust structure, which are based upon sound geologic observations,
which forms so conspicuous a feature of the moun- have nevertheless an element· of uncertainty in contains, was developed. The compression at this time sequence of this lack of knowledge of conditions at
was localized by a deeply loaded geosyncline. The depth. Another uncertainty is introduced by the remountains formed are believed to have been. com- lationship of the phosphate-bearing synclines to the
parable in height to those of to-day or even higher. Bannock overthrust. The depth of this overthrust
They were reduced, however, to a peneplain or were
is not definitely known, although its inferred position
at least greatly worn down. The second phase was
is shown in the structure sections. Probably many of
begun by a renewal.of the periodic con,tractional disturbances of the earth. This time the effects were not the synclines are not deep enough to be seriously
'so definitely localized as before, probably because no affected by this fault, but in others the fault may cut
.accumulation of sediments comparable to those of the out a· considerable portion of the phosphate. The
'former geosyncline had taken place, and the rigid estiIpates of tonnage in ,reserve must therefore be
·crust was therefore not weighted down as before. considered as purely tentative until the region is
The result was a broad uplift with only gentle foldings explored more thoroughly by mining. Much could be
·or warpings. The mountains in their present fOlm do learned from a few well-placed drill holes, but the
not seem to have been completely compensated iso- urgency of the situation is probably not great enough
statically, through departures fronl equilibrium are to justify the necessary expenditure for such work at
this time.
manifestly slight.
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APPENDIX
DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES OF CARBONIFEROUS AND TRIASSIC FOSSILS
By

GEORGE

When the plans for this report on the geology of
southeastern Idaho were first sketched, many years
ago, they called for a section devoted to paleontology,
in which I proposed to describe in detail the faunas
of the Carboniferous and Lower Triassic formations.
This project has been abandoned in all but a mere
gesture. The growing size of other chapters made a
lengthy discussion of the fossils inadvisable, while preoccupation with other studies made it difficult for me
to prepare such a discussion' in time to go to press
wi th the rest of the report.
The subject itself, however, holds much that is of
interest. The upper Mississippian faunas of the West
are but little known and that of the Brazer limestone
consequently merits detailed presentation. This statement is true of the Lower Triassic formations also,
for, though the rich ammonite fauna of the Thaynes
sediments has been described, there remains an almost
equally varied fauna of pelecypods and gastropods
about which little has been written. E.ven to our
knowledge of the Phosphoria much might have been
added. The fossils of the phosphatic shale have
received description, but the scattered accounts of the
Spirijerina pulchra fauna might have been brought
together and enlarged.
When it was decided to reduce the paleontologic
section to skeletal proportions, I was still in doubt as
to which of several purposes it should be made to serve.
The plates might be composed with a view to aiding
the field geologist to identify formations in a region
where the rocks are at the same time greatly disturbed
and not greatly dissimilar. They might, on the other
hand, be assembled as evidence for the geologic age to
which the formations were assigned. Or again, the
record might be prepared with a view to contrIbute
somewhat to our still meager knowledge of these western faunas. Unfortunately only an essay in descriptive paleontology, the very thing that it was decided
to abandon or postpone, would serve all three purposes.
Broadly speaking, only figures of perfect specimens
would aid in identifying formations in the fiel~, but
the specimens need not have come from the formations
themselves. On the other hand, only specimens from
the formations themselves would constitute evidence
in the deterlnination of geologjc age, but (in this field)
many of the specimens would of necessity be fragmentary or ill preserv~d. Finally, though this statement
25021-27-28
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is especially liable to qualification, only the description
of new species would add to our knowledge of these
faunas, but the new species might neither aid in identifying the formations (if they were rare or not readily
recognizable) nor, obviously, serve as evidence for the
age of the formation from which they came. The
cow'se actually pursued has varied with the conditions.
The evidence for geologic age has been vested largely
in the faunal lists and discussions that accompany the
description of each formation. Some of the plates
have been prepared chiefly to aid in identifying the
formations; others chiefly to contribute to the ~um of
paleontologic knowledge, thoug}.l in some degree they
may serve a double' purpose. The illustration of new
species almost necessarily entails a description of them,
and these desCJ;iptions constitute the text that follows.
~EW

SPECIES OF CARBONIFEROUS FOSSILS FROM THE
MADISON LIMESTONE

Schizophoria compacta Girty, n. sp.

Plate 22, Figures 1-5

Shell rather large, transverse, subelliptical to subquadrate in outline. Hinge line more than half the
width-two-thirds or less.
Pedicle valve moderately convex, most elevated
somewhat in front of the beak but depressed farther forward into a broad, shallow, undefined sinus. Cardinal
area approximately perpendicular to the plane of the
valves but distinctly inclined backward from, the hinge
line. Delthyrium slightly higher than wide. Internally
the muscular imprints are sharply defined. They are
30mewhat elongate and generally ovate in shape,
deeply indented at the anterior end. The muscular
area is divided by a stou't but not very high septum,
which diminishes backward and disappears toward
the beak. Each half is again subdivided by three or
four radial ridges, very obscure for the most part but
Rll having marked effect on the outline, the median
ridge or septum, causing the outline to be sharply
emarginate in front, the lateral ridges causing it to be
faintly scalloped at the sides., The imprint varies
somewhat in different specimens, but it is usually
broadest anterior to the middle and it usually extends
one-third the shell length. It may extend more than
one-third, though it is invariably less than half the
shell length, and it may be broadest posterior to the
middle.
411
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The brachial valve varies from moderately to
strongly convex. It is more or less gibbous in the
umbonal region, depressed toward the cardinal angles,
and in many specimens inflected into an obscure sinus,
which is at best narrow and ill defined. The cardinal
area is rath~r low and directed in the plane of the shell
margin. It is lower than that of the pedicle valve
and the beak is less prominent, but the difference is
not great. On the inside the muscular imprints are
relatively large but undefined. For a short distance
they are included between the high socket plates,
which meet at an angle of somewhat less than 90°.
Anterior to the socket plates the outline is indistinct.
It reaches halfway to the anterior margin, is somewhat longer than broad, and is multilobate. A faint
ridge or septum divides it into two equal parts. This
scar is somewhat larger in every way than that of the
pedicle valve. The cardinal process usually consists of
three small but pronounced ridges or denticles, the
central one being much the largest.
The surface is marked by fine sharp subequal radii
on which are developed the openings commonly
ascribed to hollow spines that have been broken a way.
In size and general appearance this shell suggests
S. poststriatula, anq. its validity as a distinct species is
not beyond question. The preservation of my speci.mens is such as to show internal characters rather
than external, whereas the specimens. from the Fern
Glen limestone are preserved so as to show external
characters rather than internal. In general the present form appears to be relatively broader. S. poststriatula is described as having a faint fold in the
brachial valve, whereas this species commonly has a
faint sinus. The surface of S. poststria.tula is crossed
. by numerous varices of growth. That of S. compacta
appears to be less commonly so marked, though as
above noted, but few of my specimens show external
characters. This difference. consequently may be
only apparent, and it is Imown to be inconstant because
some of these specimens also are equally marked by
growth lines.
The foregoing description is based on specimens
from the Boone limestone of Missouri that are supposed to be of Keokuk age. The specimens from the
Madison limestone appear to agree more satisfactorily with S. compacta than with other described species.
The specimen figured, however, shows the septum of
the pedicle valve to have extended .beyond the muscular area, much as it does in S. sedaliensis. The Madison form apparently does not belong under S. sedaliensis, however, and other pedicle valves from the
same locality do not have the muscular area shaped in
this way, but agree with S. compacta.
Horizon and locality: Boone limestone; Webb City,
Mo. Madison limestone; Slug Creek quadrangle, about
6 miles north of Georgetown, Idaho (station 1667).

Productus galeanus Girty, n. sp.
Plate 22, Figures 27-32

Pedicle valve sub quadrate in outline, wider than
long, moderately convex. The outline is nearly
straight at the sides above and also across the front,
passing around the anterolateral angles in broad,
strong curves. The hinge projects but little, and the
cardinal angles are approximately right angles. The
convexity from front to back is strong and regular.
Transversely the vault is rather narrow in the llll1bonal
region, but it broadens rapidly toward the front,
wll.ere it is distinctly' flattened, or possibly faintly
depressed. The auricles are undefined, oblique, and
arched-scarcely more than a descent to the cardinal
and lateral margins.
The surface is marked by radial costae and· concentric wrinkles. The costae are rather fine and
rather strong but also rather irregular. The wrinkles
are fine, irregular, and not at all conspicuous across
th~ vault, but they become fasciculate on the sides,
where they' are fine but fairly strong and fairly
regular. There are also fine crenulations, which
might also be described as minute wrinkles or as
coarse, regular sinuous growth lines. In addition, the
valve is strewn with numerous fine spines, which
slightly enlarge the costae and combine with the
wrinkles to lend them their somewhat irregular or
wavy outline. The costae are not interrupted by the
spines, except possibly in the umbonal region, but
toward the sides they become weak and discontinuous in proportion as the concentric wrinkles become
large and strong and the spines large and provided
with nodose bases.
The associated brachial valves that probably belong
to this species are mos.tly preserved in the form of
external molds, to which more or less of the shell .
adheres. They are thus convex objects instead ·of
concave, which is their true shape, but as most specimens have this preservation it will be convenient to
frame a description to meet this condition. The
brachial valve then is (as an external mold) moderately
conv~x, but irregularly curved, being almost planate
over the visceral disk and strongly, though not abruptly
arched around its margin. In side view the outline
is straight across the vi3.:·eral disk, and straight down
the trail. The two outline::; are about' equal in length
and would meet approximately in a right angle, but
they are joined together by a broad regular curve.
Trans:versely the' arch is low, oblique at each side, and
more or less straight across the top, where, indeed, it
is slightly indented by a faint narrow sinus, the three
parts of the outline being of approximately equal
extent, dependent more or less upon the position of
the section.
,The surface is marked by rather-fine regular costae,
which as they are traced backward become gradually
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finer and then indistinct not far from the beak (7 millimeters, 1110re or less). The visceral disk is crossed
by concentric wrinkles, which are fine, strong, and
regular-distinctly more so than those of the pedicle
valve. As the wrinkles pass from the visceral disk
on to the trail they gradually become finer and
fainter and are transformed into or replaced by fine,
faint striae of growth. This valve develops spines
like the pedicle valve. Those observed occur chiefly
on the trail, where they are numerous. On the
visceral disk the spines are smaller, hut they may
have been just as n1.1111erous. Like those of the pedicle valve they tend to be arranged in concentric rows,
and like them, also, they occur on the costae, which
are slightly enlarged at the point of origin. On the
external 11101d, of course, the spines occur in grooves
between the costae and in little depressions in the
groove.
This forl11 is probably the same Productus that I
called P. semireticulatus in describing the fauna of
the 11adison limestone of Yellowstone National Park.
The speciInens covered under that term may belong to
several distinct species or varieties, though but few
are really in an identifiable condition. The figured
specimen, however, and others from the same locality
represent a species very similar to this one, though
perhaps not quite identical in character. The pedicle valve figured as P. semireticulatus has somewhat
coarser and more rigid and more regular costae and
apparently much less numerous spines. Another
pedicle valve from the same locality, however, has'
costae no coarser and but little more regular than
those of P. galeanus., Here also the spines appear to
be less numerous, but near the anterior margin nearly
everyone of the slender costae has a spine so placed
that a continuous row is formed almost across the
shell. Indeed, where the spines are small and give
rise to small spine bases or none at all, it is rarely
safe to infei' anything definite about them in specimens from which they have been denuded, except that
they are probably more numerous than they appear to
be. With this fact in mind and the variation actually shown by specimens from Yellowstone National
Park, it is entirely possible that many of the specimens
broadly identified as P. semireticulatu8 really belong
to the present species. In general appearance the
species is not far from P. sedaliensis and others of
the early semireticulate Producti. From most of
them, and from P. sedaliensis in particular, it is distinguished, besides ''Other less conspicuous differences, by the abundance of spines, which are said to
be sparsely developed in P. sedaliensis.
Horizon and locality: 11adison limestone; Mont-'
pelier quadrangle, Idaho, top of signal station at
elevation B. M. 8231 (station 7419).
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Bellerophon mansfieldianus Girty, n. sp.
Plate 22, Figures 40, 41

Shell of moderate size, with large umbilici, narrow
pro~inent slit band, and fine lamellose (?) transverse
costae. Aperture but little expanded.
The curvature is regular and gentle across the dorsum but is rather abruptly reversed at the sides as it
passes into the wide, open umbilici. The slit band is
uncommonly narrow and persistently prominent. The
transverse costae consist of slender subangular ridges
separated by relatively wide interspaces. They were
probably somewhat lamellose and have an imbricating
effect. The spacing of the costae is not entirely regular nor is their size entirely uniform. They diminish
in strength after passing the umbilical shoulder, and
upon the inner side of the whorls, where exposed, they
are little more than pronounced growth lines. Much
smaller secondary costae (or lirae) occur in the interspaces and are especially distinct near the slit band,
for as the larger costae converge toward the umbilici
the intermediate ones decrease and possibly disappear
altogether. In direction the transverse lines are
slightly recurved near the slit band, which they cross
with crenulating effect, and are gently arched but at.
the same time strongly oblique from above forward.
The plane of the aperture is thus oblique, the margin
of the thin inner lip being considerably anterior to that
of the equally thin outer lip.
The distinguishing characters of this species are its
narrow elevated band, its large umbilici, and its subangular spaced transverse costae. These characters
appear separately in other early Mississippian Bellerophons. Thus B. blairi has smaller umbilici, a
broader band, and finer transverse markings. B.
helena, which, though a Hamilton species, has been
cited from the Waverly group of Ohio, has a wide band,
and probably shows other differences. B. ulric hi and
B. jeifersonensis have pronounced transverse markings
that are more or less comparable to those of B. mansfieldianus; on the other hand, the size is much smaller,
the slit band is not elevated-in fact, is scarcely distinguishable in most specimens-and the outer lip has
peculiar features which have not been observed in B.
mansfieldianus and probably were never developed.
B. vinculatu8 has a broad band defined by raised lines
in marked contrast to B. mansfieldianus. More closely
related than any of these is B. panneus White. Some
doubt, however, surrounds the chai'acter of that
species. The type specimens are not very instructive,
owing to their poor condition. According to Weller,
who has examined them, the fine specimen figured by
Keyes as B. panneus is something wholly different and
probably represents a new species. On the oth~r h~nd,
the fine specimen which Keyes figure~ as B. b~lab~atu8
is probably B~ panneus. It is this specimen that B.
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mansfieldianus resembles, though it appears to be
intermediate in character between Keyes's two specImens. The slit band is more like that of "B. bila.biatus," for it does not rise into a pronounced cArina
like that of "B. panneus." On the other hand, the
transverse costae are stronger and more closely ar;ranged than those of "B. bilabiatus" and more like
-those of "B. panneus. "
Horizon and locality: Madison limestone; Slug
'Creek quadrangle, Idaho, eastern edge SEe 7.4: sec. 12,
T. 10 S., R. 43 E. (station 1441).
:NEW SPECIES OF CARBONIFEROUS FOSSILS FROM THE
BRAZER LIMESTONE

Pugnoides parvulus Girty, n. sp.
Plate 23, Figures 34-44

Shell small, rarely exceeding 5 millimeters in length.
Proportions variable, the length being the greater
dimension in some specimens, the width in others.
Outline varying from ovate to somewhat triangular or
somewhat pentagonal. Convexity strong, especially in
the narrow varieties. Fold and sinus well developed
but only toward the front. Plications varying in
. shape from rather high and subangular to rather low
and rounded. In number and distribution they are
fairly constant. Three to five occur on the fold, four
being the most common number and three much more
common than five. The lateral slopes commonly bear
three, the last one more or less obscure. They may
bear three distinct plications with a fourth that is very
faint or, on the other hand, though rarely, two plications onl~ that are recognizable.
An almost necessary relation seems to exist between
the shape of the shell and the number and size of the
plications. In P. parvulus the narrow shells are almost
globular, the broader ones more triangular and relatively
compressed; at the same time the narrow shells commonly have small or slender plications and the broad
shells large ones. Selected specimens therefore differ
greatly in appearance, but they have been included
in a single species both because there seems to be a
gradual transition between contrasting forms and
because in number and arrangement the costae remain
practically constant, their variation in size and other
variations in appearance being merely the sequelae of
variation in the rate of expansion of the shells them-selves. The more slender and globular varieties of
P. parvulus bring to mind the Spergen form Oamarotoechia grosvenori just as the broad, more compressed
varieties bring to mind Oamarotoechia mutata of 'the
same fauna. In P. parvulus, however, I do not find
the same difference that caused those Spergen species
to be distinguished. Furthermore, no matter which of
the varieties of P. parvulus is compared with the
Spergen species this difference is found-the Spergen
shells have more numerous plications. This is especially true of O. grosvenori, which, though smaller than

O. mutata, is more numerously plicated. Professor
Weller gives the total number in O. grosvenori as varying from 18 to 22, of which 4 to 7 occupy the fold. P .
parvulus rarely develops more than 11 or 12 plications
and rarely has more than 4 on the fold. Thus O.
grosvenori commonly has one or two more plica tions on
the fold and still more on the lateral slopes. To O.
mutata Weller gives 14 to 20 plications, with 4 to 7 on
the fold. Thus ,it has one or two extra plications on the
fold and one or two also on the lateral slopes.
I have not touched upon the fact that the present
form is referred under Pugnoides and the two Spergen
species under Oamarotoechia. The distinction between
Pugnoides and Oamarotoechia seems to be of doubtful
value, for it is little more than a difference in the
strength 'of the plications, which in the one genus are
strong and persistent, whereas in the other they are
weak and more or less marginal. The most typical
representatives of the two genera do indeed present a
marked contrast, but other species are intermediate
in character. Most specimens of P. parvulus are
rather feebly plicated, the plications becoming obsolete
in the umbonal region. In this species have also been
included a few specimens with somewhat stronger more
persistent plications, which if found alone might be
regarded as not very characteristic representatives of
Oamarotoechia. The plications of P. parvulus are
therefore not merely fewer and larger but also weaker
and less persistent than those of the Spergen species.
The internal characters, though not determined in
detail, are essentially the same. They consist of two
dental plates in the pedicle valve and a median septum
in the brachial valve.
Horizon and 10caJity: Brazer limestone; Slug Creek
quadrangle, slide above phosphate ground, Swan Lake
Gulch (station 975), and Henry quadrangle, 6~ miles
northwest of Henry, Idaho (station 3023).
I,i

Productus richardsi Girty, n. sp.
Plate 23, Figures 7-19

A small, strongly arched, coarsely costate Productu8
of the semireticulatus group.
Pedicle valve subquadrate in transverse section,
with a shallow undefined mesial sinus, which begins
near the margin of the visceral disk and extends to
the anterior rim. Longitudinally the curvature is
strong, and in mature specimens the anterior slope is
prolonged, so that when the shell rests on its aperture
the umbonal part projects far beyond the hinge line.
The auricles are large, the hinge being the widest part
of the shell, and ra,ther well defined, for the vault is
gibbous with steeply rising sides and the jutting auricles have somewhat the appearance of being defined
by distinct grooves.
The costae are relatively coarse for such a small
~hell, somewhat widely spaced and more or less irregular.
Here and there one of the costae may be observed to
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bifurcate, or, on the other hand, it may die down and
disappear. The costae are as a rule feebly developed
over the visceral disk, which is also crossed by rather
regular concentric wrinkles, likewise feeble, which.
render the costae nodose. Altogether, however, in
most specimens the vjsceral disk is but obscurely
Inarked. The spines are fairly numerous and relatively large, but as the costae are also large the spines
do not produce conspicuous nodes. Three or four
range themselves in an oblique row on the auricles,
dividing each about midway; of these spines some 'are
relatively very large.
The brachial valve, when viewed as an external mold,
is moderately but irregularly arched, the marginal
parts being connected with the visceral disk by a.
somewhat abrupt curve. The auricles are defined by
distinct grooves, from which they spread obliquely
upward. Between the grooves the vault also rises
rather strongly, so that the brachial valve has a configuration not very unlike the pedicle valve of certain
other species. The convexity and anterior' prolongation are lnuch less than those of the proper pedicle
valve, so that. the living chamber was large.
The' costae are coarse, as in the pedicle valve,
but they are strong for a much shorter distance, inasluuch as here the visceral disk comprises a much larger
proportion of the entire shell. The concentric wrinkles
on the other hand, are a little more pronounced and
talco the for.1ll of angular grooves that separate rounded
ridges. This valve appears to have a few spines of
its own, which spring frOln little dinlples between the
costae, and it also has nodes on the costae, which correspond to spines of the pedicle valve. Of course on
the shell itself (a condition which is rarely seen) all of
these characters are reversed. Especially what here
appear as costae and nodes are really grooves dotted by
dimples, and what appear as grooves are costae which
support apparently a few small spines.
'fhese shells vary among themselves, especially in
the costae, which in SOlne are very coarse and in
others lnuch finer. In certain of its phases Productus
richardsi recalls Diaphragmus and in certain others
Marginifera. The nlore finely striated specimens
especially resemble the associated Diaphragmus elegans
and in fact, some imperfect specimens of that genus
may in the separation have been unintentionally included here. The more typical specimens, however,
are not so spreading as Diaph1'agmus and have a few
large spines upon the auricles in!:ltead of a large number
of srnall ones just 'above the auricles on the sides of the
vault. On the other hand the pedicle valve is much
nlore elongated than the pedicle valve of most Marginiferas. There is no doubt that Diaphragmus and
Marginifera nlay have produced species that agree very
closely with this one, but no specimen of P. richardsi,
and a rather large number have been observed, shows
evidence of having had the structure distinctive of
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either of those genera. There is little doubt, consequently, that all the more characteristic specimens be-·
long under Productus. P. scitulus and P. parvus of the'
typical Mississippian may be mentioned as species re-'
lated to P. richardsi. Fronl theIn P. richardsi is readily
distinguished by its shape, which is more elongated and
more highly arched, and by its costae, which are'
coarser. Two of our western species also resemble Pr
richardsi, namely P. gallatinensis and P. parviformis 1
both of which, however, are more finely striated.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Crow Creek
quadrangle, sec. 10, T. 10 S., R. 45 E. (stations 44, 101),
and Cranes Flat quadrangle, sec. 33, T. 4 S., R. 41 E.
(station 3034a), Idaho.
Cranaena occidentalis Girty, n. sp.
Plate 25, Figures 92-95

Shell of moderate size, elongate, pentagonal in outline.
Pedicle valve considerably longer than wide; greatest
width somewhat above the middle, with the outline·
flattened above, below, and in front, so as to have the-.
pentagonal shap&mentioned. Convexity strong, much
more so in this than in the brachial valve, flattened
or faintly sinuate down the middle and strongly
incurved at the sides. Umbonal region broad and'
somewhat inflated,. strongly incurved, projecting far'
beyond the brachial valve and truncated by a rathersmall round foramen, which is inclosed at the sides and.
below by marginal parts of the rostrum that areabruptly inflected and defined almost as if by angles ..
Interior with two strong dental plates.
Brachial valve distinctly longer than wide, and widest:
considerably above the middle. Margins straightenedl
so as to produce a pentagonal outline, in which the two·
opposite lower sides are much the longest, the three
others being. much shorter and about equal to each
other. Convexity rather low, somewhat beveled
toward the sides and beveled or faintly sinuate toward
the front.
The internal structures have not been ascertained in
detail, but they appear to consist of two not very long
socket plates connected by a rather snlall hinge plate
from which the crura project as if they fornled part of
the same structure. No median septum is developed
as in Girtyella, least of all the more elaborate plate
structure of Dielasma. These common Mississippian
terebratu~oid genera seem to be eliminated as receptacles for this species, leaving Oranaena as the most
probable genus, though the reference to Oranaena is
somewhat liable to revision.
In its specific relations this form is comparable,
.though rather remotely, to O. sulcata of the Spergen
limestone but differs in its larger size and much more
faintly developed plications. Indeed, the type specimen, on which the foregoing description is based, is
more pronounced in this configuration than some of
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the associated specilllens. In proportion as the valves·
are more regularly arched the outline is less distinctly
pentagonal and nlore regularly oval, and some of the
specimens are more expanded than the typical one, as
well as more oval in outline. The internal structure
as described is not shown by the typical specimen; for
this feature a second specimen was drawn upon, one
from the same locality and probably belonging to the
same species but less pentagonal.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Portneuf
quadrangle, Idaho, NW. 7i NW. 7i sec. 32, T. 5 S.,
R. 39 E. (station 5925) ..
Spirifer brazerianus Girty, n. sp.
Plate 24, Figures 12-17

Shell rather large, some specimens as much as 80
millimeters in width though most are less than 65 millimeters. Outline generally subovate, with the width
considerably greater than the height. The outlines
contract more or less as they near the hinge, but the
cardinal angles are nevertheless distinct.
The pedicle valve is strongly arched especially in
the umbonal region and the beak is ltigh, prominent
and incurved. In the typical specimen thecardinai
area is high and in the lower part directed to the plane
of the valves at an angle of about 135°. It is curved
above, so that the point of the beak lies in that plane.
The sinus for the most part is broad, shallow, and
undefined. Toward the beak, however, it is narrower
and deeper, and in some young specimens referred here
it is narrow, deep, and subangular. It is Ifluch less
pronounced as a depression tha~ the fold is as an elevation, and in compensation this part of the· shell
makes a conspicuous linguiform projection in front.
The brachial valve is strongly convex but less so
than the pedicle vaive, the umbonal region being
especially gibbous, though the beak is depressed and
inconspicuous. The fold begins as a rather low elevation that has distinct boundaries; at the anterior
margin, however, it is broad· and very high but not
well defined. More rarely the fold is lower and broadly
rounded.
The costae are numerous, slender, and sharply
defined. They increase by bifurcation and bifurcate
more frequently on the median than on the lateral
parts of the surface. Thus in many specimens the
fold and sinus are more finely costate than· the lateral
slopes. The tendency of the costae to subdivide is
also more pronounced in some specimens than in
others; consequently we may distinguish finely and
coarsely costate varieties of this species. Before the
subdivision is complete the. costae appear to be arranged in pairs, and this appearance can be observed
on almost any part of the surface, but it is rarely
conspicuous and never suggests a grouping in fascicles.·
As to number, 15 costae or even more may occur in
the sinus and 25 on each side.
0

The finer surface markings are not adequately shown
by any of my specimens. The only hint as to this character consist~ of very fine concentric wrinkles, whieh
can be made out here and there on exfoliated s·urfaces
and which probably represent delicate concentric
lamellae·in the original shell. S. brazerianus , how~ver,
undoubtedly belongs to a group of Spirifers that had
a finely cancellated surface, the radial lines predominating in some species, the concentric ones in others.
The concentric lines would here seem to be the prevailing element.
Spirifer brazerianus is a type of Spirifer represented
in Europe by S. striatus and in the Mississippian faunas
of the Mississippi Valley by S. logani and S. grimesi.
Somewhat special interest attached to S. brazerianus
in that it occurs in rocks of Ohester age, whereas in the
typical Missisippian section shells of this type are not
known above the I(eokuk. So close a resemblance to
the Burlington and Keokuk species can be traced, however, that S. brazerianus might almost be denominated
a snlall variety of one or the other of them. It is a
matter of common knowledge that the original specimens of S. grimesi and S. logani are somewhat extrenle
in their types. Of S. grimesi especially, few specimens
have the grea.tly elongated shape shown by Hall's figures. The more transverse specimens of S. bl'azerianus
have the general configuration of S. logani, but the
more elongate ones that of S. grimesi, as S. grimesi is
commonly seen. So far as observed, however, the
western form lacks the fine radial striation that is
commonly shown by S. logani and S. grimesi, though
I can scarcely doubt that it originally had fine radial
striae of some sort. In marked contrast to those
species, however, the radial striae, which are merely
assumed, appear to be subordinate to the concentric ones, which are actually indicated, though I hesitate to trust implicitly to the somewhat indistinct
markings observed on the Brazer specimens. I can
not, on the other hand, name any peculiarities of
form that definitely distinguish S. brazerianus. The
high cardinal area and incurved beak of the typical
specimen mark a difference from many shells coming
from the Burlington or Keokuk, but one need not look
far hefore finding others in which· this feature is
essentially duplicated.· This statement is equally
true of other characters.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Orow Oreek
quadrangle, Idaho, sec. 10, T. 10 S., R. 45 E.
(station 101). Top of ~razer.
Spirifer haydenianus Girty, n. sp.
Plate 24, Figures 18-21

Shell large, very transverse,widest at the hinge line.
Pedicle valve rather highly convex but compressed
in the alar regions, strongly arched from back to front,
with a rather small, pointed beak, sharply incurved
over a "low cardinal area. Umbonal parts prominent
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but not projecting far beyond the cardinal outline.
Cardinal area very broad and narrow, nearly flat
except for a short distance under the beak, and nearly
erect. Sinus a rather broad, shallow deflection, faintly
nngulated on the 111edian line.
.
Brachial valve very transverse, moderately convex,
cOlnpressed toward the cardinal angles. Beak small,
strongly incurved and inconspicuous. The fold is a
broad gentle arch, without any definite boundaries in
the anterior part. Toward the beak, to be sure,
though scarcely elevated above the adjacent surface, it
is distinctly defined by striae of somewhat superior
strength, and these striae can be traced forward with
a certain anlount of confidence to the anterior margin,
where, however, they occur on the sides of the gentle
arch that constitutes the fold.
Surface nlarked by slenq.er rounded radial costae
that are distinct but not very strong. The costae
increase by bifurcation and occur in rather conspicuous
groups of two or three according. as division takes
place one or more times. The total number of costae
Cali not be given.
At least 60 can be counted on the
type specinlen, but there is a broad area on each
cardinal angle where the markings are too faint to be
distinguished. The total number must have been at
least 100 and luay have been much more. Neither can
the exact number on the fold be stated, because the
boundaries of the fold are indefinite. If the boundaries as deternlined near the beak are used, the fold
has about 12 costae. If the indefinite boundaries
deternlined by the arch near the front are used, it
has about 20. No fine surface markings are shown by
the type specimen, though undoubtedly fine superficial lirae, both radiating and concentric, were originally present.
The only specimen referred to the species is the one
described; consequently S. haydenianus may prove to'
be more closely connected with S. brazerianus than
now appears. Nevertheless we have a number of
specimens of S. brazerianus (all imperfect), and these
do not indicate any appreciable intergrading. S. haydenianus is an unusual type of Spirifer to occur in
what appears to be its actual horizon and faunal association, at least if judged by the stan~ards set up by
our typical Mississippian section. The Chester faunas
there have as yet furnished nothing with which to
compare it. The species nearest in geologic time and
in its proper characters se'ems to be S. subequalis,
though of course the faunal associations of the two
species are widely different. As compared with S.
subequalis, S. haydenianus is not so slender and transversely elongate and has a broader, less pronounced
fold and sinus.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Slug Creek
quadrangle, Idaho, sec. 18, T. 10 S., R. 44 E. (station
7609).
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Martinia lata Girty, n. sp.
Plate 24, Figures 1-7

Shell rather large, though most specimens are under
40 millimeters in width. Shape subrhqmboidal and
transverse, the width always equal to or greater than
the length. The convexity is high.
The pedicle valve is strongly convex, even inflated
in the umbonal region, which' is high and full. The
beak projects considerably beyond and, though much
incurved, is raised high above that of the brachial
valve. The sinus is represented by a narrow, more or
less shallow, ill-defined sulcus. The cardinal area is
defined from the vault .by distinct angles. It is
strongly concave but is nearly complanate with th~
shell nlargin. The delthyrium is about as wide at the
base as it is high, and each side is about as long as the
part of the cardinal line adjacent. However, I am including in Martinia lata two varieties, together with
intermediate forms. One variety has a narrow shape
and a narrow high area and delthyrium; the other
has a more transverse shape and a low broad area and
delthyrium. In the latter form, of course, the lateral
segments of the cardinal line are longer than the sides
of the delthyrium.
The brachial valve is much more transverse than
the pedicle valve and also much less inflated. It is
rather strongly convex in a longitudinal direction,
more or less flexed inward along the posterior margin.
Transverseiy the valve is rather flat, and it is impressed
along the middle into a narrow, shallow sulcus simila~
to that of the pedicle valve but less strong. All the'
specimens seen are more or less broken in the forward
part, but my observations indicate that there is no
distinct fold and sinus and that the two valves meet
practically in a plane without an appreciable flexure
in front. The double sulcus, one in each valve, must
produce a short emargination in the outline there.
The surface appears to be essentially smooth, marked
only by fine incremental lines or by concentric striae
due to intermittent growth.
On the interior some of these shells present a structure faintly suggestive of the genus Reticularia, for
they develop a low den tal ridge on each side of the
delthyritim and in old age a faint ridge down the middle
of the same valve, like an incipient median septum.
These three ridges, however, are not at all comparable
to the dental and septal plates of Reticularia, for the
two dental ridges in these shells bear about the same
relationship to the dental plates in those that the dental ridges in Schuchertella bear to the dental plates of,
Meekella.
Martin~a lata in some ways closely resemb1es M.
rostrata of the Madison limestone, and pedicl~ valves
of the two species are distinguished with difficulty.
The brachial valves of the two species differ markedly.
The brachial valve of M. lata is flattened along the
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middle and traversed by a distinct mesial sulcus,
whereas that of M. rostrata not only lacks a corresponding sulcus but is raised up into a subangular fold. I
have, however, examined only a few brachial valves
of M. rostrata, and it is entirely possible, so far as this
feature alone is concerned, that some of the pedicle
valves referred to that species may really belong to
this one, or that the brachial valves seen may not
really be typical. M. lata is distinguished from M.
contracta and M. sulcata, the two eastern species, by
its broad shape and by the lack, so far as known, of
any distinct fold and sinus.
,
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Orow Oreek
quadrangle, Idaho, sec. 11, 'T. 10 S" R. 45 E. (stations
108 and 108a).
Edmondia brazeriana Girty, n. sp.
Plate 25, Figure 45

Shell small, transverse, subelliptical, widest back of
the middle. Hinge line straight, about half the
greatest width. Lower margin nearly straight in the
median part, rounding upward strongly in front, and
then slightly inward under the small incurved and
nearly terminal beak. At the posterior end the outline passes upward in a more gradual curve and
merges with the posterior outline. The posterior
outline is gently convex and very oblique in the upper
part, more strongly arched below, and broadly rounding the posterior extremity, which is most prominent
somewhat below the middle of the shell. Oonvexity
rather low and evenly distributed, the highest part of
the shell anterior to the middle. The descent to the
anterior extremity is strong and that to the cardinal
border stronger yet. A constriction of scarcely
appreciable depth seems to occur a little anterior to
the median line.
Surface essentially smooth.
As the dental armature of this shell is unknown, its
generic position must be determined on characters
much less secure. Very similar species have been
described under Edmondia, but similar ones are found
also under' other genera. E. brazeriana resembles
certain Pennsylvanian and Permian forms, such as
E. bellula, more closely than those that are comparable
in geologic age. It is related to E. fountainensis but
is a much smaller shell and is broader back of the
middle, whereas E. jountainensis is broader in front
of the middle. This difference gives rise to pronounced differences in the shape of the posterior
outline. The anterior end likewise is not quite so
prominent. Another closely related species is E.
equilateralis. Besides being several times' as large,
E. equilateralis lacks the faint though appreciable
constriction of the present form and is more regularly rounded in outline at the posterior end, the outline of E. brazeriana having a long oblique part above
and its most prominent point below the median line.

Some of the species referred under Spathella aro in a
general way comparable to E. bra,zeriana, but none is
sufficiently similar to require discussion.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Montpelier quadrangle, 2% miles south of Dingle, Idaho
(station 1446).
Leptodesma occidentale Gilly, n. sp.
Plate 25, Figures 42-44

Shell small, strongly oblique, with a. rather small
anterior lobe and a rather large but not greatly
extended posterior wing.
The left valve is rather highly convex, with a pronounced rounded umbonal ridge, from which the
descent above to the depressed wing is abrupt but
that below is more gradual and more arched. The
outline behind the wing is gently concave, and the
hinge is not appreciably extended; the body of the
shell projects backward far beyond. The anterior
lobe is small and the constriction back of it is more
or less indistinct.
The surface is marked by relatively strong, widely
spaced, lamellose concentric lirae.
The right valve is less convex than the left and its
markings are much more subdued. As so often happens in these shells the anterior lobe of the right
valve appears considerably larger than that of the left
"
valve.
The most conspicuous difference between this
species and L. spergenense, with which one would
naturally compare it, is in the surface markings. The
shells that I refer under L. occidentale vary considably in this character, but even those that are most
finely striated are s~arcely to be compared to that
species, while those that are most coarsely striated are
in striking contrast to it. The lirae in L. spergenense
are very fine and closely arranged; the specimens that
I have seen vary but slightly in this regard, whereas
those of L. occidentale vary greatly in their spacing and
in their strength. In their extreme development they
are very $trong and very far apart for so small a shell
and are more or less irregular and inosculating and in
that degree discrepant with the outline of the margin.
In addition to this difference the anterior lobe is
broader than that of L. spergenense and not so prominent and the posterior projection likewise is not so'
slender.
Horizon and locality: Br'azer limestone; Slug Oreek
quadrangle, Idaho, north side of south fork of Swan
Lake Gulch, upper part of formation (station 7606a).
Schizodus semistriatus Girty, n. sp.
Plate 25, Figures 46-49

Shell small, more or less triangular in outline.
Greatest width not far above the lower margin, somewhat exceedmg the height. Basal outline nearly
straight in the posterior part but more and more
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curved toward the front, where it merges with the somewhat sub quadrate and abruptly depressed, almost
broadly rounded anterior outline. Posterior outline as if defined by a groove, and almost horizontal. The
nearly straight and strongly oblique, joining the ven- posterior wing is smaller than the anterior and undetral outline in an acute angle that is sharply rounded, fined, scarcely more than a rather short, steep slope to
and joining the hinge line in an obtuse angle that is the shell margin. Hinge line short, half the width of
disti.nct. Hinge line short, straight, slightly oblique. the shell, or less. Convexity rather high and regular.
Surface practically smooth or showing a few faint
Beak small, pointed, incurved, subcentral but distinctly anterior. Convexity rather high, reaching its . irregularities of growth. Some specimens, however,
Inaxinlum in a conspicuous sub angular umbonal ridge. are marked by very fine radial striae that bend strongly
FroIn the umbonal ridge the shell falls away steeply on outward, so that they are more or less perpendicular to
the posterior side with a beveled effect, the ridge being the outline where they meet it. These lines have the
emphasized by a faint groove, so that the post-umbonal appearance of very fine fibers and suggest structure
slope has the appearance of the lunule in some other rather than sculpture.
pelecypod types. The shell is somewhat flattened
The right valve is in general like the left but is less
over the nledian part anterior to the umbonal ridge, convex, and the anterior wing is defined by a more
but it rounds downward more strongly to the anterior pronounced groove which. meets and gives rise to
margin.
a deep byssal notch in the outline.
The surface is marked by strong regular cOJ;lcentric
Shells of this type are not uncommon in our Carstriae that are rather coarse for the size of the shell. boniferous faunas and some of them have been referred
These Inarkings become obsolete near or upon the to the genus Streblopteria. They seem to be especially
mnbonal ridge, so that the post-umbonal slope is common in the lower Mississippian, for a number of
slnooth.
species have been described from the Waverly' group of
This species, which is distinguished by its small size, Ohio. They also occur in the Permian, where one of
cOInpact outline, and striated sudace, resembles cer- them was described as Aviculipecten montpelierensis.
tain Pennsylvanian types more than any that are yet In some of these species, though the body of the shell is
known from our Mississippian faunas. All those smooth, the auricles are marked by radial striae. To
shells that have a smooth surface are at once excluded these species consideration need hardly be given. The
from our consideration and also those large species Waverly species also, by reason of their remote occurthat are also Inostly snlooth, found in the early Mis- rence and very different geologic age, may well be dississippian, in which period shells of this type seemed regarded, as may the Permian Aviculipecten (?) montespecially to thrive. The species that were more or pelierensis because of its geologic age, though it was
less contemporaneous, such as S. arkansanus, S. oates- found in the same general locality as S. simpliciformis.
villensis, S. brannerianus, S. chesterensis, S. circu- From the the upper Mississippian faunas very few
lus, S. depressus, S. magnus, S. randolphensis, and smooth pectinoids comparable to this one have been
S. varsoviensis, all differ in their large size, or their con- described, though we have Aviculipecten keoughensis
figuration, or their lack of sculpture, and most of them and A. simplex. A. simplex was described from a
differ in all three. S. depressus perhaps resembles this region very remote from this, Windsor, Nova Scotia,
species the most closely, but S. depressus differs appre- and is distinguished from S. simplicijormis by its longer
ciably in shape and has a smooth surface. In the hinge line and larger wings. It is also said to have
Pennsylvanian there are several species of similar out- in the right valve a cardinal area of appreciable height,
line but of larger size such as S. affinis, S. ovatus,. and though the present species may have the same strucS. 8ymmetricu8, and the same fauna has furnished sev- ture too, so far as known. A. keoughensis is noteeralIllinature species that are comparable not only in worthy in that the description lacks entirely any refshape but in size as well, none so much as S. curtus and erence to what is probably the most significant charthe forIn that Meek and Worthen identified as S. acter in pectinoid shells-the surface ornamentation.
rossicus. Those species, however, seem to be smooth. The surface appears, however, to be devoid of any
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Montpe- sculpture, if the figure is to be trusted.. Except for
lier quadrangle, 2Y2 miles south of Dingle, Idaho its much smaller size and its smaller posterior wing,
(station 1446).
very few differences can be named as distinguishing
this species from that, but these differences, in view of
Streblopteria simpliciformis Girty, n. sp.
its geographic occurrence, seem to make an identificaPlate 25, Figures 51-55
tion undesirable.
Left valve small and in outline broadly ovate
The generic position of S. simpliciformis calls for
eXQept for the small auricles. The anterior side is a some discussion. As already noted, certain American
little more prominent than the posterior side, which species that resemble it have been referred under
causes the axis to have a slight forward inclination. Streblopteria McCoy. The generic characters of
It projects far beyond the anterior wing, which is Streblopteria as given by McCoy are these: (1) The
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shell is obliquely extended toward the anterior side. The posterior one is small and narrow; the anterior
(2) The posterior wing is broad and undefined, the one is much larger, spreading out almost horizontally
anterior wing small and deeply defined. (3) "The from an almost vertical lateral slope.
surfac~ is smooth (as in the type species, S. laeviThe surface is essentially smooth, save for fine fibergata), or marked by radiating ridges. (4) The hinge like lines that curve outward toward the margin, which
bears one long linear slightly divergent posterior tooth, they meet everywhere at approximately a right angle.
and a narrow simple ligamental facet. (5) The mus- In this they completely duplicate the character of
cular impression is ll;Lrge, faintly defined, and situ- S. simpliciformis itself, from which they differ in their
ated a little behind the middle. As compared with more elongate shape, in the inflected margin, and in
Aviculipecten, Streblopteria scarcely deserves the name the more distinctly defined wings.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Henry
allotted to it, inasmuch as the relative size and definition of the wings are the same in both genera, the quadrangle, 6% miles northwest of Henry, Idaho
anterior wing being the .smaller and the more sharply" (station 3023).
defined. In the direction of the axis, which is not so
Genus CYPRICARDELLA Hall
much inclined as curved toward the anterior side,
Streblopteria, at least as typified by S. laevigata, is
AnlOng the pelecypods of the Brazer fauna the shells
m~rkedly unlike most species of Aviculipecten, and of " of Oypricardella are conspicuous for their abundance
course it di.ffers also from that genus in its hinge char- and variety. No other group approaches this genus
acters. The hinge qharacters of the American Stre- in either respect. The generic reference, however,
blopterias are almost unknown and the generic assign- rests upon their general expression, supported by
men"t appears to have been influenced by the shape of their geologic age and faunal association. The
the shell, by a larger development of the anterior characters that would definitely establish the generic
part, which creates the appearance of slight forward position, namely, those of the dental armature, are
inclination of the axis, though none of our species has wholly unknown. The generic evidence, such as it is,
anything that approaches the peculiar configuration however, is much more convincing in some forms than
of S. laevigata. On the other hand, nearly all the in others, and in a few it may be thought less favorAmerican species, and among the,m S. simpliciformis able to this generic assignment than to some other.
here described, agree in possessing a character that is The variation among the shells here assembled under
distinctly at variance both with Streblopteria of Oypricardella, though so great is at the same time so
McCoy and also with Aviculipecten, to which they gradual that some connection can be traced from
would otherwise naturally be referred. The anterior even the most dubious forms to the most authentic.
wing is large and well defined, but the posterior wing
Variation manifests itself" along two lines-conis small and ill defined, a relationship, at least as to "figuration and sculpture. The variation in shape
size, which is just the reverse of that found in the most both in outline and in configuration, which of course
characteristic species of Aviculipecten and Streblop- are intimately connected" with one another, could be
teria. Whether the American shells ought to be predicted in quality if not in degree from what is'
included in either genus is doubtful, but without a already known of other species. In this category
better understanding of their hinge" characters it these shells seem to run the entire gamut. The
would scarcely be advantageous to transfer them to variation in sculpture, however, was scarcely to be
some other group, especially under a new name. It expected. Typically the Cypricardellas are marked
is in obedience to this practice and precedent that I am by relatively slender, sharply expressed concentric
describing the present species under Streblopteria, it lirae and many of these Brazer shells are of this type,
may well prove to have the characters of a new genus. though the markings vary to an extraordinary degree
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Slug Creek in scale. Others, however, have sculpture of a somequadrangle, Idaho slide above phosphate ground, Swan what different character, consisting of concentric
Lake Gulch (station 975). Montpelier quadrangle, lamellae, which are apparently not erect and which
2~ miles south of Dingle, Idaho (station 1446).
are very widely spaced. Possibly this form of sculpture
should be regarded as only a modification of the
Streblopteria simpliciformis Girty var. marginata, Girty, n. var.
other, but the raised lines are more conspicuously
Plate 25, Figures 56-59
lamellose, and their spacing is much wider. There
In this place are included four specimens, all from are still other specimens in which, though the markstation 3023, which are evidently related to S. sim- ings are almost equally coarse, the lamellae are replaced
plicijormis but which are "sharply distinguished by cer- by somewhat obscure angular ridges more like fascictain characters. The most striking difference is that ulate growth lines, and their arrangement and size
the shell is abruptly inflected around its free margins, are less regular. This appearance may be accidental,
with the result that the valves are for their size unusu- though I believe it is not, and I have hesitated to use
ally capacious and the wings very sharply defined. it as a distinguishing character. Even so, the material
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presents a large and perplexing variety of forms, for
the two categories of variation do not show any correlation; shells that are siInilar in shape differ in the
scale of their sculpture, and shells that ~re similar in
sculpture differ in shape, though in either regard what
thoy show is essential agreement rather than exact
identity. Under the conditions that I have described
it has been difficult if not impos!ible to discriminate
species that have any clear-cut identity, that do not
111 Ol'ge, or tend to merge, with some other species.
To group this assemblage as ~ single species was out
of the question, to subdivide it meant des'cribing
conspicuous varieties and distributing among them
what was left over, for lnany specimens in a manner
far f1'01n satisfactory. This course virtually consists
of describing single specimens of marked individuality
rather than groups of specimens that are in mutual
agreement, and the specimens serviceable for description are as a rule those that are perfectly preserved.
The classification employed has thus in some degree
been controlled by chance; that it will stand th~ test
. of time in every part is scarcely to be hoped, although
it hus seeIlled the best under existing conditions.
It will be relnarked that in all'this variety of forms,
none has been found that could be safely identified
with species described from the Spergen limestone,
where also Cypricardellas occur in considerable numbers. The Cypricardellas of the Spergen, however,
are in a state far from satisfactory as regards classification, and, considered as a whole, their range of
variation in shape' and especially in sculpture is far
less wide. Many of the western forms therefore have
no parallel in the Spergen. Hall, it will be recalled,
describes three species of Oypricardella from that
fauna, and a fourth was subsequently added by
Whitfield. lIall did not publish figures with his
ol'iginal descriptions, but later illustrated two of his
species in another connection-O. nucleata and O.
subelZiptica. Excellent figures of all four species
were, however, given by Whitfield, the specimens used
to illustrate I~Iall 's species being taken from Hall's
original 111 a tel'i 111 and bearing his original identifications.
SOll1ewhat to the confUSIon of anyone attempting to
identify these species, Hall's figures and Whitfield's'
figm'es do not agree at all well. In fact, according
to \Vhitfield, :Hall's figures of O. nucZeata (as subseq uently identified) are based on the typical specimen
of O. oblonga and even so Hall's figures and Whitfield's
figures, though they are supposed to represent the
SUlne specinlen, are in some respects widely dissimilar.
Less confusing, though by no means fortunate~ is the
fact that Whitfield proposes in his plates a new name
for a certain forn1 that he says in the text does not
deserve such recognition.
It seems necessary to use Whitfield's figures as
truthfully representing Hall's species, even though
they differ n1aterially from Hall's own figures and in
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some details from Hall's original descriptions. As I
interpret. Hall's three species-and they are by no
means easy to interpret-they form two groups. In
the one group is O. obZonga, transversely elongate,
with a prominent anterior extremity; in the other O.
8ubelliptica and O. nucleata, more compact or less
transverse. In discussing O. nucleata Hall l:emarks
that "the posterior end is abruptly truncate; the
truncation slopes upward and outward from the base.
In this respect it is the reverse of O. 8ubelliptica, which
is more elliptical and obliquely truncated, the truncation not reaching to the base." My first understanding of this quotation was that O. nucleata was the
reverse of O. 8ubelliptica in the slope of the truncation,
or to be more specific, that in O. 8ubelliptica the truncation slopes upward and inward from the base instead
of upward and outward. A comparison of Whitfield's
figures, howe.,ver, shows that the nub of the suggested
contrast is to be found in the words" from the base,"
for in both species the truncation slopes inward from
above, but in O. nucleata it is continued to the base,
meeting the ventral outline in a pronounc~d angle,
whereas in O. 8ubeZliptica it sweeps forward in an
oblique curve without any appreciable posterior
inferior angle. There could scarcely have been an
appreciable umbonal ridge in O. 8ubeZZiptica, as there
must have been in O. nucleata, and, in addition the
anterior end is much more prominent. Both species
then differ in truncation from O. oblonga in which the
truncation is. oblique from above backward, as well as
in the transverse proportions, and O. nucleata differs
from it also in the slight prominence of the anterior
extremity. The anterior extremity of O. 8ubelliptica,
on the othe,r hand, is fashioned much as it is in O.
oblonga. Under O. oblonga consequently Hall must
have grouped all the Spergen forms which came under
his purview that were obliquely truncated from above
backward, and the Spergen shells that have this configuration vary considerably in the prominence of the
anterior extremity and in the prolongation of the posterior side. In general the Cypricardellas of the Brazer
are distinguished even from O. obZonga by being rather
prominent at the anterior end and by having rather
coarse strong sculpture, though some, on the other
hand, have sculpture that though sharp is very fine in
proportion to their size. Few have the characters
combined as they are in Hall's species; least of all do
they show a development comparable to O. nucleata,
with its forward-sloping truncation and its repressed
anterior end. One outstanding form, O. sectoraZi8,
does closely parallel O. 8ubeZliptica in shape, but with
this shape is combined a sculpture so coarse and strong
that no Oypricardella of Spergen origin offers anything
to compare with it. Most of the Brazer shells are
more of the type of O. oblonga, but most of them have a
more prominent anterior extremity and of those that
agree more or less in this regard most are sculptured
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on a distinctly coarser scale. It is not improbable that
specimens will be found in the Brazer that agree very
closely with typical O. oblonga and even of those that
I have examined, a few, if considered apart from their
associates, might with some allowances be referred to
Hall's species. They appeared, however, to be linked
with other and more abundant specimens that could
scarcely be so identified, and it seemed the better
course to exclude O. oblonga from the western fauna
except on evidence that was more satisfactory than
this.
Cypricardella brazeriana Girty,

n~

sp.

Plate 25, Figures 68-71

Shell small, strongly transverse, irregularly fivesided in outline. Cardinal margin half the total width
or less, slightly arched and slightly declining backward.
Lower margin broadly and regularly arched. Posterior outline truncate and very slightly oblique,
joining the hinge line above in a strong curve and
joining the inferior outline in a curve that is abrupt.
Anterior outline faintly concave and strongly oblique.
Toward the base the direction changes so as to pass
around the anterior lobe, which is rather narrowly
rounded and is most prominent well below the middle
of the shell. The convexity is moderate. The shell
is more or less flattened but rounds downward strongly
to the anterior margin. The postumbonal slopes are
compressed, so that .the umbonal ridge, though
broadly rounded, is rather conspicuous.
The surface is marked by slender concentric lirae
regularly arranged and considerably more than their
own diameter apart.
This species is closely allied to O. oblonga and should
perhaps not be described as distinct. It, appears to
differ in having the anterior extremity more prominent,
the posterior extremity more contracted, and the
sculpture more widely spaced and. more sharply
defined. It is, however, very difficult to understand
the four species described from the Spergen fauna
or to recognize them even amongst material from
the very localities whence they were described. The
difficulty of understanding the original descriptions
is not eased by subsequent interpretations by the
author who wrote them, or by apparent conflict
between the descriptions of the species and their
figures. Thus the figures of O. nucleata and O.
subelliptica which Hall gives in his Iowa report show
scarcely any similarity to Whitfield"'s figures of the
same species, based upon the original specimens
labeled by Hall himself. This is scarcely to be
wondered at, however, if, as Whitfield says, the
specimen figured as O. nucleata in Hall's Iowa report
was one of those which he originally identified as
O. oblonga, in fact the very one used by Whitfield
as the typical specimen. As regards the other matter,
Hall in his description of O. nucleata says: "The
posterior end is abruptly truncate; the truncation

slopes upward and outward from the base." Hall's
figure, however, certainly does not represent the
truncation as sloping outward from the base; as just
pointed out, ttat figure really pertains to an altogether
different species, though one wonders whether it can
possibly have been drawn from the specimen that
Whitfield figures as O. oblonga.
Among the specimens from the Spergen limes tone
that I would be inclined to identify as O. oblonga, the
outline rather characteristically diverges so that the
posterior end is somewhat expanded. O. brazeriana
is described as somewhat contracted at the posterior
end, which is actually the condition of some specimens.
In this character, as in the prominence of the anterior
end, considerable variation is shown by the specimens
admitted under O. brazeriana, but although some have
the dorsal and ventral outlines parallel, few if any have
them divergent, whereas in O. oblonga, although some
specimens have the outlines parallel and others divergent, few if any have them convergent.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Slug Creek
quadrangle, Idaho, north side of south fork of Swan
Lake Gulch, upper part of formation (station 7606a).
Cypricardella dubia Girty, n. sp.

Plate 25, Figure 60

Shell small, subelliptical, moderately transverse.
Beak small, not very prominent, directed downward
but not appreciably toward either end; situated distinctly to one side of the middle, though not far from it.
Ventral outline regularly rounded, more gently across
the median part and more strongly at the ends, which
are nearly symmetrical. Anterior outline very faintly
convex and rather oblique from the beak to the ventral
outline, which it joins in 'a somewhat abrupt curve
slightly below the mid height. Posterior superior outline oblique and almost straight, becoming more
strongly curved as it passes backward and making a
rather broad, almost symmetrical arc around the posterior end. The posterior end is therefore broader and
more regularly rounded than the anterior end, which is
faintly angular where the upper anterior and ventral
margins
join. The convexity is fairly regular but not
,
very strong. It is somewhat greater on the anterior
side, and a,very faint" umbonal ridge" can be traced
from the beak to the basal margin of that side. The
shell is rather strongly beveled along the upper part of
the anterior border, which lends the outline its straight
truncated appearance. It is more faintly beveled
along the dorsal outline.
The surface is marked by fine sharp concentric lirae,
which are closely and regularly arranged.
The specific relations of this shell depend naturally
upon its generic position, and its generic position is
uncertain. Its association with so many and such
varied forms of Oypricardella may have led me to a
wrong assignment. and in fact the shell itself shows

.
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Icharacters which are scarcely compatible with that
This species is distinguished by its snlall size, by
·genus. The position of the beak is taken as deterririn- its posterior truncation, which is almost perpendicular
ing the orientation, the short end of the valve being to the upper and lower margins, and by its strong
onterior, but the beak is not appreciably directed for- convexity, enhanced by the rather abrupt marginal
ward. In fact, a very faint deflection of the cardinal flexure. It does not appear to be closely allied to any
-outline leaves the impression that the beak may point of the Spergen forms at present known, and the chief
toward the longer side. The upper part of the anterior uncertainty that can be advanced with regard to
-outline is not concave, as in typical Oypricardella, but these shells is whether they are not abnormal: On
·gently convex (this departure perhaps being the deter- this head it can be stated that the specimens are
mining factor in the apparent direction of the beak); fairly numerous (seven being referred here), fairly
-at the sanle time, the anterior extremity is faintly an- constant, and fairly conspicuous among the other
gular. The posterior outline is rather regularly rounded Cypricardellas. They seem, indeed, to form a group
.and not truncated, as it commonly is in Oypricar- more compact and natural than some of the others
·della. The ct umbonal ridge," if I a,m not mistaken in here established in this genus~
,detecting a line of maximum curvature. nearer to the . Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Slug Creek
short than to the long end, is also anomalous. If a quadrangle, Idaho, slide above phosphate ground,
Oypricardella at all, this shell possesses features that Swan Lake Gulch (station 975). North side of south
<listinguish it radically from the other more typical fork of Swan Lake Gulch (station 7606a).
members of the genus. It is also, however, reminiscent
Cypricardella occiden taUs Girty, n. sp.
,of a quite different group of shells, for the position of
Plate 25, Figure 61
the beak, its apparent direction toward the long side of
Shell rather small, transverse, irregularly elliptical
the valve, and certain other characters, recall forms
that have been referred under Yoldia. The Carbon- in outline. Lower margin long and gently curved,
-iferous Y oldias are rare, and most of the species are rounding upward somewhat more strongly at the ends.
imperfectly known. With the more typical Yoldias, Anterior outline oblique and sigmoidally curved, conhowever, this shell is at variance in having the short cave above and for an equal distance convex below
,end narrow and pointed but the long end broad and where it joins the inferior outline without a break, so
rounded, and if the short, pointed end is taken as pos- that the anterior end projects strongly and is reguterior, the beak at least does not point toward it but larly rounded. Cardinal border straight and oblique,
rather points away from it. The well-marked bevel though not so oblique as the outline in front. Pos:along the upper part of the short end seems to be a terior outline short and truncated with a slight
obliquity, meeting the connecting outlines in a rounded
.character not found in Yoldia.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Slug Creek angle above and a pronounced curve below. Con<quadrangle, Idaho, slide above phosphate ground, vexity moderate, reaching its maximum in the region
of the umbonal ridge, which, though rounded, is a
.swan Lake Gulch (station 975).
conspicuous feature. Postumbonal slope somewhat
Cypricardella gibbosa Girty, n. sp.
concave, especially in the more marginal parts. Along
Plate 25, Figures 72-75
the cardinal border the shell is sharply reflexed, so
that
a narrow strip is vertically directed and is not
'Shell small, transversely subquadrate. Dorsaland
seen
in
the side view. The shell is rather strongly
ventral margins nearly parallel, sometimes slightly
inflected
along the anterior margin above but much
divergent posteriorly. Posterior outline truncating
less
abruptly.
that end almost at right angles to the two intersected
Surface marked by slender concentric lirae separated
margins, which it meets in abrupt curves, the upper
by
rounded striae of greater width. The markings
,curve being more abrupt than the lower. Beak at
or less irregular and some of the lirae (every
are
more
.about the anterior third. The upper part of the analternate
one, as a rule) become obsolete at the umboteriOl' outline is gently concave and oblique; the lower
nal
ridge.
part is regularly rounded, meeting the upper at about
O. occidentalis appears to be most nearly related to
.the mid height in an obscure angle. The convexity is
O. elliptica (if that is a valid species), but the beaks
;strong, partly produced by an abrupt inflection around are more nearly central and the upper and lower out.the free margins. The umbonal ridge is distinct but lines contract more strongly toward the posterior end.
rounded. The postumbonal slope is more or less flat, Though Whitfield himself says that O. elliptica is not
-compressed if at all near the posterior superior angle. sufficiently distinct from O. oblonga and O. 8ubellip'Some specimens show a faint constriction in the tica to be a good species, yet he gives it a new name,
lower part and about midway between the two ends. and though he introduces it as a new species, he gives
Surface Inarked by relatively strong, coarse con- . no description and only one unsatisfactory figure. As
oeentric striae. Close to the margin there are developed compared with O. oblonga, the beaks in the present
cOne or two striae of exceptional strength, the shell at species are more central and the posterior end more
contracted.
.
the same time being conspicllously inflected.
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Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Henry
quadrangle, 6%;, miles northwest of· Henry, Idaho
(station 3023); Slug Creek quadrangle, Idaho, north
side of south fork of Swan LaJm Gulch, upper part of
formation (station 7606a).
Cypricardella occidentalis Girty var. lacus-cygni Girty,
n. var.

Plate 25, Figure 62

This shell in many respects agrees with O. occidentalis, with which it was found associated at station
7606a; the anterior extremity is, however, more produced and pointed, the posterior extremity broader,
and the striation finer.
Cypricardella sectoralis Girty, n. sp.

Plate 25, Figures 65, 66

Shell small, somewhat triangular in outline, the
long side being formed by a fairly strong, fairly regular
curve. Dorsal margin gently convex and rather long;
anterior margin rather strongly concave and short.
The parts of the outline that remain, including the
posterior margin, the ventral margin, and to some extent the anterior margin, are strongly and rather regularly arched, with a mere suggestion of an angle where
the ventral part meets the posterior part. This broad
curve, on the other hand, meets the cardinal margin
and the anterior margin in conspicuous angles, the anterior angle being somewhat rounded. The convexity
is moderate with only a suggestion of· an umbonal
ridge corresponding to the suggestion of a posterior
inferior angle. Cardinal and anterior (upper part)
margins sharply inflected to form a broad escutcheon
and lunule.
Surface marked by strong and somewhat elevated
concentric lamellae spaced at wide intervals.
The foregoing description is based upon the type
specimen, but a number of other specimens have been
assembled here, all apparently possessing essentially
the same characters. This is one of the most striking
species in the Oypricardella fauna of the· Brazer, and I
know of no other that compares with it in our Carboniferous rocks. In shape it is almost the counterpart of
O. subelliptica, but in sculpture it is decisively different. If, however, we pass from Oypricardella to
another group of shells of very similar appearance, O.
sectoralis strongly recalls the Pennsylvanian Astartella
varica. Furthermore, there is little if any evidence
that O. sectoralis, or indeed any of the Oypricardellas
here considered do not actually belong to the other
genus. If the facts are closely looked into, it is far
from certain that some of the more authentic Cypricardellas of the Mississippian, such as the Spergen
forms, are not also Astartellas. For the present, how-.
ever, both questions must be left in abeyance, and
in that state Oypricardella sectoralis stands out as a
striking and very distinct species.

Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Slug Creek
quadrangle, Idaho, slide above phosphate ground,
Swan Lake Gulch (station 975); Henry quadrangle,
6%;, miles northwest of Henry, Idaho (station 3023).
Cypricardella sublevis Girty, n. sp.

Plate 25, Figure 64

. Shell small, subovate, or somewhat triangular in
outline. Beak situated at or a little posterior to the
anterior third, incurved, and directed forward. Ventral
outline gently and regularly convex across the median
part but curved upward· rather sharply close to
the ends, the anterior curve being stronger than the
posterior. Cardinal outline faintly convex and rather
strongly oblique. Posterior outline subtruncate, nearly
straight in the upper part and meeting the cardinal
border in an angle much more distinct but nevertheless rounded, but curved below around the broad indistinct posterior inferior angle. The anterior outline
is strongly oblique and nearly straight though eluarginate below the beak and gently convex in the lower
part so as to form a broad arc around the anterior extremity, whose most prominent point is not far above
the base. Convexity moderate, strongest on the umbonal ridge, which is broadly rounded and indistinct.
Postumbonal slope somewhat compressed toward the
upper margin. Cardinal border decisively rounded
inward for a considerable distance without being
sharply beveled.
Surface nearly smooth, marked by a few rounded
grooves and subangular ridges, all rather fine, indistinct, and irregularly spaced.
This shell is like O. dubia in being a doubtful meluber
of the genus Oypricardella, though it is doubtful because of very' different characters, and I may have
been led in this instance, as in that, to cite the species
under Oypricardella by reason of its association with
those shells which are so numerous and so varied, and
of which some, though not the most typical, possess
characters more or less similar. The genus under
which' O. sublevis might perhaps more reasonably be
included is Edmondia. The typical Edmondias are
more sharply and regularly striated, but so are the
more typical Cypricardellas. The Edmondias (here
again we are dealing with a genus whose characters
are not well known, or at least have been often lnisconceived) probably do not have the strongly inflected, almost beveled cardinal margin that is a
feature of O. sublevis and that is comparable to the
more sharply defined escutcheon of Oypricardella. If
a member of that genus at all, Oypricardella sublevis
is abnormal in its sculpture, as already mentioned, and
in the obscure truncation of its ends. The truncation
at the po~terior end is short and inconspicuous, whereas
that at the anterior end, because it is long, very
oblique, and straight instead of concave, produces an
outline markedly different from that commonly found
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in G'1JP7'ica'rdella. The inconspicuous umbollal ridge, the
character of which controls the shape of the posterior
end, is also son1ewhat at variance with (}yp7'icardella in
its typical expression. These features, which call into
question the generic reference in its entirety, are
distingui~hing characters from the Cypricardellas
severally.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Slug Creek
quadrangle, Idaho, north side of south fork of Swan
,Lake Gulch, upper part of formation (station 7606a) ..
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the typical specimen. The beak may be even more
nearly central than described. On one specimen the
concentric markings are considerably stronger and
coarser than those of the type, and on several others
they are more or less obsolete, appearing as obscure
irregular ridges like fasciculate growth lines that
are not so sharp as the lirae of the type specimen
and are n10re widely spaced. The main features that
these shells have in common are the sub quadrate
shape, as expressed in the rather exceptional height
and in the almost vertically truncated posterior outline,
Cypricardella subquadrata Girty, n. sp.
combined with the almost central umbones and long
Plate 25, Figures 76-78
prominent anterior extremity. They would, if their
surface
markings were taken more into account, be
Shell SIn all , sub quadrate, distinctly wider than
divisible
into at least two groups of possibly specific
long. Dorsal margin faintly arched and almost
but
the distinctive character of one' group,
value,
horizontal. Ventral margin approximately parallel
the
weakened
sculpture, can not at present be said
to the dorsal, slightly converging with it posteriorly,
natural
or
authentic, though in my judgment
to
be
rounding upward more strongly at either end, espeit
is
so.
cially at the posterior end, where it makes a rather
The validity of O. subquadrata in its relationship to
abrupt turn in joining the posterior outline. Posterior
certain
of the Spergen species may fairly be questioned.
outline essentially vertical and essentially straight,
In
its
proportions
it is comparable to G. nucleata, but
consequently meeting the dorsal and ventral margins
the
prominent
anterior
extremity and subcentral
in an angle of nearly 90°. The junction above is
any
close relationship. Its
umbones
discountenance
subangular; that below more gradual but still abrupt.
relations
are
really
more
close
to O. oblonga, and if the
The anterior outline above is rather long, rather
type
specimen
of
O.
oblonga
were curtailed on the
strongly oblique and gently concave. Below, it is but
posterior
side
without
any
change
in other respects,
a continuation of the upward curve of the. ventral
O.
8ubquadrata
would
a
fairly
close
resemblance
to
margin, which takes on a slight backward direction
But
most
specimens
of
O.
oblonga
have
the
result.
as it Ineets the concave upper segment of the outline.
elongated
shape
of
the
typical
one,
and
most
specimens
The point of junction is marked by an obscure angle
somewhat below the mid-height. The beak is sub- of O. 8ubquadrata have the compact shape of its type.
central though distinctly anterior. The convexity If the species are interpreted on a broader basis, G.
is rather strong. The valves are flattEmed on the oblonga shows nothing to compare with O.8ubquadrata
sides and strongly incurved at the anterior margin. in the way of sculptural variation, most of the speciThe umbonal ridge is conspicuous, especially in the mens being Inore finely st:riated and none marked with
upper part, where it is subangular; in the lower part obscure ridges regularly and widely spaced.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Slug Creek
it is broader and less distinct. The postumbonal.
quadrangle,
north side of South Fork of Swan Lake
slope is rather abruptly depressed, especially toward
Gulch,
upper
part of formation (station 7606a);
the ulnbo, where it is defined as if by a groove, an
NW.
~
SW.
~
sec. 13, T. 10 S., R. 43 E. (station
arrangement that lends the umbonal ridge its com7607a).
pressed almost angular appearance there. The shell
Cypricardella tenuilineata Girty, n. sp.
is inflected strongly and abruptly along the cardinal
Plate 25, Figure 67
border and along the upper part of the anterior
border.
Shell small, transverse, irregularly elliptical or someThe surface is lll.arked by fine, sharp, regularly what pentagonal in outline. The cardinal border and
arranged concentric lirae, which become indistinct on the upper part of the anterior border are nearly straight
the postumbonal slope and also near the anterior and nearly equal in length. They are oblique, declinmargin, though this Inay be an accidental character. ing from the umbo, where they meet in an aflgle of
The foregoing description is formulated entirely from about 120°. The remainder of the outline, comprising
the type specimen. Other specimens from the same the posterior margin, the ventral margin, and the
locality referred to the species show certain variations. lower part of the anterior margin, forms a broad,
In several the dorsal and ventral margins diverge nearly symmetrical curve, somewhat straightened on
slightly toward the posterior extremity. In one all three sides. The curve still has an outward direcspecimen the ventral border is more· than conlmonly tion where it meets the cardinal outline and the 'upper
arched; in consequence the shell is correspondingly part of the anterior outline, with each of which it
narrow at the posterior extremity and the margins Inakes an angle. The posterior part of the curve is a
little st.raighter and more erect than the anterior
fl ppear to contract Inore decisively than they do in
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part, and the angle there is accordingly somewhat
more distinct than that at the anterior end. In fact,
the outline below this angle is in the type specimen
slightly emarginate. The convexity is moderate and
regular, without a well defined umbonal ridge; the
cardinal border and the anterior border in the upper
part are rather abruptly inflected and angulated.
'The beak is small and pointed and apparently directed
toward the long side.
Surface very finely and.regularly striated.
The type specimen is taken to be a left valve,
although this 'orientation causes the beak to be situated
posterior to the middle of the transverse diameter.
This orientation is adopted partly because the beak
appear,s to point toward one side, even though it pe
the long side of the shell, and partly because the configuration otherwise correlates more satisfactorily with
Oypricardella, inasmuch as the one side, though short, is
broader and more distinctly truncated, while the other
side, though long, is more pointed. Of course, if the
shell is not a Oypricardella, neither argument would
hold. The absence of a distinct umbonal ridge, which
is a feature of most Cypricardellas and which would
also aid in orienting the shell, together with other
abnorma) features; suggest that the species is not of
this genus at all, but possibly a' Yoldia or some other
genus not common or even not yet known in the
Paleozoic. The fact of the. beak pointing to the long
side of the shell (if it'does so point, which is not entirely
clear), the fine striation, and the absence of an umbonal
ridge would agree with at least some of the Paleozoic
shells referred to Yoldia, but the shape otherwise
seems to belie this relation.
From the discussion of its .generic relationships just
preceding, it will be obvious that O. tenuilineata differs
. markedly from any of the Cypricardellas known from
our American Carboniferous. It is most aptly comparable to O. 8ubelliptica, from which it differs in its
finer sculpture, in the absence of an umbonal ridge, in
the slightly posterior instead of slightly .anterior position of the umbo, and in the narrower as well as shorter
posterior extremity. It. should be remarked that I
here refer to O. subelliptica as figured by Whitfield from
the original specimens. Hall, although this is his own
species, figures a shell which is so much unlike Whitfield's that it can scarcely be thought to belong to the
same species, and one is led to inquire whether Hall
had f6':rgotten what O. subelliptica was like after his
specimens had passed into the possession of the American Museum of Natural History or whether Whitfield,
who had the illustrations prepared a long time subsequently, got hold of the wrong specimens. Whitfield says, however, that all the specimens illustrated
were attached to cards bearing Hall's original labels.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Henry
quadrangle, 6%: miles northwest of Henry, Idaho
(st.ation 3023).

Cypricardella varicosa Girty, n. sp.
Plate 25, Figure 63

Shell small, transverse, subquadrate. Cardinal
margin straight, about three-fourths the entirewid~h.
Ventral margin nearly parallel to the hinge and for
most of its extent but slightly arched, bending upward
rather strongly toward the front and joining the
anterior outline without hreak. Posterior outline
truncating the entire shell and but slightly oblique
from above backward. Anterior outline gently concave and strongly oblique in the upper half but at
about the mid-height turning rather abruptly backward and then in a convex curve joining the inferior
outline in a regular curve. The posterior inferior
angle occurs 'just above the basal outline, but the
angular extremity of the anterior lobe occupies a
median position. The convexity is rather strong,
and a conspicuous subangular umbonal ridge passes
from the beak to the lower posterior angle.
The surface is . marked in the umbonal region by
very fine concentric striae. These striae shortly give
place to regularly arranged, widely spaced lamellose
ridges, with fine growth lines in the interspace.
In configuration this shell closely resembles O.
oblonga, but the two species differ decisively in their
surface markings, O. oblonga having regularly arranged
fine striae all over, whereas this form has still finer
striae in the younger stages but heavy concentric
ridges upon most of its surface.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Slug
Creek quadrangle, Idaho, north side of south fork of
Swan Lake Gulch, upper part of formation (station
7606a).
Sphenotus meekianus Girty, n. sp.
Plate 25, Figure 50

Shell small, transversely subovate. Upper and lower margins gently convex and almost parallel. Posterior outline a broken curve, nearly straight above
and oblique but more strongly rounded below. Thus
it passes into the ventral outline in a broad curve,
whereas it makes a more or less distinct angle with
the hinge. above. Anterior margin truncate and
emarginate. The large strongly incurved umbo is
slightly posterior to the extremity of a small subangular lobe below it. The convexity is high. A
very distinct umbonal ridge passes from the beak to
the posterior inferior angle, near which it becomes
sharply angular. The side of the shell below the
umboilal ridge is considerably flattened. The postumbonal slope is divided by a thin angUlar rib situated slightly nearer to the umbonal ridge than to the
hinge line; the two elongated areas into which the
postumbonal slope is thus divided are gently concave.
In addition, the cardinal margin is abruptly inflected
to' form a broad escutcheon, which is defined above
by an angle as sharp as the two other plications. This
angle, in appearance forms the cardinal margin, for
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the inflected border does not show in the side view.
Surface marked by fine striae of growth.
This species is related to S. monroensis and to S.
plicatus. It is much smaller than S. monroensis,
more convex, less prominent at the anterior end, and
furnished with an angular rib that divides the postumbonal slope. Howe,:er, some specimens of S.
monroensis have the umbo much less prominent than
others and some show traces of a radial plication on
the umbonal slope. In fact this species appears to
be internlediate between S. monroensis and S. plicatus.
As cOlnpared with S. plicatus it is considerably more
elongated transversely and has a smaller anterior lobe.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Henry
quadrangle, 6~ miles northwest of Henry, Idaho
(station 3023).
Pleurotomaria aspeniana Girty, n. sp.
Plate 25, Figures 1-7

Shell rather small, subglobose, composed of about
six rounded volutions. The final volution, and to a
varying extent the others also, is somewhat flattened on
three external surfaces, so that a cross section is as
Dluch quadrate as circular. Below the suture the
shell juts horizontally for a considerable distance, this
zone being flat or faintly concave and in some specimens declining slightly inward. The shell then
curves rather abruptly to a direction downward and
outward but within a short distance is withdrawn
into a deep sulcus. In this manner there is defined or
created a narrowly rounded ridge or carina, which
occurs near the top of the volution yet because of the
flattened lateral surface is not far within the peripheral
line. The remainder of the exposed surface, though
it forms an irregular curve as above described, presents
no features of note except that in many specimens a
narrow faint groove a little lower down marks off a
second revolving ridge, which, however, is a much less
pronounced feature than the other. Owing to the flattened and horizontal zone at the top of the whorls the
suture is deeply indented and the spire has a decidedly
turreted shape.
The surface is marked by very fine and very faint
revolving lines which vary greatly as observed on different specimens. At best however, they are so obscure
as to create the impression that the variation is 'partly
illusory and is of little moment. In the largest of my
specimens these lines are fairly distinct on the upper
part of the whorl down to the sulcus below the carina,
which they almost cover. They can not be seen below
this indefinite boundary for a considerable distance,
but they conle in again as very fine, very faint incised
lines, which are relatively far apart. These faint
lines can be recognized by traces down to the' axial
region. Thus a relatiyely broad zone is found just
below the sulcus that forms the lower boundary of the
carina where no revolving lirae can be seen. In other
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smaller specimens this zone is marked by revolving
Ii rae li~e the rest of the surface and the striae are much
closer together. Transverse markings are all but ab ..
sent and are restricted to striae of growth which are
very obscure, even where they can be seen at all. The
rather broad zone defined above by the pronounced sulcus and below by the very faint one is without much
question the site of the slit band, if such a structure is
really present. The lines of growth below the zone,
and presumably above it, are bent strongly backward,
indicating, if not a slit, at least a sinus in the outline.
Not far below this band the growth lines make a rather
broad turn and pass backward with strong obliquity,
but are deflected into a gently co~cave curve on the
lower surface and a gently convex curve near the
axis. In several specimens the outer lip is apparently
almost unbroken and shows a short but very pronounced notch, which at its inner end confol'lns closely
with the slit band in width and position b,ut widens
considerably outward. The lower part of the inner lip
appears as if thickened and folded back on itself toform a solid axis.
This species appears to be more closely related toP. subglobosa Hall than to any other Pleurotomaria of
the American Carboniferous, but it is a little uncertain
what P. subglobosa really is. Either the specimens
from the Spergen limestone which I refer to Hall's
species are wrongly identified or his description is'
incomplete as well as inaccurate. My interpretation
of the species seems to be along the same lines as that of
Cummins, who also animadverts upon this fact, and
my specimens agree fairly well with Whitfield's figures
of an authentic specimen, though the figures are seemingly at variance with Hall's description. The
description represents the shell as being obscurely
biangular upon the upper side of the volution, with one
depression between the two angles and another toward
the suture; the specimens, on the contrary, show
grooves where the description calls for angles. The
grooves define low ridges of which the upper rounds
into the suture above and into the stronger of the two
grooves below. The lower ridge is narrower than the
upper and less sharply outlined. Its upper boundary,
to be sure, is the same groove that makes the lower
boundary of the other but its lower boundary is very
faint. The configuration consequently is somewhat
cOlnparable to that of P. aspeniana, though the upper
ridge is much less prominent owing to its rounded
shape. Thus in its characterization of the shape the
original description appears to be misleading, and in its
characterization of the sculpture it is equally incomplete. The sculpture is said to consist merely of fine,
closely arranged revolving lirae. There are, in fact,
fine sharp revolving lirae on the upper of the two ridges
and somewhat finer, fainter revolving lirae on the
lower. A sharp change occurs below the lower ridge,
however, for at that boundary the lnarkings abruptly
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become much finer and take the fOrIn of incised lines
with relatively broad, flat interspaces. These. markings are more or less wavy, and they are not parallel to
the band but run off from it with distinct obliquity.
Hall observed no cross striae, but in some specimens
the strong and regular revolving lirae on the upper
part of the volutions are distinctly cancellated by
them. Hall also said that there are some indications
of a spiral.band on the periphery. The band, I am
entirely satisfied, is represented by the lower of the two
revolving ridges and consequently in position is well
above the periphery. This interpretation is supported
by the abrupt change in sculpture below the ridge and
its uniform character over ·the rest of the surface and
also by the growth lines which cross the periphery in a
broad convex curve and bend backward to the lower
boundary of the lower ridge. In this' character also
there is a close correspondence between P. subgZobosa
and P. aspeniana. As thus redefined, P. subgZobosa
differs from P. aspeniana in its smaller size, in its less
prominent ridges below the suture, and in its sculpture,
the lirae being coarser and much sharper over the upper
part of the volution and sharper, oblique, and irregular
over the lower part.
I might mention in connection with P. subgZobosa
that some of my specimens retain traces of coloration,
the most conspicuous being rounded blotches of darker
. tint at regular intervals along the slit band, the darker
spots appearing also to be slightly raised. Narrow,
irregular incomplete dashes of darker color cross the
lateral surface.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Slug Creek
quadrangle, Idaho, slide above phosphate ground,
Swan Lake Gulch (station 975).
Pleurotornaria brazeriana Girty, n. sp.
Plate 25, Figures 8-12

Shell of medium size, conical, somewhat turreted.
Proportions of height and width variable, sometimes
one dimension, sometimes the other being the greater.
Final volution rhombic in cross section. The
lateral surface is gently concave (gradually transformed from convex in the immature stages) and
slopes steeply downward and outward so as to make
an angle of 45° or less with the axis. The periphery
is rather distinctly truncated by the slit band, which
is defined by two slender carinae, the upper carina
being a little larger and more prominent than the
lower. From the lower carina the shell does not
immediately pass inward to. the axis but drops a short
distance, curves strongly to a direction nearly horizontal, and then passes upward into the very deep
umbilicus. The volutions embrace up to the lower
m~rgin of the slit band, so that the rather broad band
and the rather prominent carina above it co'nspire
to produce the turreted appearance above alluded to.
The upper surface is marked by 7 .to 10 sharp,
slender revolving lirae, separated by striae of about

the same width or slightly wider. These lirae are
crossed by slender transverse lirae somewhat smaller
than the revolving ones and not so far apart, the two
sets of lines producing a conspicuously cancellated
appearance. The transverse lirae are slightly curved,
with the convex side toward the aperture, and have
a strong backward swing. "They cross the slit band
in a series of strong, rather widely spaced lunettes.
The lower surface is marked by revolving lirae,
10 to 13 in number, generally similar to those on
the upper surface, though somewhat more closely
arranged. . The transverse lines are also finer and
much more closely arranged, and on some specimens
they are rather obscure. They can usually be seen
sharply expressed in the striae between the lirae
and as fine crenulations on the revolving lirae themselves.
Although P. brazeriana is a simple type of PZeurotomaria, I have found no species which, with a certain
regard to geologic time and geographic location,
closely resembles it. Some species differ so markedly
in general form that they are eliminated upon that
consideration; others upon consideration of sculp:
ture. The absence of an angular carina, other than
the slit band, where the lower and lateral surfaces meet,
together with the peripheral position of the band, which
is contingent upon .this relation, the oblique, steeply
descending, and gently concave character of the
lateral surface, the absence of distinct nodes upon any
part and especially their absence from a zone below the
suture-all are more or less distinctive.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Henry
quadrangle, 6%: miles .northwest of Henry, Idaho
(station 3023).
Pleurotornaria dinglensis Girty, n. sp.
Plate 25, Figures 21-24

Shell very small, composed of about four rapidly
enlarging volutions, compressed, spheroidal, wider
than high. Spire low. Suture indented, distinct.
The final volution is ovate in section and subangular
at the periphery, which is situated a little below the
middle. Upper surface moderately convex and oblique.
Lower surface moderately convex and almost horizontal. Umbilical region deeply excavated.
Upper surface marked by four slender revolving lirae
separated by relatively wide interspaces. The periphery is occupied by a revolving lira larger and
thicker than the rest, which with a stronger curvature
developed at that locus gives the whorls a somewhat
carinated appearance. The lowest of the revolving
lirre on the upper surface is finer than the others and
is situated close to the large peripheral lira. The
narrow groove between them probably represents the
slit band. The lower surface is marked by six or
seven revolving lirae about their own dianleter apart.
They are thicker than the lirae upon the upper surface,
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;because of which character and because of their number
they are Inuch closer together. They are, however,
not so large as the peripheral lira. In addition, the
upper surface is marked traversely by minute but
sharp raised lines, which die down at or a little above
the spiral lira that forms the upper boundary of the
,slit band but reappear as very fine lunettes, which
were observed only as traces, in the narrow groove
that is provisionally identified as the band. On the
lower surface the transverse markings are again appre~iable and are apparently of much the same character
as those above though on the type specimen they are
. by no means as sharp and strong. Those of the upper
surface are Inore slender and much more closely
arranged and although fairly regular increase by
bifurcation or intercalation in spreading out between
the short arc of the suture and the long arc of the
periphery.
As above intimated, the slit band can not be identified with complete certainty. If the shell is considered as a whole the irregularly rounded volutions and
'the inequality of the revolving lirae in size and spacing
seem to indicate that it is not one of the Cyclonemas
but that some one of the specialized ,features is the
site of the slit band. The most specialized features
occur o~ the periphery, and, even if this were not so,
the sharp and undeviating transverse lines that pass
across most of the upper surface' show clearly that no
slit band need be looked for there. The most probable
locus for such a structure is either the exceptionally
hea vy peripheral lira or the exceptionally narrow
groove just above it. The slit band is commonly a
zone of depression, though it may be a depressed part
of an elevation. The groove then is more probably
the slit band than the peripheral lira, and this probability· is enhanced by the presence there, though it
can not be vouchAd for, of traces of lunettes.
P. dinglensis may be said to combine the shape of
P. humilis or P. piasaensis with the surface markings
of P. nodulistriata, for though the sculpture on the
upper surface is altogether different from that of P.
nodulistriata, the characters of the periphery and of
the lower surface, without being identical, are distjnctly comparablA. On the other hand, the shape,
though comparable to that of P. humilis and P.
piasaensis. is not without its differences, and the
sculpture is unlike in many particulars. Of the two,
the resemblance to P. humilis is greater, but even
young specimens of P. humilis, which are more like
this sholl than old ones. differ somewhat both in shape
nnd sculpture. The shape is more discoidal and the
volutions less angular at the periphery. The revolving lirae on the upper surface are more numerous and
necessarily more crowded, but the transverse lirae are
coarser and more widely spaced. The slit' band is conspicuous and peripheral in position, whereas in this
species the periphery is occupied by a ridge or costa
and the slit band occurs just above.
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Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; MontpeHer quadrangle, 2 Y2 miles south of Dingle, Idaho
(station 1446).
Pleurotornaria pealeana Girty, n. sp.
Plate 25, Figures 13-18

I

Shell small, depressed, almost discoidal. Volutions about four, rapidly enlarging. Spire low;
suture ind~nted, distinct. Final volution elliptical
in section, its long~r axis declining, though not strongly
from the horizontal. Upper and' lower surfaces
gently convex. Periphery narrowly rounded .
Upper surface marked by rather coarse revolving
costae, each of which bears a row of beadlike nodes.
The costae, which in the type specimen are nine in number, are separated by striae of about the same size or
slightly larger. The nodes are very sharply defined
and stand about their own diameter apart. They are
not apparently arranged in distinct transverse rows,
and no transverse cancellating lines have been ob~
served. The periphery is occupied by the slit band,
which is of moderate size, defined by strongly elevated tines, and crossed by delicate lunettes, which
are rather difficult to make out. The lower surface
is marked spirally by raised lines which are very
similar to those that bound the slit band but are in
strong contrast with those found upon the upper
surface, as they are much more slender, are separated
by broad, shallow interspaces, and are not nodose.
There are eight of these revolving lines, a considerable
space in the umbilical region being without them ..
The umbilicus appears to be open. The type specimen has the appearance of being but little broken;
if so,' the plane of the aperture is very oblique, the
upper margin projecting far beyond the lower, and the
slit is a shallow notch.
This species appears to be distinct from any of the
Spergen Pleurotomarias, but it may be said to combine the shape of P. piasaensis or of P. humilis with
the sculpture of P. nodulistriata, though the nodes of
the latter are much more clearly produced by the
impact Qf sharp transverse lirae upon revolving ones.
No other Carboniferous species of Pleurotomaria of
which I have record resembles this one at all closely.
The specimen which furnished the foregoing description is only about half grown, if a second and much
larger one from another locality is rightly referred to
the same species. This specimen has a diameter of
not less than 15 millimeters, but as the rate of enlargement is very high it seems to have only one more
volution than the other. Unfortunately it is broken
in the apical part, so that a comparison with the type
specimen on equal terms- as to size can be made only
partially. In this partial way the two specimens seem
to agree. The larger one, however, in the mature
whorl shows some marked changes. The long axis
has become relatively much longer, so that the volu-
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tion is greatly compressed. The sculpture also has
undergone a slight transformation. The revolving
lirae have increased to the number of 16 on the upper
side, not including the slender one that bounds the
slit band, and they are distinctly though not strongly
alternate in size. They are also conspicuously nodose,
but the nodes are connected across the interspaces so
as to form a series of transverse lines, which are
weaker than the revolving ones and are in 'the nature
of low, stout lamellae. There is strong indication
that the difference between the two specimens in this
regard is due partly to age and partly to condition of
preserva tion.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Slug Creek
quadrangle, Idaho, slide above phosphate ground,
Swan Lake Gulch (station 975); NW. 3i SW. ~ sec.
13, T. 10 S., R. 43 E. (station 7607a).
Phanerotrema brazerianum Girty, n. sp.
Plate 25, Figures 25-27

Shell very small, turbinate, composed of four or
five volutions. Spire moderately high. Suture indented, distinct. Final volution somewhat flattened
and oblique from the suture downward, strongly
rounded across the periphery and moderately convex
below. The periphery occurs at about the mid height,
and is the site of the slit band, which is rather broad
and is sharply defined by raised lines. The upper
surface, which is faintly convex above and faintly concave below, is marked by six or seven slightly raised
lines, the lowest of which forms the boundary of the
slit band. These lines are irregularly spaced, but in
general they are not so wide as the intervals between.
The lower surface is marked by 12 or 13 fine regular
revolving lirae about their own diameter apart, the
markings here being very sharp and very regular. The
transverse markings on the upper side consist of slender, sharply raised lines, about like the revolving ones
but more closely arranged. They produce a cancellate
sculpture over most of the upper surface but become
fainter in the region of the slit band. On the band
itself they form very fine but distinct lunettes, but
below it they are scarcely appreciable. They are there
extremely fine but regular and are best shown in the
narrow striae between the lirae.
This species is obviously related to the common
Pennsylvanian P. grayvillense, and some of the differences in sculpture might fairly be ascribed to the
very great difference in size of the shells themselves.
Most obvious of the differences in sculpture are the
absence of a swollen and nodose zone below the suture
and the subdued character of the transverse markings
on the under side of the final whorl, where the spiral
lirae are not nodose as on the Pennsylvanian form.
Comparisons with other species of Pleurotomaria (or
Phanerotrema) are scarcely necessary. Those which
are not obviously different in other ways differ in hav-

ing the revolving lirae wholly or in part conspicuously
nodose. I here have regard, however, only to species
recognized in our American Carboniferous faunas.
The Spergen fauna especially shows no really COlllparable species. P. nodulistriata is silllilar in shape,
but the upper side is strongly nodulose, and the slit
band is entirely different in character. P. wortheni
i~ more nearly allied at first glance than on closer
inspection. I t is impossible, indeed, to bring the
description of P. wortheni and the figures into reasonable harmony. In the description P. wortheni
is compared to Trepospira sphaerulata, a species
which is distinguished among other characters by
being wholly without revolving lirae either on the
upper surface or on the lower. P. wortheni, however,
is described as having revolving lirae on its under side,
a vital difference which is not mentioned in comparing
it with T. sphaerulata. Again, the description does not
mention revolving lirae as occurring on the upper
side, though they are said to be a character of the lower
side. The figure, on the other hand, clearly shows
fine revolving lirae on the upper surface. An intelligent comparison with P. wortheni is thus impossible.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Montpelier
quadrangle, 2Y2 miles south of Dingle, Idaho (station
1446).
Capulus striatulus Girty, n. sp.
Plate 25, Figures 33-38

Shell rather small and rather broadly conical.
Axis slightly curved and slightly oblique, so that the
apex projects beyond the posterior margin of the
aperture, though not far. The profile of the anterior
side is gently convex; that of the posterior side is
even more gently concave. The aperture is triangular
in outline, one of the angles being anterior and, the
side opposite posterior. The sides, howevel are
gentle curves and the angles abrupt ones, the difference being that of degree. The shape of the aperture
is indicative of that of the whole shell, or most of it,
the anterior surface being obscurely carinate and the
posterior surface being flattened.
The surface is variously nlarked. Most conspicuous are longitudinal costae which are as a rule irregular
in size and spacing and not very sharply defined by
sub angular striae. These costae die out before reaching the apex. Transversely the shell is crossed by
distinct growth lines and at intervals by more or less
strong striae, which give it a faintly undulating appearance. Here and there, but especially on the posterior
face, small roundish depressions can be observed.
There exists considerable confusion with regard to
the validity and application of the generic nanles
that have been introduced for the Platyceras type of
gastropod. The present species has been referred
under the genus Oapulus, but it is not far removed
in character from some of the shells that presumably
belong under Orthonychia. Some of the American
i
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spoc.ies at present resting under Oapulus resemble this
one in being regularly plicated, but even these differ in
having the plications larger and less numerous as
well as considerably l110re pronounced. The most
closely cOl11parable species in many ways is O. fissu'rella, if the striated shells figured by Meek and
Worthen really belong to Hall's species. O. subelegans also reselnbles O. striatulus in general appearance,
but though the typical specimens agree in having an
aperture more or less triangular in shape, in this species
the posterior side of the shell is flattened; in that, the
anterior. In shells as variable as these, however,
especially if their shape is in large measure determined
by the object upon which they fixed themselves, as
is COl11l11only thought, this difference is minimized.
So, indeed, are 1110St of the differences between species
.
in this great group of shells.
Some of the shells referred to Orthonychia are in the
character of their plications more aptly comparable
to O. striatulus than the Capuli, but on the other
hand they are more slender and elongated in shape.
O. formosa and O. je..tfersonensis are perhaps more
nearly allied than the other species.
The species of.Platyceras are, with but few exceptions, which probably should be removed to Orthonychia, nlore strongly involute than Oapulus striatulus. Some of them are more or less similarly
plicated, but those that resemble the present form
in that character differ in the other, and those that
are especially erect are not only unplicated but more
slender; thus if species are to be discriminated among
these shells by the only characters with which they
conle down to us, Oapulus striatulus can not be
closely identified with any yet described, at least
with any described from the Carboniferous faunas
of North All1erica.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Henry
quadrangle, 6%; miles northwest of Henry, Idaho
(station 3023).
Capulus striatulus var. gracilis Girty, n. var.
Plate 25, Figures 39-41

This variety, as exemplified by the type specimen,
is 111uch s1na11e1' than O. striatulus itself, more slender,
less oblique, and possibly more closely coiled at the
apex, though the parts involved are so small that it is
difficult to tell whether the shells are whole or broken
and whether the apical coil is open or closed.
IIorizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Henry
quadrangle, 6%; 111iles northwest of Henry, Idaho
(station 3023).
Phymatifer? tricarinatus Girty, n. sp.
Plate 25, Figures 28-30

Shell, small, discoidal, composed of three or four
rapidly enlarging volutions. Spire flat, scarcely ris-
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ing above the last whorl. Final volution somewhat
carinated above, below, and on the periphery. The
upper carina finds expression in a row of large rounded
nodes not far from the suture. It begins as a faint
angulation faintly enlarged at regular intervals. The
enlargements rapidly become more pronounced and
involve the whole carina, which would otherwise be
scarcely appreciable. The peripheral carina is a blunt
angulation that is probably not nodose or at least is
doubtfully nodose. The lower carina at its maximum
is a rather strong angular ridge that is situated nearer
to the axial than to the peripheral side of the whorl.
It begins as a scarcely appreciable angulation but
develops rapidly, so that at the aperture the peripheral carina, instead of occurring midway on the
whorl, comes to be situated distinctly above the
middle, owing to the increased proj ection of the lower
side. As the lower carina increases in height it becomes also nodose, but the nodes are not as strong
as the nodes of the upper carina, and are spirally
elongated. There the nodes form the carina; here
they are undulations along its crest. In other respects also the two carinae are in contrast, for the
upper one is distinguishable along almost the whole
of the last volution; the lower one along only about
half. Though the upper carina li~s almost directly
above the lower, their characters and their rate of
development are such that the deseent to the suture
is short and gentle, but the ascent into the umbilical
cavity is long and steep. The umbilical excavation
is therefore large and deep. The surface is smooth
or marked only by faint incremental lines.
The generic position of this shell is problematic,
for I recall none quite like it in our Carboniferous,
especially in our Mississippian faunas. A certain resemblance to the species referred under Porcellia is obvious,
but Porcellia should be almost complanate, which this
shell is not, and especially it should have a slit and a
conspicuous slit band on the periphery, of which this
shell has no trace. Neither Porcellia nor any of the
Pleurotomarias consequently need be considered further. The relation' next suggested by its general configuration is with the euomphaloids, a relationship
which apparently has more in its favor than the other.
Certainly some analogies can be drawn between this
form and the group of euomphaloids for which the
term Phymatijer was introduced, but the Phymatifers
are commonly very large shells that pass through a
rather conspicuous Euomphalus stage and they make
their appearance late in the Carboniferous. In all
respects P. tricarinatus is out of the ordinary, and its
relation to Phymatifer is open to grave doubt.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Slug Creek
quadrangle, Idaho, slide above phosphate ground,
, Swan Lake Gulch (station 975).
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Bulimorpha elegans Girty, n. sp.

Plate 25, Figures 31-32

This is a slender shell that consists of perhaps eight
volutions. The last volution comprises considerably
more than half the entire height, the length of the
aperture considerably less. The final volution is
rather strongly convex; the greatest curvature occurs
near the middle and the upper half is the most feebly
arched. Consequently as the volutions overlap
to about the middle the exposed parts that together
constitute the spire are rather flat, and the suture,
though conspicuous, is not deeply indented. B.
elegans has much the same 'shape as B. bulimiformis,
but it is larger and is' composed of more numerous and
rounder volutions. As the species of Bulimorpha
ha.ve a strong general resl3mblance, this Mississippian
shell does not differ greatly from certain Pennsylvanian
ones, though appreciable differences are more or less
obvious as between the type specimens at least. B.
elegans is, for instance; scarcely more than a miniature
replica of B. nitidula. It is more slender than B.
whit{ieldi, and the last volution is correspondingly
narrower.
Horizon and locality: Brazer limestone; Henry
quadrangle, 6~ miles northwest of Henry, Idaho
(station 3023).
NEW SPECIES OF CARBONIFEROUS FOSSILS FROM THE
WELLS FORMATION

Schizophoria texana Girty, n. sp.

Plate 27, Figures 1-8

Shell rather small, transversely subelliptical,
inflated. The lateral outlines are nearly straight in the
upper part but round inward rather strongly to the
long hinge line, which they meet at an obtuse but
distinct angle. The anterior outline is long, gently
emarginate, strongly curved at the sides.
Pedicle valve rather shallow, highest at the posterior end. Cardinal area well defined, about onefourth to one-third of the greatest width; rather high
and, nearly flat in the lower part, which is almost
perpendicular to the plane of the shell margin but
more arched above, so that the inclination of the area
as a whole is about 45° backward. Foramen higher
than wide, occupying one-fifth or more of the hinge'
line. Beak narrow and pointed, not strongly incurved,
rather prominent as a topographic feature, and projecting distinctly beyond the hinge line. The anterior
part of the valve is depressed into a broad undefined
but rather deep sinus, which begins well up in the
umbonal region as a flattening and becomes deeper
and broader as it passes forward.
Oli the inside the valve shows two narrow elongated
muscle scars divided by a septumlike ridge. The
dental plates are high and thIn, but they abruptly
pass into low, rounded ridges that define. the muscular area. In some specimens the ridges are dis-
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tinctly continued around the anterior end of t.he
'scars. In others the scars have no distinct anterior
boundary. The septum has its origin in the umbonal
cavity, a short distance in front of the beak, and
steadily rises to its maximum not far from the anterior
end of the muscle scars, gradually becoming thicker
as it becomes higher. It there abruptly subsides,
and in such a manner that in many specinlens the
septum, which is thin on top and broad below, appears
to be obliquely truncated at the anterior end by a
plane surface, angular in outline, whose spreading
sides fornl the recurved boundary of the muscular
imprints. The 'muscular area as a whole is conspicuously longer than wide, and it extends about
halfway or less down the valve.
The brachial valve is highly arched, more or less,
inflated in the umbonal region, with a small, pointed"
rather prominent and strongly incurved bealc The
median part of the shell is flattened lengthwise or in
most specimens appreciably depressed into a rather
narrow sinus. The cardinal area is narrow, slightly
arched above, very sharply defined and situated almost
in the plane of the shell margin. The crural plates,
which diverge rather strongly, are thin and high but
not very long. They project at the anterior end 'as
short but very conspicuous crura, inlmediately behind
which they are expanded to form the dental sockets.
A small but well-defined cardinal process is found in
the umbonal cavity just anterior to the beak. The
muscle scars are rounded and more or less flabelliform, but they are very faintly outlined. They are
separated from one another by a low median septum,
which is short and dies down rather rapidly in both
directions.
The surface is marked by very fine regular lirae, of
which certain ones stand up above the rest. These
elevated lirae, though they may be rather long, are not
continuous but end abruptly in a tiny aperture, as if
they were themselves hollow or else ended in a hollow
spine. They occur at rather regular intervals and are
most strongly developed on the marginal parts of the
shell, especially, it would appear, on the mesial part
of the pedicle valve and on the sides of the brachial
valve.
In their 'relation to each other the brachial valve is
more convex than the pedicle valve, but the brachial
valve is highest about midway, whereas the pedicle
valve is most elevated close to the posterior end. The
beak of the pedicle valve is much more elevated; that
of the brachial valve much more incurved. Although
the cardinal area of ~he pedicle valve is much higher
than that of the brachial valve it is also more oblique,
so that the two beaks project about equally.
The types of S. texana, two of which are figured
here, come from the Marble Falls limestone of Texas ,
of Pottsville age. The specimens from Idaho appear
to belong to the same species, and the shell from New
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Mexico identified by White as Orthis resupinoides?
should also be compared with it. There seems to
have been a 111m'ked efflorescence of the Schizophoria
type in the early part of Pennsylvanian time, of which
this occurrence in the Wells 111ay be an instance. This
generalization, however, needs to be tested, and it
renlains to be shown to what extent these various
occurrences of Schizophoria in the Pennsylvanian, of
which others could be mentioned, are really of the
sal11e or of about the same geologic age.
I-Iorizon and locality: Marble Falls limestone; San
Saba quadrangle, bed of Cherokee Creek, half a mile
northeast of Bend, Tex. (station 2417), and about 3
miles south of San Saba on road to Llano (station 2607).
Wells formation; nunlerous localities in southeastern
Idaho, mostly in the basal part of the formation.
Orthotetes mutabilis Girty, n. sp.
Plate 27, Figures 9-15

These shells vary so greatly that what is said of
thelll lllUSt be either very general or very individual.
The pedicle valve is as a rule very elongate and in
some specimens very attenuate, and it has an extraordinarily h.igh and somewhat backward-sloping cardinal area. The cardinal area may, however, be low
and but slightly inclined. The growth is strongly irregular, sonle specimens being undulated transversely,
others twisted, and others variously ·contorted. The
high cardinal area is divided midway by a 'relatively
narrow pseudodeltidium, which in turn bears a distinct
nledian groove. On the interior the septum, which is
very long, unites with the short converging dental
lamellae so as conspicuously to exemplify the camerate
type of structure characteristic of Orthotetes s. s.·
The brachial valve is 1110derately gibbous, somewhat
inflated in the umbonal region. The outlines contract
rather strongly as they near the hinge, as of course
do those of the pedicle valve.
The surface is nlarked by the characteristic slender
more or less alternating radiallirae, here developed on
an unusually small scale.
As the height of the cardinal area varies with age,
and as its apparent inclination is affected by breakage
at either end of the shell, variation in these characters
is apt to be more apparent than real., In these shells
the area has a distinct though not very strong backward inclination fronl the hinge line, varying somewhat toward either extreme. It may be gently convex,
and the upper part of the valve may be gently concave, so that but a narrow space is left between. A
nunlber of pedicle valves in the collection have this
configuration. On the other hand, the area may be
flat and the upper part of the valve convex, when
a very different appearing and a much more capacious
shell results. My specimens suggest that in this form
the cardinal area is somewhat lower than in the other.
The brachial valve is as usual less variable than the
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pedicle valve. However, sonle specimens have the
umbonal region flattened, though seemingly in most
it is rather gibbous. This valve, like the °other is of
irregular growth, but from its general plan it can not
be so much contorted.
In the greatly elevated pedicle valve, extremely
variable shape, and very fine striation, this species
suggests Derbya muZtistriata. In D. muZtistriata, however, the median septum does not unite with the
dep.tal plates but passes between them, attaching
itself to the pseudodeltidium. It thus exemplifies the
septate as this species exemplifies the camerate type
structure. Even if this were not so, D. mutabilis
belongs in an earlier and diffe~ent fauna and has some
distinctive characters of its own. For instance, in D.
muZtistriata, variable as it is, we rarely find the compressed attenuate shape which, here seems to be so
common.
Horizon and locality: Wells 'formation; Slug Creek
quadrangle, Idaho, ridge east of Cranes Reservoir
(station 7608).
Chonetes mesolobus Norwood and Pratten var. inflexus Girty,
n. var.
Plate 27, Figure 16

It is perhaps not entirely safe to take any of the
prevalent forms of O. mesolobus as the typical one, but
fronl any of those that are commonly seen the present
variety differs in the strength of the median lobe and
in its depressed position between the two very promi-'
nent lateral lobes. The median lobe is also rather'
narrow for the size of the shel1 as a whole, which is
considerably above the average in O. mesolobus. In
the more typical varieties of O. mesolobus, if one may
use that expression, even when the median lobe is well
developed, its 'crest is almost if not quite in the plane of
curvature of the upper surface, not deeply depressed
below it. In regard to the more minute characters of
the sheD, it has fine, not very sharply expressed radial
lirae and appears to agree with typical O. mesolobus
rather than with.the smooth variety known as decipiens.
Horizon and locality: Wells formation; Slug Creek
quadrangle, Idaho, ridge east of Cranes reservoir
(station 7608).
Spirifer opimus Hall var. occidentalis Girty, n. var.
Plate 27, Figures 28-31

This is a rather large shell, considerably wider than
long, and widest at the hinge, which is extended. The
convexity of the two valves is rather strong and equal;
that of the pedicle valve is greatest in the umbonal
region, with a much reduced curvature 'toward the
front. The cardinal area of the pedicle valve is
rather low, and the median sinus broad and shallow.
In the brachia] valve the fold, though similar in
width, is rather high and sharply defined. It has flattened sides and wo~d be subangular on top, wllich is,
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however, traversed by a rather strong median groove.
The plications are rounded but strong; about 12 occur
on each of the lateral slopes, 5 in the sinus and 6 or 8
on the fold. The median rib in the sinus is distinctly
"larger than the others, and correspondingly the
median sulcus of the fold is larger than the grooves
that separate the costae upon its sides. The plications nearest the fold and sinus may be bifurcated, as
many as three on each side.
The surface is cancellated in the usual manner by
longitudinal and transverse lirae.
Shells of this type are nearly everywhere present in
Pennsylvanian rocks of the Rocky Mountain region,
and they have commonly been referred under S. rockymontanus. Very few of them, however, agree very
wel1 with .the small, finely costate form so named by
Marcou, least of all this large, species with its coarse
ribs and extended hinge line. Accordingly I at one
time referred a form that is probably specifically
identical with this one to S. boonensis Swallow.
Hardly less distinct is the form that Hall described as
S. opimus, though S. opimus is wldely regarded as a
synonym of S. rockymontanus. I scarcely doubt,
however, that close study of these abundant and varia ble shells will establish them as belonging to several
species. The present form I recognize as distinct
from S. rockymontanus by reason of its large size,
extended shape, and coarse heavy costae. It is less
sharply distinct from S. opimus. The differences are
obvio~s, their importance more a matter of opinion.
This variety is larger, is more extended at the hinge
line, and has a lower cardinal area in the pedicle valve.
Corresponding to its larger size it has more numerous
costae, several of which are invariably bifurcated. If
these differences are constant the present form deserves to rank as a distinct species. Authentic S. rockymontanus and authentic S. opimus, as distinguished
from varieties that have been cited under those species,
are but little lmown, and the variation shown by
shells rightly referred to them may partially obliterate the differences or" on the other hand, establish
others.
Although I had at one time referred to S. boonensis, a
shell which is probably identical with this one, the
identification now seems undesirable. The significance of S. boonensis is even more a matter of doubt
than that of S. rockymontanus or S. opimus, for of these
species we have figures, but of S. boonensis we have
none. Swallow does not mention bifurcation as taking place on any of the lateral costae of S. boonensis,
though he describes the development of the costae on
the fold and sinus with care and accuracy. Furthermore, he describes the sculpture as consisting of fine
concentric imbricating lamellae without any fine
radiating striae, this being one of the characters that
differe:p.tiate this species from S. opimus. Certain
Mississippian Spirifers are marked in this way, as is

well known, but of the Pennsylvanian Spirifers fronl
the Interior Basin I do not recall one that has the
concentric lamellae without the radial striae. In
S. cameratus, to be sure, both markings are very fine
and very faint. In S. opimus both are present and
both are obvious, -as nlentioned by Hall, and both are
found in the form under consideration. Swallow ,may
have had in S. boonensis a species of a type entirely new
to the Pennsylvanian or he may have had one in which
the development of the two sets of markings was
extremely disproportionate, or his observations may
have been faulty. If his observations were faulty, his
description can not at present be corrected, for in nlY
studies of the Pennsylvanian faunas of Missouri I
found this type of Spirifer extremely rare, only three or
four having been observed in several hundred collections. At all events, though the present form may
ultimately prove to be the same as S. boonensis it
appears to show several important differences, which
as long as they remain disproved cast doubt on the
identifica tion.
Horizon and locality: Wells formation; Crow Creek
quadrangle, Idaho, sec. 35, T. 9 S., R. 45 E. (station
32).
NEW SPECIES OF LOWER TRIASSIC FOSSILS FROM THE
WOODSIDE AND THAYNES FORMATIONS

, Pugnoides triassicus Girty, n. sp.
Plate 30, Figures 1-41

Shell of medium size, rarely much more than 10
millimeters in length. Length and breadth about
equal, the length. generally the greater. Outline
variable; subovate, subtriangular, or sUbpentagonal
in different specimens. Conve~ty rather high in
rna ture shells, extremely high in some but only moderately so in others.
The pedicle valve has a sharply defined median
sinus, which occupies considerably more than one-third
the width. It may be very deep or only moderately
deep but in either case is practically restricted to the
anterior two-thirds of the valve. In the posterior onethird the transverse curvature is rather strong, but by
degrees the median part becomes depressed, while the
sides remain nearly straight; thus a line down the
middle of the sinus is strongly arched, while a line from
the beak to one of the angles bounding the sinus is
approximately a right line. The beak is small,
pointed, and suberect. The lateral margins are folded
inward for some distance below the beak, so as to creat~
a sort of false cardinal area, which is rather sharply
defined if the shell is not exfoliated. A narrow, open
triangular foramen divides the" area," but the structure in this part is not well shown .
. The brachial valve is more or less extremely convex
and in some respects is the opposite of the pedicle valve
in its configuration. The posterior part in the
umbonal region commonly appears flattened. The
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. fold is strongly develope'd and sharply defined, owing
to the deeply deflected sides, though the lateral
flexures are not sufficiently pronounced to make it a
distinguishable feature back of the middle of the sheH.
"fhe curvature lengthwise along the crest of the fold
is but gentle; the sides, though strongly oblique, are not
strongly arched length wise.
The plica tions are strong and as a rule angular,
though they luay be somewhat rounded. Two or
three occur on the fold indifferently. The number on
the lateral slopes is also variable. We may find one
distinct and one obscure plication, two fairly distinct,
or two fairly distinct followed by a third that is faint.
H the fold bears only tw~ plications it is narrow and
occupies on top about one-fourth the width; if it bears
three plications it occupies about one-third the width.
The sides of the fold diverge considerably, so that the
top, which is the most conspicuous part of the fold,
and the bottom, which is the nlost conspicuous part
of the sinus, occupy very different proportions of the
respective valves.
On the interior the pedicle develops two distinct·
dental plates and the brachial valve a fairly long,
high, thin median septum. The septum connects at
the posterior end with the hinge plate, which is divided
down the middle by f\, groove and is flexed at the
sides to fornl. the .dental sockets.
The internal structures of the brachial 'valve are
not so certainly deterl11ined in detail as to be beyond
the range of correction, but apparently they are in
every essential those of Camarotoechia or of Pugnoides, though th!3 more or less marginally developed
plications definitely indicate Pugnoides for the proper
generic reference as between these two. Indeed, it is
not quite certain that this shell can be adequately
distinguished fronl the common Pennsylvanian Pugnoides osagensis Swallow. On the one hand there is
an intrinsic inlprobability .that this Triassic shell was
really the same species as the Carboniferous one, however difficult it l11ay be to find distinguishing charac. tel'S in them in their fossil form, and on the other
hand not a little uncertainty surrounds the question
which of the several rhynchonelloid species that occur
in our Pennsylval)ian faunas should really be covered
under Swallow's loosely drawn description. On both
heads an argument lnight be framed for considering
the present form to be a new species. In its proper
characters this shell appears to be marked by fewer
plications, if we may provisionally employ Meek's
interpretation of Pugnoides osagensis, for he describes
that species as having three or sometimes four plications on the fold and three or four on each side. In
c01nparison with specimens which I would identify
with Meek's form the plications are more angular and
the sides of the fold and sinus longer, so that there
are fewer and also weaker plications on the lateral
slopes of the v~lves.
25021-27--29

The question might properly be raised also whether
this shell is not the authentic Pugnoides utah of Marcou. Unfortunately but iittle confidence can be
accorded to Marcou's description or to his figures, or
even to his citation of locality. His description contains too little detail; his figures, one might think,
too much. He gives Salt Lake City as the locality
and Carboniferous as the geologic age, but a certain
latitude must probably be allowed to that statement.
His specimens of Pugnoides utah may ha v~ been received from friends, as were some of his other speci-'
mens. Both Lower Triassic and Permian (Spiriferina
pulchra horizon) rocks occur close to Salt Lake City,
but from neither have I seen specimens of Pugnoides.
Indeed, P. utah is said by Marcou to be associated
with Hustedia mormoni, Oliothyridina roissyi, . Composita subtiZita, and Productus semireticulatus, and not
only is this a distinctly Carboniferous fauna but one
pro bably older than the Spiriferina pulchra horizon.
Pugnoides utah, then, must be regarded as a Carboniferous species, and Marcou's figures, though they
are· not to be trusted implicitly, indicate that the present species is not P. utah, which has more numerous
and stronger plications on the lateral slopes.
Horizon and locality: Thaynes group; Montpelier
quadrangle, 1 %' miles west of Paris, Idaho (station
7631).
Terebratula thaynesiana Girty, n.

SPa

Plate 30, Figures 5-7

Shell rather small, rarely more than 13 millim~ters
in length. Shape generally ovate but varying greatly
in the proportion of length to width. The length appears to be invariably greater than the width, but it
may be mucl~ greater or only slightly greater. The
extreme width is situated at about the middle or
slightly anterior to the middle, and the outline below
tends to be somewhat straightened instead of regularly curved. The convexity is not very high, but
the pedicle valve is much more convex than the
brachial. The umbonal parts of the pedicle valve
above the hinge line are somewhat inflated and obliquely flattened on either hand, the shell being
abruptly inflected so as to form almost an angle at the
sides and a sort of cardinal area on the do:r;sal surface.
The fold and sinus bear a reversed position on the
valves in comparison with the normal brachiopod, the
fold being developed on the pedicle valve and the
sinus. on the brachial. To this arrangement may be
ascribed the marked disparity between the two valves
in convexity. The pedicle valve tends to be somewhat flattened down the median portion, from which
the descent to the sides is rather strong. Toward
the front this flattened portion is defi~ed by faint
broad sulci, which give it the appearance of an elevation or fold. The brachial valve is very shallow and
is depressed toward the f~ont into a rather broad,
shallow si~us, which projects beyond the sides in a
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linguiform manner. In some specinlens an incipient
plication of the fold and sinus can be observed, the fold
being broadly depressed in the anterior part and
bounded at the sides by distinct angles, so that if the
specimen is held in the usual position, with the brachial
valve uppermost, the brachial valve in anterior view
bears a low fold but a fold sunk in a much deeper
.sinus.
The internal characters are as yet imperfectly
known. Dent~l plates seem to be developed somewhat as in Dielasma and other Paleozoic terebratuloids, but' the plates are short and oblique and they are
situated close to the sides of the rostral part of the
shell. My observations on the brachial valve are
even,less satisfactory than those on the pedicle valve.
The len'gth of the loop has not been ascertained. It
appears to proceed from the thickened dental sockets
without being connected with any internal plates,
either horizontal or vertical. As I am thus hardly
in a position to place T. thaynesiana in the complicated classification of the Terebratulidae, I am including it under the genus Terebratula used in its broad
sense.
Horizon and locality: Thaynes group; Montpelier
quadra~gle, Montpelier Canyon, Idaho (station 7406).

Both plications and sulci gradually diminish in size ,;
and intensity toward the sides. There are four plications on each of the lateral slopes and also four sulci,
the last one being very faint. Somewhat rarely
five plications and five sulci can be counted.
The brachial valve is far more constant in character :j
than the pedicle valve. It has a semicircular shape,
widest at the hinge, and although its proportions
vary to some extent, the width invariably exceeds the
length. The convexity is moderate. The plications correspond to those of the pedicle valve. The
fold is large, though not greatly larger than the
lateral plications. These number four on each side,
the final one being obscure in some specimens but
distinct in others. The plications are strong and
mostly sharply angular, except the mesial one, or
fold, which is ,commonly less angular than the others,
and may, in fact, be distinctly rounded.
The surface markings, except for varices of growth,
are shown by only a few spe~imens. These specimens, however, are seen to be covered by rather
small, closely arranged pustules, somewhat as in
Spiriferina 'spinosa. The varices of gro\\i'th.. are
rarely numerous and may be wanting altogether.
They are apt to occur close together near the margin.
The shell substance is coarsely punctate.
Spiriferina mansfieldi Girty, n. sp.
On the inside the pedicle valve bears a high thin
Plate 30, Figures 17-19
. septal plate and two high thin dental plates in the
A species belonging to the spinosa group, of nledium manner characteristic of the genus.
Horizon and locality: Thaynes group (Ross Fork
size, generally wider than long. .
limestone);
Portneuf quadrangle, Idaho, SE. U sec. 9,
Pedicle valve very variable in shape, correponding
T.4
S.,
R.
40
E. (station 7879).
to variation in the height, curvature, and inclination
Spiriferina
roundyi Girty, n~ sp.
of the cardinal area. In a general way the shape is
Plate
30,
Figures 12-16
conical, with a broad, abrupt, and somewhat oblique
Shell of medium size belonging in the group of S.
truncation on the posterior side. The area ranges
from moderately to very high. Though invariably spinosa. A width of 17 millimeters is about the maxarched, especially in the upper part, it may be nearly imum observed.
Pedicle v'alve lozenge-shaped in general outline.
flat or, on the other hand, gently concave. It may
make a very obtuse angle with the plane of the shell Cardinal angles more or less rounded, so that the
margin, so as to be somewhat erect in the side view, greatest width occurs a short distance in front of the
or it may be more nearly perpendicular to that plane. hinge line. The width is invariably greater than the
In the majority of specimens, however, the area is length measured from the tip of the beak to the ante- '
rather high, is only slightly curved and is rather rior border, but the ratio varies greatly, some shells
strongly inclined backward from the cardinal line. It being much wider than others. The cardinal area,
is defined from the parts in front by sharp angles. which is defined at the sides by angles, is gently conThe delthyrium js large, and it may be considerably cave, commonly nearly plan ate in the lower part, and
higher than wide, its proportions tending to vaIW with is rather strongly inclined backward from the cardinal
those of the area itself. The widest part of the shell line. The delthyrium is higher than wide; it occupies
occurs at the hinge line. Owing to the great varia- about one-third of the hinge line in the narrow forms,
tion in the height and direction of the cardinal area, and considerably less than one-third in the broader
the width varies in different sp'ecimens from consider- ones.
The surface is m~rked by rather fine, strong subably (greater to considerably less than the length
measured from the point of the beak to the anterior angular costae, of whichin the larger shells about six
occur on each of the lateral' slopes. The sinus is much
margin.
The surface is marked by strong, simple, sub angular larger than any of the grooves that separate the costae,
plications of which the median sulcus, or sinus, is and it bears a strong median rib, which is, however,
more or less conspicuously larger than the others. distinctly lower than the plications that border it.
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On the inside the pedicle valve bears the usual from one and one-fourth to one and one-half times
median septum, which is here very high and thin and the length of the hinge. The beak is conspicuously
passes down the groove that on the interior of the an terior and sometimes divides the hinge line in the
,shell corresponds to the median rib of the sinus on the proportions of 1 to 2. The umbonal ahgle is rather
,exterior. The strong dental plates in a similar man- narrow. The convexity is rat4er low, but it is
ner are supported upon the ridges that on the inside strongest in the upper part of the shell, where, as the
-correspond to the first groove on either side of the auricles are likely to be compressed, especially on the
anterior side, the umbonal parts are correspondingly
median sinus on the exterior.
'fhe brachial valve is much more transverse than elevated. In consequence of this configuration, the
the pedicle valve and has a generally semicircular shape. small anterior wing is rather abruptly depressed cand
The convexity, though fairly strong, is much lower auriculate, whereas the posterior wing is more spreadthan. that of the pecJ,icle valve. The plications corre- ,ing and alate. In the outline the anterior auricle has
'spond to those of the pedicle valve, there being about a quadrate shape, although the cardinal angle is
five on each of the lateral slopes. The fold as such commonly more or less obtuse. It is not so much
is not conspicuous, for it is subdivided by a median defined by a sinus as by the abrupt swelling of the
:groove which is so strong that the two halves are but outline below it. On the posterior side a sinus is
little larger than the lateral plications adjacent to it. more distinct, and in some specimens the' cardina1
As a result the curvature is fairly regular from side to angle is acute and salient.
side, but it appears to be interrupted by a median
The surface is devoid of sculpture except for fine
groove from which the costae gradu'ate in size laterally. incremental lines, which on some specimens have the
The fold then scarcely projects above the general cur- appearallpe of being slightly lamellose.
vature; each of its halves, however, is somewhat larger
These shells occur in considerable abundance and
than the costae 'adjacent, and, of course, as a whole have been found at a number of localities, but apit is much wider than any of the&ostae. The cardinal parently all are left valves, and up to the present
.area is narrow. The dental sockets are .large and time no right valves have been found with which
without di,stinct socket plates.
they could be matched. It is true that a costate
The surface is nlarked by very numerous, very fine shell is commonly associated with this smooth one,
pustules that are somewhat elongated radially and are but the costate shell can hardly be the companion
'80 arranged that in one light they form radial rows valve because i't is far less abundant, is considerably
and in another concentric ones.
.
larger, and in many respects is differently shaped.
This species is readily distinguished from S. mans- It does not have the configuration of a right
fieldi, especially by its finer plications and the fact that valve of the Pectinidae, nor, of course, does ...:4.. disthe fold and sinus are so completely divided by a junctus, though this fact need imply no more than
llledian groove and a median ridge, respectively., The that the combined valves (if they actually belong
pustulose surface nlarkings are also much finer and together) are a species of some other family.' On
the shell as a whole is somewhat smaller and more the hypothesis that they are one and the same
transverse.
species, the shells under consideration would preHorizon and 10caJity: Thaynes group; Cranes Flat sumably be right valves, as the right valve is apt to be
quadrangle, Idaho, sec. 2, T. 4 S., R. 41 E. (station less strongly sculptured than the left., Another point
'7813a).
in evidence is that the costate shell which accomAviculipecten disjunctus Girty, n. sp.
panies this one at many localities, though not cerPlate 30, Figures 22-24
tainly identified, appears to belong to AvicuZipecten
Species known only from one valve, supposed to be utahensis Meek. It is a rather singular fact that with
the costate shells which are typical of thf\t species
the left.
Shell of mediunl size; some specimens referred here Meek found some smooth ones that he regarded as
are as long as 35 millimeters or more, but the usual belonging with them and that are at first glance
length is 25 millimeters or less. Shape, except for 'very like the form that I am calling A. disjunctus.
the auricles, sub circular or ovate. The proportions A more careful comparison with the type specimens
vary considerably. The width may be as great as the of the smooth valve, however, shows that A. disJength, but in the more slender specimens the length junctus can not possibly be the same species, at
is considerably greater. In some specimens the axis least unless the species varies in a most extraordinary
appears to be essentially perpendicular to the car- manner, because although the posterior auriele (the
dinal )ine; in others it has a conspicuous slant forward terms anterior and posterior are here used as if
-or, 1110re accurately, it appears to be curved so that a both shells were right valves) is similarly shaped,
forward inclination is produced. The hinge line is the anterior auricle in ~1eek's form is not larger than
:rather short, but its relation to the width below varies the posterior and is defined in the outline by a deep
somewhat, the width' of the shell being commonly notch, whereas in my shell the" anterior" auricle is
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much larger than the "posterior," is alate, and, in following, in fact, an invariable though misguided
short, has the shape of the posterior auricle of a left precedent.
valve rather than the anterior auricle of a right valve.
Horizon and locality: Thaynes limestone; CokeMy shell is, then, quite distinct from the supposed ville quadrangle, 1 mile northeast of phosphate mine
right valve of A. utahensis, so that if A. disjunctUs at Cokeville Butte, Wyo. (station 7306 i).
is the right valve of the costate shell which occurs at
Genus MONOTIS Bronn
some localities, the costate shell' is not really A.
utahensis, as I wish to identify it, but belongs in a
Shells that have the general appearance of Pecten or
different species and in a different genus. On the AvicuZipecten are perhaps more abundant in the Lower
other hand, the smooth shell supposed by Meek to Triassic beds of Idaho and adjoining States than any
be the right valve of A. utahensis may not be properly other type of fossil-certainly than any other type of
included in that species. It has the configuration of pelecypod. A number of species have already -been
a normal right valve, just as this form has the con- described from this group .and many others probably
figuration of a normal left valve, and may possibly are undescribed. It is not without significance that
belong with A. disjunctus in that relation, both being all the species described, with possibly one exception,
are based on left valves,· no right valves of any of
sinooth ..
I might note that although for some reason the them being known. In Pecten, AvicuZipecten, DeZtospecies was named by Meek A. 'utahensis, the original pecten, and related genera the right valve, in contrast
specimens were found not in Utah but in Nevada, with its mate, has a deep byssal notch under the
if one may rely on the latitude and longitude cited. anterior auricle, and in many species it is also less
It should furthermore be noted that Meek originally convex and marked by fainter and somewhat different
gave three figures of A. utahensis illustrating two sculpture. If we turn to the collections themselves a
specimens, but in a later report he added two nlore hundred or perhaps a thousand specimens may be
figures, each of a different specimen.! In this report observed in a singJeilot, all having essentially the
the figures on Plate 9 are not correctly numbered same. shape, which is that characteristic of left valves
with reference to the plate description. Figure 7, B, of Pecten and its allies. Specimens that have the
should be Figure 7, D, and vice versa. Al though . characte~istic shape of right valves of Pecten are
the reader might readily ascertain that fact for him- extremely rare, and for the most part they can be
self, it is pertinent to remark upon it here because definitely matched with their proper left valves and
I wish to record that of the two specimens originally do not belong to the group of which I am speaking.
figured the one represented by Figure 7 appears to Some shells that I would now include in this group
be lost and of the specimens subsequently figured may later be found to have been supplied with pecthe one represented by Figure 7, D (as corrected), tinoid right valves, but it seems almost certain that
is also lost. On the other hand, the original of Figure there 'are in this Lower Triassic fauna an extensive
7, B (as corrected), occurs on the same slab as the series of forms in which the right and left valves are
original of Figure 7, C, so that though not one of the not distinguished as they are in the Pectinidae and in
type specimens it came from the type lot. The speci- fact are scarcely distinguished at all. It is of interest
men shown in Figure 7, B, appears to be much re- to note in this connection that Meek also was perplexed
stored in the region of the anterior auricle. The in ·the orientation of these shells. Writing of Avicutrue outline is not altogether clear, but I should say lipecten occidaneus, which certainly appears to be one
that either the whole of the auricle was added or that of them, he says:
it had a .different shape from that shown by the
I am not sure that I have seen any right valves of this species.
figure. As to geologic age, Meek cites A. utahensis There are among the specimens some imperfect examples tlui.t
as proba'Qly "upper Carboniferous," but I feel r~ther would seem from the direction of the very slight obliquity to be
right valves. But owing to the fact that they are quite as conce~tain that it belongs in the Triassic fauna of this
vex as the others wq.ich are certainly left valves and have
region.
exactly the same surface markings, while the ears, as nearly as
A. disjunctus may prove to belong to the group of their form can be made out, would also indicate that they are
pectinoid shells that I am here referring to the genus left valves somewhat distorted so as to change their Rlight
Monotis. The fact that only one valve is known, obliquity, I am led to regard ·them as such.
apparently the left, is significant, but so also is the
When viewed in a very broad way these Triassic
strong obliquity. Most of the Lower Triassic shells shells are not as a rule very unsymmetrical. The
that I would include under Monotis are more nearly axis shows only a slight inclination and may slope in
bilaterally symmetrical than this and most of them either direction. The beak is almost central on the
also are striated. Amongst those shells, therefore, hinge line, and the auricles do not differ markedly in
A. disjunctus would appear olit of place, and it is size or definition.
accordingly described under the genus AvicuZipecten,
If we conclude, as seems almost necessary, in the all
but
complete. absence here of 'valves comparable to
I Mellk, F. B., Paleontology: U. S. Geol. Expl. 40th Par., vol. 4, pt. 1, 1877.
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right valves of Pecten and its allies, that among these
almost unifornl shells some are right valves and some
lefts, it beconles necessary to test this conclusion by
finding sorlie other way of identifying the valves t1nd
in addition to showing that right valves of the pectinoid typo are absent, to show that right valves of a different type t),re present. This has been found very
difficult. Arnong thousands of specinlens I do not
recall one instance in which the two valves are retained in conjunction. It lllight seelll in advance
that the inclination of the axis would serve, or the
rolative size and definition of the auricles, or to some
extent the sculpture on the surface. But the inclination of the axis and the differentiation of the auricles
are cOllllnonly so slight that this evidence has no certain trend-in S0111e instanees it even seems to b!3
contra.dictory. At present I anl inclined to believe
that in the salne species the axis may slope in either
direction but that its inclination is rarely strong and
nlay not be appreciable and that the two valves can
sometimes be distingllished by one Ineans or another
but that they can not be identified as right or left
valves. In spite of uncertainty upon this point I feel
cOl1lpelled to believe that l1l0st 'of these pectinoid
shells are essentially equivalve. If this is true, they
can not be referred under Aviculipecten, where all the
described species have been placed and where any
new species wO~lld otherwise naturally be assigned.
No structures of the hinge or of the interior are
known for any of these shells, and with our imperfect
knowledge it is Inore clear where ,,~hey 'do not belong
than where they do. ...Vonotis seems on the whole to
be the genus best fitted to receive them, in spite of the
fact that ]{onotis is included in a family typified by a
genus in which, equally with Pecten and its allies, the
right valve possesses a byssal notch and a special configuration. It would almost seein as if such equivalve
genel'a as Monotis, Halobia, and PO,sidonomya should
be rOlnoved £1'0111 the Pteriidae and, if necessary, placed
in a family especially erected to receive them.
. Ordinarily it seems to Ine to be bad in principle to
change the status quo in any classification unless the
change is either a certainty or a great betterment.
To shift an object fr0111 a category that is only probably wrong to one that is only probably right is as a
rule unwise. In this instance, however, the inclusion
of these shells under Aviculipecten seems with such
high probability to be erroneous and the need of calling attention to that fact seems so great, that I propose to change their generic reference to ~Monotis,
even though I am not certain that Monotis will prove
to be their final resting place. The' species that
would naturally be considered in this reclassification'
are Aviculipecten altus, A. boutwelli, A. curticardinalis,
A. idahoensis, A. occidaneus, A. parvulus, A. pealei,
A. supel'stl'ictus I A. thaynesianus, A. utahensis, A. '
'w(tsatchensis; find A. weberensis, Everyone of these
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species was described under A'l?iculipecten, though
several of them with an expression of doubt, and with
one exception everyone of them was based on the
left valve, no right valves being known. With the
exception, then, of Aviculipecten utahensis I propose to
transfer these species to Monotis. As concerns
A. utahensis, snlooth shells having a byssal sinus
under the anterior auricle, and consequently formed
like right valves of the Pectinidae, were found closely
associated with the plica ted shells that typify A. utahensis, and the two valves agreed ,so well with one an'other, except in the' characters that would distinguish
them as right and left, that Meek regarded them as
belonging to the same species, though he expressed
himself as not absolutely certain of the fact. A. utahensis then must be left under Aviculipecten. In respects other than the right valve also that species is
not characteristic of the shells that I am discllssing.
Monotis bregeri Girty, n. sp.
Plate 30, Figure 29

Shell rather sIllali, oblique, broadly subovate, equivalve. Few of the specimens exceed 20 I11illimeters in
length. In the broader ones the length and width are
about equal, but in many the length is somewhat
greater. The outlines slope backward on the anterior
and on the posterior sides, coming together in a broad
curve around the ventral margin. They contract somewhat toward the hinge, near whieh they beconle
slightly divergent, producing little sinuses, that on the
anterior side being rather more persistent than the
other. The beak is subcentral on the hinge line, probably a little anterior. The convexity is rather strong;
the umbonal swell is somewhat narrow and high,
descending to small oblique depressed auricles. The
anterior auricle is smaller and more abruptly depressed
than the posterior auricle.
The surface is marked by slender radial lirae separated by rounded striae of about the same size. The
Jirae vary considerably in size and arrangement, A
few through failure of bifurcation, or even through
coalesence of several snlall ones, are conspicuously
large. Others renlain conspicuously snlall, so that in
places we find the lirae alternate in size, in places we
find several sI11all ones between two large ones, or in
places we find them obscurely grouped in fascicles of
two or three. Nevertheless these departures from
regularity are mostly inconspicuous, so that the surface markings are not ordinarily noticeably irregular.
The bifurcation and other ,factors governing ineqtiali:
ties in size and arrangement, are quite capricious in
their appearance, so that every specimen differs in
detail from every other. Toward the sides the lirae
become more and more slender, but they are quite
distinct, even upon the auricles. The concentric
markings comprise irregular fine obscure striae and
fine growth lines of not very constant size or strength.
Toward the sides the growth lines become stronger
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and more regular, and on the auricles as well as upon concomitant of the position of the beak on the hinge
the sides' adjacent they strongly crenulate the very line) and their shape, differ appreciably in some
specimens, but in others the difference is so slight that
fine costae.
Many of these specimens a pparen tly retain traces of neither auricle can confidently be called the larger or
their original coloration in the form of concentrically the more abruptly depressed. In a similar manner'
distributed shades of a brownish color. The bands are the axis in some specimens slopes distinctly in one
not as a rule sharply outlined or sharply contrasted, direction, but in others it slopes as distinctly in the'
but of their existence as well as of their origin there is opposite direction, and in still others the slope is tooslight to be appreciable. The inclination of the axis
scarcely reason to doubt.
It is possible that this species is the same as that would be the readiest way of distinguishing the valves
which Meek described as Aviculipecten occidaneus, and if it were appreciable and constant, but in these shells,
certainly the two have much in common. Meek's even when the axis slopes in opposite directions, the
species, as he described it, and as I have seen it repre- peculiarities distinctive of the two auricles, where any
sented in specimens from Weber Canyon, has more appreciable distinction is to be observed, do not vary
numerous costae of the larger size and has them more to correspond.
regularly distributed. In my species they appear to be . The most satisfactory explanation of the facts presented appears to be that the two valves were essenquite casual.
Monotis bregeri is apparently an equivalve shell, and tially alike but that the shell as. a whole was inconstant,
the foregoing description is framed on tha t understand- varying even in the inclination of the axis. The same
ing. The assumption is also made that the axis has a conclusion, that the shell was equivalve, is also sugbackward obliquity, as, indeed, it should have if the gested in a few occurences by the attitude of certain
generic assignment is correct. The generic relations of specimens to one another in the rock. The two valves
M. bregeri are, however, more or less open to question. have not been observed strictly in apposition, but here
This subject is discussed at some length under the and there two have been observed in such a relative
generic caption, but as the generic relations are closely position and so complementary in character as to sugwrapped up in the condition of the shell as equivalve gest that they belonged originally to the same individor inequivalve, the description of a specific occurrence ual slightly displaced. If such is their relation, the
typical of a number of species will not be out of place. two valves had essentially the same characters.
I do not propose to discuss at any length the generic
Shells that have the general appearence of Pecten or'
position
of Monotis bregeri. If it is an equivalve shell
Aviculipecten are very abundant at station 7485, but
any
relation
to the:Pectinidae may be dismissed forthnearly all of them have the configuration and sculpture
So
far
as its more weighty characters are known
with.
of left valves. Only a very few of those observed.
it
might
belong
among the Limidae. It may have had
possess the specialized characters of the right valve in
a
byssal
opening
between the valves along what I have
those genera-the depressed convexity, the subdued
called
the
posterior
auricle, for the shell margin in
sculpture, and the deep byssal sinus beneath the
some
specimens
is
faintly
arched in that plane; the
anterior auricle. N ow all but a very few of the left
general
expression,
however,
is not that of the more
valves appear to belong under Monotis bregeri, and
at
least.
The
abundant and' charactypical
Limas,
th~se few appear to belong more or less probably with
Triassi9
genus
Monotis
offers
on the whole the
teristic
the rare specimens that possess the distinctive charac,
most
suitable
refuge.
ters of right valves. If these things are so, we may
Horizon and locality: Thaynes group; Montpelier
fairly expect that among the numerous and more or
quadrangle,
Montpelier Canyon, Idaho (station 7485).
less lmiform shells possessing the characters of M. bregeri
both valves are represented. We might also expect
Monotis bregeri Girty var. laticostata Girty, n. var.
that the two valves would be distiriguishable from
Plate 30, Figures 30, 31
one another by reason 01 !L slope in opposite directions,'
In the collection .in which Monotis bregeri is so
by having the peculiarities of the auricles, such as size abundant a few specimens have an unusual number of
and configuration, developed on opposite sides and"by unusually large fiat lirae, apparently because certain
some difference in sculpture or in convexity.
of the lirae failed to bifurcate and kept on increasing
Some of the specimens have been compressed, in size. The more strongly characterized of these
modifying their convexity; some have been distorted, specimens are in marked contrast to typical Monotis
modifying the obliquity of the axis, but with these bregeri, and yet a more or less gradual transition can
and other accidents discounted, the specimens appar- be .traced from one to the other, so that certain speciently show original variation in all these characters. mens can not be placed without hesitation in one group
The sculpture varies, but it is not of a definite type -rather than in the other. For the more highly
in one set of specimenH and of a different type in characterized shells a varietal name seems desirable.
another set. The convexity varies also but not in a
Horizon and locality: Thaynes group; Montpelier
decisive manner. The size of the auricles (which is a quadrangle, Montpelier Canyon, Idaho (station 7485).
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Monotis thaynesiana Girty

Plate 30, Figures 27, 28
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unless some differences' are found more significant
than those at present known, the two species will
probably have to be united. A. thaynesianus has
a somewhat different outline in the lower part, and
especially much larger auricles in the upper, but in
these characters shells of the same species may vary
materially. In sculpture, its character as well as its
scale, the two species appear to be in close agreement.
The specimens in lot 7878 have Inore the shape of
thaynesianus than of curticardinalis; therefore they
have been cited under that name, which is retained
until the relation between the species is definitely
settled.
Horizon and locality: Thaynes group (Ross Fork
limestone); Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho, half a mile
north of highway on Crow Creek up Sage Creek
(station 7878).

This species has been identified at a number of localities, but is especially abundant at station 7878 in the
Crow Creek quadrangle. The specimens collected
there are especially well preserved and characteristic,
and one of them is illustrated on Plate 35.
Though specimens that have the characters of
" Aviculipecten thaynesianus" are here numerous, all of
those examined have the configuration of the left valve
of the genus under which the species was originally
cited; not a single specinlen having the characteristic
configuration of the right valve of the Pectinidae was
found associated with them. Furthermore, among the
shells that have the general configuration of left valves,
some lean slightly in one direction and some in the
other, while some have the beak a little to one side of
Monotis superstricta (White) var. parksi Girty,~. var.
the center of the hinge line and others to the other
Plate 30, Figures 20, 21
side. The auricles are depressed and distinct from
The form here distinguished as a variety differs
the body of the shell without being sharply defined. from typical Aviculipecten, superstrictus apparently
The sculpture consists of fine radiallirae separated by , both in sculpture and in shape, but some of the differstriae of about the saIne size. The lirae are in general ences are of minor importance and some may prove
straight but may be slightly sinuous. They are also
to be spurious when more is known about White's
slightly alternate in size, though this is not conspic- species .. The specimen which I am using as the type
uous. They become finer and fainter toward the of this variety has its axis distinctly oblique, and if it
auricles, where they may to all intents be obsolete.
is a left valve, as it appears to be, and as it certainly is
Toward the umbo also they may become for a conif the shell is one of the Pectinidae, the inclination is
siderable distance indistinguishable, nor can their backward. Typical A. superstrictus is represented as
absence with Inuch probability 'be attributed to acciessentially symmetrical, and the absence of any disdental causes. Well-preserved surfaces show also
tinct inclination of its axis is regarded by White as one
minute cancellating concentric lirae, much finer than
of its essential characters. The difference here,
the radiating ones and not easily seen in many specithough appreciable, is not pronounced and probably
lnens except upon the auricles, where, owing to the
is not important. In my specimen, and the same
Inore or 1<:)SS con1plete absence of the radiating lirae,
seems to be true of White's figure, the posterior sinus
they are the 1110re conspicuous feature.
is very sIn all , and it occurs not where one would be
Appreciable though not striking variation is shown inclined to place the boundary of the posterior auricle
by these shells. That which relates to the configu- as defined by the shell's topography, although it is
ration has already been indicated. In sculpture, the very ill defined in that _way, but well above that
markings are a little finer on some specimens than boundary.
on others; on some they are relatively faint, on
The sculpture in my shell begins in the umbonal
others relatively strong. In some the lirae are rela- region' as very fine closely' arranged lirae of almost
tively large and the striae relatively slender; in others equal'size. Even there, however, certain lirae are
these relations are reversed. In some specimens slightly larger than the rest, usually about every
again, the inequality in size of the radiating lirae is fourth one. As the shell grew larger the lirae grew
more pronounced and regular than in others, and this larger too, but not sufficiently to make up for their
differentiation may even be so pronounced as to divergence, and new ones were introduced, so that at
suggest that the species n1ight intergrade with A. -almost any stage they appear to be so arranged that
occidane'l./'s. On the other hand, the more typical between each two of the larger lirae there are three small
variety is likely to prove the same species as A. ones, of which the second is conspicuously larger than
curticardinalis.
the first and third and conspicuously smaller than the
In fact the opportunity to examine additiona
bounding ones. In places also there may be only one
lnaterial, together with the experience acquired during intermediate lira, the two additional ones, the first
a number of years, has led me to doubt both the and third, coming in just below. Some of the secondvalidity of the species and of the original generic ary lirae may, toward the front, reach a size equal
reference to Aviculipecten as well. A. thaynesianus to that of the primary ones, or at least the differis in the main so similar to A. curticardinalis that ence may be scarcely appreciable. The differenti-
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Myalina postcarbonica Girty, n. sp.
ation of the lirae becomes less and less marked toward
the sides. First only two orders and then only one is
Plate 30, Figures 34, 35
distinguishable, though even on the auricles, especially
Shell small, narrowly ovate in outline, obliquely subon the posterior one, a few lirae here and there are
slightly larger than the rest. Fine though con- truncate on the posterior side. Oblique diameter
spicuous regular lamellose crenulations cross the radial rarely more than 15 millilneters. Hinge line straight,
distinct, half the width or less. Anterior end narlirae.
White does not describe A. superstrictus as being rowly and abruptly rounded. Anterior outline
marked by any concentric crenulations at all, although straight or slightly sinuous, ,making an angle of 45'\
his specimen is not preserved in a way favorable to sometimes more, sometimes less, with the hinge line.
showing them. N or does he describe the intermediate Posterior outline oblique and almost parallel with the
lirae as conspicuously alternating in size, merely say- anterior outline. It merges with the cardinal margin
ing that each space is occupied by five to seven radiat- above but becomes more and more strongly curved
ing threadlike raised lines. The common' number in below, passing in a broad curve around the lower end
my form is three in each interspace, and, considered and into the oblique inferior margin without a break.
in a broad way, three orders can ordinarily be distin- Thus from the almost pointed beak the shape widens
guished, as already described, the first and fifth lirae rather rapidly between the anterior outline and the
being of<lthe first order, the third of the second order, hinge; it widens also for a distance, though less
and the second and fourth of the third order, though rapidly, between the anterior outline and the posterior
all the lirae of one order are not exactly of the same outline, the broadest part lying in the posterior twosize and though with the growth of the shell the lirae of 'thirds or .three-fourths of the shell, but behind this
the second order become indistinguishable from those it contracts rather strongly.
of the first, and as new lirae are introduced the tertiary
The convexity is high and the umbonal ridge dislirae become secondary. This does not seem to accord tinct. Beginning at the beak, which sets a little back
with White's description, from which one would infer fronl the anterior extremity, the umbonal riage passes
that there were from 12 to 15 primary lirae, which backward and terminates at the posterior inferior
were always primary, separated by five to seven angle, or possibly a little in front of it, flattening out
secondary lirae, which were of equal size and which as it goes. It may be nearly straight or it may curve
were always secondary. These differences would be in the anterior part so as to point more directly forimportant should they prove to be real and persist- ward. It descends rather abruptly at the anterior
ent, but it seems likely tome that additional knowl- end but more gradually in the opposite direction, the
edge will minimize them.
highest point being about midway or a little anterior.
Aviculipecten superstrictus was founded upon what The umbo is rather inflated, though small and .undewas thought to be the left valve. No right valves fined, and it has a small lobe below and partly in
belonging to the species were at that time known nor front of it. The lobe produces a slight outward
has any subsequently been recognized. I am speak- deflection in the anterior 'outline, below which a
ing, however, of right valves such as are found in the faint cincture produces a slight deflection inward.
Pectinidae. From the fact just noted, from the genVarious modifications in shape are produced, accorderal character of the shell itself, and from its geologic ing to whether the umbonal ridge makes a rather more
age, A. superstrictus is thought to belong to a group or rather less acute angle with the hinge than usual and
of Lower Triassic shells that appear to be equivalve also according to whether it is curved for a longer or
and not strongly inequilateral, or if distinctly inequi- shorter distance in the anterior part or is practically
lateral, with anterior and posterior inequalities in the straight. The umbonal ridge and the ventral margin
same species. If these shells are actually equivalve, maintain a close and fairly constant relation, though
they can no longer be tolerated in Aviculipecten under they converge somewhat as they pass backward and
which genus all of them were originally described, and downward. The ventral margin may also swerve away
accordingly I ha ve transferred them to M onotis, from the umbonal ridge in the anterior region, so as to
where' they may, though it is not certain that they produce a lobelike expansion; in this way, too, distinct
do, belong. Aviculipecten superstrictus is one of the modifications of shape are produced. These variaspecies thus reclassified. That some of these Lower
, tions, however, are too slight and too closely connected
Triassic "Aviculipectens'" are really equivalve is in
to be practicable for smaller subdivisions.
the highest degree probable, but certain ones here
The surface appears to have been marked by lamelcited under Monolis may, through the discovery of
lose
lirae arranged at rather close and regular intervals,
characteristic right valves, revert to the Pectinidae.
though
this can not be stated definitely. A number
Horizon and locality: Thaynes group (Ross Fork
limestone); Crow Creek quadrangle, Idaho, NW. ~ of specimens show radiating lines, apparently due to
NE. ~ sec. 20 (unsurveyed), T. 9 S., R. 45 E. (station shell structure, which arch gracefully away frolTI the
umbonal ridge in a pinnate manner.
7877).
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Very little can be ·seen of the internal structure. lines and by faint concentric fol~s, which seem to play
Apparent.ly there was not present a broad striated out in the constriction and alternate there; the anterior
hinge plate like that of many typical species of series with the posterior series. They also become
:A.lyaZina, but a hinge plate would ordinarly be propor- obsolete toward the hinge line.
The muscle scars are not shown, and' of the hinge
tional to the size of the shell and that of a small form
like the present species would naturally be narrow. In structure also but little can be said, Cardinal teeth
fact, the shell along the hinge line is flattened out or may be present, but no lateral teeth either anterior or
:thickened, and it appears to have held (in the left valve post~rior. The hinge margin behind the beak seems to
.at least) t't narrow groove, which may be correlated be thickened without, however, developing any strucwith one of t.he nUlnerous grooves that traverse the ture sufficiently distinct to be called a posterior tooth.
'hinge plates of larger and n10re lnassive Myalinas. On In the lack of definite knowledge of these characters,
the generic reference is in doubt, but the general
tho othor hand, it may be a distinct structure.
Even if this species is a Myalina, it is not, of course, appearance is suggestive of Pleuromya, with which the
reJated to the group of large, more or le3s quadrate characters that can be definitely determined are not
forms but rather to the small modioliform ones like at variance.
This species somewhat resembles the one described
lrlyali'na swallowi. It also resembles, though less
strongly, Modiola subelliptica, both species being inter- by Meek as Myacites (Pleuromya) subcompressus.
preted according to Meek's figures. 2 If },{. subellip- . One of the 1110st obvious differences is found in the
tica is in fact a },.fodiola, the present species could tegular concentric undulations of Meek's speCIes,
,equally well be cited under the same genus. On the which is also less elongated transversely and lacks as
othor hand', even },{yalina swallowi, as interpreted by well a constriction. In addition to these and other
proper differences, Meek cites P. subcompl'essa from
~1eek, has the hinge plate so reduced in width as compared with large species like Myalina subquadrata, that strata of Jurassic age, but the present species cOl'tainly
this still smaller fo1'n1 might also be referred to Myalina is not Jurassic.
White 3 figures a number of shells as belonging to
with the same propriety, in so far as that character is
determinative and in so far as it is shown in my speci- Meek's species, all apparently from Jurassic rocks.
11lens. N o matter which genus it belongs to, M. post- They differ considerably from one another, and one
carbonica is rather clearly distinct f1'01n eithel' Myalina of them especially resembles the form here described,
.swallowi 01" },{odiola subelliptica.
White's comments on these figures, which should be
Horizon t'tnd locality: Woodside shale; Montpelier enlightening, are really perplexing, for his Figure 50.,
IquadrlLugle, l\10ntpelier Canyo~, Idaho (station 7380). which he seems to think especially resembles Meek's
original figure, appears to me to be most unlike it,
Pleuromya haydeniana Girty, n. sp.
whereas his Figure 5e, which he thinks may prove to
Plate 30, Figure 36
be a distinct species, appears to me especially to
resemble
it.
Shell rather large, gib bous, and, except for the promiand locality: Thaynes limestone; CokeHorizon
lIlent ulnbo, subelliptical in outline. The type speciville
quadrangle,'
1 mile northeast of phosphate mine
men has a width of 40 lnillilneters and a height to the
at
Cokeville
Butte,
Wyo. (station.7306i).
eardinalline of 23 lllillimeters. The height to the most
pron1inent point of the uinbo is 29 lnillinleters. The
hinge line is straight, about half the width of the shell
in length. The basal outline is parallel to the hinge and
rounds upwlLrd almost equally at both ends, a little
1110re strongly n.t the n.nterior end than at the posterior,
which is sOlnewhat straightened and truncated above.
At tho anterior end the outline is sY1nmetrical, rounding in\\·/LI.'d in its upper part slightly below the level of
the hinge line, 1'he beak-is distinctly anterior but far
fl'oln terminal, lying about in the anterior third of the
sholl, The convexity is strong. The maXinllUll
height ocellt's in the anterior fourth and froln there the
shell rounds downward strongly to the anterior end and
desccnd~ gradually to the posterior end, but the CUl'vature is interrupted by a distinct rather broad constriction anterior to the lniddle, chiefly distinguishable in
.the lowor part. The surface is 111arked by fine growth
J Mook, F. 13., HopOl't on the paleontology oC eustern Nebraska; in Hayden, F. Y.,
,FillnJ roport or \'ho United Stntes geological surveyor Nebraska, pt. 2, 1872.

Genus PLEUROPHORUS King

The small group of species here subsumed under the
generic nanlO Pleurophorus present problems as to
their mutual relationship, their generic position, their
habitat, and their geologic age.
The generic position of these shells is in a measure
involved with the facts of their habitat and geologic
horizon., as will appear farther on. The generic characters that belong to them have been incompletely
determined and are shown at all by only a few specimens; as is not unCOlnmon, the specimens that yield
some knowledge of generic characters are mostly too
imperfect to be satisfactorily referred to a definite
species. As the different groups appear to be so
closely related in their specific characters, however, it
seems fair to assume th~t they all belong to the same
3 White, C. A., Contriblltions to invertobrato paleontology, No.7; Jurassic rossils
Crom tho western territories: U. S. Geol. and Geog. SUf\'ey Terr. 'rwelfth AD'"
Rept., pI. 38, figs. 5a-e, 1883.
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genus, and my observations go far to justify this
assumption.' Aside from the configuration and surface
markings, which it is not necessary to describe in this
place further than to state that the shape varies from
transversely subquadrate to subelliptical or subovate
;[th strongly anterior umbones, that theumbonal
ridge is more or less pronounced, and that one or two
delicate costae are sporadically developed on the postumbonal slope, the generic characters ascertained are
as follows:
The shell substance is in most specimens thick, and
in its present condition apparently composed of crystalline calcite, a fact that renders it extremely difficult to procure perfect specimens, as the material
neither adheres to the enveloping rock nor coheres to
contiguous parts of the fossil itself. The cardinal
margin bears a narrow, concave bevel, which appears
to have formed the seat of an external ligament, though
it may possibly have been only a narrow escutcheon.
This ligamental groove extends the entire length of the
hinge behind the umbones and reappears for a short
dista1J.ce in front of them. The left valve bears a long
posterior lamina close to and parallel with the hinge
margin, with which it seems to form a groovelike
socket for the reception of a corresponding though less
distinct linear tooth in the opposite valve. So far as
my observations go it might be inferred that no cardinal teeth were developed; nevertheless it seems probable that cardinal teeth were actually present, though
it seems probable also that they were small and feeble.
The anterior muscle scar is large, deep, and strongly defined about the posterior side as if by a ridge. A few
specimens show what I can not doubt is a large pos~erior'
scar, though it is but faintly outlined. The two scars
are connected by a pallial line, which is commonly distinct, ,at least anteriorly, and which appears to be
without a sinus.
This assemblage of characters accords best with
two families, the Cardiniidae and the Pleurophoridae,
recalling in the former especially the genera NaiadUes
and OarbonicoZa, and in the latter the genus PZeurophorus. Cardinal teeth' are so rarely to be observed
anyway, and their character in these forms is so little
known, that no inference can be drawn along this line.
If as my observations suggest, the cardinal teeth are
small and obscure, this fact would tend to pl~ce these
Triassic shells in the Cardiniidae. My observations,
however, are not convincing. If the groove that
traverses the thickened cardinal margin and that is
visible both anterior and posterior to the beak is
ligamental in its character, as I have little, doubt,
these forms would not accord perfectly with the definition of either family (better, however, with that of
the Pleurophoridae), because the Cardiniidae are
described as having the liganlent opi~thodetic, whereas
the ligament of the Pleurophoridae is parvincular,
ligaments of that type being also usually opisthodetic.

In the arrangement of the lateral teeth there seems to
be little choice, at least as between Oarboni'eoZa, and
Pleurophorus, <,the preference tending to Pleurophorus.
As to habitat the Pleurophoridae are marine, but
the Cardiniidae inhabit either marine or brackish
waters. Hence, if these shells from the Woodside
shale are of brackish-water origin, they could not
beiong to the Pleurophoridae, but if they were of
marine origin this fact would not exclude them from
the Cardiniidae. It would, however, exclude them
from those cardinian genera Oarbonicola, Naiadites,
and Anthracomya, to which I would conceive them to
be most closely allied.
The shells from the Woodside occur in a limestone,
a fact which would tend to fix, though not definitely,
their station as marine. The fauna associated with
them is rich in individuals but poor in variety.
Besides ,these Pleurophorus-like forms it contains
shells which have the configuration of Mytilus and
Modiola-indeed, which probably belong to those
genera-but as quite similar shells are included under
Naiadites, and as I can not state positively that the
Woodside forms are of one family rather than of the
other, the evidence afforded by these species can not
be pressed. 11uch rarer than the fornls already mentioned are some large pectinoid shells, and those,
whether they come under Aviculipecten or (more
probably) under Pseudomonotis seem definitely to
determine the associated fauna as marine. The only
other types worth mentioning are some nondescript
gastropods whose generic position I am unable to fix
and whose evidence therefore can not be predicated.
If we go outside of the fauna that is associated with
these supposed Pleurophori at the same locality and in
the same ledge of rocks, the fauna of the Woodsi,de
formation as a whole is undoubtedly marine. It
therefore seems probable in the highest degree that
this fauna is a marine fauna, and that the Pleurophorus-like shells can not belong to at least any of the
brackish-water genera of the Cardiniidae; spedfically, they can not belong to Oarbonicola, Anthracomya or Naiadites.
In this connection mention may be made of the circumstances that most of the specimens are colored a
dark brown or gray, commonly in striking contrast to
the tint of the surrounding matrix. This discoloration may be interpreted as indicating the presence
originally of a thick periostraculn, and this, in connection with the configuration, brings to mind the
fresh-water Naiads. Neither a thick periostracnm
nor the somewhat commonplace configuration of these
Triassic shells, is peculiar to the Naiads, and that
relationship for the reasons given is not regarded as
probable.
On the score of geologic age, whatever evidence
could be adduced would be reciprocal. As the age of
the Woodside shale and the generic position of this
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group of shells are equally matters to be determined,
if the Woodside could be shown to be of Triassic age
then the shells could not belong to any strictly Paleozoic genus, or if the shells could be definitely assigned
to some strictly Paleozoic genus then the age of the
Woodside could not be Triassic, and so on. This line
of argument should not be pushed too vigorously,
however-too much is still unknown about the range
of genera and species in the geologic column.
A strong probability can be shown on other grounds,
however, that the Woodside is in fact Triassic and not
Penni an in age. A profound change in fauna occurs
in passing fr01n the underlying Phosphoria formation
to the ,Woodside. Not a single species appears to be
common to the two faunas, and even most of the
Phosphoria genera, especially the characteristic genera
of brachiopods and Bryozoa, become extinct at the
fatal line that divides one formation from the other.
The Phosphoria fauna itself is of Permian age, and it
seClns little likely that another Permian fauna, especially one so different in every way, would immediately
follow it in the same section'. Furthermore, though
proof can not be presented at this time, I believe that
the evidence needs ,only to be formulated to prove
that the Woodside is closely allied in its fauna to the
Thaynes group above, whose age, as Lower Triassio,
is generally recognized. Finally, in oits lithologic and
stratigraphic relations the Woodside appears to belong
conspicuously with the overlying rather than with the
underlying beds. If the Thaynes is Triassic there
seenlS littlo reason to doubt that the Woodside is
Triassic also. On this ground it would be unsafe, in
default of conclusive biologic evidence, to refer any of
the Woodside forms to genera at present believed to
be restricted to the Paleozoic.
The several lines of evidence considered agree in
indicating that as between Pleurophorus on the one
side and Oarbonicola and its allies on the other these
shells from the Woodside shale belong with Pleurophorus. 'rhe genus Pleurophoru8, though it reaches its
greatest development in the Permian (fide Zittel),
ranges olso into the Triassic. These Triassic Pleurophori, if I may call theln so, have a slightly different
expression from their Carboniferous' congeners, though
the difference is so subtle that it would be hard to say
just wherein it lies. At least, of these Triassic shells
it may be said that they are characterized by their
extreme abundance. In Carboniferous eollections the
Pleurophori are more apt to occur one or two at a
time, though even in these collections they may be
abundant. These Triassic shells also impress one as
being 1110re plastic. No two of them seem to be
exactly olike, and they seem to pass by small gradations into extrOlnes that are wide apart. The separation of such a series of fonns into groups, be they
species or varieties, is more or less arbitrary. This
particular series I have separated into three groups,
but the groups are not sharply defined. Some specimens seem balanced between two species; others seem
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out of place in any of the species recognized and apparently might be made starting points for still other
species.
Some of the lines of variation observed may briefly
be mentioned. It is to be expected that shells such
as these would vary considerably in the proportions of height and length and so they were found to
do. The upper and lower margins vary in direction
from parallelism to strong convergence toward the
anterior end. The anterior end itself varies in
prominence or projection beyond the beaks, not
greatly perhaps in actual measurement but conspicuously in modifying the shape of the shell. The
posterior outline also varies from obliquely subtruncate to somewhat regularly rounded. Variation
here is cJosely connected with the strength of the
unlbonal ridge, which may be distinct and sub angular
or rounded and obscure. Strength and angularity
in the umbonal ridge naturally tend to produce a
truncated outline at the posterior end, which then
is sharply rounded about the posterior inferior angle
and correspondingly straight above. In some specimens one or two faint angles or costae are developed on .
the postumbonal slope (never on the umbonal ridge
or anterior to it), but in others no such features are
discernible. The presence of these costae, the angularityof the umbonal ridge (directly), and the prominence of the anterior lobe have not proved very
satisfactory differentiating characters, and the three
species or varieties which have after careful study
been distinguished depend largely upon configuration
especially upon outline. Each of these species as
here constituted contains specimens that have costae
as well as those that are without, specimens that have
a more as well as those that have a less prominent
anterior lobe, and to a certain extent specimens
that have an angular as well as those that have
a rounded umbonal I:idge. These characters also
might have been enlployed in classification, and other
more numerous subdivisions recognized, but no matter
what line of separation I sought to follow no sharp
distinction was found.
Pleurophorus bregeri Girty, n. sp.
Plate 30, Figure 40

Shell rather small, subovate, wider than long;
,umbones not very pronlinent. The cardinal outline
is gently arched and extends about two-thirds the
er1 ire width. The ventral outline is straight or
slightly emarginate along the median portion but
curves upward toward the ends. The two outlines
converge strongly toward the front of the shell,
whir.h is narrow and sharply rounded. The posterior
end is strongly oblique and somewhat truncated.
The outline is nearly straight above, meeting the
cardinal line in an angle which, though obtuse, is
distinct. It is increasingly curved below and joins
the upturned ventral outline without a break. The
beak is small, strongly anterior (though with a more·
or less prominent lobe in front of it), stronglyincurved,.
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.and strongly bent forward. The convexity is ratl).er
high, chiefly localized along the umbonal ridge,
which may be broadly rounded or subangular. The
postumbonal region is more or less compressed. A
faint constriction passe,s across the anterior third
·of the shell, which is slightly inflated just in front.
The surface is nearly smooth and is crossed only
by fine unequal striae of growth, some of which,
.distinctly stronger than others, mark periods of
increase.
The specinlens included here vary in all the characters shown. In some of them the umbonal ridge is
.distinct and sub angular, though normally it is rounded.
In some of them one and in others two delicate angles
<or plications are developed on the postumbonal slope.
'Variation is also shown in the width relative to the
heigh t, in the prominence of the anterior extremity
;and in the convergence of the upper and lower outlines.
In general I have sought to include here rather high
'shells whose upper and lower outlines contract rather
'strongly, whose anterior end is moderately prominent,
and whose posterior end is more or less distinctly
truncated. Shells that have this configuration are
-especially abundant at station 7382; those that have
the typical configuration of P. rotundus and P. simiZis
are relatively rare. Passage forms which do not agree
·satisfactorily with either species are, however, not
bard to find. P. bregeri, on the other hand, is .rare
at station 7380, where P. rotundus and P. simiZis are
.abundant and typical.
Horizon and locality : Woodside shale; Montpelier
-quadrangle, Montpelier Oanyon, Idaho (station 7382).
Pleurophorus similis Girty, n. sp.
Plate 30, Figures 38, 39

Shell rather strongly transverse. Upper and lower
TIlargins nearly straight and nearly parallel or but
·slightly converging toward the anterior end. The
;anterior end is prominent, regularly rounding under the
'strongly anterior umbones, which are rather small and
. 'are curved forward and inward. The posterior end is
truncated, the outline being nearly straight and
'strongly oblique in the upper part, so that it makes
an obtuse angle with the hinge line, but rounding with
a sharp curve into the ventral outline. The convexity
is commonly high. The umbonal ridge is pronounced
.and subangular, and a plication is commonly developed
about midway on the postumbonal slope, producing a
·slight change of direction in the truncating posterior
,outline. A constriction, faint but distinct, commonly
crosses the shell in front of the umbonal ridge and
produces a corresponding emargination in the ventral
o()utline.
.
The s'urface is smooth crossed only by fine incremental lines, alllong which a few of greater intensity
-mark periods of intermittent shell deposition,
This form lllay be thought of as derived from p,
.bregeri by a reductioll in height,' so that the shape is
proportionally widm\ and by a reduction in the divergence of the dorsal and ventral outlines, so that they

are essentially parallel with one another. On the other
hand, it lllay be thought of as being derived fronl P.
rotundus by a reduction in the height and by a strengthening of the umbonal ridge, accompanied by a tendency
to develop a distinct posterior-inferior angle and a
straight oblique posterior outline. Passage forms connect all three species into a more or less unbroken
series. P. simiZis may be compared with P. subcostatus of the Pennsylvanian, and P. bregeri with P .
tropidophorus and P. obZongus, though distinguishing
characters are easily found. This species also recalls
the genus OarbonicoZa of the Oardiniidae, just a.s SOllle
of the varieties of P. bregeri recall the genus Naiadites
of the same family, and some of the varieties of P.
rotundus recall the genus Edmondia of quite different
affinities.
Horizon and locality : Woodside shale; Montpelier
quadrangle, Montpelier Oanyon, Idaho (station 7380).
Pleurophorus rotund us Girty, n. sp.
Plate 30, Figures 41, 42

Shell small, generally elliptical in outline, and rather
high for a representative of this genus.
The ventral outline is nearly parallel to that of the
cardinal border. The anterior end is rather prominent, its greatest projection occurring at the mid-height
or somewhat above. I t is regularly rounded in the
lower half but deeply emarginate in the upper, where
it is withdrawn under the strongly anterior umbones.
The posterior outline is more or less regularly rounded,
tending to be somewhat straighter and more oblique
in the upper part than in the lower. The convexity is
moderate, the umbonal ridge rarely distinct. The
postuinbonal slope may show one or two delicate
radial plications.
.
The surface is smooth or lnarked only by concentric
striae, punctuated by varices of growth.
P. rotundus graduates into P. bregeri and may be
regarded ,as a modification of that species in which
the upper and lower margins are parallel, instead of
strongly convergent, ~nd in which the posterior outline is lllore broadly ~nd regularly rounded, probably
less oblique in the upper part, so that a truncated
appearance is not so conspicuous. Specimens occur
which can not be .placed satisfactorily in either group
but appear to be intermediate between them. SOllIe
of the more strongly characterized specimens suggest
the genus Edmondia, though of course they lack the
strong concentric furrows found in so many of the
Edmondias. Indeed, it is just possible that P.? rotundus has been made to include more than a single generic
type, for several specimens do not show, or at least do
not show clearly, the linear cardinal tooth that has
been observed in P. bregeri. Others have all the
characters which in P. bregeri led me to refer that
species to PZeurophorus. P. rotundus and P.? simiZis
are best developed at station 7380, where really
typical specimens of P. bregeri are relatively scarce.
Horizon and locality: Woodside shale; Montpelier
quadrangle, Montpelier Oanyon, Idaho (station 7380).
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